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mAININGFUND'HELPS
WASH. CRITIC IN ARMY

Corwin s Ode on Tariety'
a neat spoofing Sunday (4) night in 'Radio
Primer,' tine first of his '2G by Corwin' series for Columbia Workshop. Show
took the form of an alphabetical satire of the radio industry (further detailed in Radio Reviews). Portion referring to Variety follows:

NARRATOR:

V

V.

What

stands for Variety.

is

Variety?

CHORUS
O,

on hi»n

piliy

him

O, pity on

Who knows

not uihot Variety is.
show game has no biz
Not to knou) lohaf Variety is.

A man

man

in the

show game

in the

biz-

No biz
No biz—
Not to know the main mag of the
show biz.
It's the mag —
It's the mag —
Its the main mag of the show biz.
SOLOIST:
Variety, Variety

No
No

plan to fake care of a guy who was
taking .such e salary cut for the
cause, then he promptly forgot the
matter.

Jack Oakie (my favorite) was telling me that he would like to get a
part he could sink his teeth into a few years ago he said the same thing
about a steak.

to

it an impropriety
read Variety.

The hinterland is Stix,
The people there are Hix,

And

critics all

are Crix.

good week's biz is perky or it's glossy.
.Australia is a continent called Aussie.
A premiere is preem.

Good

business is steam.
is the legit.

The stage

And

sex appeal

Up

for filming

All radio society

Deems

it an impropriety
read Variety.
Sing, Sing Variety.
(Sings) That will be all for VarietyI

his

filed a petition in

Jr.,

May

6.

and

five

father's

Says Ifs Hearst?

S.

May

6.

Sylvan Simon draws the direcon "New York Heartbeaf at

tor job

Yarn deals with the career
newspaper publisher.

of a tabloid

estate

Sam Marx, who wrote

the story,

is

producer.

Superior court to

widow, on

the ground that the amount
Petitioners

cessive.

hearing June

Is

May

were granted a

Play in 'Arqnes'

Talent

Lineap

Edmund Gwenn and Binnie Barnes
have been tentatively cast in leads
'We Fought at Arques,' Frederick
Hazlett Brennan play which Metro
will produce on Broadway in late
summer.
Edgar Selwyn, nominal
of

producer; Kenneth MacKenna,
Metro's story editor, and Robert
Sinclair, who were sent east to arrange for the production, will return to the Coast this week.

Selwyn and Sinclair intend returning in mid-July to begin rehearsals
and then will take the show on the
road for polishing before opening on

BENNY ANN! PROGRAM
Completed

Be Aired Sunday

Broadway.
record

Special half-hour

program

(10:30-

which the NBC-Red will
put on as part of the Jack Benny
festivities Saturday night (10) will
include
Amos 'n' Andy, Eddie
Cantor. Die Olson (and Johnson)
and
Ed Sullivan.
Also
Alois
Havrilla and Ed Thorgenson, who
were the announcers on Benny's
first program.
All these will originate from New York.
The Quiz Kids will b6 cut in from
Gary, Ind.
11

Gwenn

30.

erties.

Will

Binnie Barnes,

ex-

Complaint declares .Mrs. Fairbanks, the former Lady Sylvia Ashley, has received—$44,000- since the
act:r's death, in addition to a $50,000 home at Santa Monica and that
the other heirs have received nothing to date. Value of the estate is
estimated at $2,627,397, a good part
of which consists of English prop-

NBC

10.

.

at Beverly Hills Hotel Pool: 'He thinks owning a Royal
typewriter makes him a blue blood.'
Eavesdropped at Al Levy's: 'He and his mind are divorced.'
There's a publicity man out on the Sunset strip who wants to marry a
well-known actress so that he can get her account.

Whatever Became
General Pisano & Co.
Abe Reynolds & Co.

Homer Romaine

GertUwrence

ASCAP

'Copperhead' was projected mto
the headlines again last week when
President Roosevelt, in a White
House l)ress conference, used the
term in reference to Lindbergh because of the latter's isolationist
activities.
Flyer subsequently resigned his reserve air force com-

was noted that

the

Axis

HELLMAN KUDOS

And

'Little

"

NBC Radio-Recording Division is
doing the cutting .job and is also
the tunes with ASCAP
pubs. Miss Lawrence's initial .repsrclearin'g

toire consists of

Gone and
and

Roosevelt-Lindbergh incident,
propagandists misunderstood

'Let's

Gathering Dust in StL.
St. Louis,

The

$35,000

that the late

Poxes*

Dorothy

Herman

Davis,
Parker,

Lillian

Hellman,

Samuel Goldwyn,
Shumlin, Donald Ogden

Stewart and the cast of the New
York Drama Critics' Circle prize
play, 'The Watch on the Rhine,' will
participate in a special broadcast
11:30-12 p.fti. Tuesday (13) night over
Occasion will be

the cast for Miss
Hellman, author of the play at the
'Tartin Beck, N. Y.

May

6.

bunk-house motor bus

Tom Mix

in

left

p.a.

'When That Man

Dead,' "Fine and
Buddies.'

except Miss Davis "and Gold-

DOROTHY LEWIS' PIC
BREAK IN ICE FILM
Though

From

St. Louis,

'Ice

Hollywood. May 6.
Capades' has plenty

of stars in the troupe. Republic

is

bringing Dorothy Lewis from N. Y,
for the lead in the icetravaganza picture now being filmed.
Miss Lewis starred in the Hotel St.
Regis' (N. Y.) ice revue for

two sea-

sons.

Dandy'

Mae West,

Rag'iand's

M-G Chores

Rags Ragland, hurley comic now
in the cast of 'Panama Hattie' on
Broadway, was tested last week by
Metro for a role in 'Honky-Tonk.'
Ragland has already been inked by

J.

Barrymore

to repeat his legit role in the
Pact was
version of 'Hattie.'
signed without a screentest.
Benn Jacobson, of Metro's eastern
directed
the
department,
talent

Mix went

'Honky-Tonk'

produced

to Chi-

cago for a rodeo engagement and
then drove west and at Florence,
cn Oct, 13 was killed when his

Ariz.,

William

Shapiro

test.

L.A. to N.Y.
•

Mary

Carmen Amaya.

Trem

Carol Bruce.

Cheever Cowdin.
Danny Danker,

J.

Herbert Drake.
Alan Hynd.
Chic Johnson.
Jack Linder.

Pa'.vicia Ellis.

Florence George.

Lou Holtz.
W. Ray Johnston.

Lyons.

Kenneth MacKenna.

speedometer shows 75,000

Richard Whorf.

Edgar Selwyn.
Robert B. Sinclair.

Ruth Warrick.
Orson Welles.

Carr.

Harrison Carroll.

B. G. DeSylva.

Joseph H. Moskowitz.
Ole Olsen.

Brian.

Katharine Brown.

Gordon Douglas.

Sam

for

Release will be through a major
distributing outfit, pot yet consummated. Filming starts shortly, based
on a script by Edmund Lowe, Jr.

N. Y. to L. A.

N. P. Pery.
Judith Rutherford.

rpiles.

by

Criterion Films.

St.

car overturned after running off
the road.
The Mix bus, equipped
with sleeping quarters, bathroom and
tables, was specially built 11 years
ago and was used by the owner for
living quarters on his travels.
The
,

Hollywood, May 6.
Mae West and John Barrymore
are about to clinch as a co-starring
team in a picture, 'Not Tonight, Josephine,' the first ^ of a series to be

with

the 'St. Louis Cavalcade' is gathering dust in a downtown fire engine
garage while Fire Chief Larry Cornoyer, a friend of the screen and
circus star, is awaiting wdrd from
administrators of Mix's estate. Last
September, Mix asked the Chief to
put the bus in the garage, declaring
he'd be back in a week or two.

•

All

wyn will broadcast from New York,
Edgar Bergen and 'Charlie McCar- with short .speeches
and a scene from
thy' also take a respite from the the play.
Mi.ss Davis will do a scene
program.
from her forthcoming picture 'The
NBC-red hasn't decided what it Little Foxes," also written by Miss
willfise in the Sunday evening half-- Hellman, Goldwyn, producer of the
bour as a filler.
film, will introduce her.

&

Is

Be

M-G

Bus

Mix's $35,000

Louis after concluding his
Bette

blue (WJZ).
Two Month Rest NBC
a supper given by

Chase & Sanborn Coffee show w'
take an eight or nine- week breather
after the June '29 broadcast, Wi^e

ily of its troops.

film

LILLIAN

Cassa

snatched by the European dicUtors

referring to

the specialized meaning of the 'Copperhead' reference.
They reported
that the President had called Lindbergh a 'poisonous snake.'

Tom

Radio Salute to Author of 'Bhine'

Conley
Archer

Lehn

J.

Paired for 'Josephine'
in

Metro gave Brennan a
advance

- breaking
$50,000
royalty on 'Arques.'

St

mission.
It"

?

of

Harry
Chain
Afterpiece.

that Lionel Barrymore apThe only Republic that hasn't been
peared in a play of that name at the is the one in Hollywood.
Plymouth^ N. Y., during the season
of 1918-19— the World War I period
Freely Uses
—and subsequently on the road. It
was authored by Augustus Thomas
for Overseas Discs
and dealt with a spy for the Union
ASCAP publishers have extended
Army during the Civil War, but who the freesAise of their catalogs to the
pretended lo be a Southern sym'Broadwai Calling' saries which Gerpathizer to avoid suspicion.
Actor
recording for
did a tabloid version of the same trude Lawrence is
discs will
play in 1934, while making a per- shipment to England. The
Broadcasting
sonal appearance at the Capitol, be aired by the British
primarentertainment
the
tor
Corp.
N. Y.

p.m.)

Bergen's

the panU.'

.

Last week's re-emergence of the
term 'Copperhead' in the news re-

adjust the $3,000 monthly allowance
to Mrs. Sylvia Fairbanks,

June

in

Music Department
Do you think BMI songs will bring back Ben Bernie's hair?
Every time a bandleader comes into town, the mayor gives him the key
Richard
Himber's
case they gave him the- lock.
to the city. In
Mack Gordon and Harry Warren are putting this phrase on all their
compositions: "Do not use without the permission of the copy-cat owners.'
Hangnail Descriptions
Broadway Rose; Sleepy-Time Ghoul. Mar lenc Dietrich's Hosier]/; Twoseams met... John CaTradiniB; Bony-Boy. .Cary Cronf; 5, 10 and 15...
Edtoard Arnold: Laughing Boy. .Nelson Eddy: Annuities on Parade.
Observation Department
At Ciro's t'othei night, saw a busy busboy drop a tray of dishes on Harry
Ritz thereby hitting the crackpot.
Eavesdropped at 20th-Fox commissary: 'Get her. She has an off-the-

called

Metro.

to

Job June 10

World War I Play (Lloner Barrymore) Recalled by F.DJt. Crack

Hollywood,

Widow's 3G Mondily

heirs

RKO

'COPPERHEAD' ENCORES

to

Fairbanks'

Los Angeles,

—

—

—

Who

'A' stinkeroo.

Show is still untitled but it will
be a musical, protiably based on a
military camp story.
David Butler
face face.'
is producing and directing.
Eavesdropped

caught and retHewed by Hobe.
VARirrY, Variety

Jr., Petitions

to

Hollywood, May 6.
One-night stands and personal appearances at army camps will keep
Kay Kyser busy until he checks in
at RKO for his next picture, slated

letters.)

By a four-letter man named Land;
And many a show sent below deck
By the critic who calls himself Odec.
And if a script's awful, then woe be

Not

—

him

Kyser Orch Busy Right

is IT.

What better jargon combo could a Mencken wish
Than wow, bijf, baddie, duo, nabe ond oppostsh?
To worfc on «(ie sfa;^ of Variety
Your Tiame must /tave only four letters.
(Although if one wants to buy it he
Can, of course, spell his name with more
Each name has a four-letter par.
Such as Ibee, Wood, Scho, Flin and Char;
Full many a turkey's been panned

'

Broadway Department
But not Mrs. Miller and Tolkins.
A certain actor is such a ham he just got a five-year contract from
Saturday (3). a cocktail party was
stsged. at which Craig was presented Armour & Co.
wired
me his definition of a night club checkroom
Leon (fit Eddie's) just
with parchment scroll pointing out
that his salary cs 'an apprentice de- —a miniature pawnshop.
Fred Allen swears that he saw Broadway Rose enter '21' wearing a
fender of Democracy' would be small
Army shoes.
with
open-toe
sack
in comparison with his 'occupation- strapless potato
Understand that things are so tough at a certain Broadway nitespot
ally acquired taste for free cigarets.
frumenti
and
double-rich that the bartenders there are cutting the Coca-Cola.
spirits
producer-friend of his found
Broadway
after
a
Oscar Levant says that
chocolate ice cream sodas,' pledging
more than 50 of his undersigned out what a flop show he produced, he engaged 20 schoolboys to go out and
friends to contribution of 10c a week sell raffles on his turkey.
Hollywoodiana
toward his welfare.
Saw a bad preview at Grauman's Chinese theatre last night. After it
was over, as the star of the stinkeroo walked out, his own footprints kicked

A rainstorm .'s a drir.
independent station is an indie,
it is windy;
The cinema is Pix,

Douglas Fairbanks,

,

Deems

A

other

—

All radio society

mag—
mag—

Chicago's either Chi or

To Cut

I

myself

ought to be some share-the-wealth

IVs the
the

It's

of his future £t critics luncheon with
Louise Noonan Miller and Abe Toloperators of Little theatre,
kins,
local class revival and first-run British film house.' Critic declared there

But toheresoeueT Variety is sung
must be in a strange and different tongue:
A hundred is a C,
A thousand is a G,
A snowstorm is a bliz,

Dong,

call

.

—

biz
biz

It

QUARTET:

—

one of 'God's Frozen People.'
It was so cold on the set today when we filmed a hotel sequence, I had
to wear fceskates for bedroom slippers.
John Payne, the love interest with Sonja Henie, has had to drink a
glass of anti-freeze before each take to keep the love scenes warm.
Hollywood is the only place in the world where you can freezeto death
on a sound stage and walk outside and get a sunstroke.
'It all started as a gag, when Craig
After the picture, I'd like to .buy a boat and spend my vacation ati
was grousing about monetary aspects

Sing, Sing Variety.

If

Hollywood, May 6.
and then

Whew! One more' week to go on my picture, 'Sun Valley'
can get myself defrosted.
After working in this picture for six weeks, I can really

Variety
ex-associate
mugg, sent along by his draft board
for induction Jnto the -ermy Monday (5), is better off. 'Don Craig
Sustaining Fund' ir taking care of
has no that.
The idea might well be a
precedent, it's held.

and

I
'Veronica Lake,'
.,,
There's a sign in .a Palm Springs hotel saying: 'Large rooms for public
affairs and small rooms for private affairs.'
I like the telephones on the tables at the Brown Derby.
If you're a.
friend of the chef you can call and ask htm what not to eat.
Ace cameraman Eddie Cronjager and I saw an 'A' picture last night—

Not

An

:

By Milton Berle

6.

That $21 a month looks mighty
small to the draftees, but Don Craig,
drama critic of Washington Daily

News

SOLOIST:

May

Washington,

19H

Ithe berle-ing point
I

Norman Coi win gave Variety

7,

.

Jeffrey Lynn.
Bud McAllister.
Conrad Nagel.

Nicholas Nayfack.
Paul Radin.
Victor Saville.
William Scully.

Leo

Spitz.

Gene Towne.

Wednesday, May

MISCELLANY
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FILM ffRTTERS TALK STRIKE
Texaco Makes

Gift of 13

Radio Hours

For Treasury Drive on
In the first deal of its kind, Texfree gift
aco gasoline will make a
CBS to
of 13 one-hour periods on
for the
the United States Treasury

OK

'

purpose of selling the new Defense
stamps and bonds. Texaco will simply get a courtesy line over the air
announcing the time is theirs and a
donation.

Period will cover July 2-Sept 24
while Fred Allen is absent for the
summer layoff. The United States
Treasury's radio director, Vince Callahan' is now considering proposals
of how to fill the tiiile in a manner
satisfactory to the Government, Texaco and CBS. Latter may produce
a series of 'showcase' sustainers in

War Bonds
for

.

Bank Flags V. S. Bonds
Modern Industrial Bank of New

news commentators, is making' arrangements to donate certain segr
ments of its weekly time to speakers
who will beat drums for government defense bond sales. Talks will
come from Washington, and if the

Once-a-Month

Sound?

Harry Jolson Sues
Brother AI on

1934

Stay-Away Contract

to

isolated exceptions was invariably unable to get into an
agency door or a network office.
However, since making a personal click in 'Johnny Belinda,'
at the Longacre, N. Y., she's had
more radio offers than she could
handle.
Actress' part in the play is that
of a deaf-mute and she utters
only a single word at the final

few

Work Stoppage
ducers Stall
Contract

An agreement was

allegedly

agent.
1937,

made him

his theatrical

The $150 weekly ceased in
and Harry wants his weekly

stipend from that time to the present.
Al is asking for a bill of particulars on the varied charges.

BOSWORTH,
TO

7-YR.

75,

SIGNED

WB CONTRACT

includes such compilations as the
Advance Film Production Chart;
the Band and Orchestra Routes,

Industry leaders were cognizant of
the danger in stirring up new in-

The Film Booking Chart

runs weekly.
This issue, the
thus inaugurates

flrst

in

May,

regulzr

this

scheduling.

Hollywood,

May

6.

mands

HERE'S ANSWER

TO WHERE

IS

FLOCK OF FILM

of the Screen Writers Guild
for a basic contract 'arejeasonaWy..
met' by the Producers. The"^i;^
has adopted a resoIutionNauthorizing
its studio shop stewards to sound
out the sentiment of the^embership
on ordering a stoppage of work if
the Producers fail to kick through

PEOPLE EAST
FROMH'WOOD

with an agreement.

A

VAUDEVniE?'

the
to

special membership meeting of
SWG has been called for Mey 19
sound out sentiment of a strike
bargaining with the ^r^uc^rs

Hollywood,

May

6.

Warneriles have the answer to
'what's happened to vaudeville?' It's
in the film now being produced as
Navy Blues.' Remnants of 15 vaudeville acts are working in the picture.

They are Jack Haley (and Crafts),
Fred Sweeney (and Duffy), Jack
Oakie (ex -Lulu McConnell & Co.),
Frank Orth (and Ann Codee),
Tommy Dugan (and Raymond), Al
Lloyd (and Aveling), Dick Lane
(with Tex Guinan), Leo White (and
McCann), Harry Leonard (Tracy &

Guild handed out the Allowing
statement;
'At a membership meeting' &f the
Screen Writers Guild, the mei^l?ers

Kansas

May

Kenneth MacKenna, Edgar Selwyn

On Pan

6.

6.

Melvyn Douglas got his name in
the Congressional Record last week,
but not in a particularly flattering
manner. As part of his daily sniping at the Justice and Labor De-

and a gate of

chieftain.

to $1.12. All publicity and advertising for the event tested the future
possibilities for the same setup.

Shirer was CBS correspondent in
Berlin until recently and is making
the lecture tour before the hot spell

after

two days

N.

Register Omits

H.

always being that the in-

tention

of production,

tricacies

distribution

and exhibition precluded such regulation.

FCC-NBC

[Detaih of the

down

in Radio

crack-

page

section, see

29.]

Joe Cook Imitator So

Him

Good, Cook Pots
In

His Theatre Spot

Washington, May 6.
Joe Cook last week watched Leo
Brady, Catholic University student,
impersonate him in school's musical
biography, 'Cook Book,' and cracked,
The guy Is better as Joe Cook than
I

am.'

So this week Cook, held over for
second week at the Earle, has invited Brady, plus 'Fuller Construc(Continued on page 25)

Qnestions Subject Matter

New

Haven,

May

Trad* Mark neelatsrail
6,

The New Haven Register omitted
Melvyn Douglas, formerly
Melvyn Hes.selberg, is the Walter Winchell's column twice last
same Melvyn Douglas, or Melvyn week and carried an explanatory noHesselberg, who did not accept an tice to the effect that sheet yanked
honorary military commission in the column because material was
as

open to question
and upon subject material which the

POtlNDED BT SIME SILVRRMAN
n'eckir by VARIKTY, Inc.

I'uhllHhtii]

.Silverman,
Street,

flid

-

164

Wont 4Clh

PrAsldAnt
York. N. T.

New

sunscniPTioN
Ill
.ZE

'abusive, factually

California on account of the public

(Continued on page 77)

sets in.

*

Commission idea has been fought
whenever the topic gave indication of getting anywhere, con-

bitterly

Winchefi Colmnn 2 Days,

'This

known

Picture Commission idea has been
up in Congress before, but there has
not been much talk of such plan to
date in Washington even though a
counterpart of the Neely bill and
Federal censorship has been offered
in the present Congressional session.
However, the Motibh Picture Commission idea is the thing most feared
by the industry as a whole because
of the implication that what has happened to the radio industry could
just as easily be affected with the
fllm industry, once a commission is

in

New York, and Victor Saville, Metro
producer, who's vacationing following completion of 'A Woman's Face'
and 'Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.'
Others visiting included Spencer
Tracy, who stopped off on his way
(Continued on page 25)

For Communism'

partments, Congressman Leland M.
Ford, red-hating California Republican, assailed Douglas for signing c
petition protesting moves to deport
Harry Bridges, West Coast CIO

which

terest at Washington in a Commission for the Film Business, as a result of the FCC move to increase
radio networks and furnish wider
latitude for individual stations in
their dealings with the networks.

week following plan-

Bermuda

left for

May

'regulation'
to the picture business.

laying for M-G's production of the
legiter, "We Fought at Arques' in
September; the Robert Taylors, who

in D.C.

Impresario effort of KMBC in
bringing William Shirer for lecture
in the City Au'ditorium last week
for a one-night stand in the 11,000
seat hall brought a turnout of 6,500
$3,000, scaled at 29c.

this

the fllm infurther

in

move towards

and Robert Sinclair of Metro, who
depart

Washington,

B. 0.

City,

26),

Melvyn Douglas

Creighton Hale.

SHIRER'S $3,000

Spring fever in Hollywood is apparently accompanied by an urge to
head for New York. Deluge of fllm
people have been pouring east by
train and plane within the past
couple of weeks.
Among the tourists have been B. G.
Paramount's production
DeSylva,
chief, who left for home over the
weekend after Ave days of huddles
and looking at shows on Broadway;

collapses completely.
On the eve of renewing! negotia
tions with the major companies, the

(Continued on page

viewed

is

dustry as a

Government
might extend

installed.

call if

Feb.

weekly, and

Basic

on

networks

strike of screen writers looms
in the film industry unless the de-

made

16, 1934, whereby _in consideration of Harry staying away from the
footlights, Al promised him $150

Pro-

A

curtain.

AT29c-$1.121NK.C.

field.

If

least 12 times a year, in the
first issue of each month, certain
standing departments in Varii^ti
will be published regularly. This

etc.

Harry Jolson, brother of Al Jolson, Gale), £d Gargan ('Charlie Wilson's
filed a $25,050 breach of contract suit Loose Nut'), Martha Haye, 'GentleIn N. Y. supreme court Monday (5) man Gene' Delmont (and Jimmy
against the star, claiming the more Hussey), Harry Masters (and Kraft),
famous Jolson is not paying him as Art
and
Berry
(and
Nelson)
per agreement, to stay out of the acting profession. According to Harry,
both he and Al are actors, and Al
'being desirious of reserving to himself the use of the family name'
agreed to pay him to stay out of the

At

SCRIBES DISSATISFIED

.

WMCA

Johannes Steele and Burnet Herare analysts bankrolled on
by Banking outfit.

WMCA

Membership
Express Sentiment on

tion Calls to

in D. C.

Ruling by the Federal Communication Commission that the National
Broadcasting Co. dispose of one of its

Screen Writers Guild Resolu-

negotiations are completed, sponsor
will underwrite cost of a line from
studios.
the capital to

shey

Tilm Conunission Talk

ON PACT ISSUE

Helen Craig tried for several
years to crash radio, but with

the period.

York, which sponsors 10 periods a
week on WMCA, N. Y., for news and

FCC Crackdown on NBC Renews

II LOQIUIS

author

is

not qualifled to discourse.'

c^^iT

Vol. 142

Crnla

No.

9

Register further explained that col-

Hollywood, May 9.
Hobart Bosworth, once a star in
pictures and now in his 75th year,
signed a seven-year term contract
with Warners. His first job under
the

new

pact

is

umn was

Tallu to

retired

in

Plenty of Plane Travel This

in 1930.

SHOW

BIZ'S KY. COLS.

TURN OUT FOR DERBY
Louisville,

Next

Room

to Actor's

room next to
Gotham, N. Y., en-

Fire that gutted the
his at the Hotel

dangered John Garfield last week.
Warner Bros, player was awakened
from his sleep in his 19th floor suite
by smoke. He aided in getting the
occupant of the burning room safely
but .and then returned t'o^. help extinguish the flames.
Garfield returns to the Coast Fri(9) to begin work in 'Hot Nocturne.'
He's been east about two

day

weeks seeking a script in which to
appear on Broadway next January.
WB pact allows him time off for
stage appearances.

May

6.

Plenty of celebs on hand for the
annual banquet of Kentucky Colonels
Friday (2), at the Kentucky Hotel,
night preceding the Derby. Sharing
honors with Governors, Senators and
U, S. olflcials, were Andy Devine,
Charles Butterworth, Harry Richman (playing three-day engagement
at Iroquois Gardens), Chester Lauck
(Lum and Abner), Ole Olsen, sans
partner
Chic
'Hellzapoppin'
his
Johnson, who is on a Vancouver
hunting trip, Don Ameche, Harry
.

M. Goetz, Robert Young. Tony Martin, Lana Turner and Patricia Morrison.
J. Pettijohn, flrst general
Colonels, sounded a solemn
note in his talk, and eulogized the
late Gov. Ruby LctToon.

Charles

of the

Tallulah Bankhead left LaGuardia
Airport, New York, aboard a Uqited
Airliner Thursday (1) evening but
long before the actress was on thj
transport plane she was up in the
air.
Bound for Reno but not 'to
Reno,' if you savvy the diff, Miss
Bankhead got downright indignant
when it was suggested that she was
in the market for a matrimonial snipping, although she and her actor-

husband, John Emery, some calendar
pages back, decided they would live
alone and like it.
Asked why-for the trip to the
Town-of-Courthouses-in-the-Rockies,
Miss Bankhead allowed that she was
going 'for the ride and a rest' and
she ad-libbed 'I do wish you wouldn't
take my picture' to the film destroyers standing by.

When

news-collectors tried to pin
the divorce angle, Tallu
wasn't talking but the inference hung
(Continued on page 25)
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Friml's First Score In

10 Years Offered Fix
i

!

Hollywood, May 6.
Fir.st complete operetta score by
Rudolf Friml in 10 years is being
offered the fllm studios with story
by Elizabeth Meehan. 'They Bor-

rowed the

Night,'

originally

'Rus-

sian River.'

'

I

Site of operatic yarn is near San
where the annual BoIf
hemian C\ub hijinks are held.
bought, it would mark the flrst time
a Friml operetta ever was done as

Francisco,

I

I

<
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When He Departs RKO

Contract

Whether 'How
be his
or

Peflnite offers have been made to
Orson Welles to join their stalls as a
producer by Warner Bros, and Alexander Korda, it has been learned.
Other studios have made overtures',
but less definite ones, while RKO is
attempting, to /hold Welles after the
one picture to which he is yet committed is completed.
Welles is 'listening to all offers' but

he declares not only money or terms,
but the 'artistic integrity' allowed
him will sway him. He interpreted
that to mean complete freedom to
film the scripts of his choice without
consultation with studio heads. As
long as the studio has a final okay on
screenplays, chances of obtaining
'complete artistic integrity' are gone,
Welles asserted.
Producer Will not go ahead with
his
second film for RKO until
lawyers have battled out whether or
rot it is to be made for free. RKO
claims it is, while Welles maintains
that the company forfeited its right
to get a 'free' picture from him by
not allowing him to produce 'Heart
of Darkness.'

Mixup

resulted from Welles' desire

'do 'Darkness' as his first pic.
Studio claimed its $1,100,000 budget
too high.
Whereupon Welles said
he'd make a second picture gratis if
they'd let him do 'Darkness.' That
vras agreed to and then it was decided he should do the second picture first. It was to be 'Smiler With

to

a Knife.'
cast,

the

But

couldn't be
claimed, and was

'Smiler'

studio

never made, whereupon 'Citizen
Kane' was started.
Set to be the second picture, until
recently nixed by the Mexican gov-

ernment was a pic starring Welles
and Dolores Del Rio to be made in
Mexico City. Now, Welles says hehas 'some

ideas'

but nothing definite

Shooting scripts of both
In mind.
•Smiler' and 'Darkness' are ready,
apparently doesn't want
but
either of them.
left
has
incidentally,
Welles,

RKO

Some

a couple of scripts.

Deal

be only three

still

living.

Sneaking Into Stix

the

Hollywood,

May

6.

RKO- signed Ginny Sims, vocalist
With the Kay Kyser orchestra, to an
acting deal, permitting her to travel
with the band and report for film
work whenever there is a specific
picture commitment.
First job; under the new pact will
be the next ityser starrer, to be pro-

duced by David Butler.

Cantor Wonid

Rhnmba

Cobum

Starred

RKO

star film billing in 'Unexpected Uncle,' in which
first

he is bracketed with Dorothy ComIngore and Edmond O'Brien.
Erich Pommcr, recovering from a
heart attack, returns to RKO to resume production of 'Unexpected
Uncle.' At the beginning of his illness,

it

was announced that Pom-

iner would turn over the production
chore to Tay Garnett, who would
have taken over the double job of
producer-director.

Moskowitz; 'Preview' of Appeal?

lot

Committee on the preview

situation,

'Lucky's'

Bad Luck

-

sneaked in on another sneak preview Saturday (3) at Long Beach.
Group converged on the beach town,
dined together and moved in on
Paramount's 'Buy Me That Town.*
Cricks last week caught a rough
cut of Columbia's 'Adventure in
Washington' in Huntington Park,
and understood gave it going-over
in their sheets and mags.
Correspondents are demanding to see pictures here before New York showing, but so far. are getting nothing
but promises.
When the Huntington Park sneak
was ended, Harry Cohn, Charles
Rogers and other execs who were
mingling with the populace to get an
earful of comments, discovered a.
flock of columnists and syndicate
writers who had jumped the barrier.
The correspondents refused to disclose where they got their info about
the sneak but declared they were on
the job for 'honest reviewing and no
cheating^—
Writers asserted they had tried to

Indie producers are having a
tough time getting their product previewed under the current handling

by the Hays office.
Picture makers outside the organization declare they have called up
the Hays outfit, asking for an opportunity to show their product to the
press in a studio or a theatre, and
have been informed that there were
no available dates. When they contact exhibs directly and get a preview date, they assert, they are told
that there is an agreement prohibiting previews in that area. As a result, they often release their product without the benefit of a onceover by Hollywood correspondents
and thereby lose the advantage of
of the situation

One

of the indie organizations

understood to be asking Uncle
about it

is

Sam

Y. Frank Freeman, president of
the Motion Picture Producers Assn.,
has sided with the correspondents
and is petitioning all studios to preview pictures here before shipping
prints east.

Of Bioff 'Income
Trial

Nears

income tax case against
Willie Bioff chcrges that the union
official received $169,211.38 in 193637 and paid only $634.70 in taxes. Bill
was filed by assistant U. S. attorney
William F. Hall, preparatory to the
ernment's

a mystery
Jolson's six-month tour
Sherwood's Pulitzer Prize No. 3
'.shows*

the.

two men for income tax evasion,
was correct or not Proskauer re-

an 80-mile-an-hour

after

placed Harold H. Corbin as defense
counsel, although the 70-odd-yearold jurist will work' in conjunction
with the trial counsel in preparing
the appeal.

here June 24.
Items in Count I of the indictment,
covering 1936, include the sum of
$20,000 in currency, 'received from
sources unknown' and various articles of valuable rugs, drzperies and
furnishings from RKO. Total for the
year was $27,853.
Count 2, covering 1937, includes:

Toppers West To

20tli

Hnddle Schenck, Zanuck

On

prior to the
It was understood
hearing on Wednesday (30) that
Mathias F. Correa, U. S. prosecutor,
would oppose bail and force the defense to go to the Circuit Court of
Appeals if Schenck and Moskowitz
were to receive it at all. Proskauer's
hour and a half argument, splashed
with color and caustic wit, ripped
Correa over the coals and drew
-more attention frnm-presiding Judge
Grover Moscowltz than the court
had paid to Corbin during the entire six weeks of the defense trial.
Proskauer launched his counter-

Prod, and Sales Plans

trial

'Income received from Joseph M.
Schenck and other persons or corporations unknown to the United
States at this time, on or about June
23, 1937, in

the

amount

of $100,000.

'Income from salary and per diem
paid by the International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees to Wil
liam Bioff during 1937, $3,000.
'Income in the form of Hollywood
Turf Club stock in the amount of
approximately $10,000.
'Income in the form of Consolidated Corp. Oil stock in the
amount of approximately $5,462.50,
'Income in the form of 500 shares
solidated Corp. oil stock in the
amount of approximately $24,404.50,
from Joseph
'Income
received
Schenck and other persons and cor
porations to the United States unknown, in the form of 1,000 sheres
of 20th-century Fox Film stock in
the amount of aproximately $22,000.
'Income from dividends paid to
William Bioff during 1937 from 500
Continental Oil
Corp.
of
stock, 500 shares of Continental Can
Co. stock and 1,000 shares of 20th
Century Fox Film Corp. stock, $100.

shares

in

Bioff is living on his Valley ranch
Canoga Park, at liberty on bail

pending

Hollywood,

May

6.

Joe Moskowitz and Charlie McCarthy are due in Thursday (8) from
New York for huddles at 20th-Fox
production
with
Joseph Mr
on
Schenck, already here, and Darryl
Zanuck, piroduction chieL Both McCarthy and Moskowitz left N. Y.
Monday (5). Herman Wobber, general sales manager, arrived more
than 10. days ago, while William
Sussman, W. C. Gehring and William
Kupper, division heads, came in this
week.
Sidney R. Kent, president who
originally planned to attend these
Unsessions, remained in the east.
derstood that he stayed In N. Y. because the annual stockholders meeting is there on May 15, and this
would have allowed him only a few
days here before having to hurry
back east No other, explanation has
been made regarding his absence.
Pians to meet the new selling
changeover for the 1941-42 product

— —

and,

in

all

probability,

—

blitzkrieg by declaring that it was
an impossibility to be heard by the
higher court until the fall, and
should his clients be jailed, and the
Circuit Court reverse the Federal
sentence, they would have served
time for an offence of which they

were

not guilty.
Proskauer explained that neither Schenck nor
Moskowitz were going to"ruh away,
and then launched his attack by
stating that he was not going to try
to convince Judge Moscowitz that he
eriedJn the impos.ing of the sentence
but that he would present sub.stantial proof that would be indicative
of a possible reversal in the Circuit
Court The attorney said that he
based his appeal on six points.
These were:

discussion

concerning a national convention or
1. If Schenck was owed money by
regionals, whichever is decided, ore the Government for his 1937 tax, and
on the agenda for Coast meetings by
<Continued on page 27)
20th-Fox heads and distribution executives. A national convensh may
be held in Chicago in June or July.

JOHN BRAHM MAKES THE

Joe Schenck Back

20TH DIRECTOR AT 20TH

.

Into Prod. Harness
Hollywood. May 6.
reJohn Brahm and Darryl Zanuck
got together on a director contract,
20th-Century-Fox and as a member with Brahm assigned to pilot 'Wild
of the board of directors, he will Geese Calling' as his first job under
remain with the company in an un- the new pact. Director's latest job
was 'Escape to Glory' at Columbia,
stated production capacity at the
where he had worked for four years.
studio, presumption being that in
Signing of Brahm fetches the dithat role he will go back or) the rector contract list at 20th-Fox up
payroll.
In an official' statement to 20, a new record on the We.st-

While Joseph M. Schenck has

trial.

signed as chairman of the board of

In Goldwyn's 'Foxes'
Hollywood,

Top male

May

6.

role opposite Bette Davis
on the Samuel

in 'The Little Foxes'

Goldwyn
shall,

goes to Herbert Marreports for work today

lot

who

(Tues.).

Pertaining to Pictures
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gained

motor crash.

Ealing with United Artists
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Mex filmgoers
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More un-good neighborly stuff
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FCC radio crackdown
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Radio reviews: William Powell, Maxie Rosenbloom, 'College

Army

Clair.

nickname a few years
ago when he came up '^ithout

6.

While in New York MacKenna
Marshall has not worked for Goldconfabbed with a number of wyn since 'The Dark Angel' with
publishers and editors.
Merle Oberon in 1935.

AGVA

Mai St

numbers tone
'Lucky'

Gov-

also

ASCAP

Joseph M. Schenck and Joseph H.
Moskowitz, won the freedorh of his
clients on bail, until the Circuit
Court decides whether the decision
of the lower court, in sentencing the

Serenade' was. taken over tem-

harm

May

Hollywood,

Bill of particulars in the U. S.

Marshall With Davis

News

wa9~tield Wednesday (30)
in N. Y. federal court, when former
appellate division Judge Joseplfi M.
Proskauer, appearing as counsel for

November

stone, 20th-Fox director, was injured in an auto accident, and
his job as pilot of 'Sun Valley

porarily by

As

MacKenna Westing

Other

preview of the defense to be
to the Circuit Court of
Np^York in October or

Appeals in

Hollywood, May 6.
Bruce 'Lucky' Humber-

H.

Kenneth MacKenna, Metro's Coast
story editor, who has been east for
several weeks to help set arrangements for Metro's legit production of
'We Fought at Arques,' returns to
Hollywood at the end of this week.

A

presented

U. S. Lists Part

Hollywood, May 6.
Charles Coburn, thesp for half a
century, gets his

'

number

Proskauer Wins BaO for Schenck,

Hollywood correspondents, miffed
persistent stalling by Jock Lawrence's Studio Publicity Directors

advance publicity.
Eddie Cantor is trying to tie in
with Jock Whitney-s Pan-American
conference, possibly with Whitney
on his first independent
capital,
fllmusical for United Artists release.
Idea is a Latin-American theme,
medleying all the aspects from the
congarhumba Cuban groove down
into the Argentinian samba and
tango belt
Cantor has been taking lessons in
Spanish and Portuguese for the past
eight weeks. Says he: 'As and when
I go to South America I want to be
able to stand up on a platform or
dais, and answer questions that will
help the cause of democracy in the
native language of the country.
And I want to have a good enough
understanding of words so that I can
put some humor into my answers.
That's always the most effective way
of creating good will.'

-

the river.'
Of the locals have stated they would not trust the lATSE
International to handle their negotiations unless committees from the
membership were sitting in on the parleys. They claim demands for
Improved working conditions have repeatedly been sidetracked by the
International in favor of small wage increases, which they claim actually resulted in the employment of fewer men and in a decrease in
annual earnings through the elimination of overtime, etc.

A

at

Indies' Beef

May

RKO

down

6.

.

Hollywood,

for one more film at RKO, but
it will be carried out apWhether Graham
vague.
pears
Baker, his partner of more than a
dozen years in The Play's the Thing
Corp., will continue to be aligned
with him as a silent partner at UA
Baker recently
indeterminate.
is
took over a staff producership on
.

Jumping the Gnn By

Artists Management and Is straighten out the difficulty with the
being Jiandled by Al Schneider, Jock Lawrence group but had heard
resigned from Columbia Artists nothing but prortiises which didn't
to agent Welles exclusively. Welles' work out. Their idea, they declared,
pact with CA permitted him to break was to cover all pictures possible,
•way whenever Schneider did.
although they would rather work in
harmony with the producers.

FOR RKO ACTING BERTH

Towne

with UA,

6.

whether

now
who

GINNY SIMS SIGNED UP

set

May

Members of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employup In arms over the release by the Government here of a bill
of particulars in the income tax evasion case of Willie Bioff. The dis-covery that Bioff received rugs, draperies and other house furnishings
studio has resulted in group meetings throughout the
from the
industry, many of the workers openly charging that they were 'sold
ees/ are

ment

Coast Preview Crix

Columbia

'

all

is

declared, and he can go over whenever he Has casting arid directorial
He has commitlineup in order.

original sextet.
to

to Meet a Man'.will
for United Artists,
RKO, will, depend

upon casting problems, Genef Towne
said in New York yesterday (TuesTowne came east Saturday
day).
(3), made a quick visit to Washington yesterday and is retiring to Connecticut until next week to work on

'Sextet'

Hollywood, May 6.
Warner Bros, has put out a
call for original Floradora girls
Sixteen
as a ohaperone stunt
showed up, claiming to be in the

Reported

his

film
last for

first

W
13
13

29
32
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from 20th following a meeting of
the board Thursday (1), it was announced that when Schenck returns
to

Hollywood he

will

resume

his

production activities for the company.
Balance of the statement read:
'Published reports that Mr. Joseph
M. Schenck has entirely severed his
connections with 20th-Fox are in
error.
Mr. Schenck has tendered
his resignation to the board of directors of 20th-Fox as a director and
as chairman of the board. His resignation was accepted by the board
al its meeting today (1). Edwin P.
Kilroe, who has been associated with
the company for many years, was
elected a director to succeed Mr.
Schenck. No action was taken by
the board with regard to a successor
to Mr. Schenck as chairman of the

lot.

Griffis'

Luncheon Intro
to N. Y. Execs

Of DeSylya

Stanton Griffis, Paramouni's board
chairman, hosted Buddy De Sylvo.
new production chief; Arthur Hornblow, Jr., Par producer,' and home
office top executives at his Carlton
House apartment last Friday '2)
noon at a luncheon. Idea was for
principal

Paramount

officials in

New

York to become better acquainted
with the new producer head. He returned to Coast over the weekend.
Griffis had returned to N. Y. the
day before from nearly a month in
Mexico during which he spent mo.^t
of the time fishing in the Gulf of

Lower

Hornblow, acCalifornia.
his wife, Myrna Loy.

companied by

board.'

Kilroe
pany.

wood

is

legal

head of -"the com-

the east to see new legit
taking in one per night
is in

show.'',
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WB'S NEW SALES
HOW PK WRITERS ERRED

7

$147M000 to$160M(lU.S.Tax

SELL

Rank-and-file membership in the Screen Writers' Guild is
growing impatient with the interminable, long drawn out and
constantly postponed negotiations with the film studios for
adoption of a contract covering scenarists' working conditions.

IN BLOGKS-OF-li

talk of a 'strike-vote' among Guild members, many
have expressed greater dissatisfaction with their own
of
le^idcrship than with the producers' group.

Grad Sears Favors Flexibility
in Selling Under Decree
May Market Majority of

There

is

whom

comes the report

that the scriveners
are investigating the functioning of distribution and exhibition
to ascertain why they are not getting the gratis advertising and
publicitv that they believe their efforts entitle them to. There
them the apprehension that film directors are
is current among
taking too many bows for the finer creative points, to which

also

the writers alone are entitled.

ing

Singly

ADDING EXECS AT H.O.

Screen writers several years ago were regarded throughout
the industry as important contributors to the ever-growing art
Among them were many who
of motion picture production.
appreciated the showmanship necessity of keeping their talents
and their accomplishments sufficiently before the trade as to
efforts.
Names of a few
individual
merit recognition for their
possessed boxoffice value. The scenarist occupied a pivotal cog
production machinery.

His importance is no less today, but much less appreciated,
Screen
through circumstan'ces' of his own making.
conWriters' Guild several years ago adopted a resolution
that
demning self-exploitation by its members on the theory
such practices were 'undignified.'

chiefly

P. T.

Barnum turned over

in his grave.

are faced with studio procrastination,
management and
as they claim, they have only to look into the
rules of their own Guild to find out the reasons.
If screen writers

Instead of spotting all the

cluding excess -profits taxes,

importance. While exhibitors have
expressed considerable concern over
the decree provisions for blocks-o'f-

(Continued on page 22)

STALLS BREEN

.

None of these special taxes take
into account state admission tax fees,
special state taxes and city levies,

SUCCESSOR

with even a guess today being hazarduous .because so many state legislatures

Illness of Will H. Hays, which is
keeping him In a Chicago hospital,
probably will delay the appointment of a successor to Joseph I.
Breen, as head of the production
code administration of the Motion

.still

are in session.

It now seems certain that the Federal admission tax of 10% will start
at 10c, leaving only admission of 9c
or below free of this Federal levy.
This drop from 20c to 9c is expected
to raise $55,000,000 additional for

•

Picture Producers & Distributors
Assn. for at least another week. In
the meantime, Breen is staying on
the job until an appointmient is made,

the Government, with the smaller
exhibitors paying the bulk of the
additional amount. Based on figures
for the first five months in which
PCA head having promised to re- the U; S. admish tax limit was lowmain for a reasonable length of ered to 20c, industry tax experts
time awaiting the new official.
figure $75,000,000 additional goes to
Choice of Geoffrey Shurlock, pres- the U. S. treasury because of dropent first assistant to Breen, seemed ping the tax ceiling from 40c to the
more certain during the last seven 20c figure.
days although he had been promDevelopments in the past 10 days
inently mentioned, along with others indicate that the 5% tax on film
including Francis L. Harmon, im- rentals, which is expected to cost
mediately after Breen's resignation. the industry $12,000,000 additional,
The importance of having the PCA what the Government figures this
function at its peak just now lends new special levy will raise, will be
additional . credence to the report paid by exhibitors. It has been sugthat Hays will insist on having a
(Continued on page 26)
voluntary
familiar

CANADA'S 20%

'

now

!

I
'

NEW WAR TAX

Having placed no importance on the value of self-6xploitafor enthere is no reason for them to look elsewhere

Toronto,

tion,

May

'

6.

New war budget regulations slap
a heavy 20% tax on the motion pic-

oomiums.

In-

other

Federal taxation and the $75,000,000
admission tax tap levied last summer, the new tax bill likely will be
$147,000,000 and may go as high as
$160,000,000 greater than the taxes
of a year ago.
Federal income and surtax may
run as high as 30% and most film
companies expect the present excess
profits tax to be revised upwards,
possibly double the present rate. In
next few months.

Warner

jority of the 'A' features that way
rather than make up blocks of one
top feature and four others of lesser

Motion picture industry at present
certain of having to., pay
Fed-

eral taxes, for national defense.

HAYS' ILLNESS

der the consent decree, Grad Sears,
in charge of distribution for Warner Bros., states that he is considering a selling policy that will be
very flexible and, in eftect, place
virtually every Warner picture on
its own.
product into' packages-of-flve, Sears
is
planning to sell certain films
singly. In fact, he may sell the ma-

10c

$67,000,000 additional in special

6.

-

parallel

That was the night

May

Newest Hays office ukase. decrees an actor must keep one foot
on the ground in love scenes.
No explanation, but indicative
of general tightening up all
along the line.

Aiitonomy

nite relationship.

in the

•

Etc.; Start at

appears

Hollywood,

Local

By ROY CHARTIER
Making the observatio/i that the
between the two dilemmas may appear somewhole industry seems to be thinking
actually
there
is defiof
things,
but
surface
the
on
what remote
only in terms of groups-of-flve, un-

Any

Feet on Ground?

— Giv-

Exchanges

Picture Biz

the

What with Defense,
Product

From Hollywood

By

Rise Foreseen

ture industry's earnings here, this to man entirely
with
In show business no one ever was acclaimed greater than his be passed on to fllm-goers. Latest self-censorship of screen productions.
estimate of his own importance. Neither talent, nor a nick on theatre receipts (this, in- This points to Shurlock because Harand
Broadway
as executive Jas. Roosevelt Resigns
Both
not
levied
on
legit
houses
his
hands
full
explicably,
has
bushel.
mon
by
a
light, can shine when covered
work, or concert halls) is expected to see assistant to Hays and serving as film
Vine street arc thickly populated with showfolk, out of
business' national defense coordinaan immediate attendance drop.
From Coast Producers
who boast wonderful scrapbooks of press clippings. The men
tor.
The new 20% tax is going to have
times and
and women who always are on the payrolls, m good
No matter who Is chosen, in.the greatest effect on picture-goers
Hollywood, May 6.
exploitation of their
in the lower income brackets, ac- terpretation of the industry's film
bad, insure their careers with unceasing

own

own

cording to

origination.

J.

J.

they approach.

i

(Canadian),
in
Players
charge of theatre operations. Faced
with additional taxes, Canadians are
expected to curteil their spending in
some way, he stated, and would pre-

obscenity.

With new PCA chief executiveundecided, there has been increased talk of tempering the present film code or removing the teeth
from the present setup, particularly
from some independent producer- ship when his company goes
production again.
(Contlnued on page 27)

still

sumably cut down their amusement
allotment on personal budgets first.
Business has been excellent in recent months but, as spokesmen for

U May Consummate
In Long-Term Loans This

Week

the industry in this country, Fitzgibbons says, 'we'll feel it; the new
tax has come as a terrible surprise
and perhaps a 10% tax would hcve
been adequate but the war is a serious matter, everyone is willing to do
his share, and no one in the Canadian film industry is going to
object to doing his part.'
Ontario is the only province in the
Dominion which does not levy an
amusement tcx on theatre admissions but, in Quebec for instance, the
latest war budget tariff, added to the

Schaefer

a year or longer bePending deal whereby Universal about it for
of
excess
in
borrowings
would obtain approximately cause
few
$1,000,000 loom in the next
$5,000,000 in long-term loans may be
If
production.
1941-42
for
months
finished this week on the return of
completed,
not
is
deal
long-term
the
J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of the
take advantage of some
board, from the Coast. About half U will
credit in
bank
revolving
of this sum already is covered by $2,750,000
Only
this production coin.
present loans which may be switched getting
of total presently is in
into
longer-term obligations, but about $400,000
use.
provincial rakeoff, will up admis$2,500,000 to $3,000,000 would be used
1941the
on
features
seven
With
(Continued on page 26)
to supplant the present revolving
completed this week.
bank credit, rated a short-term 42 program
Universal is now piling up a backlog
nearly
of new season films so that
in excess of $5,000,000 is
half of the program will be ready
most likely would be on Sept. 1 when the new season
employed in some new proposition
now is lining up producopens.
calling for bringing in additional 8%
features
tion skeds so that at least 16
preferred shares. This plan has been
be
for next season's program will
denied as likely to operate under
available for release at the start of
present conditions, but a modified
Desire to
the new product year.
withdrawal of more
preferred into
have this backlog is back of the need
the treasury is looked for in some
for additional coin on production
circles.
just now.
Nate
president,
Blumberg,
If

much

Although

U

in order, there is

U

planned to return from Hollywood

week

WALKEK

two weeks on the
Coast, checking on the current production alignment, but was forced to
delay

after

his trip because of illness.
Cowdin is expected in irom Calisome time this week. Blumberg is now expected back May 12.
Universal either will set the new
long-term loan deal soon or forget unit at
1

:

fornia

I

RKO.

prexy George

for acquisition of the Meehan stock
interests in K-A-O. This block obtained, for the purpose of later turnin a refinancing
ing it over to
move by that company, will enable
the parent corporation to simplify its
setup by eliminating the theatre operating subsid.

no preceptible evi-

RKO

that the unsettled situation
either at the studio or in the theatre operalinfi department has been
cleared up.
Step to unravel the Coast snarl

Elects Robertson;

No Action on Meehan
i

''

•

:

I

'

was taken last Wednesday (30) in a
phone call to _Joseph I. Breen in
which Schaefer offered him the
post of studio general manager.
This was more than a week after
reports started around that the RKO
topper was negotiating with the former head of the Hays office Production Code Administration.

RKO's Unit Idea
Hollywood,
\

\

Schaefer, in New York, otherwise
spent- the week attempting to convince John J. O'Connor, head of the
circuit, and Fred Meyers, chief
booker, that they had acted in haste

RKO
in

resigning the previous week.

On
also

which was
week. Floyd

the financial front,

I

I

pending

last

Breen s Studio Bid
Odium's Atlas Corp. obtained a 60day extension of the option it held

J.

dence

Goldwyn.

Approval of the Samuel Goldwyn
of
election
and
deal
producer
Hu!!h Robertson to the board was
the principal business transacted by
meeting
its
at
directorate
JOINS SMALL
RKO
the
Thursday (1). Reported that no 'acHollywood, May 6.
loan.
Thomas Walker joined Edward tion was taken on the projected
option on Mike
Small Productions, succeeding C. W. .The extension of the
Keith-Albee-Orpheum preThornton, who shifts over to Hal Meehan's
preclude;'
obviously
shares
ferred
Roach as general manager.
the full $8,500,000.
Walker was treasurer of the Gene the necessity for
not meet,
Towne-Graham Baker production [The K-A'O directors did
(Continued on page 79)
I

RKO

into

Struggling With

Schaefer has struggled manfully during the past week to put his house

it

U

this

RKO Okays

Still

RKO Revamp;

proposition.

borrowed,

Resignation of James Roosevelt
from the Motion Picture Producers
Assn. was accepted at yesterday's
(Mondzy) session.
He wrote that his withdrawal was
due to foreign service with the U.
S. Marine Corps and that his producing company was inactive. Also
that he would resume his member-

is bound to differ from Breen's
administration excepting on ironclad definitions such as nudity and

code

Fitzgibbons, v.p. of

Famous

when
They never have to knock at doors. The wickets swing

J

!

May

B.

Post offered Joseph I. Breen by
head George J. Schaefer would
give the former Hays exec entire operation of the studio outside of acIt is
tive production of pictures.
understood that Schaefer has a unit
procTuction'/plan in mind as studio
policy and will make deals with individual producers.
Breen is said to have Schaefer's
offer under consideration and will
when the RKO
discu.ss it turthc.
mahatma arrives on the Coast from

RKO

New York

this,

week.

PICTURES

ITOA

of

Wednesday, May

WB's 930 Extras

NJJow Wants to Step

in

Hollywood,

Into

Radio-ASCAP Controversy

Day

May

RKO s Watchfnl

enter into the current controversy
between the""broadcasters and the
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers by asking
the U. S. Department of Justice to
reopen the ASCAP-Government consent decree so that the theatre business will be made a party to it.
Notice of this move was given
Harry
(Tuesday)
by
yesterday
Brandt, brother and partner of William Brandt. Former is president of
the ITOA.
It was stated that the petition
would be predicated on the argument that since the decree provides
tor payment at the source, the theatre operators should be protected

Papers' Further Reaction to

from having

to

Fox production, 'A Yank

nating eight of the 26 roles.
Most of the lads of that age

have

left for

DEFENSE THEME

Too Much War

Stuff

LA

pilots

maneuver from

dawn to dusk. Out on the studio
ranches, where the pioneers urge
their oxcarts and prairie schooners
across the irrigated meadows, there
are strange echoes of experimental

Approval is being sought by
Metro in Washington of plans to bomber flights which rattle through
sound tracks in a maimer to confuse
make actual scenes

for a feature
the western fans who are listening
throughout the
country working on U. S. defense to a cowboy croon of 1683.
A couple of years ago the film
orders. If okay Is obtained, picture
boys
could send up a little red baltheyH be used in is 'Joe Smith,
loon to warn the flyers away from
American,' by Paul Gallico.
studios, but now the flyers are
the
Dore Schary, Metro writer, spent
in. earnest.
War Is a bigger game
the weekend in the capital explaining the studio's plan and purpose. than pictures.
He huddled with Lowell Mellett.
film

in

factories

chief of the Office of Government
Reports, on the proposition. Mellett
Is slated to take the project up with
high Army, Navy and production of-

week.
While the picture will be strictly
a standard entertainment release by
Metro, Schary explained, it will be
valuable in promoting morale of defense production workers.
It will
dramatize that, just as Important to
national security as the fellow in
camp bearing a gun, is the man behind the machine making that gun.
Schary, who is doing the screenplay, assured Mellett that Metro
could make the shots in defense
plants without revealing any secrets
of value.
He said anything that
Army or Navy men felt fell in this
category could be eliminated from
the print by cutting or processing.
M-G writer was in New York all
last week doing research
on the

Janet Blair, Ex-Kemp
Vocalist, Into

CoL Fix

ficials this

yarn. He left for Washington Friday and trained from the capital to
the Coast on Sunday.

Pittsburgh,

May

6.

Altoona (Pa.) girl
who got an audition with late Hal
Kemp when he played a college
dance at nearby Penn State a year
ago and subsequently won vocalist's
berth with the band, has been signed
to a term contract by Columbia Pictures. She'll make her screen debut
in "You'll Never Get Rich,' with
Fred Astaire and Rita Hayworth.
Gal's right name is Janet Lafferty
and she's been singing prpfessiQpally
Janet

Blair,

only since the

Kemp

job.

Another local who may get a
break in pix is Fred Kelly, playing
the—hoofer role in Time of Your
Life.'
He was tested by Metre last
week on Coast during L"A. run of
Saroyan play. Kelly is kid brother
of

Gene

and

Kelly, starring in 'Pal Joey'

whom

September.

F.

he replaced in 'Life'
It's younger Kelly's

forces.

at

film until 1941-42.

Court test is not anticipated by the
distributing company, although a suit
on the 'invasion of privacy* charge

skedding Orson
Welles for personals, with "Citizen Kane' in cities where Hearst

Radio

is

is

that Hearstians have suggested woiild

not

strong.

RCA's

come

as a surprise.

RKO

fully

anticipated, however, that, the Hearst
press \yould let loose with a campaign of vituperation.

1st Quarter Net

Hearst papers apparently

now

fig-

ure they can do. Welles and the picture more harm by a campaign of
They neither mentioned nor
printed reviews of the New York

Profit, $2,734,572;

silence.

Samoff Reviews Biz

is

'

'

U

Hollywood, May 6.
Dorothy Yost inked scripting deal
Warners.
Harry Warren drew songwriting

S.'

Hollywood, May 5.
Then Samoff referred to Niles
Nat Levlne Is returning to film
Trammell's previously issued statement concluding that 'you may be producticn in partnership with Herman
Glucksman,
former New York
sure that your directors and manindie exchange and state right opagement view
these questions in their

larger public aspects, and that every
measure will 'be taken to help .safeguard the public services and the
lawful rights of the company.'

S-I'S

erator.

Pair working on deal with Levlne
\

to turn out a group of nominal cost
films, Glucksman to handle the distribution.

BONUSES

.

Goulding

Hollywood, May 6.
Directorship
of
Constant
Hollywood, May 6.
Nym^-h,' a remake of the old M4rchore for Ray McCarey at garet Kennedy novel, goes to Ed20th-Fox under his new director conJ mund Goulding, with a start slated
tract Is a musical '21 Men and a for June -2.
GirL'
Kay Van Riper is winding up her
Hariy Joe Brown produces.
job on the screenplay.

POOR buttebuy

no engagements outand a few other cities
and legal reaction of
William Randolph Hearst interests
is determined.
No selling on the
will seek

(intil editorial

J.

contract at 20th-Fox.
Lindy Wade handed moppet player pact by RKO.
Hollywood, May 6.
Bruce Cabot signed to contract
Scripter list at Universal went up
to 41 with the addition of four writ-, by Walter Wanger.
Janet
Blair,
ers, assigned to work on three new'
orchestra
singer,
signed by Columbia.
pictures.
Cyril Hume checked in at Metro
Newcomers on the roster .are
Howard Snyder and Hugh Wedlock, on scripting contract.
Bill
Jr., working on 'San Antonio Rose';
Stern,
NBC sporUcaster,
Richard Collins on 'Mob Town,' and signed as commentator on 12 sport
shorts by Oolumbia.
Sherman Lowe on 'Silver Bullet'
John Nesbitt inked new pact as
shorts commentator at Metro.
to
Don Castle, Dolly Loehr, Eleanor

'Nymph'

First

RKO

side of those

RKO

last

U

for Orson Welles' 'Citizen Kane' and

URGE STRAIGHT 10^
TO STOP PRICE CUTS

at

41 Scribes

William F. Rodgers, Metro sales
manager, returned Friday (2) from
a trip through the midwest and
south during which he held luncheon
meetings with 40 exhibitors in Denver and 75 at St Louis. E. J. Hickey,
Coast district sales manager, headquartering at Los Angeles, came on
to Denver to see Rodgers there.
Balance of the trip included Chicago, Kansas City, Dallas and New
Orleans to contact with local selling

6.

.

first

Rodgers' Exhib Trek

York, Chicago and Los Angeles are being used as test arenas

opening and apparently have allowed
their campaign against Welles as a
National defense, even though it 'Communist' to lag. Drive, in which
reflected in vastly heavier taxes papers lined up American Legion
companies,
was and other patriotic groups to make a
industrial
for
stressed by David Sarnoff, president hue and cry about a Welles Free
of Radio Corp. of America, in speak- Company (CBS) broadcast, is felt by
ing at the annual stockholders meet- everyone in the Industry more calcuing at the RCA Bldg. yesterday lated to bring people to see the pic(Tuesday).
He revealed that RCA ture than anything else.
had a net profit of $2,734,572 for the
Reports that RKO is having diffifirst quarter ended last March 31 as
culty getting further dates for the
compared with $2,312,893 in the
were together all day. Sunday (4) corresponding period last year. Con- film were' denied by salesmanager
Pic will open
and well into the night seeking to solidated gross Income he announced Andy Smith, Jr.
reach a solution of the problems was $34,303,324 or 21% higher than roadshow dates in Washington and
several other cities later this month.
which resulted in the sudden resig- the first quarter of 1940.
nations of O'Connor and his film
Sarnoff pointed out that the profit
buyer.
is the net after providing $1,171,300
Understood that at the RKO board for normal Federal taxes plus exmeeting Thursday (1), for which cess profits tax of
$424,800, making
Schaefer flew in from the Coast, the
a total of $1,598,100 Federal taxes in
directors went on record seeking the
the first quarter, an increase of
retention of the two theatre op$1,070,300. or 203% as compared with
erating-buying executives - and that
Detroit May 6.
the initial quarter a year ago. BeSchaefer was urged to do all he
taxes,
fore provision for Federal
Heading up a national exhibitors
could to settle the whole matter. As
RCA net profit totaled $4,330,672 or campaign to present a united front
result, negotiations were begun with
about $1,500,000 above last year in
O'Connor and Meyers, with all fuon-the proposed new taxes on amusethe 'first quarter.
ture plans deferred meantime.
Sarnoff also stated that RCA re- ments? the Co-operative Theatres of
O'Connor had vccated his office ceived
$89,514 on May 1 as £ divi- Michigan have received responses
early last week and was planning
Radio-Keith-Orpheum from 40 States on its proposals
dend
from
that
a vacation, whereas Meyers who had
which paid $2 on its preferred shares
also agreed to hold off the effective
the new levies have a more general
on that date. Company's defense ordate of his resii>nation to May 101
ders and commitments total about spread and to prevent disastrous
has been coming in daily. Meyers
$36,500,000.
price-cutting.
may stay even if O'Connor doesn't
Sarnoff pointed to the loan nego'Thousands of enterprises cut bebut unlikely.
tiated last October calling for bor- low the 21c point to
escape last July's
Universal Interested
rowing up to $15,000,000 for five defense levy and many thousands
friend
close
personal
and
forA
years at 1%% Interest At that time. more would cut if the levy were inmer associate of Nate J. Blumberg, $5,000,000 was borrowed, of which creased so that
in theatres all edO'Connor $2,000,000 was used to pay off the
president of Universal,
missions between 20 and 35c would
was awaiting the arrival east of last of older bank loans outstanding. stop and
the 15c spread between
Blumberg to discuss an executive The remaining $10,000,000 was borthese price scales would be dispost with U. In the interim the RKO rowed on April 15 this year.
astrous to the small amusement andovertures^ to remahi developed and
On television, the company pres- large or small theatre operator,' it is
at the sarne time Blumberg, due east ident referred to the FCC order of
Monday (5), was forced to postpone last Friday (2) authorizing commer- argued.
Joining'' in the move for the genthe trip for a week. He will prob- cial operation of television broadably be in Monday (12), at which casting stations, effective July I. He eral 10% tax spread through the
time it is expected a deal will be said that the company now is review- amusement world and the elimination
of present exemptions were such
made with O'Connor if latter has not ing the whole subject of television in
succumbed to the offer to stay with light of the order Issued by the com- weighty groups as the MPTOs of St
Louis, Eastern Missouri and Southern
RKO. Report is that Matty Fox, as- mission.
Illinois,
Kentucky, Indiana, Connectisistant to the president, headquarterThe report concludes with suming at the h.o.. will probably go into mary of the new regulations issued cut; the Allied ITO of Iowa and
the U. S. crmy and that O'Connor by the FCC last Saturday. He said: Nebraska, Butterfleld Circuit, South
would step in his post for the time 'New regulations would radically Dakota Exhibitors Association, Illithat Fox is away at least. Doubted change the entire broadcasting struc- nois Allied, Allied of Louisiana, Inthat Meyers may also move into U. ture of U. S. Networks, stations, termountain
Theatres Association,
thouffh that is a possibility.
programs and Investments in the in- etc.
Neither O'Connor nor Meyers were dustry as well as the listening public
made any offers by Warner Bros., are affected by the new regulations.
as reported a week ago.
The Radio Corp. of America is afNat Levine-Ghcksman
fected because of Its ownership of
the National Broadcasting Co., which
Partnering for Prod.
pioneered and established the first
Studio Contracts
two network broadcasting services in

job in theatre.

W.

RKO

press

O'Connor, general manager
circuit, and Fred Meycharge of film buying, who
resigned April 24, will remain with
the company if agreement can be
reached on negolietions that have
been instituted from above to retain
them. Up to yesterday (Tuesday) it
appeared not much headway was
Thus resignations
made.
being
might become effective at any hour.
There were talks with George J.
Schaefer, president, on Friday (2)
following his hastened return from
the Coast earlier in the week and
again over the weekend, as well as
since then, looking to establishment
of a satisfactory basis under which
O'Connor and Meyers would stick to
O'Connor and Schaefer
their posts.

John

and student

RKO Continue

At
of the
ers, in

of a few executives, flacks and stars,
the air is pulsing with planes, which
sv/oop high and low as instructors

METRO'S 'JOE SMITH'

Remain

Canada or Englcnd

fOE-JuJlitary service.

ical and performing rights.
Were Last of the old sea yams, 'Barnacle
the same thing to apply in films, the Bill,' escaped the mechanical bedlam
producer would have to pay for both by a few rivets.
the sync rights and the exhibition
Back in San Fernando Valley,
(or performing) rights.
where the studios once functioned in
[ASCAP stories in the Music sec- silence, except for the popping-ofT

IN

to

in a rewrite of- the script, elimi-

Scram

U.S.

Talks

RAF,' but the scarcity resulted,

ducer.
SpoOs Location Spots;
Point of view advanced by ITOA
Is one that ASCAP has tried to settle
Troupes
•with theatre men for years by pointing out that what the producer has
paid
synchronization
for
is
or
Hollywood, May 6.
_
mechanical right, and what the exBombardrnents by sea, land and
hibitor is asked to pay for is some- air are driving-film location troupes
thing that is entirely distinguishable out of Los. .Angeles County, which
under the copyright law, i. e., a per- covers a lot of territory in its own
forming rights fee.
Under the right and once covered the world
ASCAP-Covernment consent decree, for outdoor shooting.
however, there is a provision coverOn the seashore at Fish Harbor,
ing records made strictly for broadr where the boys used to film their
casting purposes. Under this provi- old-fashioned naval tales, sailing
sion the advertiser or maker of a windjammers and all that, there is a
transcription has the right to de- continuous rattle of riveting as the
mand, and ASCAP must grant, a ship builders are turning out steel
single license covering both mechan- merchantmen in three-hour shifts.

tion.]

O'Connor-Meyers'

in the

May

Kane

New

Motion picture celebs are being bluntly told that they will
incur enmity in certain quarters
b> attending the Coast preem
Thursday (8) night of 'Citizen
Kane' at £1 Capitan.
Understood that those who disregard the warning will be
tabbed by spotters and reported
to headquarters.

British actors

pay a music fee after

the copyright owners had already
collected one from the picture pro-

Hollywood,

Hollywood, May 6.
has caused a shortage of

between the
a^es of 18 and 23 in Hollywood.
Lads with tliat accent were
wanted for bit roles in the 20th-

young

'Em 0£F7

Scare

Other 805 were allocated to 'Sergeant York,' 'Dive Bomber,' 'Navy
Blues' and 'Bad Men of Missouri.'

Broad-A Famine
W£r

Waiting on Hearst

d.

Warners set a new one-day high
tor atmospheric players when calls
were sent out for 125 extras for 'The
Flight Patrol,' making a total of 930
for 24 hours.

Independent Theatre Owners Association of New York proposes to

1941

7,

The

Stewart and Keith Richards die^
lifts at Paramount.
Robert Weldon drew an option

option

at 20th-Fox.
Virgil
Miller
deal at 20th-Fox.
lift

Irving Brecher
contract at Metro.

Inked

cameraman

drew new writer

East and West to All Personnel-

Averages

Selznick - International Pictures
handed out bonus payments to all
employees, in New York and on the
Coast, last week. Bulk of these are
equivalent to two weeks' salary.
S-I is gradually liquidating its
business, but revenue from both
'Gone With the Wind' and 'Rebecca'
continues to pour in, as well as from
other previously distributed films.
Main headquarters of company is in
N. Y,
•

Arnold Subs MitcheH

Two Weeks' Pay
Hollywood,

May

6.

Edward Arnold succeeds Thomas
Mitchell as Daniel Webster in half
the title role of TTie Devil and Daniel Webster,' at RKO.
Mitchell is
still in the hospital,' recovering from
a runaway accident on the set.

About 10 days of retakes will be
necessary to Amoldlze the Mitchell
scenes.
Currently Arnold is workJig in 'Nothing But the Truth' at

Paramount

—
Wednesday, May

7,

«

PICTURES
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MORE FILM BARTER TALK
New Pix for U.S.

Nazis'

Said to

CoHege Men s Anti-War Group

Exhibition

Be Specifically Primed

To Cool Off Any U.S. Entry Into War
Apparently

frightened

by

too

much 'publicity, Nazi propagandists
in the U. S.

postponed the opening

'Sieg

first

in a series of three

super-pro-

paganda vehicles turned out in Germany for U. S. consumption and
brought here at great effort to divert
the current tide toward war.-

^

'Sieg' is opening at the 96th SI. theatre in Yorkville, heavily-Nazi sec-

Manhattan.

tion of

It's

understood

was to debut at the same time, or
within a few days, in another Manhattan house, one jn Brooklyn, and
others in North Bergen, N. J.; IrvIt is beington, N. J., and Chicago.
lieved, however, that the wide attention given the picture in the
press, as result of protests to the
State Department by the Friends of
Democracy and the Non-Sectarian
Anti-Nazi League, resulted in tlie
Reich reps' decision to go a little
It is said only the 96th St.
easier.
date is now set.
it

im Westen'

is the first of a
of Nazi pix shown in this
country that were admittedly made
by the Army propaganda unit. Further evidence of the importance German officials attach to it is the fulldress preview it received in Berlin
early in February, as reported in the
Film-Kurier, Jleading Reich tradepaper, recent copy of which has just
arrived in this country.

"Sies

number

Entire front page is given over
a story of the opening and review of the film by the editor, Gunther Schwark.
'The Serlin-UFA
Palace at the Zoo was dressed in
festive appearance for the premiere,'
he wrote. 'Flaming banners, German
war flags and a reproduction of the
Iron Cross were above the entrance.'
to

Long description of those present,
including military attaches, diplomatic corps and general staff members, is given, with the big moment
coming 'about 4:30,' wlien 'Field
Marshall von Brauchit^ch, at whose
order this documentary film was
made, fentered the hall with Dr;
Goebbels.
Beethoven's
triumph
march was played by pupils of. the
State Academy of Music'

Getting Foreign Money
Long Been Irrevocably Opposed, But Gaining Some
Momentum of Late

ident, George Nitze, to 'technical
He wouldn't enlarge on
that except to. say that when prints
travel such a long distance some deJay must be expected. UFA is distributing the films.
difficulties.'

The

It-lsh

and the Jews

ently

any time

duper cavalcade of the ages, showing the standard Nazi idea of the
in every period of history.
It's
supposed to be pictorialization of the

army have been forbidden

wheat

rankest stuff from professional Jew
hater No. 1, Julius Streicher's newsPaper, Der Stuernier.

Santiago, Chile.

showing

May

6.

while

in

uniform,

according

to

a
j

rule announced by Juvenal Hernan-

Whether the prints of 'Irish Tragand 'The Eternal Jew' are in
country cannot be determined.
Nazis now have a new route for

getting their films across and are
said to be having more success than
formerly. Prints are sent to Lisbon,
then to Dakar in Africa, then to

South America, and then
by air.

to the U.

S..

all

Circuitous route is nece.s.sary to
avoid British censorship.
Formerly
the films
were sent via Atlantic
clipper.
If
the plane
had good
weather and was able to skip Bermuda the pix got to the U. S. If
forced to stop at Bermuda, British
censors there removed theni. It was
a case of sending print after prim
until one arrived safely.

Delay
'^'Es

in

showing 'Sieg im Westen'
UFA'S American pres-

laid :by

I

I

I

edy'
this

market

:

to visit
picts

anti-Nazi

i

GLORIA JEAN'S U PACT

:

I

I

SUBJECT OF % SUIT

;

I

Eniil
(21,

in

Ncugcbauer

filed suit

Friday
I

N. Y.
J.

Au.stralia,

The agi'eement made in October,
was a verbal one. The defend-

1938.

charged with conspiracy to
defraud plaintiff of what he claims
are legitimate commissions.
ar(i

.

I

|

|

Authorities regard the major part
Milwaukee's large population of
as truly loyal Americans, but all are agreed there is a
nest of Nazis here who are a potential source of trouble, and it is on
this element that the law enforcement officials are keeping a constant
without
actually
cracking
check
down on them. Tolerance has been
2 policy whose end may come at any
time and officers assert they can lay
their hands on the subversives any
time they want them.

of

German descent

!

!

.

^

a tar longer time than Is ordinarily profitable, the irhplication being that the Reich's propaganda minIstry is tooting the bill.

Unquestionably, a number ot paGerman Kino out of
many others are known
FBI agcnU
'Nazis and bundsmen.
be
in almo.st constant
ere reported to
attendance tor what they can .see
license
checking
and hear, and by.
numbers on cars of .some patron.s
(often parked a considerable distance
cstabli.'-h
thefrom the theatre) they
identities of many customers, some of
whom come from long distances.

Moore, Yale.
the

old

'30,

n-;w rn attcrney in
firm of Breed,
Describing re-

New York

trons attend the

Abbott

&

^^^\^^ f,f

jhe survey, he declared: 'The

fads

.

The German Kino, which cdvcrregularly in the English daily
papers as well as In the usual nabe
methods, is the only house in Milwi'ukee reyularly showing nothing
but German films. In previous season.s the Pab.st, downtown independent legit house, has shown foreign
lan;4ua?e films from time to time in
what otherwise would be dark
wecks. but in the secson now drawing to a close only one German picture has been booked, although its

management

is

presented

must be

here

in-

Obviously, not
tcrprelcd carefully.
of the 'war' material is intended
35 interventionist propaganda. About
half of it concerns national defense,
which is, of course, the leading subMany other
ject of public tnteresl.
stories show exciting battle pictures

from Africa. Norway and Greece
which new reel cameramen risked
their

liv..s to

obtain.

'Nevertheless, the one-sided nature
of the material covered and the
commentaries by such forceful and
Lowell
speakers
as
experienced
Thomas, John B. Kennedy. Graham
McNamee and others, can have no
other effect that to enforce the im-pression in the minds of the Ameri-

'

can people that war

said to attribute this

have not been
any pifturcs coming through that it
considers worth while.

Morgan.

„\\

tise.s

'

fci.

curiosity, but

I

6.

('

Lawyer Moore Heads Gr up
Chairman ot C?JlDF is Richard A.

I

I

versal.

threat to national

for

Burt Kelly at Par
has checked in as associate producer at Paramount.
He recently was producer at Uni-

'

;

'

film di.'itribulors.

Biirl Kelly

pointed out 'two facts that

;

might

May

^fdm

j

'

that is worrying financial and cxehanjc experts within the difforeni

Hollywood.

such as sports, fajhions. beauty
contests and human interest,
^ies.

]

\

I

I

!

,

scale.

these land-s.
Despite durrent objection to barter arrangement, the ever-increasing
of foreign nations which are
list

was made fbom

to April 17, during which
.reel issued 24 editions. Of
jhe 1,175 stories included in the toUI
120 editions, 751 were about topi^^^^^ and 424 were feature sto-

28

jime each

,

intensify the. war propaganda effect
Propaganda
exercised by the newsreels.' Many
American pictures whose of the clips clcss;fied as 'features'
it is
power warrants holding contained 'strong war ang!
them more than a week even in the claimed, such as- stories on a pet
downtown theatres, are the exception show at a military camp, a story on
TEther than the rule, the German Patty Berg teaching trainees how to
propaganda films are held In the lit- play golf and a fashion story on cotton materials featuring military intie neighborhood German Kino for
much longer runs— the Nazi cam- signia.
paign against Poland for three wcek.s.
Second factor pointed to is that (he
the Nazi campaign in the west for strike coverage during the month of
over a month. Watchers assert thai March was placed In non-war cists
while, these out-and-out propaganda although commcntcricf: 'ronu'nr'y inand terror pictures do good busine.s.s terpreted the primal
at llie outset they are itept on view ihcse strikes as arising from the

comNew York
any barter

while such produce was en route to
U. S., or before sold elsewhere. Thus
a $1,000 account might be translated,
into only $500 when the dollars arrived in this country. Also the picture company would be confronted
with the Usk of finding a purchaser
for his produce once it had been
Both cotton and wheal
purchased.
are admittedly a drug on the market
in this country, when exported from

Jan. 28-Aprll 17 Survey

Nowsreel study
Jan.

]

While
drawing

film

which

national polls of public opinion show
that more than 80 out of every 100
Americans would vote to stay out
of war.'

point.

to

.services for Universal.

ants

!

Supreme court against placing restrictions on American film
company Income presents a problem

Blumberg, president of
Univcr.sal, and Lawrence Waterman,
secretary, seeking damages of
hi.-;
$200,000 for alleged breach of conUzct Plaintiff claims to have discovered Gloria Jean and been promised compensation for securing her

Nathan

Separating

subjects

|

few^

possible loss if the
in cotton or wheat declined

distributor

I

dez, Minister of National Defense.

In

war or defense

.

\

conceivably be done by film companies if the barter system should be
employed, would lay open the U. S.

Officers of Chile's German-trained

theatres

,

Outside of other reasons, the Tisk
involved in barter deals is so great
that they preclude usage except by
veteran traders.
Purchase of cotton in Brazil and

to their

Jew

Trade Balances
week revealed

this

pany foreign chiefs in
are wary of going tor
arrangement even on a mild

tion.

The Nazi Influence

With many citizens criticizing
dissemination
Nazi
of

.

Despite this situation,

be
not
State Department has given no indication of its attitude on the ques-

ing

6.

continued

countries, most of them with negligible business, today possess favorable trade balances with the U. S.
All nations engaged in war have
frozen part of American company
film rental or restricted coin remittances completely in their effort to
conserve dollar exchange.

Germany.

May

'news material from 'feature' ma...
propaganda in these critical times, it jgrial, group maintains that 73% of
became known this week that the all 'news' clips were on war or deFBI and the police department are fense. It is claimed the proportion
keeping an increasingly watchful js gradually increasing,
eye on the Germaj) Kino, a picture
Qf the seven clips giving the viewtheatre in the northwest part of the poi^t of those against war, five were
city, which apparently shows every released by Paramount and one each
film put out by the propaganda min- jjy
Universal and Fox-Movietone,
istry of the Reich, and German pic- 'Two
newsreels, RKO and Pathe
turcs exclusively, some with super- News, have not used one story inimposed English titles to double their dicatlng the existence of anti-war
effectiveness, from the Nazi view- sentiment,' CMDF asserts, 'although

Recently Paramount and 20th-Fox

prohibit entrance of Nazi

Survey reveals that 1,175 subjects
were released to theatres durthe past three months by the
Of these, 47% were on
the five reels.
in art

sold five pictures between them to
trading
Rus-ian government
the
agency, but deals were made only
because the transactions were strictly in cash, payable In N. Y.

films in the U. S. Independent Theatre Owners of America has adopted
a resolution Esking that the pix be
kept out because American films can-

Figures were compiled by College
for Defense First, made up of
about 350 graduates of some 70 colMajority are alumni of Ivy
leges.
League schools, Harvai'd. Yale and
Princeton, and include many Social
Registerites. Lone show biz rep is Jose
Ferrer, who closed a season in
'Charley's Aunt' on Broadway Saturday (3) night. He's Princeton, '33.

Mllwaukee,

—

poses.
Can also be shown on holi(Only specially-designated pix
can be shown on holidays in Germany).
There has been much agitation re-

claimed to be

Men

PUTSCH

usage in world commerce. Num.erous U. S. film companies abandoned
Russia as a market for their pictures until lately because of inability to secure adequate rentals
and
then to gel them In cash.

Check

is

in a series of figures is-

vention.

NAZIPIX

American business always fought
the barter system bitterly. And even
now the only, chance for film companies to go for sucli arranr;emcnt
appears predicated on its general

days.'

own Interests and their efforts to draw Eire into the war on
their side. 'Eternal Jew' is a super-

ing war and national defense, it is
claimed, only seven showed the
existence in the nation of public
opinion opposed to American inter-

in years.

eign markets.

educational pur-

into

gatherings, as:

borne out

MILWAUKEE'S

arrangement will become essential
or American dlstribs will have to
wait until the end of the war for
remittances from innumerable for-

okay for children. Reviewer sums it
up thus: 'Valuable to promote political policies and has artistic and
educational value. Will in time be

imported

are 'war-mongering'

sued after a three-month study of
the reels by a recently-org§nized
collegiate anti-war group.
In a total of 550 subjects concern-

'The Nazi Joan of Arc'

business of selling and distributing
pictures, and nothing else. And that
if they have to deal In other commodities, they might as well as abandon the foreign markets where such
barter arrangements are demanded.
Recent developments, even e:vtending to some Latin-American countries, indicate some modified barter

machine.
Kurier states that 'Sieg' has been
given a 'blue card,' meaning it is

Much-denied charge by Senator
Burton K. Wheeler that newsreels

propensity to make speeches
against the Government's aid to
A leading man
Britcin policy.
referred to an actress, who made
opposition
addresses at such

Barter system of doing business
has been fought for years by principal American distributors, majority
of them holding that they are in the

An unusual angle of the picture, as
revealed in the Kurier, is the interlarding in it of footage made fay ofBelgian and French
ficial Dutch,
army cameramen and captured by
This is supposed to
the Germans.
emphasize, from the opposite viewpoint, how invincible is' the Panzer

Bites Girl

Returning professionals from
Chicago tell of some players'

product,

distributing

business is being discussed in the
trade with heavier concern than at

victory films.

to

are

clamping down monetary restrictions
because of the scarcity of dollar exchange, the barter system of doing

Film is a deluxe version of "Blitzkrieg in Westen' shown in the U. S.
That was a hurried comlast fall.
pilation of newsreel shots boasting of
victories in the Low Countries and
the beginning of the rout in France.
'Sieg im Westen,' which runs two
hours, is much more complete, repeating some of the shots from the
using new ones
film, but
earlier
wherever possible, and taking the
wnr right up to Dunkirk and the
signing of the armistice at Compicgne. Special attention, according
to the German reviewer, has been
given to production and photography
to make this the 'finest' of the war

cently

The other two films which the
Friends of Democracy and the AntiNazi League claims are on the
Deutsche propaganda agenda are
'The Irish Tragedy' and the 'The
Eternal Jew.'
Irish film is said to
be a terrific slam at the English for
the alleged subjugation of Ireland

MONEY EMBARGO

Dunkirk and Compieene

in schools for

Man

With maF.e ana more countries, in
which U. S. ;;lm companies pres-

of the German soldier because his
face appears again and agein in various scenes,' the Kurier's editor
writes. 'A heart of steel in the tenseness of the struggle, a humane light
in his dust-covered face, a fortitude
in bearing hardships, a fearlessness
and quiet in the midst of the inferno,
a pezcefulness as he curls
himself up for a few hours rest...
so we see in this film the German
•soldier of 1940.'

used

Are Dominantly lllfar-Mongering

Majors Would Rather Delay

one of their major film efforts,
im Westen' ('Victory in the
Review of 'Sieg' in the FilmWest') from last Friday (2) until
Kurier reveals that the technique
today (Wednesday) and called off
has changed from previous war propathe six simultaneous premieres reganda films. Concentration is tcken
'Sieg' is said by
portedly planned.
off machines and placed on men.
antirNazi organizations to be the
'Let us talk first about the bravery
of

Avers Newsreels and Other Pix

FOREIGN PIX COIN

solely to the tact there

|

is

inevitable.'

CMDF

Breaking down its survey,
declared Fox-Movlctone to have the
highest quantity of war news, 57%.
Metro's News of the Day was next
with 54"/.; then Pathe, 49%; Paramount, 4C%, and Universal, 44%.

Wednesday, Maj

EXPLOITATION

8

Not So

Veteran Exploiteer Details Value

Of the

'41

Brand of Field Ballyhooer

By AL SELIG

he

has

been

Hollywood,

May

This especially holds
true in the smaller of the independent situations where the aid of an
man
sent out from the
exploitation
exchange center, is the difference
between low and high boxoffice
b.o. grosses are
when
and
grosses
between the
relations
profitable,
seller and buyer are on the up and

thrown

from

pillar to post, picking up here and
there odd jobs of exploitation for
some particular picture, and after

that work was completed, cool his
heels for weeks at a time, waiting
lor another assignment. His was a
like
rather peripatetic existence
waiting for a handout in the alley
entrance to the kitchen of a beanery.
Some of the picture' organizations

—

up.

This

aptly illusUated by a reof the new order of things
is

sume
made by

Charles

shrewd and one

Truran,

genial,

of the outstanding

exhibitors of northern Pennsylvania.
Truran is the manager of the Park,
had one man on their staff who Meadville, Pa., and is the hero of all
handled exploitation whom they the film salesmen and exploitation
would send to the various key cen- men who come in contact with him.
ters where added zip was necessary Besides being an exceptionally good
to give the picture a needed impetus. showman, he also knows the value
In rare instances would one be sent of exploitation and publicity and is
to the smaller situations to pep up ever ready to back his judgment by
interest in a picture. Up to a few deeds.
years ago only one national distri'Once Upon a Time'
buting company had a staff of exThe exploitation man is of great
ploitation men attached to the key value, to the exhibitor if, for nothexhanges with the resultant hogging ing else, that he brings with him
of space in newspapers throughout
friendlier and better feeling bethe country, plus the good will of the
tween the exhibitor and the comsmall town exhibitor who welcomed
pany he represents,' said Truran.
his aid with open arms.
exhibitor feels that if a picture
"The
But today the picture is changed.
special field man
The entire country is honeycombed company can send a
and help him
with field men representing nearly to his theatr«. to aid
over
a picture that is deserving
put
all of the major distributing organisuch
a gesture Is
that
help,
of
that
zations: A veritable army of high-

powered, well-groomed, tactful and
diplomatic publicity and exploitation
specialists are bringing .stoMhe

key

centers and the hinterland the same
exploitation and publicity methods
that were let loose heretofore in only
The harethe large key centers.

brained youngster with wild ideas,
the phoney with a long tale of boastful achievements, is passe. The game
today has become one of the vital
cogs in the great machinery of dis'

Odier House and Exchai^e Items
Sandusky,

INDIE

—

General Theatre Co.
This is
interest

plus

SERENADE' CO-OP ADS

DEPART FROM ROUTINE
departure from routine
advance cooperative newspaper advertising with first run accounts is
being credited at Columbia Pictures
for the excellent initial showings of
Penny Serenade.' Fact that the
fihn is being released in many key
cities without benefit of the publicity accruing from early stands in
New York and Chicago has focussed
interest on the campaign executed
Radical

by Nate Spingold.Sales department set the film in
45 key cities for release, weeks of

California

6.

ON

OP CASHES

DEFENSE STAMP SALE

DlsCiSs^'Setnps

Philadelphia,

plex duties incident to the publi

May

to front sections of dailies is to catch
the attention of heavy current readership of international news.

6.

tlon-gettlng exploitation stunt

and exploiting of pictures
their reputS'
tions in their chosen profession for
their originality and resourcefulness.
All of them have come up the hard
way, proving their fitness for the
positions they hold.
Teriy Turner,
chief of S. Barret McCormick's
exploitation department, has a background of many years in the field,
and the originator of many outstand
ing exploitation stunts, knows every
nook and comer of the country and
is on speaking terms with editors
through the length and breadth of
the land. Turner has built up a staft
of field men second to none,
Bill Ferguson, the canny Scot of
Metro, is another veteran of many
outstanding exploitation campaigns
and has had a staff of exploitation
men covering exchange centers for
years. Alec Moss of Paramount
in the throes of organizing a field
force to blanket the country, and
with his many years of knowledge in
exploitation and publicity is build
ing up a field force of exceptional
ability.
'Skip' Weshner, until re
cently one of the outstanding execu'
tives in the Stanley-Warner theatre
chain in Philadelphia, is now at the
helm of the United Artists exploita
tion department. He is also enlarging that department to cover the
principal exchange centers.
War
ners, 20th Century-Fox and Colum
bia are also giving a great deal of

cizing

At his 'Kiddies Club' naatlnee, he
called up six urchins who liad birth'

men who- have eamed

days during the week and presented
them with books containing a 25c
defense stamp. The stunt cost him
$1.50 but got him several thousand
dollars in publicity in pictures
stories in the dailies.

HKO

and

.

RKO

took a long time making up

mind

its

to

release

Orson Welles'

Kane,' but when it did it
works. Company spent more
than $40,000 for the New York
preem at the Palace last Thursday
'Citizen

gave

it

(1).

Opening was preceded by largespace ads in all but the Hearst dailies in

New York

bill of $25,000,

for a total lineage
spent $6,000 on bill-

boards, $5,000 for the marquee sign
$2,500 for fountains and greenery in
the theatre and another $750 to bring

Of New

the

largest

Judgment ever returned here.
Original judgment covered a claim
for damages for the loss of anticipated rent under a 16-year lease on
a theatre structure here, now known
as the State. Seitz Theatre Co. sought
damages for 10 years which lease
had yet to run when allegedly forfeited by the lessor for non-payment
of

Court of Appeals upheld

rent.

&

decision ..^P favor ot\i Ben Fish, western district manager for United Artists, added the
Salt Lake City area to his territory.
Stelnbnch's U.S. Berth
His other districts are Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Portland and Seattle,
Cleveland, May 6.
Everett Steinbuch, recently resigned from Loew's State as house
Areharta Sell and Buy One
manager, going into Governmental
Des Moines, May 6.
work. Appointed last week deputy
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Arehart have
collector in Cleveland offices, of Fedsold the Strand, Milford, la., to Mr.
eral Bureau of Internal Revenue, and Mrs. Marvin
W. Leritz of Sibley,
with entire Cuyahoga County as his la. Areharts have purchased the
territory.
With laoew's - here for Hollywood, EstherviUe, la. Leon
seven years, his post is being filled Place of Milford will be resident
by Maurice Drucker, acting manager. manager there, the Areharts conMilt Hope, nephew of Bob Hope, tinuing to live in Milford.
also quit assistant managership of
Loew's Park last week to enter his
Joseph L. Delist Resigns
uncle's metal plant in which Hope
Pittsburgh, May 7.
has a large piece.
Joseph L. Delisi, for last 12 years
Carl Rogers, succeeding John Newkirk as manager of Loew's Granada. head of the Nany Glo (Pa.) Amus,
Formerly assistant of Loew's house Co, has resigned and Thomas Bello,
In Harrisburg, Pa., and got his start associated with Delisi at the Capitol
here iq chain- some years ago. New- and Family theatres there since 1932,
kirk taking over Beachecliffe, Rocky will succeed him. Change takes place
River nabber, for John Kalafat, July 1.
Walter Kessler, assistant at Penn,
owner of string of houses.
will leave middle of next month to
spend 10 weeks as Loew relief manA. A. Schubart OK
over territory managed by Mike
ager
A. A. Schubart, manager of RKO
exchange operations, is expected CuUen. He'll be replaced here by
Reller,
student
assistant.
Frank
time

lower

court

Seitz.

promoted to booking department of
U exchange -here, taking over post
made vacant by move-up of several
employees following resignation reRobert Murphy, formerly chief cently of Dav e Barnholz as city sales booker of Shea-Paramount chain man. George Leiko, former manager
here, and more recently booker for of RKO exchange here and later In
Robt.

Murphy Beslgns
Buffalo,

May

6.

I

1

Preem

Y

These

Preems

will be sold at $5 each.
for the press, who usually

occupy only a small part of a

full-

size theatre, are generally filled out
with h.o. employes and friends, who
will be eliminated in this case.

bara'

Preem
House

the new 1,347-seat Vogue in that city
recently, devoting several full-page
spreads' to the latest addition to
Odeon Theatres of Canada, Ltd. The
News-Herald issued a souvenir

seasoned and not 'fresh' is
to many vexatious arguarise between the exhibitor, the salesman and the branch
is

answer
ments that
manager.

Bolton's

Mex. Pickup

Jack C. Goodwin, managing director of the Metropolitan, Boston,
promoted to district manager, sucin North Shore
John B. Carroll promoted
Sre^e are building their fourth thea- sector.
-from manager of the Paramount
tre in San Diego, to be named the
Boston, to managing director of the
Tow;er, .slated for completion by Met; and Ben Rosenberg shifts from
Sept 1. Their other three houses in the uptown Fenway to manage the
that town are the Broadway, (^- Par.
brillo and Spreckles.
Abner Pinanski, formerly rhanager
L. E. Kennedy, with Columbia of the Modern, Boston, now managKctures in Salt Lake City for two ing the Fenway; and his former astory.

Another for San Diego
Los Angeles, May

6.

Lou and Gus Metzger and Harry ceeding Stoddard

years,

moved

succeed Harry
salesman.

W.

C,

manager

is new manLos Angeles to sistant, Harry Goldberg,
ager of Modern. Goldberg's new asWineburg as city sistant is Hibbard Henderson. Bob
Sternberg remains city manager of

into

.

.

Ritcr resigned as branch
for
Producers releasing

the Boston Houses.

Corp.
Standard Enterprises, Inc., independent chain operators, leased the

Sierra theatre in Sacramento for 10
Hollywood, May 6
Whitney Bolton, new chief of pub- years at a rental in excess of $150,David 0. Selznick, left for 000. In addition to the lease, the
new owners paid $25,000 for the
Besides the ordihary interest the Guadalajara, Mexico, to fetch back equipment to Blumenfeld (Circuit,
premiere attracted unusual interest 'the five Rayes Bros., a musical act former operators of the house, and
because of the benefit for the slated for work in a forthcoming spending $25,000 more on remodeling.
Queen's Canadian Fund to aid air Selznick picture.
G. J. Malatronte, formerly with
While in Mexico, Bolton will ar
raid victims. With minimum sub-,
Universal's home office, takes over
scriptions for this opening perform- range for the world rights on three the Los Angeles exchange, including
ance at tS, more than $6,500 was Mexican ballads, also for a future Arizona
New manager succeeds
Selznick film.
raised for the fund.
Sam Minton,. who assumes northern
edition, eight-page insert.

his

Usher's $500 Art Prize
barren " Brown, an usher at the
81st :St., N. Y., is the winner o£
the $500 prize offered to the artist
painting the best picture of the dress
Mrs. F. D. Roosevelt wore at the
recent Presidential inauguration.
It was offered by Isaac Lieberman,
president of Arnold Constable, and

licity for

RKO

;

man

is

the good

cov-

the three-house Par-Hayman Ni- Cleveland, has joined sales force of
agara Falls pool, has resigned. Mur- U's Los Angeles branch.
phy was formerly chief barker of
Briefies: Harry Kalmine will be
testimonial
toastmaster
at
joint
the local Variety Club.
Century theatre (Dipson) dinner for Abe WeiAer and Joe Gins
20th
will replace its male service staff in William Penn Hotel on Monday
Fact that "Land of Liberty' will with usherettes beginning May 1 in (12).
begin playdaies In New York City the interest of a 'more streamlined
this week was given cognizance by system of personality service.'
Carey's Shift
Mayor F. H. LaGuardia in a special
Bellingham, Wash., May 6.
Philly Shorts
message. Film Is set to play Loew's
James Carey, former city manager
and RKO circuits between May
Philadelphia, May 6.
at Vancouver, Wash., for Evergreen,
New
members
include
of
Tent
13
new
city
manager
here for the same
and May 21. Profits on the aU
industry compilation go to war relief Vic Blanc, Raymond Rosen, Major organization. Tom Clanton, former
funds, with $50,000 already ear- Stanley Root, Alexander Rosenman, assistant to Carey, advances to city
David Bortin, Benrad Krow, Ber- managership at Vancouver, for Kigmarked for the" British War Relief. tram
Wolfe, Stan Lee Broza and gins and Castle theatres. Evergreen
LaGuardia proplamation also was Roger Clipp.
houses here are Mount Baker, Avabacked up by an endorsement by
Eddie O'Donnell, Vitagraph booker, lon and American.
James Marshall, head of the N. Y. set for altar trek within next couple
City Board of /Education. Public, weeks.
Bob Allen to Seaitle
New RKO exchange building will
parochial and pilyate schools are coSeattle, May 6.
operating to provide chances for get underway within th.2 next couple
Bob Allen is new assistant mgr. at
of weeks.
pupils to s'ee the picture.
Frank Blum planning new theatre Palomar (Sterling), where Jerry Ross
is manager and emcee. -He succeeds
in Bala section.
D.
Schmaale,
resigned.
Louis (Pop) Korson, %ne of the
Ernie Rose, lately with Evergreen
local pioneers in the film industry,
Press-Charity
will be given a testimonial dinner in Spokane and more recently mgr.
by the Variety Club May 27. He at Roosevelt (Sterling), transferred
For 'Barbara' in N.
leaves to take up permanent resi- to management of Colonial (Sterling).
United Artists has arranged a dence In California.
dual-purposed preem for Gabriel
M. & P.'s Realignment
Pascal's
'Major Barbara' at the.
Ed Lebby In Detroit
Boston, May 6.
Astor, N. Y., next Tuesday (13)
Detroit May 6.
M&P Theatres managerial changes
night.
It
will be a combo press
Replacing Fred Bonnen, who re- in the New England sector as result
preview and benefit performance for signed after 21 years of handling the of the recent death of Armand J.
the Royal Air Force Benevolent area first for Pathe and later for Moreau, district manager for Maine,
RKO, Ed Lebhy has taken over the New Hampshire and Vermont. ChesFund.
Holding out the tickets it needs Thumb district of Michigan for RKO. ter L. Stoddard, district manager for
Lebby comes to the district from the the North Shore district in Massafor the newspapers. UA is handing
Pittsburgh exchange.
chusetts, takes over Moreau's terria block of tickets to the British fund.

With the regular opening of 'Bar
Wednesday
(14)
morning,
Astor will revert to continuous run,
regular admissions that character
ized the lengthy stay of the last
Pascal-Shaw pic at the house, 'Pygmalion.' Other pix at the Astor since
then have been shown on straight
Canadian
roadshow basis, two-a-day, reserved
The three Vancouver, B. C, news- seats and $2 admish.
papers splurged on the opening of

bastic boastings of young and untried
exploitation
fledglings,
they now
welcome him as a brother in arms
as a valuable addition to his sales
organization.
He finds in the exploitation man a direct contact between his sales f6rce and the e}(hibitor.
He has discovered that the field
man who knows his P's and Q's,

will

formerly

Vinnecof, indie operator'
bought the Congress here from
Steinberg Bros, and will carry on as
2Sc house.
Southside Theatres and Fanchon
Marco are starting construction on
a new 1,500-seat deluxe nabe here
on Imperial street.
Harry Wineberg, formerly with
Columbia Pictures, \closing deal to
buy the Oriental from Irving Carlin
and Max Sinker, operators of indie
chain in L. A. House seats 800.

.

PREEM
EXPENSE ON mi*

f40,000 N.Y.

Welles and entourage east.
New type of illuminated lobby
display was fiashed at the Palace
two-a-day opening of 'Citizen Kane.
Ballyhoo is latest development of
cardboard and plastic being prepared for national distribution by
National Screen Accessories.
Effect is equally potent in daylight
thought to this new and important
or after dark. Fratnes are standard
development in picture selling.
Branch Manager Welcomes 'Em
two-sheet
dimensions
containing
Field men have a very definite and hidden lighting fixtures which proImportant niche in the complex sell- duce suggestion of red and blue neon
ing branch of the producing and dis- lettering.
tributing organizaUons. Where heretofore they have been tolerated by
some of the branch managers who, in Dailies Splurge on
the past, were fed up with the bom-

The Branch Manager has discov
ered that a tactful and diplomatic

territory

Harry.

.

Heading the exploitation departMax Kuperstein, manager of the liberty' Gets Sendoff
ments of many of the major distrl
Tioga, North Phllly Indie, on Saturbuting and producing organizations
day (2) utilized the opening of the
are men well qualified in the com- sale of defense stainps for an attenBy LaGoardia in N. Y.

exploitation

May

suit against
for $162,100,

its

April 14 and 21. Broadway showing is deferred at the Radio City
Music Hall until May 28, account
of prior bookings.
Spingold prepared two advance
newspaper display adsi, each 360
lines, to appear exclusively ;0n pages
two or three in all first-run cities.
In all, 104 newspapers are being
used in the campaign. First day's
copy is a statement addressed to
George Stevens, director of the film,
and signed by the two stars, Irene
more than appreciated and engen- Dunne and Cary Grant. Follow up
individual endorsements of the
around.'
spirit
aU
better
a
ders
"There was a time,' continues Tru- picture by Claudette Colbert, Norma
Shearer, Rosalind Russell and Loran, 'when a picture company would
retta
Young. Instructions to newswho
spoke
send around a youngster
papers specify that no theatre name
of doing the most impossible stunts,
or play-date shall appear as part of b^ck from Chicago some
this
or a man who had very little experl
the two advertisements. Third-day week after recuperating from an Kessler's mother and sister, who
have been living here with him, are
(Continued on page 26)
copy is carried on the amusement operation for appendicitis.
Beach, L. I., for
Schubart was forced to undergo a going to Long
pages with emphasis on opening date
summer.
hurried operation in Chicago while
and theatre.
M. A.' Lewis, from Memphis office,
Theory of moving film advertising making a tour of exchanges.
IN

tribution of pictures an important
adjunct to the selling of the pictures
to the public.

who

O.,

Court of Appeals here has upheld ered by Foster Blake, recently apJudge R H. Savord's ruling favoring pointed branch manager in Seattle
Seitz Theatre Co. in

—

1941

$1^,100 llieatre Lease Award;

In still photography, with a total
of 22,300 prints.
Rush of portraiture was the re-'
•ult of heavy demands by newspapers and magazines for stills
on current pictures.

ambaS^dor.

7,

S.

Cameras on the Warner lot
registered a new one-week high

The exploitation man or, as he is
called today, a field representative,
for the film distributing companies,
has at last come into his own. For
year

Still

I

I

;

J

""^6"

Christy.

mcluded

Howard Chandlei

—

Wcdneedaj, May

Public,

7,

Not U.S. Decree, Creating

New

•Jcpeoted $6,400, good.
Iiast week,
jBlgn ot Wolf (Mooo) and 'Dark
Streets of Cairo' (U), dual, plus
vaude, $4,000, slow.

N.Y. Citizens Go for Kane,

Faramonnt (Hamrick - Evergreen)

National Exhibition Trend

—

30-40-50)
'Zanzibar' (Par)
'Penalty' XM-G), dual, 2d wk,
Last
anticipated $8,100, immense.
(8,089;

and

same

grand

In 4 Days; 'Broadcast' $40,00(1 Ain't

week,
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 30-40-50)
Scanning the national exhibition scene, film distrlbutori, aaillatad themanagements, Independent chains and solo operators may vif- —'Great Lie' (WB) and 'Strange
Alibi' (WB), dual, 4th wk, holding
;
ualize, with more or less accuracy, Irom the key olty boxoflioe reportf on nicely, expected
$2,800, big. Last
herewith, the situation confronting the Industry when the U. S. oonaent week, $2,900, strong.
decree terms become operative, come Sept. 1,
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 16Not in courtrooms, not In lawyers' conferences, but In the pubUo attitude 30)— 'Kitty Foyle' (RKO) and Tall,
'HAMILTON'
OK IN B'KLYN
No
(20th).
towards its favorite, popular-priced theatre entertainment rest* the an- Dark and Handsome'
longer ban on RKO publicity In the
swer to the changing conditions of the industry. The story U told In local Hearst P. I,, this duo )ooks to Getting $20,000 on Dnal; 'Cheyenne,'
Paired, Mild $15,000
bold-faced type in boxoflice reports from more than a hundred first and do $2,400, powerful. Last week, "Mr.
subsequent run theatres, spread fanlike across the country from coast to and Mrs. Smith' (RKO) and 'Second
Brooklyn, May 8.
coast, from the Great Xiakes to the Gulf.
Chorus' (Par), dual, 2d run, slow
'That Hamilton Woman' and 'Free
Big films, big in names, theme and production outlay are getting the $1,900.
and I^sy' at Loew's Metropolitan
business from the customers; the flller-in pictures are becoming less Imare getting most biz this stanza.
portant, of less commercial and entertainment value, gradually approachRKO Albee is weak with 'Lady from
ing the point when some of the majors wiU inevitably drop them entirely
from their release lists.
Cheyerme' and 'Guy, Girl and Gob.'
Estimates for This Week
As subtly as the spread of double-featuring two years ago, a radical
exhibition
policy
already
has
in
taken
firm root in principal
transition
Albce (RKO) (3,274; 25-35-50)—
Extended runs for the 'bigger and better' pictures are displacing
'Lady Cheyenne' (U) and 'Girl, Guy'
cities.
(RKO).
Mild $15,000. Last week,
older
showmen
believed
was
the lifeline of the film theatre
what many
'Penalty' (M-G) and 'Model Wife'
the regular, established weekly, or bi-weekly change of shows.
(U), duU $14,000.
Holdovers in Plenty
Fox (Fabian) (4,023; 24-35-50)—
'Blondie Latin' (Col) and 'Zanzibar'
Holdovers are reshaping the entire exhibition field. Extended runs for
(Par) (2d wk). Nifty $18,000. Last
a few of the more popular Alms has been in practice for some years, but
week, strong $20,000.
the almost universal breakdown of the larger weekly-change type of
Met (Loew's) (3,618; 25-35-50)^
houses presents both sales and exhibition problems of a scope not hereto'Hamilton Woman' (UA) and 'Free
Cleveland, May 8.
fore encountered during the block-booking, blind-selling era.
and Easy' (M-G). First-rate $20,000.
The trend is traceable back through a decade but, as usual in business
Spring exodus of cottage-owners Last week, 'Men Boys Town' (M-G)
'Blonde Inspiration'
(M-G),
modifications, sudden impetus to a switchover is given by a few outstand- to Lake Erie resorts is on, which Is and
ing signposts. The immediate condition, in the opinion of one of the top one reason for a noticeable weekend good $17,000.
Paramount (Fabian) (4,126: 25-35executives of a leading affiliated circuit, originated with the release of
films,

biz, $10,200.

atre circuit

Ether Grand Opera Aids M.H. to 77G

Qeve. War

No Help
Teimy

'

and continuing) and is in its third week in Chicago and Philadelphia, and
now playing second weeks in N. Y., Washington, Buffalo and Detroit. From
Minneapolis the report is 'bad.'
Others of recent release that are in the 'extended run' class are "The
Great Lie' (WB), which is being believed in Cleveland, Brookl3m, Washington, Philadelphia and Los Angeles.
Detroit public has given It the

Strand

on

IN

(Best Exploitation—Fifth Avenne)
Seattle, May 6.
'Ziegfeld Girl' opened to better biz
than 'Men of Boys Town' or 'The
Dictator" at the Fifth Avenue and
looks to go places, although customer
reports vary on its rating. 'Dictator'
moves to Blue Mouse for third week.
Penny Serenade' is catching on at
the Liberty, holding second stanza.
Orpheum has 'Nice Girl' as new offering.
Palomar, a Sterling house,

has

Paramount

The

Roundup.'
'Zanzibar' has plenty on the ball,
holding second week at Paramount,
foUowmg oke reaction on initial
stanza. 'Great Lie' is nifty at Roosea-

pic.

going into fourth' week in preference to a second week (on moveover) of 'Back Street' (U), which
didn't shape up sufficiently strong

velt,

.during first week at Orpheum.
Best exploitation for 'Ziegfeld Girl'
includes jewelry store displays, music at apropo stores, advance news.

paper advertising and
increased
budget for the papers.
Estimates for Tliis Week
Bine Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(850; 30-40-50)— 'Dictator' (UA) and
Dead Men Tell' (20th) (3d wk). Re-

wk), $1,900, fair.
Coliseum (Hamrick - Evergreen)
(1,900; 21-35)— 'Tobacco Road' (20th)
and 'Maisie' (M-G), dual, 2d run,
traveling for $2,200, slumping badly,
Last week, 'Private Secretary' (M-G)
and 'Mary Dugan' (M-G), dual, 2d
run, n.g. $2,400.
Fiftli

(2,349:

(M-G),

Avenne (Hamrick-Evergreen)
30-40-50)
solo,

—

'Ziegfeld Girl'
to flying start, inLast week,
great.

away

dicated $10,500,
'Dictator' (UA)
(20th), dual, 2d

and 'Dead Men Tell'
wk, $4,500, okay.

Liberty (J-vH) (2,349; 30-40-50)—
'Penny Serenade' (Col) and 'Break
the News' (Mono), dual, 2d wk, looks
Last week,
to reach $6,800, great.

Un-

Holdovers range from very weak
satisfactory.
Poorest is 'Flame
New Orleans,' now in its second
at the Rivoli. It's doing very
badly and won't get over $10,000.
No one is challenging 'Citizen
Kane' as the best exploited picture
of the wecK.
Estimates for Tliis Week
Astor (1,012; 73-85-:^l.i0-$l.bJ-$2.20)
'wmgs' (far; (6tn week;, i^st
to
of

week

—

weeK ^5th) $8,200, mild. De..arts
Sunday night (11), 'luajor Barbj.a'
(uA> opening 'ruesuay eveni.ig (13).

in

May

alibi for

the gen-

week

I

ilump

'Pot o' Gold'

'Fantasia'

biz

steamed up when final days were
announced last week, so it stays one
week more.

week with 'Sis Hopkins' (Rep), only
'Girl, Guy and Gob' (RKO)
$5,000.
did $8,000, good.
Globe (1,180; 2e-3|5-55 )— 'Girl in
News' (20th).
House increased ad
budget on this one and it is doing
nicely, about $7,500. NHolds.
Last
week, 'Strange Alibi' n(WB), only
$5 000, poor.
Palace
(1,500;
75-85-$1.10-$.*.65'Citizen
$2 20)
Kane'
(RKO).

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 33-44-55)—
'Roar Press' (Mono) and "Invisible
Ghost' (Mono), with stage show
topped by Hal LeRoy, four days:
and 'South pf Panama' (Prod) and
'Robbers of Range' (RKO), dual,
three days, with local talent show on
stage Wednesday oijily. Shaping up
to satisfactory $9,500.
Last week,
'Streets Cairo' (U) and 'Train Robbery'
(Rep) with Edith Fellows
heading stage show, four days; and
'Federal
Fugitives'
(Prod)
and
'Break News' (Mono), three days,

—

Opened Thursday night

Vegas Nights' (Par).

Paramount

DIETRICH BRUTAL $4,100

—

(1.014;

Indianapolis, May 6.
Traffic through the downtown turn-

churn

Managers point to Cole Bros.
Circus, in town for two days, and the
finals of the Roller Derby as the best
apparent alibis. Loneliest people in
town are employees of the Circle
and Indiana.
butter.

—

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,600; 25-3040) 'Flame Orleans' (U) and 'Model
Wife' (U) Marlcne Dietrich starrer,
Last week, 'Adam' (Col)
n.g. $4,100.
and 'Blondie Latin' (Col), brutal

700,

(UA)
.<io

b-'t also

Bi'tterflV

Fe^'in?'

iipjt.

Not

not si b-'d at «77.0')O

fsir.

E'alto (750; ?.8-44-.55)— 'Mut'nv in
Arctic' (U).
Aiioears about *4.RO0,
I

weak.

Last week, 'Black

C?.t'

'U),

$6,000. fll ri-lht.
I

Rivoli
I

New

of
;

I

(2092; 35-55-85-991— 'Fl-me

Orleap.s' (U)
(2'\ -v/eck).
Dietrich failini; to draw, only $10,000
indi''-''ted. poor.
F-rst week was under MO.OOO, very dis-onointing albeit
profit.

RoKv

(5.R35;

35-55-65-75-R5)— 'Great

American Eroadca.st' (20tH) and stnge
show. Not as hi" as cx-c^tcd, but

(1.797;. 28-39-

good S40.000 and holds. Lnst v/eek,
second for 'Lady from Cheyenne'
(U). onlv S20.0nn. very weak.
:

i

Slate '3 400: 28-44-.5';-75-90-<1.10)—
'So Ends Our Nitrht' fUA) (2d run)
(Isl week) and 'Crazv with Heat'
unit' '2d wk). Mnvbe $24,000. excel--

Last week,

lent.

tab.
;

first

for the 'Heat*
Secret.iry*

-md 'Hardy's Private

(M-G)

(2ri run), a niJwIitv .M4.00n.
(2.7r.7: 35-55-75-85-99)— 'The

Strand

i^rcat Lie'

(WB) nnd .TImmy Dofsey

'4th-nnal week). On 28-dav run this
how has been a neat money-getter;
nbo"t *'S Oil. while
091. 'Wr'o'ons
we''- '3d) \""!

I

'

i

(in?l .stanTiii look---

I

1

stronp.
(5Q60- 44-

HsM

— 'TTnre^-tjin

'Mmc

pi'H

pood

or therepbou'". tto1''<! over. thoi";h
other pictures haven't when not doinn; better.
Last week, fourth for
'Hamilton Wom?n' (UA), $71..'")00,

i

I

M5 000.

Radin CItv Mu-'ft
55-n5-99-:<t 65)

I

!

the third

o.k.,

dandy..

Paramount (M&P)

44-55)— 'Wagons Roll' (WB).6nd 'Las
Vegas Nights' (Par). Medium $7,000
$3,900.
Last week, 'Night Rio'
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,100; 25-30- indicated.
(20th) and 'Shadows Stains' (WB)
same fllms, dandy $8,000.
40) 'Lady Cheyenne' (U) and 'VivaMusic Box (Hamrick-Evergreen) cious Lady' RKO). Mourrfu' .S4.000. (both continued from Met), fair $6,700.
(850; 30-40-50)— "Men of Boys Town' Last wecl:. 'Great Lie' (WB) and
Scollay (M&P) (2,538; 28-39-44-.55)
Bains' 'Man Lost' (U), v.ooi $7,200.
'Scattergood
and
(M-G)
—'Night Rio' (20th) and 'Shadows
(RKO), dual, 4th wk, getUng on for
Loew's (Loews) (2,400; 2.5-30-40)
Last week, 'Ziegfeld Girl', (M-G) and 'Penalty' Stairs' (WB) (both continued from
indicated $1,900, fair.
Par
and Fenv/ay). Tame $4,000. Last
$2,200, okay.
(M-G). Okay $9,500. Held down by
(Hamrick-Evergreen) the fact that the four-hour showin;; week, 'Zanzibar' (Par) and 'Dead
Orpheum
Men Tell" (20th) (both continued
(2,600; 30-40-50)— 'Nice Girl' (U) and time hampers turnover.
Last week. from Par and Fenway), okay $5,000.
'Model Wife' (U), sounds like a 'Miss Bishop' (Par) and "Bad Man'
State iLoew) (3.600; 28-39-44-'i5)happy setup, getting along for $8,500, (M-G), poor $4,700.
'Penny Serenade' (Col) and 'Mary
great. Last week, 'Back Street' (U)
Aiming for .spifly
30-40-50) Dugan' 'M-G).
(1,900;
Lyric
(Lyric)
and 'Her First Romance' (Mono)
tain
and Eddy $16,00!) nnd holdover almost
dual, didn't live up to hopes, through 'District Attorney' (Rod'
"Ziegfelr:
Girl"
(2nd)
'.eek
La!>t
Last
$12,000.
Good
orch.
Duchin
in one week, $4,700, fair.
'Blondie Latin' (Col),
and
(M-G)
and
Ray
(Rep)
Hopkins'
'Sis
week,
21-40)
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350;
$12,300, good.
—'Roundup' (Par), solo, and vaude Herbeck's orch, okay $8,500.

35-5S-B.'-

Benny Goodman and one with Harry
James, stase show otherwise remaining the same.
Final ."s'.inza $'!9.''00,

55-75-

$1.10-$1.65)
'Fantasia'
(Disney)
(15th wk). Will garner around $10,000 (for final frame. Last week (14th),
'
very good, $12,000.
Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367; 28-3944-55)— 'Pot Gold' (UA) and 'Penalty'
Running at medium
(M-G).
La.st week,
level, around $14,500.
'Great Lie' (WB) and 'Knockout'
(WB), staunch $18,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 28-39-4455) 'Penny
Serenade' (Col) and
'Mary Dugan' (M-G). Socko $21,000
or better. Okay for holdover. Last
week, 'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G) and
'Blondie Latin' (Col) (2d wk), $16,-

(3.664-

'Reacbin? for Sun' (Par). Alviho Rey
orch. Eridic Bracken, others, on st.-.ge.
Opens this morning (Wed.) after four
weeks of 'Zanzibar' <Par), thre« with

and

(Shubert)

when

RKO

I

Getting so-so

Last week, 'Night Rio' (20th)
'Shadows Stairs' (WB), both
continued, run from Met. same.
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,907; 2839-44-55)— 'Miss Jones' (RKO) and
'Met Argentina' (RKO). Not up to
expectations, but heading for $16,000
Last week, 'Nice
and holdover.
Girl' (U) and 'Man Lost' (U) (2d
wk), nice $12,800.'
$5,000.

Majestic

(1).

wes taken in: gross for following four dcys up to yesterday (Tues.)
an added $18,000 which is within
inches of capacity.
House can do
$30,800 weekly, all .seats so'd. Notices
on 'Kane' socko and the adv-n?e rale
strong.
has house for e ght
weeks as. a star.'er.

'$3,000

fair $7,800.

Fenway (M&P) (1,33. 28-39-4455)— 'Wagon's Roll' (WB) and 'Las

.1,

—

'Penny Serenade' looks like the
winner of the week with 'Devil and
ou*.

(24th

'Ziegie.d Girl' (M-G) (.^u wteK;.
On the first week a s.urdy $36,000
but off more than anticipated at
$25,000 or less on the holdover. Goes
third round.
Criterion
23-44-55-83)—
(1,662;
'People vs.
Dr. Kildare'
(M-G).
Movis in today (Wed.) after dull

started several days before the big
top camei in today (Tuesday).

Miss Jones' nosing
for
second place.

u3-'i3-¥l.iO-$1.6S-

(Disney)
(25th
Register showed i^l2,500 last
good. Overhead brought
Gown to wh^re anyihint; ove.- ^tfuuj
is now-profll^.
Capltoi (4,520; 35-55-83-$!. 10-$1.25)

week).

6.

town the man-

erally depressed biz, but th

U,89&;
— 'Fantasia'

Itroailway
$2.20)

Boston,

A

wouldn't

and

(WB).

Nice $16,000 and Holds

week,

week

starting Friday (9).

25-35-4Q)—

(Prod.)

Snots; 'Jones'

With the circus
agers have a fair

heavy load of stage
and high-pressured for sweet
$18,000 despite the heat spell. Last

this

2 Hnb

In

s.a.

stiles

Stairs'

.

had

fancy.
'Broadcast' looks about $40,000,
good, though not sensational, and it
also holds with the second week

'Serenade' Sweet $37,000

.

from Fifth, headed for $3,100,
big. Last week, 'Night in Rio' (20th)
and 'Sleepers West' (20th), dual, 3d

(2.870:

Fugitives'

INDPLS. USHERS LONELY;

lease

(WB)

'Federal

of this
Butterfly'

Hall

stage.

eventful $4,000.
Last week, 'Land
Liberty' (M-G) and 'Man Betrayed'
(Rep), quiet $4,000.

—

A lOiG
SEATTLE BOW

and
is due to. the
show on the
planned a twoweek run for both the opera tab
and the picture, with result a second
week will begin tomorrow (Thurs.),
although the gross take is far from
$77,000,

much

'Madame

Lie' (WB) and 'Mr. DisAttorney' (Rep) (2d wk). Nice
week, excellent $21,000.

'Shadows

business-getter
for
the
Latter will get apbelieved

Music Hall.
proximately

that

$16,000. Last

—

GIRL'

pointing

50)—'Great
trict

.

American Broadcast,' which is doing
well at the Roxy, and 'That Uncertain Feeling,' a somewhat disap-

fine 12G

'Model Wife' (U) and Ted
snub.
Weems' Orch, fair $11,500.
With openings at advanced admissions in New York and Chicago only,
State (Loew's) (3,450; 30-35-42-55)
it is too early to estimate with any accuracy the maximum wicket power
'Hamilton Woman'
(UA).
Too
of Orson Welles' 'Citizen Kane.' It is strong. "The Great American Broad- much history and costume stuff for
cast' (20th) also is a new starter, registering above average at its only two localites, and poor start puts it in a
comer for anemic $9,000. Last week,
preems, Buffalo and Roxy, N. Y.
Ziegfeld
Girl'
(M-G),
pleasant
$13,^
So-so list of features include 'Pot o' Gold' (UA), 'Uncertain Feeling'
500 without critics' help.
(UA) and the new Dietrich starrer, 'Flame of New Orleans' (U).
SUUman (Loew's) (1,972; 30-35
The fillers, or secondaries, are having an unhappy time. They seem to 42-55)—
'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G). Moved
be about as good or bad as their teammates. Lacking any drawing value
over for a second whirl and capitalof their own, they are handled more or less indiscriminately.
izing first-run by doing strong $6,000.
Although the production investment in the 'B's' runs Into the millions, Last week, 'Zanzibar (Par), good
none of the major company advertising departments gives them a tumble. $6,000 on moveover.
There's nuggets of entertainment buried away in many of these forgotten
films, but distributors seem satisfied to let the public dig 'em out
If the
audiences are that much interested.

mFELD

has been within a few bucks of
being capacity.
On the first four
days through Monday (5) picture
had gotten $18,000, while the open.ing night's ticket sale //as $3,000 for
a total up to yesterday (Tues.) of
$21,000.
As house is scaled on a
twice-daily policy at $2 top, capacity
is $30,800.
Because of bad locations
around .200 orchestra and balcony
tiox seats are not being sold.
New entries are headed by 'Great
it

to Be 0.;

Rio' (20th), way off at $6,300.
Palace (RKO) (3,700; 30-35-42-55)
—'Wagons RoU' (WB) plus 'Gay New

Orleans' unit.

(Best Exploitation: Palace)
'Citizen Kane' opened at the Palace, N. Y., Thursday night (1) and
is the hottest thing in town.
So far

Boom

slump felt by theatres.
'Gone With the Wind,' followed up by 'Fighting 69th,' 'Boom Town,' 'North
Exhibs can understand that, but
West Mounted Police,' 'Snow White' and a few others of like strength.
Currently there are in the national exhibition hopper a dozen or more they can't compre why thousands of
holdovers, which are commanding extended playing time in subsequent as workers in defense plants aren't
well as initial runs. Although the season is advancing into early summer spending more coin on amusements.
doldrums, it is likely that the holdover list is longer presently than at any Local experts claim plants are keepworking so hard on overprevious time. As a corollary, showmen cannot recall a period when 'B' ing men
time war orders that they haven't got
product meant so little to the exhibition field. Scores of theatres have the time or energy for shows.
stopped advertising the names of 'supporting' features.
Gypsy Rose Lee and 'Gay New
'Fantasia'
Orleans' unit are demonstrating that
Top among the holdovers in present first run release is the Disney fllmu- there's a lo* of coin floating around
by giving Palace bumper biz,, with
sical melange, 'Fantasia.' Its territorial preems have been limited because
'Wagons Roll By Night' on screen.
of the costly 'Fantasound' installations, but it is soon going into general
'Penny Serenade' also looks like a
Continuing engagements and length of runs Inrelease through RKO.
smart figure for the Hipp, but That
clude the following cities: New York, 25 weeks; Los Angeles, 14; Chicago, Hamilton Woman' is wabbling badly
11; Philadelphia, 12; Minneapolis, 4; San Francisco, 8.
at SUte.
In the popular-priced admission, houses, two new films were added durEstimates for This Week
ing the past week to the holdover hits. They are "That Hamilton Woman'
AUen (RKO) (3,000; 30-35-42-55)—
(UA), just now moving into general showings, and 'The Devil and Miss Great Lie' (WB) (3d wk). Third
Jo nes' (RKO). which is much s tronger 'boxofCice' than e icher the sa l es or- miinrt fnr <hig mnvonvpr frnm Hipp
ganization or some first-run operators anticipated. 'Hamilton' started like going in fine shape, around $3,50O,
a Nelson broadside in Chicago, Providence, Brooklyn, Baltimore (2nd wk), after excellent $5,500 last week.
and Philadelphia. New York first run at the Music Hall has been exceeded
Hanna (Carl Hanna) (1,435; 50-75by one stanza In the minute 'Four Star,' in Los Angeles, where the film' $1.10-$1.65)— 'Fantasia' (Disney) (8th
is completing its sixth week.
Only in Cleveland is the take disappointing. wk). Skedded to close Sunday (4),
On the other hand, 'Miss -Jones' has stood up for three weeks In Cin- but at last minute got a shot in the
arm
and earning an eighth week.
cinnati, four weeks in Washington, and is a holdover in Boston and PhilaWith two extra matinees added, and
delphia.
special newspaper breaks,, very nice
'Zanzibar' Record Good
$7,000 likely, with $7,500 for last
Meanwhile 'Zanzibar' (Par) continues to hog the screens in a dozen stanza.
cities.
The score: Buffalo, two weeks; Philadelphia, three weeks; MinneHipp (Warners) (3,700; 30-35-42Cary
apolis, three; Baltimore, two; Louisville, three; Los Angeles, three; Cin- 55)-:-'Penny Serenade- (Col).
Grant is a hot number here, playing
cinnati and Brooklyn, each two.
'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G) is leading in Los Angeles ($31,000 in two houses for fine $12,000. Last week, 'Night in
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MCTUHE GROSSES

1941

I

at Niiiht' (WB) -o''. o" stpee,
Tucker plus Vic^-r McLnpopen Frl''?y morpipo (9).

Tommy

I

I

len.

.

Wednesday, May

PICTURE GROSSES

10

Only 2 New Fix in S.F.. Exlubs Are Blue;

f'"'
Week

Bette Fair 15G, 'Argentina -Vode 12^26

'hiDy B.O. Hefty; IWiss Jones'

«r„?^!i™J'^^
May

of

Astor— 'I

Brcadway

Neat

8

Wanted Wings' (Par).

(7th wk).

1941

7,

lusic'-Ray Scott Mild 18G

$17,500.

— 'Fantasia' iDisney)

(26lh wk).

Fair
tiny Arctic' (U) and vaude.
San Francisco, May 6.
Last week, 'Back In Saddle"
Everybody still moaning about poor $5,000.
(Rep) and vaude, good $6,500.

the
biz. With only two new bills at
first-runs, combined take on Market
Street this week will be way below

(Fay) (2,200; 28-39-50)—
'Flame New Orleans' (U) and "Man
Dietrich step.
Lost Himself (U).
ping along to swell $10,000.
Last
wcek,^Great Lie' (WB) and 'Strange
Majestic

average.
.
Best of the two new entries is
•Great Lie,' but Bette Davis starrer
Is doing just so-so biz.
EstimaUs for This Week
Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35.-40-50)—
'Great Lie' (WB) and 'Here Comes
Happiness' (WB). Good critics picture, but not so forte at b. o. Bette
D»vis starrer will get fairish $15,000,
about the same as her 'Letter.' Last
week (2d), 'Night in Rio' (20th) and
'Ride On, Vaquero' (20th), dived
•

•

(WB), nifty $10,500.
SUte (Loew) (3,200; 28-39-50)—
'Hamilton Woman' cUA) and "Big

Alibi'

Last
Swell $16,500.
week, 'Penny Serenade" (Col) and
iM-G),
Melodrama'
'Washington
good $13,000.
Strand (Indie) (2,000; 28-40-50)—
'Power Dive' (Par) and 'Lone Wolf
Chance" (Col).
Not attracting too
much attention, though fairly good
Last week, 'Sis
$5,000 is promised.
Hopkins' (Rep) and 'Round Up'
Boss'

below $10,000.
Geary (Curran) (1,286;
1.65)—'Fantasia' (Disney)

55-75-1.10(8th wk).
Ads now being posted for 'last two
weeks,' which will help this session

week

Last

to around $7,500.

CPar), ditto,

—

—

—
—

Strand— 'Wagons

keeping

in N.G.

Mpls.

— 'Major

Despite Pantywaist

Draw

Minneapolis, May 6.
notable in-one respect
particularly. It has "brought ho less
than six film newcomers in place of
the three that have been usual in
recent months. And instead of the
customary three or four holdovers
there are but two 'Fantasia" and
'The Great Lie."
Plenty
of
good comment for
Woody Herman's orch at the

This week

is

—

Paramount (F-WC) (2.470; 35-40(Par) and 'Mr. Diswk-4
(4th
Attorney' (Rep)
dgys). Take for the final four days
Last week,
will be good $4,000.

trict

Orpheum and

for 'Ziegfeld Girl' at
State, but they are suffering from
generally adverse conditions here.
'The warm, weather also hurts and
there's staee show opposition from
'Time of Your Life," which comes
upon the heels of 'Hellzapoppin' to

week, 'Men Boys Town' (M-G),

$9,000.

35-40-

Return engagement at pop prices after fairish
run at Warfleld across the street.
Gate will hit around $7,500. good.
(M-G) the Lyceum.
Town'
Boys
Last week, 'Men
(M-G)
and 'Blonde Inspiration'
Estimates for This Week
(moveover-4th wk), okay $5,000.
Aster
(Par-Singer)
28)
(900;
UDlted Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 35'Burning Question' (Indie) and
40-50)—'Dictator (UA) (4th wk). 'Knockout (WB), dual first-runs.
'D'ictator has been a great moneyMarihuana sex film heavily plugged.
getter here. Perhaps the free front Good $1,300 in four days, making
page ads every day in the way of yvay for 'Dead Men Tell' (20th)_and
wsr news is helping. Fourth stanza 'Comes Happiness'
(WiS)
today
holding up well at $7,500. Last week (Tuesday).
Last week, 'Buck Pri(3d), strong $8,500.
„ .
vates' (U) (7th wk.), $1,900, very big
_
Warfield (F-WC) 2,650; 35-40-50)
Century (Par-Singer) (1,600; 28'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G) and 'Sha- 39-44)—'Great Lie' (WB) (2d wk.).
dow Stairs' (WB) (2d wk). Take Moved here from State to cop shopwUl drop to around $10,000 this pers' trade. Looks like fair $3,500.
week, nice but not as big as expected Last week, 'Zanzibar' (Par) (3d wk.)
terrific.

(UA)

—

Music Hall— 'Devil and Miss

Last week, $18,000,

$2,800, light.

Esquire

—'Reaching

Paramount

9)

for the

Sun' (Par) (2d wk).
Roxy 'Great American Broadcast" (20th) (3d wk).
Strand— 'Wagons Roll at Night'

—

(2d wk).

TOT.

OK.' Bnl No Standouts!

-

I

(Berger)

(290;

15-20)-

Good $12,000

"Broadcast'

May

Buffalo,

6.

General level of wicket takings is
up at all main stem spots. 'The Great
American Broadcast' and 'Ziegfeld
Girl," on its second lap, are slightly
In the lead over the field.
Estimates for This Week
35-55)—
(Shea)
(3,500;
Buffalo

'Cowboy
and
Looks like good
Blonde' (20th).
$12,000. Last week, 'Great Lie' (WB)
and 'Roundup' (Par), $11,000, fair.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 35-55)—
•Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G) and 'Strange
Alibi' (WB) (2d wk.). Still showing
(20th)

'Broadcast'

Last week,

power, satisfying $11,000.
fine $14,000.

Hipp

(Shea)

30-40)—'Dr.

(2,100;

(M-G) and Bowes Unit.
Swinging toward gratifying $10,000.
week, 'Zanzibar' (Par) and
•Free and Easy' (M-G) '(2nd run—
6 days), as expected, oke $6,400.
LafayetteJjUayman) (3,300; 30-4(r)
'Penny Serenade' (Col) and 'Boston Blackie' (Col). Should register
Impressive $10,000. Last week, 'Devil
Commands' (Col) and 'Face Behind
Mask' (Col), poor $5,000.
20th Century (Oipson) (3,000; 3044)—'Melody Three' (RKO) and In-

Kildare'

Last

—

'

ternational Casino Revue. Girlie tab
will probably up digit to swanky
$11,000. Last week, 'Bringing Baby'

(RKO) (2(1 run) and 'Rookies Parade' (Rer; six days, blah $5 000.

wi^dow^andi^). ^Thlf spo"t'^havinI
plenty of difficulty in- obtaining
product, subsequent-runs or other
wise, and has stuck in this double
horror bill. Very poor $500.
Gopher (Par-Sineer) (998; 28)—
'Bad Man' (M-G). Traveling toward
fair
$2,100.
Last week, 'Henry'
(Par), $2,900, good.
Minnesota (Mpls. Theatre Co.)
(1,855; 50-$1.50)—'Fantasia' (Disney)
(4th wk.).
Last two weeks announced. Getting bulk of play on
weekends. Fair $3,000. Last week
'

(3d), $4,500, nice.

Orpheum (Par-Sineer) (2,800; 39
44-55)— 'Uncertain
Feeling'
(UA)
and Woody Herman band and vaude,
Good stage show and Herman music,
aopealing particularly to younger
element, responsible for most of disaoDOinting

$10,000.

Last

Dugan' (M-G) and
King band, good $14,500.
'Mary

week

Wayne

Stett (Par-Singer) (2,300; 28-39
44)— 'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G). Array
of names don't mean a thing here.
Mild $6,000 in nrospect. Last week,
'Great Lie' (WB), $5,500. poor.
Uptown (Par) (1.200: 28-39)—
First
'Strawberry Blonde' (WB).

neighborhood showing. Pretty good
$2,800 Indicated. Last week, 'West'
ern Union' (20th). $2,400.

World (Par-Steffes) (350;
55)— 'Adam' (Col). This

28-39-44
carriage
trade house getting light $1,200. Last
week. 'Night Rio' (20th) (2d wk.),

$900, light.

DoTAII^^

'John

Plagiarized; N. Y. Sni

PROV. HEALTHIER
'Hamilton,' $16,500, Dietrich's 'Fiame,'
$10,000,

Both Good

Providence, May 6.
Grosses are on the upgrade here'That Hamilton Woman,' at
Loew's State, and 'Flame of New
Orleans,' at Majestic, are at the top
of the list.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 28-39-50)—
•Model Wife' (U) and 'Met Argenabouts.

tina' (RKO).
$6,200.
Last

and "Play

Holding up nicely for
week, 'Black Cat' (U)

Gir.'.'

(U), fairish $5,500.

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400: 28-3960)— 'Great Lie' (WB) and 'Strange
Alibi' (WB) (2d run).
Nice $3,500.
Last week, 'Sea Wolf (WB) and
•Double Date' (U) (2d run), good
.

$3,300.

Fay'« (Indie)

(.Z.m-,

25-35)— 'Mu-

Robert Shurr and Pat A. Leonard

6,

General take of major cinemas Is
sagging several notches under last
week, yet score is favorable in view
of warm weather and outdoor oppo
'Penny iSerenade* is the top b.o.
jingler this week, with a fine Albee
figure. Palace has a disappointer in
'Pot o' Gold.'
Combo Shubert is
racking up its second straight win-

some time.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 33-40-50)—
'Zanzibar' (Par) (2d wk).
Holding
for second week of moveover run.
All right $4,000,.
Last week, big
in

and 'Dead Men
with 'Man-Made
'Horror Island'
Last week,
ColoGadi>.',..>.rPar)
and 'Dead
Man's Shoes' (Mono), split with
'Lone Wolf Chance' (Col) and 'Trail
Silver Spurs' (Mono), ditto.
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 33-40-50)—
'Dictator* (UA). Switched from Albee for extended stay on main line,
Socko $8;000. Will remain here indef. Last week, 'Wagons Roll' ( WB)
perked in last half to fairly good

'Double Date'
Tell'

(20th),

Monster'

(U)

and

$1,900.

Entry Fine $14,000

sorry $6,000.

Last week, 'Great Lie'

$9,500.

Shn^rt (RKO)

(2,150;

33-44-80)—

(M-G) and Bob Crosand other
Ditto last week
(Par) and

by's band, plus Cass Daley
acts.

for

'Gay

Good
'Las

.

New

$12,000.

Vegas Nights*

Orleans' revue.

In strong position against town h.o.'s
and mopping up $14,000. Last week.
'Uncertain
Feeling"
(UA),
poor

(Rappaport)

(2,205;

15-28-39-44-55-66 )— 'Penny Serenade"
(Col) (2d wk) plus vaude. N.g. secat possible $9,000, after
fair $12,300 last week.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406; 1528-35-40)—'Flame New Orleans" (U)
(2d wk).
Mild $5,500, after fair

ond stanza

week.
(Mechanic)

$8,900 last

New

40)— 'Sis Hopkins'

Tops

(Par), finished a
stay with zingy $11,500.

(1,581;

15-28-35-

$5,000.

mPED' GOOD $9,000,

REST OF MEMPHIS BLAH
Memphis, May
It's

'Ziegfeld Girl' all the

Memphis
town

Karlton

(WB)

— Zanzibar'

three- week

(1,066; 35-46-57-68)

(Par)

Still
(2d run).
after moveover

packing them in
with perky $5,000. Last week, 'Rage
Heaven' (M-G), paltry $3,750 for
firstrrun.

(WB)

Keith's

(1,970;

35-46-57-68)

—'Great Dictator" (UA) (2d run).
Showing effects of long (seven
weeks) run at Stanton. Getting bare
$2,700.
(20th),
$3,000.

Last
week,
only slightly

SUnley (WB)

'Night
better

Rio*

with

35-46-57-68)
(M-G) (3d wk.).

(2,916;

—'Ziegfeld Girl'
Four days of round three bright $7,500.
Goes out tomorrow (Wed.) to
make way for 'Meet John Doe'
(WB).
Last week, 'Ziegfeld Girl*
(M-G), fine $13,500 for second week.
SUnton (WB) (1,457; 35-46-57)—
'Man Made Monster' (U5: Spookie
chalking up cheerful $5,200.
Last
week. 'Bad Man' (M-G), smashing
-

$7,000.

(Rep).
Fair at
Last week, third of 'Night

is

this

week.

Balance of the

Week

IN DENVER;

mS' STRONG $12,500
Denver,

May

6.

With most first-runs set to play
holdovers or moveovers, there won't
be many new films here next week.
Currently
'Ziegfeld
Girl,'
at

Orpheum, and 'I Wanted Wings,*
Denham, are leading field.

at

Estimates tor This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 25-40)—'Sea

in

dying.

Estimates for .This

NO FLOPS

6.

way

Wolf (WB), after a week at Denver.
Good $5,000. Last week, 'Night in
Rio' (20th), after a week at Denver,

Warner (WB) (2,300; 10-33-44)— good $4,500.
Broadway (Fox) (1,040: 25-35-40)
Roll" (WB). This one might
get $3,500, though doubtful.
'Men Boys Town' (M-G) and
Last
week, 'Man Made Monster* (U), 'Footlight Fever' (RKO), after two
weeks at Orpheum. Getting good
$2,000, poor.
'Wagons

—

Palace (Loew) (2,200; 10-33-44)—
'People vs. Kildare' (M-G). Medical
series not hot enough to rate full
week at first-run here. Will be
lucky to get $2,000. Last week, 'Uncertain Feeling' (UA), four days,

$3,000.

'Washington

(1,000;

33)— 'Lady Eve' (Par) (2d run),
three days; 'Night Train' (20th) (2d
run), two days; 'Adam* (Col) (2d
run), two days.
Good repeaters
should do nTcely at $1,700.
Last
week, 'Monster Girl* (Par) and 'Mad
Doctor'
(Par), second-run double
feature, three days; 'Under Age'
(Col), two days; 'Great Swindle'
(Col), two days; $1,300, low.
•

•Ziegfeld Girl', $4,500,

Horace Heidt, fair $21,000.
Fox (WB) (2,423; 35-46-57-68)—
'Miss Jones' (RKO). On the upbeat
with neat $17,500. Last week, 'Zanzibar'

Baltimore. May 6.
films not helping the
setup here, only good b.o.
film being 'That Hamilton Woman'
at Loew's Century.
Mild weather and heavy attendance at Pimlico race meet nicking

Holdover

general

Melodrama'
(M-G),
three days, $3,200 combo, not bad.
Keith's (Lisbon) (1.500; 33-40-50)New Maico (Lightman) (2,800; 10'Great Lie' (WB) (2d run).
Fair 33-44)—'Flame Nevir
(U).
$4,000.
Same last week on 'Miss Dietrich no big pullOrleans'
here minus
Jones' (RKO) (2d run).
other names; will do about $3,000,
Lyric (RKO) (1.400: 33-40-50)— Last week, 'Penny
Serenade' (Col),
'Miss Jones' (RKO). Second move
$7,200, socko.
over for third week In cinema cenState (Loew) (2,600; 10-33-44)—
ter.
Fair $3,000. Last week, 'Men 'Ziegfeld
Girl'
(M-G).
Marquee
Boys Town' (M-G), third week and names plus reputation
hypoing this
second switch, fair $3,000.
one to $9,000. Last week, 'Bad Man'
Palace (RKO) (2.600; 33-40-50)— (M-G),
$5,000, fair.
'Pot Gold' (UA).
Few answers for
Strand (Lightman)
10-22-

against 'Meet John ,Doe,' claiming
the picture is a plagiarism of their
iii
Lincoln
play, The Stuffed Shirt.'
Plaintiffs claim their play was subLincoln, Neb., May 6.
mitted to Wilk, story editor of War'Ziegfeld Girl' is getting a dandy
ner. Bifos., and rejected. It is claimed
the
other individual defendants, reception this week ai d stealing the.
with the' exception of Capra, the pro- coin from the rest of the crowd for
ducer, 'wrote the screenplay for the Paramount-Cooper-Lincoln.
'Meet John Doe,' based on plaintiffs'
Nobody's getting rich, with warm
play.
weather and general lack of coin
.

(Par) and Raymond
orch on stage. Slightly sour
with only $18,000 in the till. Last
week, 'Blondie Latin' (Col) and

$4,000.

'Dr. Kildare'

,

New

split

(U)

Average

(U).
'Old

in N. Y. federal court against Warner Bros, Pictures, Inc.; Vitagraph

accounting of profits and damages

"(IVOOOr 15-28)—

mid-city spots.
Okay $3,300. Last
week. 'Ends Night' (UA), poor $1,800
in four days.
Boyd (WB) (2,560; 35-46-57-68)—
'Hamilton Woman' (UA).
Plenty
drawing power in the Leigh-Olivier
combo. Getting hefty $21,000. Will
Last week, 'Great Lie' (WB),
h. o.
wound up second week with fair

Scott's

Race

With Nags; Leigh-Oiivier

.

$6,000.

(RKO)

the 11th hour due to illness.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-75-86-$1.14$1.71)— "Fantasia"
(Disney)
a2th
wk.). Four days of the final canto
brought nice $7,000. Eleventh week

(2,350; 35-40-57-68-75)

H.0.S Losing

Rio' (20th), added innocuous $3,800
ner with 'People vs. Dr. Kildare' and to previous brace at $11,800.
SUnley (WB) (3.280; 15-!")-?"-"
Bob Crosby's orch, bolstered by Cass
55)— 'Zanzibar*. (Par) .(2d wk).
Daley and other acts.
Holding up nicely at $8,000 alier
Estimates tor This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 33-40-50)— sound opener to $15,200.
'Penny Serenade' (Col). Fine $12,'
000.
Last week, 'Great Dictator"
(UA), wham $15,500 for burg's best

Family

oiit at

(WB)
—Earle
'Magic Music*

Baho

Hippodrome

May

Cincinnati,

Fox.
Disappointing at the gate is the
combo of 'Magic in Music" and Raymond Scott's orch at the Earle. Bill
was hit when Anita Louise- cancelled

$10,900.

$6,600.

(WB). okay

Richard Connell, Robert PreS'
nell, Robert Riskin, Frank Capra and
Jacob Wilk, seeking an injunction,

strong $3,500.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000: 1528-40)—'Hamilton
Woman'
(UA).

LEAmN^ClNCY

screen writers, filed suit Friday (2)

Inc.;

Varsity
(Noble-Federer)
(1,100;
10-25-40)— 'Topper Returns' (UA).
'OOI'Et Suuq Suidiaq i))noui jo pjojft
nice.
Last week, 'Penny Serenade'

all biz.

$6.

sish.

Bnff.

—

(RKO).

(Reviewed in Variety April

Palace— 'Citizen Kane' (RKO)
(3d wk).

1

\

Stuart (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,884;
10-25-40)
'Lady Cheyenne' (U)
Should garner fair $2,400. Last week.
Sea Wolf (WB), miserable $2,000.

(Col),

(20th) (3d wk).

.

—

ish.

News'

the

.

Nebraska (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,'Uncertain
10-20-25)—'Life Henry" (Par) netted bright $8,500.
(UA) opens tomorrow
and 'Street Memories" (20th). High Feeling'
school kids and family trade will up (Wed.).
Arcadia (Sablosky) (600; 35-46-57)
take to $1,800, not bad. Last week.
Nights'
and —'Men Boys Town' (M-G) (3d run).
Las
Vegas
(Par)
Michael Shayne' (20th), $1,600, fair- Not bad after long stay at two other

ana' (Rep).

(WB)

$4,-

/ Philadelphia, May 6.
Plenty of biz for everybody this
week due to an abundance of defense coin. Getting the bulk of the
raves and coin is 'That Hamilton
Woman' at the Boyd. Close behind
is The Devil and Miss Jones' at the

236;

—

Jones'

Maggie'

000 on nine days, very good.

—

in

Aunt

—

—

— 'Girl

'Killed

(Rep), split with 'Fugitive Justice'
Fair
'Pals Pecos' (Rep).
Last week, 'West Tombstone'
(Col) and 'Private Detective' (RKO)
split with 'Outlaws Panhandle' (Col)
and 'Faces West' (Rep) poor $800.
Lincoln (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,503;
10-25-40)
(M-G).
'Ziegfeld Girl'
Didn't open until Saturday (3), but
will do $4,500. May go" 10 days. Last

(WB) and

(Reuleued in Current Issue)
'Fantasia' (Disney)
(27th wk).
'A Woman's Face'
Capitol
(M-G).
{Reviewed in Current Issue)
Criterion 'Lady from Louisi-

Globe

and

(Rep)

$900.

Roll at Night'

Barbara'

or in

—

(9).

Broadway

home

Estimate for Unls Week
Colonial (Monroe-Noble-Federer)
'Ride,
Tenderfoot'
10-15)
(750;

(Reufciued in Vaiucty April 30)
Week of May 15

Astor

the citizens at

the country.

(13).

50)— 'Zanzibar'

(1,475;

—

(WB)

.

Poor lOG

.

St. Francis (F-WC)
50)—'John Doe' (WB).

(Reuiewed in Current Issue)
the News'
in
'Girl
Globe
(20lh) (2d wk).
"That Uncertain
Music Hall
Feeling' (UA) (2d wk).
Palace— 'Citizen Kane' (RKO)
(2d wk).
Paramount 'Reaching for the
Sun' (Par) (7).
{Reviewed in Variety April 9)
Rivoli 'Flame of New Orleans'
(U) (3d wk).
Roxy 'Great American Broadcast' (20th) (2d wk).

Teefing'-Woody Herman

(7th),

^^'colden Gate (RKO) (2.850; 39-4455)—'Met Argentina' (RKO) and
Word of mouth bad on
vaude.
Real draw, if any, is
screen fare.
Bowes' '1941 Talent Parade' on stage
Fair $12,500.. La.st week. "Black Cat
(U) and vaude, poor $10,000.
Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2.440; 3540-50)- 'Penny Serenr.de' (U) and
'Lone Wolf (Col) (2d wk). Considering bad biz all over town can't
complain at holdover take of $9,500.
Last week, $13,300 was big.

sweet

(Col).

Capitol- 'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G)
(3d wk).
Criterion— 'People vs. Dr. Kildare' (M-G).

Get-a-Way

Buzzell's

Slow

Hollywood, May 6.
Eddie Buzzell is winding up the
director job on

'

The Get-a-Way

'
.

at

Metro, taking over the assignment
started by Richard Rosson.

Rosson
Florida, to

was shifted to Ocala,
work with Victor Flem-

on the direction of the
seller novel, 'The yearling.'
ing

best-

Last

week

loth

in

week, 'Gone' (M-G),
Denver, very good

$4,500.

Denham

(Cockrill)

40)— 'Wanted Wings'

(1,750;

25-35-

(Par). Getting
capacity $12,500 and holding.
Last
week, 'Zanzibar' (Par), third week,
$7,000, good.

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 25-35-40)—
'Lady Cheyenne' (U) and 'Black Cat'
(U). C^od $9,500. Last week, 'Sea
(WB) and 'Penthouse Mys-

Wolf
tery'

(Col), nice $9,000.

Orpheum (RKO)

(2,600: 25-35-40)

'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G).
Big $13,500
and holding. Last week, 'Men Boys
Town' (M-G) (2d wk) and 'Footlight Fever"

(RKO),

fair $7,700.

Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)—
'Model Wife" (U) and 'Sis Hopkins'
(Rep).
Forte $6,000.- Last week,
'Ends Night'
(UA) and 'Golden
Hoofs'. (20th), good $5,500.
Bialto (Fox) (878; 25-40)— 'Night
Rio' (20th), after a week at each
Denver and Aladdin, and 'Great
Swindle' (Col). Nice $2,000. Last
week, 'Pot CJold' (UA), after a week
at each Denver and Aladdin, and
'Missing Girls' (Select), poor $1,500.

Extras' April

Shower

Hollywood, May 6.
"April was a big month for film
extras with placements at 32,907, top

month

since June in 1939.
Based on an average daily wage
up
split
atmospherics

of
$11,
$361,907.

Wednesday, May

PICTURE GROSSES

1941

7,

DERBY

Films Perk Chi; Leigh-Olivier

New

BIG,

BUT L'VniE

M

FIX IG.; lADY'

$14m W-Wayne King OK
$34M Chaplin Mild 8^26 on Grind

Solid

May

Louisville,

Current week's outlook

is

II

Beaut 31500, With H.O.S

'Zieggy'

Only LA. Competish; Andrews'Hypo

6.

for only

fair b.o. revenue despite Derby influx.
Only two new bills in town,

other houses having

Tremendous
dently

Orph

h.o's.

Derby

not interested

crowd

evi-

to $13,000, 'Fantasia s 14th,

7G

attending

in

pic shows.

Chicago,

May

6.

Key

Plenty of new shows in the loop,
and this fact is giving the Chi pic-

boxoffice
background than has been the case
better

a

situation

ture

recently.

iu

,

ThU Week

j

tres, chiefly first runs,

176 theatncluding

N. Y.)
Total Gross
Last Tear

$1,480,000

film

Uooing

enough

the death of $3,500.

39-55)—
(2,242;
Palace (Loew)
(M-G) (2d wk.).
Girl'
Bloomed over the weekend and aims

Chaplin's
(UA).
the loop and

'Ziegfeld

in

(2,700:

at fine $13,500.
$18,500.

Last week, excellent

26-44)—

(Par) and 'Maid in
America' unit.
Picture accounting
for only boxoffice power of the session and headed for $14,000. okay.
Last week, 'Penalty'
(M-G)- and
•You're In Army Now' unit, healthy

One'

TEEING'-NOBLE'S ORCH
NICE $15,000 IN

OMAHA

Omaha, May 6.
Ray Noble's band and vaude show

—

Orepheujn

_

(Tristates)

(3,000;

Good

Day Hnrt

stage
Gold'

Montreal,

May

Omaha

Week

Palace (CT)
25-45-55)—
(2,700;
Miss Jones' (RKO).
Sighting for
Last week,

good

$6,000.
(20th). h.o.,

'Night Rio'

fair

Capitol (CT)
'Footsteps Dark'
out'

(WB).

$4,500.
(2.700;

25-45-55)—

(WB) and 'KnockGood $5,000 in sight.

Last week, 'See Ice' (Brit-Emp) and
'Street Memories' (Rep), disappointing $4,000.

Loew's (CT) (2,800; 30-40-60)—
•Back Street' (U) (2d wk).
Good
socko $10,000 last week.
Princess (CT) (2,300; 25-34-50)—
Reaching Sun' (Par) and 'Las Vegas
Nights' (WB).
Pointing to weak
$2,500. Last week, 'Bad Man' (M-G)
and 'Scotland Yard' (20th), good $4,-

$6,000, after

000.
,

Orpheum

(Ind)

(1,100;

25-40-50)—

Ends Night' (UA). Pacing for
good $4,000.
Last week, third re-

'So

peat of .'Son Christo' (UA), fair $2,700.

Cinema' de Paris (France-Film)
(600; 25-50) 'Mayerling et Serajevo'
(3d wk).
Satisfactory $1,000, after
good $1,200 last week.
St. Denis (France-Film) (2.300: 2534)— 'Cavalcade d'Amour' and 'Toi,
.c'est Mol'.
Good $4,000. Last week,
Le Bossu' and 'Ronds de Cuir,' fair
SI Ann

special

for

Last week, 'Zanzibar' (Par), fourday holdover. $6,100, very good.
Brandeis (Mort Singer) (1,500; 1025-35-40)— 'Penny Serenade' (Col)
and 'Strange Alibi' (WB) (2d wk).
Fair $3,000. Last week, fine $6,500.
SUte (Goldberg) (900; 10-20-25)—
Western Union' (20th) and 'Thief
Bagdad' (UA), split with 'Monte
Christo' (UA), 'Keeping Company'
(M-G) and 'Lady Red Hair' .(WB).
Fair $1,000. Last week, 'Back Street'
(U) and 'Virginia' (Par), split with
'Frisco Docks' (U), 'Get GWV (U)
and 'Night Train' (20th), fair $900.
Town (Goldberg) (1,500; 10-20-25)
—'Old Cheyenne' (RepJ, 'Romance
Rio Grande' (20th) and 'Nobody's
Sweetheart' (U), triple, split with
'North Lone Star' (Col), 'The Castles'
(RKO) and- 'Robber's Range' (RKO),

dent in grosses currently while the

,

not

better than $9,000, poor.
(Tristates) (2,000; 10-30-

little

40)—'Sea Wolf (WB) and 'Invisible
Woman' (U). Under par, $7,500.

6.

Aftermath of the moving week and
new budget that again wallops
all Canadians for plenty, means a

the

fans lick their wounds.
Estimates for This

but

shows here. Last week, 'Pot O'
(UA) and 'Wild Man Borneo'

(M-G),

$6,000

Nont'l; 'Street'

$15,000,

May

Pitt B.O.

Falls

—

(1,516; 83-

(Disney)

'Fantasia'

—

—

on Upbeat But Doe,'

Down;

W

May

$15,000,

Pittsburgh,

•Jennie'

Dual

8.

Biz generally on the upgrade this
Only one spot. Senator, fallby wayside, with 'Model Wife'
being yanked after three days of
brutal biz and double bill of 'Blondie
Goes Latin' and 'Big Boss' pencilled
in to round out the week.
Estimates for This Week

United Artists (UA-F-WC) (2,100;
30-44-55)— 'Night Rio' (20th)
(2d
wk) and 'To-^per' (UA). Looks n.g.
at $2,200.
Last week. 'Rio' with

Nice

$5,

(20lh).

weak

S2.700.

Wllshire (F-WC) (j2.29G; 30-44-55)
—'Rio' (20th) (2nd w(c) and 'Topper*
(UA). Two top bracket pictures on
riin\ exoected
continued
first
to
bring satisfactory $5,400. Last week,
'Rio' on first week with 'Jennie'
(20th), fair $5,100.

week.
ing

—

Co!. Settles Atlantic

Films'

$13,000 Claim

—

'

I

'

'

I

I

I

I

!

I

I

I

$1.10-$1.65)
(14th wk).

K. C.

perhaps better. Last week, 'Men of
Boys 'Town' (M-G), second week here
and third downtown, okay $3,000.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 25-35-50)
'Blondie Latin'
(Col) and 'Big
Boss' (Col). In for four days, quick
booking when 'Model Wife' (U) did
an el foldo. Tomorrow (Wed.) 'Sis
Hopkins' opens. On complete week,
house will wind up behind eight-ball
25-40)
(1,700;
fShca)
Fulton
with about $1,100. Last week, 'Lady
'Night Rio' (20th). v Crix didn't hand Cheyenne' (U), another nose-diver,
and 'Smitli' (RKO) and 'Rhythm this one very much, but marquee barely doing $3,000.
week,
Last
$900.
than
Fair
insure
better
River' (Par).
strength .<;hou)d
SUnley (WB) (3,600; 25-40-60)—
'South nice $5,000. It's holding over. House
(Rep),
Pioneers'
'Prairie
(UA) and Horace
'Miss Bi.shop'
(WB) and 'Vigilantes' (U), is reverting to regular pix after dis- Heidt. First stage show here in a
.Suez'
triple, split with 'Slightly Tempted'
appointing eight-week run of 'Fan- month.
Combo started slow, but
and tasia' (Disney).
(Col),
'Easy Question'
(U),
build to around $22,000. Last
should
'Sa'nte Fe Trail' (WB), and 'Virginia'
(Loew's-UA) (3.300; 25-35- week. 'Mi.ss Jones' (RKO), disapPenn
(Par) and 'Margie' (U). $1,000.
50>— 'John Doe' (WB). Doesn't .'•eem pointing $11,500.
(GoldAvenue-Military-Dundee
Reviews
to have usual Capra pull.
Warner (WB) (2.000: 25-35-50)—
berg) (960; 600; 300; 25)— 'Bagdad' were by no means raves. Should get 'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G). Moved here
(UA) and 'Western Union' (20th), S15.000, considerably under expecta- after big week at Penn and heading
split with 'Keep Company' (M-G).
Last week. 'Ziegfeld Girl' for nice take, at least $7,400, and
lions.
'Frisco Docks' (U), and 'Lady Red
maybe slightly better should present
Last (M-G), good $17,500.
Good $1,200".
(WB).
'Hair'
Rllz (WB) (800; 25-35-50)— 'Zan- pace hold up. Will likely go to Ritz
week, 'Back Street' (U), and 'Virweek for another seven days. Last week,
Vinia' (Par), split with 'Night Train' zibar' (Par), Shifted here after
'Road Zanzibar' (Par), also on h.o.
'Reuter's' (WB) and 'Suez' each at Penn and Warner and seems
(20th).
ivtrny fair *i nnn.
to have sufficient left, to hit $3,000, from Penn. fine $6,900.
!

Week

Estimates for This

Carthay Circle (F-WC)
6.

to look more like
Itself in the first-runs

beginning

'

10-

'Uncertain Feeling' (UA)
and Ray Noble's band and vaude.
40-55)

Taxes, Moving

Detroit,
It's

fine. $8,500.

—

coupled with 'That Uncertain FeelOmaha
ing' are good at Orpheum.
is doing a dive with 'The Sea Wolf
plus 'The Invisible Woman.'
Estimates for This Week

day (3) and started at good pace,
which should carry it to solid $14,000 for initial session.
Last week,
'Ziegfeld
finished
Girl'
(M-G),
three-week stay to all right $7,200.

lie' Droopsy $14,000

Paramount is stretching 'Zanzibar'
to a third, weeik, with a supporting
picture added and an entirely ^new
stage show. .'Fantasia' continues to
show strength at the Carthay Circle.

.

$17,800.

United Artists (B&K-M-G) (1,700:
35-55-65-75)
Woman'
'Hamilton
(UA). Leigh-Olivier opened Satur-

Bat

Lent Is Back in Del;

(3,300;

.

(WB) (1,600; 28-44)
—'Great Lie* (WB) (2d run). Femme
word of mouth holding up third
downtown week to nice $5,000. Last
week, 'Man Made Monster' (U), died

$15,300.
(1.500; 35-55-65-

SUtc-Lake (B&K)
•You're

$4,500.

Metropoiilan

in the offing, even at the
low price. Maybe $8,500, mild. Last
week, 'Adam' (Col), okay S9,500.

mn't Look Now'

15—'Uncertain(Loew's
Feeling' (UA) and

NG

$9,000.

much

day-daters, and 'Penny Arwith a new second feature, is
holding its own at the RKO Hillstreet and Pantages.
cade,'

ORRIN-BONNIE

Earle (WB) (2,216; 28-39-44-66)—
'Serenade' (Col) and Joe Cook stage
show (2d wk.). Dunne-Grant draw,
plus additional bally of tieup with
local Catholic U. show, bolstering
this one nicely at $15,500. Last week,
excellent $19,000.
Keith's
(RKO) (1,830; 39-55)—
(RKO) (4th wk.).
'Miss Jones'
Tapering off, but still more than
Last week, fine
satisfactory $7,500.

(B&K)

'Dictator'

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 28-29-44-

fair $17,000.

(Todd) (3,200; 28-44)—
Invisible Ghost' (Mono) and vaude.
Bela Lugosi on stage and in picture
accounting for much of the business.
Also a vital power at boxoffice is
Teletone Newsreel of '33d Army
Division In Camp,' Chicaeo's own.
Last
$17,000.
Indicates excellent
week, 'Vivacious Lady' (RKO) and
Eddie Peabody and Dick Todd orch,
mild $11,200.
Palace (RKO) (2,500: 33-44-66)—
'Cheyenne' (U) and 'Model Wife'
Managing good $10,000 for
(U).
ingle session. Out today (T"e"l3y)
and replaced tonight by 'Citizen
Kane' (RKO), which will day-andLast week,
date with the Woods.
'Miss Jones' (RKO) and 'Girl, Guy'

Warner

'.'

CoInmbU (Loew) (1,234; 28-44)—
'Lady Eve' (Par) (2d run). Still unsatisfactory;
Last
week,
$4,500.
'Men Boys Town' (M-G) (2d run)
pulled through with same good

OrienUI

appearance

vs. Kil-

Battle for top take

this

Kildare' (M-G) plus vaude
with Patricia Bowman. Not wearing out the turnstiles at $15,500. Last
week, 'Night Rio' (20th) and vaude,

Garrick (Bfi:K) (900; 35-55-65-75)
Moved here,
(WB).
much at $3,500. Last week,
'Zanzibar' (Par), snappy $4,800 for
third loop stanza.

—

6.

66)— 'Dr.

$30,100, fair.

6.

Loew's State and Grauman's Chinese theatres, playing Metro's 'Ziegfeld Girl' day and date, have the
town pretty much to themselves this
week, virtually all other houses having holdovers. 'Great Lie' is in for
another prosperous week at the

Heading for neat $7,300,
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000;
on par with 13th stanza. Looks like
15-30-40)— 'Great Lie' (WB) (2d wk). in Detroit. After carrying through another month.
Doing fairish $2,500 on h.o. Last the usual dull period with great
Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2.034;
grosses, downtown houses have gone 30-44-55-75) -J-'Ziegf eld Girl' (M-G)
week, excellent $3,700.
Eialto
(Fourth Avenue)
(3,400; into a slump, despite much defense and 'Dead Men Tell'
(20th).
At
15-30-40)— 'Lady Cheyenne' (U) and coin in .town.
regular
admissions -and
without
Estimates for This Week
Pacing for
'Mr.
Dynamite' (U);
stage show will hit neat $14,000. Last
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40-55) week, 'Topper' (UA) with 'The PenLast week, 'Miss
alright $7,500.
Jones'
Jones' (RKO) and 'Repent Leisure' —'Night Rio' (20th) and 'Miss
alty' (M-G) mats only, and Carmen
(RKO). Former held over for third Miranda on stage, disappointing
(RKO), fair $7,000.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400; week and reinforced by moveover $14,000.
15-30-40)— 'Sis Hopkins' (Rep) and from Fox seems good for $6,500. Last
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-44-55)'
'Rio Grande' (20th) (2d wk). H.o. week, 'Night Rio' and 'Queen's Pent- —'Great Lie' (WB) (2nd wk).
Will
biz fair $3,000. Last week, nice $3,700. house' (Col), nice $7,000.
probably add another $7,600, after
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000: 30-40- first week finished with neat $11,000.
55)—'Penny Serenade* (Col) and
Four SUr (UA-F-WC) (900; 30-44'Ride Vaquero' (20th). Fair $16,000. 55)— 'Hamilton Woman'
(UA) (fiveLast week, 'Miss Jones' (RKO) and day-7th wk). Should
add another
'Dead Men Tell' (20th), dull $14,000. $1,600 on final showings after sixth
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000: week
brought satisfactory $2,300.
30-40-55)
'Great Lie' (WB) and
'Major Barbara' (UA) preems at
'Vegas Nights' (Par). Unenthusiastic
tonight (Tuesday) for benefit
Last week. 'Smith' (RKO) $5.50
$14,000.
of Bundles for Britain and RAF
$7.(100,
and 'Girl, Guy' (RKO), poor $13,000. benevolent
fund. Starts regular run
Palm-State (United Detroit) (3,000;
following
day.
30-40-55)— 'ZieRfeld Girl' (M-G) and
Hawaii (G&S) (1,000: 30-44-55)—
Combination of
'Girl, Guy' (RKO).
Kansas City, May 6.
moveovers from United Artists and 'Man-Made Monster' (U) and 'HorWeek's business quite in line with Michigan seem good for fair $8,000. ror Island' (U) (2nd wk). Will likethe mild trend of the season and no Last week, 'Zanzibar' (Par), Michi- ly get another $3,000 on holdover,
outstanding money is in sight. Best gan moveover. and 'Reaching Sun' after first stanza topped $4,300.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756: 30-44-55)
of the entries is Newman with 'Great (Par), fair $8,000.
United Artists (United Detroit) —'Great Lie' (WB) and 'Black ParLie,' and- Midland with 'Hamilton
Looks like
Woman' on top of dual including (2.000; 30-40-55)— 'Men Boys Town' rot' (WB) (2nd wk).
'Trial of Mary Dugan.'
(M-G) and 'Dr. Kildare' (M-G). satisfactory $6,800, after first seven
Ofrin Tucker orch and Bonnie Showing strength with big $12,000 in days brought comfortable $10,000.
Orpheum (B'way) (2,200; 30-44Baker are no balls of fire at Tower. sight.
Last week, 'Ziegfeld Girl'
Estimates for This Week
(M-G) and 'Free, Easy' (M-G) (2d 55)— 'Mr, District Attorney' (Rep)
and vaude.
Andrews Sisters are
Esquire and Uptown (Fox Mid- wk), neat $9,000.
topping stage show and must be
west) (820 and 2,043; 10-28-44)—
given full credit for bulk of $13,000
'Horror Island" (U) and 'Man-Made
draw, very satisfactory. Last week,
Monster' (U). May not stay full
RESENTMENT PROOF
Commands'
'Devil
(Col) and 'Face
seven days; poor $4,400. Last week,
'Lady Cheyenne' (20th), mild $6,000. Special Soundproofed Room tor 12 Behind Mask' (Col), weak $6,800.
Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 30-44-55)—
Midland (Loew's) (4,101; 10-28-44)
In New Detroit Nabe
'Penny Serenade' (Col) (2nd wk)
-'Hamilton Woman' (UA) and 'Mary
and 'Boston Blackle' (Col).
HoldDugan' (M-G). Leigh-Olivier the
Detroit, May 6.
over should hit neat $8,500 after first
magnet here and should add up over
Because private parties sometimes week ground out big $13,000. Holds
average $9,000. Last week 'Ziegfeld
Girl' (M-G) and 'Penalty' (M-G), swarm into the theatre to disturb again at this house only.
Paramount (Par) (3,595; 30-44-55good $11,500.
the patrons and because the fans also
Newman (Paramount)' (1,900; 10- resent roped-ofi seats for the friends 75)—'Zanzibar' (Par) (3rd wk) and
'Man Lost Himself (U) (1st wk)
28-44)— 'Great Lie' (WB). Looks for
management, Sol and Mac and stage show. Holdover of main
good $7,200. Last week, 'Road Zan- of the
(Par), in third week,' very Krim have got around this audience feature for third week, with an
zibar'
peeve in their new 650-seat Krim in added feature and stage show comgood $5,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (1.500; 10-28-44) Highland Park. The trick is that, prising the Dr. I. Q. Quiz unit, is
'Adam' (RKO) and 'Met in Argen- despite the small size, they have put heading house for excellent $12,500.
Last in a soundproof observation room, Last week, 'Zanzibar' (Par) and Phil
tina' (RKO). Average $5,500.
Harris orch (2nd wk). grcTt $20 000.
week, 'Mad Doctor' (Par) and 'Mon- seating
12, equipped with its own
RKO (RKO) (2.872; 30-44-55)
ster and the Girl' (Par), languid
amplifying system and cut off from 'Serenade' (Col) (2nd wk) with
$4,500.
'Boston Blackic' (Col) added. Looks
Tower (Joffee) (2,110; 10-30)— the regular theatre.
In this way they can move in their like $8,000 after comfortable $12,400
Orrin
(Par)
and
'You're
One'
Tucker-Bonnie Baker combo. Stage friends or 'specials' without arousing oh initial stanza. Goes roadshow
combo also in film and biz is bad at resentment if there are standees, and Friday (9) with 'Citizen Kane'
Last week. 'Sleepers West' also rent 11 out for private parties (RKO),
$7,000.
(20th) and 'Scat' Davis band, $7,300,
SUte (Loew-F-WC) (2 404: 30-44wanting to stick together or whoop 55-75)—
fair.
'Ziegfeld Girl'
(M-G) and
it up.
'Dead Men' (20th). Should hit big
$17,500.
Last week. 'Topper' (UA)
and 'Penalty' (M-G). dkmal $7,300.

at Earle.

.

—'Sea Wolf

Boosevelt

between

15-25)

Lent than Lent

and heldover 'Penny
Serenade' and Joe Cook stage show
is

but not

(RKO), excellent

May

on main stem, 'People

dare,' at Capitol.

week.
Chicago (BficK)

Broadway Grosses

'Adam' (Col). Femmes giving this
pair some attention, but general pace
looks for only fair $7,000. Last week,
'Serenade' (Col) arid 'Lone Wolf

Grosses are off consi(]erabIy this
week as compared to last, but it's
mainly because there's only one new

last

75)
third

30-40)

Chance' (Col),

to $9,500, strong, after taking $8,300

not

good $1,600.
Loew's State

Yande Anemic $15,500
Washington,

(1,200;

and "Thing
Called Love' (Col). Healthy $1,400.
Last week, 'Second Chorus' (Par)
and 'High Sierra' (WB), split with
'Henry' (Par) and 'La Zonga' (U),

PoOHcs; 'Kildare' Plus

Is

—

(4,000: 35-55-75)—
"Night In Rio' (20th) and sta^e show.
Wayne King orchestra on the stage.
Combination satisfactory at S34,000.
Last week, 'iSea Wolf (WB) and
Morton Downey on stage, fell sharoly after good start to finish with

Kentncky (Switow)
—'Back Street' (U)

169 theatres)

May

L.OS Angeles,

Estimated Total Gross
This Week....
$289,500
(Based on 13 theatres)
Total Gross Same Week
$i28S,900
Last Year
(Based on 12 theatres)

$2,000.

cities,

Only Wash. Excitement

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Disney) (1,200; 40-50-60'Fantasia' (Disney
75-$1.10-$l .65)
Quits Saturday
(lUh-flnal week).
(10) and house will revert to Bala-

Katz management.

cities,

Same Week

(Based on 25

policy at night.

fit

$1,572,400

(Based on 25

weekends, but shabby durine weekdays. 'Dictator' is back, in the loop
for the third try, this time at the
Roosevelt at grind policy and prices.
Woods, Essaness loop flagship,
which has been on a subsequent
grind policy since 'Gone with the
returns to the two-a-day
Wind,-'
with 'Citizen
Solicy today (Tuesday)
This picture will also show
ane.'
grinding during
lii the RKO Palace,
the day and on a reserved-seat

ban

—

City Grosses

Estlniated Total Gross

Only three repeaters In the downtown sector. 'Fantasia' continues in
the Apollo, but will move out Saturday (10) alter a stay of 11 weeks.
The run proved a capacity-getter on

•

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Loew's-Fourth Avenue)
15-30-40)
'Night In Rio'
(1,400;
(20th) and 'Scotland Yard' (20th).
Skipped a week after okay stanza at
Rialtio and doing well here. Indicates
$2,200. Last week, 'Zanzibar' (Par)
and March of Time on second week
here (3rd downtown week), alright

I

Film ProduclioTis, Ltd.
won a complete victory over (ColumAtlantic

bia Pictures Corp. in N. Y. supreme
court yesterday (Tue.sdry) when the
latter .settled for the total asked for,
some $13,000. which Atlantic claimed
was being withheld.
Atlantic is the prnducer of 'Thunder in the City,' .starring Edward G,
Robin.son, which Columbia distribuColumbia withheld some of the
ted.
receipts due Atlantic based on claims
against the plaintld British corporc-*
tion by various groups in the U. S.
Bert Mayers, of Fitelson 'St.' Mayers,

regresente^h^lalnUg^^^^^^^^

Wednesday, May

FILM REVIEWS
A WOMAN'S FACE partnership.
Shaw play,

12

May

Hollywood,

3.

Molro-GoWwyn-Mnj'cr rclense o( Victor
Slnm Jonn Crawford,
Voldt.
foaliiifs Conrnd

SavlUo production.
nouslax;
Mflvyii

Dli-ootcd

liv

Screenplay by

t^porpe Cukor.

DiinaM Ok'den Steunrt
from play, '11 Ktoit I'ne

iind

I'oul,

I^lllot

by Francis
Robert Planck; ediPreviewed nt Four
Running time, IDS

Crolsset; camera,
Fi-nnk Sullivan.

FolBe'

Adapted from an old

Miniature Reviews

circa 1905, it still carries the lightning thrusts of Shavian
caustic satire at any and all levels
of society.
It's a class attraction
aiming at those who understand
Shaw. Picture will hit substantial
biz in the metropolitan key runs and

'A

starrer
appeal.

de luxers; but presents, a problem
for the nabes and hinterland spots.
Exploitation of Shaw and 'Pygmalion'
Joan Crawford will assist in hypoing opening biz,
Anna Holm
Mclvyn Douglas but the picture will not hold up
Dr. Gufltaf .SeK<'ri
Conrad Vetdt with American audiences generally.
Toratcn UarrInK
Ofla Massen
Vera Scgert
'Major Barbara' has many drawReginald Owen
Bernard J>alvlk
general American
Consul MoKnuB Itarrlng.. Albert Basiiermann backs for the
Marjorle Main audience.
Emma Krlatlnnisilotter
It's 9 slow and plodding
Donald Meek
Herman Rudnvik
story with endless passages of dialog
Christina Dalvik
Connie Gilchrist
lie

tor,

May

Slar.

'41.

1',

Lars-Erik
Eric

Nichols
Qulgley

RichardCharles

GwlU Andre

Guata

Wlckman

Brooke
George Zucco
Henry Kolker
Robert Warwick
Clifford

Dcfenso Attorney
Judge
Associate Judge
Associate Judge
Public JfroHecutor

Emery
Henry Danlell

Gilbert

Sarah Padden
William Tarnum

Police ^latron

Court Attendant

There's

rather

a

dra-

intriguing

matic quality to this American version ot an original Swedish production (from a French play) of a tew
years back which had Ingrid Berg-

man

In outlining a story ot

as star.

a woman's handicap and

re-

final

carries
generation, "picture
more
than usual appeal for women audiences, which assures okay b.o. in the
regular runs.

Although what has become as accepted European technique in story

development

is utilized,

the method

tends to hold the dramatic texture
together, rather than to detract from
Opening with the
the unfolding.
court trial of Joan Crawford for
murder, the story is developed
through various stages by testimony
of the several witnesses and finally
Dramatic
the defendant herself.
suspense is adequately maintained
until the last few feet by keeping
the victim's identity well hidden tor
e surprise climax.
Miss Crawford takes a radical
step as a screen glamour girl to allow the makeup necessary for facial,
-

.

—

-

disfiguration
'

in

the

first

half;

and

innovation might well Interest other
screen stars with dramatic tendencies to be receptive to similar roles
that may require temporary or

permanent marring ot facial beauty.
Miss Crawford is the victim of a
childhood accident which left her
face distorted and disfigured. Casehardened and calloused, shunning
people generally, she drops into a
criminal career. Romantic approach
of Conrad Veidt, the first she has
had,

is

for his particular motives,

but she accepts his flattery with
love-hungry 'adoration. In the midst
of a blackmail plot, she meets plastic surgeon Melvyn Douglas whose

The

by

Nifty Raimu starrer
(French).
for those not shocked too easily.
'Aeulla Blanca' (Argentine).
Spanish-languager suggests wide
acceptance among Latin audi-

original.

ences.
Dated
'False Rapture* (FA).
story and poor technical quality
rate this far down the alphabetical scale.
'Federal Fueltives' (PRC).
Minor-key action meller about

her so, and is taken
family mansion, acMiss
first-line
suitor.

as

suddenly disillusioned

in

Hiller is
the Army soul-saving when heavy
financial aid is gladly accepted from
her munitions-making father and a
rich distiller.
It's
then that the
father takes his odd family and
stranger menage through his fac-

saboteurs in the airplane industry.
'Si Yo Fuera Rica' (Argentine).
Mediocre triangle..

tories, demonstrates he is doing more
to improve living conditions of his

workers than could be accomplished
in Limehouse, accepts Harrison as
his successor to carry on the family
heritage, and Miss Hiller goes happily along in the arrangement.
Miss Hiller, lead in 'Pygmalion,'
continues with the Shaw-Pascal duo
here in the title spot. She delivers
an excellent and personable performance throughout, and does much
to carry the story along through the
rather dull and weighty passages
that appear at intervals.
Harrison
does well as the Greek scholar in
love with the Major Barbara, but
secondary acting honors' are shared
by Robert Morley, as the father, and
Robert Newton, a tough limey whose
soul is finally saved. Excellent sup-

Surgeon Douglas falls in love with
the girl, and tosses aside his twotiming wife for a clinch finish.
Miss Crawford has a strongly dramatic and sympathetic role, despite
her hardened attitude, which she
handles in topnotch fashion. Picture
can assist in reviving her b. o. standing, which dropped noticeably two
years ago. Douglas switches from
his recent run of light characters to
a serious characterization, and does
well as the plastic surgeon. Veidt
portrays the typical suave villain
while Albert Basserman clicks as the
Supkindly old Swedish consul.
porting cast is excellent with good
performances by Osa Massen, Reginald Owen, Marjorie Main, Donald
kid,

slightly

suffers

.

Ordinary western.
Confessions of a Newly wed'

the

to

cepted

—

tempo

The People vs. Dr. Klldare*
(M-G). Standard entry in Kildare series to groove in booking spots accorded predecessors.
'Her First Beau' (Col). Jane
Cooper enterWithers-Jackie
tainment provides strong key
dual support.
'Mntlny In the Arctic' (U).
Okay 'B' for the action trade.
Stars Richard Arlen and Andy
Devine.
'Beyond the Sacramento' (Col).

first sight, tells

home

Stewart and newcomer Elliot Paul.
George Cukor's direction is okay
throughout, while production has assets of A mounting throughout.
Waif.

parts.

Pascal, on the production side, offers a splendid example of picture-

making, with technical mounting on
the high side. Result is meritorious
and singularly notable considering
that the picture was produced at the
Denham studios and on London locations during the air raids of the
past several months, with ^larms
constantly interrupting shooting.
Pascal shows snatches of smart direction, but unfolds the story in typical English tempo, dwelling too long
on incidental episodes and lingering
with the extended passages of Shavian dialog provided in the script.
Walt.

gets a Reno divorce. Husband Dennis Morgan gets the hews in Lisbon after a Moscow assignment, and
hurries home to recoup lost wife.
Latter is engaged to Ralph Bellamy,

but Morgan puts on wild campaign
to regain wife's hand after hectic
goings on with Bellamy left at al-

Mary Lamont

May

1.

Artists release of Gabriel Pascal
pruNuctlon, directed by PaHcol. Stars Wendy lllllcr: features Hex Harrison. Robert .Morley. Robert Newton. Emlyn WilScenario and dialog by GeorKe
liams.
Bernard' .Shaw; scenario editor, Mnrjorio
Deans; production (leslgncJ by Vincent
t;nltc.l

Korda; camera, Ronald .Neame. Previewed
at Foiir Stor, April 30, '41. Running time,
IIS .UIN8.
Wendy Hiller
Major Darbara Vndershaft
Rex Harrison'
Adolphus Cuslns
Robert Morley
Andrew Undersiaift.^.
Robert Ncwtoo
Bill "Walker
Kmlyn Williams
.Snobby Price
.Sybil Thorhdike
Mrs. Balnea....;
Deborah Kerr
Jenny lllll
David Tree
Lomnx
.'.
l'en,i'>;ie Dudley-Ward
Sarah
Mono Lohr
Lady Brltomart%
Walter Hudd
Stephen
Marie Ault
Hammy Mltchen.v
Donald Cnltbrop
Peter Shirley
Miles Malleaon
Uorrlson
'

•

,

Morvyn Roberts

time,

B7

Mr. Harris

Roger Van Vleck

Addison Richards

Wood

This is Jane Withers' first loanout
from her home studio, 20th-Fox,
during her contractual stretch ot
seven years. Designed as a moderate program attraction, Columbia's
picture lifts it many notches above
the original aim— it's a neat and
compact package ot entertainment to
Light on marsuit any audience.
quee voltage for the key runs as bill
topper, it will groove as a strong
supporting attraction to satisfy paying customers, and will hit its stride
in the family houses as solo or top

James

v

Cleai<t>n

MiQuoen
Rlono

Frank 'Wlleox
.rGrnco Stafford
Mor.nlcs

Carmen

Murray .Mper

ninlr

William Hrade
Pat Flaherty
....James Flavin

Tomasselil

'Affectionately Yours' attempts a
farcical presentation of post-marital
complications of a husband and wife,
both still in love but as a film a

minor entertainment is the result.
Merle Oberon seems unequal to
the task of essaying a type of role
so skillfully handled in the past
several years by Carole Lombard
and more lately by Rosalind Russell.
Strain of direction to strive for
spontaneity is too great for the material and talent at hand, with result
picture
wends a tedious course
throughout. It needs both hypo '^ni
strong support to get by if spotted
for regular key runs.
Best groove
'

is

on lower

duals.

trying to make picture light
fimny, director Lloyd Bacon
lands in a field of .'corn and boredom. Miss Oberon) with a 3ritish

In

and

twang always apparent,, lacks verve'
George Bernard Shaw, having\suc- and the rapid-fire abilities to' pilt
to Gabriel Pasciil's cinematic over the wifey part, thereby weak'blandishments, .which permitted. .the ening the entire structure.
Even
latter to produce the fl|m version «t slapstlc|cy and ludicrous episodes
:*JF^gmalioo,' this seems now to be^a: tall to prpyide uplift leveifage 'suffi'Mai6r cient to fetAin iqter.est.
£ermaneDt arrangement
.fho>n' la
aromA film from thnt
Tired ttf her husband's wanderings
.

'

.

and

strapless

evening

around

issue when Elliott's comic pard. Dub
Taylor, smells 'em out and summons
boy to rid the populace ot the
who
Keyes,
Evelyn
varmints.
almost falls victim to the villains, is
the gal in the piece who never quite
gets Elliott becuz it wouldn't be
good for the intended sequels.
Tricky angle in the Luci Ward
screenplay, which otherwise follows
the usual line, Is Elliott, during the
night, setting and printing a new
-front page for LaRue's paper in
which he denounces the crooks and
thus gets rid of them. Little angle
his

of

every

Cooper

line

'.

Mnrle Blake
Eddie Acuff
Geurgo H. Reed
Chick Chandler
Frank Orlh
Gladys B. Lake

is

'

I

how

he knows

how

to

do

all this

is neatly taken care of with the
phrase, 'My first job was as a

printer's devil.'

Director Lambert Hillyer keeps the
action fast and the fighting often.
Elliott makes the proper omniscient
and omnipotent hero, Taylor's duly
comic within limits of the script,
and Evelyn Keyes Is okay as the
This'M do
plain-jane frontier gal.
until the next western come<! along.
Herb.

gown,

—

comedienne in picmakes the most of
and situation.
Jackie

a top juvenile
tures and she

Nell Craig

Tom Conway

.

patterned on the 'Lone Ranger*
mold, which in turn gets its inspiration from 'Robin Hood,' etc.
Tale flnds Elliott saving the frontier town of Lodestone-from a couple
Bradley Page and
of swindlers,
Frank LaRue. Page, as the saloonkeeper, and LaRue, as the town's
newspaper publisher, are building
up the natives for a phony bond

Confessions of

Newlywed

.

(FRENCH-MADE)

the

'

MINS.

Renle

MIrs Anderson
Anita

A standard giddyapper boasting
one unique twist, this will get by tor
satisfactory results with the cow-

lipstick all to impress
her maturity on the collegian romancer.
Miss Withers is provided with solid
material to display her abilities as

Alma Kruger

Genet

Omover
Dan Morton
Mike Ryan

Jerome Cowan
Butterfly

.snell

Tom

.

Jack Clifford
Don Bnddoe
Horry Bailey

1

hand and junior trade. Like others
out of the Columbia barn starring
Bill Elliott as Wild Bill Hickok, it's

adult hair-do with over-emphasized

mascara and

Willis

Steve Clark

sheriff

'

less

Taylor

John Dllson
Bradley Page
Frank LnRue

Warden McKny

studded with numerous spontaneous
situations that are incidentally but
deftly woven into the yarn. There's
a folksy and homey atmosphere apparent throughout the doings of the
live just

stara

Norman

Storekeeper

Adolescent adventures and puppy

who

Dub
i

Adams

Nelson....
Curly

serious-minded kid
next door, and adds another slick
performance to his several in the
past year.
Josephine Hutchinson,
Addison Richards and Jonathan Hale
Malslc
are well cari as the typical understanding parents who try to keep up
By this time, the story format of a with the doings of their adolescent
Dr. Kildare picture can be tabbed in offsprings. William Tracy and Kenadvance. There's the serious young neth Howell are the two college lads;
doctor; his grumpy mentor, Lionel Edith Fellows is briefly seen
as the
Barrymore; sweetheart, Laraine Day; neighborhood sweetheart of Tracy;
and assorted characters within the and Martha O'DriscoU is mainly
hospital staff.
Focal point is a decorative as a luscious blonde. Una
clinical problem, generally known to O'Connor and Edgar
Buchanan proBarrymore, who allows his pupil to vide several snatches of comedy
as
diagnose it correctly in the nick of the
hired
help.
Howell
sings
time. The familiar ingredients are snatches of the
one song provided.
here again, in a good programmer of
Story by Florence
^ .^.^..^c
Ryerson and
n.^^^un
rating that will satisfy as a Colin Clements shows
a deep undercl,^,ll5,*/.^
supporting picture generally, and standing ot
youthful minds; and
hold top billing where the series screenplay
by Gladys Lehman and
has caught on.
Karen DeWolf contributes crisp diaMain story thread carries the usual log and situations
heatly dovetailed
dramatics, li(;htencd at times by the
together.
Director Reed, who has
irascible outbursts of Barrymore on
previously shown abilities to handle
philosophies of the medical profespictures of youthful adventures, hits
sion and people generally. Attempts
his peak with 'Her First Beau.' It's
to add further levity through ina program sleeper, especially for the
clusion of unrelated
comedy seWolt.
quences garner a few laughs, but family trade.
scripters can tie these episodes to the
main track much better than displayed here.
Mutiny in the Arctic
Picture opens at a fast clip, and
Universal release of Ben Plvar producthen drops into a groove to work it- tion. Stars Richard Arlen, Andy Devine;
self out in plodding fashion. Ayres features Ann Nagel. Don Terry. Addison
and Laraine Day, en route to the Richards, Oscar O'Shea. Directed by John
Itawllns.
Maurice Tombragel
county hospital, save the lite of and victor Screenplay.
McI..eod. from original hy Paul
Bonita Granville in an auto wreck Huston; cnmem, John W, Doyle; music.
through a major emergency 'opera- H. J. Salter. At RIalto, N. Y., May 8, '41.
tion performed on the roadside. Girl Running time, 61 .MINS.
Dick
Richard Arlen
is an ice skating exhibitionist, who
Andy ...s.
Andy Devine
flnds her leg is paralyzed on re- Gloria
Anne Nagel
Addison Richards
covery.
Result is lawsuit against Ferguson
Don Terry
Ayres and everyone around the hos- Cole
Captain Mprrlssey
0.scar O'Shea
pital for neglect, with trial consum- Harmon
'...Harry Cording
ing plenty of footage with testimony.

Clifford

Uattle McDnnlel

Ilutterfly

Mrs.

Cannonball
Jason Perry
Cord Crowley

love form the basis ot tfie lightlytextured story which is nevertheless

late 'teen kids

release,

Evelyn Keyea

Lynn Perry

Jeff-

feature.

Red Skelton
;..Pnul Stanton

•Sally

Sue Marberry
Merle Obernn
Richard 'Rli'koy* Mayberry. .Dennis Morgan
Irene Malcolm
Rita H.-y\vorlh
Owen Wrlghl
Ralph Rellamy
Pasha
George Tobias
Phlllliis

Columbia pi-oductlon and

Bill Elliott; features Evelyn Keyes.
DiLambert Hlllycr..
rected
by
Original
screenplay by LucI Ward; camera, George
James .Sweeney.
Meehan; editor.
At
Central, N. V., week of May 3, 1041. Running time: S8 MINS.
nill Elliott
Wll'l Bill Hlckn!:

O'Connor
Jonathan Halo
Kimnoth Howell

j.-(ne

Dr.

Beyond the Sacramento

Edgar Buchanan

Elmer Tuttlo

Diana I.,ewls
Walter Kingston!

Carew

Nurso Parker
Mr. Channing

Dros.
production and relOTse.
Merle Oberon. Dennis Morgan, Rita
Hayworiti: features Ralph Bellamy. Oeortte
Tobias, Jinnrs (>lcason.
Directed by Lloyd
Bacon.
.Screenplay,
Edward Kaufman;
Hlory, Fanya Foj*s. Aloon Leslie; camera.
Tony Gandio; edltf^r. Owen Marks. Prevlewc'l .studio theatre. North Hollvwood,

cumbed

.

„9i?25"
Jane Wlthcra
Rdlth Fellows
j.>.«phlne Hulc«)lns3»
William 'fracy
Martha O'Drlscoll

Wood

Mrs.

Julie Harris

....Laraine Day
Bonlta Granville

Frances MnrlowiMolly Byrd
Vernon Brlggs
Mr. Reynolds

I

Hollywood,

Chuck Harris.
Penny Wood
Mllly Lou

Ralph Winters. Previewed In studio
projection room .\prll 20, '41.
Running
time. 7« MINS.
Dr. James Klldare
Lew Ayrea
Dr. Leonard Glltc^plo. .. .Lionel Bnrrymore

Warner

Running

2.

Columbia roleaso of B. B. Kahane production. Stars June WUhem. Jackie Cooper.
ficreenplny
Directed by Tlieodoro Reed,
by Gladys Lehman, Karen DcWolf; story
by Florence Ryeraon, Colin Clements: camGcorgo Mcchan; editor, Charles Nelera
Berlin, Preson"; assistant director, Abby
viewed at Alexander. GlonJalc, May 1,
Running lime, 18 MINS.

tor,

.stars

'41.

May

While Dennis Morgan shows he

Fay Lennox

.Matthews

(BBITiSH-MADE)

Hollywood,

Rita

Dr. Walter

May

Arlen and Devine handle their
roles well, though the flnale fisticuffing. In which Arlen is involved with
Don Terry, spoils the illusion of
combat since both are obviously
pulling their punches. Anne Nagel is
in more or less of a minor role as
the sister ot Devine and the sweetheart of Arlen. She doesn't impress
as an actress though a looker. Addison Richards i-; best as the weakling.
Rest of the cast standard.
Naka,

(ONE SONG)

the corner ot every suburb or small
town.
Jane Withers and Jackie Cooper
are kid sweethearts. He takes her
granted while building and
for
readying a flight ot a sail-plane away
from the prying eyes of his father.
'When her young uncle brings home
a skirt-chasing (!hum, Jane takes his
flirtatious advances seriously, goes
through sudden evolution to ingenue age, and drops back to her
sweet-16 period when disillusioned
by the fickle collegian.
Picture is studded with goodPeople vs. Dr. Kildare humored
chuckles and laughs from
Getting away at a
start to finish.
Hollywood, April 30,
Metro production and release. Features zippy pace, with deft direction by
Lew Ayres. Lionel Darrymore, Laraine Theodore Reed taking utmost advanDay, Bonlta GrnnvlUo.
Directed by Har- tage ot every situation to inject light
old
Bucquet.
Screenplay by Willis
S.
comedy,
it
rolls
along steadily and
Qoldbeck and Harry Ruskin, based on
Highlight
zestfully to. the fadeout.
original by Lawrence P. Bachmann and
Max Brand; camera, Clyde De VInna; edi- is Jane Withers' getup in a sleeve-

tar.

Affectionately Yours
Hollywood, May 6.

Harmon

MAJOR BARBARA

around the globe as an ace newspaper correspondent. Miss Oberon

HER FIRST BEAU

can do better with suitable material,
Hayworth, as the newspaper
woman in love with Morgan, is by
far best ot the cast. Comedy abilities of George Tobia. are submerged,
despite his attempts to lift above inadequate material, Hattie McDaniel
and Butterfly McQueen are teamed
porting cast displays careful attenas Darky servants for the first time
tion in selections tor the various
since 'Gone With Wind,' and otherroles, even down to the smallest bit
support is passable.
Walt.

flashbacks
courtroom
the
necessary at intervals to unroll the
Chester
tale, but it's a satisfactory job oT Cynthia
Ogden Cullen
script writing by Donald

fr;m

tor regular runs.

dualers.

how

prepared

Okay

class biz in metropolitan deluxers; doubtful for hinterlands.
Affectionately Yours' (WB).
Mild romantic farce for the

Wendy Hiller, daughter of a multimillionaire munitions manufacturer,
sincerely works to save souls as the
Salvation Army major in the Limehouse slums. Pecunious Rex Harrison, Greek scholar, falls in love at

an operation is gladly accepted—mainly to be beautiful and
Following the
attractive for Veidt.
successful surgery, Veidt persuades
her to take a job as governess on his
uncle's estate and to murder the
child-heir that stands in his path to
But the child
wealth inheritance.
softens her to point where she saves
his life at the sacrifice of Veidt's.

Picture's

script,

Shaw, closely follows his

offer ot

Meek, Connie Gilchrist and the
Hichard Nichols.

picture

is

Major Barbara' (UA). Secand G. B. Shaw-Pascal pic good

that consume too much footage to
get over the point desired. It's full
ot Cockney dialect which is too
strong tor American audiences to
consume in such a large dose. The
Shavian satire directed against religion and the price of salvation will
not set well with the church-going
element which, by the way, makes
up a very large majority of theatre
audiences. And there's an axiom in
film producing that you cannot make
light of religion, no matter
slieht the reference might be.

Face' (M-G). Joan
Douglas
- Melvyn
good drErpa for femme

Woman's

Crawford

19H

7,

ing again a few hours after rising starring. Richard Arlen and Andy
Devine, to indicate that the boxoffice
from the hospital bed.
All the familiar characters of should respond reasonably well.
This time Arlen and Devine are
previous Kildare pictures again carry
their regular roles, including Ayres, interested in a new radium deposit
Barrymore, Miss Day, Alma Kruger, in the Arctic, and they enlist the aid
Walter Kingsford, Nell Craig, Gladys of Addison Richards, a promoter, in
Lake and Frank Orth. Red Skelton their search for the claim. The enand Eddie Acuff team for elemental suing events see Richards betray
comedy as a pair of hospital janitors them in their voyage to the Polar
in the unrelated comedy episodes. region and mutiny on the boat, in
Miss Granville is excellent as the ac- which the captain is killed.
There are some fairly exciting
cident victim.
Direction by Harold S. Bucquet is episodes on the icebergs, in which
they crack up to the peril of those
Wolt.
par for the series.
who've sought refuge on them following the ship's sinking after hitting one.

San Francisco, May

1.

Pictures release of Leo Joannon
production.
.Stars Rnlmu; features Sylvia
Batallle, Pierre Brasseur, Gertnnino .\usDirected
sey, Paulino Carton and Alerme.
hy Leo Joannon.
Screenplay. Jean .\urenche and Yves Allogrct. based on stage
comedy. 'Have You Nothing to Declare.*
by d'HennequIn and Veber; music. d'Obcrfeld.
At Ijtrkln tlienire. San Fianclsco.

World

Running lime. 80 MINS.
Ralmu
The Professor
His Daughter
.Sylvia Dntallle
I'lerre Brasseur
His Son-ln-Law
Ills Wife
Pauline Carton
..\lerme
Her 'Boy Friend'
The Showgirl
Oermalne .\u.ssey
(In French; with English Titles)
'Confessions of a Newlywed' is a
French comedy that could
never be filmed in this country because of its delicate situations. Story
of a bridegroom inexperienced in
affairs of women Is not particularly
new. However, in the hands of
Raimu, it is nifty entertainment for
those who are not shocked too easily.
Raimu plays the role of a professor
whose daughter (Sylvia Bataille) is
engaged to marry his assistant
typical

'

'

(Pierre

Brasseur).

Both

the

pro-

and his son-in-law-to-be are
engrossed in the emotional
lives of their insects than they are in
their own
When the
love-lives.
fessor

more

customs man on the train interrupts
the couple at a most unfortunate
moment on their wedding night with
the question, 'Have you nothing to
declare?', a mental picture of the
customs man appears at the wrong
time from then on and the couple returns home after a week's 'honeymoon' without the marriage having
actually been consummated.
.

The .bridegroom's confession

of his

plight to his father-in-law and the_
efforts of the unworldly father-inAyres catches a
Though the warming clin\es would law to straighten things out give
clue and follows it through to ptiint suggest a lack of: timeliness in .the JRaimu plenty of opportunity to diswhere girl decides to submit to en- release of 'Mutiny in the Arctics,' play his undeniable acting talents.
other operation to cure her. paralysis whose title tells .the story, there's Raimu's visit to a psychiatrist and
before demanding damages from. the enough action' and 'speed in this finally to a night spot where he seeks
(Continued' on page 20)
defendants. Miraculously, she's skat- film, another in the adventure series
:

When

all

seems

lost,

.

-
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More Un-Good Neighborly
U'» 'Argentine Nights' on the

Pan

Mex Filmgoers

Stuff
Buenos Aires, May 6.
Hennc-rinse makers in South
America are due for a bonanza,

—Even Doug,

Jr.,

star,

RUSSE WHODUNIT

distributor
American
Another
learned about the sensitiveness of
Latin-American cinema audiences U.
Universal's 'Argenthis weelc when

S.

Know

Filmers Want to

Who's

Got Latvbn PlxT

tine Nights' was banned by Buenos
Aires municipal authorities after
American film companies are still
the opening-night razzing the film trying to locate prints of pictures
Reports from the Argenreceived.
which were in Esthonia, Latvia and
tine capital indicated ~lhat the socaused
was\
by
Lithuania
when the Russian troops
called resentment
scenes showing. ArgenUrte types and marched in and took control about £
customs. No word of banning had year
ago.
Representations
were
been received in N.Y. this week by made to the U. S. State Department
regarded
the
which
the home office,
months ago but no reasonable exfilm as a lesser farce comedy.
planation has been forthcoming to
released
in
'Argentine Nights' was
date.
U.S. previous to the establishment of
All the U. S. picture company forthe Nelson Rockefeller-Jock Whitney program for cementing hemi- eign departments know is the pictures
ere missing. Also they have
developing
and
spheric solidarity
been
unable to ascertain whether
Americas.
The
goodwill between the
Hitz Bros, and Andrews Sisters are duplicates of the prints were- made
for
zany
antics
usual
distribution
under Russe auspices.
featured, with the
taking
them
to
a
Ultimately,
trio
American companies will
of the former
reputedly South American country. demand reparations for the prints
A Universal executive said that it lost in these three small countries.
clean
fun,
good,
as
was all intended
"and that the picture was released in

Argentina under another title.
Demonstration jn Buenos Aires,
however, provoked newspaper writers, the film editor of El Nacion,
saying: 'As long as Hollywood insists on seeing Argentina as an in-

advance info. Alberto Vila, Argentine star, obtained for this particular
production probably would be given
considerably more to do if any footage is added to the picture for the
Latin-American market.
Recent experiences with films having Latin-American locales, characters or stories in that market bear
out the often-repeated contention of
U.S. film company foreign chiefs.
TKSl is that audiences in the LatinAmericas appreciate all the films
which click in the U.S. and that
they are not particularly interested
in stories concerning their own native lands.
But if such yarns are
made, because of current interest by
.U.S. cinema audiences, they should
'

.

stick to authenticity.

aeer for

t his

home

for

a rea

office

,

who

is

Y

in N.

Clicks in

Cape Town

ager for African Consolidated Theatres, and played by the members
of the South African Women's Auxfliary Services.
Each tableau showing the various details attached to
the work of the W.A.S. was an object lesson in stage craft, though the
show was played by amateurs. The
house applauded repeatedly.
Entire outfit goes to Johannesburg at the end of the Cape Town
season.
I.
W. Schlesinger,' theatre
chain operator, is defraying the
whole cost of the show to Johannesburg and the hotel accommodations
for members of the troupe.

JAPS'
-1

Beginning

Uion

of

raw

PROBLEM

this

Tokyo, April 10.
month, the allocaJapan is to be

film in

sharply curtailed.

A

serious social problem is exIlected to result, for the majority of
distributors will be forced to cease

sending prints to halls in one-horse
towns.

Ealing Studios

Nazi suc-

Besides the fact

Sign Producer

Balkan market con-

had

panies

got

Accord WithUA

Roumania some

out of

time ago when, able to
tory franchise deals.

Greece,

nearly

to the

of

(relatives

U.

all

American

Skouras interests
Skouras broth-

tures

appears small chance consequently
of doing business there for a long
time. In the Balkan countries*where
the Nazis were able' to gain co ntrol
without a fight, American comp&nies
report they are continuing to -do

Paramount shipped only
year

last

six fea-

Japanese

for

dis-

tribution, and about the same number likely will be handled this year,

Perkins stated.
ican distribs
their share

He

would be able
this

to

which Japan deposited,

escrow,

at

struggle started.

Due in N. Y.
Week for UA Talk

Archibald

A new
film

is

sis

American

distributors

remit the money to U. S., Perkins
He headquarters in Shanghai,

rated the best market for American
films in China.

Perkins expects to remain in U.

S.

for three weeks more before sailing
for his home post.

YANKS ABOUT THE ONLY
ALIEN TALENT IN MEX.

antee

their

leaving

the

when their time is up.
The war is keeping
few British

B.

J.

May

skedded to'-allgnd

last

week

UA

but a

to N. Y.

from Buenos Aires

this

behind

It

The Hard Way

Hollywood.

There

is

no

truth to the supposition that Mexican workers do things the easy way.
certainly not studio workers. Technicians-work very hard. Some of
them are highly skilled, but the
equipment is not as modern or efFilm lab
ficient as it ought to be.
men and other technical workers
could be improved by intensive
training in Hollywood's technical

visit here of American film
stars for the Mexican Motion Picture Festival emphasized the adoration of the natives for picture personalities. Surpri.sc to many of thosa
in the Hollywood party was the reception given Laurel and Hardy and

Major Charles H. Tebay, UA man^ ^fllm companies would know how it Joe E. Brown. Mexicans like comics
this type, as proved by their reager in Trinidad, who has beMv^jm- would affect their operations and of
gard for Cantindas and El Chaflin,
fabbing at the New York office for pror "ties in that country.
Popular
their leading comedians.
the past six weeks, leaves tomorAjor company foreign chiefs ex- Mexican and American funny men
row for home.
pected to hear directly from John have a common characteristic: they
Hay Whitney regarding progress on are earthy and simple, 'sympalico,'
1>

the program for
spheric solidarity

PERY TO NEW POST
Australasia-Far
Columbia's
Mgr. Leaves for Sydney

East

N. P. Pery, recently-named

home

say.

at

Tomorrow

supervisor

Mex

The murderer was caught behind
the screen where he had fled after
he had held off attaches and cops
with his knife for 20 minutes.

6.

complaints by German and
Italian consuls against pro-British
demonstrations, the authorities at
Lourenco Marques, Portuguese East
Africa, have ordered all cinemas to
flash a screen notice' asking the- audience to curb their feelings when
newsreels are shown.

Due

cementing hemi- as the natives

Claudette Colbert and Kay Francis
but he failed to
.typify subtle sophistication which
Thursday's session.
'patrons also like and HoUyv/ood's
(Thurs.) 'Whitney
is
Linda Darhosting trade press editors to outline crop of sweater girls,
nell, Ann Sheridan, Lana Turner,
this aspect.
Carole Landis, Betty Grable, et, al,
are enormously popular for the same
physical reasons fans in the States
like 'em.
Norma Shearer could be
Subdue
Slayer
in almost any kind of a picture and
she would still have a tremendous
Mexico City, May 6.
following.
Mexicans worship her
While ejecting an alleged dope type of beauty.
fiend, Juan Hernandez, Carlos SanNot To Be Trifled With
chez, a civil engineer who conducts
Fans take their film fare seriously.the only cinema at San Juan Teoti- If they don't like a picutre they've
huacan, state of Mexico, was stabbed been known to cut their seats to
in the head and died instantly.
ribbons. If they want to get into •

show up

country
all

month.

week.

office

re- be paid
first of
to the government at 'Vichy.
.conventions in New York
Ruling was to become effective
weeks ago, but with postMay 1, but early this week the Hays
ponement of the conclave will deoffice still was awaiting official word.
vote his stay entirely to huddles with
Interpretation of the edict also was
home office execs.
sought of the State Department so

Cape Town, April
out

B. Nathan, Paramount's manager for Argentina and Uruguay, is
expected in N. Y. by the end of this
sails

Hays

couple

Australasia

John

He

foreign

American
managers

being concerned with the European

6.

artistes.

Nathan

for

later this

for Columbia in
and the Far East, left
over the weekend for. the Coast,
American performers are about
preparatory to clippe'ring to Sydthe only foreigners who can do their
stuff in Mexico, as the war has prac- ney to assume his new duties.
tically eliminated all continental EuHe'll spend a few days in the
difficulties
ropean artists because of
studio in Hollywood before leaving
in leaving home and getting into this for Down Under.
country. Mexico demands of show
fixed
prove
a
folk that they must
abode and each post a cash bond
Act on Fascist Beefs
of $700 (Mex) ($140 U. S.) to guarCity,

closed.

week aboard clipper situation. It stemmed from a preliminary report that the 'Vichy govLisbon
tomorrow
leaves
which
ernment had ruled all money owed methods.
Recent
(Thursday). He was originally to creditors outside of France must

York

office

Mexico

company

chiefs at the

New

ed to arrive in

headache

gional

While business is favorable in
China despite the war with Japan,
the unfavorable exchange made it

now

Clasa has six sound stages. It is
the newest and best equipped. It is
a large shipment of
laboratory
equipment
form
the
Fearless
Camera Corporation in
Hollywood. Azteca is old and badlyequipped, as compared to Hollywood
studios.
George Stahl is about on
a par with Azteca.
RCA sound is
used mostly, along with Western
Electric, and a sizeable number of
home-made sound systems. There
are about 1,000 houses in the country, but approximately 400 do not
have sound.
just getting in

Do

cropped up in the huddle of foreign

George Archibald, joint managing
director in Great Britain for United
Artists,

is

(^ity.

Technically, the Mexicans are far

Further Puzzles Pix Biz

This

in Mexico
successful

Vichy's Cryptic Ruling

Den-

in

mark.

in

Yokohama Specie

Bank, San Francisco, in 1938 unless
the situation changes in the meantime in the Far East. First of this
money is due in September. Coin
will be the first that American companies have had from that country
since Japan clamped a ban on it
Sino-Japanese
the
after
soon

for

Thct also is_true

business.

organization,

get

year of more than

$800,000

the

ers).

Amer-

felt that

releasing

Ealing's

Associated British Film Distributors,
folds at the end of this year. UA will
aid Ealing in financing its output if
necessary. American company has
considerable coin frozen here by
currency export restrictions.

S.

to

6.'

Ealing Studios will become producers for United Artists under a
pact signed this week. Deal is for
six pictures annually for four years.
It becomes effective at once, with
two films to be delivered this season.
They ^re 'Ships with Wings' and the
next George Formby starrer.

this action.

In

Japan do healthy business, but the
restrictions on coin remittance htve
cut out all American companies' immediate income from that country.

London, May'

make satisfacFew U. S. dis-

have sent new pictures to Hungary in many months. Embargo on
coin remittance is one reason for
tribs

majors sold

He is at present
of Clasa Studios
Since Pani's un>
venture into big-scal«
producing, there have been no like
attempts made by other plungers.
He makes no pictures now. None
of the producing companies owns its
own studios, renting space from
Clasa, Azteca and George: StahL
Empire studios, in Chapultepcc Hills,
a fortune.

owner and operator

distribution

setups in these countries.

panies

tinflas, the great Mexfc'^n comedian
is the only player '\&idfer contract
(to Posa Films) at the present time.
Producers have found the contract
system too expensive and pick up
actors when they need 'em.
Alberto J.' Pani, of the Association
of Producers and Distributors of
Mexican Pictures, once several years
ego formed a big company, placed a
lot of players under contract and

lost

few major com-

own

their

Under the German regime,
new pacts must be made and there

to

Cape Town, April 6.
The Alhambra here was filled to
capacity March 31 at the opening
performance of 'Salute the Women,'
written and produced by Captain
Jack Stodel, Cape Town branch man-

losses

.

Perkins

huddles.

said that the few U. S. films imported

difficult

Women'

closed.

on their revenue
by American dis-

it is made in order to get
financing. Now and then several of
the Indies pool their resources, but
these are ephemer_a_Lcmnblncs. Can-

before

Claim is that Cabezas destroyed
account books, containing
proof that $70,000 was 'embezzled'
for 'operating expenses' at a time
over two years ago when hotel was

For example, most American com-

said.

'Salute the

era for

several

stituted only a small percentage of

Latin-Americas, but so far only
Restrictions on film imports in
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., named on
mission
to Japan, unfavorable dollar exchange in
Roosevelt's
President
study .means .for promoting Pan- China end poor economic conditions
Americanism through theatrical arts, in the Philippines represent a rather
has gone south. He recently was in
gloomy picture for U. S. picture disRio de Janeiro, en route to Buenos
[One B.A. daily also took a tributors in the Far East, according
Aires.
side crack at him].
to J. E. Perkins, Paramount's man20t h-Fo x

new

•

that the entire

Of the Far East

beginning of a

spiracy.

PIC

LOSS NOT HEAVY

foreign distribution,

by the Rockefeller-Whitney group
to send stars on goodwill visits to the

quently seen in the 600-odd houses
wired for sound. Mexican pictures
are second in popular favor but
lately have been hard pressed by
Hotel Sevilla here.; Interesting side- some lavish and well produced Alms
French pictures
light has Amleto Batisti, the Sevilla's from Argentina.
come fourth now because there aire
head, dickering for Andrews Sisters so
few of them, but before the war
to plug hotel here and the inaugurastopped things in France they were
tion of new radio station in the
ranked next to American illms.
hotel, CMBQ, operating on IISO kiloMexican film business is strictly
cycles. At the same time the Hotel on
a Poverty Row basis. There are
Sevilla-Biltmore Corp. and the Se- a score
or more producers, all invilla bondholders, in conjunction, are dependent.
They operate on limited
suing Batisti and an aide, one Ca- capital, usually selling
pieces of
bezas, on charges of fraudulent con- their production
to the exchanges

raven-tressed.

anticipated

DAGGETT

Havana, May 6.
Lawsuit and a ballyhoo campaign

m^k

adas' are at least equclly as rabid
about following star fads in hair,
dress, etc., as in the States.

are

Gloomy Picture

By CHARLES

Mexico City, May 6.
American motion pictures lead th«
Mexico and are the most fre-

field in

Senorita Lamarque's changeover will probably result in a
good many fans following her
lead for South American 'aficion-

UA BALKAN

Own Pix on Poverty Row Basis

Fraud Charge

fact wlii'ch' rareiy fails to amaze
visitors accustomed to
thinking of '611 senoritas south of
is

Prefer American

CUBAN REVOLUTION

and Central America, is~a~1>sight
blonde as is Amanda LedesmaT'

the border

Still

Hotel Sevilla Corp. Sues Director on

Cuba

in

Hollywood

cess in the Balkans.

All
will travelers are sent here.'
U.S. film companies have been urged

'Down Argentine Way,'

strong

especially

star

tributors' as a result of the

no Pan-American understanding is
possible, no matter how many 'good-

first feature with Carmen MiraHdar
has been okayed in Argentine since
about 250 feet of film was eliminated
more
footage
considerably
and
added, latter being highly compliRKO's
mentary to that nation.
'They Met in Argentina' is just going out on U.S. release but may require considerable doctoring before
it goes to the Latin-Americas if released in that territory, according to

Recent surprising popularity of
blondes with Latin audiences
probably accounts for change.
Pauline Singerman, Argentine

No heavy

Perkins Paints

credibly ridiculous tropical country,

Brand;

now that Libertad
1- Argentine film
has goiie blonde.

held here,

it's

Lamarque, No.

Gets a BrushofF in Argentina

IS

Blonde Yen

Latin's

to

Should the pro-British attitude
continue, the film must be stopped
until demonstrations cease.

BAN

2 U.S. PIX IN

JAPAN

Tokyo, April

1

i

'

10.

'Destry Rides Again' (U) has been
banned (or showing before children,
as well as 'Undcrpup' by the same

company.
Eight meters were cut out of the
former film by censors.

(Continued on page 25)

Bert Reisman in N. Y.
Bert Rei.sman, RKO's manager In
Peru, presently is in New York fpr
home office huddles. He's a brother
of Phil, RKO's foreign chief.
Bert Reisman is planning to return to his home post, in the next
10 days, rather than wait until the
sales convention scheduled for next
month as originally Intended.
;
.

Wednesday. May
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THE

SAGA
OF
A
FILM
Variety's full, authentic coverage of every feature film pro-

duced in America provides an unmatched service to the exhibitor.

ADVANCE FILM PRODUCTION CHART. Under Hollywood
date-line, Variety publishes in the

FIRST

duction at major and independent studios.
of

sists

title

(changes carefully noted),

author, type and technical

room

staff.

it

(start-

goes into pro-

Accurate information con-

stars,

supporting

Camera completion

cast, director,

date and cutting

data.

REVIEWS. Films
writers weekly, but only
tion.

Emphasis always

are reviewed exclusively

when
is

finally

release, dates

of

all

new

talent.

Current and

weekly.

companies. Used universally

by theatre managers and film exchange bookers.
righted feature, indispensable to
its

staff

given to the boxoffice exploitation values,

FILM BOOKING CHART. PubUshed
advance Ustings of

by Variety

completed and ready for exhibi-

original treatment of story material, potentialities of

on

month

issue of each

ing this week) every essential detail about a film as

A

Variety copy-

the house which must keep an eye

opposition pictures.

Bi^XOFFICE REPORTS. The
dispatches

from

dollar

key-city spots published weekly.

stant reference; the distributor's

most useful

lowdown.

Telegraph

The showman's

FILM EXPLOITATION. Weekly comment and news
hibitors'

approach

con-

sales help.

of ex-

to the public.
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TO KNOW FOR THOSE WHO MUST KNOW ALL

7,

1911
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PICTURES

1941

Damon Runyon s Piece Uncorks Lefty's

NW

Dept. of Justice Opines the Minn.
Minneapolis,

Memory

on

Files

Frei^

By Joe

Lunch That Wuz

Laurie, Jr.
Coolacres, Cal.,

May

6.

Dear Joe:
Well, Aggie and me have been doing our spring cleaning, she with the
house and me with the theatre. Aggie's got the house iookin' swell, new
curtains and stuff. It took her nearly a day to clean out the medicine

Funny how bottles accumulate, I mean medicine bottles; but
with a kid in the house you're always buying somethin' or other. I give
the clerk at the drug store passes and he loads me up with lots of samples.
I got the theatre Iookin" nice, too; got new runners for the aisles, the old
ones were sure worn out. After looking at the receipts for the past year
I don't understand how so few people could wear out a carpet; but, of
cabinet.

.

course, the kids runnin' up
folks that don't come in.

and down the

aisle

makes up

for a lot of the

had to overhaul my cooling plant, too. If we get any more rain like
we've been getting out here the past few months I'll have to put f'.riers
I've added pinball machines in the lobby with my
in instead of coolers.
jukeboxes and the soldiers are going for 'em like a rabbit for cabbage.
The picture business today is like a drugstore, you gotta have all kinds of
pictures.
I guess in a few more years pictures will jusl be
besides
things
a decoy to get 'em to come in to buy other things.
Me and Aggie just finished reading an article by my old pal Damon
brother,
how.
he can put words together! He wrote about the
and
Runyon,
old free-lunch days and it sure brought back plenty of memories for me
and Aggie. He wrote about Billy LaHift's old Gaiety saloon on 46th and
where
they
used
to serve those tiny Welsh rarebits on a hunk
Broadway,
of toast—boy were they good. They were no bigger than a mi-.Inet's buttonhole and a guy could pack away a couple of dozen without even having
mouth,
and
the
place was so small the bartender could, .see
his
to wipe
just how you were doing at the lunch counter, and if you didn't get the
proper percentage, about four to a beer, he'd give you a funny look which
with
funny
to
guy
a short bankroll and a long appetite.
Dowwasn't
a
ling's on 43d and Broadway had a nice layout of free grub, a place where
a guy could walk in- with a little moolah, meet the gang and fill himself
and
lunch
and
paint his nose red. The Old Homestead
up with laughs
stomach
bunch
of
samples
on
the
counter.
Their
specialty
was
had a nice
'Mrs Murphy in a seal-skin coat,' which is what we called baked potatoes
with' a hunk of butter on 'em; that with a glass of ale would be grand on
I

.

a cold day.

Klg Mike a Pushover
But the one I'll always remember will be McGinnis'on 8th ave. Big
Mike was the bartender and a finer Irishman never lived. Aggie and me
were operatin' on short dough and shorter dates and many a day went
without vitimines' from A to Z. So I'd take the growler and butter the
inside so I'd get no foam, and stroll in to see Mike. While be was filling
You see, you had
it I'd tell him stories and make trips to the gents room.
to pass the lunch "counter to get there, so it meant I could make two grabs
going and coming, and I'd stick a few knick-knacks in my pocket for
Aggie. I remember staining my stage suit as the bologne and olives which
Aggie loved would kinda drip thru the goods. Aggie fixed me a pocket
with an oilcloth lining just like the conductors in those days had, and it
was waterproof and I could almost carry clam-broth in it. Big Mike
would turn his face away when I grabbed the free lunch and take his time

May

6.

Northwest Allied has circularall independent exhibitors

ized

in the state to 'remain calm' in
the fSce of 'wild rumors' which
have been floating about since
enactment of its anti-consent
decree bill in Minnesota.
It
urges a united stand behind the
law which contravenes the decree's groups-of-flve selling plan
by requiring distributors to
license their entire season's product the same as hitherto.
'Everyone familiar with the

overture to William Tell knows it
has four movements the dawn,
the storm, the calm, and the
finale,' the Bulletin advises. 'With
the passing and signing of Allied's bill outlawing the consent
decree's block-of-five sales provision, the matter now appears
to
have entered the storm

—

sta,?e.'

It is said that Minneapolis subsequent runs will be in a tight
pinch for product almost immediately unless the ban on sptit
booking is lifted. The ban went

on, as far as the

major companies

were concerned, along with the
stoppage of all other selling, as
soon as the bill became a law.

One

rumors is that some
of the companies are considering
moving their branches to nearby
Wisconsin towns from which they
could s';rvice Minnesota accounts
under the consent decree selling
of the

came

provisions if the exhibitors
there to do their buying.

Hays Org. and Majors

To Be Examined

In

P. S.

—Lucille

Watkins

Arnold Hits

sez,

'Conversation

TNECs

is

the ventilation of the heart.'

Anti-Decree

Suit

and directors of all the
major film companies must be examined before trial in N. Y. federal
Officers

court in connection with a $900,000
triple

damage anti-trust suit by the
Amusement Co. zgainst them

Hillside

»»

A

New

The

Blasts, but

Duane Evans Stands Pat

It is a series of
dustry at work.
Sour comments on the film con- additional privileges given to exsent decree in the Temporary Na- hibitors to protect them against the
tional Economic Committee's mono- practices of the larger organizations
graph telling what's wrong with the which distribute motion pictures on
picture business have drawn a yelp- a nationwide scale.'
Last worj, however, was enjoyed
from Assistant Attorney General
Thurman Arnold, but the author of by W. Duane Evans, co-author, who
the criticism is standing pat on his denied he ever said any existing
suspicion that the compromise may remedies would be eliminated by the
decree but suspected indies will not
hurt independent exhibitors.
now as before.
The final report of the special be as well off
monopoly-probers contained a letter
from Arnold' wailing that 'the other'marred
wise excellent' pamphlet is
Metro's Hustling Shorts
by a misleading and inadequate discussion of the consent decree.' The
Hollywood, May 6.
pact gives 'additional remedies to
Metro's shorts department is stepexhibitors of motion pictures and
does not take away any of the ex- ping out ahead of its production
with 23 pictures being
isting remedies under the anti-trust schedule,
readied for release and 15 more
laws,' the trust-buster protested.
slated to start within the next three
Theatre owners are not bound 'exweeks.
cept for their own advantage' and
Nine of the 23 are in the editing
there is nothing forcing them to
five are waiting for commentautilize any features of the settle- stage,
tion
and the rest are tAing on finishment 'unless they so desire.' Arnold
ing
touches before distribution.
defended himself against the impli-

Washingtpn,

May

6.

cation he sold the indies down the
river by noting the different conditions when the litigation was settled, partciularly the shrinkage of
foreign business and the fear that
further dblocatlon would seriously
jeopardize the entire industry.

Haven,

suit

$5,000,000

'

filed

May

6.

here by

Prefect Theatres, Inc., Fairfield Holding Corp., and Grenfteld, Inc., against

major film compenies on monopoly
charges has added four new defendants to list. Originally named were
20th-Fox,

RKO,

liOew's

Vitagraph,

Paramount, Universal, Columbia and
U.A New defendants are Skouras
Theatres Corp., Spyros P. Skourts,
George P. Skouras and Fox Metropolitan Playhou.ses. Inc.

3d Clearance

Denver,

May

6.

the BlulTs. Oto and Egyptian theatres at Scottsbluff, Neb., be ciit, and
also that the Nile be given clearance over the Dclmar at Morrill,

Neb., and the Grove and Riviera at
Gering, Neb. Houses named in complaint are owned by the Midwest
Realty Co.. of Scottsbluff
Amus.

&

and are operated through the. Gibralter Enterprises, with headquarters in Denver. Distributors named
are Paramount, 20;h-Fox and

War-

ners.

Clearance
St.

GABLE-LANA'S 'HONZT TONK'
Hollywood, May 6.

Louis,

May

6.

The beef of the Shirley Theatre
Corp., owner-operator of the Rialto,
Turner Cape Girardeau, Mo., against RKO
Clark
'Honky
clearance involving the Orin
roles
over
co-starring
draw
for
Tonk,' slated for a June 2 start at pheum and Broadway, skedded
when
Metro, with Jack Conway directing local hearing "Thursday (1)
representing both sides
attorneys
producer
under Pandro Berman's
satisfacbeen
had
case
the
stated
guidance.
180Filming opens after Gable takes a torily settled. Understood the
Orpheum
two-week siesta, following com- day clearance allowed the
"Broadway has been cut down
pletion of his present chore, 'Unholy and

'What the decree itself does is to
provide the dominant trade, upon
which people depend for amusement,
with an instrument of government,'
the assistant A, G. replied. 'It represents an attempt to shape the judicial process to the life of an in- Partners.'

and

Unconstitutional But Fihn

Distribs
The Department

Lana

considerably.

of

Win Have

Justice,

after

a brief review of the Minnesota law
compelling blockbooking and grant-

20%

ing

cancellation,

believes

that

that statute is unconstitutional on
two points, these being that it violates interstate commerce and also
is a violation Of 'due process.' That

ants,

to Battle It

Out

feeling they are secondary

ia

this action.

The government has received numerous complaints from exhibitors
that the major film companies are
violating the
consent decree
by
theatre expznsion. The government
is hampered about being able to do
anything about this, due to the pro-

visions of the consent decree, as
point refers to the constituamendment which declares a under section II of the decree it cannot attack threatened expansion, but
cannot be deprived of life, libonly each individual move, and
erty, or property without due process
would have to prove that the theatre
of law, and in compelling the prolatter
tional

man

scquisitions of the

ducer-distributors to sell their entire
program and granting exhibitors a
20% cancellation, the government
feels the law to be confiscatory.

The department has not
its mind as to what

up

about the law.

It

has

quite
it

made

will

been

its

major film com-

panies were not necessary for the
protection of the present interests of
the majors. The department is con^
siderihg just what to do about these
complaints now, but has not as yet

do made up

con-

mind.

its

Any report that the government as
far as the film industry is concerned,
is 'laying ofT because of a general
desire not to hsmpei big business

sulted unofficially by the major film
companies, but feels that it is a distributor problem, and not for the
government, except as to the jurisShould the madictional question.
jors bring suit to test the validity of
the law, the government will join
probably
in the caaction,
in the
pacity of amicus curiae. In order to
meet the present problem, the deprepared
to
go to the
partment is
N. Y. federal court and modify its
consent decree to enzble the distributors to comply with the Minnesota )aw. The government is pre-

during the national emergency

is

not

true. The industry is imoortant, but
not essential to national defense, rnd
present suits will be pressed with
all speed possible.
all

Fox-WC

m

Protective

Move on

Arbitration

decree to take

Los Angeles,

care of any state law passed along
the same lines. It doubts whether
the new law will in any marfner
and
affect the Crescent, Griffith
Schine suits, or the suit against the
'little three," Columbia, United Artists or Universzl Pictures.

May

6.

.

Although not named as defendant,
Fox-West Coast intervened in two
of the three independent exhibitor

.

filed
with the Los Angeles
branch of the American Arbitration
Association.
Cases do not infringe
Bninar Clarified
Another rumor, to the effect that on F-WC clearances, but the comany
precautionary
in
as
a
the 'little three' majors would be let stepped
prevent the possibility of
out of the Scbine suit, has been me'asurt to
future infringements.
clarified by the statement that they
Suits involve the Mission Playwill be let out only if they czn prove
they played no part in the alleged house in San Gabriel, and the El
conspiracy. This would of necessity Monte theatre in El Monte, demandbe after trial The government is ing reclassification which might connot too interested in these defend- flict with F-WC houses in Pascdena.

Minnesota Zone

in

suits

a Turmoil as 'Big

Five Distribs Halts All
Minneapolis, May 1.
Trade here is in turmoil following
enactment of Northwest AUied's
Minnesota state law contravening
consent decree's groups-of-five selling plan by requiring distributors to

Fdm

Selling

Another- angle is the Impracticability and expense of the setting up

machinery for
of different sales
Minnesota alone, it's pointed out.
exchanges here also service
North and South Dakota and westoffer entire season's product for sale ern Wisconsin, where they have to
with a minimum of 20% cancella- sell under the' degree, and much
tion and no forced selling of any confusion is certain to ensue, too, if
have the same offices must have two
distributors
Major
film.

The

.separate sales policies, according to
local branch managers; It all makes
for chaos and unsettlemcnt.

for
the
ceased selling entirely,
present at least, and will not even
spot book or reissue a picture, pending instructions from home-oflicc
legal departments.
District

Squawk

Third case to be filed here involves clearance. W. J. and J. L.
McDonald, operating the Nile theatre, Mitchell, Neb., are asking the
present 30-day clearance now given

Settle

Gable

Law s

pared to modify

Trnst

hdie's

and the Motion Picture Producers &
filling up the growler.
He'd let me think I was foolin' him, but we both Distributors of America, Inc. Judge
knew I wasn't. He loved showfolks and was a whole Salvation Army by Murray Hulbert ordered the examhimself.
Always good for a touch besides, and on a real cold day he'd ination of the film executives and
hand out a glass of nose shellac to kinda perk up our spirits. I wish I officers of the Hays office yesterday
knew where he was now; he could have a season pass for my jernt, in (Tuesday) in N. Y. federal court.
^old. He sure had the best lunch in town; anyway it tasted the best. Boy,
Plaintiff operates the Mayfair theawhen you're young and hungry, a hunk of iron-on-rye tastes good.
and claims that
Me and Aggie sure had a good talk and a few laughs over my pal Damon tre. Hillside, N. J.,
violated anti-trust
Runyon's article. I think I even saw Aggie spill a tear. I don't know if the defendants
laws
by giving each other preferred
she cried because those days were over or maybe she was thinkin' she
charges On the
score
imposed
runs,
would like to go through those days again. It was a lot of fun, after it
Mayfair, forced it to overpay for
was over.
film, and favored each other on playBest to the gang, with an extra nod to you from Aggie and
availability of pictures.
the
dates
and
Your pal.
Lefty.

IS

'Be Calm'

Allied:

Northwest Allied leaders profess
to be unconcerned about the di^
tributors' present refusal to icll <>nd
express confidence that 'everything 4
will be ironed out satisfactorily for I

and branch managers have

put the proposition into the home
Immediately after
offices' hands.
Gov. H. B. Stassen signed the bill
and made it a law, the local exchanges were ordered by the hometo

quit selling.
the
legal

concerned' within a few dry."!.
scoff at threats that servicing
of Minnesota accounts will be cut off
a_ result of the Ir.w.
a'.l

i

T'.iey

They were permanently as
departments
One company
;

offices

informed
would analyze and study the law
before determining the next step on
the companies' part.

has declared
Minnesota.

it

—

20lh-Fox
at" least
no longer will sell ia

The temporary selling stoppage is
believed here-that there will
procedure, these Northwest
be an attack upon the law's consti- a logical
Afler the b.'l
Allied leaders feci.
tutionality, instituted either by an
became a law, they point out. each
action in equity or a violation in
copy" of It and
order to bring on prosecution for a company obtained a
At the same time, a tem- sent it to the home olTicc via airtest case.
dspartments 'o
porary injunction would be sought mail for the legal
study.
As soon as these deprrlto restrain the law's enforcemcnl
proceed unc'er
pending a final determination of its ment.s decide how to
the law, selling will be resumed,
validity, by the U. S. supreme court,
One indepandent
Whether the com- their opinion.
necessary.
if
Republic, didn't stop sellpanies would resume selling under company,
and is offering its product unthe law if such an injunction was ing
der the law's provisions.
refused remains to be seen.
Two local loop sure-seaters. th«
One angle, in connection with the
aforegoing, is the question as -to World and E.squire, which spot-book,
whether the consent decree or state will be in a jam if the ban on selling
law takes precedence and if the continues long. Former is undercompanies would be liable to fed- .stood to have enough pictures preeral prosecution if they disregarded viously bought to run it into June,
the decree's selling provision and perhaps, but Esquire is in a bad way
Their operators hav«
sold under the Minnesota state law. right now.
lawsuits under consideration in cass
If they complied with the decree's
sales requirements and ignored the that their properties sustain damage
new law they'd be prosecuted by the in consequence of current developIt is

m

state,

of course.

ments.

*
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Sequences

in

MULTIPLANE TECHNICOLOR
Distributed
"lilt OISNCT PBOOUCIIOH:

by RKO RADIO

Pictures, inc.

.

'

Wcdnesflay,

PICTURES

18

Hollywood, May 6.
Production /or the 1940-41 season is rapidly drawing
a close loilh work olreody under way at a number
the lots 071 advance pictures /or the new propram.
t least three o/ the majors hove proctically wound up
Iming on this yeor's colendar, and others are uiell admced, uiiih enough pictures in production to ujind up
le slates if the distributing eTid javors releasing them
'

1 the current season.

20th-Foi, Warners and United Artists have cleoned

Colnfflbia
rrflm.
40-41

Com-

%lioat-

pleted

32
12

inK
4
0

3

0

44
16
4

eatures
7esicrns
erials

Kow
Cutting
11
2
0

To Dc Comp.

Slioot.

41-4i
0

41-12

Slint

8
4
1

(For information of theatre and film exchange bookers Variety present*
American distributing coma complete chart of feature releases of all the
Dote of reviews as given in
their 1940-41 schedule, and uihile Universal is still /tim- panies for the current quorterly period.
ing on the current product, studio has five completed
Varietv ond the running time of prinU ore included.)
KKillTS HKtlKHVKIt
Al.l
INC.
COfVKKiHT. lt*0 IIV VAKIKTV
jor next season and two in uiork. Already there are a
Comedy; CD- Cojucdy
Meloaromo;
total of 13 pictures completed that are earmarked for Key to Type Abbreviations.
Musical.
Drama; RD— Romantic Drama;
While the
Western;
Drama;
•41-42, and an additional 20 nou> filming.
review
and running time.
VAHigrv's
dote
this
indicate
of
Figures herewith
tummary shows a total of 58 pictures yet to film on
will
season's output, indications ore thot this number
BELEASE-:3/14/41
WEEK
OF
Tnore
be materially reduced and thot not more thin 30
will be mode.
D 71 L. Barrymore-E. Arnold
3/lZ
The. Penalty (M-G)
C !W G. Murpby-L. BaU
A Girl, a Guy and a Gob (RKO) i/i
W 71 G. Aiitry-S. BurneUe
Back In the Saddle (Reo) .J^
D 74 L. NoUn-M. Hughes
3;)}
Sleepers West (20th)
C S9 r. Moran-U. Merkel
3yl2
Double Date (0)
D SI E. Norrls-M. Coles
Robert Planck. Cast- Joan Crawford, Melvyn Douglas, Here Comes Happiness (W^)
Conrad Veidt, Donald Meek, Reginald Owen.

0
0
0

0
•

KNEW ALL THE ANSWERS,

L

GIRL'S BEST FRIEND, comedy;

BILLY THE KID, western; asso. prod.. Irving Asher;
Frank Bcrzage; no writing credits; camera, Leonard Smith. Cast: Robert Taylor, Brian Donlevy, Mary
Howard, Slene Lockhart.
dir.,

formerly

asso. prod., Charles

I

legall.

:

'reulich.
•

'

'

-

:

Una O'Connor, Jonathan

Juchanan,

:

ADVENTURE

IN

Kenneth

Hale,

prod., Charles R. Rogers; dir.,

Alfred Green; screenplay, Lewis R. Foster and Arthur
Caesar; story by Jeanne Spencer and Albert D'enham;
Cast: Virginia Bruce, Herbert
:amera, Allen Siegel.
Vlarshall. Gene Reynolds, J M. Kerrigan, Mary Currier,
Vaughan Glaser, Pierre Watkin, James Flavin, Samuel
:1inds, Charles Smith, Billy Dawson, Dickie Jones,
:;harles Lind, Tommy Bond, Hooper Atchley, Paul

•

•

'

'•

WcVey.

'.'

TIME OUT FOR RHYTHM,

^

prod., Irving Starr; dir, Sidney
credits; camera, Franz Planer.
Vallee, Rosemary Lane, Ann Miller, Allen
Jenkins, Joan Merrill, the Three Stooges, Brenda and

'

dobina, Richard Lane,

'

3ast:

Rudy

NAVAL ACADEMY,

drama; asso. prod., Wallace
MacDonald; dir., Erie C. Kenton; screenplay, David
Silverstone, Gordon Rigby; story by James Cosgriff;
Cast: Freddie Bartholomew,
camera, John Stumer.
Billy Cook, David Durand, James Butler, Warren Lloyd,
Pierre Watkin, Warren Ashe, Douglas Scott, Joe Brown,
Jr., Jimmy Lydon, Tommy Bupp.

i
•'

•

'i

V

:

BUSI-

MESS, musical; asso.
Salkow; no writing

.

.

i

SHOW

formerly

RETURN OF DANIEL BOONE,

>!

western; asso. prod.,

dir., Lambert Hillyer: screenplay, Paul
Franklin. Joseph Hoffman; camera. Phil Tannura. Cast:
Bill Elliott, Betty Miles, Walter 'Dub' Taylor, Rodick
;S Twins, Ray Bennett, Walter Soderling, Carl Stockdale,
Bud Osborne. Francis Walker, Lee Powell, Tom Carter,
!
I

Leon Barsha;

i

,

IN

THE DUST,

WEEK OF RELEASE—3/21/41

queen's Penthouse riystery (Col)
Slen or the Wolf (Mono)
2/2$
The Lady Eve (Par)
3/2S
FootUght Fever (RKO)

Topper Returns (UA)
The Sen Woll (WB)

Red

3/12
3/ZS

UNHOLY PARTNER,
drama;

Mr. District Attorney (Rep)

Dead Men TeU

Horror Island (U)
4/2
Man-Made Monster (U)

dir..

'
i

prod., Leon Barsha; dir.,
credits; camera, Benjamin

Kline.
Cast:
Daily, Stanley

Bill .Elliott,

Brown, Ken) Walter 'Dub' Taylor, Mary
neth MacDonald, Frank LaRue.
I
BETTY CO-ED, comedy; asso. prod., Jack Fier; dir.,
!
i Edward Dymtryk; no writing credits; camera, Franz
5

Planer.

?

Hilliard,

i

J
;
i
i

}
j
I
!
)

Cast:

Ruby

Keeler,

Ozzie

Nelson,

Harriet

Gordon Oliver, George Lessey, Byron Foulger,
Kathleen Howard, Leo Watson, Charles Judels, Don
Beddoe, Frank Gaby.
RICHEST MAN IN THE WORLD, formerly OBITVARY, comedy-drama; asso. prod.. Jack Fier; dir.,
Charles Barton; no writing credits; camera. Phillip
dir., Charle.>; Baid^n; no writing credits; camera, Phillip
Tannura. Cast: Frank Craven, Jimmy Dodd, Edgar
Buchanan, Eileen O'Hearn, Tom Dugan. George McKay,
Roger Pryor.
I WAS A PRISONER ON DEVIL'S ISLAND, drama;
asso. prod., Wallace MacDonald; dir.. Lew Landers; no
writing credits; camera, John Stumar. Cast: Donald
Woods, Sally Filers, Edward Ciannelli. Victor Kilian,
Charles Halton, John Tyrrell, Ed Laughton, Dick
Curtis, Lloyd Bridges, Stanley Brown.
ONE WAY STREET, drama; asso. prod., Irving
Briskin; dir., Robert Florey; no writing credits; camera,
George Meehan; cast: Anita Louise. Russell Hayden,
Noah Beery, Jr., George Cleveland, George McKay,
Charles Arnt, Ralph Peters, Frank Yaconelli, Dick
Fiske, John Harmon.

THE SON OF DAVY CROCKETT,

western; asso.

Hillyer; orig. by
Kline. Cast: Bill
Taylor, Don Curtis, Eddie

Leon Barsha; dir., Lambert
Lambert Hillyer; camera, Benjamin

prod.,

Elliott, Iris

Meredith,

Dub

Cobb.

Colombia Tlx In Production
comedy; asso. prod., Robert
Frank Strayer; no writing credits; camera,
Cast: Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake,
Larry Simms, Danny Mummert.
OUR WIFE, comedy; asso. prod, and dir., John Stahlj
original screenplay, Lillian Day, Lyon Mearson; camera,
Henry Sharpe. Cast: Ruth Hussey, Melvyn
Douglas, John Hubbard. Charles Coburn.
HEAVEN CAN WAIT, comedy; asso. prod;, Everett
Riskin; dir., Alexander Hall; no writing credits; camera,
Joseph Walker. Cast: Robert Montgomery, Rita Johnson, Claude Rains, James Gleason.
TILLIE THE TOILER, comedy; asso. prod., Robert

BLONDIE IN SOCIETY,

Sparks;

Henry

J. BIondell-R. Toung
e. R'oblnson-I. Luplno

98

7U

B. Elllott-D. Fay
W. neery-L. Barrymorc
P. Regan-B. Wheeler

«1
M)

J.

W

M
M
D
D

3/2C

Hcrsholt-F. Wray
G. Rogers-J. Stewart

«9

D. O'Keefc-F. KIce

CI
«1
S9

S.

Toler-S.

Ryan

Foran-P. Moran

D.

Chaney, Jr.-L. Alwlll
W. Morrls-O. Bradna

L.

W
W

R. DIx-P. Morlson
K. Taylor-W. Barrle
R. Rogers-G. Hayes
N. Kelly-H. Wllcoxon
R. Arlen-A. Devlne

iMI

RD

Sb
SO
68
«v

D

M
C

W. Lundlgan-N.

Wynn

WEEK OF RELEASE—4/11/41
(Col)
M
J. IIolt-M. Reynolds

The Great Swindle
Men of Boys Town (M-G) 4/9
Break the News (Mono)
1/8
Road to Zanzibar (Par)
3/12
The Devil and Miss Jones (RKO)
Sis Hopkins (Rep)
4/9

Clarence

Brown; screenplay, Hans Kafka; camera. Bill Daniels.
Ralph, Jay
Cast- Clark Gable. Rosalind Russell. Jessie
Novello, Rosina Gali, Peter Lorre, Keye Luke.

BARGAIN BASEMENT, comedy; asso. prod., Louis
K Sidney; dir., Charles Riesner; no writing credits;
camera, Charles Lawton. Cast: Marx Bros., Tony
Martin, Virginia Grey, Margaret Dumont.
THE GETAWAY, formerly THE ENEMY WITHIN,
drama; asso. prod., J. Walter Ruben; dir., Richard
Rosson; no writing credits; camera, Sid Wagner. Cast.
Robert Sterling, Donna Adams, Van Heflin, Charles
Winninger, Dan Dailey, Jr.
BARNACLE BILL, comedy-drama; asso. prod., Milton Bren; dir., Richard Thorpe; screenplay. Jack
Jevne; camera, Clyde DeVinna. Cast: Wallace Beery,
Virginia Weidler, Marjorie Main, Leo-CarriUo, Donald

4/9

D
CD
D
CD

Tracy-M. Rooney
M. Chevaller-J. Buchanan
Lamoiir

107

S.

72
8!)

B. Crosby-D.

92

MU

97

J.
J.

MU
WD

SS

B. Steele-B. Livingston
D. Barry-V. Carroll

90
84

C

84
102

W
W

Pals of the Pecos (Rep)
Two Gun Sheriff (Reo) 4/23
That Night In Rio (20th)
3/12
The Lady from Cheyenne (U) 4/2
Pot o' Gold (UA)
4/9
The Great Lie (WB)
4/9

D

Arthur-C. Cobnrn
Canova-B. Crosby

A. Faye-D.

Ameche

Young-R. Preston

L.

J. Stcwart-^P. Goddard
B. Davls-G. Brent

WEEK OF RELEASE—4/18/41
Penny Serenade (Col) 4/IS
Washington Melodrama (M-G)
4/23
Boosler Schoolboy (Mono) .6' 30/37
Tumbledown Ranch In Arizona (Mono)
Border Vigilantes (Par)
4/2
Robbers of the Range (RKO) 4/30
Rookies on Parade (Rep) 4/30
Ride on Vaquero (20th)
4/2
Model Wife (Vt
4/16
That uncertain Feeling (UA)
3/19

Meek.

Strange AUbl

Monogram

(WB)

D

Diinne-C. Grant
Morgan-A. Rutherford
M. Rooney-A. Nagel
King
W. Boyd-R. Hayden
60
T. Holt-V. Vale
6S
B. Crosby-M. Wilson

92
78
62

M

D

W
W
W
C
W

R. Corrlgan-J.

64
78

CD
D

D

4/30

I.

F.

61

Romero-M. Hughes

C.

BIondell-D.

J.

PoweU

8!)

M. Oberon-M. Douglas

63

A. Kennedy-J. Perry

WEEK OF RELEASE—1/25/41

Edmund Cobb.
THE OFFICER AND THE LADY, drama; asso. prod.,
:J
Leon Barsha; dir., Sam White; no writing credits;

western; asso.
Lambert Hillyer; no writing

Brown-F. Knight
B. Ahernc-K. Francis

WEEK OF RELEASE—4/4/41

I

HANDS ACROSS THE ROCKIES,

4/2

Knockout (WB)

THE UNIFORM,

formerly

Wbalen

Fonda-B. Stanwyck

II.

A. Mowbray-D. McBrlde

71
US

D
CD
D

3/2S

(ZOth)

ProducUon

Hunt Stromberg;

prod..

asso.

In

G. Bradlcy-M.

J.

C

3/Z6
Las Vegas Nights (Par)
Melody for Three (RKO)
3/S
5/4/38
Vivacious Lady (RKO)

ginia Weidler.

i

t

S!)

w
w

from the Lone Star (Col)
4/2
The Bad Man (M-G)

Nortta

Skelton.

.

^camera, George Meehan. Cast: Rochelle Hudson, Bruce
t Bennett, Roger Pryor, Sidney Blackmer, Oscar O'Shea,
j'Tom Kennedy.

9U

C

Bcllamy-M. Lindsay

R.

6i>

D

D
C
D

MEN FROM THE

Metro Pictures

6U

D

WEEK OF RELEASE—3/28/41

5

I?

M
W

Me Not on the Lone Prairie (U)
Man Who Lost Himself (U) 3/2S

Dury

S

;

3/12

E.

The Roundup (Par)
3/19
Repent at Leisure (RKO)
4/16
CITY, drama; asso. prod., Edwin In Old Cheyenne (Rep) 4/9
camera, Scotland Yard (20th)
4/9
Knopf; dir., Robert Sinclair; no writing credits;
Hunt, Vir- Mutiny In the ArcUc (U)
sid Wagner. Cast: Robert Sterling, Marsha
A Shot In the Dark (WB)

Carroll,

WASHINGTON, formerly SENATE

?AGE BOYS, drama;

,

BLOSSOMS

drama; asso. prod., Irving Asher; dir., Mervyn LeRoy; based on orig. by Ralph
Wheelwright; camera, Karl Freund. Cast: Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon, Marsha Hunt, Fay-Holden, Samuel
S. Hinds, George Lessey.
DR. JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE (1941-42), drama;
based
asso. prod., Victor Saville; dir., Victor Fleming;
on orig. by Robert Louis Stevenson; camera, Joseph
Cast: Spencer Tracy, Ingrid Bergman,
Ruttenberg.
Lana Turner, Donald Crisp.
LOVE CRAZY, comedy; asso. prod., Pandro Berman;
dir Jack Cummings; no writing credits; camera, Ray
June. Cast: William Powell, Myrna Loy.
LADY BE GOOD, musical; asso. prod., Arthur Freed;
prodir, Norman McLeod; from the George Gershwin
duction; camera, George Folsey. Cast: Eleanor Powell,
Lionel Barry more, Robert Young, Ann Sothern, John

lowell, Addison Richards.
'

MV—

1

Rogers; dir., Richard Wallace; screenplay, Harry
Kenneth Karl, Curtis Kenyon; camera, Henry
Cast: Franchot Tone, Joan Bennett, Eve
wrden, John Hubbard, Thurston Hall, Pierre Watkin,
Villiam Tracy, Almira Sessions, Grady Sutton.
HER FIRST BEAU, comedy-drama; asso. prod., B. B.
Cahane; dir., J. Theodore Reed; screenplay, Gladys
.ehmsn, Karen DeWolf; story by Florence Ryerson,
Cast: Jackie
:olin Clement; camera, George Meehan.
Jane Withers, Edith Fellows; Josephme
hooper.
iutchinson, William Tracy. Martha O'Driscoll. Edgar

^

C—

M—

D—

W—

13
13
47
4
64
Totals
Pictures in culling rooms or awaiting release

SHE
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CHART

FILM BOOKING

Advance Production Chart

May

Prom.

Com-

40-41

pletnl

Features

'

26

Westerns 16

Shoot- Now
InK Cutting
0
1
1
1

23
11

To B« Comn.
Shot
2
3

Shoot.
41-42

41-42
0
0

5.0

34
2
1
42
Totals
Pictures in cutting rooms or awaiting release:

ROAB OF THE

PRESS, formerly

WIDOWS OF

Singing Hill (Rep)
Inspector Hornleigh Goes to
Flame of New Orleans (U)

comedy-drama; asso. prod., Scott Dunlap;
Phil Rosen; orig. by Al Bloch; screenplay, Alfred
Duffy; camera, Harry Neumann. Cast: Jean Parker,
Wallace Ford, Jed Prouty.

THE PRESS,

THE INVISIBLE GHOST, formerly THE MANIAC,
THE PHANTOM KILLER, meller; asso. prod.,

dir., Joseph Lewis; screenplay, Helen
and Al Martin; camera. Marcel LePicard. Cast: Bela
Lugosi, Polly Ann Young, John McGuire.
KING OF THE ZOMBIES, drama; asso. prod., Linds
ley Parsons; dir., Jean Yarborough; screenplay, Ed
mund Kelso; camera. Mack Stengler. Cast: Mantan
Moreland, Joan Woodbury, Henry Victor, Dick Purcell.
BEDHEAD, drama; I. E. Chadwick production; dir.,
Edward Cahn; screenplay, Mrs. Wallace Reid and Conrad Seller; camera, Andre Barlatier. Cast: June Lang,
Johnny Downs, Eric Blore.

Sam Katzman;

They Dare Not Love

(Col)

D
D
D

4/30

75
76

W

Young

Park»r-W. Ford

Wayne-O. Munson

G. Autry-S. Burnette
G. Harker-P. Calvert

61
90

M. Scott-G. Brent
L. |Barrymore-L.
T. KItter

Ayres

McCrca-E. Drew

1.

C

K. Hcpburn-C. Grant

C

J.

W

D

Clydc-E. Foy, Jr.
R. Rogcrs-G. Hayes
H. Herbert-G. Sondergaard

70

D

E. Albert-J. Leslie

Her First Beau (Col)
S/7
Love Crazy (M-G)
House of Mystery (Mono)

ProducUon

prod.,

CD

/

J.

Cooper-J. Withers

W. PoweU-M. Loy

D

K. Kent-J. Kelly
A. Jones-S. Foster

Gay Vagabond (Rep)
Great American Broadcast
ASecUonately Yours (WB)

C

R.

.

(20th) 4/30
5/7

WEEK OF

M

D

D

Kams-R. Donnelly

90

A. Fayc-J. Payne

82

M. Oberon-D. Morgan

RELEAS&-5/16/41

Knew All the Answers (Col)
Walt for You (M-G)
Redhead (Mono)
She
I'll

One Night In Lisbon (Par)
Desert Bandits (Rep)

Singapore

Jones.

76

C

There's Magic In Music (Par)

Lindsley Parsons; dir., Jean Yarborough; screenplay, Cowboy and the Blonde (20th)
4/23
Edmund Kelso; camera. Mack Stengle. Cast: Frankie Prisoner of Zenda (UA) 9/1/37
Darro, Mantan Moreland, Jackie Moran, Keye Luke, Tom Sawyer (UA) 2/16/38

Mae

B. Lugosl-P.
J.

WEEK OF RELEASE—5/9/41

western; asso. prod., George
Weeks; dfr., S. Roy Luby; screenplay, Earle Snell; camCast: Ray Corrigan, John King,
era, Robert Cline.
Max Terhune, Gwen Gaze, Forrest Taylor, George
Chesebro, Frank Ellis, Jack Holmes.

Marcia

73

M

;

WRANGLERS' ROOST,

asso.

(20tb)

Garland-J. Stewart

J.

R. Arlen-J. Parker
J.

W
It

N. Gray-A. Baxter
O. Kniger-G. Dickson

M. O'Hara-G. Raymond

D

People vs. Klldare (M-G)
S/7
The Pioneers (Mono)
Reaching for the Sun (Par)
4/9
Up Baby (RKO)
&
Country Fair (Rep)
\
Sheilff of Tombstone (Rep) *^
Black Cat lU) 4/30
Thieves Fall Out (WB)

THE PIONEERS, western; asso. prod., Edward Findir., Al Herman; screenplay, Charles Andersen;
camera. Marcel LePicard. Cast: Tex Ritter, Slim Andrews, Red Foley, Wanda McKay.

comedy;

lis

MU

Brlnginc

ney;

THE GANG'S ALL HERE,

lib
63
72

CD
D

D 78 M. DIetrlch-B. Cabot
D 128 V. I.eigh-L. Olivier
D 83 H. Bogart-S. Sidney
WEEK OF RELEASE-5/2/41

formerly

in

69

MU
M

4/30
That Hamilton Woman.' (UA)
3/26
Wagons Roll at Nt'ht (WB) 4/30

dir.,

Monogram Pix Now

D
D

Under Age (Col)
The Big Boss (Col)
Zlcgfeld Girl (M-G)
4/23
The Invisible Ghost (Mono)
Roar of the Press (Mono)
Power Dive (Par) 4/9
They Met in Argentina '(RKO)
Lady From Louisiana (Rep)

Woman (WB)

C

Bennett-F. Tone
M. Hunt-V. Weidler

J.

D
C
C

J.

Lang-J.

Downs

M. Carroll-F. MacMurray
D. Barry-L. Merrick
M. Hughes-G. Montgomery
M. Carroll-R. Colman

W

KD
RD
CD
D

«8
100
93

T. Kelly-E. Patterson
B. Marshall-D. Bruce

WEEK OF RELEASE—5/23/41

dir.,

Freulich.

Paramonnt

.

Sparks; dir., Sidney Salkow; no writing credits; camera,
Phil Tannura.
Cast; Kay Harris, William Tracy,
Daphne Pollard, George Watts, Jack Arnold, Benny
Bartlett
•

Prom.

Com-

Shoot-

40-41

pleted

Inic

Studios
29
H. Sherman

28

9

8

Stlllman 2
G. Markey 1
FIc. Corp.

1

of Am.
Fleischer

1

Now
Catting

Naval Academy (Col)
A Woman's Face (M-G) S/7
King of the Zombies (Mono)
.

To Be Comp. Shoot.
Shot

41-42

3

Scattergood Pulls the Strings (RKO)
Angels With Broken Wings (Rep)
Saddlcmates (Rep)

Great

Commandment

-

Coin-

40-41,1 pirtoil

shoot- Now
Ine CutlliiK

1

Adventure In Washington (Col)
The Get-Away (M-G)
Caught In the Draft (Par)

.

Saint's Vacatton

THE NEW YORKERS,
'I'M

nc Comp.

Shot

10

41-42

Slioot.

41-42

Features 50 \\ 40
4
9
8
Pictures in cuiting room or awaiting release
A WOMAN'S FACE, drama; asso. prod.. Victor SaGeorge Cpkor; no writing credits; camera.

ville; dir.,

D
D

M
C

D

WU
C

D

F.
105

J.
'

Bartholomew-J( Lydon
Crawford-M. Douglas

D. Purcell-J. Woodbury
G. KIbbee-D. Trout
G. Roland-B. Barnes
3 Mesqultcers
J.

Beai-M. Moscovlch

R. VaUee-H. Parrlsh
L. Patrlck-R.

Toomey

WEEK OF RELEASE—5/30/41

comedy-drama;

prod.,

6

Paul

dir., Preston Sturges; script, Preston Sturges;
camera, Victor Milner. Cast: William Powell, Ellen
Drew, Raymond Walburn, William Demarest, Alexander Carr, Ernest Truex, Franklin Pangborn.
SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS, drama; in Technicolor;
asso. prod.. Jack Moss: dir., Henry Hathaway; orig.,
(Continued on page 20)

(RKO)

Snnny (RKO)
Blood and Sand (20th)
In the Navy (U)
Million

DolUr Baby (WB)

D
D
C

M
MU

D
C
CD

V. Bruce-H.'MarshaU
R. Stcrllng-D. Adams
B. Hope-D. Lamour
S. Grey-H. Sinclair
A. Neagle-R. Bolger
L. Darnell-T. Power

Abbott-CosUlIo
P. Lane-J.

Lynn

WEEK OF RELEASE—6/6/41

Jones;
Prom.

(20th)

Too Many Blondes (U)
The Nurse's Secret (WB)

Morros-

Totals
44
39
2
7
2
5
Pictures in cutting rooms or awaiting release:

Metro

41-49

Kid (M-G)
Wrangler's Roost (Mono)
Pirates on Horseback (Par)
Reluctant Dragon (RKO)
Cyclone on Horseback (RKO)
For Beauty's Sake (20th)
Men of the TImberlands (U)
Billy the

W
W
W
W
CD
M

R. Taylor-B. Donlcvy
R. Corrlgan-J. King

W. Boyd-R. Hayden
Disney Cartoon
T. Holt-B.

WhIUey

M. Wenver-N. Sparks
R. Arlen-A. Devlne

Wednesday, May

7,

1941

THE
PICTURE
THEY'RE

TALKING
ABOUT!

Screen Ploy by
Donald Ogd^n Stewart

and

EllloH Paul

DIraclid by

.

OEOROE CUKOR
Produced by
VICTOR SAVILie

AN M-O-M PICTURE
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PICTURES
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Advance Production Chart

Film

Reviews

^Continued from

(Continued from page 18)
Harold Bell Wright; screenplay, Grover Jones and
Stuart Anthony; camera, Charles Lang, Duke Green.
Cast: John Wayne, Betty Field, Harry Carey, James
Barton, John Qualen, Billy Gilbert, Ward Bond, Beulah Bondi. Marjorie Main, Samuel S. Hinds, Tom Fadden, Dorothy Adams, John Harmon, Carl- Knowles.

PIRATES ON HORSEBACK, western; Harry Sherman, prod.; dir., Leslie Selander, screenplay, Ethel
LaBlanche and J. Benton Cheney; camera, Russell
Harlan. Cast: William Boyd, Russell Hayden, Andy
Clyde, Eleanor Stewart, Morris Ankrum.

NEW YORK town'

drama;

(1941-42),

asso. prod.,

Charles Vidor; screenplay, Jo
Swerling and S. Lewis Meltzer, based on story by Jo
Cast; Fred
Swerling; camera, Charles Schoenbaum.
MacMurray, Mary Martin, Robert Preston, Lynn Overman, Akim Taniiroff, Betty Brewer, Eric Blore, Grace
Hayle.
WIDE OPEN TOWN, formerly MEN OF ACTION,
westen; Harry Sherman production; dir., Lesley Selander; screenplay, J. Benton Cheney; camera, Russell
Cast: William Boyd, Russell Hayden, Andy
Harlan.
Clyde, Morris Ankrum, Evelyn Bretft, Bernice Kay,
Victor Jory, Glenn Strange, Roy Bancroft, Bob Kortman, Ed Cassidy, Ken Harlan, C. Cleveland, Frank
Darien, Jock Rockwell.

Anthony

•

Veiller;

dir.,

KISS THE BOYS GOODBYE^ comedy-drama;
LeBaron;

William

prod.,

Victor

dir.,

asso.

Schcrtzinger;

Tugend and Dwight Taylor; from
Cast:
play by Clare Boothe; camera, Ted Tetzlaff.
Mary Martin, Don Ameche, Eddie Anderson, Oscar
Levant, Raymond Walburn, Jerome Cowan, Barbara
Jo Allen, Virginia Dale,. Elizabeth Patterson, Minor
screenplay, Harry

Watson.

SKYLARK

(1941-42),

comedy;

Mark

asso. prod. -dir.,

Sandrich; no writing credits; camera, Charles Lang.
Cast: Claudette Colbert, Ray Milland, Brian Aherne,
Binnie Barnes, Walter Abel, Ernest Cossart, Grant Mitchell, Mona Barrie, James Rennie, Virginia Sale, Fritz
Feld.

IN LISBON, drama; asso. prod, and
Griffith; screenplay, Virginia Van Upp,

ONE NIGHT
dir.,

Edward H.

based on play by John Van Druten; camera, Bert
Glennon. Cast: Madeleine Carroll, Fred MacMurray,
Patricia Morison, Dame May Whitty.
CAUGHT IN THE DRAFT, comedy; asso, prod., B. G.
DeSylva; dir., David Butler; no writing credits; camCasti Bob Hope, Dorothy
era, Charles Schoenbaum.
Lamour, Eddie Bracken, Lynn Overman, Clarence
Kolb, Paul Hurst, Arthur Loft, Murray Alper, Pat

John Loder,

West.

THE GREAT MAN'S LADY,

WOMAN

formerly

PIONEER

William A.
Wellman; screenplay, W. L. River; camera, William
Mellor. Cast: Barbara SUnwyck, Joel McCrea, Brian
Donlevy, Lloyd Corrigan, Paul Hurst, Etta McDaniel.
LITTLE
MISS
formerly
WEST POINT WIDOW,
MUFFET, comedy; asso. prod.. "Sol C. Siegel; dir.,
Robert Siodmak; screenplay, F. Hugh Herbert and
Hans Kraly; camera, Theodor Sparkuhl. Cast: Anne
Shirley, Richard Carlson, Richard Denning, Archie
(1941-42),

drama;

asso. prod-dir.,

,

Twitchell. Martha O'Drlscoll.

NIGHT OF JANUARY 1«TH

,

drama; asso.
prod., Sol C. Siegel: dir., William Clemens; screenplay,
belmar Daves, Robert Pirosh, Eve Greene; camera,
John Mescall. Cast: Ellen Drew, Robert Preston, Nils
Asther, Donald Douglas, Roy Gordon, Margaret Hayes,
Clarence Kolb, Harry Hayden, Edwin Stanley,- Paul
Stanton, Willard Robertson, James Flavin, Georges
Renavent, Paul Irving, Cecil Kellaway. Jean Phillips,
Barry A. Bailey, Broderick O'Farrell, J. W. Johnston,
Jack Richardson, Hayden Stevenson, Alice White,
Keith Richards. Rod Cameron, George Guhl, Byron
Foulger, Eric Wilton,
Sam Ash, Pop Byron.

Norman

(1941-42),

Ainsley,

Gus Glassmire,

(1941-42),

drama;

asso. prod.,

Dekker, Sheldon Leonaifd, Barbara Allen, Edward
Brophy, Warren Hymer, Horace MacMahon, Olin Howland, Richard. Clarke, Rod Cameron, Pierre Watkin,
Si Jenkf
FORCED LANDING (Picture Corp. of America),
meller; prods.. Bill Pine and Bill Thomas; dir.,
.

Gordon Wiles: orig. story, and screenplay. Maxwell
Shane and Edward Churchill; camera, John Alton.
Cast: Richard Arlen, Eva Gabor, J. CarVol Naish. Nils
Aslher, Evelyn Brent, Mikhail Rasumny, John Miljan,
Victor Varconi, Bobby Dillon, John Gallaudet.
Paramount Pix

Now

In

I

Til Ito <'<inii>

41-41
2

4I-4V

Shut

CiiltliiK

liiK

Sltfint.

32

Studio

Westerns

4

Play's the

Thine

0

H. Lloyd
Stephens-

1

"

Laoff

3
0

0
0

W. Disney
Totals

52

Samuel Goldwyn

40

3

(ljl41-42)

1

objectionable is a
credit to the delicacy with which
they are handled by everyone concerned with the picture's making.
A clever parallel is drawn between
the difficulties of the bridegroom and
a pair of rare bugs in tlic professor's
laboratory.
The comedy has been modestly
produced from the standpoint Qf
budget. The cast, story and directioi)
are the important thing all being
igood. Sylvia Bataillc, and the ishowijirl. played by Germaine Aussey, are
iI„Vi^
both excellent lookers.

CITIZEN KANE, drama,

prod.,

story,

dir.,

Or.«on

(1941-42) (Techni
dir., Alfred Santell;

prod., Monte Bell;
screenplay, Frank Butler, Seena Owen, Lillie Hayward;
csmcra, Karl Slrus.';. Cast: Dorothy Lamour, Jon Hall,

—

prod.,

Arthur

Hornblow;

(1941-42),
Elliott

dir.,

_

las, (iurt-Bois.

HENRY ALDRICH FOR PRESIDENT, formerly,
HENRY FOR PRESIDENT, drama; asso. prod., Joseph
Sistrom; dir., Hugh Bennett; no writing credits; camera, John Mescall. Cast: Jimmy Lydon, Charles Smith,
June Preisser, Rod Cameron, Martha O'Driscoll, Mary
Anderson, Dorothy Pete.rspa, John Litel, Buddy Pepper,

Lucien

Littleflefd.

THE

BLUES (1941-42), musical; assoc,
BIRTH OF
prod., Monte Bell; dir., Victor Schertzinger; no \v;:iting
credits; camera, John Seitz. Cast: Bing Crosby, Mary

'

'

Ulrecleil

by

Wlllljim

llpauOlnc.

Oi-lKiinil
and Horoenpliiy. MiuLlii Mdiitioy;
(MiiK-rii.
Arthur Marilnclll: mii.u|<-al lUriT•
•
.MlMjlto Columbo: «(lltar. I5uy 'ninyi-r.

At sirnnd.

.jr.'

y

n.

iiroouiyn,

Uunnit-g iimc, us
Moiiisun

iiuni.

mins.
Nvii

capt.
iiim
K-uskoU...,

ii:imiii«n'
....Uiii-i» Day

victor \ari-iMil

,

<,'."i.

|

.

.

.

.

TOM, DICK AND HARRY, comedy:

a.'iso.

AGUILA BLANCA

prod.,

Robert Sisk; dir., -Gtarson Kanin: screenplay, Paul
Jerrico; camera, Merritt Gerstan. Caslr Ginger Rogers,
-

('While Ea^le')

(ARGENT 'S-MADE)
George Murphy, Alan Marshall, Burgess Meredith, Joe
Cunningham, Jane Seymour, Lenore Lonergan.
Buenos Aireis, May 1.
Keaproduction Rnd rploaye.
MY LIFE WITH CAROLINE, comedy; assoc. prod., T.iiniMom
Kranclsoo I'etrone. TiiWo rallliw.
William Hawks; dir., Lewis Milestone; play by George iMri'.H
'I'llo
Uoniito.
Felipe
r.dunrdo Ciittlnon.
Berrand and Louis Verneuil; adaptation by John Van Alonso and Marlnnn Marti. B»nc<l on mory
Druten; camera, Victor Milner. Cast: Ronald Colman, l)y ITantnndu Uodrkucii. Directed by CarItcvlewed at tbu
Anna Lee, Charles Winninger, Gilbert Roland, Hugh. ina IlUKO ChrlslenBPll.
UucnOB .Mrep.
O'Connell, Murray Alper, Matt Moore, Jeanine Crispin. Broadway,
A CERTAIN MR. SCRATCH, drama; prod., and dir.,
With an outdoor theme and trick,
William Dieterle; screenplay, Dan Totheroh; camera,
these parts,
Joseph August. Cast: Thomas Mitchell. Walter Huston, photography unusual in
Eagle'),
('White
James Craig, Anne Shirley, Simone Simon, Jane Dar- 'Aguila Blanca'
Carlos Hugo Christensen's newest for
well. Gene Lockhart, John Qualen.
deserves a better story but
Lumlton,
PARACHUTE BATTALION (1941-42), drama; asso. nevertheless manages to get by as'
prod., Howard Benedict; dir., Leslie Goodwins; screen- entertainment and is likely to have a
play, John Twist and Capt. Hugh Fite- camera, J. Roy
wide acceptance among Latin audiHunt. Cast: Robert Preston, Nancy Kelly, Edmond ences outside the Argentine.
O'Brien, Harry Carey, Buddy Ebsen, Paul Kelly, RichStory is set on a coastal sailing
ard Cromwell, Robert Barrett.
/
vessel captained by the owner (FranRKO Pix Now in Production
cisco Petrone). He doubts whether
BEFORE THE FACT (1941-42), drama; prod, dir., his son, Miguelito (Tito Alonso). is
Alfred Hitchcock; from the novel by Frances lies; of his own blood. Lad, a cabin boy
Cast: Cary Grant, Joan on board, is kicked around by his
camera, Harry Stradling.
Fontaine, Cedric Hardwicke, Nigel Bruce, Dame May father who is seeking an outlet for
Whitty. Isabel Jeans, Heather Angel, Auriol Lee.
his suspicious anger. Although his
THE DEVIL AND DANIEL WEBSTER, drama; prod.- wife swore on her deathbed that the
William Dieterle; asso. prod., Charles L. Glett; story by child was his, Petronc's suspicions
Stephen Vincent Benet; screenplay, Dan Totheroh; are further increased by the constant
camera, Joseph August. Cast: Thomas Mitchell, Walter needling of his quartermaster, who
Huston, James Craig, Anne Shirley, Jane Darwell, also loved the wife. Petrone, conSimone Simon, John Qualen, Gene Lockhart, Alex stantly seeking some sign from the
child, finally erases all doubt due to
Craig, Frank Conlan, Casey Johnson.
the boy's courage during a storm
SCATTERGOOD PULLS THE STRINGS, comedy; scene.
asso. prod., Jerrold Brandt; dir., Christy Cabanne
By the use of trick shots as well as
screenplay, Michael Simmons, from story by" Clarence
location scenes in a combination that
Budinglon Kelland; camera, Jack.McKenzie. Cast: Guy
rather unique in local films,
is
Kibbee, Dink Trout, Emma Dunn, Bobs Watson, Mildred
'Aguila Blanca' manages to achieve
Coles.
good results. The plot lacks intensity
CYCLONE ON HORSEBACK, western; a!:so. prod., and (ihristensen attempted to make
Bert Gilroy; dir., Edward Killy: screenplay, Norton S. up for its sketchiness with his storm
Parker. Morton (^rant; camera, Harry Wild. Cast: Tim scenes and by emphasis on the chil•

.

'

produced Class C action meller. Billing credits Martin Mooncy with the
'original' story and screenplay, but
that's a whimsical euphemism, for
the yarn is virtually a stencil of

various previous pictures about the
culprits trying to scuttle Uncle Sam's
rearmament drive. It's all pretty
tepid boxoffice material.

There's one novel touch to the
opus. That is, the Horatio Alger
sleuth apparently has chronic indigestion, for he takes pills after every
meal. 'That would seem to be dubious
romantic appeal, but maybe from
Hollywood's highly specialized viewpoint it's just an endearing human
:ouch.

Anyway, when Our Hero is on the
track of the villains who have caused
a series of fatal plane crashe.<;, his
ailment almost cooks his goose, as
the varmints slip a poisonous pill in
among his medicinal ones. However,
the gorgeous dame who Was supposed
to lure him to his doom is smitten by
true love and the story has a
felicitous fadeout when the chief spy
is killed in fawdo'wn (of all things)
an elevator shaft Surprise, surprise.
Whole thing is persistently routine
and good for little more than occasional lower-billing.
Production
and direction are adequate for requirements.
Neil Hamilton plays the hero with
professional informality, while Doris
Day is a decorative heroine, Victor
Varconi and Charles Wilson are
properly sinister as saboteurs and
Betty BIythe lends at least human
interest in a small supporting role.
.

Kobe.

SI

Ray Whitley. "Lasses White, dren in the picture. He handled the
camera with ease, continuity Is okay,
comedy-drama; asso. and virhile the balance is fair, the
dir.. Jack Hively; screehplay, Her- film is not as good as his nrevious
Adolpe Menjou, Gloria Swanson, 'El Ingles de Los Huesos' ('EnglishDesi Arnaz,' Florence Rice, Helen man of the Bones'), which set a new

YO FUERA RICA

Holt, Marjorie Reynolds,

('If I
(

FATHER TAKES A WIFE,
Le£

prod.,

John

Buenos

Cast:

Howard,

drama;

asso,

prod..

Cliff

Holmes.

(Goldwyn)

(1941-42).

drama;

William Wyler; screenplay, Lillian Hellman; camBette Davis, Richard Carlson,
Benton Reid, Dan Duryea,
Charles Dingle, Teresa Wright, Jessie Grayson, John
Marriott

era. Greg Toland. Cast:
Patricia. Collinge. Carl

Republic
Trom.
40-4

Features

Westerns
Serials

Coni-

Rliont-

Now

To

CutllnK

plelril

liie

26
30

22
24

1
1

4
3

4

3

1

0

li«

Slint

Cnnip.
41-44

5
5
0

Sliiiot.

41-4'J

0
0
0

Rich')

Aires.

because

FALSE RAPTURE

•

0

FAIR, comedy drama; asso! prod., Armand Schaefcr; dir,, Frank McDonald; orig. story. Jack
Townley; screenplay, Dorrell and Stuart McGowan;
camera, Ernie Miller. Cast: Myrtle Wiseman, Scott
Wiseman, Eddie Foy, Jr., Whitey Ford, Harold Peary,
Gwynn Williams, the Vass Family. June Clyde, Bill
Demarest, Ferris Taylor, Marc Lawrence.

SHERIFF OF TOMBSTONE,
and

dir.,

western;

Joseph Kane; original

story,

asso.

prod,

James Webb;

screenplay, Olive Cooper; camera, Bill Nobles. Cast:
Knojc, Sally Kayne,
Duffy Tilbury, Michael Morris, Harry Woods, Jay
Novello, Jack Ingram, Helen Gibson. Carl Sepulveda.

Roy Rogers, George Hayes. Elyse

Payne Johnson, June Muir, Boots Brown, Roy Bancroft.

THUNDER OVER THE OZARKS,

comedy drama;

prod., Armand Schaefer; dir., Nick Grinde;
screenplay, John Kraft, Mauri Grashin and Dorrell
and Stuart McGowan; orig.. Arthur Vernon Jones;
camera, Jack Marta. Cast: Weaver Bros, and Elviry,
Betty Jane Rhodes, John Arche>, Loretta Weaver,
George Ernest, Frank Sully, Kane Richmond.
asso.

DESERT BANDITS,

formerly

KANSAS CYCLONE,

western; a$so. prod., dir., George Sherman; no writing
Cast: Don Barry,
credits: camera, William Nobles.
Gillette, William Haade, Dick
(Continued on page 22)

Lynn Merrick, James

'

.

COUNTRY

1.

'Si
Yo Fuera Rica' ('If I Were
drew particular attention here
it marked the debut of Director Carlos Schlieper.
He and
script writer Antonio Zinny show
their desire to get off the beaten
track, but an uncertainty by the director is noticeable both in handling
the story and in the work of the cast.
Film Alliance release or AV.^Irer ('. My* Plot is given several novel twists but
crort production. Stam ():io Kracor, Marv
basically is well worn, and the mix.MiiEulrc:
features
Waller nilla.
.lolm
Woml. Jtcrle Wright. Olrccleil by Herbert ture of ingredients of social comedy,
D'renon.
Original and HCrecnplay by Dud- sentimentality
and police compliI.efille;
ley
camcm, CSunther Krainpr; cations are Latin flliji standbys.
Mlltor,
Lionel
Tunillnnnn.
At
O'ntral,
Story tells of a. young girl who
N. Y.. week of May :i, 1041. Runnlni: time,
at MIN».
loves a thief and becomes his acPolrov
Olio Kruger complice. After a robbery she tries
Tnnin
Marv Mafiulre to hide by getting a model's job and
Itoudinc
Waller Itlllu is
sent to a swank mountain sector
Karlo
John "KoaA
Mint Brown
Mnrle Wright hotel in company with the firm's
sales manager, who pretends to' be
This is being marqueed at the Cen her husband because it is good adtral on Broadway under an alternate vertising for the firm. Complications
title,
Secrets of Sin.' but whether set in when she falls in love with
'Secrets of Sin' or 'False Rapture,' another vacationer, and a triangle deit's
equally blah. Like something velops between the watchfulness of
buried when the camera was a toy her first heartache, her bug-hunting
and a theatre circuit consisted of 10 sales manager 'husband' and the rich
nickelodeons is this decayed Speci- vacationer. The girl steals a valuable
men. It should be immediately re- jewel from a millionairess in the
hotel on orders 'from her first sweetinterred.
Aside from ancient directorial and heart, but she's forgiven and everystory technique, it suffers from just thing ends well.
Schlieper shows enough to suggest
plain bad lighting and photography.
Indie made, it resembles a potage he'll probably improve with further
tossed together in a back-kitchen. work. Amanda Ledesma is charming
The light is never right to provide a and natural and while not as good as
sharp exposure and if it were, the in some previous Alms does well in a
lens being out of focus would blur couple of songs, Severo Fernandez
it anyway.
To top that, the print takes honors In a comic role and
now being used at the Central is so Billy Days, new actress on local
scratched and worn it looks like a screen, is pleasing. Sets and photography are good and music well
rehearsal for a blackout.
RavWith those obstacles to jump it handled.
V/ould take a lot better yarn than
Dudley Leslie has concocted to hold
interest. But add to that a story laid
DISHES
in
pre-war Russia, thickly interToronto, May 6.
spersed
with stock shots badly
Straw used for giveaway dishes
spliced in, and you really have somecaused a Are in the Bloordale thething. Yarn tells of a headwaiter in
flames
wheV^
'furnace
atre
here
a fancy joint who hides his lowly
calling from his daughter, only to reached out to igmle the pile in the
basement.
discover her in one of the restau

Rich')

\

Totals
62
49
3
7
10
0
Pictures in cutting rooms or awaiting release:

May

EFA production and relcaHe. Kcalaren
Aniani^a Ledesma. Sovero Fcrnnnde/., IOmpban SeiTador, Fellsn Mary. IVdro Mamlca,
Hilly
Days, Cnrloa UoulnKana. Bduardo
.Sandrlnl, Armando Ito and Kodnlfo Kocha.
Directed by Carlos Schlleper.
Kev-icwed at
the .Monumcnial, Uuonoa Alret^.

standard in Latin picts. Excellent
Reid; photography, especially scenic shots
dir.. Frank Woodruff; screenplay, Arjiaud d'Usseau, along the Delta del Parana and the
Richard Collings; camera, Nick Musucara. Cast: Den- Plate coast, drew exceptional notices.
Petrone is vigorous and natural in
nis O'Keefe, Judith Anderson, Frances Neal, Rank
Brooks, Mildred Coles, Eric Blore, Lee Bonnell, Marion a difficult part and the child stars,
Tito Alonso and Mariana Marti, are
Martin, Horace MacMahon
kid actors are unusual in Alms
DUDE COWBOY, (1941-42), we.stern: asso. prod., fine;
here. Sound, as in many Arcen'ine
Bert Gilroy; dir., David Howard; ho writing credits;
camera, Harry Wild. Cast: Tim' Holt, Marjorie Rey- pictures, is still too loud for c— ^''rt.
especially in storm scenes.
Ray.
nolds, Eddie Dew, 'Lasses White, Ray Whitley, Helen
Broderick.

LADY SCARFACE,

Were

ARGENTINE-MADE
(With Songs)

Marcus;

S.

bert Fields.

°

THE PARSON OF PANAMINT, western; Harry
Sherman production; dir., William McGann; orig. by
Peter B. Kyne; camera, Russell Harlan. Cast; Charles
Ruggles, Ellen Drew, Philip Terry, Joseph Schildkraut,
Porter Hall, Janet Beecher. Douglas Fowley; Paul
Hurst, Clem Bevans, Frank Puglia, Henry Kolker,
WORLD PREMIERE (1941-42), drama; asso. prod
Bert Clark; dir., Tez Tetzlaff; screenplay, Earl Felton
camera, Don Fapp. Cast: John Barrymore, Frances
Farmer, Ricardo (Sortez, Don Castle, Richard Denning,
Eugene Pallette, Cliff Nazarro, Martha O'Driscoll, Vir
ginia Dale, Fritz Feld, Luis Alberni, Sig Rumann, Eliza
beth Dow, William Wright.

i

'

comedy
Nugent

Grant Mitchell, Rose Hobart, Catherine Doucet, William
Wright, Mary Forbes, Helene Millard, Clarence Kolb,
Leon Belasco.
HOLD BACK THE DAWN (1941-42), drama; asso
prod., Arthur Hornblow; dir., Mitchell Leisen; screenplay, Ketti Frings; camera. Leo Tover. Cast: Charles
Boyer, Olivia dc Havilland, Paulette' Goddard, Walter
Abel. Victor Francen, Rosemary De Camp, Don Doug

I

charics wiis.m
u^,,,,,. i,,,,,^
Cast: Orson Welles,
camera, Gregg Toland.
World Pictures, which handled nenrv oroKory
UficKu farU-nm
Comingore, Ruth Warrick, Jo.seph Cotton
i.yi.i.;iioii
'Grand Illusion' and 'Pearls of theli-hmit
Everett Sloane, Richard Baer.
l.^anl< shann.m
Uaminond
Crown." other French lictures that
nctly Hlylho
SUNNY, musical; producer-director. Herbert Wilcox; clicked in this country, is dis llnbbK.
Gerald olIviT .<iiillli.
book. and lyrics by Otto Harbach and Oscar Hammer- tribuling, film being bi'ou.nht in here O.X.
I'rank .Moi-an
stein 11; music, Jerome Kern; camera, Rus.scll Metty. bec7u<!e no key houses are available
Milt.
Cast: Anna Neagle, Ray Bolgcr, John Carroll, Edward in N. Y.
Still another gang of saboteurs are
E. Horton, Helen Westley, Frieda Incscort, .Grace Hartthe 'Federal Fugitives' of this indieman, Paul Hartman, Benny Rubin.

Welles;

Francis MacDonald.

NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH

Wllfan.
I

Dorothy

Rita Shaw. Katherine DeMille, Fritz
Lieber, William Edmunds, Philip Reed, Noble Johnson

screenplay, James Montgomery; camera, Charles Lang
Bob Hope, Paulette Goddard, Edward Arnold
Cast:
Glenn Anders, Helen Vinson, Leif Ericson, Willie Best,

Corii.
ri'lou^i.
IlolonBlng
i.f
rriiilurdK
ImiiiKl- II. Diitcliollor produi'lliin (Jnhn '1°.
IJ'ealuros
Ndl tliiinllt'oylc,
procurer).
Victor Voronul. ('l):irli-3
ItorlB Uay.
lon.

;

Lynn Overman,

asso.

FEDERAL FUGITIVES

I

I

Pictures in cutting rooms or awaiting release:

Herb.

become

dir.,

ALOMA OF THE SOUTH SEAS
asso.

advice from a

Now

Slioul-

12s

woman willi whom he
had his one and only affair are right
on the border line.. That they never Maguire his daughter.
great

RKO-Radio
roin-

I'rom,
40-41

p.-ice

tlie finan'"''"l"-'' Private rooms wiih
j^^^j
money to buy
^^^^
the place.
Undcr.the circumstances the aclinx
is rather good, with Otto Kriiger as
the ambitious towel-toler and Mary

:

I

THE LITTLE FOXES

Production

n^^C^^^i^^tt or N<>urlvw<>rl
iNewiywea
Conressions

Jack Teagarden orch.

ter) Anderson,

Dennis Moore.

BUY ME THAT TOWN

Sol C. Siegel; dir., Eugene Forde; screenplay, Gordon
Kahn, based on a story by Harry A Gourfain, Murray
Boltinoff and Martin Rackin; camera-, Theodor Sparkuhl.
Cast: Lloyd Nolan, Constahce Moore, Albert

color);

Martin. Brian Donlevy, Carolyn Lee, Eddie (Roches-

1941

7,

HOT

-

BE SURE lu ASK FOR THE FREE MUSICAL SOUND-TRACK. TRAILER—
-

AND THE SENSATIONAUY

DIFFERENT

WARNER

TRAILERI

"

I

PICTURES
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Advance Production Chart

7,

1941

WB's New Sales Policy
^continued from page

(Continued from page 20)
Wessel. Robert Strange, Jim Corey, Merrill McCormick, Tom Chatterton, Tom Ewell, Ernie Stanton.

ANGELS WITH BROKEN WINGS,

drama;

asso.

prod., Albert J. Cohen; dir., Bernard Vorhaus; screenplay. George Carleton Brown and Bradford Ropes;
camera, Ernie Miller. Cast: Binnie Barnes, Edward
Norris, Gilbert Roland, Jane Frazee, Marilyn Hare,

Lois Ranson, Leni Lynn, Katherine Alexander,
Lee, Billy Gilbert, Leo Gorcey.

William Henry, 'June Storey, J. Edward Bromberg,
Charles Halton, Perc Launders.
LAST OF THE DUANES, drama; asso. prod., Sol M.
Wurtzel; dir., James Tingling; story by Zane Grey;
camera, Charles Clarke.
Cast: George Montgomery,
Lynne Roberts, Eve Arden. Francis Ford, George Stone,
Joseph Sawyer, Truman Bradley.

Mary

Goldwyn

1

1

Selznick

2

0

Wanger

4

2

Hazlett.

Chaplin

1

1

Roach
Korda

5
3

4

1

0
0

Ed. Small
I
LesserLubitsch 2

1

1
1

0
0

2

0

0

A GAT VAGABOND,
Robert North;

Ewart

don\estic drama; asso. prod.,

William Morgan; orig. screenplay,
and Taylor Caven; camera. Bud
Roscoe Karns, Ruth Donnelly, Lynn

dir.,

Adamson

Thackery. Cast:
Merrick, Rod Bacon, Margaret Hamilton,
Truex,
Carol
Adams, Bernadine Hayes,

Ernest
Gloria

.

Franklin.

Now

Republic Fix

in Prodnctlon

PUDDIN' HEAD, comedy; asso. prod., Albert J.
Cohen; dir., Joseph Santley; no writing credits; camera, Jack Marta. Cast: Judy Canova. Francis Leclerer,
Eddie Foy, Jr., Slim Summerville, Alma Krueger.

NEVADA CITY, western; asso. prod., and dir.,
Kane; no writing credits; camera, William
Nobles. Cast: Roy Rogers, George Hayes, Sally Payne,
Billy Lee, George Cleveland, Joseph Crehan, Fred
Kohler, Jr., Pierre Watkin, Jack Ingram, Rex Lease.
JUNGLE GIRL, serial; asso. prod., p. S. Brown, Jr^
No writing
dir., William Witney and Jack English.
Cast: Frances Gifcredits; camera, Reggie Lanning.
ford,- Tom Neal, Eddie Acuff, Tommy Cook, Al Taylor, Bud Geary, Frank Lackteen, Bob Barron, Kikume,
Ken TarrelL

Joseph

I

mm.

Ciimplrlrd

40-41

LoewLewin

Now

SlKHlt

0
0
0

0
0

.

1

To

CuKlllK
0
0
0
0

\\r

tillllt

Cnmn.
41-42

•

1

0
0
0
0

A's. He explains that the B's are to
stand entirely on their own arid that,
in turn, this removes the ceiling on

0

0

the. A's

0

0

bilities

so far as marketing possiare concerned.

Sgt. York' to TeeoS
2
3

0

0

1

Bronston

1
1

0

0
0

0

1

0
0
0

0

1

0
0

0

R. Rowl'd
Pascal

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

James
Roosevelt
Gloria

1

Pics.

ToUls

number than the market
dcmcnds and that the present plan
is not to sell any of them with the

0

.

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

28

17

2

1

6

1

Pointing to "Sergeant York," a topouagc.er mat win oe sold as a '41-42
Sears asserts that no other
piciure will be sold with it and tnai
inus it is in no way limited in obpic. are.

taining a maximum numoer of cunii'acis at term;, in accordance with
lU own boxoiiice value. This may
uc the first lilm from Warners to be
sold under the decree.
second
and a third will probably follow,
c:iso to be sold separately.

A

Total sold 22.
Five cancelled.
1 to release for '40-41.
Pictures in cutting rooms or awaiting release:

develop when WB gets into selling
under the decree, the Warner distribution boss indicates.
Accountants, clerks, tabulators and other
workers will also be necessary.

moved.

greater in

0

2
2

topflight pictuie, so far cs Warners
be reis concerned this fear may

Emphasizing that with Warners
the 'A' pictures, which will constitute
the majority of the 1941-42 program,
afe to come first. Sears states that
the B's to be made are to be no

United Artists

SADDLEMATES, western; asso. prod., Lou Grey;
dir., Les Orlebeck; no writing credits; camera, Bud
Thankery. Cast: Bob Livingston, Bob Steele, Rufe
Davis, Gale Storm, Cornelius Keefe. Forbes Murray,
Peter George Lynn, Glenn Strange, Marty Fausi, Billy

which, in their opinion, would
make it necessary for them to take
three weakics in order to get one
live

no delined policy laid down
BROADWAY LIMITED, drama; Hal Roach prod so With
lar as seiiing u concernea, exccp,.
Gordon Douglas; screenplay Rian James; camera.
Norbert Brodine. Cast: Victor MacLaglen, Marjorie inaL Warners is not going to marKc.
Woodworth, Dennis O'Keefe, PaUy Kelly, ZaSu Pitts films only in baskets of live, as otners
Leonid Kinsky, George E. Stone.
seem to be planning to do, the com•

dir.,

Need Plenty

o'

Room

Pointing out the number of conbe many times the 10,000
or 11,000 now handled on a season,
because of selling in groups-of-flve
or less, Sears announces that he has
already ordered over $4,000 worth of
equipment, including machines, files,
forms, etc., just for the h.o. He assigned his top men in the contract
department to present the problem
to business machines' people and sit
down to arrange for the proper
equipment.
Additional equipment
will also probably be needed for the
exchanges. So far as forms are contracts will

cerned, as well as bookkeeping and
clerking,
the other

WB

will need more than
majors since it is not regroups of five

stricting itself to only
at a time.

Enjoying one of the best seasons It
has ever had, with gross weekly
rentals away up, Warners has close
to 11,000 contracts in for the current
year's ('40-41) product. In order to
handle the vast number of contracts
that will come under the decree, as
well as provide room for additional
h.o. manpower, the distribution department is taking over a considerable amount of extra space at its

pany may sell two at a time, or three New York headquarters.
or lour, as they are ready or as Uiey
Tradeshowinc
shape up for best merchandising. It
Thought has been given in a premay, on occasion, also make up a
iLrman'f'IflTy' GUblrt.^""*''
group of five but, in all probability, liminary way to the screening of
UA Pictures In Production
that will be the exception rather product in accordance with the decree's provisions that this must be
Alexander Korda than the rule. Sears points to the done before films are
nrSflSfn'^*!,*
offered for sale.
production;
dir., Julian Duvlvier; screenplay,
Ladislaus fact that the company may have five WB will
Bus-Fekete; camera, George Barnes.
probably rent theatres or
Cast: Merle B's and that putting them all toGotten, Hans J^ray! gether tor accounts, notably the dou- use their own, where practical, to
•'°^^P'^
r^^S"*!,^'^ ^^l^^'h
"^"•'l-y' Sara ble-bill theatres, would prove prac- tradeshow the 'A' pictures but felt
AS,'Bfl]y"R?;.'"
that perhaps the B's can be screened
ticable in certain cases.
INTERNATIONAL LADY, formerlv G-MEN np
btating that much more per pic- satisfactorily in projections rooms in
exchanges
SS2^.^~"a7'*^JK. "Ml-42). meller; Edward Small ture will be.spent on the 194i-42 i«a- in private or where not having them
quarters that are rented.
son
tnis
tnan
year,
the
Warner
saies
^^ct-^S^^^J"*
Massey, George Brent, Basil
On the big pictures, Sears' thought
cnief adds that the studio is shooting
Rathbone
foi a large number of 'A' features, is to arrange to go into theatres for
previews
such
as done on the Coast
~p'erhaps ;iu to 'ii but may turn out
only around 10 in the 'B' division. in advance of release and frequently
Uni?ersal
The 'B's' are going to be desirable on .sneaks in the east not far from
N.
Y.
City.
Another
possibility is to
from the studio and sales viewpoint
PnMB.
ComShoot- Now
To Ho Comn. Shoot. only
in ratio to the need for tilling take one of their own houses, such
40-41
pitted
il« Cnttlnc
_
Shot 41-4i 41-4S
Featnres 40
as the Broadway Strand on the final
40
5
9
2 market requirements.
Arlen-Devlne
day of a run and throw In a decreeBecause a system is being set up
Actions 7
4
0
2
marketing picture for the exhibitors
to meet the exigencies of the new
Westerns' 7
5
0
0
wishing to see it before making deals.
Frank
selling system in the domestic marSears has not reached any decision
Lloyd
1
3
ket under the decree, Warners is also
0
0
Serials
4
4
0
seriously considering application of so far as a convention on a national
0
the same mode of selling for Canada basis or regionals are concerned but
Totals
61
54
5
6
5
as well as Hawaii, last-mentioned is mulling several ideas. One of these
Pictures in cutting rooms or a'Waiting
is for himself, Leserman, Haines and
releaseserviced from San Francisco.

NEW WINE

(1941-42), musical; asso. prod Dr William Sekely; dir., Rheinhold Scheunzel;
original by
Ladislaus Bus-Fekete; camera. John Mescal.

20lh Century-Fox

,

Cast:

Prom.

Com-

40-41

pitted

Shoot- Now
|D( Cutllns
4
6

To B« Comp. Shoot.
41-42

Shot

41-42

1

•
0
48
FeatDrcs 52
Pictures in cutting rooms or awaiting release:

FOR BEAUTY'S SAKE, comedy-drama:

prod.,
play,

Luclen

Wanda
Hubbard: dir, Shepard Traube; screen
Tuchok. Ethel Hill, Walter Bullock: camera, Charles
Clarke. Cast: Ted North, Marjorie Weaver, Richard
t,ane, Lenita Lane. Ned Sparks, Joan Davis. Pierre
Watkin.

A VERY YOUNG LADY,

comedy drama;

asso.

prod,

Robert Kane; dir., Harold Schuster; no writing credits:
camera, Edward Cronjager. Cast: Jane Withers, Nancy
Kelly, John Sutton, Richard Clayton, Janet Beecher,
June Carlson, Charles Halton.

THE COWBOY AND THE BLONDE;- comedyr asso.
Ralph Dietrich and Walter Morosco; dir., Ray
McCarey; orig. by Walter Bullock and William Brent;
screenplay, Walter Bullock: camera, Charles Clarke.
Cast: Mary Beth Hughes, George Montgomery, Alan
Mowbray, Fuzzy Kni^t, Minerva Urecal.
prods.,

BLOOD AND SAND,

drama

(in Technicolor); asso.

Robert T. Kane; dir., Rouben Mamoulian;
Joe Swerling; camera, Ernest Palmer and Ray Rennahan. Cast: Tyrone Power, Linda Darnell, Laird Cregar.
John Carradine, Rita Hayworth, Nazimova, J. Carrol
Nai^, Lynn Bari, Monty Banks.
prod.,

THE GREAT AMERICAN BROADCAST, comedy
drama; asso. prod., Kenneth Macgowan; dir., Archie
Mayo; screenplay, Don Epplinger, Edwin Blum, Robert
Ellis, Helen Logan; camera, Leon Shamroy. CZast: Alice
Faye, John Payne, Osar Romero, Jack Oakie, Mary
Beth Hughes, Wiere Brothers, the Four Ink Spots.
THE BRIDE WORE CRUTCHES, comedy drama;
asso. prod., Lucian Hubbard; dir., Shepaid Traube;
Bcreenplay, E. E. Verdier, from original by E. E, Verdier and Alan Drady; camera, Charles Clarke. Cast:
Lynne Roberts, Ted North, Edgar Kennedy, Robert
Armstrong, Lionel Stander, Richard Lane, Grant Mitchell, Harry Tyler, Edmund MacDonald.
THE GREAT COMMANDMENT, drama; prod., John
P. Coyle; asso. prod.. Rev. James K. FriMrich; dir.,
Irving PIchel; screenplay, Dav6 Bennett; camera,
Charles Boyle. Cast: John Beal, Maurice Moscovich;
Albert Dekker, Marjorie Cooley, Warren McCullum,
Lloyd Corrigan, Ian Wolfe, Olaf Hytten.

^Moir"

15

'

U

1

'""""^y WHO KILLED
T u
i'"',?"^*'^'^ "elo; asso. prod., Ben PivarJohn
Rawlins; orig., Lariy Rhine Bpn rLr-i^fJ^'
RhuieTS^n'^Chapmat
lhw''!f^'
^"c^
Shane;
camera,
Stanley Cortez

DOC ROWNf**™5

&

?;?
dir.,

Andy Devine,'jeanne

Barnett, Richard Carle,

K^.

CiKst-

Pi^io^i a

1

Edward Bronhv VinJi
T^D™,
An&^^Tomb

I^wrence. Shep Howard. Spencer
Charters^'^Ru'^seU

HIT THE ROAD, drama;
anith;

ACCENT ON LOVE, formirly THE MAN WITH A
formerly RETURN TO LIFE, drama;

dir

Joe

May; no

asso.

Ken

prod

writing*^

credit

flnlH

camera"

SHOVEL,

asso. prod., Walter
McCarey; orig. by

Morosco, Ralph Dietrich; dir., Ray.
Dalton Trumbo; camera, Charles
Clarke. Cast: George Montgomery, Osa Massen, J. Carrol Nalsh, Minerva UreraL Cobina Wright. Jr., Stanley
Clements, Hector Samo, ^Thurston Hall, John Banner.
MOON OVER MIAMI, formerly MIAMI, musical
(Technicolor), asso. prod., Harry Jo Brown; dir., Walter
Lang; screenplay, Vincent Lawrence and Brown
Holmes; camera, Peverell Marley and Allen M. Davey.
Cast: Don Ameche, Betty Grabel, Robert Cummings,
Charlotte Greenwood, Jack Haley, Carole Landis, Cobina Wright, Jr., Laird Cregar, Condos Brothers.

MAN

HUNT, drama; asso. prod., Kenneth MacGowan;
dir, Fritz Lang; screenplay, Dudley Nichols; camera,
Arthur Miller. Cast: Joan Bennett. Walter Pldgeon,
George Sanders, John Carradine, Roddy McDowell.
20U1-F0X Fix In ProdneUon

SDN VALLEY SERENADE, formerly SUN VALLEY,
musical (1941-42), asso. prod., Milton Sperling, dir., H.

Bruce Humberstone; screenplay, Robert Ellis and Helen
Logan; camera, Edward Cronjager. Cast: Sonja Henie,
John Payne, Glen Miller Orch, Milton Berle, Joan
Davis; Nicholas Brothers.

A YANK IN THE R.AJF'„ drama; asso. prod., Lou
Edelman; dir., Henry King; no writing credits; camera,
Leon Shamroy. Cast: Tyrone Power, Betty Grable,
John Sutton, Reginald Gardiner.
DRESSED TO KILL, formerly THE DEAD
NO BOWS, drama; asso. prod, Sol M. Wurtzel;TAKE
dirEugene Forde; no writing credits; camera. Glenn MacWilUams. Cast: Uoyd Nolan, Mary Beth Hughes.

Sheila Ryan.

BELLE STARR, drama (Technicolor); asso. prod.,
dir., Irving Cummings; no writing
Palmer, Ray Rennahan. Cast:
Gene Tlemey, Randolph Scott, Shepperd Strudwick,
Dana Andrews, Louise Beavers, Olin Rowland. ElizaKenneth Macgowan;

credits; camera, Ernest

beth Patterson, ChiU Wills, Paul Burns.
THE BOUNCER AND THE LADY, formerly DANCE
asso. prod., Sol Wurtzel; dir., Irving
from novel by W. R. Burnett; camera,
Lucien Andriot Cast' Cesar Romero, Carole Landis,

HALL, inmar,

PIchel; adapted

It^ ^^Jl^^A

°jMComedy;

"^"yon"T^!

Joseph G
Sanfor^.^^"
Sanford; dir., Jf"TS,
Eddie Cline; no writing credits- camera'
Charles Van Enger. Cast: Mischa
Auer, Una MerkeT
Stuart Erwin, Astrid Allwyn, William
Frawley HatUe Noel, Ernie Stanton, Mantin Moreland.
asso.

prod..

Start In July
Differing

from

distribs, so far as

other consenting
groups of five, no

^S

sales

when

forces as well as exhibitors
the first offering for '41-42 Is

are concerned, Warners ready.
no great rush to start sellSears views selling under the deing the '41-42 film though it will have cree as possessing unlimited possipicture ready earlier than most of bilities on both sides of the fence
the others. Company probably will and that there will be more in picnot be ready to screen and negotiate tures for distribs and exhibs than bedeals until well into July.
fore. The advertising and publicity
The studio is nearly finished with department is to be greatly augthe balance of this year's (1940-41) mented with a view to getting behind
product and has 'Sergeant York,' •41-42 product in a more elaborate
'Navy Blues,' 'One Foot in Heaven,' and ticket-selling way than ever be'Dive Bomber' and 'Kings Row' in fore. WB is prepared to spend all
work already for '41-42 release. By the traffic will bear for obvious perJune 1 'Man Who Came to Dinner' centage profit.
and the Jack Benny film (untitled)
will be before the cameras.
Others
may go in by then, also.
WANC^TR
Comprehensive plans to meet the
conditions imposed on distribution by

more no
is

less,

also in

ANnSTARS

asso. prod., Joseph G
"° «'"tine credits; cam- the decree are being laid in other
Among other things.
Peeey Moran, Rank Brookl directions.
M''"v?°yri«Una Merkel.
Tommy Kelly, Edmund Lowe? William
Sears is preparing to grant what
amounts to local autonomy to the
SING ANOTHER CHORUS (1941-42)
comedv exchanges by attaching much more
dir., (Charles Laimportance to each branch and
^T'-^T"fr^'credits; Goldsmith;
mont;
no writing
camera, Jerome Ash
Cast- branch management than ever exJane Frazee, Johnny Downs.
isted before. Greater authority to all
'"'"'''"y: asso. prod., Burt of the
exchange managers thus will
ViM^^^r ^^^h
S^"^' no writing
Harold Young;
credits: camera
SmJ^*
bo delegated since in the future all
Milton Krasner. Cast: Baby Sandyf
Edward Ewe" deals
are to be closed in the branch
Sfyniond'^'WaZrn Evelyn
^Sl^r"' vT^*^ Y5^*' FranWln
territory in which the account exists.
Pangborn,
Leonard
t^V^^Elliott, Bert Roach,
George Meader.
Though strong in manpower at
TIGHT SHOES, comedy (Mayfair Production)- asso present at the home office, important
PTod-. Jules Levey; dir., Albert Rogell; based
on a additions are planned for the creaRunyon; camera, Elwood Bredell tion of even greater
rl^.
efficiency and
^""^^y^-. Broderick Crawford, Binnie the administration of
b!^!;..
distribution

<?«?2l!IS^J-

f«

Kalmenson to blanket the country,
screenings end contact local

hold

TO VARIETY

POWWOW

-

'

Hollywood, May 6.
Walter Wanger represents motion
picture producers at the Variety
Clubs' convention In Atlantic City.
Film stars going to the shindig inri.ude Dorothy Lamour. Ray Milland,
Patricia Morrjson. Phil Regan. Slmone Simon. John Payne, Anne
Shirley.
Charles Laughton,
Lew
Ayres, Errol Flynn, Ronald Colman,
Rosalind Russell and Bob Burns.
Last three are tentative guests from
the Coast.

?\r^^
?^

fhlJli'i**

Du^n

Carrillo

"^"^

Anne Gwynne, Samuel

S.

Hinds.

^'chard Lane, Edward Gargan,

Tom

BEADERS' NLRB SESSION

Proposed is to add a minitwo and a. possible maxi-

Hearings began yesterday (Tues-

and Ben Kalmenson, western-southern division head. They are to be
high-powered sales execs and serve
as unilateral assistants to the two
division managers, much as Carl

to be named collective bargaining
agent for both salaried and piecework readers employed by major
film companies.
Takinp the testimony is Trial Examiner Dan Baker at the NLRB's

duties.

riium of

HELLO, SUCKER (1941-42), comedy; asso. prod mum of four men in executive posts day) before the National Labor Rewho will function under Roy Haines, lations Board on petition of the
Ken Goldsmith; dir., Edward Cline; no writing
credited
Screen Readers Guild of New York
Mmera, Charles Van Enge. Cast: Hugh Herbert,
Tom eastern-Canadian division manager,

Brown, Peggy Moran.'

MEN

OF THE TIMBEBLAND, meller; asso. prod
Pivar; dir.. Jack Rawlins; no writing
creditscamera.^ John Boyle. Cast: Richard Arlen, Andy
De-^
Robertson. Francis Mac?Sl*',JPj?^.."^yf?L
^i?.^"J?
Donald,
Hardie Albright,
Roy Harris, Paul E. Burns
Gaylord Pendleton.
Ben

MANY BLONDES, comedy;
prod., Joseph
J^S
Sanford;
Thornton Freeland; no writing
asso.

G.

dir..

(Continued on page 26)

Leserman does to Sears himself..
New York regional offices. ComThe roster of film salesmen, now panies are
protesting Inclusion of
running around 100 men, will be the.
piece-workers in the bargaining
augmented in line with needs as they unit
'
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BOWLED

that send his latest hit into a

SECOND SMASH WEEK at
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL!
"The audience

A

it. And that's all there is to iti
comedy to v^ich Lubitsch lends

loves

dressy, quipful

his

—Nav

deft touch."

York Evening Poit

"Jill is

is

expertly portrayed

Alan
"Mr. Lubitsch provides the

light touch for

which

he is famous. Its entertainment value, as an example of the perfection with which light comedy
can be handled, is beyond question. The. three
stars

play

skillfully."

— A'ew York Herald-Tribune
a huge

Mowbray

is

good as

the real joy of the film

appears as the

is

the psychoanalyst. But

Burgess Meredith

who

erratic genius. He's tremendous."

—IVew York World. Telegram
"Diverting
is

"Delightful. Delicious nonsense that keeps

played by Merle Oberon who is a sight for
and a competent actress; the husband
by Melvyn Douglas and

sore eyes

comedy

adroitly played. The direction

accomplished with a

makes

it

light Lubitschian touch that

a highly amusing and original screenplay."
— New York Daily Neui

audience laughing continually. Everyone, especially Mr. Lubitsch with his Lubitsch touches, has

made

the most of 'That Uncertain Feeling.'"
iVeie York Evening Sun

—

with the Lubitsch Touch

.... A HOLD-OVER IS
a ALWAYS A PUSH-OVERI

J

UNITED ARTISTS

Wednesday, May
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behind the
socky delivery by Miss BUine of
such tunes as 'Scrub Me Mamma
Condensed version of 'Madame With a Boogie Beat,' 'Five o'clock
in Jump' and others. The band hits the
tragedy
musical
ButteTUv,'
tico acts (three scenes), based on peak of sweetness with 'Melancholy
the short story by John Luther Long Baby,* which also includes a strikand the dramu by David Belasco; ing choral grouping of the entire
music, Giacomo Puccini; staged by band plus, the Guardsmen, and the
Leon Leonidoff; musical direction, Irving Berlin medley,
Erno Rapee; settings designed bv
The Guards held the opening slot,
Bruno Motne; costumes designed by singing the spirited songs so popular
Willa Von, executed bv H. Ropge;
2 long line of Metro film operettas.
iV^h.T-^' >V.n.„» Rrnim- rhoTol difecIn fact, they sound like six Nelson
V;M;ifiT""ZTr,'e^ed^^^
lion, Irving Landau; opened at Radio
Eddys. Sextet is very effectively cosCity Music Hall, N. Y., May 1, '41;
turned and evidences plenty of show'Thot Uncertain Feeling' (UA). remanship.
viewed in Vabiety. Morch 19.
.\nnc Uoselle
MadHinc nutlerlly
The team of King and Arline. both
f

MUSIC HALL,

JocJc Powell,

Lleuienant PInkerton.

Thesa two are the only whites on
Morty May, Marian the layout
production numbers.

Besides the
Belett and English Btos., Twelve
Vivian Harris and
Esquires, Gae Foster Girls, Paul Ash Cooper, Plgmeat,
mop up with a
House Orch; 'Great American Broad- George Wfltshlroskits.
(20th), reuieujed in Variety couple of hurley
cast'
Biz average for second show FriApril 30.

Wear.

day (2) night

The war serves to give Fanchon
& Marco a slant on different atmosphere for the new sUge show here,
^hVch is brfef and leans more to

LYRIC, INDPLS.

|

^^"^.dy
here.

1

Broadcast'

|

,

in.

;

.

Euzukl

,

Ehnrpleu

I

CommlBnloner

Trouble

Anlhony Mnrlowe
Ix)Ul» Purdcy
Ocorgc Meyer
Henry Cnlvln

J
1

Clare Foley

nnrharn De

Greek warriors of modem bring to the natives a nice assortHe is naturally out of black- ment of pop tunes, pleasantly seaface but his routine with the drum- soned by the finger work of Duchin
Powell
of the
times.

remains .the same.
works In one and did o.k. when
Scho.
it's an okay bowoff.
After all these years it
caught.
would seem that something new
Powell's
into
be thrown
could
routine, which, while always unique,
still gets tiresome after being seen
frequenOy.
Pittsburoh. Moy
station refuge
" 2
subway
London
A
"
'J'^"
"oroce Heidt Orch t^rry Cotton^ during air raids is the signal for a

Dora RInehnrt

Kule IMokerlon

to

their
The Sailors haven't
act much through the years, but
their material somehow still gets
laughs. The one comparatively new
bit is the rope-jumping finish and

Enrl Llppy

)

f

Goro
Bonze

Rllvin

sticks

.

showing opera for the
masses at the Radio City Music Hall
They're

STANLEY, PITT

tor the next couple of weeks, opera

streamUned to approximately an
hour, and thus the Rockettes, baUet
and Wdry others who usually compose a Music Hall entertainment are Franfcie Carle, Fred I^"^f,!^.^f«r'«?
Pierce. Red Femngton, Olhe O Toole,
on vacaUon
•Madame Butterfly.' four shows aiDonno, Don ^J^"" Boyme. ^'Si^^:
Mvmi
Je rtV
day. with.no intermission in the two- Kemper.
act, three-scene musical tragedy, is Cobanne
S^^Li^^J Glee
ru'p Club,
Chfbthe M.H.'s second try at this type of Saffcr, 3 TrumpefeeM^^
(uai.
tried it seven years ago— 'Cheers for M\ss Bishop
'

I

I

opera— it
and emerges

|

as r- novelty for a presIts basic boxoffice
cntation house.
appeal lies in that novelty.
The Puccini score, of course, has
standard among
become
long since
even superficial followers of music;
hence, the b.o. potentialities of any
'M.H.— presented opera could probably be best measured in terms of
At the M.H.,
'Butterfly's' intake.
though the picture's usually the
thing, there's a large proportion of
patronage that leans to the classy
side.

WB deluxer gets back to stage
shows again with a winner after
month of straight plx. Horace Heidt
has always been a big fave hereabouts, local popularity daUng back
getting
to days when he was just
started, and never fails to deliver,
That's why he's always welcome
back year after year at the Stanley
and always why the big guy's constantly knocking at the house record though never quite making it.
They were standing at last show to-

~ " "an indication that
The air of expectancy at the
(Friday)
*"
very opening of the first act is lost —
Heidt's going to be right up there
amid the welter of a too-heavily among spot's top grossers once more,
peopled stage and the distractions
Last time around Heidt was using
from the principal singers caused by a modified form of his 'Pot o' Gold
the frequently motive extras. But program as a stage stunt, but the
this is redeemed later by the gen- wheel-spinning, phoning, etc., slowed
eral excellence of the performance up the show and he's been wise in
and to a considerable extent opening subbing a different audience parGets
night by the able leads, that of Cho- ticipation stunt this season.
Cho-San ('Madame Butterfly'), the four couples on the stage and passes
geisha, being sopranoed by Enya out $1 and $2 bills after putting on a
Gonzales, and Pinkerton the Ameri- mixture of Kay Kyser's musical quiz
can naval .officer involved in the and Truth and Consequences.' Packs
tragic romantic escapade^ being ably a barrel of laiughs. Heidt even bortenored by Jan Peerce.
rows a bit from Sammy Kaye when
Miss (Gonzales, who shows a he invites some fellow up from the
veteran handling of her characteri- pews to lead band in middle of unit
zation, was particularly good, her and presents chap with a baton for
diminutive size sefving to enhance his efforts. There are laughs in this
materially the illusion of the little
Japanese called for by the libretto.
Her voice is excellent, particularly
so in the famed 'One Fine Day' aria,
in which she happily dwells on
Pinkerton's return from America.
The final scene, in; o(vhich she commits hari-kari after being confronted by Pinkerton's American
wife, who asks to adopt Butterfly's
and Pinkerton's child, points up also
Miss Gonzalez's dramatic quality.
Peerce, albeit a bit too portly as a
dashing naval officer, was in par'.

outstanding.
revolving stage reduces the time
recuired for scenery changes. The
settings of Bruno Maine are virtually
up to Metropolitan Opera standards,
if not better, and the costuming is
excellent.
Erno Rapee sparks the
performance from the pit
Because of the four-a-day, grind
basis, the lead roles are being alternated.
Naka,

A

mike

is

kept open

1.

.

Invisible Ghost' (Mono).
It one could time his entrance to
the opening of the Moore and Revel
act and stay through to Hal LeRoy
he would get more than his money's
worth In this show. Labeled a <Gay
Nineties Revue.' this week's offering

presents some production in that it
has for support the line girls and
boys from the Latin Quarter, local
and Harry Spear, the m.c,
who has played that club for an enThe girls are an asset,
tire season.
but Spear was running 'way overtime on his m.c. interpolations when
caught. This deUil was taken care
.

nitery,

of in subsequent shows. Spear sells
in a Harry Richman way, but too
hard, in the song departinent, and
was going too blue In his gagging on
All his vocals are
opening day.
best-sellers of yesteryear and same
applies to most of the jokes.
•

•

'

.

item, too.
Big hit with Heidt's 1941 edition
'i?,,iCiv ^ho's
who's
local boy
OToole, Woi
OUie OToole.
Olhe
good. Year ago, he was doing
his impersonations between announcing chores on indie station
and went around backstage for an

WWSW

WFBM

APOLLO,

TOWER,

Johnny Bryant, Adair Sisters (2),
There's somewhat of a marquee
Sonborn,
Hickcy
Gleason
and
Few weeks later, pull at the Apollo this week with Brothers and Alice (3),' Lester
HeTdt^ent "for'"'him "and he's been Lucky Millinder's band. Una Mae Harding, Herb Six House Orch, Betty
pack and parcel of the aggregation Carlisle and Ralph Cooper. Mil- Gluhf; 'You're the One' (Par)
both on radio and stage, ever since. linder's crew is known up here for
its trim showmanship and slick arA clever young man whose mimicry rangements,~and doesn't disappoint
Although the week's show is
is top-hole and he's set off properly
time.
Clickeroo is Una Mae
Carlisle (New Acts), making one of
her initial stage appearances since
returning from Paris.
Fact that
Cooper is playing straight and comic
roles accounts for upbeat in the
comedy section.
Millinder's
organization ' haSn't
changed much since he was last at
because every turn generally seems this theatre, but he's got some new
to be better than the one preceding mateual and combos that furnish a
It That's not so. of course, but the nice lift to proceedings. The leader
slick Heidt presentation makes it continues as virtually a gymnastic
this

with the Musical Knights.

Millinder only
Fred Lowery,^the maestro in tails.
ever once essays a vocal, neatly spotted
Wait- near the "1""=
close V"Mioh
though »«"'<!
he's a f^.i.-iiT
fairly
this season
Trevor Bacon, baling for the Sunrise' and then 'Flight good warbler.
ladist
with
the
~outfit,
the
is the only
which
ties
Bumblebee,'
of the
unit into knots, and Ronnie Kemper voice offered for this engagement

appear that way.

is bigger than
with first 'World's

blind whistler,

a healthy wow with his novelty
singing of 'Cecelia,' 'Goodbye Now'
and 'Goodbye Dear, I'll Be Back in a

1

is

Year,' latter two with Donna.
Unit gets away with a bang on
'Hi Cy, What's a Cookin,' from 'Pot
(UA), which hasn't been
o' Gold'
Abe LyTTUin's Orch (16) with Rose shown here yet, when a dozen or
Blaine, Gleason's Royal Guards (6); more march o^ the stage into the
3 SaiZors, Harry King and Arline; aisles and shake hands and backShorts and NewsreeU
slaps with the customers. From then
Burton
on, things move briskly.
This was the seasonal blowofl for Pierce crocks 'em with, his whirlthe Flatbush theatre's vaude. Start- wind tap dancing, including take-offs
ing yesterday (Tuesday) was 'The on Bill Robinson, Eleanor Powell and
wizard
Fred
Astaire;
Frankie
Carle,
Little Foxes' as Wee
Leventhal
teed
off
pop-priced
legiters
to of the keyboard, makes his inning at
tenant the house until fall; the fol- the ivories count for plenty; exotic
lowing week, according to voluptu- newcomer to the Heidt gang, Mimi
ous posters, comes Ann Corio in Cabanne, has looks and pipes; Donna
and her Don Juans click with that
'White Cargo.'
Abe Lyman's fine band, comple- Swedish novelty tune, 'Hut Sut'; Red
mented by the standard 'Three Ferrington is still a tower of strength
with his bellowing and hecklitig, and
Ssilors' comedy, the excellent eccenJerry Bowne gets off a crack comedy
tric dancAng of Harry King and Arbit with an original polka number.
line,
Rose Blaine's nifty jumpFor finale, Heidt, who until this
rhythm and the Royal Guards' point has been just more. or less of a
choral singing held the stage for the regulation m.c, comes into his own
final four days of the variety policy.
Made Him
on 'That's
Business was good and the enter- Leader of the Band,' kidding himtainment was better, which should self aU over the place as a pianist,
have left the Flatbushers with a juggler, ballroom dan.cer, etc.. etc.
happy taste' 'for the resumption of This casual ribbing of the big shot
vaudeville next fall.
Is great audience stuff and they eat
'''lyman has a .well-rounded band. it up.
Altogether just the right anIt's alternatingly sweet and hot and tidote after the sentimental 'Cheers
Cohen.
the arrangements are equally good for Miss Bishop' (UA) .

Fox.

.

audition one day.

Why We

Moy

•

made

&

Boston,

Hal LeRoy, Moore and Revel,
Three Chords, Sara Ann McCabe,
Harry Spear, 12 Latin Quarter Boys
and Girls, Lorry Flint House Band;
'Root of the Press" (Mono) and 'The

A

is

FLATBUSH, B'KLYN

.

A

of
strings
the
over
constantly
Duchin's piano, end though he has
anotiiier piano in the band, it is his
own playing that hits the high
decibUs on the house p.a. system.
Duchin introduces the numbers and

1941

acts. The maestro is wise in having
LeRoy is socko as usual with his
several members of the band step stepping and modest but showmanly
rendition by the Twelve Esquires, down for vocal specialties.' Johnny personality. He runs the gamut of
with other people. backgrounding, of Drake sings 'Intermezzo.' Lew. Sher- tempos and dancing styles. Much of
'There'll Alway Be an England,' wood has two comedy tunes, the his stuff, in every routine. Is the kind
thin Mexican 'Clapping' song and 'Daugh- that ordinary hoofers save for their
which got good response.
excuse brings, on Marty May as a ter of Jeannie.' Tony Leonard, tenor, flashy finales. Result is that LeRoy's
goodwill ambassador to South Amer- sings 'Last Time I Saw Paris' and routine is constantly punctuated by
Femme band plaudits, and he has the invitation to
ica and he opens talking about the 'My Sister and I.'
plane ride back, quickly going Into vocalist Is June Robbins, a. looker work indefinitely. His 'Variations in
bit
of
his socko monolog. A sterling per- who wins a heavy mitt response, for Rhythm' and the encore
former. May is tops on the bill with her singing of 'Amapola.' and 'Don't dancing in a chair are particularly
impressions and the Make Up Your Mind.' with band whammo.
his chatter,
Moore and Revel's initial numbers
laughs he gets from a violin.
chorus for background.
highlight is his comical imitetion of
Duchin reserves the next-to-clos- are keyed to the 'Gay '90s' idea and
a prima donna.
ing spot for himself where he tekes they build to a jitterbug finish— all
The finale features the Foster girls over In a piano session, doing 'Smoke done with a fine ffair for comedy.
and the Esquires witii the setting an Gets In Your Eyes,' 'Make Believe,' Finish with a slick comedy tango and
army camp on visiting day when the •SterduSt,' 'Melancholy Baby,' 'I Hear encore with another laughable numsweeties of the rookies drop around. a Rhapsody' and 'Night and Day.'
ber themed to 'South American
Boys work into a militaristic routine
The Merriel Abbott Dancers are Way,' which Miss Moore introduces
with the girls that is particularly topnotch in precision footwork to with a hokum vocal. Revel has a
effective and ends on singing of 'God
encore of juggling mimicry.
open
with a phonograph record motif solo
Spliced in is the
Bless America.'
Three Chords, plaving earlier In
imaginative roucomedy slapstick trio of Marian and close, with an
tine at small pianos. Three of them the show, give complete satisfaction
Belett and the English Bros. This is
on in the middle of the show with their clever vocal impressions
fast and furious knockabout turn come
j,
of instruments- and w.k. bands. Boys
which, in addition to falls and to demonstrate ballet, tip and aero are peppy and showmanly and get
slaps. Includes some good acrobatics dancing.
material.
One of the best acts of its kind In best results from their
and two dance bits by the boys.
Earned extra bows when caught.
English brothers are so much there show business Is the acro-fooling of Sara Ann McCabe is the featured
on the hoofs that more of their danc the Three Nonchalants. Mixing gags singer.
Registers very well in a
with
their
well
done
muscle
work,
jng could be seen.
Rudolf Friml medley and in 'Chi Chi
Business good Thursday night at they sock heavy with the audience. Castenango,' but her opening numDolores Stewart, from the
show caught.
Char.
ber, 'Manana,' does not suit her style
'Talent Parade,' does all-right singso well.
ing 'Rockin' Chair.' Band retains the
Show opens with a minstrel roufamiliar closing based on 'Stormy
N. Y.
tine, with Harry Spear as interlocuv
Weather.*
tor. Line girls do a tambourine dance
Playing five shows opening day,'
and the four boys, as end men, belLucky Millinder Orch (15) with biz was forte at fourth show caught, low corny jokes to Spear's feeding
Trevor Bacon; Una -Mae Carlisle, with upper and lower dec*" well and impersonate big-time dancers
Kiley.
Wallace Bros. (2), Jean Bedini and filled.
like Bill Robinson, Fred Astaire and
Tanglefoot; balph Cooper and PigRay Bolger. Girls appear later in a
meat,
George
Wiltshire,
Vivian
feathery production number. Finale
K. C.
Wo"^.- "o^e
Six Show Girls.
is a flag routine, with Spear singing
12 Girt Dancers. Sii Boys; 'Mr. Dyna^
'McNamara's Band,' etc. Line girls
mite' (U).
are all lookers and quite talented.
Kansas City, May 3.

Heidt standbys continue to pack a
ticularly fine fettle at this catching.
His role took a sharp trimming in wallop, and they're on and off in jig
the - general streamlining of the time to keep the show moving right
That's always been one of
along.
opera
Of the supporting players, Suzuki, outfit's long suit; maestro doesn't
Butterfly's servant, played by Ed' dwaddle over applause and encores
wina Eustis, a Music Hall regular, but shoots his specialists at mob
and Sharpless, the American consul, thick and fast and gets away with it

performed by Earl Wrightson, are

at the ivories.

7,

KEITH'S BOSTON

A

!

,

color In a couple of spots. Bedlnl Is
as nimble as ever with his juggling.

N. Y.

Indianapolis, May 2.
,„d novelty than "'"^"j;
American
'Great
Picture,
Eddy Duchin Orch, Leto Sherujood,
should drag 'em June Hobbins, Tony Leonard, Johnny
(20th)
Drofce, Merrtel Abbott Doncers (8),
t
tv.
th^^ Three Wonchalonts, Dolores Stewart;
for
idea
provide
an
Greeks
The
Enyn C.onzalts
the Gae Fm^^^^^^
\
•Mr, District Attorney' (Rep).
youngsters, were a solid click at this 9Pc"'"8 when
l,Jose|i4i[i Chi i-kovn
soldi^^^^^
They mix up the eccen- in the skirU of Grecian
J»n Pcerce batching.
J
<=arrymg guns do a fa.r routH^e Car
Once more, Eddy Duchin brings
llerlnl
) Mnrlo
trie with rhythsi dancing, the boy
three
(Gdwinn Eii"!'-"
solo, and T.1Ll'^J}'°:^i^',°:^^ Pnw.lf' ako his four rhythm, four sax,
good
one
at
crack
getting
a
Ivy Dale
I
management has Jack Powell also trumpet and single trombone sections
Wi lghlsoii look ready for. important spotting.
j Enrl
appear in the funny-looking raiment
the stage of the Lyric theatre to
changed

(Cho-Cho San)

ImpFi'lnl

ROXY,

in both. He's chiefly jive

N. Y.

:

.

plugged as a revue, under title of
'Laughing Room Only,' it doesn't
fit the classification without the
presence of the linegirls and their
musical numbers. Still, it's more
than a variety bill, comprising four
standard acts, an amateur winner,
m.c. Lester Harding and the house
band. While the stage show is a bit
de-emphasized, in lieu of a better
than the usual run of films, it compares favorably with more impresquite

sive outlays.

A

Groove,'

song which turns into a
ensemble dance.
Midway

chorus number also is away from the
routine while the finale is an elaborate 'Putting Soldiers on Parade.'
Wallace Bros., two youngsters,
with their tapstering, especially the
somersaults and handsprings at the
finish. Boys also are passable singers. Jean Bedini, veteran of hurley
and vaude, teams with Tanglefoot in
a comedy juggling act, much the
same as the turn he's always used.
Tanglefoot's pantomime of a man on
a bus is good for laughs but way off-

Omaha, May

6.

Roy Noble Orch 'Snoofcy' I/inson,
Lynn, Lee and Lou, Lynn, Royce ond
Vonya, Fronic Paris, Doris Dupont;
'That Uncertain Feeling' (UA).
Although Ray Noble's band might
conceivably have given the Orpheum
plenty of stage entertainment for the
current week. Manager Bill Miskell
and Trl-state moguls decided to bolster the orchestra and its own entertainers by supplementing bot* Lynn,
Royce and Vanya and other units. It
in. giving the performance

Band comes in for a full novelty helps a lot
number to open and makes a lot out zest and a

of the opening of the baseball season
locally
(the
Kansas City Blues
opened the American Association
home stand Thursday). First standoutside of Millinder's brief song.
ard act is Johnny Bryant with his
Bacon does two vocals in his usually
round of whistling and bird calls
easy fashion.
done with expressed- satisfaction of
Maestro has developed a trombone
the customers. Harding has Adair
trio and also a blending of trombones
Sisters follow in a routine of westand trumpets that is highly effective. ern and
pop songs. Two strum guiUses these best on 'Auld Lang Syne'
tars to their nasal vocaling, give out
refrain in 'I Hear
Rhapsody' num- corn songs and make
a neat appearber. Possibly his slickest orchestraance.
tion and band offering still is the
Amateur contest winner Betty
swingy version of 'Prelude in C
Sharp Minor.' 'Stardust' and 'Ride Glunt gets a few moments to tap her
tiny
feet in a snappy routine before
Red Ride' continue as old faves In
Harding calls on Art Gleason and
his repertoire.
Cooper, with Figmeat working In Julie Sanborn. Two have a sock
his laugh skits, has a rep up this way opening making marionets imitate
because of his appearance in all- their own steps and follow through
colored Alms. That angle is cashed on an assortment of dancing by the
in on with the opening scene, pur- gal and instrumentation by the male
portedly a pic studio. Furnishes a partner. This act would do well to
chance for new group of showgals further develop the opening idea in
and chorines to disport themselves. place of leading the aduience through
Pigmeat chips in with 'I'm in the the various other routines.
torrid

ORPHEUM, OMAHA

lot of laughs because the
trio is a terrific hit with its surprise

comedy acrobatics following

a conventional, conservative, sophisticated
ballroom specialty opening.

Noble does little of the wisecracking stuff that characterized his radio
shows. The band is of excellent
quality and scored an unmistakable
success particularly with a 'Snooky'
Lanson vocalizing a version of 'Star
Dust' Maestro got the best results of
the show when he plianos, 'The Very
Thought of You.' Swell showmanship
in staging of 'Three Little Maids,'
ever-popular lyric from 'The Mikado'
with Lynn, fjCe and Lou opening as
Japanese girls and switching to
clowns and going in for highly
modern swing stuff.
Big thrills and laughs in the Lynn,

Royce and Vanya act come by way
of sudden changes and surprises.

When

they start missing easy steps,
audience begins to smell a rodent

and from. then on it's a case of
whole
or miss, the

act tying

hit

itself

Harding devotes his own singing and the audience up in an uproarious
turn to the current fave, 'Amapola,' melange of nonsensicals.
and replies to the encore call with
Novel closing brings Lanson. two
'Dolores,' both in his pleasing bari
bandsmen and the three girls in a
tone. Closing spot goes to Hickey romantic
clinch while strains of
Brothers, whose act is a mixture of 'Goodnight, Sweetheart' float out
gags and stunts to which their singer, softly. Effect is surprisingly fine and
Alice, foils while they wind the 45 left the audience noisy with apminutes in softshoe.
plause. Noble's showmanship is exFilm has considerably more name cellent and he doesn't waste a second
value in the Orrin Tucker-Bonnie in chatter that doesn't promote the
Baker combo than the usual run here forward movement of the show.
and is getting the ad and marquee
light
First afternoon show did
play. Doing nicely by the boxoffice. business but things picked up ;r
Quin,

once.

Aoch.

,

Wednesday, May

7,
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HOUSE REVIEWS

and attractive ballroom dancerg who
N. Y.
wind up with cakewalklng and jitter,
buggery.
'Sleepy
Serenade'
and
(NEWSREELS)
'Gojden Wedding' ara two more of
Chicago, Moy 4.
the
dance numbers preceding
Quickening tempo of the United
Woune.Kino Orch (14), Rondall Geneband's
Sheldon, who returns with mm
States' efforts to make itself the
(3), Morgan and Randall,
Sisters
show-stopping hick comedy, mugg- arsenal for the democracies and to
Tommy and Betty Wonder, Don ing, clowning, pantamime
and banjo
up its defense is dramatically
Cumvxings; 'Night in Rio' (20fh).
strumming. It bears periodic repeti- build
reflected in the current week's untion. A young woman stooges briefly.
reeling of newsclips. For the second
Unfolding plenty of class and
The band's finale, 'Boogie Woogie
some good entertainment, this week's Bugle Boy,' provides a neat swing successive week Paramount snags
top attention in this direction; first,
bill stacks up as a flrst-rate attrac- climax.
pictorial sunAmary captioned
With Wayne King's band to
tion.
Lower floor fairly well filled for with a
Crossways,' land then
draw them in and set the pace, the the opening Friday afternoon show, "U. S. at the
surrounding acts have little trouble with the weather warm and the base- with some views of the huge stacks
of defense bonds and stamps that the
audience
like
the
the
making
ball season under way.
in
Reef.
Government put on sale last Thurssetup.
day (1).
King himself turns in a neat job
In sharp contrast with the placidity
His band numbers are
as m.c.
CAPITOL,
surrounding the two movements on
well selected and score solidly. Boys
this side, defense preparation and
stick pretty much to the typical
security sales in Fox's latest report
sweet waltzes that hcve gained disWashington, May 4.
of an all-out bombing attack on Lontinction for them and only fall short
Potricia
Boumwn, Arren and don. When during the course of the
in entertainment when they try to V
Brodertck, John Galtiu, Hollutoood latter's showing the soundtrack narswing. Outstanding is a rendition of Canines, 16 Rhvfhm Rockets; 'People rator, Lowell "Thomas, remarked thit
•Intermezzo,' which features King's vs. Kildare'
the British were determined to take
(M-G).
four fiddles.
reprisals on Berlin there, was a
Morgan and Randall, two fellows
thunderous outburst of applause from
This is another of those shows to the Embassy's audience.
who do hand-to-hand balancing
dressed in cutaway coats and sport- recall the apt naming of "variety'
Another section of the newsreel
There's everything but a tumbling parade that brings quite a demoning monocles, have a good assortment
act in this one, everything from a stration is the 'Crossroads' compilaof stunts and their presentation is
Outside dog act to Patricia Bowman at her tion.
The subject poses three
different and plenty okay.
airiest, plus, an overture dedicated to
questions and seeks to answer them
of the casual manner which the boys
National Miisic Week and. an organ- either pictorially or by excerpts from
assume, the act is pretty much the
log-community sing.
public
pronouncements.
These
same as other acts of this type. HowMiss Bowman's -are the brightest questions are (1) 'What steps must
ever, the use of the formal dress and
the fact that the boys never, once moments. In addition to one num- be taken on armaments and other
step out of cliaracter stamps them as ber in standard ballet mood, she has support that she requires, (2) Can
Swing,'
another
called
'Ballet
in
we
deliver
the
goods
in
time,
and
average.
above the
Following another band number ample evidence she knows how to (3) De «, or don't we want to get
adapt the classical dance for a vaude these goods over safely?' First "of fhe
are the three singing Randall Sisters.
She shows a knowledge public pronouncements is the Col
They make a nice appearance and, audience.
her customers' likes all the time, Lindbergh speech at Madison Square
while their voices are not outstand- of
in
which he held that
for that matter, depending not alone Garden,
ing, the girls are smart in presenting
on her finished ballet technic, but Britain- was doomed and that the
songs of the special-material type,
peppering her numbers with flashy United States could do nothing to
selling themselves. Best

CHICAGO, CHI

succeeding in

numbers is one called 'Sadie
Hawkins Wedding Day,' a hillbilly
of the

bring to life even the guys
don't know a balletomane from

bits that

who

a fouette.
tune based on the 'Lil' Abner' comic
Revue gets under way, after overstrip.
and Art Brown organlog, popuTommy Wonder and Sister Betty ture
lar weeklv feature here, with Hollyare recipients of a terrific buildup
wood Canines. It's a slow turn, but
by King, but it's questionable if
pooch imitators of Mae West, Stepin
they're that good. Starting off with
Fechit (he's dropped the 't'), Ginger
a jitterbug routine, they ."show plenty
Rogers, et al., get warm reception,"
of life but that's about all. The girl especially
pup that twirls in a Rogers
takes over for a song specialty which dance routine. Rhythm Rockets are
and Wonder comes back for on then for first of three numbers,
L'i fair;
a dancing bit in which he employs not too impressive about their, doings
a dummy and gets a few laughs. with Charlie McCarthy dolls, giving
Clean cut appearance aids' them ma- way to John Gallus, which doesn't
terially.
brighten things up any. His talent
Don Cummings, who intersperses is for playing a clarinet while balsome old stories between a few rope ancing a ball on the end of it, with
tricks, scores well and suggests the an encore consisting of beating time
living proof that the old gags are the on miniature stage with line of
best f&es. He even goes as far back chorus girl marionets.
as the cough followed by 'better gst
Rockets are back in flowing ballet
a room tonight.' However, he has ? skirts to set mood for Miss Bowpleasant manner, works clean and man's first entrance. And there is
Arren and Broderick
the neople liked him. King closes a contrast.
are next-to-closing, billed as comedy
the .<;how with a m^edley.
Business good at second show team from 'Broadway Melody.' Customers get over wondering if they
Saturday (3).
Cold.
anything since as
doing
been
haven't
soon as gal lets go with her clowning in daft version of 'Egytian Ella*
and burlesque of operatic singer.
She's liked, too, in straight version
of 'Kiss Me Again,' which she eviMinneapolis, May 3.
V/oody Herman Orch (15) with dently feels she must do to remind
Muriel Lane, Moke and Poke. Gower that all is not laughter in the world.
and Jeonne, Gene Sheldon (2) 'That Fnale is solid, with Miss Bowman s
'Ballet in Swing.'
Uncertain Feeling* (UA).
,
,
Biz not so hot, but fair enough for
One of the topflight dispensers of Sunday (4) supper show caught.
Mpo.
blues rhythm, the Woody Herman
band has climbed far up the swing
ladder since its only previous Minne-

ORPHEUM, MPLS.

;

apolis visit four years ago

when

it

New

Act in Theatre
played the Minnesota Terrace nitery.
It was an obscare aggregation just
getting started then, but the wild
acclaim which greeted it here at the
MAE CARLISLE
first show Friday afternoon (2) evi- UNA
denced its present high standing Songs, PUnolog
among the upbeat followers. As the 12 MIns.
New York
chief attraction of the current stage Apollo,
Colored songstress, who first at
layout, it gives a hot account of ittracted attention when she waa at
self.
Comprising four saxes, six brass the original Cotton Club in Harlem,
and four rhythm, the Herman orch has come considerable distance since
gets right into the groove* and re- those days. Una Mae Carlisle now is
mains there most of the time. It a polished balladist and pianist,
really burns 'em up with some of switching from straight warbling to
the season's most torrid swing, pro- the swingeroo type of singing with
viding ecstatic enjoyment for the equal skill. She is also deft at the
jitterbugs.
There's only an occa- ivories for her own accompaniment.
More recently Miss Carlisle began
sional switch tp the sweet as a contunes and offers her
cession to the more conservative composing
latest, 'Walking By the River,' at the
crowd.
'Woodchoppers' Ball' is a sizzling Apollo. It's thoroughly sold by her
starter for the band, but the boys and indicates some chances. Others
then mute the brasses for 'High on a she sings are 'I Lay Me Down' and
Windy Hill,' which has Herman con- 'Mean To Me.' Straight piano solo
tributing a pleasing vocal. Herman gives her full sweep in ragging 'St,
demonstrates considerable versatility Louis Blues.'
She is a Bluebird recording artist
during the performance with his conducting, singing, clarinet sax toot- and makes a personable appearance,
ing and emceeing. He's okay, too, in being tastefully garbed and perfectly
at ease. Plenty okay for night clubs
ail these capacities.
Wear.
'Frenesi' and 'Return to Sorrento' and stage work.
also are on the milder order atid give
Herman further opportunity to exercise his pipes. Moke and Poke, madcap Negro tapsters, fit perfectly into
the show's swing pattern.
They
—Continued from page
dance with complete abandon, infus- ?

Joe Cook

ing effective eccentric comedy twi-sts
Into their fast and intricate routines.

lion Co. Symphony Orchestra' of
Muriel Lane, the band's swinger, school's revue, to fill spot in 9 o'clock
handles 'There'll Be Some Changes show lor duration of his local stay.
Made' and 'Let's Get Away From It
Brady's contribution to the Cook
Air with plenty of eclat, and Steady show is the famed 'baseball story,'
Nelson from the band joins her for
which Cook, who sits on stage
'Adam and Eve.' Then Herbie Hayenjoys as much as audi
throughout,
mer lands strongly with his sax solo,
Brady displays professional
ence.
'Moonglow.'
The 'Four Chips, a boogie woogie timing throughout yarn, selling It
four-piece combo from the band, toss like a vet, even though It's his first
restraint to the winds with a jazz time on a pro stage.
session that has Frankie Carlson
Brady follows the monolog with
knocking himself out on the drums.
bit, which requires servThe group expands to seven for more Fuller orch
ices
of Indian, ape and several
ive that's right up the cat's alley.
Gower and Jeanne are youthful stooges.

Planes to Reno

Tallulah

^Continued from page 3;

higher than the proverbial goose.
Tallulah's temper joined the altitude
of inferences and geese when a

photog decided lie was on a newspaper's payroll rather than the Bankhead salary list and fired away his

man (Andy) Gosden, United
I

Air-

trom L.A. for

lined in

'just visiting.'
I

10 days here
tried to amuse

Andy

the reporters who came down to say
'Hello' with a card trick and proved
he really has a sensahumor whea
the trick flopped all over the run-

flashbulbs.

Weekend

way.

biz again was soaring to
with everyone at the
concessions making more

new markers
airport's

currency than the fellow who had an
orangeade stand in the Sahara. The
Aviation Terace, affording those who
came to eat and look a box-seat at
the great daily aerial show going un
in the backyard, played to a line of
customers that ranged from Emanuel
List, who sings opera to the public's
friends, to J. Edgar Hoover, who sings
uproar to the public's enemies. The
Kitty Hawk lounge was glorified by
such Glorias as Stuart and Dixon, of

WASH.

•
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EMBASSY,

Celluloida;on-the-Coast:

Filmers East
to start work in The
Yearling'; Ann Sothern, who's in to
have a look at 'Panama Hattio,' in
which .she'll start next; Norma
Shearer, who's resting up before
starting in 'We Went Dancing,' based
on Noel Coward's sketches from 'To-

\

I

Florida

night at 8:30'; Dore Schary, Metro
writer doing research for 'Joe Smith,
American'; Norman McLe:d, who's
looking .at 'Panama Hattie,'
also
which he'll direct; and the William
Powells and Lana Turner, just visit-

!

(

The European argument over who
has the greatest guns and biggest
had another echo at the airport when -Gertrude Lawrence and
her friends staged a ben^it party for
the RAF. Benevolent Fund that swept
through all of the New Yorker's airport restaurants. Roger Wolfe Kahn,
"^°hn Hertz, George Jessel, Harvey
D. Gibson, Bruce Powell, William
bullets

i

3—

jContlnued from page
to

ing.

Arthur Hornblow,

Jr.,

and wife,

Myrna Loy,

likewise are look-seeing
on Broadway, as is Harrison Carroll,
syndicated Hollywood columnist, and
frau; John Garfield, Irene Duime
and film ad man Paul Radin.
Others currently in from the
Coast are Ben Piazza, RKO's' studio

Rhinelander Stewart and Marion
Gates were just a few of the hun-

dreds in attendance at the fete.
talent chief; Leo Spitz, in for two
Hi-lite of the party was a 'hoop-la'
These statements, at the game, a new version of the old sport weeks to complete final details of
Sam Goldwyn's deal with RKO;
performance caught, drew some applause but this was easily drowned of horseshoe pitching but the ad- agent Myron Selznick; Warner Bros,
out by hisses and booes. In the suc- vocates of the iron shoe never had publicty head, S. Charles JBinfeld and
ceeding item Secretary of State Hull an angle like this one. Take a quartet wife- Edward H. Griffith, producersarcastically rebukes this viewpoint of New York's most beautiful mod- director
for Paramount, who's on his
and the reaction was a noisy round els, with opera length silk stockway to the Bahamas to start filming
of approval.
ings; have them r;ecline on a huge
Other pertinent clips on the de- pink velvet array that resembles 'Dildo Cay'; and Gene Towne, who's
on the verge of transferring his profense front are Pathe's views of a bed; give the guests
hoops, beducing activities from RKO to UA.
soldiers going through the toughenribboned to resemble the fancy round
ing-up process or at recreation on
Victor McLaglen arrives tomorrow
the west coast, the middlewest and garters of the Lillian Russell era and
(Thursday) for two weeks of perthe east. Paramount's glimpses of you have 'Hoop-La.' The guests try jonal appearances at the Strand,
coast defense guns in action at Fort to ring the gals' gams with the N. Y.
Barry, Cal., Universal's survey of garters and get paid off in silk stockbomber and tank manufacture in ings. The whole stunt was offered to
Detroit and Fox's showing of one the late World's Fair but the idea
(Texas) of the many flghter-plahe was nixed by W. F. officials who felt
Unit Review
repair shops maintained by the Army
that there wasn't enough currency
throughout the country. An interesting sidelight is Paramount's dis- to be made in that manner.
I

save her.

—

i

I

I

{

,

closure that the demand for shipping
plane bodies has caused a boom for
the wooden ship industry along the
coast of northern Maine.
Paramount also underscores the
goodwill relations angle as -far as

Latin-America

is

concerned by offer-

ing a series of clips showing what
some of these southern neighbors
have done recently to cement peace
and reciprocity among themselves.
From Fox comes a clip of a decidedly
different mood.
It's
a picture of
Admiral Lais, the Italian naval
attache who had been ordered home
at tjii^ country's request, waving
farewell from the ship that was
taking him away from the United
States, and the sudden shift of disposition as this officer faces the
camera will cause much bepuzzle-

will'

No.

Is

the novelty departParamount's review in its

Brown

Myrna

and

iTr.,

Loy,

his

Strato-

from Los Angeles
Thursday (1) and on the same super
cloud-chaser rode Irene Dunne and
nr Francis
Fr,r„.iQ (Iriffin,
frifTir. who v,»««
Dr.
been
have K»»r.
one for so long; and Elizabeth Arden,
the -Liz who put the beaut, back in

Mex. Favors ir.Oix
sContlnued from page 12;

house

where a

billed they

certain

picture,

is

beauty.

sometimes won't wait for

Also

the doors to open, battering their

way

rectly out of the election of Avila
Camacho as President. Camacho is

friendly

gingerbread. One, in a poorer neighborhood, the Colossal, seats 7,000.
(tor second run pix) arc

Admissions

American money. First
run houses charge between 30 and
eight cents,

40 cents. American.

Mexican stars of importance are
Arturo de Cordoba, Fernando Soler,
Esther Fernandez (how under contract to Par in Hollywood), Emilio
Tuero, Pedro Armendariz, Ramon
Pereda, Su.sana Guizar, Gloria Marin,
Margarita Haller and Joaquin Pardave.
Esliblished

producers include
Grovas, Raul de Anda, Miguel
Conlreras Torres, Miguel Zacarias.
Fernando de Fuentes, Raphael J.
Sevilla, Ramon Pereda, and Eladio

how far TWA flies
Ann Sothern caused

see
i

'

'

.

on

I

:

1

|

cargo-list mentioned
Orson Welles' arrival and the aerial
deposit, plus a few of last week's
passengers, lent Bagdad-on-the-Hudson the look of an
convention

I

I

:

RKO

town.
'

.

done by
I

I
'

i

:

;

i

I

i

;

week saw
Miami, where he has
'

'

left and that late in August he
\5ould reverse his steps to resume
action in 'Hold On To Your Hats.'
Charles (Amas) Correll and Free-

;

:

his father.

Although he

dis-

to inject a Snappy line of patter into
his routine slows down act. as there

arc several long silences as he fashalso

is

on his modeling stand.
enthusiastic emceeing.

He

next to last with their songs, zany
Although
imitations and clownir.g.
they succeed in jerking the show
partially back to the fast opening
tempo, their overuse of blue material
hurts.
Sid Rice proves himself an
able comic and burlesquer with his
imitations and clowning.
The Mitzi Royal. Dancers disport
Ihnm.selves plca.siiigly in three turns.
Indian dance in
is an
v/hich they go heavy on acrobatics,
also are seen in a semi-nude
veil waltz and a French can-can.
Robert Moore's band, curtailed by an
accident, backs up the acts so-so from
the stage.

Their best

They

'

were

I

its

The Radio Ramblers, Irving Lane,
Sammy Vine, are on

'

i

f^^m

Sid Rico and
I

of the

Al Jo'.son off to
been lounging all winter with the
exception of a sleeper-jump to LaGuardiaville.
Al allowed that he
was going back to see if any fish

hoops.

plays plenty of vim and vigor and
turns out pleasing models, his failure

!-ions faces

I

The early hours

^^^^

^^^^^^^

I

!

veteran

trio,

gilded

Miis Page, of
rapid-fire beginning.
the trim stems, handles herself nicely
in feeding lines to the dummy, but
Karston missed a bet in not putting
her on in a special in which to disnorl the limbs, reputedly insured for
purposes.
modeling
for
525.000
Whether this is true or not, Miss
Page is by all means a nifty and has
a plea.sing stage personality.
in
a clayDuke Art, Jr., next is on
modcling turn, similar to the one

I

The same

of

that score solidly. One of these is a
turn in whicb the hoops are spun
so as to make them hop about the
stage in best acc3pted jitterbug fashion.
Act drew a big hand,
Herbert Dexter, ventriloquist, follows, putting his dummy. Jerry McGinty, through a barber shop routine,
aided by Susan Page as manicurist.
Dexter is a polished straight man to
^ sassy block of wood anc although
matcnal IS goud,- Ihc repartee is con-

to the East.

panic in the
beauty mart by taking off Wednesday (30) for Charleston on East
crn Air's local
and George J.
Schaefcr. proxy of RKO, and Leo
Spitz, another film tycoon, skyplaned
in from L.A. on TWA's Super-Sky

Mae

juggling

The act, two men and a girl, go
through all the regular hoop routines
and then throw in several novelties

the

local

Chief.

-Jesus

Rivas.

dazzling

Thursday
City of
Lights, Laughter and Lasses, were
Dolores Del Rio and Fay Wray- in
from L.A. on A.A. for an indef stay;
and Arnold Weisberg. Carol Bruce
left on TWA for the end of the tracks
and Leo Taub of the Hollywood Theatre Alliance left the West Coast to

in to find seats.

There are seven new theatres
under construction in Mexico City,
with the building boom growing di-

to show business and his
Improvement of relations between
Mexico and the United States is reflected in improved business. Houses
in Mexico City are elaborately built
and oversupplied with architectural

customers.
Wilfred
'i'he

'

present
roll-call of the

reporting

Jr.,

hoop jugglers, open the layout with
fast-moving and sometimes
their

i

Hornblow,

3.

Art,

Joe Karston's 'Follies Unique' opens
speedy tempo, slows l3 a walk
and Anally manages to generate
enough steam to get off the stage
under its own power and leave a
fairly pleasing taste in the mouths of

mill.

TWA

Duke

Trio,

at a

,

Arthur

pride-of-joy,
linered

N. C.)

May

Bal)ette, Hitzi Royal Dancers
(8),
Robert Moore's Bond (4); 'Scattergood Baines' (RKO).

The

rnajor domo,

i

quadruplets.
Odec.

Mae

Wilfred

ijorothy Thompson, en route to
dispense her opinions to listeners in
Buffalo and Toronto, took an American flight out Friday (2) and the
same number on the calendar saw
Norman Hommel, barkeep at the
Kitty Hawk room, move his apron
off the airport to Olney's, 12 East
49th Street, where he takes over as

1 tidbit In

recently-born

Charlotte.

Radio Ramblers (3), Herbert Dexter, Jerry McCinly and Susan Page,

soon operate for passenger traf-

Monday morning

tors.

ment

(BROADWAY, CHARLOTTE,

scribes found the Canadian
ale to be superior to Sixth Avenue's
beer but rnanaged to return to the

fic.

ment. One moment he's brimming
all over with cheery smiles and the
next he's pleading pantomimically
with some one below to lay off. The
narrator
doesn't
make It clear
whether the object of his plea are
the cameramen or some demonstra-

specially contracted nursery of the

FOLLIES UNIQUE

Saturday's (3) transatlantic clipper
carried George Backer, publisher of
the N. Y. Post, and Charles A. Smith,
associate manager of the London
Bureau of International News Service.
The former City Councilman
'said he was bound for Londontown
to 'see for myself while Smith was
en route to the same sector to put
a new ribbon in- his typewriter.
Trans-Canada Airways shot out a
courtesy flight from N.Y. to Toronto
un Sunday <4) to give the local newspaper talent a look at the route they

;

^^ul^ous^^ho^^^^^^^^^^
I

a

Wednesday, May
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Advance Production Chart

7,

1941

$147,000,000 Tax Rise On Pix
fContlnued from pace 3s

Marshall, David Bruce, Virginia Field, Jerome Cowan, gested in the joint Congressional
Rose Hobart, Connie Leon. Abner Biberman, Rjchard committee that the new tax proposal
Ainley. Heather Angel, Dorothy Tree, Douglas Walton, be so worded that the distributor
Morton Lowry, Stanley Logan. Gilbert Emery.
would be forced to pay.
AFFECTIONATELY YOURS, drama; asso. prod..
Federal income and corporation
Mark Hellinger; dir.. Lloyd Bacon; orig. story. Laura taxes plus the new excess profits
Foss and Aleen Leslie; screenplay. Edward Kaufman;
tax is expected to swell the total by
camera. Tony Gaudio. Cast: Merle Oberon, Dennis
likely will be a bigMorgan, Rita Hayworth, Ralph Bellamy, James Gleason. $5,000,000, and
taxes beHattie McDaniel, Carmen Morales, Jerome Cowan. ger increase over present
fore revisions are completed.
George Meeker, Butterfly McQueen.

(Continued from page 22)
Cast: Rudy Vallee,
credits; camera, Milton Krasner
Helen Parrish, Lon Chaney, Jr., Eddie Quillan, Jerome
Cowan, Iris Adrian, Jeanne Kelly.

BEYOND THE LAW
Bernhard;

Jack

dir..

.

drama; asso. prod..
Waggner; no writmg

(1941-42),

George

Cast: William GarMary Gorgan. John Litel. June Clyde, Anne Nagel,
Sherlock,
don, Addison-Tlichards, Eddie Hart, Charles
Chuck Morrison, Russell Hicks.

credits; camer-a, Stanley Cortez.

HALF WAT TO SHANGHAI

drama;

(1941-42),

THE BRIDE CAME

asso.

William Cagney;

.

IN THE NAVY, comedy; asso. prod., Alex Gottlieb;
credits; camera, Joseph
dir., Arthur Lubin; no writing
Cast: Lou Abbott, Bud Costello,^ Dick
Valentine.
Powell, Claire Dodd, Dick Foran, Butch &. Buddy,

Shemp Howard, Sunnie O'Dea. Condos Bros., Andrews
Gary Breckner. Robert Emmett Keane, Virginia Engels, Edward Fielding, Bill Davidson.
sea' RAIDERS, drama; asso. prod. Henry McRae;
Sisters,

Beebe and John Rawlins; no writing credits;
Hall.
camera. Jerome Ash. Cast: Billy Halop Huntz
.WilGabriel Dell, Bernard Punsley. Hally Chester
liam Hall, John McGuire, Mary Field, Dick AlexanCliHorcl,
der Stanley Blystone, Ernie Adams, Jack
Jerry
Anthony Rodgers, Joe Recht, James Blamem,
Newlan.
Mandy, Mickey Simpson. Paul
MARSHAL LAW (tentative title), drama; assoc.
prod. Will Cowan; dir., Ray Taylor; no writing credCast: Johnny Mack
camera, William Sickncr.
its;
Brown, Fuzzy Kni?ht. Nell O'Day, Elaine Morey, Roy
Taliaferro.
Harris, Ethan Laidlaw, Charles King, Hal
Jerry Harte, Pat O'Malley.
BIG HOUSE BLUES, formerly RHAPSODY IN
comedy-drama;

(1941-42).

prod.,

asso.

Ken

Goldsmith: dir., Albert S. Rogell; no writing credits;
Cast: Anne Gwynne Nat
camera, Elwood Bredell.
Kelly,
Pendleton, Robert Paige, Elizabeth Risdon, John
Charles Sullivan.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

(1941-42),

comedy-drama;

asso. prod., dir., Gregory LaCava; no writing
camera, Joseph Valentine. Cast: Irene Dunne.
Montgomery, Preston Foster. Eugene Pallette,
Dale. Walter Catlett, June Clyde, Dick Foran.

comedy;

asso.

prod.,

dir.,

Exhibs to Pay Rental Tap
Nearly all exhibition contracts in
recent years state that the exhibitor
must bear taxes levied on film rent-

credits;

Robert
Esther

Samuel

S Hinds, Kathryn Adams, Hugh Beaumont, Virginia
Brissac, Mary Jo Ellis, Rev. Neal Dodd, Hope Landin
Frank Shannon, Thomas Ross, Phyllis Barry, Richara

Davies, Virginia Engels. Beatrice Roberts, Chester
Clute. John Sheehan, Matt McHugh, Fred Santley,
Dorothy Granger, Grace Stafford. Phyllis Kennedy,
Jack Voglin, Eddie Fetherston, Paul Fix, Dora Clemant. Reed Hadley, Boyd Irwin, Frank Coghlan, Jr.,
Hillary Brooke, Lester Dorr, Grace Hayle. Dorothy

Vaughan.

rrom.

Com-

Shoot

40-41

plrtml

Inic

48

6

13

1

1

0

1

•

1

«
•

50

49

48

fitndio

Now
CattlilfC

To n»
Shot
0

Coinp. Slioot.
4t-4« 41-42
I

S

CapraRlskin

Lasky
Totals

13

7

Pictures in cutting rooms or awaiting release:

BASHFUL

THE

HERO,

to'rmerly

STUFF .OF

William Jacobs; dir., Ben
StolofF; screenplay, Ben Marksen' and Kenneth Garnet;
story by Harold Titus; camera. Arthur Todd. Cast:
Eddie Alberts. Joan Leslie, Alan Hale. John Litel,
William Lundigan.
MURDER ON THE SECOND FLOOR, mystery; asso
prod., William Jacobs; dir., D. Ross Lederman; screenCast
play, Anthony Caldeway; camera, Al Seigler.
Frieda Inescort. Heather Angel, Bruce Lester, Paul
Cavanaugh.
MILLION DOLLAR BABY, formerly MISS WHEEL-

HEROES^ drama:

asso. prod.,

WRIGHT DISCOVERS

AMERICA,

statute, the industry does not expect
the distributor will bear the burden.
And indications are that actual raising of the money will be left for
the industry itself to work out. Not
now anticipated that there will be

.

MANPOWER, drama; prod., Hal Wallis: dir.. Raoul
orig." screenplay, Jerry Wald rnd Richard Macauley; camera. Ernest Haller. Cast: Edv^r.rd G. Robinson. Marlene Dietrich. George Raft. Ward Bond,

comedy-drama

Reagan, Helen Westley, Clarence Kolb. John Qualen.
Fay Helm. Lee Patrick, Chester Crute, May Robson,

THIEVES FALL OUT,

formerly 30

DAYS HATH

SEPTEMBER, comedy; asso. prod., Edmund Grainger;
dir., Ray Enright; screenplay, Charles Grayson and Ben
Marksen; camera, Sid Hickox. Cast: Eddie Albert, John
Leslie. Alan Hale. William T. Orr, Anthony Quinn,
Minna Gombel, Nana Bryant, Vaughan Glaser, John
Litel.

formerly WINGED VICTORY.
Robert Lord, dir., Irvine Rapper;
Froelicn, from a

SHINING VICTORY,
drama;

asso. prod..

screenplay,

Brodel.'

Howard Koch and Anne

?lay by A. J. Cronin; camera, James Wong Howe. Cast:
ames Stephenson. Geraldine Fitzgerald, Donald Crisp,
Montagu Love. Richard Ainley, Barbara O'Neill, Bruce
Lester.

Frank Reicher.

SINGAPORE WOMAN,' formerly WOMAN FROM
SINGAPORE, drama; asso. prod., Harlan Thompson:
Jean Negiilesco; screenplay, M. Coates Webster
Rivjcin; camera. Ted McCord. Cast: Brenda

dir.,

and Allen

Writers Strike?
Continued from page

3^s;

expressed great dissatisfaction with
the progress of the Guild negotiations with the Producers and passed

—

'

—

considered

.

to the effect that they

the

present

writer

de-

BULLETS FOR O'HARA, drama; asso. prod., William
dir., William K. Howard; orig. by Abem Finkel
and Harold Buckley; screenplay, Raymond Schrock.
Cast: Joan Perry. Roger Pryor. Anthony Quinn. Dick
Purcell, Maris Wrixson, Richard Ainsley, Roland Drew,
Joe King, Joan Winfleld, DeWolf Hopper, Sidney
Bracy, Victor Zimmerman. Kenneth Harlan, Frank
Mayo. Hank Mann, Jack Mower, Lea Baird.
Jacobs;

but the promise of the Producers to
bargain with us, which right the National Labor Relations Act gives us.
And, today that is all we have
has now
promise to bargain.
It
come to the point where we must
give out bargaining committee a
weapon the right to strike.'
'

a resolution

The

Cite Actors* Victory

idea

was quickly approved by

mands as being extremely modest a dozen other writers, including
and reasonable, and that a further many of the topfiight scriveners.
meeting of the membership of the They pointed out that the actors had
Guild b'e called to discuss the advis- merely to threaten a strike in order
ability

of

taking a strike vote in

the event that the demands are not
reasonably met by the. Producers.'

The fireworks

at the general

mem-

bership meeting were touched off by
Boris Ingster. He declared that SWG
was the foundation upon which all
the other Gdilds had secured con-

He
tracts and working conditions.
continued:- Today, we bav^ nothing
'

to get a contract

skating

poolrooms,
bowling alleys,
rinks,
shooting galleries,

argued.

Ic-Per-Seat Tax Idea
Pittsburgh.

May

6.

Theatre owners in tri-state area
watching with considerable interest
progress of measure recently introduced in borough council of nearby
Munhall Which would place a monthly
tax of Ic a :eat on all film houses. As
worded in proposed ordinance, theatres with a seating capacity of 300
or less would pay $3 a month, and
those with more than 300 would pay
a cent more for every seat over 300.

Munhall's only theatre, the Park,

which seats exactly 300, was opened
several months ago by John E. Stahl,
veteran Homestead exhibitor.
Mich.'s

Own 10% Tax

Idea

Detroit.

May

6.

A new state levy which would
clamp a 10% tax on theatre and other
admissions in addition to the Federal
taxation is proposed in a bill introduced into the Michigan legislature
by Rep. Dora H. Stockman. Bill has

gathered strength since it proposes
to use the revenue for the state's
hard-pressed vocational schools and
for training persons for national defense jobs in which there is a growing shortage of skilled labor here.
•

Taking in everything in excess of
10c admissions, the 10% would be
levied on gross admission, specifically
theatres and sports. Bill would ex-

empt charity shows, fairs, concerts
and the - comntun ity -operated^pioki i-ti-»
houses in the

state.

Canada's

20%

Tax

^^sContinued from page i^^^s
sions 36%.

Fitzgibbons believes that
attendance in the lower income
brackets will be halved.
Admissions in Canada totaled more
than $34,000,000 last year and are

currently higher.

The

latest clip will

bring an estimated $8,000,000' to the
KuykendaH's Tax Trip
Dominion's treasury. A 5% tax has
Ed Kuykendall, president of the also been slapped on all racetrack
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of wagers, plus a 3c a gallon tax on
Frank McHugh, Eve Arden, Joyce Compton.
America, is going to Washington gasoline.
DIVE BOMBER, drama (In Technicolor); asso. prod Friday (9) to appear before the
Robert Lord; dir., Michael Curtiz; story by Com. Frank
Wead; screenplay. Com. Frank Wead and Robert Buck- House Ways and Means Committee
45% in Quebec
Cast: on proposed added taxation.
ner; camera, Bert Glennon and Wenton Hock.
Montreal. May 6.
Arriving in New York Monday
Errol Flynn. Fred MacMurray, Ralph Bellamy, Regis
Coming without warning and burnToomey, Robert Armstrong. Louis Jean Heydt, Cliff night (5), Kuykendall stated he
Nazarro. Craig Stephens, Garet Craig, James Anderson would put up a stiff argument in ing up theatre men in province is
FLIGHT PATROL, drama; assoc. prod., Edmund behalf of theatre operators against the new levy imposed under the 1941
Grainger; dir., Lothar Mendes; screenplay, Leonard the levying of heavy taxes which Canadian Budget of 20% tax on adHoffman and Barry Trivers; camera, James Van Trees. would affect exhibition in many mission to Canadian pictures theatres.
Cast: Ronald Reagan, James Stephenson, William Lun- ways.
Since the theatres here have
digan, Olympe Bradna, Eddie Foy, Jr., Reginald Denny,
Kuykendall expressed the opinion already been paying 25% for amuseCharles Irwin, Crauford Kent.
exhibitors fear the public will ment and surtax, this totals 45":; on
NAVY BLUES, drama asso. prod., Jerry Wald and that
admissions
immediately payable. Onnot
be
able
to
bear
the
load so far
Jack Saper; dir.. Lloyd Bacon; orig.. Sam Perrin and
tario, neighbor province to Quebec,
Arthur T. Herman; screenplay, Jerry Wald and as film or other entertainment is
Richard Macauley; camera, Tony Gaudio. Cast: Ann concerned if taxation becomes too has no 25% admish and surtax and
Sheridan, Jack Oakie, Martha Raye. Eddie Albert, Jack drastic. He said that hundreds of so is thet much better off.
Haley, Jack Carson, Jack Gleason. Frank Orth, Edward small theatres are now doing very
Placing these griefs before the govGargan. Tom Dugan. Maris Wrixson, Jean Ames, Mary poorly.
ernment, the Quebec Allied Theatres,

David Lewis; dir., Curtis Bernhardt; screenplay, Casey Robinson. Richard Macaulay. Jerry Wald;
camera. Charles Rosher. Cast: Priscilla Lane, Ronald
Jeffrey Lynn.

larly

Walsh,

asso. prod.,

.

Exemptions for certain competing
diversions ought to be wiped out,
the House group was told. Particu-

ping pong palaces, etc. Equipment
Whether or not this comes into used by rivals in the entertainment
conflict with wording of the new field also should be levied. Myers

.

Warners

said.

als!

quibbling in Congress over whether
Ted McCord. Cast: Brenda Marshall. Arthur Kennedy, the distributor or exhibitor pays the
Olympe Bradna. William Lundigan. Slim Summerville, 5% just so it is forthcoming. DisWillie Best, Dorothy Tree. Frank Wilcox.
tributors, however, are not likely to
William
prod.,
asso.
drama:
THE NURSE'S SECRET,
bear the burden of the new levy
Jacobs; dir., Noel Smith; screenplay, Anthony Colde- without some adjustment of rentals
wey story by Mary Roberts Rinehart; camera, James to their accounts.
VanTrees. Cast: Regis Toomey, Lee Patrick. Julie
Greatest industry headache will
Bishop, Ann Edmunds. Clara BlandicTt. Leonard Mudie.
Virginia Brissac. Charles Trowbridge, Charles Waldron, occur in states where there already
is a state tax on admissions such as
George Campeau, Georgia Caine.
GENTLE PEOPLE, drama; asso. prod., Henry Blanke; Mississippi. Similar tax laws loom
Richard in Michigan and Illinois. Check this
dir., Anatole Litvak; screenplay. Jerry Wald,
Macauley, Robert Rossen; from play by Irwin Shaw; week forecast that the exhibitor
camera, James Wong Howe. Cast: Ida Lupino, John really would feel the public resistQuale". Eddie Aibei-ts ^^^^ ^^ paying additional
Garfield Thomas Mitchell
sums since
Aline MacMahon, Odette Myrtil, George Tobias, L.eo it will be difficult to explain just
Gorcey. Bernard Gorcey. George Homus.
what percentage of admittance fee
KISSES FOR BREAKFAST, formerly SHE STAYED actually goes to the theatre operKISSED, comedy; asso. prod., Harlan Thomnson; dir., ator.
Ray Enright; screenplay, Kenneth Gamet from play
For example, on a theatre chargby Seymour Hicks; camera. Arthur Edeson. Cast: Dennis Morgan. Shirley Ros.<;. Jane Wyatt, Lee Patrick, ing 15c, the exhibitor would have to
Jerome Cowan, Una O'Connor, Romaine Callendar, get 19c in order to cover tax charges
Nydia Westman. Barnett Parker. Leon Belasco, Louise of the state and Federal Government
Orth.
Frank
Willie
Best,
Muse,
Clarence
Beavers,
unless willing to absorb Vic tax from
UNDERGROUND, drama; asso. prod., William each. This is figured as being virJacobs; dir.. Vincent Sherman; screenplay, Charles tually a 25% tap on the exhibitor,
Grayson; camera, Sid Hickox. Cast: Jeffrey Lynn. which is a sales tax of no nnean proKaaren Verne Mpna Maris, Martin Kosleck.
portions.
While the exhib still is
PASSAGE FROM HONGKONG, drama; asso. prod., getting the same amount of admisWilliam Jacobs; dir., D. Ross Lederman; screenplay, sion, he is confronted with patrons
Fred Niblo. Jr.. from a story by Earl Derr Biggers;
object to paying the addi
camera, Al Siegler.- Cast: Keith Douglas, Lucile Fair- who may
banks. Lumsden Hare, Paul Cavanagh, Gloria Holden. tional 4c.
Producer - distributor companies
Creighton Hale. Juanita Stark, Jean Ames, Alexis
also have their burdens besides feel
Smith.
ing the tilt in admission taxes. They
Warner Plotpres in Prodnctlon
SERGEANT YORK, drama; asso. prod., Jesse L. presently are estimating their excess
Lasky; dir.. Howard Hawks; screenplay, Henry Chand- profits (figured as a national defense
lee and Abem Finkel; supplementary scenes and dialog, industries levy originally) as runniiig
John Huston and Howard Koch; camera, Sol Polito. 30% of their net profit. For the com
Cast: Gary (jooper, Walter Brennan. Joan Leslie, Mar- pany with $7,000,000 net, this would
garet Wycherly. Ward Bond. June Lockhart, Noah
amount to more than $2,000,00(1,
Beery, Jr.. Howard DaSilva, Dickie Moore.
must be written off before
BAD MEN OF MISSOURI, dramarasso. prod.. Bryan which
stockholders have a look-in on any
Foy; dir., Ray Enright; orig. screenplay, Robert L.
In addition, these
Buckner. Allen Rivkin, Robert Kent. Lester Cole, melon-cutting.
Charles Grayson; camera. Arthur Todd. Cast: Dennis companies anticipate a boost in nor'
Morgan, Wayne Morris, Arthur Kennedy, Jane Wyman, mal Federal taxes and already are
Howard DaSilva. Ann Todd. Willie Best, Roscoe Ates checking on the added levies laid
Eddie Acuff.
down by various states.

dir. Ford'

STRIPES

C.O.D.,

William Keighley; screenplay,
Julius and Philip Epstein: camera, Ernie Haller. Cast:
James Cagney, Bette Davis. Stuart Erwin. William
Frawley, George Tobias. Jack Carson. Harry Davenport.
THREE SONS O' GUNS, formerly MOTHER'S
BOY, comedy-drama; asso. prod., William Jacobs; dir.,
Ben StolofT; story and' screenplay, Fred Niblo, Jr.;
Cast: Wayne Morris, Tom
camera, Arthur Todd,
Brown, William T. Orr, Marjorie Rambeau, Irene Rich,
Moroni Olsen, Suzanne Carnahan.
HIGHWAY WEST, western; asso. prod., Edmund
Grainger; dir.. William McGann; screenplay, Charles
Kenyon. Allen Rivkin and Kennett Gamut; camera,

Marshall Grant; dir., Noel Smith; no writing
crediU; camera, John Boyle. Cast: Charles Bickford,
Evelyn Ankers, Frank Albertson, Cecil Kelleway,
Truman Bradley, Willie Fung, Viola Vaughn, Keye
Luke, Len Christy, Dorothy Vaughn, Grace Lem.
T; Fix In Prodnctlon

prod.,

line of business should be left alone
because the levy would have deleterious effect on receipts. Putting a
penny on 10c ducats 'means the
breaking of another nickel and
makes a big difference to the kids,
therefore to the theatres,* Myers

with the companies.

Fred Niblo, Jr., objected to the
strike talk. He said he realized the
Guild was not taking a strike vote
at this time, but declared it was taking the first step, and that the second and third steps would mean 'we
will be out on strike.' He said before
a strike is ordered he felt the membership
would be interested In

'No Tax Exemptions
Pix,

Excepting
Washington.

.

On

Kids'
May 6.

Elimination of all film tax exemp
except in the case of kids, was

tions.

association representing every picture house in the province, has
wired Revenue Minister Ilsley asking for an interview on the provisions of the new budget affecting
theatre operation.
This will likely
be arranged for current week but it
is not expected that much relief will
be given.
Meantime the theatre owners are
absorbing the tax for the time being.
The position is further confusing by
the f£ct that tickets to theatres in

urged r the House Ways and Means
Comm.I.ec last week. Group also
knowing whether the $2,500 per week
heard more suggestions for a stiff
writers were going to 'support the
levy on radio broadcasters and prolittle guys, like the actors supported
tests against special excise on phono
the extras.' Prexy Sheridan Gibney
graph records.
and
other
high-salared
writers
Quebec are supplied by the provinInstead of drawing the line be
promptly replied they felt certain
tween different grades of film houses cial government for tax record purthat the top writers would support
and .various amusements, Cdngress poses and it will be difficult to pass
a strike, if one is called, both moralshould impose a uniform door tax the federal tax along unless Quebec
ly and financially.
on all types of commercialized en- government agrees. If a straight
During the discussion. It was tertainment, according to Abram F. 20% is added to the admission price,
brought oiit that the Producers had Myers, chairinan of the Allied States it' would be a tax on a tax in pert
offered a minimum wage of $50 per Association Board.
He testified in and this would throw out the calcuweek, as compared to the SWG de- connection with the Treasury De- lations on which provincial amusemand for a minimum of $150 per partment proposal to lower the ment tax is based.
week. The two groups also have starting point of the 10% bite from
Says George Ganetckos. head of
been unable to get together on Guild 21c to 10c, which experts predict will United Amusement Corp., controlling
demands for abolition of speculative bring in $55,000,000 of additional many theatres in Montreal and provwriting and fiat deals under $5,000. Federal revenue.
ince:
'We are very anxious to do
A showdown is expected during the
Every film patron except the everything we can to help win the
next week, after the Guild has had youngsters should be made to as- war and are willing to pay to the
an opportunity to sound out its sume some burden of paying the limit of our ability, but we would
membership, and has had a chance cost of the national defense pro like to know how this tax is to be
to ascertain how far the Producers gram. Myers said.
He was one of imposed. We have 13 or 14 taxes to
intend going toward reaching an the few individuals representing any pay now end if we have many more
agreement.
industry who did not say his own we' will have to go out of business.'
.

'

'
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Inside Stuff-Pictures

Proskauer Wins Schenck

Now Has AnH- Duals
Jacob (Jake) Fabian, who died in New York at the age of 75 recently,
was pioneer theatre operator and a franchise holder in the old First National company of which he was a vice-president.
At one time operating around GO theatres, Fabian was an important
part of the old Stanley Co. of America, which was taken over by Warner
Bros, in 1929 when it acquired First National and merged it with Warners.
Following that deal Fabian retired from ^business but his son, Si, continued the Fabian Theatres Corp., whicTi'lias steadily increased until it
now numbers over 30 houses, including operation of various pools in which
Warners and Paramount figures, including downtown Brooklyn.
The elder Fabian, who was very active in church affairs and financed
the building of the Temple Emanuel in Paterson, N. J., where he first
started in the picture business, opened the Regent in that town in 1914.
He was originally in the clothing business there. Fabian confired his
exhibition activities to New Jersey, his portion of the Stanley Co, of
America, of which he was a director, being known as Stanley-Fabian.

The film trade in London seems surprised at the manner in which Fred
Hutchinson, assistant head of sales for Metro in London, was weaned away
by Paramount to head its British sales force. Insiders maintain Sam Eckman, Jr., Metro's British chief, only learned of Hutchinson's impending departure from the trade papers.
Hutchinson's stipend from Paramount is reported to be almost double
that which he received from Metro. But, as he was being groomed to take
the pl3ce of Jimmy Squires, present head of Metro's sales in. England, who
is due to retire in the next few years, it is doubtful if Hutchinson will gain
much by his change, the trade maintains.

New British film company recently formed comprises Captain Richard
Norton, Gerald Freeman, the Earl of Warwick and Dr. R. Galperson.
Company, known as Mercury Film Productions, is doing 'I'll Marry the
Girl,' from original by Emeric Pressburger, and 'Chained,' American
two. Company is to make six pictures yearly at average cost of $200,000 per.
Freeman denies a report published to the effect that he had signed with
Associated Talking Pictures.

script, as their first

Reason for the Samuel Goldwyn-RKO releasing hookup, for which Warners and 20th-Fox were angling, is a guarantee to the producer of his
negative costs for two pictures within a year. It is the same deal RKO
has had with Walt Disney since the production of 'Snow White arid the
Seven Dwarfs.' Deal, negotiated by Leo Spitz, representing Goldwyn,
6nd George J. Schaefer, for RKO, is understood U> give the distributors
about 24^4% for domestic release and 27% abroad.^

Moppet contract between Paramount and Carolyn Lee, approved by
guarantees the seven-year-old actress a
annual options for live years. Deal calls
several weeks between each film to be
town, Martin's Ferry, O. Salary is $1,250
a week with an eight-week guarantee for every picture. Percentage of
the kid's earnings goes into a trust fund until she is 21.

Superior court in Los Angeles,
of $30,000 a year with
for three pictures a year, with
spent by the actress in her home

minimum

Merian C. Cooper is back on the Coast from England after 10 weeks of
observing for the filming of 'The Eagle Squadron,' but is not prepared to
say what he observed over there. Cooper made an agreement with the
"British government not to reveal what he had learned about American
fliers in the Royal Air Force until his picture goes into work for Argosy
Productions (United Artists release). Filming starts late in June.

i

Bill

.

^Continued from page &:
distribs

color.

New corporation is Hugh Harman
Productions,
Inc.,
with
W. Earl
Shafer, as attorney, and one of the
directors.
Harman is listed as producer-director of the pictures, with
release outlets under negotiation.

Paramount

Deals as Prod.-Director
Hollywood, May 6.
Mitchell Leisen closed two contracts, one in a package deal for
one picture at Columbia, and the
other a two-year pact with Para•

Many affiliate
theatres.
circuits make a practice of showing
seal but
only films bearing the
not
it is not a steadfast rule and is
followed today by all affiliated ex-

PCA

hibitors.

j

I

I

'

Will
a rest

Hays' Health Checkup
Chicago, May 6.
off in Chi for
St. Luke's hos-

Hays stopped
and checkup zt

Indicates stay of at least a
in the infirmary.

1942-43 programs, with the privilege of one outside film each year.

20th Holds

May

Joseph

.

years.

Newman's
Z.

Newman

signed

8 at Universal.
is

week

Hollywood, May 0. i
Alfred Newman, three years with
20th-Fox as general musical director,
a new contract for seven

Hal Young's Air Revels

producer

6.
i

I

j

year could not be found against him
on a guilty plea, since he had already overpaid. Proskauer declared
that Judge Moscowitz, by so failing
instruct the jury, erred suffito

;
'

j

ciently for a reversal.
I

2. The court charge that estimates
cannot be taken from business de'

law would practically limit all picture bills to two and one-half hours,
far under the current running time
in the area given heavily to doublefeature

ductions where actual figures are in
existence was attacked, and the attorney digressed to point out that he
always took estimates from his returns, and battled the result out with
agents when they checked. Through
failure to so charge the jury, and
by failure to explain to that body
the meaning of the terms 'ordinary
and legitimate' deductions, Proskauer will ask for a reversal.

bills.

Health slant on the bill is an important factor at this time when, as
the country is gearing up on a wartime basis, health and military authorities are
looking toward the
breaking up of group gatherings for
long periods remembering some of
the epidemics, notably the flu, which
stemmed up during the last war pe-

Jury's Charee
3. Judge Proskauer stated that the
court erred by failure to state meaning of the word 'legitimate' when he
charged the jury on the sale of stock
to Roland West and William Goetz.
The law would be, that if Schenck
sold control of the stock, regardless
of -whether he received the money
back or not, the sale was legitimate.
This omission on the part of the
court is a reversible error, Proskauer claims.
the
claimed
that
4. Proskauer
court, by failing to point out to the
jury that if they found the securities on this stock to be worthless in

riod.

sudden turn, after
attention to the mo-,
tion pictures, ' of the legislators to
pix control. Snow said that his new
bill is in line with policies indicated
in other parts of the country and in
keeping with the wishes of exhibitors who have been sounded out
by him on his anti-consent move. It
was indicated that the exhibitors,

Marking

years of

the

little

crught up in a competitive cycle
with the double features and unable
to make a solo break from the system, were looking to the law to provide an end to the system which they
have been unable to work out among
themselves.
Support of the bill to limit picture

shows

5.

Proskauer, had coached. After removing some of Correa's hide with
Ills lashing tongue, Proskauer
concluded, and the court declared that
it would grant the asked
for bail.
Judge Moscowitz stated that he beblievcd time to. be essential and requested the defense to be ready to
go to the circuit court for argument
in June. Proskauer agreed to have
his bill of exceptions and assignment of errors ready by May 22, but
indicated he believed it Impossible
to be heard before Octolier. In this
Correa concurred, although every
effort will be made to push the
appeal speedily.
Judge Moscowitz granted the appeal
in
a
somewhat reluctant
manner, and declared that he believed both men guilty, but admitted
the possibility of error, and expressed his desire to pive the film
executives every possible consideration.

Both men were told to post the
amount of their fines, this being
$20,000 and $10,000 respectively, and
to also post a $5,000 bail bond, this
raising the ante from $1,500. The

asserted

that

on that testimony

acquit

U. S.
this,

Judge Moscowitz had convicted the
two men with his midnight charge
to the jury to take into consideration the failure of either side to call

Both men took advantage of
leaving for studio conferences

and a

rest in California.

Scl>nlberff

alone.
6. Lastly, Proskauer declared that

WiP Produce

'Eden' for Bronston,

CdL

Hollywood, May 6.
'Martin Eden,' built on a novel by
Jack London, is slated for August
production for Columbia distribution
through a deal with Samuel Bronstpn, former distributor, for United
Artists in Europe.
Understood B. P. Schulberg will
supervise production of the yarn
here, with Bronston as associate

available witnesses. Proskauer declared that his statement coming on
the heels of a roasting of the defense
by Correa for failure to call them,
sent the jury out of the room with
the court's word of guilty Impressed
on their minds.
Concluding his argument, Proskauer declared that Judge Mosco- producer.

COST
survey to be

could

it

arbitrahon

first

then

Proskauer

the court had failed to go far enough
In explaining the value of character
testimony, and stated that Judge
Moscowitz should have told the jury

AVERAGE

$39.14

I

they would be entitled to. find
again
erred. bail was posted Friday (2).
innocent,
Under proper instructions the jury
Schenck and Moskowitz were both
would have found the stock worth- allowed to leave the N. Y. court's
less, and Schenck would have been jurisdiction and can go any place in
acquitted on count one, he claimed. the territorial jurisdiction of the
1935,

minutes was voted by

to 150

I

witz was not a tyrant, and that he
realized the possibility of error and
as
such the appeal should be
granted.
Coirea then interposed his plea
for Immediate jailing and the defense
counsel,
after
listening
to
argument, tossed the courtroom into
chuckles pf laughter by caustically
praising Correa. and declaring he
had done as well as members of a
college debating team which he,

Schenck

the Co-perative Theatres of Michigan. I'hey endorsed the idea that it
would simplify the movement back
to single features in Michigan.

made by

American Arbitration Assn.
the
since arbitration machinery for films
set in motion Feb. 1, the average cost of cases so far heard has
been $39.14. This is ba^ed on seven
eases in which awards have been
made during the first quarter of ar-

was

'

I

latest

chore

Tyrone Power
and Sand.'

of the

is

the score

starrer, 'Blood
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On NUce

pecially if an appeal was to be
taken, and for that rea.son it is believed complaints have been slow in

coming

one of the screen's
elaMics"
-mr^rl Mu, B'kl^n Kaah

Judy GARLAND
Lint TURNER

A .MMri>-aoIdwyn-May»r

was desirous of getthe
ting an early line on costs because
of various estimates, largely excesMany
sive, that have been made.
exhibitors have expresed fear that
arbitration would run very high, es$50,

"WiU go down

Cop.

Heltf Over
Far • Third
Week
Glorlfled

pense the average has been $15.64.
Costs have varied considerably, the
lowest on any complaint which went
to arbitration having been $15.75.
Highest was $83.75.
While a more conclusive average
will be obtainable later on when
hearings increase in number and
they begin to reach the appeals
board where the filing fee alone is
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SALICI PUPPETS

OPENS FRIDAY, MAY 9TH

"THE WAGONS ROLL
AT NIGHT"
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to

May

only 56
of which were"
1

WALT DISNEY'S

cases were filed, 11
settlcd prior to hearings.

/

A New Wnrnor

survey was made by J. Noble
executive director of the
film committee of the a.ssociation, for
Paul Felix Warburg, who is chairman of this committee.
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Although he has outside
Canada, Maurice A.
former general manager of
tion for Paramount above
in

is

interests

Milligan,
distributhe bor-

reported seeking a film con-

j
I

!

1

'

"THE FLAME
OF
NEW ORLEANS"

nection there. He is in New York
at present on the matter and possibly may return to Par, it is said.
Milligan resigned recently when the

company wanted him
ver to assume charge

to
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M.A. Milligan May Go
Back With Par in Can

der,

pital.

two
pictures a year for the 1941-42 and

Associate
Sanford.

company

affiliated

calls for

Hollywood, May 6.
Harold Young draws the director
chore on 'Radio Revels of 1942,"

However,

exhibitors.

dates as possible in major

mount as producer-director.
Package deal includes Marlene
Dietrich as star and James Edward
Grant as scripter of the story, 'Miss
Madden Is Willing.' slated for an
early June start, under Leisen 's production - direction.
Feldman - Blum
agency closed the deal.

and

present leaders in the Hays organization have no intention of permitting the industry slip out from
under any PCA. They feel the film
industry should have a code just the
same as the radio and the newspaper businesses, only that it should
be stricter because rated the most
vivid medium for projecting a story
or entertainment.
Recent beet from some indie distributors stems from the recent tilt
in rates for the PCA code seal. Hays
organization setting up a revised
schedule in line with operating
costs and not allowing so-called minimum budget pictures to escape so
However, no independent
lightly.
to
producer-distributor is forced
submit his product to the Hays office tor a seal although most of them
do because desiring as many play-

with Rudolph Ising in the HarmanIsing cartoon company and later producer of inky shorts at Metro, is
stepping out on his own to make
feature-length cartoons in Techni-

slated to start

May

Detroit,

Claiming it is a health measure
well as carrying other benefits,
Representative Raymond J. Snow,
who fathered the anti-Hve bill now
pending in the siate legislature, has
introduced a bill to outlaw double
features in Michigan. The proposed

Bail

Continued from page 4;

constituted an overpay-

his return for that year, regardless of whether it was intentional or not, deductions for that

The average for filing fee and the
cost of the arbitrator has been only
$23.50, while for stenographic ex-

Hays-Breen

IN TINT

Hollywood, May 6.
Hugh Harman, formerly associated

Paramount contract

money

this

bitration.

HARMAN WILL PRODUCE

Leisen's Col,

Mich. Hopper

zs

In the

Rain and floods in various parts of the country have cost 20th-Fox an
extra $100,000 this spring, the result of delays on location. Second unit on
'Belle Starr' was marooned for two days in a farmhouse near Noel, Mo., by
a washout. Other costly delays were experienced by practically every
crew shooting outdoors.

in

ment on

New pact between Ginger Rogers and RKQ, calls for only one picture
per year for three years on that lot, with the right to approve the script.
Under the old contract she generally inspected the screenplay, although
there was no agreement to that effect. New deal will permit the star to
grab a number of plums offered by other studios.

FEATURE INKERS

27

Soow (Anti-Decree Kid)

ArirariKtuiiiri'liire

Sllllnite

III

IvrHon

ALVIN} REY
and

Sand

that territory.

Assuming that he would remain
permanently in Canada where he
was succeeded as g.m, by Del Goodman, formerly in foreign distribution for 20th-Fox, Milligan a year
ago became a British subject.

1
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Paramount Annual

Satevepost Buy of Nordhoff-Hall

Earnings, 1935-40

SOG in Hollow Table Leg
Jams Up Theatre Owner
Atlantic City,

Warner

of 'The

mas,'

Brosdway

Bros,

6.

theatre owner, as admitting that $80,000, taken from a hollow table leg
in his home, had never, been reported on his income tax returns.'
Skyrm was questioned by Reed for
some time Friday (2) and at conclusion, Reed stated, a full investiga-

last

First

which

was

$6,250,

out week in Boston) and approximately another $10,000 to operate on
'

Broadway

for three weeks,

minimum

time under Dramatists Guild rules
before management can share in motion picture sale.

Backers, under the DG regulations,
get 40% of film proceeds ($12,000) of
which Par snares one-fourth.

Coast Story Buys
Hollywood, May 6.
Harry Sherman purchased 'Hoppy's
Holiday,' a western by Ceclle Lewis
Kramer and Ellen Hansen Corby.
Bernard Feins sold comedy, 'Mary

Had a Little,' to 'Warners.
Sam Katzman bought

Martin
Mooney's yarn, 'Mr. Wise Guy,' to
produce for Monogram release.
Merrick-Alexander Productions ac.
quired 'Secrets of a Co-Ed,' by Carl
King.

Paramount purchased 'The Silver
Queen,' by Forrest Halsey and William Allen Johnston.
Monogram bought 'The Trail of the
Vampire,' by Carl Foreman and
Charles Marion.
Martin Mooney sold 'The Warden's
Daughter' to Producers Releasing
Corp.
George R. Batcheller purchased
*GW\s Town,' by Rex Hale, for PrO'
ducers Releasing Corp.
Fanya Foss and Bernie Giles sold
•Matti O'Hara Comes Home' to Columbia.

Stanley-Warner Philiy

PAR'S 3-MO. PROFIT

Staffers Talk Strike

The union wants minimum
rles rr.i^ed in all categories:
^

of .service to $20; assistant managers
(first run houses) to $40; assistant
managers (key nabes) to $35; as-

managers (others)

W.L. Brown
•

Walter

L.

to

V.-P. of

Brown

took

new

$30.

W.E

over his

position of general counsel and
Western Electric last Thursday (1), succeeding T. Brooke Price,
who moved up to the position of
general attorney for the American
v.p. of

.

uted earnings for the quarter in partially-owned non-consolidated subIn the corresponding quarter
interest
totaled
year
this
last
$716,000. Earnings are equivalent to
89c on each common share as compared with 53c in the March quarter

worse man for having gone

last year.

Juvenile Clinic, in a reassuring talk

deducted

$270,988

to the old

blood-curdlcr drama nor hiding dime
novel terror behind his geography.

sids.

That was the point of view of Dr.

James S. Plant, noted child psychologist and head of the Kssex County

for

Pathe Film Corp.. net

'40

profit for the

three months of the new finanyear, ended March 31 last, totalled $28,633, or about the same cs

first

and what they see
and hear blows away like dandelion
for the scary stuff

seeds in a hurricane.
'Parents should not worry too

about the
They'd be
hear their
you ask a

'

sive but still power-pulling for the
boxofTice.
To me, this sending
around of men who know what it is
all about is one of the best things
being accomplished by the distributing companies. There is no doubt in
my mind that such expert assistance
these men give are a potent factor

in greater boxoffice grosses.'
This
is
but one of the many expresSole income coming from sions heard and made by exhibitors
the dividend on 3,500 shares of Du- voicing the same sentiments as TruThey also resent the smart
Pont Film Mfg. Corp. common was ran.
listed at $35,000 or the same as in Alec who comes to town, takes over
the first quarter of 1940.
with a flourish, tells what he did so
Pathe listed the DuPont Film net and such a time in Chicago, BosThey do reprofit as $439,258 for the first three ton or Punxatawney.
months, with Pathe's interest $153,- spect the men who come to his city
740.
AUo that of this total $118,740 or town, have a job to do, confer
was undistributed and the undis- with the exhibitor on all possibilites
tributed amounts are not reflected in and ways and means of selling the
the income accounts of the com- picture to the public, make their
tieups, contact the local editors and
pany.
cover every end of their work. No
boasting and planting his chassis in
the theatre manager's office smokPar Sending 'Wings' Got
ing a vile-smelling smokestack, or
telling the girl behind the hotel cigar
Pronto;
Admissions? counter what a great guy he is
and at the end of the engagement
Placing 'I Wanted Wings' on gen- send in a long phoney report of how

much

movies and the comics.
surprised

they could

if

children at play.

...

If

youngster what movie he

likes best that he's seen, he'll invari-

ably

SHORTAGE OF

name

the last one.

.

.

.

Remem-

ber, the world in which you want the
child to emerge is not nearly
pleasant a place as his dreams. The
world is a place of black eyes, bloody
noses. He must be led into it by persuasion,'

STUDIO LABOR

cial

last year.

Up

big his ideas went over.
The exploitation men who are
regularly assigned to the various
territories in the country are also
valuable in the contacts they make
with the editors of all the newspapers in their district. Once a man
gains the friendship and confidence
of the newspaper editor, and does
not try to put anything over on him,
he has a rare friend indeed. This

eral release around June 1 and delivering the roadshows film under
this year's pontract though that isn't

mandatory. Paramount is seeking
agreement from its accounts to play
the

film

at

Company
doing

is

this,

increased admissions.
not forcing exhibs into

however.

Prior to general release Par is
laying out around 50 pre-relecse
dates for 'Wings.' These will be in
the south, on the Atlantic seaboard
and in the far west. They will be

Now

25.

the

Astor, N. Y., on a
twree-daily run which principally
has been in the nature of windowdressing, 'Wings' goes out Sunday
(11) after six weeks.
at

'John Doe' Deals

Warner

'John Doe'
singly following 35 pre-release engagements, has closed deals with its
-

own

Bros.j

selling

Fox-West Coast, RKO,

circuit,

Schine Bros., Welter Reade Theatres,
Balaban & Katz, Famou? PlayersCanadian,
St.
Louis
Amus. Co.
(F&M), Crescent Amus. Co., Fanchon
&i

Marco and the Friscina

j

,

circuit.

Entering national release this week,
'Doe'

tees off
"^agenients.

in

365

different

en-

Robbing, Gruen Win Point,
j

Casanave's Pre-Trial

Exam

Herman Robbins and Toby Gruen,
who are suing Charles L. Cssanave
and National Screen Accessories for
$165,000 as officers of National Screen
Accessories, Incl, and National Screen
Service Corp., won a major point
over Casanave in N. Y. supreme court
yesterday (Tuesday) when the court
ordered the exemination before trial
of Casanave to take place tomorrow

I

Hollywood, May 6.
Fred Pelton, producer labor contact,

KuykendaU's 'Good-WiU'

says the shortage of studio labor

Keynote for MPTOA's

still exists.

He

said workers are reaping a harvest of overtime, and indicated that
if the shortage increases it may become necessary for certain of the
unions to open their ranks to new
members in order to keep the studios

supplied with the necessary
of workers.

Film

Name

LA

L. Kuykendall, president of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, now at his home in Columbus, Miss, will probably come to

number

New

'York to discuss policy and
plans before the convention of the

association in Los Angeles June 9-12.
Also a meeting of the executive committee will no doubt be held before
then.

Shorts

In 'Newsreel'

Form

This year's powwow will be held in
conjunction with the Pscific Coast
Conference of Independent Theatre
Owners, whose headquarters are in
Los Angeles. This organization, like

Frowned on by SAG
The

Screen

Hollywood, May 6,
Actors Guild has the MPTOA, was against the consent
decree but in KuykendaU's bulletin
to members during the past week he
made no mention of the decree at
all 'nor did he indicate that it would
be di!!cussed.
Understood,
however, that it will be a major point
of dif^cussion during the four-day

down on the production of
short subjects under the guise of
newsreels.
Harriett Parsons and
other producers who have been turning out these shorts with non-paid
talent have been advised that Guild
minimums will have to be paid in the
future.
The following letter has
been sent by the SAG to the Columis amply proved by the many spebia, Republic, Pathe, Cinema Celebcial stories
which appear in the rities and Sunshine Productions:
new.spapers— .specials on fashions,
'The Screen Actors Guild has for
sports, beauty, njotion picture news some time countenanced the appearand planting of pictures on the at- ance of stars and featured players in
traction he is exploiting.
He also short subjects such as yours on the
helps out in getting special material theory that actors are agreeable to
doing such work without pay for the
for such editors who require it.
Field men today cover their ter- publicity value that they receive.
'However, so many companies have
ritories by automobile and in this
way can visit the smallest towns, started the production of similar
meeting both the exhibitors and the reels, and so many complications have
newspaper people. Their routes take arisen concerning this use of Guild
members in such reels that the
in, all sorts and conditions of terScreen Actors Guild must hereby
rain, but like the film salesmen, it is
notify you that in the future it will
all taken in its stride.
Obstacles do have to enforce
its contract more
not exist in their daily duties— they
strictly in connection with these pichave a job to do at a cerUin time
tures. That is to say, you will be reand it is their business to be there.
quired to pay at least the minimum
There is no playing or roystering— scale
provided for in the Basic Conhe can be a hail-fellow-well-met,' be tract for anyone
whom you use, and
the pleasant and genial host to those all
conditions relative to the employhe has to come in business contact ment contained in the
contract shall
with, but soldiering on the job is fatal, apply, with the
following exception:
The playdate is set and the wheels
'1. You may photograph
non-Guild
°' exploitation and publicity must member personalities without regard
start to move— and to make it move, to the contract.
2. You may photoevery minute counts. Not much time graph non-Guild professional people
for arm-bending or penny-ante. The without regard to the contract. 3. You
exploitation man has become quite may photograph without compensaan important and valuable link in tion stars and featured players under
the complex chain of picture sell- newsreel circumstances as distincracked

guished

ing.

from

production

get-together.

Tours of the Hollywood studios
probably be programmed for the
delegates, with Kuykendall sounding
a keynote in stressing that good will
is an import-.nt factor for .showmen
right now. In his bulletin to members, he .says:
will

'

j

'By good will we mean more than
the importance of a better understanding between those who make
motion pictures in Hollywood and
the theatre owners who present the
'pictures
to
communities
local
throughout the country. Our busi-

I

1

I

I
I

ne-^s more than any other rests on
public good will towards motion pictures as good entertainment and the
motion picture industry as an institution.
A lot of this has been
lost or is non-existent.
'We believe an earnest and continuing effort must be made by the
responsible factors in the business
to recover some of this lost good
will, which has been dissipated in
part at least by subversive agitation
within the business and by irresponsible appeals to hatred and personal prejudices that undermine and
destroy public opinion.'

FAR our
AHEAD OF PROD. SKED

REP. COASTING,

circum-

Newsreel circumstjinces do
not permit makeup; special- dress or
story continuity.
stances.'

FOUB MORE 'ELLERT QUEENS'
Hollywood,

May

6.

Hollywood,

.

sert fraud- in stock deals..
i

Hogan

direct^.

Conv. June 9-12

Ed

duction

on.

the

Westwood

lot

May

6.

Republic is so far advanced on its
production schedule that only three
pictures are working on the lot, with
the lull expected to continue until
June.
Thus far the company has completed 45 features, 23 of which are

;

.

6.

If Little Willie likes gory movies,
blood-curdling radio serials and bruHis pa isn't a
tal comics, so what?

(Thursday).
It also
denied CasaDeal for four more Ellery Queen
nave's cross-plea to examine them. A stories was closed by Larry Darmour
Ostrow's 20th Debut
Telephone ^'Telegraph Co. Brown's point won by Casanave was a court with Fredei'ick Dannay and Manfred
Hollywood, May 6.
'Marry the Boss's Daughter' went
Section had i>e«n made by the W. E. order for a bill of particulars to be B. Lee, authors of the novel and the
directorate more than two weeks served on the defendant by the plain- radio show built on the same idea.
before the lenses at 20th-Fox with
tiffs.
Third picture of the old series, Thornton Freeland directing, after
ago.
' Brown also succeeds Price as genPlaintiffs charge violation of fldu- 'The Devil to Pay,' rolls Thursday moving over from Universal 'where
eral counsel 'for -Eleotrlcal Research cia'ry duties as an officer and direc- (8) with Ralph Bellamy and Mar- he piloted 'Too Many 31ondes.' '
Picture is Lou Ostrow's first proJfroducts, Inc„ and other Western tor'on the part of Ca5an.-<ve, and as- garet Lindsay, in the leads.
James
Xlcctrle niteids.

May

Detroit,

quarter earnings included
representing Par's direct

first

—

sala

Ushers

to $18.50; doormen, cashiers and
chief of service to $25;' assistant chief

sistant

SAME AS

$28,633;

between May 10 and

Philadelphia, May 6.
Ushers,
cashiers,
doormen, astir rnt
managers 'and cleaners at
Sicnley-Wamer houses were talking
sti'.ke this week unliiss the manage
ment agreed to their demands for
more dough.
The employees are members of the
ThcEtre Employees Union, Local B
100, an offshoot of the Motion Pic
ture Operators Union of the lATSE
The union had a contract with War
ners which expired several week:
ego and thus far there's b^en no in
dication that the company would
raise the ante.

.'.$2,475,000

WONT

HURT KIDS'

whether the things they outlined writing off for taxes in the quarter.
could be accomplished whether his
Paramount statement revealed that
budget for advertising could stand it. the company acquired 6,700 shares
This did not .make for friendly of first preferred stock at a discount
situations.
Today, though, the cali- of approximately $8,400 during the
bre of man is vastly different. The quarter, this amount having been
exploitation man works with the credited to special capital surplus acAlso in the quarter, 770
campaigns to- cou'nt.
manager, outlines
gether, discard the impossible, and shares of second preferred was condo the things that are least expen- verted into 693 shares of common.

$60,000

put up along with equal
S. Cullman, Mar-

it

.

RADIO

its

and indirect net interests as a stockholder in the combined undistrib-

Company

Skyrm

sums by Howard

shall Field and Robert Lehman.
Production cost about $13,500 to
open (including $1,500 lost in a try-

:

estimated

They dividends accrued for the quarter on to parents here at the Michigan Chilline of work.
Chancery Court suit in which his ence in that
asking the exhibitor, preferred shares. It computed nor- dren's Aid Society's 50th anniversary.
estranged wife, Mrs. Lucille Skyrm, never thought of
who was familiar with his town, mal Federal income tax at 30% in His idea was that kids tend natiwally
was ordered to account for it.

offer to obtain film

Par's investment

riglits.

.

The

$650,00()

^Continued from page H;

The theatre owner's legal right to
the $80,000 was established after a

Night Before Christ-

WB

1941
quarter.

officially

against $1,606,000 In the corresponding period of 1940.

Veteran Exploiteer

tion will be made.

out With about a $3,000 loss on its
investment in the flop comedy. WB
paid $30,000 for it.
Per policy in b.r.ing legits is to
finance only those which it wants for

topping the

$622,000
530,000

$7,633,130
1940
$1,606,000
First quarter
Second quarter.... 1,478,000
1,726,000
Third quarter
Fourth quarter.... 2,823,130

Deputy Internal Revenue Collector
A. Reed quoted Edward
74-year-old Somers Point

legiter backed by
let^ the latter company

Paramount,

Paramount

1911

7,

•SCARE-'EM PIX,

AHEAD OF '40

earnings for the first quarter of the
current year, ended April 5, as
$869,000 higher than the initial quarCompany reported
ter last year.
all
interest and
after
$2,475,000,
charges, for the initial quarter, as

333,000
Third quarter
Fourth quarter.... 1,252,533

Testimony developed that Mrs.
took the money and buried
of it in the ground, from
which hiding place it subsequently
Three neighbors of
disappeared.
Somers Point are alleged to have removed the money from the hole and
divided it. They were indicted for
larceny and are awaiting trial.
picture purposes. It didn't feel, however, that 'Christmas' was worth

week

quarter

Second quarter....

Skyrm,

Par's $3,000 Net Loss

by

First

Milton

price for 'Bay' to $50,000.

Purchase

May

1869,000

$3,153,167
3,889,020
6,045,103
2,533,279
2,737,533

1935
1936
1937
1938
1939

Yam Gets Them Extra lOG on Pix
Acceptance last week, by the Sat
•vepost oi 'Botany Bay' gives authors Charles NordhoA and Jame£
Morman Hall an additional $10,000
for the film rights, which they sold
to Paramount last year. Par bought
the yarn before any of it was on
paper, the arrangement being that
$10,000 should be paid on delivery of
B eO-page outline, $30,000 more on
the acceptance of the manuscript for
book publication by Little, Brown &
Co., which took place several months
ago, and another $10,000 if the story
is bought for serialization by a major mag.
That brings Par's total

PAR'S FIRST QUARTER

westerns.
,

ito.

Program

calls for 13

more

be ready. lorid6Uvery.by Aug.

11.

,

Wednesday, iWay

7,

RADIO

1941

ORDERS NET REVAMP

F.CC.

Digest of F.CC. Monopoly Rules

Nets Remarks on F.CC. Report
The statement* that follow are the min'dedly to weigh all the facts beeffort was made to tamper
official network ^observations on the fore any
F.CC. monopoly- report, issued last with the existing structure.
F.CC. AttltDde 'Defiant'
Saturday (3).
Hardly was Mr. Ethridge emALFBED J. HcCOSEEB (HBS)
presidential mission Exclusivity and Option Time
From the limited opportunity we barked upon his
when the Commission launches a reBanned as Against 'Public
have had to examine the press sumby regulations calmarization of the majority monopoly port backed up
Chain OwnerInterest'
torpedo the existing
culated
to
report released today by the F.CC
structure and apparship of Stations Partially
we find it a scholarly and thorough broadcasting
ently defiant of the orderly process
analysis of the network monopoly
Data
Gets
D.
J.
Hit
proposed by the President and deproblem.
as well of the very limited
Until we shall have had further fiant
powers conferred upon the Commistime to examine the report, we have
EFFECTIVE IN 90
sion by Congress.
no further statement to make.
While crediting the Commission
WnXIAM S. PAIEY (CBS) with cleverness in cloaking the inWashington, May 6.
About three weeks ago President evitable results of its proposed acRoosevelt appointed Mark Ethridge tion in language designed to make
Monopoly report ot the Fedof Louisville, to make for him a the public believe it is promoting
eral Communications Commisstudy of the whole field of radio what it is actually destroying, I feel
turned over to the
sion
will
be
broadcasting,, pointing out that he, it to be a public duty as head of one
Justice Department for any supthe President, recognized that the of the major networks to warn out
principal function of the govern
of the depth of long experience and
plemental action the trustbusters
ment was to determine who should study that if the Commission sucsee fit to take against the radio
operate the limited number of trans
ceeds in the venture it now launches,
Sherman
industry under the
milters and asking Mr. Ethridge to networks will become mere catchAct, Chairman James L. Fly
make recommendations as to how to as-catch-can, fly-by-night sellers of
No recomsaid Monday (5).
keep radio free, prevent monopoly programs. Permanence and stability
mendations will be volunteered,
o£ ownership or operation, and how will have departed from the indushowever, and decision about inbest to utilize radio in the public try and incentive to public service
voking punitive provisions of
will have been removed from the
interest.
the antitrust laws Is 'up to the
Mr. Ethridge's apoinlment came at broadcasting the American people
Attorney tieneral.'
a time when broadcasters through- knows and likes. Worst of all, the
The voluminous record made
out the country were disquieted at first paralyzing blow will have been
during the six months of hearattitude struck at freedom of the air, because
hostile
increasingly
the
ings, along with the weighty
shown by a majority of the Com- a Commission which can exercise
summary ot evidence and remission toward the industry, and such drastic powers without even
port of the special F.CC. inparticularly 'toward the principal going to the Congress for authority
vestigating committee, has been
networks, with the air full of ru- to exercise them, will have reduced
in the hands ot the D. o( J.
mors that the Commisison's monop- the networks and stations of Ameriantitrust division tor months,
surca to impotent vassals, able to
oly report would be destructive.
while there has been cooperation
please
the
The appointment of Mr. Ethridge vive only so long as they
betwen the two agencies over
was welcomed by the industry be- regulatory authority.
the past year. Evidence of close
Ramming what the Commission
cause of his broad experience in
relations was the appointment of
both broadcasting and newspaper calls 'A Magna Charta' down the
Robert Cooper, former antitrust
major
publishing, and because the appoint- throats of the affiliates of the
division attorney, to the F.CC
from
ment was interpreted as evidence networks is really taking away
legal staff and his assignment to
that the President, who has fostered them "that freedom of independent
the chore of readying the final
radio
which
broadcasting throughout his years in lawful action without
(Cooper recently rereport.
is
This
the White House, had not suddenly itself cannot remain free.
signed from the Commish force,
be
opswitched to advocacy of a wrecking true even though there may
but is still doing work for the
(Continued on page 56)
operation and was willing openD. of J.).
Wondering where the un-

SLATED FOR BLUE

—

—

DAYS

-

Congress, Rather Than Courts,

May Be

Industry's Best

Al^

expectedly speedy Federal Communications Commission leaves
him, Mark Ethridge (WHAS,
Louisville) arrived in Washington on Tuesday for huddles
about the sudden climax to the

monopoly
to

have

investigation.
it

Hoping

The FCC's 'Report ^fi Chotn Broadcasting' issued Saturday (3) contain eight major regulations, tu)o of u>hich apply fo the networks themand six to practices and contractual arrangements between networks ond a^iliated stations. The regulations, in tabloid, are;
It is against the public interest for networks to operate stations
1.
in areas where the facilities are so few or so unequal that network
competition Is seriously restricted. Said the FCC: '.
The commission will not license to a single network organization more than one
station within a given area, nor will it license stations to any network
organization in communities where the available outlets are so few
or of such unequal desirability as to require that all facilities be open
to competition among networks for outlets and among stations for
networks.' This rule may be extended from time to time in order to
permit the 'orderly disposition of properties.'

selves,

.

May

6.

WGAR's

Litigation, probably time-consum-

WGAR

elementary school rooms.
Recent survey shows 60% of such
school rooms without flags.
city's

looks like the best ally of the net-

works and their independent affiliates. Every potential recruit will be
sought,
however, even including

•

«

•

Washington,
act in passing the

May 6.
FCC mo-

nopoly regulations started Thursday
galley
(1). Minority never had the
in

proofs

hand

until

that

day,

though the document has been in
preparation for several weeks. Proposed regulations were not made
available until about 10 minutes before the official closing hour the
same day. Just before the gong
sounded, word was circulated that a
special meeting would be held at
9:45 the next morning— 17 hours

RADIO TAX URGED BY
WIS. REPRESENTATIVE
6.

—

away to act on the rules.
The same tempo existed on

Talk about a special tax on radio
broadcasters'
revenues is having
some effect in Congress. The House

relatively

After

brief

affiliates

common

becoming
and

carriers

veri

webs

only program conduits, is required
under new chain anti-monopoly reg-

.

Friday.

discussion.

Using the public interest prO'
visions of the Communications Act
as a legal tent, the Commish, by a
five to two vote, imposed bands on
exclusivity, dual networks, option
time, and long affiliated contracts.
While expressing conviction that
web operation is indispensible to
group
the
service,
satisfactory
headed by Chairman James L. Fly
laid down rules which web people

•

expert to look into the
of such a levy, which

.

]

a month ago, parin only
tlcipated in the votmg though he ad

was sworn

.

mitted he never had seen the proposed dissenting statement of Case
trades unions.
everyRecommendation for a unique pro- and Craven. By lunch time,
washed up, with Fly
vislon of the revenue law singling thing had been
few mmor
out the broadcasting industry was authorized to make a
to
and
see
made by Representative Harry Saut- phraseology changes
(Contmued on page 58)
Progressive.
hoff.

has been agitated by the printing

|

.

;

'

Wisconsin

I

•

—

6.
Option time which allows a network to take precedence on
any (or all, in some cases) hours of the affiliates' time is 'against the
public interest' because 'a station licensee must retain sufficient freedom of action to supply the program and advertising needs of thar
local community.'

—

•

*

•

Network contracts may not hamper
network programs.

7.

regulations-

•

saw

daylight

typified

raged

were growls that
had been 'double-cro.ssed' and that
the majority group conspired to gag
all

criticism

affiliated

stations

in

the

right to reject

•

*

*

A

network contract may not prevent an affiliated station from
selling time to national advertisers at a rate lower than the network
rate.
Said the commission: 'We believe that it is against the public
interest for a station licensee to enter into a contract with a network
which has the effect of decreasing its ability to compete for national
8.

-

business.'
•

•

•

Regaiding the date of effectiveness, the FCC said: 'The new regulations are effective immediately, except that with respect to existing
contracts and arrangements, the effective date is deferred for 90 days.'

Agencies-Sponsors Anxious Over

Web

Sales Drive

Fate; Mutual Pushes
About Time

It's

NBC has already acted to allay
the concern with which advertisers
and ad agencies received t>,e FCC's

Minneapolis, May 6.
has Inaugurated a new
type of news broadcast sponsored by the Minnesota Federal
Savings company.
It's called 'Sunny Side of the
News' and is- devoted entirely to
the day's cheerful news, with all
war, crime and disaster stories
barred.

WCCO

N.A.B.

monopoly

ol

the

report.

At

NBC

ing called of

all

network and

spot,

a special

meet-

salesmen, both

Monday afternoon

Nlles Trammel outlined the
steps that NBC was going to take to
combat the FCC's demands, and advised his sales staff to assure their
contacts that they could expect to
enjoy the same business policies
with the network as now prevailing
through the long period in which the
(5),

issues will be fought out.

MEETS TO

It is also

proposed

to
have the sales staff
their executives, so
they can exchange comments
from customers and information on
the latest developments on the net-

meet daily with

DISCUSS TACTICS

works-FCC

new

policies.

DLssenters .squawked that rules were
crammed down the throats of the
Commish, being submitted for study
less than 18 hours before a sudden(Continued on page 61)

tional

the industry and
intimations from
that if the
does take a stand on the FCC report there will be wholesale resignations from the association by MuAs the NAB's ditual key station.s.
rectorate rosier slands, 22 members
represent either NBC or CBS (Or

have

there
this

NBC

and

three

are

ent.

is

CBS

Washington, May 6.
Among those reported making behind-the-scene moves toward financing the purchase of the NBCBlue is George E. Allen, former Dis-

NAB

affiliated

stations)

connected with Mutual,
designated as independ-

REPORTED AS

EYEING THE NBC BLUE

been

same source

and one

MEN

within

situation

front.

Meanwhile Mutual is using the
FCC's order against NBC as far as
the Blue network is concerned as
ammunition for a raid upon th«
Blue's present and prospective clients. Latter are being told by MBS'
salesmen that the future of their relations with the Blue is an uncertain
(Continued on page 60)

Executive committee of the NaAssociation of Broadcasters
meets at the Roosevelt hotel, N. Y.,
at 10 o'clock this morning (Wednesday) to discuss the stand that the
association is to take toward the
FCC's monopoly report. The move
maintain endanger the economic sta
most ticklish one that the
is the
billty of the entire industry. Mean
NAB has had to face since its inceptime the sweeping character of the tion 18 years ago because it can reregulations drew tart criticism from sult in an explosion that will rip the
the minority— Commissioners T. A membership ranks wide open at the
M. Craven and Norman S. Casi
NAB convention in St. Louis.
who said either 'anarchy' or 'chaos'
Mutual has taken the stand that
is a likely consequence.
the monopoly matter does not come
Minority Squawks
within the province of the NAB
The way in which the report and since it deals with a competitive

.

its

possibilities

•

.

that

the bitter debate which has
Ways and Means Committee, ponder- Commissioner Paul A. Walker for the last two years. While ChairComing methods of upping Federal rev- moved adoption of the rules.
man Fly defended his course, there
enues $3,500,000,000 a year, has missioner Ray C. Wakefield, who
Ca.se and Craven

ordered

*

5.
Contracts between networks and affiliates will be limited to
one year.. Said the FCC: '.
No showing has been made that there is
any business need for ati affiliation contract longer than one year.'

involving

matters

Radical overhauling of the entire
broadcast industry structure, with

network

*

*

4.
'Territorial exclusivity' is banned.
Under this type of agreement, a network currently is bound not to send a program to any
station located in an area served by its affiliated station, even though
the affiliated station rejects the program.

increasing competition.

BLITZ-QUICK
Rush

all

government relations with the
industry, he intends to find out
just what purpose the President
thought his report would serve.

table

*

*

out with President

ulations promulgated Saturday (3)
Communications
by the Federal
Commission as climax for the pro
traded investigation into ways of

RULES COME

Roosevelt, in desperate
moves to upset the FCC order.
Several possible steps are being
discussed. They range from seeking
immediate injunctions to petitioning
for postponement of the effectiveness
of the new regulations. It is hardly
iikeiy the industry will put on the
sort of strategic retreat that would
involve waiting until the Commish
has~penalized some licensee for not
obeying the ultimatum, for the whole
situation is unfavorable for such
(Continued on page 58)

President

May

Cleveland, May 6.
has launched, in' conjunc-

tion with the American Legion, campaign to raise sufficient money to
supply 3,000 American flags for the

munications Commission.
Congress rather than the courts,

Washington,

study of

Flag Drive

-

3.
Stations affiliated with one network may nevertheless carry also
the programs offered by any other network. This voids the 'exclusivity' clause in network contracts.

who drafted him two
weeks ago to make a thorough

ing and costly as well as acrimonious,
is believed certain to prevent the
threatened bonfire of network affiliation contracts. Buts:radio lawyers are
undecided as' to the^ particular course
and dubious about the outcome of
court tiffs with the Federal Com-

.

2.
The maintenance of two separate networks by a single organization (such as NBC's dual ownership of the Red and the Blue) is a
method to 'forestall competition' and 'it is not in the public interest for
a station to enter into a regular affiliation contract with a network's
organization maintaining more than one network.'

Roosevelt,

Washington,

29

trict

He

Washington Commissioner.
supposed to be representing a

of

is

which Includes HalseyStuart, Chicago Investment house.-

.syndicate
i

i

Allen is_a. constant Innchcon companion and all-around pal of Steve
Early,
in

the

President's

press

secre-

and Harry Butcher, CBS v.p.
charge ot Washington operations.

tary,

Wednesday, May

RADIO
Convention

NAB. s Delayed (Tuesday) Start Gives

inkling of what may be expected on the floor of the NAB
convention in St. Louis next
week is contained in the following wire sent Monday (5) by
Roy L. Albertson, of WBNY,
Buffalo, to Neville Miller, the

Lots of Chance For Advance Huddles
LUX TO NBC RED?

The

of
Association
National
Broadcasters holds its 19th annual
convention next week at the JefTereon hotel, St. Louis. Convention will
not actually get into gear until Tuesday. This is said to be partly due to
an overlapping of another convention and partly due to a general de.

sire for private meetings, especially
on the involved music situation, in
advance of the full meetings. Estimates on possible attendance run as

May Take Same

Spot As

On CBS—

Lux Radio Theatre may shift
over to the NBC-red this coming
filling the same schedule, Monday, 8 to 9 p.m., that it has had on
Columbia for the past five years.

-

'<

Twenty Grand

in St: Louis next week, let's
have the utmost light shed
on these, subjects without
button-hole pressure or any
other means. If the American way of broadcasting is

NBC OUT OF

MONDAY

STAYS STEADY

altered

in

SERIES BIDS
Chicago,

6.

E.T.CODE

SIGNATURED

Open; Legit
Star

.

edition.

Long

list

WiU

cial time.'

of actresses

Plea from a Texan, who is organhas been auditioned and more are
Campbell Soup will keep its Friday
being heard this week, with tran- izing 'prayer bands,' that his proevening dramatic series on CBS
scriptions being made of the most gram should be broadcast over national networks, and a Pennsylvania throughout the summer but with the
likely prospects.

Sam Fuller, now directing the listener's demand th&t 'important na- talent end of the program operating
Kate Smith program Friday nights tional programs be presented over at a reduced budget. William Powell
last
for General Foods, is slated to have the facilities of a single major net- at $5,000 for the date was the
the same assignment for 'Claudia.' work,' were discarded 'because it of the big money names playing the
Young & Rubicam agency has both (the Commission) functions largely spot this season. Powell was on
as a licensing authority.'

programs. 'Claudia' is to get a fourbreak-in as a 15-minute interlude on the Kate Smith stanza before
the latter goes off the air for the
summer. Then 'Claudia' and another
half-hour show will go on as summer replacement for the Kate Smith
series.
'Claudia' will be shifted to
another spot in the fall.
Although Miss Maguire has had

Same

Friday

alibi

WASEY BEVERAGE BUYS
TAN YOU TOP THIS?'

extensive radio acting experience,
she is not being used in the air version of the legiter because it's figured
she may not be available for more
than part of next season. Idea is
that the radio version will probably
stay on the air several years, and an
actress who will continue to be
available will be put under contract
lor the series.
'

.

fold

'Pot of Gold' (NBC-blue, Thurs-

Plan
which
the
Stack -^ble
agency is to present to the account
this week calls for the installation of
a program of light entertainment in
the Tuesday spot for the summer
and to replace that one in the fall
with perhaps a dramatic show.
'Pot' debuted on the red network
in September, 1939, and for about
it caused quite a commotion because of the size of its
giveaway and allegedly lottery com-

World Series games this fall
it Is reported that the exchange
of signatures between Judge K. M.
Landis, baseball czar, on the one
hand, and Mutual and Gillette, on
the other, will take place at the end

plexion.
After the U. S.' department of justice ruled that the mechanics of the. giveaway were within
the law, the pill manufacturer moved
the 'Pot' over to the blue and put
another show into the Tuesday spot

and

of next week.
It will make the third consecutive
season that Mutual has broadcast
these series exclusively.

Comedy

novelty, 'Can You Top
which has been on sustaining
weeks over WOR, New York,
goes commercial Tuesday (13). The
account is Papayias, beverage, and

This?'
for 17

W.

Geo.

HiH, Jr.,

Income

Six Figures,

In

Also;

Got $251,849 in 1940
George Washington Hill, president
the American Tobacco Co., is
credited with receiving one of the
highest salaries paid a corporation
executive in 1940.
Securities and
of

MUTUAL TOSSING PARH
FOR WALLACE AT NAB.

Exchange Commission, which
closed

gave

dis-

information

the

Hill's total

last week,
remuneration from

American Tobacco as $456,415. The
for Vice-President. Henry A. Wal- bonus was $336,415 and the rest sallace on the opening day (Tuesday) ary.
of
National Association
the
of
George Washington Hill, Jr., 33,
Mutual Network will

toss a party

Convention
In
St.
Broadcasters'
Louis, and invite all the delegates
to the event. The time will be 4 to
5:30 p.m. The place hasn't been de-

his son, as vice-president, collected
$251,849, of which sum $201,849 rep-

resented a bonus. The other v.p.'s,
Paul W. Hahn, Vincent Riggio and
Charles F. Neiley collected like
Since Its headquarters will be at sums.
the Chase hotel and the convention
will be held at the New Jefferson,
Mutual has arranged to provide free
auto service between the two spots.
cided.

KFUO

TO PACKED WITH

DIVINE BLESSINGS IN

MacDougall
Weekly

W

Startsi

Sustainer

Ronald MacDougall starts a weekly
The World's Best,' consisting
of adaptations of short-story classics,
In the 8:30-9 p.m. spot tomorrow

KFUO,

Louis, starts off its
printed report for 1940 with the following:

series.

(2).

Ward Wheelock, agency on the acwas given and Idahoan, who wrote In
to sug^st that radio sponsors who count, had been talking about givvacation but beoffer prizes should be 'heavily taxed.' ing the program a

week

Lewis-Howe Co. (Tums) may

nights) at the end of the show's
current 13-week cycle but retain the
half hour it has on the NBC-red
Tuesday nights. Latter show is the
'Treasure Chest.'

to the

Because too many people have
Afternoon, IRNA, Indie, Clear nourished the erroneous idea that
Channel, Regional, Sales Manager the Federal Communications ComMeetings.
mission is Johnny-on-the-spot for all
WEDNESDAY
squawks concerning swing, hymn
Morning, ASCAP-BMI.
tunes and fifth columnists, the FCC
THURSDAY
Morning, Unit Volume, Code, re- is still attempting to send courteous
answers to cranks from all over the
ports; Willard Chevalier, speech.
American Federation of Radio
country. After explaining that use
Luncheon, Mark Ethridge.
Artists national transcription code,
Afternoon, Labor, Elections, re- of a 'particular language not being
negotiating committees
among those recognized for use in approved by
ports.
for. the union and the transcription
telegraph messages' is not within its
Evening, banquet.
producers, has been signed by a
province biit 'arises out of precedent
leading producers themselves and
of long standing in international
will probably be Inked by the reXlaudia' Assignment
telegraph practices,' the FCC last
maining outfits in the next few days.
week answered the following bleats: Deal becomes effective May IS.
Spat between a New York., firm
Stiy
Terms and pay scales of the pact
end a certain broadcast station, in were summarized in the April 2 issue
which
the former complained about of VARierr.
UnavaOable
a sponsored program, was primly
the
statement
that
brushed off with
With General Foods' radio version the Commission has no say with
of 'Claudia' due to start In several respect to the rates charged for CampbeD Playbonse Sticks
more weeks, the title part has still broadcast time, hence it can not
DoroUly Maguire, litigate difficulties between the pronot been cast.
who scored a click In the role in the gram sponsors and station licensees Throngh Heat But Casts
stage play at the Booth, N. Y., is aprising through the use of commerBe Modestly Priced
parently not being considered for the

Luncheon, Henry A. Wallace.

air

6.

has abandoned its efforts to
outbid the Gillette Razor and Mutual
Broadcasting System for the rights

TUESDAY
May

May

NBC

regards.'

Washington,

Tums

eight months

the
near future we can attribute
It largely to the arrogance
leaders,
our
of
stupidity
and
most of whom are selfappointed. Kindest personal
drastically

(Axton-

cigarets

Fisher) Is considering a spot schedule for the westcoast.
This would supplement the brand's
'Your Happy Birthday' program on
the NBC-Blue.

other vital, pressing problems. Please, when we meet

CRM MAIL

Morning, Fly, Richardson, Thurber,

Be Substituted With

to

Entertainment Setup by

Its

ASCAP and

settlement with

Move will be in line with Lever
Bros.' policy 'of spreading its busi-

Mellett.

Giveaway Program Likely

May Sopplement Blae Web's 'Happy day
Birthday' Program

wrong foot entirely in your
approach to the anti-monopoly report of the Federal
unications CommisCo
sion, the Mutual network

mm

high as 900.
ness around for competition's sake,
Vice-President Henry A. Wallace, as attested by the fact the account
Chairman James L. Fly of the FCC, is tied up with four different major
General Robert Richardson of the agencies.
U. S. Army, Lowell Mellett of the

Afternoon, golf.
Night, N.A.B. board.

Possibly Nearing End

o' Gold'

20 GRAND COAST SPOJS

'No individual or group
within the broadcasting industry is bigger than Uncle
Sam. You are off on the

fall,

Morning, committees.

Tot

1911

7,

association's president:

Policy Beasons

White House staff and Commander
H. R. Thurber of the U. S. Navy will
be speakers.
The convention program as given
by the N.A.B. last week includes:

Omen?

St.

'Bless the Lord,

forget

not

all

O my

His

soul,

and

benefits— these

familiar words of the inspired Psalm(WJZ).
ist came to our mind Immediately
First piece will be "The Room Withwhen we began to prepare this report
cause of its late start In the season out a Door,' based on a Balzac yarn.
on our work of last year, for 1940
entitled to a Henrietta Crosman will play the
it would have been
was packed with more divine blessdevery small hiatus, and so it was
lead and either Arthur Hanna or
ings than any of the previous 15
cided to keep the thing rolling.
Howard Nussbaum will direct.
years of the existence of The Gospel
Series is aimed to be extremely Voice. We would, therefore, be unfree adaptations, taking merely the grateful servants of the Lord, if we

(Thursday)

on

NBC

blue

'

P&G

Complaint Ends

theme or outline
and presenting

of the original story would not, with all
our heart, soul
it
in a form best and mind, bless
His holy name In
MacDougall has this brief revue on KFUO.'
to radio.
been working on the idea for many
KFUO
Is
supported by various
months. He's an NBC staff writer.
Lutheran bodies.
The series will be a sustainer.

suited

Perkbs' Tag on Pies
Buffalo,

May

6.

Pie company agreed in Federal
the time, 8:30 to 9 p.m. Same trio Court here to drop the name 'Ma
continues, namely. Senator Ford, Perkins' from both its products and
'TENNIS TRAMP'
Harry Hershfield and Joe laurie, Jr. its business as result of a suit by
Miss Maguire has an extended
Erwln, Wasey & Co. Is the agency. Pro<;ter & Gamble alleging that the He's Hero of Prize Badio Playlet In
run-ot-the-play contract which does The brand is a Wasey product.
bakeiis; were
capitalizing on the
Detroit Contest
not conclude. Dntil 4h^ «nd' of- the
commercial value of P. & G.'s radio
.1941-42 legit jSjBBBOn, but she will go
cliaracter, "Ma Perkins.' Firm was
Detroit, May 8.
on the road with the. sKow if -it tours
selling 'Ma Perkins Pies.'
Arch Oboler, final judge in the
next season, which would make her
Biow'S Radio Setup
.Bakery's three owners signed a third
annual Wayne University
unavailable for the radio stanza
consent decree and P. & G.'s attorney Broadcasting Guild Script Writing
She is also a possibility, for the film
said the plaintiff would waive all Contest, gave the nod to Russell
Radio setup within the Blow
version. David 6. Selznick holds the
claims for damages. Pie company Beggs for his "Tennis Tramp,' story
screen rights, with release slated for agency has been departmentalized
has until May 15 to change its UQe. of a tennis bum who wanted to be
the summer of 1942. Provided the with Bernard J. Prockter in charge
national champ but couldn't make it!
original company is still doing good of station relations end Charles MarBeggs gets $25 prize awarded by
business then, a second company of tin as head of dramatic production

Assignment
At Expanding Grant Agcy.
Jas. Shelby's

.

.

Chicago,

.

'

James Shelby

the legit edition may be sent out Reggie Schubel, who returns next
fall, but nothing will be de
week from a lengthy vacation In
cided on that until late summer.
Florida, will continue with the firm
in
supervisory capacity
a
over
Prockter, Martin and other execs in
Carter Bankrupt
the radio department.
Miss Schubel used to do all the
Robert Carter, radio announcer, time buying as well as directing the
employed by WMCA, New York, filed agency's other radio ph'ases.
a voluntary petition of bankruptcy in
the N. Y. federal court Friday (2),

Bob

CBS CHI ADDITIONS
Chiccgo, May 6,
Columbia-WBBM has made

listing $6,075 in liabilities, and $12,000 in assets. All assets are insur-

ance policies
creditors.

'

and

hot taxable for

The two theatricEl creditors are
the Musicians Union Local 802, owed
$71 for musical services, and Donald
Flamm, $310 on a loan. During the
past two years Carter has averaged
All other
$3,000 yearly, he claims.
debts are losns from banks, furniture, etc.

a

couple of staff additions, bringing in

|

John Robertson to the production organization
from WXYZ, Detroit,
where he was on the production job
for the 'Lone Ranger' and 'Green
Hornet' shows.

Nelson Barbee comes in from
Rice Lake, Wis., to handle a

WJMC,

hitch on the spieler gang.

Richards Will Sever
KMPC Link with

WWJ.

now

May

6.

chief of all

agency.

-

Shelby has been handling conti-

.

next

Is

Grant advertising
Will take In supervision bf
publicity in all the Grant offices
throughout the country.
publicity f6r the

nuity in the past and keeping his
hand In publicity also, but due to the
expansion of the Grant agency activities the publicity operations have
been made a full-time job and complete department.

Second prize of $10 went to Robert
Farmer, whose script, 'I Had to Die
to Be Happy,' was an Oboleresque
Beverly Hills, Cal., May 6.
Move has been initiated by G. A. fantasy about a man boiled in steel
QUININE
'Dick' Richards to unhitch KMPC who became happy as part of a rafrom its CBS affiliation. Station Is diator on an American ambulance in New One Presented by J. Walter
fed only slough sustalners by Co- bombed London.
Thompson Agency
Last year's script contest winner,
lumbia.
Richards figures he can
strike a better deal with unions as Walter McGraw just won the naJ. Walter Thompson is readying a
an Independent station rather than tional collegiate oratory champion- network show for submission to
ship at Northwestern University.
a network affiliate.
Groves Laboratories (Bromo QuiManager Bob Reynolds has been
nine). It would be for fall release.
pruning the overhead, but met with
had 'Sherlock Holmes' last
AUDITION WITH AUDIENCE Account
opposition from the Musicians Union
couple of seasons.
CBS recorded before an audience
when he sought to cut his studio orLinnea Nelson, of the agency's rachestra from six men to a lone or- Sunday (4) an audition show with dio department, will take the presenJack White, Pat Harrington and tation with her when she goes to St.
ganist.
Frankle Hyers.
Louis this weekend to attend the NaColorado Springs— Zelle Wade, proIncluded in the cast also were tional Association of Broadcasters
gram director station KVOR, va- Joan Edwards, an orchestra batoned convention.
The client is headcationing in Chicago. Jack Kenton, by Ray Block, the Three Cats and a quartered in the same city.
The
commercial manager of the outlet, Canary and Jolm Re*d King, an- presentation will Include spot recomr
back from vacation In New Orleans. nouncer.
mendations.

CBS

BROMO

.

I

SHOW

Wednesday, May

7,

1941

RADIO

WHAT FARMERS TUNE
20 Highest-Rating Evening Programs
RITRAL AAEAS

8.

Aldrich Family
Lowell Thomas
Jack Benny
Chase & Sanborn
Fibber McGee and Molly
Truth or Consequences
Major Bowes
National Barn Dance

9.

Maxwell House

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

10.

Kate Smith
Truth or Consequences

11.

Fitch

12.

Kraft Music Hall

13.

Bob Hope
One Man's Family

13.

14.

Kate Smith

14.

15.
16.

17.

Fitch Bandwagon
Time to Smile (Cantor)
Gene Autry

Kay Kyser
Big Town
Lowell Thomas
One Man's Family

17.

Fied Allen

18.
19.

Rudy Vallee
Time to Smile (Cantor)

20.

Screen Guild Theatre

18.

Battle of the Sexes

19.

Pot

20.

Plantation Party

Gold

0'

NBC

NBC home

office has ruled that
Lime Cola's 'Kids of the Week' show
will not be permitted to go over the

Blue Pacific Network on the ground
that this' program has too much in
common with 'Quiz Kids,' which is
on the NBC transcontinental blue for

NBC officials took
the Wade agency,
which handles the three Alka-Seltzer programs on NBC, had lodged a
vigorous protest against the acceptance of Lime Cola's show.
'Kids of the Week' was slated to
start on the Coast link last Sunday
(4), with Seattle the point of origin.
Davis and Pearson, agency on the
Liime Cola account, has declared that
legal redress will be sought for
breach of contract The Lime Cola
stanza may meanwhile be put on the

Alka-Seltzer.

sUnd

Top

after

Lnm
Lum

and Abner Back
Hollywood, May 6.
and Abner go back on the

NBC

FBI Nabs Five For
Threatening 'Caster

On Lindbergh Stand

1.

Ma

Pepper Young's Ifamily

2.

Life

Tom Mix

3.

Can Be Beautiful (CBS)
Our Gal Sunday

Woman

Perkins

4.

Jack Armstrong

4.

5.

Stella Dallas

5.

6.

Guiding Light

6.

7.

Young Widder Brown

V.

in White
Right to Happiness
Kate Smith Speaks
Romance of Helen Trent

7.

Mary Marlin

9.

Pepper Young's Family
Road of Life (Red Network)

I

11.

Vic & Sade
Light of the World
Mary Marlin
Backstage Life

11. Stella

12.

Road

(Red Network)
Woman in White
Right to Happiness

11.

14.

Vic & Sade (Red Network)
Light of the World
Guiding Light

14.

Bachelor's Children

15.

Young Widder Brown

14.

Lorenzo Jones

17.

Life

17.

David

19.

Stoopnagle
17. Backstage Wife
18. Man I Married
18. Jack Armstrong
18. Against the Storm

8.

13.

14,

10.

of Life

Can Be

13.

Dallas

Beautiful (CBS)

Harum

!.

19.
19.

Kitty

19.

Hymns

Because of tie-ratings, the rank of these programs appears in an
unconventional (but correct) manner.

like 'Quiz Kids'

i
4,

;

on the

radio hcbits and program
preferences of the rural audience as
against the city audience. Since all
statistics normally employed in the
radio program field are metropolitan
statistics, the C.A.B. study is an attempt to fill in the missing part of
the puzzle with respect to plowjockeys and the tank-town crowd.
T)nffy's Tavern' Lays Off;
Most obvious conclusion from the
new survey is that the rural audiPickup ence listens more in the daytime than
the city audience, and vice-versa at
night. While the C.A.B. does not exSchick Razor will put 'Duffy's Tavplain the underlying reasons for this
ern' (CBS) on the shelf for 13 weeks
phenomenon, an explanation is perafter Saturday's (10) broadcast.
haps superfluous. The hzyseeds simThe account has already been
ply crawl in and out of bed earlier
given a firm 26-week order to CBS
than city folks.
for the show following the layoff.
Paralleling this listening trend,
country ratings are likewise higher
than city ratings in the daytime, and
smaller at night. The average rural
daytime rating is 6.2, as against a city
average of 5.5. But at night the rural
average is only 10.8, whereas the city
average climbs to 12.8.
This diametrically opposed situation between

T

-

16. Col.

For the fourth time since 1937 the
Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting
is issuing this week a special repori

Keene
of All Churches

•

Ruthrauff

j'

& Ryan Continues Nine

Programs on Webs Over Summer;

Has 26-Week

MBS

Drops Info

(hi Grosses

Over

AHER FIVE YEARS
MAY REGAIN

H.J.

AIR

the

Grand Duchess Marie

as the fea-

Maxon

is

closure of income.

Weber deplored

the

loss

of

12

On MBS June 18

—

WRUL ASKS

POLICE AID

AFTER FASCIST THREATS

'

•

Brown

I

I

Yeast), and th"! Lever Bros, stanzas,).
'Aunt Jenny,' 'Big Sister' and 'Grand
In addition thel
Central Station.'
New York end of Y. & R. will have*
the new Saturlay morning show on.;-

the

T

NBC-Red.

sameithe
branch
of
Chicago
agency will fold 'Girl Alone' andV
'Your
Dream Has Came True'
(Quaker Oats) at least for the summer.

Milwaukee Jounial

FM

Opens

Station;

Lands One SpMSor^
;

Milwaukee.

M?y

6.

:

Inaugural progranri rf T'-'e MilJournal's comTicvcial FM
station, W55M. wept on (hj air Sunday (4), but with no pnrlicular
hullabaloo, that being reserved for
the completion of Its new towers and
plant about 90 dn.vs hence. At that
time power will also be uppcd from
1.000 watts to 50,000 walls, mak'ng it
the most powerful station in the

waukee

state.

LAWYER SCORES

WRUL

'

R. programs tagged forf;
Lanny Ross;^are
Major Bowes U
Soup),
(Chrysler), 'Court of Missing Heirs'!::
and 'Good Will Hour' dronizedf'
rides

(Campbell

—

school students were responsible
is prosperous.
alleged telephone calls and letters
threatening Frank Malone, WIOD
news commentator, with death unless he ceased criticising Charles A.
Lindbergh in his newscasts. The
"five, four of whom are 15 years of
age, and one 16, were arrested by
the FBI with the aid of the Miami
Scituate, Mass., Mzy 6.
and Miami Beach police. After a
Continued threats against WRUL,
brief hearing before U. S. Comshortwave programs
missioner Roger E. Davis, they were broadcasting
released in custody of their parents directly beamed at Europe, has
until the case is further investigated. prompted the station to appeal to
They are subject to 20 years- in state police for added protection, together with officers from the Nor- Polakoff Wins Point in Suit Vs. Hill
prison and $5,000 fine each.
and Luckies
The youths, all Miami Beach resi- well barrscks.
was mentioned in a comdents, were apprehended by traced
telephone calls and a check of all munication from Mussolini as broadMoses Polakoff, attorney, won the
local high schools for handwriting casting pro - democratic message second round of his $250,000 battle
which led to the uprising in Yugo- against Edwin C. Hill, the American
specimens.
One of the 15-year-olds admitted slavia.
Tobacco Co., and Columbia Broadwriting a letter to Malone, threatenStation officials term their appeal casting System, Inc., when the aping him with death if he continued as a 'precautioncry measure.'
N. Y. supellate division of the
to criticize the stand taken by LindHobart Monte, who was installed preme court reversed a supreme
bergh, and of making telephone calls as news editor two months ago, de- court decision dismijising the action,
to the Malone home on three sepa- nied today (Tuesday) that the War arid ordering a new trial.
Polakoff
rate occasions. The other boys ad- Department had instigated the as- claims he was libeled. The attorney
Monte said he had re- says that he was accused of being a
mitted they were present during the signment.
telephone conversations which, in signed his connection with the de- crooked lawyer and a mouthpiece
the signed statemfent of the caller, partment (senior information officer) in a commentary by Hill, Aug. 12,
caused them to have 'a good laugh before coming to Boston.
1937, concerning Lucky Luciano.
about the whole thing.'
Hill denied the charge and said he
Malone, informed of the boys'
Vice Stanford
had not referred to Polakoff, and the
statement, said: 'It might have been
supreme court upheld this .slaleBrad Brown has replaced Tony
a joke to them, but youthful humor
The appellate division felt
ment.
can be cruel. ... I have no desire to Stanford as producer of Wrigley's
that what Hill intended to say. and
prosecute these boys for their mis- Gene Autry show on CBS.
did say, justified a new trial,
After next Sunday's (11) broad- what he
guided sense of humor, but the disbased on the court's charge tp the
position of their case rests with the cast, the series will originate from
original supreme court jury.
the Coast
Government and not with me.'

h

Si

summer

Jacobs' 1st Fight

—

(Emerson!',

Drug) and 'Uncle Jim's Question Bee*
(Spry). Both of these have contracts! '(.Kf
taking them to the end of June. 'Big):;
Town' (Rinso) goes off CBS July 2;,:
but it wiU be back in the fall withi'
the same leads (Edward G. Robin-J/
son and Ona Munson) intact. There:;
will be a summer pinch-hltter in thi9>

The R.

the agency.

Louis vs. Conn,

abolish the practice of releasing to
the trade press the monthly gross
figures on time sales. In taking this
action. Mutual lined up five months
after NBC and CBS had adopted a
similar policy after 10 years of dis-

»j

in doubt^'

spot.

ture.

the farm, while in the cities only 28%
get into these upper brackets. However, at night 62% of all programs
rate 10 points or higher in the city,
whereas on the farm only 44% get
Into the 10-or-over class.
As between categories of programs
that Is, when programs are classified
by content the city and the farm
don't show much divergence.
Variety-type programs as a whole have
first place in both areas.
Drama is
second choice in the cities and third
First boxing match of the Madison
choice in the country (where audi- Square
Garden syndicate to be
ence participation hold the No. 2
broadcast by Mutual under the respot), but otherwise the preferences
Mike Jacobs will
are fairly parallel. Such a result is, cent deal with
June
18 (outdoors) between
be
on
unexpected.
Sponsors
of course, not
rarely build programs to fit one type Billy Conn and Joe Louis. Gillette
the callers or denot
selected
has
exclusion
of
anof audience to the
Therefore, country folks are cided how many of the Mutual list
other.
Timited by choice to the same pro- of 175-odd stations get the event.
Meantime,
is
not thought outit
grams as city folks.' And ergo—
program tastes by classes of pro- door events are involved, or that
grams are bound to be pretty parallel. NBC's suit to abrogate the MutualJacobs deal on the grounds Jacobs
Tastes Vary
violated a prior verbal okay to NBC
That the country does not match can prevent this event.
the city 100% in ta-ste, however, is
Because of the listening audience
clearly shown when individual pro- big fights draw to radio. Mutual has
been jubilant and NBC vexed at
(Continucd on page 61)
Jacobs' switch of loyalty.

Over the objections of general
manager Fred Weber, the Mutual
network board last week voted to

The two programs
are the Ben Bernie show
stand.

.

J. Heinz, the food processor,
be back on one of the networks
in the fall after an absence of five
years. It's considering a night-time
show as well as a daytime strip. The
last time Heinz was on the air it had

H.

may

and country can be demonstrated
in another way. In t)ie daytime, 39%
of all programs rate 7.5 or higher on

Weher s Dissent

Ruthrauil & Ryan agency will hav«i>
nine shows running on the networksi'
through the summer as things nowl

if

HEINZ

city

clear-cut annual opportunities for
Mutual alone to get publicity breaks
through the gross stories.
Miami, "May 6.
No secret as to the motives of the
Local office of the FBI here has
industry: they don't want to keep
uncovered the fact that five high
reminding the politicians that radio
for

.

Perkins

Against the Storm
Valiant Lady

Don Lee Network.

Coast Red network
air over
starting June 2 for Alka-Seltzer.
Deal calls for transcontinental airing in the fall.

Ma

2.

10.

CORN PAYS OFF

CITIES

1.

2.

8.

—

Bandwagon

Refuses Kids of the Week'

As Too Much

this

Cooperative Analysis of
Broadcasting Finds Time
Probably
of
Broadcast
More Significant Than Program Content But CityCountry Tastes Have Some
Marked Discrepancies

Bob Hope
Major Bowes
Maxwell House

Kraft Music Hall

15.

Programs^

RUBAL AREAS

Lux Radio Theatre

9.

ON

IN

20 Highest-Rating Daytime

OF RUmiL HABITS

Jack Benny
Chase St Sanborn
Aldrich Family
Liix Radio Theatre
Fibber McGee and Molly

11.

16.

SURlin

CITIES
1.

2.

10.

12.

L

SI

First

CREAM SPONSORING
KTRH ARMY MUSICALS

ICE

Houston,

May

6.

To the long list of local radio stations originating entertainments out
army camps with army talent add

FM

'

commercial

program
Ap-

Cmusical) was sold to the Roth
pliance Co.. local dislributors

for

Slromberg-Carlson, which contrrcted

minule Sunday period for
Latest check shows approximately
1,500
FM re':3lvers

for a 15
the year.

owned

in

schedule

this

Is

from

W55M's daily
avoa.
10 a.m. tu 10 p.m.

of

Boston,

KTRH,

Houston.
It has Dairyland
Ice Cream sponsoring a Sunday half

hour from three nearby camp.';, Camp
Wallace, Camp Hulen and Ellington
Field.

On

first

program from

Camp

Wal-

lace Bill Wyrick, a draftee formerly
with Herbie Kay orchestra as a clarinetist,
acted as musical director.
Camp morale officer, Lt. Col. Walter
Ogden, lined up the talent. Charles
Glezendanner, Jr., of advertisintj
agency here bearing that name, suggested the program and acted as pro-

ducer.

Commercials are kept

minimum.

to

a chaste

May

6.

WiaB, Yankee network's Frequency Modulation stall' n ot PaxIon, began (1) operation on a commciclal basis, wllh a .'ix-;lay grant
by
the
FedcrrI
Co..imuri!c3llons
Commi.sslon to use 50,0C0 watts. Station (ormerly.was V/IXOJ, fir.it in
country to inaugurate a rc'jular 16hour daily schedule, and has been in
continuous experimental operation
:<ince

May

27, 1939.

Both W43B and its sister station
W39B, atop Ml. Washington, N. H,.
are afliliated with the American net-

work

of

FM

stations, of

Shepard, 3rd,

Is

which John

president.

j

j

]

I;::

.

Wednesday, May

RADIO

S2

Commercial Television Given Nod

By F. C. C, Effective July 1; Standards
Subject to Revision Every 6 Months
Washington May 6.
Commercial unveiling of television,
despite resistance from the two principal network pioneers and the na-

defense

tional

ment makers,

is

demands on equipset for July I. The

Federal Communications Commission
did the expected Friday (2), modilying both the present and proposed

new
off

regulations to take the ciirse

money-making.

Victory for the Radio Manufacwas partially
turers Associatiork
tempered with a provision that the
standards are subject to revision in
but practically everyjsix months
body in the long controversy won
something. Alternative systems are
encouraged as well as color, while the
minimum program time was lowered.
The regulators steered a clear course
between the factions urging different
eynchronization pulses but refused to
go for the Allen B. DuMont scheme

Case, Craven Dissent

Power Boosts

I

WMCA, New York, has been authorized to go to 5,000 watts day and
The
night, effective immediately.
station has been operating at 5,000
watts days and 1,000 watts nights.
has just completed a new
transmitter at Kearny, N. J.

The Commish said color will be
after the 'six months
of practical tests' when changes in
the standards may be made. Meanwhile, the Commish urged further
experimentation in tinted telecasting.
Complaints that 30 hours of weekly
service imposes an unjustifiable burden -of expense' bore fruit As forecast, the Commish lowered the weekly minimum to 15 hours, letting the
ticket-holders decide just when they
will function instead of specifying a
daily program quota.
considered

Can Be Used

The upper air also was opened for
commercial transmitters. All of the
18 frequencies now can be utilized,
instead of only the seven lower ribbons, now that there is no discrimination between technical researchers and operators with a profit moThis should eliminate much
tive.
controversy besides making timesharing unnecessary in the crowded
While it
Atlantic seaboard region.
is unlikely there will be any great

rush of new applicants, this change
in the rules is important in view of
the conflicts between New York,
Philadelphia and Washington and the
mass of requests from New York and
,

Los Angeles.
Anti-monopoly provisions of the

No more

1940 rules are reaffirmed.

than three outlets can be maintained
by the seme individual or corpora-

move

'preserve the public
benefits of competition in the use of
the limited number of channels.'
The Commish was optimistic that the
experimental stations now in existence will 'provide the nucleus for a
widespread television service' that
will be an Incentive to more ambitious operation now they can rake
in some revenue to help defray expenses.
Film Permissible
tion, a

to,

Motion picture film can be used
whenever desired, with no limit on
the percentage of celluloid progrprns.

However, there must be a 'brief description tt the beginning of the
films running more
than 15 minutes must be described

program while

i

also at the conclusion.
Transition from experimental to
commercial basis will hi expedited.
Existing licensees and permit-holders will get immediate authorization
to install all equipment required by
the rules and standards as soon as
they assure the Commish they will

'

conform.
These are Columbia in
in New York, NBC in New York,
Zenith in Chicago, Philco in Philadelphia, and Don Lee In Los Angeles, all of which are now on the
air.
In addition, the papers will be
speeded for Earl Anthony in Los
Katz, Chicago;
Angeles; Balaban

&

Bamberger (WOR),
Chicago;
nati;

Crosley

Don Lee

bt

New

York; CBS,

(WLW),

Cincin-

San Francisco; Du-

Mont in New York and Washington;
Hu<rhes Tool Co. at Los Angeles and
San Francisco; WTMJ, Milwaukee;

New York;
Washington and PhiladelProductlon5^ Los

metropolitan Television,

KBC
phia;

in

Television

AoKeles: and

WCAU.

Philadelphia.

Result of

WMCA

on Monopoly

Govt.

Control As

FCC 'Economic

Invasion

Authorization to use 5,000 watts
both day and night with directional
antenna was granted WNEW, New
York, by the FCC this week. Staand
tion had been using 5,000 days
Starts on new
1,000 watts at night.
power .setup immediately.

New

RKO SETS

I

changes.

the
'is operating very well in the
public interest.' They voiced alarm
that 'some of the corrective processes suggested by the majority may
easily result in faults which are far
more basic than the known defects

tem

DX-ERSTOS.A.

Cedar Rapids,

WMT

has increased

la..

its

May

6.

nighttime

power' from 1,000 to 5,000 watts.
Work has been completed on the
Pictures has contracted for, station's 305-foot tower, new ground
two weekly spots on NBC's short- system, transmitter equipment, etc.,
wave service to South America. One located near Marlon, Iowa.
program will go on at 8:15-8:45 p.m.
San Antonio, May 6.
Tuesday and the other, 8:15-8:30

RKO

Transmitters must be geared to
625 lines and 30 frames per minute.
Federal Communications CommisAny pulse can be used. So DuMont, Thursday nights.
the sion has granted three power boosts
RCA and Hazeltine (Philco) all get Frank Ortega will produce out
the past week to Texas stations. In
their chance, as do the color experi- shows, the first dramatizing bits
Houston it granted station KTRH a
menters (Peter Goldmark and CBS of RKO releases and the other
power boost.
dramatizing the lives of various RKO new frequency and
In particular).

18 Frequencies

Fear

1941

therefore directly collides with the
Washington, May 6.
Balm for wounds opened by the 'legal mandate to distribute facilities
Air Attys.
Four
whipcracking F.C.C. majority, and fairly, efficiently, and equitably.'
Facilities Limited
possible ammunition for the forthWashington, May 6.
coming court tests over the new
A distinction should be made beFour more radio attorneys were
chain regulations are served up to tween unlawful, injurious monopolies
admitted to practice before the Fedthe industry in the minority report and those which are beneficial, since
eral Communications committee last
WNEW's directional antenna sys- of Commissioners T. A. M. Craven there is no unlimited supply of faciliabout and Norman S. Case. The dissenters
week.
ten\ and new apparatus cost
ties,
the minority report advised.
Newest batch includes two Wash- $26,000, and was finished early this agree on room for improvement, but .Unreasonable^ restraints, of course,
Jr.,
Burke,
George
warn vigorously that the course cannot be tolerated, but there is no
James
ingtonians,
year.
A.
Jean
Pdkrass;
adopted by their five colleagues will question about existence of
J.
and Solomon
vigorous
listeners,
the
for
and
things
Mo.,
better
City,
not
Harvey, of Jefferson
Youngstown, O., May 6.
competition, between stations and
or operators.
Daniel Marcu, of Philadelphia.
Federal Communications Commis- advertisers,
networks, with other media, in netPolicies behind the radical regusion has authorized WKBN here to
work versus spot broadcasting. Conpractidisregard
completely
lations
increase its power from 500 watts
stant shifting from chain to chain
and conflict with natnight and "1,000 watts day to 5,000 cal experience
disprove contention that monopoly
economic laws, the minorwatts, unlimited time. Station is in- ural and
exists.
observing that on the
stalling necessary equipment for the ity declared,
Other Federal agencies have jurisexisting broadcasting syswhole

in toto.

AH

Report;

7,

Change is from 1320 kilocycles to
740 kilocycles and a power hike from
1,000 watts day and 5,000 watts night
to 50,000 watts full time.
paved the way for
Shift of
Charlotte Station Divided
the move of KXYZ, owned and opGreenville erated by the Harris County BroadThree
cast Co., to take over the old
transmitter and increase its power
Not Part of Setup from 1,000 watts day and night to
5,000 watts full-time on its present
dial setting of 1470 kilocycles.
Greenville, S. C, May. 6.
KAND,' at Corsicana, was granted
Proposed third station in Chara power increase from 100 watts to
lotte. N. C, is not an enterprise of
250 watts unlimited time. Station is
the Greenville News Piedmont Co.
the Navarro
The corporate setup is this: License owned and operated by
Broadcasting Co., on 1340 kilois issued to the Inter-City Advertiscycles.
President is
ing Co. of Charlotte.
George W. Dowdy, a Charlotte merchant; vice-president is B. T. Whitmire, radio man of Greenville; secFaces
retary
and treasurer is Horton
Doughton, a Statesville, N. C, merNumber of staff additions and
cattleman.
stars.

KTRH

Ways;

KTRH

News

diction and power to correct some of
the defects in the set-up, Case and
Craven reminded. The Justice De-

partment and Federal Trade Com-

mission should be left to take action
if there are illegal practices, such as
in
the
talent
and transcription
branches.
Many of the criticisms of the majority overlook the good things about
the industry, the dissenters lamented.
Fight for talent is constant, the restrictions on individual station managements are entered voluntarily,
cancellation privileges are sufficient
to meet the needs of local communities, or prevent undesirable programs,
no
posThere
is
radio.
of
all
trol
equality—
of
and stations have been industrious in
assuring
way
of
sible
either rewards or opportunities for providing public service such as
everybody engaged in the business, forums. Anybody who can furnish
better service can grab the facilities,
declared.
they
so the Commish already has the
Lower Standards Feared
whip hand, and the licensing power
The rules promulgated by the mais all that is needed to check excesjority reduce networks to the igsive concentration of control.
nominious and unsatisfactory status
F.C.C. Authority Questioned
of time brokers, are liable to en-

which exist

today.'

Broadcasting is not static and cannot be frozen with rigid rules, the
Though they'
balking duo chided.
don't approve monopoly, neither can
they see any panaccea of unlimited
competition, and they are apprehensive that consequent throat-cutting rivalry will ruin the industry
or lead to outright government con-

—

courage local monopoly and lowev
The minority was agreeable to
grade sustainings, say the dissenters. limiting multiple-ownership in inLess enterprise is seen, with the dividual communities, and said it
adoption of principles with un- may be desirable to prevent one. comknown consequences likely to 'cre- pany from maintaining two netate anarchy or a kind of business works.
Morp definite yardsticks
chaos in which the service to the should be supplied by Congress,
public would suffer.'
however, instead of reading Into the
Case and Craven feared that free statute authority that may never
speech will be endangered as initia- have been delegated, they declared.
Around
tive is jeopardized and outlets arc
Economic
stability
cannot
be
brought to the verge of the common achieved by government fiat, the
carrier classification. Free radio re- minority report warned, noting that
chant and
Each is onechanges were made at WHN, New quires a maximum degree of free- radio is
third ownev.
It is entirely a pera service business and it is
York, this week. They include:
dom from governmental interfer- hard to evaluate its worth. Licenses
sonal enteip' ise and has no connecRay Winters, formerly with Para- ence, they warned; and 'concentra- are altogether too short, while
The
tion with Jiiiy of employers.
mount News, NBC and Mutual, as tion of power in government is just changes in the industry are exceed- ^
company is capitalized at $100,000.
staff announcer, replacing Bob Stev
as contrary to public interest as the ingly rapid and costly. The tax laws
Call letters sought are WAND.
enson, who resigned.
concentration of control of broad- are the way to correct
any disproHerlof Provenson, formerly with cast stations among a limited num- portion of revenues
or unconscionber of licensees.'
NBC, as a new announcer.
able profits, and if the statutes now
Mgr.
Taking the view that their col- on the books are inadequate
Bill Bird has succeeded Milton
to proKaye in the copyright department, leagues are most concerned about tect the public interest. Congress can
Kaye having left to become prO' competition for competition's sake, enact new levies.
San Antonio, May 6.
Charles Meade succeeds Hardy gram head of WPAT, Paterson, N. J. the dissenters observed tartly that
Too Much Qompetlsh?
Keith Gunther, formerly of NBC, the Commish cannot blame the inHarvey as general manager of KABC
Already there are too many exdustry alone if monopoly exists. 'It
here. Harvey goes to Fort Worth in appointed assistant night manager.
Louis Cucol named assistant to the should be remembered that the cessively competitive situations. Case
the new post as general manager of
day operations manager, replacing Commission has licensed all broad- and Craven observed. Stations everythe Texas State Network.
Meade conies from Fort Worth, Dan Rokaw, who was shifted to casting stations in the United States, where are losing money. Many canafter finding time and time again not get along without their web affilwhere he has been network program Loew's, Inc.
that each of the licensees was oper- iations, as for instance those in areas
director. He was formerly manager
Eleanor Morgan became stenog
ating his station in the public inter- where talent supplies are insuffiof KNOW, Austin.
rapher in the director's office.
est.
Therefore if the Commission cient. In a number of special tables,
has erred in the past, it can now they pointed out that the poorer the
correct the mistake by exercising in class of station the greater the chance
individual cases the licensing power of going in the red regardless of the
delegated to it under the Communi- market, while the earning power of
cations Act of 1934,' they chided.
a station regardless of its affiliation
Conflicting trends in the radio or independence and the kind of
business should be recognized but facilities is directly related to the
It
were not by the majority in drafting importance of the market. Out of
the rules— and the existing system the 660 commercial plants in 1938,
should not be destroyed just to ben- there was a fairly even division beColor television achieved by a were made. Not by anything that efit some other private enterprise, tween those belonging to webs and
three-color revolving disc superim- was said, but rather by what was not the minority report cautioned. Op- these without affiliation, they noted,
posed upon an electronic tube was said and the behaviour of the demon- portunity in radio is limited by na- and 92 of the network plants operdemonstrated last Thursday (1) by strators, RCA-NBC seemed to imply; ture, while technical progress has ated at a loss. So affiliation is no
been overlooked. The chief aim of
'Well here it is mechanical, re
RCA-NBC engineers. First to the
guaranty of financial success.
management of the companies, and volving disc color television. We the entire government should be to
'Economic Invasion*
encourage nationalism, not foster a
later to the daily, trade and scientific think its pretty good. We think it's
'For
this
Commission or any
bunch of localities with narrow inpress, 'the demonstration was carried as good as Columbia's.
But our terests.
agency of Government to attempt to
through on four receivers, two black hearts still belong to Daddy Elec
The majority was charged with substitute its judgment for that of
and white and two color, set up in tronics.'
professing to Iselieve in private en- the public involves an arrogant prethe board room of NBC at Radio
Resolution on the projection-type terprise and the profit motive with- sumption which should be avoided at
City.
screen suffered from lack of light out noticing that government itself all costs,' the minority asserted. 'That
The program came down by coaxial intensity. Engineer explained after is demanding more and more free such a policy is not contemplated by
cable from the regular television wards a makeshift tube had to be time and the Commish is egging the anyone on the Commission seems
studios.
Live models were used. substituted .for one that burned out industry into, constantly increasing quite clear.
However, it can be
public service programs.
Fabrics, fruit, shoes, packages of 'at the last minute due to the per'
argued with logic that invasion of
Unlimited competition theory Is this economic field by the licensing
cigarettes were shown to draw the versity of laboratory equipment when
differences between color and black demonstrations are planned for out- likely to increase the number of sta- authority in the, absence of a clear
and white. O. B. Hanson, NBC's siders.' On the smaller, front view tions in cities without helping the legal mandate would constitute an
chief engineer, presided.
set the colors were brighter and the small communities which are entitled inevitable prelude to the second step
Demonstration, lasting about 20 image sharper. It was another omen to additional service, the dissenters of assuming the role of arbiter of
minutes, seemed obviously pointed as of' the progress of television ttself protested. They also complr.ined that public tastes.
somebody must decide where the
'Circumstances may require the
the RCA-NBC answei to Columbia that both the color, which was ten
which created a big stir some months tatively good, and the black and new stations go, noting the Federal Federal Government to exercise
ago when unveiling the mechanical white which was excellent, were umpires cannot encourage maximum broad powers In many fields of our
system worked out by its Peter Gold- tossed off as just a little something competition without considering the economic life; but it is imperative
mark. Only on? or two passing refer- the engineers ran up on their gadgets, needs of the sparsely-populated sec- that broadcastjng be maintained as a
tors. Policy of unlimited competition free American institution.'
Land.
ences to 'our friends down the street'

WHN

New

Meade New KABC

RCA-NBC s Color Television Preview
Infers

s in the

—

Swim With CBS

—

-

.

1

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

I am happy to add ray tribute to
Miss Kate Smith at this time of celebrating
her ten consecutive years of association
with the Columbia Broadcasting System.
I enjoy her singing and can well understand why she has had such continuing
success. I have the pleasure of knowing
her personally and so I want to wish her
an ever growing ability to give pleasure
and sense of warm friendship to her audiences, and I send my good wishes for many
years of cooperation with a strong per-

sonality.

—
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THE MEDIUM
Kate Smith
*

•

Her

— Kate

1920
ington.

Smith, aged

Where Radio Was

Born

Is

1909— Kathryn Elizabeth (Kate) Smith

Wash-

a child singer in vaudeville around
•

«

*

The

*

is

«

«

Eddie Dowling Brings Her Back
192^Kate Smith singing around home town as an amateur
as member of Eddie Bowling's turn. Sli'e begins three-show

up

a knockabout singing comedienne.

First

•

1926

— Kate Smith

is

•

is

'Honeymoon

in

Ted

cross-licensing agreement with A.T. Sc T. and

1925— The Coolidge inaugural

Showman and Broadcaster

Deck.'

Collins Steps In

CBS Underwrites Collins' Judgment
1931
Kate Smith makes her debut through Collins' managerial arrangements on NEC. But later CBS- provides the guarantees for career build-up
that Collins wants and the 10-year association (which this special section
celebrates) begins.
In .the fall of 1931 La Palina Cigar becomes Kate
Smith's first sponsor.
She introduces 'When Moon Comes Over the

—

Mountain.'

at the Palace

—

«

On

«

o

the Crest of a

Wave

— On

1933

the first big wave of her radio success Kate Smith plays eighttheatre tour, including 30 cities.
•

— William

*

•

The Hudson-Essex Deal

Paley keeps the temporarily unsponsoreu Kate Smith
program going despite the 'costs. Late in the year Hudson-Essex becomes
her sponsor.
1934

S.

•

o

«

President Appoints Kate Smith
1935— President Roosevelt appoints Kate Smith chairman of the stage,
radio and screen committee of the NRA. She adds 40 people to her own
payroll for work in connection with this. In the fall of 1930 the associaPacific Tea begins.
tion with Atlantic

&

•

1936

&

A.

— Kate

The A.

— Kate

1937

A.

&

»

1,000,000 Pounds of Coffee
Smith and her program
pounds a year.

credited with increasing sale of

is

P. coffee 1,000,000

P.

&

P. Parties

Smith nukes personal appearances
'company parties.'
«

*

in

big auditoriums at

•

Introduces 'God Bless America'

—

1938 Kate Smith introduces 'God Ble<u; America' under an exclusive
association with this Irving Berlin anthem. Her General Foods night-time
hour is supplemented by a noontime quat'ter hour of chats by herself and
Collins. Her autobiography, 'Living in a Great Big Way,' is published

Ted

by Blue Ribbon.

1939— Kate Smith, the
singer and her program

artist is on her crest, said Variety (Land): The
at last in full stride bore down like a jugger
once-invincible competitive 8-9 p.m. situation Thursday

naut on

the
nights .
sensational climb in the C.A.B. is one of the grand scale object
.'
lessons in applied and sustained showmanship.
.
This was in reference to the then amazing feat of dislodging the entrenched popularity of the Rudy Vallee program. After long threatening
to do so the Smith entertainment flna'Uy overtook and passed the Vallee
entertainment on the NBC Red. ... a long uphill fight for the program
.

what

is

known

as the turn of the century. He is a
and a Fordham University man. He had a turn as a moving-picture assistant director. But it
was as a phonograph recording
showman that he developed that ear
for entertainment values which is the
flair that no advertising statistician
will ever understand or measure.

New Yorker

Personally, Collins is seldom or
never seen out publicly apart from
such occasions as his managershippartnership with Kate Smith require
He lives on Central Park West, e
snowball throw from his Columbus
Circle offices. He has a blonde* wife
and a debutante-age daughter.
In the advertising and amusement
industries Collins is known for bis
drive, his alertness and his confidence in what he thinks is correct
He is a tough hombre across the bargaining table. He is equal partner in
Kated, the corporation he and Kate

Smith

set

up

in

1933.

On May

the pair began their 11th year of
shrewdly making the most of radio
and its by-products.
First with Okeh, later with Co
lumbia Records, it was as a phono
graph man that Collins originally
knew Kate Smith. By that time she
had stepped ak>ng from her amateur status in Washington. She was
a 'protege' of Eddie Dowling and
was booked as part of Dowling's en
tourage by Rufus LeMaire, then <

•nd CBS was triumphant.
She sings at the White House for the

visiting

Tops Four

King and Queen

of

England

Polls

—Kate Smith wins top place as singer in four radio popularity

1940

*

•

polls.

*

the Capitol,

New

week anS her
was

York, for $800 a
salary in "Flying High

$500.)

Ted

Collins, after gradually plac-

ing the nighttime hour for General
Foods on a dependably high level of
popularity, began three .years ago
developing the noontime series of

commentations by Miss Smith (and
himself) and just last week this sup
plemental series took the C.A.B
leadership in the daytime division.
Collins has picked for the big Fri-

day night program such attractions

1941— Kate Smith completes 10th year of broadcasting, -ranking as a great
artiste, a national personage, a distinguished American.
Saluted by
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt (see page 33) in letter to publisher of Varibtt.

established as film,

PALET

*

*

CBS Zooms
1931

—CBS, the outsider,
Almost

year.

$11,000,000

CBS

is

at $4,000,000 Annually
jumping

is

to

*

—The

Yet the
be a

•

.will

The

miracle decade.

*

old frontiers are gone: there are

fewer and fewer advertisers hidebound in the conviction that radio cannot
sell goods for them. The dead space (from a sales point of view) has been
cut down to a few hours a day late in the evening, early in the morning,
Saturday daytime, and Sunday until about 5 o'clock. And even the last
two <of these great stone walls are crumbling.

—

In 10 years the

number

The number

CBS

of

of radio families has almost doubled.

by half again the 1931 total
Kate Smith's network,

stations has increased

but the network's total power has boomed 171%.
like Kate Smith's artistry, doesn't stop improving.

The
sors.

history of any network is
CBS's leading advertisers

to a large extent the history of its
in

spon-

1940 were in the following industry

classifications (in order); Foods, drugs, tobacco, soaps and house supplies,
lubricants, confectionery and soft drinks, and automotive. That represents
some stabilization for CBS advertising repeats the scale of all advertising.

—

All of the 10 largest advertisers in the United States in 1939 advertised
all were veteran CBS sponsors, for CBS has an
impressive record of sponsor loyalty and stick-to-it-iveness,
Kate Smith's sponsor, the General Foods Corporation, was the third
heaviest spender on radio in 1940— put more than $4,000,000 of its $5,867,349
The Campbell Soup Company, second
6>^penditures' on radio on CBS.
Colgatelargest food advertiser on radio, .lut alb'^ts $4,044,389 on CBS.
Palmolive-Peet Company put more than three-quarters of its $4,334,222 on
CBS; Lever Brothers put all but $114,152 of its $3,171,074 on CBS.

on CBS, and by 1939 they

The Battle of Thursday Night
One of the famous chapters in rodio netuiorfc history reuolued oround
the 8-9 p.m. niche Thursday night. The Rudy Vallee hour on the
red loT years domiTiated the audience and when CBS put Kate Smith
against this entrenched popularity it seemed like a heart-breaking handicap. The battle tuns hard and long but eventually the Kate Smith
program, under Ted Collins' guidance, turned the trick and in a dramatic cliTmix the Smith show finally overtook and then passed Vallee.
Today, of course, Kate Smith's Grape Nuts program is heard Fridays at
8 p.m. and Vallee has Thursday at 10 p.m. for a new sponsor, Sealtest.
These are the C.A.B. facts of the fight:

NBC

KATE SMITH

RUDY VALLEE

C.A.B.

C.A.B.

Bank

Batlpg

21

12

•36-'37

21

15

•37-'38

13

20

10

23

(From Vabiety, April

WJZ, New York

,C.A.B.

Bank

22,

C.AJB.

Bating

9

19

8

23

•38-'39

9

20

•39'40

22

16

.

1931)

Songs

months'

Meakin.

billings at the rate c. $4,000,000 a

The Miracle Decade: 1931-1941
1931-1941

KATE SMITH

wee|cs.

its

now have radio sets.
is but one-fourth of what it
be the ascent of CBS.

gross of this year

— so swift

decade later

Songs

Not only has this single a good
voice but one of much volume. She
switches from a sentimental ballad
into a 'Madame Sophie Tucker' with
ease and with a wallop behind it.
Then, for good measure, she does, a
dance handling 200 pounds plus with
such grace as to take her away to a
great finish.
Booking followed the rapid rise of
Miss Smith within but a very few

Plans for tiadio City are

half of the U. S. families

11 Mins.; One
Earle, Washington, D. C. (V.P.)
six

as president.

*

*

FIRST RADIO CRITICISM

1926)

Arrives

CBS

up.

Kat« Smith Bevlewed While First
Briefly WIUi NBC

10,

pi-esident.

•

—Radio shows signs of being big business.

FIRST VAUDE CRITICISM

Give Kate Smith about

S.

1930

drawn

stage and

Formerly a principal in 'Flying
High' last season, Miss Smith recently was engaged by NBC for exclusive
broadcasts and has been assigned
two IS-rninute periods weekly over

'experience and she will blossom out
as a blues singer who will grace any
man's bill.
The routining of her
songs, with the exception of the final
number, did not show to the best advantage,

President

Paley enters the wobbly

Kate Smith, a Local Favorite, Played
Earle, Washington, In 1926

(From Variety Feb

CBS

for

first

Radio Emerges as Big Biz

screen comics.

KATE SMITH

WILLIAM

S.

its

*

*

*

'The Aldrich Family,' now
high-ranking program by itself. He
also picked Abbott and Costello,

now

Aid

First

1929— William

as

Completes 10 Years

Colambto BroadcMtln; System

*

agent, since a Hollywood
film executive. Her salary was then
around $350 a week. (She went into

.

.

I

at

,

.

1928— NBC is organized. M. H. Aylesworth becomes
The next year CBS is organized with 16 stations.

Broadway

"

Overcomes Rudy Vallee Thursday Lead

was born

*

*

The Networks Are Organized

—

*

1932 The Kated Corp. comes into existence and the radio popularity
of the singer leads to long and profitable stage engagements. Presently
she has played nine weeks at the Czpitol, New York, and has topped
this with 11 straight weeks at the Palace in Times Square.

month

Ted Collins once referred to Kate
Srnith as 'the Elsie Janis of the depression' an allusion to her innumerable participations in movements
and drives and rallies for charitable,
It
patriotic and sporting purposes.
is certainly true that Kate Smith has.
been free-handed and energetic in
giving of her voice and presence. In
the showmanship behind all of this,
in the building up of a composite
picture of a warm-hearted, generous
personality, the canny judgment and
practiced hand of showman-manager
Ted Collins has always been evident
Collins

Weeks

11

Electric.

carried by 24 stations.

is

*

TED COLLINS

—

*

Western

*

Silent Cal Is Inducted

Lane.'

1930 Kate Smith is in "Flying High,' a success in what she Is doing, but
hating il. The slapstick offends her sensibilities. Ted Collins, then an
executive of the old Columbia Phonograph- Company, encourages her and
guides her into new career as a sont stylist and a warm-hearted personality, roles congenial to her temperament.

•

*

*

picked
career as

is

«

In a Broadway Hit
Broadway musical, 'Hit the

Smith raised her childish voice in vaudeville,

1920 In the year Kate
Westinghouse, taking note of RCA, set up imitative rival radio concern in
(j.E. and RCiA signed
collaboration with holders of Fessenden patents.

temporarily a student nurse at George Washington

hospital, Washington.
•

*

•

Cross-Licensing Period

—

Family Frowns on Profession
1925— Kate Smith

J

1909

—

born at Greenville, Va.

is

«

First Experience

11, is

in

1909 In the year Kate Smith was born it \yas news when two ships colThe
lided off New York and wireless was used to summon rescuers.
year's Nobel prize in physics to Marconi.

this station.

Her programs are bound to grow
« Miss Smith is one of the
novelties NBC is using for some of
the time taken from the Slumber
in appeal,

Hour.

Miss Smith appears after
which seems a handicap with
orchestras on at the same time.
Miss Smith, however, should build
up a following as she has a voice
which is catchy^ using a crooning
style which pleases.
11:30,

name

EDWABD KLAUBER
Executive Vice-President

Colambia Broadcasting System

.

PAUL W. KESTEN
Vice-President

Colombia BroadcmstIng System
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HOMEY' APPEAL WORKS OUT
RADIO'S STERLING POINT HOME
Recent events within the broadcasting trade, and more especially outside the trade in Washington, confront the leadership
of the industry with the realization that its public relations
should never cease. This has brought up, as a natural corrollary, the question:

does

'What

radio pul)lic relations and

is

it?'

and keeps

The

personalities.

table below, prepared by the Vaiuett Research and Information

necessary:

CONGRESS CIGAB

'Songbird of the South' Is
Strongest in Dixie
Middle Income Level Is
Stratum of Popularity Cut
Across Many Different Income Levels

1931
1932
1933

—

only through great programs and great
imposition by bureaucratic authority of any

would have the net reand with them the favorite

$99,626
383,401
247,833

Total

sult of driving ofT large advertisers

NEW FARM SURVEY

entertainments of the American people' would cause a snowstorm of protesting mail. Perhaps even this may sound fan-

$16,714
166,460

—mass

Total

EDGAB

By

meetings.

A.

1935
1936
1937

CRUNWALD

Kate Smith's billing 'Songbird of
is no misnomer.
Judged

the South'

Badio owes a debt of continuous gratitude to its great programs and great personalities. These are like the cables of a
suspension bridge stringing from tower to tower' and supporting the whole traffic below. The network favorites not only
sustain the weight of networks but of the entire system of
broadcasting by holding up the volume of listening. The most
is only on the air because radio
made and guaranteed and great through talent.

furtive hitch-hiker advertiser

Kate Smith

is

surely one of the best public relations assets

broadcasting has.

Not only CBS but X'BC and

$183,174

ATLANTIC & PACinC

—

ciful

is

$730,860

HUDSON MOTOES
1934.
1935.

set of rules 'or regulations 'which

new

De-

partment, the time expenditures are chartered by year and by sponSummer replacement programs, etc., have been subtracted where

sor.

who Cooperative Analysis of
Broadcasting Data Shows

it

CBS Time

Since Kate Smith's entry into network commercial radio her sponsors have spent more than $5,000,000 in ether facilities alone. In the

KATE SMITH BEST

Executives, probably because they ar.e businessmen rather
than showmen, have not always willingly admitted what must
seem to many as crystal-clear, namely: radio won its popularity

$5,092,176 for

FOLKS LIKE

$159,600
555,560
275,275

:

Total

$990,435

on the basis of the radio industry's
favorite indoor sport toying with

GENEBAI FOODS

—

1937
1938

General Foods' star
piles up better ratings
South than anywhere else.

statistics— the

consistently
in

the

In the last (1939-40) Cooperative
Analysis of Broadcasting comprehensive report, Miss Smith's 'evening
stanza rated 63% better in the
South than in the East; 46% better
in the Midwest than in the East,
and 50% better on the Pacific Coast
than in the East.

This does not

MBS

and punko Eastern
Kate Smith indicate pretty

mean

that she has a
rating, but it does
clearly that the far

$242,125
719,565
899,737

.1939
19^0

1,326,280

Total

$3,187,707

GSAND TOTAL.
almost
other

the

exactly

pattern

multiple-per-week

The middle income group

of

$5,092,176
all

stanzas.
is

Guest Talent Appearing

first;

On Kate Smith

the lower group second, and the up-

per group third.

Series

Of course, all of the foregoing figevery broadcaster may acknowledge
Roster of Show Biz
side of Pittsburgh is better stamping ures
are based
on metropolitan
is a planned radio result; a consciously directed kind of a ground for her than, say, Boston.
areas only. What about her rating
career; a diamond cut to specifications. Kate Smith herself is Kate Smith apparently goes best among the farmers and the counThis is a partial list of personages
where America is 'homey' and try-village crowd?
who appeared on Kate Smith frolics:
both a trademark and a symbol. The trademark analogy is friendly.
Which certainly makes
On the Farms
r<uthfir Aillpr.
nnclielle Hudnon,
BrlDn Aticrnc.
Honry Hull.
more immediate to the sale of packaged goods. But its effec- sense.
In its latest rural vs. urban report, Prnnk Alh<^rlHon.
Wnltcr Huaton.
Her 'Noonday Chats' stanza ex- issued this week, the C.A.B. charts Sum Altfjood.
Hum Jaffc.
tiveness rests upon the symbol which is part of the entertainJitdUh Andcrfton.
Dentrlce Kay.
hibits the same forte character in
Kate Smith's position approximately .niJwnnI Arnold.
Jnckle Kelk.
the South. But this time the Pa- as follows:
ment formula.
Walter Klnnclla.
Her evening program Kny Bnlnlftr.
rullulnh Itnnkhead.
cific Coast (where news commentaAdelaide Klein.
rates 46% better in cities than in
this truism.

always

tors

find

plenty

of

A

ears)

rural areas, the exact rating in big
If it were possible to place side by si<le a recording of the early nearly overtakes the Dixie strongcities being 25.7 as against a rating
rural areas.
Kate Smith broadcasts with the latter day broadcasts, it seems hold. If assigning her Eastern rat- of 17.6
She places
ing an .index number of 100, then among
the 20 top-ranking shows,
clear that what would emerge vividly is a picture not only of her Southern rating is 193 (which
both urban and rural.
better),
Midwest
the
The Kate Smith daytime stanza
the growth of the Kate Smith symbol and tlie Kate Smith ma- means 93%
the
Pacific
Coast
and
rating is 131,
(daily) rates 17% better in big cities
turing artistry, but ilso a tracing of the improvement of big level is 191.
Note that between than in agricultural communities,
Dixie and the Pacific Coast there with a rating of 8.8 in cities and 7.5
time radio itself. And it wasn't bad to start with.

are a

program and

merely a routine 'promotion'

Coflins'

To

is

Any

Merit

Talent

radio

— Not

On

Ratings

character

actors,

Minerva Pious and Charles Cantor,
are developing a comedy routine on
the Grape-Nuts show as 'The Potters.'

A

regard this as

to lose the true significance.

— rates

pair of funny-voiced goofs

the association and the build-up rep-

try

nothing,

However, since the research work
on the rural vs. urban study was
conducted in early March, Kate
Smith has subsequently improved
her city-rating to the point where it

best

among

the middle

ranking among all
daytime stanzas. This is one of the
very few instances where one of
the serials has been pushed out of
top position by a show which is
based on a personality instead of

gives her No.

in-

She does differ from
the averages of the hour programs,
however, in that her second greatest
appeal is among low income classes,

come

This is telltale of Ted Collins" confidence in his own judgment and in
vivid contrast with the typical radio
producer of today who will buy
nothing,

Two

To

on the farm. She ranks sixth in
preference in cities, and 30th in
farm communities.

classify
Kate
to
listeners by income levels
comes close to being sheer nonsense.
But a rough idea of the situation is
evening,
Kate
In
the
possible.
Smith— like the great majority of
her contemporaries on the networks

attempt

Smith's

resent a daring innovEtion— trying
to create a comedian team from
scratch on a big league showcase.

Philosophy is
Build

its star.

2 percentage points.

Middle IncoDie Level

This Kate Smith section of Varu- tv is one step in many steps
all the parties concerned to make public relations

taken- bv

capital of a successful

mere

class.

«-30mmend

Jamcn

Frank Lovejoy,

IrvlnR Jlertln.

Bort Lytell.
Gilbert Mnck

Ben Dftrnlp.'
John Uol^A.
Burke,

Rllllc

Mnrrh.

(nn Morlln.

nmrlle Cnnlor.

Raymond Manaey.

MorriA f\TrnovMky.

Helen ^fcnken.
Burcec*! Meredith,
rhillp Mcrlvale.
CheHter MorrlH.
.McKiiy .MorrlH.
Julian Noa,
OlHon and Johnson*
Canton Ortodn.
.Minerva Ploun.
T.iilHe Rolner.
Bill Bolilnson.
KdwArd O. Roblnvon.
Flora Bobfion.
Itadio Uot;ucH.

IJkn CliaHO.
Itny ('olItnH.
KlnL'Mloy (Villnn.

OlndyH ('fiopcr.
I-'rnnk (*riivf>ii.
John Cruvfn.
Ted DcCor.iln.
Dudley

Dlffif''''.

Jimmy

DiiritniP.

Klorenre

rCliIrldRC.

Leff Krlckflon.
Prnnr'o.*!

Fnrmer,
r'-nrrr-II.

i'i\T'.t\i\n.

Konnplly.

I'liikcr

Molly

I-'l^'lil.

Hurry

KltzK^^nld.
Ilcnry Kondn.

nnn Sc M.
Tony rj.ilc.

N.

Davlfl.

(jTirilo.
Clfirfli-lcl.

(Jetn

''iriicc

half hour,

raul Luknn.

I*'re<]r)c

t'hnrtes noynr.
Marico.
J. T^]wnr(1 BromberK fluKh
Mnrlowe.

(lladyM Gcor^p.

words, whereas most hour
SHOWMANSHIP PROBLEMS
programs appeal first to the middle
Blunt fact of today's radio plan- income groups and second to the The Full Hour Is Avoided as Too
ning is that sponsors and agencies upper income groups, Kate Smith
Tou^h by Most
lack the basic element of creative appeals No. 1 to the middle class
showmanship— picking 'em ahead of and No. 2 to the lower class.
Many radio showmen run away
the general agreement and then
In the daytime, her series follows
It
manufacturing that agreement.
from the full hour as from a plague.
might also be suggested that if a lot
It is not hard to know why.
It is
of people don't, Collins does believe
the hardest, toughest assignment in
radio can make values, because it is
—
radio.
It is not twice as hard as a
radio.

Frnncffl I-'-derer.
EKtclle T..ovy.

Ralph Tlellnmy.
Constnncr Ilcnnctt.

John

other

Oortrude f/awrpnca,

Ted Lewis.
Tnullne Lord.

JVirlon.

Unity

tears-and-terror.

the other 60-minule programs on the whole appeal secondbest to the upper income classes. In

whei-eas

nothing that hasn't already scored a
hit or piled up a C.A.B.

I

Joan nnnkfl.
Rrod Darker.
F.thel nnrrymore.
John nnrrymore.

K''-

MurCnld flllinorc.
imrolhy ClHh.

Uulh (3'trdon.
Johnny <;r^''n.
J.icklc

Jon

""IrlincH.

flail.

Waller llamp'W-n.
Iliiyos.

Jl'-lf'ii

Jfitn

llr>rrfhc>lt.

Dcnni.H

ilocy,

.Miriam llophlnii.

Krlk Bnlfp.
Kofulind BufiHCIl.

Mnriha

.Scntl.

Al ShQun.
Marian Shockley,
CurncllQ Oi)A .Skinner.
Kvernlt Sloan,
.Smith and Uale,
Kuril Stone.

VA

Sulllviin.

M:irKarci Sullavaa.
Sylvia Hydncy,
Franchot Tone,
A rihur Trearlier,
Clalro Tff'vor.
Vlchl Vota.
llcfflna

Wullare.

Murk Wiirnow,
KlhPl WaterH.
Welkfl,

Orfion

Ireeno

Wicker.

but rather in geometric

It is no accident
few hour programs remain

ratio of increase.

Kate's

Theme Played

that so

on the

By

Indies as Salute

air.

In bringing together the elements
the pretentious Kate Smith revue for Grape-Nuts Ted Collins has

of
i

Celebration

ceremonies

that
r

marked

the Kale Smith

10th anni-

versary included the playing of her
signature song 'When the Moon
Comes Over the Mountain' by such

ASCAP-liccnscd stations as WNEW and WMCA in a
Other indepsporlsmanly salute.

the
value
of
the
Jack Miller,—as'-lhe muresponThis was increa.sed by the
ASCAP-BMI (ighl as was the chore
of arranger Tony Gale,

appreciated
'bridges.'

i

sical director, carries a vital
sibility.

|

I

independent,

i

VICTOR M. RATNER
Director of Promotion
Columbia Broadcasting System

stations

throughout

1

numbers and are also broadcatin^
them as part of the tribute.

Ted

Stracter

is

chorusmastcr-

pianist, a

notions.

the

country, also having ASCAP franchises, are getting recordings of the

,

young man with advanced
The chorus includes DoroDorothy Lanham,
'Frances M. Campbell, Mairy Mar-

:

|

pendent

;

j

W. B.. LEWiS
Program Vice-rresldent
Columbia Broadcasting system

I

thy

Rochelle,

gnret Mullen, Imelda Rose Mullen,
Kathleen Mullen, Gene Lanham,
Robert Wacker,' Andrew J. Love,
Harold S. Cooke.

WILLIAM GITTINGEB
Sales Vice-President

Colombia Broadcastlof System

Wednesday, May
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SHARE

I

with millions of

people the privilege of hearing Kate Smith sing.

But

I

also

know Kate

"in person"

— and that

is

For the most striking

the greater privilege.

thing one discovers about Kate, in years of

happy

association,

voice; as

is

warm and

being as she

an

is

that she

clear

is

so

much

like hei

and friendly a human

artist.

Kate uses her magnificent voice for one
great purpose: to express her deep friendliness
for

people— for

all

people.

all that is

The importance

good and kind

And

creasingly clear in times like our own.

why Kate

helps to explain

creasingly important to

all

in

of this becomes in-

herself

becomes

who know

it

in-

her.

Columbia's association with Kate Smith
for these past ten years has been a deep source

of pleasure to

thought

to

all

of us here.

commemorate,

Variety, what

I

And
in

it is

confidently expect

is

a

happy

issue

this

of

merely the

quarter-mark in Kate's career.

3
WILLIAM

S.

PALEY,

President.

Columbia Broadcasting System

7,

1911

Wr<lncs«1ay,

May

7,

1941

37

T

HE

modern miracle of

broadcasting helps to balance forces, loose in

would pervert public

the world

today,

opinion

unholy purposes.

to

that

In the very nature of radio's many-sided

employment of man's genuis

<

and entrepreneur

tor, artist

as scientist, inven-

found assurance

is

of democratic, free operation.

American
tacts

radio, with

far-flung con-

its

with the minds of millions

home and

at

in foreign distant lands, guarantees
its

humanity

greatest victory.

Participation in so grand a task

is

privilege of Kate Smith, her collaborator

the

and

her organization.
It

makes us proud

The

pledge

of

that this

our

Americanism naturally suggests
acknowledgment
and

System

its

to the

is so.

dedication
that

to

we owe

Columbia Broadcasting

station

managements

and

personnel.

To our

sponsor, our agency and our

associates, thanks for the

companionship, with-

out which the progress of the past decade

would have been impossible, but with which
the future

kindlier

is

bright in promise of better and

human and

artistic relations.

c

But
famous

Vale SmitVi.

they know
individual

privately.

That

on

is

,

not

.

1

a

^^^^

1^-^
^ate. ^Ve

^^^rous, asU^^^^^^^

^

^-^^^.^f^^^

^Ve^vorU^vith^to her

frequently,

p^^Uclj,

^

is

Jjf^
^ private

to

qribute

^^^^^^^^^
s
associates as

^^^^ ^^^^.^

o^---^^^^rtt^.
that r
sincere,
that

.

vnRK

•

CHICAGO

•

^

so

^^.^

great ave

Dear Kate:
Congratulations, orchids,

and

greetings frorn

Long may you

birthday

air-wave!
Yes,

\

-and long

may our pleasant

relationship continue.

Sincerely

your

sponsor,

Wednesday, May
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t

could have happened only in America.

I
It

. .

could have happened only in radio

.the brilliant saga of a girl

As one of her
friends, we're

book

first

happy

named Smith.

admirers and oldest
to

open Kate's scrap-

for a glimpse at the highlights of

ten full years on CBS.

7,

1941

,

Wednesday, May

P^fHETY

1941

7,

How

the "Sonebird of th« South"

Became the Beloved Voice
1931

-

~ 1933

of a Nation

Kate Smith and her Stvanee Music, for Congress Cigar

Company; on CBS, Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday,
8:30-8:45 p.m.

1934- 1935

Kate Smith's Neiv-Star Revue,

for

Hudson Motor Car

Company; on CBS, Monday, 8:30-9:00 p.m.
1935- 1936

Kate Smith,

for the Great

A&P Tea Company on CBS,
;

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, 7 :30-7 :45 p.m.

1936- 1937

A&PBand Wagon starring Kate Smith; on CBS, Thursday,

8-9 p.m.

Kate Smith Hour, for General Foods Corporation; on

1937
(to date)

CBS^ Thursday, 8-9 p.m.

1938—1939

Kate Smith Speaks, for General Foods Corporation; on

CBS, 3 days a week (Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday)

12-12:15 p.m.
Kate Smith Speaks, for General Foods Corporation;

1939
(to date)

^gg^ g j^^^ ^ ^^^j^ (Monday through Friday),
12-12:15 p.m.

1940....

Kate Smith records exclusively for Columbia Records.

(to date)

Some

of the

many special Awards

Legion of Valor Medal, in 1939;

first

to Kate Smith

ever awarded to a private

citizen.

Patriotic Service Cross, awarded in 1941

by the U.S. Flag

Association.

Drake University Medallion
and

for outstanding contribution to radio

to the people.

'Award for Distinguished Service to Radio, by Radio Stars

Magazine.

Medal of Merit, awarded by Radio Guide Magazine.

FROM

Wmm

COLUMBIA

Wednesday, May
.

7,

1911

WednesiTay,

May

7,

1941
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The All Girl Orchestra Of

The Hour of Charm With

Their

Conductor

Phil

Spitalny

Congratulate

KATE SMITH

An

Enviable Association—

10 years with

a

truly

great artist

and a beloved

personality,

prompts the most

sincere expression of gratitude

and pledge

of loyalty to

KATE SMITH
Sincerely

OF

fATlOHS TO
'

"TUt.

rue

I

KATE
SMITH

salute the fine

of

achievements

KATE SMITH who

contributed

richly

to

has

the

flowering of radio.

To

your

signalize

service

to

radio.

To celebrate

a

cycle of pleasant

PAUL SULLIVAN
WHAS,

Louisville, Ky.

relations.

UNITED
PRESS

REVIEW.S THE
For Brown

NEWS

& Williamson Tobacco Corp.

— Raleigh

Cigarettes

Wednesday, May

7,

1941
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^ / /

a

word

from

each

And

millions of thanks

from our listeners for
a decade of fine enter-

of A

<

THE

^^^^^^^^^^^^

pAt

rooft'^ff

CBS OWNED AND OPERATED STATIONS

Wednesday, May
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5?

BROADCASTING
'

FOR

EVERY SUNDAY

AT

7 P.M.,

VIA NBC,

EST

WEAF

COAST-TO-COAST

BUD ABBOTT

AND

LOU COSTELLO

To be released May 30th "IN THE NAVY NOW" for Universal
pictures— with "Oh, Charley" and "Ride 'Em Cowboy'' to follow.
Personal Management:

EDWAHD SHERMAN

Under Direction

of:~

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

'

7,

1941

Wednesday,

May

7.

1941
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RADIO MAY WELL BE PROUD

OF TWO GREAT ATTRACTIONS
IT

MADE POSSIBLE!

20th Century-Fox
happy to extend

is

particularly

felicitations to

Kate Smith who has always been so
helpful and co-operative in bringing

to radio audiences the entertain-

ment highlights of 20th Century-Fox
pictures, and takes this opportunity
to also express appreciation to Ted
Collins for his

many

kindnesses*

Wednesday, May

50

)00X

wwimmw
and

TO kaie smiih

a great singer
a great friend

of the motion picture

industry

COLUMBIA PICTURES

CORPORATION

7,

1941

VTcdncsday,

May

7,

1941
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for all the

grand things you've

and done for the movie
industry - and particularly for

said

the movies of

JACK L WARNER, In Chare* of Produdicn
HAl B. WAlllS; Ex«cotl»« froductr

i--

'-TS'

Wednesday, May
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CONGRATULATIONS, KATE!
FROM CONNECTICUTS

BASIC

GBS

STATION

CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

*
Speaking for the
I

am proud of iny association

256.400

Families

KATE SMITH

with

in its

Mile-High Market

KATE SMITH

K S

and

in Salt

TED COLLINS

An
Inspiration!

L

Lake City

says^

Thanks

KATE

during the five years of their

decade on radio.

GUY LOMBARDO

SMITH
for

TED STRAETER

Ten Years of

the Best in Radio

and
His Orchestra

Entertainment!'

*
A GREAT LADY!

KATE SMITH
MIN and CHARLIE POTTER
(Minerva Pious and Charles Cantor)

7,

1911

To Kate Smith and Ted Collins

Our
most sincere
Congratulations

on ten years

of great

service— not only to Radio

but to the entire nation.

proud

to

We are

be associated with you in

your long and successful relationship
with General Foods

A.

&

S.

and Young & Rubicam

LYONS,

Inc.

SAM LYONS
DON STAUFFER
BILL STUHLER
NAT WOLFF RICHARD J. MADDEN

ARTHUR LYONS

And

the rest of the gang.

CONGRATULATIONS and THANKS
TO OUR GOOD FRIENDS

KATE SMITH and TED COLLINS
. .

.

FOR TEN YEARS OF HELPFUL AND WHOLESOME ENTERTAINMENTI

In thiB Magic Circle, the richest and most populous area in
southeast, the Kate Smith programs have aided greatly in

WOIG
GREENSBORO,

IN

"THE

PRESTIGE

the

N. C.

THE

OF

STATION

all

making

CAROLINAS

To The Ever Gracious

To KATE SMITH

KATE SMITH

With Deep_Admiration

HELEN MENKEN

''Are

.

.

who

brings great

arl-istry

to commercial

radio

.

.

You

Having Any Fun

To KATE SMITH!
,

JOHN GARFIELD

Dear Kate:

— you

deserve

For you

.

ERNEST CHAPPELL

I

To KATE SMITH!
My

very

good CBS

it.

neighbor ...
Congratulations!

have

RAY BLOCH

That Old Feeling''
say!

KATE SMITH

YOUSAH

Can Dream^

and

All the lads

Continued Success

Can't r'?

you, Kate

.

.

I

greet

.

CHESTER (CKET) STRATTON

BEN BERNIE

"THE O'NEILLS", CBS

SAMMY
.

.

.

and

I

hope you

happily

FAIN
To KATE SMITH

live

"THE TOPS"

ever after

From

IREENE WICKER
*'T/ie

BILL

Singing Story Lady"

ROBINSON
"THE TAPS"

TO KATE SMITH

Mrs. Waterfall says:
"You're such a pleasant

And there's a hundred
who like her says

person."
others

Direction

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

million

Nan Rae

Personal Manager

AL GROSSMAN

Wednesday, May

7,

1941
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Wednesday, May

RADIO

Radio and the Present Crisis
By BOBERT

J.

Hollywood,

LANBRT

following:

One, radio does not need, either
any more snobbish
supposedly educational programs to
In peace or war,

nobody listens.
Two, radio does not require any
more news commentators. We can
carry on very nicely with our present radio supply of military and
wliich

naval experts.
Three, radio does not need any
more programs supposedly glorifying
democracy but expressed in the
language usually reserved ifor the
honored dead.
Fourth, radio does not need and
probably will not request the FCC
for any additional operating hours
In order to broadcast more speeches
by more members of the United
States senate.

the

are scared by the mechenized columns of Hitler. We are twice scared
by the emotionalism of radio. Radio
quiclcens the tempo of the alternating waves of confidence and defeatism which sweeps the country and
undermines judgment. Radio exposes
nearly everybody in the country to
a rapid, bewildering succession of
emotional experiences day by day and
almost literally hour by hour. Our
minds and our moral natures just
cannot respond to the bombardment
of contradiction and confusion—do
this—don't do this— fight don't fight
convoy don't convoy.

—

Industry.
He follows
with vittles at the Benny

film

this

Don Gilman
him on the rounds.

banquet.

CONGRESS

Is

taking

MUM

ON REPORT-

—

—

SO FAR

It seems an absurdly exaggerated
conception of free speech which allows professional propagandists obscure and unknown in Jcnuary to
have a national radio audience In
February. It seems unwise that uncertain, frightened, prejudiced Individuals should be permitted to
spread their personal fears, their
ignorance, their bigotry, over the en-

-Contliined

from page 29^
or whether certain provisions In con-

portunlatio elements In' tha Industry
who will se* In a sudden upset of
the whole broadcasting structure a

tracts
with Independent stations
should be changed, are less important than the fundamental position
adopted by the majority of the
The fact that the Commission has Federal Communications Commisproposed to go so far, and that It sion. This appears to be that those
openly threatens government own- who have pioneered in broadcasting,
ership or common carrier regula- who have created the most efficient
tion if it is thwarted In its purpose, facilities, and have developed a program structure considered the best
is evidence enou^'that the American people should be alarmed and in the world, should be penalized
because of the superior services they
on the alert.
have created and the greater numCompetlsh a 'Fetish'
If these are strong wor ds, th ey are ber of listeners which they serve.
The National Broadcasting ComIn
Com^^titlbn
measured ones.
broadcasting exists pow; its princi- pany operates two network services
It has
pal limitation is imposed by the —the Red and the Blue.
these
lietworlts
continphysical limitation upon existing fa- operated
cilities.
To make a fetish of compe- uously for almost fifteen years. They
tition to the extent the Commission were the pioneer networks of the
proposes makes as much sense to me country and were established in
as it one were to argue that freedom order to provide the public with a
of the press- cannot exist. unless one choice of programs of a national
national magazine is allowed to sell character. Year after year the comadvertising in the columns of an- mission has renewed the licenses of
independent stations affiliated with
other.
This argument is absurd. If the the National Broadcasting Company's
one making it were to add that his networks in recognition of the fact
real purpose was. to strengthen and that the stations performed a service
improve the national magazines as in the public interest.
Public Service Threat
a whole, his sincerity would come
Now the National Broadcasting
into question.
The Commission in its report and Company is suddenly given ninety
proposed actions persistently ignores days to make a forced sale or to dethe evidence. It disregards the re- stroy what took fifteen years to de-

chance to gain temporary commercial

advantage.

.

-

Washington, May 6.
Deep interest, but few comments.
That summarizes the Capitol Hill reaction to the Federal CommunicaCommlssioci's
revolutionary
rules to eradicate monopoly from
the broadcasting business.
tions

Silence was misleading, for it is
there is strong feeling in
congressional quarters that the reguwent too far. And too fast.
Though the Commission has been the
target
of frequent
rock-throwing
by legislators who feel conclusion of
the inquiry had been unduly delayed
and the industry has received kidglove treatment, most of the house
and "senate members interested in
radio affairs wanted to flhd out how
the wind is blowing before taking a
public position.
The industry lost little time in
seeking help from Congress. Eveii
'liberal'
senators
who ordinarily
hurry to cheer the Administration were wary about revealing their
personal feelings. Too many of them
like to stand in good with station-

tire country. By the magic of hookThese are wonderful as well as
ups a new factor is introduced into
terrible times through which we are
political debate
the previously pureall suffering and we should not allow
ly local bounder becomes the napersistent
conpain
and
the
the dull
tionally famous cad.
fusion of mind to deprive us of our
enjoyment of the spectacle. Today
More Controls
men and women scream on free
New controls and limitations upon
radio time coast to coast that free

known

—

lators

pressure groups are being and must
Quite
speech is being suppressed.
be put through. Take just the sininconspicuous citizens openly call the
gle matter of war relief societies.
President of the United States a dicThere were Over 475 registered sotator and figuratively offer to punch
cieties of this kind. Many of those
him in the nose if he denies it.
concerned with Chinese relief have
Hundreds of radio stations broad- already been merged. Most of them
cast European news every hour on
concerned with British -relief have
the hour and on days or occasions alreedy
been merged, although there
cannot
or
do
when the democracies
are hold-outs among organizations
not provide enough news the laclc
jealous of their separate identities.
Is filled in from German and Italian
Related groups of all Jcinds must insources. Thus the avowed enemies of
democracy are made a free gift of evitably combine. The sheer lack of
owning constituents. Telegrams and
our propaganda facilities. We must radio time forces this upon them.
telephone calls from industry acnot miss our news every hour on the' ^'0[" the democratic point of view
quaintances promptly cautioned them
such combinations probably neutral
hour.
ize poison and offset unscrupulous in- to see how the cat is going to jump.
'Undemocratic'
Definite moves to inquire into the
American history of these years dividuels. They make the one-man
effect of, justification for, and manmust certainly be written when the or the one-woman pressure group
ner of issuing the FCC regulations
time comes with a rich sense of impossible.
were seen in the startled attitude
Irony. Everything is as topsy-turvy
More Trustworthy
displayed' by legislators who still
as Alice in Wonderland. When the
On the whole broadcasters have preferred not to make any comment
Don Lee network decided some a clear-cut business
motive for be- for publication pending careful study
months ago it would never again
ing fair and for this reason plus of both the majority and minority
carry a speech by Adolf Hitler, certheir' practical experience any new opinions and appraisal of the new
tain persons promptly criticized the
network on the grounds that to deny controls would be better enforced in regulations. With Senators Wallace
free speech to Der Fuehrer was very the public interest by broadcasters E White, of Maine, and Burton K.
imdemocratic. The broadcasters ex- than by either bureaucratic or in- Wheeler, of Montana, Republican
and Democratic experts on radio
cused their violation of democracy terested groups of citizens.
Among the things that it mey be matters, t)Oth out of town, other
by pleading good taste and since
then many of our home grown supposed would be good democratic solons were inclined to watchful
demagogs have excused violations of influences in the interest of temper- waiting for the time being. Nothing
good taste by pleading democracy. ate and balanced discussion are is likely, to be decided until they
have huddled with their respective
Today broadcasters are seriously these:
asked to cancel paid time under conOne; pick-ups from mass meetings party colleagues and then put their
tract to business houses in order to and rallies shall not be made. This own heads together.
convert this paid time Into free time will keep staged dem^stratlons, mob
for the happy use of pressure groups. hysteria, name-callino by hecklers
Many of the pressure groups are and all such Tnani/estations off the
organized stricfly on business lines air.
and are seeking money, prestige and
Two, all radio talks on controveri
self-advancement the same as busisial issues shall be delivered onlv in
ness men and the cancellation sugradio studios without an audience or
gestion usually comes ^rom paid
by means of a recording.
Mexico City. May 6.
secretaries.
Active radio stations in Mexico
Three, announcement shall
bie
Fntore Witch-Hants
Tnade before and after any contro numbered 104 as of M,-:y 1, of which
Broadcasters who ere not suffi- versial talk that an answer to it will 26 are in this city.
ciently obliging in distributing free be given later at a later date.
In 1930, when radio along with
If
time are threatened with the dire possible the day and hour of the pictures was put on a commercial
present
displeasure
of
powerful answer shall be given.
basis in Mexico, there were only 12
pressure groups and powerful polFour, forums shall be encouraged stations functioning, of which only
iticians and on top of this they are
but Tiot to run tuild. A forum under five were commercial, the rest being
told that careful records of today's a weak or uncertain moderator
con run by the government or non-combehavior by broadcasters are being easily atuse the rieht of free speech. mercial outfits.
kept for use in investigations to be
Our problem is to preserve the reorganized after the war. Here you alities of free speech and democracy
have a very pretty picture of cal without letting these symbols be
TriiDount Hikes Budget
culated vindlcUveness preparing a employed by deceitful persons for
future witch-hunt of broadcasters their own purposes. A polite but
well ahead of time.
Results from radio advertising,
judicious neglect of microscopic miThe question is being asked: 'What norities and conversation - loving begun for the first time last Septemhappens to radio and free speech if cranks is forced upon all practical ber, has proved so successful that
we go to war?' This is simple. We men, broadcasters among them, by Trimount Clothing Co. will hike its
will have censorship. A much more the sheer necessities of common budget for radio considerably this
Every self-elected pressure fall. Company is considering whether
difficult question is whet happens to sense.
radio and free speech 'if we don't go group headed by a he or a she with to expand its spot campaign or' go
with dscislon expected
to war but continue as we have been the gift of gab cannot possibly have network,
shortly.
a radio hearing. No argument can
behaving In the recent past.
Trimount, which has been plu'gging
possibly go on forever. After full
In that case we will have a con
its
Clipper
Craft
brand
men's
tinuing struggle in which clever and free debate the democratic
clothes, began with a five-station
groups of professional propagandists method is to call for a vote and then
test last fall.
It proved so
satisfight out a game of wits, mostly over abide by the decision.
factory that the activities were exthe radio, so that in pert nothing
It requires no soothsayer to fore-panded to 50 stations.
can be completely decided and no see that endless talk, talk, telk will
Emil Mogul agency is handling the
viewpoint can completely prevail. only produce a tired and bored account.
Large but dormant public opinion people. Of course we face imposbodies will remain Inarticulate in the sibly difficult alternatives. MeanMadison, Wis.— Joseph D. Mackin
background while small, aggressive, time we listen for the roar of the has resigned from the position
he
ambitious groups driven by career wave of the future not a German has held for the last two
years as a
men and career women will be wave but an American wave. When member of the advertising sales staff
heard. The man or woman who is that roer is heard radio will have It of WIBA to become
sales manager of
radical either In opinion or In meth- every hour on the hour.
WMAM, Marinette. Wis.
.
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Network Statements

0.

and next day goes back to the
festive board with headmen of

We

We may not have agreement as to
needed in the present
is
emergency, but perhaps we could
agree on a short list of some things
radio does not need. I suggest the

May

NBC's prexy, Niles Trammel],
will be pretty well 'fed up' after
he arrives here with a New York
delegation for the Jack Benny
testimonial Friday night (9).
Day after his arrival hebreaki
bread with biz and civic leaders,

(The following is the text of a talk ods will continue to bulldoze and in>
delivered by the radio editor of timidate the broadcasters.
Vahjety, Monday 7noming (4) , at the
Confnslon
opening event of Ohio State UniWhile it does not create the tenversity's Institute for Education by
sions of the day, radio elongctes the
Radio at Columbus.)
shadows of fear and foreboding,'

what

7,

Pass the Bicarb

IN 'MEXICO

To meet the new regulations
commission, the National
Company may be
Broadcasting
forced to sacrifice such outstanding
velop.
of the

markable progress of radio, the absence of substantial complaint, and
it insists upon considering the whole
question of monopoly without giving the slightest weight to the fact

programs as

to do.

Trammell (NBC)

The National Broadcasting Comis making a detailed study of
the regulations issued by the Federal

pany

Communications Commission on May
together with the 139-page report
'chain broadcasting.'
Even a
casual r'eading of the regulations set
forth in the report adopted by a majority of the commission is enough
to indicate that chaos not further
competition, would result from the
blow aimed at the American system of broadcasting. The regulations governing the operations of network broadcasting in the United
States, announced yesterday by the

Meeting of

Air,'

concerts,

Home

whatsoever.
I do not believe that either the
President or the Congress will countenance what the Commission seeks

Niles

The Town

the Toscanini symphony
the 'National Farm and
Hour,' the N. B. C. Music Appreciation Hour,' the Metropolitan
Opera and outstanding religious and
educational programs.
The National Broadcasting Company has never held that improvements were not possible, nor has it
ever stopped making them. It has
never held that the industry should
not be subject to the regulations intended by Congress. But the revolutionary changes announced by the
commission should have received the
consideration and specific approval
of the Congress, which created the
the

that the networks and the stations of
America are publicly committed to
a policy of freedom and fairness of
the air, devoid of any editorial bias

3,

on

Federal Communications Commisnot to make laws, but to adminthem.

sion,
ister

LAFOUNT CALLS FCC
RULES m-TIMED'

Washington, May 6.
Crackdown of the Federal Communications
Commission
is
not
pleasing even to the non-affiliated
radio stations which stand to benefit
most from the radical changes In industry methods. Protest against the
sweeping nature of the reforms and
against upsetting the applecart at
this time came Monday (S) from
Harold A. LaFount, president of the
National Independent Broadcasters.
The onetime member of the
independent stations comprising the
Federal Radio Commission, observnetworks. Such relationship has been
ing that between 1927 and 1934 'I
the basis for the growth and exoften was confronted with questions
traordinary progress of -broadcasting
of a similar nature,' declared the outin the United States.
lawing of established business pracConfusion Certain
tices is

Communications Commission, is a definite step toward complete government control of radio in
this country, and whether intended
or not, would ultimately destroy the
freedom of the air.
Under the claim of fostering competition, the Federal Communications
Commission has promulgated regulations that destroy any opportunity
for sustained relationship between
network program producers and the
Federal

'

The new regulations

freedom of the

The

air.

action of the commisthe more extraordinary
when considered against the fact that
the majority report admits that 'the
network system has brought great
benefits' to broadcasting, while the
minority report states that 'it has
provided the public with the best
broadcasting system in the world.'
I do not purport to know why such
a bombshell should be exploded at
this critical time in the life of our
country, when th6 fullest use of the
nation's radio facilities is demanded.
I do not believe that Congress, in
passing the communications act of
1934, ever contemplated that the Fed-

sion

is

'ill-timed.'

issued by the

commission, in my opinion make certain a confusion that must lead to
a further bureaucratic grip upon the
latest
all

eral
Communications Commission
would attempt to remake the American system of broadcasting without
even consulting th e Congress.
In
this corihecfibn, iHe minority members of the commission in their dissenting public report, have stated

'I

realize that in normal times
of our members would stand

many

from the new radio order
which the Commission's majority
essays to create,' LaFount said. 'On
the other hand, we are in a national
to benefit

emergency.

Radio

is

an important

instrumentality in these tense times.
'It seems to me that only utter conand possibly chaos would
result in American radio if the
drastic reforms proposed by the
.

fusion

Commission majority were instituted
within the stipulated time limitation.
Moreover, there is serious question
about the Commission's jurisdiction,
with the minority holding that the

utterly lacks the
authority to do these things.
'Why not declare a moratorium
Congress has had the opportunity to reappraise the statute and
write a new law?'
Commission

until

Divorcing Capt.

Heme

Chicago, May 6.
Capt. E. D. C. Herne, news commentator, was sued last week for
that it is 'no exaggeration to predict divorce on
grounds of cruelty by his
that the decision of the majority, in- wife, Gladys,
former hostess at the
stead of resulting in free competi- Chez Paree
nitery.
Mrs. Heme is
tion, would more likely create an- asking
for $600 monthly temporary
archy, or a kind of business chaos in alimony.
which the service to the public
In her suit, Mrs. Heme stated that
would suffer.'
her husband spent most of their
The questions as to whether the money for liquor, even using the
National
Broadcasting
Company money which she earned as a nitery
should or should not operate two greeter.
Couple- was married on
network services, own a few of the June 17, 1936, and separated on
stations Included in these networks. March 20, 1941.
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RADIO

SHOW

DEFENSE

dent Neville Miller because of the
monopoly report crisis in Washing-

That same

ton.

PL

E'

crisis

up.
president,

was figured
Columbus, O., May 6.
Among the programs cited for
awards by the Ohio State Institute

Sterling Fisher, CBS
director of educational talks, left because of the death of his mother.

—

Quiz Kids, in addition to their profor Alka-Seltzer (NBC-Blue),
are doing a series of shorts for
Paramount and a question and answer column for King Features Syndicate.
The short subjects will be
released in September.
Columbus, O., May 6.
Quiz act also has worked out an
Dominant note of the first two
exploitation tleup with department
days of various general and panel stores, one to a town, in which local
discussions conducted by the Ohio youngsters compete for prizes and a
State Institute for Education by Ra- trip to Chicago to appear on the
program. First prize is a $100 dedio here was one of confusion as to
fense bond and second, $50 in cash.
what leadership is now needed in

gram

NBC BLUE PRAISED

the radio industry.

Many,

if

not

son, Wis.

'Mole

On

the Free

'Start of the

Lincoln's Cheek,'

Slow Season Seems

Bright Idea to

by Radio,

Ray Spector Agency

COHAN DRAWS ONTARIO

by

Company, on CBS.

'The Greedy Goat,' by WLB,
Minneapolis, Minn.
'Town Meeting of the Air,' dis-

Qniz Kids Expand

the F. C. C. Blitz

Education

for

were the following:
'The Stevens Family Plans
Thanksgiving,' by WHA, Madi-

Frank Mason, NBC vicewas one of those called

back Sunday.

But Leadership on National
Defense Appears Conf us^
Many Missing at Educators' Meeting Because of

PRIORITIES?

Top Ohio Winners

responsible for a falling olT of registration for meetings below the expected new record.
Number of
broadcasters left Sunday (4) and
yesterday, and still more didn't even

show

37

Ray Spector

agency's

latest

proposition to stations concerns

DIRECTION ASSIGNMENT

spot
this

Block Drug Co. and it's a bulk offer
for two e.t.'s a day six days a week
regardless of card rates. In making
the offer the agency notes that since
this is the 'start of the slow season
of the year' it should be acceptable

Cohan, CBS staff director,
has t^en over direction of the Ned
cussion of the Lend-Lease Bill,
Sparlcs show for the province of
*on NBC.
Ontario. He joined the series Sun'London After Dark,' on CBS.
day (4) and has been given an in- to the stations.
Some 311 programs were subdefinite leave of absence by ColumThe agency's form letter also holds
mitted. Judges passed on 80 of
out the promise that 'if the station
bia.
this number and geve awards or
As successor to Cohai., Perry Laf- shows the modest returns that we
honorable mentions to 30.
ferty has been upped from the title expect, you can anticipate being
of production man to be a tempor- favored in a very short time with
New ToTk—J. W. Strickland has ary member of the network director contracts for at least five of our
joined the American Network, com- staff. He takes over Cohan's direct- clients products.'
bination of F-M stations, as lales- ing asslffiment on "Meet the Music,'
Minneapolis Dr. George R. Young,
man. He was formerly with the retains his own 'Matinee at Meadowradio department of Addison's Bars, brook' program and also handles owner and president of WDGY, hcs
such other sustalners as 'Music in returned to his desk after a winter
Inc., and Poster Sales & Advertising, Inc.
the Air' and 'Accent on Music'
spent on his Florida estate.
Phil

.

—

all

the—meetings—yesterday and- today
(Monday - Tuesday) sounded the
question of whether broadcasters
could or should take the initiative
beyond what they are already doing,
or should await a cue or plan of

How to make

from Washington.
Thunderbolt of the FCC monopoly
report obviously introduced another
Educators
element of confusion.
and persons representing service or-

watts

5,000

action

ganizations

were

do the work of 480,000

especially
conpassing of

cerned by the possible
the

NBC

strictly

freely

Blue network under a
commercial policy. It was
stated here that this would

mean

a disappearance of the greatest single source of network time
for educational and public interest
programs.

W M C A now

Is

a 5,000 watt station,

'Morale' Proerams Requested
One question frequently stressed
at various meetings was the need for
national priorities in public morale
programs, j <.st as exists in defense
Problem of how
manufacturing.
much time could or would be devoted to morale, democracy, the
army, navy, controversy on policy,
and so on, was also extensively discussed at meetings.
Tempo for the sessions was set by
the first meeting yesterday, with
talks by George V. Denny, director
of Town Hall, N. Y.; Ed Kirby, of
the National Assn. of Broadcasters
and director of public relations for
the War Department, and Robert J.
Landry, radio editor of Variety. An
acrimonious debate on children's
programs took place at the session,
directed by Dorothy Lewis, club-

After much nameless paone broadcaster said, 'I preall this means Gangbusters.'
including
general advertisers,
Arthur Pryor, Jr., of B.B.D. & O.,
discounted the ill effect of cliffhangers.
John Carlile, Alabama
university radio professor, joined in
this viewpoint, as did Roy Harlow,

rnn rviunir
FOR EXAMPLE,
directional

laver,

sume

Yankee Network.
Mrs. Lewis deployed the tendency
to whitewash kid programs mention-

day and
dial In

night.

BUT,

New York.

of even greater importance,

It's

. .

if a

non-

antenna were used:

WMCAwouId1aydowna2 millivolt signal
43 miles away from the transmitter. (The
FCC considers a signal of this density
good coverage of city residential sections.)

WMCA at^nkc.

woman.

In

'A:

on the

an engineering fact that the
lower the frequency the longer the wave-length. And, the longer the
wave-length the stronger the primary signal remains as you move
away from the transmitter. based on curves prepared by the FCC.
it's first

If
it

.

. . .

5,0 0 0 watts required

to deliver

2

millivolts

43 miles

WMCA

were on a 1000 kc. frequency
would need 76,500 watts to deliver a

2 millivolt signal 43 miles away.

IF

WMCA

were at

1000 kc.

e required to deliver

2

millivolts

43 miles

of the

ing that her recent transcontinental
mvestigation proved that seiitime.it
is the reverse.
In the opening session yesterday

morning, with Dinny presiding over
a special Town
Meeting, Clifton
Utley said, -'Radio-must be prepared
to sacrifice some profits and give
priority to national defense programs.'
Kirby declared, 'In 1941
radio wins or loses its national defense chevrons.
Program schedules must be rearranged and bal-

anced to serve in the emergency.
Broadcasters
think more
should
about programs and
about
less

a 2 millivolt signal 43 miles distance.

IFWMCAt..r.<>/ 1200i(c...|

War Departments Stand
When asked by a station repre
sentative if the War department
would prod the

FCC

instructions

to give stations

on

emergency

programs, Kirby replied, 'The War
Department is not taking others'
chestnuts out of the fire,' but anticipated that steps will be taken. Much
emphasis was made from the floor
on the need for a clearing bureau to
control time-distribution to non-com^
mercial groups.
Everyone seems
agreed that radio is in an imporsibly
difficult predicament.
Kirby presided last night in an off
the-record meeting of NAB repre
sentatives, in the absence of presi

WMCA

were at the extreme end
if
of the dial (1600) it would require 480,000
watts (not a typographical error) to deliver a 2 millivolt signal 43 miles away.

And,

IF

ASCAP.'

clearer

WMCA

were at 1200 on the dial it
would require 158,000 watts to transmit

If

WMCA

were at

1600

kc...
(sorry,

no^ooro

which
triples its fiower through the use of a three element directional antenna
if Actually
Island, Westchester and Connecticut.
amplifies the signal toward New York City, Long

WMCA

wmca.'

-AMERICA'S LEADING INDEPENDENT STATION

NEW YORK: WMCA BIdg., 1657 B'way

Chicago: Virgil Reiter

& Co., 360 N. Michigan Ave.

RADIO
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Came

Rules
the

product. weekend,

completed

Though absent on account

of his

ill-

again.

the

whip

Word spread

was
in

the Commish
relations section head, reto discuss the sequence of

the

press

release.

cracked

the middle

Ci'aven was registered as voting of the morning that a press release
on the report would be issued at 11.
In the negative.
Customarily
things
are
dead As soon as Case was advised he
around the Commission on Satur- rushed to the office to find out what
da.vs, with several Commissioners as was afoot. Craven likewise was ina matter of practice not coming formed and, disregarding protests
down to the ofTicc unless something from family members, hopped to the
special is on the fire. In this situa- telephone to check with his dissenttion, and with persons outside
(as ing colleague, and see what else he
well as ill the Commlsh) under the could find out about the sudden turn
Impression the report and rules of events.
wouldn't be issued until after the
Extreme viystery surrounds prepaless,

events; conflicting
out. It was authoritatively reported
the Law Department drafted the
statement, handing a finished document to the press office, which cut
the stencils and did the mimeograph
job. Fly, however, said that Gilling

ham

had' a hand in writing it and
maintained that the minority views
were not mentioned because Case
had indicated that he and Craven
had no desire to see that attention
was directed to their dissent.

1941

7,

I

Gillingham,

Webs'

contained in a press release. It is
'entirely incorrect' that there was
any double-crossing or deception,
the chairman maintained, adding he
had assured the minority he would
be 'glad to cooperate' in getting out
their report and promised that both
the majority and dissenting opinions
would be made public simultane-

Ally

sContlnued from page 29;

|

^Continued from page 29;
Issuing

of

George
public
fusing

Blitz-fast

With Commission chairman told Vabiety
there was 'no desire to mislead anybody about the Analily' of the action
and he was 'surprised' the minority
explanations came wanted to have any of their views

ration

maneuvering and .great damage almost surely would have been done
before any
success could be
registered.

General expectation is that the National Broadca.sting Co. will be the
pace-setter.
It's
the only network
with unquestionable right to go into

court on its own behalf and try to
ously.
handcuff the reforiners. Unles,'; it
Concerning reports of a blitzkrieg. decides to throw the Blue to the
Fly contended everyone in the Com- wolves, NBC unquestionably will ask
Explaining that the Government mission knew of his desire to get the the Federal District Court for a
report out at the earliest possible temporary injunction prohibiting apPrinting Office speeded the final
moment, particularly in view of the plication of the rule against granting
stages in response to pressure, the criticism to which the
agency has licenses to a coinpany having iwo
been subjected and mutterlngs that outlets in the same service area.
Whether chains would have any
there was stalling. Outsiders who
got the impression nothing would standing in court is, a major conuncome out for a matter of weeks drum, answer to which probably
jumped at conclusions or had in- will hinge on an appeal to ths Suformation from persons who did not preme Court.
That means several
know the situation, he remarked, ad- months at the quickest and perhaps
mitting he told Inquirers he did not as long as two years. If the Federal
know whether there would be a District Court here refuses to grant
minority report because up to Fri- an injunction the industry will be
day (2) morning the final vote had forced to go through the wringer
and then fight for what may never
not occurred.
be anything more than a moral vic'Irregularity' Disavowed

The chairman declared several
times during a telephone interview
that he knew of no 'irregularity' In
the way the press summary went

That's

tory.

the

secret fear, one
will confess pub-

which no barrister
licly.

Rules Apply Only to Stations

Significant thing is that the ComSpeed was necessary because
Commissioner Walker was going mish— except in Rule 3.106— dealt
away, and he (Fly) Is scheduled to only with individual stations. The
chains
don't get licenses, and nothgo to the National Association of
Broadcasters convention. Fly com- ing in the regulations says the webs
mented, pointing out that 'everybody cannot adhere (as far as legaf conhad those rules 24 hours before' the ditions are concerned) to the cs;abexcUisivity and time-oplion
final action was taken and there had lishcd
been general agreement earlier on practices. Frojii a practical aspect,

out.

of course, the rules arc someJiing
else again, since they forbid i.ssu-

their substance.

In many quarters,
the sudden ance
of licenses to any op::ators
wind-up was viewed as an attempted
who enter contracts requirinj the
declaration of Independence by the
verboten practices.

There's the rub.

Commish majority.
Mark Ethrldge as

Designation of
The individual stations apparently
a special White will
have lo take the lead in attackHouse adviser has not set well with ing
everything except the clause
certain members, while there has
aimed at NBC individually. It's posbeei.
repeated
rock-throwing by sible and highly
probable the chains

members

of Congress displeased at
the length of time taken (the inquiry was ordered March 18. 19.38
hearings concluded May 19.
1939) to crystallize the hot issues.

and

DeRussy
John
staff

in

named

to

KDKA

give

Pittsburgh, May 6.
DeRus.sy. of the NBC sales

New

sales

York,

has just been
of WestingHe replaces
recently ap-

manager

house station KDKA.
William E. Jackson,

pointed sales chief of Westinghouse
Radio Stations, Inc., and takes over
new duties immediately.

WNEW DEUVERS!
It's

today's hottest radio buy!

^

One-Third the Cost of any New York

work

department

The Nation's Biggest Market. (The
50-mile metropolitan trading area.) 3. Twice the Audience of any other New York independent station.
station. 2.

others.)

5. Local Advertisers know

legal standing,

And

10

filiates (as an organization).
Basis for any legal assault undoubtedly will be asserted violation
the Fourteenth Amendment of

of

the U.
section

S.

—

WWL

WWL

WWL

WNEW

spite strong indications the regulators will be flinty. Attitude of tho

worthwhile said time and again, in
their view.
Chairman Fly sees no
obligation to devote more
time,
though industry complainants
alone

language,

never

previously

discussed.

RAMSEY TO KFDA
Amarillo, Tex., May 6.
Raymond Ramsey, former comnercial manager of KABC, San
Antonio, has taken over the reins at
"CFDA here.
W. S. Lukenbill, program director
nd sales promotion manager of

'.OMA, Oklahoma City, has been
ppointed production manager.

NEW YORK
HOUR^A

DAY

WBNS
CEWTRAL

— 5000 WATTS
& Company

OHIO'S

OMUYCB5 0UUET

ASK

/)A/y 5//>//?

insist

the final version contains ideas, let

TbR SPOTS/

SERVING NEW YORK AND NEW JERSEY 24
Nationally Represented by John BUtr

Constitution.
That's the
confiscation of

forbidding

reform-minded
months what's-the-use. majority is one of
All the issues hav«

tenor of the
staff here, departed to try to crack the New York
talent ranks.
Margie Clarke, of the
program department, returned last week
from Atlanta, where she underwen'
a minor operation. She is the wifr
of Myron Clarke,
announcer

is

WNEW

1280 KILOCYCLES

so the trade

been thrashed out, with everything

WNEW

moves most goods— fastest. 6. MoR^ Commercial Time
bought on
than any station in New York.

New York

Syracuse, N. Y.— Tom McMahon,
formerly with WNBF, Binghamton,
N. Y., Is doing play-by-play broadcasts of the Syracuse International
league
baseball
broadcasts
over
WAGE for Wheatics and Atlantic
Refining.
He'll also cover football
games next fall for the station.
New .Orleans Ralph Grayson,

(Hooper-Holmes and other impartial surveys.) 4. Radio's
Martin Block, "Milkman's Matinee" with Stan Shaw.

in

ago.

Outstanding Programs. ("Make Believe Ballroom" with

many

KYW

in Philadelphia in 1939.
Went from
there to NBC spot and local sales

net-

it

group seemingly is in the same predicament as the networks. So are
the Independent Radio Network Af-

property without 'due process of
law.'
There is a pretty good possiDeRussy,
after
his
graduation
from Brown in 1929, became a re- bility NBC can get at least a tempoporter on the Newark Evening News rary injunction against the antiand three years later went to Phila- dualism feature, by charging it
delphia
as
branch
manager of would suffer irrelbarable damage
Scovil Brothers, financial advertis- through a capricious act which does
ing agency.
Later served succes- not have legal authorization.
Request that the Commish hold
sively in advertising departments of
Philadelphia Bulletin, Inquirer and another hearing on the specific rule*
is another of the possibilities, deRecord, joining sales
staff of

1.

egg afi'iliatcs on to make the
proper Icjal movas and then seek to
intervene in tlir procedings to protect their own interests.
There's no
certainty this would be successful
from the webs' viewpoint. The National A.ssociallon of Broadcasters
has no formal interest sufficient to
will

MAK/ OH US

Wednesday, May

'

RAOaO REVIEWS
'CVBBSTONE FOBVM'

With Everett Sloane, Beatrice Kay,
John Brown, Ted De Corsia, Hester
Sondergaard, Frank Gallup, Frank
Lovejoy, Jack Smart, Feter Donald,
Luis Van Rooten, Four Clubmen,

With Walter W. Stokes,

Lyn Murray and
.

1941
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<BAUIO FRIMEB'

orchestra.

30 Mins.

Sustaining

Sunday, 10:30 p.m.

For the
shows in

flrst

York.

Town Meeting of the
being that 'Curbstone Forum' intends using just ordinary people, instead of name figures, for its guest speakers. Walter
W. Stokes, Jr., identified only as the
son of the State Senator, is m.c. and
moderator. He's excellent— informal,
impartial, quiet and forceful.
Using a question submitted by
mail, the program has four guests
argue the pros and cons. That obviously means they have to be selected to give each side an even
break. It's also obvious that in the
first half of the stanza they're reading carefully prepared spiels. For the
second half, they comment and argue
extemporaneously on mail opinions
on the topic. This is generally the
more provocative and interesting
portion of the show. And although it
didn f ignite any personal exchanges
on the program heard, it would seem
likely to do so on future editions.
Four guest speakers on the debut
stanza Sunday (4) night were all inAir,' the difference

ribbed the
whole broadcasting business agency
executives, network officials, sponsors, announcers, actors and even
Variety (ses box on Page 2). It was
imaginative and clever,
distinctly
undoubtedly fascinating for insiders
and probably pretty incomprehensible for average, uninformed listcalled 'Radio Primer.'

It

—

eners.

This limitation appeared to be due
Mainly
to several different things.
it resulted from the obvious fact that
inside lore and lingo of the trade
are beyond the ken of the normal

who must have been

dialer,

idea,

by Corwin'
Columbia Workshop poor man's

of his '28

the

spot Sunday (4) night, Norman Corwin offered an alphabetical satire on
the radio industry, in verse and song,

radio

the
'Curb-

of

this new
stone Forum' has distinct possibilities, but because of several flaws it
will be difficult to hold to a standard. Show might be described as a

round-taible

WABC-CBS, New

Jr.

30 Mlns.
Sustaining
Sunday, 7:30 p.m.
WINS, New York.
Still
another variation

puzzled by the complex script and
production. But even for those in the
know, and despite drastic cutting,
there wr.s too much material crowded
into the program. It was too clever,
too subtle and moved too fast for
easy comprehension.
Naturally, it was uneven, in both

telligent

and

articulate.

They

cluded Robert H. Evans, John

authorship and performance. Parts
were sharp and crystal-clear, others
were too esoteric and involved. Some
of the best lyrics were virtually indistinguishable, such as the twostanza bit about Orson ('Holy terror
Lyn Murof the Mercury') Welles.

in-

Ellis,

Sam Poor and

Lillian Griffin. They
evenly on the question of
whether 'involvement in the war
would mean a permanent loss of our
democratic way of life.' If there was
anything to choose between them,
Miss Griffin seemed the most coherray's special score was suited to the ent and persuasive.
script and was expertly conducted
One omission on the program
by the composer. Yet at times the should be corrected at once. That
soloists or Four Clubmen vocalists
is, the various principals should be
failed to keep the words understand- identified,
not merely by name, but
able.
by occupation and any other per-

divided

Starting with the letter A, for announcers, the 'Primer' went throughi
the alnhabet with p>ointedly absurd
definitions and expositions of some of
manifestations.- B
breakfast food 'what you

—

radio's

was

for

have

to

eat before you can be a hero'. C was
and in a dramatization
for Crossley
an agency executive committed suicide because his program's rating
was
dropped a tenth of a point.
'the time something
for deadline
has to' be done by or ready at.' So

—

D

—

went.
To those in the trade (among whom
Corwin has an intense following),

it

much

of it was brilliant and hilarious, the rest keen and at least listenable. But just an ordinary guy with
'

a radio set must have wondered what
and he
all the uproar was about
may not have remained tuned in to

—

Hobe.

learn.

b wight

Boselth

Meade, Muriel Meade,

Knapp Breed, Berneice
Kerr

Salans, Elizabeth

—Local

10 Mlns.

Sustaining
Dally, 8:45 a.m.

WBZ; NBC-Blue,

'CREATIVE AMERICA'
With Humphrey Davis, Isabel

30 Mins.

Saslalning
8 p.m.

WNYC, New York
New series about
American

popular

Boston

Here is a sketch laden with homeis better than any
Inof it may sound.
digenous to New England as well as
to rest of U. S. Naturalness of characters reminds listener of his nextdoor neighbor or some fellow townsspun humor that
description

T

|

i

;

!

;

)

the unu;

of

v.nl, first

all,

in selling five

no-longer-living
heroes,
tabbed

preemed

Sunday

(4)

DONNELLY

With Elsa Dick

Dealing with a young German immigrant's terror at the possibility of
police detection of and reprisal for
American uncle's outspoken criti-

15 Mlns.

his

S. Government, the
to hold interest as long as such vital
Series of femme programs by show offered a pathetic picture of
topics are chosen for discussion and
Antoinette Donnelly and Elsa Dick is Ge.itapo persecution in the Reich
such qualified guests are used.'
pretty much the usual stuff by a and the contrasting individual freeHobe.
couple of veteran broadcasters. Only dom in this countr-".
It was exvariation is that the pair toss the pertly directed by barl McGilL
conversational
'QUIZ BOWL'
pigskin
George M. Cohan gave a -characterback and
With Dan Tehan, Dick Nesbitt, forth instead of soloing with a istically Cohan performance as the
straight
Hernried
was -enormonolog.
It's
welcome
uncle,
while
Paul
a
Charles 'Irish' O'Connor, Warren
change from solid spieling by one mously persuasive and moving As the
Giles, Syd Cornell, Dave Ward,
voice. Both gals know how to man- frightened young German, and Lili
30 Mlns.
ipulate the kilocycles, so the going is Valcnty impressed as his loyallySustaining
comparatively painless.
However, American aunt. Fact that the latter
Friday, 9:30 p.m.
Miss Dick should be more definitely two are actually refugees from the
WKBC-Mutual, Cincinnati
identified.
Nazis gave the performance draThis sports quizzer, cooked up by
Special guest on Monday's (5) matic overtones. In closing the proBrad Simpson, WKRC program and chapter was Clara Ogilvie, one of gram and the series, Boyd quoted
production director, had 10 local serv- the seven sisters who handle the Prime Minister William Pitt on the
ings before plugging into the Mutual beauty emporium on Fifth avenue. traditional theme of English liberty
web. Stanza's brain trusters are Dan New York. In other words, a sponthat a man's home is his castle.
Teahan. former American Associa- sor and performing according to
If only on the basis of this one
tion baseball umpire, pro and college type, with mostly blurbs for Ogilvie program alone, it was a powerful
football and basketball official; Dick methods and products and light sea- argument for a continuation of the
Nesbitt, ex-all-American and Chi- soning of beauty advice. For this Free Company series, or something
cago Bears gridder; and Charles session, she had a Miss Johnson on like it. In a time of crisis, this and
'Irish'
O'Connor,
veteran
Cincy hand as interviewee-guinea pig for the previous Free Company proTimes-Star racing, boxing and golf- the talk about scalp and hair treat- grams said eloquently what needs
ing scribe. Nesbitt is WKRC's ace ments. Stanza was painfully under- desperately to be said again and
sportscaster. A different sports celeb rehearsed.
Hobe.
again.
guests with this board of strategy on
Warren Giles, biz
each program.
manager of the world champion
Cincy Reds, sat in on 4he airing

Announcing

is

to

the

FCC

blast

I

aftern(K)n on Columbia
with an absorbing, affecting and inMitchell Grayson, with vocal back- sprin*? drama called 'Above Suspistepping by the American Ballad rion,' based on the theme of freedom
Singers, John and Lucy Allison and
from police persecution. Sherwood
Bill Agnew, with Michael Sage anAnderson had outlined the script
nouncing.
Hobe.
shortly before his death and novelist
James Boyd, chairman of the Free
ANTOINETTE
Company, completed it for the air.

6how was capably produced by

York.

cism of the U.

—

*'this

lengthy attention

minules (but 135 slations!) and the at Mutual's network rivals, winding
'''Tif! i"; fiU-d with solid com''i»i-ci"l.
up wi^h a quote from Alfred J.
t'lio 'cntcrlainment' is a jingle
McCo.<!kcr, Mutunl board chairman.
contest concerning Pcpsi-Cjla the It must have raised the blood preswhole five minutes is just one lonf! ."sui e of any NBC or CBS executives
commercial and- rendered in a very who might have been listening.
.

as Wiley Post.

WMCA, New

WOR

merchnndiscused its late-evening news
mindcd in ne.nily all itsTadio under- spot Saturday (3) to rub rock salt
takings, exemplifies the kind of ii.se mto the NBC and CBS wounds inof network rsdio that may be ex- (lictcd by the new FCC rules issued
cused but can h: i(lly be praised. The earlier in the day. As read by Jay
r'n??; Sims,
"elwork (NBC B'ne. <»:.'^n p.m
the 15-minutc session gave
sti-ictly

Sunday
sinRin(» voice to a piano
New York City's indifferent
accomonnimopt. This sort of thing
municipally operated station.
Its
is pretty corny for so-called big-limc
subject matter is virtually sure-fire,
radio.
but spotted at 8 p.m. Sundays It's up
against the murderous competition
Newsweek's 'Ahead of the Headof the Edgar Bergen and Helen Hayes
line.s' proclaims as its slogan, 'No one
shows. It'll get few listeners at that
need be confused by conflicting
time.
Magazine's commentators,
stories.'
Debut edition was Irwin Lewis's especially Llewellyn White, are quite
script about Will Rogers, It was a
frankly all-out for Britain, convoy.<;,
combination dramatization-narration
etc.
The noint for comment on this
of incidents in the late humorist's
is that it bespeaks how far we have
life.
Dramatic sequences were too moved in that direction already, beloquacious. Humphrey Davis, in the
cause only a few months ago such
title part, gave an uncanny imperboldness would have been unlikely.
sonation of Rogers, but naturally he
Program moves along with an air of
was unable to capture the intangible authority and vigor. It makes good
personality that made the comedian
listeninc Heard were Gen. Stephen O.
fireat.
Isabel Martin played Mrs. Fuqua,
Ted Jewett and George Hicks.
Rogers, David Elliott was oil tycoon
Predictions of future news is the
Doheny, Seymour Stolzenberg had next-to-closing turn.
trouble with the impossible role of
Mussolini, and David Enton was cast
Free Company wound up its series
'Creative America.'
(4) night on WNYC,

Comment

FolloW'up

\
>

59

Since

Not even Stokes was thus identified. OGILVIE SISTERS SALON
For the rest, the show seems likely Mon.-Frlday, 12:45 p.m.

caught.
Listeners whose questions are used
receive $5 and a year's subscription
to Sporting News, baseball weekly,
When their queries
for stumpers.
are answered, dialers get $2.50 and a
copy of the annual Baseball Register.

people. They typify their sub-billing,
'Friendly folks in the little house
around the corner.'

|

I

Martin,
David Elliott, Seymour Stolzenberg. David Enlon, American Ballad Singers, John and Lucy Allison, Bill Agnew, Michael Sage

Sunday,

i

Fcpsi-Cola,

—

'HARVEY AND DELL'
With

tinent fact of interest to the listener.

mass of names, dates and records involved.
Regulars do a fair job of injectmg
humor. They can brush up the action
by lessening pauses while pondering
Cornell does a bit of easing on some
of these.
Koll

'Chicagoland Hour' offered an impressive production
Saturday (3)
night by director William Bachcr

and conductor Henry Weber of an
uninspired script about the history
of the Lees of Virginia. Yarn touched
briefly on the part played by members of the Lee family in the Revolutionary
War,
then
dwelled
Icnqlhily on the Civil War period.
Latter portion

was overlong and

times

emotionally

William Powell's guest date Friday
(2) night on 'Campbell Playhouse*
provided a skillfully produced but
unsatisfying show.
Piece was an
adaptation of 'One Way Passage,'
film in which the actor starred some
years ago. All radio versions -of
plays, pictures or books are more or
less parasitical and nearly all mangle
the original material in trying to
c(impress it into the much shorter
time. In this case, the original film
was a minor classic of its time and
genre, so the radio version had to
compete with en idealized memory.
If that was an unfair test, it was
nevertheless inevitable.
Anyway, this radio edition was a
confused story that failed to catch
the mood and feellhg that was the
original picture's chief appeal. Recreating his original part. Powell

seemed heavy and
trast to his

spiritless, in

came

town and Dell

to

Mazle Rosenbloom and Hildegarde
gave a rough and spotty, yet generally
amusing show Saturday (3)
night on 'Duffy's Tavern.' Material
was lively and Hildegarde's vocals
were a shimmering addition to the
proceedings, but the two visitors
booted their dialog assignments all
over the studio. Even Ed Gardner,
as Archie, seemed to become rattled,
but Shirley Booth, as the dimwit
Miss Duffy, cracked every one of her
laughs for a buUseye. Comedy bit
between Hildegarde, Rosenbloom and
Gardner was ingeniously contrived
John Klrby's orchesout

for a solid tag.
tra again Bto(>d

road's

FASTER
LESS TRAFFIC'

done by Dave Ward,

terest.

On the initial network program the
urged her to use rouge and powder.
Oldsters resented her using make-up. answer crew muffed two of a dozen
Dwight Meade does good job questions, which is not bad considering the many fields covered and the
writing .and producing show. Paul.

THE O'NEILLS'
By

JANE WEST

EFORE STARTING on a pleasuFCdrive <— or a sales-drive
>

1

NOW

RADIOS MOST POPULAR

well

witlx tKe

ground

to

te covered. ThrougK

close cooperation

I

witK tKe stations

I

FAMILY BRINGS YOU MORE
I

i—i it's

with someone wKo's familiar

to cKecIc

i

we

represent,

a John Blair

man can

always provide up-to-the-minute information that can help

Laughter Jears

you "go places" with spot radio

in

any of our

marlcets.

John Blair & Company
National Rcprcscnlalives of Radio Slutions
•

DU.

MOT, ED

COAST TO COAST
COMFTON ADVERTISIMO AOKNC¥

WOLF— RKO

BLDG.,

NEW YORK

CITY

CHICAGO

NEW YORK

DETROIT

ST.

LOUIS

con-

former buoyancy. Vicki

Vola's portrayal of the fated heroine
was too hard.

Mr. and Mrs. Meade and real-life and Syd Cornell dishes out the quesdaughter play Harvey, Dell and tions. They're WKRC staffers.
Only interruption to the all-talk
Muriel Magoogie; Roselth Breed as
Hannah Bang; Berneice Salans, session is the ringing of a bell, as
Dell's girl chum, Kitty Woggletoot; used in boxing, to gong the experts
Which makes for tough
Elizabeth Kerr, Cottie Cronk, the in- on losers.
competent hired girl. Dwight Meade going over a half-hour route. Intro
Muriel spiel by Ward could be shaved to
also portrays grandpappy.
Sorely needed is a
Meade and Elizabeth Kerr were not advantage.
especially since popuw'oman's
voice,
on this show.
When caught, excitement reigned lar sports have so many femme parover engagement of Hannah, an old ticipants and fans. Cornell is okay
maid, to Mr. Bumblecorn, a farmer, as quiz master. His terse ribbing of
with complications setting in when the know men stimulates listener inlatter's niece

at

overwrought.

However, Bacher's production gave
the show credibility and dramatic
impact, and V/cbcr's musical backgrounding added valuable atmosphere and color.

LOS ANGELES

BAN PRANaSCO

.
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From The Production Centres
lis

ISEW

YORK CITY

rep, had to cancel his tour of the network aflillates b«cau3« of tha uproar
resulting from the FCC's new rules. ,. .Allen Prescott. starting today
(Wednesday) on new three-a-week series, 'Youri Sincerely,' via WJZ...,
Annette Marantaz, of the
artists bureau, to St. EouU for advance
preparations for the entertainment at the
convention.

WOR

NAB

IIS

Mexicans

7,

1941

U.SJL Heard

in

On Aldana

Series From

WRUL; Lara Among Them

HOLLYWOOD ...

Art Linklctter moving down from Frisco to take up permanent residence
On the series ballyhooing Mexican
He'll commute by air for two commercials in the Bay City and do
Roma Wine show from here.... Bill Schwartz, KFWB writer-producer, culture which he is conducting out
Jo Ranson had Clem McCarthy, Sam Taub, Dick Fishell, George Hamilton is 30 minutes away from a private pilot's license but can't find time to get of New York for shortwave WRUL
Combs and Johannes Steel as guest lecturers for the radiu class at Long o(T the ground ... .Danny Danker hiked east for confabs at the J. Walter of Boston, Bonifacio Fernandez Al.
Ed Hitz, NBC Red sales exec, huddling with
Helene Burton, of WOR press staff, back Thompson home office
Island University one night.
dana is using various Mexicans now
Morton Gould and Aaron Copland Don Gilman and Syd Dixon. ... Harry Ackerman and the missus taking a
at work after spinal operation
First of these
in the United States.
will be the first two guest conductors, presenting their own compositions Caribbean cruise before he takes over supervision of all major summer
Biographical dra- shows in New York for Young & Rubicam. Due back in August to start was Andres Iduarte of Columbia
in second American Music Festival series on WNYC.
matic series, 'Negroes Who Made Good,' starts May 11 on WNYC, with oti production of Screen Guild Theatre. Renewal by Good Gulf said to University.
Augustin Lara, Mexican composer;
Canada Lee. Paul Robeson, Georgette Harvey and Joshua White as fir.st be an assured certainty.
W. B. Lewis. Columbia's program boss, due in this weekend to go over Alfonso Oteo, general secretary of
four guest stars.
the .summer situa.sh with Charles Vanda. Biggest hole to fill will be the the Association of Mexican composG. W. Johnstone a beg-off at the Ohio State Institute this week, but exEsty's Dick Marvin coming for a look-in on ers, and Xaviar de Villaurrutia, an
Now a citizen, the Lux Monday night spot
pects to attend the N.A.B. in St. Louis next week
Lifebuoy's 'Hollywood Premiere.'
No decision yet on replacement at art critic, also appeared on the AlBaroness Helena Von Polenz expected to appear on Dorothy Donnell's
close of the quarter or a budget for talent
Chase & Sanborn makes its dana series. Aldana is a Spaniard
'I Am an American' series for State Dept.
first pitch of the season away from Hollywood for an origination May 11
who is now a Mexican citizen.
the
directing
Myer Alexander now doing the choral arrangements and
at the naval training station at San Diego. Audience will be made up of
Aldana not speaking English at all,
Zachary
George
chorus on the Andre Kostelanetz-Albert Spalding series.
5,000 marines based there
Rudy Vallee and his Sealtest producer, Dick Amador Marin of the Viamar agency
the
Yes,'
People,
Ralph Wilkinson is scoring 'The
is producer-director
Mack, collabed on a ditty, 'Come to Hollywood,' as campaign song for is acting as his New York business
the
done
as
Earl Robinson-Norman Corwin-Carl Sandburg opera to be
Hollywood Junior Chamber of Commerce to bring the state convention representative.
on
chorus
the
third in the '26 by Corwin' series. Lyn Murray will have
here. .. .Billy Mills and the missus celebrated their 19th anniversary
the show
Femme star of a CBS serial who has 'adopted' a Finnish war an airport feed to Cecil Underwood, producer of 'Fibber and Molly.' with
'The
orphan had her press agent send out a release about it last week
Bob Reynolds shuffled his staff at KMPC, Bevhills, moving up Clete
Lady Has Her Moments,' legit comedy which Basil Loughrane was to have Roberts to program director and Lou Huston as production boss
NBC's
staged, is apparently off, at least for this season.
Clay Morgan 'yokeling' it on the Metro lot
Ted Bliss added to KNX
George McManus, husband of actress production staff. He was onetime production chief at KHJ and has been
Alan Manson has been drafted
Marianna McManut, called for active naval duty and assigned as naval an air actor of late
Bill Goodwin, of the Bob Hope and 'Blondie' shows,
Henry Hull guests tomorrow (Thurs- does an acting bit in Columbia's picturization of 'Blondie'
attache in Freetown, West Africa
Phyllis
William M. Parker moved her typewriter here from the east to pound
day) night on 'War Letters from Biitain,' over WMCA
out some
Ramsey, Procter & Gamble radio head, due in New York next week for serials
Ken Higgins quit announcing at KFI to take a writing job with
Richard Hal Roach
another of his periodic huddles with agencies and writers
Harrison HoUiway was guest speaker of Santa Barbara
Kent's 'Traveling Cook' series now heard Thursday, Friday mornings on Advertising Club for a talk on 'Broadcasting Comes of Age.' He illusWJZ-NBC. Kent also started a regular recipe feature this month in House trated his address with objects, in the manner of a carny pitch
Edgar
Beautiful mag. .. Maurice Barrett, WHN production head, made a single Bergen tossed a Sunday morning breakfast at Montebello airport, which
'comeback' appearance as clown in the Ringling-Barnum & Bailey circus he recently took over and operates
Bob Greene, late of Toledo, now
at Madison Square Garden last week. He was once a circus clown 'way announcing at KFWB.
Bruce Wendell has a new series, 'Music Shop,' five nights
back when
Nick Long, Jr., recently in 'Hold On to Your Hats,'
a week on WHN
.

.

.

Emily Holt, exec-secretary of AFRA, hobbling around with the help of
Al Simon and
a cane as result of cracked ankle received in auto smash.
.

.

.

.

.

here.
his

.

.

.

.

.

WOR-Mutual serial 'We Are Always Young.'
Arlene Francis, in Washington last week with the Theatre Guild's tryout of 'The Last Round,' commuted daily by plane for her '9:40 Shoppers'
Club' program on WOR, but she had to be written out most of her other
programs. .. .Leston Huntley, author of the recently-folded serials, 'This
Small Town' and 'Kitty Keen,' has gone to Chicago and then will take an
'Where
extended fishing trip. He's already mulling new serial ideas
playing a hoofer in the

Are You From?' continuing to WOR-Mutual, as Dr. Henry Lee Smith's
draft call was cancelled. .. .John McMillin, Compton agency radio head,
has bought a new place at New Canaan, Conn., but his present headache
is

the cases of measles and chicken-pox sported by his two kids.
Sandra Michael, whose 'Against the Storm' serial moved from morning

is doing flash-back recaps of the last year's action to
Because Claudia Morgan is curlisteners with the story
rently in the legit show, 'Man
Came to Dinner,' her part in 'Storm'
had to be rewritten as a flashback for her as a 12-year-old and played by
a child actress last Thursday (1), inasmuch as the program and legit
matinee conflicted
Joe Louis-Billy Conn heavyweight title bout June IB
at the Polo Grounds will be the first of Mutual's broadcasts of the fight
series the network recently won away from NBC. .. .Phyllis Dobson back
from radio emoting in Chicago and again acting in legit
Howard Teichman, adaptor for the 'Campbell Playhouse' series, back from vacation at

to afternoon time,

acquaint

new

Who

Columbus, O.
Rush Hughes starts writing-narrating 'The World on Parade,' three-aweek, five-minute series, over WOR next week for Marta cigars. He's
also m.c. on the New York local 'Pot-o'-Gold' show and does news announcing on WMCA. .. .George Bryan resumes his regular morning news
Eeries on CBS. .. .'Double or Nothing' moves next week from Sunday
nights to the 8 p.m. spot Friday nights' on WOR-Mutual for Feenamint.
Origination also moves from the Barbizon-Plaza hotel to Mutual's playhouse in the New Amsterdam theatre.
Six Mutual salesmen won bonuses of from $100 to $430 each for topping
their quotas. They're Robert Garver, George Schmidt, Robert Smith and
Otis T. Williams, of the New York office, and Herald Higgins and John
Shelton, of the Chicago staff
Joan Vitez does a one-time shot Sunday
(11) on the 'Ava Maria Hour' on WMCA
Lester Gottlieb.'Mutual press

m

CHICAGO

.

.

.

Tom Post and Jeanne Juvelier have been added to cast of 'Stepmother'
Bess Flynn in from the east for some visiting
Sid Strotz in a huddle
on midwest production while dashing through town on his way to and
from the Jack Benny festival
Maggy O'Flaherty handling the commercial scripting for the Twenty Grand and Spud shows for the
Weiss &
Geller agency ... .'Celebrity Circle' show completes 26-week stretch for
Dutch Mill Candy Shops on May 11 and now being offered to other
.

FRANCISCO

.

SON "RfiNCISCO

RADIO STRTION

REPRESENTATIVES

KPO

KGO

KGO

from
which Dick Bertrandias is producing. Program has Howard
Hardmg, tenor, and Ricardo's orchestra
Another new
program
IS 'Musical History Book,' created by producer Wally
Ruggles, with Everett
Glass as narrator and Carl Kalash's orchestra.

KGO

Sponsors Anxious
sContlnued from page 29:
one,

and that

if

it's

a lasting net-

work service they want, the place
for them is Mutual, particularly

tically

I

.

KGO

the day.

H CRGC

.

KYA

his
cowboys celebrated their ninth consecutive
last week.... Ann Holden (Frances Miriton), who conducts
the 'Home Forum' programs on KGO. will make two personal appearances
at the Calaveras County (Cal.) fair May 16 and 17. On May 28
she will
participate in a panel discussion on 'What Do Boys and Girls Learn
from
Radio, Press and Motion Pictures?' before the San Francisco Motion
Picture Council... .Actor John Cuthbertson of
and
will play a
leadmg role in the annual outdoor play on Mt. Tamalpain, Marin County,
Cal., May 18. .. .Soprano Elizabeth Russell, recent
discovery, has
been given her own program over the Coast NBC-Blue web, with Ricardo's orchestra and pianist Frank Denke also featured. .. .Actre?s-singer
Zella Layne is the femme announcer on a new Coast Blue network
show

remains under NBC ownership.
Sponsors-Agencies Query Webs
Flood of calls from advertisers and
agencies to NBC and Columbia
started with the openings of business
Monday (5) and continued through

0

SAINT PAUL

year on the air

the latter's affiliates to disassociate
themselves with the network if it

DETROIT

•

STATION OF THE STARS

accounts.

IIS SAJS
Dude Martin and

while there are some choice spots
available.
MBS salesmen are also
pointing out that the FCC's report
allows NBC but 90 days in which
to dispose of the Blue network or

NEIU YORH

MINNEAPOLIS

The

all

inquiries were practhe same theme,
was the significance

along

namely, what
of the FCC's order and how would
its
enforcement affect the clients'
fall-winter relations with the net-

offing, and NBC thinks that, now
that the FCC has cut loose such accounts, will sit pat and wait for the
outcome of the fight, instead of immediately scattering elsewhere.
Within the two older networks
themselves there is somewhat of a
feeling of surcease.
The danger of
a bomb from the FCC has been
hanging over them for many months,
and along with this has been the
uncertainty of the periphery of the
concussion.
Now that they know
the worst, say the networks, they
can direct their counterattacks with
precison and efficiency.

50,000 WATTS

Edgar Kobak, v.-p. in charge of
Blue sales, yesterday (Tues-

CLEAR CHANNEL

NBC
day)

issued

a

memo

to

his

sales-

men reviewing the progress of the
Blue network in the light of the
FCC's monopoly stand and pointing
out that there was nothing in the report that was derogatory of the net-

work.
If

said,

anything, the Blue could, he
take great pride in its achieve-

work? The agencies declare that ments and that It
was NBC's hope
the FCC's move threatens to en- that
these
achievements
would
velope their future radio commenda- prove
a strong bulwark In defendtions with an atmosphere of uncering it against the FCC's move and
tainty and that their clients are
in preserving it intact as an NBC
looking to them for as much enoperation.
lightenment as possible on the prospects of the battle between NBCMilwaukee—Roy A. Franke, forColumbia and the Government's merly
production manager for Burnsregulatory body.
Hall and other agencies, has joined
One thing that the inquiring agen- the
Bert S. Gittins agency here as
cy men did find out was that NBC
production manager.
and CBS intend to fight to the bitter
end to maintain the status quo.
These networks report that they
found client and agency reaction
highly sympathetic to them, and
that they are confident of strong
support not only from advertisers,
but from important pressure groups
(educational,

religious,

etc.)

which

become disturbed about the
of outlets which may
result with drastic changes in the
broadcast structure.
is certain that its present
customers on the Blue will stick
along with the network.
Most of
these knew when they bought time
on it that there was trouble in the
have

m

uncertainty

NBC

WBNX

NBC
NETWORK

BASIC RED

REPDESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDW. PETRY CO.

5000
\
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CameFs Summer Plans

Web Revamp

F.F.C.
oil

Litigation Inevitable

appenrs inProtracted
preparing
evitable as the industry is
Most
court challenges.
to launch
will be
probably
immediate attack
BroadcastNational
by
attempt
litigation

an

in-'

Co. to invalidate that feature
policy which is a death knell

as the networks own
or lease plants will they be directly

Only insofar

Strategy meeting
lor the Blue web.
of
Association
National
the
of
executive committee
Broadcasters
summoned by
immedia'.ely
was

touched.

Throughout the discussion of the
problems and their reforms, the ma-

President Neville Miller, who called
policy-makers to huddle in New
York today (Wednesday) to discuss
of the result'the extreme gravity
were uning situation." Attorneys
certain

how

e.\actly

to

open

^Continued from page 31;

icy-making, subordinates, declined to
assume jurisdiction over networks
as such. Instead, while citing the
provisions of Section 303 (i), which
covering
authorize
special
rules
chain broadcasting, the regulators
will make use of the licensing power
and deny permits to any station
which lies up with a web using
methods on which the FCC frowns.

oMhe

took pains to avow their
benevolent intentions.
The report
was said to be . 'based upon the
premise that the network system
plays a vital role in radio broadcasting and has brought great bene-

jority

their

but it is certain
counter-attack,
neither NBC nor Columbia will submit without a struggle.

Reformers acknowledged
technical improvements,
advances in program production,
Accomplishments of what Chair- and coverage of special events
'indusjry
Magna
man Fly terms an
would not have happened except for
Carta' would be:
the revenues brought in by the
Dissolution of the NBC Blue chain method of program distribu1.
Involving

chain.

shot-gun

sale

that

of

Immediate revision of all chainweb ajreements to provide an unstation

tions which a network performs
the sale of time to advertisers; the
production of programs, both commercial and sustaining; and the dis-

of latitude for

managements, and deny net.

works any control over the time of

tribution of programs to stations,'
the Fly group averred.
'Under the
regulations herein set forth, a network will still be able to enter into
regular affiliation contracts.
A sta-

their outlets.

Allowing 90 days for the bulk of
the industry to completely overhaul
the Commisits operating methods,
sion majority declared their policies
will 'foster and strengthen network
broadcasting by opening up the field
to competition which now does not
Also they intend 'to preserve
exist."

tion will still be able to hold itself
the regular affiliate of a

out as

without loss the contributions of network broadcasting to the public and
to the affiliated stations, while insuring that licensees will exercise their
responsibilities under the law.'
The majority ducked some of the
phases of industry organization and
tactics

which had been examined
Notably the webs'

in the talent

activities

and transcription

'Luncheon at the Waldorf

come
when

fields,

'Cocktails

at

Hiunis are compared.
For instance,
the 20 evening shows which have the
highest rural rating are not the same
as thO!-e having the highest city
rating (see adjoining chart). Five of
the 20 programs are different on bnlh
lists.
The five preferred by Die
country, but not the cily, arc: Nr.-

will be-

Waldorf

the

the Ilka Chase half-hour, now
on Saturdays, takes over the Friday
evening period on CBJ which Al
Pearce is vacating for the summer.
The 'Wald jrf series makes the
switch May 17.
Other Camel radio plans for the
summer call for the replacement of
'Blondie' with a noveltj show until
the fall, the continuance of "Mr.
Meek,' -the continuance als( of Xavier Cugat and 'Grand Ole Opery,'

and the

exit of. 'Uncle Ezra."
return in the fall.

may

tional

o'

The importance

examined which appeal far more
than country people. On this
appear:

\'

'BatGold,' and

Furthermore, the C.A.B. has tabuan additional batch of shows
exceed

same manner as it now does.'
The final report in many instances was much less vehement in

'Goodwill Hour'

Guy Lombardo

:

Helen Hayes
Screen Guild Theatre
•Take It Or Leave If

Wayne King
'Uncle Waller's Doglioiise'
I

Campbell Playhouse
;

'Battle of the Sexes'

elTecting
reforms.
Only one of the individuals voting for the rules Commissioner Paul A. Walker— sat through
all of the prolonged proceedings, but
the only consequence of the new
personalities
was
more discreet
phraseology and soft-pedaling of

'Death Valley Days*
'Mr.

the material in the committee report which drew the most

Tracer of

Lost

Time Or Content?
This list, however, has some con-

—

of

Keen,

Persons'

to

It is, for infusing factors in it.
stance, difficult (or even impossible)
whether the sticks prefer
to say
these shows because of their content,

or because of the time of broadcast.
Since none of them goes on the air
than 9 p.m., that makes them
•

fire.

Is

!

!

Lux Rcdio Theatre
Of these nine programs, live are
broadcast on or after 9:30 p.m., by
which time the hayseeds pir.;iim;ibly
arc in the hay.
The report additionally ^.Jnta;n^ an
elaborate table of .sets-in-usc by halfhours. This is too coniplici lcd to be
worthwhile

|

mended when

some

are:

Lowell Thomas
'Uncle Jim's Question Bee'
National Barn Dance
'Easy Aces"

came

list

'Plantation Party"

criticism than the preliminary
report turned in by the special com
mittee, but the majority went about
as far as the probing panel recomit

;

'

this

tho.se

to cily
lisi

lated

On

shows

are

,

whose rural ratings vastly
ratings.

when

again crops up

;

the daytime, the rural areas
prefer seven programs among the
top 20 which fail to strike a similr.r
chord of response in the city, These
seven are: 'Tom Mix.' 'Bachelor's
Children,' 'Lorenzo Jones,' 'David
Harum,' ''Valiant ^ady," 'Kitty Kcene,'
and 'Hymns of All Churches."

their city

of tinic-of-broad-

cr..st

In

Latter

e time stand-

ti

point.
'

I

"My
|

rural 'naturals' from
'

Barn Dance, Gene Autry.

tie of the Sexes.' 'Pot
'Plantation Party.'

given network. A network can still
sell the use of its facilities to advertisers in accordance with published rate schedules in much the

at

length during the 1938-39 testimonytaking.

Also 'Meek', Cugat, 'Opry'

its

'We have carefully drawn our
regulations so as not to interfere
with any of the throe major func-

2.

amount

it.''

many

tion.

of NBC's stations, cancellation
of certain leases, and tearing up of
many affiliation contracts.

gome

precedented

to

fits

Farm Survey

C.A.B.

Include Waldorf' H. 0.,

^Continued from page 29^

meeting to lake final action
document.
the long-discussed

ly.callcd

in

straight

narraiion.

Suffice it to say 'hat percentage-wise,
rural set-use is higher than mclror
politan set-use until aroimd (1 p.m.
Thereafter the city goes into the lead.

The C.A.B. statistics are based on
research work done late in February
and early
75.000

in

March.

Approximately
were

interview.s

conripleted

in 375 rural commwnitie.s ?nd
metropolitan centers. S-'me 33.000

made
2"'.

of these calls

were

Pittsburgh— E.

WCAE

rural.

E.

engineering

MacCosbe. of the
staff, has been

a first lieutenant in the Radio
Intelligence Division and will report
(12).
at Fort Mead, Md., Monday
for a year's army service.

made

50,000 Watt 'Coming Out Party'

Set For

May

25, 1941

:

1

public trading in licensees' (meaning
chiefly CBS) stock, and multiple
ownership by individuals (as distin-

|

;

guished from webs).
While both of the veteran chains
were kicked around plenty, NBC reBut
ceived the roughest treatment.
the regulators emphasized they do
Yet, while
Mutual.
not sanctify
some of the 'reforms' will inflict
hardship on Mutual, in general the

Commi.sh followed a course from
which the junior web stands to profit
handsomely.
Claim Investments Affected
Most immediate effect of the new
r-ie.s will be on chain investments.
While no show-cau.se order was is-

sued, both Columbia and NBC must
convince the regulators they should
& O plants in spots
keep their
where there is 'insufficient* competi-

,

;

.

;

i

M

tion

between

.stations

of all

kinds.

NBC must prepare to unload—
though the order said divorce clauses
'from
of the rules might be extended
time to time'—one of its two stations
Chicago.
In New York, Washington,
inother
While
and San Francisco.
dividuals with two or more plants in
the same area get off. apparently
to
have
John Shephard III will
dump one of his Boston transmitters
And

(WNAC

and

WAAB), inasmuch

^

,

;

unable to carry programs of rival
organizations.
No station can gain
right to programs of any
Option time, as now consti-

the sole
chain.

OnE OF

as

regional chains also are subject to
the regulations.
Door was closed on any CBS or
NBC plans to acquire more stations.
'These chains are sufficiently entrenched now, the mapority held, although no over-all limit was fixed
on the number which any web may
own or lease.
The Commish threw all kinds of
exclusivity out the window. No network can tie up a station so that it i.s

And even when time
is out.
booked, there would be no guaranty that the program goes out since
the rules specify affiliates may reject
any program at any time for any rea-

fimERICflS CR£flT RflPIO STftTIOnS

of signal, quality of
For listeners—an entirely new and glorious strength
tone,

and excellence of programs.

.

publicize and merchanFor advertisers— an entirely new opportunity to

dise their products over

tuted,
is

•son.

No Web

Jurisdiction

The Commish, contrary
tions

of

several

The BASIC advertising medium

of the

to inclina-

members and

pol-

Central Atlantic States
lNTERt^^AT10NAL
National Representation by
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Y.
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Wednesday, May

KMYR'S FIRST WEEK

General Foods Extends Full-Hour

WQXR

'Symphony HaU' on

to

In addition to a 13-week reto complete its first year ol
sponsorship of WQXR's Symphony
Hall
General
Foods,
program,
through Young Si Rubicam, Inc., has
also bought the program for another
full year running through October,
1942.

Symphony

an hour's concert
of serious recorded music, is heard
from 8 to 9 p.m., nightly, over
WQXR. The General Foods sponsorship, in effect since September,
1940, for the promotion of Sanka
Coffee,

Hall,

the

for

is

Wednesday eve-

ning broadcast.

WHN:

Irresistible,

NETWORK ^
#

^

through

Inc.,

gY

OR SPOT

SeD Car 00 Via Housewife

Denver, May 6.
competing with four stawent on
Redfleld-Johnstone,
four
quarter- the air with what is thought to be
hour
popular
music
programs a record for advance sales on a staweekly, 13 weeks; National InheriBefore the station
tion of this size.
tance, through Miller Advertising,
renewal of announcement contract; opened more than $50,000 in new
Gardner Nursery Co., through North- business was on the books, with an
west Radio, quarter-hour programs; additional $10,000 sold the first week
Roxy Theatre, through Kayton- of operation. More than 60% of the
Spicro, announcements; Fine Feathbought on a yearly
ers Hosiery, through Lester Harri- accounts were
son
Associates,
E.T.'s;
Campbell basis, while a majority of spot conCarpet. Cleaning Co., through Hal tracts were for from 356 to 500 anSalzman Co., E.T.'s; Savarin Coffee, nouncements. The usual difficulty
through H. M. Hackett. E.T.'s; John
of selling a new station the tendAdam Clothing, through H.S.G. Ad- ency of advertisers to wait to see
vertising,
E.T.'s;
Old Glory Root what the new station is like was
Beer, through Hal Salzman Co.,
The owner,
of little consequence.
E.T.'s;
Motors,
through F. W. Meyer, has been in broadcastPackard
Young St Rubicam, announcements. ing in Denver for more than 15
WINS: 20th Century-Fox Film years, several of them as manager of
Corp., through Kayton-Spiero, five KLZ.
announcements; De Cozen Motors,
KI^: Junior Chamber of Comdirect,
one-minute announce24
merce, three announcements; Genments.
eral Mills, through Westco Adv., 110
WMCA: Horn & Hardart Co., quarter-hours; Morton's Apparel
through Clements Co., renewal for Store, through Ted Levy agency, 365
13 weeks,
"The Morning Herald,' announcements;
Bancker - Nicholls
six
weekly; Brokerage Co., through Ball-Davidquarter-hour,
times
Manhattan Soap Co. (Sweetheart son, 234 announcements; American
soap), through Franklin Brack, reChicle Co., through Badger, Brownnewal for 52 weeks, 19 quarter-hour ing & Hersey, 54 announcements.
news periods weekly; American

KMYR,

—

—

Cigarette

& Cigar Co.

through

rets),

(Pall Mall ciga-

Ruthr&uff

&

Ryan,

announcements weekly,
contract; Washington State
Commission,
through
J.

14 additional

26

week

Apple

Thompson, four-week contract
for
announcements; Kooba
Cola Co., through Harry A. Berk,
six-week contract for announcements;
Hoffman
Beverage
Co.,
through BBDitO, 14-week contract
for
12
announcements
weekly;
Davega City Radio, Inc., through
Moser<& Cotins for a 10-week contract for 15 announcements weekly.
WNEW: Egofoam Products (shampoo
and hair
tonic),
through
Wheaton Advertising, participation,
'Zeke Manners' Program,' 13-week
Walter

contract, six times weekly; Skinner
Eddy Corp. (Minute Man soups),

&

KFEL:

Gardens ballroom,
weekly, four months;
Waltham Fountain Pens, through
United Adv., one 15-minute period
daily in addition to their present
two five minutes daily; Treasure
Chest, 100 announcements; A. E.
Elitch

five half-hours

Pade Stamp Co. and Dutch Candy
Co., seven announcements; Cinderella Club, six announcements week-

one month; Old Heidelberg Inn,
one month; Dawn
Publishing Co., through W. L. Gweeson Agency, 13 quarter-hours; an-

and

Poet- Philosopher

*****

nouncement service to Castle Inn,
Bi-Low Food Stores, Cathedral Fruit
Grocery, .Trailwagon, Stile Electric
St Motor Co., Richey's Refrigeration
Service, Right Spot Inn, Paul's Store
and Peerless Iron & Wire Works.

KOA: RCA Mfg. Co., 35 five-minute transcription periods.
I

LOQK At THE

RECORD!
• SUN on. CO.— 614
evening

Three
week,

years.
(luarlcr-hours per

WGV.

week,

•

—

Beatty Program'; Philco Distributors, direct, 12-week contract, participation, 'Here's Morgan Program';
Consolidator's Digest, through Mace,
Inc.,' 52-week contract, three
flveminute spots per week; Gulf Oil,

through Young St Rubicam, 16-week
two quarter hour recorded
programs per week, 'Jack Berch';

contract,

Bakeries

through
jeara.

2

per

quarter-houra

evonlne

WGY.

THE Ht'n80N

COJfL CO.— 1 year.
One Sunday halt-hour per w^ek,

KOA, KVOD)

contract, participation, 'Bessie

Purity

• rKNN TOBACCO CO.

Two

.

Service

Campbell-Ewald,

Corp..

renewal,

13-week contract, 'Mandrake the
Magician';
Pictures ('Citizen
Kane'), through liord St Thomas, six
broadcasts; Loew's, Inc. CI Wanted
Wings'), through Donahue & Coe.

RKO

Haehnle agency,

and

• AI^O: Sponnored vnrloua

sta.tlonn

hy KNOX OET/ATINE CO., SA>JD
SPltlNGS CORP., PETER SCHUY
I-ER CIGARS, SARATOGA VICHY
SPRI.VG CO.

Twenty-Three Years' Major
Newspaper Experience

********
One or More Stations
1933-1941

RATES Are RIGHT
For' Full rurtlculuni Write:

COL
5

HEALEY
TURNER PLACE
JIM

ALBANY.

NEW YORK

Account
Arrld

BanK

KDYL: Lady Ga;' Manufacturing
Co., direct, 104 announcements; First
Federal Savings St Loan Assn.,
through Gillham Agency, 26 programs; Arthur Frank, direct, 156
announcements;
Mountain
States
Telephone St 'Telegraph, direct, 26
night-time .signals; Keith O'Brien
Department Store, direct, 156 announcements; Traveler's Oil Co., direct, 104 time signals; Morrison Auto
Supply, direct, 26 programs; Boston
Stokol,

Agency
Street

&

I'nit

May 3.
Network
Local

Time Purchases
Announcements
Announcements

Finney

America
Barbasol (shave cream)

..Charles R. Stuart
Erwin, Wasey
Blackstone Products (Aspertone)
Raymond Spector
A. S. Boyle (Old English floor
wax)
J. Walter Thompson..
Colgate-Palmollve-Peet
Ward Wheclock
Crowell-ColUer Pub.(Woman's
of

Home Companion)
Dubble Bubble Gum.
Ex-Lax

5-Mins.
1/4

%
1/4

.

7,541
2,635

.

;

Count

—0.6
+0.4
+20.2
+3.9

WHEELING

May

2

We
Joined

N
B

C

of

746
11,126

— 2J
—
+23.1
—
0.3

KDYL, KSL, KUTA)

Dept. Store

BASIC

BLUE

Hours
Hours
Hours

Hours
Announcements
Announcements
Announcements
% Hours
% Hours
Announcements
Announcements
Announcements
y4

Katz.

& Finney
Blackett-Sample-Hummert

pills) ..Street

Ruthrauff & Ryan
Lchn & Fink Products Co.... Wm. Esty
Lever Bros. (Rinso)
Ruthrauff & Ryan
May Co
Milton Weinberg
Nash-Kelvlnator
(refrigerators)
Geyer, Cornell & Newell.
Natlona' Biscuit Co
Federal Adv
P & G (Duz)
Compton Adv

7,731
2,649

11,094

WCAE's Lands

7,588
3,342
2,857
13,787

April 26. Change.

918

(Included:

.

\

April 26. Change.

7^540
3,354
3,434
14,328

Pittsburgh, May 6.
Continuing its drive to wear down
department store sales resistance to
radio,
has come up with still

BLAIR REPRESENTS US

WCAE

McCann-Eriekson
N. W. Ayer
Jos.

6.

quiz with Patricia Page.
Program utilizes customary ques-from
listeners
with
cash
tions
awards, give-aways, etc. In addition,
each box of graham, crackers includes a slip telling purchaser of
program and instructing her how to
Purity
Biscuit
participate.
All
trucks carry placards also.

ToUl

Heallhalds

Continuously Sponsored on

May

%

Foster-Mllburn (Doan's
General Mills

REPORTER
EDITOR
COLUMNIST

City,

kitchen

Nat'I Spot..

—

Local

two spots on 'Here's Morgan Pro- Store, direct, 26 newscasts;
Inc., direct, 26 night-time programs.
plus one-minute announceKSL: Gamble Stores, through BatWashington State Apple
ments;
Commission,
through
Walter ten, Barton, Durstine St Osborn,
J.
series of 156 50-word daytime anThompson,
six
one-minute
announcements;
Paris
Department
nouncements per week, four-week
contract;
Hoffman Beverage Co., Store, series of 100 early morning
15-minute
newscasts;
Prudential
through BBD& O, six one-minute
Federal
Savings
St Loan, series of
announcements per week, 14-week
26 15-minute newscasts; Walgreen
contract.
Drug Stores, series of 50-word dayWQXR: General Foods (Sanka time announcements; Auerbach
Coffee), through Young & Rubicam, Company
Department Store and
13 week renewal plus one year conZ. C. M. I. Department Store, additract, 'Symphony Hall.*
tional spots.

Active National Accounts

..

Nat'l Spot.

Purity Biscuit
out some

the

Comparative

• FOBT ORANUE CIIEMIC.AT, CO
year.
Three daytime quar1
ler-hours per week, WTRT.

Network

KSL signed the Paris Department
Store this week for 100 early morning 15-minute newscasts, a major
victory over the local store's spot
tendency. In times past Salt Lake
stores have had some good programs, but for some time spot schedules have been the order of the day,
with the exception of Z. C. M. I.
Sunday evening musical.

KDYL

slim

Comparative Unit Count
~^

LAKE

IN SALT
Lake

while

in the other

divisions.
j

gram'

WTIC.

showed a Slight loss,
gains were chalked up

Total

Salt

6.

After last week's slight setback,
national spot again forged ahead, attaining a neat plus of 20.27(i. Web

May 3.

year.

ler-hour per week,

Des Moines, May

local.

SPOT HUSKY

Ride

Anchor

WCKY

NBC HED NETWORK.
• WII.IJAM W. I.EE ft CO.— 1
ThVee daytime auarter-houra per
week, WTRT. One Sunday quar-

Up 20%—Others

Spot

Nat'l

Cincinnati, May 6.
last week added Seiberling
Tires for sponsor of the station's
week-day 15-minute sports final by
Len Riley. Account through Meldrum and Fewsmith, (Cleveland.
Foot Care Institute, Cincy, is tagging WCKY's 9:45 a.m. news by Rex
Walter
Davis six days a week.

Company have worked

through J. M. Mathes, three quarterhours weekly, 'Make Believe BallComparative Unit Coont
room';
Hoffman
Beverage
Co.,
% of
through BBD&O, 13 announcements
May 3. April 26. Change.
weekly; Canada Dry Ginger Ale,
—2.1
8,160
through J. M. Mathes, renewal for Network .. 7,985
+76.8
8,137
4,602
13
weeks,
three
quarter-hours Local
—1.5
Nat'lSpot.. 1,563
1,587
weekly, 'Make Believe Ballroom.'
+23.3
17,685
14,349
WOR: Swift Si Co. (Sunbrite Total
(Included: KFEL, KLZ, KMYR,
cleanser), through Stack-Goble, 13-

week

DES MOINES SPURTS

Seiberling's Sportscast

effective merchandising tie-ins for
morning
their
weekly
Tuesday

St

out a new consumer theory on
direct sales appeal to the housewife.

test

Account figures that since the woman uses the family car most during
the week it should be possible to make her brand cpnscious.
For the tryout of this slant the refiner has bought participation in
Fletcher Wiley's 'Housewives Protective League' program.
Harry
Feigenbaum, of Philadelphia, is the agency.

ly,

'

ACE NEWS COMMENTATOR

Penn-Rad Motor Oil wiU soon
Angeles. It's making a

KNX, Los

six spots weekly,

j-

JIM HEALEY

1941

ON AIR A STANDOUT
'42

tions with net affiliations,

newal

7,

(Serutan)

.

.

another local account from one of
the big Pittsburgh stores. It is the
Joseph Horne Co., which will bankroll local end of the co-op 'Your
Favorite Band' program.
Show, half-hour feature at 9:30
a.m. every day but Sunday, presents six different orchestras each
week, one every morning through
Saturday.

.Announcements
Participations

Pasadena,

Cal.

— Phyllis

Parker,

Announcements seripter of 'Where Are You From?'
Announcements is here from New York to work with
Announcements director Carleton Alsop on a new
Announcements radio series. It would use the same
Rockwood ti Co. (Chocolate
ideas and characters as Mrs. ParBits)
Federal Adv
5-Mins. ker's 'Meet Miss Julia' series, which
Royal Crown Cola
BBD&O
5-Mins. was sponsored by Standard Oil for
Sayman Soap
Kelly, Stuhlman & Zahrndt
Hours two years. She also has a new proSoll-Otr M(g
Hillman-Shane
gram, 'Gabriel on Horseback,' to
\^, Hour I^ews
Waltham Pen Co
United Adv
S-Mins. star Henry Hull, and is readying still
Welch Grape Juice
H. W. Kastor
Participations another series. 'Hearthstone HospiWhite Laboratories Chooz)...H. W. Raster
Announcements tality,' on which Crosby Gaige will
Wm. Wrlgley, Jr., Co
Vanderbie & Rubens
Time Signals appear.
Packard Motors
Young St Rubicam
Posta: Telegraph
•
Biow Co
Held, Murdoch (canned foods). Rogers & Smith

I

WWVA

Wednesday,

THIS

AND

May

7,

1941

P^RIETY

>»»«»><»

********

WEEK
LAST

MMMM MM
>

»

*******

RADIO INDEX

»«

NOW AND A
YEAR AGO
M «<

43%—Network

Local Off

6S

Units Hold

Ball Bros. (Fruit Jars) Participate

Gains
Seattle,

(l-ach Kcck Variety publishes reports of radio time placements
These markets are selected from the standpoint
leading markets.

I

RADIO MARKETS

SEATTLE TOBOGGANS

importance; (2) existence of normal competition; (3) availA unit system is followed in comreliability of data.
bility and
local and national spot radio advertising activity,
uting network,
are for markets, not for individual stations.
The units
'he totals

A

alf

6.

%
May
.

3.

Nat'l Spot.
802
Total
14,340
(Included: KIRO,

of

6,612
11,072

9.5

-|-

—

826

KYW

Mosical on

—43.1
2.9

—22.5

18,510

work

Underwrites i-Hr.

April 26. Change.

7;:40
6,298

.

Local

Hollywood, May 6.
Strongest drop in weeks on net-

Longines-Wittnaner

Comparative Unit Count

Network

KH

Homes Pgm. on

In California

Although web continued good
here and national spot held up fairly
well, local Units plunged to minus
43.1% and cut the total drastically.

f:(l)

orrespond to the clock, the measurement fundamental of radio,
hour's sponsored program counts as 60 units,
'hat is to say, an
hour is 30 units. Each spot announcement counts as one unit.)

May

Philadelphia,

May

units nullified

what gains were
and

recorded on other fronts. Local
national spot shared in the rise,
not enough to put the total in
plus column.
New contracts
on the spotty side.

but
the
also

6.

KNX: Yeast Foam, 132 quarterWith the advent of the outdoor hour broadcasts of 'Nightcap Yarns,'
two advertisers missing all through Benson & Dall; Grayson's

KOL, KRSC)

season,

year return to the local

KABC BILLINGS
UP 62% OVER

waves.

air

They are Woodside Amusement
Park, which has contracted for five
spot announcements daily on- WFIL
for the remainder of the season, and
the Wilson Line, which purchased a
similar chunk of time on WDAS.
The line features daylig' anc. moonlight excursions along the Delaware

dress

shop,

nitery,
cast,

river.

San Antonio, May

No

6.

great change in units here this

Rain again kept the local and

week.

poning baseball games.
ports

a

62%

increase

post-

KABC
in

re-

billings

over the same period last year, and
is adding a half-hour to its Sunday
schedule to take care of new busi-

CITIZEN

Co. through the Georgt H. Hartman
agency, and two 15-minute daily
strip renewals for Kroger Grocery
Co., through Ralph H. Jones.

KANE'

Comparative Unit Count

WBBM

ADS TO

|

May 3.
Network
Chicago,

New
I

walk, with all spring

already

:ontracts
t)Oth

May

Local
6.

down to
and summer

business has slowed

agencies

in

the

bag and

and stations resting

Qow until the big fall push begins.

WBBM

up a couple of
announcements, getting
announcement campaign for the
picked

contracts ior
an

BKO

Kane,' througl)
Coe, and some time sigfor the Bunte Bros.
Candy Co.,through Presba, Fellers
flicker, 'Citizen

Donahue
nal

&

&

billing

Presba.

WGN

snapped up a three times
weekly 15-minute sports review and
forecast show for the Royal Tailors

Nafl
Total

..
9,705
6,736
Spot.. 11,523
27,964

%

of
April 26. Cliange.
9,805
6,797
11,530
28,132

—1.0
—0.9
*...

—0.6

KABC: Interstate Theatres, two
15-minute programs and eight spot
announcements for 'Ziegfeld Girl'
which opens Saturday (3) at the
Majestic.
General Mills, for Corn
Kix through the Mutual network
three half hour programs per week
of 'The Lone Ranger.' Catholic Union
Insurance Guild, 26 weeks presentation of 'Highway to Heaven' quarter hour transcription each Sunday.

No

change.
(Included: WBBM,

do freelance announcing.

wind up

in

mid-June.

Daylight saving time has allowed
WIBG to lengthen its broadcast day
until 8:15 p.m.
It previously went
off the air an hour earlier.

KHJ: Homemakers Club,
hour

05 half-

through
Gla.sserMunicipal
Airport
Bond
16 spots, through Charles

periods,

Gailey;

Campaign,

KFI: Guaranty Union Life Insurquarter-hour newscasts,
22
through Stodcl Adv.; Brooks Cloth26 one-minute transcriptions,
ing,
through H. W. Kastor; Kellogg's
Bran, 29 one-minute transcript'ons,
through Kenyon & Eckhardt; Ball
ance,

Bros, fruit jars, 39 participations in

Agnes White's 'California Homes,'
through Applegate Adv.; Bullock's
39 quarter-hour
department store,
o.>-.c,
through
broadcasts by Art Bake'

Dana

Jones.

KECA: Western Auto Supply, 54
Services, announcements, through Dan Miner;
on Anice Ives Town Talk Bread, 65 quarter-hour
show, through Richaru A. Foley; broadcasts of 'Superman' (renewal),
Gainsborg Optical Co., IS spots, through Sidney Garflnkel
through Solis Cantor; Fox-Weiss
Comparative Unit Count
( rs), 19 e.t.'s weekly, through
Harry Feigenbaum; Tru-Ade Bot% of
tling Co., two participations on Ives'
May 3. April 26. Change.
show weekly, through Wettlin & Network .. 12322
—2.5
12338
Co.; Manhattan Soap Cc, 45 minutes Local
-1-1.0
8,731
8,642
weekly, through Franklin Bruck; Nat'l Spot.. 1,392
1,378
-l-l-O
Gardner Nursery Co., 78 e.t.'s, Total ...... 22,645
0^
22358
through Northwest Radio; Philco (Included:
KECA, KFI, KFWB,
Radio St Television, 24 e.t.'s weekly,
KHJ, KNX)
participations

five

I

—

through Julian G. Pollock.
KYW: Longines - Wittnaucr Co.
(watches), 30-minute musical program weekly, through Arthur Rosen-

WMAQ)^

to

in

in

WFIL: National Bakers

ness.

On the political side station has
signed for eight quarter hour pro%ENR, WGN, grams with the Anti-Maverick tickWIND, WJJD, WLS,
There will be seven quarter
et.
hour programs in behalf of Bob
Denver—Added at KLZ: Frederick Menefee. Seven quarter hours to
be
used
by P. L. Anderson. ElizaC. Mueller, Jr., formerly at KLZ,
beth Bond, special Mother's Day
KVOR and WKY, to sales; Douglas program
for a half hour.
Russell, Oklahoma City, to engineerKONO: Eagle Furniture Co., an
ing staff.
four
announcements,
KOA: Ivan Schooley from music additional
clearance to announcing; Beverly making a total of 20 per day; Alamo
Ward takes over music clearance; Bottling Co. for Hippo Size Beverand Martin Tobin, announcer, quits ages, 16 announcements per day;
•

participations

participations

Stuart.

Another time buyer in the enterfield
is
the 'Life with
Father' company, currently appearing at the Walnut Street theatre.
The show is being plugged nightly
with a five-minute musical program
vi
WDAS. The broadcast will continue during the rest of the show's
It is tentatively skedded to
stay.
tainment

national spot count static by

156

newsthrough Theodore Creamer.

'

LAST YEAR

156

'Midnight Merry-Go-Round," through
Torrey & Torrey; Earl Carroll

Co, 15i-minute news progra.i daily;
Fur Outlet Co.,- 15-minute news prodaily; Robinson Motor Co., 91
Gainsborg
announcements;
spot
Optical Co., 15-minute musical program, six days a week; Forest Hills
Co. (burial lots), 15-minute musical

gram

berg, Inc.

Philco Radio & Television,
weekly, through Julian Pol-

WDAS:
24

e.t.'s

lock.

WIBG:

program each Sunday.

Central Plumbing Supply

[

BEHIND THE SCENES IN HADIO ADVERTI.SINC

J

Department Store, through
16 announcements
Motors and 30 announcements for Chambers Gas
Joske's

McCabe Agency,
for

Evenr.ude

Ranges.

ieSi'moU

WOAI: Frito Co., four broadcasts
per week of the 3:45 p.m. news with
Corwin Riddell; San Antonio Public
Service Co., quarter-hour weekly
studio program titled 'A Light in
the Night'; Milam Cafeteria, through
100-word anUnited Adv., two
nouncements per day; Gebhardt
Chile Powder Co., through Pitluk
Adv., one 25-word announcement
per day for one year; William H.

II

Why

Gross Chemical Co., through Bernard Brooks Agency, one 100-word
announcement per day for one year.

Comparative Unit Count.

%
May 3.
Network

50M0 woUs

Nat'l Spot.

ToUI

of

S^^K^M^^

-1-4.2

+2-2
-1-0.8

FRISCO UNITS SKID
All

WJR

Categories Lose Ground— Spot
Off 13.5%

Lowest

San Francisco, May 6.
many weeks for

figure in

network, local and spot biz was
reported last week. KSFO's great
gain in local billings was offset by a

total

reported gains in both local

and spot billings, but KFRC lost
more in network biz than it gained
in local, although the change from
last week was negligible.
Comparative Unit Count

you can't do evcnjlhing arounci

Why not let NBC Itadio-llccord-

ing lend a

•

•

greater loss in network accounts,
and KGO-KPO's sizable upswing in
network biz was partially offset by
losses in the other two divisions.

KJBS

Band, Allan?"

I^Hc^^

KABC, KMAC, KONO,
KTSA, WOAI)

(Included:

all,

-the shop.

Man

hand or two? "
^^ff-C^X^M^ "What can they do to help vie?"
"Listen, pal, when it comes to helping
I
us agency men develop a spot program
idea, they're the works. Why, NBC'll write, ca-st, produce and record that .show for you from opening fanfare
to sign-off. Yes, and after it's recorded, handle the processing, manufacture and distribution of your records."
"Lovely! But I haven't thai kind of money."
"What kind of money? Son, NBC'll work with you
regardless of your budget. I know! They've helped me
whip more than one program into shape."

^.8

6,253
9,532
2,016
17,801

"After

iflft jCV^

April 26. Clianee.

5,950
9,931
2,061
17,942

.

Be a One

^JfS

|

I

•

Whatever your rccordcd-program need— a series of simple announcements or a full-length script or musical show, we'll work with you
from script to finished pressing— in whole or in part— and record
your show NBC ORTHA(X)USTIC*, which mcann reproduction at
Write or telephone today and outline
Let's team up
its best
your program problem.
.

.

.

.

.

.

•Jl^gifllcred

Trwlcniark

|

I

%
May 3.
Network

.

.

Local
Nat'l

Spot..

Total
(Included:

of

April 26. Change.

9,935
4,032
1,578
15,545

10,600
3,701
1,824
16,125

—

6.3

-f

8.9

—13.5

—

3.6

KFRC, KGO, KJBS, KPO,

KSFO)

diO'Recording Division
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
A

Kadio Cerporatlon of Amtrlto Strv/c*

IC« BIdt, lUdliCiti, H.Y. •MirclueillM Mart, Cbiufi •Tnin-Lgi BUf., Wnblittoa, D. C.

tViai.

HtDrwitl

.

:

^

ORCHESTRA GROSSES

64

Bands' Theatre Biz Spotty; Noble

Good

Omaha; King Okay

15G,

Chi; Orrin-Bonnie Blah
(Esfimotes jor This WeeJc)

(U.

Well-rounded combination heading lor good $12,000,
the customer-lure
with credit

34G,

Goose.'

'Bar
(Decca)
Jimmy Dorsey
Babble' 'Blue Champagne,' 'Aurora,'

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

pheum; 2.800; 39-44-55) with vaude
and That Uncertain Feeling.' Her

man

Sellers

OF WASHINGTON)

evidently has plenty of lure for
and this accounts for a
portion of the disappointing
Business in this
$10,000 in sight.
town, per usual, is terrible.
Hora^ce Heidi, Pittsburgh (Stanley;
with 'Cheers for
3,600; 25-40-60)
Miss Bishop' (UA) on screen. Biz
started slowly, but take expected to

Uimmy Dorsey).
'Lazy River" (Bennu Goodman).
'Nighty Night' (Aluino Rey).

'Dolores' (Binj; Crosby).
'There'll Be Some Changes

Made' (.Benny Goodman).
(Una

planning

^Presented herewith, oi a weekly tabulation, U the estimated cover
charge business belno done bu name bands in tidrfoui New York hotels.
Dinner business (1-10 PM.) not rated. Figures after name of hotel give
room' capacity and cover charge. Larger amount desigTiates 4iieefcend ond
holiday prtce.^

You're

'Don't

Blame Me,' 'Haban(Bluebird)

Shore

Mocking

Sammy Kaye

Bird,'

'Jim,'

'Where You

(Victor)

.

'

.

factory $34,000.
Bay Noble,
8,000;

Omaha
vaude

10-40-55),

(Orpheum,
and 'That

UncerUin Feeling' (UA). Getting
good $15^000, but that's not excep

.

Film
tional for stage shows here.
has good marquee names in Melvyn
Douglas and Merle Oberon and must
take credit for good part ofr the
draw.

Baymond Scott, Philadelphia
(Earle; 2,350; 35-46-57-68-75) with
vaude and 'Magic in Music' (Par)
Business here not so forte and probably hurt by last-minute dropout of
Anita Louise from stage show. Indicated take of $18,000 will not be
very profitable for the house, but
a major
Scott is credited with
Ehiare of what draw there is on the
marquee.
Orrin Tucker-Bonnie Balcer, Kansas City (Tower; 2,110; 10-30) with
Far from
•You're the One' (Par).
a ball of fire at indicated $7,000
gross. Maestro-singer combo also in
the picture, which leaves no alibis.

'What Word

Is

heart,' 'For

Want

of a

it's

rodeo

the

May

that's

Indiana,'

in

'That's

What

I

Like

About the South,' 'Miss Johnson
Phoned Today,' ITake It Jackson.'

to

Fair

told

him

it

in

6.

away.

Bobby Byrne (Wayne U., GM Aud., Detroit, May 2). Choice $1,610
from .ipproximately 930 dancers at $3.50 couple. At Masonic' Temple Aud.,
Det., next night (3) for Lawrence Tech, Byrne got neat $1,137 from 325

the business
to

,

|

GLENN QABB BENEWES
Chicago, May 6.
orchestra has just

completed an eight-week opener in
the Oh Henry Ballroom, and will
continue, following the pick-up of
the four-week option by the management' last week.

New Yorker

Hotel

—

Machines always seem open

PLAN BALLROOM FOR

lATSE

Still Defies
Jan Savitt 'We Go Well Together'—'Horizon' (Victor 27382)
Savitt turns up nicely contrasting sides on first Victor release, each with
Situation which keeps name bands
good arrangement and playing. First is rhythm tune that band could have
done a bit slower for better results. Tune has good lyrics, easily handled out of the New Yorker hotel, N. Y.,
by Jack Palmer and vocal group. Reverse is unusual mood piece, strictly still prevails. It's been more than
for non-commercial turntabling, but listenable over and over.
three weeks since Bobby Byrne's
Andrews Sisters 'Music Makers' 'Aurora' (Decca 3732)
Harry James popularized 'Makers' without lyrics. Andrews trio's cut- band was scheduled to replace
ting is one of few so equipped and the side will sell well. They do a cinch Woody Herman's at the hotel's Terjob on it for machines. Tempo is easy. 'Aurora' slips back to trio's fast race Room, but the hotel is still
pace, a. tune and cutting which should give machines double play. Melody adamant against replacing its Hotel
is being pushed, and a flock of recordings are scheduled.
It seems a
Trades Council spotlight manipucapable tune.
lators with electrician members of
Raymond Scott 'I Understand' 'Things I Love' (Columbia 36083)
the International Alliance of TheScott laid out listenable instrumental path for first, a much better ballad atrical Stage Employees.
Since its
try for him, but Clyde Burke's vocal takes shine off it; his work is not stand against the lATSE, the hotel
sure and miles in wake of Bob Eberle's (Jimmy Dorsey) cutting. Burke has opened its dining room for dinseems bothered by Scott's tempo.' Reverse, a good tune, shows singer ner only, with a small musical combetter and the band in equally good light
bination, and shutters at 10 p.m.
Larry Clinton 'Smiles'—'Night We Met In Honomu' (Bluebird 11130)
New York Local 802, of AFM, backAlmost every other standard has been revived recently, but 'Smiles' ing up lATSE, ordered Byrne not
somehow seems to have eluded material hunters till now. Clinton's to open.
arrangement hews strictly to melody, played with mild hop. Chorus bits
Biltmore hotel, one of the remainback and help Butch Stone vocal. It's coin-machine fodder. 'Honomu' ing three which are on the lATSE's
is pleasant, but little more.
Peggy Mann vocals.
list to force replacement of HTC
Jack Leonard 'In Hush of Night'—'My Sister and I' (Okeh 6158)
men by lATSE members, ^has
First tune is picking up speed in popularity. Leonard finishes off sale- dropped the floor show it brought in
able melody, and his cutting is right up front for part of machine play six weeks ago with Clyde Lucas'
number is bound to get. 'Sister' side is too late and not outstanding band. In that way it avoided any
enough to crash through powerful versions already out. Backgrounds on argument with lATSE because it
both help.
eliminated necessity of spotlights.
Art Kassel 'Dog House Polka'—'Lullaby Land' (Bluebird 11121)

—

'

Garr

$2,205.

Will Bradley (Ohio U., Columbus, O.. May 2). Initial Bradley stand
in this area pulled exceptional $3,700 with 1,200 couples at $3 per advance
and $3.50 gate. Topped all school prom records, several hundred turned

alone.

use a ballroom band for broncho
busting, high-wire and auto-catapult
stunts instead of a band that played
circus tempo.
But he picked Olsen, who brought
In his entire, crew, because the
maestro, a former University of,
Michigan boy, has had a long; time
Olsen canceled several
pull here.
one-nighters to take over the musical
chores for the eight-day run, matinees and evening, of the rodeo sponsored by the Dodge Local of the
United Automobile Workers.
Following the show, the orchestra
doubles back in brass to play for a
dash of dancing.

Glenn

Sisters- Johnny Richards (Pacific Square B., San Diego, Cal.,
Andrews trio and Richards clicked off neat 2,450 admissions at

and $1 for take of

—

done musically as other versions, but side turns up easy, rhythmic
tempo and good duo vocals by Amy Arnell and Don Brown.' 'Dreamin'
Brown vocals
is okay for same reasons, though it's not as strong a melody.

gone

was impractical

75c

as well

Thrill Circus at the
Coliseum here, back-

says that veterans

Andrews
April 26).

—

ground music is being provided by
George Olsen's orchestra.
Dick Ryan, producer of the show,

have

Vs. Noble in Lincoh

(Estimates)

.

and Hollywood
State

Herman

—

For the Wild West Rodeo

musical.

1-Niter;

'Don't

iStar,'

Cry Cherie.'
Johnny Long (Decca) 'Back Home

Coin-Catching Record Possibilities

BRASS: OLSEN BOOKED
Now

Total
Covara

couples at same price.
Bob Chester (Hershey Park, Hershey, Pa., May 3). Chester sent park's
season away with a hangup, near-capacity mob of 2,371 at 85c and 50c for
gross approximating $1,950. Band took $1,051 as its end.
Sam Donahue (Roseland-State B., Boston, May 2). Donahue did well to
draw 600 dancers at 55c-44c for $300 gross.
Sonny Dunham (Totem Pole, Auburndale, Mass., May 2). First shot
here by Dunham corraled 2,600 hoofers at $1.35 couple for big $1,755 gross.
Ella Fitzgerald (Central Warehouse, Kinston, N. C, May 1). Neat $1,200
attractions in this area.
gross piled up with Miss Fitzgerald. Got 1,200 admissions at 55c-95c.
Emerson Gill (Palisades, McKeesport, Pa., April 28). Fair $600 frOm
1,200 stubholders at 50c.
Benny Goodman (Rhodes, Pawtucket, R. I., April 29). Despite rainy
weather Goodman copped $3,000 with that many dancers at $1.
Woody Herman (Turnpike Casino, Lincoln, Neb., April 30). Bucking
Ray Noble at U. of Nebraska same night Herman drew close to 1,700
people at $1.10 for gross of $1,735, great.
Inkspots (Indiana Roof, Indianapolis, May 3). Spots played to good
Sammy Kaye 'Daddy'—'Two Hearts Pass in Night' (Victor 27391)
'Daddy' will get healthy coin-rhachine circulation. Number, which prob- 1,400 house, taking okay $1,350 at 85c-$1.10.
Al Kavelln (Riverview B., Neponset, Mass., May 2-3). Kavelin drew
ably will prove a heavy popularity booster for Kaye, is all cleverly written
largest crowd in several years here, getting 1,205 Friday and 1,450 Satlyric chorused at lilting and solid tempo by the entire band, relieved midway by shorftnstrumental bridge. It's a strong and well-handled novelty. urday at 55c for total gross of $1,450.
Newt Perry-Harry Morrissey (Raymor-Playmor B., Boston. May 2).
'Hearts,' a good tune, will be lost on the back. Arthur Wright vocals.
Perry's return and Morrissey's first stand brought in 1,580 at 65c-55c for
Woody Herman 'Intermezzo' 'My Mom' (Decca 3738)
Herman mouths perhaps the best vocal he ever has recorded on the fine gross of $948.
Red Nichols (Raymor Ballroom, Boston, April 29, 30, May 1). Playing
Cutting is ex'Intermezzo' side, and the instrumental backing is solid.
tremely saleable all around. There is only one better version, Marie repeated return engagements past three weeks, Nichols maintained high
weekend average with 560, 590, 650 at .65-55c for big $1,080 gross.
Greene's on Columbia, but Herman is better known and probably will
Ray Noble (University Coliseum, Lincoln, Neb., April 30). Facing
take the play. Other cuttings of the melody all sound alike. with violins,
Woody Herman at nearby Turnpike Casino, Noble drew approximately
etc.
'My Mom' is also good, aimed at Mother's Day play. Leader again
1,750 dancers, topping Herman in attendance, but less in $1,400 gross at
vocals.
$1.60 couple.
Okay, but Herman hurt plenty.
Will Bradley 'Call Me a Taxi'—'Shadows In Night' (Columbia 36082)
Teddy Powell (Roseland-State B., Boston, April 29). Playing first date
Bradley achieves a moving tempo and strong beat on the first side to
good reaction. Beyond that and Ray McKinley's vocal, however, tune here, Powell drew 600 at 55c for fine Tuesday gross of $330. On SaturCoupling is played okay, but tune is either, commercially day (May 3) band brought in heaviest crowd in two months with 1,100 at
isn't much.
55c-44c for $550, big at this spot.
worthless or Terry Allen's dull vocal makes it sound that way. Melody
Terry Shand-Jack Renard (Raymor-Playmor B., Boston, May 3). Both
is better through Bradley's finale trombone break.
Shand and Renard have good following here. Latter, however, accounted
Sonny Dunham 'Mighty Lak a Bose' ^'I Understand' (Bluebird 11124)
Dunham's initial sides kick the band oft neatly. A good band,. along for most of 2,100 dancers at 65c-55c for big $1,260.
Alvino Rey (Arena, New Haven, Conn., May 4). Rey's stage break-in,
Jimmie Lunceford's style lines, it gives first tune a listenable workout
from neat arrangements featuring Dunham's high register-trumpet. Ma- plus vaude, grabbed off $2,700, modest profit, from 4,900 mat and evening
chines won't find much in it, however. 'Understand' is nicely done, but at 45c-$1.10.
Jerry Wald (Totem Pole B., Auburndale, Mass., April 30). First stand
there are others which outcla.<<s it for commercial use. Ray Kellogg's
here for Wald got okay 800 dancers at usual $1.35 couple for good Wednesvocal lacks punch.
day gross of $540. Saturday (3) band culled strong 2,800 at same price
Tommy Tucker 'No. 10 Lullaby Lane' 'Nice Dreamin* (Okey 6156)
'Lullaby' is a good melody and Tucker gives it ditto treatment. It's not for big $1,890 gross.

DETROIT RODEO SHUNS

Detroit,

Part

Bradley s Ohio Debut Strong $3,700

Sweeter Than Sweet-

to $22,000, which would be
okay, film and band about equally
potent at b.o.
Harry James, New York (Paramount; 3,664; 35-55-85-99) with 'Road
^to Zanzibar' (Par), Gil Lamb, Co.pacabana Revue, others, on stage.
James came in for the fourth windup
week with 'Zanzibar,' substituting
for Benny Goodman, who could not
hold over. Balance of stage show longhairs.
remained intact and on the week

ending last night (Tues.), $29,500,
not fancy, but fair enough.
Wayne King, Chicago (Chicago;
35-55-75) with vaude and
4,000;
Film and
•Night in Rib' (20th).
band sharing about equally in boxoffice draw, which looks like satis-

Coven

'Aurora,'

record with Oscar Levant as the
piano-playing sixth of a sextet.
Dixie Artists Bureau
Goodman played with the Roth
String Quartet at Carnegie Hall, New
York, last week (29), using Serge
Dallas, May 6.
Prokofieff's 'Variations on Yiddish
Morris B. Harrell, local Ettorney,
Themes.' He's thinking of repeating
has organized the Southern Artists'
the performance for records and
Bureau, Inc. A. T. Mickle, managing
using Levant on piano.
editor of the Texas Digest, is assoThough the arrangement used at
ciated with the undertaking.
Carnegie runs about 10 minutes, it
Executive secretary of the group
would be cut to fit onto two 12
inch sides for- Columbia Blue Seal will be Ann EUerd. Booking agency's
Masterworks. Goodman has recorded officials hope to establish reciprocal
relations
with regional artist groups
several classical themes in the past
in company with various outstanding in other sections in order- to book

climb

WmIm

.

Me

'You,

Crazy,'

'Listen to
Are.'

this juves

is

Driving

Blase,'

Dinah

'Wollcin' By the River'
May Corlisle)

Benny Goodman

at Hotel B. O.

era.'

GOODMAN WOULD TEAM
WITH LEVANT ON WAX

good

1941

7,

_
Hotd
Played Weeli On Date
Band
Biltmora (300; $1-$1.50)
'AH Alone and Lonely.'
6
Clyde Lucas
675
4,100
Waldorf (375; $1-$1.50)
3
1,375
4,845
Harry James (Columbia) 'I'll Get XavierCugat
Kinney*. .....Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50)
3
Ray
1,425
4,550
(Sonata
Rhapsody'
Trumpet
By,'
29
Guy Lombardo. .. Roosevelt (500; $1-$1.S0)
1,200
37,200
Moderne').
GeneKrupa
2
Pennsylvania (SOO; 75c-$1.50)
1,125
2,225
(Decca) 'Yours,' Harry James
Jerry Wayne
1
Lincoln (250; 75c-$l)
600
1,075
'Drifting and Dreaming.'
* Asterisks indicate a supporting floor show, although the band is the
Shep Fields (Bluebird) 'You're
major draw.

campus:
1. 'Amopolo'

evidently equally divided.
Jimmy Dorsey, New York (Strand;
with 'Great
35-55-75-85-99)
2,767;
In fourth (final) week
Lie' (WB).
here and okay at indicated $25,000,
following a third stanza's take of
$29,000. On the run very pTofltable
to theatre.
Woody. Herman, Minneapolis (Or'

Bands

;

Claude Thornhill (Okeh) 'OverNight,' 'AH i Need,' 'La Cinquantane' ('Golden Wedding), 'Gomer the

Seattle, May 6.
Six best record sellers on this

Kildare* (M-G).

Wax Works

In the

Wednesday, May

»*

'»»><»»>»•

$IOOOXC.

Campos Best

Bob Crosby, Cincinnati (Shubert;
33-44-60)
with Cass Daley,
other vaude acts and 'People vs. Dr.

2,150;

M »»»

.

to polkas

and

like.

'Dog House'

is

capable

of creating a stir, particularly with way made easier by 'Friendly Tavern.'
Kassel's tempo is lilting enough, but it falls flat on its vocal by trio. Biggest punch in such things is in lyrics, and these are lifelessly and tonelessly delivered.
Slow tempoed, 'Lullaby' is so-so. Harvey Crawford
vocals.

N.Y. FAIR BUILDING
New York
Meadow

ing

World's Fair,

ballroom

summer.

City Building at Flush-

Park,

former

site

of

may be turned into a
name bands this

using

Building currently houses

roller skating (it had both roller
and ice-skating but has eliminated
latter) which will continue until the
weather gets too warm for it. After
that, however, it will be turned over
to

ballroom operation if a feasible
Several plans
is
presented.

plan

have already been laid before the
N. Y. Park Department, which has
jurisdiction over the building, but
nothing concrete has come from
them. Spot can set up a floor roughly
about 350 by 125 feet.

Long Island so far hasn't a
name band operation in its

single

entire
130-mlle length.
There have been
occasional club hops which bought
top outfits to draw for them, but
there is no steady operation except
the Roadside Rest, near Long Beach,
which uses only lesser crews.
One of best reasons for absence of
a L. I. counterpart of Frank Dailey's
Jack Renard has dropped use of Meadowbrook is that N. Y. Local
vocalists in the Boston area.
Thus 802, of the AFM, takes in that enfar, reactions h£ve been favorable, tire territory, and its collection of
hoofers preferring good dance mu- $3 per man per broadcast tax doesn't
•

sic first.

make such

a spot workable.

.

Wednesday, May

7,

1941

ORCHESTRAS

AUTO TRAVE DANGER

65

RISES

-

Tip to Camera Nuts: Don't

BiUy Rose Prompts Huddle on Orch

MANY

Uniontown, Pa., May 6.
Emerson Gill's band played a one-nighter here last week and Everett
England, his sax, decided that the local mills and blast furnaces would

make for some nice night photogr: phy.
The local cops, however, are not in sympathy with cameras, whether
musicians or not, and England wasn't released from the local bastile
until morning, after the cops had developed the films and were convinced it was all innocent fun.

Social Security-Unemployment Taxes;

ON ORGH l-NITERS

Bandleaders Win Chicago Court Bout

.

Number

Certain

Are

of Mishaps

Be Expected, But
Extent Has Been UnusU'
ally Great
3 Name Bands
to

Solution

—

Union Helps Armstrong Collect

aSOO
What

is

week

disastrous

booked,

After Tough Theatre Date

Milwaukee, May 6.
said to have been the most
in-

Riverside theatre,
and his
strong

the history of the

where Louis Armorchestra
were

culminated in a salary

.lias

dispute that international officers of
'

the

Federation

American

of

Mu-

now

trying to Iron out.
The band was under contract at
$5,000 for the week; the house did a

sicians are

gross of around $7,300. Screen fare
for the week was 'The Lone Wolf
Takes a Chance.'

Local No. 8,
headed by VoUmer Dahlstrand, kept
in close touch with the situation, and
informed the management that the
have
to be paid, or
musicians would
Accordingly, they collected
else.
$3,600, leaving a $1,200 balance still
contract.
due on the
Engagement of the Armstrong outRiverside was an afterfit at the
math of what occurred when C. L.
Schwerin, Chicago and Milwaukee
real estate operator, took over the
Minnesota theatre in Minneapolis
winter, opening New Year's
last
Eve and closing' late in February.
Schwerin also has the Riverside here.
He had a contract with Armstrong to
play the Minnesota, and unable to
Musicians

play the
tlosed,

band

Unfit

in that

house after

it

switched the contract to the

made

(or Minneapolis.
The Riverside is a 2,600 scat house
with a 30c.-40c-50c. scale.

cifically

or
for

volunteering

work

in

spe-

Army

bands at various encampments,
now going around
about the trumpeter who flunked
his physical exam.
He had a cracked lip.
there's story

New

Dance

New York

Automobile accident rate among
bands has been increasWith the
quota of bands continually
moving around the one-night trail

when

Proser's

a

certain

number

New York

Isham Jones' group.

MCA

of

office

know which two

men were

still

of Jones'

injured in the crash, but

broadcast wires into Monte Proser's

dance carnival, scheduled to open
May 30 in Madison Square Garden,
With the calibre of bands
N. Y.
Proser is bringing in— Benny Goodman, Charlie Barnet and Larry
Clinton for first stretch it's under-

—

and the band missed a Friday
date at Rocky Mount, N. C. Two

pital

(2)

NBC,. CBS and Mutual are all after
exclusive
rights
to
run remote

were piloting

a station

wagon loaded

and instruments.
It
somewhere between AtRocky Mount and turned
Band had
over couple of times.
just closed night before (1) at Henry
Grady hotel, Atlanta, and from the
to go to
Carolina
stand
was
North
Louisville, Ky., for Derby Night
with

library

blew a

tire

lanta and

played that with patched

standable why the nets are anxious
However,
to allot sustaining time.
Mutual has the inside track and may
have the rights to the time by today (Wed.).

dance. It
up positions and instruments.

negotiations
for
an
contract is up for ratificaIt's denied, however,
that the impending settlement between the music society and Mutual
has anything to do with that chain
getting the 'in' at the Garden.

Miami

Mutual's

Band Takes Copyright

are

of accidents

be expected but during the last 12
months or so the toll has jumped.
Over the final two weeks of April
alone three name bands have been
momentarily stopped by crashes, the

Responsibility; Hotel

to

they're both in an Atlanta, Ga., hos-

N. Y. Garden Hoofery

one-nighters can be played

via television.'

usual

doesn't

to

in

week may not be

ing steadily the past year.

latest involving

Remotes

last

as much of a gag as he meant
it in view of recent theatre television demonstrations.
Speaking of accidents and
breakdowns of cars on the road
with one-nighting bands he remarked: '</on't it be a relief

JONES LATEST

Webs Scrambling For

Benny Carter had a
Ohio Friday (2)
was riding a bus to

in

slight

also.

mishap

His band

a college
University, Oxford, O.

hop

at

Crate

down and band almost missed

ASCAP

broke

tion currently.

the dale. It arrived in time to play
at least part of the evening.

Remotes from Proser's spot will
With three
present a problem.
bands during the teeoff period, air
time will have to be distributed
evenly to avoid squawks that any
Kyser's
Yields
one outfit is being shown perference.
Means that for the first weeks, at
10
Attendance Highs; least, broadcasts will have to be
in either three, six or nine lots
run
and Sit weekly. After initial it'screws
89,392
expected
their course, however,
only two bands will be used, making
Kay Kyser's band has come back allotment of time easier.
from a tour of 10 towns through the
southwest with 10 new records.
Making the 10,000-mile junket in 10
Jersey Shore Bookings
days via special chartered plane, the
band played to 89,392 paid admissions at afternoon concerts and night
Two outfits have so far been set
dancing. Top attendance mark was
hit at New Orleans where concert
for New Jersey shore summer jobs.
drew 6,050 and hoofing brought out
Mitchell Ayres' band begins stand at

SW Tour

Crack made by band booker

Weeks

travelling

With so many musicians being
enlisted

union,

Milwaukee house.
Musicians' union takes the attitude that, even in spite of the
poor Armstrong week at the Riverside,
Schwerin still is better off
than if he hadn't played the band at
all; and that he had to make good
on the $5,000 due on the contract
originally

Crashes in Last 2
of April
in

Many of the travelling combinajump from one stand to another via private cars and station
wagons or trucks to haul instruBreakments, library, stands, etc.
ing one band up into a half dozen
or more individual cars increases the
opportunities for smashes of course,
but even leaders who haul their
men and horns in one big bus, which
minimizes chances of cracking up,
are not safe from road hazards.
Sammy Kaye's band is an example.

Retoms

Radio

to

Milwaukee,

May

6.

After being off the air since last
year due to the music war, the
swanky Empire room of the Schroeder hotel got back onto the ether
waves Thursday night (1) via WTMJ
with veteran Larry Funk and his
band doing the broadcasting.

Milwaukee's biggest hostelry and
had played along together for
many years, but when the ASCAPBMI dispute got hot, neither the inn
nor the radio station wanted to assume the liability for possible copy-

WTMJ

right infringement.

various

band

playing the
Empire room guarantee that some
over-zealous musician would not interpolate a few bars of some forbidden tune to tickle the hoofers'

definite

a

taxes on a vocalist with Dick Staband. The unemployment insurance referee originally ruled that
the hotel and not Stabile was the

employer and therefore liable for
(Continued on page <79)

AFM

VS.

JUKES

BAHLE

signed an imposing
documents under which

unhesitatingly
lot of legal

he assumes any and all blame and
responsibility should even a suggestion of an ASCAP lilt escape into the
microphone.

Philadelphia,

There's
carried

Many Bandsmen

Part

sicians
erators.

Of Army Battalion

PHILLY

IN

control, the veteran leader

sored

a

flrst-class

May

feud

8.

being

on here between the MuUnion and the jukebox opThe musicians have spon-

a

now pending in the
which would put a. heavy

bill,

legislature,

talion,

tax on all jukeboxes. Additionally
several cities in the State' have
passed tax measures of their own
putting a levy on coin-operated machines of all kinds.
Furthermore, the musicians union

ized

last

Sam Houston, Tex., May 6.
who have played on
Broadway in some of the big name
bands make up part of the newly
Ft.

Musicians

Medical BatThird "-Army unit organhere recently, from selectees

organized Fifty-ninth

New

York city and its vicinity.
in the afternoon and evening
visitors to the fort are surprised
at the type of music floating out
from
Later

chestra.s,

in

a claim against the Buffalo Statler
hotel for unemployment insurance
bile's

Larry Funk came along this week,
however, and broke the spell. Making his own arrangements, and confident he has his bandsmen under

Kemp

while

by everybody present
Another
meeting is scheduled for today
(Wed.) or tomorrow.
Unemployment Insarance Case
Actually, the entire matter hinges
on a case that is now before the
N. Y. Court of Appeals, highest trlbunal in the state, which involves

fancy.

of the window of the company headquarters. But there's a reason.
Wilson McGrath, who used to
tickle
the ivories for the Eddy
Duchin and Peter Van Steden or-

died in hospital

to
battle
rulings
that operators
rather than the bandleaders are responsible for payment of the taxes.
Rose, who denies having had anything to do with calling the meeting,
asked Irving Greenfield, of Loew's
legal department, to call the huddle.
Warner
Bros.,
Paramount,
the
Brandts as well as Loew's, Rose and
others
were represented.
Views
were exchanged and copies of unemployment insurance decisions against
theatres were passed out for study

Nor would the

Kemp, Light Crachups
Worst crashes in the year were
those of Hal Kemp and Enoch Light.

Chicago.

and nitery owners early last week
at the Will Hays office for the purpose of putting up a common front

leaders

tions

Kaye and his men were endangered
and delayed four hours in a Illinois
farmhouse couple weeks ago when
their bus sideswiped a truck and
was smashed badly enough to require a replacement jallopy from

Billy Rose, who has claims pending against him for social security
and N. Y. State unemployment insurance taxes on musicians, instigated a meeting of major theatre

is

now

Private

MpGrath,

weakened condition from the effects one of his buddies being Bil Doar,
of his California smash. Light hovered who performed the same task for
West End Casino, West End, N. J., between life and death for weeks Paul Whiteman and Louis Prima's
New attendance highs were set at June 28 and Tommy Tucker, who after his car was demolished in a bands.
the following stops;
There are some 40 other musihad West End job last year, goes to head-on collision in Massachusetts.
El Paso, 3,386 paid admissions: Berkely-Carteret
Asbury
hotel,
Herbie Kay's bass player was cians. The plan to form an orchestra
Amarillo, 6,080; Fort Worth, 6,672; Park, N. J., beginning same day.
is already under way and awaits arkilled and couple more of his men
DaUas, 9,271; Houston, 14,498; San
Sea Girt Inn, Sea Girt, which injured in another crackup, also in rival of various instruments from
Antonio, 4,811; Austin, 10,246; Tulsa, opened first season last summer with Massachusetts.
Anson Weeks spent the homes of the draftees.
11|899; Albuquerque, 4,169.
Also in the company, and planFigures Jack Teagarden's outfit resumes op- a long stretch in a Davenport, la.,
represent turnout at both afternoon eration May 29 with Ben Bernie, hospital and had an arm broken and ning to look after the organization
Md night performances except at El who comes' back for another day re-set four times before it came and be stage manager of the group,
Paso, where only a night dance was on 31st. Mike Reilly plays 30th then
around. His was an unusual crash. is Arthur CRoxy') Rothafel, son of
played.
In San Antonio both per- goes in for month on June 1. Tea- Bus his band was riding in hit the late showman.
wrmances were given at the Texas garden had been booked for month wreckage of another accident at
theatre to standing room.
Heaviest of August, but he's to stay in mid- night and Weeks was thrown out Atlantic City to Binghamton, N. Y.,
competition, except for rain at five west and western territory.
and run over by the vehicle in which date.
spots, was at New Orleans, where
he was riding. Don Pedro and sevHollywood junketeers helped glamAnson Weeks Files Suit
eral of his men were injured only
ourize 'Flame of New Orleans' preChicago, May 6.
few weeks ego by smash near ChiCarl Hoff's Teeoff
miere.
Bernie Cummins turned turtle
Anson Weeks last week filed suit
Carl Hoff's new band gets a sum- cago.
Unless Kyser's next picture at
in Texas, but escaped
damages for injuries in a
times
several
for
$100,000
RKO gets under way soon he will mer-long location at the Blue Gar- with minor injuries.
collision in Iowa last Febtruck-bus
dens, Armonk, N. Y., beginning May
make another tour.
Third smash of recent couple ruary.
Crew has been in rehearsal in
16.
claims that as passenger of
New York for several weeks. Hoff weeks put several of Tommy Dor- theWeeks
bus he suffered a fractured left
Bobby Hackett closed Sunday (4) was for a long time conductor of the sey's men and one of 'heii wives
Car they arm in an accident. Named as dein Easton, Pa., hospital.
at Versailles, Boston nitery shuttered
band on Al Pearce's radio show.
the Central West Motor
are
fendants
and
roadway
left
'or season.
New outfit is to get network wires were riding in
After a ^ew replaceSlate- Stages and the Rocky Mountain
ments Hackett will take his band on at Armonk. Mel Marvin's band is rolled down embankment at
They were riding from Lines.
ford, Pa.
.tour.
current.
Tariff was topped at $1.25,
with special 42c scale for kids.
11,310.

'

week

notified all its

members

to

report establishments and private afjukeboxes instead of live
music. It the outfit is found to be
big enough to hire live musicians,
it will be placed on the unfair list.
On the other hand, a measure was
introduced by Representative Frank
J. Falkenstein, Philadelphia Democrat, which would force all cafes
employing three or more musicians

fairs using

to pay a $1,500 amusement license
If passed, the measure would
force all small niteries to fire their
musicians and put in music boxes,
because the $1,500 annual tap would
be prohibitive.

fee.

Daly^s

Summer Chore

Playland Casino, Rye Beach, N. Y.,
job goes to Duke Daly's
band this year. Daly tees off location May 17 with Mutual and CBS

summer

remote broadcast wires.
Tommy Reynolds had the job

last

season.

HAMPTON DUE BACK IN CHI
Chicago,

Lionel

May

6.

Hampton orchestra closes
Grand Terrace on

at the southside

May

23 and then skips town for
several months to return on July 28
when he opens a long stay in the
Panther Room of the Hotel Sher-

man.
Set through the Joe Glaser agency.

. ...

Wednesday, May

ORCHESTRAS
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Museum

Xoffee Concert' in a N.Y. Art
Is

Really Super-Duper 52d

On

St. Jive

Meadowbrook, Fave Jersey Jive

the Upbeat

Vivian Blaine

is

Museum
the
last

vocalist.

locale

of Modern Art, N. Y., was
for manifold break-ins
(30) evening. First,

ployees in the two cities as well as
those of the Warner Bros, exchange
Lee Rosen is general
in Albany.
chairman for the affair.

agency.

Band Bookings

Scott starts Luna Park,
Island, N. Y., ncme band pol-

Raymond

Wednesday

Cedar Grove, N,

McKenna,

'

whom

she feels there is a large
audience which won't stick around
dubious late-spots all night to catch.
Current effort is a combination audition and initial test of the heavilycoined femme 10%er's theory.

for

Bob

.Crosby,

May

Representatives of

|

Phyliss Scolt at Hammond organ
Rip Tavern of t^e Tod Hotel,
Youngstown, O.

,

Pier,

City;

Atlantic

June

6,

week,

Stanley theatre, Pitts.
Duke Daly, May 17, 16 weeks,
Playland Casino, Rye Beach, N. Y.

Al Donahue,

C,

Bunkie,
Rock, Ark.;

man;

15,

May

La.;
13,

11,

12,

Blue Moon
Aud.,

Oaklahoma

Pla-Mor

B.,

U.,

Reggie Childs will play at the ennual dinner-dance of the Warner
Club, of Albany and Troy, N. Y., in
the 'Ten Eyck hotel, Albany, May 24.
Club consists of Warner theatre em-

a staunch stopover for jump
crews, and on that basis it has built
a substantial clientele, mostly young-

BANDS TOP

B. 0.

burg, Pa.; 16, Capitol theatre, FrankUn, Pa.; 17, OberUn U., Oberlin, O.;
24-25, Palisades Park, Fort Lee, N. J.
Dick Jurgens, May 16, Fox the-

;

consistently strong since.

Saturday
(Continued on page 69)

14.

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines
^Records beloto are grabhina most nickeh Ihii wieek in jukeboxes throuohout the
country, as reported by the major coin-machine distributors from coast to coast,
to Variety.
Names of more than one band or vocalist after the title indicates, in
order of popularttv, whose recordlnas are being played. Figures and names in
parenthesis indicate the number of weeks each song has been in the listings and
'espective publishers.)

1

Amapola

2

1

3

Dolores

UBderstMd

....

,

Jimmy Dorsey....j

Decca.

.

(8)

,

Jimmy

Decca

.

.

(6) Feist

,

Bing (;rosby

Decca

.

.

(5)

Dorsey....|

.

.

.

.

Marks

Paramount

|

4

1

Band Playod Or

.

.

.
I

....

5 OaelLove

(

Guy

Lombardo...!

Jesters

Tommy

Decca.

(4)PD

.

|

Dorsey.l Victor.

Bluebird

(10) Forst.:r

I

6

Be Changes Made

There'll

(

Ted Weems
Decca
Vaughn Monroe] Bluebird
.

.

j

*

)

(10)

Marks

1

Ted Lewis, May

10, Casa Del Ray,
Calif.; 13, week, Lyric

theatre, Indianapolis.

Johnny Long, May

10,

New York

7 Oh Look AtWe Now

.

.

.

j

^"r/n'^S.i

^-''-^

oiccT.'.-

Military Academy, Cornwall, N. Y.;
11, Ritz B., Bridgeport, Conn.; 14,

Empire

May

6,

RKO Shubert finishes at 21-week
vaudfllm season May 22, with Abe
Lyman's band astage, and goes into
pix the following day for a run on
'

B,,

AUentown,

Pa.;
16,
Middlebury C, Middlebury, Vt.
Vincent Lop^z, May 23-25, Palace
theatre, Fort Wayne, Ind.; 30, Elec-

Park, Waterloo, la.
HcFarland Twins, June 7, Potomac
'Fantasia' (Disney). 'Theatre's stage River Boat Line, Washington, D. C;
policy, originally slated for only 12 13, Palisades Park, Fort Lee, N. J.
weeks, has been extended twice be'
Harry Morrlssey, May 9, Holy
cause of screen b.o. dwindle. Draws Cross Club, Quincy, Mass.
of stage shows have been spotty,
Bed Nichols, May 7, Cappy's, North
with biz on the whole in the black. Easton, Mass.; 8, Roseland B., ClareOrchestras magneted best. Sea- mont, N, H.; 9, Riverside Park,
son's high was Glenn Miller's $18,500 Springfield, Mass.; 10, Lakeside Park,
tug.
Barnsville, Pa.; 11, Rariton B.„ Perth
'Fantasia' will be shown twice Amboy, N. J.
daily.
Price for matinees will be
Bed Norvo, June 5-15, Luna Park,
50 and 75c, and at night 50c to $1. Coney Island, N. Y.
Half rate for juves.
George Olse'n, June 20, Claridge
hotel, Memphis, Tenn.
Will Osborne, May 10, Civic Aud.,
Michaud and Peppe Glendale, Calif.

Bud Rogers

Arthur T. Michaud and James V.
Peppe, band agents, lost a plea for
summary judgment against Charles
(Buddy) Rogers and Mary Pickford,
his wife, on Saturday (3) when
Judge Murray Hulbert in N. Y. federal court ruled against them. The
defendants were also granted per-

8

Perfldia

IS^C^oSnl

abia<*>S<'"thern

tric

Deny

vs.

May

Kansas City;

kee.

VAUDER

Judgment

Blackhawk Res-

opening

taurant, Chicago,

Eddy Duchin, May

Santa Cruz,

Cincinnati,

I

start of location at

16-17.

atre, St. I/)uis; 23, Chicago theatre,
Chi.; 30, Riverside theatre, Milwau-

FOR CINCY

sters.

fears his

Meadow Acres

the enthusiasm extended to the union class. Hotel Sheraton, Boston.
Glen Gray, Mcy 11 and 12, Trianon
grouch-bag was the rush for piasteboards that has the remaining five B., Seattle.
Horace Heldt, May 16, Palace thejamborees sold virtually solfd. Admish is $1.50 per stanza, $7.50 for atre, Cleveland; July H, Edgewater
Beach hotel, Chicago.
the sextet.
Woody Herman, May 11, Rainbow
Audience is derived principally
from the Museum mailing list, who Gardens, Fremont, O.; 12, Fountain
had first shot at the tickets and Ferry Park, Louisville, Ky.; 13,
snapped them up so generously few Whittle Springs B., Knoxville, Tenn.;
were left for public sale. Result was 14, Casa Loma, Charleston, W. Va.;
a conglomerate crowd that resem- 15, Hill City B., Pitteburgh; 16, Benbled no first-night in history.
It jamin .Franklin hotel, Philadelphia;
ranged from silk-shawled dowagers 17, Valencia B., York, Pa.
Earl HInes, May 10, Cotton C, Daywith ivory-caned gents to Harlem
elite and East Side swing sophisti- ton, O.; 23, Manhattan Center, New
York City; 29, Mecca Temple, New
cates.
Museum's 498-seat film auditorium York City.
Carl Hotr, May 16, indef.. Blue
Is a little gem for informal clambakes of this type except for the Gardens, Armonk, N. Y.
Ina 'Ray Button; May 12-13, Capsuper-echoless qualities which have
been built into it. Rippled ceiling py's. North Easton, Mass.
Al Kavelln, May 9-11, Riverside
(Continued on page 60)
Park, Dayton, O.; 13, Coliseum,
Uniontown, Pa.; 15, Rialto, Greens-

Tony

Pastor, May 11, Savoy B.,
City; 12, National theatre,

10

Music Makers

.

.

•

(

Harry James

\

Andrews Sisters] Decca.

.

.1

_

Columbia,,,
.

Paramount

.

DISKS GAINING FAVOR
(These recordinfiis ore direcflw belou) the
the coin machine*.;

demand on

and

..

..Decca. .Southern

Okeh..PD

Dick Robertson. ... .Decca
Al Donahue
Okeh..BMI
Kay Kyser
Columbia

Wise Old Owl.

Sister

10 in popularity,
growing in
k. but i/'wu-mw

J
'.

„
My

first

Woody Herman.
(Al Donahue

Sorrento

Jimmy Dorsey
f
.{Bob Chester

I

New York

Decca

BMI

Bluebird.

[Benny Goodman Columbia
.

Richmond, Va.; 14, State theatre,
Winstpn-Salem, N. C; 15, Carolina
theatre, Durham, N. C; 16-17, U. of
North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C.

Teddy
Orchard

Let's

Get

Away from

(

It Ai\.

May. 10,
Old
Old Orchard Beach,

VnUl Tomorrow

'.

.

.

(

Friendly Tavern Polka

lyie.

Mike Riley, June 1, month. Sea
mission to file an amended answer. Girt Inn, Sea Girt, N. J.
Adrian Bolllnl, July 3, Brigantiile
Plaintiffs seek $300,000 damages,
evenly split between the band leader Beach, N. J.Baymond Soott, May 20, Luna
and his actress-wife, charging that
Rogers breached a 10-year mana- Park, Coney Island, N. Y.; June 6,
,yPl, Rl8cksl?urg, .Va:; 7, U. of Vir'.'
ginia, Charlottesville, Va.
"fijsistence,

Woody Herman

Decca

(Tommy Dorsey
Sammy Kaye

Powell,
Pier,

major

as

Nor-

Stevens C, Columbia, Mo.; 18,
B., Topeka, Kan.
16, Chicago theatre, Chicago; June 6, Palace theatre,
Akron; June 10, Palace theatre,

the

experiment with the style of music
Sammy Kaye's sweet band offers.

Little

All-Negro Getaway
Getaway concert, all-Negro, could
be counted as nothing less than an Youngstown.
Duke Ellington, May 9, Oshkosh
all-out success. There was a turnaway crowd at the wickets and the theatre. Oshkosh, Wis.; 17, Wabash
joint was jumping with the old folks C, CrawfordsvUle, Ind.
Sammy Elsen (Ruby Newman
from home to whom all this was
Evidence that unit). May 10, Harvard 25th refresh and exciting.

,

all

From Meadowbrook's earliest days as
a name band stand it's been known

Alice King, of King Sisters, cut
Bluebird record of 'Everything Hap-

in the

Hershey

30,

3.

tuith

Marty
Three

Kaye's teeoff allayed whatever
bookers and Dailey may
have had concerning his pull, despite
Meadowbrook's jive rep. There were
pens to Me' with original last chorus ?t lep-l 700-800 check "rubbers on
tap, all of whom seemed immensely
bewailing drafted flcnce.
satisfied with the smooth rhythms of
fhe bajld of four sax. twi trumoe s,
Art Jarret band plays first one- two trombones, four rhythm, and the
nighter at Rink Ballroom, Wauke- various singers Kaye uses. And busigan. 111., Sunday (M), preparing for ness, according to Dailey, has been

Plantation, Walpole, Mass.

Park, Hershey, Pa.; 31, Sunnybrook
Pottstown, Pa.; June 1, Steel
B.

May

Cross,

band agencies
showed
up
at
Meadowbrook, Tuesday (29) to ogle
the opening night of Frank Dailey's

,

Allentbwn, Pa.
Cab Calloway, May 11, Plantation
C, Houston, Tex.; 14, City Aud.,
Galveston.

Maury

Kaydets.

—

Harnessed with The Sophtistichords at the teeoff sesh were John
Kirby's crew of half-dozen tooters
from Cafe Society Uptown, N. Y.,
and Herman Chittison, offbeat ivory
massager currently at Le Ruban
Bleu, Manhattan nitery.
Miss Crane is planning a talent
agency specializing in slick jive and
other unusual musical performers

J.,

Sammy Kaye Orch (13)
Tommy Ryan, Arthur Wright,

was for the Museum itself, which
Mitchell Ayres, June 28, indef., Coney
icy May 29.
was housing its initial musical pres- West End Casino, West End, N. J.
Eddie Mann and the Rhythmaires,
entation a modern one, befitting
with Diana Lane as vocalist, in
Billy Baer-Eddy Howard, May 13the outfit's name. Second was for
Jack Connor, Milt Herth drum- Nassau Room of the Hotel Hillcrest,
14, Madison theatre, Madison, Wis.;
Louise Crane, impresario of the
mer,
shifts to Matty Malheck's band Toledo, O.
theatre, Davenport,
16-19, Capitol
26-year-old
concert
and
swing
N.
Y.
Rainbow
Room,
at
Paramount theatre. Cedar
la.; 23,
heiress to the Crane paper fortune.
Rapids.
Bob Chester got inscribed cup
Third was for The Sophistichords,
Paul Trcmalne's new band goes from KDYL, Salt Lake City, for winBunny Berlgan, June 17-18, Paligroup of five harmonizers, one of
into Sylvan Beach, Houston, Texas, ning score in recorded program poll.
sades Park, Fort Lee, N. J.
the trio of attractions in the set-to.
17 for four weeks.
Cut one-minute transcription of
Ben Bernle, May 29, 31, Sea Girt May
Shindig was the first of six swing
thanks which is to be used on outand musical music presentations to Inn, Sea Girt, N. J.
Ramona rhumba group does four- let.
be made by Miss Crane at the MuHenry Busse, May 8, Danceland
Reseum on succeeding Wednesdays. B. Cedar Rapids, la.; 15, Palace the- weeks at El Chico, Pittsburgh.
placing Mario Merin outfit
Ink Spots and their band open
Series is' billed as 'Coffee Concerts,' atre. South Bend, Ind.; 23, Park B.,
moonlight gardens at Valley Dale,
java being slung at the crowd in Port Stanley, Ont., Can.
Blanche Calloway opened Monday Columbus, Wednesday (7).
the intermish to spray the atmosBobby Byrne, May 17, Empire B.,
(5) for an indefinite stay at Rainbow
phere with the relax-in-your-slacks
informality Miss Crane desires.

Spot,

Bows to Sweet Sammy Kaye s B.O. Full

Al Kavelin's new

Harry LInetska joined Moe Gale

1941

7,

j

Victor ••
Victor

Apple Blossom Time

(

.

.

.

Republic

.'.

.

Woody Herman

"( Tommy Dorsey
'

,

Horace Heidt
Columbia
Frankie Masters
Okeh .BMI

(Sammy Kaye

Everything Happens to Me.

.

r.„^,ec«
"^"^^^

Andrews

Sisters

Victor
....

Decca

.Embassy

....Victor"

Decca .Broadway
.
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ASCAP-MBS DEAL DELAYED
iiWhatASCAP-MutualDeal

Implies:^

^4»4«*«»44*

BUTIEB

EXECS

Fred Weber Protests

By BEN BODEC

M

local station broadcasting:

work and

Says Deal Solely Concerns Mutual

IRE GONEIDENI

*

.Following is a summary in question and answer form of the various
formulas agreed upon between Mutual and ASCAP for application to net-

Counting the Chickens
Mutual Hopes for

NETWOEK BLANKET LICENSE
How moch

will be the fee on network commercial business?
Mutual will pay up to the end of 1944 a fee of 3% and for the next Ave
years a fee of V/2,%, after deductions of agency commissions, frequency
discounts together with line charges and a certain percentage of fixed

Opening of Broadcasters' Con-

Though Only
of Stations Have ReThus Far
ASCAP

ASCAP

officials

say they have

from radio would be under the

sales expenses.

36%

Wliat did ASCAP previously collect on network commercial business
from Mutual affiliates?
The fees ranged from 3% to 5%, with the figure depending on the basic
agreement between the station and ASCAP. Similar deductions were

Says

Stipulations

Legally

Okay

contracts offered Mutual, but a
rough estimate derived from one
such source is that if NBC and
Columbia take the same contract
as Mutual's, the Society's income
from network broadcasting will
be around $3,500,000 a year.
With local station fees included
ASCAP's revenue might figure

—

Are

allowable.

What will be the fee on network sustaining programs?
Mutual will get a license for one dollar annually but for that it assumes
half the obligation due ASCAP on any of its stations that do not take out
an ASCAP license. The sustaining rate for the individual station will be
a monthly payment equal to the highest one-hour published card rate, but
in no event will it be more than one and a half times the sustaining rate
by the station in 1940.
What does ASCAP estimate it will' collect on the above bases from the
Mutual Network direct and Its affiliated stations?
It has no way of even guessing what it will be because it had not heretofore collected at the source and because it doesn't know what portion
of MBS affiliates will elect the per program plan over the blanket (an
arrangement covering all commercial programs) formula.

SINGLE STATION BLANKET LIOENSE
What

are the fees on commercial boslness and term of the agreement?
Exactly the same as on network business.
What is the license fee on sustaining programs?
It is 12 times the highest hour rate, to be paid monthly, but this fee
collectively is never to exceed one and a half times the station's 1940
sustaining fee. Stations having less than $50,000 gross receipts will pay
a nominal $12 fee annually.

SINGLE PER FROGBAM PLAN
What

will be the license fee

on commerciar programs using

ASCAP

music?
It will be 10% of the net receipts from musical shows, 3% from programs using a theme song or a theme song coupled with bridge or incidental music, Vk% for a program using incidental music only and for
Incidental music played by college bands in connection with football
games. There will be no license fee on other sports events.
What will be the license tees on sustaining programs under this plan?
It will be 1% of the nation's highest card rate applicable to broadcasting
time consumed.

What are to be the bookkeeping mechanics under this plan?
The station must furnish as to all musical programs an item by item
of all compositions broadcast, stating the title of the composition, the
of the composer, author and publisher, date of copyright, etc.
ASCAP have to continue with the per program arrangement If it
finds that it Is economically unfeasible, or is the station privileged to make
8 change from one plan to another?
Yes, either way. ASCAP may elect to have the station operate on a
blanket licensee formula if the payments under that formula have been
less than 2% of the station's net receipts during any year, while the station itself may switch over if it finds that its payments have been in excess
of 5% of its net receipts.
list

name

Does

OTHER PERTINENT ANGLES
ASCAP
ASCAP

has never before issued a license for more than five years.
for the first time under these licensees may not restrict more
than 500 numbers, nor can it -withdraw a number once it has been tagged
as (I theme song by a sponsor.
Also for the first time ASCAP has got around what is known as the
'twilight zone' in netujorfc broadcasting and is in a position to apply its
Th'e
fees to all the money taken in for the sale of time by a network.
zone' refers to the difference between what the network collected for a station from an advertiser and the actual amount turned over
to the station. In the past this situotton allowed the networks on advantage
over local stations when it come to paying for music. The stations paid on
the basis of the full card rate, whereas the network in principle paid on the
bosis of the share, running frovi 20% to 37%% bf the station's network card
it fumed ouer to the affiliated station.

'tuiiltpht

SEP

fourth

lap

for

the

lyricist

Post for allegedly using the Green
Bay Packers' theme song, 'Go, You
Packers, Go,' in a story by Russ
Davis titled 'And a Little Town
Shall Lead Them' in its issue of Nov.

JOE
REICHMAN

30, 1940.

remedy

by

this

instituting

a

new

action against Curtis Publishing Co.,
of Delaware, the distributing corporation, as distinguished from 'The'
Curtis Publishing Co., of Pennsylvania, the publishing' corporation.

His Orchestra

Coming Up
27357

Pair Signs for Decca
Chila, Mexican songHavana-Madrid, N. Y.
have been signed by Wally
Downey for a series of Decca

Sylvia and

stresses
nitery,

-VICTOR NO. 87300

OWL

MBS

$5,000,000.

tion has reached our attention."
We are amazed that you should
proffer an analysis of the ASCAP
proposal while it is en route and
before it was received by Mu-

ASCAPCOINLOSS

yesterday Mutual's
heard from 36% of
it had adformulas
worked out with ASCAP and had
asked for early approval. The ratio
between those favoring the acceptance of an ASCAP deal and
those preferring to wait until the
industry meeting in St, Louis was
about even. Meanwhile both NBC
and Columbia are speeding up their
own negotiations with ASCAP for a
set of formulas which they can present to their own affiliates during
the convention and thereby, if possible, prevent Mutual from being the
flrst network to go back on the air
with ASCAP music. Both NBC and
CBS have had accountants for the
past several days busily engaged
with ASCAP executives developlate
to
office had

ing a statistical basis for their own
In any event, it has been
needs.
disclosed by ASCAP, NBC and CBS
will have to agree to the same deal
that has already been okayed by the
Mutual board of directors and
stockholders.
During the hectic period which
consum'hiation
of
followed
the

There was some discussion
the telegram sent out by
Neville Miller, NAB prez, advising
Mutual affiliates that an analysis of
the MBS-ASCAP contracts would be
but
convention,
the
at
offered
ASCAP, it is said, refrained from

|-

at

recordings.
I

I

They

analysis, since the

Mutual Copyright Committee
sent a complete analysis with the
proposals.
We understood that
the
National
Association
of
Broadcasters was an association
supported by the entire radio

POLICY

Industry.
'Recently

ASCAP

Up

wonder what

circumstances prompted you to

while

the 188 stations to whom
contract
dressed
the

We

tual stations.

make such an

TO KEEP BASIC

tween

home

an

filiates:

The Society's returns from
broadcasting in 1940 was somewhat short of $5,000,000.

city Saturday afternoon (10) regardless of whether the contract is meanratified.

to

'In order to eruible N.A.B. members to comprehend the effect of
proposal a factual
analysis is being made.
This will
be transmitted to stations in time
to be available for consideration at
conventions.'
Fred Weber, Mutual general man-,
ager, the following day (2) wired
Miller as follows:
'Your telegraphic communica-

ciety

the association has
demonstrated an increasingly
alarming tendency to enter into

In the final negotiating session beMutual representatives and

spokesmen

last

Wed.

.

controversial

(30),

the Society elected to make a submoney concession rather
than surrender its privilege of working out the next contract (1949)
without arbitrators. Mutual fought
hard for the inclusion of the arbitration clause and only withdrew

subjects

affecting

competition between the older
networks and the Mutual Broadcasting System.
This is emphasized by your action in entering into a matter of business
which solely concerns the affili-

stantial

ates and Mutual.
We protest
against
your
attempts
with
others to coerce, influence, or
restrain the free choice of action of independent broadcasting

from this position when ASCAP offered to extend the application of the
3% fee from what was originally set
at eight months to the first four
years of the contract.
-

stations.'

On Saturday (3) Alfred J. McCosker, Mutual's chairman and presl«
dent of WOR, New York, dispatched
the following telegram to MBS mem-

The concession meant the giving
up of many thousands of dollars in
revenue but the ASCAP board felt
that in the long run its retention of
the right to do business without the
intercession of outsiders will prove
more valuable. Also ASCAP is able
to maintain an old tradition, that of
never having had to use or submit to

bers:

'The National Association of
are
Broadcasters and others
frantically endeavoring to sabo-

consideration
of
your
proposals.
Ask yourselves these questions: Why did
another network, in advance of
the submission of proposals to
you, send telegrams stating that

tage

ASCAP's

the service of arbiters.

ASCAP DONATES MUSIC

ASCAP's proposals were unac-

FOR ARMY PROGRAMS

ceptable?

Why

did

the

presi-

dent of the NAB gratuitously
take upon himself the task of
analyzing the ASCAP proposals
for Mutual and subtly imply that
no decision should be made on
those proposals until the convention? Why did two shareholders
of Mutual (John SHepard III
and Hulburt Taft, Jr.) send wires
to our affiliates condemning our
proposals and at the same time
ask them to withhold their decisions until after the convention?
'Is
It is

not the reason as obvious as
unfair? The other networks

are concerned because they will
for the flrst. time be compelled to
pay their share of ASCAP music

(Continued on page 68)

cree.

about

itself on any legal im
which might be associated
by other sources with Miller's movi
Sentiment aired in ASCAP official
ranks within the past few days has
been that since peace with all three
networks looked imminent it might
be untoward for the Society to become involved in any legal recrimi

committing

^o"^ machine operators

ATTFNTinUI
HIILIIIIUn.

Have You the Newest Hit—

will

wax

16 Latin tunes.

"111 Be

Had

MBS

ov

The

ANDRtWS

affiliates,

MBS-ASCAP

to
as
terms of the proposed contracts

on page

68,

details

—

.

SISTERS

In

^llc

Unrvcr-.d

Pic;-j,-r:

•

Record
The Andrews SisJcrs
Vrcfor Record
Wayne King
Ulucbird Record
Dick Todd
Okch Record
Fr.inkie Maitsrc
In
pr,'p-rr:?ior.

Dcccj

in

Mutual's
part
of
have become
schedule on Saturday (10) for the
first time since Dec. 31.

In

DUCK PRIVATES'

votes of ap
by yesterday from
ASCAP music would

required

the

come

With You

APPLE BLOSSOM TIME"
;-2aH!rcc'

nations.

proval

NUMBER TEN
LULLABY LANE

WISE OLD

of Composers, Authors and
Publishers. These
officers and
executives expressed themselves as
still confident that they will obtain
the necessary accord before the official opening of the National Association of Broadcasters' convention in St. Louis, Tuesday (13). The
network will hold a meeting of its
aftiUates at the Chase hotel in that

or

(1),

come

on licensing
and its af-

plication

service caused dismissal,
arid Robert A. Hess, legal rep for the
once set out to
at
songwriter,

Faulty

the pagliacci of the piano

YICTOK NO.

ratify

itself

Mutual-ASCAP

DISMISSED

brought by Eric Karll, local com
poser, against the Saturday Evening

And

to

ASCAP

formulas affecting

'

contract.

the

statiops

affiliated

agreement with

5G INFRINGEMENT

Robbins Signs Parrish

Is

among

the licensing contract that had been
negotiated with the American So-

between $4,500,000 and

Thursday

last

shortly after Mutual had

Spartanburg, S. C, May 6.
WSPA, BMI-signatured, same as
agreements between Mutual and
ASCAP last Thursday (1) the U. S. WORD, its companion station, has
Department of Justice became the been given okay signal from ASCAP
center of much finger-pointing. Sev- for broadcasts of ASCAP music dureral broadcasters had complained to ing station's nightly talent shows
the department that the terms of the from Camp Croft, 18,000-man army
MBS-ASCAP agreement were in training center here.
violation of the ASCAP-Government
Programs being non-commercial
SUIT consent decree, and ASCAP quickly and with time donated by station
rushed some spokesmen to Washing- (soldiers as talent) ASCAP wired
ton, Saturday (3), to counteract this Camp
Croft officials 'ASCAP is
VS.
After the department, ac- happy to grant permission to the
move.
cording to ASCAP officials Monday men of Camp Croft to use any of
(5), had gone over all the contracts the work of our members on nonMilwaukee, May 6.
involved the Society was assured commercial programs, provided the
Judge F. Ryan Duffy in Federal
that the former conformed in every radio station donates the use of its
court here dismissed the $5,000 copyprovisions of the de- facilities.'
damage suit way with the
infringement
right

Mitchell Parrish has been signed
by Jack Robbins to another year's

This

NBC-CBS NEGOTIATING
Heads of the Mutual Broadcasting
System yesterday (Tuesday) showed
no signs of dismay at their inability
to
produce enough votes from

members

way

of determining how
great the organization's income

no

vention,

plied

Following is the wire which NevilU
Miller.ypresident of the. National Association of Broadcasters, sent to

Ratifica-

tion of Pact Before

Mifler's Tactics,

—

—

•

Fox

Trof

Ar,-.

BROADWAY MUSIC

by

CORP,

):cl:

Msroi

W.iln

Arr.

by

Ted

l^.ilc

1619 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

i

(
\

:

;

.

:
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Wednesday, May

Blanket Plan for

MBS—Choices

of them with respect to renditions
given during the term hereof or any renewal In accordance with this license of
muak-al compositions contained In ASCAF's

any

The Network Terms

1.

the verbatim text of repertory heretofore or hereafter during
term hereof copyrighted or composed
the proposed agreement (sub- members of ASCAP.
'J'his

is

ratification

ject

whereby the Mutual network will
resume licensing the catalogs

ASCAP

by

term ot this agreement shall be tor
a period ending on December 3.1, IMU.
Royally accountings, accompanied by
6.
6.

by a ma-

to
jority of the afliliates)

of

Die

Tlie

In full ahall be rendered to ASCAP
on or before the twentieth of each month,
covering the previous calendar month, in
view of the fact that under Article 1, Subdivision B, sub-eubdivlslons a and b, prcivlsloiui are made for deductions on an anr
nual basis. It Is agreed that these Items
will be estimated monthly In order that a
monthly accounting and payment may be
made with a final readjustment to be made
within thirty days after the end of each
Accountings and payments
tlscHl
year.
!4i;ill
be made on a bjlling basis, with a
right of deduction for bad accounts and
discounts allowed or rebates paid. The periods for less than a full fiscal year at the
beginning and end ot thla agreement shall
be pro rated.
-. A.SCAl' agrees to release and discharge
.

Blanket License Proposal
ASCAP will Isaue a lk...ee granting to
Mutunl Broadcostlng Syatem the use
ot all muelc In lU repertoire end at any of
Ita BMoclated or affiliated Mclellea.
1. The consideration lor th6 llcenue to the
Mutual Broadcasting Syatem shall be:

the

As

(a)

to stations arnilated

with Mutual

a single station license from
ASCAP under which the said stations
guarantee to pay to ASCAP an agreed

having

upon amount fixed In dollars tor the uae
ot ASCAP music In sustaining prOBriinis.
ASCAP will grant to Mutual a license to
liroadrast sustalnlni; programs to surh
stations upon the payment to It of the
ot one dollar annually.
In the event ot a situation nrlHlng
In which any ot the Mutual stations dues
not have a single station license from
AaCAP, or It such license li a per program license and the station has not
guaranteed to pay to ASCAP an agreed
uiMn amount fixed In dolleni for the use
ot ASCAP jnusic In sustaining programs,
then Mutual ma/ supply Ita susliilning
'programs to such stations upon the. payment to ASCAP ot a sum eqiial to 1^
ot the applicable card rate ot each such
atflllated station receiving and rcbrondrastlng tlie said sustaining progrsm for
(he time consumed, provided, however,
that In no case shall the maximum
mount payable by Mutual In respect ot
any such station for sustaining programs

sum

tb)

(a)

monthly

a

.Mutual

shall

not

required

be

froiii

to nnpolitical

Supplemental to the signaturing of a blanket license between Mutual, as a network,
and ASCAP, as a music per-

ASCAP

society,"

formance

payment

agrees to offer single stations
with Mutual a choice

affiliated

two methods of local license
method or (b) a
per program method. The verof

(a) a blanket

batim text covering both

is

as

follows

B. COMMERCIAL FEE
furlhor. for the llrst four y<>ar»
the agreement, shall pay to ASCAP
ot 3%, and for the remaining lerin
of the agreement a sum ot S'A'i ot lis
'net receipts after deductions' (as hereinafter deflned) received during each year
(or the use of the broadcasting farllUlea
ot the stations over which the sponsored
programs are broadcast.

License
ASCAP win Issue a Itcenae Krnnllng lo
any stuUnn of the Mutual Broadcnsttns
Syntem tho use ot all music In Its repcror of nny of Its associated or
lolro

receipts' from sponsors
construed to mean the gross

'net

arniiated
only.

an\ount paid by sponsor during sue* year
network broadcasting facilities,
all
less rate card discounts (quantity and/or
frequency) and- any advertising agency
commission not to exceed 1S% actually
allowed and paid to any recognized advertor

J.

'

a

($20,000,000).

work commercial program presented by
transcription In the event that payment at
the source has been made with rcupci'l to
such transcription program.
3. ASCAP will reserve ttie right to restrict. In good faith, the broadcasting of
comedies,
from
musical
compositions
operas, operettas, and motion pictures, or
any other composition being excessively
broadcast, only for the purpose of preventing harmful effect upon sucti productions or
compositions In respect of other Interests
under the copyrights thereof. In any case,
however, ASCAP agrees that the maximum
number ot compositions which may -be at
any time thus restricted shaU not exceed
000 and moreover limited licenses will be
granted upon application entirely tree of
additional charge, aa to restricted compositions If and when copyright ownera thereof
are 'unable to show reasonable hazards to
from

Provided, Jiowever, that In no case shall
any charges 'free plug' or other consideration be required In respect of any permission granted to perform a restricted compoItlon and further that In no event sfall
eoropoaltlon, after the Jnltlll broadcast thereof be restricted tor the purpose
ot confining further broadcasts thereof to
« particular artist, station, network or

It/

advertising

If

'

SUSTAINING. MUSICAL

or one and one-half Ihncs the sustaining fee paid hy the licensee during the

month.
8.

ASCAP

agrees

to

release

and

dis-

charge station, advertlBlng ogencles and
sponBora froni any and all liability and
t}^a^Aooyer tftMch. iqa7 iMtve here.

<jlaJtt}s
'

yar

whichever shall be less: and
If such maximum
amount Is guaranteed then no payments
based upon the above percentage need
be made.

-,

1910,

provided further that

COMMERCIAL NON-MUSICAL
EDUCATIONAL AND CIVIC

No payment.
RELIGIOUS.'

higher share of
than did the
Let us further

total fees

.

'

fees was- put over without the
consent or approval of a single

or independent station.
Contrast this, if you please, with
our present procedure in which
we told you in unqualified lanaffiliate

as

to

'

In the event that payment «t the
source has been made with respect to such
transcription programs.

tions

ASCAP

reserves the right to restrict.
0.
In good faith, the broadcasting ot compositions from musical comedies, operas, operettas and motion pictures, or any other composition being excessively broadcast, only
preventing harmful
for the purpose ot

upon such productions or composiunder the

tions In respect ot otiier Interests

In any case, however,
copyrights thereof.
ASCAP agrees that the maximum number
ot compositions which may bo at .any time
thus renrlcted shall not exceed SOO and
moreover limited licenses will be granted
upon application, entirely free ot additional
charge, as to restricted compositions It and
when copyright owners thereof are unable
lo show reasonable hazards to their major
interests likely to result from auch broadcastings.

Provided, however, that In no case sliall
any charge, 'free plug,' or other consideration be required In re.sr>ect ot any permission granted to pertorrh a restricted
composition; and further provided that In
no event shall any composition, after the
Initial broadcast thereof, bo restricted tor
the purpose ot confining tho further broadcasts thereof to a particular artlat. net-

work

station or program,
7. ASCAP agrees to maintain during the
term ot the agreement substantially the
existing domestic repertoire, and agrees to
Indemnify, save and hold licensee, sponsors,
advertising agencies artd each of
them, liurmleas, and defend them and each
pt thorn from and against nny claim, demand or suit that may l>e brought against
them or any ot them with respect to renditions given. In accordance with this license, of musical compositions contained
In ASCAP's repertory heretofore or hereafter copyrighted or composed by members

sponsor.

'net receipts'

to change the formula to such basis tor
remainder of the license period nnd ASCAP
will agree to accept such' blanket basis;
auch option to bo exercised within sixty
days following the end of tho applicable
license year In which such total 'net recolpta' shall be leas than or shall exceed

the date of rendition, (b) tho title of
the program, (c) the time rendered, (d)
the name of each sponsor 'and amount
charged to each, and (e) the listing of

composers, authors and copyright
owners.
D. All accountings In respect of local
'commercial musical programs' rendered
In accordance wllti the foregoing, shall be
understood to relate to the net receipts
of the station, construed to mean the
gross amount paid by the sponsor for oil
broadcasting facilities of tho station, leas
into card discounts (quantity and/or frcqucncy) and advertising agency comnnlsslon of not exceeding fifteen per cent
(15%) If actually paid or allowed to o
rccognlsted advertising agency.
E. Where renditions are by moans of
titles,

,

phonograph
records,
program
listings
shall show the manufacturer's brand and
serial number of the record.
Any failure to comply with the require-

4.

pionta s^t out In Article 3 of,

%\\l8

proposal

licensee

may

require

ASCAP

the applicable percentage, the new basis to
be effective as ot tho beginning ot tho
license year within which such option was
exercised.
9. ASCAP agrees that ft a more favorable
license la granted to nny other comparable
broadcasting atatlQh. ttie licensee shall have
the right to avail itself ot the terms thereof,
ASCAP agrees that any licensee may
upon request, Inspect at the ofAcea ot
ASCAP the original copy ot any license
agreement In effect with any broadcasting
iincsee..
10.
ASCAP agrees to release and discharge licensee, advertising agencies and
sponsors from any and all liability and
claims whatsoever which may liave heretofore aolson as .a result ot the broadcast

from and after January

1,

IMl. by licensee

any composition or work copyrighted or
composed' by ASCAP members or -as to
which ASCAP shall bave public performing rights.
ot

inaccu-

to digest

Communique

'Mutual sent you today information regarding contracts not
yet drawn which ASCAP has
promised to sign with Mutual and
individual stations. Mutual asked
for quick reply which would
commit stations without allowing
time for analysis of proposal and
without waiting for NAB convention being helH wltKIn ten
days.
Present proposal should
be compared with offer ASCAP
made to you in March, 1940, and
which you turned down. In most
cases present offer through Mutual affords you no saving.
On
basis best
figures
procurable
ASCAP would collect under proposed deal close to amount paid
in 1940. We believe it would be
suicide to put ASCAP music
back on air as Mutual commit-

performed on programs, shall
presumption that ttie mualc
used were ASCAI*

8.
No payment shall be required to be
made hereunder with respect to any local
commercial program presented by transcrip-

efTect

many

urge you

Shepard-Tatt's

tho complete Identification ot com-

compogltlons
compositions,

and/or

We

Following is the 'minority' communication sent by John Shepard III
and Hulbert Taft, Jr., of WKRC, Cincinnati, to Mutual affiliates:

posltlonH
create the

C.
Royolty accountings, accompanied
hy payment In full shall be rendered to
ASOAP on or before ttie twentieth of
each month, covering the previous calendar month. Such statements shall show
In -respect of each 'accountable program
(a)

mittee contained
racies.

the proposals. The inaccuracies
of these communications will
then be immediately evident to
you. We, therefore, ask that you
ignore the statements of anyone
who for private reasons which
are not compatible with the interests ot the Mutual network or'
its
independent affiliates are
seeking to prevent you from
reaching your own independent
judgment in the matter.'

remind you that the deal jnade
by the other networks exempting
the 't\yilight zone' from license

No payment.
Accountings.
A. Licensee Is to furnish, postage prepaid, to ASCAP monthly a copy of Hie
complete station log for each day. In the
form required by FCC rules and regulations. Part 3. Sec. 8.00, and as to each
program thereupon listed as musical or
having any musical content, shall furnish
ASCAP a complete Item-by-item list of of-6.ASCAP.
The term ot ihb agreement may at
each musical composition rendered in election of licensee bo fixed to cover any
whole or In part during local programs. portion of the lime between effective dote
Such listing shall show, aa to each musi- and December 31. ifMO, and, notwithstandcal composition thus rendered, the full
ing anything herein to t(ie contrary. It durtitle thereof, tho name of the composer
ing any year ot tlie license period the total
and/or autbor, and name of the copyright paymenta per annum made by llcenaee to
owner as imprinted on the published sheet ASCAP shall be less than 2% ot the total
music or orchestration. Titles may not 'net receipts' of the station tor broadcastbe abbreviated, but must be shown in ing facilities, as the term 'net receipts' Is
full.
These requirements apply to all :d£nned in the blanket license proposal (or
uuch programs, without exception, and single stations simultaneously submitted by
regardless of the origin of the program.
ASCAP. ASCAP may .require licensee to
B. Such report of -each accountable change to the blanket licensing basis for
local program shall, if commercially sponremainder ot the term, and licensee will
sored, stato the name of the sponsor or
agree to. accept such blanket basis, or if.
sponsors, and the amount charged each
auch paymenta shall exceed C7. of such

3.

4.
ASCAP will agree to maintain during
the term of the agreement Bubstantlally
the existing domestic repertoire, and agrees
to Indemnify, save and hold station, sponadvertising agencies, and each of
sors,
them, harmless, and defend tliem and each
of them from and against any claim, Remand or BUlt thot may be brought against
them or any of thorn with respect to renditions given during the term hereof or any
renewal, In accordance with tbls license,
compositions
contained
In
of
musical
ASCAP'8 repertory heretofore or hereafter
during' the term hereof copyrighted or componed by members ot ASCAP.
0. The term of tbls agreement shall be
for a period ending on December 31, 1O40.
0. ASCAP agrees that if a more favorable 'license Is granted to any other coraparablo broadcasting station, station shall
havo the right to avail Itself of the
ASCAI^ agrees that any
terms thereof.
station may, upon requeat. Inspect' at the
offices of ASCAP, thb original copy of any

•

of the musical content
whole or any part, any
an amount equal

If any or all of the musical content
shall Include, In whole or any part,, any
ASCAP composition^, an amount cqu^l to
ono per cent (1%) of the regular published full card rate of the station appllcablo for the broadcasting facilities
used.
In no case eholl the maximum
amount payable by licensee In respect
of sustaining programs during any year
exceed either twelve times ilie highest
one-hour published rate of the atatlon

work or program.

'

In

or signature song) In used In connection
with a program otherwise non-musical,
the rate ehal Ibe 1<^%.
Provided further thdt if the commercial
broadcost Is of a football game, a 'sum
equal. lo lVt% of the amount charged by
licensee to the commercial sponsor shall
be paid.

tion In the event
source hnH been made
tran^tcrlptlon program.
3. ASCAP win reserve the right to restrict. In good faith, the broadcasting of
musical
comedies,
compositions
from

ASCAP

all

compoaltlon,

companiment and/or any opening and/or
closing muelc (not constituting a theme

nt

operettas,
and motion pictures,
operas,
or any other composition being excessively
broa^.cast, only for tho purpose of preventing harmful eftcct upon such prductlons or
compositions In respect of other Interests
under the copyright thereof. In any caue,
however, ASCAP agrees that the maximum
number of compositions 'Whlch may be at
any time thus restricted shall not exceed
and moreover limited llcenaoa will be
.'HK)
granted upon application entirely free of
oddltlonal charge, as to restricted compo.*iltlon9
and when copyright owners
If
thereof nre unable to show reasonable
ha9:ards to their major Interests likely to
roHUlt from such broadcastings.
Provided, however, that In no case Miall
any charges 'free plug" or other conslderalion be required In respect of any pcrnils
slon granted to porform a restricted composition, and further provided that In no
event shall any composition, after the
Initial broadcast thereof, be restricted for
the purpose of confining further broadcasts
thereof to a particular artlat, station, net-

any or

ASCAP

to ten per cent (10?«) of the net receipts
of the licensee from tbe commercial sponsor for the use of tho broadcasting facilities of the station,
provided, however,
that If the music used shall be limited
solely to a single Identical theme or signature and/or to a single Identical theme
or signature and Incidental bridge or
background mualc in connection with a
program otherwise non-musical, thd rate
of payment ehaU be 8%: and If only Incidental bridge or background musical ac-

agency.

payment

ASCAP's

COMMERCIAL MUSICAL

shall Include,

guage that in accordance with
democratic procedure.
The communications which
you have received from other
sources than our own radio com-

strictly

other networks.

SUSTAINING. NON-MUSICAL
No payment.

llcenae will

llcenae agreement In effect with any broad
casting station.
7. Royalty accountings, accompanied by
paymbnt In full,' shall be rendered to
oji or before the twentieth of each
month covering ttie previous calendar

program.

i. ASCAP will agree to maintain during
the term of the agreement substantially
the existing <}omestlc .repertoire, an<). agrees
to. fndcmnlty, save end hold Mutual,, It;
member and atflllute atatlona, sponsors, adYertl^^g 'agencies and. each of them. harmless, and defend them and each of. them
from and against any claim, demand or
;m>^^Ui»t ,my b<^bi9usiit>.iuiaiiiBt.4hiiin. or

oartJ; A-Mrj-J^ti

recognized

portionately

political

made:

the
with respect to such

2.
No payment shall be required to be
made hereunder with reapoct to any net-

»;•">

broadcnstlns

local

that

.

I'. -

for

EDUCATIONAL AND

or civic association or
group, and presented under Its offlclal
auspices, for which licensee grants the
free use of broadcasting facilities.
'2.
ASCAP will make available to any
radio broadcastlng-atatlon a license to publicly perform tho composltloi^s copyrighted
by Us members, and by the members of
nfflllalcd foreign societies upon a 'per program basis* on the following terms and
conditions:
In respect of the various typtis of programs the following paymonts shall bo

commerclol program presented by transcrip-

.

,«>;

.

Contlnned from page STs

exempt from any payment on the
'twilight zone' and as a consequence Mutual and its affiliates
were compelled to pay a dispro-

CIVIC
triotic,

2.
No payment ^all be required to be
made hereunder with respect to any local

Ten per cent (10%) of the next three
million doUara ($3,000,000. or leas of
to
($3,000,000
receipts
net
such
$0,000,000)
Seven and "one-half per cent (714%) of
the next tour million dollars ($-1,000,000)
or less ot such net receipts ($0,000,000
to $10,000,000);
Five per cent (5%) ot the next live
million dollars ($5,000,000) or less ot
to
receipts
($10,000,000
net
auch
$19,000,000);
Two and one-helt per cent (2>.i%) of
the next Ave million dollars ($.'i.000.00l))
or less of such net receipts ($13,000,000
to $20,000,000); and
One per cent (1%) of all net recelptn
excess of twenty million dollars
In

•

societies

The consideration for the

BELIOIOUS.

K.

counts (quantity and/or frequency) and
any advertising agency commission not to
exceed 1G% actually allowed and paid to

of the following:

Fifteen per cent (llS?i) on the first
one million dollars ($1,000,000) or less ot
such net receipts;
Twelve and one-half per cent (Iz'.i'^i)
on the next two million dollars. ($2,000.000) or less of such net receipts (1.000,000 to $3,000,000);

likely to .reault

.

Hits Miller's Tactics
;

Being a non-commercial local program,
aponaorcd by a religious, educational, pa-

ASCAP

Neither shall 11 Include the
program transmission lines

their major Intereata
(ucb broadcaatlnga.

Weber

Let us remind you that
during the years when the members and the affiliates of Mutual
were paying their share, years
when' the other networks, as a
result of their bargaining power,
made a deal whereby they were
costs.

COMMKBCIAL. .MUSICAL

1).

COMMERCIAL FEE

maintained by a regional network affiliate
of Mutuol other than the program tranitmlsslon line connecting the key station
ot auc^ regional network with any other
member or affiliate (other than an atnil«te ot such regional network) of Mutual.
(b) A sales commission on the net receipts from sponsors tor such year equal

sum

.

Being a commercial, sponsored local
program, for the public presentation of
which the broadcasting facilities of licensee have, for a consideration, been
engaged by the sponsor; and which ahall
include or present In w«iole or any part,
any riiusicnl composition or work; or the
commercial sponsored broadcast of a
football game Incident to which music
Is used; and so-called 'participating programs' using music.

B.
Tn addition, the station, for the first
four years of the agreement, shall pay
R sum of 3%, and for the reto
maining term of the agreement a sum
of Its net receipts from sponsors
or
for the use of the broadcasting facilities
for local broadcasting.
The term 'net receipts' from sponsors
shall be construed to lAoan the gross
amount paid by sponsor for all local
broadcasting facilities, less rate card dis-

any program transmission lines extending from a member or acnilate station to
the point ot origination ot a remote con-

tfie

.

.

Being

A. SUSTAINING FEB
A vpnrly sustaining fee of twelve times
the hlBhest one-hour published rate of
the station, provided such sum shall not
exrepd one-and-one-half times the austnlnlnf; fee paid by the station during the
yeur 1040, unless the gross amount paid
to stntlon for ttie use of Its broadcasting facilities for local broadcasts for
\H40 or any year thereafter shall be Icsa
than $50,000. In which case ttie buhtatnlng fee shall be $12. for the succeeding year.

agencies.
The term 'net receipts after reductions
•hall be construed to mean the net recelpta from sponsora during such year,
leas (he sum ot the following deductions:
(a) An amount equal to the actual cost
to Mutual, Its membere and affiliates,
ot all program transmission lines used
during such yeac In the transmission of
network programs from any member or
affiliate station to any other member or
affiliate stations^ but shall not Include

to

.

work.

progmm

be:

tising

trol program.
cost- ot any

Station

Single

Blanket

a sum

be

6,

last

'

Terms

Single Station

2.

Mutual

shall

May

and Hope H. Barroll, Jr., executive v.p.
which is due to go Mutual Oct. 1,

affiliate

cation;

COMMERCIAT*. NON-MUSICAL

C.

prez,

'In reply to your wire of April 30 in which you
advised me to
pass this message on to Weber and Variety in order to keep the record
complete I would just like to say that you and your NBC cohorts
.
have taught me all I know about such activities during the past three
years and it I have become a niaster in this form of procedure I want
to offer you my personal .congratulations for making me efficient in
.'
same. After all you are the one best qualified to judge

SUSTAINING. MUSICAL

Being a non-commerclnl. unsponaorod
lm*al program, and which shall Include
or present In whole or any part, any
sponsored local
a commercial,
during the presentation of which
no musical composition or work whatever, in whole or Kny part, Is rendered.
U.ls to be understood that ns to sports
events (excluding football games), paTHdcft anil civic celebrations, where music
nhnll be performed under exclunlve control or direction of others than -tlie licensee and shall be merely Incidental to
the main event or celebration, such programs shall neverthelens be regarded as
coming under this heading.

A.

ot

The term

A .SUSTAINING, NON-MVSICAL
Being a non-commercial, unsponsored
program, containing no music.

local

or

NBC

NBC-Red

week. In the initial bit ot telegraphic repartee Barroll, reacting to a circular wire from Trammell
advising ot the latest move in NBC's negotiations with ASCAP, remarked, that it looked as if Trammell 'must have a lot of fun walking
in and out of meetings with ASCAP trying to get special deals,' Trammel answered in part to this crack: 'Just to make your record complete I suggest vou pass this message on to Weber and Variety.'
The Baltimorean responded to this taunt in the following communi-

Station License

composition

local

exchanged some more telegrams

1. For the purposes of thla proposal, under n4ilch licenses to publicly perform by
broadrasting the ASCAP repertoire will be
upon r(Hiueflt of nny broadcaster Isnued, the
dirrercnt lypea of ntdlo programs are classlned variously na follows:

R.

WFBR,

of

Single

and all liability and claims whatsovere
which may have heretotora arisen as a result of any network broadcast over the
Mututal network from and after Janupry 1,
lU-11,
ot uliy comp4isltlon or work copyrighted or composed by ASCAP members
or as to wMrh ASCAP shall have public

broadcasts.

Baltimore,
Niles Trammell,

Program

Per

mu.tlcnl

rount for any sums received

TrammeH-Barron Sequel

broadcasts.

Mutual,, lis member and affiliate stations,
advertising agencies, and sponsors from any

performing righta,

exceed
equal to one-half of the highest one-hour
published card rate of the station, but
In no event more than three-quarters of
the monlhlv sustaining tee paid by (he
station during the yesr 1P40. or (b) the
between twice the amount
dirterence
slated In subdivision (a) hereof and the
actual sum paid during such month by
tlie station for sustaining foes: whichever
ot such amounts shall ue less.
either:

tofore arisen as a reHUlt of the broadcast
Jan. 1, 11)11,
from and

.

.

SUSTAINING FEE

A.

to Affiliates

by

of
after
station
any- composition or work copyrlKhied or
<!ompi)scd by ASOAP mcmlMTs or as lo
whl'-h ASCAP bIihU have public piTformlDg
rights.
0.
Station shall not ba required to account for any sums received from political-

payment

publishers

1941

7,

-

tee suggests before individual
station
contracts
are
signed.

Alternative per program deal
contains guarantees and we believe does not comply wit)i consent decree. We trust you will
not be stampeded and will wire
Mutual you are withholding your
decision until after convention.'
In answer to MBS stations wiring
they would prefer to wait until the
NAB convention before committing
themselves to an ASCAP contract,
Weber telegraphed Monday (5):
"This is not an industry matter.
Sole consideration is whether
proposals are for best interests
of Mutual and affiliates. Mutual's
contract must be negotiated independently of other stations or
networks, and in good faith to
avoid charges of conspiracy with
other elements of the industry in
violation of anti-trust laws. Accordingly we are prohibited from
considering ASCAP proposals on
the floor of convention. Urgently
request that you study committee
report and proposals and then
advise us ot your final conclusion favorable or unfavorable
with respect to plan.'
In Washington Chairman James L.
Fly, of the Federal Communications
Commission, on hearing of the
ASCAP-MBS contract accord, issued this statement: 'I feel.ot course
that there is a strong public interest
in making available to the public at
an early date the vast libraries of
ASCAP. I should be regretful if
there should arise any impediment
to the expeditious consideration of
this problem by any and all of the
broadcasters.
I certainly .think the
movement is iii the public interetst
and I am happy to hear that the entire industry is niaking progress in
negotiations which are now under
.

.

Wednesday, May

7,

1941

MUSIC

15 Best Sheet Music Sellers
{Week ending May

3,

Meadowbrook
Continued from page

1941)

Amapola

Marks
Schuberth

,

My

Sister and I
Number 10 Lullaby
I'll Be With You in

Walkin'

By

BMI
Lane
Apple Blossom Time

BMI
Melody Lane

I

BMI
Nights')

Paramount

South of North Carolina
Things I Love
G'bye Now
Maria Elena
Oh, l«ok at'Me Now
Band Played On

Porgie

Campbell

BMI

'

Southern

Embassy
p.D.

*FnmuaU:al.

AJU

Network Plugs, 8

t)ie

In Dick Murray's

Renewal Retreat

Show

Warren
Broadway

the River

Worry?
Wise Old Owl
Dolores ('Las Vegas

Do

Tobani Decision Seen As Factor

C6ss

spot did ropes-up biz
for first time in couple months.
Undoubtedly the spot will And a
portion of the younger element now
avoiding Route 23, but on the other
hand it's possible that Kaye will
Paramount Picture's two subsids,
make up for that by pulling an older, Plnggers' $16,152
the Famous Music Corp. and th«
more sedate and naturally better'
Paramount Music Corp., have underheretofore
heeled
class,
which
Bob Miller, executive director of taken to dispose by the settlement
avoided the location. That may hold
true particularly for the dinner seS' the Professional Music Men, Inc., route the assignments they hold
sions, which always have been weak reported yesterday (Tuesday) that from various writers on the renewal
except with one or two other bands. the organization has taken in from rights of works now being published
Too, one of Kaye's strongest fan its journal, dance and raffle this by other firms. The move is being
clubs spreads ov.er the northern New year $16,152, which
Is $750 more construed in the industry as having
Jersey area.
than had been derived from the been largply influenced by the fact
As a matter of fact, Kaye's group same sources last year.
that the N. Y. federal and supreme
is able to turn on the hop rhythms
The book Itself brought $11,000, court recently affirmed by decisions
that
Meadowbrook crowds have the raffle
principles enunciated in the
$3,700, while the balance the
shown a liking for; he surprised a
noted Tobani case.
hefty portion of his opening mob by came from the dance which was
As head of the Famous and Parabeating off bounce beats which egged staged at Manhattan Center, N. Y.,
mount firms the late Lou Diamond
dancers into jitterbug routines, then last Sunday (4).
did a wholesale business of obtainturned around and kicked off a 'Blue
ing renewal assignments from writDanube' in oroper Viennese waltz
tempo.
Which all makes for a
ers whose original copyrights were
variety of pace of which the Glenn
held by other publishing houses. In
Millers, et al, are incapable. In admany of these cases these renewal
dition there was no slackening of
assignments were clouded by the
bandstand gaping. Kaye frequently
circumstance
that the same writers
drew 'em up to the stand to listen
had years before given the renewal
to novelty things like his 'Daddy' ar'40;
rights to the original publisher. It
rangement,
which uses a band
had
been the theory of many copychorus.
right
lawyers
for years that any
Singers
Tommy Ryan, Arthur
such assignment granted before the
Wright and Marty McKenna all do
neat jobs on vocals. So do the Three
renewal actually became due would
Kaydets, composed
of
McKenna,
not be enforceable in a court of law,
Charlie Wilson and George Brandon.
but this theory was completely
Maury Cross hops up occasionally to
shattered several weeks ago when
interpret showmanly pieces such as
Despite the limited number of new Federal Judge Edward A. Conger
his parody of 'Beat Me Daddy.'
songs released by ASCAP publish- upheld Witntark's right to the reAnother Kaye selling piece is his
newal rights of 'When Irish Eyes
'So You Want to Lead a Band,' which ers and the barring of them firom
Are Smiling,' an assignment which
is nightly and on Saturday afterexploitation over the networks, early
Witmark had obtained from the
noon CBS hours. It'll be a pushover
royalty returns from Decca Record writer. George Graff, Jr., 18 years
for
Meadowbrook's
band-crazy
Co. Indicate that this section of the before the renewal became available.
dancers.
Wood.
publishing industry will collect from In a subsequent case, G. Schirmer
against Robbins Music Corp., tht
HARBT JAMES ORCHESTRA (18) Decca for the quarter ending March N. Y. supreme court took the posiWith Dick Haymes
31 about as much es it did for the tion that it had no choice but to
Lincoln' Hotel, New Tork
previous quarter.
Indications also accept Judge Conger's ruling.
Dick Murray, who succeeded DiaHarry James has come down off arc that the ASCAP tunes which are
the screaming trumpet style he once bringing big disc returns to their mond as boss of the Famous and
Paramount firms, has now designated
featured and his band has followed publishers are 'Dolores' (Paramount),
Harry
Fox, agent and trustee, to act
Understand'
(Feist), 'Apple Blossuitr It's no longer the harsh, ear
for him in disposing of the renewal
bending group that it was last year som Time' (Broadway), 'Memory of assignments gathered
by Diamond.
a Rose,' and 'Star Dust' (Mills).
and, for grown-ups, the change is
Murray
would like to transfer the
Decca's net profit for the same pevery much for the better. Outfit
riod was $211,159, or double what it assignments his firms hold to the
original publishers, and all he asks
backing James' horn at the Lincoln had been for the initial
quarter of
in terms of money are the sums he
is a solid combination with a lot to
1940. This is equivalent to 56c. on
paid in advances to the writers from
offer. It has begun to click on Co- 376,657 shares of capital stock outwhom Diamond obtained ^he' assign- .'
lumbia records and with the air time standing.
ments. These writers include Jimmy
it is getting at the Lincoln the band
Monaco, Al Lewis, AI Bryan and
should develop into a top seller.
Decca's Takeover
Jean Schwartz. Paramount's outlay
Last week the band doubled from
Jack Kapp, Decca prez, will today in advances on renewals amounted
the hotel into the nearby Paramount
(Wed.) announce the purchase from to over $25,000.
theatre, replacing Benny Goodman
with 'Road to Zanzibar,' and backing JVarner Bros, ot-its Brunswick Rasubthe same stage show. Goodman was dio Corp., a wholly owned
Brunswick owns factories
forced out of a fourth week at the sidiary.
Ice Follies' Snes
house by one-night bookings which in Dubuque, la., and Muskegon,
couldn't be cancelled. In Goodman's Mich., which Decca plans utilizing
place James is doing able sub- for further distribution.
is partstituting, though his work behind the
nered with Decca in the disk biz.
Copacabana line is not all that it
Info Cost $6,500
could be. It's a difficult show to play
and the band hadn't completely
mastered it -when caught (last show trumpets,
three
trombones,
four
Ice Follies, Inc., last ^week filed
opening day, Wednesday).
Fault rhythm and three violins never
there lies with Jamss and the house. makes conversation an impossibility. suit against the American Society of
However, during the times the Leader's full-toned horn is almost Composers, Authors and Publishers
band is free of acts it turns up always played in low register and it in the N. Y. Supreme Court to repowerfully played
tunes.
'Music only occasionally chimes in with the cover money that the show had to
Makers,' a sock original, gets good other two in the band. Latter pair expend on music rights during its
reaction, ditto smart arrangements of are one of the Jiand's weaknesses. recent stand at Madison Square Gar'Intermezzo,' and 'Flight of Bumble- Both at the hotel and theatre their den. The damages asked are
$7,000,
which feature James' excel- work wasn't clean. Same comment or $500 more than
bee,'
the owners of
lently played trumpet. Dick Haymes, can be applied to the entire band at
the show, Edward and Roy Shipsted
one of the better male vocalists, pops times, but that, at this stage, is not
up with strong versions of 'I'll CJet important. After an extensive road and Oscar Johnson, claim they had
By' and 'Ol' Man River.' One of the trip the band apparently needs a to pay Tams-Witmark for grand
standout errors of the show viewed, long sit-down to concentrate on play- rights to .some Victor Herbert works
however, was the finale number ing. It'll get it during three months after ASCAP, according to them,
'Back Beat Boogie.' It's a di.stinct at the Lincoln.
said it would be okay to use these
Lincoln's Blue Room has been reletdown and more so because it's the
numbers.
bowoff tune. 'Intermezzo,' incident- done and soundproofed. It's one of
The Garden has a .standing license
the nicer dine and dance spots, much
ally, also was featured by (joodman.
with ASCAP and, according to Slade
At the Lincoln, a small room with more Intimate than some of the
about 250 capacity, James' heavily roomy opposition name band stands. & Slade, the Ice Follies' counsel, it
checked with ASCAP about making
sax,
two
four
outfit
of
Wood
staffed

night (3)

Intermezzo

69

to 1 A.M.

Decca Earnings

-

a fotoltzation of the combined plugs of current tunes on
NBC iWEAF and V/JZ) and CBS (WABC) computed for the week from
Monday through Sunday (April 2B-May 4). Total represents accumulated
performances on the two major nefuiorfcs from 8 a.m. to 1 a.m.- [Dropped
for sonie months, persistent trade demand prompted recent resumption of
the plug breofcdoion even though ASCAP tunes obvtouslv con't be logged.]
Following

is

Double

GRAND
PUBLISHES TOTAL

TITLE

My

Sister

and

BMI

I

Marks
Campbell

Amapola
Things I Love
Maria Elena
Two Hearts That Pass

Comes Back
Worry?

to

All

It

Do

I

in the Night.

. .

Marks

:

Me Now

BMI
Melody Lane

Perfldia

Southern

Walkin' by the River
Oh, Look at Me Now
South of North Carolina.

BMI

BMI

Marks

BMI
BMI
•

•

BMI

BMI
BMI
BMI
Marks

Me

Republic

I

I

I

,

WB

....

Unlike the boogie-woogie
abroad.
boys, he literally only pats the keys,
but does it in the weird rhythms of
the Art Tatum school. It takes the
trained super-swing listener to fully
'Tea for Two" was
appreciate it.

vaguely recognizable in the Chittison
interpretation, while Strauss's 'Blue
Danube' might have been anything
I

else.

Bit more showmanship is needed
Particularly
the presentation;
lacking was a stagehand or two to
set the piano and other instruments
Musicians shoving
in their places.
in

!

I

I

own piano around and

shuffling
music-stands is something better absent, even from a 'Coffee Concert.'
There seems no doubt, however,
their

certain dramatic rl?hts

that Miss Crane, who acquired her
taste for jive in 52d street and Harlem pandemonium cellars, has some-

New Idea
In' the small auditorium at
thing.
current scale, and paying her
two gals and three the
artists liberally, she expects to just
piano-accompanist, comHerb.
^bout break even.
bine humor with their pipework for
strong results. It's a neat idea with
a load of possibilities, but needs
plenty more polishing and ingenuity.
Pattern is similar for virtually every
number— start it legit and then
John Shelton and Billy MacDonswing it.
Comedy is injected, in
'Old Man River,' for instance, by ald cleffed three tunes for Metro,
having the rest of the group lean 'Strange to Say,' 'I'm Not So Sure of
on each other and show every sign You' and 'It's You I'm After.'
of boredom while their tenor enDuke ElllDElon wrote eight new
deavors to'sing it straight. Fivesome

ASCAP; SaysWrMg

WB

10
10
10
10

„ameron

I

hurt.

Embassy

BMI

BMI

•

11
11

BMI
.

!

less
Little
Nervous Breakdown.'
subduing and more racket wouldn't

11

Regent
.Marks

Serenade

Continued from page

11

BMI

....

Marks
Marks

Hi Cy, What's a Cookin'?
Let's Cream This One Out

;

Beacon

Nationwide

In the Hush of the Night
Keep an Eye on Your Heart
Until Tomorrow
You Should Be Set to Music
Everything Happens to Me.

and sound-absorbing walls make it
milder than a Balkan diplomat and
'minus any of the resonance, needed
with stage entertainment. There's no
p.a. system, of course.
Kirby's combo, which played a
somewhat similar outpouring at Carnegie Hall the pi-evious week, topped
the show. Gang had the mutes down
all the way, everything being kept
soft except a boogie-woogie encore
and Kirby's standard surprise for
the long-hairs, 'Rehearsing for a

BMI

15
15
15
15
15
14
14
13
13
12
12
12
11
11

.Schuberth

You Walk By

38
32
30
29
29
28
23
23
23
22
21
21
21
20
20
20
18
17
16

Southern

.

Coffee Concert

..

BMI

.'

Oom Pah Pah

..
,

Embassy
Warren
London

.

Blues My Naughty Sweetie Taught
Friendly Tavern Polka

..

Porgie

Marks

Romantic Guy, I
Yours
Ida Sweet as Apple Cider
These Things You Left Mo
Because of You,
For Want of a Star
Here's My Heart
So You're the One
.

..

......

Embassy
.

There'll Be Some Changes Made
Wise Old Owl
Let's Get Away from It AH
Number 10 Lullaby Lane.
Time and Time Again
With a Twist of the Wrist
Georgia on My Mind
Song of the Islands
G'bye Now
High on a Windy Hill

Intermezzo

.....

Southern

Music

Royalties Bigger

i'.sps

nnd after

receiving approval from this .source
the show's owners got a call from
Tams-Witmark, asking that they take

inside Stuff-Music

out the

necessary

grand rights

li-

cense.

Sophistlchords*

Sophistichords,

guys with

Boosey

a°

I

Music Notes

eventually takes over to jive the
tune.
Tenor doing 'Pagliacci' also
gets the
razz from, his cohorts.
Scheme Is swell but needs variations.
Chittison is an Interesting phefor a spell of listening but,

nomenon

like .spinach, a taste must be acquired for a marathon session. Miss
Crane wisely recognized that and
held the pianist do^vn to a minimum
for topnotch results.
Chittison re?
cently came back from 15 years

I

I

!

ditties for the stage musical, 'Jump
for Joy,' opening on the Coast this

month.

&

Hawkes, the British publishers, hove an

artists

bureau operat-

ing in New York. It originally got into. this business la.st summer when
Bela Bartok, the Hungarian composer, pianist and lecturer, whom it has
on its publishing list, asked its New York rep, H. W. Heinshelmer, to act
as his booker. After producing some dates for Bartok, Heinshelmer obtained an agent's liccn.se and took over the management in this country
of Sir Thomas Beecham, the conductor, and the Primrose quartet. Several

months before the break between ASCAP and radio occurred, Boosey &
Hawkes withdrew the grand rights of its symphony works from the British
Performing Rights Society, an affiliate of ASCAP, and turned their licensASCAP assented to the
ing over to Associated Music Publishers, Inc.
move, and the B & H symphonic and chamber material has been plentifully played by NBC, CBS and Mutual.
Aside from the policmg maintained by the Music Publishers Protective

'"Association the sharp reduction in the number of bootleg songsheets is attributed to the snnall amount of new songs put out by the publishers afsince the break with the major part of the broadfiliated with
casting industry. Only bootleg sheet now on the New York streets is the
I

an

originzl
preparedness short,

Howard Jackson

cleffed

score for the
'Here' Comes the Cavalry,' at
'

ASCAP

I

':

WarI

'Flash' series.

Its lyrics

are mostly

ASCAP

standards with some public

.

domain material tossed in for padding purposes.
The bootleggers have apparently found it unprofitable

ners.

W. Franke' Harllnr doing
sical score 'for

Adventure

ington' at Columbia.

muWash-

the
in

cast

lyrics, since that radio-owned outfit
sells for but a nickel, to make full use of the
'Parade' carries none but BMI material.

Music

'Song Parade,' which
output.

Broadhas licensed • lyric, mag,
to go in for

BMI

RCA

Fire on Coast
Ruins 250,000 Disks

Hollywood, May 6.
Fire in the warehouse of RCA
Manufacturing Co. destroyed 250,000
phonograph records and did other

damage totaling $100,000.
No harm was done to the rest of
work continues on

the plant, where
regular schedule.

Walter Schumann as Pub
Hollywood, May 6.
Walter Schumann, composer, conductor
and arranger, has now
sprouted es a music publisher, coming up with a tune tagged 'The HufSut Song,' written by Ted McMichael, Jack Owens <and Leo 'V.
KiUian.
It's a Swedish song with • loa4
of Swedish lingo as the lyrict.
.

—
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Saranac Lake

AGVA Officials in N.Y. Shocked At

May

signed by non-board members
and members who have not attended

Report from the Coast that Kenneth Thomson, Screen Actors Guild
executive secretary, had placed I/ce
Travers in temporary charge of the
Los Angeles local ol the American
Guild of Variety Artists came as
shocking surprise to AGVA officials
In New York. Travers was a Hoyt

tition

Haddock

appointed executive secretary.'

appointment

as

Philly

I
in three months.
willing to leave the results of
in the hands
of the active board members and
the membership, for whom all of my
efforts have been devoted since I was

board meetings

am
my

efforts to aid

AGVA

executive secretary; later, he was
cent to Chicago as a national representative from which position he
was discharged.

B.&C.FAIRAGCY.

N. Y. officials stated Monday (5)
that no action will be taken until a
full report is received from Thorn-

AGREEMENT

IN

con.

Thomson Bcmoves Howard
Hollywood,

May

WITH AGVA

6.

Kenneth Thomson, executive secretary of the Screen Actors Guild
and vice prexy of the Associated Actors and Artistes of America, has asChicago, May 6.
sumed control of the Los Angeles loAfter more than two years of necal of the American Guild of Variety
Artists.
His first action was to re- gotiations, the final form of the
move Kenneth Howard as executive agreement between the Barnes &
secretary, and to put Lee Travers in Carruthers Fair Booking agency and
that job temporarily until AGVA the American Guild of Variety
The
elects a new secretary. Eddie Davis Artists is ready for signature.

6.

,

Reich, local lawyer, took
time out to turn songwriter. His
number clicked and
first novelty
was accepted by the Leeds Music
Co., so the William Morris oHice
placed him under a one-year con-

John

tract.

Jack Goodwin, who pounds the
piano at the Brass Rail, Tupper
Lake, manages to get to this Colony
and entertain the gang.
Thanks to Russ Smith, of WSM,
Nashville, for furnishing the address
of Leroy (Lasses) White.
Harry (Juggling) Barrett, who is
over 80 and can hardly see, manages to come" downtown in a wheel
He's at 302 Broadway.
chair.

Good reports sent home William
Plunkett, of New York; Francis Diamond, of Brooklyn, and Bede Fiddler, of Reading, Pa.
Donald Fairchild. a former connection of the Palace, Danbury,
Conn., a newcomer at the Will
Rogers.

PANTHER ROOM, CHI
(SHEBiUAN HOTEL)
Chicago,

May

4.

Charlie Bamet Orch (Iv), Quintones (5), Wini/red SeeJev, -Al/oU Ike,
Coleman Clark <fc Co. (2).

The swing and
midwest,
tinues

to

jive center of the

Panther Room conparade the nation's best

the

of the

ing, which was a disappointment to
those who expected the chanting of
a few long-denied ASCAP faves of
the new crop.
The Parker-Daniel
combo bounces on and off a wooden
horse drawn by a gaily caparisoned

man

outfits to tickle the

Hotel

is

They were
swingers.
ford. N. Y.,
jampacked in here on the opening
Rogers.
night and an indication of the power
also was removed from the payroll, final draft was okayed last week and
Miriam Hirsch, who has been in of the Bamet band with this gang
but remains as a member of the initialed by both parties. Only item bed too long, now allowed to see a was the large numbers of listeners.
board of directors. After taking over that will be changed in the final friend once a week.
When they jam up against the banddocument will be a clause referring
the office, Thomson announced:
Dr. Warener Woodruff operated stand and lend an ear instead of conBoth successfully on Joy Navarre, Colin centrating on the body-holds, then
regulations.
rehearsal
"Those in the best position to to
parties have agreed on this change Tracy and Timothy Doherty.
the band must have something. And
Judge, the members of the local
without
any
will
be
made
and
the Bamet orchestra does have someskedded
for
a
board, have decided that a
Arthur Sheldon
reorganization is necessary. At their hitch.
Baltimore vacash after a long siege thing.
Last
year,
due
to
the
fight
with
He has a musical foundation in the
sanatorium.
request, I am functioning, in effect
at the Trudeau
impressive
is
as a trustee working under authority AGVA, the B. & C. office ran into a
The James Heagneys back from a bsnd's work whichadults
and anygenerally, to kids,
of the Associated Actors and Ar- storm of difficulty with a number of Broadway vacash.
body who has half an ear for prestistes
of
America, the national fair dates and was kept out of sevMonroe Coleman, who mastered a ent-day music. There- is a solidity
board and the local' AGVA eral California spots, the Detroit serious op, is back in the Rogers
individual memMichigan Fair, the Springfield Il- Lab. His wife. Hazel Monroe, han- in the work of the
board.'
bers which gives the band a great
Thomson moved in after he had linois Fair and several Minnesota dles the switchboard during spare fullness of expression. And when
jobs.
hours.
they let loose the band really jumps.
received
the
following
request
Tussle With Gluskin
Dr. Edgar Mayer helloing and
With the orchestra is a five-voice
signed by 12 members of the local
AGVA
here
and
Sam
Gluskin,
of
outfit labelled the- Quintones, four
mitting
the
gang
from
this
Colony.
board:
johnny J. Jones carnival shows,
men and Patti Morgan. They atWrite to those who are IIL
'We, the undersigned, members of the
collided last week over the attempt
tempt to be the string section of the
the local board of the Los Angeles
orchestra,
operating strictly with
of
the
Jones
show
to
snatch
off
the
local of the American Guild of VaThey manage
their vocal chords.
riety Artists, earnestly request Mr. Illinois State Fair contract., Jones Is
fairly well to introduce a softer note
::
N. Y. Nitery
Ken Thomson to assume authority trying to negotiate for this Springinto the aggregation.
field
settling
on
union
date
before
a
invested in him by the National
Panther Room, as usual, presents
contract
with
and
the
perBoard and to administer to the best
about the poorest excuse for a floor
Joe E. Lewis is doing so well for
of his ability the affairs of our local formers union is determined to foreNick and Arnold and Johnny Bog- show on the solid conviction that it's
until such time, at' the discretion of stall any such negotiations for the
floor
giani at the Club Versailles, N. Y., the band that counts and the
the board, we may by a vote of the date until the show is fully union
that he's being optioned until Jime entertainment is primarily spinach.
membership appoint an executive ized.
And in this case they see to it that
1, thus setting Jean Sablon's opening
Gluskin attempted to put political back. Although well established as a it is spinach.
There is Winifred
secretary. As an emergency measure, due to the inefficiency of the pressure on the situation and finally No. 1 cafe star, Lewis is not per- Seeley, a poor and labored little tap
present administration and leader- the Illinois Federation of Labor offi- mitting himself to coast on that rep. dancer who tries to be just too cunship, we sign this with the full cials were called into the picture. His 'H. V. Kaltenborn Blues.' 'The ning but who only makes, the cusknowledge of the facts, and with the It was decided by the American Groom Couldn't Get In,' 'Poor Little tomers pay more attention to food
their companions. Alkali Ike ir
sincere belief that it is for the bet- Federation of Labor men that the Feb..' and 'I Love Radio Com- and
mercials' are strong material com- a ventriloquist and Is the slowest
rights of the union must be fully
terment of our organization.'
bined with his own droll delivery. worker seen or heard In show busiAfter being notified of his re- upheld.
The ad lib, small-talk isn't the least ness in many a year.
Result of the wrangle is that the of it, particularly the self-deprecamoval, Kenneth Howard, who came
Coleman Clark is the champ table
here from New York to accept the union "jurisdiction on this situation tion at trying to be a sucker for a tennis whanger. and with a fellow
head two-horse parlay. He describes his from a local university puts on a fast
post of
executive secretary, will be shifted to the
quarters in New York and the latter Florida season's tough luck at the end interesting novelty session of
stated:
The action of Mr. Thomson was will follow through on the settle- races by stating 'it was so tough that plng-ponping.
Opens with some
no surprise. For some time minority ment of a contract with Jones shows, I played a club booking in Atlanta at novelty shots and winds up with a
night and picked cotton during the .straight whirlwind game.
Interests in both
and the if and when.
Handled
day.'
in a clean-cut and interesting manFour A's have tried to grab control
With Lewis, apart from the return ner ?nd highly suitable for ai'di^nce
of the local. Three times this
of Maximilian Bergere's band and
Eddie O'Hearn, leading a Jack thesatisfaction.
Gold.
minority tried to oust me, but could
perennial Panchitos, is Gracie
not get a majority vote of the board, Marshard unit, followed (5) Vaughn (ex-'and Ray') McDonald. Pert little
much less the membership. Finding 'Monroe into Hotel Statler terrace looker has been developing well with
Grove, L. A.
themselves unable to oust me legally, dining rooriTN Johnny Turnbull pro- the seasons and although she's done
they conceived this so-called pe- vides the vocak at the Boston spot. a Paramount chore in 'Dancing on a
Dime,' has yet to really get a good
Los Angeles, April 29.
break in bi"; league filmusicals.
Mari; Parker, Billy Daniel, Jimmie

AGVA

shapely, lithe-limbed helpers, billed
Hollywood Starlets.
as
Jiinmie
Brierly calls the acts and snaps a
long whip without a chance at sing-

teen-aged.

'

pulse-feeler at the

pink baby elephant doing a soiigand-dance with an ensemble of six

ankles sepian, slithering and caroming in
graceful arcs. An improvised cage
While the Sheris then thrown up and the six dolls,
one of the nation's ace costumed to simulate clawing
tigers,
hostelries and caters to guests who turn on their trainer, Daniel,
with
basic
are financially sufficient, the
writhing, sensuous come-on. It's an
(ex-CoUege
Eim of the Panther Room
effective tableaux, serving as annot
recently
and
currently
Inn) is
other backdrop for the team's curto attract this money element but to vaceous capers.
drag in the high school and college
Nice flash is the chorine-preyoungsters. Of course, the orchestra cisioned parasol number, working
does tone down on the hepcat stuff with phosphorescent covering and
during the dinner hour out of respect handle. That brings Daniel on with
for the soup and lamb chops, but an umbrella to imitate a tight rope
with the dinner out of the way the walker (on a flat platform), weaving
room's policy switches completely and careening but in graceful stride.
away from the older folks for the Chariot race finale has the bespan-

swingeroo

James (Woody Herman's Orch) minimum-check
who
youngsters
Nobel o-gling Joe Bishop, who is know the difference between a slushThe Dan O'Sullivans pump and a joy-stick. And being
perting up.
from N. Y. bedsiding Ann Comer- the midwest's sanctuary for jivers,
these
enough
of
draws
Jamaica,
the
room
of
Edwards,,
Mary
ford.
holding hands with her daughter, $1.25 customers to zdd up to a profit.
Currently, the Charlie Bamet orPatricia, who is coming back nicely.
the magnet which is corDr. Joseph Ecker, formerly of Bed- chestra is

new
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Night Club Reviews

By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake,

Choice of Travers as Coast i^de

7,

ralling

the

gled girls simulating fast

movement

through the use of eyes, with Parker
and Daniel as the gladiators. It's a
showmanly curtain and had the
tables pounding.

Martin's crew endows the 35-minute floor show with a neat musical
shading. As for the dance, his outfit has always been favored by the
Grove crowd. It's the soft, swaying

music they like.
Biz on the opening was above previous kickoffs of the past year, but
a far cry from the packed room
of the old days.
It's still the class
spot of the town, playing more to the
society mob than the cinema set.
still

Helm.

'

AGVA

AGVA

FdlowDp

AGVA

<

AGVA

AGVA

AGVA

Cocoanut

Forbidden City, N. Y.
Jue Fon0, RiiCh Sato, Hoo Shee,

Kimt Toye, Maya
Dai Yen.
and"'$2.50

An

Sal's

Ketla,

Sen Lee,

Far Easterners

(6); $2

minimum.

all-Chinese nitery

is

a novelty

and, backed by something substantial, has a good chance to catch on.

This

is

no compromise; from door to

floor it's 100% Oriental with the exception of Mike Larsen and Danny
Doyle, props. This East 58th street
spot is the former Queen Mary,
where the Svensk Larsen featured
the smorgasbord motif in cuisine
until essaying the new atmosphere,
supposedly a counterpart of the San
Francisco Forbidden City.
Endowed with a showmanly billing
and an intriguing atmosphere, the
place disappoints on two counts.

The

cuisine

is

—

very Chin-Lee

i.e.,

ordinary and not as showmanly
presented as did Monte Proser, for
example, with the exotic South Seas
dishes at his Beachcomber.
Secondly, the show is spotty, mediocre
in the main.
Perforce it must blend the American entertainment motif with the
Celestial personalities, but the sum
total is quite ordinary.
Jue Fong
tries hard enough to ingratiate but
own exaggerated vocal-histrionics
with ballads lets down. Ruth Sato,
former standard in vaudeville, goes
In for foreign and U. S.-type terps.
Best looker is Kimi Toye, songstress.
Hoo Shee dittoes and Maya Keila,
Javanese, does exotic dances; Sen
Lee the almost-nudies. Best single
performer is the solemn, begoggled
Dai Yen, whose Oriental mysticism is
matched by a bland and stoic per-

his

sonality.

It
jibes well with the
magico, and his tricks make for a

good interlude.
Sal's Far Easterners give out in
West 52d street manner, maestroed
by the pianist from the keyboard.
The boys are in Chinese skull-caps
and Charlie Chan getup. but their
rhythms are out of the western
Her last Broadway stage musical,
ing proteges, Mary Parker and Billy world. Bill Lee manages.
incidentplly, was 'Very Warm for
Ruth Sato put this sliow together
Daniel, in a setting to best show off
May ill-fated despite its worthy their
semi-classic feats of terpslchore, and it underwent one switchover
Kern score.
Abel.
Mitchell Leisen put them under the since the preem. As soon as that's
big top.
That gives the nimble- righted the Forbidden City will have

Brother Ray McDonald just went to
Brierly,
Hollywood Starlets
(6),
the Coast on a Metro termer. She's
Orch (12): coucr,
an engapine ingenue, doing a 'Dime' Freddy Martin
.song medley, 'Twist of the Wrist' and $1.50 Saturday; $1 other nights.
finally
a neat tap dance routine
Having possibly exhausted all
that's major musical comedy timber.
other means of presenting his danc-

TtUvicus

i

LOEW
BOOKING

AGENCY
OENERAt EXECUriVE OFFICES

LOEW BUILDING ANNEX
V. 4«lh SI,

N. Y.C

•

BRyonl

%nO0

'

footed youngsters broad opportunity

New

Act

in

Nitery

to inject fresh novelty into their act.

a better b.o.
city slickers:

chance with the N. Y.
Abel.

They do handsprings off a moving
wooden horse, cut touches in a

wield whips in cadence
ROBERT KEINHART
to prancing chorines and go into a
Magic
cycloramatic chariot race finish that
8 MIns.
dazzled this dress mob into sound apRainbow Grill, N. Y.
plause.
It's been done on the St.
Robert Relnhart is a pleasant in- Regis Roof, New York, with what
terlude on a cafe floor with standard reaches these ears as being 'very
magico which he does competently, well liked.' That being true, then
interspersed with pleasant small talk. east and west have finally met on
His libretto Is familiar, in the main, common entertainment ground. The
but it blends the highlights of sundry flrstnighters gave them a rousing
similar acts. Thus, instead of pitch- sendoff.
ing progressively to some kingpin
The circus motif has the bandstand
stunt, his rope, rei-thimbles, colored enclosed with candy-stick red-andkerchief, hoops; birdcage, and the white striped canvas.- Through the
like are a succession of bright punc- opening emerges Freddy Martin's
tuations.
tootlers decked out in red jackets for
Reinhart relies a shade too much the grand march, trailed by the peron audience assistance and some- formers and a tophatted ringmaster.
times, especially In a conservative Meanwhile, attendants pass through
room like the Rainbow Grill, it's a the room dropping off bags of salted
bit difficult to get voluntary aides peanuts as an atmospheric touch.
out on the floor. He experienced that The shelled goober was ruled out as
a couple of times on the night caught, too noisy and floor-littering for the
but the law of averages is invariably ultra turnout.
One could tell the
In his favor, so far as collaboration number of film celebs in. the room
from' the customers is concerned. In by counting the flashes of photothe main he's clicky for cluh": end graphic bulbs
theatres.
Circus unpacks with an overstuffed
Abel,
'tiger's den,'

RIVIERA'S RICHMAN,

JOE

E.

LEWIS IN AUG.

Although. Ben Marden keynotes
new Riviera (Fort Lee, N. J.)
show as 'Let's Give the Youngsters
a Chance,' he's going back to names
in August, when the Saratoga racing season starts to take its toll on
N. Y. roadhouses. For that month,
Joe E. Lewis and Harry Richman
but most likely not Sophie Tucker,
because of other commitments will
be brought back. Miss Tucker has
been teamed with them before at the
Riviera and elsewhere.
Meantime the new roadhouse revue opening next Thursday (15)
Bruce,
holds Betty
Gower and
Jeanne. Sara Ann McCabe, Norah
his

—

.

Williams. Carroll and Gormon, 30
Chester Hale girls and Pancho's
orch.

.

Wednesday, May

7,

.
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ARMY

A MYSTERY

'SHOWS'

Knittm'-for-Britam and Other

71

War

Army

Laud Chi

Officials

Daily's

I

Aid Movements Clip
Philadelphia,

The national defense
aid-to-Britain

6.

and the

employment

other

in

parties.

This branch of the show biz is almost at a standstill in the Philly

Private shindigs, particularly

area.

those staged

by the

social

set

are

virtually nil. If Mrs. Astorbilt tosses

a party

Main Line menage,

at her

she expects the talent to volunteer
their services 'in the interest of helping

Britain'
cases,

— because

most

is

the party, in
fund-raising stunt for

aiding England.

Luncheons

and

teas

which

for-

merly hired singers and other entertainers are now turned into 'knittin'The Junior
for-Britain' jamborees.
League and the brawls formerly
tossed by the horsey set after the
hunts all have an aid to the allies
angle.

Society bands have also been hurt
by this trend. Several of the more
elaborate social events, including the

Benedicks Ball, have been postponed
The First City
the duration.'

'for

Troop, to which many of the city's
gay blades and playboys belong, is in
active training at Indiantown Gap.

Womens

clubs, which at one time
in for musicales, are now knitting and sewing circles. Other civic

went

and fraternal organizations have cut
out spending money for entertainment, concentrating their funds for
aid-to-Britain
and similar movements.
If there's any professional
entertainment at these affairs. In
most cases its cufFo.
Things are so bad in one of the
once
agencies,
which
booking
handled the bulk of this type of busi-

San Francisco, May

N.Y.

ON%CURB

IN

TAX CLAIM
St. Paul,

^ay

6.

Harry Hirsch and Harry Katz,
managers of the Alvini burlesque
in Minneapolis, entered not
guilty pleas in U. S. Federal court

house

here to charges that they withheld
payment of nearly $3,200 in emusement taxes due the Government.
Their case was continued to the fall
term by Federal Judge Robert C.
Bell.
Hirsch and Katz are out on
$1,000

bond each.

The defendants contend that they
have already paid about $1,700 of
the tcxes due and had made arrangements for payment of the balance.

The

Artists Representatives Assn.

New

York, at a special meeting
Monday night (5) at the Edison hotel, formulated plans for the immediate appointment of a committee to
meet with License Commissioner

Paul Moss on the threatened new
regulation of agency commissions to
5%, as called for by State law. Latter has not been closely followed in
regards to theatrical agencies for the
past 12 years due to a decision by
the U. S. Supreme Court that state
legislatures could not fix fees for
getting somebody employment.

The old decision, however, was
tossed into the discard 10 days ago
by a unanimous decision of the U. S.
Supreme Court which entirely upset
the Ribkin vs. McBride (New Jersey)
ruling of 12 years ago. Latest ease
the Nebraska law fixing
commissions at 10%. The Supreme
Court, in a decision handed down by
Associate Justice William O. Doug-

involved

Defraodkg Antaleks Laid

To Al

Alien in Boston

booker, when he caught his associate
clipping acts and agents for kickbacks, is apparently following the
practice now in Boston, according to
word received in New York. One
act, the Six Antaleks, say that Allen
walked in on them backstage at the
Boston theatre there and promised
them all the Sherman time. He then
took $10 'In advance.'

Antalek's walked into Sherman's
office in N.Y. last week and asked
for ^the date, expressing astonishment when told Allen had been fired
weeks ago for doing to other acts
the very same thing he did to the
Antaleks.

When

discharged by Sherman, Alswore that he was leaving at
once to enlist in the Canadian armed
len

forces.

the
Designated Bureaus Entrusted with Providing Entertainments for 1,260,000
Trainees, But Aren't Doing Much About It

SHERWOOD ELUSIVE
While a cloud of mystery cloaks
the activities, if any, of the groups
handed major responsibility for
into
entertainment
getting
live
Army camps, the nation's trainees
continue to receive shows of flyspeck proportion to the armed
In
forces' i,260,000-man strength.
six months of labor the official committees have brought forth exactly
nothing.
Behind the curtain, which at least
three New York newspapers and
numerous groups and individuals unavailingly tried to pierce during the
last week, lies inefficiency, bickering and jealousy, topped off by indifference of high Army officials. It
is

charged by Broadwayites.
Body supposed to handle

show

business angle of camp diversion is
a subsidiary, headed by playwright
E. Sherwood, of the Government's Joint Army & Navy ComActually,
Recreation.
mittee on
however, even the existence of the
latter committee is vague, with no
one who could be contacted in New
to tell Variety where its
headquarters are, who its members
are, what they have done or what
they intend to do.
Where's Sherwood?
The one man who everyone else
connected with the camp entertainment situation thinks knows what's

happening

Sherwood

is

—and

he

won't talk. At his home he's said to
be at his office and at his office he's
No one including
said to be out.
members of his committee and his

—

secretary

says)

(she

Army camps

is

—ever

apparently

taking

place in somebody's office-in-hat.

Kaufman

supposed to
be vice-chairmarr to Sherwood, but
his activities are apparently confined
Mrs.
infrequent consultations.
to
Emily Holt, on Sherwood's commitperformer
the
representing
tee
unions, whose approval certainly
must be obtained before any progress can be made toward camp
shows, complained last week that the
committee had never h^ld a meeting
in its six-month existence.

George

S.

is

to

of the Sherwood committee,
for sending troupes into Army posts.

member

them-

call

agents' organization points o.ut
expenses
agency
theatrical
that
usually run more than half the
amount of commission collections
and that a 5% restriction would
seriously impair, if not put them out
of their business.

The

along with
Barry Winton's enlarged orchestra,
shifting over from
the informal
Rainbow Grill. Winton's augmented
orchestra will succeed the incumbent ' Matty Malneck band.
Billy
DeWolfe, mimic, and Mara with
Clemente's Music of the Americas
will succeed the
current Velero
Sisters, rhumbaists.
.

The

Grill,'

meantime, makes one

of
its
infrequent show changes,
opening tonight (Wed.) with Russ
Smith's band (9), the maestro being former guitarist-vocalist with
Winton. The Ashburns replace Don
Julian and Marjori, dancers, the latter, too, being slated to open at the

Rainbow Room later on,
Agnes de MiUe is a niece

of Cecil

B. and daughter of playwright William de Mille.

FINAL RESULTS

DUE THIS WEEK

ONAGVAVOTE

Washington, supposedly to huddle
with Brig. General James Ulio, chief

Army Morale
on Broadway who

of the

Division. Folk.s
are told that,
point to the results to date—

merely
which have been nil.
what enterprising
from
Aside
commercial showmen have accomplished in sending out units, and the
Chicago plan detailed on this page,
virtually nothing has been done in
the way of live entertainment. Only
(Continued on page 78)

Camp Shows

Chicago, May 6.
Following the announcement that
Hearst Herald-American wiU
sponsor shows for the Sixth Corps
Area camps, high officials of the
the

army applauded

move

the

as

the

plan for morale promotion
submitted.
Herald - American,
through managing editor Jack Malloy, went overb::ard on space and
buildup for the shows and streamered stories and splashed pictures all
over the rag in its excitement over
the arrangement.
So excited did the paper get that
it
over-played its hand in a few
best

yet

instances in the use of the names of
high, union officials in show business,
especially in the use of the labels of
the" Associated Actors & Artistes of
America affiliates and particularly

Theatre Authority,

which

has

of-

its cooperation in the Heraldplan.
All recognized producers in vaude-

fered

American

ville are being given an opportunity
produce shows tor the army
camps. Herald-American is opening

to

a regular booking office to handle all
performers for the shows, and all
performers will be paid on the basis
of the union scale.
Show business people will be used
all down the line; old-time performers will be given jobs as unit and
stage managers, advance agents and
wardrobe mistresses.
First show ^oing out will be 'Red,
Hot and Beautiful,' with the cast including Vincent Gottshalk, Ballard

and Raye, Frank Payne, Al Verdi
and Dolores, Sally Sweet, Francita,

Tumble Inn Trio and
girls.

eight chorus
will be 15c

Admission prices

or 20c top.

Final

results

American

the

in

Guild of Variety

Artists'

national

which ended
Saturday (3), will not be possible
until the end of this week.
The
Associated Actors and Artistes of
America, which is conducting the
election,

balloting for

mailed more than J6,000 ballots

poll,

now weeding
who are in good

out the

is

or so

25%

standing.

More than 2,000 ballots were returned by the postoffice stamped 'addressee Is unknown,' indicating that
many members move without informing AGVA's national office.
The election is strictly for a national board, which in tiu-n will elect
national officers and appoint a national executive secretary to take
the place of the recently dismissed
Hoyt Haddock. The contest is chiefly
in N.Y., where there are 22tions for the board.

nomina-

TODD SELLS HIS PIECE

later this

Besides conferring with Moss, the
ARA'; through counsel I. Robert
Broder, is laying plans to initiate an
amendment to the N. Y. State labor law which will ease the commission restrictions on theatrical agents.

open

dancers,

Most of those named to represent
out-of-town brancheis will undoubtNo Coordination
edly be elected, as the board calls for
evidence, of the lack of co- 45 members out of only a total of 70
ordination is the fact that Mrs. Holt,^ nominations.
who's chairman of the Associated
Actors and Artistes of America committee on camp entertainment, first
learned via newspaper accounts of
the plans of Billy Rose, a fellow

zations and individuals find
selves in the .same situation.

named

The current Rainbow Room, V.. Y.,
show is holding over until May
when Agnes de Mille and Hugh

floor

An

on Moss will be
Sherwood is said to be working
week by the ARA with all stops out on the camp
board and president William Kent.
shows, making frequent trips to

committee

Rainbow Room

23,

Laing,

knows and

resulted in the calling of a special
meeting by the agents. The special

to
job-getters.

employment agencies by

Into N. Y.

York able

Last week. Commissioner Moss intimated that he will henceforth police the N. Y. State law, fixing commissions at 5%, to the letter. This

ruled that states are within their
rights to fix the amount of fee* to
las,

Wmton's Enlarged Orch

Robert

Mrs. Holt was duly salved by Rose
after he learned from a Vauibtt
story of her ire. but she admitted at
last week's end that she was still
in the dark as to general activity
concerning the camps.
Mrs. Holt declared last week that
the Four A's was most anxious to
cooperate but couldn't obtain an iota
of information from the War Department or anyone else as to wJiere
Numerous other organito begin.

be paid

Al Allen, discharged by Edward
Sherman,
indie
vaude
leading

Are Get-

About

where he is, so whatever is being
done toward putting live shows In
of

GUILH

Dailies Also
ting Curious

6.

MAPS CONFAB

girls

a

HIRSCH-KAH PLEAD NOT

The

AGENT UNIT

Plan for Successive

NOT VERY ACTIVE

Frisco Club

Jimmy Durante and Faith Bacon
are scheduled to reopen the old Embassy Club here Thursday (15). Embassy has been rechristened 'Stairway to the Stars' and has been refurbished to the tune of $40,000, according to reports. Spot has been
dark since New Year's Eve.
Lloyd Campbell, a local ite, and Joe
Tenner are behind the venture.
Campbell, who has some good local
financial contacts, has been doing
the introducing and Tenner hag been
doing the talking to get some outside coin behind the spot.
Durante, who is in on an outright deal, is said to be friendly to
Tenner andiis accepting the engagement in the hope of helping him out.
Earl Carroll, with whom Durante
had a tilt over the use of one of his
standard bits in a Carroll show,
wanted Durante for his show, but
Schnoz gave him the cold shoulder.
Faith Bacon will introduce a new
'Dance of Lady Godiva' with 'white
horse and everything.' Gypsy Rose
Lee is reported following Durante.
Barney Newman, formerly of Sally
Rand's Music Box, will be maitre
d'hotel.
Many others of the personnel formerly with the Rand hangout here during the Fair will be on
Boris Petroff of Hollythe staff.
wood is producing the line. Innovations win be girl cashiers at the
bar and a fur-lined ladies room.

in the office have
Bundles-for-Britain unit
themselves to keep busy.

the

ness,

joined

New

Into

heavy industries and

fields—but they're a great big headache to bookers of talent for private

Bookers

Durante, Faith Bacon

movement might mean

in the

a boom
increased

May

effort

Qub

OF CHI THEATRE CASINO

Gcorire White's Plan
Entire show at George White's
Gay White Way theatre-restaurant
on Broadway will be transported by
White to various Army camps on
next

Monday

nights during
the
couple months, producer declared
yesterday (Tuesday).
Opener will
be at Fort Dix, N, J., next Monday
(12), to be followed by a showing at
the Brooklyn Navy Yard the next

week.
will
two
perCompany
do
formances a night with no admission charged.
Cast and Gus Arnheim's orch are donating their services, with tran.sportation and other
costs borne by White. He'll also act
as m.c.
Lack of large-scale facilities at the

camps and Navy Yards means that
actually only a small portion of the
boys will bs lucky enough to get a
gander at the free show. Dix, for
instance, has a 1,000-seat theatre, so
two performatices a night can accommodate only about 7% of the more
than 25,000 troops at the post.
White is closing his Broadway
spot on Monday, which makes the

Making the
trips
possible.
army jaunts in addition to the band
will be Bob Shea, Tommy Harris,
Gloria Blake, Carol King, Miml
Kellerman,
Kay Penton, Coley
field

Worth and
Chicago,

May

Casino after a

little

more than four

months of operation. Spot has been
taken over by the original backers
and they will operate in the future.
According to terms of the agreement
the Todd name will stay on the place
for 60 days and then will- be taken
off. probably to be called just Thea-

Coast's

JACK LINDEE TO COAST
Jack Linder goes to the Coast, following a Detroit stopover, to go into

agency

business

in

Hollywood

bad been

previously out there but
in

the east for

In Roadhouse Fire
Columbu.s, Ga.,

May

some time.

6.

Wallace Merritt is under grand
jury indictment charging he torched
the Drop Inn, roadhouse here, last
month. Four girls at Inn narrowly
escaped.

Reported
th.nt

prosecution

theory

ii

Merritt, engaged in similar busi-

ness nearby, had elimination of

with his brother Mark.

He was

6.

by the Screen Actors Guild to
appoint a committee for .slating entertainment at army camps.
Other amusement chapters here
have been-asked to cooperate so Ell
acts will clear through the 4As.

his stay with the cafe Todd
two shows, one of which
'Gay New Orlcan.s' .show

N. Y. World's Fair and the
other a circus-type bill,

the

Army Shows
Hollywood, May

Edward Arnold has been authorized

Georgian Indicted

tre Casino.

During
produced
was the
from the

line of 20 gals.

6.

Michael Todd has sold out his interests
in
the northside Theatre

petition as motive.
cin'l'y.

V

'.

He

com-

pleaded not

'

.

.

Wednesday, May
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Variety Bills

Olga Ivanova
Naatia Pollakova
Marusla Save
Adia Kunstzoff
Ssnla Karavaetf
MIohel MIchon
Mlshl Uzdanolt

Blllingtona

Annette
Sherry Britton

De Simone Dane
Monte Carlo
Ted Stracter Ore
John Buckmasler

WEEK MAY

9

Sawdust Trail

Haywood

KKw YORK
Stuir

Paul, Slim

(8)

Alphoniw B«rga
Masiern St noUlns
John Bolea
SaUcl Puppets

Stanley <0)

WASHINGTON
Capitol

nroa<1

(9)

Ted Weenie Ore
Walter Dare Wahl
Mardonl
Dennet & Dae

(B)

Bob CroBby Ore
Cosa Daley

Joe Rnvazo
Vincent de Costa
Art Tubertlnl
TIno Donolll

Jos Fatumy Ore

Angelo Ore

Paramoont

Jaros Sis
(Panther

Liberty Inn
Deons Page
Jean Williams
Joan Dixon
Lou Reynolds

Jan Savltt Oro

Hope

Versailles

Mildred Bnlloy

M

Bergere Oro
Panchlto Oro

Martin

ft

Servo

State XaVt (9)
Dave Apollon U

Eddie Bracken
DuRlna
& Lee

4 InkspotR
Sunset Serenadera

Dinn Rowland
Dorothy Keller
Jal Lata

Bim'ALO

BIIAMI
Olympla (H-11)

(9)

Horace HeldI«Orc

Katharine .Harris
Pat HennInK
Rosa & Stone

cnic.AGo
Chlraico

(9)

'Helcno Denlzon

Gay

90'l

NEW YORE

BROADWAY

1619

Cafe Pierre
inNNEAP0l.1S
Bob Knight Ore
Adrle'ne Matzenauer Lucille Johnson
Orphenm (9)
Major Bowes U
Cafe Society
Owen Gary
(MIdtoivn)
Sonny Tufts
Daclta
John KIrby Oro
Belmont Balladeers
Eddie South On
Hazel Seott
Hotel Blltroore t
Golden. Gate 4
Clyde Lucas Oro
Jack Gilford
Hotel Bossert
Cafe Socletr
(Brooklyn)
(Tlllace)
YORK CITY Bob Dupont
Bobby Parks Ore
86th Street <2)
Don & Ruthle Lane Henry Allen Oro
Hotel Breroort
Kenneth Spencer
Korveli
CISTELAND
Paula Lawrence
Meade Lux Lewis
ALBANY
Palace <9)
Pace Sierra
Art Tatum
Abe Lymnn Ore
Orand <t)
Tana
'Helena Home
Royal Guards
Count Bernlvicl Co
Ammons ft Johnsoo Sam Ray
Arren & Broderlck
Pan American Fol
Julius Monk
Casino Basse
King & Arlena
Herbert FaconI
BOSTON
Cornel's Codolban O Margaret Scott
Keith's (g-ll)
Gay
New
Orleans
Kris
Kay
Ore
Ina Ray Hutton Ore
Hotel Edison
DAYTON
Nina Tarasova
Don Rice
Blue Barron Ore
Colonial (9)
Gypsy Markoff
Dancing Starrs
Maid
In America
Dmitri
Matvlenke
Hotel Essex House
Carr Bros
Rio Bros
Yanco Borca
Paul Baron Ore
CINCINNATI
Mack Bros
Lunla Neslerova
Grace Morgan
Shobert (9>
Paul Sydell Co
Tina Boleva
Latin Quarter Rev
Conrads
Georges Stefanesco Lucille Matthews
Emu Boreo
Danny & Edith
Hotel Lexington
Claremont Ibb
Mazzone A Abbott D Barton Dahl
Ray Kinney Oro
Joe RIcardel Ore
Henry Therrlen
M ft B Whelan
Aggie Auld
ClDb 18
Lela Moore
24 Olrla
Napua
Orlsha ft Brona
it)
G Andrews Oro
LelLanl laea
Nino & Leonnrda
Latin Quarter Rev
Peter Brent Oro
Nani Todd
Helen Carroll
SYBACVSE
Pst Harrington
LeHua Paulson
Ray ft Trent
Strond (9-11)
Jack White
Hotel Lincoln
Sybil Bowan
Count Basle Ore
Roy Sedley
Harry James Ore
Radcllfre ft Rogers Diana Fontaine
- (2)
Bob Crosby
Ore
Johnson ft Amraons Frankle Hyers
Hotel McAlpIn
Caas Daley
Whltey Co
Johnny Messner Ore
Irene Barclay
Cor.chlta
Hotel Park Central
Anita Dillon
(Coooannt GroTe)
CiDb Oaoehe
Buddy Clarke Ore
.

.

NEW

,

'

W

.

Don Avendano Ore

Warner

Currlto

Coral

ft

Stanley (9)

Tap

Tip,

m

Toe

ft

WASHINGTON

PHILADELPHIA
Earle

Earle

Stump

Hector Co
(2)
'

Raymond

Mae Murray
Kits Naldl
Carlyle Blackwall

Independent

Joe E Howard
Ross Wyae, Jr

June

NEW YORK

3

NEWARK

Adams
3

Fay's

Carmen

J

Blllle Daniels

nALTIHORE

Metnipolltnn

Howe

Guy

r-onibardo Ore

Lamb

Gil

Olsen

ft

Shirley

CAMDEN

Tnweni (9-11)
Major Bowes U

ELIZABETH

Liberty (8-11)

TORRINGTON

Carlo ft Carol
Osorgle Kay

A

ft

B

Frabolle

FBEEPORT

Freepnrt (9)
Joseph K Watson

Blaine Boyd
Munson ft And<>rHon
J ft B Leighinn

DePeron

2

HARTFOBU

Matt. (l)-ll)
Crazy with Hoat

'

Alliambru (10-11)
Jed Dooley
4 Skating Macks
Beatrice Howell

Munson
DeWalt

Andf^rson

ft

WILr,OW GROVE
Willow flrnve
(11 only)

Ming ft Ling
Jack McCoy
Pritchard

Mardo
6

ft

Lord

<•

Kav

Whirlwinds

WORCKSTER
I'lynioulh

(l!-7)

ft

St.

Morlti

Alvarez
St. Regis
Hal Saunders Ore
Gus Martel Ore
Hotel Taft
Frankle Masters O
Phyllis Myles
Hotel WnldorfAstorla
(Starllgbt Roof)
Xavler Cugat Ore
MIguelllo Valdes
Lina Romay
ft

Marge

.KsUa
Hoo Shoe
Gay White Way
Gus Arnhelm Ore
Mac $tone
Andy Ru.sseil

JI..WiUlams-T4tioIceland Restaunint

Kntherinc Joyce

Kelly's Stable
Stuir Smith Ore

r.ob Siioa

Harris

ft

Ted Eddy Ore
Jack Lane Co
Benton Twjns
Danny White

Shore

Mlml Keilcrmann
Carol Kin;
Oloria Bl.iks

Viola JeRerson

^

Congn

T
Jack
Harris Ore
Nero Morales Ore
r.uba Mallna
,

Beatrice ft Capella
Cr'nwl'h Village Inn Andre Vllon
Antliony TrInI Oro
La Martinique
Ed{Ile Oliver Ore
Roberta Welch
Velyne Hague
Herbert Curbello o

Ruth Kldd

Danny Kayo

Doily Reckless

Adrlenne

Frank McCormick
Havuno-SIndrld
Froilnn Maya Oro

Claire

Va'^phn V'^nroe Ore Juanltn Snnnbrla
Hal I^Ruy
Rnslln Ortega
Nan Rae Co
Cexnr Tnpia
Paul Wlncliell
Las Adelllaa

O

ft Arena
Le Coq Rouge
Geo Storncy Ore
Bela BIzony
RudI Tim Held
Leon & Kildli-'n
Lou Martin Oro

Wayne

Millie

5-0930

Oro

Prof Lambertl
Ben Yost Singers
Paul Remos Co

Jerry Blanchard
Lllyan Dell
Susan ft Christine

Arne Barnett Oro
Al Milton Ore
Old Heidelberg

Marlon Eddy

Irma Cooper

Theodores
Leon Navara Ore
Phillip Lopez. Ore

Castle

TUans
Dorothy Brandon

Armand &

Llta

Corlnna Mura

Macambo Cafe
Humbertos Bd

X.eon

Phil

Deo'a

3

& Mace
Chuck Foster Ore

Ohman's Oro

Marianne Dunne
David Allen
Jack TeasBrden O
Cocoanut Grove
Mary Parker

M'rtlnez

&.

Henry Monet
Revue Parlslenne

Billy Daniel
Brlerly

Carl Carroll
Buster Shaver

&

George

Debonaira
Beryl Wallace
Frankle ConvIUe
Mary Peterbeck
Helen O'Mara
Sunny Dale

Barbara O'Drew

Reyea' Rhumba
SC Clalr & Day

Bd

Kit Cats
Rockets
Dorothy Uarbo
Cee Pee Jolinnon O
Sell ehern cade Citfe
Yascha Uorowskl
Alex Morlson
NTO Anniversary
Sandra Karlna
Fred Scott
Low, Hlte & Stanl'y Russian Gypsy Ore
Sugar Qelse
Seven Seas
David Marshall Ore Lllla Klplkona
Charlie For'a Chib Benny Kaha
PuananI Mathews
Charlie Poy
Mike Wlke
Leonard Sues
Charlie Openui
Jerry Lester
Bobby Mathews
Maxine Lewis
Johnle Bright Ore
Ed(;ie Calvert
Red Stanley Ore
Somerset Honse
Groco Hayes lA>A%t Harry RIngland
The Uptowners Ore
Mary Healy
Neville Fleenon
Swannc Inn
Peter LInd Hayes O
Slim Sl Slam
Grace Hayes
Gladys BentleyRebecca Hayes
Bill

Bros

Brady

Manny Strand Ore

Florentine Garden

House

of

TopHy's

Mnrphy

The Topsyettes

Dolores

John Maloney
Paul Locke
Maurle Sherman

Frankle Oallaffher
Jean Meunler
Gordon Bluhop

Bob Murphy
*It'

Sklnnny Ennis Ore

,

Eddie Roth Ore
Club

(Walnnt Room)
Art Kassel Ore
Clarion Holmes
Collette ft Barry
Hadlcy Gls

Km.)
Johnny Duffy Ore

N'lblics

Peggy Lester

Bob

nililngs

Brondmont
Buddy Lake
Honey Chile
Belly Coeds
Anita Page
Sally Barr

Herb Rudolphs Ore
Chez Pmioc
lireese Ore
Gertrude NIesen

Lou

Jimmy Rae

Cole Dane
Kronk LIbuse
16

Commanders

LolH Wallner
Evait^ Gls

Club AInlinm

Mickey Dunn
Alan Rogers
Marion Aloore
Harriet Norrls
Allen Coc
Hernle Adier
Ellle Bur'.on

Dpi

Betty Keenan
Audrey Joyce
4 Octaves
Bill Balk-y

Kslps

Colony Club
Kiimos Ore

i^ob^#.v

MoncMia Ore

Jean O'Neill

Embassy
Cliirord

Betty

Deane Denisa
Hall
Beverly Sis

Bar

BrookR

Tom

Plunkett
Rarlell

Bddy Hockncy

University 3

Bob

Spiitnbi'H

Keller Sis
TiOune Roda

King's Swing Ore

Phil

Cafe

Congress llnlel

Hat Rm)

d'eurork Rm)
Vera
Edgeivaler Bencli

Jof.'

Iliitel

(Beacli

Wnlh)

Cumminga

Benilo
Rusita

ft

nevo

Martin

ft

Allen

Myrus

Dorben Gls
Herb Foots

Fmnkn'a CuKinn
Harriet Ehrlick

Webb

ni.||

Glamour

K

Ore

Thelma Mitchell

Silver

Alice Lucny

Frank

^.Silver

Mata

Harl

ft

Session

ircaaci

Billy
3

Jack Grirrin

Blaine Ellis

VenutI Oro

Romnino

ft

Cawlh'e Marty Bohn

Nut House
Hnlo Hirknerj
Ethel Ilourlgan
Quits

Pat Burns
Mllly Bradley
Evelyn Nellls

Kay

Oasis

Joe Vlllelln Ore
John Conte
.loo Consolo
Orclianl

'

Jimmy Gamble Ore
Jay Luring
Chuck Miller
Pines

Archie

Don Burl Ore
Shirley Jenne

Hotel Schenlry
Billy

Rita

Hinds Ore

Seaman

Buzz .Mayer
Jack Calhoun
t

.

Balfo

Evergreen Gardenx
Rod Clarke Ore
bblo Schaub
Hotel Rooxevrlt

Starr

Blossoms

Ols

Deity Donnhoe
Al Devin

o Paula Harvey

Vic Earlfon
3 LonsB Nuts
Jolly Beans
Margie Drummond
Johnny Welsh
Bwun Club

Ilopklns'Riitliskeller

liail

Bill Lcroy Ore
Tony Ruziinco
Ray Englcrt
Rrdd's Cafe
Curly Stewart Oro
Eddie Myors
Gerry Parks

Ida lolo
Ecerolt Hardn

On

Dottle Winters

Grill)

Billy Trencher Ore
Sandy Davidson
Marian McGnrrity
(Ony DO'S)
Dorothy No.-^bllt
Hotel 7tli Avenue
liu*i9 Saunders

Dottle Vlllard

C.nfe

Ma risen Ore

Bob Carter

ISIItchell

Harry Walton
Irma Guihrell
Hotel Henry

Geo Reed
Stamp's
Goorge Marclivi.

Carlos ft Curltii
Hotel Kort Pitt

Jessica Wlieailey

Joe Scotty
Louise Aycrs
Chic Lauler

Ro!ie Gallo

Xlxon
'Al

Ken Bnllcy Ore

Meet fun

Roy

Diinins
GlfTord

'

Johnny

VlrglMln Lawlor
-Bella Rclnioni

Michael Snndlna
Manuel Ovando
Ahcarns
Neil Fontaine Ore

Jimmy
:

.(.-lotchcr

<3ls
Virginia Lawlcr
Helen Ilealh
Joo Grayo Ore
Bob Rusiiell
Max Lewis
Vera Neva
Reggie Du Van
Frank Paris
Harry Small
Maurice ft Cordoba
Silver Lake Inn
Grace Corwin

Geo Vcrrcchia
Mickey House
Billy Kretchmcr

Ann Anderson
Dick Conrad
Dub Tm^loy Ore
tirnrmere Hntrl
Ding

Walton Roof)

r.cnore Sola

Jam

Rocky Ellsworth

Phil

Ruth Tenipleton

Buddy Nugent

.

Lou Morrison

.

(GloMt House

(II

Geo Baker

ft

Maya

Ada Louise

Tho Twins

ft

Louis

Tom

Cork and Bottle
Jack Davis
Kl Chlcn
Mailo Morin Ore
olila Cordoba

Joan Coraz
Joe Dougherty

Wood Ore

Stmt Flash
Nat Wilson
May Joy.
Roy-Ungers"
Sl)l<> S Span
Frank Qunlrell Ore Juanita
Gomez
(tilam

Art Schnmberg
ft Sayre

eotli St. RiitliHkeller

Oro

Fritselie

Chauncey

Dennis

Grille

New Penn

H

Don Andre
Jean Lord

Thelma Jones

(Hotel Senator)
Beale St Boys

Pola .Montoyii

BO'S

Buddy Blaine
Tubby Miller
Reggie Dvorak

Rendezvous

I.4>GUSt

Marian Proctor
RoHe Mnrlo Kenny
Bubblea Shelby
Grace O'Hara

Bubbles Becker Ore

Danny Bridges

Boug Sherman
Maxle Simon
Harry Comornda

Grille

Rol I'arkcr Ore

Hotel
Penn
(Chatterbox)
Klliolt Oro
Billy Cover
Michael Strange
Marianne Kreig
(Continental Unr)
Frank Andrlnl 4

Boogle-Woogle Clab Frances Stone

Stephanie & Craig
Madeline Morris'
Jacqueline Herman

Eileen Graven

Ilnr

Dibert Oro

Merry-Oo-Roond

Bill Green's

E Hoagland Ore

Cooke

Marie Fitzpatrick

Gay

Balconadee

Buddy Carlson Oro

Joan Coraz
Club Petite
GIrard ft Lawrence
Piccolo Pete Ore
Eddie Husklns
Betty Smiley
Mildred Oilson

Sis

Room)

Patti

Wonder

Baron

Phil Cavezza Ore

.

Bernlce Foley
Barnett ft Barclay
Little Joe ft Jean
Johnny Leery
Tvonettes
Park Casino

Homan

Fred Lnsnrelle

Kay

Maynurd Denne
Arlington I^lge

Watson Sis (J)
Lavee Twins

lieonard

Tony

Sammy

Wm

Hugh Morton Oro

Palnmbo's

Ravell

ft

Doris Elliott
Pat Sbevlln Ore
Helene Standieh

WhltUer Hotel

Anchorage

Mack

Irving Uraslow Oro

Fran Urban
Susan Lang
Blllle Dee ^
Carlos Reyes Ore
Curt Weller Ore
Evergreen Casino
Beth ChalllK

ft Riclinrds
Danielle
Harry Collet Ore

PITTSBUBGH

Sunny Rao

Cliff

Ralph Cook
Jack Prince

IJIIIIe

Open Door Cafe
Ralph Brown
Bob Ridley

EddJo King Ore

ft

Beverly

(Gold Cub

Dl Giovanni
Frederick ft Collins
Phelps ft Cullenblne

Buck Calhoun
Andy Ruspell

Verne's
Corte

Cole

Xeblolo's

Billy Hayes'
Ree.s^

Jane

Wayne

Orlando
Fausto. Curbelo Oro
San Ulrgo
George Presnell

Madelon Baker

Old Vnlls Tavern
Ore

Marie Liberton

Statler Hotel
Gloria Hart

Madelyn Lewis

Chet Bverhart
Ruby Ore
Morocco

Glnnlo Loftus Gay Nineties' Rev
Sr
Buddy Duray
Helen Marriott
Joo Foder Ore

Vera tiaverne
Arlctte Adair
Dottle Verrae

Geo

Calla^to

Sissy

Ed McGoldrlck,

Kuvak

Lillian

Joe

Pinky Lee

Tirza
.

Minstrel Tavern

Tones
Margie Rose March

Sammy West

Don Pablo Ore
Hack's Reiltord Ina
Mac McGraw Ore
Club Royale
Donald N'ovla
Wesson Bros
Rosalean ft Seville
Maxliie Turner
Virginia Mnnclio
Stan Norrls Ore
Sake ^lioiv Bur
Harry Rose
Harriet Brent
Valyno Hague
Gonzalo ft Beryl
Peto VIera Ore

Manuel I..opez
Al Alexander Ore
l<ondon Chop Honse Clem Belling Co
Bernard ft Janson
Tenia ValcntI

4

Tony

Timers

3 Old

Alan Wood

ClQb 15
Harriet Hale
Joe Altee
Barbara Stone
Margie ft Bnbs
Rose VenutI
Dl Plnto'e
Flash Lane

Jackie Del Ulo

Ilund'a

Hughes

Bill

The Wests
Dick Havlland
Les Arquctte Ore

Lollta

Wilbur Ranee

1IS23

Alvira Morton
Ethel Urnwn
Fillmore Sherman
..Vrt
Fischers Ore

Coloslmos

Janet Fulton
Brrvnorl Hotel
._<Cn*»nl..Roiiin)-

Minuet

Kim Ray

(llitlliiese

3

Harry Rose
Grace Gordon

Waneta Bates
Geo Wagner
Bobby Vail

Beet Trust
ft Goodie
Prof Crump
Orlando

Good

Gus Johnson Ore
Klpp Voloz
Danny Mnntroinery
Paul Kane

Carroll's

llelone Carol

IllackliAwk
Ted Flo nitn Ori.
Earle Leslie
Grnndrat'r's FollleH
Ulnrkslone Hotel

Nancy Newell
Glamour Ols (3)

Gloria Dale

Paullette La Pierre
Dave Unci! Ore
Dnrrtihy Dale

lllsmarrk Hotel

Lerol

Charlie Gninest Ore

4-1.'

CHICAGO
.* (I'nmp
Room)
Val Oman Ore

Smythe ft Dolores
Don & Doreso

Lola Clair
Edythe Sallade
Darlene
Frank Cuneo Ore
Feranti 3
Judith Manners
Mnyo's
3 Shades of Rhythni

N'ltza

Velaacoa

Cufe

Dave Forrester Ore

Liovey Stacey
Mitchell ft Kaehurn
Radio Jesters

.

Jiick Hutchinson.

Madeline White

Bowl

U'llBhIre

Bert St Clnl'r
Victor Hugo's Oro
.Mnnoa Inn

Cndlllao Tavern
Harry Pobb*; Ore

Good ft Goody
Jack Buchanan
Arden Dane
DInn Rowland
Frances ft Grey
Johnny King
Chas Carlisle
Benny Resh Ore
Casanova
Alexander
Yvonne
Bob Stanley Co
Bee Sarche
Glamor Gls
Lea Walter Ore
Corktown Tarem

DeLloyd McKay

Harry Schilling
Roshee ft Lee
Ray Carlln Ore
Olde Wayne Club
Charles Costello Oro
McColl Sis
Pnlni Beach
Bobby Jones

Al Kline

.

'

Chuck Henry Ore
Pirates Den
Pesleg Hapveney
Dues Wilson
Henry Grant
Gaby La Fltte
Black Andy
Flo Ash
Ma rj orl e R a y ni o n d
Nick Cochran Ore
Bhnmboogle
4
3

Rhumba Oro

Slate

Julio Oshlns

Bon Perry

Helen Harrison
Freddie Martin Ore Helen Miller

6

Maxle Uosenbloom

Radio Aces

Charlotte Vogue

Cadillac CapcreLies

Mitchell Lei3en Rev

Olive

Bower}-

Rathskeller

Little

.Grace ft Graham
Leo Zollo Ore

Paris Inn
Kenny Henryson
Dominic

Marp'rlte

Jimmy

Bobby Allen

Agnes Barry
3

CItib

Arias Ore

SETBOIT

Barry Wilkinson
(Motor Bar)
Pete Vera

Chlqulta
Joe Martin

Balirlovelles

Ben franklin
Vera Fern

Palladium
Glenn Miller Ore

Com Mnnana

Joe Wallace
Raymond Wllburt
Todd Ols

Club Ball
Alan Fielding Oro

La Congu

Ramon

Lindsay's Skybar
Jaun Florer
Eddie Robinson Ore I'eurl de Lucca
Gaylo Gaylord
Regnl riub
Jean Marshall
Ducky Malvin Oro
SoQtliern Tavern
Hotel Carter
Loe Allen Ore
Tlilxlon Sprengor
Ambapsadors Ore
3700 Club
Tucker & Tremalno
Hotel Cleveland
Art West
Lang Thompson O Roma Huston
Arlene Daye
Margaret English

Gourmet Club

Book-Cud llhtc Hotel 6 Vanottes
(Honk Casino)
Leonard Seel Ore
Nortliwnod Ina
Loren Parsons
Janice Guorge
Anita JncobI
Snnford Mandel
Woods ft Ilrny

8

Joo Sanders Ore
Los Brown Ore

Juanita
Bnrica ft Novello
Zedra de la Conde
3 Radio Aces
Geraldo ft Helen

Torry Lawlor
Collette ft Barry
& Fauvers
Sloan ft Gary
Hotel nintler
Jules Duke Ore

.

PHILADELPHIA

La Con^a

BIItmor« Dowl

Jimmy

Ramon

Florence
Hotel

Dal

Madeline Kay Penton
Coley WorthUarnes Twins

ft

BIrdland

De May Moore Co
Bud Harris Co

Antonlta

.Jf.aM

-...(0.11.)

Vaughn Monroe Ore
Hal LeRoy
Beatrice Kay
Lorraine ft Rognan
Lew Parker Co

Burns 2 ft Evelyn
Hippodrome (8)

Hotel
Lolo

O

Ambassador Hotel

Johnny Howard

KIml Toys

PROVIDF.NCE

<II-14)

(8-10)

Jack McCoy
ft

& Lord
J McKenna

ft

PIT.WAN
Broadway (0-10)
Thurston Show

Toe

— TIfurston-Show
Carroll

Knye

ft

Leo Kahn
Hotel Shelton
Johnny Johnson O
Hotel St. George

Ford Harrison Ore

Don Alberto Oro
Juan Martinez
Gloria Bolmonte
Maria Lopez
Charro Oil 3
El Morocco
Ernie Hoist Oro
Don Devodl Oro
Reva Reyes
Carta & Fernanda
Forbidden City
Sal Cabral Oro
Ruth Sato

(0)

Pritchard

Bryan
Turner

ft

EnrI Boatic Ore

State

(8)

ft Smith
Bob Carney Co

Canfleld

Mardo

Sis

El Chico

Juvolys

Apollo (9)

ft

Mangean

Sally Keith

& Eng Bros
Ben Tost Co
Paul Ash Ore

Tap

COL

LOS ANGELES

Bill DItlard

(9-11)

Diamonds

PHTLADHr^PHIA

Belitt

Lewis

Rltz Bros

Isabel. Jewell

Earl Wrlghtvon

Willie

Gllda Gray
Charles King

Mllt Brltlon Ore

Edwins Eusllce
Anthony Marlow
Erno Rapee Symph
Boxy (8)
Marty May
Jack Powell

Tip,

Llla Lee

(II only)

Josepha Chekova
Jan Peerce
Mario Berlnl

Mann

Geo Fontana

Audltoriam

(8)

Ifareos

(Brooklyn)
Dave Martin Oro
Dee Williams
Tank Porter
Dick Fulbright

Delia LInd

LOWELL

CITY

Music Hall

Anne Roselle
Enya Gonzalez

De

.

Don Casanova
Dlmaa ft Belen

Gae Foster Gls
Lane ft Ward
Joe Cook Co

Scott Ore

Sirens

Qlnger Dole
Sylvia Barry
Hotel PennsylTanIa
Oene Krupa Oro
Bob Bberle
Hotel Plaxa
dok Gasparre Oro
Chlqulto Ore

Caban Casino
Consuelo Moreno

(2)

Al Bernle
G ft B Malaon

Tvetle
Tito Coral
Caria & 'Fernando
Delle Norella

Samba

Diane

Paul Haakon
Josephine Huston
Hotel Booaevelt
Jose Morand Ore
ERI Dorre
Hotel Savby-Pla'za
Diamond Hoimshoe Bmlle Fettl Ore .
Hildegarde
Dr Rockwell

Evelyn Farney
Bmmett Oldneld
Joey Rardin

Stumpy

ft

(9)

Charlie Splvak Oro

(9)

Jimmy Dorsey Oro

O

Mara

Horace Heidt Ore

Hector Co

ft

Bunny Howard

Tucker Ore Wayne King Oro
a Randall Sis
Copacabana
Monocled Amba'dors
Brandwynne
Tommy Wonder. Co Nat
Frank Marti Oro
(2)

Don Cummtnga

Wood

Hlbbert, Byrd Co

Victor McLaglen
Del Rloa

Jimmy Dorsey Ore

Jack Waldron

Wlnton

Luis Camache
Jose Perez
Rosa Rio

FITTSBUBAH

CITY

Domlnguez O

Jose

Blenore

Winnie Duncan
Olga Barat

Strand (9)

Tommy

Virginia Jones
Sol Lako
Tripoli 3

Cafe

Lenore Line

Todd's Theatre-Cafe

Coriell

Brendn Forbes
Delta Boys
Russian Kretctuna
Nicolas Matthey

RKO

NEW .YORK

Renee Andrle

Ghczzis

Brown. & Ames
Maxelloa
CharleH Fredericks
Ford Circus

-

Lewis Sis
Lloyd ft Willis
Carrie FInnell

EDWARD SHERMAN

Ifall

.

Jimmy Ray

BOOKING THE NATION'S LEADING INDEICNDENT
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

Charles Strickland
Lulu Bates
Fred Bishop
Spike Harrison
Harold Wlilard
Harry Donnelly
Bernle Grauer

Moke & Poke

Ctalcli

BnlTnlo

Bill's

LIpnian
Antoinettes
Freddie's

Fenway

Sammy Wntklns O

Sammy

Tulby Rleves

^nila Jacobl

Mary Camp

Pat Purcell
Mary Lore
Merits
Helen Wilson
Mary Navla

GfUe Parker

Club

<I06

Geo Banuet Ore

Art Mathews
Taclit Club

Hotel llollendvn

IHimpo

El

Billy Carr
Margret Faber Ols

Hartzells

Alex PersI

Joe Hough'

Hotel

Bob Manners Oro

Ralph Lynden Oro
Elinor Dnnlels
HaZel Zalus

Marianne

ft

Dorothy Allen
Lois Palmer

Reicnl

Oalle

ft

Toung

I<ols

Mystics

Johnny Joyce Ore
Mary Wine

Dayne

Dottle

Collette

ft Smith
Faye Merrll

La Fleur ft Manners
Margo Wells
Betty Haden

CLEVELAIfD

Joo Gerken

Uoa.se)

Whirling Top
Teddy King Ore

Sllton

Marx

•

O'Nell

Manfred Gotthelf
New Yorker
Billy Gray
Patricia Brent
3 Moods

Barn
Jack Donny Oro
Bud Sweeney
Village

Roslnda

Thea

Alpine Village
John Tlo
Silver Cloud
Bob Copfor
Jackie Richards Gls Carl Mueller
Mildred Anderson
Otto Til urn Oro

Morrison Hotel
(Boston Oyster

Doris

Tom

Jules Flacco's Oro

Room)

Byton Ols
Carl

Earl Wiley Oro

Joe B Lewis
Grace McDonald

Camden

Callahan Sis

Connie Austin

Jimmy

.

Oene Kerwln Oro

Pin de Vlllerle
laobel de Marco

Hampe

Men of Rhythm
Wanrlrk Hotel
Ray Morton O.ro

Balbanowo
Foran Sis ft

Stain
t

5

(Celtle Cafe)

Frank Shuman
Vera SanofC

WUson'e^

Centory

Weber's Hot Bran

Sherman Hotel

Stamos Oro

Splrofl'

Allen

ft

2Mh
8

Maurice ft Cordoba
Perez Four
Abbott Dancers

Frederlcn
Pat Williams
'Eleanor Knight

Lynn

CITY

Paramoant (7)
Alvlno Roy Ore

Peppers
Cookie Williams

1941

7,

Syd Golden
Raths'r Bldorndlans
Dave Plerson

Henry Patrick Oro

Pbll Dooley Oro

I

NEW YORK

Jan Garber

Stork Club
Sonny Kendls Ore
Ray Benson Oro
Gloria
Jovlta

Rainbow OrlU
Armando's
Vlllarlno
Russ Smith Ore
Dolores DeLeon
Geo Morris Oro
Ashburns
Pedrlto Ore
Hickory Honse
Jayne Manners
Rulnbow Room
Babe Russia Ore
Klatty Malncck Ore
Beachcomber
Hotel Astor
Velero Sis Ore
Michael Lorlng Ore Dick Kuhn Ore
Chandra Kaly Dane
C Havcz Ore
Sands Williams Ore Mill Monti
Elaa Valladares
Hotel Belmont
Walton ft O'Rourke
Plaza
BUI BeHolottl'i
Ruban Bleu
Arthur Ravel Oro
Don Sylvio Ore

Wayne Klnc Ore

COLVMBDS

Farrell

Bill

NEW YOKK CITY

& Ed
Bob Duponc
riTXSBlROH

crrx

Place Elevante
Ernest Franz Ore
Bernlce Manning

Bifls

Kathrya Kihg
Leaore Jackson
Nanoy Lee

L'Algloa

Splvy

Chlqulla Venezia

Cabaret

Loew

iTanhoe
4 Bards
Helen Sumner

Splvy's Roof

Ann Toback
Sadie Banks

Louie ft^Weaall

Bddy Howard
Bob Bvans

Eddie Fans Ore

Dagmar

Joe La Porte Oro
Cass Franklin

connection with bills below indicate opening day of
show, whether full or split week.

Grace O'Hara
Nlles ft Joanne

.

Hahi Menter
Palmer Hons*
(Empire Room)

Marshall ft Shield
Alphonse Ber(
Anita Lane
Carol Dean
Younger Gls

Betty Jane Carlaton Florence Schubert
Al Trace Ore
Noel HIghtowsr

Old Koumanlun
in

SaUf Bharratt
Helaelberg Bne

Jaok Marshall
Ruth Wayne

Arjslak ArateloTS

.

Numerals

Bl Hal

Peter Nemlrolt Ore

Eddie Davis
Nerlda Oro
Don Richards

nilly

Vilior

Yuelit Club
T.Trslila

Oro

Armlda
Jackie Heller

Whorlcy

(ils

Shirley Heller

SkT-Vno
Mickey Ross Ore
Sky Pilots
I'nion Grill
Art' Yogello

(Continued on page 79)
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UBO HAS PLENTY HEADACHES
Robt Sherwood Wins Third Pufitzer

Law vs. Barring Legit Critics Removes
'Last Vestige of Freedom,'
When Gfovernor Herbert H. Lehman signed a bUl last Thursday (1)
forbidding managers to bar critics

Atlantic City,

May

Great

having resorted to barring critics
and columnists when displeased with
reviews and news comments. Other

for the presentation of four legit
shows.
Jacobson said he is dickering for
Al Jolson's show, 'Hold On to Your

managers have occasionally threatened such action, but few went given June
through with It.
Leonard Lyons, columnist on the
took bows when both
He. has
houses adopted the bill.
been supposedly banned by the
Shuberts for about two years. Walter Winchell, the only reviewer to
be denied admittance at openings in
recent years, has been in their good
graces for some time. Indicated by

N. Y. Post,

1.

GILLMORE DOES

.

NOT

CHOOSE

Lyons that he inspired Assemblyman
Irwin Davidson to introduce the
measure and during discussion in
Albany it was stated that the bill
would particularly benefit him.
At the approaching annual meetOn occasion managers have spec- ing of the Associated Actors and
ulated on the wisdom of keeping out Artistes of America, parent of the

TO RUN

the critics, feeling that some plays
are audience shows but likely to get
thumbs down from reviewers. Critics
are sent tickets gratis, but there is
no compulsion on the part of manShould a manager
agers to do so.
decide not to send the usual courtesies to critics or columnists, if
scribes buy or procure tickets they

cannot be denied admission under
new law. That seems to be irksome to the showmen.
However, the average manager will
concede that there are few instances
where favorable notices have boosted
the business of a flop, and conversely numerous successes were scored
after critics did not favor the shows,

the

Bad
show

notices

may hamper

a

good

for a limited time," but the
general opinion is that paying audi
ences make or break the play.

No Comment

by-

Governor

Albany,

May

6.

Governor Lehman signed without

comment the Davidson

bill

to prohibit the refusal of
to critics and columnists.

designed
admission

The meas

ure not only forbids refusal of ad
mission, but also the ejection or de
mand for departure during the
course of the performance.

Motion picture houses would have
been affected under several drafts
of the bill, but finally the words
'motion picture theatres' were omitted in the final amending.
a misde
meaner, punishable by fine or imprisonment or both. Plus this, the
critic or columnist refused admission can recover in civil action, from
$100 to $500 for each violation.

Violation of the law

N.Y.

is

GOVERNOR VETOES

NEW

CHILD

UBOR LAW

unions, a new president is
scheduled to be named. Incumbent
Frank Gillmore is said to have declared he would not be a candidate.

talent

There is no salary for the office.
Four A's headquarters in Equity's
offices and virtually exists only on
paper. It is controlled by the board,

made up
various

of representatives

of the

affiliates.

However, Gillmore, as executive
director of Four A's, with offices in
the Equity building, draws a salary
of $150 weekly. Under the arrangement made last year, when Gillmore
assented to a decrease in pay from
$13,000 annually, he is permitted to
give as much or as little time to the
directorship job as he wishes.
Former Equity head's salaTy is
guaranteed by the Four A's affiliates
individually for the balance of his
'

William Saroyan, who won
but rejected the Pulitzer prize
last season with 'Time of Your
may have changed his
Life,'
mind about that award. Before
going west last week he said
that if his 'The Beautiful People'
(Lyceum, N.Y.) copped the nod,
.

,

Weeks

New

TOO FEW SHOWS
Criticism has been aimed at the

he would give the Pulitzer comwhich is the
$1,000,
amount of the prize.
Saroyan probably realizes the

United Booking Office methods, but
the books of the legit routing outfit
disclose plenty of headaches in its
attempt to supply shows to out of

audience pull of the award,
helping Time' on the road this
season.
Also he Is a manager
now, having produced 'People'

town theatres. Stated that only a
few such houses have operated to
any profit this season, and even in

himself.

mittee

those cases the black is strictly technical. Every theatre outside of New
York is claimed to actually be in the
red, not only this- season but previ-

A.K.OPEREnAS

is

UBO

He should know, being on both

ends. The reason is that there are
not enough shows produced.

claimed that those houses
which earn anything more than operative costs get little more than the
taxes. They are not able to show any
return on the investment. Hope of
the out-of-town showmen is an increase in production or an upturn in
realty which would provide the opIn
portunity to sell the property.
times when many more shows toured,
such theatres showed profits of
In recent sea$25,000 and upward.
sons, if a net profit was registered, it
has been very smell. Formerly the
road season averaged 35 weeks,
whereas now the lighted weeks average not over 20 per year, while the
budget is based on the longer period.
It's

N. Y.), which won the critics prize,
did not come within the Pulitzer
committee's considerations, but is
eligible for the award next year.
Understood that no other play than
the Sherwood work entered in the
committee's deliberations, hence the

—Again!

HAVEB.O.

interested
and in
in Erlanger's part of
the production end as associate of
Max Gordon, says that the average
hit makes more money in one week
than any out ot town theatre in a
whole season of stop and go operation.

Therefore the Sherwood play was
not even considered last spring.
Watch on the Rhine' (Beck theatre,

award was unanimous.

ously.

Marcus Heiman, who

The Pulitzer award committee
fooled Broadway, certainly the critics, in naming 'There
Shall Be No Night' as the outstanding drama ot the year. Robert E,
Sherwood, who authored the play,
thereby won the Pulitzer nod for the
third time, tielng Eugene O'Neill on
that score. The lanky Sherwood won
previously with his 'Idiot's Delight*
and 'Abe Lincoln in Illinois.'
'Night* technically belongs to last
season's productions, having opened
at the Alvin, N. Y., April 29 of last
Deadline tor all Pulitzer
year.
awards is March 31 of each year.
completely

Dark

—

6.

Hats,' and 'Hellzcpoppin,' and added
he will produce 'The Green Cup'
First production will be
himself.

of

All the
Former 35-Week
Profits
Seasons Now Down to .20

York, with Ben Jacobson as
president. Lease includes provisions

ure was discussed In the legislature,
there was mention of the Shuberts

Number

Weeks Absorb

The Garden Pier theatre hcs been
leased for one year to March 1, 1942
by the Authors and Artists Guild of

ing their 'last vestige ot freedom' in
conducting theatres. When the meas-

Award With There ShaD Be No Night'

T

Saroyan's Offer

Lease A. C. Theatre

and columnists from theatres, Broadway showmen regarded it as remov-

.

Say Mgrs.

Saroyan
'Night'

New York

from using

ON ROAD
The success of operetta revivals on
the road is one of the spring surShuberts are earning coin
with The Student Prince,' 'Blossom
Time' and 'Rose Marie,' shows which
have been jealously guarded by J. J.,
but mostly In the storehouse. They
were fetched forth now and then,
but principally for out-of-door showings, where the settings and costtunes were not usually given close
inspection by audiences.

prises.

Now in regular legiters the a.k.
musicals are being welcomed. While
not getting record grosses, the biz is
fooling some of the wise guys on
Broadway. Explanation may be that
the shows are drawing the younger
generation, also that there is a shortage of touring shows, while the ab
sence of the scores from radio be
cause of the radio-music war is a

Broadway

is possible.
Award accompanying the prize of
$1,000 reads: 'The original American
play performed in New York, which
shall represent in marked fashion the
educational value and power ot the
stage, preferably dealing with Amer-

a musical.
Cast includes Dorothy
Providence is the worst
Stone, Charles Collins and Luella
town on the UBO books, with
Gear.
Atlanta the runnerup. Los Angeles,
which used to keep two theatres
lighted 52 weeks per year, has had a
15- week season this year and only one
house getting road shows. Chicago

a season of

summer

ican Life.'

Sherwood
Co. and

member.

is

is of
the Playwrights
rated their most dominant
'Night' was produced by

the Playwrights and the Theatre
Guild, in which Lunts are directors.

TarietyV

Calling Mpls.

N.G. for B.O. Vexes Mgr.

But He Can't Disprove

patronage.

It

legit

name

for
stock in Toledo,
its

last season

the reviewers battled it out, ending
when William Saroyan's 'Time of
Your Life' was named. That the
latter also won the Pulitzer prize last
year seemed to irk the critics, who
formerly did not highly regard the
choices of the Pulitzer committee.
'Night' has an exciting history. It
started when Alfred Lunt and Lynn
Fontanne, starred in the play, read
the script on their way home, intending a long vacation, So much stirred
were they that the Lunts telegraphed
Sherwood
immediate
acceptance.
They soon returned to New York and
the play scored sensationally. After
a summer layoff it resumed and went
on tour, drawing the most consistent
high grosses of any straight play this
season. Tour was ended last Saturday (3), but will again take to theroad next fall for at least 16 weeks,
although a tour-week return date on

Dark Weeks Hurt
The bane of the manager in the possible lesser reason.
life, in the event there is not suffi'Blossom Time' has been most conweek stands is the number of dark
Gill
cient money in the treasury.
sometimes
six or more in sistently revived by the Shuberts
weeks,
more's advancing age is understood
Another worry is try- less costly to operate than the other
succession.
to explain his desire to duck the
the
to
applying
especially
two.
'Marie' was produced by Arthat
outs,
Four A presidency, but he has been
Stands less accessible consti- thur Hammerstein, who declined
east,
showing up regularly in his office.
tute a tougher problem than the selling the rights, intending to revive
others and efforts of the bookers to it himself, until he went into bankprovide shows for those houses have ruptcy. Rights were then picked up
Group Theatre Taking
by the Shuberts in a receivership
extended to unusual proportions.
Washington is the most successful sale.
Action to Halt Strawhat
Latest musical revival by the Shu
oui-of-town theatre this season, dC'
berts is "The Gay Divorcee," original
try
dozen
the fact that it had a
Using Similar BiGing spite
ly done by Dwight Deere Wiman. It
ouU. The capital is filled to over
is also not expensive to operate for
heavy
fiowing, which explains the

Group Theatre is taking steps to
prevent a small theatrical troupe in

was considered

by the N. Y. critics, however, and
there was a heap of shuffling when

Although the Group is not currently
active, Kermit Bloomgarten, general

JOLSON GETS 6-MONTH

manager for the organization, indi
win
cated he will warn the new outfit theatres h£ve had a number of
ning shows, but the string of dark
not to use the Group name and,
necessary, take legal steps to prevent weeks absorbs most of the profit

ROAD TOUR

Minneapolis,

I

exception to the aspersions
Varicty has been cfsting
Minneapolis as a 'show town'
to a recent squib
with
theatregoers
being niggardly in buying enter-

taken

I

which
I

general, and
charging local
in

I

Al Jolson has arranged a SIX
Same goes for Boston. Baltimore has
Director of the so-called New been fairly successful, despite the months tour of 'Hold On to Your
York Group Theatre is reported to fact that UBO's Ford's has opposition HaU,' It being the first major musibe Jan Lindermann. Neither Bloom- <Maryland). Both houses fare okay cal definitely booked for the road for
next season.

were

dLspo.sed of.
'Hats' is dated to

.

!

1

,

I

$15,000;

|

open

at the

Gar-

.

j

!

;

r

'

|
!

Gertrude Lawrence,

$9,000,

$8,000,'
Bankl.cad
Tallulah
and
Pier,__AUantic . Cjly,.. Aug,,. .17;.i.slatcd Murray.—'All -playedrfour.per-.
Bofton and Philadelphia arc to fol- formances and got fancy prices.'
low, show then heading westward.
But the trade otherwise apparShow's final date at this time is At- enlly agrees with Vabietv and other
I'anta in February, film relcESC date boxofficc figures seem to bear out
Bobby its contentions that this city is one
approximating that time.
Crawford, who was associated in the of the worst theatre business spots
management ot 'Hats,' is in charge in the country. Murray failed to
mention the unsatisfactory business
ol the tour,
Cass Daley will probably'bc in the done by 'The Student Prince,' 'The
part originated, by Msrtha Raye, .Male Animal;' 'The Man Who Came
de.sire to Dinner' and 'Tobacco Road' at the
not oe.sire
does noi
she aoes
,n(i\o-i^\nu. sne
latter inuicdimfe
to tour, due to her planned marriage. Lyceum this .season.
Also, attention is called to the fact
Bert Gordon, Russ Brown and others
which had been
arc .slated to again be in support. that 'liellzapoppin,'
Same stall front and back have been bre.ikinfi records in other towns be.'^liort of sellcngEged. Louis (Eppy) Epstein will fore reaching here, fell
out at any of its live performbe manager, with John Snecken- ing
bergcr and Frank Cruikshank ahead. ances.

den

j

I

1

|

Naming New Fund

i

in particular.
Murray 'struck back' by citing this
season's figures for publication in
Merle Potter's 'Your Time' column
in the Times-Tribune,
-Lunt and Fontanne did $17,000
(capacity business); Hepburn did

I

When

the star closed
the show at the Shubert, N. Y., last
winter he stated he would tour it in
the fall, although the picture rights

garten

j

6.

IN 'HATS' upon

it.

nor other members of the There is a new deal with the estate
real Group has ever heard of such
(Continued on page 76)
Albany, May 6.
Group currently has no
a person.
The Ehrlich Bill, proposing t uni- regular office in New York, but the
form state-wide system of regulating organization is still in existence and
Prexy
the employment of children under 16 further production plans are conin all branches of show business, -templated..- Company.'a_last. produc4ctors Fund of America, will hold
radio ihcluded, was vetoed by Gov- tion,
Music' by Clifford its afinuaf in'eenhg' at" ihe-National;
'Night
time
the
flrst
For
(9).
Friday
ernor Herbert H. Lehman on the Odets, was unsuccessful.
N. Y.,
since' 1908 a new president will bo
ground that it was defectively drawn
elected, replacing th»- late Daniel
and the subject matter 'too imporToledo Setup
year,
last
died
he
When
Frohman.
tant to be subjected to the confuToledo, O., May 6
inevitable
sion,
uncertainty
and
New summer spot called Lake- Walter Vincent, first v.p., automaticof the Fund and
litigation' which would follow execu- mont Landing is to be opened near ally became head
at the meettive approvcl of the measure.
here May 30, with an outdoor the- will be regularly named
The veto was not unexpected, in atre seating 800. New York Group ing.
Marcus Heiman,
are
trustees
New
light of the fact that the Governor a Theatre, under the direction of Jan
Antoinette
and
Henderson
E.
few days before had okayed the Lindermann, has been engaged for Frank
while Lee Shubert goes on
Manning-Jayne act. The latter, which a 10-wcek season of stock, opening Perry,
the board for one year. Vice-prcsipermits the participation and em- June 23.
KathaSommers.
G.
Harry
Recently formed corporation of dents:
ployment of children under 16 in
businessmen, Hutch, Inc.. rine Cornell; treasurer, Sam A.
theatrical performances stEged by Toledo
Scribner; secretary, Robert C-ampand com- will operate the venture, which will
non-profit
associations
re-elected:
be
trustees
to
Other
development on bell.
panies, would hardly have been ne- include a real estate
Baker, George Christie and
golf course Lee
cessary were the more comprehen- the Lake Erie shore, a
Sam Forrest.
and yacht club.
sive Ehrlich bill signed.

M?v

Leo Murray, manager of the
Lyceum, legit roadshow house, has

Wednesday, May
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Shows

Gov. Lehman Vetoes Amendment

'SnookU'

in

—

Rehearsal

Experimental Theatre, Needing Coin

Edward Choate,

Shuberts.

To Ease

Mitchell 75c Ticket

Law;

Now

Brokers

Aren't

&

'White Cargo' (road)— Wee
Leveiithal.

Kansas

Coudert amendment
the
would .have modified the
Mitchell law, which fixes a limit of
75c. above boxortice price on all ticlcets of admission sold in advance by
The amendment would
agencies.
have exempted fights, opera and
vetoed

in

which

City,

May

6.

the Resident theatre takes over the Music Hall of the

Pop-Priced Opera

municipal auditorium for its final
production of the season. May 27
through June 1. Second time in a
year little theatre has moved out of

Since the close of the Metropolitan
season in N. Y., the minor imthe would-be impresarios and

THURSDAYS NEW

John Kilpatrick, head of Mafli
Garden's dire)

tors,

who

include a

number

of

B'WAYB.O. BOGIE

w

businessmen, are believed to havi
reached the Governor's ear. Garden'
officials

have been irked by nearby

Thursday night has become the
bane of Broadway managers, attendance being the smallest of the week
in most theatres, while only two
shows use that dn- for matinees.
There have been frequent comrequisitioned the League of New plaints about 'red' Thursdays, but
York Thcptres,- which operates the they have been accentuated lately as
ticket code, which also fixes the legit grosses steadily decline. Curipremium at 75c., for data on the ously enough, agencies' business has
number of tickets aUqted to and sold been fairly good in face of the box-

cubby hole speculators, who manage
to obtain tickets for all important
events there.
Hearing on the court application
was scheduled to be heard early last
week, but was set back until
Hyman has
next Tuesday (13).
.

the amount of money
levied upon the ticket people and the
disposition of such funds. It's mentioned in the attornev's pabers that
3c. per ticket was collected, but the

by

a-'Tcie.':.

gettinf* 2c.,

'The

Man Who Came

to

Dinner,'

OK's Ant'-Baclal

not in-

several members ot the original cast
departed, developing a peeve as the
play continued its run.

Bill

Albany,

May

6.

.

With the sudden cancellation of
of 'Somewhere in France' alter trying
Assemblyman William T, out, again there are no openings this
Andrews' bill adding a new: section week. Coming next week is "The
to the penal law to provide that no Happy Days,' Miller. 'Women Aren't
person shall, .because ot race, color Angels' is due June 1 and something
Governor Lehman signed, with a

memorandum

strongly-worded
approval,

or religion, be subjected to dis- called 'Snookie' is now in rehearsal.
crimination in his civil rights by any
'Meet The People' closes at the
person, corporation or institution, or Mansfield Saturday (10). 'Charley's
by the state, any of its agencies or Aunt' folded at the Cort last Satursubdivisions.

day

(3).

Andrews, a Negro lawyer representing a Harlem district. Introduced
a halt dozen measures, as well as a
resolution,
dealing
with
various
pha'ses of discrimination.
Several bills requiring equal ac-

commodations

Name Fortune

Gallo

G.M. of Chi Opera Co.;

and

privileges
in
places of amusement failed to win
the Legislature's approval. One. by
Assemblyman Daniel L. Burrows,

San Carlo Continuing

Negro, passed the Lower House, but
Fortune Gallo, whose San Carlo
di'' rot reach a vote In the Senate
Opera Co. has been a fixture on the
before adjournment.
road for 29 years consecutively, has

been named general manager of the
Journey
Ends
Chicago Opera Company.
He asKenneth Kennedy, American sing- sumes the new duties immediately
who went to Europe several years and will supervise the selection of

Home

er

.'

i-'.o

to

appear

to the U. S.

last

i

few sea-

—war

sons he has been in opera in

be used next season. He
maintain his office in New York
well as in Chicago.

artists to

in opera, has returned

For the

Other recent developments include the plans of Amedeo Passeri,
who has given N. Y. and the country a run for its money in the presentation of opera above the Sal-

Italy,

-Mussolini's'., declaration
While his opefafic vgiiture has"
of'i'
against France and England, he mostly played out of town, San
Carlo in the past two or three seasons played N. Y. for limited, but
via Switzerland, France, Spain and successful, periods at the Center
Portugal.
Radio City. Policy there was popular prices, taking the presentations
Of Competition with the Metro-nnoTiTiir rtw trcvrn
"

Only actual project presented during the past month was a performance of 'Gianni Schlcchi' at Carnegie
Hall, under the auspices of the
tional Orchestral Assn.

DORBIN ON MEND
Dorbin,
is

:

.

'

for Stock,

Barrymore

could return, to pictures. One film
was made and Aldrich & Myers received $5,000. They are supposed to
be paid another $10,000, half of that
amount from his next two pictures.

Managers have selected their

first

play for next season, it being
'John Burgess, Berlin.' Aldrich will
again conduct the Cape Playhouse,
Dennis, Mass., during the summer.

new

B'WAY ANGELS

Last season was something of a
standout for non-managers who invested in legit production, particuwhen 'Life With Father'
larly
panned out to be a bonanza. This
season 'Arsenic and Old Ijace' is
proving to be another of the very
good things, the backers including
some who are in on 'Father.' Profits
in 'Arsenic' are being divided up
among a good many more angels
than those declared in on 'Father'
(Empire, N. Y., Philadelphia and
Chicago).
There arq other shows this season
with silent partners who are mostly
well satisfied, although some ventures with outside backing ended in
the red. Data on the whole is encouraging to those with coin who
have a yen for show business and
the indications are more such backing will be evident in next season's

Summer

Stock

Indicated that Experimental Theatre activities after three tries, will
suspend until next season.
Additional scripts

eration are

Experimental's financial situiition
could have been cleared up for the
time being at least. Third play, 'Not
.

in

Our

Stars,'

N. Y., brought an immediate managerial
response,
blit
somebody

know

inferred that Brady was given
the run-a-round. The Theatre Guild

was

also

mentioned as inclined

more

meeting

will
is

probably

join.

.

Following day the critics' opinions
ranged from bad to good and the
manager's desire to present the
play evidently cooled off. That resulted in discussion over the advisability of inviting reviewers to onetime performances of plays supposed to be done primarily for managerial eyes, sans costumes, scenery
and with few props. In tWe case of
'Stars,' the setting of 'My Sister
Eileen' was used, it being the tenant
at the Biltmore. Hereafter it is probable that critics will not be invited,
or, if so, not in their reviewing capacity.

Academy,

latter

Blankfort Organizes

Amer. Revue Theatre
Hollywood,

May

Henry Blankfort, one of the
ers of the Hollywood Theatre

6.

leadAlli-

ance, has left the outfit to help organize the American Revue Theatre.
First on the list is an all-Negro
revue, 'Jump for Joy,' slated for a
June opening at the Mayan theatre
with Duke Ellington- andf his band
featured.

Group plans two revues e "year,
opening here and later moving to
New York. Allied with Blankfort
the American Revue Theatre are
Hal Fimberg, Walter Jurman, Sid
Kuller and Paul Webster.

that

nue

for

new

Name

material.

Concert Dates
(May

7-17)

Fells, la.

(7).

Ins.

Equity plans to obtain clarification
New York's unemployment insurance regulations on behalf ot members and those of other stage unions
who apparently have not been rightly compensated.
Law calls for the
of

of $15 maximum for a
13 weeks per year. Actors
who appeared in shows which originated in this state but played out
of town have not been able to collect the top sum, that especially applying to shows which rehearsed in
New York and closed in other states
after trying out.
An amendment to the unemployment insurance statute designed to
correct some faults was adopted last
year, but administrators of the payments say that the wording is not
clear and advise applicants tliat it
must be rc-phrased before the present procedure" can be varied.
Employers are supposed to pay the
state a percentage of all moneys
paid employees, which amounts are
not deducted from the pay envelope,
although social security is held out.
Both state and federal percentages
apply even to rehearsal pay.
It appears
that some managers
,

in

Unemployment

movement

—Cedar

Flops Can't Collect FnS
N. Y.

a

has been otherwise latent.
Purpose of Expcr-.mental is to exnew works and give actors a
chance to be secen in performance.
It is logical that players of some experience be used, but there has been
some question raised whether scripts
by authors not members of the Guild,
as required, would not open an avehibit

Lauritz Melcblor

Actors in Out-of-State

payment
Next period of

slated for today (7).

to

accept the play.

it

30

at the Biltmore,

bungled the opportunity. William A.
Brady offered to take over the comedy for regular presentation, willing
to pay $500 in advance, without waiting for the reviews.
Those in the

Jock Whitney, Wharton Sl Gable
At the first session held the prob (who represent him) and Howard
lem of unit shows was discussed, and Cullman.

drich, Dennis, Mass., v.p.; John Wilberg, Maplewood. N. J., secretary and
.general counsel, Billy Miles, Stock
bridge, Mass., treasurer. There were
24 summer stock spots represented
at the initial meeting last week and

shown

.

Man

will be one purpose of the new
group to determine the type of play
which visiting names from the Coast
should appear in. Likely that the
Hollywood package show idea will
be revised, with more effective performances the aim. Special royalty
terms for summer stock from authors
is a primary objective.
Milton Stiefel, of Ivoryton, Conn,
was named president; Richard Al

under partial consid-

doubtful of being dis-

played until then, and the outfit has
several problems to be solved before
it can operate within the lines.,originally conceived.
Matter of turther
financing is one factor and a way to
hold down expenses is anotheh-v

Needs More Cooperation
Sincerity of Experimental's efforts
has not been questioned, but the procedure is incomplete. Idea, which
was broached for several seasons,
was crystalized when Equity and the
Dramatists Guild set up a formulae,
principal protective feature of which
was to keep out sharpshooters. But
they didn't go far enough and should
have sought cooperation by the stage
unions. It was not until later thtit
it
was discovered that stagehands
had to be paid, also the front of the
house
(Theati-ical
Managers and
Agents). As Experimental is a non-^
profit
affair
and
no
admission
charged there was no excuse for
TMA stepping in. It cost around
$300 for press agent and company
manager, a proportionately large
sum, considering that the outfit
started with only a bankroll of $2,000
gets 10% of the loaned
by the National Theatre

enterprises.
One investor who
profits is said to have made $150,000
out of 'Father' to date, and that does
not include his share ot picture
rights coin.
Bids for the 'Father'
rights
said
are
to
be between
were unsuccessful last season, the $400,000 and $500,000 and 40% of the
country showmen decided to get to- sale price is th$ manager's slice.
lasting
gether with the idea of effecting im- Play is considered such
provements and economies in stock property, however, that it is expectpresenUtlon. It is expected that not ed to be a stage attraction for years
only the managers concerned, but and the film rights will not be disthe actors in summer ventures will posed of for some time. Principal
backers ot 'Father' are said to be
benefit.

Association of

Next Season

Till

.

MAKING HAY

agers, newest organization within
the theatres, has been formed and
composed of rural theatre or soczlled strawhat operators.
Stated
that because most of isuch ventures

"

politan.
San Carlo troupe starts its
May 6.
30th annual tour early in October,
ill
In Highland asain under Gallo's direction,
nearing recovery
Trustees of the Chicago Opera inand is expected to be discharged in elude Rob e r t H. McCormick.
a short time.
Chauncey McCormick, Barnet FarHe Is tentatively slated to join the roll, Weymouth Kirkland, Ira Nel
Alor:?nder WooUcott company of son Morris, Fred A. Poor, William
The Man Who Came to Dinner' In D. Saltiel, Abner J. Stillwell and
New Haven.
Conrad H. Poppen Husen.

Rochester, N. Y.,

here,

Na-

STRAWHATS IN ASSN.
FOR SELF-BETTERMENT

'

William

for

class, and a bit under Fortune
Gallo's presentations. Passerl's com-

i

With

OK

Hope

'My Dear Children,' in which John
Barrymore starred, has been released for stock usage b^ Richard
Aldrlch and Richard Myers, who
produced the show, but within cerManagers still antain limitations.
ticipate the possibility that Barrymore will reappear in the play out
of town and no stock showings will
be made near stands where the play
would tour.
Prior to Broadway, 'Children' with
Barrymore was a great draw and
the managers in settling with him
assumed a heavy potential loss. He
agreed to pay them $15,000 to be released from his contract so that he

maggi

plete plans are not yet announced,
but the ever hopeful impresario
plans to establish a cheaper priced
permanent company in N. Y.
Mrs. Lytle Hull, the foi-mer Mrs.
Vincent Astor, has advanced the
momentous plans of them all, having
announced the taking' over of the
44th Street theatre for a contemplated six-week season at $3 top to
be given In the fall. Presentations
would include two operas, two
operettas and two ballets weekly.
Casts would Include young Americans who are vocally and dramatically ready, but who have attained
little prominence due to lack of opportunity in the larger companies.
Mrs. Hull has announced plans to
raise $1,000 each from 50 friends to
subscribe to the performances.

.

tried to' get back to this country.
flnally succesding in making his way

hospital

presarios have started to provide
N. Y. with a cheaper form of opera.
The indefatigible Alfredo Salmaggi continues to put on his opera
at $1 top and has taken over the
Warner Bros. Hollywood theatre for
that purpose.

office dips.

Music Box, dropped its ticket scale
from $3.30 to $2.20 this week. Show
spanning a second season and
is
there are hopes of it going well into
sisting on the third penny, which
summer, because there are few new
was supposed to be held aside and shows to. come.
'Dinner' was a
refunded the brokers if expenditures
standout last season but was slated
did not warrant the use of that coin.
Because of that
to tour in the fall.

League has been

Flooding N.Y. With

when

I

son Square Garden.

Impresarios Seen

Sylvia Sidney and Luther Adler
'Two on an Island' will be the

attractions

other events outside the legit theatre. its owJi 400 seater to the 2,700-seat
Music Hall for a presentation. Last
Brokers favored the Coudert bill.
Pending is an application to en- entry was Walter Hampden in 'Our
join enforcement of the Mitchell Town.'
on the
objecting
agencies
law,
Lead players will come in 10 days
grounds that it is price-fixing and in advance to work in with local
confiscatory. In his papers, William cast under direction of Ilia Motyleff,
A, Hyman, attorney for the agency director.
people, sets forth that, while the
Theatre closed its regular season
75c. premium limit is not objected to with 'Romance' and Elissa Landi in
for legit theatres, it is a hardship the lead role this week (10). Folwhere brokers must pay for sports lowing appearance here Miss t,andi
tickets and other outside attractions returns to her writing work which
because they are often costly and are will culminate with the publication
not returnable, as are legit tickets. this fall of her second novel, 'Injured
Attorney stated that if the Gov- Innocents.' The forthcoming book is
ernor signed the Coudert amendher first with a theatrical backment the court proceedings will be ground.
dropped, or at least not pressed. As
it failed to be incorporated in the
law. the case will now be pushed,
all agencies on Broadway favoring
PrinciMl-TSBjector to
that course.
the Coudert bill is said to have b\en
Col.

berts.

Miss Sidney-Luther Adler
K.C. Resident's Last Show

Saturday (3), the final day for
way or another by Governor Herbert H. Lehman on bills
passed by New Yorlt's assembly, he

'Children'
Still

•Gay Divorce' (revival)— Shuaction one

Nut, Off

—

Angels'

Lee Ephriam.

Press Court Action

And Less

&

'The Happy Days'— Raphael
Robert Hakim.

'Women

1941

7,

James Melton

—Mem.

aud.,

Tenn. (8).
Grace Moore— Bardavon,

Nash-

ville,

Pough-

kcepsie, N. Y. (8).

Eilo PInza—Tyler, Texas (7); Erie,
Pa. (13).
Lily

Pons—Capitol, Ottawa

(7).

—

Albert Spalding
Peddie school,
Hightstown, N. J. (9).
Leopold Stokowski
(With AllAmerican Youth orch), Carnegie hall,
N. Y. (16).
Lawrence Tibbett
(With Philadelphia orch). Hill aud., Ann Arbor,
Mich. (7): (with Duluth symph).
Armory, Duluth, Minn, (9); Hoch
aud., Lawrence, Kans. .(12); Aud.,
Vancouver, B. C. (14); Capitol, Yakima, Wash. (16).

—

—

have
mostly
the

failed to pay. that applying
to tryouts.
Confusion over
liability, however, rests
that
the law.
It appears

state's

within

play out of town, where
there also are unemployment insurance laws, the manager may elect
whether to pay locally or to New
York. Result is that applicants arc
told that remuneration can be figured only on the amounts received
in New York, although the amendment was supposed to remedy that
condition.

when shows

Wednesdaj, Maj

1941

7,
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Loots' $8,000 in N. H.

Chi Legit B.O. Slides Off; 'Arsenic'

New

$14,500; 'Bleen.
Chicago,

May

Loop, which last week was

Xf/p, Talher IIG

6.

down

low of three shows, currently has
quintet with the opening of 'Cabin
In the Slty* Sunday (4) at the Sel-

to

HARVEST SUM $10,000
IN PriT; REVIEWS GOOD

Pittsburgh, May 9.
wyn, and Twelfth Nlghf in the Er.Practically no interest at all in
Both
langer last night (Monday).
the
shows are in for shoi't-term stays, for Fredric March starrer, 'Hope
a Harvest,' last week at Nixon
the first for four weeks and the and
new show wourid up very disHelen Hayes-Maurice Evans Shakesappointingly at estimated $10,000
pearean for a five-weeker.
figure,
too,
included better
Loop is in the doldrums. Advance "That
than $4,500 in subscription money,
sales on this wiek's openers were
disappointing,
as
is
the show winding up six-play series of
strictly
Guild
and ATS locally.
call for 'Hellz&poppin, which comes
Small
take
hard
to understand,
Into the Auditorium Sunday (11).
since March is a name, play got
Estimates (or Last Week
good notices and had been doing
<ArseDlo and Old Lace,' Grand (4th bang-up biz on road.
However.
week) (1,200; $2.75). Hot weather is Broadway stamp of approval wasn't
dropping this one and the word-of- on it and that seems to be very Immouth indicates that the customers portant around here.
Running
funny.
too
it's
Nixon has 'DuBarry Was a Lady'
don't think
now on strength of notices and N.Y. currently and winds up legit season
next week with return engagement
raves. Claimed $14,500.
'Lite With Father,' Blackstone (63d of Dante, result of $10,500 he did
week) (1,200; $2.75). Three more here at $1.50 top several months ago.
weeks and the closing notice is stimulating trade; got over $11,000 last
week.
Tabin/ $13,000, Gets Too
'My Sister Eileen,' Harris (Uth
week) (1,000; $2.75). Sticking in the
Opposish in St. Louis
flve-fi.^ure class neatly and will be
.

Much

Haven,

May

7HEATRE'FINE

HUB

IN

$15,000

Boston,

May

6.

Outdoor skating spectacle built nicely on second
week and came under the wire with

'DINNER' 16G IN MONT'L

close to $38,500.
Outfit goes to Atlantic City early
In June and will play the present
show while rehearsing a 1942 edi-

Proata. Royalties, Woollcott's Salary
To Canadian War Relief

Cornelia Otis Skinner and a swell
supporting cast are packing 'em in at
the Plymouth to see 'Theatre' before
towners; eased off to around $19,000.
it leaves town this weekend.
'Rose
'It Happens on Ice,' Center
(5th
Marie' is okay, too, and will remain week (repeat engagement)
(R-3,087;
for a fourth stanza.
Somewhat better last week,
$2.75).

Alexander

WcoUcott

May 19 for two weeks
Came to Dinner' at

comes in but hardly comparable
'Man Who pace; $18,000; understood

of

March and Florence Eldridge

eric

featured, is in currently at Ford's as
plays under ATS subscrip-

last of six
tion.

May

Corrent Road Shows
7-17)

6.

to Dinner,'

with Alexander WooUcott, played to
smash houses at His Majesty's here
last
week and grossed estimated

'Accent on Touth* (Sylvia Sidney)
—Cass, Detroit (7-10); Royal Alexandra, Toronto (12-17).

'Arsenic and Old Lace' (Erich von
Stroheim, Laura Hope Crews, Helen
Grand, Chicago (7Producer, authors and star donated Twelvetrees)
profits, royalty and salary to Queen's 17).
Canadian Fund..
'Blossom Time' (Everett Marshall)
—Forrest, Philadelphia (7-10); His
$16,000 at S7c to $2.82.

W

—

OK 14G

in Mpls.

Majesty's, Montreal (12-17).
'Cabin in the Sky' (Ethel Waters)

—Selwyn, Chicago

(7-17).

•DnBarry Was a Lady' (Bert Lahr)
Minneapolis, May 8.
—Nixon, Pittsburgh (7-10); Ford's
Warm weather and generally slack Baltimore (12-17).
'Road'
in Mass.
conditions held down the gross of
Shubert, Boston
'Gay Divorce'
Springfield, Mass., May 6.
'Hellzappoppin,' but the hi^h scoring (12-17).
"Tobacco Road,' with John Barton,
'Happy Days'
Playhouse, Wilgrossed slightly over $5,000 in a revue nevertheless copped approximington, Del. (7-10).
three-day stand (April 28-30) at mately $14,000 for the four nights
'Helliapoppin'
Davidson, Miland one matinee in the 2,200-seat
Court Square here.
Fred Marshall, recently named Lyceum at $3.30 top. Critics went waukee (7-10); Aud., Chicago, (11overboard
their
praises,
and
cusin
17).
manager of this £. M. Loew house,
word-of-mouth was another
'Hope for a Harvest' (Fredric
said the play did considerably better tomers'
biz than in 1936 at the same house. big aid.
March, Florence Eldridge)
Ford's.
Time of Your Life,' In for three Baltimore (7-10).
days (6-8), winds up the local legit
'Life with Father' (Lillian Gish)—
season.
Blackstone, Chicago (7-17).
'Life with Father' (Dorothy Gish)
—Walnut, Philadelphia (7-17).
Horton $8,400 in J.
'Man Who Came to Dinner' (AlexCourt Square.
ander WooUcott)
Springfield, Mass. (7); Metropolitan,
San Francisco, May 6.
Providence, R. I. (8); Bushnell aud..
Everett Edward Horton, In 'Spring- Hartford, Conn. (9); Mem. aud.,
time for Henry,' grossed estimated Worcester, Mass. (10); Shubert, New
good $8,400 in its second week at the Haven (12-17).
Alcazar here. Closing notices are
'My Sister Eileen' Harris, ChicaIN 19TH
being posted that 'Henry' will run go (7-17).
four weeks, Hollywood commitments
'Pins and Needles' American, St.
Fealarcfl In GEOROB ABBOTT'S
making it necessary for Horton to Louis (7-10); Biltmore, Los Angeles
return south.

Town

5G

—
—
—

'

—

JACK
DURANT

S

—

—
—

WEEK

NOW

"PAL JOEY"

Barrymore Theatre,

New York

Billie Burke and Paul Cavanaugh
in 'Vinegar Tree' follow 'Henry.'

(15-17).

'Rose Marie'- Shubert. Boston (7Metropolitan, Providence (12);
Bushnell Aud., Hartford, Conn (13);
(14-15);
Erie, Scheniectady, N. Y.
Empire, Syracuse, N. Y. (16-17).
San Carlo Opera Bushnell aud.,

(8th week) (C-1,405; $3.30.
Eased
downward, which was expected for
vintage play: around $17,000, which
is still excellent for Shavian work.
'Charley's
Aunt,' Cort.
Closed
Saturday (3), after playing 29 weeks;
unusual for old comedy, which was

an operating profit.
'Lady in the Dark.' Alvin

(15th
week) (M-1,375; $4.40). Distinctly
topping Broadway and probably will
until suspending June 14 for summer; $31,700, which means standees

performances.

all

Parohase,'

Imperial

(49th week) (C-1,450; $4.40).
Nearing year's run mark; slipoed to
around $19,000, which should provide some profit for former leader.
'Man Who Came to Dinner,' Music
Box (81st week) (C-1,013; $2.20. Top
reduced from $3.30 starting this
week; expectation is to play into
summer: dipped to around $7,000
l3st

down
'My

to around $8,000.
Sister Eileen,' Biltmore

(19th

week) (CD-901; $3.30).
Eased off
further after maintaining excellent
pace for months: quoted at $13,000;
should be

oh Broadway's summer

bill.

'Mr.

V.

Visiting

and

SYLVIA

20TH

'

Uanagcment: WBI.
Broadway

IS

Nurse Assn., Thursday

(1),

town,

Orpheum's 2,755 seats for
the first time by a stage attraction
More
since house opened in 1931.

(12-17).

than 500 were turned away.
Dance team followed 'Hellzapopwith Billy House and Eddie
Garr, who drew 2,350 patrons in the
same house Tuesday (29).

Y.

KENT
New

Voi-li

ROSALIND IVAN
"THE CORN

Davenport

GREEN'

NATIONAL THEATRE,

N. Y.

in

Toronto

Toronto, May 6.
Snared from Massey Hall for the
time by Ernest M. Rawley, manager of the 1.552-seater Royal Alexandra here, San Carlo Opera, at $2
top, grossed excellent $13,800 on the
week's engagement.
Production decor was as ineffective as ever and singing capabilities
negligible with 'the possible exception of Coe Glade.

(8-10);

Nixon, Pittsburgh

$17,000 IN

MILWAUKEE

Night' hit the high spot of the legit
season at the 1,600-seat Pcbst (indie).
In the four days ending Saturday
they
grossed
(3),
approximately
$17,000 at $3.30 top.

Thousands were

turned away, but efforts to extend
the engagement were unavailing.
In contrast, 'Pins and Needles,' at
the 1,500-seat Davidson (UBO), got
the season's record low of $5,000 for
full week at $1,10 top.

Trance/ $7,500, N.G.

WasL; Withdrawn

In

Washington, May 6.
Theatre Guild's 'Somewhere in
France,' Carl Zuckmayer-Frltz Kortner drama now withdrawn for rewriting, was weak here last week at
an approximate $7,500 gross.
Current is 'Student Prince,' for

'

season's

final

week of

legit

here,

house being wired immediately for
Tantasia' opening May 12.

and Mrs. North,' Belasco (ISth

week) (C-891; $3.30). Doubtful after
this month; moderately paced to operating profit until last few weeks;
rated around $6,000.
'Native Sod,' St. James (6th week)
Like most other
(D-1,520; $3.30).
shows, business was off last week,
though pace not materially affected;
rated around $14,000, which okay
nets profit for book-drama.
'Old
Aoqoaintance,'
Broadhurst
(18th week) (C-1,142; $3.30). Among
those shows which have done fairly
well, slipped to around $7,000 and
likely to close soon; 'Women Aren't
Angels' due here.
'Out of the Frylnif Pan,' Windsor
Last
(12th week)
(C-893; $3.30).
weeks announced; another doubtful
sticker; never better than modest
gro.sses despite rating as laugh show;
$4,000 estimated.
'Pal Joey,' Barrymore (19th week)
(M-1,104: $4.40. Eased off with gross
around $19,000; varies in pace, but
rated among the summer shows.
'Panama Hattie,' 46th St. (27th
week) (M-1,347; $4.40). No longer
musical leader, but still getting big
money; went off around $1,500 last

able in operation; difference of opinion over this

—

'The Corn

comedy.

is

Green,' National (23d

EDDIE

GARR
CO-HTARRINa

RECORD BREAKING
"HELLZ-A-POPPIN"

IN

ON TOl'R
Mgt.: WM. KENT
1778 B'way. New Vork

(12-17).

'Theatre'

—

St.

Rant or Lease (Straight or Percentage)

(Cornelia Otis Skinner,^

—Plymouth, Boston (7-10).
'Time of Yoor Lite' (Eddie DowLyceum. Minneapolis (7-8);
ling)
Aud.,

San Carlo 14G

O.

'Student Prince' National, Washington (7-10); Forrest, Philadelphia

spots;

Milwaukee, May 6.
With the entire engagement completely sold out before opening, and
minimum newspaper ads carried
only for directory purposes, Helen
H'vec rpd MauricP Evans in Twelfth

week and approximated $27,000.
'Separate Rooms,' Plymouth (58th
week) (C-1,107; $3.30). Management
confident of sticking into summer;
two-for-ohes
but
making
Msing
—
money; $6,500.
Hartford, Conn. (7).
'The Beautiful People.' Lyceum
'Sim Sala Bim' (Dante) — Savoy,
(2d week) (C-1.004; $3.30). Claims
Hamilton. Ont. (7): Park. Youngs- better than $7,000; not big but profit-

grossed an estimated $3,000 at $1.50

first

in

in

pin'

GEORGE WHITE'S
GAY WHITE WAY. N.
1776

3G

and

top, filling

SHORE
WEEK
IN

Y.

Davenport, la.. May 6.
Yolanda, under auspices of the Junior board of the

HARRIS
NOW

&

Veloz

stock

HAYES-EVANS GREAT

10);

NORMAN

summer

dived to around $4,000.

week

'Meet the People,' Mansfield (R-1,000: $3.30).
Final and 20th week;
intimate revue from Coast started
mildly then got press commendation, but never climbed as expected;

from

lifted

to former
to be okay

Life With Father,' Emoire (77th
week) (C-1,005: $3.30). Slightly off
good $13,000 again at $15,500 quoted, but makes
for third week here and remains a plenty at that pace; using some exfourth. Goes to Providence May 12. tra space advertising to attract incomer trade.

(May
Montreal,

The Man Who Came

7G

Profit.

tioned straight play leader; "held pace
while others started to fade; quoted
at $19,300, which means capacity
plus standees.
Revivals
The Doctor's Dilemma,' Shubert

at that figure.
'Johnny Belinda,' Longacre (33d
week) (D-1,016: $3.30). Little change
in takings of modest money show;
claimed to have gotten $6,500; that's

'Lonislana

tion.

to
Return of
Ford's last week built nicely, grossing estimated $10,200.
'Hope For a Harvest,' with Fred-

alright, too, but a

less.

'Clandia,' Booth (12th week) (CD712; $3.30). Quoted tipping the $12,001 level; that is very good for
limited cast one-setter in house of
moderate capacity.
'Hcllzapoppln,'
Winter
Garden
(137th week) (R-1,671; $3.30). Withdrawal of Olsen and Johnson did
not materially affect attendance;
patronage nearly all from out-of-

(1,590;

(11) as originally set.

Some

of

Chicago company
little

ON COAST

6.

'People',

0,700,

shows are approach- week)
(D-1,162;
$3.30).
English
ing the end of their engagements as comedy drama was over-estimated
summer nears.
G/'osses
dropped previous week, when rated number
$18,000.
down further last week.
one import; last week the gross was
Only other booking to date is full
Estimates for Last Week
$15,000; plenty okay at that level.
week stand of the Alexander WooUKey: C (Comedy), D (Drama), R
Tobacco Road,' Forrest (285th
cott 'Man Who Came to Dinner' be- (Revue), M fiWusical), F (Farce), week)
(C-1,107;
$1.10).
Another
ginning May 12.
0 (Operetta).
summer nears and record staj-er still
'Arsenic and Old Lace', Fulton on the list; low cost drama around
(17th week)
(CD-938- $3.30).
An $4,000.
exception; getting all the house will
'Watch on the Rhine,' BeCk (5th
hold, gross being quoted at $16,600; week)
(D-1,214;
$3.30).
Unques-

ICE CAPADES' GREAT

Baltimore, May
'Student Prince'

A number

$16,600, 'Lady,'

SRO;

Still

Bethlehem, Reading and Bridgeport
for guaranteed $2,000 each.
That
held down final week's takings to

Stiff

Trince' $10,200 in Balto

'Arsenic'

Got approximately $8,000.
'Night' played to $3,900 in Hershey,
Pa.; then Junior League dates in

on

$38,500

B way Dips Again, But 'Rhine, $19,300,

6.

Final stand of 'There Shall Be No
with the Lunts- (show closed
road tour here Saturday), drew good
but not capacity biz on three performances week-end (2-3). Failure
to sell out is attributed to one-night
stands in nearby Connecticut cities.
Night,'

the Colonial,
where 'Arsenic and Old Lace' is
tentatively booked for an early June
St. Louis, May 8.
opposish from a p.a. by Duke date. 'Dinpfir' preemed here with
Ellington and his baod, olus near Monty WooUey. _
midsummer temperature, clipped the
Estimates lor Last Week
b.o. during one-week stand of Ethel
Theatre,' Plymouth
(1st week)
Waters in 'Cabin in the Sky' at the
(1,480; $2.75). While the local press
American. Piece estimated average notices were mixed, the ticket-buyers
bi7 *13,000. Crix contributed raves.
generally liked Miss Skinner and the
'Pins and Needles,' with house
Maugham play and the word-ofLos Angeles, May 6.
scaled to $1.65, beean one week stand
mouth is excellent. Dandy $15,000.
This will ring down One more week.
'Ice Capades of 1941' will hold Monday (5).
over two extra days at Pan Pacific the curtain for the season.
'Rose Marie,' Shubert (3rd week)
Auditorium, closing (13) instead of
$2.75). Garnered

here for several more weeks easily
last week's $12,500.
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Paul

(9); Cass,

Detroit (12-

PILGRIMAGE

Road' (John Barton)—
Lynn, Mass. (7); Empire,

THEATRE
— Seats 1320

outdoor

Spectacular Setting

17).

'Tobacco

Capitol,
River,
Fall

Mass.

(8-10);

Palace,

Norwich, Conn. (12); Garde, New
Strand
(13-14);
Conn.
London,
Waterbury, Conn. (15-17).
Hayes
(Helen
Night'
'Twelfth
Maurice Evans)— Erlanger, Chicago

Avonlable This Summer for Legit, Stock,
Music, Pictures or Drama School
quarter-million-dollar plant in the heart of Hollywood.,.
\
Opposite Hollywood Bowl... Home of the famous Pilgrimage Play
WIItK on IVRITK

LLOYD

(7-17).

'Women

Aren't

Angels'

Clark)— Wilbur, Boston

(Bobby

(15-17).

2580 North

D.

MITCHELL,

Highland Avenue

Pilgrimage Theatre
Hollywood, Calif.

—
Wednesday, IMay
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Inside

Stufi-L^t

Legit

A telephone message was received by an Equily oflicial last week from
a Harlemite, to the effect that a delegation from there would appear before
council to demand that Bill Robinson represent colored actors in the body.
The uptowners failed to put in an appearance. Idea evidently arose after
the name of Ethel Waters was disclosed among the 15 candidates nominated for the 10 council berths to be filled at Equity's annual meeting
early next month. There was no comment in Equity circles concerning
Miss Waters, first colored candidate yet for the council.
Not generally known that Chorus Equity has a colored member, Carrington Lewis, on its executive committee. He has been in that post for two
years. At present the chorus branch has but 22 colored members in good
standing. In Equity the actual number of colored members eligible to
vote is reported to be 39. In both instances the figures prove a very small

those of Tech are co-ed and It's a
refreshing change, a policy a lot of
other schools might do well to adopt.
Anyway, the 1941 revue proves Tech
has as much musical as it does dramatic talent, college being the home
of one of country's outstanding
drama schools. Lot of the players,
are drama students,
incidentally,
although Scotch and Soda carnivals
aren"t confined to that department.
Sketches are weakest part of
They're chiefly
'Here"!?
to You.'
blackouts of old gags. Couple ,of the.
longer skits are iunny in spots but
Otherdraggy over the distance.

FoUow-Up

HELLZAPOPPIN
(Jay C. Fllppen-Happy Felton)
it was proposed to send out
road company of 'Hellzapoppin.'
Olsen and Johnson, who concocted
revue from many and devious

When

a

thie

theirs in vaudeville, said
But
wasn"t such a good idea.
they've since changed their minds.

.

shows of

-

it

'

House and Eddie Garr have wise, revue is way above par for
particubeen knocking 'em dead in the sticks campus enterprises. Music
tunes
and the gicsscs of the road outfit are larly is fine and several of the
,

much higher
original |utfit

could stand an airing at large In-

than takings of the
at the Winter Gar-

steady of^3Mst^»^^^^
^

friendly with a couple who operate a summer, theahas been occupying their apartment for several weeks while they have
be^n away. As the strawhat season approaches, she has been answering
inquiries about the theatre, most of them being
telephone,
more and more

Broadway ingenue,

tre,

ftom

9. and J., having finally left the
N. Y. ca-st. have been replaced by
Jay C. Flippcn and Happy Felton,
latter a reformed comic bandsman.
Business at the Garden last week,

when everything was on

the

Ambitious,
Purcell.
but a little too rigidly early Gershwiniana,

job-seekers.

Sometimes organizations which buy preview performances get a break
that is, if the play clicks. It is probably the reverse more often. Case in
point is 'Somewhere in France,' which the Theatre Guild called back after
trying it out in Washington last week. It was slated to open in New York
tonight (7).
There are paid previews at the Guild theatre, N. Y., the first three nights
of this week, which will at least somewhat reduce the production nut.
Trance' needs script revision and is slated to come in next fall. Guild's
other recent tryout, 'Home for a Harvest,' is rated a good thing, but
Broadway will not see it until autumn.
Samson Raphaelson looked at 'France' Monday night (5) with a view to
possible' rewrite.
Switch of the Philadelphia company of 'Life with Father" instead of the
Chicago outfit for the Detroit date, which starts June 2, caused some talk
in show circles. According to the Oscar Serlin office, reason is that Lillian
Gish will go to the Coast and it was deemed advisable to spot one of the
'Father* companies intact in Detroit rather than engage a replacement
player. Philly.cast is headed by Dorothy Gish and Louis Calhern, while
the Chi company has her sister and Percy Waram as the leads.
Reports are that there is another reason for the change, but both companies arc slated for the road with casts intact next season.

living at the Rehearsal Club, New York boarding house for girls
In the theatre, last week published a booklet containing their pictures and
theatrical capabilities. Sent 600 copies to legit producers and agents, film
talent scouts and radio agencies, directors and producers. Number of calls
resulted, besides which the girls are being booked for an international
shortwave broadcast. They will also put on an entertainment and do
modeling Monday (12) for a fashion show at a Fifth avenue apparel shop.

Group

and Felton work together manner

i

originally in the lineup, are all okay.
Hal Sherman is apiong the missing.
Hcrry Reso, also a hoofer, with some
of Sherman's stuff, fills in rather

months

now for some
Maybe it will stick

reason.

Broadway. Late September will start the
fourth year, 'fourth year' being billed
curious
into-

another

in his army draft questionnaire, but it is doubtful
Author was 35 years and eighi months old
the law for trainees became operative.
He Is now past his 36th birthday. Only recently did Hart receive notification from the draft board.

olis Is

was received from a woman who

management
said she

A

cooling system is being installed in the Fulton, N. Y., where 'Arsenic
is expected to play into next season. House is one of the
legiters not already equipped with an air conditioning system.
Cost of installation, around $20,000, is being split between the house

and Old Lace'

few

and the show's producers.
Special feature on the Shuberts, emphasizing their supposed control of
theatre bookings throughout the country as well as their large interests
on Broadway, is being prepared by Click for publication in the June 24
Issue.

to Reelect tee on the regular ballot for reelection was. that he was named by
Hewitt to Equity CouncU Representative William Lambertson
last year as one of the alleged ComIndependent move to place Alan munists active in 'Equity.
Many
Hewitt's name on the ballot for re- members of Equity, both in and out
election to the Equity council at the of the council, came to Hewitt's deforthcoming annual meeting was fense, for among those who know
him personally, he is regarded as
made yesterday (Tuesclay). Peti- having liberal political views, but
tion, signed by more than 125 names, 'anything but a Communist.'
Memwas presented to the council. It was bers of the nominating committee
repoi-ted that Byron McGrath, nomi- are understood to admit Hewitt is
na.ed on the regular ticket, had re- not a Communist, but to have left
him off the slate 'for the good of
signed in favor of Hewitt
Apparent reason Hewitt was not Equity.' Hewitt's present term as
named by the nominating commit- council ihember ends this year.

Indie

Move On

Although Scotch and Soda shows
run- for three performances at Carnegie Music Hall, only one is really
Others are for
open to public.
alumni and students exclusively,
production being feature of Tech's
annual Campus Week. If 'Here's to
You' is a sample, group should hire
a legit theatre like the Nixon for a

HERE*S TO

YOU

(CARNEGIE TECH)
Pittsburgh, April 30.
Scotch and Soda Club or the Carncglj
Institute of Technology iircsents a niualcal
revue In two acts and li'J scenes; music
nnd lyrics by Jerome Kurtz. Gloria ScIkIc.
Samuel LIIT. Itoland Kruus. Jack Purcell
and Sxisan .Miller: skctclios. Lift. Kraus,
Garry Dnvin nnd I';rncst M<ityl; Alex SeRal.
Davis. Lift, Knius, Motyl. Uutli
and Henry
llevves;
continuity;
dance director; Purcell. mualral
director; Edward lliirkowltz, nettlnga; Alan
BluiSi, costumes.
At Cnrnenle Music Hall,
director;

Hrodle
Kraus.

.

LIFE

(BROWN UNIVERSITY)
Providence, H.

May

I.,

5.

.Seventh annual pi-odurtlon of the nrti\n\
jiroducoU
Drokoi-H;
)>y
Bai-bnvu
Ihnn;
llRlilInK, Lincoln }Inn<«>n; »la(!0 illrrctliAi'
Wllllnm Pruyor: dnncCM crcntnl and Ktiicoii

lliirbjira Ham; muHlc direi-lor, (ledr^fo
MC'Al]ilni>; iikctrhcn itaiicd by I.uclUft Swirk
anil noSR DavlH; niUHlc. OoorRO MoAlpliie,

by

akctrbea,

Lucille Stark, l{o.ii< Davis. Stanley JolinJo Shcehan, Mary Urincoll; sceiiei-y,
by .\rl injur, executed bv nill
Prayer;
co.<)tunie«,
Itunny MnrkiiKs nnd
Marjorle Henike,
Oa-st
principals: Iliirbai-a Hain, Arthur
Bljur, Dan nrnude. Lucille Stark, Jiiinea
Cunningham,
VIrKlnIn
non-man.
Dick
Trwin,
Lois LIndblom.
Lou Smndlteck.
Bernard Lubantky, J^nt McSweeney, Gled*
eiin.

created

'

Cameron.

'Run for Your Ufe'

is

commend-

able for its well-knit, general excellence of both material and per-

formance.
Lavishly styled as usual, production presents a satire on Life mag
and interweaves a series of skits,
ensembles,
ballet
and
creative
dances to make of the whole a fast-

•

moving

lyrical piece of entertainIt lacks punch scenes present
Brown Brokers' shows, leaning more toward the lighter side.
Offering is led through various Life
features, with skits accenting the
subtler side of sex.
When not jitterbugging, members
of the dancing corps go through
their paces in Latin-American and
ballet dances which pack plenty of
color. Among the best of this group
is an interpretative dance on industrial revolution which gives Barbara
Ham a chance to turn her hand to a
branch of dancing in which she ex-

ment.

in past

cels.
Daniel Braude handles the
comic assignment nicely. Sets are
distinctive and handled beautifully.

Malo.

UBO Headaches
;

Continued from page 73:

owning Ford's, however, and the
seme applies to the Colonial, Boston.
K.&E.'s Soft Touch
Formerly Klaw & Erlanger did
most pf the legit booking, known as
the 'syndicate' and was a clean-up
enterprise. Then the Shubert booking office combined with that outfit
and formed the UBO, limiting most'
week stands to one theatre for legit,

with the idea of eliminating opposition and bolstering attendance. UBO
give the public a chance- now concedes it is getting by, but
Public there
what's going on.
is no doiibt that its profits ere
would be surprised, and pleasantly
see

to

.

Cohen.

so.

CITY CALLED HEAVEN
(JOHNS HOPKINS)
Baltimore, April 24.
Fantasy In four acenes by Richard Rohman; presented by Uio Johns Hopkins riayahop nt Johns Hopkins .University, Baltimore. Md. Directed by N. Bryllion Fagln;
settlnRs, Marshall Hawks, Dorothy Dr:iKer,
Katherlne Brauns; opened April 22, '-11.
Bernard Ho(tm;in
IronmnnKer
Arthur llnKor
Hellsped
Ernest Gohn
First Waller

Sappho

'..Phyllis

WUmer

Tllley

D. Morrla Stadd
Sylvia Celw.nsscr

Adele Miller
Alexander IJonsc

Iris

College Plays

of the Barry-

had to buy three
$1.10 tickets for 'Pal Joey' right away, because she expected to have a
baby in three weeks. After that she feared she'd miss the show. It was
arranged for the expectant mama to see 'Joey' on the cuff.
Y.,

at the outset.

Fan

Moss Hart has sent

he will be called to camp.

RUN FOR YOUR

new week and

season, as there are few incoming
attractions in sight and the metrop-

when

letter that, attracted the attention of the

of those old
frolics.
collegiate

reminiScent

Schwab-Mandel

well.
'Hellz' lacks more than four
to complete its third year on

a

hangover.
Acting Is fairish; Phyllis TiUey
as the poet's conception of a wayward dame, has some thesping posslbilitics.
Direction by N. Bryllion
Fagin is okay, along with general
production.
Bwm.

hill

Probably chief virtue pf revue is
Packi a lot of zip and
its tempo.
numbers have all been staged in a

due to get a heavy throng from
out-of-town this summer. However,
the affluent O.&J. are due back in
the fall to appear In something called
'Crazy House' and plan moving right
back into those Garden dressing
rooms.
No show of the 'Hellz' type has run
Federal Theatre Project, defunct since 1939, is being kept alive in
memory by a compilation of the manuscripts of plays, research volumes, so long on Broadway, nor has
Incidentally,
bulletins and magazine articles produced by the FTP during its existence. cleaned up so much.
Southern California administrator of the Works Progress Administration the Shuberts probably never made
as much money from a revue, even
is about to issue a reference library which may be used by drama groups
though the profits are split with
throughout the nation.
O.&J.
7bee.

A

for a muddled ballet
Miller's 'Complex

Inferior' isn't bad.

are put on not only with enbut also a lot of
was plenty of laughter last Friday gaging abandon
Second act opening to
originality.
(2), show caught, when a fair house
Kurtz's 'Country Cousin' is a neat
attended.
bit of terp production and Miss
'Hellz' never was much of a girl
Seigle's 'Techlero,* after the bolero
show and Is less so now than pre- 'manner, is likewise in high, with a
viously. There is only one effective
native dance by Peggy Young and
ensemble number, the Scotch rou- Henry Barnard that's plenty all
tine at the first set finale.
It would
right
click in any musical and could be
Show's top performers are Robert
less abrupt than now. There is only
Davis, latter
one Crane sister (Betty mae) as Bev-- Challener and Garry
son of band-leader Meyer Davis.
er]y has gotten married.
Audience the
Challener is a clever half-pint with
gift bit near the close is somewhat
Noel Coward touch, with his leca
weakened with just a solo, girl pickture on petunias and later his
ing out the seat numbers.
lampoon of Helen Morgan, both goBoth Flippen and Felton are sea- ing over big. Davis is a redhead of
soned comics but impression Is that the Buddy Ebsen type who fits well
the new team hardly measures up into any and all departments. Best
in personality to that of Ole Olsen
voices belong to Betty Ellen Morris
and Chic JohnsOn. There seems to and Molly Van Ameringen, and on
be less noise currently and it may be the hoofing end, Roland Kraus and
that they are cutting down on the
Audrey Botkin, a looker, are atblank cartridge bills.
tractive kids who should have little
Charles Withers, who went into trouble getting started in a profesthe show last year when the 'New sional- way. Others in the big cast
Hellzapoppin' was announced, is per- who stand out are Marvin Einhorn.
haps the show's strongest comedy in- Samuel Liff, Rue Knapp and Ernest
terlude.
His opry house skit, with Motyl. Clever idea is having couEdded business and bits, is amusing. ple of gabby dames, played by Jenny
Radio Rogues count at every per- Lou Law and Alice Morgan, chewformance. So do Barto and Mann. ing the fat from the opposite secondWalter Nilsson with his cycling spe- tier boxes right before first and seccialty, the Charioteers, Theo Har- ond act openings.
Dialog is okay
deen. Dippy Diers. among those and puts the audience in good humor

Recent club show at the Lambs was dubbed a 'spring concert' instead of
Gambol. One reason for dubbing it a concert was the prevalence of warbling, too much so, according to some of the clubmen who took the air
before all the proceedings were terminated.
A complainant opined that Fred Waring's glee club had appeared too
often in the club shows. Others who prefer male voices claimed the show
was all right, different from 'seidel nights,' when concert singers are
usually egged on by a hand-clapping clacque minority.

more, N.

Miss Seigle's 'Fantasy in

number and Susan

longer, the performance should be
..r
..^ p^resently,^
,uKx„„h n,„r<. Dances
„„„„*i„ aU
beUer ^th^an

acterizations.

If

is

Low Brown'

and few of them know
of the switch, as if they care.
It was the idea of the comedians,
who're shortly to do a film version,
that the show depended on team
work, and that may be so. When

Naw York

Actress tells other ingenues that the ingenue assignment at the spot is
already filled, but advises those after other parts to call back in a few
weeks. In every case she uses a pHony accent, sometimes southern, or
French, Cockney, Brooklynese, etc. Says that as long as she's being the
Impresarios' for-free secretary, she may as well polish up her various char-

owners,

-

of 'Burtheatre production
lesque'; Gloria Seigle's 'Walking in
catchy number, and title
the Rain,'

hat

a
down- song by Jack

grade was not materially affected by
the change. Fact is that 'Hellz' is considerably dependent on visitors to

Flippen

1911

7,

theatre

'Man About Town,' both by Jerome Tom Lomasney. Al Acnrn. naehel llrciil.
Henry Lee. liSuKcne Lester; lyrics Jo
Kurtz, drama school senior who ac
Lucille
Stark.
Haobel liroiit,
companied Libby Holman in straw- Slieehan
Ann- Uyani,
Mary Drlitcoll;

'

Richard Stevenson, understudy for both Fredric March and Alan Reed
(Tedtjy Bergman) in Theatre Guild's 'Hope for a Harvest," is 'covering'
both roles this week from New York while show is in Baltimore. Made
necessary by fact that Stevenson has to rehearse with Ann Corio in subway circuit production of 'White Cargo,' which he's also directing. Guild
agreed to the remote control coverage when Stevenson pointed out that
Baltimore and that
It was only three and a half hours from New York to
he could make it If necessary on three hours' notice. Actor, who is a
brother of Phil Stevenson, p.a. for No. 2 company of 'Life With Father,'
circuit. "Harstrawhat
on
Rand
Sally
with
summers
ago
did 'Cargo' three
Broadvest' winds up spring tour Saturday (10) in Baltimore, resuming on
way in fall. It will have played total 61 five and a half weeks.

and

prostie and a columnist, all talking
like sophomores with a Saroyan

.

Billy

minority.

backers

Doon
Roland
Honey

Amos

Tailor
Doris RalllnK
CenrRc List

Martin
Second Walter
Polly Model
Miss Daniels

Donald Gibson
Elsie Kane
Hankow
Dan Rclcher

Ester

Worms

from former times.
Problem of the out-of-town theatre
not dissimilar to Broadway. Legit
theatres in New York were constructed under building laws which

greatly curtailed
Is

prohibited

the

inclusion

of

apart-

ments or offices on the same site. All
such spots therefore are wholly depei^dent upon the boxoffice and until
theatres are included as adjuncts to
building which obtain the principal
revenue, from offices, apartments and
stores, th'e same problem will exist.

There are two

Broadway

—

within

legit theatres on
building
office

the New Yorker and
Hammerstein's (Manhattan), now a
structures

radio theatre.
Bofli are slightly
north of the theatre zone and neither
panned out' well for the purpose of
construction and both went back to
the first mortgage holders (banks).
Their failure mey be blamed on the
depression, plus the fact that the
theatre district did- not expand as
hoped for, which also may be traced
.

The Playshop

of

Johns Hopkins

University has presented several
new plays that have reached into
more ambitious company. Current
effort

by

Richard

Rohman

New

York newspaper man now publicity
director for the Amalgamated Cloth
In^ Union, attracted' some interest
prior to its preem here.
Opening

to the depression.

UBO Takes Over 2 Shows
UBO has taken over at least two
had several film scouts on
hand and local dailies carried a yarn shows this season for the purpose of
Van
Ameringen, Jenny Lou Law, Garry Davis, about Lawrence Shubert Lawrence .keeping theatres lighted for longer
Ernest Motyl. Alice MorKan. Lester Stan- optioning the piece for uncles Jake
periods than was indicated, particuford, Betty Kllen Morris, David Ellis. Tom
and Lee Shubert.
Jonea,
Coast. 'Time
Michael
Sivy.
I).-irbiim
Burns,
Based on its catching here, 'City larly with an eye on the
Audrey Uotkln, Bose Marie Hills. Frear
shows
Twins, Wlltrcd Tliunhurst. Jrmes Mciirlt- Called Heaven' will not go far. It's of Your Life' is one of the
tin, Milton llownrth. Alfonso Checco, Sam.
a fantasy that deals with the often concerned. Last year's prize winner
uel Lirr, Roland Kraus, Marjorle Gibson
the Theatre
Adeline Roth, Maxine Diamond. Bstelle tried angle of what would happen was due to be closed by
Wyn-cr, Ruth Means, Helene Jaffln. Anne on this sphere if death no longer Guild in Baltimore in February.
Alexander, -lletty Uleherson, Phyllis Cohn. haunted its inhabitants. The premise
Deal was made whereby the UBO
Bunny I.ewy. Rue Knnpp, Hetty Johnson. has been worked out several times
Paul Cuddlhy. John Blankenchlp. Henry
guaranteed losses on far western
Howes, Marvin KInhorn, I.eatrlee Miller. before and more effectively in 'Death
Eleanor Weal, Alllton fjevlne. Septa San- Takes a
Holiday,' 'On Borrowed dates and bought an interest in the
derson. J. L, Jones, PeBgy Young. Henry Time' and, in a measure, 'Our Town.' show for the balance of the season.
IJarnanI, Wllllani Lebnu, Jeanne Howard,
In spite of a few spots, notably in Known that the UBO profited by the
Betty Jaho Klesel, Ada Mnrmcclnl, Helen
McMillan. Muriel Rotiult, Horton Oaynor, the third act, which reveal a tran- arrangement.
Show, after completJesjic Hill.
sient spark of dramatic writing, play
ing Coast bookings, is working its
drags through four scenes replete
Carnegie Tech's Scotch and Soda with uncertain characterization and way back to New York.
Club is a comparative newcomer phoney dialog. Its people are of the
deal was made
similar
Somewhat
among the college groups. 'It was theatre and a more theatric com- with 'Cabin In the Sky,' ih which s
founded in 1938 and 'Here's to'Vou' pany has rarely been offered the number of showmen are interested.
is its fourth show.
If improvenrient public.
There's a consumptive pro- Colored musical currently in Chicago
continues at this rate, it should ducer who is a combination director,
four
come up with at least a 'Meet the' booker, procurer, promoter and (Selwyn) will play at least
People' in another couple of years. agent who does all his business in a weeks on the Coast, with intermediUnlike most other campus shows. cafe. There are actors and actresses. ate bookings to and from.
Pittsburgh. Aiirll 30. May 1-2, '41.
Cost:
Robert
Chnllener,
Molly

night

Wednesday, May

7,

1941

CHATTER
Consuelo Rodriguez, Mexico's only
sound engineer, recovering
from injuries suffered in a car smash.
Alfonso Sanchez Tello, pioneer
pic producer who quit the biz here
because of labor troubles, has opened
a nitery in Monterey, eastern Texas
border industrial center.
Sally O'Neil due here about the
end of May to visit her brother, Edmund B. Noonan, operator of the
new Cine Olimpia, frontline cinema,
and only American exhibitor here.
Ponseco, the heavyweight comic,
is smash with his twice weekly programs of screwy questions and answers at local radio station XEQ:

Broadway

girl pic

Jim Proctor again agentlng 'Out
of the Frying Pan.'
Boris KarlofTs have taken a country house in Darien, Conn.

Alien Schnebbe's mother dangerously

ill.

Sam Lyons (and Lyons) back to
Hollywood after quickie trip east on
biz.

Gert and Mary Jane Lenihan in
from Woonsocket, R. I., to visit the
Bish.'

Listeners-in who can match wits
Gordon Douglas Hollywood-bound with
the comedian get cash prizes.
direct 'Niagara Falls' for Hal
Esperanza Iris,
veteran
stageBoach.
screen comedienne, spikes rumors to
Charlie Harris back at Imperial
the effect that she is going to sell to
manager
of
'Louisiana
company
as
the government her theatre here,
Purchase.*
for six years has been a cineDon Richards, recently in the which
ma, to serve as an addition to the
'Streets of Paris' unit, now singing
congressional building which it adat Leon & Eddie's.
joins. La Iris lives atop the theatre.
Bernard Hart, stage manager of
•Lady in the Dark' lAlvin), to vato

•

.

cation

.

on the Coast.

Mrs.

Charlie

Einfeld

trained

Pittsburgh

Aida Olivier joined Pepe Arias
Casino revue.

.

ager of the advertising department
at Warners, planed back from Dallas

in

,

French actress Madeline Lambert
drawing well with poetry recitals in

here.

Kitty Kelly in from
picture work.

>

on Broadway.

•

featured in Spanish revue,
'Las
Tocas'
('The Headdress'), at the
Maravillas.

Camila

Quiroga

rehearsing

'La

Dama de la Camellias,' Spanish version of 'Camille,' translated by Joaquin de Vedia.
Luis Mottura readying new comedy by Maria Luz Regas, 'Llegare a
Tus Brazos' CI Will End in Your

Adeline de Walt Reynolds, 80, is
playing in "The Yearling' at Metro,

London

Abbott
cilations

Maurice Ostrer, head of Gainsborough Films Production, tested
Eileen Redstone for part in 'Hi
Gang,' which starts production in
June. Girl was spotted by a Variety
mug^^ entertaining at an air-raid
shelter and tipped off to Ostrer.
Title switch on new John Corfleld
feature for Vic Oliver and Sarah
Churchill (Mrs. Oliver) is 'Call Me
Lucky,' replacing 'Ring O' Roses,' tag
of the Monica Ewer novel at time of
purchase.
Tony Nelson Keys has
been signed as unit manager. Adelaide Hall, dusky songstress, is being
mulled for

'Boom
Metro's
weeks.
longer,

.

secretary, here for week
with her husband. Warren Munsell,
Jr., company-managing "Hope for a
scription

Sandra Rambeau, just back from
is probably the last of the
Americans to evacuate that country.
Showgirl has plenty of inside stuff;
alfo brought over a flock of personal

Harvest.'

KT

Stevens, the initials (without
punctuation) standing for nothing al
all.

Jack Kelly out of the Paramount
department and on his

publicity
o'wn.

-Donna Adams, Metro
changed her film name

Republic's

Minneapolis

messages.

Harry

J.

Takiff, assistant to Jack

Cohn, Columbia
his

engagement

v.p.,

last

St.

By Lcs Rees

made known
week to Vivi-

Louis

local

Tom Walker
.outfit.

finished being dolled up.
St. Louis Variety Club will be represented by more than 14 members
conclave at Atlantic

at the national
Cily.

enne

Crafts, of Portsmouth, England, who' has been in this country
for several years.

Father of Abe Kaplan, independLeonard Griienberg recently transent circuit owner, ."seriously ill.
W. A. Steffes off to his northern ferred by RKO to Salt Lake City,
where he is manager.
Minnesota estate for the summer.
Eula Morgan, a grad of -the Town
Metro bowling team got into ABC
Square theatre and Light Opera
tournament money with 2.605 total.
(Hirsch-Katz .stock bur- Guild, in Hollywood flickers.
Alvin
George Hoffman, formerly with
le.sque) closed for summer Sunday

Jjnna

to

as treas-

in

-

Jean Roge s, film
granted a divorce

was

"".c. iss.

Danny

from

Winkiir.

D£vid Butler, held up by film comMay 9 for four mitments missed his first Kentucky
-Expected to hold up much Derby in years.
Victor McLaglen opens a six-week
but general release dale is
.stage tour of the east at the Strand,
of June.
Film has been

(M-G)

goes

into

New

York,

Maria

.

May

9.

Ouspenskaya

joined

the

Paul Kohner agency as instructor of

new

acting ttilent.
Joe E. Brown returns to musical
comedy in the Coast performance of

British National taking a six-weeks
layoff after 'Penn of Pennsylvania.'
Feature is about finished.
has
been in production without a break
since war began, and will utilize
hiatus by resting staff and lining up
new features. "The Common Touch'
goes into work May 21 under John
Baxter's guidance. Film expects to
use a number of radio and vaude

'Rio Rita'

May

Andrews

BN

19.

Sisters in a

which ruined their

motor wreck

chr.riot

but

left

their voices intact.

Jordan moving back from
Miami Beach to reopen his Bar of
Music in Hollywood.
Maureen O'Sullivan returned from
Bill

a six- week vacation lo start

work

in

another Tarzan oicture.

acts.

J.

of

P. Friedhoff is new comptroller
Pictures, succeeding

Monogram

Joseph Lamm who resigned.
Pat West elected commander of
Panama
Post 3208, Veterans of Foreign Wars,
on his 22d wedding anniversary.
Y. Frank Freeman tossed a lunchRay Milland and Lee. Tracy pas- eon
for Dr. Alexander Loudon, Minsengered on the S. S. President Monister from the Netherlands to U. S.,
roe, stoppitig over a day.
also General AviU Camacho, brother
Colon's Broadway, new cabaret, of Mexico's prez.
going in heavily for Latin shows.
Leland Hayward and his dad, CoL
Biz not so forte, with opposition get- William 'Wild Bill' Hayward, lookting most of the soldiers' coin.
ing over the flying school at Phoenix,
The Panamanian government took Ariz.
in $190,000 on liquor taxes for the
Ronald Reagan overcome by fumes
month of February. There are 792 in cockpit of a plane on 'Flight Pasaloons operating in the republic.
trol' set and took two days to reStan Willis, .former Broadway cover.
James A. FitzPatrick to Yosemite
agent, arranging U. S. entry papers
and initial New York bookings for Par;; to .show the g-vemment employees- his picture about that loRayita Del Sol, Latin-type hoofer.
cality.

Cuban talent agents reaping a harwith influx of Cubanas a.ssuming tremendous proportions. Nearly
every native-type cabaret employs at

Harry Stern back from New York
where he conferred with Harry
Brandt on future releases for Film

vest,

Alliance.

least 10 to 20 gals.

Frank Whitbeck trekked to Florida
for tropical scenes to be used in his

Club Florida, after being 'off limfor a year with the military, having a tough grind trying to catch on.
swell location,

its'

spot,
are strictly

industry production, 'The

Romance

of Celluloid.'

but

Ray Jones

from Dixie.

awards

Colon's SUvefSpray^ad housecleaning re<?fently, shipping^ Ameri-

just

checked

urer for the Edward Smell picture

middle
booked for entire Associated British
Cineiinas Corp.'s circuit on a road
show basis, which means it will play
each house at least two weeks, with
some as long as four and even eight.

shows

exchange

conlr;-tee,

Reed.

role.

Town*
Empire

Mammoth

By Sam X, Hurst

and Coslello got special
from Hollywood Post No,

43.

•

France,

for

,

Dave Whalen here looking after Arms') for Mecha Ortiz.
(5).
Gene Autry's publicity and general
Musical and revue company diMartha Raye will not tour with Al biz interests.
rected by Cesar Borel opens tour
Jolsoh's revived 'Hold On to Your
Mother of Earl Roeser, former at Colisco Podesta in La Plata. Will
is
possible
reGlenn
a
Cynda
Hats.'
Harris and WB manager, died sud- end in Asuncion, Paraguay.
placement.
Documentary and old artistic films
A weekend foursome playing 27 denly last week.
Owen Cleary back on job at Ful- shown by Cine Art Association at
holes was Fred Mohrhardt, John
McDermott, Clark Brown and Jim ton after eight weeks at Shea house Cine Baby and attracting much interest from socialite film-goers.
in Youngstown, O."
McGovern, all of Par.
Pampa Films' director Mario Soffici
Monte Proser has so many of the
Jackie Heller's nicest birthday gift
ex-Stork Club personnel at his Copa- Thursday (1) was a new nephew, back to work at Martinez studios on
'Yo Quiero Morir Contigo' CI Want
cabana now that it looks like a son of the Bill Hellers.
branch of Chez Billingsley.
Johnny Borelli subbing for ailing to Die with You'), after short illness.
'It's Not the Same,' tune by Joan
Antonio Moplet signed by Sono
Henry Miller at piano with Piccolo
Sinclaire, of Universal's story de- Pete's Club Petite band.
Film to direct 'El Hermano Jose'
partment, and Robert Noack, being
CBrother Joe'), comedy based on
W^lost manager of its Hollywood character
published by Doraine Music.
created on radio by Pepe
theatre
here,
Louis
Shellute,
to
The Daily News Post of the
Arias.
American Legion holds its annual Uncle Sam few days ago.
Yiddish company of Paul BernMrs. LeRoy (Ruth) Hippler, Nixon
affair at the Taft Saturday night
theatre boxoffice secretary, will be stein and Lilian Lux rehearsing new
(10) with Ed Sullivan as m.c.
musical, 'El Zapatero Alegre' ('The
Hastings Studios, animated car- a mother late next month.
Gabe Rubin went into Presby- Happy Shoemaker'), which features
toonery, has stepped out of its field
a Hollywood skit.
to make a live action briefle for the terian Hospital for a week of checkFerruccio Calusio picked to direct
ui>s and pronounced okay.
jukeboxers, starring Rufe Davis.
Variety Club will soon lose one May 25 opera at the. Colon. Night
Agent Hal MatSon on the Coast
for two weeks investigating wisdom of its faithfuls when Fabian Wright marks most important national holiday,
leaves
town
government
and opera then is considered top
for
service.
of acquiring a permanent Hollywood
Madelyn Ward, singer in Play- event of the season.
affiliate for his New York office.
Yiddish actress, Nelli Kesman,
Jack Robbins to Atlantic City for house revue, getting a divorce from
the
music
dealers'
convention. Jimmy Thompson, Chi radio sales- arrived from U. S. for season at the
Mitre. Jacob Ben-Ami opened seaCharles C. Moskowitz,..Loew's v.p., man.
Rombout van Riemsdyk, Dante's son at the Excelsior in 'El Desconoto A.C. next weekend on brief vageneral manager, in town ahead of cido' ('The Stranger') with company
cash.
Red Nichols batted for Frankie magician's return engagement to supported by Berta Gersten.
U. S. Director Richard Harlan
Nixon.
Hyers as a gob in 'Panama Hattie'
Biff Liff, of Tech drama school, selected 'Cuando Canta el Corazon'
Saturday when latter was ill. He
replaces Rags Ragland in show in a will be assistant technical director ('When the Heart Sings') as his new
EFA
this pic starring Hugo del Carril.
few weeks.
at Bucks County Playhouse
pic will feature Aida Luz, Jose
Will
(Babe)
Philbrick.
under- summer.
studying Vic Moore In 'Louisiana
Three special Pullman cars will Olarra, Oscar Valicelli and Felisa
Purchase,' is celebrating 37th anni- take local Variety Club delegation Mary.
Movie
crowd
out
in
force
at
openversary with Jessie Bowman (Car- to Atlantic City convention next
ing of Embassy, top socialite nitery
doni Sisters).
Wednesday (14).
Maxie Rosenbloom, currently at
Douglas Runyon, with Everett here, run as benefit for the Comision
the Bowery, Detroit nitery, leaves Hoagland band, called to California Pro Ayuda con Productos Argentinos
for Hollywood after a week to begin by mother's Illness and Ray Stevens Victimas de la Guerra (Commission
to Help
War Victims with War
work lor Columbia in 'Harvard, has replaced him.
Here I Come.'
drama Products).
Tech
Crawford.
Boyd
Committee to prepare for the secT.'E. Shea, Erpi v.p., in charge of school grad and now on radio serial.
engineerin;;, on a leave of absence 'Amanda of Honeymoon Hill,' home ond River Plate Theatre Congress
has
been
named,
including Edmundo
to
actively
participate
in
vital for weekend to see folks.
Bli;con Ramirez, H. Nazzari
studies being made by the National
Mike Spector, Carol Bruce's man- Bianchi,
and S. Messuti, for Uruguay: and
Defense Research Committee.
ager, here for day on way to the
Congestion on Sixth avenue around Coast by auto. Singer's mother and Hector G. Quiroga, C«rlos H. Faig.
Victor Eiras, Samuel Eichbaum and
Radio City greatly reduced by rule kid sister accompanied him.
Robert F. Giusti for Argentina.
effective last week that employment
Jane Keith, former Playhouse subagencies list jobs inside their offices
and not on boards on the street.

New York

Charles Lang trained in from New
York on vac.ntion.
Alexander Dubin, songwriter, sued

for $8,00a back alimony.
Leo F. Abram.<!. architect, has been
Leif Eiickson signed up with the
French.
retained by Harry C. Arthur, Jr.. Navy as a photographer.
Santa Cecilia Philharmonic, direct- chief barker of the St.
Louis Tent ot
John Balaban went back to Chied by Kurt Phalen, signed by Radio the Variety
Club, to prepare plans,
cago after a "month's vaculi: n.
El Mundo.
etc., for the $200,000 Midwest Polio
Charles Jones, cartoon director at
Claudio Arrau. Chilean pianist re- Assn. home which the Tcnl has
cently in Ihe States, doing a series promised to raise funds for in the Paramount, laid up with piciiri.'jy.
at the Colon.
Jerry Sackhcim
next five years.
screen writer,
Mar del Plata Casino ran extra
The wedding of Bud Kaimann. as- caught poison oak instead of tiOiit.
week because of terrific biz despite sociated 'with Clarence Kaimann in
Don Barry making a peisonal lour
bad weather.
the operation of a chain of nabe.s in of northern California, with horses.
Maestro Artuoro Luzzatti conduct- North St. Louis, to Ruth Corrigan of
Earl Carroll won a lc..al decision
ed series of concerts at the Sodre in the Jifational Theatre Supply Co. has and lost one, at a net proli: of ¥42.10,
been advanced because Kaimann is
Montevideo, featuring own works.
Jed Harris relumed from a gander
Fritz Busch, conducting Mozart in Class lA of the national defense al his old hangabauls in Now York.
series at the Colon, got praise from training and may be called any lime.
Phyllis Brooks back in Hollywood
critics although orchestra drew bad
after working in legit

Monday

.

Hollywood

o( the Frisina Amus. Co.'s Capilol in
Taylorville,
111.,
succeeds Charles
Beninati as manager of the Roxy.
Shelbyville. III. Charle.'s has taken
over the Grand, Carlyle, III.

Maria Antinen and Marcelino Ornat

By Hal Cohen
whose operatic
troupe lasted one performance at the
Sid Dickler losing one of his ace
Majestic, is in the bail bond business. bandsmen, Jerry Eisner, to the army.
McClelland Barclay goes to Hawaii
Albert Cappe, Penn theatre's chief
soon to draw scenes from the Navy
maneuvers, to be used on defense of service, has enlisted in the army.
Joe and Betty Lee, dancers, to Mt.
posters.
Wilma Freeman, promotion man- Royal in Toronto from Yacht Club
Salerno,

Frank

Municipal

trip.

77

2,100 payees to opera

house in
Auditorium in lecture.
Was spon.sored by Entertainment,
By Ray Josephs
Inc., headed by Paul Beisman.
Tony Beninanti, formerly manager
Colon Ballet returned after Chilean

notices.

in

Monday (5) to join her husband,
who preceded her east,

drew

Buenos Aires

of

of Universal

won

three

phologruphy show
Motion Picture Arts

in the still

Academy

of

and Sciences.
can entenainers back to Ne«<York.
Irving Berlin back in town after
Some pt the gals had been ohvthe working on his next flimusical in a
isthmui eight months, which \is de.serl hideout. He leaves for New
stretching an eight-week contract.
York next week.
Darryl F. Zanuck, Sol M. Wurtzel
and Col. Jason Joy were speakers at
the Annual Safety Committee banquet at 20th-Fox.

Melvyn Douglas

\George Murphy to Philadelphia, to
Leo Lindy says he's seen every; Continued from pace 3;
thin? now: a kid sourned Eddie
decK«»te2.a training house for the
Pennsylvania, where
Cantor, Fred Allen and others' autouprocr against his Communistic ac- University of
graphs in his eatery and insisted
his father, Mike Murphy, was a fativities
and
associations,'
Ford
told
only on Lindy's. He was eight-yearmous track coach.
the
house.
'After
knowing
his
poold nephew of Minerva Pious, who
Shirley Burden has been appointed
now assistant
Variety
Pictures,
(4).
litical
does 'Charlie (Charles Cantor) and
background,
Kenneth
Macgowan's
Coast represenwould
one
expect
Charlie Noodleman an addition to booker at Columbia's local exchange.
Min Potter' on the air.
Eddie and Dave Arthur and Les nothing else /rom such a man
as tative iri motion picture division of
sales staff and covering
the
Bob and Bobbie, standard juggling North
Kaufman of Fanchon & Marco's local this Melvyn Douglas, or, as he was Government's committee for LatinDakota.
act, now sees one a captain at the
American fricnd.ship.
Claude Dickinson, long a Universal organization have joined the St. otherwise known, Melvyn He.sselHotel Astor and the other a brewer
berg. I hope that everyone who ever
booker, now serving in same capacity Louis Home Guards.
with Ruppert's.
Robert Thomsen, business manager
with M-G-M.
sees him on the screen will always
Bill
Fadiman's wife in from
has booked 'Fantasia' into of lATSE, Local 143, has been apTucson to spend the summer in the Duluth and La Crosse, Wis., for road- pointed 'to the Missouri Appeals remember that he is a great defender of Harry Bridges.',.
east with him.
Board for the .Notional Defense.
show engagements.
Fire of undetermined origin deMutual Broadcasting Sy.stem reDougizs, who had aspirations to a
Al Charon, manager ot the Metro,
indie nabe house, for past four years, stroyed outdoor roller skating rink congressional seat him.self la.st year, ported to be opening news sumhiary
day
after
it
Louis
a
in
West
St.
lease.
over
has taken
was defended by another of the Los in English out of Havana similar to
City
Norman Sper in town to catch had been completed. Loss estimated Angeles county delegation. Repre- Columbia's but daily.
David Lichine's presentation of
By Douglas L. Grahame
University of Minnesota spring foot- at $2,000.
sentative Jerry Voorhls, a Democrat, Afro-Cuban
Tropicana
Harry Cool, former
ballet
at
ball practice for Blm short.
Your Life/ playing warbler, made several per.sonals on expressing regret if Douglas did nitery met with unexpected success
of
'Time
Miguel Arenas, the pic actor, to
Lyceum this week, had local drama home station while in town as fea- sign a petition in Brld'g£s' behalf, at the b.o. and artistically.
Venezuela to work in films.
band
singer with Dick Jurgens'
'Gone with the Wind' (M-G) resaid the actor is 'one of the most
Pedro Galindo, the songwriter, critics go to Chicago to 'preview' tured
Fau.sto
theatre,
at
the
opens
May
13
Chase
Club.
at.
basically patriotic people end one of
'*adying to become a pic producer. show.
.
Dick Barrie, localite and former the hardest workers for America's scene of its original triumph last
Clyde Culler, manager of Ihe
Charles Pickering, announcer for
,
Paul, rolled 602 in the trumpeter and warbler with Kay basic institutions and the pre.serva- year. Now at popXilar rates.
local
radio
station
(50,000 Aster, St.
in
Expected boxoffice from the reband, opened season
Kyscr's
the
in
was
and
tournament
ABC
Watts) became a benedict.
Forest Park Highlands ballroom (4) tion of democracy that there is in public's first bulinghls probably will
Society of Friends of the Theatre money.
„,
^
this country today.'
Reason Doug- be meagre as law prohibits either
The Gillmans closing their Floyd wltfi his own band.
has been organized here. A. GonAn overflow house greeted the las turned down the honorary Na- killing or wounding 'el tore'
the
formerly
theatre,
Olson
zalez Pena is prez and Jose Elizondo B.
Ballet Russe of Col. de Basil has
Gayety, local burlesque house for Philadelphia symph orch's concert, tional Guard commission offered by
and Francisco v. ps.
last of current .sca.<!on events bank- Gov. Culbert L. Olson, according to filled contract with Pro-Arte (govEncarnacion Lopez (Argentlnita), quarter of century.
ernment ministry of Education) and
League.
Music
Civic
by
rolled
the Spanish dancer, and her company
Twin City Variety club's having
Voorhls, wcs 'he had the good sense -awaits news from Sol Hurok vs. de
baton.
the
waved
Ormandy
Eugene
dance
dinner
«, smash in recitals at the Palace of annual grand ball and
was not qualified Basil fight in New York before leavWilliam L. Shirer, formerly chief t) know that he
Fine Arts (National Theatre).
this week to raise money for its prining either north or south.
in Berlin for CBS, for it.'
Alicia Phillips, film player, and cipal charity project, the Milk Fund. correspondent
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RKO
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mond, who trouped in vaude as
Rose and Buddy, and another son,

OBITUARIES

Harry.

STEPHEN

HOWARD

JOHNSON

E.

Howard E. Johnson, S3, songwriter
the lyrics for such hits
as 'When The Moon Comes Over the
Mountain,' 'Ireland Must Be Heaven'

who penned

We Go From Here,'
a New York hospital.

and 'Where Do

died May 1 in
Johnson, born in Waterbury, Conn.,
attended Torrington, Conn., high
school and as piano accompanist during devotions played the hymns in
ragtime. The jazzing was a source
of much amusement to his classmates, but went unappreciated by
the principal.
As a lad of 12 Johnson accompanied a group of vaudeville performers at a Torrington theatre and
did a good job without a previous
glimpse of either the music or the
artists.
Urged to make pianoing a
career, he went to Boston- after
graduating from school, where he
played in a theatre and wrote a few
eongs before coming to New York.
For several years under contract
to Leo Feist, Johnson also wrote
'M-o-t-h-e-r' and the lyrics for themusical comedy, 'Tangerine,' which
starred Frank Cruihit and Julia
Sanderson.
He collaborated with

of

Fay brothers

to die

within the

past year.

Deceased's first venture in the entertainment world was the formation of an orchestra which he and
his two brothers directed alternately
17

at Rhodes-on-the-Pawtucket for
In 1914 they took over
years.
.

Mills, a Rhode Island amusement park, and later organized -the
Fay Amusement Co. and at vari-

Hunts

ous times operated the old Rialto
theatre, the Majestic, Carlton and
Fay's theatres in Providence, and
another part of the chain in Pennsylvania.

At the time of his death. Fay was
assistant treasurer of the C. and F.
Theatre Co. He is survived by his
brother, Edward M., dean of Providence

theatre

sisters

and

manager

men,

widow,

three

a nephew, Al Clarke,
of Majestic theatre.

CLEMENT O'LOGHLEN
Clement O'Loghlen, 40, legit actor
whose last appearance was in 'Not in
Our Stars,' an Experimental Theatre (N. Y.) production, died May 2 in
the Roosevelt hospital, N. Y„ after he
rid-

Kate Smith and Harry Woods on had been stricken in a cab while
'When the Moon Comes Over the ing to his midtown home.
Mountain.'

member

of

ASCAP

for 20 years,

Johnson passed a year in Hollywood
Other
under contract to Metro.
songs for which he wrote lyrics include 'What Do You Want to Make
Those Eyes at Me For?,' 'I Scream,
You Scream, We All Scream for Ice
Cream,' 'Oh Those Sunday Drivers'
and 'There's a Broken Heart for
Every Light on Broadway.'
Many of Johnson's songs were of a
timely
flight

nature.

Lindbergh's

After

to Paris, he brought out a
entitled 'Lindy' the Eagle of
During the last war

number

the U. S. A.'

Born

in Ireland,

he came

to the

United States some 20 years ago and
in addition to appearing in legit had
also been active in radio. Among the

Broadway plays in which he had
parts were 'The Road to -Rome,'
Storm Over Patsy,' 'Father Malachy's
'Parnell,'
'Cynara'
and
Miracle,'
Spring Meeting.'
A metfiber of the Catholic Actors
Guild and Actors Equity, O'Loghlen
had played in the 'Cavalcade of
America' and 'March' of Time' radio

He won

programs among others.

much

favorable

comment

for his per-

formance in 'Not in Our Stars,' prehe wrote many war songs, including
sented at the Biltmorci N.Y., April 26.
•Just Like Washington Crossed the
Surviving are his widow, Cathleen,
Delaware, General Pershing Will
an actress and writer; his mother, a
Cross the Rhine.' He also wrote 'if
Want Another War, Let Them sister and five brothers.

They
Keep

-

It

Over

There,'

which was

JULIA CLAVSSEN

popularized by Eddie Cantor.

He

leaves his widow, the. former
Edna Leader; his father, Charles,
and a sister, Mabel, of Torrington.
Burial was in Torrington.

EDWIN
Edwin

S.

S.

POBTEB

Porter, 71, retired film

producer and an associate of the late
Thomas A. Edison In the early days
of the picture industry, died April 30
at his home in a New York hotel.
For several years he had been in
failing health.
Credited with originating the feature picture and the horse opera,
Porter foresaw the necessity of ereating and maintaining audience interest by making films which told
a story. His "The Life of an Ameri'
can Fireman' in 1899 was a step in
that direction and he followed it in
1903 with the famous "The Great
.

Mme.

Julia Claussen, 62, concert
and operatic diva who for 15 years
sang contralto and miezzo-soprano
roles with the Metropolitan Opera
Co., died May 1 at her home in
Stockholm, according to word received in New York last week.
Mme.- Claussen, who came to the
United States in 1913, was a native
of Stockholm and received her early
musical training in Berlin. .Making
her operatic debut at the Royal Opera House, Stockholm, in 1903, she
sang there for a decade.
Before joining Met in 1917, Mme.
Claussen appeared with the (Chicago
Opera Co. for two seasons. Chiefly
known as a singer of Wagnerian
roles, she also had been seen on the
concert stage of New York and London, and was appointed Royal Court
Singer in 1923 by King Gustav of

Train Robbery.'

Sweden.
She had been a music
Born in Pittsburgh, Porter worked teacher in recent years.
many trades and served three
years in the Navy as an electrician
WILLIAM BBAHAM
before he joined the Edison laboraWilliam Braham, 80, one-time tymtories. He remained there for some
panist for the Boston Symphony or10 years and while head of the Edi
chestra and member of a family
son studio developed a number of
famous
in light opera and musical
elementary camera technics, incircles for more than a half century,
cluding the closeup.
Upon leaving Edison in 1909, Por died May 2 at the Briar Hill Welfare
Home,
Freehold, N. J.
ter formed his own company, the
Born in New York, Braham served
Rex, which was comparatively short
as tympanist in various orchestras
lived. However, two years later he
and in 1895 started an 18-year asso
joined Adolph Zukor in organizing
elation as a musician in theatres conFamous Players. As a producer and
trolled by Charles Frohman. Retirdirector for Famous he turned out
ing in 1925, he had been a guest at
fome of the biggest boxoffice picBriar Hill for the past five years.
tures of the day. Among them were
Braham's father, Joseph, long wis
Tess of the Storm Country,' with
musical director at Tony Pastor's, and
Mary Pickford, which grossed more
one brother,. Harry, who conducted
than $1,000,000 though, cost of the
the Boston Museum or(Aiestra, mar
film was only $13,000. He also proried Lillian Russell in 1879. 0£ his
duced 'The Dictator' with John
other brothers, John J. Braham, was
Barrymore, 'Sold' with Pauline Fredorchestra conductor at the old Casino
erick and 'Hearts Adrift' with Miss
Roof Garden, and Albert and William
Pickford.
were members of the Boston SymRelinquishing his interest in Fa-

at

TOWNSEND
Townsend,

75,

professor of voice at the Boston University college of music for 10 years
and professor-emeritus since last
He
fall, died in Boston, April 30.

1941

various lengths to be sent to the
camps for use of home-grown talent.
Printing and distribution are being
paid for by the Army and Navy

Committee, a group of
wealthy people headed by Thomas

Civilian
J.

operator of the Teatro Virginia
Fabregas, was killed when the car
in which he was making a night trip
April 28 to meet Encarnacion Lopez
(Argentinita), the. Spanish dancer,
at the port of Vera Cruz, crashed
into a truck near here. He was 56.
Surviving are a mother, widow and
two brothers. Burial was in Mexico

tory, Bound Brook, N. J., died May 3
at his home in Cranford, N. J.
For 38 years an employee of the
firm. Miller leaves his widow, son,

City.

Hollywood.
He had been a character player in

Three weeks before his death, De
Maria C&mpo had won $17|000 (Mex)
in the lottery.

daughter and two

Watson

of International Business

Benjamin Franklin Blinn, 69, stage
and film actor, died April 28 in

films after
stage.

a

long

career

on the

Mrs. Maurice R. Jacobs, 60, who as
Kitte Collins appeared in legit years
ago, died May 5 in a New York hos-

Lou Miller, 35, former musical
comedy actress, died May 2 in Hollywood after a lingering illness.

of Actors Equity, Mrs.
played leads in such

had
plays as The Banshee' and The Silver Tassle.* In recent years she had
been active as a lecturer and teacher
of English and, elocution.
Surviving are her husband, a son,
two sisters and a brother. Funeral
services held in New York today
(Wednesday).

FRANK JEROME
Frank Jerome,

who was

Halliburton

to

Jack Woelz,

Mary Brian to Jon Whitcomb, in
Hollywood, May 4. Bride's the film
an artist.
Rebecca Loitzker, secretary to gen-

actress; he's

eral

manager

of

WNBC, New

Britain,

Herman Goodstine, engineer at station, April 27, at Winsted,
Conn.
William
Seymour,
Columt>iaAlice L. Mandel, 49, wife of Frank
WBBM, Chicago announcer, to MilMandel, member of the musical
dred Day, non-pro, in Chicago,
comedy producing team of Schwab
30.
& MandeU died May 1 at the Cedars April
Marcella Edwards to Walter Mcof Lebanon 'Hospital,
Hollywood.
Gowan, in Santa Cruz, °Cal., May 2.
Surviving besides her husband are
Bride is an ex-'Vanities' showgirl;
her parents, a son, Alfred, and a
he's in the real estate business.
sister.
Betty Mack, formerly In Charlie
E«a Metzel, 52, widow of the late Chase comedies, to George Yohalem,
George W. Metzel, Philadelphia rep- Columbia unit production manager.
resentative of the Actors Fund, May 2, in Yuma, Ariz.
Conn., to

Survived by her husband, William

pital.

Jacobs

MARRIAGES
Vida

Yuma, Ariz., April 28. He's a film
editor at 20th-Fox.
Alice Paula Sterling to Joseph
Sawyer Santley, in Beverly Hills,
Cal., May 1.
He's a newspaper reporter and son of Joseph Santley,
director at' Republic.
in

BLINN

F.

LOU MILLER

A member

ly to the Chief of SUff.

sisters.

BENJAMIN

KITTE COLLINS

57, veteran clown
touring with the road comMay 4
room in a

pany of 'HeUzapoppin', died
of a heart attack at his

Minneapolis hotel.
Company had
completed a four-day stand there the
previous evening.

Ruhl,

.film actor.

committed suicide in that city last
Thursday (1) by slashing her wrists.
Friends said she had been grieving
since the death of her husband last
Jan.

BIRTHS
Mr.
son, in

2.

Jerome did a

and Mrs. William Wellman,
Hollywood, April 29. Father

straightjacket specialty in the show. Brought forth as

Paramount director; mother is
former Dorothy Coonan, screen ac-

an individual
stant escape

tress.

would

still

is

Harry .Lottman,. 68, father of
could effect an in- George D., publicist, and Phil Lottfrom the device, he man, trade-paper editor, died in New
to free him- York May 2 of a lingering illness.

who

be attempting

self at curtain time.

SARAT LAHIRI
Sarat Lahiri, 46, Hindu actor, composer and restaurateur, died May 2
in

HUGH

&

with the idea of playing tab shows
in such spots.
Last legit assignment was ahead of
a 'Tobacco Road' company about two
years ago.

7,

Sherwood committee, is the preparation by Leonard SlUman, Broadway
producer, of a book of sketches of

a singer, teacher,

a New York hospital.
He suffered a stroke the preceding day.
Lahiri, born in Calcutta, had lectured occasionally on Hindu music
at Town Hall, N. Y., in recent years.
phony orchestra.
.Ia.l324 he. played- in The-Little Glay
-mous. Porter left- theJndustry when
Cart,*
a Neighborhood Playhouse
but 43. Though financially well oiT
(N.
EVA LLOTD
Y.)
production and several
he could not remain idle and in 1917
returned to the field as head of the
Eva Lloyd, 69, who appeared in others at the same theatre. Of late
Simplex Projector Co., dealer in mo- vaude some 50 years ago as a part- he had been in the restaurant busition picture and theatre equipment. ner in an act known as the Lloyd ness.
Upon the firm's merger with the In- Sisters, died April 29 at a New
ternational Projector Corp. in 1925, York hospital.
The wife of Col.
STRICKLAND
Porter retired permanently.
George E. Ellis, United States Army
Hugh Strickland, 55^ rodeo star
Surviving are his widow, Caroline; (retired), she had left the stage and for years a champ cowboy
three brothers and a sister. Funeral shortly after her marriage.
rider, died May 2. in Los Angeles.
services were held in New York
With a younger sister, Ann, Mrs. He made several world tours as a
Friday (2).
Ellis did a dancing turn in such cowboy performer and won more
places as Koster
Bial's, Miner's' than $100,000 in
prize money at
E. FAT
Bowery and Tony Pastor's from 1887 various rodeos.
Funeral services were held yester- to 1893. Her brother, Charles, and
day (Tuesday) for Bernard E. Fay, Col. Ellis at one time played in an
WILLIAM REILLT
59, theatre operator, who died at his Irish comedy skit.
William Reilly, around 60, veteran
Providence, R. I, home Saturday
Surviving besides her husband advance agent, died suddenly at Co(3). He was the second of the trio are two children, Rose and Ray- lumbia, North Carolina, Friday (2),

BERNARD

his family being advised through the
Managers and Agents
'Theatrical
Union, of which he was a member.
He had been visiting army camps

OLIVER MARSH
Machine.
Sillman contributed his
composer and
Oliver Marsh, 49, veteran camerar services. He has a song book under
conductor, and was reputedly once
died Monday (5) in Hollywood consideration next
the highest paid chorus master in man,
following a heart attack in the comSillman has also arranged an enthe country.
Townsend had conducted the missary at Metro's studio where he tertainment for officers and men of
had handled the camera since 1924. the Lakehurst (N. J.) Naval Air
Friends of Music chorus in New York
In pictures since 1911, he won the Station tomorrow (Thursday) night,for 10 yecrs and trained chorus
Academy Award in 1938 for his It's a dinner dance at $1.50 a head
groups for Karl Muck in Boston,
Technicolor photography on Metro's to be held at the 1,000-seat Sea Girt
Artur Bodanzky in New York, Leo- 'Sweethearts.'
Inn, Sea Girt, N, J. Show consists
Philadelphia,
Stokowski
in
pold
Marsh leaves a widow and three of Eddie Cantor, Imogene Coca, Pert
Henri Rabaud and Ossip Gabrilo- children. He was
a brother, of Mae Kelton, Paul Gerrits, Haywood &
witsch in Detroit.
Marsh, film star of the silent era.
Allen, June Carroll, line of eight
gals
and Tommy Tucker's orch.
VICTORINE PREISSER
CHARLES BURNS
Everyone except the gals and the
Mrs. Victorine Preisser, 55, mother
Charles Burns, 80, who, during the orch is working cufto. Event came
of June Preisser, Metro contract
pre-picture era was an actor, man- about by officers at the post writing
player, died of a heart attack May 5
Ulio
ager, producer and playwright in to
:or
entertainment.
He
at her home in Brentwood Heights,
Philadelphia, New York and At- turned the letter over to Sherwood,
Cal. Before June went into pictures,
lantic City, died at the Atlantic City who handed it over to Sillman.the actress teamed with her sister,
There are about 200 Army posts,
Cherry, in a vaude and musical hospital a week after the death of
his wife.
Among plays he wrote of which about 100 are large enough
comedy act.
Mrs. Preisser started the girls on and produced were 'Klondyke Claim' to be important. So far as can be
their stage career and long served and 'Bowery After Dark.' His last determined, the only entertainment
as their manager. Cherry left the connection was with Colonial thea- they are currently getting (aside
from films, which they complain are
theatre several years ago when she tre, Bristol, Pa.
old), is being provided by two inmarried David Hopkins, son of
dependent units, commercially-opCARRIE STANLEY BUBNS
Harry L. Hopkins. Also surviving
Other units have been
Mrs. Carrie Stanley Burns, 89, for^ erated.
are four sons and a brother.
mer actress, died in Atlantic City starting and folding sporadically and
hospital from pneumonia. Mrs. Burns there have been occasional benefit
MAJOR EDWARD J. RICE
Major Edward Jerome Rice, 78, played in New York for years and shows by name performers, but
nothing regular. Almost all the endied Monday (4) in New York. He toured the country in stock.
Despite her advanced age, she tertainment of any type has been
was the last surviving charter member of the Treasurers Club (legit), played in community dramatics up to confined to camps along the eastern
seaboard, particularly around New
five years ago.
which was formed in 1889.
York, with the west coast getting
Deceased was treasurer of the
an occasional tidbit.
MAX LEVIN
Standard theatre, present site of
As vague as the rest of the proMax Levin, 44, picture machine
Gimbel's department store, N. Y.,
later being employed by the Inter- operator for the 20th-Fox exchange gram is the standing of the War Deborough Rapid Transit lines.
He in Chicago, died suddenly of a tjeart partment budget for recreation.
served in the Spanish American war attack in Chicago May 1. Levin had Consensus is that there is none, aland was a major. Burial services been special operator with the Fox though General Ulio was understood
to have received some coin a few
at the chapel of the Blessed Sacra- exchange in Chicago for 20 years.
Widow survives. Burial in Chi- months ago when the War Department, West 71st street, N. Y., tomorment gave evidence of recognizing'
cago.
row (Thursday).
the morale division's importance by
removing it from the Adjutant GenABTHUR W. MILLER
ERNESTO DE MARIA T CAMPO
Arthur W. Miller, 53, v.p. and gen- eral's office and making it a fullErnesto de Maria y Campo, Mexico City theatrical impresario and eral manager of the Pathe Labora- fledged Army unit, reporting directwas

.

.

S.

Sumner

Stephen

A

Wednesday, May

P^fHETY

78

Mr. End Mrs. Art Dedrick, daughin Boston, April 28.
Father is
arranger-trombonist with
Vaughn
ter,

Mother of Walter G. Douglas, Monroe's orch.
chairman of the board of the Muisic
Mr. and Mrs.

Abe

Holtzman,

Publishers
Protective
Association, daughter, April 19, New York. He's
died in Powell, Wyo., April 26;
assistant manager Roseland ballroom,
N. Y.
Mrs. Rose Brice, 73, mother of
Mr. and Mrs. John Gordon Thorpe,
Fanny Brice, died April 29 in Holly- son, in Kansas City, Mo., April 27.
.

,

wood.

is assistant manager of Ortheatre, K. C.
'Mr.' and'MrsrWilliam 'G'all,'' dau'gh'in Kansas City, Mo., May 1.
Father is member of Midland Minstrel Ensemble via KMBC.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Bickel, son, in
Pittsburgh, April 28. Father's with

Father

pheum
"

Army 'Shows'
Continued from page 71^
important thing credited to the official

committee

— and

which actual-

was done entirely through the
personal enterprise of Rose is a series of 'medicine shows' scheduled
ly

to

—

ter,

Baron Elliott band.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett
ter,

Neil,
in Pittsburgh, April 29.

May 15 to July-1. Num- was until recently program
name performers have been at KQV, Pitt.

run from

ber of

lined up by Rose to go out in units
that will give half-hour shows on
the tailboards of an Army truck.
Soldiers will stand or sit on the
grass around the truck and it will
move to various locations to entertain the entire personnel.
Performers won't get paid,
Another supposed activity of the

daughFather
director

Mr. and Mrs. Keenan Wynn, son,
27, in New York.
Father is
and radio actor, son of Ed
Eve
is the former

April
legit

Wynn; mother

Abbott, actress.

Mr. and Mrs. Andrew D. Weinberger, son, in New York, April 30.
Is attorney and band man-

Father
ager.

'

1

May

Wednesday,

7,

1941

79
alignment' will have on the various

News Stance on Radio and Hitler

N. Y.

Within the broadcasting Industry the sudden interest shown by the
a y. Daily News in the disinclination o£ the American networks to
speeches is construed as just another sly propaganda
rarry Hitler's
appeasement and for-peace-at-any-price element among
mitsch by the
American newspaper publishers. It has been common knowledge in
trade for many months that the networks had been
the broadcasting
elbowed into this policy not because they preferred it but because
American listeners were no longer listening in to what the Fuehrer
bad to say.

On an apparent assignment from

home

the

office,

Awards

prize awards,
follow:

as
edition.

Special ciution to The New York
Times for the excellence of its foreign

.

against

$5

for

the

U.

S.

The Air Express Edition Contains
same editorial matter as appears

the

but advertising
separately to Latin

in the regular issue,

being

is

sold

-

news reports.

Americans.
The first issue, dated
American play per- May 5, showed a rather blurred efNew York— There Shall fect on pictures, due to the ex-

Best original

formed in
Be No Night,' by Robert E. Sher-

third PuliUer award;
(his
further details in legit section).

wood

States history— 'The
Migration,' by Marcus

At-

United
lantic

tremely lightweight paper stock for
air
expressage, but utilizing the
screen on the cuts as for the regular
edition.
Coverage in South

Lee America

is

noticeably increased, too.

Hanson (died 193B).
'Jonathan Edwards,'
Biography
Geo. Lait's BosUd Bib
by Ola Elizabeth Winslow.
George Lait, son of Jack Lait, edVerse— 'Sunderland Capture,' by itor of N.
Y. Mirror, in England
Leonard Bacon.
presently as correspondent for the
American
Public service by an
International News Service, is renewspaper— St. Louis Post-Dispatch
cuperating
from
a broken rib suf(smoke nuisance campaign).

—

editorial

Distinguished

j

the taxes.

:

fitting.'

year

announced

(5),

Ccntlnued from page

This was reversed by an
appeal to the Appellate Division and
now the state is appealing to the

leaders in themselves are not as
easily located ais employers. The establishments are permanent and can
highest court.
be held more quickly.
the Star-Journal.
It's the contention of Rose, against
Only likely splinter in the ruling
The Cowles interests, owners of whom claims total around $7,000, as to the payment of .social security
the Des Moines Register-Tribune. and theatres and other niteries em- taxes by the
establishments will be
Minneapolis Star-Journal and the ploying bands that they hire the in the case of bands
which are inmagazine Look, acquired another old name bandleader as an individual jorporated"
In this situation the
Minneapolis evening paper, the Jour- contractor, who in turn employs the corporation employing
the musicians
nal, nearly two years ago, merged it musicians.
Hence, they argue, the
may be held for the tax. and not the
\yith their Star and discontinued its bandleader and not the theatre or
establishment in which the band is
night club operator is liable for the
publication!
working. But it is estimated that not
John Cowles is prez of the Star- taxes.
more than 5% of the bands are
Journal and Tribune company.
Recently the N. Y. Unemployment owned by a corporction.
Insurance Board ruled against the
One question which came up durBrandts'
vaudfilmers,
Flatbush
LITERATI OBITS
ing the trial was whether the bands
(Brooklyn)
Windsor
(Bronx),
and
Edward Duncan Sallen^er, 62, who
are controlled employees of the hoin 1912 joined the Florence (S. C.) Loew's State on Broadway and the tels, ballrooms, etc.
At one point
N.
Y.
Biltmore
hotel
a
inin
case
Daily Times ..s business manager,
hotel executives insisted that they
died suddenly at his home in Flor- volving two musicians apd a vocal- had no control over the band, but the
ist ..with
Happy Felton's orchestra,
ence, April 25.
who claimed unemployment Insur- counsel for Williams produced several printed
lists
of
in-structions
F. M. Hogshead, 68, retired in 1936
ance pay. When it was discovered
from hotels to the bands, indicating
after 40 years with Associated Press, no taxes had been
paid for thern,
died April 26 at his home in Little charges were brought against the that the hotels do claim certain
over the performance rnd acRock, Ark. As telegrapher and desk theatres and
hotel.
The referee control
man he helped to handle some of the claimed that the theatres and hotels, tions of the bands working in their
msjor news breaks of past half cen- by .retaining the right to call re- cafes or nite clubs.
tury.
hearsals and routine the shows, were
D. C. Appeal
Leo Hillman, 52, for 30 years a the employers and not the bandnewspaperman and z financial writer leader.
Washington, May 6.
for the N. Y. Journal and American
Further court fight is in prospect
before Uncle Sam agrees the leader
since 1932, died April 29 at his home
Maestros Not Responsible
in White Plains, N. Y., after a long
of a name band is not an 'employer'
Chicago, May 6.
illness.
in terms of the socicl security laws.
In a sweeping decision that will
Ethel C. Mayne, author and biog- affect musicians and users of mu- Appeal is scheduled by the Justice
rapher, died April 30 at a nursing sicians throughout the country. Fed- Department from ruling in Chicago
institution in Torquay, Devonshire, eral Judge Charles; E. Woodward last Thursday (1) that baton-wieldEngland.
An authority on Lord here ruled last week that orchestra ers are not liable for the payroll
Byron, she was also eminent as a leaders are not employers of their taxes.
In series of interpretations and
translator of Goethe and Emil Lud- band members and therefore are not
wig.
required to pay social, security taxes advisory opinions during the last five
Stuart B. Dnnbar, former staffman for them. It legally established the years, the Internal Revenue Bureau
with the Chronicle, Bulletin and The ruling made several years ago by has held the leader of a name band
News, all in San Francisco, died May James C. Petrillo as chief of the is the person subject to tax, though
4 in that city.
At the time of his Chicago Federation of Musicians that every case is an individual proposidetth he was editor of The Sierra the band leaders were not to pay so- tion, involving the question of who
In
cial taxes for their members, but has the power to hire and fire.
Sentinel, a weekly.
that the government must look to general. Federal authorities hold that
the hotels and otheir establishments hotels, etc., hire a particular unit to
do a finished job, and the band
(or such payments.
Judge Woodward's decision was leader is just as responsible for paybased on a case brought by band- ing taxes on the compensation of his
leader Griff Williams.
The action tunesters as is the dairy company or
was generally recognized throughout bakery which supplies milk and
the industry as the test case for the bread to the establishment
.

j
'

Literati
Pulitzer Prlie

;
j

_

Fred. Pasley, of

The article is replete with other similar cracks at the networks.
Wrote Pasley, 'And, anyway, the News was informed (with the quoted
source not mentioned) we couldn't bounce in on a heavy sugar, sponSuch action would cause the big advertisers to run
sored program.
thumbs down on us. Hitler's not popular with them either.'

Pulitzer

Orch Social Security Standing

;

i

News' Washington Bureau, inquired Monday (5) among all three
networks why they had not carried Hitler's Sunday
before his Reichstag. He found that the broadcasting com(4> speech
nanies on this side had given Hitler's speeches the brushoff because
'listening interest'.'
Pasley then concludes that the
of 'insufficient
therefore imposed their own censorship in recent
radio chains have
months, on the Fuehrer's tongue, doling out only such resumes of his

Monday

'

Under the new setup, it's explained, the Star-Journal will have a
financial interest in the Morning

.

transcontinental

commentators deem

re-

Tribune and the Times-Tribune, with
latter to be called The Times, and
present Tribune stockholders simi'
larly will have a financial interest in

the

speeches as their

newspaper-radio station .tieups
.'
mains to be seen!

writing- fered when

hit

by an incendiary

bomb three weeks ago, according to
Reuben Maury, N. Y. News.
word received in N.Y.
Reporting— Westbrook Pegler, for
Young Lait now is the oldest U. S.
his United Features syndicated colnews correspondent in England from
George
against
umular campaign

the standpoint of consecutive serracketeer head of the Buildvice.
Other newsmen are on furEmployees Union.
Newspaper cartoon^Jacob Burck, loughs. He arrived in London Nov.

Scalise,

ing Service

MYSTERIOUS

.

BLAST

RAZES NJL THEATRE
Oklahoma

An

City,

May

6.

entire problem.

explosion blasted the El Cor-

In 1938 the government assessed
picture theatre, into debris at
Bills
Hot Springs, N. M., May 1, and dam- Griff Williams $536 for social securNovel
ity taxes which Williams paid.
He
aged half dozen other buildings in
; Continued from page 17.,
Pan-American News Congress
then followed up with a request for
the heart of Hot Springs business
Billy .Tohnnon
South American newsmen are ex section. Blast reportedly caused by a refund but was refused, whereupon Frank Natalo
Boston Transcript Folds
Sanaretto
^ .^hnd^H of Rhythm
Mike
he instituted suit for the refund. His
Oolvert & Wolfe
Boston Transcript officially folded pressing much interest in a proposed ignition of a pocket of turpentine
Vllln
Ma«1rld
Vvonno Nforel
to
be held in Caraccs, and paint fumes in the theatre base- attorneys were Samuel Ansell, naafter the April 30 edition after at- congress
Mario Ilnrinbn
PJtzl Oovnto Ore
tional counsel for the American FedJp-kfl
Mnrk LnneV
tempts by the employees to save it Venezuela, early next year by the ment, setting fire to the building.
eration
Musicians, located in
of
Those seriously injured, Albert
Richard N. Johnson declined to ac- Inter-American Federation of the
'Washington, and Charles Rundall of
BOSTON
cept their proposal to take a volun- Press, newly formed Pan-American McCormick. 35, manager, and MarChairman of tin Silva, 21, were dug out from a Chicago. The Williams side had the
HviirlirnmlHT
tary wage cut totalling $2,891 per Fourth-Estate group.
Vli-toil>onato
complete backing and blessing of the .\'yo Miiylicw Ore
week on the grounds that directors the organization, Dario Sainte-Marie, mass of timber and brick that filled AFM, naturally.
A<I<Il- f'orcv
.Snnrtrn D'Arnez Ore
Rita If^'n'lerRnn
Dr. Albert C. tormer Latin-American editor of the the basement where they were.
considered it futile.
CM Phclnn
Flobr^rln lllncH
Establishment Is- Employer
l>nvft l-'orman
Dieffenbach, religion editor of the Associated Press and an expert on
r.a Unrhc & (tlnna
In the final decision. Judge Woodllriti'l (;nrilner
T,.n,.,n
paper and chairman of the employees politico-economic subjects, has inward ruled that the entire band is Uuiniin Talftvpi-.a D niiri .Shnw
committee, charged Johnson with formed writers here that organizaemployed by an establishment and DnlorCM Orl Cnrinon Hvalyii Harvey
'undemocratic' procedure in folding tion is intended as a broad clearing
lliilrl Ijifiiyrtte
Itllnxtriili'H
"that the establishment must be held
^Continued from page
the paper
without consulting all house between the Americas.' Daniel
for the payment of the social se- Kni'l nnlido Ore
Life
.Icrry ,<<r.llH)>ury
stockholders, some of whom were del Solar, Chilean now heading
Ttwyd Ilcftlhon
Marcha del Tiempo' although executives huddled follow- curity.
iit>l,]iH
4
.-•.nd Time's "La
11,

Chicago Times.

—

1940.

tez,

Next Week

No award.

,

;(

I

]
'

RKO-Goldwyn

.

[

I

;

employees.

Workers made jobless number
Paper continues
sheet

dummy

229.

publish a oneto hold the AP franto

chise.

Publisher Richard N. Johnson, in
a farewell etditorial, paid heed to
the 'stamina' that publication during
the last week required for the employees. He said:

To

publish

during

this

week has required stamina

last

of

the first order. The employees'
vote to do this was unanimous.
On Monday and Tuesday last, em-

ployees voted to donate a portion of their wages for the next
two weeks. The company's note
holders agreed to share this
load equally if any promising
sound alternative to discontinuance developed. No such alternative has been forthcoming:
In
their

judgment, the response to

the subscription plan, though
generous, is insufficient to warrant any hope of success In any

reasonable period of time.*
One of.the.best known. newspaper.^

Spanish .syndicate,

is

second

in

Pan-American newspapermen's conference was in 'Valparaiso,
Arranged by del
Chile, in 1936.
Solar and Carlos Davila, former
La.st

president of Chile who's now feature
writer for several U. S syndicates, it

accomplished

little.

Mpls. Dallies Consolidated
Consolidation of the Minneapolis
Tribune newspapers, the Morning
Tribune and p.m. Times-Tribune,
with the Minneapolis Star-Journal,
p.m., has resulted in the elimination
of one of the two Sunday newspapers,
transfer of the physical publication
of the Morning Tribune to the StarJournal plant and a boost in the price
of the dailies from 2c to 3c in order
'to insure the continued existence of
all three Minneapolis dailies.'
Announcement stated that the publication of the two evening papers
along with the one morning sheet
will be continued the same as presently, with separate editorial individualities preserved.

'It is an open secret that for many
years the Minneapolis newspapers, as
a whole, have been operated at a
'It has
loss,' the announcement said.
long been apparent that casualties
Time's Air Express Edition
were inevitable unless some readjustreadjustment
The
Time magazine last week came ments were made.
out with first issue of its Interna- has been made in order to insure the
of the three
tional Air Express Edition,
espe- continued existence
It gives the stations more
cially prepared for plane delivery to dailies.
life than
Latin America.
While copies of assurance of permanency of
past.'
the
Time ordinarily took about three they have had in
Radio station WCTN, jointly owned
Weeks to reach readers in Latin
and
St. Paul
company
America, and in some cases six by the Tribune
*eeks, the new edition has facili- Pioneer Pre.'s-Dispatch, is not intated transit to the point where sub- volved in the newspaper transaction,
entirely
remains
scribers get their copies within sev- and its ownership
eral days'. The air edition is $10 a unchanged.
What effect the 're-

>nen in the east, John K. Hutchens,
drama and film editor of the Transcript, is joining the city staff of the

N. Y. Times

May

12.

f.cnoM

llofrl

RKO session in the morning.
(lllua Triiln)
There are some rumors that the Hiilliuiiln ft .M'li olni
Robertson, who is executive man
.Idhnny Kloid Orc
C'UHii .^laiiiifin
government may appeal the Wood
Di'Onii J*arrlKfi
ager of Rockefeller, Inc., takes the .^^g^^ ruling, but this is not likely
If'-.V^ViL"',;;,
Ilnlrl NInlIrr
place of John Parson, resigned,
it is indicated that the social. ',:ir:,'y'M',!A»l.rr
(Trrnirfl llmim)
Board also security board itself .<!ees
the board of directors.
Kil'lli! O'llcarn Ore
the de- "'i> ^'-i'"'"
./ohnny Turnhull
named Kenneth B. Umbre.t as as- ^jjio^
j^e final solution of the i;;r/E'i"?.JH'hl.y
«'flffl Itnlifre)
sistant spcretary.
security
tax
problem as far as '^r-wi .Mnnnnn cih
.•Sjiliy Cavlrchlo Or«
Instead of picking up some 17,000 traveling bands are concerned
< llih .MiiyHllr
lliiti'l
UVHlmlimler
It .SO happens that due to the mixshares of K-A-O preferred held by
iiiinn> w^mUh orc
(Hliir It(ioin)
Mike Meehan interests, Atlas Corp. up on the security tax, plus the ";;u"hoVu""'''" "
.llinliiy McMale Orc
Trop'l Kerenailnra a
(Floyd B. Odium) took advantage number of traveling bands in the ijiano kio
Ha^^^'. Orake Rev
of terms in the original deal made business, that neither the bands nor nol>crlHonH
Murirl DanlelH
Kilily A L nol>«r(a
the establishments have been paying
dull Viinlt>' Fnir
last December, and obtained a 60Paul Ic Eilnn
day extension of the option. This the social security tax, with the re- Kol Nlrn Ore
K«n
gives Atlas until late in June to pick suit that the government has lost an JiiL't"- ilf^B-ion.
only Mack Ore
up the additional preferred, holding estimated $3,000,000 to $10,000,000 .Muy Teeia
RUHH Tlowarrl
nalph JameH
in the past five years.
frtjconout irirove
about 9,000 presently.
Further<'olbUR Duo
Several reasons were given in the more, the government may collect •'^•''^'"'y Ain/jri Ore I'Vunclne Ponlalne
trade for Atlas' failure to pick up only a portion of these back taxes Oeorifo Rand Rev
Lutin Qunrtcr
K-A-0 preferred since the statute of limitations places Jlurnle Fa7.loll
additional
the
Tony DrUno Ore
itilly P.Hne
Don Dudley Oro
One is that details con- a three-year limit on back taxes.
shares.
Nancy Gay
Harry .Spear
Martha Uurke
nected with the final consummation
Hotels Opposed
<'ookle Faye
Yvonne York
I.«w Walter Rev
of deal have to be ironed out AnHotel association was active in Edward & M Nolan .Sally Rand
other more involved one is that OdJ.arfrc & .Morgncr
Billy & u Burnell
fighting the case here and is under3 JaekKonn
ium wants to wait two months more stood to have worked closely with Hanean, 2d
(.\le1o4lj IxiunKt)
liailn nallet
before assuming, dominant control of
Iladlo Herb f.«wle
the government. This goes back to nila Ooughlln
the theatre subsid in the RKO group.
Newell
I
Htenben'a
aioKer
1936 when the hotels opposed any
(Vienna Rimin)
Odium also has some 1,200,000 shares ruling which would have the estabCrewforil llouKe
I*«w Ciinrad Orc
of RKO common which he secured
Ray
C'nlllnii Ore
lishments pay the social security tax. Leota I^ano
Doria Abbott
for his Atfas (iorp. as a long-term
Arllnl II Consuell
Their plea was that they entered jM'irfam'j'ohnBon
investment
Alice O'Leary
with a bandleader who
Toyo Co
While this does not constitute con- into a deal
NIrk tt V Colllna
was an independent contractor, and i.<.w York
trol of RKO, other interests such as
Dorothy D«>erlnff
that the bandleader hired the mu- ^voo wiiiie Dcs
The C'nve
the Rockefellers, having a stake in
The gov- j„{;;',J Ge"riio"ore UaliJli Porrna Orc
to work for him.
the comTany7"are"7eported"v7t"aliyls'
J..rk KlHhcr
m-iii.t
concerned in the smooth operation ernment at that time i.ssued a ruling
Taniarn J'orlva
Also Odium is that the bandleader was the em- fcip iionn.-in Ore
lioria Abliolt
of the corporation.
r.ui iiic on-y
J.'ic'lui'Mnu ilurlcy
reputed to be convinced that every- plnyer.
Iffiwur/la
But there followed a jam-up when
.'""l"',,
thing
.Muiio t< Clorla
« is- not as smooth as it might
Hotel Unulfonl,
!•
,
question
employer-employee
TIr Tor
be in the producing end nor in the the
Kriilc Iti-ll Ore
operation of the circuit subsidiary, came up as to musicians and band- mud.-i woic-.'j
i.nnii>' ri
'«>"''<i<' *
Kurd llev
Before he steps in, he would like to leaders working in radio stations. Ilfllrl Ciiiil'-.'' I'lir/ii H.-n
liiiiiiiy Cooilman
FiTiny Sln< lftlr
see both divisions adjusted because theatre pit theatre stages, etc.
(.•^lir-riildn l(<Him)
Durante
Durnnli'
bit to Sliirirt l''r.*'Ki(-r Ore
his friends claim he has no inlen- n.illy the ruling was revised a
Anni> Davis
lliilcl Kssf.T
which
tion of permitting any allsged fric-|'rlce in only name orchestras
Tl*i Toe GiB
.Murray Orc
K;rnii.>,l
Tremunt
tion to jeopardize his investments worked under individual contracts,
Hilly K'lllv
Al 'rory Orc
But the feeling is that the band- .Tack MfinnInK
the Atlas Co.-

com- ing the

mand.
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IN

ONLY TWO YEARS,

HER DAYTIME PROGRAM
'KATE SMITH SPEAKS,'

HAS ATTRACTED THE
LARGEST AUDIENCE OF

ANY NATIONAL DAYTIME PROGRAM

7,

1941

;,;;
1
,
1

RADIO

SCREEN

Publlshtd W«ekl7'at 16i West 46tb Street,
Entered as Second-class matter December

New
22,

STAGE

Tork, N. T., by Variety, Idc Annual Bubscrlptlon, |I0. Single copies 2t cents;
at the Post Office at New York, N 7., under the act of March 3, I87t.

1906,

COPTBIGHT, mi, BT VABIETX, INO.

VOL. 142

NO.

NEW

10

RADIO'S
We Have No

Yes,

JEditor,

York.

Borscht Circint

sltivities,

day and age of sen-we who are alumni of the

in this

resort strawhata are a shade
hyper-sensitive about the somewhat
libelous nomenclature ot 'borscht
circuit'— but don't you think something should be done right here and
now to scotch not only an onerous
appellation but a rank misnomer?

summer

We

9 A.M. 'Defense' Mats

Variety:

Maybe

do.

The simple fact is that it'^ now a
thoroughly outmoded synonym, it's
Invidious to a degree, and frankly, we
It's about as
it's rather corny.
corny, in fact, as another lingering
but conveniently retained cognomen such as Tin Pan Alley. With
ASCAP and BMI in the Radio City
zone; with Cole Porter apartmenting
in the Waldorf Towers and Irving
Berlin equaU/ at home in Lindy's on
the breakfast shift, as he is at his
fashionable East 78th street residence, there's neither Tin Pan nor
Alley about the present-day songwriter.
That hangover from the

'Defense Shows,' to take care
of odd-hour workers in defense
industries, have been adopted
by Loew's in a number of its
New England houses. Idea is
similar to that instituted by
Warner Bros, in the Philly terri-

PRICE

1941

Realistic

L

Loew's opens the 'Defense
Show' houses at 9 a.m., charging
regular matinee prices.

Shows; Ed Wyim Heckled

TIE SPOTLIGHT

Wants More Vice

ASCAP and

F.C.C.

—

'

Denver,

KOA

May

Ed Wynn

recently received a letfrom a listener claiming it
violating the N.A.B. cOde in
presenting religious programs.
'You are not giving equal time
to sinners,' ran the complaint.
ter

was

NBC-BLUE STATUS?
J.

May

AndMolly
No.

1

Now

Crossley

Heckling so surprised the vet perinasmuch as he was contributing his services and everyone,
it was assumed, was duly grateful,
he got rattled. Instead of playing
along with the audience, Wynn beformer,

|

(Contlnued on page 55)
j

Mpls.

NOVETY

I

•

To

Reason for Re-Elecrion
May

Minneapolis,

i

|

13.

campaign to obtain renomination. Mayor George E, Leach is
citing his 'DuBarry Was a Lady'
banning as an instance of his 'responsiveness to public opinion with
respect to keeping the city clean.'
He kept the show out of Minneapolis,
he Is saying in his addresses, liccause
'decent public opinion had represented it to him as salacious.'
The mayor's statements are in reply to opponents' charges that the
'underworld' controls the city and
that

is rampant.
'DuBarry' was banned by

vice

After

the mayor, the company manager, in
a statement to the press, called attention to the illegal liquor spots.
-

j

i

|

W

.

Points

In his

NAB MRS.
MARCUS,
DANCER ON mCENCr

ON WILLIE

Mayor

'DuBarry' Ban as Good

.

GOVERNMENT

1j

badly heckled through

zip.

MILWAUKEE

NEVER TO PLAY AGAIN

'

the start of the one-hour show, although reports that he was booed
off the platform are exaggerated.
He made a mistake in giving a 15minute 'introductory address,' as It
was described by one spectator,
while the soldiers wanted girls and

its

KREISLER PROBABLY

action and less talk. [A real;
plan for U. S. trainee entertain-

detailed below.]

Wynn was
13.

13.

the hurd

ment has been mapped out and

LANDBT

Louis,

This, the 19th annual convention
of the National Association of Broadcasters, is the convention that wiU
undoubtedly go down in radio history as the one Mutual dominated.
Mutual Broadcasting System stole
the front pages of the nation during

the prolog period by

istic

Tibber McGee

2-lN-l THEATRE,

War

May

lesson

.

bold strategy
'Fibber McGee and Molly' program
in lining up its affiliates to accept
has grabbed the No. 1 spot in Cothe American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers' terms. This operative Analysis of Broadcasting
ratings by the process of taking less
awkward
CBS
in
the
left
NBC
and
mauve decade referred to a West
There has been no recovery from position of holding back and refus- of a dive than Jack Benny, former
(Continued on page 52)
top-rater.
In the latest C.A.B. rethe weakness that most shows on ing to exercise leadership on a major
Broadway developed recently. Last industry problem in whose solution port, Fibber McGee shows a 2.5 drop
for a rating of 34.1. Benny, on the
week some managements claimed
(Continued on page 21)
other hand, slid backwards 5.3 points
that business was 'about the same,'
Anti-German Opera
to a rating of 32.8.
It's the wax
but further declines were registered
stanza's first crack at the ace-rating
in a number of Instances. Hotel regAntipathy Reason For
spot, long held by Benny or the
isters point to distinctly offish jroom
Edgar Bergen show.
occupancy and when New York's
Chase & Sanborn (Bergen) is in
Slashing Met's Stars visitor volume drops it is reflected
No. 3 position, with the 'Aldrich
in theatre attendance.
Family' (Ezra Stone) and Bob Hope
In show circles there is interest in The Metropolitan Opera Co. is
in fourth and fifth spots, respeclist,
summer
the
of
makeup
the
.understood to be planning to institute
Besides C.A.B. (Crossley),
tively.
the most drastic pay cuts in the last which will get only two more shows
the C. E. Hooper check also shows
Indications are
:d^&de among its stars, Reasons for after this week.
'Fibber' on top.
on the
uie. plcnned cuts are fears of a ter- there will be four musicals
During the daytime, Kate Smith's
page
on
55)
(Continued
rifle deficit which is expected to recomment series continues to hold
milt because of a growing apathy
firm in first place.
Ipward German opera, which has
Milwaukee, May 13.
kept the Met going for the past six
years since Kirsten Flagstad's debut.
Making two theatres out of one is
A. B.
In 1932 the Met cut its stars apthe unique idea being given a tryout
proxlmetely 25%, with all except
here by the Fox people, and the exBeniamino Gigli accepting the cut in
periment, inaugurated Saturday (10),
•BBOd grace.
is being watched with unusual interHighest salary at the
Fritz Kreisler may never play the
"housfe is $1,000, paid to Lily Pons,
est by chain execs. The Strand, used
Sprlngfleld, Mass., May 13.
with others such as Miss Fla^stad, violin in concert again. However, for extended runs of pictures that
Beatrice F. Marcus, 38, wife of A.
close to him, it is underMartinelli, Tibbett, et al. receiving from those
have played the Arm's ace houses,
Viennese master Wisconsin and Palace, in the same B. Marcus and manager of the Marthe
that
stood
from $900 down.
planned, anyway, to devote his time block, is the place where the novelty cus unit currently at the Court
The Met lost about $25,000 this
Square here, was arrested yesterday
to composition, prior to the accident has been put into operation.
year, including $14,000 on its N. Y.
afternoon (Monday) on a charge of
which resulted in critical injuries.
After, the boxofflce closes at night,
season and $11,000 on the road, plus
managing an indecent show.
A
Kreisler is in Roosevelt hospital,
(Continued on page 55)
$160,000 it had to pay out in taxes.
dancer in the unit,- Bernice T. TasN. Y., with a fractured skull, sussin, 25, of New Orleans, was also
tained when he crossed the street
arrested on a charge of participating
against the traffic lights. Early this
Each was rein an Jndeeent show.
Boyer's British
week his condition was reported
leased in $200 bail.
slightly improved but he is still, on
BIOFF Miss Tassin, billed as Ha-Cha-San,
Refaef Play in Mont'l the danger list.
presented a dance in the 'Contlnental Revue' clad in a coat of
Hollywood, May 13.
SAIID-DANGING?
silver paint and little more.
Charles Boyer comes east for a
is expected to uncap
New York vacation before embarkA midtown Monte Carlo Beach Government
developments in the Willie
ing on c series of stage plays and club will be the new summer key- explosive
MUSIC
PUB
KATE
SMITH,
investigation in the
tax
income
Bioff
broadcasts la Montreal,
note that Felix Ferry and his asNo inkling of
next three weeks.
Kate Smith and Ted Collins have
French screen star will appear for sociates plan for the class Manhattan what it will be, but U.S. officials ad- formed their own music publishing
The 'Beach' part will be a
nltery.
the benefit of British War Relief.
mit 'something hot' uncovered.
firm, Collwill Music.
new, adjoining cafe to the East 54th
out with three
is starting
Firm
inin
the
leaders
union
and
Guild
street Monte Carlo, arranged in a
FATHEB-SON (HOLTS) CO-STAB Riviera setting, with sand, etc.
Newest tunes, including Miss Smith's latest
dustry are being quizzed.
All Americans.'
Holljrwood, May 13.
Ferry and Gene Cavallero (Col- development is said to have been patriotic plug, 'We're
Jim
written
by
was
Latter
recently
statement
taking
a
by
touched off
Father and son share leads in ony restaurant, N. Y.) are
Novelty Co., jukeover a nextdoor site for the summer made back east by an important film. Mangan, of Mills
^KO's "The Marines are Ready.'firm.
box
figure.
Industry
room.
Theyire Jack- and Tim Holt.

B'wayB.O.S]dd

got a

way in how not to stage an Army
camjf entertainment here last Thursday (8).
Playwright ftobert E.
Sherwood, representing the Joint
Army and Navy Committee on Recreation and Welfare, and the Citizens Committee, sponsors of the
show' starring Wynn arid Jane Froman, likewise learned the boys want

13.

more

St.

Clue to General

in Va.

Fort Belvoir, Va.,

Issues

Overcloud National Ass'n
of Broadcasters Convention in St. Louis
U.S.
Defense Problems and the
Radio Industry

By BOBERT

Hotels' N.G. Biz

CENTS

25

Approach to Army Camp

tory.

think

.

14.

LOUIS BLUES

ST.

Anymore; Resort ShowBizBigrime
New

AIX BIGHTS BESEBTED

YORK. WEDNESDAY, MAY

Sarah Bemhardt's Kin
In Deal for Film Biog
Vichy,

May

13.

Lyssianne Bernhardt, granddaugh;

is due in
from France on a picture
which Irvin Marks is negotiating in New York. Will be authorized film biog of Sarah Bernhardt's
life and career.
Another deal set by Marks is Annie
Vernay, French actress, soon due to
sail from here for 20th-Fox.

ter of the 'Divine Sarah,'

New York
deal

He also sold '800 Convicts March
On Caraibo' to 20th, an original by
Jacques Companees, now in Vichy,
but who may go over to work on
the script. However, Metro Is also
Interested in the Russo-French author for Hollywood.

—
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Quip Bknds With Tribate

H wood

in

One Very Easy Lesson

BELLMAN

Los Angeles, May 13.
was an evening ot rich memory
tot the 1,250 radio and picture big
shots who paid homage to Jacli

They are telling the gag around
town about the Hollywood agent

Benny

who books

Panama

It

on- the threshold, of his 10th

City,

the

year on the kilocycle circuit Quips
that passed in the night from the lips

Zone

«f past masters ot the witty word
will go ringing down the corridors
of time to land on many a program
It
In various and sundry forms.
was a gagwriters' field day, and a
benefit tor those Who remembered to
bring along a pad and a stick ot
graphite.
NBC gave the party and wrote off
125,000 to c sentimental gesture. It
must have been worth it to Niles
Trammell just to hear Benny as•ervate, without any trace of levity,
1 hope Tm with NBC the rest ot my
radio career.' Hear ye. Ward Wheelock. -

next show, be

May

leading

Tfoung'

fits

Do a Mass
Sally

wows 'em.
From stenographer

or waitress
to actress in one easy lesson and
an eight-week contract in the
So far, it's
tropics, is the lure.
.

Butcher Union's Top

Exec a Songwriter

On

of blooms, there wasn\
a polo shirt in the house (you win.
Clay Morgan) and the wiiies anU
champagne that flowed were ot rare
vintage and good grape years ot old

manner

Anni

Side; 27th

I

Strip

At

Rand's Invite

Louisville,

May

Unusual party was thrown

THE BERLE-ING POINT
By Milton Berle
Arrived in N.Y. Monday. Heard Mayor LaGuardia hasn't been busy the
last couple of weeks, so I came back to start a couple of fires.
Open June 11 at the Paramount— by special permission of Red Skelton.
Though I'm playing the Paramount, my heart belongs to Piermont.
What a trip back. 'When the train stopped at Albuquerque, I gave the
porter a $20 bill and told him to get me a couple of cigars and something
for himself so he got himself a Bulova watch.
Before leaving the Coast went in to say goodbye to Darryl F. Zanuck.
For an half hour we played tug-ot-war with my contract.
Broadway Dept.
Broadway Sam reports that 90% of the tickets bought for the show,
"The Corn Is Green,' are sold to vegetarians.
Georgie Jessel was born under the sign of Taurus. J. C. Flippen under
the sign of Leo, the" Lion. But Oscar Levant had to be different— he was
born under the Wrigley sign.

—

Boston, said, 'This is something
never thought of before, but I

I
13.

at a

HoUywoodUnai

When 'Citizen Kane' was premiered the other night at the El Capitan,
Orson. Welles arrived in a 18-cyllnder planet wearing a neon-top hat which
Cambridge, Mass., May 13.
^
Harvard took it off for Sally Rand spelled out 'Released at Last.'
Barney Dean paid $15 for a steak dinner at Giro's the other nite^his
when, in response to a surging chant,
'Take off your clothes!', she an- Stomach thought .he had struck a gold mine.
Took Betty Grable to the 'Ice-capades' last week and she froze up on me.
swered, 'I will if you will.' Almost
John Payne doesn't like to play screeno. He'j afraid his draft number
as one man the 200 students attending the freshman smoker in Sanders might show up.
Went to the Legion Stadium before leaving town and saw two midgets
theatre here started to disrobe, hurling neckwear, shirts and -other wear- wrestling. One midget won by applying a Wti Nelson.
Errol Flynn knows a certain actress in town who gives the director a
ing apparel about.
(It's a switch.)
It was the greatest mass undress screen test before she appears In a picture.
Mnalo Department
In Harvard history.
Do you think BMI songs will bring back celluloid collars?
Unruffled, the balloon dancer, curSaw the premiere of 'Major Barbara' and wrote a new song, 'High. on a
rently appearing at the. Latin Quarter,

'

think of it now. I've never danced
'Viennese waltz with a Harvard
She stood with outstretched

Wendy

hotel

'

'

wedding anniversary. All
the tunes played by the IS-piece ork,
and sung by three vocalists, were
composed by Gorman, International
president
ot
Amalagmated Meat
Cutters & Butcher Workmen of
their 27th

L

A. Papers Boycott

Jack Benny Dinner,

Amei'ica,

Salting

OM Wound

I

Los Angeles, May 13.
Breach between radio and the
downtown dailies widened considert

when

ably last week

publishers lei
It be known that there would be no
news or art coverage of the Jack
Benny testimonial dinner. Although
as a social event it rankeid second
only to the Academy dinner, the
•heets decided to give it a wide
berth.
Niles Trammel!, NBC. prez, had a
chance to tell them off when the
rags sent their reporters to his hotel
for an interview, but he discreetly
refrained from any mention of it.
Later, however, he said he was surprised to learn of their action because of Benny's many appearances
at benefits.
Nowhere else in the
country does such a condition ob-

he

tain,

Th6

affiliate.

I

Affair was sponsored by friends of
the union chief, who heard of the
labor leader's avocation. Seems that
Gorman was a prolific writer of
tunes In his younger days, some of
which attained some- degree of success. The 27 tunes played at the
anniversary party were Just a part
of the 200 he has written over e
long period of years. Gorman admits that Eongwriting is his hobby,

and he has never had any of the

numbers submitted to a publisher.
Affair was aired for 30 minutes over

WINN. Friends of Gorman are
working on an Idea, whereby the
tunes can be cired over a network,
under sponsorship of various labor
organizations, and details are being
worked oiit at the Washington office.
'

HEARN'S ALWAYS GETS
(TO) ITS CUSTOMERS

said.

know where they
when they want any

sheets will

•tand hereafter
lavors of radio.

view of the reported
heavy sinkings of British ships In
the ^orth Atlantic, is the claim of
Heam's, N.Y. department store, of a
'

GARBO NAME 'ARTISTIC
ACHIEVEMENTS-COURT
Budapest, April

20.

The name of Greta Garbo may be
used as a tetn signifying the highest
degree ot artistic achievement, a
Hungarian law court stated recently,
bringing a verdict against Metro's
Budapest branch and' in favor of
Mozgokepipari Co, In an unusual

with

Garbo's

lives.

Miss Soederbaum

and pointed out
parallels between the two actresses'

Swedish

Is also

Fantastic, In

.

j

—

I

,

I

May m

with a Mickey.'

Hollywood,

as butter, sugar, tea and lemon Juice
concentrate.
In
variously
priced
packages, with the^ cost including
'

shipping, British duty and insurance.
Latter is carried by Lloyds.

May

'Journey' Deferred, Indef
.

War, and
shifts

Eavesdropped at

13.

Hottest California weather for May
half a century slowed up film
production, particularly on the outdoor sets, where players and crews
had no protection from the sun.
Mercury climbed to 97 and caused
the postponement of a Civil War
battle in 'Belle Starr' at 20th-F6x.
Other troupes on back lots and nearby ranches were similarly affected.
One picture that went on regardless of the heat was< 'Sun Valley
Serenade' at 20th-Fo*, where the
players worked Indoors on ice skates.
in

perfect
parcels

record in delivering food
to England.
Store, which
guarantees person to person deliveries, states that It has shipped
7-8,000 parcels, valued at more than
$50,000, on 19 boats since last December without a slnele loss.
'
Store parcels rationed food, such

Hollywood, May 13.
its sudden
diplomatic

Still

A

KEEP

L. A.

Custer Rides Again

Harpo's Strawhatter
Hollywood,

Hollywood, May 13.
Errol Flynn's next starrer at War.
vers Is rrhey Died With Their Boots
On,' slated to start June 16.
Story deals with the' career
C«n(>r»I CiKter.
.

Harpo Marx

goes- east in

13.

August

to play a. comic role In 'Yellowa strawhatter at Marblehead,
Maine.
Deal wea made by Alexander
Woollcott
jacket,'

,

of

May

of 1941

Ingrid

Permanent Ice House;
Henie-Wirtz Cut Costs

.

N.Y.

Bergmaa

Milton Berle.

'

the intention ot the Rockefel-

\*

\

\^

lers to establish the Center, Radio
City, as a permanent spot for ice
revues. That was brought out after

conferences with the theatre
agement and Arthur M. Wirtz,
with Sonja Henie, presents 'It
pens on Ice' there. Business

who,

Hapsince

Rute Davis.

Lew

summer.

Nate Blumberg.
John Boles.
Charles Boyer.
Harry Brandt.
Everett Crosby.
Fields.

Robert Foulk.
William Gehrlng.
Eddie Golden.

Confidence of the Rockefellers
'Ice'

Harrington.

Emil Brisacher.
Phyllis Brooks.

Tony Martin.

Rene

Louis B. Mayer.
Charles E. McCarthy.

Fred Feldkamp.
John Garfield.

Victor McLaglen.

Tito Guizar.

N. Y. to L. A.

Morgan.
Connie Nickerson.
Steve Pallos,

Edmund Lowe.
Myrna Loy.
Lucien Mandellk.

,

Armina Marshall.
Pete Mayer.
Arnold IVIoss.
Alan Mowbray.
.

Dave SigaL'
Howard Strickling.

WiUiam Thomas,
Felix Van Newman.
Francia White.
Jules White. -

Herman Wobber.
Marjorle Woodworth.

Jr.

Iiawrence Langner,

John HoyaL

William Sussman.
Norman Taurog.

Clair.

Miriam Hopkins.
Arthur Homblow,

Irving Mills.
.,Clay

Gabriel Pascal.
Pat Paterson.
Phil Regan.,

in

was indicated when the refrig(Continued on page 18)

George JesseL
Arthur KeUy.
William Kupper.
Laudy Lawrence,
Eleanor Lynn.

Gladys Mensh.

'

man-

the show returned after playing
arenas out of town has not been better than fair, but iterating expenses
have been reduced so that it is
breaking even and visitors, especially when the schools are out, figure to support .Uie revue through

Irving Berlin.

The Continental exec

.

to

Robert Arden.
George Bagnall.
Robert Benchley.

we

established' at record.'
said that
about 4,500 houses of an approximate
5,000 are operating full swing. London, he said, favors the same type of
'good- pictures' that win acclaim. In
New York, with "The Great Dictator,'
'Thief of Bagdad,' 'Rebecca' and 'For(Contlnued on page 42)

in the

Rockefeller Center

13.

}

By OEOBOE FBOST

Hollywood, May 13.
Leo McCarey Is dusting off 'Queer
Court obtained expert opinion
whether Miss Soederbaum's talent, People,' a tale of haywire Hollywoodreputation and her performance in Ites, shelved several years ago by
tbe picture in question warranted Howard Hughes under pressure from
comparison with Miss Garbo. Ex- studio execs.
Hughes has a releasing deal with
I>ert opinion stated Miss SoederLisbon.
baum's performance was of the 20th-Fox and may film the picture
'Considering the blitz and everytor that company with McCarey,
highest order.
who handled the original prepara- thing else,' Archibald stated, 'business Is extremely good in the United
tions, as director.
Kingdom. For the first three months
xlphts.

May

It is

ruined plans
for the early production of 'Journey
Into Fear,' the David Hempstead
feature slated at RKO.
Hempstead, with the approval of
George J. Schaefer, RKO prexy, deferred shooting of the picture indefinitely on the theory that it might be
historically Inaccurate when It hits
the screen.

Neither bombs nor blitzkrieg, war
nor worry, cannon nor conqureor
has appreciably slowed the whir of
projection rooms in England, George
Archibald, European representative
of United Artists, declared at La
Guardla Field, New York, when, on
Friday (9) he landed at the International Marine Terminal with his
wife Elizabeth aboard Pan-Amerlcart Airways' Yankee Clipper from

keep quiet

SMTT.TTJ '

Hollywood,

Jeanette MacDonald has her husband. Gene Raymond, as male romentic lead in 'Smilin' Through,'
which went into production at Metro.
Frank Borzage directs the Victor
Saville production.

Tom

'Queer People/ Once Tabu

can't even

Afterpiece

In the Balkans,

'

She

she noisy?

'

London; Says Britid Keep Pic Stride
Howard Hughes Dusts Off

'Is

46ttf street jitterbug-character

Contrast: When a plane flies over a country in Europe, they start shooting. But, 'when a plane flies over a studio in Hollywood, they stop shooting.

oriein.

Metro's local branch objected to
exploitation, of a Metro star's
for another actress' publicity,
contending that such unfounded
praise constituted unfair competition
and an encroachment upon Metro's

'21':

department.'

was drafted and refused army shoes
he demanded black and whites.
Whatever Became ot
T
Hale & Harty
Vol & Ernie Stanton
Joe Phillips & Co.
Boyle and Delta
Tracy, Gale de Leonard
Pilcer, Douglas & Raft

UA s Archibald Clippers Into N.Y. From

fame

.

.

of

this

.

.

.

publicity advertising picture 'Strange
Woman,' spoke of star, Christine
Soederbaum, as 'European Greta
Garbp,' compared her style of acting

for the ^ello program: 'The Night Is

It

case.

Metro sued Meozgokeplpart, distributing company, because pres;;

new theme song

.

-

AFL

I

'

Hlller.'

Suggestion for a

Young and You're So Rubicam.'

Badio Department
was so crowded at the CBS Radio Theatre for the Glenn Miller show
that his musicians were only playing half-notes.
There's No Truth to the Rnmor:
A rush for the stage resulted. She
That Fibber McGee and Molly supply Johnson Wax to Adolphe Menjoif
danced about with several until order
was restored again by Ed SuUivan, for. his mustache.... That Vic Mature joined a lonely hearts club
That
columnist, acting as master ot cere- M. Proser will be ttown as "Three Club Monte'
That Jimmy Stewart
is knitting a sweater for Maxle Rosenbloom's cauliflower ear
monies.
That
The students removed coats, ties, Broadway Rose wears a turtleneck girdle.
Hangnail Descriptions
shirts and some tried to do other
Romo Vincent: 'Son' of Monte Crisco*. .Eddie Davis; A Medley with
things in the mass undress. During
her Viennese .Waltz, Miss Rand wore Legs. .Al/rcd Lunt: 'Fontanne of Youth'. .Kov Kyser: 'Citizen Corn'...
a very feminine white marquisette Orson Welles; 'I, yi, yi, Dolores!'
Observations
dress, trimmed in white lace, while
Just found out what a Municipal golf course is 'Blood and Sand.'
the Joe Ck>llegers were stripped to
With tbe Borscht circuit opening up Crosby and Hope ought to do a
the waist.
picture called "The Road to Grossinger's.'
The weather in Hollywood has been so bad the only way you could
get a burn on your face was to shave close.
Hottest
50 Years
Eavesdropped at Copacabana: 'She used to look like a Powers model
she looks like a Powers elephant.'
Slows Fihn Production now
Eavesdropped at Stork Club: 'Hey, waiter. Give that Ickey a Rickey
a

Monday (5) when" Mr, mani'
France. Guest list was studded with
and Mrs. Pat Gorman celebrated arms.
(Continued on page 34)
local

194,1
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'

200 Harvard Frosh

the future entertainer to a hula skirt, gives
her tew fast lessons in hipwaving, a stock arrangement of 'Song
ot the Islands,' puts her on the
boat and trusts to luck that she

Le affaire Benny out-HollyWooded
Hollywood in all its glamorous facets.
Biltmore Bowl was festooned with

based.

Canal

he's stuck for gals for his

worked.

was

The plaintiff avers both she and
Bromfield worked on the screenplay
together, but that he received all th*
screen credit.

13.

cabaret.

If

—

•11

Louis Bromfield, author, was examined (Friday (9) before trial in
N. Y. federal court in connection
with a $50,000 suit against 20th Century-Fox Film Corp. by Eleanor
Harris, who claims she is the author
ot the original on which 'Brigham

Benny s 10th Air Anni

Salute to Jack
By JACK

Bromfield on tbe Stand

'

.

-

Ben Piazza.
Bags Bagland.
Niles Trammell.
Lana Turner.-

SAILING
Johannes Steel (May 10), New
to Lisbon (Atlantic. Clipper).

York

MISGELLANT
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SCRIPTER AVERAGE $80 WK.
Writers

GuOd Demanding Three Times

Minimum Offered by
-

advisabiUty of calling e
reasonably
their demands are 'not
have been
met.' Shop stewards, who
canvassing the working writers, say
this
business
the scriveners mean
certain to
are
time, and that they
order a stoppage of work if the Proaround.
them
shove
ducers try to
Counter-proposals have been submitted to the Guilders by the company representatives, but It has been
Indicated that most of these do not
meet the writer demands. The Producers offered a minimum wage of
450 per week, with the Guild insisting on three times that amount.

'

May

'

23-24 at the University of CaliSpecial emfornia ct Los Angeles.
phasis will be laid on the problems
of scriveners employed in the molion picture and radio fields.
lineup of prominent speakers is now
being arranged.

A

Radio Writers Guild at a meeting,
yestetday (Monday) voted full support to the Screen Writers C^uild of
a strike is called.

—

of

Previously played the Princess,
remaining Deutsches show-

case in the west.

Eddie Bracken Will Sub

Bums on Kraft;

For Bob

Amecbe

in

Crosby Spot

Contract

radio series.

is

Hollywood,

May

COLPEMBERTON
WORKING OUT

for three

And Schnoz Are

May

Songs

Pittsburgh Singer Joins

13.

Pittsburgh, May 13.
Tiny' Ellen Sutton, 240 pound, 17
year-old Pittsburgh singer who' has

Instead of
being a Berliniana cavalacade, as
will
first intentiohed, the only oldie
be 'Easter Parade' and, instead, the
15 new songs will comprise the

•

Par is a straight
10%-of-the-gross, no guarantee, by
tunesmith the past week when he
(Continued on page 18)

Hollywood, May 13,
Zanuck signed Eugene
Darryl
Forde to a director contract at 20th

I

that lot.

to Coast

repeat his legit role in the screen
version of "Hattie.* Red Marshall is
vicelng Ragland in 'Hattie.'
Al Altman of Metro also made a
of Florence Mctest last week
Michael, who was in the cast of 'Out
of the Frying Pan,' recently closed

20TH HOLDS FOBDE

'

of

contract

-

.

Buddy Rogers, Pickford
against
Pickford,

suit

preferred by ^rthur Michaud and
Jim Peppe, has been settled out of
court
Suit asked $300,000 from
Rogers and Miss Pickford charging

Wheeler announced

his

intention

Ann

Arbor, Mich. He
was commenting on a study (printed
in last week's Varisttt) made by
College Men for Defense First, antiwar group, in which it was pointed
out that of some 575 newsreel cllpi
on war and defense in the past three
months, only seven gave the Isoin speaking at

lationist side.

'The study made by College Men
10- for Defense First' Wheeler stated,
managerial agreement with 'simply corroborates the charges
Michaud and Peppe. Amount of set- made by opponents of war that th*
tlement was not revealed.
Miss newsreels are being made to propa(Continued on page 42)
Pickford was named co-defendant in
the action because she allegedly induced Rogers to breach the contract
Settlement was worked out after
RISKIN
the plaintiffs lost a motion for a
summary judgment, which was denied them by Judge Murray Hulbert in N. Y. federal court. Case was
to have gone to trial May 21. Lee
Hollywood, May 13.
Eastman, attorney for Michaud and
Frank Capra. and Robert Rlskin,
Peppe, worked out settlement.
who have not signed with any studio
to date, central^ to reports, er«
dickering with Charlie Chaplin to
play 'the title role in 'The Flying
Yorkshlreman,' a fantastic story
which has nothing to do with th*
the ex-bandleader abrogated a

year

AFTER

CHAPLIN FOR FANTASY

SWANSON, MENJOU MAY

BE REUNITED BY RKO
May

Hollywood,

13.

Gloria Swanson and Adolphe Menjou will'be>co-starred at
if a
suitable story can be found within
a reasonable time.
Studio has op-

RKO

,

.

'

leelter,

current war.
Rights to the yarn belong to Frank
Lloyd, with whom the Capra-Rlskln
combo expects to reach an agrees

ment

week.

this

Chaplin compact

in the offing.

is still

on both.
They once were topliners at Paramount although they never were
tions
.

teamed.
Trad* Mark R«icl*t«r*d

FOUNDED BT SIUE SILVERMAN

'GREAT LETTERS?'

WMklr

Fobllnhed

bj VARIETT, Ut.

Bid Silverman,

Frank Sulllvan-DIck Maney Epistles
In Book

Ut Wot

4llth Street,

Form

Proaldant
Tork, N. 1.

New

SUBSCRIPTION

Ribbing letters that have made
way back and forth in the
between Frank Sullivan and
Dick Maney may be enlarged upon
and become a small-sized Simon &
Schuster volume. Pubs have- been
talking to the pair about it.
Sullivan is holder of a small piece
of 'Arsenic and Old Lace,' and

Maney

.21

for the legiter. Series
of letters started in Varictt with
Sullivan giving Maney instructions
on how to behave, inasmuch as he
now bore the Sullivan colors, and
his actions would reflect on his employer.
Pair are slated to guest on 'Information Please' Friday (16) night

i^jy^y
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Band Reviews
Band Routes

42

Bills

48

40

is p.a.

Chatter

'Hattie' for

Hollywood,

Norman McLeod inked
at

Metro, with

Mcy

Forum

'Panama

'The Beautiful People' after ganderIng her In a 45th street N. Y., bistro,
has been option by 20th-Fox.
Femme's total experience before
Saroyan saw her saunter into the
spot was in a bit dancing role in
'Panama Hattie,' which she left to
Join 'People.'

16

55

.'
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41
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20

International News.. .
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Night Club Reviews
Obituary
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a director

Hattie' as his first assignment
Pilot is currently in New York,

'

8

Film Reviews

Inside

McLeod

53

Exploitation

Inside

contract

Ragland

.

Fox.
Pact goes into effect after he fin
Ishes 'The Dead Take No Bows' on

Settle

Suit Against

ogling the stage play.
Rags Ragland, comic in 'Panama
Hattie," and ink?d by Metro, left New
20TH'S BETSY BLAIE TEST
York, Sunday (11), for the Coast
Blair,
whom William
Betsy
First assignment may be 'New York
signed for the lead in his
Story' or 'Honky Tonk.' He'll later Saroyan

contract

legiters during the past season,
returns to Hollywood this week. She
has no definite assignment yet.
Femme started the season in
'Panama HatUe,' B. G. DeSylvia musical, which she left to join 'Night
Before Christmas,' Paramount-backed comedy. Latter did a quick fold.

$390,000

Berlin's explicit preference. In fact,
the deal was only signatured by the

who's going to be starred in a series
of her own at Republic.

York

Band Managers

outlet.

score.
Berlin's deal with

'

.

Basis

Fred Astaire co-starred.

been on Brian McDonald's Wilkens
Amateur Hour over WJAS, has been
set to go with Gene Autry; A student
at Allegheny High School, girl ac-

New

10^

Paramount with Bing Crosby and

.

no deal companied Autry to New York for
his network show week ago Sunday
(4) and while there auditioned for
Wrigley and CBS officials, who put
their stamp of approval on her.
Durante was in the current HollyMiss Sutton wiU appear with
wood Carroll show, going to New Autry on his weekly 'Melody Ranch'
York because of his father's death. programs and is also scheduled to
Upon returning to the Coast he did get a build-up in Autry's Republic
not resume at the nitery.
Autry's been scouting around
pix.
for some one to replace Mary Lee,

two

Blue

press

Irving Berlin will have 15 original
songs In 'Holiday Inn' which Mark
Sandrich will produce-direct for

Gene Autry Enterprises

West

NBC

into war.'

Bill he promised to introduce in
Congress would force newsreels to
give equal treatment to pros and
cons as the Federal Communications
Act forces broadcasting stations to
do. Measure admittedly would have
small chance of getting through
Congress now.

their

in Holiday';

Deal on

is

RKO

Paramount

15 Original Berlin

with Durante about appearing in
the former's forthcoming new Hollywood cafe show.

Phyllis Brooks

season..

Night

A Welshman, Farr has done some
warbling for discs and on personals.
It's his first time out with a unit. He
was accepted for duty with Royal
Air Force at outset of war, but was
nixed because of eye trouble.

says that he and
Jimmy Durante are 'the best of
friends' and denies a report from
San Francisco that the showman and
comedian were at odds over a bit the
Schnoz is due to use at the opening
this week there of Stairway to the
Stars, night spot formerly the Em-

Phyllis
Brooks,
player, who has been in

this

a particlp^t in 'Lady in the Dark'
(Alvin) and was also in on 'The
which
Before Christmas,'
Metro
closerf swiftly in the red.
wholly backed 'Mr. and Mrs. North,'
London, May 13.
still playing (Belasco) and will simToipmy Farr, one-time contender ilarly finance 'We Fought at Arques.'
for the world's heavyweight boxing
Other picture companies have exchampionship, has built a vaude act hibited little interest in backing
around himself. It's set for a hefty shows, some saying the Dramatists
'Keep Guild conditions are still not acLabeled
schedule.
road
Punching,' it uses the Gordon Ray ceptable.
Girls for dressing.

Carroll

bassy.
Carroll also said there

Broadway
is

BRITISH VAUDE REVUE

Feudin'

Hollywood,
Earl

the tryouts, but in the event the material looks favorable, financing of
regular production would proceed
without further huddling between
the manager and the film end.
Columbia has been eyeing legit for
some time, but has rarely particiIt was not represented on
pated.

TOMMY FARR HEADS

He

an

America

CAPRA,

'

tor east.

(Continued on page 55)

Earl Carroll Denies

is

is planned by Senator Burton
K. Wheeler, he revealed last week,
Montancn has frequently criticized
the reels. An isolationist, he claims
they have 'propagandized' to 'push

tion

'

LEGIT DEAL

ably next week.
Mrs. Bracken, the legit actress
Connie Nickerson, who was severely
Injured 'in an auto accident on the
Coast last fall, accompanied the ac-

three-weeks' stay.
Hollywoodite got a large and cor-

WKAT

Breach

Young character comedian, signed
with Paramount, gets his first star
on the screen in his next
picture for the studio, "The Fleet's
In,' scheduled to start shooting about
July 1. He'll be the only star in the
film, with Betty Hutton and Cass
Bracken is curDaley featured.
rently personaling at Paramount,
N. Y., and in the film 'Reaching for

.

sponsors will adopt the idea.

Buddy Rogers and Mary

billing

Latin-America by President Roosevelt, came here from Rio for a

sales of Government
station WKAT,

bonds,

(Continued on page 20)

years.

Buenos Aires, May 13.
£1 Pampero, principal Nazi propaganda organ here; took up the attack begun last week by Germanfinanced papers in
other South
American countries against Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., on the actor-goodwiller's arrival in Buenos Aires yesterday (Monday).
Fairbanks, appointed to a cultural mission in

Legislation to force newsreels to
give "equal footage to proponents of
both sides of any controversial ques-

13.

(Monday) to pay off all contest
and quiz program winners in defense stamps instead of cash.
Frank Katzenstine, owner of the
station, hopes other stations and

13.

Film writers are currently enjoying a business boom, resulting from
heavy preparations for 1941-42 production plans, which will aid considerably in bringing up the average
Latter
of their yearly earnings.
have shown a big drop-oS during the
past year, largely due to the fact that
term contracts for picture' scribblers
have reached a new low.
Falling off of term pacts, accord-

between
Brock
set
is
Deal
Pemberton and Columbia Pictures
whereby the latter would finance
tryouts in summer stock and pro'Resolution adopted expressed full
sympathy with the demands and the Sun,' at the same house. He re- duction next season if shows are
"conditions of the scribes and oflet'ed turns to the Coast as soon as he deemed to be Broadway possibilities.
complete cooperation.
closes the present engagement, prob- Little money would be required for

AU BUT PRO-NAZI RAG
IN BA HAH DOUG, JR.

To hypo

May

Miami Beach, began yesterday

the latter goes off the 'Kraft

Music Hair program for the summer. He'll be co-starred with Bon
Ameche, who will sub for Bing
Crosby, and will probably remain
with the show when Crosby returns
It'll be his first major
in the fall.

Miami,

AGENTS HIT

Eddie Bracken replaces Bob Burns

when

Defense Payoff

—

defense

propaganda flick.
War reels
have been booked into the
Franklin, Oakland and the Tivoli, San Francisco.
last

to

Studio Blackout of Term
Deals
Most Jobs on a
300 idle
Weekly Basis
Despite Production Boom

the Berkeley
(Calif.) Gazette to accept copy
on "Blitzkrieg in the West,' Nazi
refusal

Hlfar

Producers Disavow 'Warmongering'
Heavy Drop Attributed

with

Newsreel

Propaganda Charges Anew; H wood

FOR 400 SCRIBS

San Francisco, May 13.
First instance of newspaper
censorship of propaganda ads in
this area cropped up this week

if

A showdown on negotiations between the two groups is expectedafter the executive board has had
an opportunity to discuss the situation with the membership.
A symposium on the economic and
creative problems of writers will be
a feature of the Authors League of
America Conference to be held
under the sponsorship of the SWG'

Studio Heads

Nix Nazi Pic Ads

Hollywood, May 13.
and
Producers
Although the
GuUd continued
Writers
Screen
today (Tues.),
their contract huddles
meetspecial
the Guild has called a
to sound out the
ing for Monday (19)
sentiment of the membership on the
strike

Senator Wheelers

44
47
54

Orchestras
Pictures

37^

Radio
Radio Markets
Radio Reviews
Unit Review

21
35
32
47
44

4"

Vaudeville

DAILT VABIBTS
(Publlehed In Hollywood
Dally Variety, Ltd.)
10 a

year— $12

foreign

\>j

'

I;
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PICTURES

4

Wrong

RKO Sets Tantasia' Into 15 Houses,

RKO has booked Walt Disney's Rep. Readies Dozen
Tantasia' into 15 theatres where the
picture will be shown with the single
Compete Against Tives
/
sound track developed by Disney
engineers and claimed to retain many
of the finest features incorporated in
Hollywood, May IS.
the elaborate system used when the
Republic is speeding up its producpicture first wes released. With all
the sound elements combined on the' tion schedule to turn out 10 to 12 feasingle track, RKO is able to offer^the 1^.^^ before the opening of the new
production to exhibitors without
While not
season Aug. 1.
or selling
installations
costly
elaborate,
consent
their regular projection technically affected by the

Screen Not Overiy Impressive

Men of
Missouri' to forget their lines
and gallop Into the motor highcaused 400 steers In 'Bad

way

To

1

RCA s Hieatre Television On Large

Hollywood, May IS.
Warners bad an unscripted
stampede on the Calabasas ranch
when a sudden wind atonn

Sound Track; Other Pix Deals

Single

St«er

PANS

changes in

the

Is

irWOOD'S

BRUSHOFFTO

Herbert J. Yates, board
has ordered at least 10
"adled for competi1^^^
I?''^'^'''^r„'^iVL'l''»?L'5R
n^*V«n'i^2
June 2. l^-j^^
Montreal, May 26 or
thectre,
Shooting will be done
^^^^.^^
It began Its reserved-seat run at the ^'.:f. J^='V."5:
during June and July.
yesterday
Washington,
National,
First of the new program is 'Hur
(Tuesday), as well as at the Apollo,
produced by
Indipapolis. Tomorrow (Thursday), ricane" Smith,' to be
eIso preparing
Detroit, May 13.
the Sim opens in l<ouisville, Hartford Robert North, who is
Armand
Taking up the cudgel in behalf of
and Baltimore. It also hcs been set 'There Goes My Wif#.'
on his production its Hollywood correspondent, Harold
lor Reading, Harrisburg, Memphis, Schaefer has four
'Mercy Heffernan, who also is syndicated via
Bonanza,'
'Big
Ouluth, Seattle, Cincinnati, Elmira, schedule;
to
untitled.
Four
two
Island,' and
N.A.NA., the Detroit News takes
LaCrosse and Portland.
be produced by Albert J. Cohen are some lusty wallops at film producers
'Memphis Belle,' 'Pardon My Stripes,' f or blacking out the picture pre'vlews
ni.t»t»r> in
In Minn
Mino.
DIeUtor
.^^^ ^^^^ for the West Coast correspondents,
^^^^ ^^^j p^^^ q^,
Minneapolis, May 13.
Eyte.' First of the Don Barry west- Pointing out that newspapers had
Minnesota Amus. Co. (Paramount)
lMl-42 will be The Oregon paid the pictures the iiilelligent comfinally has made a deal with United xrail,' to be produced by George
pliment of sending out corresponArtists, for "The Dictator' and pic- Sherman,
dents who lifted the Hollywood matare will go into the Minneapolis
teriel from the plant of inane chatand St. Paul Orpheums this month
ter to a useful section of the press, it
UA's
at regular admission prices.'
pointed out that commercial amuseSales
80% demand was the. hitch that kept Enlarged
ment, whatever the type, depends on
the parties apart until last week.
public good will.
Minnesota Amus. held out for a lesCauses Sharp
Drawing a parallel out of baseball
«er split and understood a compro-

booth.

decree,

I

Initial

engagement

in Cijizda ioi

\

THE PRESS

-

i

000. A. T. & T. cable fees and other
royalties and maintenance charges
ar« additional. Also added^are th«
Its
intended
by
street. New York,
terms for righti to sports events, etc.
authors, the Radio Corp. of America,
supplement
No information seems available at
a
for
or
to be a service
"RCA's
exhibition.
film
to regular
the moment as to what kind of
sun-clear
it
made
Joyce
Thomas F.
straight fees or percentage-wise conitself
to
the
confine
will
that RCA
promoters have in
manufacture and sale (or lease) of tracts the sports
mind.
others,
expect
will
and
equipment
outsiders, to produce, stage; book and
Sports fraternity was much in eviitems
or
other
events
sports
deliver
dence at this experimental event, of

Large screen (18x20 feet) theatra
television as revealed Friday (9) at
New Yorker theatre, West 84th

nearby.

Dennis Morgan and several
film buckaroos,were bruised before the stampeders were herded
back into focus.

of boxoffice appeal.
Theatre television

.

!

WB

Dept

mise was reached.

Home-Office Re?anip
The same thing happened with
'Gone With the Wind' for its second
pop price runs. Metro's 50% deBecause of plans for enlarging the
mand was a stumbling block for sev- sales department, Warner Bros, is
eral months and the distributor
shitting departments around at the
finally made concessions before Par
home, office on West 44th Street
•losed for the film.
Blaine-Thompspn agency, which had
several offices on the second floor,
ft

move

out of the Warner building and be centered in Sardi build'
ing. Space fonAerly occupied by the
clubrooms also may be taken
over and a realignment of publicity

will

™E'2-A-DAY

WB

DISAPPOINTING

department office^ is in prospect.
New equipment and large desks
for the increased sales staff
ing the changes necessary.

High hopes held

cn

at

RKO

,

that 'Citl-

new Orson Welles

Kane,' the

mak-

is

'

mi:

NOW

would quali- 5
ALUMNI
fy «s « two-a-day roadshow picture
mt advanced admissions had • seriSET
ous jolt during the week on reports
tiom opening^ away from Broadway.
Film now is in its second week at
Five members of the cast of Orson
the Palace, New York, and although WeUes' <atiten
Kane' have obtained
coibposite biographical,

FOR HOUYWOOD

not a smash,

it is doing well.
not true in Los Angeles
Showmen In both
cities are critical of the method of
handling the engagements. On the
Coast it was lined up in two houses.
El C^pitan, on Hollywood boulevard,
which never previously had played
a picture aq^.-jiBd been used exclusively tor stock and occasional
road legit, and the
HiUstreet,
In the downtown' section. iLatter
house never had played a film at
upped admissions. Befdre the week
was over the film was pulled at the
Hillstreet and the run confined to
KI Capltan, where receipts were

Same

is

and Chicago.

.'

RKO

•

very disappointing.
Chicago, the film was day-anddated at the Palace and the Woods.
Neither house got a good s'art and
the picture was pulled from the Palace before the week's end, in the
hope that business at the Woods
In.

would improve.
Only other bookings immediately
In prospect are Boston, at the Mafollowing 'Fantasia,' and in
San Francisco, at the Geary,-, legiter.
Trade comment is that 'Kaxie' is
made to order for the regular releases, but not strong enough for
roadshow policy at $1.65. Showing
film in two competing theatres also
Is considered an unnecessary showmanship hazard, particularly after
recent experiences of 'Meet John
Doe.*
'Gone w;th the Wind' hurdled the
dual theatre scheme- a year ago.

film

or are negotiating for
result of their \»ork in the
picture. Three of the five had

pacts

them as

RKO

never appeared on the screen before.

Newcomers

I

.

UA ALMOST SET ON

,

.

.

'

have a deal

Comlngore,

who

had

previously appeared in minor parts
in a lew films with Uttle notice, has

been added to

RKO

rolls also and
starts in 'Valley of the Sun.'
Gus
Schilling, who had likewise been in

several times before, and had a
very minor part in 'Kane,' haS been
working steadily ever since in small
roles at a number of studios.

piji

HOLDEN INTO PO&T
Hollywood, May 13.
William. Holden's next top role is
In 'Channel Port' slated to start
July 1 at Paramount

Fred Kohlmar

is

associate

pro-

ducer.

showmen

'Orson Welles

is

.

.

comment

Hollywood,

May

Production
so heavy on the
Cieneral Service lot that two producers, Edward Small and Alexander Korda, shifted over temporarily
is

Goldwyn studio.
Small Is making 'International
{Ady' uid Korda 1b filming 'Uluto the

lons.'

^"ce'* ottcnfion.

'

But perhaps the greatest compliment to RCA theatre television's first

I

semi-public

the audience

trial is that

|

was

so

tions
that

it

annoyed with the descripand so piqued by the decision
did not pause very long to.
give the accomplishment of theatre

'

'

Nate Blumberi William A
"lVT/.L=?„lT^t'l!cowdin,
^Itli Welles,
4?.nl" whose
Orson
'His Honor the
Scully, Cliff Work. Matty Pox and television
Mayor' program was one of the in- others.
tskt,'

itself its appropriate 'tskt
although at one early point .in
the ceremonial part there was a
salvo of acclaim at the mention of
David Sarnoff's name.

'

1

stallments.

Feld takes over productive supervision of the company's biggest films,
including the Abbott and Costello

'

.

Mono Deal

comedies, which h^ve become the
highest money-makers on the lot,
and the Mayfair Productions (Jules
Hollywood, May 13.
Levey). Gershenson is advanced to
A. W. Hackel closed a deal to pro- a supervisory post over pictures
duce two features for the 1941-42 turMd out by Paul Malvern, MarshaU Grant and Will Cowan. Gross
program at Monogram. .
First Is 'Murder By Appointment' supervises a^new unit with George
and second is 'The Man With Many Waggner and Joseph Bernhardt Jr.,
as associates, and takes under his
Faces.' Director is Phil Rosen.

Hackel's 2-Pic

The audience was predominantly
film, sports and Broadway mob
It was significant
many Broadway gamblers were
present to get an advance hint of

1

a

|

rather than radio.

|

that

|

,

|

Pertaining to Pictures

new development

j

this

,

xhey paid

in sports.
particular attention to the
stuff that was

sample of horse-race
I

Land,

given early.

C. Relds comedy,
Exhlbs' O.O. Television
a Sucker an Even
In line with a bulletin sent out by
break,' 'Bad Lands of Dakota,' The
Yukon Trail,' -The "Ghost of Frank- New York Allied, of which Max A.
Cohen is president, regarding the
,^
1
-n.
>
enstem,' The WoU Man' and 'Cappossibility of Government regulat.vo w.w
c.>K™=™™,.ij
tive
Wild ur/^n,=n•
Woman.'
Schwarzwald
Qvcr telcvision in theatres, Ed
collaborates with Ken Goldsmith In L. Kuykendall, head of the Motion

W.

-the

•Never

News

13.

I

is,'

IS.

.

it for alleged radicalism.
Ac the background. They are Milton
cording to a specfal Gill survey, the H. Feld, Jack
Gross, Milton Schwarzrating went from 2.1 to 4.5 during
wald and Joe Gershenson. Reconthat period.
struction of the staff was made durHearst papers ganged up on the in« recent
huddles by J. Cheever
j.»
i
J-

Give

'

.

;

good, but he isn't

Studio Prod. Overflow

Fr«dDctl«n Shnirie
Hollywood, May

New shuffle in Universal's producti^„ department advances four execs
who have been, hitherto working in

wing

Other

There, too, it
looked like Soose had failed to establish a valid claim to the champtonsh^}. ft seems proboble that the
accidental circumstance of o peculiar
kind of fight and an UTtsatisfying
kind of verdict distracted the oudi-

parallel at the theatre.

van, and W. C. Fields' 'Never Give
a Sucker an Even Break.'

ing

'

Broadway

Television.'

U

to cel-

Dorothy

-

—

canvas was used at the Garden, this
being the only apparent production
iUjm to Equip
change required l>y television.
The estimated present cost of teleit was indicated that if club owners
Deflelcneln
became so ridiculous as to bar vision equipment for theatre is $30,'
Several observations are warwriters from the training camps, the
ranted:
game- would wither within a few
weeks from lack of interest.
1. Television continues to carry an
Expects to Have
clement of eye-strain.
'Only thf impetus of pre-«rousing
public curiosity can send a film off
2. The coiutant explodino of newtOf Its 1941-2 Program paper
to a flying start,' the News observed.
cameramen't flash bulbs at the
'It is always f^cinating, if a little
moment of maximum mixino it up
Completed by Sept 1 uiill detract from tnjoyrnent, espegruesome to see an enterprise which
exists by the public's favor in the
ciaUy if theatre-voers hereafter latf
act of cutting its own throat.'
line to watch.
It tuiU' be
Rushing production plans. Uni- it on the
the public versus the publishers, with
versal expects to have 50% of its
both sides probably annoyed.
entire program for the 1941-42 sea3. Sports personages make indifson completed by Sept. 1. Total of
S2 plx will be ready for delivery or ferent sales promotion advance agents
the cutUng room by I^abor Day, for a new medium requirino busiITS 1941-42 LINEUP in
ness respectability and confidence as
studio execs declare.
basic conditions.
U, at its sales conclave in Februannouncer, is
4. The job of the
United Artists wUI have its 1941-42 ary, announced 65 films, including
product lined up and ready to an- three
Frank Lloyd productions, especially difficult in television. The
nounce next Mondav (19), v.p. Ar- seven Johnny Mack Brown westerns,' oudience on this occasion teas frethur W. Kelly declared yesterday seven a'ctioners 'with Dick Foran and quently and audibly in disapreement
Btoiio-by-blow
totth the comment
(Tuesday), following his return from Andy Devine. and four serials.
two weeks on the Coast
Among important productions description of Jack Fraser suffered
Kelly said he would also have de- skedded for sumrfler camerawork the handicap of immediate conflict
with
contrary
impressions.
The betermined by Monday the dates for hre 'Almost an Angel,' co-starring
tween-the-rounds filler of William
the twice-postponed regional sales Deanna Durbin and Charles Laughmeetings.
ton; 'Hellzapoppin,' Jules XiCvey's Spargrovt was inconclusive, just so
pic with Olsen and Johnson; 'Ride much rambllny gab without an auwin
"Em Cowboy,' new Abbott and Cos-, thoritative
_ .i,- air. That the Soose
.
tello starrer; 'Heartbeat' co-starring over Overlm wos on unpopular verHearst's Anti-Wefles 4
Charles Boyer and Margaret Sulla- diet at the Crarden found an odd

jestic,

ithett Butler.'

'

to

luloid, is understood to
set with another studio.

.

raison d'etre^ An audience of 1,200
persons also witnessed several items
sent out of the NBC telev^^sion stuThis included
dios at Radio City.

emceeing by Ray Forrest, news by
Lowell 'Ehomas, an appearance by
John Bples, a 'Parker Family' .sketch
program service.
with Taylor Holmes, 'Violet Heming,
Emphasis was made in the cereWilliam Lynn, Helen Claire and Leon
monies Friday, of the fact that Madi- Janney. A/ Pathe newsreel and
a
son Square Garden (N. Y.) has some
sign-off (Lucy Monroe singing 'The
65 public events each year, all of
Star Spangled Banner') were also
them, it was suggested, appropriate included.
"
fbr and presumably available to fuAs regards the IS-rotind fight, it
ture theatre television.
A provocative publicity stunt at came through surprisingly well. Not
the New Yorker theatre was large as clear as a good newsreel, but it
display frames using sports montages was pretty consistently easy to catch
to visualize the idea, each display most of the nuances with the excepmarked "Coming On RCA Theatre tlon of facial expressions. A pink

Hollywood who
have been handed term contracts are
Drive Upped Air Show
Joseph Cotten, who has bein signed
by Alexander Korda and makes his
"Free Company' program, which
debut under the letter's label in
recently went off CBS after com'Illusions,' and Ruth Warrick, signed
by RKO and "lees off in 'True to pleting its scheduled 13 weeks.
Form' and 'Two on an Island.' Wil- doubled it rating during the two
weeks the Hearst press was attackliam Alland, another novice
'

conveyed from which the middleweight championbouts between Billy Soose and Ken
Overlln was the high point and the

point of origin by coaxial telephone
lines directly to the theatre or theatres on the circuit is a 'private' service as distinct from the 'home' television that goes out over the air under FCC license and. in which o(>eration RCA-NBC presumably will continue, along with other and competitive companies, to provide actual

Hungary's U.S. film ban
U.S. and British quota
WB-Hoyts split in Aussie
Radio reviews: Jack Benny, Elsa Maxwell

ASCAP
Kenneth Thomson

Page

14

....Page 14
... .Page 14
.Page 32

Page 43
quits at

AGVA.

AGVA elections
New

Acts: Victor McLaglen, Eddie Bracken
Equity council
More 'Arsenic' dlwy

Dramatlsts-managen near agreement

the

production

vij. T
Klds-Little
-111

47
46
40
SO

the

Dead End Picture Theatre Owners

fn
<i
Tough
Guys group, the
pictures and a num
1.'-

Hugh Herbert

ber of musicals.

JPage 45
..Page 45

Page
Page
Page
Page

of

U
On*

'

tips Salarlea

of the results of the switches

I

of America,
has set up a special committee to
i

j^j^

situation.

It will be a 'fact-flndirtg dommlttee
and has been instructed to prepare
a report on television as relating to
the film industry for the June con-

vention of the

MPTOA.

C^hen is chairman, other two
and U's favorable earnii^ statements
members being Leonard Goldenson,
was salary Increases to minor execs Par thoatre executive, and Arthur
on both Coasts.
Loclcwood, theatre op -of Boston.
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PICTURES

FILMS EXPECT NO
FP.-Canadiaii Meeting Today (Wed.)

May

Determine N.

Future Status:

L

Nathanson's

Fitzgibbon

J. J.

Up?

the
future
concerning
Pair Raft-De Havilland
status of N. L. Nathanson, president
of Famous Players-Canadian Corp.,
Hollywood, May 13.
may be taken today (Wed.) at the'
George Raft and Olivia de Havilannual stockholders meeting of the land draw co-starring spots in 'All
company following .negotiations on a Through the Night,' slated for early
renewal recently which, from ac- summer production at Warners.
'Vincent Shermain gets the directbr
counts, have not proceeded with the
Action

U.S. Film Committee Win Huddle

With Ausde's Premier Menzies

UNNECESSAIIY

On Easing Frozen Coin in Antips

1941 Differs From 1917 Period Because of the Industry's Well-Organized
Position

I'm

chore.

Dixie,

Too

Committee from the

film industry
will huddle with Australia's

likely

'It's

Hollywood, May 13.
good to know someone

who speaks my language,'
chuckled Y. Frank Freeman,
Paramount's gtudlo head, as he
put an arm around the shoulder
of Nlles n-ammell, NBC prexy,
guest at a luncheon of picture

GEN'L COOPERATION
The

From

Today

-

greatest unction.

CURBS

U.S.

film business does not antici-

Among other things it is said that
pate any heavy clampdown
or
execs.
Paramount, in control of most of the
meddling by the Government such
They're both from Gawgia.
common stock of FP-C, has been- disas experienced in World War No. i;
with the film deals that
satisfied
as, when and if the U.S. enters the
have been made on its pictures
under the Nathanson regime. Bewar or a state of national emergency
lieved It also looks with disfavor
is declared,' as some believe is in the
on the private expansion in the ex1
offing.
Question on whether the
hibition &61d that is being undersame conditions prevail as in the
taken by Paul Nathanson, son of the
FP-C president. If Nathanson 'bows
first 'World' War
has been raised
out, as reported he will, J. J. Fitzlately because trade veterans are
gibbon will be' offered the top
aware of the propaganda and cenHe is now
spot in the company.
sorship strictness m'aintained, mtostly
vice-president and has been with
via George Creel, who held the mild
FP-C about 11 years. Whether he
Conferences will be held by high title of Chief of Communications.
should accept such a vacancy cre- Paramount officials on the Coast
Answer to these fears is that the
ated by Nathanson's resignation or around June 1 to screen 1041-42 pic- situation is vastly different today In
Hollywood, May 13.
not, It is understood ,th»t he stiU
tures that are completed and to l-cbntrast to 1917 as far as the film
Expecting to have Its first blockwould prefer to be back in the map sales plans for the coming year, business is concerned. Then
the pic- of-five ready some time in June,
States.
followed possibly by a convention or ture industry was admittedly- in a 20th-Fox Is tentatively set on a
Fitzgibbon is an American citizen regionals. If
no plans are laid for disorganized state while today it is national convention in Chicago but
dnd stated that he's not happy in conventions or district meetings,
well organized via the Motion Pic- will not hold it untU it has at least
Canada especially under the weigh.t h.o.
distribution execs may cover the ture Producers & Distributors of one group of five films ready for
of the present taxation in the Docountry to discuss the new selling America, Inc.
showing to the sales bunch.
minion. Also, he owns two houses
and pictures, sales policy, etc.
The MPPDA wisely adopted a
Parleys dealing with production
on this side of the line, one in
Barney Balaban,' Stanton Griffis, policy of cooperating with the Gov- and the relation of the content deBrookline, 'Mass., and another on
Neil F. Agnew and in all probability ernment by. setting up a group of cree to
1941-42
production
film
Long Island.
also Adolph Zukor, will go to the national
defense committees and schedules were concluded over the
Barney Balaban, president of Par,
Coast six weeks from now' for the swinging into action several months weekend at 20th-Fox.
Since then
Stanton Griffis, chairman of the
huddles with Y. Frank Freeman, ago.
This is now well organized 20th-Fox
distribution
executives
executive committee, and Austin C.
v.p. over production and others. Bob and actually operating, maintaining here from N. Y. have headed for the
Keough, v.p. and legal counsel of
Gillham will be there at that time, a pipeline between industry defense east.
the company,
all
left
yesterday
preceded on the way out by some committees and Lowell Mellet, who
Conferring with Darryl Zanuck,
(Tues.) for 'Toronto to attend the
exchange stops. Agnew may also heads the administration's public re- Joseph M. Schenck and William
annual meeting of FP-C.
Before
visit some of the branches- either on lations presently.
Goetz were Herman Wobber, sales
leaving Balaban stated' he heard
the way west or following the studio
chief, and division managers William
nothing
Voluntary Cooperation
of
reports
concerning
WiUlam Gehring and
Nathanson nor did he know whether powwo>vs.
However, with any establishment Sussman,
William Kiipper, C^has. E. McCarthy,
the question of renewal of his conof a national emergency or declaraadvertising-publicity chief, who came
tract was on the agenda' of the meettion of war,- the present key men in
out at the same time for the confabs,
ing.
Both Balaban and Keough are
BRIGGS.
the film business' defense committees
remained on the Coast until today,
directors of FP-C.
likely would go on a permanent
when he startled for N. Y.
Circuit operates 168 theatres across
basis.
"This accounts for recent rethe Dominion.
ports that Francis L. Harmon, co-

Par s Pre-Sales

M

20th-Fox Execs

Previews June

Set

SetfortheCoa^t

Prod.;

Chi Convention

.

-

•

.

Prime Minister Robert G. Menzies
some time this week regarding the
situation In Anzac territory and future prospects for American distributors there. Undoubtedly, the question of getting additional remittances from the U.S. coin frozen
there will be taken up, either directly or indirectly. Workability of
the lease-lend law also will be
tested in this regard since Menzies
is
reported keenly aware of the
necessity for maintaining a steady

flow

of

screen

entertainment

Into

Australia.
US. film officials feel that Menzies is highly cognizant of motion
picture problems because he was
active when representing exhibitor
interests while still a barrister in
Sydney previous to being elevated
to the present chief executive post
Several American picture executives knew him well then, including
John W. Hicks, Jr., Paramount's foreign chief, then managing director
for Par in Australia.
Council of Foreign Relations yes-

terday (Tuesday) gave a N.Y. luncheon In honor of Menzies, with several film people on the guest list.

.

KUroe Vice Schenck

To Be Voted On By
20th's

-

Stockholders

-

PRC EXTENDS

'

FROMKESS CONTRACTS

ordinator for all the industry's deLong-term extensions of their fense committees, would accept a
contracts were handed O. Henry post as permanent coordinator for
Briggs, prez, and Leon Fromkess, industry defense work.
If this is
v.p., of Producers Releasing Corp.,
done (Harmon has denied all reports
at a board meeting in New York, to date), he doubtlessly would, be
Saturday (10). Production plans for given a leave of absence from his
Washington, May 13.
the 42 pix on the coming season's
(Continued on page 18)
For the. third successive year,
program were also discussed.
Louis B. Mayer rates as highest paid
Attending the session were Briggs,
Harry Asher, chairman of the board
American industry or business exand Boston franchiseholder; and
ecutive, with other film personalities
franchiseholders
who are
other
near the top of the list. Annual Remembers of the board. Including
Exports filed with Securities
George Gill of Washington, Lee
Goldberg of Cleveland, Bert Kulick
change Commission show Mayer's
of New York, Milton Lefton of Pitts$697,048 was $8,677 more than in
of

LB. MAYER'S $697,048

Cowdin

Still

on Coast,

AGAIN TOPS TYCOONS

Blnmberg East But

HI,

U's Meeting Pontine'

Mostly routine business occupied
the attention of Universal directorate
at the session last Friday (9), with
no action taken on the pending longterm loan.
Fact that J. Cheever
Cowdin, chairman, remained on the
Coast undoubtedly caused delay on
carrying out the loan, Nate Blum- burgh, William Flemion'
Detroit,
berg arrived in time for the meet- Herb Given of Philadelphia, and
ing although stiU suffering from a Jack Adams, Jr., of Dallas.

JOE

BREEN SET

&

ASRKOSTUDIO

severe case of .grippe which forced
him to bed again last Monday (12).
Cowdin now Is not expected back
ftom Ho.llywood for another week or

RKO

Seeks to

KO

Hollywood,
Cieorge

yesterday

U EXPECTS

$1,500,000

6-MONTH NET PROFIT

;

Although the earnings statement
covering the first 26 weeks of the
company's fiscal year will not be out
•until late this month or early june.
Universal is expected to show $1,500,OOO net proat for the first six months
ended April 30 last, according to
Wall Street estimates. This is before
deductions for excess profits tax but
after writing oft around $300,000 for
federal income taxes.
Figure compares with $1,381,001 shown in the
flrst six months of the previous fiscal
year.

Universal's net profit before any
federal tax deductions is expected to
hit

$1,800,000

in

ended last April
'il,000,000

the six months
or in excess of

30,

for the three-month period
overing February, March and April
'lis

year.

J.

Schaefer,

May

RKO

13.

prexy,

(T u • s d ft y7~ confirmed
Breen as general manager
•

last

week sought

to

re-

signed as director and board chair-

man,

will

come up

for election in

place of Schenck when^ the stock-

holders

name

12

the

directors' at

adjourned annual meeting tomorrow (Thursday). Kilroe, who has
been with the company many years

and most recently as attorney in
charge of copyright matters,

is

the

only new nominee in the list of 12,
Other directors coming up for reelection at tomorrow's annual session
are H. Donald Campbell, John R.
Dllfon, Sidney
Kent, W. J. Eadle,
Daniel O. Hastings, Felix A. Jenkins,
W. C. Michel, William P.- Phillips,
Hermann p. Place, Seton Porter and
Sydney Towell.
Because. 20th-Fox has not paid •
dividend on the common stock for
more than a year, more than the
usual share of beefs ere anticipated

a

from

In official circles
at this session.

stockholder's

HOSPITAL THIS WK.

Schenck, paid $318,881, was fifth.
Mayer, they're Loew-Metro

Like

execs. Other big salaries included:
W. C. Fields, $255,000; Deanna Durbin, $209,833; and Bing Crosby, $150,-

have Joseph I.
thrown out of court the suit by in charge of the company's studio. 000.
Schaefer stated Breen had been
Jesse Solomon charging the studio. signed to a long-term contract and
Many .film companies have not reMatt Brooks, Eddie Davis, Anthony will be elected a v.p. of RKO at the ported yet.
'Veiller and Mortimer OfTner with next meeting of the board.
Breen will take over the new post
Mayer's M, D. Checkup
plagiarism in 'Radio City Revels,
as soon as he- winds up current job
Louis B. ayer arrived in New York
made in 1937. Judge Sarnuel Man- as chief of the Production Code on Monday (12) to undergo a physidelbaum in U.S. district court took Administration for the Hays office. cal checkup.
He may have to undergo surgery.
the motion for summary judgment He resigned .from the post several
but Is serving until a
under advisement after arguments weeks ago
successor is named by H4ys.
by Gordon Youngman for RKO and
the Thin WaO'
Gustave B. Garfield for Solomon.
-Solomon claims that Brooks and
Par's Legit Stager
Davis, original writers on 'Revels,
Hollywood, May 13.
Louis Allen, who has been on the
copped their idea from his play. 'It
Lucille Ball draws her flrst soGoes Through Here.' Both plots are staff of Gilbert Miller for more than
about a radio gag man who can seven years, has Ijeen signed by phisticated comedy role as femme

RKO

when Joseph M. Schenck

Hunt Stromberg, with $332,267,
came in fourth and Nicholas M.

10 days.

named

the vacancy^ On 20th-Fox direc-

torate

WILL HAYS OUT OF

144.

Suit

On Kevels' Plagiarism

to

P. Kilrpe, directbr

1630. -Next in lint was Eugene G.
Grace of Bethlehem Steel with $478,-

BOSS

.

Edwin

Chicago,

May

13.

Will H. Kays will be out of !a Chi-

cago hospital In a few days. He has
been taking a rest on order of his
physician. Dr. Joseph Capps, who
has given him the annual checkup
for several years.

During the past winter Hays had
a session with pneumonia, and on
recovery went to California In time
for the rainy season.
He selected Chicago spring climate
as the Ideal health restorer and has
been here for three weeks.

TIayV

write only in his sleep, but gets in- Paramount for a -direction job. He
volved in a bad romance which gives is due on the lot June 1.
Allen was in charge of produchim Insomnia. Veiller and Offner
were assigned by RKO to assist tion for the legit showman and
Brooks and Davis on the technical handled the staging of a number of

end of scripting.

Miller attractions.

lead
at

in

'Through

the

Thin

RKO.
Graham Baker production

Wall'

is being
the Ferenc Molnar
stage piece, 'The Play's the Thing.'

adapted

from

Ratoff Takes Off
Hollywood,

May

13.

First of Gregory RatoR's pictures
an indie producer-director for Columbia release, 'Tonight Belongs to
U.<:,' went before the cameras at the
RKO-Pathe studio.
Heading the cast are Loretta
Young, Conrad 'Veldt and' Dean
as

Jagger.

.

.

.
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PICTURES

More Than

While Getting's Good

1^ Reswvatioiis f«r 7th

HoUywood, May

Annual Variety Gubs Conv.-A Record
Atlantic City, May 13.
Reservations at boardwalk hotels
Indicate an attendance of delegates
and friends at the seventh annual
convention of the Variety Clubs of
America of more than 1,500, a r^cor^
turnout Officials from the Philadelphia tent, sponsors of the convention, already have taken over
headquarters at the Hotel Traymore. The shindig will open Thursday (IS) and the first chance given
to delegates to get some sleep wlU
bie following the banquet on Saturday night (17).

Notable for the wide variety of
entertainment which always is offered delegates from the 20-odd
Variety Club tents, the convention
this -week is geareil also to a more
sober note when local reports are
Issued. of the widespread charitable
work of the different chapters. Although membership In Variety Clubs

'

embraces showmen from

all

fields,

each tent performs active and outstanding civic service. Aid to underprivileged children has been the
principal purpose of the organiza-.

END

Martha Beny,' founder and administrator of Mount Berry, Ga., schooL
In 1939 the designation was handed
to Father Flanagan of Boys' Town,
Announcement of this
Omaha.
year's selection will be made by Bob
O'Donnell, of Dallas, at the closing
banquet. Name of the person selected has been carefully guarded.
'

F«8tivlties incidental to the meeting will commence over a wide railroad area outside of Atlantic City.

The reception committee has

ar-

ranged to stop all special trains long
of bathing beauties to board each train and act ais
guides, ushers and pied-pipers.

enough fpr a group

On arrival, delegates are Instructed
to report at the registration rooms
6ii

the 11th' fioor of the Traymore.

will be handed an envelope
containing' the three days' program.
He also will be given a' sUlc hat,' false
nose ind mustache, a box of salt
water'- taffy (to be carried home to
the kids), a convention badge and a
barker's c^e. Thereafter he's on his

Each

.

own, with nothing more pressing on
his

•.

mind than the time- of

train de-

parture the end of. the week.
'John H. Harris, :of Pittsburgh,
foundn of the Variety C!lub,
be
•peclal guest at the business meet-

w^

ings.

Fetei

'

Group entertainment that has been
arranged includes a Pan-American
I^ight of Nights blowout on Friday
evening at the Hotel Chelsea,' a
whirl at deep-sea fishing for* mid
westerners who have never been on
the ocean, for Thursday afternoon,'
end a two-hour boardwalk parade tA
Friday afternoon. Ted l^chlanger is
chairman of the- parade committee
and has enlisted 20 brass 'bands, a
regiment' from Camp Dix, .battle
planes from Lakehurst for aerial
display, Tony Sarg balloons, and
floats from commercial organizations,
laurel and Hardy win be featured
In line for the benefit of the large
number of children who are coming
here from Philadelphia. Free, ,open
•ir circus also will be given for the

youngsters. ^
Largest delegation of Variety Club
members Is expected from Atlanta.
They already have put in their bid
to bold the convention next year.

Bardie Meakln'a Tobgh Break
Washington, May 13.
.Hardie Meakln, manager of RKO
Keith's and former Varibtt mugg
here, is town's most disconsolate
citizen.
Also chief barker of local
Tent No.
of Variety Club, he's
had bis. eye for weelcs on' escaping to
Variety's cpnvention in Atlantic City
this Thtirsday, through
Saturday,
with expenses paid by the club. So
'Citizen Kane' opens Friday (16) at
Keith's, -with Orson Welles here for
personal appearance, and Meakln
will stay, home while Variety ca.

U

Torts.

Dallas Variety's 9th Tr.
Dallas,

May

13.

Celebrating Founder'^ Day, the
May 9| gave a
luncheon honoring Claude Ezell,
who seven years ago organized the

'Dallas Variety Club,

club.

the Hollywood studios
and headaches for department
heads.
In the past years employes preferred late summer or early au-

TRUST

tumn
want

Formal order dlsmUslng the

holidays,,

but

Biz

May Do^e

now they

to enjoy their two-weeksbefore they are drafted, or
before international complice-

WB ADDS ANOTHER

tlons

become more

IN

Tax Base
.

FLA. TVF WITH SPARKS
Tampa.

acute.

Tla.,

May

13.

amuBemoit admission tex

Warner Bros., making progress in
fight against Sparks Theatres chain

the Folley.
operators

B. 0.

Because Industry spokesmen from,....
New York and other key cities were
able to show the House Ways aiid
Means committee how $12,000,0(io
could be raised by broadening the

off

triple

Fibn Rental

Tap by broadening

tions in

SUIT BY CONSENT

base, the

picture business may not have any
boycott of Its product In Florida, will taxation of film rentals, as proposed
Brooklyn Folly theatre,the
of
get a new outlet for Its plx with the in this committee. Understood that
opening of the Daytona theatre in .the Treasury Dept does not want
Randforce Amus. Corp.,
against
Daytona Beach May 22. It's being this tax, and^ spokesmen for the film,
Samuel Rinzler, Louis Frisch, the
built by Drew Eberson, New York industry pointed ^ out that an admajor film companies. Monogram
architect, and seats 1,000.
mittance tax on such places as
and Republic, was signed Monday
Sparka chain operates about 60 bowling alleys, poolrooms, skating (12), by Judge Samuel MandelbaUm
in the N. Y. federal court Suit was
hpuses in Florida. and has not shown rlnkfl and tome dancehalls, which
dismissed by consent
any Warner pix for two. years, ordinarily charge no admission,
breaking with company over con^ would supply the coin which would
Action sought $750,000, claiming
Producers did hot be raised .via a film rental tax.
tract squabble.
the Folly was put out of business by
have any Florida outlet for some
Originally It was believed that the
monopolistic acta on the part of the
time,
but -Indies recently have distributor would have to foot the
defendants.
Tampa,
.opened'
places
in.
°St Peters- bill on this film rental tax. Few in
Hollywood, May 13.
burg, Miami and Orlando and others the trade believe this and feel that
(DIharles W. Koemer moved from
once It Is made clear that the burden
are building.
California to New York to succeed
will have to be carried by exhibitors,
the film rental taxation may be sideJohn J. O'Connor as general mantracked.
Exhibs now oppose this
operations.
ager of RKO theatre

damage,

antl--trust suit of

Amusement Holding

(jorp.,

TomGwmanWest

AsKoemer(RKO)

.

Shifts

hto N.

Y.

.

'

.

20TH HITS PEAK

'

WITH

tions.
It has been the custom annually
for the clubs to make an Individual
award to the person selected from
bU .fields of humanitarian endeavor.
At the convention in Dallas a year
ego the award was given to Mrs.

B^YN

Fdm

II.

War hi Europe li causing a
rush of requests for early vaca-

'Appointment was made by Georg^

PIX

13

Schaefer, president of the corTom Gorman, currently
poration.

WB'SBANDYARN

In presenting Its case last week,
the fllin Industry, along with several
other Industries, naturally tried to
point up the added burden.
Difference with the' picture business
spokesmen is that they admitted
willingness to- pay additional taxes
but cited that the lowering of. the
admission tax level to 9c. would
represent heavy enough additional
burden.

AMONG STORY

in charge of thieatre operations In
Chicago, is slated to take over
Koerner's post as manager of the
western division.
Koerner broke Into the film busiHoIIywoo\l, May 13.
ness in 1914 as an exhibitor in the
Von
Thirteen pictures wUlS* hi work northwest and joined Jensen &
SeatUe in 1919. For six
at 20th-Fox this month, making It Herberg in
disStory of a band v.-orklng In a Jerone of the busiest periods In the years he handled First fTatlonal
Mon- sey nitery outside of New York will
hUtory of the Westwood lot Eight tribution In the Oregon and
districts and in 1025 became be filmed by Warner Bros. .It has
filips are facing the lenses now and tana
manager of the George purchased a play with that' backfive more are ready to start before general
Mann circuit in northern California ground by Edwin C^Ubert and EUa
June.
imtll the Hughes-Franklin' chain ab- Kazan, Comedy has been variously
Eight In production are 'A Yank
sorbed the houses in 1931. In the titled by 'WB 'Opus 802' (New York
in the RJ^ J.,' 'Sun 'Valley Serenade,'
shift Koerner became personal rep- Musicians Union is Local 802), 'Big
'Belle Starr,' "Man Hunt,' 'Dance
resentative of Harold fi. Franklin Boy Blue' end 'Sooth the Savage
Hall,' 'Private Nurse,' "Last of the
and went over with his boss as di- Beast.'
Duanes' and 'Dressed to KilL' Com- vision manager for RKO in southPlay was partially set for producing up are 'Charley's Aunt' 'WUd
em territory, later takhig over the tion on Broadway last fall with GilGeese Calling,' 'Remember the Day,' handling of theatres In New Eng- bert given sole author's credit. KaC:harlie Chan in Rio' end '21 Men
zan, who's Ijetter known as Ah actor
land.
and a GlrL'
Koerner was given a farewell than writer, collaborated on revising
Stewart Edward White's novel, dinner at the RKO studk) by It end
bought it to filn) without
Wild Geese Calling,' went Into pro- Schaefef Monday (12) night with 80 benefit of a legit presentation.
with exhibitors and studio executives at(Mon.),
yesterday
duction
last week also purchased an
Bennett
Joan
Henry Fonda and
tending. Schaefer praised the choice original, 'Jook Girl,' which, despite
diBrahm
heading the cast John
of Koerner to head the RKO circuit, the name, has nothing to do with murects.
saying "he Js the best man for the sic boxes. It's localed, however, in
Randolph Scott and Dean Jagger job.'
Florida, whence derived the 'Juke
To succeed Fred W. Meyers, who box' teg for the cOin-in-the-slotters,
will be teamed In 'Sioux City,' an
early western feature to''be produced resigned along with. O'Coimbr, Max since they were used in swampland
Fellerman will head the film-buylng- Qlteries down there known as 'Jook
by Harry Joe Brown at 20th-Fox.
joints.'
Picture- 1b based on • novel by J. booklng.
Yarn was scripted by Theodore- Pratt, who did 'Mercy Island,'
Hiatt Downing.
- -Both
to UnlversalT
sold to Republic last year.
Meantime^ l>oth O'Connor and
Homblow's Option
Meyers are reported to be virtually
Par producer Arthur Hornblow,
Studio Contracts
set for important home office' i>osts
Jr., visiting In New York last -week,
at Universal, the former as assistant
took
lOrday option on 'Hula
a
to the president (Nate Blumberg)
Honeymoon,' unproduced musical
Hollywood. May 13.
and Meyers as. executive aide to
Wayne Morris drew option lift at William A. Scully, v.p. in charge lK)ok by Martin Gosch and Howard
Harris.
Par
will pay $15,000 for the
Warners.
of distribution. They plan vacations
Aneas McKenzle Inked, one-year before taking up any new duties. property if it lifts the option.
Hornblow also inked Gosch and
O'Connor said he hoped to get
writing ticket at Warners.
(li).
Harris
14
.weeks'
work on the Par
by
Saturday
to
away for a rest this
Betty Grable renewed for year
O'Connor would succeed Matty Fox lot U 'Hula' Is bought, authors will
20th-Fox.
(jeorgia Carroll's player option who is being called In .the draft, probably work on that to develop It
into
vehicle
for
Bob
a
Hope. If not
it Is said.
picked up by Warners.
Blumberg, U's head and an old they'll probably be- assigned to script
William Conselman, Jr., handed
another story for Hope.
friend as well as former RKO asGoschwriting contract by 20th-Fox.
.at
Meyers,
Harrls
pact
O'Connor
and
air
serial
for'Keglined,
actor
sociate
with
'Amazinked
Larry Parks
reached New York Friday (9) in ing Mr. Smith,' .goes off Mutual hi
Columbia.
and
Winfield
time
for
the
board
meeting
held
July,
but
another
sponsor
made
has
Faith Dom, John
Lorraine Gettman drew court- ap- then but was laid up at his N.Y. offer for falL
Richard Rodgers had an option on
proval of their minor contracts with home with grippe over the weekend
and on Monday (12), thus delaying 'Honeymoon' and Intended to do it
Warners.
Spanky IiIacFarland was handed more concrete action on the two ap- on Broadway in September, but deal
pointments reported .to be in work. has been made by which Gosch and
new minor's contract by Metro.
Michael Maltese signed five-year Matter of taking on O'Connor and Harris retrieved their rights.
deal as story and gag man for Meyers was'~ not discussed at the
Scheohter's^OS 'n' On
board session Friday (9) but if they
Leon Schlesinger cartoons.
Possibility of filming Abe SchechStuart Heisler renewed as director are given 'contracts the agreements
ter's 'I Live
On Air,' which apwill have to be presented, to the diat Paramotint
peared good for awhile, seems to
William Thomas drew new pact as rectors of the company for approval.
have faded somewhat. Negotiations
Blumberg yesceraay (Tues.) in rea member of Metro's 'Our Gang'
by Robert Sherwood, indie producer
fusing to confirm reports, said he
group.
releasing through Columbia, are unHarry K. Morltz given an option hadn't seen O'Connor nor Meyers derstood
to have cooled. Jack Kirkand had no present appointments
lift by Columbia as writer.
land was supposed to work with
Irving Cummings, Jr., renewed as with either.
Sherwood on the production and to
O'Connor was in charge of film
soripter by 20th-Fox.
do the script from the book, jvhlch
William Clemens optioned for an' buying before succeeding Blumberg is a series
of events in the work of
other term as director at Paramount. in RKO on letter's shift to'U, Meyers the NBC'
special events chief.
Gloria Warren, moppet singer, con- at that time moving up in the bookStory editors are awaiting proofs
ing department to become 4ts head.
tracted at Warners.
of the new A. J. Cronin volume,
Catherine Craig handed renewal Fellerman, assistant to Meyers, was 'Keep to
the Kingdom,' which will
placed in charge of buying-booklng be
of player deal with Paramount
published by Little, Brown in
Jack Andrews signed to scripting temporarily when Meyers walked.
July. Story \vlth a religious theme,
Significance is being' attached to
deal by 20th-Fox.
of a Scottish priest in China, has
Robert Paige Inked acting ticket the fact that it was Schaefer who been allotted a
treipendous $20,000
announced the appointment of Koer- ad appropriation by the publishers.
at Universal.
Ronald Reagan's option picked up ner rather than Malcolm Klngsberg, In that case, virtually any story
Is
the Mike Meehan man who holds the considered 'good film
by Warners.
material.'
Richard Davis drew Universal 'title of vice-president of KAO, the
player contract
theatre subsidiary of RKO. KlngsSophie Rosensteln's option as dra- berg and Leon Goldberg, latter
Dpstate N. T. Drive-In
treasurer of the circuit, were largematic coach renewed by Warners.
Albany, May 13.
Max Stelner closed four-year deal ly responsible for the friction which
New Drive-In theatre opened by
In
as musical director and comp./ser at resulted
the resignations of Hellman circuit at Lathams Comers.
Accommodations for 465 cars.
Warners.
O'Connor and Meyers.

IN

tax.

J.

WORK

DICKERS

Summary of the tax picture found
film reps showing that the present
drive is to raise 40% additional revenue throughout the nation, but that
the film business already, is receiving a 60% tilt via the
sion tax setup.

WB

.

.

-

<

.

'

.

.

admis-

JOE HAZEN PICKED UP
1,700

'

WB

new

'

SHARES OF WB
Washington,

Purchase of

common

May

13.

1,700 shares of $5 par

Warner Bros. Pictures was. recorded by ithe Securities
& Exchange Commission In Its
stock In

mOntl^y summary released Friday
Purchaser, was Joseph H. Ha(9).
zen. New York officer and director
of the company, who bought 300
.

shares on

Mar^

March

15,

another 300 on

shares oh' March 20,
and 100 shares on the last day of
the month, according to S.E.C. This
represented Hazen's entire holdings
in the stock at the month's end.
IB, 1,000'

Other film stock dealings Involved
purchase of 500 shares of 6% convertible preferred RKO $1 par common by Atlas Corp.-, holding company of the firm. Brought the total
Atlas nest-egg to 30,481 shares of 6%
convertible, plus 327,812 warrants for
common, and 762,127 shares of $1
par common at the end of March.
American Co. was credited with 268,230 shares of the latter stock on the
same date.

Modest purchase of 38 shares of
%2S par common of Loew's Boston
Theatres was recorded during the
for Loew's, Inc., of New
York, the parent company. Brought

same month

the total holdings In the

same type

papers to 117,958 shares by March
31, however.

B'kfyn Sbrand Wk-to-Wk.
With likelihood the Strand, Brookwill be closed down for the

lyn,

summer, the house goes on a weekto-week basis today (Wed.). Owned
by Warners, it Is in the WB-Paramount-Fabian pool, with the Fabian
circuit on the operation.
'Crazy With the Heat,' tab version
of recent legit which played two

weeks a^ the State, N.Y., goes into
the Fox, Brooklyn, another Fabian
house, next week.

Castle Switches to
Hollywood,

May

U
13.

Nick Castle was signed to a dance
director contract at Universal after
five years in the seme capacity at
20th-Fox.
First job is a series of dance routines in 'Oh, Charlie,' to be followed
by another Abbott and Costello feature, 'Ride 'Em, Cowboy.'

Wednesday, May 14, 1941

PIGTUBES

ROOKIES YEN SOLDIER PIX
WB Talks Moving Its Mpls. Exchange

As Result of Minn. Anti-Consent

BE
,

^

Exhibs Fear Fihn Shortage
May

Minneapolb,

Pending action to test tte constiof tht new Minnesota Da Boohemont'i European O.O.—
Alia Hedlttersnean Special
law which contravenes the

tutionality

tat*

consent decree's groups-of-flve seUdistributors to
ln« plan by requiring,
the
«eU their entire season's product,
compEnlesf still are re•big 5' major
in the state
selling
any
fusing to do

Richard da Rochemont, managing
March of Time, now in
ii endeavoring to arrange a
film story on France, Spain, Portugal
«nd most WlU not even spot-book
and
the general Mediterranean sitthe
frpm
Instructions
picture.
a

New York homerofllces

still

MIUTAIIY YAliNS

MARCH OF TIME'S REVAMP

18.

are be-

ing awaited.

editor of the

Comparable to the Sailors
Who Hire Rowboats When

—

on Leaive
Dixie BoxofAided by Soldiers

fices

MOT
However, Columbia and Universal,
which do not come under the decree,
as Re- Rochemont left
as well as such Independents
public, are going ahead selling in month ago and

Will Test Minn. Anti-Consent

Law

Pending any decision on the part of the decree and blocks-of-flva
of major distributors'" to sell Minne- selling, it mlarkets its films Indivldsota from outside, or not to sell the ually in most cases. Columbia, Unlstate at all, a case to test the con- versal and lesser dlstribs are not
stitutionality of the Jtfw, which goes affected since they are continuing, to
:

'

1

Vichy,

uation. He's also trying to straighten
out staff and business difficulties of
the
since closing by the Nazis
of its Paris office last spring.
De

Across the Wis. State Line; All Cos.

;

SUNDAY OK MOVE

contrary, to the coiSent decree,' will .offer their full line of product
|

be brought.

The complaint^ under

u^ne of the major distrlbs aflwted
by the adverse Minnesota law have
gWen thought to moving out of Mln„esota excepting Warners which
despatched representatives to Hudgo„^ ^,3 just, across the MinnesotaWisconsin state line to look the town
^ver with a view to setting up an
exchange there. WB was unable to
flnj suitable space In Hudson for
but the mayor of the town la

,

Spartanburg, S. C, May 13.
Carolina managers angling for all

preparation, will probably be Wed
by the end of the week n the Federal coi^t at MlnneapolU before a

.*-P'?u^*
^"''^l.
At
the same
Ume an application
New York about a available army atmosphere pix, due
will be back in an- to demands from thousands of sol- will be made for a temporary injunction so that the distributors may
compliance with the law's termj; other month.
diers who, despite available military
Marcel Rebiere, MOT cameraman, theatres, are pouring coin Into box- carry on business in a normal manwhich require the distributors to
ner until a dMision comes down on
grent a minimum of 20% cancellation has also returned to 'Vichy. He left
"
and to desist from forced selling of on a Red Cross boat about three offices. Even B films and oldies are
tutionaUty of the Minnesota legislaany pictures.
weeks s^o and reported that he ar- in demand. Example, 'Hell's Angels'
tion recently passed,
If the ban on selling by the five
rived safely.
is back in Dixie again for about 10th
Court action will be sought in the
majors continues much longer, such
ti;ip. 'Buck Privates,' formerly billed
name of the five major distributors
theatres as Bennie Berger's Esquire
briefiy as a B, did three days and who are party to the decree, 20th'
here and St. Paul World, along with
CITIES
nights to packed houses at Carolina, Fox, RKOrWarnw BrosTPaw^^^^
some of the Twin City independent
and Metro; also United Artists,
neighborhood houses which didn't
top
local
house.
Wilby-Kihcey's
While latter is not. under the terms
buy all the major comiMinles, will be
Although fourth theatre opens soon
In trouble for lack' of product, it's
at Camp Croft, 18,000-man camp
,•

[

'

^

,

.

.

have agreed to cooperate In
obtaining a site on which a building
luld be"
could
l>e erec'teil'
erected.
said to

.

Because of the cost that would b«
involved, includmg moying of ttie
exchange to the Wisconsin town. WB
''"y likely will hold off for a while
to see what happens In the test case
being brought -in Minneapolis.

NEAR-CAMP

ENJOYING A BOOM

Indiccted.

houses have been spot
'These
booking to a greater or less extent
and they'll be up against it for picBerger says he may have
tures.
to appeal to arbitration in order to
keep his theatre open.
There^s some difference of. opin
Ion among the distributors regarding
the interpretation of the law relative
to the selling of individual pictures.

Nation's- drive to arm Itself and
train a gigantic military force is be>'
ing reflected in resorts and amuse-

here,
ager,

Bob
is

Tolbert, 'W-K's city

'

veiling time.

ceased taking. Minnesota
on "The Outlaw.'

has

con'

Immediate
Bros,

was

to

thought

6f

Warner

open up .at Hudson as

soon as possible since it will probably start selling under the decree In
two mohths, meantime Immediately
Hollywood, May 13.
shuttering the Minneapolis office. It
Metro goes musical for the sum- is well sold in the state on this year'a
on
mer season, with six' tune, films
(1940-41)
product, with principal
Tennessee and Georgia are behind the production roster, beginning with business bejUig the liquidation of con<
early
schedule,
having
planned
'I.ady Be Good,' co^'Starrlng Eleanor tracts. Other distrlbs aire also mor*
spring openings, which now will be
Powell, Ann Sothern and Robert concerned about liquidation at pressummer or fall- debuts at the' earliest.
*'^a"
'""5' '•"^e to l>e dolis
Young.
Long delayed bill to legalize Sunon the selling of the '41-42 pictures.
.Othet-s with a musical strain are
day pix and commercial sports In
Understood if it must be' done,
area
'The Bargain Basement,'
I

is

Asbury Park, N.

J.,

'

'

\

i

WB

.

'Smilin'
cities and towns in
wUl set up business in Hudson to
Soldier,'
Chocolate
South Carolina goes into state senate Thru,"
'The
service Minnesota and handle the
Measure, passed by hoiise, 'BrlMs On Broadway' and 'Panama balance of the, accounts now on
time. It'll be a full month earlier, soon.
tha
however, this year, with boardwalk omits Spartanburg .which has 'Camp Hattie.'
Minneapolis books, namely, the two
spots eyeing the soldier trade which Croft, since provisions pertain only
Dakotas, between the Omaha and
has already begun to put in an ap- to cities having afeas designated as
Des Moines exchanges. The sam*
pearance. Many of the places open- 'forts.'
step would no doubt be taken by
Qiiakeitown Unusually
ing earlier will confine activity to
othe^ dlstribs unless they, decide not
weekends.
to service Minnesota at all.
That
Sunday
to
For Exliibitors may happen with_ 20th-Fox and
Strong contributing, factor to the
pile
expect
to
Metro which have been mentioned
big grosses the resorts
Pix
'l^ear
^ives
Sam;
in
Ais connection.
Paramount
up is the freedom Uncle
Philadelphia, May 13.
regulaAlthough
Philadelphia,
13.
would be most unlikely to do that
May
to his soldiers.
tions vary in different camps, boys
A bill was introauced in the Legis- M. R. 'Vetter has replaced William since it is the largest operator of
are usually free from after dinner lature in Harrisburg' last week to Elliott as secretary of the Philly ar- thehtres in Minnesota, having around
(about 6 p.m.) until 5:45 the follow- allow the showing of Sunday films bitration office, it was announced 85 houses there. Hudson is only 41
Satnoon
on
ing morning and from
within 10 miles of army cantonments. last week. Elliott, a veteran mem- miles east of Minneapolis, thus as an
exchange point would' not creats
urdays until 5:45 Monday morning.
The measure was aimed ct the terwas recalled much Inconvenience for exhibs who
Hard day's drill and necessity of get- ritory surrounding the huge reserva- ber of the A.A.A. setup,
grey
would have to go across the state
in
the
ting up at quarter to six,
tion at Indiantown Gap, which even- to the New York headquarters.
late
much
tually will hous6 50,000 men In active
dawn, discourages too
The change is believed to have line to -do their buying.
gaiety-seeking during the week, but training. Many of the towns in the been caused by the dearth of cases
In t>eing forced to" come outside
Satur'
on
area are 100% closed <down on the in the 16cal office.
The area, the to contract for their film, the exhibs
leaves the field wide open
Sabbath and doughboys .on furloughs hotbed, of contention between exhibs at the safne time would have to buy
days. ^
to and distrlbs before the consent de- it under the provisions of the consent
'Resorts also getitrade from rela over the weekend are herd-put
which calls for sales in
find recreation, since the recrea- cree, has been strangely quiet of late. decree
tives and girl friends of the recruits
The Mlnnetional facilities at the camp are still Only four cases have been filed here blocks-of-flve or less.
in camp. It's figured many parents
under construction.
since the arbitration office opened, sote law prohibits dlstribs from sellwill choose a spot for vacationing
ing piecemeal in accordance with the
The bill is expected to evoke the One has been adjudicated.
near sons rather than go' to their
decree,
nothing
to do. with
but
has
opposition of the militant Lords Day
usual summer place.
delivery of film when bought oiitIt was introduced in the
Alliance.
Milwaulfee's First Trial
side.
Also that places the film very
Senate by Senator J. H. Dent of
Milwaukee, May 13.
commerce
in
interstate
definitely
In
Jeannette, and in the lower house by
NOT SO 'DUMBO'
First (!•««. Jwfore-teeal arbiti«ti»nr'tliV'-o^'toh of ttadesmfn."
Kenehan,
F.
M.
Representatives
Dun- tribunal, which was dragged out
Paradox
Disney Inker Speeding Up and Sav Scranton, and H. P. O'Neill,
through its first week by lawyers'
more.
ing Coin
The Minnesota legislation creates a
arguments and since theh twice ad
problem for the distribs since, if they
journed, is scheduled to resume to
Hollywood, May 13.
day (Tuesday). Latest adjournmSWt were to sell under the decree in 47
Your Old Aunt Benny
Work on 'Dumbo' has progressed
was caused when Al D. Kvool, head states and contrary to it in just one,
they would have to pffer a full year's
so fast that Walt Disney announced
of the Warner-Saxe office, who first
was reported in the hospital for an program in advance 'for the singlethat his animated feature would be
Hollywood, May 13.
groups of
Jn marketing film
appendibitis operation, was found to
ready for RKO release by Aug. 15.
,
Jack Benny went to work yesterseason s
in an aggravated Ave^they are not setting- up a
chickenpox
Budgeted at $650,000, the film is
have
'Charley's
day (Mon.) as the star in
product in advance. Another diffl{Qj^
likely to be completed under that
Aunt' at 20th-Fox.
culty would be to decide on bracket,
figure.
juvenile
the
recovery
from
His
Peverell
and
Archie Mayo directs
^^ ^^,1 Minnesota
Combined animation and live ac Marley handles the camera.
malaoy w.l not permit the case to, ^^^^^
^^jj^,
an 'unreasonable
It
is
proceed.
tion feature. The Reluctant Dragon,'
j- » u
1
circles Is
A report major distrib
two
clearance' action started by Evansis slated for a preview within
Trevor's Col. Kickoff
against Para- ^^^^ A' Steffes, former head of
Inc.,
ville Theatre,
weeks and is dated for release June
mount and the Jeffris theatre in Northwest Allied, may bring some
'Bambi' is scheeduled for dis6.
Hollywood, May 13.
legislation of his own against the
Warneroperated
by
Janesville.
tribution in early autumn, arid the
Claire Trevor gets the femmc lead
Minnesota law. One of the distribs
Saxe.
feature-length Mickey Mouse fov "le
in 'Texas' as the first job under her
made an effort to check this but
Christmas holidays.
new contract with Columbia.
couldn't reach Steffes since he has
William Holdcn and Glenn Ford
had a relapse and is at his country
Author Sues
are male tops.
Irving Gaumont, cuthor, filed suit home outside of Minneapolis. He is
the Snoop Again
Thursday (8) in N. Y. federal court in partnership with Paramount on
Hollywood, May 13
A Cowboy Natator?
against Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., the World, Minneapolis, a smallHollywood, May 13.
seeking $250,000 damages for alleged seater which is operated by Par.
Ellery Queen started snooping for
A bill similar to that which wa»
Buster Crabbe inked a five-year plagiarism of his scenario, 'You've
the third time under the production
Swing It,' in 'Myi»Love Came passed In Minnesota has been int|pguidance of "Larry Darmour at Co contract to star in Sig Ncufeld's 'Billy Got to
the duced in Michigan asserted on Ui«
Gaumont' submitted
the Kid' series, for distribution by Back.'
luftibia, James Hogan directing.
scenario to WB In February, 1940, urging of certain Minnesota indl«
Releasing Corp.
Producers
'The
is
series
the
of
picture
Third
exhib leaders. One was Introduced
Filming starts about July 1 when and it was rejected.
Devil to Pay,' starring Ralph BeUamy
Damages of $250,000 for the alleged In the Georgia legislature but was
finishes his current eastern
and featuring Charley Grapewin and Crabbe
ldlled.
plagiarism are sought.
toui.
Margaret Lindsay.

June, shortly
'

tracts

Llqaldatlon

TUNEFUMS ON
M-G SUMMER SLATE

'

An example

.'been advised

;

SIX

.

United Artists have which lies in a particularly strategic
by their attorneys to location with Fort Dix, Fort Monsell 'Meet John Doe' and The Great
mouth and theLakehurst Naval Air
Dictator,' respectively. On the other
Station to draw upon. Shutters genhand, M-G has not resumed selling
erally are not taken down until mid- military
^3one With the Wind' and 20th-Fox
before School closhig
Warners and

man-

rushing completion of chain's
Big

fourth unit, OOO-seat Palmetto.

problem of Dixie chains is to jerk
ment parks throughout the country enough contractors, workmen and
Virtually, all of them in any proxmaterials away from military conimity to large industrial centers or struction push to keep expansions up
Army camps are opening up far to schedule. Roiigliiy, 24 theatre
ahead of the ordinary seasonal un- construction '^ projects in Carolinas,

,

'

Att'y

Hess Sue^ Erstwhile

Theatre Client for $13,000
Edho

La Crosse^Wls., Miy 13.
drawn out and

of the long

dismissed

finally

anti-

$1,476,900

LaCrosse Theatre Co.,
Paramount and other
defendants was heard in circuit
court here when Robert A. Hess, of

trust suit of
Inc, against

Milwaukee, who -was counsel ior the
plaintiff,
brought suit against his
erstwhile employers for $12,924 allegedly still due him in fees. Coincident with the flUhg of the suit,

garnishment was had on four LaCrosse banks, tying up the theatre
operating company's fimds pending
trial or settlement of the case. '
Hess In his complaint alleges that
he did work for the LaCrosse Theatre

Co.,

Inc.,

in

Its

suit

against

Paramount, 20th-Fox, United Artists,
Wellworth- Theatres, Inc., Minnesota
Amus. Co. and Eddie Ruben, the attorney's labors covering the period
from Nov. 4, 1937, to March 21, 1941,
Mid the action involving $1,476,900.
Hess asserts that $14,111.50 was a
reasonable value for the services
performed and that he also incurred
expenses of $3,312.79 In doing this
work, making a total of $17,424.29
due him in all.
Relating that the LaCrosse company,
'

*2,500

on account

May

18,

193B; $500 more, on Aug.
11, 1939,
and an additional $1,500 on Oct. 11,
1940, Hess now sues for the balance
M $12,924.29 allegedly still due him.
He has retained Daniel Grady, of
his attorney,

m?^^'

chief LaCrosse witnessesnrim'^"
William Burford, the operating coms president, and Frank Koppel-

pany

^'P'
f n^?'
wued to appear.

general

manager—

Judge Stone was

peeved and dismissed the entire
™se, at the same time
expressing
jympathy for Hess at the way he
oaa been let down
by the very
people who had
Oght their battle.

retained

him

to

Move

Okdy

Qmet—

Army Camps

'

.

|

'

'

I

'

I

,

1

WB

On

:

•

'

Maisie

At Ringside

'

Hollywood, May IT.
^.
nmgside Maisie' is Ann Sothern's

next starrer at Metro, slated to stsrt

May

20.

Walter

Ruben

produces
»/'
Wwm
L. Marin directs.
,

and

m

"

'

1

I

m

•

,

1

Wednesday, May 14, 1941

EXPLOITATIOM
PINCERS MOVEMENT?

Subway s 'Snsan

N. Y.

Lee' Claims

Indie and His Attorney Sore to Qet

Their

Top Film 'Critic

Circulation, 5,000,000

RKO Gves Up

2d N. Y. House to

Men

PhUadelpbia,

May

Exchange Briefs

Indie Exhib; Other

13.

The |210,000 damage suit agalnat
major film distribs filed by
Henry Friedman, operator of the
Lansdowne, is skedded to go on trial
RKO walks out of another theatre
in Federal court May 21. Subpoenas tomorrow night (Thurs.), when It
in the case are expected to be served turns over the keys to the Midtown
on the exchange bosses during the on the upper west side in New York.
Theatre
Is being taken over by MilVariety Clubs convention in Atlantlo
lard Ochs, son of the late Lee Ochs,
City over the weekend.
Independent operator, who turned
There won't be any trouble In lo- over several houses to RKO about
cating the defendants, if this hap- 10 years before he died.
pens. Friedman is chairman of the
About six weeks ego RKO moved
hotel reservation committee. If the out of the Yorktown, which is now
film bigwigs aflempt to dodge proc- being operated by George Walsh,
ess-servers on the golf links, they'll whose father-in-law owns the property.
Yorktown was also a part of
be out of luck, too. Chairman of the
the old Ochs chain. MlUard Ochs,
golf committee is "Harry N. Ball,
who managed It for RKO, shifted to
Friedman's attorney.
the Midtown when Walsh took pos-

the

PRESS SETUP

Although It maintains that 'freeWB'S.N.Y.
of the press' extends to car
New York Subway Advertis- Bevamp wtth Don Carle Gillette
ing Co. admits it is perturbed by
In Charge of Trades
film
industry
carping about its
'Movie of the Month' selections.
Subways two months ago, in an enWarner home office publicity-ad
deavor to add reader interest to ad- vertising department under Mort
vertising, instituted cards recomhas undergone realignmending the best picture of the Blumenstock
month.
Some theatremen have ment with several promotions figurcalled it unfair.
ing together with taking on Don
Cal Swanson, of the J. Walter Carle GiUette, who until recently
Thompson agency, which is handling was with American Society of Comthe car card advertising, declared Posers, Authors & Publishers under
Monday <12) that the best picture A. P. Waxman. Gillette will serve
was chosen entirely by merit. He as trade paper contact as weU as
Eaid there was no advertising tieup editor of the house organ
Sid Rechetnik, who has handled
at present or contemplated and that
ad^frpm the companies whose plx trades, is promoted to post of press

dom

cards,

.

were chosen would not be accepted book editor and special exhibitor
for the month their picture's card service, while Paul Lazarus, who has
. was up in order to preserve 'edi- had charge of press books, moves

Just to Give 'Em

Frank MarshaU

Idea of

See

What Goes On,

New

Defense Fihns

over on trade paper advertising and
plus other duties.
Hollywood, May 13.
Whether the best-film selections trade promotion,
Gil Golden, formerly on trade ads,
What the United States Is doing
will be discontinued if squawks by
takes over consumer advertising; about national defense in the way
picture men increase, Swanson said,
Blumberg
is promoted to head
Lee
training
and
of
equipment Is being
hasn't been "determined. They may
the field exploitation department and ^ade plain to the- citizens of Latinbe, although much will depend on
Gerber, who has been Re- America by the simplest and most
the popularity attained by the cards. Morton
moves up to be- adequate means, the motion pictures,
Film companies do so ^little trans- chetnik's assistant,
short subject publicity head.
according to Nate Blumberg, presiportation advertising that any threat come
were dent of Universal, in a talk to his
promotions
and
Shifts
of reprisals from that quarter would
arrival in the colleagues at
a meeting of producbe ipeaninglesis, JWT exec declared. worked out following
east of Charlie Einfeld, who remains tion and sales representatives. ServAnonymoos Pickers
at the h.o. another week or longer.
ice films, he said, were giving our
Cards are signed 'Susan Lee, New
friends south of the border a vivid
,

I

i

York Subways Movie

Editor.'

Name,

of course, is phony and Swanson refused to say who does the picking
except that it is a group in New

York and Hollywood which

is

|

(LDGFI
lAIVUlllIllllillVl
•'^"'^'i'' DnriTMFNTARY

'

FOR B'WAY ROADSHOW
,..„..,_

fa-

miliar with the picture business but

not employed in it.
Slightly over 17,000 of the film
cards, two to a car, are placed in tl|e
subways each month. With 5^000,000
passengers a day, Swanson estimates
from past surveys that 1,250,000 persons see that particular card daily:
Survey is currently being made to
more, accurately determine 'circulaFirst selection. of the below-surface critics was 'Meet John Doe'
(WB), second was 'Road to Zanzibar' (Par) and current^ one Is 'A
Woman's Face' (M-G). Fact that
three different companies were represmted in the first three choices
Is entirely coincidental, Swanson de^

Is

go^

Assigning

N.Y.

PUBUCISTS GUILD

SEES NLRB STALLING

:

.

|

tising Co. to take over the Collier

handles the Wrigley

Hinchy, already there. John Turner
also on buying in the Philadelphia zone.

staff

In

New

„„j eX'
press and
ploitation work on 'Citizen Kane.'
gob Baral, who was doing the 'Kane'
,

i

,

',

ture 'Fantssia' dates are under RKO
bad busi aegis. Joe Heppner, of Disney headregime as quarters in New York, handled the
allowing cards to remain up four Baltimore preem
and five months after' contracts had
expired and a 'bonus' .system that
became so misused advertisers in
Disgdsing Critics'
some cases were getting two cards
free with each one bought ThompEvery critic a George Bernard
son agency also established a twoduplicate-cards-to-every-car system Shaw in appearance was the aim
on the theory that riders can't see of United Artists Monday (12) in
a card at the opposite end or the plugging opening of' Shaw's 'Major
other side. of the car, and therefore Barbara' at the Astorr N. Y., last
night (Tuesday).
at least one duplicate is needed.
UA sent each of the crix a phony
beard, wig, mustache and eyebrows
Par Shorts as 'Dessert' a la Shaw.
also abolished such

Jiess practices of the old

;

—

—

.

department
Monday (12) presented film buyers
and exhibs in New York each with
a quart of ice cream. Tie-up, explained in an accompanying letter,
shorts

Yergin With

'

was

that
ice

'Paramount's

shorts

are

cseam dessert for theatre

bills.'

Ice cream

!

I

was supplied by

Seal-

WB in Chi

Chicago, May 13.
Irving Yergin has -joined Warner
Bros, rnldwest publicity department
as assistant of Monroe Rubinger.
Yergin was formerly with the Chicago Daily Times and a trade re-

I

on whose radio show John Bar- porter.
In new Warner setup the midwest
is heard each Thursday. Par
Is I'deasing an 'Unusual Occupation' publicity district will take lir the exshort featuring Barrymore with his changes and towns of Chicago, Milcollection of curios. Ice cream gtig waukee, Minneapolis, St. Paul, Inwas idea of Manny Reiner, shorts dianapolis, Louisville, St Louis, Des
Moines, Kansas City and Omaha.
and newsreel p.a.
test,

rymore

Korson leaves

20.

^Oscar

make

Horlachers

exec,

has

chairman of the

Neufeld,
been chosen

committee to select 'Miss Philadelphia' for the Variety Jubilee Beau^
Pageant In Atlantic City this fall.
Walt l^tamkln, Glrard manager,
joins the ranks of the benedicts

Indie L. A. Ezchan^es Merce
Los Angeles, May 13.
Majestic Pictures and Astor Dis- June

6.

The Ellis brothers, A. M. and
Indie
releasers,!
Corp.,
into one company, to be Martin, have taken over the ParkMajestic, to be operated side, CZamden, N. J. House rfifurbishjolntly by Sam Decker and Lou ing and will reopen June 1.
Four houses In the Affiliated TheaGoldstein as a distributor in this
tributing

merged

known as

|

territory. Decker recently purchased r tres chain undergoing remodeling—
the interests of Hi Peskay and Harry Strand, Star, Eagle and Lorraine.
^''^ Marshall Jacob Clinton apin Majestic.
Rivoli,
for about two years, pealed to exhibs here to fireproof all
being rebuilt by Fox-West Coast to draperies on their stages,
William Rosenfeld added to sales
be operated as subsequent run In
southeastern part of town. It seats staff of Producers Release Corp. exchange.
eoo.
Montrose theatre. In Montrose,
Luckie Sells Oat
formerly operated by Mont Briend,

daS

'

i

'

i

taken over by Edwards

Houston,

circuit;

Buffalo,

May

May

13.

D. F. Luckie, builder of the University, nabe, sold his halt interest
in the theatre to Interstate Circuit
for $12,000 cash.
Luckie built the
theatre four years ago. Last year,
he sold Interstate a 50% interest in
It.
It Is a small house, which seata

•Morpky Joins DIpsoB
13.

Robert E. Murphy, former booker
for the Shea-Paramoimt Buffalo and
Niagara Falls, has joined Dipson as
buyer and chief f>ooker.
Basil Brady, former branch manager for TUtany and Pathe,' now
Mnnected with Eleanor Paradeis'
Fam-o-Film.
James Bper, former Syracuse
Silsaman for RKO, assigned the
ochester territory. Syracuse RKO

535,

but

it

is

now

being enlarged

and modernized.
Bobby Bixler, former vaudeville
dancer,

named manager.

Richey's Arkansas Spiel
H. M. Richey. exhibitor relations'

'

i

has joined the RKO
„
„„»:„i
York to handle special
»~

1.

ings.

the

May

for California wheri he will
future residence.

.

subway rider of the month' (selected tasia under Disney management, in
by John Powers) and oddity draw- Washington and Baltirnore. All fu-

Paramount

^

is

toward the finish Of the
,
, ,
Joseph Lachlusa booking for the driv^ are Atlanta, St. Louis, OklaGeilesee, Mt. Morris, in absence ot' homa City and Washington.
Richard De Tote, proprietor, drafted
On the shorts drive, St. Louis is
for military service,
In the lead in the States, while
Office of Basil Bros, in the Gene- Montreal is heading the Canadian
see theatre is being streamlined and group of exchanges.
will include a modem screening
room.
Steele Sells Ont
Recent and impending additions to
Cleveland, May 13.
the armed services from this zone's
Earl Steele sold his Lincoln, large
theatre colony Include Marvin Arent naber, last week to Meyer Fine,
Biz
Schine booker; Bob Davis,- Univer- owner of circuit of houses.
sal; Howard Lurle, Orpheum; Ray
Charles Voasberg,
district
for Yariety Cony. Culkowski, Lincoln;. Don Stevenson, sales manager who was married to
Rivoli, and David Zachem, Artistic, Betty Straus April 23, took bride for
latter pair being of Rochester.
Caribbean cruise-honeymoon.
ReA. H. Blank arrived Ui New York
ceived large silver platter as wedSnyder's Portland Bevamp
Monday morning (12) for conferding gift from exchange forces in
his territory.
ences with home office Paramount
Portland, Me., May 13.
Expansion in local nabe field of
executives with whom he has been
Forced Into Show Biz?
R. E. Snyder Theatrical Enterprises,
closeted since arrivaL
leasing of Cameo theatre from
Detroit, May 13.
He is going to Atlantic City Satur with
Leon Gorman and erection of the
However«it comes out Jack Broder
day (17) for the Variety club con Cinema, seating
600, has resulted in is either going to have the city or
vention.
Bob O'Donnell, who will expected managerial changes. Leo the state as the owner of his new
attend that, may also come into N.Y. Young from the Strand to city man- Town theatre. In operation since
to contact on theatre matters affect- ager, with Joe McGonagle replacing early this year but recently closed
ing the Interstate chain.
from Empire. William A. Field ad- until fall. Theatre was created in
Bob Wilby was in to see Par execs vanced from assistant at Strand to former Orchestra Hall here, long
and others last week, but has re Cinema. Both Empire and Cameo seat of the Detroit Symphony Orare to remain without resident man- chestra, but so many back taxes have
turned to Atlanta. He is also ex
a^erS, Young handling them ffom accumulated on the building that it
pecUhg to attend the Atlantic City his city office.
has become a question of whether
Variety affair.
the state or the city, both of which
Bcpnbllc's
(Pitt) Deal
have foreclusure actions pending,
take It over.
Pittsburgh, May 13.
Republic here last week announced
The city has the most due $31,182
Dietz's
Shorts
deal with WB, which operates more
-and probably
will take over since.
.
than 80 theatres In this territory, because of the parlous state of show
calling
for Rep's entire
1041-42 biz, it can't be guaranteed any regHoward Dietz, who is In charge product Harry Kalmine, zone man- ular steady income as long as it
of making the industry shorts on the ager, and Harry Feinstein, chief leaves the building in the hands of
sale of national defense bonds, called booker, represented Warners in the its present trustees.
in reps from different film companies negotiations, while Jim Alexander
Fred Shagrln's Switch
to assist in editing the material to and Sam Fineberg, Rep franchise
holders in Pittsburgh territory, and
Youngstown, O., May 13.
workable length.
J. R. Grainger, company's general
Fred Shagrin, resident manager of
Original shorts were cut down in
sales manager, represented the stu
the Park, Youngstown, for Shea,
length and made more effective from dlo.
At same time, Grainger an- now assistant at Colonial, Akron
the original footage.
nounced similar deal with
In also operated by Shea'

are -prepared for a long period of
waiting for the Board decision, the
situation . .'. requires more militant
were found to
action than either Guild has sug«"^<^'"^*'',job, has been shifted by RKO to gested so far ... I think you wIU
^i.?i.'L*"!„nfi;."""'°°'"'
weather
and films.
find the Coast SPG ready to take
Seattle to puff 'Fantasia' there.
As a result, the film selections
reasonably strong action.*
Toni Spitzer is handling -press for
were instituted, along with other
two engagements of 'Fanfeatures, such as cartoons, 'prettiest

JWT

_

i

'

study

to find
attention.
Leaders

'

Fete for Pop Korson
PhUadelphia, May 13.
At least 30O members of the film
industry
are
expected
at
the
lu^cheo'n honoring Loui6"(Pop) Kor^^j^
veteran exchange man, at the

office

gt Clayton Bond's h.o. staff to tte
Philadelphia territory, where he
will serve on film deals with Ed

Denny

WB

home

&

the central operating
headquarters for their circuit
established

t« Philly

another

Fineman

time, .firm of

Shapiro announced that Sheraden
which they purchased from
Philbrook, will be dismantled. F-S
recently launched a new house, the
Temple, in neighborhood of old
Sheraden.
John Lund & Son opened in
Daisytown, Pa., where they have
theatre,

representative will be E. J. Smith, counsel for Metro, is expected back
at the home office today (Wed.)
Growing impatient now that Ave formerly with Universal and FBO.
'Jack Reed, operator of the Holly- after attending the convention of the
weeks have gone by without a dewood, Gowanaa, and director of Independent Theatre Owners of
cision by the National Labor RelaMPTO of N. Y. State, recently mar- Arkansas at Little Rock, Sunday and
tions Board on Its petition to be ^ed^ Florence Mason in Hamburg,
Monday (11-12).
Addressing the
named bargaining agent for homedelegates, he pointed to the mtiny
office press department employes.
RKO exploitation staff in upstate Inroads that are being made on theNew York unit of ScreeMpubllcIsU New York has undergone several atres by other amusements and
changes.
Ted Wynn, sports.
Guild will meet tonight (Wednesday) persqimel
Burtis
Bishop,
Metro's district
to decide what to do about it Out- previously connected with the Milside chance exists that membership waukee Post staff. In charge of Buf- manager headquartering at Kansas
territory. James Boyle, City, also spoke.
may vote the executive council falo-Albany
RKO's BaDybooers
who formerly handled upstate pubpower to call a strike, when and if licity, to Chicago.
N.O. Leads RKO Sales Drive
it deems necessary.
Crescent, Ithaca, reported reopenIn the stretch this week on the
Shift East and West
Coast SPG unil is ready to go ing by Bernstein Bros, following 15-week billings drive in RKO, the
along on 'strong action,' according alterations.
New Orleans branch headed by
Leroy, '^-'j,
Leroy, and .^».=..u,
Strand, ju.u^ivBrock Pake Baker, is in the lead and probGeorge Gomperts, who for a short to a letter from George Thomas, Jr.,
port,
operated
by
R
E.
Blauvelt
for
j ably will be adjudged the winner
time recently headed United Art- secretary, to the New York gr6up. many years, taken over
b" the Kal- following an auditing of the figures,
ists'
Coast publicity department He said: 1 believe that unless you lett Cu-cuit.
Runncrs-up

•

Ad agency immediately began a
of the drooping car card
business and determined that something was necessary to regularly attract the line of vision of riders up
to the cards. It decided that readerinterest features would do the trick
and then made a study of newsI.
u i-hj
papers X « J what
attracted most

that

dications.

Paul Robeson will not appear In
pic, but will speak the' com,
mentary and sing several songs.
Music is by Marc Blitzstein. Com'
mentary for the nine-reeler Is by
David Wolff, with Blitzstein con^tributing words to some of the tunes,
clared.
Strend, prez, and Leo Hurs", Paul
Thompson agency gq^
the car/ ;witz, v.pl of Frontier, are cameracard picture as r^ult -jciil^
failure' man and director, respectively, of
of the Barron Collier Ci
It was aU shot on location
iny last 'Land.'
year.
largest in Various parts of the east. Only a
Wrigley inte:
users of card card advertising; to few professional actors were usedi
all
members
of the Group Theatre,
protect their prime medium, ongahized the New York Subways Adver-
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work

,

the

.

At same

buyer to the field to prepare for
A
Wo,,
Wardeals under the consent decree,
ner Bros, is sending Frank Marshall Ritz-Carlton

'

.

,

tlon.'

business.
account.

picture of the vast
Ing on up here.

Following 'Buck Privates' and In
the Navy,' the studio Is preparing
productions with Marine, Air Corps
and Coast Guard backgrounds.
j
Defense Shorta
'Native Land.' a fuU-length docu
Conference between Jack L. Warmentary on civil liberties, may play
ner and Major Mason Wright, U. S.
a roadshow engagement on Broad
Army, resulted in plans for more
pronUer Films, which is mak- national defense shorts at the Bur,,'
,
^
'"8 the picture, will seek a house bank studio.
Next on the list Is 'Ih* Tanks Aire
for a two-fi-day run when cutting on
completed. That'll be Coming,' most of which will be shot
is
'Land'
around mid-June, from present in' on location at Fort Knox, Ky.

,

Heights will be ready to
open In next six' weeks, according to
Charles Philbrook, former Sheraden
exhib, who Is underwriting project

RKO has no immediate plans to
give up any other houses, it is said.

An

torial integrity.'

.

involved.
New 400-seat Heights theatre in

session.

|

,

Washington, where 44 theatres are
Crafton

Par Execs

mN.Y.

'

|

on

'

RKO

And

,

;

{

'

'

:

WB

'

Defense

!

i

'

WB

'

—
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PICTURE GROSSES
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Caused By

Dip In National B. 0.

t
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Rise and dip of the nation's film boxoffice graph raflaota tha quality
and supply of the week's first-run releases. Condttions of ganaral industry, employment, weather and other factors play a surprisingly small
part In ^mparison with the screen oSeringa thamsalvaa. Ollmpiing tha
country-wide return in the adjacent telegraphic reports from key citief,
highthe conclusion readily Is reached that there b great scarcity of new
powered product. Tbe exhibition structure is being supported by
better releases of late March and early April.
ibese include Paramount's 'Zanzibar,' which is finishing off tha la^t of
more than a score of important extended first runs. It Is completing its
third weeks in Baltimore, Brooklyn and Pittsburgh, and its second week
in second run In PhiladelphlaL
Two other features are pressing it for extended engagement honors.
'They are 'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G) and Columbia's 'Penny Serenade.' Former
has shown strength in three weeks in Philadelphia, same number of
stanzas in Pitt and Frisco. It Is completing its second week In Washington and Is standuig up in Providence, Louisville, Cincinnati and Lincoln.
Beturns in Buffalo are disappointing.
On the other hand 'Serenade' is' a standout everywhere, aided and
abetted not a little by an unusually effective advance cooperative newspaper campaign. In addition to cities previously reported in tha past two
•
weeks, the current score stands: Louisville, three weeks; Loi Angelas,
three; San Francisco, three, and two weeks each in Washington, Baltimore, Buffalo, Boston (two houses, day-and-date) and Detroit. Smash
first weeks reported in Kansas City and Cincinnati.
Crowding these three grossers are The Great Lie' (WB\ Th»i Hamilton
Woman' (UA), The Dictator" (UA) and 'Men of Boys' Town' (M-O).
Films that are just moving into the release hopper ara 'Meat John Doe'
(WB), vei7 good; 'Wagons Roll' (WB), good, but not big; 'Affectionately
Yours' (WB), too early to estimate; 'A Woman's. Face' (M-O), good to
Lincoln; 'Washington Melodrama' (M-G), spottyi and 'Major Barbara'
.

handsome

/

'

—

m

Zong^'
'Lone Wolf,' 'Boston
'Glamor For Sale.'

Reason for plethora of -second rate pictures showmg themselves to first
runs currently is ascribed by a distribution executive as seasonal. He
declares that comparable condition has maintained lata- sprtog and

summer offermgs to former years.
Not likely any material uplift in standard is immtoent, ha avers, until
tile new season's product begtos advance showtogs.

early
'

(CTT)

There

(2,700;

i

(U).

Weak

weak $3,000.
Orpheum (Ind)
Ends

Strand brought in 'Wagons Roll at
Tommy Tucker and "Vicas st'age support on
(9), but it is finding the going
Only about $30,000 sighted,
slow.
but show will hold stoce it was
two
weeks.
booked for
'Reachtog for the Sun,' going toto
its second stanza .at the Paramount
today (Wed.), which will be its last,
is dotog satisfactorily, but no better
Night,' with
tor McLaglen

Friday

i

(1,100;

(UA)

Night'

25-40-50)—
(2d

a great deal to choose
Broadway film shelves Uiis
week and the customers are stay tog
away to greater numbers than usual
No accounting for it except that the
shows apparently don't look very
isn't

allurtog.

$5,000 to sight.

Last week, 'Footsteps Dark' (WB)
and ICnockout' (WB), poor $5,000.
Loew's (CTT) (2,800; 30-40-60)—
'Hamilton Woman' (UA). In for a
good run, with initial week sighttog big $10,000.
Last week, 'Back
Street' (U) h.o., faded to $5,000.
Princess (CT) (2,300; 25-34-50)—
'Met Argenttoa' (RKO) and 'Palm
Sprtogs' (RKO).
Fair $4,000 in
sight.
Last week. 'Reachtog Sun'
(Par) and 'Las 'Vegas Nights' (Par),

'So

-Tucker

%m

$30,000;

Stout; 'Reaching Sun'-Rey

,

Chump'

lllfagons Roll

Band-McLaglen Mild

OK

War

Spending,

OK

Fix

wk.).

than that. Finished ib first seven
days last night (Tues.) at $35,000,
aided by addition of 'I Wanted
Wings'
to
yesterday
evening's
(Tues.) show. 'Wmgs' Is due at the
house next Wednesday (21).
Par
has the Alvino Rey band, Eddia
Bracken and others on its rostrum.
Best of the holdovers but not especially strong are 'Great American
Broadcast.' in its second week at the
Roxy. and 'Uncertain Feeling,' plus
the

'Madame

Music
about

Hall.

Butterfly' unit at the
'Broadcast' will get

$31,000. so-so, and goes a third
lap. The Hall at $70,000 on the holdover compares favorably with the
first week's $77,000.
Much of ' this
business, adding to fair profit, is being drawn by the opera tab, which
has received considerable word-ofmouth.
'Citizen Kane,' on its second week
at the twice-daily Palace, is not a
sellout though doing a good business.
It got $25,500 on the first full week,
but is running behind that on the
second, first four days being $14,000.
Picture is weaker on the mats than

Nice $2,800, after good $3,500 last
Hypo L'viHe; 'Ziegfeld'
week.
Ctoema de Paris (France-Film)
Tops
(600; 25-50)—'Mayerling et Seraat $11,000
Fair $800, after
jevo' (4th wk.).
good enough $1,000 last week.
at night.
Louisville, May 13.
St Denis (France-FUm) (2,300;
25-34)—'L'Homme de Niger' and
Astor turns to pop prices today
War boom and first-class product
Potottog to responsible for free spending at with 'Major Barbara,' which was
'L'ASaire Stetoberg.'
'Ziegfeld Girl,' given a special opening last night
good $4,000. Last week, 'Cavalcade downtown houses.
(Tues.).
d'Amour' and 'Tol. C'est Moi,' good at Loew's State, looks tops.
Plenty of outdoor opposlsh cur$4,200.
Estimates for This Week
rently, with the gee-gees still rtmAstor (1,012: 30-40-55-65)—'Major
ning at Churchill Downs; a free air Barbara'
begins pop-priced,
show at Bowman Field Sunday (11) continuous (UA)
run today (Wed.) followCrying Towel Biz Only
drew several thousands, and a rodeo ing a special benefit opening last
and thrill show at the Fal Grounds night (Tues.) to- >whlch press was
by Larry Sunbrock.
invited. Par took 'Wings' out of the
Good Thing in Mpls^' promoted
Estimates for This Week
house Sunday night (11), final (6th)
Brown (Loew's - Fourth Avenue) week being $6,500, light.
Town'
Broadway (1,895; 55-75-$1.10-$1.6S(1,400; 15-30-40)— 'Penny Serenade'
Tantasla' (Disney) ,(26th
(Coy and 'Lone Wolf (Col). Played $2 JO)
Loew's State fortnight ago and get- week). Reported departing shortly:
Minneapolis, May 13.
Cur- ting average $2,000 here. Last week, last week (25th) $10,000, about $2,000
It's the same old sad story.
rent boxoffice situation affords no 'Night Rio' (20th) and 'ScoUand profit.
(20th), pretty good $2,200.
Capital (4,520; 35-55-8S-$1.10-$1.2S>
more reason for cheering than 'its
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200: 15-25) —'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G) (3d-final
predecessors. Taktof" are of infiniAbout $17,000, slow this
tesimal proportions and the total 'Smith' (RKO) and 'Virginia' (Par). week).
Haul will be pathetic in its smaUness. Probably okay $1,500. Last week, week (3d); second $25,000, under
Peculiarly, no. blame Is being at- 'Back Street' (U)- and 'Thtog Called hopes.
28-44-55-65)—
tached to the films themselves. Love' (Col), healthy $1,400. Criterion
(1,662;
Strikes, general uneasiness and comLoew's State (Loew's > (3,300; 15- 'Lady From Louisiana' (Rep). Opens
parative lack of defense spending are 30-40)—'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G) and today (Wed.) after pfetty nice week
generally accepted as the depres- 'Penalty' (M-G).
Hottest thing to with 'People vs. Dr. KUdare' (M-G).
sion's cause. Bowling and other op- town, although long show will c)it $7,500. In ahead 'Sis Hopkins' (Rep)
position entert^nment still get a down turnover. Heading tot great weak $5,500.
whacking, too, however.
$11,000. Last week, 'Uncertain FeelGlobe (1,180: 28-35-55)— 'Girl in
Estimates for This Week
ing' ^(UA) and 'Adam' «3ol), oke News' (20th) (2d wk.). Pointing for
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 28)—'Bor- $7,000.
$5,500, fair, after first week's tatce of
der 'Vigilantes' (Par) and 'Convoy'
Mary Anderson (LIbson) (1,000; ^7,500 and goes third round.
(RKO), dual first-runs, split with 15-30-40)
'Wagons Roll' (WB).
FaUce (1,700; 75-8S-$1.10-$1.65Big Boss' (Col) and 'Big Swindle' Aimtog at fair $3,000. Last week, $2.20)— 'Kane' (RKO)
(2d week).
Mild
(Col), also dual first-.runs.
•Great Lie' (WB) (2d wk), fairish Roadshow doing well but not within
$1,200 indicated. Last week, 'Burn- $2,500.
a stone's throw of capacity; first
'Knockand
tog Question' (Indie)
Blalto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 15- seven days $25,500, while capacity Is
out' (WB), dual first-runs, split with
(20th) $30,800 as house is scaled. Running
Dead Men Tell' (20th) and 'Comes 30-40) 'American Broadcast' Pulling
behind on second semester, with first
Happiness' (WB), also dual first-runs, and 'Cowboy Blonde' (20th).
fair quota of radio fans.
Heading four days $14,000, but Still good.
pretty good $1,400.
Last week,
Paramount (3,664; 35-55-85-99)—
Centnry (Par-Singer) (1,600; 28-39- for all right $8,500.
'Reaching for Sun' (Par) and, on
and
'Mr
Dyna'Lady
Cheyenne'
(U)
44)— 'Great Ziegfeld' (M-G). Moved
mite'
stage, Alvino Rey, Eddie Bracken,
(U),
fair
$7,500.
here from State, where it had fairly
(2d-final
week).
acts
Strand
(Fourth
Avenue)'
(1,400; other
like^air
Looks
good first week.
15-30-40)
'Model WUe' (U) and weaker b.o. show than house has had
$3,000. Last week, 'Great Lie' (WB)
'Black Cat' (U). Couple of average in some time, but at $35,000 on initial
(2d wk). $2,300.
programmers, but pulling some fam- week ending, last night (Tues.) far
Esquire (Berger) (290; 15-20)—
ily trade.
House has been opentog from reason for complaint. Begins
'Mad Youth' (Indie). Sex flhm at- new bill on Thursdays, and current second semester today (Wed.). Last
tracting some attention. Pretty good
will wind up Wednesday (14) week 'Zanzibar' (Par) (4th week)
Last week, 'Torso Mystery' stanza
$1,000.
with pretty good $3,400. 'Fantasia' and Harry James (1st week), $28,(Indie) and 'Face Wtodow' (Indie),
opens
Thursday
(15) night at road- 000, o.k.
dual first-runs, light $600.
siiow prices.. Last week, 'Sis HopBadio City Masic Hall (5,960; 44Gopher (Par-Stoger) (998; 28— ktos' (Rep) and 'Rio Grande' (20th),
Feeling'
5S-85-99-$1.65 )— 'Uncertain
Okay $2,600 in
'Tall, Dark' (20th).
h.o., okay $3,000.
(UA) End 'Butterfiy' (2d-final week).
Last week, 'Bad Man'
prospect.
Condensed version of Puccini opera
(M-G), $2,700, fair.
^
^
providing able support for weak picMinnesota (Mpls. Theatre Co.)
ture; holdover $70,000 while first
H.O.S FLOOD PORT.
'Fantasia' (RKO)
(1855; 50-$1.5O)
week was $77,000. not fancy but no
FinUhes profitable stand
(5th wk).
this week. Stretching to mild $3,000. 'Great Lie' Flhe $7,000; 'Mlsi Bishop' kicks. 'Devil and Miss Jones' (RKO)
opens tomorrow morning (Thurs.).
Average $4,800
Last week, $3^00, fair.

Town
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(Par-Singer) (2.800; 39'Great
BUIto (750; 28-44-55)
Portland, Ore,, May 13.
Swindle' (Col). Moved to yesterday
Best new opener is "The Great (Tues.).
'Invisible Ghost' (Mono).
but probably will account for Lie,' 'whlch"'is wowirtg 'Em at the big 6 da:^ $4,800, light.
'Mutiny in
most of mild $7,000. Last week, 'Un- paramount. Otherwise the bills are Arctic' (U) sloiy-goer, $4,500.

Orpheum

'Bad Man*-*Argentina*

(850;

Top

.

at

i,*°g°5''JtTa1'$3!3oo.'' Last

Scattergood Batoes'
week, $1,800, good.

Orpheum

(RKO)

(Hamrlck

week

(M-G)

'Men of Boys Town'

'

anc
fourth

Evergreen)
30-40-50)— 'Nice GlrV (U)
(2,600:
and 'Model Wife' (U), second week,
Last week,
Indicate good $3,500.
around $8,000, neat.
-

.

Paloraar (Sterltog) (1,350; 21-40)
on Parade' (Rep) and
'Great Train Robbery* (Rep) plus
Last
Expect nlc« $4,500.
vaude.
week, 'Roundup' (Par) plus vaude,

—'Rookies

Orpheum.

Estimates for This Week
Bine Monse (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(ffiO; 30-40-50)—'Dictator' (UA) and
Dead Men Tell' (20th), fourth week.
Indicates okay $2,400.
Last week,
.

$5,200, big.

Paramonnt (Hamrlck - Evergreen)
(3,039; 30-40-50)— 'Bad Man' (M-G)
and 'Met in Argenttoa' (RKO).
(Hamrlck - Evergreen) Pointing to nifty $6,500. Last week,
'Penalty'
and
(Par)
(1,900; 21-35)—'Thing Called Love'
'Zanzibar'
(Col) and 'Footsteps In Dark' (WB)
(M-G) (2d wk). Dandy $7,900.
(2d run).
Expect bad $2,100. Last
Boosevcit (Sterling) (800: 21-35)—
week. 'Tobacco Road' (20th) and 'Girl, Guy and Gob' (RKO) and
Malaie'
(M-G) (2d run), floppo Cheers for Miss Bishop' (UA) (2d
$2,100.
run). Expect fair $2,000. Last week
Fifth Avenue
(Hamrlck - Ever- (30-40-50) 'Great Lie' (WB) and
flue $3,200.

CoUseam

green)

30-40-50)—'Ziegfeld
(2,349;
(M-G) (2d wk). Paced at good
Last week, great $10,200,
Liberty
(1,650; 30-40-50).A
J
,
'Break
(Col)

'Strange

Girl'

Alibi'

(WB)

(4th

wk),

$2,700, good.

Wtoter

H700.

Garden

(Sterltog)

(800;

16-30)-'(:ome Live with Me" (M-G)
and 'Flight from Destiny (WB) (2d
and
we News' (Mono) (M wk) Look- run). /&»tlcipate $2.1(W, good. Last
jjnd
tag to big '$5^500.
Last
Liit week, great week, 'Kitty Foyle^ (R^o}

(J-vH)
D.
Penny Serenade'

j
'

T^

I

,

Dark

$7J00.

Mnslc

Box (Hamtick

..Evergreen)

44-55)— 'Topper Returns' (UA) and
Major Bowes' unit Picture just soso,

Seattle at $6,500

Seattle Mav 13
The burg is normal except for
paucity of new films. Holdovers rule
the roost and they are plenty okay.
Ziegfeld Girl' has second fling at
the Fifth Avenue; 'Penny Serenade'
third at Liberty; 'Dictator' fourth at
Blue Mouse; 'Zanzibar' moves ilrom
Paramount to Music Box for third
week, and 'Nice Girl' is a holdover

30-40-50)— 'Zanzibar' (Par) and
Moved over after

'Penalty* (M-G).

j

and

Handsoma*

run), big $2,500.

(20tb)

(2d

35G

Week

25-45-55)—
•Great Lie' (WB). 'Paitog
c
_
_ for good
...I-lT
e/S
T
I'noc'
'Miss Jones
week, 'Ml,,.
Last
$7,500.
(RKO), good $7,000.
Capitol (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55)—
'Lady Cheyenne' (U) and 'Meet

(UA) just starting.

.Colitoibia's fillers Include 'Blondie Goes Latm,'
Blackie,' 'Face Behmd Mask.' 'Devil Commands' and

B'way Down;

$10,000.

Estimates for' This

Valsoe

TantasU' Big, 'CltUen Kane' NSO
At higher prices 'Fantasia' is, heading the list of tha season's best (to
date) two-a-days. Extended runs are finishing in Boston and San Fran"Cltlzeh Kane,' despite unusual newspaper raves and free reading
cisco.
space, has yet to prove Itself in the. class with-'roadshow films. Noyr playing in New York, encouraging; Chicago, bad; Lot Angdea, terrible. Early
openings set for Boston and 'Frisco.
Back of the big headllners, listed above, is a small group of features, of
recent release, that are carrying the top billing in the rurals, but with varytog success. These are 'Great American Broadcasf (20th), 'Pot o' C^old'
,(UA), 'Sea WoU' (WB), 'Flame of New 'Orleans' (U), 'Devil and Itliss
Jones' (RKO), big in spots, mediocre in others; That Uncertato Feeling'
(UA) and 'Night in Rio' (20th).
Judging strictly on the boxoffice record 'Zanzibar,' 'Ziegfeld GlrV
(M-G), 'Penny Serenade' (Col), That-KamUton Woman' (UA) and "Tha
Great Lie' (WB) are carrying the exhibitors' load at the moment. Mora
of equal boxoffice calibre are badly needed to maintain tha May-June
theatre receipts at anywhere near par figwes.
Unloading the B's
In the absence of strong offerings, the exchanges are unloading a large
package of B.'s, some of which haye teen gathering dust to film vaults for
several months. The week's reports show ipany theatres are experiment
tog with dual combinations on a hit or miss basis mostly miss.
Some of these films never saw the marquees of first runs; they were
shunted to one side to await the occasion when they could slip mto release
without attracting too much attention.
Nearly every releasing, company has its headaches .with this type of
product, whicli is stamped as second-rate by the very method oi its
handling. Except
rare instances, neither paid advertising nor togenius
publicity has softened the exhibitor impact. They are booked because
there Is nothing else to book. And the paradox, as reported by soma exhibitors, is that occasionally these forgotten films furnish better entertatoment than the toppers they support.
i
The exhibitors' choice of secondary product, as shown to the week's
booking reports, are:
Metro, The Penalty,' 'Free and Easy,' 'Blonde Inspiration.' Trial of Mary
Dugan;' Paramount, 'Las Vegas Nights,' 'The Round Up,' 'Mad Doctor,'
"Monster and Girl,' 'Magic With Music' and 'Power Dive;' Warners,
'Strange Alibi,' 'Shadow on Stairs,' 'Knockout,' 'Comes Happtoess,' 'Lacb'
with the Red Hair,' 'South of Suez,' 'Black Parrot,' and 'Thieves Walk Out'
Also, from 20th-Fox, 'Dead Men Tell,' 'Sleepers West,' 'Street Memories,'
'Night Train,' 'Jennie,' 'Cowboy and Blonde,' 'Ride on Vaquero;' RKO,
'Scattergood Bains,' 'Girl, Guy and Gob,' 'Met in Argenttoa,' 'Repent at
Leisure' and 'Melody Three;' United Artists, 'Monte Crlsto' and Topper
Returns* Universal, 'Model Wife,' 'Black Cat,' 'Double Date.' 'Horror
Island,' 'Invisible Woman,' 'Nobody's Sweetheart,' 'Frisco Docks' and "La

wt

MONT'L

Montreal, May 13.
Early summer this year is beginning to affect grosses, but there will
be one pic currently that will be a
stand-out on take.
That's 'Hamilton Woman,' at Loew's, movtog to

m*

.

IN

HBmllton' Big <1«.0M: 'Lie; (T,MO,
^Iso Neat

Dearth of Strong Newlteleases
iMH

SUMMER

.

certato

i

Feeling'

Herman band and

(UA) and Woody matoly
|

acts on stage, hurt

day, but built to $10,500,
theatre in red.

still

h.oj,

Estimates for This

Week

RIvoll

House
(2.092; 35-55-85-99).
(9) after two

Friday night

closed
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 35-40- very disappointing weeks with
50)—'-Miss Bishop' (UA) and 'Sis 'Flame
of New Orleans,' first being

by warm weather Saturday and Sun-

leaving

Hopkins' (Rep). Getting just averState- (Par-Singer) (2,300; 28-39- age $4,800.
Last week, 'So Ends
44)^'Men Boys Town' (M-G). Pres- Night' (UA) and 'Road Show' (UA),
tige of first in series and Rooney- good enough $5,500.
Tracy combo spelltog .boxoffice. Hitfair (Parker - Evergreen)
ttog okay $7,000. Last week, 'Great (1,500; 35-40-50)—'Topper Returns'
Ziegfeld' (M-G), same.
(UA) and 'Outsider' (Mono). Move
Uptown (Par) (1,200: 28-39)—To- over from UA making nice $5,000.
bacco Road' (20th). First neighbor- Last week, 'Pot Gold' (UA) and 'DIsr
Looks like fair $2,400.
hood showmg. uooioimci^^^^^
moveover
Attbrney'
(Rep),
[from Broadway, fair $4,500.
!'wnw«n^t2
700
^
Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen)
''if ?D,rQf«ff»Qi r<?sn- 2ft 19-44.
35-40-50 )-'Pem,y Serenade'
EndVlffeht' (UA^' Heavl?; d.BOO;
ArgenUna'
-Met
in
and
(Col)
fd^rfisefaWst nime^pl^ll?^^ (2d wk), Still okay. $?,900. (RKOJ
First
Uge of novel helping to offset propatook great $7,800.
gMda drawback somewhat, Reach^ week
Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)
Sig' toward good $2,500. Last week,
(3,000; 35-40-50)— 'Great Lie' (MTB)
'Adam' (Col), mild $1,500.
and 'Scotland Yard' (JOth), In line
lor strong $7,000. ,Last week, 'Zanzibar' (Par) and 'Lone Wolf (Col)
SUBE DOES
closed third week for still high
Hollywood. May 13.
$5,000.
Director chore on 'We Go Fast' at
United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 35
20th-Fox goes to WUUam McGann, 4o^50)""D?cVa"^r'' (UA)'VinRl'rbilied
who just finished piloting The Parheavy $6,800 on
^^j^g ^^gj.
son of Pansmint' for Harry Shermai ^j.^^ return at pop prices. Last week,
'Topper Returns' (UA) and 'Outat Paramount.
Plcture rolls May 26, Lou Ostrow Islder" (Mono), fine $6,000 and moved
to Mayfalr.
producing.

May

'

™
K^^t

'

under

$20,000

and

second

only

Ordinarily closes 'for sum2s early as this, reason
being lack of suitable product right

$10,000.

mer but not
now.

Boxy

(5,835;

3t-55-6S-75-85)—

'Broadcast' (20th) and stage show
(2d week). Gross isn't Up to figure
picture deserves but far from flopping at $31,000 Indicated this week;

second

$39,700,

good

albeit

not

sockeroo. Holds third.
State (3.400; 28-44-55-75-90-$1.10)
—'Men of Boys Town' (M-G) (2d
run), John Boles, others, on stage.
Seats are not tough to And, with
business looking no more than about
$18,000. mildish. Lest week 'So Ends
Our Nicht' (UA) (2d run) and
'Crazy With Heat' unit (2d week),
$22,000, good:
35-55-75-85-99)—
Strand
(2,767:
•Wagons Roll At Night' (WB) and
Tommy Tucker band, plus 'Victor
Not in hieh gear at
McLarlen.
$30,000 but will hold because of

stageshow commitments. La.<it week,
fourth for 'Great Lie' (WB) and
JlfFiv Po<-cpv. tti^ onn -11 ri<»'»t

*
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PICTURE GROSSES

10

First

Philly Nifty; J. Dorsey-HIelodrama

Grab Fine

$26,000,

Rons on Broadway
Week

Doe Neat $18,500.

weelc, while several holdovers continued to show plenty of punching

"They Met in Argentina,' Is inching
out fair response.
Estimates (or This Week

in Variety

Globe- 'Girl
(20th) (3d wk).

(3d wk).

,

]

I
'

—

Strand—Wagons Roll at Night'
(WB) (2d wk).
Week o( May Z<
Astor— 'Major Barbara' (UA)
(2d wk).

brace.

—'Fantasia' (Disney)

Broadway
(28th wk).

Still plenty of magic in Leigh-Olivier, with neat $14,500 for this trip.
Opener hangup $21,000. May hold
•
for third ride.
Earle (WB) (2,350; 35:46-57-68)—

— Woman's Face'"
—
Criterion 'Rookies on Parade'

Pro?, flealthy; 'Wagons'

'A
Capitol
(M-G) (2d wk).
'

Moves for -Good $8,500

(Rep).
(Reviewed In Vasietv April 30)
Music Hall 'Devil and Miss
Jones' (RKO) (2d wk).

.

•Washington Melodrama' (M-G) with
Jimmy Dorsey band. Jive customers
shelling out to the tune of xsushy
Last week, 'Magic Music'
$26,000.
(Par) and Raymond Scott's band,
cad $17,500.
Fox (WB) (2,423; 35-46-57-68)—
•Pot O' Gold' (UAX. No gold at the
gate with puny $13,000. Last week
"Miss Jones' (RKO), lots better with

Providence, May 13.
Grosses fairly good in general,
with 'Ziegfeld Girr at Loew's State
stepping along at top of list. 'Wagons Roll at Night' at Majestic also
in the higher brackets.
Fay's has
reverted to duals for the wr"""
and will probably bring vaude back

$14,700.

Palac^'Citizen Kane' (RKO)
(4th wk).

aUllo—'Big

Albee (RKO) (2,200; 28-39-50)—
Karlton (\/B) (1.066; 35-46-57-68)
—'Zanzibar' (Par) (2d run) (Sdwk). 'Uncertain 'Feeling' (UA) and 'South
Rollicking along for husky $4,700 Panama' (Ind). Pulling good $6,080.
and m^y'"rate 'anl)ther h.o. here.' Last Last week, 'Model Wife" (U) and
week sock $5,000 at opening' of sec- 'Met Argentina' (RKO), okay $5,000.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 28-39end run
Kelth's (WB) (1,970; 35-46-57-68) 50)—'Hamilton Woman' (UA) and

Strand

(WB)

(Col)

(2d run).

I

:

:

I
I

<

,

(19).

Yours'

(23);-

Slated

Last wftek 'Dictator' for. nice $3,500. Last week, 'Great
(UA), bare $3,500 for second run of Lie' (WB) and 'Strange Alibi' (WB)
pop price showing after long run at (2d run), also good $3,500.
Fay's (4ndie) (2,000; 10-25-35)—
Initial house.
Sheriff'
(Rep)
and
Stanley (WB) (2,916; 35-46-57-68) 'Two-Gun
—'John Doe' (WB). Good ballyhoo Thieves Fall Out' (WB). Making
and advance publicity helping to play for juve trade and looking for
good
Last week, 'Mutiny
$4,000.
build this one up to neat $18,500.
Last week 'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G), Arctic' (U) and vaude, fairish $4,500.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 28-39-50)—
fine $7,500. for four days of third
'

(Col)

Sand' (20th).

—'Affectionately

(Revieuied in Variety Mai; 7)

I

'Big Boss'

Boss'

Roxy-'Blood and

,

Satis-

—

Paramount 'I Wanted Wings'
(Par) (21).
(Reviewed in Variety March 26)

Week

factory $4,300.

'Leisure' to $15,500

—

Socko
In H.O.-Ridden B'klyn

'Doe,' $24,000,

Circus Is

Hub

Exhibs'

—

San Francisco, May 13.
Los Angeles heat wave snuck

A

UD this far north, keeping the gross
graph on the downward slant. Boys
Brooklyn, May 13.
are all crying the blues, with posBusiness In downtown Brooklyn sible exception of George Bole at
at
the Golden Gate, who surprised
ranges from "good to strong In
is
Leader
houses.
himself
the
by tossing together a stagethree
of
least
the 'John Doe' dual at the Para- review which is pullin way above
mount.

expectations.

I

Downtown Tlvoli lighted temporarily for a short run of 'Blitzkriee
;m
Wa.;*' (UFA)
/inPA \ and
aT%A the
fU^ last-run
...^
in the West'
Embassy took a fling at stage shows
with a 33c top two dayc a week.
$14,000. Last week, 'Lady Cheyenne'
Estimates (or This Week
(U) and 'Girl, Guy' (RKO), mild
Estimates for This

Albee (RKO)

Week

|

(3,274; 25-35-50)

'

(RKO) and 'Cow-

Met

in Argentina'
boy and Blondie'

(20th).

Dullish

$15,000,

Fox

—

(F-WC)

(5,000;

35-40-50)—

Fox (Fabian) (4,023; 25-35-50)
'Great Lie' (WB) and 'Comes Happi'Blondie Latin' (Col) and 'Zan2lbar' ness' (WBi (2d wk). Tough going
(Par) (3d wk). Good $14,000. Last here, with $9,500 giving house as
week, bright $18,000.
poor a sesh as It has had In years.
Met (Loew's (3,618; 25-35-50)
pLast week, fair $15,000.
'Hamilton Woman' (UA) and 'Free
Geary (Curran) (1,286; 55-75-1.10Easy' (M-G) (2d wk), Nice.$16,000. 1.65)— 'Fantasia' (Disney) (10th wk).
Last week, strong $20,000.
'Leaving soon' notices keeping this
Paramount (Fabian) (4,126; 25-35- up to about $8,000. Last (9th) week
50)—'John Doe' (WB) and 'Comes same. 'Citizen Kane' set to follow.
Happiness' (WB). Booming $24,000.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 39-44Last week, 'Great Lie' (WB) and 55)—'Repent at Leisure' (RKO) and
'District Attorney' (Rep) (2d wk), 'Revue
Internationale'
on stage.
good $16,000.
Locally-built stage unit drawing
Strand (WB) (2,870; 25-35-40)
critical raves and the weak picture
'Great Train Robbery' (Rep) and is being lifted to an unexpected $15,Wild Man Borneo' (M-.G).
So-so 600.
Last week, 'Met Argentina'
Last, week, 'Federal Fugi-' (RKO) and Major Bowes unit, nifty
$4,000.

—

—

i

.

tives'

(Prod) and 'Shadows Stairs' $13,500.

(WB), quiet

Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,440; 3540-50)— 'Penny Serenade' (U) and'Lone Wolf Chance' (Col) (3d wk).
Holding up well for around $7,300
on third lap, nice. Last week satis-

$4,000.

—

in the fall.

Estimates (or This

(2d run).

—

(Reviewed In Current Issue)
Hoxy 'Great American Broadcast' (20th) (3d wk).

—

(WB)

News'

(12).

I

Lie'

the

Paramount 'Reaching for the
Sun' (Par) (2d wk).
Bialto—'Great Swindle' (Col)

.

,

—'Great

in

Hall— 'Devil and Miss.
(RKO).
(Reviewed In VAWtiv April 9)
Palace— 'Citizen Kane' (RKO)

Music

|

:

face'

Jones'

I

Town' (M-G) fair $500 for third run.
Boyd (WB) (2,560; 3")-46-57-68)—
•Hamilton Woman' (UA) (2d wk).

Woman's

—

—

—

— 'A

(M-G).
(Reuiewed In Varieiv hlay 7)
'Lady from Louisi-

'

•

'Wagons Roir Slow $10,500, But Local Unit Ups

7)

Criterion
ana' (Rep).

Best exploitation stunt was StanHippodrome (Rappaport) (2,205;
News for 14-28-38-44-^5-66 ) 'Met Argentina'
•John Doe.' For the past two weeks (RKO) and Guy Lombardo orch.
a man, impersonating the lead char.-, Strong weekend response means fair
acter of Capra's production, has $13,000 for stanza. Last week, secbeen searching the city for people ond of 'Penny Serenade' (Col ) and
If someone is vaude, held fairly well at $9,200
doing 'good turns.'
found, the pseudo-John Doe forked after reaching' out for $12,800 on first
over $2 as reward. Stunt merited round.
Slenty of space and pictures in the
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406; 15Fews.
28-35-40)—'Topper Returns' (M-G).
Estimates (or This Week
Drawing -some daytime response to
Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 35-46-57-68)— mild $5,000. Last week, second of
First 'Flame of N. O.' (U), fair $4,700.
•Uncertain Feeling'
(UA).
New (Mechanic) (1,581; 15-28-35week of return to pop prices is netting putrid $7,000. Last four days of 40). 'Dr. Kildare" (M-G). Ambling
'Fantasia' (Disney) at $1.71 got okay along to light $4,000. Last week, 'Sis
Hopkins' (Rep), fair $4,600.
$7,'000.
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 15-28-39-44Arcadia (Sablosky) (600; 35-46-57)
'Zanzibar'
(Par)
(3d wk)
'RaRe Heaven' CM-G) (2d run)., 55)
„
Fair $3,000 for six days. Last two Holding up for possible $6,000, after
days of second week of 'Men Boys totaling strong $22,800 in previous
•

May

Broadway—Fantasia' (Disney)
Capitol

$13,200.

ley's tieup with the Daily

15

(27th wk).

Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 1528-40)—'Ziegfeld' (M-G).
Attracting very' healthy $15,000. Last week,
'Hamilton- Woman' (UA), satisfying

j

power.

May

Astor— 'Major Barbara' (UA)
(Reviewed

Three winners and two flops Is the
boxscore of the newcomers this

o(

14).
-

Philadelphia, May 13.
(Best Exploitation: Stanley)

L A. Heatwave SIoui^ Frisco

/Subject to Change)

BEHE ON DUAL

NIFTY

factory $9,400.

$9,500 IN
is

35-40(20th)

and 'Plight Destiny' (WB). Expect
$13,000, but this may be optimistic.
Radio plugging may help.
Last
warming up and put- (4th) week, 'Zanzibar' (Par) and

May

Denver,

Weather

Paramount (F-WC) (2,470;
50)—'American Broadcast'

HOT DENVER
l'3.

ting crimp in theatre biz.

(Rep), -okay
Attorney'
on abbreviated final stanza.
Francis (F-WC) (1,475: 35-40'Ziegfeld
Girl'
(M-G) and,
/,„„v
Shadows Stairs' (WB) /(moveover),

'District
'

Estimates (or This Week
Aladdin (Fox)
25-40)— ->
(1,400;
'Lady Cheyenne' (U) and 'Black Cat'
(U), after week tt Denver.
Good
Last week, 'Sea Wolf (WB),
$4,000.
after week at Denver, good $5,000.~
" Broadway
(Fox) (1,040; 25-35-40)

$4,000

I

St.

—

50)
.^^ ^

.

Average '$5,000 at best after two^
weeks at Warflel^. Last week's return nm of 'John Doe' (WB), at pop

—'Men Boys Town'

prices, nice $7,500.

(M-G) and 'FootUnited Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 35(RKO); second jireek 40-50)— 'Dictator' (UA) (5th wk).
«t
O'P^S"""- This one still healthy here at $7,000.
Fair $.2,500. Last week. 'Men Boys will sUy sixth frame.
Last (4th)
Town'
(M-G)
and
'Footlight
Fever,'
'Cheyenne' Fair $14,000
week, satisfactory $7.300;
nice $3,000.
Warfleld (F-WC) (2,650; 35-40-50)
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 25-35- ^'Wagons Roll' (WB) and 'Penalty'
Boston. May^ 13.
40)— 'Wanted Wings' (Par) (2d wk). (M-G). Weakie bill will be lucky
'Wagons Roll' (WB) and .'Flight
Ringling-Bacnum-Bailey circus did Good $6,500.
Last week, plenty to Pick up $10,500, same as second"-^^
Destiny' (WB).
Looks like swell practically cap'acity during five-day strong $12,500.
^ of 'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G)
final week
Last week, 'Flame New Or- run at the Boston Garden, closing
$8,500.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 25-35-40)— and 'Shadows Stairs' (WB).
leans' (U) and 'Man Lost Himself May 10, and that's the main alibi
'Great
Lie'
(WB)
and 'Ride Vaquero'
»(U), nifty $9,500.
for the film house managers.
(20th).
Bette Davis starrer getting
SUte (Loew) (3,?n0: 28-39-50)—
'Fantasia' wound up a healthy 15PAR'S SHORTS
.
'Ziegfeld Girl' (I/t-Or-^.J 'Missing week run Saturday (10) at the Ma- nioe $9,500. Last week, 'Lady Cheyenne' (U) and 'Black Cat' (U), nice
10 Days' (Col). Had one of biggest jestic.
'Citizen Kane' takes over
More With 'Quiz KIdA'— Ditto
weekends In some time and slated the house for a road showing be- $9,500.
Number With Hedda Hopper
for swell $16,000. Last week, 'Hamil- ginning next Monday (19).
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)
ton Woman' (UA) and 'Big Boss'
—'Ziegfeld Girl'' (M-G) (2d wk).
Estimates for Tht Week
(Col); good $13,000.
Paramount has lifted its option on
Fair $7,000.
Last week, 'Ziegfeld
Boston (RKO) (3.200; 33-44-95)— Girl' (M^G), strong $13,500,
Strand (Indie) (2,000; 28-40-50)—
the 'Quiz Kids' and will release six
(RKO) and 'House
'Reaching Sun' (Par) and 'Under 'Scattergood*
'Kids'
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)— more shorts next season.
Age' (Col).
Fairish $5,500.
Last Mystery' (Mono), dual, with Ina Ray
were originally inked for one trial
week, 'Power Dive' (Par) and 'Lone Hutton heading stage show, four 'Sis Hopkins' (Rep) (2d wk) and
(Rep).
Good briefle, which* was made during the
days; and 'Adam' (Col) and 'Queen 'District Attorney'
Wolf Chance' (Col), so-so $5,000.
Last week. 'Sis Hopkins' Christmas vacation period. Second
Detective' (Col)
(both 2nd run), $6,000.
Wife'
good
'Model
(U),
"""^
dual, three days. Shooting for okay S'l^l
one has since been issued from the
$9,000, thanks to Hutton band.
Last $6,000.
excess footage at the Initial filming.
K. C. Picks Up; 'Serenade'
week 'Roar Press' (Mono) and 'In- ^it^^^J^^l
^V^^^T-'??* Shooting for the new series will take
visible Ghost' (Mono) with stage Wolf (WB) after week Et each the
y
^^^^ summer
j
;
show topped by Hal LeRoy, four Denver and Aladdin, and 'Roar f „
,.,^^^r,
$11,500, 'Doe' $8,700 days, and 'South Panama' (Prod) Press' (Mono). Good $2,000. Last
« ^'"^le session of several weeks,
Par will also release a half-dozen
and 'Robbers of Range' (RKO), dual, week, 'Night in Rio' (20th), after a
three days, $8,500. okay.
week at each Denver apd Aladdin, one-reelers "featuring^ Hedda Hop
Kansas City, May 13.
per, in which the radlo-gossiper will
Fenway (M&P) (1,373; ^28r39-44- and 'Great Swindle' (Col), ditto.
Biz at theatres la improved over
last week al«ng with the upped 55)— 'Great Lie' (WB) and 'KnockIntro a "variety of Hollywood names.
calibre of pictures.
Looks like a out' (WB) (both 2d run). Will take
Brlefles will be made, independently
brace of leaders in •John Doe,' at medium $4,500. Last week 'Wagons
by Herb Moulton for Par distrlbut,
'Hamilton'
Each
s/
Roll'
(WB)
and
'Las
Vegas Nights'
Orpheum, and "Penny Serenade,' at
tion:
First one has been completed
(Par); $5,000.
Midland.
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 28Spring rains have subsided, but
$7,000 in Memphis Duel
show houses will get new opposition 39-44-55)—Hady Cheyenne' (U) and
Fred MacMurray, Freddie Bartholofrom Fairyland Park, which opens 'Model Wife' (U). So-so S14.000 Indicated.
Last week 'Miss Jones'
for season next week.
mew and others.
Memphis, May 13.
(RKO) and 'Met Argentina' (RKO),
Estimates (or This Week
'I Wanted Wings' and 'That Hamdual, $15,500.
ilton Woman' are waging a firstEsoolre and Uptown (Fox Mid'
Majestic (Shubert) (1,014; 55-75money duel on Main street this 730 Educational Shorts'
west) (820 and 2,043; 10-28-44)— $1.10-$1.65)
'Fantasia'
(Disney).
'American Broadcast' (20th). Solo Wound up 15-week run Sat. (10)' week. Rest of biz lalso above expectations.
In both hpuses with Wednesday with spiffy
Sale Is Being Contested
$12,300.
opening. Solid $8,000 combo. Last
Estimates for This Week
MetropoIlUn (M&P) (4,367; 28-39Sale of the 16 mm. and sub-standweek, 'Horror Island' (U) and 'Mon- 44-55)— 'Reaching Sun' (Par) and
Warner (WB) (2,300; 10-33-44)— ard non-theatrical rights to some
ster' (U), Ught $4,200 and did not 'Power
Dive' (Par).
Very puny, •Sis Hopkins' (Rep).
Crix didn't ,730 one and two-reel shorts made by
stay full week.
maybe $11,000 at best. Last week think much of this one, Fairish
Educational Film .Corp. of America,
Midland (Loew's) (4,101; 10-28-44) 'Pot (Sold' (UA) and 'Penalty' (M- $3,500.
Last week, 'Wagons Roll'
—•Penny Serenade' (Col) and 'Pent G), $14,000.
and now the property of Grand Na(WB), $3,200, so-so.
house Mystery' (Col). Cary Granf'
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 28-39-44- 'Palace (Loew) (2,200; 10-33-44)— tional Pictures, was put over to May
Irene Dunne team the draw and 55) 'Penny Serenade' (Col) and 'Hamilton Woman'
Leigh- 23 following the rejection by a cred(UA).
look for strong $11,500. Last week, 'Mary Dugan'
(M-G) (2d wk-5 Olivier lure good here; mebbe' $7,000. itors committee pf a bid of $10,000
'Hamilton Woman' (UA) and 'Mary days). 'Still powerful and aiming Last week, 'People Kildare'
(M-G), against 50% of the gross receipts for
Dugan' (M-G), nice $9,000
at $12,000.
Last week combo hiked four
days;
'Let's
Make Music' this property by Irving Levine, an
Orpheum (RKO) (1,500; 10-28-44) it up to $18,700.
(RKO), two days, $2,000,' poor.
—'John Doe' (WB). Playing solo
Paramount (M&P) (1,797: 28-39New Maico (Lightman) (2,800; 10- attorney. The bidding was before
breaks long dual precedent here. 44-55)—'Grjeat
Lie'
(WB)
and 3ff-44)—'Wanted Wings' (Par). Air referee Peter B. Olney, Jr., in N. Y.
Getting heavy play nights, but mats 'Knockout' (WB) Qjoth 2nd run). defense stuff gets 'em all for likely federal court, and was held Friday
weak; $8,700 and will h.o. Last week. S07S0 $6,500 pace.
Last
week $7,000. Last week, 'Flame New Or- (9).
'Adam'
(Col)
and
'Argentina* 'Wagons Roll' (WB) and 'Las Vegas leans' (U), six days, $3,100, off.
Before the day ended, Edgar Wil(RKO), average $6,500.
Nighte' (Par), $7,000.
State (Loew) (2,600; 10-33-44)of
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 10ScolUy (M&P) (2,538: 28-39-44- 'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G) (2d wk-4days) son, an Englishman, offered a bid
28-44)— 'Great Lie' (WB) (2d wk). 55)— 'Wagons Roll* (WB) and 'Las and 'Penalty' (M-G), three days. $16,500 for the property, and on May
A bit slow and qiilts this evening Vegas Nights' (Par) (both continued Pulling ahead of probabilities for 23 the bidding will resume from that
(Tuesday) for 'I Wanted Wings' run from Par and Fenway). Around $3,000. Last week, 'Ziegfeld,' $8,000, point..
(Par). Mild $4,700. First week was $3,500,' n.s.h. Last week 'Night Rio' wham.
The rejection of the previous ofbetter, $7,600.
(20th) and 'Shadows Stairs' (WB)
Strand (Lightman) (1,000; 10-22- fers was based on two appraisals
Tower (Joffee) (2,110; 10-30)^ (both continued from Par and Fen- 33)— 'First Beau' (20th) and 'Smith' which declared the property to be
'Mr. District Attorney' (Rep) and way), ditto.
(RKO), split. Encouraging £1,800. worth between $30,000-$37,00p. The
vaude bill headed by Dick Todd.
State (Loew) (3,600; 28-39-44-55) Last week, 'Lady Eve' (Par) (2d
previously
Only fair $5,700. Last week, 'You're —'Penny Serenade' (Col) and 'Mary run), three days; 'Night Train* films' 35 mm. rights have
Corp.,
One' (Par) and mild stage
(2d run), two days, and been sold, to Mohawk Film
_ bill was Dugan' (M-G) <2d wk-5 days), aim- (20th)
better draw at $7,000, with the plC'
ing at okay $9,000. Last week hefty 'Adam' (Col) (2d run), two days, and it is understood that Levine is
Alibi; 'Sun'

Cold IIG,

light

Fever'

S."*"^

,

I

I

1

Stanton (WB)

(1,457;

(WB).

•Wagons

Roll'
to fine $6,000.

35-46-57)—

Clicking along

Made

Last week 'Man
Monster' (U), bright $5,200.

ONLY 'ZANZIBAR,'

19G,

GETTING PLAY IN WASH.

|

.

\

Washington,

May

13.

the tourists are stiU in town
they're touring the monuments and
Government buildings, not clamoring
to get into the picture houses. Except for 'Zanzibar,' biz Is just fair
If

all over.

Estimates (or This

Week

,

'

28-39-44-66)
(Loew)
—Capitol
OK
'Washington Melodrama' (M-G).
(3,434;

Owes
stage
La.st

it

all to

if

it

week

vaude,

Ted Weems orch on

hits even light $15,000.
'Dr. Kildare' (M-G) plus

n.g. $15,000.

.Columbia (Loew)

(1,234;

28-44)—

•Night Rio' (20th) (2d run). Ailing
at $4,500.
Last week 'Lady Eve*
(Par) (2d run), okay $5,200.
Earle (WB) (2,216; 28-39-44-66)—
•Affectionately Yours' (WB).
Appearance of Charlie Spivak's local'
orch bolstering this to fair enough
$17,000. Last week 'Serenade' (Col)
and Joe Cook personal (2d wk.),

came through with goad $14,000.
Keith's
(RKO) (1,830; 30-55)-^
•Lady

Cheyenne'

don't like
did,

it

Customers

(U).

any. better than critics
$8,000, poor. Last

meaning only

week 'Miss Jones' (RKO)
came through with strong

(4th wk.),
$8,000 for

flnale.

Meiropollton (WB) (1,600; 28-44)—
•Sis
Hopkins'
Homespun
(Rep).comedy should do average $5,000.
Last week 'Great Tjle' (WB) (2d run)

below expectations at $4,5()0.
Palaoe (Loew) (2,242; 39-55)—
•Zanzibar' (Par). Having no trouble
coasting to very good $19,000. Last
week 'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G) (2d wk.),
held up for satisfactory $12,500.
.

Opposish Clips Balto;
'Ziegfeld' Big

115,000

.

•

'^^^j^i^s^

{

i
'

—

.

.

—

'

Baltimore,

May

13.

Plenty of opposition with hoss racing, -circus, opera and Stokpwski
Youth orchestra nicking grosses

-

In* the

lead

Is

'Zlegfeltf Girl' at

Loew's Century. Combo Hipp, leanIng heavily on p.a. of Guy Lombardo

and orch

to bolster screen portion of- ture responsible.

$15,000.

$1,400, n.g.

acting as attorney for

Mohawk.

Wednesday, May 14, 1941

PICTURE GROSSES
•Woman's

fe'$7MihDayBro(lieiiilCiii
Spot N. G.

$3,500 in Dull Lincoln
Lincoln, Neb., May 13.

Heat Scorches LA; 'Kane/ N.G. $16,500

'A Woman's Face' and 'That Hamilton Woman' top the picture parade
here this week. They are about the
only ones catching any coin, how-

$8,000 in 2d; lie'-Vande

11

Face'. Bright

In 2 Spots, Quits

One House; Latins

ever.

Nice 35G, Tantasia s 12th Big 13G

Exhlbs are at a loss for an alibi
for the way clients are staying away

Boost Miranda, 19G/Feeiing'DuH13G

in throngs.

EsUmstes for This Week
(Monroe-Noble-Federer)
(750; 10-16)—'Devil's Island' (WB)
and 'BlUy Kid' (PRC), split with
TSTo Place to <3o' (WB) and Tumbledown Ranch' (Mono). So-so $800.
Last week 'Ride, Tenderfoot' (Rep)
and 'Killed Aunt Maggie' (Rep),
split with 'Fugitive Justice' (WB)
Colonial

May

Chicago,

13.

Key

Trade generally in the loop has
been on the soft side for some time.
Currently, however, there Is a better
undertone.

One exception is 'Citizen Kane,'
which brodled sharply over the
.weekend and was yanked from RKO
Palace last night (Monday) after
less than a week, with the gross
Pic will stay twice
aroun'd $7,000.
daily in the Woods, in which first
week gross will be imder $8,000. Advance sale was disappointing -and
flicker started slowly, despite excellent notices.

Indpls. Exhibs Plenty

Holds now until
(12th-flnal wk).
Sunday (18). Going to dynamite
$13,000 currently, after socking home
to brilliant $12^00 last week.
Chleaco

(B^K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—
(WB) and stage show.

YJreat Lie'
Picture got

.

plenty of advertising
bringing in the
is
femmes for nice $35,000. Last week
'Night Rio' (20th) plus .Wayne King
band, sagged toward finish, but managed $31,800, oke.
Garrlok (B&K) (SCO; 35-55-65-75)
Night Rio' (20th). Moveover not
going anywhere at poor $3,500. Last

and

Fair $600.
'Pals Pecos' (Rep).
Llaooln (J.H. Cooper-Par) (1,503;

(M-G), terrific $4,200.
Nebraska (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,236; 10-20-25)—'Double Date' (U)
and 'Penalty' (M-G). Solid $1,700.
Last week 'Life Henry' (Par) and
'Streeet
Memories'
fine
(20th),

Bhe

But Jurgens Orch Helps

OK $11,000

Indianapolis,

May

13.

Voices of downtown theatre managers mix with the chorus of nabe
operators here to chant, "What's the
matter with business?' Not a standout in town.
Strength of Dick Jurgens orch Is
helping Lyric to a profit. Extra attention was garnered by BUI Mcll'
wain of the Lyric for the appearance of Jurgens' by booking the
maestro Into every music house In
town selling his records, special in
tervlews and several radio appear

H. Cooper-Par) (1.884;
10-25-40)—'Rage
Heaven'
(M-G).
Should make comfortable $2,200.
Last week 'Lady Chevenne' (U),
collapsed miserably to close after six

Stuart

days and weak $1,800.
Varsity
(Noble-Federer)
(1,100;
10-25-40 )—'Hamilton 4Woman' (UA ).
Extensive exploitation- plus femmes
will run biz up to $3,500, very good.
Last week 'Topper Returns' (UA),
got $3,000, not bad.

LYMAN-MDARE' NULD

Circle

(Katz-DoUe)

Week

(2,600;

25-30-

'Sea Wolf (WB), poor $3,300.
Oriental (Todd) (3,200; 28-44)—
^Cheers Miss Bishop'
(UA) and
*Waiklki Nights' unit on stage. Last
week for vaude In this house. House,
steadily in the red, to try duals

Last week, 'Flame Orleans' (U) and
'Model Wife' (U), poor $3,500,
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,100; 25-3040)
'American Broadcast' (20th)
Poor $6,000 for eight days. Last
week, 'Lady Cheyenne (U) and
'Vivacious
Lady'
(RKO), jerked
after six days with very poor $3,100.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-30-40)
'Penny
Serenade'
(Col)
and
'Queen's Penthouse' (Col). Average
$8,500.
Last week, 'Ziegfeld Girl' fair $2,100.
Haona (Cdrl Hanna)
(M-G) and 'Penalty' (M-G), okay

Division 'in

Camp' and vaude got

'

fair $15,800.

PaUoe

(RKO)

.75-$1.10-

(2,500;

$1.65)—'Kane'. (RKO). Two matinee
shows unreserved and a single night
reserved-seat' show. Very poor and
yanked last night (Monday) after

i;;ara^ur$7,o^'L'i^'th^^w^
Last week' 'Cheyenne'
(U)
'Model Wife'
(U),
snagged

and
oke

$9,500.

Boosevelt

(B&K)

(1,500; 35-55-65-

75)—'DicUtor' (UA) (2d wk). Now
at pop prices and taking good $9,500
currently after building last week to
better-than-indicated $15,800.

Stete-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 28-44)—
Attorney' (M-G) and vaude.

'District

Dave ApoUon
heading unit. So-so money in the
offing at $14,000. Last week 'You're
Willie

Shore

and

One' (Par) and 'Maid in America'
unit.n.g. $13,800.
United Artiste (B«tK-M-G) (1,700:
36-55-65-75)
'Hamilton
Woman'
(UA) (2d wk). Holding up well,
going to $11,000 aft«r bringing in
healthy $14,500 last week.
(Essaness)
$1.10(1,200;
^ Weed

—

$1.65)—'Kane' (RKO). Day and data
with Palace, but on a two-a-day
basis.

N.s.g. $8,000 for first stanza.

Continuing her* desplt*
yanking from Palac«.

'Kane's'

(Par) and

Vegas Nights^ (Par).

Poor

'I^as

$3,200.

—

—

Cleveland, May 13.
Exhlbs are holding consolation
parties over bars and trying to outdo each other In inventing new offbiz alibis. Nobody's escaping a ride
on the toboggan slide.
'Meet John Doe'- has the edge on
others as result of raving critics.
Estimates (or This Week
Allen (RKO) (3.000; 30-35-42-55)—
'Penny Serenade' (Col) (2d wk.).
Nice for a shiftover, $3,000. Last
week 'Great Lie' (WB) (3d wk.),

Adams

(Balaban) (1,700; 80-40.
Serenade' ^Col) and

OS)—'Penny

•BUck Cat'
over from

Last week,

Pnshmg 'Wagons'

many years ac*

for

went over 'to
week with preem ther*

legit house,

of 'Citizen Kane' and day-date run
starting (9) with the
Hillstreet.
Biz at both spots poor and film is
being yanked from Hillstreet after

King Orch

RKO

to Big

one week.

$24,000, Hamilton,' 14G

Carmen Miranda is topshow at the Paramount

ping stage
and will garner good week.
Chinese
State and
currently.

•

Loew'*

are in the

dumps

Pittsburgh, May 13.
Estimates for This Week
No alibis needed this week. Biz
generally running ahead of recent
Carthay Circle (F-WC) 1,516; 830takes and also several points better $1.10-$1.65)
'Fantasia'
(Disney)
than same time last year. "Weather (15th wk).
Holding comparatively
cooling off a bit, which is a break, strong despite the heat, and current
and money seems to be much freer. stanza looks like around $6,800 after
Estimates (or This Week
14th week garnered neat $7,200.
26-40)—
Fnlton
(Shea)
(1,700;
Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2.034:
'Night in Rio' (20th) (2d wk). On 30-44-55-75)
'Uncertain Feeling'
h.o.,
musical is averaging around (UA) and 'Ride Vaquero'
(20th).
$3,000, or perhaps bit better. Origi- Just a washout as
witness brutal
nally management had hoped for $6,000.
Last week, 'Ziegfeld GirP
three weeks at least but biz doesn't (M-G) and 'Dead Men
Tell' (20th),
warrant that and 'Flame New neat $12,600.
Orleans' (U) comes In tomorrow
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-44-55)
(14). Last week, around $5,300.

—

—

.

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35- —'Wagons Roll' (WB) and
50)— 'Hamilton Woman' (UA). Al- kins' (Rep). Not much

though picture didn't rate many stars
from crix. most of notices pointing
out that it was beautiful but dull,
marquee names of Leigh andWhile
Olivier' apparently enough.
noi exceptional, $14,000 will be
pretty good. Last week, 'John Doe'

(WB), good

$14,700.
(800;

(WB)

BItx

25-35-50)—'Zieg(3d wk). Moved

feld Girl' (M-^G)
here after successive

Warner

and

Penn.

stanzas

Heading

at

for

$3,200 or' better. Last week, 'Zanzibar' (Par), also in th^rd week, about

'Sis

Hop-

to brag
about with around $7,600.
La^
week, 'Great Lie' (WB) and 'Black
Parrot' (Wfl) (2d wk), held strong
for nearly $7,000.
El Caplton (RKO) (1,671; 83c$1.10-$1.65)
'Citizen Kane' (RKO).
Opened to around $2,700 at advanced-priced preem (8) and then
opened following day on two-a-day
run,
day-dathig with the RKO
(downtown). First stanza will hit
only $10,000, disappointing. Opus la
first picture ever to play the Holly-

—

wood

blvd. leglter.

whole power
and
'Wagons Roll' (WB) and Wayne
enough to get okay $10,000. Last
King's band. Picture may be helpweek 'Penny Serenade' (Col), ditto.
Omaha Opposish Getting
ing some but chief credit for great
PaUce (RKO) (3,700; 30-35-42-55- $24,000
goes to King. Last week,
66)— 'People Kildare" (M-G), plus
Heidt and 'Cheers for Miss
Tonghen 'Zieggy' Fair 9G Abe Lyman's band and vaude. (Jom- Horace
Bishop^ (UA), around $22,000, good.
mild
$ll,Qp0.
workhig
hard
to
get
bo
Warner (WB) (2.000; 25-35-50)—
Last week 'Wagons Roll' (WB) and John Doe' (WB). Shifted here from
Omaha, May 13.
'Gay New Orleans' unit dropped to
Show biz's headache is increasing $13,300, not enough for costly stage Penn and packing a better wallop,
comparatively, than it did at previover local opposition by ice shows, show.

.

is

ous site. Present pace geared for
Scout
State (Loew's)
(3.450; 30-35-42now a 55)—'Pot o' Gold' (UA). 'Spanked $8,000, which means a third week at
sudden development of roller skating by reviewers; likely to be' season's Ritz. Last week, 'Ziegfeld Girl'
(M-G), also on move from Penn,
fever plus the coming Ak-Sar-Ben low at around $8,500.
Last week
alright $7,300.
30 davs of racing.
•HamUton Woman' (UA), fair $10,Roller rinks are beginning to pop 500.
up In spots and getting a big play
StUIman (Loew's) (1,972; 30-35-42from juves.
Woman'
(UA). Teeling' Poor $5,500
'Hamilton
55)
Estimate* (or This Week
Stronger on moveover, $4,000. Last
'Water Follies,'
Boy
circuses. Shrine show and

the

As

—

Omaha

week

(TrisUtes) (2,000; 10-30-40)

'Ziegfeld Girl'

(M-G)

(2d wk.),

Cincy Biz Keeps Sidddmg

-'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G) and 'Land smart $5,900.
Liberty' (M-G). Only fair $9,000.
Last week, 'Sea Woir (WB) and 'In-

Woman' (U), $7,000, poor.
Orphenm (Tristates) (3,000; 10-3040)—'Great Lie' (WB) and 'Sleepers

visible

and 'Strange

Alibi'

(WB)

(U)

(3rd

wk.).

All-

spook show will likely garner another $1,500 after hitting $3,400 oa
second stanza.

HoUywood (WB) 2.758; 30-44-55)—
Roll'
(WB) and 'Sla

'Wagons

Hopkins' (Rep). Getting fair $8,500
here.
Last week, 'The Lie' (WB)
and 'Black Parrot' (VTB) (2nd wk.),

okay

$5,700.

Fantages (Pan)
Serenade'

Tenny
and

'Little

Men'

(2,812;

(Col)

30-44-55)—
(3rd wk.)

(RKO).

Hous*

holding 'Serenade' for third week
after day-^dating on the opus for past
two weeks with the RKO theatre.
Headed for possible $6,000. Last
week, 'Serenade' (2nd wk.) and
'Boston Blackie' (Col), very good

Better; ^Bishop'

Pks

sho^T

|

(2d vik),

BK%f

State (Goldberg) (900; 10-20-35)—
'Buck Privates' (U) and 'Hardy Sec
(M-G), spilt with 'Dark
retaiy'
Streets Cairo' (U), 'Blonde Inspiration' (M-G) and 'High Sierra' (WB)

split

Island'

SweD

fair $3,000.

(UA),

Hawaii (G&S) (1,100; 30-44-55)^
'Man-Made Monster' (U) and 'Horror

$8,100.
Cincinnati May 13..
Faramennt (Par) (3,685; 30-44-59FancUul lure of 'Ziegfeld Girl' at
75)—'Model Wife' (U) and Carmen
the Albee Is bracing h.o. aggregate Miranda heading
stage show. Latin
of ace stands to a seasonal level; de- lassie geta bulk of credit for $19,004
Heidt
$19,000
H.
spite biz droop by a couple of shades draw, which will get house out okay.
for second straight week.- B.O. de- Last week, ^Zanzibar' (Par) (3rd
wk.) and 'Man Lost Himself (U)
Buffalo, Mav IS.
tracters over the weekend were the
Turnstile activity has steadied for return of the Reds for a long home with stage show, fair $12,000.
the current inning after a surprising stay and Saturday and Sunday
BKO (RKO) (2,872; 83c-$1.10>
knockdown, sUn£a which battered ^fo'-ll)"
of'thi Cole B^oJ! $1.65)—'Citizen Kane' (RKO). Hous*
several b.o. s Ust week
Circus on the CummlnsvUle lot; first went road-show for first time but
big n.g. and film being yapked after
^op to spread here this se«^on.
4'e* ^B"u'ffa^^,"arV°h'ea'5'^
one week. Take will be only $6,500.
Estimates (or This Week
for a fine payoff. Ditto 'That HamilAlbee (RKO) (3,300: 33-40-50)— Last week, 'Seretlade' (Col) and
ton Woman' at the Lakes.
'Ziegfeld
Girl'
(M-G).
Glorious 'Boston Blackle' (CoU, very good
Estimates (or This Week
$15,000. Last week, 'Penny Serenade' $7,900.
35-55)— (Col), good $11,000.
(Shea)
(3.500;
Bntralo
State (Loew-F-WC) (2.404; 30-44Horace
Heidt
'Miss Bishop' (UA) and
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 33-40-50)— 65-76)—'Uncertain
Feeling'
(UA)
probably
for
along
Rolling
orch.
'Penny Serenade' (Ck>l). Moveover and 'Ride Vanquero' (20th). Dipping
swell $19,000. Last week 'American from Albee for second week. Fair
'Cowboy $4,000. Last week, 'Zanzibar' (Par), deeply in the' red and $7,500 best in
and
(20th)
Broadcast'
sight
Last week, 'Ziegfeld GlrT
Blonde' (20th), dismal $7,000
second week of moveover, okay (M-G) and 'Dead Men' (20th), lucraGreat takes (Shea) (3,000; 35-55) «4ooo.
tive $16,200.

M.

Former moved Fair $900. Last week, 'Western
(U).
Fox" and given a new Union' (20th) and Thief Bagdad'

partner. .Fair 16,000.
Rio' (20th)

Pitt Alibis;

.

West' (20th). Rather slim $9,000.
Last week, 'Uncertain Feeling' (UA)
and Ray Noble's band on stage with
vaude, good $16,000 at 10-45-55,
Brandels (Mort Singer) (1,500; 1025-36-40)—'Wagons Roll' (WB) and
Argentina' (RKO). Light $4,000.
'Met
Detroit, May 18,
Cold weather her* and a chill on Last week, 'Penny Serenade' (CJol)

.

Hollywood

pictures last

No

—

—

DULL $13,000

the boxoffices.
Despite the. biz skid, holdovers
continue plentiful, Ilk« milking a
skinny cow to death.
Estimates (or This Week

only one or two bright

$2,700.
Foar-SUr (UA-F-^WC) (900; 30(1,435; 50-75Senator (Harris) (1,750; 25-35-50) 44-55)—'Major Barbara' (UA).
$1.10-$1.65)—'Fantasia' (Disney) (9th
'Sis Hopkins' (Rep). Judy Canova Despite a near sellout for British
wk.). Trying to milk with another
Lyrio (Lyric) (1,900; 30-40-50)
starrer won't better $2,000, If that. war charity, regular performance*
'Rookies Parade' (Rep) and Dick extension of time, but ninth week Last week, 'Model Wife' (U), three starting
(7) not panning out so well
dropping off to about $5,000. Got
Jurgens orch. Okay $11,000,
days, and 'Blondie Latin' (Col)-'Blg and best in sight for premiere week
good $7,000 last week.
awful In sUm $3,600. Last week, 'HamUHipp (Warner) (3,700; 30-35-42- Boss (Col), four days, pretty
Eddy Duchin orch, good $12,6
ton Woman' (five-day, seventh wk.),
55)—'John Doe' (WB). Gary Cooper $1,200.
SUnley (WB) (3.600; 25-40-60)— okay $1,600.
potent
here
the

$9^200

NOTHING HOT IN DET^

nr

are

El Capltan,

-

$11,000 IN N.G.CLEVL

ances.

Estimates for This

(J.

numerous instances and

off in

there
spots.

$1,800.

Kookies' to

40)—'Reaching Sun'

starting Friday (16). Dismal money
In the offing currently at $12,000.
liast week 'Invisible Ghost' (Mono),
Teletone Newsreel of '33rd Army

away

(10),

—

week

last

10-25-40)—'Woman's Face' (M-G).
Got bad break opening Saturday
missing the college crowd's
Friday night out, but should hit
good $3,500.
Last week 'Ziegfeld

Los Angeles, May 13.
Terrific heat wave which hit town
midweek, struck the first-run*
heavily and most of the theatres suf<
fered in consequence. Grosses ar*

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week.>
$270,800
(Based on 13 tyizaVres)
Total Gross Same Week
...$234,300
Last Tear
(Based on 12 theatres)

and

Girl'

After having announced closing
date 'Fantasia holds over in the
Now
Apollo and is selling out.
scheduled to close May 18, but may
continue longer.
'Dictator,' on its third loop run. Is
showing its best strength thus far.
Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Disney) (1,200; 40-50-6075-$1.10-$l.e5)— 'Fantasia' (Disney)

space,

City Grosses

Estimated Total Qron
This Week
$1.S16,«M
(Based on 26 ciiies, 182 theatres, cMe/ly flrst ru.na, tnclud<na
W. Y.}
Total Gross Same Week
Last Tear
$1,311,108
(Based on 25 cities, 171 theatres)

with 'Monte Oristo' (UA),

and "Miss Jones' 'Keeping Company' (M-G) and 'Lady
Red Hair* (WB), fair $1,000.
$6,500.
Town (Goldberg) (1,500; 10-20-25) —'Hamilton Woman' (UA) and
Family (RKO) (1.000; 15-28)—
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 30-40United ArtteU (UA-F-WC>) (2,100i
55)—'Cheyenne' (U) and 'Model —'Phantom Cowboy' (Rep), 'West- 'Washington Melodrama (M-G) (8 'Penthouse Mystery' (Col) and 'BorDick' days).
Looks virile, over $11,000.' der Vigilantes' (Par), spilt with 30-44-59)—'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G and
Wife' (U).
Won't ba too far off ern Union' (20th) and 'Bank
Fairly
Texas Stage- Last week 'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G) 'Federal Fugitives' (PRC) and 'Roar •Dead Men TeU' (20th).
pace with $14,000.
Last week, (U), split triple with
days),
Mother'
Alibi'
(WB)
(8
'Bachelor
'Strange
Seasonal $1,9D0. strong on moveover for okay $4,300.
and
of Press' (Mono).
(Col),
'Penny Serenade' (Col) and 'Ride coach'
^ight
(RKO), oke

|

(RKO) and 'You're One' (Par), and disappointing $8,000.
vaquero' (20th), fair $15,000.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 30-45)—'ZiegMlohlgan (United Detroit) (4,000; Thief Bagdad' (UA) and "Tugboat
30-40-55)—'So Ends Night' (UA) and Annie' (WB). Light $800. Last wejk. feld Girl' (M-G) and 'Strange Alibi'
Picking up someFootsteps' (WB). Evidence of dull 'Old Cheyenne' (Rep), 'Romance Rio (WB) (2d run).
probably nice $6,000. Last
$13,000, Last week, 'Great Lie' (WB) Grande' (20th) and 'Nobody's Sweet- what for
Bowes
and 'Vegas Nights' (Par), unen- heart' (U), triple split with 'North week 'Dr. Kildare' (M-G) and
Lone Star' (Col), 'Castles' (RKO) unit on stage, n.g. $8„000.
thusiastic $14,000.
(3.300; 30-40)
(Hayman)
Lafayette
Palms-State (United Detroit) and 'Robbers Range' (RKO), and
(Col) (2d wk.)
Serenade'
River' —'Penny _
.
_
(3.000; 30-40-55)— 'Great Ue' (WB) 'Smith' (RKO) and 'Rhythm
Should
Sale (Col).
'Glamour
and
$900
(Par)
fair
and 'Vegas Nights' (Par).
BlU
Last weeTc -Ser.

Last week, 'Double Date' (U) and
'Dead Men TeU' (20th), divided with
'Man-Made Monster' (U) and 'Horror Island' (U), strong $2,100.
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 33-40-50)—

.

j

(UA) (2d wk,). Holding
second week of moveover run.

'Dictator'

for

Pleasing

good
I

$4,600.
$7,000,

Last

week, very

Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 33-40-50)—

'Magic in Music' (Par). Terribly off
Avenoe-MlllUry- Dundee (Gold- see nice $7,000.
moved intact from Michigan stlU
25)—'Hardy enade' with 'Boston Blackle' (Col), key at $2,500. Last week, 'Great Lie'
good for oke $8,000.
Last week, berg) (960- 600; 300;
(WB) (2d run), fair $3,500.
Privates' potent $11,000.
Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G) and 'Guy, Girl' Secretary' (M-G) and 'Buck
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 33-40-50)—
20th Century (Dipson) (3,000: 30iRKO) combination hold-overs from (U) split with 'Dark Streets Cairo' 55)—
Second moveover
'Sis Hopkins _(Rep) and 'Stars 'Zanzibar' (Par),
(U) 'Blonde Inspiration' (M-G) and
other houses, ditto.
Good $3,000. Last
wee
V,
_
.XV
.Wi-'u cflVrr' fwn^ Fair
PnirSlOOO Last over
Over Hollywood Revue' on stage, for fourth week.
-United
$1,000.^^^^^^
Artists (United Detroit) 'High S>erra(WB).
(RKO), second
'Miss Jones'
J
week,
hit
$11.000.
^^^ly
Bafdad (UA^ and Wes^^^^^^
2 000: 30-40-55)-'Men Boys Town- week
^y^^. 'jiKOiswitefc and third
thi
week, poor $2,200,

Last week, 'Night Rio' (20th)- (2nd
wk.) and 'Topper' (UA), okay $3,100.

WUghlre (F-WC) (2,296; 30-44-56)
(M-G) and 'Dead
Pulling okay at
Tell' (20th).
Wilshire blvd. moveover and
looks like around $6,500. Last week,
'Rio' (20th) (2nd wk.) and 'Topper

—'Ziegfeld Girl'

Men
this

(UA), satisfactory

$5,500.

'

.

1

,

;

.

,

Feeling'
Ing big $12,000'last

week;

(UA).

down under at $5,500. Ditto last
week for 'Pot Gold' (UA).
Shubert (RKO) (2,150; 33-44-60)—
'Washington Melodrama' (M-G) and
Poor $7,500.
'Latin Quarter' revue.
Last week, 'Dr. Kildare' (M-G) and
Bob Crosby's band, plus Cass Daley

Way and

other acta, nice $11,500.

-
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U^RfETY

uppiness hit that dazzled Broadway

on a screen aglow with the bestmusic!
fall

^

JEROME KERN

that steals

your heart away

• .

*

make you dream all day
• and dancing to make you gay
'

n n n n

to

Super entertainment, with the screen's "Irene"
a whirl of Mardi Gras gaiety

nEHClE

.

.

.

.

. •

girl in

with the world's top

dancing star at his best, and with a howling appearance
of the incomparable Hartmans.

THE OUTSTAND-

ING SPECIAL ATTRACTION FOR THEATRES

EVERYWHERE!

•JOHN CARROLL
tREnHORTON-FRIEDAINESCORT
HELEN

.

.

WESTLEYWTHE HARTMANS
PnsJuceJ and ^inecfeJ

HERBERT WILCOX
Scr«en Play by Sig Herzig

Comedy

— "Sunny"

Horbach and

•

•

From th« Musical

Book ond

OKor

R K

lyric*

Hammerstein

O

RADIO

by Otto
II

-

IKKOSTPV tONIMW

mTERNATIONAL
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U. S. Fix in British Negotiations

In

19M to This Year

Credits of

Hungary Ikiding on (A)mplete Ban

London Studios

London, April 32.
Warner's There's No Escape' has

To Carry (hrer Unfulfilled Quota

gotten

underway

at

Of

U.S. Pix as

Reply to Coin Freeze

Teddington.

Feature went to John Harlow as diHe handled 'Spellbound'
rector.

here for UA.

Budapest, April

Mex Censors Named

In addition to itara
Griffith Jones, sup-

Ann Dvorak and

American

sre

distributors

ne-

Eckman Picks Hancock

Board ol
Trade in London to have quota film
credits, due in the period ended last
March 31, carried over into the new
gotiating with the British

London, April

Sam Eckman,

Jr.,

M-G

22.

year.

be handed

American distributors
comply with the quota
law regulations, for no reason that

to
for failing to

they could help, since exhibitors in
England likewise are considerably in
arrears on compliance with their

WB. HOYTS IN

name

players available

crippled all production efforts of
U.S. film companies in England. So
many of these workers are on active
Warners' contract with Hoyts cirmilitary duty that only a few productions can be turned out, and then cuit in Australia Is being cancelled
on a slow schedule.
by mutual agreement with the deExtremely few triple quota credit livery of final 1040-41 product this
features have been made by Amerifall, it was learned in New York yesthe

Geoffrey Hibberd and Greta
starred. John Baxter wiU proand direct. Company's 'Penn

(Tuesday).

Now

Aussie
Is

Doe

In

From Sydney

William Powers, chief buyer for
National Theatres, la not going to

make any

DEPLETEPK
VIADRAFT

GOn

BRIT.

AT

PEACE WITH

trip to Australia in the

near future, despite proposal that an
executive of this theatre company
do so. Likely that no such Anzac
official

REELERS

to

tual deputation

form a separate setup for the
protest
of

the

atres

as to their relations
Hoyt's circuit of Australia.

.

-

which went along

to

London, May 13.
Ministry of Labor schedule seems
add up to the fact that practically
every branch of film production is
liable for a service call' after July

were •Rebecca,' 'Blue Bird,' 'All
This, and Heaven Too.' 'Babes in
Arms' did very well. Currently running are "New Moon,' 'Real Glory,'
•Gulliver,' *My Favorite Wife' and
15.
'You Can't Take It with You.'
Parliament has set up committees 'Grapes of Wrath' and "Lost
Horizon'
which are Investigating the whole are about to open.

Indicative of the atmosphere surrounding the fight is the report that
all members of the special inquiry
group, gathered to obtain a clear
picture of the industry, were first
'sworn' not to divulge to outsiders
one detail of their investigations.
This is a continuance of the hush-

hush bug nowadays
forms of inquiry.

snipping

all

Industry's latest bid is to have the
production game tagged as an 'essential' work-power.
Exhibs, j>roducers

and renters are all back of this drive.
Should it transpire that Government
in agreement with the idea. It
automatically means personnel cannot be fired. This is a Government
ruling and applies to all Industries

Gas-Mask Drive

Aid of Film Theatres to Compel Patrons
Wear Nosebags

to

deemed

On

'essentiaL'

the

wage and hour

.Association of

question,

Cine Technicians has

warned producers there
must be no more tarrying oh Inking
already

Mex. City

HO^

Okay

Havana,

May

6,

Texas Border Town

the

long-prepared standai'd agreement for studio workers. Ceaseless
rise in cost of living is on union's
side if matter ever has to come to
arbitration. Before that day dawns,
however, it has yet to be decided
that there's an industry In which to

Gets Film Production
iur«,,i»n riu.,

Tur.^ io

^L^

Last week found repeats and Latin gas masks. BBC is already under
.
Monterey, the eastern
Texas borway with a series of spot announce
ments, something imprecedented for der industrial center, is soon to have work.
Estlmatei
local radio.
picture production, for Alonso Sano' Gold' (UA), $2.With war outbreak, admission was
40O, okay.
chez Tellp, the pioneer producer who
'40
Badlo-Clne— 'Heaven Too' (U), $2, denied to fllmgoers not having their
Empires
masks along with them, then the quit this sector as a bad proposition
050, strong.
Net Profit of $134,000
Fanslo— 'Kitty Foyle' (RKO), $2,- slack months and scare pass saw the because cf repeated labor difficulties,
command dropped. Cinemas had to is readying to make 12 films this year
100, fine.
London, April 22.
Encanto— 'Chad Hanna' (20th). $1.- hire special cleaners to collect the in the border city. The first of this
Moss Empires Theatres accounts
nosebags left under the seats by. for600, n.s.h.
for year ended last Dec. 31 show a
series is to start late in May.
Payret— 'Rancho Alegre' and 'Ca- getful patrons. They numbered huU'
gross of
Chano Urueta, ace director, is as- Directors'$700,000, $142,000 over 1030.
balgato Honor,' two Mex flicks, $2,w dreds.
recommended a final diwy
Attitude of cinema-owners to 're- sociated with Sancnez Tello in this of
SOO very ok.
5% on the ordinary stock, making
quest'
from government is that enterprise. He is to meg all the pic- a toUl
of 10% for the year.
Presingling out the film trade is a one- tures. Ju^ how the Scnchez TelloIferred shcres have already taken care
sided view no other business Is Urueta combine can. get around the
TSASinOIf MAINTAINED
of a 5% dividend.
After all excalled upon to turn patrons away If Ire of the pictiire workers' unions,
penses are paid, amount brought forLondon, April 22.
they're sans their masks. Cinema- with which they are on not the best
ward is $134,000.
A casualty in the first September tograph Exhibitors Assn. has indi- of
terms, is one of the leading curProprietors of the Victoria Palace
air raids, the Metropolitan theatre, cated It'll work with the government
rent speculations of the industry. It have declared a 5% dividend
on the
vaude house in central London, is If it's a matter of urgency, but wants is expected that
this new company ordinary stock; last year's share was
due to reopen week of May 5 to its the ban spread to include transport will not, for the
present, attempt to 10%.
Amount carried forward Is
age-long policy.
and shopping, If it's not given this market its products In Mexico, but $24,000, down
'39.
$1,000
on
During
Carroll Levis will take one of his prominence, sudden ban on attend
look to the Latin sectors of the U. S. the latter period, house had the beneradio units Into the Metropolitan for ance will drop plenty coin at the and Spanish-speaking
countries as an fit of the record-breaking 'Lambeth
ihe opener.
Iboxofflce.
outlet.
flicks rising to the fore.

can pictures.
At present cinemas are going
despite blackouts, ordered
throughout Hungary for the first
time in the course of the war. Legit
theatres are suffering from unfavorable conditions greatly, but picture
patronage Is undiminished either by
blackouts or general conditions.
.American pictures still have the
greatest draw with Hungarian audiences. This 'season's foremost hits

'

British

London, April 22.
Bearing down on the entertain'
ment industry to get Its message
government now 'invites'
across,
cinemas to cooperate in current
drive to have citizenry carry their

America— 'Pot

Moss

Has

principals.

60 MEXICAN FILMS SET

FOR NEW PROD. HIGH
Mexico

|

.

'

-

Walk-

City,

May

13.

An indication that Mexican picture production this year will be
certainly bigger than that of 1940
is the contracting of the Azteca studios here for the making of 30 films
before Dec. 31,
This wlU oe the
greatest number of pictures the studios have made in their history. Full
financing and other facUiUes, including assurance of freedom from labor
snags, it is understood, have been
obtained;
Present plans call for the makipg
of some 30 films in other, studios.
Mexican picture producers have
seemingly forgotten the alarm they
expressed some time ago regarding
thtf 'invasion' of Argentine films, for
they are moving to get together with
the South American makers.
The

domestic

producers have

commis-

sioned Jorge Velez, ace picture Juvenile, to talk things over with the Argentina makers during his forthcoming tour of South America, to see
what can be done about arranging a
reciprocal agreement on lower duties
for Mexican and Argentine films.

Mexico Nixes 'Carson'
Mexico

\

—

will

to

is

Enlists

taken,

.

product .in this territory.
Understanding is that GB is not at
all satisfied with the present contract with 20th, figuring that British
pix should be given c bigger release
outlet than presently. Indicating that
unless better terms are offered in the
future, a break will definitely occur

Britain's

if

New

with

Dan Michalove, vice-president of
National, is considered the likely
candidate for the Anzac trip if any
•uch visit is deemed necessary after
Hake outlines recent developments,
which have Included numerous -favorable product deals contracted by
Greater Union Theatres, rival chain
to Hoyts.

Measure,

Same

London, April 22.
Recent flare-up between .Ministry
Warners under new terms, Greater of Information and the newsreel organizations here appears to have
Union Theatres admittedly has been
been settled via no more than a
striving to make some sort of
courtesy exchange of visits.
Just
deal.
GU already has Paramount, what was said on either side is someUniversal, Columbia, part of Metro's thing that rests .with the parties
concerned.
No
one
talks
alMut
this
lineup, Republic and Monogram.
kind of thing any more.
Newsreelers were peeved at brushoff being handed them in coverage
G-B May Break Away
of political and military events of
Sydney, April 29.
Import, with MOrs own .camera
Gaumont-British, presently on disunit grabbing off all the footage, by
tribution by 20th-Fox, mey break Government consent, and parceling
away from this unit and join a Brit- out. Exhibs lined up with the newsish producing organization in order men, although retiring from the ac-

stronger' plugging

be shown.

only apply to future imports, and
considered as a reply to the
U. S. freezing of Hungarian assets.
Distributors and exhibitors will
have to face a difficult situation If
this comes to pass, for home product
and French and German imports
hardly make up for loss of Ameri-

may be

setup of production in England. Untheir recommendations are pub
llshed, it's a pretty good assurance
Hungarian Pictures
to film trade from the bigwigs that,
there'll be no drastic cutting into
Cry for
Talent;
production.
Government's idea in the committees is to arrive at some definite
Faces Tiring
standard of either reserving certain
key men, or declaring they shall be
Budapest, April 20.
left Intact with the production game
Hungarian film production is badly
as is. With thi^ promise in mind,
In need' of new talent. Producers
film makers are at work striving for
some workable scheme of rationali- fight shy of experimenting with
Ilttle-known actors and insist on
zation of both man-power and equipmarquee names. Since Magyar proment.
Claims and counterclaims are duction Is limited, the result is that
made by the many elements of th6 some actors have figured in no' less
than 17 of the 38 features produced
industry against their common foe—
in 1940. Since the same actors also
the grab of manpower and equipment by government agencies. Right figure constantly on the stage. It is
wonder the public gets sick of
now it's impossible to foreshadow no
them and demands a change.
or discern anything tangible in the
Actors' salaries in the course of
melee, so confused is. the whole
the past production year totalled
setup within Its mass of commitabout $120,000 (for 38 feature pictees, panels and boards, seeking to
tures). About half of this amount
determine a workable future for
was paid to the dozen or so stars and
picture-makers.

Some mystery surrounds the reason for their Itow-out, particularly
after refusing to play the MOI
sh^rt which centered the outburst,
the Navy's Norwegian Iiofoten raid.
There's recently been a further
iwrtle by the Navy to Norway's
.waters, but no details are yet available as to whether there was any
current contract expires some change in method of covering the
furnish a first-hand summary of re- .when
event in celluloid.
cent developments both with the few months hence.
picture company and National Thebe made by either a 20thor exec from National
Theatres now that C. V. Hake, 20th
manager in. Australia, is coming to
U. S. this month.
Hake is due on the Coast from
Sydney .May 18, and is expected in
N. Y., for home office huddles the
tame week. Expected that he will
trip will

Fox

films altogether.

til

Pact had sev-

WB

to

That Hake

American

Even if this does happen, American features wltlch have already arrived In this country will probably

'

British supporting players. Another eral years to run, but it's reported
factor in the failure to make these that Warners has been, seeking to
more expensive pictures, suited for
world distribution, is that not many cancel for a number of months.
While Hoyts' executives are hopeAmerican producers want to risk
•uch a large Investment imder pres- ful of securing a new contract with

ent Nazi bombings.

WOULD

20.

Decision Is to be taken within the
next week whether or not censure
tickets are to be granted to American films in the future. This is another way of saying that government may shortly veto import of

strong

in-

and terday

ability to obtain U.S. film stars

Powers Not Going

BRITAIN

Common
May 21,

with

Gynt

Michael Powell's '49th Parallel'
just about finished at Elstree.

BREAK

even from British actor ranks, has

can companies because of

recently assigned as production

duce
of Pennsylvania' held up by weather,
but clear days should see feature
canned within a week or so'.

AUSTRALIAN

technicians,
British
Dearth
of
quota law requiring that only local
labor be employed, and the small
of

all

chief.

British National's 'The
Touch' will go into work

quota.

number

Mexico City, May 18.
porting roster includes Robert MorPicture censoring end supervising
ley, Mary Magulra, Jeanne de Ca- in Mexico, recently federalized and
and
salis, Harold Huth, Vera Bogettl
placed under the exclusive jurisdicHarry Welchman.
tion of the Ministry of the Interior,
is being performed by these five men
Marcel Bellman'i new Indie pro- and a woman:
Gregofio Castillo, chief; Adolfo
duction company switched Its label
from Excelsior to Tansa Films. Os- Fernandez Bustamante, technical adcar Deutsch, Charles M. Woolf and visor; A. Ortiz Mugica, Manuel del
J. Arthur Rank are behind the set- Campo, Mario Alvarez and Senorita
Harold French is directing Elvira Vargas.
up.
'Jeannie' for Hellman. Harold Box,

boss here,

announced
appointment
of
The reason is that lias
Edward Hancock to assistant sales
nearly every U.S. film company is
behind on their quota films in the manager.
Hancock
has
been
with
for
M-G
year Just concluded and see no prosseven years, first In the exchange at
pect of catching up in the coming Newcastle and latterly as branch
12-month period. Thus far no de- supervisor. Step follows recent swap
Hutchinson,
wh9
of
Fred
went to
cision has been reached.
Paramount as general sales chief.
It is unlikely that any fines will
quota

OmOB

City,

Because

May

13.

it features a bandit who
is represented as a 'Mexican type,'
the federal film censoring and supervising department hes forbidden the
exhibition anywhere' in Mexico of
'mt Carson'. (UA).,
Exhibitors who had booked the picture offered to delete the sequences
in which the character to which the
department took umbrage appears,
but the department nixed that proposition, contending hat 'Carson' has a
charccter it considers disparaging to

Mexico and 'her

'dignity.'
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Reach, Brother

1

Here comes

BILL?

KID
(from Leo, the

M-G-M

kid!)

greater than you've heardl The Industry's
biggest Technicolor outdoor sensation since
Northwest Passage"!
It's

Robert Taylor as "Billy The Kld^*^ Photographed
in Technicolor with Brian DonUvy » Ian Hunter

Mary Howard
Screen Play by

Gene lochhart • LonChaney, Jr.
Gene Fowler • Directed by David

•

Miller • Produced by Irving Asher

•.

An M-G-M Picture

,

'

16

Hollywood,

May

13.
of I'nnOro 3. Berroan proPowell,
duction.
Stnrs Wllllftm
Myrna
lA>y; Ycaturra Onll Pntrick, Jack Caraon,
DiFlorence Dateu, Sidney Blackmer.

Metro rclcnnc

rected by Jack Conway.

Screenplay, Wil[Xiderer,
David
LudnMg,
CliarlcB
Hertz, from orlKlnal story by Hertz and
Ludwlg; camera. R.iy June; editor. Ben
Lewis.
Previewed nt Academy, Inglewood,

liam

Cal..

Wednesdaj, May 14, 1941

FILM REVIEWS
smacking over several boudoir epiLOVE CRAZY
sodes with MacMurray and Miss

May

12,

Running

'41.

MI>'8.
Stfvo Ireland

time,

97

William Powell

topped

and,

action

such,

as

is

'Love Crasy' (M-G). Topnotch
Loy-Powell domestic farce com-

incidental.

MacMurray is an adventurous Teaan
who terries U. S. planes across the

edy of

Cnraon
Florence BntCH
Sidney Blackmer

Dr. KluKle
'Pinky' Gmyfltin
Cecilia WlldwiMjiI

Mre. priatol

Judge

DeWest
Robert
Blevator Boy

for

top

grosses

texture.

lightest

departments. J. Roy Hunt's photography is superb while Vernon L.
Walker has chipped in with some

over average

Good

'B.'

The WUd Man

of

B«me«'

dull

Lizzie Miller

duals.
at a zippy pace. ''Love Crazy' Is a breaking down resistance. Individual
'Scatterroed Balnes Pnlb the
standout laugh hit ot top propoi'- incidents are built up for laugh purStrlncB' (RKO). Further estobtions, a happy successor to previous poses, and never miss their aim to
lishes the series cs strong enPowell-Loy teamings. As such, it cateh reaction from general audiwill roll up hefty biz In all runs, ences.
tertainment for the family trade.
with many key holdovers indicated.
'Here Comes Happiness' (WB).
Story focuses attention directly
Powell and Miss Loy again demTrite comedy-romance.
^
on the romantic by-play of MacMuronstrate their combined ability to
•Conntry Fair' (Rep). Corny
ray and Miss Carroll, with Loder
grovide utmost entertainment in a
hillbiUy comedy with Eddie Foy,
continually around to make it a madrothy marital mixup. Under most
surprises
MacMurray
threesome.
Jr., June Clyde and radio folks.
expert piloting of Jack Conway, pair cap
the excellence of his performwith
Weak dualer.
takes advantage of every opportimity
ance in a light role as the conInvisible Ghost* (Mono). Bela
to create maximum of laughs from
aggressive suitor—a per-,
every situation ofTered and even dip tinually
Lugosi in an inept horror atformance which indicates he can
'
Into broad slapstick and Sennettized
tempt.
assignments in top style.
chase for smacko audience reaction. carry such
beauteous as the
This combo is still far out in front Miss Carroll is
and object of the capable Hispanic players in this picgirl
as the top exponents of marital com- English
most
Texan's campaign, teaming
ture.
edy on tne screen.
MacMurray. Loder
Basic difficulty, as will face all
Story is light, but sufficient frame- competently with
the part of the slow- producers in the current Latinwork on which to hang the madcap ably handlesbewildered
naval officer American
'good will' trend, is in deentics of a most happily married moving and
the fast-step- cision as to whether
pursues
valiantly
who
pair.
the film is to
It's their fourth anniversary,
Sunporting players appeal primarily
and they plan to repeM happenings' ping American. contributions
to audiences In
to the
the U. S. or South America. This
of their wedding night, but mother- provide strong
Morlson, in pic turns
out to be a coinpromlse that
in-law arrives to send plans awry. overall setup. Patricia
MacMurray's wiU please neither
Meeting of Powell with a former a brief sequence as
group. 'VUa, in
bit.
sparkling
jealousy, divorced wife, does a
flame, Gail Patrick,
'

'

'

.

prompts

separation, and plans for a divorce.
To gain time, in endeavor to reconcile with his wife, Powell simulates
Insanity; is adjudged insane by the
lunacy commission, and lands in a
?irivate sanatorium. Escaping, he reurns home to masquerade as his sister until the mother-in-law discloses
to Miss Loy confirmation of his innocent association with the old flame
And the happy couple start off again.
Picture is studded with laughs that
topple on top of each other, and in
many spots the dialog is lost during
and after hilarious episodes. Powell scores as the ever-loving husband
who gets into jams over the situation
generated by the conniving in-law.
Miss Loy provides her usual sparkling performance as the wife who
does not want to lose her mate.
Jack Carson makes capital, of the
role of an archery champ who is
vamped by Miss Loy for jealousy
purpose, and winds up- as her companion until the reunion. Gall Patrick is intriguing as the siren, while
Florence Bates provides a vivid
characterization of the in-law. Excellent support is given by Sidney
Blackmer, Slg Rumaim, Vladimir
Sokoloff,
Kathleen Lockhart and

'

Donald McBride.
There's a wealth of comedy material in the script- for Director Jack
Conway to capably transform to the

A stuck elevator episode at
the very start is great slapstick,
while Powell's initial antics to simulate insanity, and then his straight
attempts to prove otherwise, which
screen.

-

Billie Burke, Edmund Gwenn and
Reginald Denny click in their re-

spective roles. Billy .Gilbert is on
for only a flash.
Cafe chorus sings There'll Always
Be an Englantl' during an air raid
attack, and MacMurray deliberately
.<!ings 'Home -on the Range* to Miss
Carroll slightly offkey. His periodic
demonstrations of bird calls are good
for laugh reactions, a good running
gag neatly spotted for maximum
reaction.

combo

Producer-dlrector-scripter
of Griffith and Mim 'Van Upp is a
strong asset to the Paramount production setup. The writer has provided plenty of lightness and general gayety in both lines and situations, with Griffith wringing every
last ounce ot entertainment from the
material.

Production is A. grade throughout,
with particularly excellent job of
-

editing

on intercut of studio scenes

with clips of IjOtidon air raid fires.
Photography by Bert Glennon Is uniformly tops.'
Walt.

IN LISBON

(WITH SONGS)
Hollywood,

m

m
p'

.8.

. .

Dame May Whitty
Edmund Gwenn

Florence. I...

Lord Fltzlelgh
Erich Strasser
Fopopopoulos
Concierge
Strasser's Aide

Walter

Reginald Denny
^

Billy Gilbert

Marcel Dallo
Druce Wyndliam
....Jerry

Mandy

'One Night in Lisbon' Is an effervescing romantic comedy saturated
with some racy lines for the sophisticates but with plenty of broad
levity In both dialog and situations
to catch on with adult audiences
generally.
Light and breezy, picture will prove a tonic for spring

and summer

biz and has a good
chance .to hit surprisingly good
grosses for this particular time of

year.

Ellison

Alberto Vila

Buddy Ebaen

nastlnr;a

His Secretary
Nlcunor

...Chester Clute
Carlos Barbe
Francisco Moran

Don Ramon..;
Pedro
Don Frutos

.-Fortunlo

Bonanova

Luis AlbernI

Situation on 'Latin-American good
the cinematic kind, anyway—

will'

—

becomes
every

more

complicated

with

new

feature having to do with
the republics south of the border.

It is

extremely dubious

if

"They Met

Argentina' will further the cause
hemispheric solidarity despite
leaning over backwards 'to soft-soap
in

of

some

situations and weld Pan-Americanism.
And it is doubtful if the
dim' will cause much of a ripple
with exhibitors here despite a sturdy
Rotlgers and Hart score. Picture will
be a dismal grosser; it's a secondary
dualer.

liiere is not so much apparent to
the American' eye which Argentinians might complain -about excepting the exagjgerated characterizations
which are virtually caricatures. But
they doubtlessly jvill object to the
way Alberto VWt, rated .a film ster
in Argentina, is' pushed around in
the story. 'Here is a Ijatin-American
star who measures up to his advance
billing, yet his 'role is subordinated
Also the
to UtUe more than a bit
'

Edward H. Griffith functions as more squeamish Latin-Americans
both producer and director, re-team- further will resent the forward manIng with scrlpter 'Virginia Van Upp ners of Maureen OUara, as the
and the starring duo of Fred Mac- heiress', and Diosa Costello (a Puerto
Murray and 'Madeleine Carroll from Rican), as a native servant. But
'Cafe Society* of a year ago. Grif- most of all, Yanks and Latins alike
fith provides a consistenQy zestful will object to the lukewarm entertwca

'in

the liehtlv-textured

.itorv.

Costello

Hughes

i..Ben Weldon
.....Theodore von EHx
L,eon Belasco

Lewla

Mitchell

Al
'Butch'

Joe Tula
Eddie Hart
..Jerry Jer«rhe
Steve Darrell

Joe
Pete

Napkin Counter

William Tannen

D-Iver.

'of

O'Sullivan teamed. New verson of
a city racketeer who takes refuge
from the law on a farm, and falls for
the straight and narrow, in addition
to the girl, proceeds according to
formula.
Picture mainly provides
acting experience for the two leadsRobert Sterling and M'arsha Hunt
(both on the Metro stock, list) ^and
will get by for fliler dates in the
secondary duals as a lower grade B.
Sterling is the fnnn<H»r business
arranger for gang boss Reed Hadley.
When Paul Kelly leads the cops in a
campaign to break up Uie racket
Sterling blows town and winds up as
guest on the hideaway farm, wliere
the entire family pitehes in to make
him feel at home, 'Yarn carries
mainly on saccharine Incidents and
a romance between Sterling and Miss
Hunt which carries an obvious strain
throughout.
Kelly arrives to teke
Sterling back to town, and the girl
is willing to wait after being apprised of his former unlawful activi-

—

SINGAPORE

and

the
Char.

effective

WUd Man

The

WOMAN

of Boraeo

Metro- production and release.
Features
Frank Morgan. Blllle Burke, Mary HowDonald Meek, Marjorle Main, Bonlta
GianvtUe, Dan Dalley, Jr., Connie GilDirected by Robert B. Sinclair.
Screenplay by Waldo Salt and John McClain, based on play by Marc Connelly and
Herman J. Manklewlcz; camera, Oliver T.
ard,

christ.

Marsh;
David

editor,
Frank Sullivan: music,
Snell.
At Strand, Brooklyn, week

'41,
dueled.
8,
This is a remake of 'Hideout' May
.tnMS.
which Metro released in 1934 with J. Daniel Thompson
Robert. Montgomery and 'Maureen Mary Thompson

•

James

Robert Barrat
Joseph Buloff
Dlosa Costello
Victoria Cordova
Antonio Moreno
Robert MIddlemas

Nina Maria
Don Carlos

Dame May Whitty. Edmund Gwenn.
Reginald DeoDV, Billy Gilbert. Screenplay

M

Don
Carol

Reed Hadley
'

Lapagos

are

Settings

photography good.

Henry Travera

Running

78

....BlUle Burke

Donald Meek

Irma

Marjorle Main
Connie QllchrlHt'
Denlta Granville

Mrs. Diamond
Franclne Diamond

Ed LeMotte
'Doc'
'Doc'

time,

Frank Morgan
Mary Howard

Bernlce Marshall
Professor BIrdo

Dan Dalley, Jr.
Andrew Tombea

Dunbar

Skelhy
Mr. Ferderber

Walter Catlett
J. Green

Joseph

Murdoek

Phil

Silvers

Three fundamental faults mar
what slim chance 'The Wild Man of
Borneo' might otherwise have H^d.
is that the leglt original of the
title, produced In 1927, is. completely dated, if it ever amounted to
much in its initial stage garb. Anthat director

First

same

other

is
Robert B, Sinclair has employed tolky stage technique in directing. Third is the scr

lection

Morgan

Frank

of

as

the

medicine show spieler and the prolongation of his radio show 'taUstory' telling into an overlong film
characterization.

entertainment
pects,

even

if

Result

with

is

meagre

feeble
pros-

dualed.

Thls.is a fable of a medicine show
grifter In the early 1900s who decides
to reform and retire because he
thinks his long-neglected' daughter
has inherited a fortune. 'When he
finally returns home and rejoins his
offspring, now IB years, the barker
learns his daughter is as broke as
he is, but his proclivity for telling
lies enables l^im to bluff his way to

New York

pretending that he Is a
of means. They go to live at a
theatrical boarding house where Uie

man

medicine show
acter

liar's

phoney char-

unctivered.

is

Aside from the unoriginality of
theme, a lighter directorial touch and

much

more

action

<

l^der,

by Virginia Van Upp, based on play
there's Always Juliet* by John Van Druten; camera,- Bert Glennon; editor, Eda
Warren; asst. director, Edward Bemoiidy.
Previewed at Aleunder, Glendale, May 7,
•41.
Running Ume,
MIN8.
Fred MacMurrny
Dwlght Houston
Leonora Perrycoste
Madeleine Carroll
Gerry Houston
Patricia Morlson
Catherine Bnflldcn
Blllle Burke
Commander Petor Walmpley. .John Loder

Tony Barolll
Dr. Anderson
Cassell

Virginia Weldler
Paul Kelly
Pay Holde'n

.

Go'oree

.

May

release of Edward H. QrlfAth
production,
directed
by GtUflth. Stars
Fred MacMurray, Madeleine Carroll; features Patricia Morlaon. BUlle Bnriie, John

Paramount

compara-

might have
Warner Bros, release of Harlan Thomp- salvaged something from the plot
Much is made of the romance be^
Features Brenda Mar- absurdities. Instead, bulk of action
tween Ellison and Miss O^Hara, son production.
David Bruce. Virginia Field; Jerome
which becomes a sugar-coated at- shall,
Cowan, Rose Hobart. ,J}lrected by Jean takes place inside the boarding
tempt to depict the blending of the Negulesco. Story, Laird Doyle; adapta- house and develops into a ponderous
(MUSICAI.)
with the.U. S. The sec- tion, M. Coatea Webster and Allen RIvkIn; elongation of Frank Morgan's fabRKO release of LOQ Biock production. Argentines
Ted McCord; editor, E^verett rications. A few minutes of this tallondary love affair between Ebsen photography,
Stars Maureen. O'Elara; James Ellison, AlDodd. At Central, N. V., dual, week May
story stuff is okay on the air but
and Diosa Costello is represented as 10, '41. Rqnning
berto Vila, Buddy Bttsen, Dlosa Costello.
time, M UINS.
Directed by Leslie Goodwins, Jack HIvely.
a cateh-as-catch-can affair and so VIckl Moorv....
Brenda Marshall when stretehed past 70 minutes it
Screenplay by Jerty Cady from story by burlesqued that
Oavld R tchle
David Bruce becomes boring.
South
Americans
Lou Brook, Harold Daniels;- camera, J.
Claire Weston
Virginia Field
Morgan makes a satisfactory grifter
Roy Hunt; editor, Desmond Marquette; likely will grimace at the effort. The
Jerome Cowan if a bit too pompous in the incredible
JH'
dances. Prank Veloz; special effects, 'Ver- El Pato contest, a sort of soccer on Alice
North
Rose Hobart
non L. Walker; musical director, Lud GIus- horseback with no holds or clubbing
He's before the
Heather Angel characterization.
i^l'J?"^
kln; songs, Richard Rodgers, Ijorenz Hart.
-John
Welherby
Richard A|nley camera so much it becomes a monoAt Albee. Brooklyn, week May 8, 'iX. barred, has the gringo from Texas Mrs Bennett
Dorothy
Tree log. Billie Burke, as the theatrical
rescuing Alberto 'Vila. 'It's a touch
dueled.
Running Ume, 7« iUSB.
Bruce Lester boarding house keeper,
is wistful but
Lollta
Maureen O'Hara that may go unappreciated south of i'}''*
Connie

Santiago
Panchlta

ONE NIGHT

another

Bruce,

.

They Met in'Argentina

get him in deeper, are tops In farce
When Powell sheds
Serformance.
is trim moustache for the Woman'
masquerade sequence, he clicks Tim Kelly
cteadily with each' situation gen- Alberto Delmonte
Duke Ferrel
Wait
erated.
Don Enrique

L

Lieutenant Mcl''nrley
Mrs. Miller
Mr. Miller
Sergeant Brent
Sally Traveni

first Hollywood appearance, is
obviously not enough of a name for
U. S. marquees, no matter what his
standing in the southern continent.
So, with S.A. providing only a small
proportion of the gross which is
necessary to make a film profitable,
a studio must necessarily inject names
and plot that will snag coin from U. S.
filmgoers.
And It is these concessions to the latter group that will irk
the Argentinians. Problem is one
that's going to give Rockefeller com- ties.
Sterling and Miss Hunt gain at
mittee and all the other good-willers
plenty of headache before it is least experience as the two leads,
with
solved.
Virginia
Weldler
romping
Story is one of those things. A through as the pestiferous kid sister.
Texas oil millionaire loses out in se- Fay Holden and Henry Travers are
curing oil lands in Argentina, and the farm couple, while Carol Hughes
then seeks a race horse which has is spotted as a night club entertolner
been cleaning up at the Buenos Aires in the first part handling the one
track. He orders his representative, song, 'A Lesson in Latin.'
Nothing
youthful Texan (James Ellison) to unusual in either the script or direcget ttie nag at any price. In the lad's tion, both seemingly aimed at flIUng
maneiivers, aided by a Texas cow- out the time allotment for a dual
Walt.
boy (Buddy Ebsen), he falls in love filler.
with Lolite (Mauseen O'Hara), the

his

Argentina heiress and daughter
the horse owner, Don Enrique.

-

David

tively fresh recruit for the screen,
also has fine possibilities based, if

WAIT FOR YOU

tM-G). Unfunny, shoddy farce,
even for twin bills.
(Col).
•The Great Swindle*
Jack Holt meller with mihlmum
action. Extremely mild even for

campaign by naval
WiUiam Powell and Myrna Loy commander John Loder, who expects
romp merrily through another mari- to marry the girl himself, and the
tal comedy loaded with solid com- kind offices of socialite Billie Burke
edy; compactly set up- and tempoed and sympathetic Edmund Gwenn In
Ma'cMurray's

works with either charm cr force as
the occasion demands. In a way Miss
Marshall reminds of Evelyn Brent,
earlv talker star, who played roles
similar to the one the featured player
essays in this picture,

nothing else, on the way he handles
himself in 'Singapore Woti\an.' He's
a rubber plantation owner who falls
Wear.
remarkable special effects.
in love with a fallen woman, regenerating her under circumstances
I'LL
that are both dramatic and unique.
A dipsomaniac who has come to be
(ONE SONG)
known as a jinx woman, Miss MarHollywood, May 6.
Metro release' of Edwin Knopf produc- shall tiirns a little rapidly from a
Features Robert Sterling. Maraba bum into a lady after she has been
tion.
Hunt. Virginia Weldler. Directed by RobAlso
Screenplay by Guy Tros- brought'to Bruce's plantetion.
ert B. Sinclair.
based on story by Haiurf Orashln; the auto smash, which jresults in the
per,
Blmo convehient death of a returning husSidney Wagner; editor,
camera,
Veron; song, Al Slegel, Ralph Freed. Previewed In studio proJecUon room, May B, band she had thought dead for years,
is a little corny but these things do
41. Running time, 73 MIN8.
Robert Sterling not mar the entertainment values of
'Lucky' Wilson
Marsha Hunt
Pauline Miller
the film.

program remake of 'Hideout' of
minor Importance.
'Slnc»pore Woman* (WB). An

—

Martha

cinch

laugh tonic for summer b.o.
Arsenllna'
Met In
'They
(RKO). Ccpable people miscast
and wasted on inane musical.
Dubious for South America,
B
'I'll Walt For Tou* (M-G).

Atlantic to England. Miss Carroll is
a reserved English girl brought up
Pair
to expect formal courting.
meet in an air-raid shelter. MacMurray launches a whirlwind camSIff Humann
Vladimir Soknloft paign that dazzles the girl, and two
Donald MacDrlde days later she accompanies him to
Sara Haden
in
Kathleen Lockhart Lisbon where the pair get tengled
Fern Emmett a spy roundup and then MacMurJoseph Crehan ray convinces her to marry him and
George Meeker fly back to America.
Clarence Muse
EllElia Cook, Jr.
Interwoven is the interference of
Qall Patrick

Jack

QeoTf;e Renny
Dr. WutherinK

a

everywhere.
'One Nleht In Lisbon' (Par).
Breezy and racy romantic com-

Myrna Loy

BiiHan Ireland

iHbel Grnynon
"Ward Wllloui;hby
Mni. Cooper

from the Yiddish and Broadway
stage, as the funny man-servant to
the Argentina ranch owner. Scripters and authors of the original, both
directors and dance director Frank
Veloz (and Yolanda) must share the
blame for the rest. It lags in all

Miniatnre Reviews

edy,

recruit

Buloff,

legit

Carroll that are decidedly zingy and

AlWd with machine-gun, two-edged
dialog thrusts which can easily be
missed by unsophisticated audiences.
More than the first half unfolds in
war-scarred London but the background never intrudes above the

by Joseph

tainment

and

the

waste

of

the

the border.
Failure to place Vila In the leading
an 'Argentinian, and the chief
femme character made a native of
the U. S., seems like erroneous casting.
The film, as a matter of fact,
is cluttered up with miscasting. The
capable Diosa Costello is smothered
under inane dances with Ebsen,
while Chester Clute, usually competent supporting screen vet, is seen
onljr in a bit. 'Victoria Cordova also
is given little or nothing to do.
The
Chaco, tebbed a new dance, possibly
is okay ballroom material but probably won't cause any furore elsewhere. It fails to excite even in the
elaborate production numbsr em-,
ployed to introduce it

role, as

'

• •

Moore
Cpmmisaloner
S»?»:-'
Natasha
Sir Stanley

Leon
Douglas Walton
.

Gilbert

Emery

Logan
BIberman
p^i^

Stanley

Abner

The locale of 'Singapore Womanis familiar but the qualify of
this *B'
from the Warner studios is much
higher than k lot of films of this alphabetical order have been of late.
It might have been developed into
an
'A' had that been the intent and a
higher budget figured.
lot of the.atres that have been complaining, of
the B's "Tvill welcome this strong
supporter. In some secondary runs
it might take the top position on the
show.
Harlan liiompson is the producer
and Jean Negulesco the director,
6t the Rodgers-Hart music, "You've while heading the cast are Brenda
Got the Best of Me,* 'AmarUlo' and Marshall and David Bruce, paired
'Cutting the Cane* stand out with romantically.
Both give excellent
'Carefree Carretero' and "Never Go accounts of themselves
as do others
to Argentiiia If You Don't Dance' in the large cast,
including Virginia
close behind as possibilities.
Best Field, Jerome Cowan, Rose Hobart
song efforts are contributed by Vila and lessers.
and Miss Costello.
The story has plenty of meat, inMiss O'Hara makes an intriguing volves B lot of plot and
situations,
Spanish girl, although not speak- adheres fairly closely to
the plausible
ing with the same accent as her and moves along in
sprightly fashfilm father.
Her father is ade- ion. Among other athings it takes
quately portrayed by Robert Barrat. surprising turns, at all
times care-

A

dumb

until the surprise finish.

Howard,

apparenUy

a

MaVy

newcomer,

proves refreshing as the medicine
spieler's long-forgotten daughter while Donald Meek is strictly
Donald Meek as Professor Blrdo, a
vaudeville whistler. Marjorle Main,
Bonita Granville, Walter Catlett
Phil Silvers and Andrew Tombes are
all known stage and screed players
who add an occasional bright
moment to the desiiltory proceedings.
Dan Dalley, Jr., again evidences
promise as a new leading man.
Camera work of (the late) Oliver
T. Marsh and the sound recording
supervised by Doaglas Shearer stand
out because they are so much above
other technical work on the film.
Waldo Salt and John McClain are
listed as screen scrlpters. Original
play by Marc Connelly and Herman

show

'

.

Mankiewicz only points up how
far both have traveled In the last 14
years.
Wear.
J.

.

as Texas representative of
the oil millionaire, is improved over
cowboy characterizations in westerns of a few years back, but is
rather dismal when h? sings.

Ellison,

his

cast

as

releojse of Lany Dannour proStars Jack Holt; features JonaMaiiorle Rey-

Columbia
duotlon.

than Hale, Henry Kolker,

nolds, Sidney Blackmer. Directed by Lewis
D. Colllna. Story by Brlc Taylor; aoreenplay, Albert DeMond: editor. Dwlght Caldwell; camera, James 3. Bnwn, Jr,.
At
-.
Rlalto, N. T.,
May 13, '41. Run•

ful^ sustaining the suspense. Yarn ning time: 6S HINa.
was written by Laird Doyle and Jack, Regan
adapted with skill by M. Coates Swann
Cocdell
Webster and Allen Rivkin. Dialog Stewart
Margaret Swann
has rather good punch but there Bill Fa(row..(

Isn't much comedy relief either as to
the gum
chewing Texas cow wrangler, pro story or in the direction outside of a
vides the chief comic relief opposite couple of free-for-alls In a Singapore
Miss Costello.
Latter sings well, dive where a prima donna keeps on
given
singing
through it all, her voice risdances like a hurricane when
haU a chance and looks like a future ing with the tide of the fighting.
Miss Marshall, who is on the way.
screen bet However, in this picture
she is not favored by the closeups or to steVdom, clearly has much for
films and is a striking screen type.
lighting.
is
fairly
satisfactory. Girl Is a distinct personality who
Support

Buddy Ebsen,

THE GREAT SWINDLE

,

Ttaontas'Manliall

Dave Lennox
'Rooky' Andrews..;
'Capper' Smith

Jack Holt
Jonathan Hale
Henry Kolker
Marjorle Reynolds
'...,i...Don Douglas
.-...^...r.Boyd Irwin

Sidney Blackmer

Douglas Fowley

Tom Kennedy

Outside the opening conflagration
scene, this new Jack Holt meller is
a false alarm. 'Wh^t begins as an
exciting yam about Are insurance
adjusters and arsonists soon siirimers

(Continued on page 18)
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Day
is.tKe

day

when your baby
doesn't go to

i

starring

PRISCILLA LANE

Jeffrey LYNN

(M> W(nJl£/t^iXL\

RONALD REAGAN
wiTh

MAY ROBSON • LEE PATRICK
CURTIS BERNHARDT

Directed by

Maeaulay and Jarry
Scraan Play by Casay Robinson, Richard
From a Story by Laonard Splgalgass

WaW

—
Wednesday, May 14, 1941
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"Sieg im Westen Right

Propaganda
im Westen' ('Victory
IA uuio..
is a grade-A Hitler

'Sieg

—

nr ..\
West')

in

of the inside of the Maginot Line,
Hiuch of which was sCBH in the
subject
^^^^ .pj^^.g ^^^j
getting
footege

in the
orrnierror.

maybe the Nazis are
Germany's war even with M. of T. for using
!

Pam

•

propaganda film described it as
Newsreels are not
under
censorship,
to
freedom of the press guarantee.
Four points were cited by the
League in its claim that the pic
is a feature and not a newsreel.

1

a newsreel.

Townley: camera, Ernest. Miller; editor,
Ernest Nlms; supervising editor, Murray
Previewed In
Seldeen; music, Cy Feuer.

subject

Projection

They

are: (1

)

there

(4)

tive.

is

Johnny Campbell
Pepper Wilson
Qunther Potts
SloKle .McPhoe
Cash Nichols

does not consist
news shots, but

completely of
contains posed scenes; (2)

being wedged in the joints of

seats.

,'41.

Maurice Cawt

Wiseman

Spotty Wiseman
Harold Peary
Whitey Ford

-

Whitey
,
The Vasa Family and Simp Phonics,

D

No Pix Curbs
Continned from page

Large group of radio folks plus activity in the- Hays organization.
Eddie Foy, Jri, June Clyde and 'Big He heads the eastern Production
Boy' Williams wrestle valiantly ^to Code Administration and is execumake something of 'Country Fair' tive assistant to Will Hays.
but it still remains pure corn. Pic-

out that

German
official
Film-Kurier,
trade paper, which was. quoted
in Variety last week, indicated
that 'Sieg' is a feature and not a
newsreel.

•

'

,

8.

t.ulubelle

{..ulubelle

Scotty
Glldersleeve

!

a connected narra-

also pointed

13.

Ferris Taylor

Cornelius Shnpsiin

Snoezy

mu-

dubbed in; (3)
two hours, and

•

League

May

Indictment alleges his claims in
Run- most cases were untrue.
Postal
based on fact that he wrote
Kddle Foy, Jr. fraud is.
June Clyde letters to an investigator for the inGulnn Williams surance concerns in connection with
William Demurest
Harold Huber his claims.

May

Room, V. Y.,
ning time, 74 MINS.

It

sical score was
film lasts almost

Pittsburgh,

COUNTRY FAIR

German

the

of

INDICTED IN PTSBG.

Louis Goldberg last week was indicated here by a Federal grand jury
on charge of using the mails to defraud accident insurance companies
covering theatres in Pittsburgh. Government charges that GoldbSrg fre(WITH SONGS)
quently pretended to have been inRepublic rclense of Armnnd Stlinefer proKenturea Eddie Poy, Jr., Juno jured by falls on greasy or wet
duction.
Directed floors, by slipping on orange peels
Clyde, Oulnn "Big Boy 17111181™.
by Frank McDonald. Screenplay by Dorrell and also with having been hurt by
and Btuart McOowan" from orlRlnnI by Jack

to

distribs

the

ALLEGED THEATRE GYP

He/b.

Attorney Thomas E.
determine if a misdemeanor was committed when

Dewey

on

city folks gather.

where

tears

District

boasting of
^^"^
might to soften up potential victims
wewatcn;.
^
,
,
Sending 'Sieg' to the
for the kiU,
Battle scenes are preceded by a
United States is apparently part of 10-minute prolog giving the history
when the
that process. If so, it is a 100% mis- leading up to May 10, 1940,
march on the Low Countries began.
take and proves Hitler doesn't know Usual Hitlerian lies are repeated
his United States.
that whatever countries the GerNothing the so-called 'oro-British mans took were conquered only bewarmongers' have done to date is cause England was aiming to get
more calculated to send this country there first and use them as bases
Reich is
into the war. against the Nazis than for attacks on the Nazis.
'Sieg im Westen." And that's the last made completely innocent.
In this
thing Hitler wants. Fortunately for prolog as well as in the main porhim, the film, which opened last Wed- tion of the pic, various kinds of
nesday (7) at the 96th St. theatre in maps are extensively used to show
Manhattan's Nazi Yorkville sector, how Germany was endangered and
won't be seen by enough Americans in the development of military camIt's doing terrific paigns.
to make a dent
,
^,
business night and day, but, the great
Because of its length and the
bulk of patronage is by German- Hitler-applauding crowds perpetu.
IS
speaking Nazis who seek something ally in line to see 'Sieg,' house "
else,
it's
even
if
anything
in Hitler to be proud of,
showing no shorts or
only a destructive military machine. with 'Feldzug im Polen' audience
making Americans got one of Paramount's Three Bears'
Instead
of
Herb,
frightened of the terrible power of cartoons.
the Reich's Army, 'Sieg' inflames
films

it

Russel
Hicks and Marjorie Gateson, as parents of the femme, give standard
performances.
'Here Comes Happiness' msy provide some hapiness for exhibs in the
rural areas, "but hardly anything but

Protest was filed by the Nonr
Sectarian Anti-Nazi League last
against allowing 'Sieg im
Westen' to escape New York
State censorship by labeling It
Squawk went to
a newsreel.
Irwin Esmond, director of the
film division of the Statie Board
of Regents.
League also wired request to

the past has used] (or

Richard Ainley, the

socialite lover, lays
too thick for results, while

spurned

week

Error for the Nazis

|

Der Fuehrer

Now a Tactical

stock company.

No Newureel?

'Sieg'

ture starts out as a political yarn,

By

strengthening

the

industry's

swings into a hillbilly fable with a voluntary defense committee activity,
county fair background and then picture executives hope to have tHjs.
disintegrates into a hokey .gangster liaison with Government defense
free-for-all with snatches of musical work that will give the film busi-'
entertainment tossed in. E^xtremely
ness full representation and -satisfy
mild 'B' film, strong only for support
Federal executives. Tendency of so
on twinners.
Presence of the* radio names may many people to horn Into the .de^Continued from page ISs
generate some b.o. interest, but the fense setup as far as pictures are
haphazard,
story
material
the
eventuand
boy
to
involved is causing concern because
runaway
a
up
F picksg^t
O yy iiil/LiU
^ governor's pardon for the slapsticky way it is put over gives many in the trade believe it is ac^jjy

|

,

them. It would probably make them
anxious to take weapons in hand
and teach these arrogant butchers
pictured on the screen that no arm)
is invincible when it meets a foe
determined to fight. 'Sieg' shows the
Nazis marching into Belgium without opposition, taking sector ^fter
sector in Holland and France—but

'

.

Film Reviews

THF
PRFAT ^WINDI
1 nCt \aIVCa/\ 1

-

makes Americans think 'tain't
always going to be so.
down into a tangle of words and
One of the
'Sieg' was filmed by Army pho- inane complications.
tographers assigned by the German weaker B's to come out of this stuhigh command, which gets a pro- dio.
ducer credit Two oUier pix of Nazi
.^he Great Swindle' plants the
conquest shown in this country last j^gg that a valuable warehouse has
year, 'Feldrug im Polen' (Campaign be^n touched off in an arson plot,
Blitzkrieg
im ^nd shoves Holt into the arena as
in
Poland )
and
Westen,' were made by UFA news- the fighting insurance adjuster. After
reel subsids. 'Sieg' is definitely not clinching evidence and photographa newsreel (as it is classified by ing the tell-tale proof, the in.suranc'e
American UFA, the distribs), but a Sherlock permits bungling firebugs
documentary.
to steal, the photo from his apartPicture was highly-touted both in ment
After that it turns into a
Berlin and New York as something free-for-all of words and practicallv
very extraordinary. It doesn't live no action, with the insurance sleuth
up to its promise. Aside from a accusing about- everybody within
fancy editing job, a clever score and range of his voice except the right
EOQie slick photography, it's the same party: being
boss;
"J his new ^""l
i^—j, w*"^ fired by
old stuff. When you've seen 10 minthen rehired
'^J'"!"*,,""
.*"^k17"= onto the real
utes of one, you've seen them all.
and finally stumbUng
Only difference in 'Sieg' is that the culprH. Plot IS ramblinR, muddled
emphasis Is taken off machines \hy
and., talkative
complications
and put on men. That's Ineffective,
however, in sustaining interest in the l^'^c'fS^ tc /.„» «f *rif« notfom f
two-hour marathon, for the unbilled L,?h ^»rn, wltS^^^^^ti^S «iS
cameramen and editors have prob- ?^«De fSiiine to
«S slU^
ably less understanding bf people ™u?Snrfii.
many
as JillS
probabilities. ^.iSJr
There are .i
than they do' of tanks and planes. opening and shutting of doors as In
Soldiers are shown marching,' eat- the average 60-minute radio show,
ing,
washing underwear, .bathing, but the effect is much moro deadenrising their lives in battle, caring ing.
Dialog handed out in great
for their wounded, but there's seldom doses largely include:: such nifties
any humaneness, any, feeling, any- as 'You boys 'cover the rear of the
thing to arouse the kindlier emo- buUdlng,' 'he's not the tyoe that'll
tions.
let you welsh on your poker debts,'
The troops are still marching, still 'you can't do this to me' and 'Oh,
throwing up miraculous bridges, still no, well listen to this.'
taking town after town and' their
Holt does creditably In this insipid
tanks are still crossing rivers just story, but is not nearly as active as
as' repeated' time after time in the usual in his vehicles. J[onathan Hale,
previous two pictures. There'j one Henry Kolker, Marjorie Reynolds
concession, however, in 'Sieg.' In the and Sidney Blackmer head the sup-other films- there were shots of ,no port, with Douglas Fowley, as the
wounded and no dead. In this there villainous "Rocky' Andrews, indiare perhaps a half-dozen wounded eating 'greatest promise amon"? unand two German graves. Quite a low knowns in the cast.'
Wear.

kid's father; takes a personal interest
in the career and romance of a
local inventor to get the latter
on the road to prosperity and ex-

'

young

j

i

•

—

tage

of

Scattergood

the

character,

dersleeve finally
'

"

,

the cast are n^aUy selected- for the
ju^al and homey types required.
James Comcr docs wcU BS the young
inventor; Emma Dunn is Mrs. Sames;
i'n^cat's colored assist^^"1
ant; and Dink Trout is the train conductor. Monte Blue does justice to
the part of young Watson's father.
Picture is the sscond production
effort of Jerrold T. Brandt, who
seems to have hit a successful groove
in assembling a competent produc-

.

man

Vass Family,
Hare
Harold
Peary
(GlWersleeve of Fib.

.

ture.

yanfed

Hollywood,

9.

politico

\

Marjorie Gateson.
Directed by Noel U.
smith.
Screenplay by Charles Tedford
from original story by Harry Sauber; camJames Van Trees; editor, Harold McLemon.
At Paramount, Brooklyn, week
10,

'viewed In studio projection room, May 8,
41. Running tlmo. 68 MIN8.
Scattergood Balnea
Guy Kibbee
Bobs Watson
land Jlmmy. Jordan

shrapnel and shells seemingly
all- ^des of the camera.
Most
highly-touted shot however; is too 'SiS;dy'^°&::;;::::::::;;.irmaD^^^^^
"
far distant to be really good. Taken Piiny Pickett....*..'.'.'.'..'.'.'.".'.'... Dink Trout
Monte Blue
with a telescopic lens, it shows the Ben Mott:
P""""""
tiijy figure of a soldier climbing up
'^'?„?f° wmIS
S","'"
on one of the encasements of Hoi- "lira 'ni>tti::":"-."-'.-^--'.'.F^^^
land's redoubtable Fort Eben Emael Ed Potts
i.ee 'Lasses' White
Downs
Ann
Shoemaker
and dropping an explosive down into J'"Feat ^It apparenUy by a string
-.VMoiiS^J^
parently cost- the soldier his life.
-iDebuty
Eari Hodgins
Rex
Musical sCore is also noteworthy. Emperor
Cleverly, an excellent deep-throated
This is the second in the 'Scattermale chorus and martial tunes are
heard when the Germans are march- good Baines! series, and will further
Ing, but the niusic turns squeaky add to the b.o. prestige of the group
when French or English are in view established by the initial entry. No
of the4ens. In addition, the British question .that Scattergood will stick
air, 'We'll Hang 'Out Our Washing on in picture form for some time as
the Siegfried Line^' which apparently cinch attraction for the family and
burned up the Nazis, is used several hinterlaiid trade with assured profit
times. First it is to the marching of for the smaller houses catering tu
Ehglish prisoners ba«k from the the trade.. Key -rim audiences in
front and secondly at the Scenes of metropolitan centers mav tolerate
Dunkirk.
When the commentator Scattergood and his homely philosoadds: 'The British radio called Dun- phies in the support brackets, but he
kirk 9 'victorious retreat,' the York- can more than hold his own on the
ville audience howled as though at family circuit.
Story picks up Scattergood as th.
a great joke.
Inchitfed 4n the footage is some leading figure of the rural commu
film supposed to have been captured nity, Coldriver, having acquired infrom French, Belgian and British terests in varied enterprises of the
war cameramen. Not much is in county— and a friend of everyone,
evidence except some long sequences While pursuing his happy way, he

Running

IIHI.

time. SO

i,.;

Blaine

MINB.

Wear.
Mildred Coles uations.
Edward Norrls,
RMard Ainley
Russel Hicks
Marjorie Gateson
John RIdgely
Monogi^m relense of Ham Katzman (BanEddie Acuft ner 'Pictures)
production.
Stars
Bela
Lucia. Carroll
Lugoal; features Polly Ann Young, John
Helen Lynd McGuIre, Clarence .\fuse.
Directed
by
Marie Blake
H, Lewis.
Screenplay.
Al and
Edward Oargnn Joseph
Helen Martin; camera, Man-el I.e PIcard;
Vera Lewis editor.
Robert Golden.. At Rlalto. N. Y.,
Jo^ph Creban
'-11.
Running time: 62 M1N8.
.Ann Edn)onds May T.
Bela Lugoel
DeWolt Hopper Kessler
Virginia
Polly Ann Young

INVISIBLE
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'
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Tom Burke

Miss Barnes

Man

Warner Bros, giving Harry Sauber billing for an 'original' screen

'

!
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:
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guy

The

credit for adapting £hauSer
plot is just as mu'-h an old-hat
Rich girl doesn't want to
socialite

boy

John McGuIre

Evans

Clarence Muse
Terry Walker
Betty Compson
Ernie Adams

Mrs, Kessler
Jules

Williams

Ryan
Tim

classic.

marry

Ralph
Ceclle

on

,

GHOST

i

Peg

Best

Lulubelle Wise-

i

Bill

Flo
Clara
Joe
Mrs. James

manager.

real possibilities despite
a tendency to mug, possessing a trim
voice and personality. Harold Peary
screens well but has little, to do but
laugh sneeringly.
Screenplay by Dorrell and Stuart
McGowan is as fiimsy as Jack Townley's original, which looks like a medley of stock comedy melodrama sit-

Warner' Bros, release of William Jacobs
production.
Features Mildred Coles. EdNorrls, Richard Ainley. Russel Hicks,

John Vance
Emily Vance
Jim

whom mother has

Georve Pembroke
Fred Kelsey
Jack Mulhall

picked out so scrams and falls in
Except for. Bela Lugosi's name for
love with a sandblaster with whom the marquee, this would-be chiller
she lives happily ever after. Even adds up to approximately zero. It's
undoubtedly one of the feeblest pictures of the .season.
Yarn deals with a gimlet-eyed
gets pretty nearly the maximum out gent who goes into homicidal mania
of the yarn, although not avoiding at the sight of his insane wife, who
the cliched dialog which probably ran away with another ma'h years
must necessarily go with the plot's before. Siiccession of people are
fairly obvious tripe. Noel M. Smith's strangled and an innocent man is
direction has given pace and occa- executed for one of the murders besionally- builds to near climaxes, fore the killer is discovered. Whole
although that's no great trick with thing is beyond belief,
only 56 miijutes of scree.-, time to
Without going into detail- of the
fill.
{film's innumerable faults, call the
Cast won't matter on the marquee, story, characters, dialog, £core. Ughtbut the. acting, aside from an occa- ing, photography and direction all
sional lapse into overplaying, is of terrible. Just one redeeming phase
good B calibre. Mildred Coles and about the whole thing— the actors
Edward Norris in the boy-girl leads play the entire hodge-podge w^th addo okay jobs. Miss Coles is a pretty mirable sincerity. No one could beentry in the celluloid svTeepstakes, lieve such stuff, but they play it for
but suffers from the appearance all it's intended to be, anyway
angle hy seemingly an excess of
Incidentally, a flaw in the Rialto
avoirdupois. Norris, despite ability, screen is visible whenever a light
registers as the type who remains portion of film is projected. It interpermanently in the WI -lower-grade mlttently destroys illusion.
Hobe.

the most bucolic of B-lovers will
smell the corn in that one.
Screenplay
by
Charles Tedford
.
.
.

Ice Theatre
^Continued from page 2;

style

man shows

.1

ward

May

and the
Most of them are
with no rhyme

eration system was improved. Plant
by William Demar- cost around $70,000 to Install and
est Gulnn Williams makes a realisnew equipment pushed the total up
tic village blacksmith despite the
June to approximately $100,000. Show is
silly things he's asked to do.
It's biggest
Clyde, most recently in several Brit- paced around $18,000.
ish-made pictures, is fetching as one week's gross was around $55,000,
Pepper Wilson, sweetheart of the but that was during the holidays

humdrum

Wolf.

Jessica Vance
Chet Madden

radio show)

into the plot

'Mornin' on the Farm'
by Jack Elliott is the best tune,
Eddie Foy, Jr., successful as comic
foil in better pictures, is good as the
enterprising campaign manager for
Stogie McPhee. Lattec is played in

|

Here Comes Happiness

Jellirfs

May

Jerrold T. Brandt proRKO release
duction; production executive. Frank MolFeatures Guy Kibbee. Bobs Watson,
ford.
Susan Peterv, James Corner. Cmma Dunn,
Dlnk Trout. Directed by Christy Cabanne.
Screenplay by Cabanne and Bernard Schubert,
based on Clarence BudlnRton Kelland's 'Scattergood Balnos' stories; camera. Jack MacKenzle; editor, Desmond Mar
quette:.asst. director, John B. Burch. Pre.

the-

Military censorship, worked out
generally several years ago, gradually is, being invoked with the newsreels' fueling the brunt thus far.
However, the newsreel editors believe this censorship will be carried
out better and more sensibly in the
ne^ future when the industry coordinates its efforts with the objectives of the Federal Government

or reason.

era,

of

radio);

Simp Phonies.

,

.

in

ber" McGee's

tion staff for his imit
Jack Mackenzie's photography would be tops
in a much costlier production; and
all other technical contributions are
fine for a moderately budgeted pic-

'

'

Strings

defeated while

.

'

Scattergood Pulls the.

is

and puts plenty of sincerity and zest the blacksmith runs for lieutenant
Little Boos Watson goviernor
into his work.
and personally wallops
turns in a persuasive performance as five gangsters as a climax to his
the waif who is taken under Scatter- campaign,
while susan
Susan Peters,
feiers.
good's wing, wnue
gooa-s
Musical interruptions are by Lulu
"
Newcomer, catches attention in her beuHknown on tt^Ir^^^-^
as Lulubelle
fl„t part ks the ingenue. Others in Wiseman)
Wise
and Scotty (Scotfy Wise-

„

casualty list for the conquest of three
nations.
So similar is 'Sieg' to the previous
two films, particularly 'Blitzkrieg im
Westen,' which showed the uncompleted invasion of the same countries, that sequences from the earlier
film
are frequently recognizable.
They had an English commentary,
however, which this one doesn't
have. Wording of the previous commentaries was better, too, for pointing up the pictures.
'Sieg' does have sdme daring cam-era work. Several lensers are said
by the Germans to have died in filming it and that's believable when

'

!

SiSf

.

tually crippling defense efforts.

1

—

'

;

.

—

the film limited appeal.

'

Fast-talking campaign manager of
Common sense in spotting defense
an aspirant for governor secures the
promise of Pepper Wilson (June subjects and themes is the present
pounds his humorous and folksy phi- Clyde) to wed him if his candidate crying need so as not to flood the
wins. Of course, she starts .elec- screen with blah material, experts
losophies at every opportunity.
Script is tightly packed to obtain iioneering for the rival candidate, aver, Too much of this haphazard
maximum results from the footage Glldersleeve. Both nominees decide defense screen matter Is rated as acunreeled. Director Christy Cabanne they must win the vote in Potts
tually becoming so Irksome that in
does a fine job of injecting, the nec- county populated by rural folks
essary small town atmosphere in the who look like hillbilly moonshiners time it might keep people from attale, which is enhanced .to a great one time and farmers another.
The tending film theatres, thereby deextent by the incidents set up along village blacksmith is the mayor of feating the purpose of these subjects
the way.
the
principal
community
while
to educate the public regarding the
Guy Kibbee takes fullest advan- Lulubelle is the town's belle. Gll- nation's defense effort

also'

I

'

;

.

I

-

with

additional

performances

in-

serted.

Wirtz arranged salary cuts front
and back. Six line skaters and three
singers were dropped, only principal out being Douglas Nelle.s.
Joe
Cook dropped out befor^ the show
returned to the Center.

Announced

that

skating

a

show

will be put on at Luna Park, Coney
Island, this summer by Albert Johnson, who staged 'American Jubilee'
at the World's Fair.
Ice plant of

'Winter Wonderland,' also a
show, will probably be used.

Berlin's

Fair

Tunes

^^Contlnned from page
and Sandrich went' to Arrowhead

to

develop the story after first being
stymied. He's since returned to New
York. Besides tfie score, the story
is an original by Berlin, 'written with
Crosby, Astaire and Mary Martin
explicitly in
mind.
As a 10%
partner, he has more than a casual
authorship Interest, hence the accent
on proper casting.

At first Astaire was a hurdle- because of his terms, but that has since
been ironed out.
However, now
Miss Martin will be unavailable due
to her expectant motherhood by the
time the film goes into work in October or November. Berlin and the
Paramount studio both see an 'over.

night-stardom', opportunity for some
in the Maiy Martin role.

newcomer

Astaire at Columbta
Hollywood, May 13.
Fred Astaire, to co-star with^Bing
Crosby in Irving Berlin's 'Holiday
Inn' for
'You'll
bia.

Paramount

starts

Never Get Rich'

May
at

19 in

Colum-

^Tednesday,

May

14,

1941
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WITHOUT QUESTION THE HaAMOUS LOVE
AND LAUCHFROUC OF THE YEAR!

Starring

JOAN

FRANCHOT

BENNEHTONE
with

JOHN HUBBARD

•

EVE ARDEN

Story by Jone Allea
Based upon o Cosmopolitan Magoilni

Dlr.ct.d by

•

Richard W«llae..r,od«t.d by

Stro.n ploy by

•

WILLIAM TRACY

Harry Sogoll,

KejMfh EaH, CurlU ^

CHARLES R. ROGERS

•

'
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Orders Plrobe of Film Extras

Inside Stuff-Pkhires

Scripters' Average
iVeBllniied from page 3;

Setup in the Saeen Actors Guild

The two suits brought by Charles L. Casanave against Herman Robbins
ing to the film literary agents, has
Gruen, executives of National Screen, as well as the counterresulted in writers taking a heavy and Toby
action brought by Robbins against Casanave, are all to be tried in Westloss on yearly Intake with average
chester county.
weekly eamiii^ for the some 700
Appellate Division during the past week upheld the decision of the
scribes registered totaling around $80 Westchester (N.lf.) supreme court that Casanave had a right to prosecute
a week, in spite of the high pay his suits in Westchester, alleging corporate fraud and attempted seizure
of control of the National's accessory company. Robbins' counter-suit, also
checlis collected by a few of the
charging fraud and seeking an acdounting plus other relief now, also will
more prominent.
be tried in Westchester though that place of trial was bitterly opposed.
Herman Bower, of Florida, filed suit yesterday (Tuesday) in N. Y.
At the present time studios have
court against Charles L. Casanave, seeking $18,753 due on a judgfederal
under
125
writers
approximately
secured in Chicago.' Plaintiff claims he secured the judgment in
ment
term contracts, as against a previous
April 1641, but Casanave has reftised to pay in Chicago, so he is seeking
figure of around 250 such deals. Out
a judgment in N. Y. where Casanave is employed. The defendant is an
of the 700 writers in town, only
official of National Screen..
slightly better ttian 400 are drawing
pay checlcs at present, but some of
It took 3,400 men in Uncle Sam's uniforms, 200 fighting planes and a
those weeldy stipends are of a
troupe of high-priced actors snd technicians to make one shot in 'Dive
healthy size, guaranteed to keep th^
Bomber,' the Warners picture, at U. S. Naval Air Base, San Diego. Scene
wolf away from the door for quite a
filmed in Technicolor, with no chance of a retake. Michael Curtiz,
was
period of montlis.
director, had the full cooperation of the. Navy, which stopped work in every
Majority of writing deals handed hanger and machine diop during the shooting.
out' now by the studios call for a
writer's services on a week-to-week
Warner Bros, is getting 30-50% for 'Meet John Doe,' plus splits, which
basis, or afr the most, on a straight is being marketed separately rather than imder the current season's (1940one-picture assignment wiiich would 41) contracts. Terms call for 30-50% up to the figure grossed by 'Fighting
run anywheres from three weeks up, esth,' after which there is 1% of film rental for every 3% increase in the
until a chore could be completed, or take. 'Where the theatre did not play '69th,' some other film is used as the
the maximum number of weelts basis for the split
guaranteed had t>een reached. Such
a method of doing business has reGin nunmy is a headache to studio fiacks) not because they play it themsulted in considerable writing-off of selves but because the actors think of nothing else between picture taices.
studio overhead, but the agents, who It was customary, before the epidemic, to catch players between scenes for
were formerly able to set a client oni interviews, still shots and whatnot, but not now. Pulling an actor out of a
a nice fat ticket running for a period gin rummy session is harder thaii pulling his molars.
of montlis and then sit back and collect 10% aren't in favor. It
now
WB's .The Wagons Roll at Night,' to be nationally released May' 25, is a
necessary for them to get out and remake of 'Kid Galahad,' made by the same studio and released in 1937.
hustle to stir up interest and Jobs Hie only 8wlt(!hes are in the title and changing the juve lead in the Francis
for the writers on their list,
Wallace story from tiie original fighter to a present-day lion tamer. The
As usual Metro registered the very same farm house set was apparently tised in both pictures.
highest number of writers employed,
Harry Sherman Is taking advantage of weather conditions on location
both of long and short term contracts and week-to-week.
Check at Lone Pine to shoot backgrounds for three pictures at time. While proat studio reveals that 85 writers are ducing 'Secret of the Wastelands' Sherman is filming footaga for 'Sheik
enjoying Metro paychecks, or around of Biiffalo Butte' and Timber Wolves,' all 'Hopalong Cassldys.' Triple
25% more than the average figure play saves the expense of three separate location jaunts.
'

May

Hollywood,

13.

An Investigation of the film extras'
•etup in the Screen Actors Guild has
been ordered by the American Federation of Labor. William F., Green,
AFL prexy, in a wire to ' Harry
Mayo, chairman of the Extras Advisory Council, stated:
have requested our 'representaMeyer L. Lewis, to confer with
you, investigate complaint and submit report to me.' The Green wire
was in reply to "one from Mayo
which stated:
'I petition you to appoint a committee to malte an investigation of
the Four A's (Associated Actors and
Artistes of America) undemocratic
setup, whereby tWfe Screen Actors
Guild, a branch of the Four A's governed by 1,100 Class A members,
have denied a vote to the rest of
the membership of approximately
8,000 members.'
Lewis, western director of the
AFL with headquarters in San Fran'I

tive,

'

$375,675 as represented by placement
through the Central Casting, $81,579
by direct studio contact and $25,077
in the independent field.

Those earning more than $200 per
month comprised 58 dress extra, 10
character people, seven cowboys and

two standins.
'Breakdown of

figures reveals thAt

only nine Class

B members

earneu

up

to $3,000 last year. There were
who earned $1,250; 135 earned lip
to $1,500; and 104 earned $1,750.
Last year was one of the slimmest

268

for extras since 1933 with earnings
falling off $2,529,766.

K-A-O's 13-Week Net

Down $76,000;

Profit

,

Keith Corp/s $135,157

Net profit after all charges exceptcisco, has instructed Aubrey Blair,' ing Federal excess profits tax of
AFL Hollywood organizer and Lewis Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corp. declined
spokesmen here, to contact Kenneth about $76,000 in the first 13 weeks
Thomson' and other SAG oflicials this year as compared with similar
with' reference to the extra com
plaint Guild tops said they had received no official communlration
from the AFL, saw no reason why
the AFL should be concerned with
Internal affairs in the Guild, and
that no cognizance would be taken

of the situation until some

official

word was

received.
They pointed
out that the extras themselves voted
111 favor of having the Guild board
Of directors handle their affairs.

period
1040.
of
Company net
amounted to $236,670 a; against
$312,452 in the first 13 weeks last
year.
Although profit before provision
for depreciation and income taxes
totalled $402,374, as compared with
$560,532 in corresponding period last
year, hike In income tax rate from
18% to 24% resulted in $92,896 being set aside as provision for Income
taxes as compared with only $75,660
In 1940. Net profit Is equivalent to
$3.72 on preferred shares as against
$4.86 last year.
Net profit of B. F. Keith, another
subsidiary, also dipped in the
first 13 weeks of the year, being
$135,157
after providing for
all
,

Simultaneously, it was learned
that the San Francisco local of the
American Guild 'of Variety Artists
also had complained to the .'AFL, as
wen as to the national AG'VA board RKO
over the recent national election.
The members said the methods employed during the election In the charges excepting Federal excess
Bay City was 'equivalent to balk>t profits tax as compared with $209,•tufling.'
459 in the IB-week- period ended
Considerable Interest Is being dis- March 30, 1B40. Profit before depredplayed here as to whether these ation and Income taxes amounted
moves mean that the SAG situation tO; $289,190 as compared with $975,will be taken up by the AFL Kxecu- 260. In the first 13 weeks last year.
thre CotmcU at its meeting In WashI^elth set aside $51,181 for income
ington next week. Two yeain ago taxes a« against $46,050 written off
the AFL recommended that the in the. first 13 weeks last year.
Four A's 'bo organized into ono big
union,' but
the
recoikunendatlon
never got beyond the conversation
Parepiis Signs
•tage. It was claimed the Four A's
iMd been Issued International char3 for
tcrs instead of. local charters, and
Hollywood. May 13.
that only the AFI< had authority to
Llndslcy Parsons stgned to proIssue the former.
duco three features for Monogram
'

-

.

r

Of these, '44 are workwith requests
Magazines and newsiwper syndicates are flooding
ing week-to-weeic, 41 on term pacts,
and 10 on the' short-termers. liSrge for art on Gloria Swanson, who .is returning to filmt in' 'Father Takes a
crew is necessary to handle the 55 Wife.' To date the studio has had 22 Interviews stressing the Idea that tha
Stories currently going through the re-glorified star can hold her own with tlitt new -(lAinour (lilf
^
preparation mill.
employed.

RKO

Qaoto Topped at 2«Ui
20th-Fox, with a total of 53
writers on 41 stories, Is nmning well
its usual quota.
Of this
total 16 scribes are on term pacts,
while company's usual average is

around 42 writers. Check of Columbia's writer list puts that plant at
what Is just about an all time high—
46 scribblers on 31 stories, of

whom

14 enjoy term deals while the balance are doing their time week-toweek. Warners checks otf 45 writers and
30 stories' being prepared, ol. which
.
25 are on term contracts. Normal
employment usually runs around 17
with
term pacts, and. eight on a
Break Dawn' BXte Eamlnfa
release, beginning with 'City Limits,'
week-to-week basis. Paramount reOnly 220 extras averaged $150 slated to .roU May 17.
ports a total of 42 writers and 28
monthly last year. The figure repOther two ar« Osle of Lost Men,'
stories, OP about 25% above normal.
resents a.1%. of the registered at- starting June 3, and 'Sweet Sbrteen,'
Fourteen of these are holding down
inoq)herIes.
Select group earned going befort the cameras June 20.
'term pact.

linddey
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BROADWAY Si^lTs-m

Arbitrate

Wis. and MiniL

Ops Scak

Indies to

Meet

Involved In a dispute over what
scale shall obtain for operators in
the Consolidated Amusement chain
following acquisition of Um theatres
by Julius Joelson, Local 306 of New
York has submitted the matter to
arbitration.
Union, of which Joe
Basson is president, went before
Milwaukee, May 13.'
Judge Ferdinand Pecora in N. Y. supreme court who appointed Harry
In an effort to bring harmony into
C. Kane to act as arbiter.
a situation that tor years has preKane is attorney for the Guggen- vented the fullest cooperation beheiitf' Clime Prevention Committee, tween Wisconsin and Minnesota indeand, following a preliminary meeting pendents, exhibs from both states
during the past week to lay the will gather for a regional meeting
groimdwork for arbitration of the June 4 in CHiippewe Falls, Wis. Buycontroversy between Joelson and ing, promotion and legislative problems are all expected to be brought
306, has scheduled the first hearing
nearer to solution under plans being
for Friday (16).
worked out for the joint confab.
Consolidated circuit numbering 18
Difficulties in the past have arisen
houses' in Greater New York and
from
the fact that many exhibs in
now operated by

Jointly

June 4

J. J. Theatres,' Inc.,

up by Joelson on taking over, northwestern Wisconsin have been
wants the scale that is called for un- served out of Minneapolis and their
o-wn interests lay largely in thet
der the Independent Theatre Owndirection. Other Wisconsin showmen
ers Assn. contract whic^ varies conwere served out of Milwaukee, and,
siderably In accordance with seating
while there has been no liostility becapacity, run, etc.
tween the groups, there has been a
In view of the fact that 306 always lack of unity in many cases where it
had a separate deal with the Con- would have been to the advantage of
solidated circuit at higher scale than both to work together closely.
under the ITOA contract, it Insists
Boards of directors of both the
that there be no change. It will be
Minnesota and Wisconsin indie assowith a total of 16 writers. Goldwyn for the arbitrator in the case to. de- cistions will,
attend the Chippewa
haa nine working on five stories, but cide which scale sliall prevail.
Falls meeting, together with many
only one under a term deal. SmaU
Operator members of 306 are con- individual exhil>3 from the territory,
has a total of seven employed on five tinuing in the Consolidated houses at One plan
to be passed upon by the
stories, but none with long term the old scale
pending a decision in meeting for ultimate ratification by
pacts.
Alexander Korda counts oA the matter.
the two organizations calls for exthree' writers and three stories; Hal
hibs'
spilt
membership in both
Roach has five busy on five forthgroups, dues to be no more than at
coming pictures.
Walter Wanger,
present but divided equally between
two writers and two stories, Sol
Loew's Meeting Rontine the two state associations so memLesser, one and one.
bers will have en active voice both
iBflnx From the East
Only routine business was trans- ways.
-

set

.

GABBmLPMOAI..
^BUzu Thura,:
New Blt^PlRcUd

To

.

iPALACESff

•

Tbo

Universal's situation is unique in
that studio has 41 ..writers busy on
stories, but only one writer, Felix
Jackson, under a term contract Republic, with none on other than a
week-to-week basis, is currently employing 32 writers on' 24 stories,
while the studio average is around 28
usually working.
RKO is now at
peak for nimiber of writers, having
26 busy on 21 stories and only two
with term contracts. Usual writer
load on the lot is from 1^2 to 15.
In the Independent field Samuel
Goldwyn and Edward Small, both
United Artjsls producers, hold deals

^

York Theatres

Jodson and Local 306

ahead of

HALL

m

**THEDEVIL
mss JONES"

Spectacular Stage Productions

j

'

.

Influx

York

scribblers from New- acted at the regular monthly meetto the Coast has also turned to ing of Loew's directorate Wednesday

a mere

of

trickle,

although

if

Para-

mount

carries tlirough with its plans
there will still be a number of such

Jobs open to those who can qualify.
Studio plans engaging a number of
promising writers to build a list for
the development of future talent
Of the eastern typewriter pushers
who are sent to the Coast It is the
exception, rather than the- rule,
when one gets more- tlum a six-week
trial contract,
Selling of eastern
newspapermen- to the studios, has, as
a result l)ecome far more difficult
Those writers who show promise are
unwilling to' go Coastward on a short
term basis and those willing to make
the jaunt are iisually considered unsulted for screen writing.

(7).
Session this month was not to
pass on any dividend action.
Loew's board of directors is scheduled to act on the common diwy
at the June meeting.
Company alreedy has paid 50c this year which
maintains the usual $2 annual rate.

BXO'S LEOAI SHUTS

Legislative influence

be greatly extended by

Coil's

is

expected to

this

move.

$174^79, 3-Mo. Net

Consolidated Fil'm Industries, Inc.,
net consolidated earnings amounted
to $174,379 jn the flrst tlyee months
this

year ended March 31. This is
.to
43%c per preferred

equivalent

Harry M. Pimstein, formerly attor- share or at the rate of about $1.74
ney with RKO Radio Pictures, has per year. Report shows company
been shifted to the theatre division income is approximately the same
and will work under Kelth-Albee- as in 1040.
Orpheum managiement
Consolidated Is a heavy stockholdCoincident with this shift, Phil er in Republic Pictures and is reStem has joined KAO as an attor- ceiving a considerable portion of its
ney. Stem was oh the RKO legal income from the
film company at the
staff

some time

ago.

present time.

'
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MILLER CHALLENGES FLY
'GOn BOGEr

ST.LOOISBiyES
Louis,

St.

Round-up

among

of reaction

May

NAB

surveyed expressed themselves as not
demanded changes in network regtilations, and that -they will support any resolution opposing the report which is intrdduced
at the convention tomorrow (Wednesday),
but they still felt that NBC and Columbia,
after a brief interval, will cool off and try to
adjust their differences with the FCC.
Minority of the affiliates declared they favored the networks Aghting; the FCC's latest
rules to the bitter end, even as. it seemed to
them that litigation might not get beyond the
temporary injunction stage. In the viewpoint

•

liking the

vou and Mr. Mac/arlane

W.

E.

MBS] in his
for your fine telegram of

Mac/arlan«, priz of

•

name

May

The President /eels when two
execKtives with such important
interests at stake -can view a

'

MILLER OBTAINS

.

situation with such detachment,
there is every prospect of finding a just and equitable solution.
'

preciates the conciliatory spirit

PUZZLE

IS

That Mutual has done Itself a
of good can hardly t>a denied.

Association of Broadcasters conven-

morning (Tuesday) to say
that while certain regulatory printion this

St.

Its

Louis,

May

-

Increased Cost of

Bight banquet.
Ironle Clrenmitucee
Meantime, the National Association
«t Broadcasters is holding its 19th
Knual convention at the New Jef-son hotel here- under an Ironic
•Ircumstance, namely:
At a time when the'lndostry
has Jost been Jarred •* never before by one branch of the Government (the 'FCC) It is belnr
invKed and warned to cooperate
generously with other branohes
•f the Government (the Army,
the Navy, the Treasnry, etc.).
Not the least of the oddities of
present gathering Is the picture
Of a large roomful of station and network broadcasters listening to the
'voice and the message of James L.
Fly, chairman of the FCC and a
man who obviously does .'not share
the broadcasters' conception of their

his tenure of oflice to July

1944.

expected that on Thursday (IS)
be made to obtain a
boost^ $35,000 annually for
him. Fred - Weber, of Mutual, cast
the tola negative vote on the' ^hole
question of endorsing Miller since
the endorsement seemed to him a
It is

an

.-

effort will

Hedges for Future

salary

'

'

of

Mutual may resign from the trade
association in resentment of the
critical
attitude of other broadJohn Gillin, of
casters.
Omaha, at Iward meeting, asked
Weber if he had a private understanding with ASCAP and also said

18.

HUler Draws Applause

The wave of applause for Miller*!
p(krenthetlc comment created possibly the most sensational episode
^ver to oc<;ur at any
convention in the presence of a member
of the Commission.
Miller's attack
and the reaction of the audience
caused the FCC chairman to color
Up, It was an Incident that obviously gave many broadcasters^ a vicarious thrill, but it also alarmed
others.
<

'

NAB

Early declared bis owb response
to the .telegram from mutual
ehleti was 'enly a pMlte ae.

knewledgement' and la no way-'
a statement of administration

of

He did not say whetherChief Execntlve approved
the antl-monopely ralei or
.

changes ordered by FCC. William
Hedges dwelt at length on the me-

Office of Government Beporte,
to advise the N.A.B. Convention

from
commitments to
the same time.

that the President has not expressed any policy on the reform
roles.
The wire to Mellett obvIoDsly was designed to coanter

chanical

confusion

resulting

stations
having
let the industry down
many networks at
into the record the adHedges informed the affiliates of
vice of Mutual attorneys and also
telephone line switchover
heavy
the
again raised the question of the
charges, and the probable need to
board's right to 'criticize Muhire more engineers and personnel
tual for acting in its own right acthe traffic problem on
handle
to
6wn guiltlessness.
cording to its own lights.
He also predicted a great
The radio industry, is, of course,
Edward Klauber agreed that the programs.In^dead
air and missed cues,
'mora or less reconciled to taking copyright problem at this' stag^ increase
los.1
of stationprobable
the
and
brders from the Government in con- should not be discussed by the
break announcements now accomonectlon with the world crisis. That board, since 'certain people had
the
20 second lull.
by
dated
financial sacrifices, loss of some ac'
visited the Department of Justice.'
at the
presided
Trammell
l^iles
counts througii rnanutacturing 'pri- Late Monday the
press section
meeting.
orities' situations, and increasingly ha'nded out a quotation from a let'
numerous requisitions of choice ter written by Alfred McCosker to
Judge A. L. Ashby briefly outevening time are likely is accepted Miller protesting Miller's statements lined some legal aspects of contracts
|

Weber had
Weber read

I

13.

In advance et Commlaflon Intentions, or gave the
green light.
Early announced he haa telegraphed Lowell Mellett, head of

affiliates

•

WOW,

i

May

of NBC met
Sunday night from 8 to 10 in the
Gold Room of the Jefferson hotel
executo hear discussions by
tives on the possible meaning of
;i60

NBC

.

'

Washingtorr;

Qaestlon of President Boose-

alUtnde toward the FCC
eraekdewn eSorta was farther
eonylloated today whan- White
Honie Secretary Stephen T.

the

LouU, May

St.

Some

NAB

-

was aware

During the question period not •
was addressed to Fly.
Only Lincoln Dellar, of KFSO, Sab
single query

Francisco, asked Commander H. R.
Thurber, of the Navy, a routine
question whether radio stations could
assume that Navy stories coming
over the wire ticker might be regarded as sufficiently checked In an
official sense.
Thurber replied that

such an assumption should not be

reported Mutnal efforts to spread
the Idea 'that the President
favors the regulatory blitz.
Hitting at a yarn In today's

York
letter

made at the present time. Major
General Robert RIchardsm of the
Army, and Lowell Mellett, of the
Office of Government Reports, were

New

Early denied hia
destroyed Induitry

Tlraei,

has

other participants

NAB

•s inescapable. Far from any re- on Mutual actions,
luctance to accept its full war-time
KSO, Des Moines, and WMT,
responsibility, broadcasting appre- Davenport, both Mutual, but also
elates tfaat it is its good luck as Blue and Columbia respectively, anwell as duty to be conspicuous in pounced taking out ASCAP network
public affairs and national defense, licenses through Mutual. Both staUnole Sam Everywhere,
tions are Cowles-owned.
Nevertheless it is evident from the
mood and the comment of many
j „. »„,
„„ccihio_

and

relationships

under

new

the

rules, assuming they become law.
Edgar Kobak, sales jnanager of the
Blue, provided the 'we're hot down-

,

|

However,

affiliates

were quite ob-

viotisly displeased that

NBC

brought

|

them no plan

•

.

.

]

that^

Uncle

Sam

is

P-^ay'

aU

U

Reported Set

^.e^' l-fi^
f-'''J«
To Acquire
opener instead of Monday as tradii^L^ll^f?fjl-'^A?\^i;,?."l.l5''J^^:i
casters (large and small) and that
tionally— complicates the news-rethe .chief speakers before the conCowles Eye
porting task for Variett with its
Government
vention
either
are
Tuesday afternoon deadline in New
spokesmen.
lyork City.
/
Chicago, May 13.
The St. Louis convention is probUncertainty Casts Pall
ably going to spend its time and
A report germinated by the FCC
As delegates gathered Monday
strength grappling with the Governsituation is that station WLS, owned
(12) the industry's wide uncertainty
ment issues and the interlacing issue
by the Prairie Farmer, hopes at long
as to the future was evident in the:
of ASCAP. For this reason an effort
last to solve its time sharing probBlue affiliates most conspicuously,
will be made either openly on the
lem by buying WENR from NBC.
and in their station sales reps' only
floor or through committee recomBroadcasters
conspicuously.
less
convention
mendation that a second
WCCO Bumor
to brand as wishful
comprising program directors of sta- were inclined
that Congress as a
Minneapolis, May 13.
tions be called in' order to consider thinking any hope
friend
Following the FCC orders of a
and work out plans for broadcasting body would concern itself as a
the regula- weelc ago, it is reported here that
policy on national defense programs, of the industry against
considerable the Cowles group may buy WCCO
including the looming dilemma of tory body. There was
criticism of the broad- from Columbia. Cowles now have a
'priorities' for Army, Navy, Treasury, private lobby
casting industry's backwardness in local newspaper in addition to radio
Red Cross, et al.
One group is strongly urging upon organizing its audience and friends stations in Des Moines and Daventheir other publishing
broadcasters the imperative need for so that In a crisis such as this port, plus
properties.
them to voluntarily organize to an- something could be done.
,

i

.

T

of action or concrete

point of view.

WIS
convention

!

i

I

!

'

I

^

1

relief

the morning

Only other- significant action this
morning was a breakfast. meeting of
the Independent Radio Network Affiliates, at which it was voted not to
make any reconrniendatlons as fd

rcfiilatloas,

the situaUon (which still leaves
Industry people wondering If the
Commlsh majority had - White

the position the IRNA should taka
regarding the FCC'i monopoly report, but to have the whole issue
thrown into discussion at one of the
regular sessions of the full NAB
convention.

Hoose sanction) was result of Inquiries by Al Warner, CBS commentator.
In his wire to Mellett, Early
directly slapped Mutnal by requesting broadcasters be advised
'I deeply 'regret that such use of
the letter Is being made by Its
.

hearted' note.

|

!

from Commlah
bat gave no cine
where Mr, Eooscve|t stands or
what the present status of Mark
Ethrldre li. Attempt to clarify

hope for

In

panel.

'

NAB

with regard to
matters of 'means,

NAB

BACKINGF.CC.

policy.

-

criticism of Mutual's behavior.
It is likely that stockholders

'

au

1^

OperatioiiSeenby

all

the other. He charged that some
'men, to divert attention from the
fact of monopolistic control in their
hands, conjure up insistently the
bogey man of government operation.'
Following Fly's speech, which was
the third of four in aH>anel on radio
in national defense,
President
Neville Miller stepped in. as 'chairman of the meeting to say that he
felt that the Commission chairman'*
remarks should not be allowed to
pass 'entirely unchallenged.'
Miller asserted that the government
also used bogey men to hide its real
purposes and declared that broadcasters are as patriotic as anyone
in 'or out of the government.

velt'a

—

fixed

methods and timing are flexible.'
He gave unmistakable evidence
that he Is 'grimly determined' to
keep radio away from either government ownership under the one extreme, or domination by two or
three great management groups on

is

•

18.

It is the
is at a new i»eak.
NAB board met Monday night
dominant fore* within the conven- and voted 24 1- approving Neville
tion, regardless of what may happen Miller's various actions on co^^yright
.between now and the Thursday (IS) and monopoly Issues and extending

were

ciples

public interest,

FM

lot

^prestige

13.

appeared before the opening
session of the 19th annual National

Steve.
.

May

sion,

revising its rates.
This and other ASCAP and
BMI news on Page 43 in the
Music Section.

time,

APPROVE

which prompted your message.
Very sin<;erely yours,

BMI

St. Louis,

Chairman James L. Fly, of the
Communications Commis-

Federal

time

in

was

Just prior to the NAB convention Mutual and ASCAP
signed, but NBC and CBS state
they -want 'better' terms. Mean-

NAB. BOARD

He wants you and Mr. Mac/arlane to know that he grfatly ap-

'

which have

also their belief that broadcasters
might as well not only reconcile themselves to
smaller profits, but realize immediately that
with more intense competition looming, they
•will have to apply themselves far more strenuously to getting new business and keeping
what accounts they have.
It

ASCAP News

7.

credits,

been forced, even after battle, to accept stiff
governmental regulation. These same broad
caster» declared that they would be amenable
to the demand for revisions in network relations if only they were sure it were not the
prelude to more restrictive and tougher measures,
measures.

filiates

FCC orders, bjr boldly praising
regulatory body. StephenT.Earlyi
secretary to President Roosevelt, addressed a letter to Alfred J. McCosker, chairman of Mutual, which
represented a sensational development, and gave further spotlighting
to the youngest network. On White
House staUonery under date of May
I, this was the message:
Deor Al:
The President, who has been
tXightly indisposed /or th*« past
/et0 dayi,- has asked me to thank
liant

ttia

and commercial

oil

STIRS FLIIRE-UP

.

of the majority, the hardships that the changeover will entail won't be so onerous as to make
local station operation too complicated or unprofitable, any more than has happened in the
case of other industries such as coal, utilities,

13.

operators of

network-affiliated stations attending the
(Continued from paea I)
fM Government hM expressed an convention disclosed that a majority were not
bterest
Following this ASCAP action, Mu- too upset by thie implications of the FCC's
tual also dominated the second big monopoly report.
With few exceptions, afquestion of the convention, the re-

WENR;

WCCO

WALLACE ADDRESSES
NAB. VIA TELEPHONE

recipients or their agents.'

Washington, May 13.
Radio industry pulse-feelers still
cannot tell their friends whether
President Roosevelt favors the death
sentence served on the networks last
week by the Federal CommunicaNothing indications" Commission,
tive has come from the White House,
Mark Ethridge
meanwhile
and
(WHAS), solicited to be an expert
adviser, holds a large, empty bag.
Whether the President had any
detailed knowledge of what the
F.C.C. majority was about to do is
Industhe town's biggest mystery.
try people feel sure, the President
was unaware of the effect and nature
of the 'reform' rules. But sophisti-

St. Louis,

May

13.

NAB

program committee received
word Monday (12) afternoon that
'Vice-President Henry Wallace would
be unable to attend the convention,
but he would have to make his
scheduled speech to the convention
morning (Tuesday) by telephone wire. Reason he gave was
that a vote on an important Issue
was pending and he didn't want to
get burned, as happened a couple of
months ago on the Argentine beef
amendment.
Wallace had also accepted an Invitation from Mutual ^to be guest at a

.this

i

^

I

,

;

^
j

cocktail party

It

tossed

this

after-

how the Comnfish noon (Tuesday) and some delegates
would take such drastic action un- speculated whether Wallace's deless the White House gave a green cision was influenced by a suggestion
Particularly in view of the that his presence at the Mutual
light.
gathering might prove embarrassing
Ethridge situation.
There is one possible explanation, to NBC and Columbia In the light of
though nobody professes to know Mutual's moves in the ASCAP and
FCC monopoly report issues.
(Continued on page 29)

cates can't explain

I
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Scherwin on Commercials

Senator White Calk for ICC Probe

St. Louis,

Of Network Anti-Monopoly Rules
Washington,

May

(12) morning.

for

television rules aren't as
liberal as they first seemed. The

following points snrroDUdlng the

hour-a-week

recent Federal Commnnlcatlons

ing schedule could be filled as
the proprietor saw fit.
specify,
regulations
Actual
however, that every video'plant
must be on the air two hours
daily six days a week, between
2 p.m. and 11 p.m. And for five
of the six days, the picture producer must function at least one
hour (of the two) between 7:30
and 10:30 p.m.

an Interstate Corameree
Committee InTCstlgatlon of th«

Commfsslen's
roles:

antl -

monopoly

-

Their probable effect npon
the broadcast system and net1)

work

organisations;

their

Z)

probable effects on the quality
of programs; 3) whether the
roles give the F.C.C. sopervlsory
control of programs, business

management, or

policies 6t either
stations or networks; 4) whether
they will adversely affect the
broadcast strnbtare and service;
6) whether they are a threat to
free speech; and 6) whether they
eontrlbote to Government owftershlp and operation of radio, or
tend to make radio stations com-

mon

Vic Ratner Leaves

Senator Burton K. Wheeler, chair
of the Senate Interstate Com
Committee, conferred with
Senator White Monday (12), but
afterwards indicated he' is far more
concerned about the war situation
than about radio. Previous^ he has
rapped the Commish for not taking
action to break up the alleged
monopoly and has seemed S3rmpa-

merce

for this

present were E. A. Weir and
3. A. Dupont of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.; Harry Sedgwick of CFRB, Toronto, and
Glenn Bannerman, head of the
Canadian Association of Broad-

Clmms Hand Him Watch

Canadian contingent was able

arranged for last
Friday, Stanton on behalf of Ratner's fellow-workers presented him
with a gold watch.

St Louis, May U.

Mildred Fenton, script editor and tion here.
contact

office of

the

for

New York

week

Subsequently, however, NBC and
CBS were assigned to the role, and
the A. T. Si T. got by with nary a
mention.'
In 1939, last year for, which figures
are avaUable, the three major websl
I

On

the

House side, silence also
Only Representative

case.
B.

Wigglesworth, Massachusetts Republican, had much to
say. The Bay Stater, who fired rocks
at the Comnvish only a few days before the report came out, sarcastically repeated he was interested in
knowing what the regulators think
about .levying a tax on 'the people
who make tremendous profits' out
of. using the ether under cost-free

i

.

—«

v

~

««««<*

permits.

'Unitei Press Sends Big
Group to N.A.B. Conclave
Meeting o£ United Press executives

was held

.

UP

representatives at the St. Louis
gathering include' Hugh BailUe, pres.
Ident;
Williams
and
Harrison,
Thomas R. Curran, central division
manager, Chicago; Jacques D'Armand, southwestern division man
ager, Kansas City; Stanley Whltaker,
southern division manager, Atlanta
Jack Bisco, assistant business manager; New York; and business representatives Mims Thomason, Chicago,
and S. D. Hales, Kansas .City.
•

Halsey Barrett to

WHBI

named
manager and sales manWHBI, Newark. He was

Halsey. Barrett has. been
assistant
ager of

previously sales promotion manager,
and later salesman, for 'WNEW, New

York.

members

St Louis,
of the

May

NAB

13.
much. alike and not seen to best adwearing vantage.
Most notable display is
BMI in large panel outside room for Broad-

cast Music. This includes miniature
motion pictures photographed in

red.

of the trade BMI offices showing the various
in selecting, smoothing, editing,
association took 185 registrations by steps
Sunday (11) night as indicative' of publishing and exploiting BMI numbers.
the total probable registration of 800
at the convention.
Gags around new Jefferson hotel
lobby are flaying up the FCC rules
Bob Rosenwald, of Plough Chemlr and expected changes. One Columcal, and Clark Brown, of Lake Spiro
bia official kiddingly introduced himSherman agency, both of Memphis, self as from ,the 'Colvimbia Advertisin attendance.
ing Agency.'

Veteran

staff

members

Charles Gaines, secretary and proJoe Miller, of the NAB, supervisof World Broadcast- ing the press room for the convening, attending his . first .J^ AB con- tion.
This is new policy of the asvention after 10 years in business. sociation, as Is ^e free admission to
Al Sambrook and Pat Campbell, of all events open for the press. Some
same company, also here. Standard, 25 trade and other journalists were
Langworth, NBC and Columbia also expected to cover the doings. Sunoperating demonstrations for broad- day (II) meetings on Mutual-ASCAP
casters.
negotiations were extensively reported by wire services,
Owen Uridge, P. M. Thomas, M, R.
Mitchell and William Alfa representJulio Barata, of Brazil, and Glenn
ing WJR, ' etroit while Gene Carr, Bannerman, of Canada, are guests of
Jqhn Patt and R. Pierce here for the NAB. Barata heads Brazil's desister station WGAR, Cleveland. Leo partment of Information and' Bannerman' is the Canadian equivalent
Fitzpatrick arriving later.
of Neville Miller.

gram manager

•

New

'York last week in
advance
Zie National Assn.
Broadcasters' annual, convention
St Louis. Edwin Moss Williams,
vice-president
and general sales
manager, and A. F. Harrison, radio
sales manager, reviewed UP radio
activities during the year and out'
lined plans for the future.
in
of

All

badges prominently marked

that

may

filiates

agreement. Such
licenses

coming

cfflliates

up

have their
renewal

trust-busters.

for

within that interim and they want to
A.
be in the position of showing the
FCC that they have undertaken to
Itegulations
'tonfprm with- new rules.
Possible effects of the new F. C. C.
KSO, Des Moines, which has been
monopoly rules on advertisers was
iti the middle of negotiations for a
new>. contract with NBC for the Blue, one of the principal topics discussed
notified Mutual it would be entitled at the Association of National Adto half that station's time in 90 days vertisers' convention early this week
and that the station's policy would at the Westchester-Biltmore Country
be flrst-network-come, first-served. Club, Rye, N. 'Y. At the suggestion

N.A. Meet MuUs
Monopoly

,

'

On his arrival at jSt Louis Monday
for his speech before NJV.B. convention, FCC Chairman Fly in a
press Interview stated thet he did
not anticipate that NBC or Columbia would Challenge, the FCC rules

of Paul West ANA executive, a
statement on the National Associa.

tion of Broadcasters' attitude toward
the riiles was wired to the
by
Robert J. Landry, of Varibtt, attending the
convention in St
on "network affiliate relations in Louis.
Frank Stanton, of CBS, and Jack
court although hp thought it within the 'realm of probability.'
Fly Greene, of NBC, gave 'model preadded that all the Commission sentations' to the sponsor group
sought was to put the broadcasting Monday (12) afternoon. Paul SmeltzIndustry in a state of healthy com- er, research head of Procter
convenpetition, which he did not think it Gamble, attended the

ANA

NAB

'

&

ANA

was In at present Said he was pre- tion. He had intended to bring his
pared to help NBC market the Blue wife, now restored to health after
network, which he described as a a year's Illness, but she was kept
Al.
good going concern.
at home by a sprained ankle.
Lehmann, manager of Cooperative
Walter Bloeser, who has spent last
Analysis of Broadcasting, planed to
Another
innovation
at
this
conyears
preliminary
work
three
in
on
after the conSt
Louis
Immediately
vention
wri:
the
preparation
ofx^he
new style of advertising insertion
MISSES NJLB.
fabs, to be a special advertiser guest
in newspaper station listings, is at advance registration list of broad'
'

EVANS

casters.

convention.
L. B. Wilsun complaining he wired
a gag to a Columbia exec and it appeared in print not only attributed to
someone else but the gag was
tlilated.
Says nothing in his CBS
affiliate contract forces him to ac
cept such conditions.

mu

Sales promotion display for stations

proved

disappointment

AFTER GOLF MISHAP

invited all NBC
affiliates and executives to cocktails
today (Tuesday) at the home of

KSD, St

Joseph Pulitzer.

Abe

Schechter, of NBC, and Paul
White, of CBS, both here for stunt
news demonstrations for the conven
tion.

Wilson and Glenn Snyder,
convention
tomboys,
(Continued on page 27)

L. B.

perennial

of Neville Miller,

Louis,

to

airer -is currently opening broadcasters and other Interested
Crowded into cramped
an office in Manhattan, and plug- groups.
quarters, with too many displays top
ging itself as a test station.

Newark

One movement

D. of J. Actions Donbttal
In some respects, it is highly
doubtful if the Justice Department
wUl move against the networks, no
matter what the F. C. C. majority
had to say, because there is no
possibility of denying that the commish is largely responsible for the
conditions now existing. A prominent D. of J. official noted there
has been' 'acquiescence* by the regulatory authority, • and it would be
hard to make charges stick, even if
an Indictment were returned, in
view of the fact that the F. C. C.
has tolerated the growth of what
five of the regulators now condemn.

momentum Is for present afof the Blue to combine cooperatively In the ittanner of Mutual
It is figto take over the system.
ured that Washington would look
sympathetlcaUb^ upon such a develThe facts which were sufficient,
opment rather than have an Invest- in the minds of the F. C. C. mament syndicate float stock to finance jority, to justify the drastic reform
a buy of the network.
order may be absolutely insufficient
Edgar Kobak, vice-president in to get ah indictment let alone win
charge of sales, has assumed stations a case. Jiutice Department officers
they have less cause for worry ac- remarked on the difference between
tually than either the I^ed or Columthe kind of evidence needed in a
Since
iila, which have more to lose.
criminal proceeding (a civil action
the FCC orders, the Blue has closed is unlikely, inasmuch as the Comwith General Electric to sponsor a mish regulations. If upheld by the
new program based on 'Business courts, will force wholesale, changes
Week' material using 20 Blue sta- in business methods) and the facts
tions, starting this Thursday (15).
required to support a regulatory
Move for self-protection in an- policy. .While some of the evidence
ticipation of enforcement by the
gathered by the commish can be acFCC of its new network rules has cepted, at face value, much of it will
already been made by severd stahave to be double-checked. Since
tions.
NBC has been advised by the
industry has ^challenged the acthese that they were addressing letcuracy of the conclusions reached
ters to networks, giving notice that
by F. C. C. accountants, the statistheir contracts would expire as of
tical material in particular is likely
Aug. 1, knd they would appreciate
to get another going over from thd
starting
negotiations for
a new

Blackett-Sample-Htimmert, gain

the Ted Bates agency next
as head of daytime radio and
director of scripts and casting.
She will also act as general assistant to Jack Runyon, the agency's
radio head.

joins

Convention Cross-Talk

Kichard

CO-OP
Network

I

was the

law violations, Arnold
and Jackson are sure to keep mum...

oonjectura
writer

microscoped.
Within the next 30 days or so, it
is likely Waters will make a preliminary report on which Arnold and
Attorney General Robert H. Jackson can base a decision about going
he has decided
Until
further.
whether there is prima fade proof
of anti-trust

Ultlmat* fato of the NBC Blue
Is the subject of endless
at the N.A.B. conven-

to Bates

i

network regulation now.

BECOME A

NA3.

At an Intimate company farewell

|

to

NAB

MAY

NBC BLUE

BoBenbanm
forked dver more than $5,000,000 to Affiliates Eaithfnl
St Louis, iHvj 13,
the phone cdmpany for wire lines
Sam Rosenbaum, of WFIL, Phlla(exclusive of ribbons to the transSpeculators now want to delphia, on behalf of NBC affiliated
mltters).
'know what the FCC will do if and stations, said he believed they would
thetic to the complaints- of Mutual
when the current chains are whittled all string along with the network
Broadcasting System.
Sometimes, down, and some new webs start com- once> the latter decided upon any
though; he has looked askance at the
reasonable course of action.
-ing In.
regulators' claims that they have allsweeping power.
Wheeler is undoubtedly the most influential of the
various solons interested in radio
matters, but has fingers in so many
other pies it is doubtful whether he
"
can find time to give much thought
.

Thurman
Arnold
ney - General
showed lively Interest but would
not make any comment on the findings until all. the material has been

to Ratner, hastily

MiMred Fenton

all

statistical

,

will supervise the sales projoaotlon
directorship as well as the research
Sudden decision of
directorship.
Ratner forced Stanton to cancel his
Intended participation in tha
convention at St Louis this week.

A.T.&T.

The report supplemented by

has
been prospering as never before
during the past year.

Not a few

of simshine
In £he £ict that Canadian radio

Frank Stanton

Dr.

weeks

members saw a ray

broadcasting.

biz, for all its restrictions,

years.

Temporarily,

will know for several
more whether the trustbusters and the regulators -see eye
to eye.

industry

the tables, answers to questionnaires,
and other data, has been
turned over to 'Victor Waters, who
handled most of the pick-and-shovel
work leading to the consent -decrees
in the music row. Assistant Attor-

to give its U. S. colleagues some
first-hand dope on the effects of
tighter Government control of

York. «His secretary at CBS. Ruth
Brown, 'will probably follow him to
L&X In'a month or so. Paul Kesten,
boss and longtime colleague of Ratner, Issued a statement of rogret
Ratner has been with CBS over 10

Action Seen

Washington, May 13.
Conclusions of the Federal ComCommission on the
munications
question of alleged radio monopoly,
along with the transcript of oral
testimony and miscellaneous documentary evidence, are getting 'active
consideration' at the Justice Department but there is no likelihood the

oasters.

Victor M. Ratner, director of Sales

Promotion at the Columbia Broadcasting System, suddenly r«slgned
last Wednesday (7) and wUl go to
the Ijord St Thomas agency In New

The minority report last week atSpeculation persists in broadcasttracted considerable attention from ing industry circles as to the status
both sides. A number of legislators
of the American Telephone & Telefelt the Case-Craven viewpoint was
soundest; many others thought the graph Co. relevant to the FCC.
dissenters weie protecting monopoly, Neither the premilinary report on
Curiously, neither side in the F.C.C, the 'monopoly' investigation, nor the
split was publicly praised or damned proposed rules, nor the final set of
by anybody in Congress. On the regulations said anything about the
whole, it looks as if the law-makers A. T. & T. ,
And yet, when the Commission
want to find out which is the most
popular side of the tiff, and more originally set out to draft a monopimportantly, where the White House oly report, it was almost openly
stated that, the A. T. & T. was going
stands.
to be one of the viUains.in the piece.
Sen. Wheeler's Stand

man

nadian broadcasters .turned out
NAB session. Notably

CBS

& Thomas, N.Y^

For Lord

ON FCC AND

carriers.

Except for White, there was no
sign of any immediate intervention
on Capitol Hill. Other law-makers
were deeply interested, but nobody
on either side was inclined to come
Into the open.

Louis, May 13.
considerable number of Ca-

St

operat-

SPECULATION

No Inmie£ate

radio'

A

Federal Communications Commission digest indicated the 15-

minimum

discussed

research,

commerciab.

New

MuDs monopoly

Cheerful Note

Scherwin, a loader in qualltatlva
radio

Jr.,
,

Data;

•

Not So Liberal

18.

Senator 'Wallace B. White,

D. of J. Silently

18.

agency, was sp>ecial guest speaker
before the sales managers' group of
the NJ\..B., which held closed session

Monday

of Maine, today (Tuesday) called

May

Horace Scherwin, of the Spector

Green Bay,

Wis.,

May

NAB

Bea Warn

president.

Exit

13.

Haydn Evans, general manager of
WTAQ, Is unable to attend the NAB
convention, While playing golf Sunday (11) morning, he was struck by
a ball, necessitating eight stitches.
Evans was unable to contact Bill
Hlnes, his commercial manager, in
St Louis, as the latter Is keeping
whereabouts secret because he's getting married while attending the
convention.

After a run of approximately two
Bea Wain drops off tha Lucky
Strike Hit Parade program following this Saturday's (17) broadcast.
years,

She'll be replaced by Louise King
who's been with Percy Faith on the
Carnation show out of Chicago.
Barry Wood remains.
Miss Wain will start a theatre
tour in a couple of weeks.

'W'ednesday,

May

14,

1941
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LOCAL RADIO LACKS PUNCH
Further Analysis of

I

FCCs

FCC Reforms

Position

Washington,

IS
May

New

13.

The radio industry has naturally spent the past week in a close
study of the text given out by the Federal Communications ComThese points of the document are, among nany. others,
mission.
worth underscoring for significance:

Self-Petpetuating Management
rock tossed at CBS was an indication' the FCC majority

Principal
thinks
the Paleyi have disproportionate interest in company affairs, considering their actual cash investment and stock holdings. The corporate structure of RCA also drew criticism, with the report noting there is in actucontrol
but merely a 'self-perpetuating management.'
ality no stockholder
Question was ):aised whether any stations should 'own* a. network, but the
Mutual proprietors were not ultimatumed or blasted as being en'emlei of
the people to the degree that RCA and CBS saddle occupants were.

Create Disturbing

Factors for Station Reps

Til

Quiz Kid
Drying

Apparent

Up

Station

News, Sports and Phonograph^ Records

know

the questions originated
executives of Procter It
the Ralph H. Jones
agency who were In the audi-

have been riding on the skirts of
network commercial schedules. In-

Clifton Fadiman in a lecture'
date months ago at Cincinnati
was closely questioned from the
audience concerning the modus
operandi of the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting and the
implications of the rating of 'Information, Please.'

Fadiman

NO

Invettment in Plant

The Federal Communication Commission's demand for drastic changes
in network-affiliated station relations
seems to have had a particularly depressing effect on most of the star
tlon reps. They are worried by the
possibility that it will require an
entirely new approach to selling the
stations they represent and some of
them have indicated a doubt whether
they are prepared to meet the problems which the new type of selling

of

Showmanship Seen as Home Towners Depend Altogether on

Local

still

doesn't

that

INITIATIVE

Gamble and

at the physical plants and actual investments of CBS and NB(; and regarded their financial success with an air
has gained some degree
of extreme disapproval. Noting that by 1941
of control over 20.4% of all outlets and can mobilize half of the nation'i
night-time wattage,' the report commented on the 'increasing profit^' since
the first 14 months of the enterprise. Top net of $5,834,772 In 1940 was
merely shown In a table, with no direct comment. In- reviewing Colum-

Scarcity of established sustaining
ence.
programs on local stations may cause
NBC
the' Milton Blow advertising agency
to <change the basis of a spot radio
campzign which it figured on presenting to Hills Bros, for Dromedary
Dates. Outlde of news, sports and
bia's developmeikt and experiences, the report pointed out the younger home-economy
proparticipating
tkeln has 14.6% of all U. S. outlets and always has made a profit since 1928, grams (most of which were already
reaching a peak of $7,431,634 in 1940. Mutual, which keeps little of Its sold),cbout 80% of the Class
and
aggregate revenues, was' dismissed quickly, with the- report noting it now
B stations approached by the agency
accounts for 19,3% of all licensed transmitters.
through their station reps .either
Relative Insigniflcanbe of the Columbia and National investment caused didn't have a sustaining show with
raised eyebrows. Together their tangible property Is worth only $9,276,019. a following or couldn't produce
And In 1938 the combing net operating income topped this. 'Whole in- worthwhile material that could be
vestment of the two companies is $13,411,102, so that in a single year they used to build a program. These stahad an operating income equal to 69% of the plant value. National en- tlons In general had gotten away
joyed a return of 80% and Columbia of 71% on tangible investment Fur- from home town Initiative and exIntemational 'Alllbnce of Theatrither implication that these two have a fine get-rich-quick enterprise was cept for the formula sports, news or
contained in the comments on profits. Report noted NBC paid Its parent phonograph record program to be cal Stage Employees (Stagehands'
In 1935-1938 a total of $18,100,000, while throughout lU 12-year life CBS found on almost any outlet they had
unldn) demand for jurisdiction' over
has brought stockholders $13,329,688 in cash plus stock dividends worth nothing.
radio sound effects men will ^prob$3,543,175.
The original query put out by
Blow was for five quarter-hour pro- ably be carried to the forthcoming
grams ,a week on a daytime schedule meeting of the American Federation
Stations Called Mistreated
would
that
program
with the sort of
The bulk of the report deals with the subject of contractual relations appeal strictly to women. Agency of Labor's executive committee.
Stagehands have not applied to. the
between New York and the affiliates. Tone of the whole discussion was
found that in practically all imthat the individual units of the chains are bewildered, mistreated, defenseportant spots this across-the-board offer by the American Federation of
less .things that want to do right but aren't allowed to.
arrangement as far as sustainers Radio Artists, which now represent!
Remarking that exclusivity and time options now are matten of gen- were concerned had become a rarity
the men, to let them decide the Iseral policy, the majority engaged in a lengthy survey of the amount of
and the reps 'themselves reported
sue for themselves in an election unfreedom and discretion given the independently-owned afiUlates and con- that their
couldn't

AFL

A

MAY ENTER

SOUND EFFECTS

DISPUTE

'

.

'

.

NBC

cluded that CBS and
continuously bully the members of their skeins.
Privilege of rejecting programs is both limited and uniform, the majority
declared. Only a slight choice is given, with the outlets forced to asiumt
burden of proving they should reject programs and the network managements in fact insisting papa knows best. Neither NBC nor CBS Ittf Ita
outlets substitute local commercial programs, for sponsored web featurai,
though local sustaininigs are permitted, the majority complained. On the
other hand. Mutual gives the sort of freedom which the reformen think

supply
stations
the agency's order even if It were der supervision of the American Arwilling to take five different day- bitration Assn.
time ^owB,' each having been estebThere is consideu.ble speculation
llahed tor any length of time on the
in union circle's about what action

station.

the

take

PliiDy

everybody should have.
'of

Limitations on discretion of station managers results in actual shifting
control over operations to New York, the report said.

Still

AFL
if

executive committee

PnOiite

offer.

Some

.

FCCs order against .network-affiliate exclusivity becomes effective and the matter of putting to^If the

gether a commercial hookup becomes
subject to open competition among
stations in the same market the reps
might then be faced with the task of

having to sell against the networka
themselves. They would also .be deprived of those, comparatively easyto-sell niches around network-pro^am clicks in no small measure and
to make up^for this loss they, would
have to go 'In for Intensive selling
of .locally-built programs. All this
would. It Is pointed out, require a
far more intimate knowledge of each
station's story than the average rep
can lay claim to now.
Stations may have to look at the
rep picture In an entirely different
light, while the reps themselves may
find that to do the best job by a Station they must be equipped with as
thorough a knowledge of the station's weak as well as strong sides
and administrative angles, such as
the AFRA code, the muslclana' employment agreement and copyright
clearance, as the particular station's

may commercial manager.

AFL

body.

heads

Hot-Latest Twist

sound effects men, as that
would be a clear violation of their

on

Its

Own

Validity of

Status

Sar?eys

The FCC acknowledged that as a body it is not charged with enforcing
right to choose their own bargaining
the Sherman antitrust act but said the^ cannot 'condone' infractions.
However, the AFL heads
agent
Philadelphia, May 13.
laying the groundwork for the painful reforms and building • backfire
Controversy anent the 'polluted might try to accomplish the same
against anticipated accusations in court the FCC went far. beyond itt stream' In Philly's coincidental rathing
by threatening AFRA with
tatutory authority. Conceding that faciUUes are Umited. FCC said the dio surveys, allegedly caused by
lack of opportuni^ for anyone who wants to enter the buslnesa necessi- giveaway programs on a couple of charter revocation unless the pertates such governmental solicitude. With the changes of newcomers auto- stations, broke out anew last Thurs- former union gives up the disputed
matically limited, a Federal umpire is more obligated -than ever to compel day (7). Scene of the latest squabJurisdiction.
real, not phony, rivalry, and see that the people now occupying the reserble was a luncheon at the BeUevueThat appears to be an outside
vation don't put iq> barriers against newcomers who might do a better job. Stratford given by C. E. Hooper,
prospect, as AFRA's charter Is from
head of C. E. Hooper, Inc., stu-vey the Associated Actors
Artistes of
Hooper had Invited the America, which is In turn chartered
service.'
heads of all Phllly outlets to try to by the AFL. Thus the AFL would
John Royal
Stand
sell them on subscribing to his ser- have to reVoke the charters of all
'People*
Heatter.on
vice in this -territory.
actor unions to achieve the compara
For
-Trial Quiz
Chicago, May 18.
The "polluted stream' charge "^aaJilvely minor objective. TTiere Is apEdgar Guest, newspaper and ether brought up by Joseph Connelly, pro. parently little chance that the stage-'
Jacobs' Attorneys
director of WCAU. He told hands could persuade the American
poet, goes on the 'We the People" motion
Hooper that telephone surveys had Federation of Musicians to unite
show for four weeks starting June lost all their value In this city be- with them against AFRA, as the
John F. Royal, vice-president of
Set
Replaces Gabriel Heatter.
4.
cause listeners were faking answers, tooters' outflt~is already involved in
the National Broadcasting Co., will
through Biggie Levin office here, it naming the stations feafuring cash an unexpectedly tough scrap - with
be examined before trial In the
and merchandise gimmicks, whether AFRA's tiny affiliate; the American
is understood Guest may stay longer
Guild of Musical Artista, and obN. Y. supreme court May 19, in conlistening or not.
than the original four-week contract they were
Hooper replied that this objection viously doesn't want any added
nection with an action by NBC period.
could be overcome by making the jurisdictional complications at the
duties
hi*
from
doubling
is
Guest
against Mike Jacobs' 20th Century
surveyor 'ask the callee to moment.
thrice weekly over NBC lor phone
here
Sporting Club, Gillette Safety Razor
(AFRA's annual ball, held Friday
Will, fill Identify the program and sponsor
the Land O'Lakes show.
Oo, and the Mutual Broadcasting
before tabulating the call as bona (9) night at the Waldorf-Astoria hoin the Wednesday show from N. Y.
Y., drew an estimated gross
System, Inc. Justice Ernest Hammer but fly into Chi for the TOursday fide. Connolly replied that even this tel, N.
method would be fallacious since of between K200 and $5,000.. Net
shots.
Friday
and
ordered the examination Wednespersons have become 'giveaway con- proceeds will probably come to
day (7).
scious' and Would give false replies around $2,000 or $2,500, which wUl
in the hopes of 'getting something be divided among the British War
NBC claims the rights to broadGIRL AS TIME
Another objection to Relief Society's American Theatre
for nothing.'
cast fights from
Madison Square
Wing, the Greek and Chinese War
Garden, N. Y., and Is suing to protect Mary DonUvey Vpped at Erwin the value of a phone survey, raised
at the meeting, was the fact that Relief societies and the union's own
those rights.
Wasey Oifaets Draft
The 20th Century
only 42% of the people in the city sick and benefit fund. About 1,500
Sporting Club, operator of the Garpersons attended the affair, with enhave telephones in their homes.
den, has given the rights to Mutual,
Mary Dunlavey has been made
tertainment supplied by numerous
and Gillette is the sponsor.
time biiyer for Erwin, Wasey & Co,,
radio, stage and picture names.
W. G. Massey Turns Tank
replacing John Schultz, who has
The national franscriptlon code,
Wichita, Kas., May 13.
been Inducted into the army. AgenWilliam G. Massey, newscaster for previously scheduled to become efyoung
many
so
has
Mass. Slander Bill
apparently
cy
radio station KANS, who came to fective May'l, is now slated to befellows in the radio department who
Boston, May 13.
the U. S. A. from Manchester, Eng., come' operative tomorrow (ThiUrsSlander on the radio will be pun- are eligible for a similar call that It
Reason for the postponement
1930, has passed his final natu- •day).
ishable by Imprisonment up to two decided to give the Job to some one in
was the delay of some of the outralization exam.
•nd one-half years, via a bill ap- on the distaff side.
Massey was at WGN, Chicago, as of-town transcription producers in
Schultz makes the eight** employee
proved by the committee on constiannouncer for Captain receiving and signing the pact. AtK>ut
stand-in
tutional law.
to be called for army service, and
He has been with KANS 270 different companies are slgDocument now goes to the senate there are more in the agenoy tenta- Heme. months.
naturlne the code.
several
tor ratification.
tively lagged.

Tbm

.

,

'

&

Edgar duest Subs For

Doe on

Pre

Food—Piping

Coffo

could hardly assign the Jurisdiction
to the (tagehandfl against the wishes
of the

FCC

of the reps admit that they

stead of doing creative selling Jby the
way of programs developed by the
stations, they have been engaged for
the past several years in the practice of taking orders for time around
popular network commercials.

the staggjiands bring the mat-

ter before that

Thinks

Giyeaways

would

.with

The majority looked, askance

h

San Antonio, May 13.
here has originated a new
of doling out samples of a sponproduct—It gives 'em away
piping hot. Jadt Mltehell, conductor
broadcasts,
of ' man-ln-the-street
hands, out
hot sandwldies, hot
tameles, chile, and other products of
the Gebhert Chile Powder Co., during three broadcasts a week.
Shows are aired during lunch
hour, too.

.

-

KTSA

way

sor's

.

Coffo Coffee

By

Mike

Product Sampling

St

Louis,

May

13.

Cuffo coffee Is served at breakfast
time during KWK's a.m. 'Radio
Almanac' program which features
pop,
dance,
and novelty music.
Listeners who contribute something
to the progran}, a poem, a fave disc,
etc., are Invited to the kaffeeklatch.
The femmes get a cake. It's a station promotion stunt
.

.

BUYER

—

•

Reward

Radio's Hinrder'

'

For the

Hollywood, May 13.
time in Coast radio

first

history, a station is offering a reward for information leading to the

apprehension of a

killer.

KFI-KECA

giving $250 reward for a clue
leading to the arrest of a wanted

Is

murderer. /
Heretofore, search for killers has
been an exclusive newspaper stunt
local

KYW
KYW
Reuter's

is

TRIES EEUTEE'S
Philadelphia, May 13.
experimenting

news agency

with

ticker in

s
ita-

newsroom.
British syndicate's service
proves okay, the station will boast
three big time news services
Associated Press, United Press, and
Reuter's.
If

the

—

'
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RADIO

CBS May Use

WedncBday, May

Scripts

AFRA SIGNS CONTRACTS
FOR THREE IN CHICAGO

Mead Of

Dance-Bands; forecast' Revived
heads are readying name talent. Series will probably
preliminary plans to substitute an start early in July.
Idea of the script shows in the 11assortment of scrint shows for the
12 p.m. slot Is more or less a redance band programs In the 11 p.m.- vision of the plan CBS program
to-midnight spot across the board. heads had in mind last, fall for the
Nothing has been approved or even 10:30-11 p.m. spot, but with certain
submitted to the network executive added factors. For one thing, the
board so far, but the staff producers absence of ASCAP music from the
and directors have all been dele-- network may have reduced the audigated to line up various dramatic ence for the late -evening dance band
end variety program ideas. Number remotes. It's figured that because
have already been outlined and are the late hours cannot readily be
being mulled as possibilities.
sold and are losing listeners under
In addition, CBS is again planning the present setup of dance music
to present a 13-week series of 'Fore- offerings, the substitution of dracast' shows similar to last year's. matic, variety and novelty programs
This layout is also -merely tentative should hypo dialer interest.
as yet, but in general the scries is
In addition, it's felt that the 11-12
expected to be spotted Monday p.m. period might be used as a
nights again, with half-hour portions permanent tryout laboratory and
of each night's offering originating showcase. Various program and proIn New York and Hollywood. As duction Innovations could be tested.
before, each stanza is to offer en Also the time might be used for
Individual formula for prospective training the junior members of the
sponsorship and each is to have producer-director staff.

MEET

WAAF

Atlass

outlets,

whom WLW
off

dally

AFRA
>

off

Lone Star Chain Plus Five Othera
Get Series Steele Agency Handles

—

San Antonio,- May

13.

.

Radio test campaign has been set
on the Lone Star Chain plus five

will feature' Bill

.

Bryan and Trudy

.

Fort Worth,

May

scripts written by Phil
Alexander. Set through the Steele
«
Agency.
Series begins tomorrow (14) and

13.

will originate in the studios of
here.
Lone Star, stations to

^

geographic

areas.

We

Wood, with

of C. E. Hooper, Inc., find it
difficult to believe that

e.xtremely

any

network research men are
either 'deeply puzzled' or puzzled at

this well-known
KTSA Thebysolution
to this
carry
all

phenomenon.
puzzle was

found some time ago.
the broadcasts are KGKO, Fort.
The
is found in the second
Worth;
KXYZ, Houston; KRIS, of the answer
two speculations to which you
^
throughout this state.
Corpus Chrlsti; KGNC, Amarillo;
refer— that morie people are 'not at
Has been representative of the' In- and KFYO, Lubbock. Supplemen- home'
on the Pacific Coast than are
ternational Radio Sales, and prior to tary stations in Dallas, Beaumont,
'not at home' in the basic network
Shreveport,
that was with the John Blair or- Weslaco,
and Albu- area
which is composed of the East
ganization.
querque will also air the program.
and North Central regions. The first
of your two speculations— greater
sophistication on the Pacific Coast
than in the East, is quite ground.

,

KESTER AND FAMILY
Is

r«p«
off

the midwest to
on integral part

In
Is

member of the Ohio

Farm Bureau Federation/ cultfvotes 240 acres in Dorlte County,
OhIO/ which Is more than 90 miles
northwest

—

Editor, Vabiety:
story appearing on page 45 of
the Wednesday, April 30, 1941, issue
of VabTety, entitled 'Pacific Radio
Listening Is. a Puzzle,' alleges that
the research executives of the networks are 'deeply puzzled' by the
fact that Pacific Coast ratings on
network programs are consistently
i„,„._ jv,„„ iu„„.„ i„
^^"^^

A

other stations, making a total of 11,
by the Duncan Coffee Co. Program

Lincoln P. Simmonds of the Texas
State Network is now sales representative of the web in New York
City.
Simmonds has been active in
the
work of the regional web

Comments Upon
Zone

Chappell, of C. E. Hooper,

DUNCAN COFFEE TEST

Simmonds Reps TSN

1941

Listening Di£Ferences of Western

—

and the two
WJJD and

on both sustaining and commercial
^
shows.

life.

Mr. Kester, a

Mathew

13.

Radio

This concludes a long series of nemembergotiations and sets
ship requirements for performers

resentfrtivs of the thousands

farm families

of

4,

Coast Radio Puzzle

WIND.

H. G. Kestar

off

Federation

stations,

local

Ralph

H. G.

The family

May

Chicago,

American

Artists here last week signatured full
AFRA-shop agreements with three

CBS program

Pacific

J

Cincinnati.

The Kester ffarm Is a model off intelligent, progressive forming typi-

cal

off

that found hi the

less.

The

solution of the 'puzzle'

may

be illustrated by comparing the figures for the Pacific and North Central areas obtained by 'coincidental'
study for all broadca'st periods on
Sunday evenings during the four
months,
January through April,

WLW area.

off the many midwestern fformers who appreciates
the ffoct that WLW is making a
conscientious effort to give the
fformers through its clear channel
ffacillties not only the best in entertainment/ newS/ ond up-to-

Mr. Kester is one

1940.

The

total interviewing

sample

di-

vides itself, necessarily, into three
groups: homes in which radio sets
are in use; homes where someone is
at home but no radio set is in use;

and homes where no one

The data for the

the-minute weather reports/ but
also the most timely and comprehensive agricultural data thcrt can
be assembled by Its iivge staff off

is

home.
and for

at

Pacific

North Central areas

the

Time are

in

Local

as follows:

North
Pacific. Central.

Sets in Use

35.1%

41.0%

34.5%
29.7%

38.3%
20.2%

At Home Not

specioilsts.

Listening

Not

at

Home.

100.0%
100.0%
Figures based on the total sample
such as the above show that there

km, Miioy* Mm
%m4mf »*nA«^ CM-

is actually less listening (sets in use
smaller) on the Pacific Coast than in
the North Central area.
However, the 'not at home' figures

show that this group Is 47%
on the Pacific Coast than

larger
the

in

North Central area. Or, to put it
another way, the North Central
area has an 'available audience'
(those who are at home and awake)
of 79.8% on Sunday evenings while
on the Pacific Coast the 'available
audience' is only 70.3%. It is from
'available audience' that radio recruits its Listeners. It is this quantity, not the total sample including
'not at home,* that must be used in
comparing radio's effectiveness in
recruiting
listeners
in
different
areas.
The 35% set in use on the
Pacific Coast means 51% of the
'available audience' in that area was
listening. The 41% set in use in the

North Central ..means that 51%

rtM

nil«Hy

t*

Mm

W

*

II

I

11

was also listening. The 'puzzle' ia
'
solved.
The 'recruiting efficiency' of radio
during this period was identical on
the Pacific Coast and in the North
Central area despite the fact that
'sets in use* in the latter were appreciably
greater
than
in
tht

II

A

w mm* mm* clisX«ii In <
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hm
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MUnl

I
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the ^available audience' in that area

—^

rfm_fi >ilavM*
and Mm C«bli
^^mM^a
t Mm WbHiil VbM Mta •!

H

former.

Matthew N. Chappell,
Technical Director,
C. E. Hooper, Inc.

RCA's Quarterly Dividend
Radio Corp. of America last Friday (9) declared quarterly dividends
on both the first preferred and 'B'
preferred shares. Dividends cover
the second quarter of the present
year ending next June 30.
Directors declared 87 %c on th«

«MJf| BAM
VW liWw

first preferred and $1.25 on the 'B'
preference issue, same as In the previous quarter.
Both are payable,
July 1, to stockholders' on record,

THE NATION'S

June

6.

CBS' June S Payment
Columbia Broadcasting System
maintained the pace set originally
year on dividend payments when
It declared a 45c. di-wy on both

this

Class

STATION

A

declared

and

B

45c.

shares.

payable

CBS

already

earlier

this

yes'I

Latest distribution will be made,
June 6, to stock holders of record,

May

23.

Wednesday, May 14, 1941

RADIO

TOWN

HALL'S SEF-CLINIC
€ops Nab Talent

'SKY OVER BRITAIN'

OELEGIITES

2$

For Bu^. Quizzer

Another British War Betlef Socletr
Frocram on Air

Buffalo,

May

Code for Sacred Radio Programs

13.

Latest man-in-the-street twist finds
traffic cops flagging drivers on Buffalo's main^ street and inquiring if
jnike
they want to gab Into

Over Britain,* weekly draseries at 8:15-8:30 Thursday
WEBR
on WOR-Mutual, starting May
during three-times-weekly 15-minute
be presented by th* British
National code for religious broadshot tabbed 'Stop That Motorist,'
War Relief Society. It will use guest Stanza plugs traffic safety, which casts, to provide both religious
Sits In
name actors and will be based on makes bluecoats happy. If motorist groups and broadcasters with a guide
of 'minimum standards' for sacred
While actual deeds of British heroism In can't answer query about traffic
formulated dur'Sky

CmilGIZE FORUM

matic

nights

Proposed by Natl Faith Conference

22, will

V.

George
N.Y.

Denny

Auditorium

ship of James H. Scull, in charge ot
radio for the National Conference,
will undertake exploratory work for
the development of such a code, polling various groups throughout the
programs, will be
rules, etc., the cop obliges.
war-time. Writers are being sought
ing the coming year under the lead- country for their ideas.
Material
August Ebke, car dealer, backs
to donate scripts for the show. Joe
ership of the National Conference of win be analyzed and presented to
Baldwin
Milward is handling the series for 11:45 a.m. pickup. Through
Christians and Jews. Proposal was next year's Ohio State Institute
Strachan agency.
the society.
supported by participants in the re- meeting.
'War Letters from Britain,' anligious work-group sessions during
other
series, moves this week
Fred O. Hyde, literary editor of the Ohio State Institute for EducaNew Britain, Conn.
Cofirad
from Thursday night to 7:30 Friday the Philadelphia Inquirer, has in-, tion by Radio, meeting last week at
Bloomgarden added to WNBC's sale*
nights on WMCA, New York, and Is augurated a weekly literary program Columbus, O.
extended for 13 more weeks.
Committee, under the chairman- staff.
on WFIL.

Program and He Are
Analyzed by Open Democratic Discussion Method

&

KWRS

RECOMMENDATIONS
its own medicine
democratic discussion
Town Hall Meeting of the
Blue)
on the
following Friday morning (9) to a
clinical study of the program's faults
Some 200 persons in
and merits.
New York for the purpose of attending a three-day Town Hall Conference (the first annual) conducted
They
post-mortem.
this program
had listened the night before to two
speakers maul the subject 'Should
Our Ships Convoy Materials to

Taking a dose of

—

—open

—

1

•America's

Air' after its broadcast (NBC
of Thursday night was subject

]

CHOOSt

MOMeMT'

Britain?'

OH THtSt

Among' various suggestions to
emerge from the floor were these:
-Audience applause la bad and
should be Hmtted to the question

eurentuum

period so that the intellectual level
0/ the /ormol talfcs tvould not be
lotp^red.

More

\

'detached statements' and
debate are desirable on

Here are wBlI-established, adver-

less partisan
all /oTums.

tiser-tested features . . . known by
women. . . . listened to by women-

Advance exchange o/ scripts bC'
tween spzakers should be encouraged
and the lines o/ the vr<xpose6. discussion marked by t»hat new in/OT'

, . . responded to by women ...
thousands of women in each of
these great marketa. 'And each
program- is so favorably priced
that it offers advertisers a value
that cannot be equalled.

mation or /resh viewpoint is to be
contributed so that everv talk does
become merely a hoah-over o/
the speaker's standard patter act.
All speaker-s (and inferentiaUy oil
Americans) s?iouUI be trained to

.not

listen to

what the other

WJZ

... New York — Nancy
"The Woman of Tomot-

Craig's

Tow." 9 to 9:30 A.M. (E.D.T.)
Monxlay through Friday.

/ellou) says.

was generally agnei that there
wos a near -unxvir sal teridency o/
It

WEAF

erator making little or
restrain offside stuff.

no

KYW

effort to

WTA WOMAN WILL ALWAYS

Ideal.

LISTEN WHENTHS tllAEAND

PLACE ARB RIGHT

Friday.

(E. D.T.)

.

Saturday.

for

. .

Carlson's

ducers ...

They

are

Forum."lltolt'16A.M. (E.D.T.)
Monday through Friday.
. . .Washington, D. C
Mary Mason's "The WRC Home
Forum." 11:16 to 12noon (E.S.T.)

WRC

KDKA ... Pittsburgh —Evelyn

for

want to know a whole
lot more about these programs. Check
the list at the right and then contact the

. . .

moat Important, they are featured on
eleven great NBC stations, dominant In

Tha Conference preceded by one
Week the beginning of a Leadership
School which will run at Town Hall
for the next threa weeks under the
direction of Mr. and Mrs. Harry

you have a product women need

If

you

women want to listen ... by women who
And,
know how to k4^p Hum littening

will certainly

NBC

Spot Sales

"Home

"Home Forum." 2:46
Monday

to 3:00 P.M. (E.D.T.)
throu^ Friday.

local advertisers.

their homes, their families or themselves,

when

broadcast

and

Naw England

Monday throuf^ Friday.

eonststently preferred

. . .

leading spot

by

. . .

tures ... are such successful sales pro-

However, Denny thought

markets

their

^

.

WBZ-WBZA .
—Mildred W.

(Sardiner's

why thcM special ndlo progranis
these dally Btatlon feawomen

That's

the experiment of using a 'clarifler,'
which was tried on several occasions,
was rather succassful and that it
would be further amployed.

you.

office nearest

—

WTAM

Jane
. . . Cleveland
Weaver's "Woman's Club of the

Air." 4:46 to 6fl0

Monday through

P.M. (E.8.T.)
Friday.

WOWO

. . . Fort Wayne— Jane
Weston'a "The Modem Home
Forum." 9:46 to 10:16 A.M.
(C.D.T.) Monday through Saturday. On Saturday, 9:46 to

lOKX)

A.M.

KPO...San Franclaco— Gladys
Cronkhite's "International

Overstreet. This Leadership School
the first of Its kind, alms to drill
discussion
Interested
persons
In
nethods. It has an enrollment of
•bout 60 'students' who are paying
$50 each.
Among the students are
two public relations officials of the
Jewel Tea Company, several saleS'
nien, four professors, a broadcaster
and a woman probation officer.

Kitchen." 8:30 to 9:00 A. M.
(V.S.T.) Monday through Friday.

KGO

. . .

San Francisco— Ann

Holden'e "Home Forum." 9:30
to 10:00 A,M. (P.8.T.) Monday
through Friday.
R*pr«nn>ing

WEAP
WJZ

John Doggan, Tenor, on WOB
John Duggan, tenor, has been

I

WENR
KGO

I

I

I

I

:

;
i

,

.-

.

.

:

:

.
•

,

I

I

.

.

.

t

I

WMAQ

WOR, New York, for
a night-time schedule.

He was formerly on NBC, working
under a haphazard a.m. and afternoon arrangement.

P.M.

Monday through

.Sohanoetady— Martha
Brooks "Market Basket" 8:46 to
9A.M. (E.D,T.) Monday through

Denny Stands Up

signatured by
a buildup on

Philadelphia- Ruth
Woman's Home Coun-

selor. 1 :30 to 1 :46

WGY.

After quietly listening In the audi'
torium to himself and his program
being Analyzed and taken apart
George V. Denny, the Town Hall
moderator, finally stood 'up to make
a few comments on his own. He
told of th$ experiment at the beginning of this season when the Town
Hall attempted to conduct discussions in series of three-broadcastsper-theme with the 'debate' aspect
largely cut down. This policy was
• flop and Just befora Christmas,
naving suffered a' loss of audience,
the forum resumed something closer
to its standard formula ot the past
Six years.

Naw York— Isabel

.

. . .

Welles,

oism of 'too much personal dlsputatiousness,' but the conference thought

was much nearer the

,

Basket.^' 9:30 to 9:46 A. M.
(E.D.T.) Monday through Friday.

The Town
Meeting was not excepted from crltl'

It

.

Manning Hewson's "The Market

speakers to ignore the other chap's
VoinU.
Clinic in Frank Vein
The clinic continued In frank vein
for sonpe hours. Mutual's American
Forum (Ted Granlk) got badly
criticized as being conducted on the
plane of a dog-flght with the mod-

KPQ

I

«

J
;

WRC

I

t

I

I
I

NawYork
N«wYork

Chicago
Chicago
Son FranclKO
Son Fronciico
Wothlngton
>

:

:

;

WAAALl

III

KOA

:

:

,

;

Woihlngton
D«nv*r
.

I

,-

.

:

Cleveland

I

WTAM

WESnNOHOUSE STATIONS
(WBZ
(WBZA

I
I

I

t

I

:

i

I

;

.

Boston)

Sprlngfiold)

KYW

I

Phllodolphlo
PIHtburgh

KDKA

i

WOWO

i

Ft.

WGL

;

:

Ft.

i

Woyno
Woyno

OENERAl ELECTRIC CTATION

WCV

Sdionoctady

N.B.Tear out this advertisement
for your files. It lists every special
radio program for women on
represented stations.

NBC

—

'

Wednesday* May 14, 1941
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Bard

OBOLER-TinERTON-MENSE

BRUSH

IN

One

AT OHIO STATE INSTITUTE SESSION
12th Annual Gathering Meets Under Shadow of Impending -Changes in Broadcasting Industry

Many

—^About 500 Attend

Suggestions Offered

Columbus,

The

O.,

May

12th annual Institute for

Man

13.

Edu-

cation by Radio met here last week
at the Deshler-Walllck hotel under
the nominal auspices of Ohio State
University (but provided with no
cash from that source). About 600
persons registered to attend all or
•ome of the events during the three
days. These main currents of disand apprehension were
cussion
noted:
The broadcasters expect «art1,
ous Government agencies and the
'favored fei"' of the service organ-

identity.

Broadcasters and educators

3,

alike were disquieted by the impliBlue
cations of taking the
out of its present role as the principal provider of free time and
facilities for 'public interest' pro-.
grams.
period of uncertainty,'
the possible need for re-establishing all contacts, and a general
messing up of things as they are
(good or bad) in non-commercial
programming was foreseen.

NBC

A

Oboler

A

number of

va. Tltterton

May

13.

While attending the Ohio State
by Radio
last week author Arch Oboler
invited
by
tentatively
was
Parker Wheatley, of Northwestern University, to preside at c
radio seminar next summer.
A third party promptly suggested that Wheatley arrange for
Oboler to be publicly psychoanalyzed and charge admission
on the theory this would be the
Institute for Education

greatest event
redio history.

In

educational

radio drama jointly presided over
by author Arch Oboler and NBC
script editor Lewis Titterton. Oboler
went after the networks, charging
that the powers that be were timid
and that an author with anything to
say could no longer write for them
either because they were too scared
to broadcast what he wrote or be-

cause he could not write under the
limitations they Imposed.
Titterton defended the networks,
saying that It was not their proper
function to present dramatic material that 'took violent sides on controversial Issues at a time when the
American people had not made up
their minds.'

Oboler scornfully referred to the
'Ma Perkins' type of program having
the green light from radio while, at
the same time, the Army found It
impossible to recruit 30,000 cadet
pilots it needed.

The Oboler-Tltterton clash drifted

controversies broke

out at meetings during the three-day

Dog

Columbus,

izations to enjoy 'priorlfies' projrrani status in the near future.
This means that requests for time
from these certain sources will

have the force of a mandatory
option.
Educators, religious groups,
2,
non-priorities service or pressure
They
groups uiill be 'also ron.'
will have to content themselves
with a proportional percentage of
available
free
volume
of
a reduced
time or alternately, to combine
with related groups and possibly
individual
some
loss
suffer
of

Bites

Into

off

discussions of getting into

Most newsworthy of these the story fast Both praised Sandra
perhaps was at the night meeting on Michael. A bit of Oboleriana was

period.

played by transcription. Finally, as
the discussion slowed down, Clarence L. Menser, production manager of NBC, broke in from the audience with a line of lively patter,
panning both speakers for taking
half an hour to decide tha^ a radio
story had to start fast. (Menser on
following
day conducted a
the
'demonstration' by audience auditioning and then enacting a scene
from NBC's 'Bishop and Gargoyle.')

'Slow' Rockefeller Commtttea
shortwave broadInternational
casts were considered at a special
general session. Thus, the Institute
took note of the dawn of a new
John
phase of 'cultural' radio.
Begg, of the State Department,

Edward Tomlinson, NBC, and Antonio Gonzales CBS, participated as
did Philip Barbour, of the Nelson

Rockefeller committee.
There was
a tendency to criticize the Rockefeller committee as too slow, too unimaginative.
A general session on 'Radio In
War Time' took place Wednesday
morning (7), two days after the
opening American Town Meeting of
the Art Forum on 'Radio and the

Present Emergency,' in which Clifton Utley, of the Chicago Council on
Foreign Relations; Ed Kirby, of the
J. Landry, radio

Army, and Robert
editor
spoke.

of

in a station

»tnagM

-a +

that

order,

Columbus, May
mother, attending

Ohio State Echoes

13.

tha

ehlldren's program discussions
at lait week'i Ohio State Institute for Education by Radio,
taid she prevented her children
from listening to 'Gangbusters'
by providing a substitute.
'I bought them a phonograph
record of Orson Welles as JuUus
Caesar. They play It over and
over and keep healthily excited.'

pro/essional

'radio experts'
(capable of writing, directing, organizing programs) to rotate in a
given area as between various
cities or even over several states,
the salary and expense to be pro-

f

t«»«»««»« M
Columbus,

Ed Kirby,
Staff,

U.

School teacher In Olathe, Kans.,
who for the last 10 years has used
his short-wave transmitter to broadcast free radio lessons to less-experienced amateurs, will receive this
year's William 8. Paley amateur

13.

W. M. Newton,

of British Broad-

provided some nice chuckles
describing probable improvements in
English cooking as result of 'experts'
helping via au- with kitchen queem

under war-time rationing.
Ernest
Boshnell,'
of
Canadian
Broadcasting Co., offered Raymond
Massey In 'This Precious Freedom'

O., for

SCHOOL TEACHER WINS

May

casting,

via disc.

PALEY AMATEUR AWARD

MM 4»

»

O.,

Office of Chief of
participated

more meetings than anybody else,
presided In Neville Miller's place et
N.A.B. gathering.

youngsters' daily dart for
classes so that they can be up to
date on current events.
(c) That religious broadcasters
seek to work out some 'code' or
'standards' for themselves.
(d) That organizations be educated to think of radio production
expense os similar to printing, for
which tliey willingly make financial provision.
the

of

Army, who

in

rated.
(b)

That radio news for children
be broadcast locally just ahead of

S.

Cesar Saerohlnrer, on to Canton,
weekend with friends.

Lt.

Commander

represented U.

S.

Norvelle

Sharp*

Navy.

InsUtnte banquet included a spoof
on 'Invitation to Learning.'
Fslthfal repeaters at Institute Included: Walter Preston, Judith Waller, Mergaret Cuthbert John CarlUe^
Clay Harshbarger, Mrs. H. V. Milligan, Lavinia Schwartz, W. B. Leveason, Harold Kent, Jessie Magee,

Leonard 'Power,

Robert

Hudson,

Philip H. Cohen, Morris Novik, William Boutwell, Geraldine EUiott.

Besesrch men present for the 12th
annual: Frank Stenton, Hugh Seville, ^
Paul Lazarsfeld.

of the Signal Corps; Louis Franke,
H. B. McCarty, WHA, University of

sands of prospective technicians for
James H. Scnll, of National Conthe U. S. Signal Corps is believed to ference of Jews and Christians, prehave been a factor in his selection. sided over religious study group atIt Is the first time the recipient of tended by, Gmong others, Frank NelSome Soggestlona
the award has not been someone son, Gilbert Harrison, Ted Heflron
Suggestion for betterment of 'edu- who had performed some spectacu- and Lewis Titterton.
cational radio' heard at Institute In- lar life-saving or similar feat
cluded these:
Award Is to be made by Paley,
Cecil Carmlchael of WLW, Cincy,
(a) That service, community, represident of CBS, at a luncheon did a quick In and out as did Frank
ligious and other groups emplov
June 2 In New York.
Meson of NBC.

Wisconsin; Cesar Searchlnger, Eric
Sevareid and Louis Wirth.

MORE

IS

EFFECTIVE

ON DOMINANT WBBM

Good

AmericaVSecond
In
Sixteen years

in

>>»

'Gangbusters*

Lonis Cowan of Chicago told ChilThe Wednesday session did
dren's meeting cboiit his Alka Seltzer
Include Harold Lasswell or
'Quiz Kids.' Mrs. Cowan also present.
Helen Hiett, both of whom, it had award.
Winner Is Marshall H.
been announced, would tallc At the Ensor, 41, teacher of Industrial arts
Henrlette Harrison, of YMCA, typitable commenting on each other's at the Olathe high
school. His call cal of the delegates who manage to
remarks, and upon audience ques- letters are W9BSP.
attend nearly every meeting, even
tions,
were Ed Kirby, Norvelle
Fact that Ensor's training of other those whose times overlap.
Sharp, of the Navy; Col. Parker Hitt, amateurs has helped develop thounot

ANOTHER REASON ADVERTISING
Makes_
Local Boy

Variety,

vs.

Market

W

b,e.u«

7,'\ .-^j^sored time.

of

^^^^H^w WBBM Btagea
Ten^^dredhoursea^y^^^^^ g^^.^lf^Uy
local
poUful
«V!^^^\:claim nationaUy
programming

tbte
Here are a few <^"^^^;S«. that keeps

?°'°"toti..Miawe.t.

,

fcinA

I

PAT

AND MIKE

. . .

FOR THE STATE OF ILLINOIS,*

Patrick Driscoll.

WBBM

6513 Ellis Avenue, la one of the Chicago
school children in WBBM's annual
"School?, to giro youngsters from $ to
18 a chance to work with radio. Says

Mr. Leonard Power of Federal Radio
Education Commlssi<m, **I think this Is
the most interesting story that has come
out of Juvenile radio activities."

Todd Hunter, WBBM newscaster. After
Safety Officer by Illinois Secretary' of State for
is

being made Special Staff
"outstanding special safety programs," Hunter changed personalities, hurried
listeners to the season's first circus.
show which took

to stage

WBBM

.

teners attentive to

WBBM.

CHICAGO
Columbia Broadcosting Systen

R*pr«i*nt«d by RADIO SaiISi
SI, lowlt,

j(

educational, outstanding' news and
sports programs keeps ten million lis-

Midwesteiii Key Station for The

Chicago, Delrolt,

War

failed to clalni
iheir 18-year old bonus. Lively local
landling ofpublic service, special events,'
^ivic welfare, religious, agricultural,

60,000 Wattj

RUSHING THE GROWLER

broadcast found World

war veterans who had

lot

New

York; CharloH*.

AngeUi, San Franctit*

;
'
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RADIO
Snds Makers

Convention Cross-Talk
new gag

for this conSnyder stuck a sign on
vention..
one of the Ixibby chairs with the
legend, "This is reserved exclusively
for L; B. Wilson, grand potentate
of Whimsy' and signatured 'Glenn
Snyder, chairman of the committee
on ultra conveniences.'
a

'

Papers Refuse Ads

Uvered by special authority of management to Lester Gottlieb, of Mutual

NBC station rep department has
John Norton, Easton Wooley, Otto
Brandt and Sheldon Hickox here.
Larry Welters, of the Chicago
Tribune, and Dorothy Doran, of the
Akron Beacon, among radio editors
covering convention.

Thomas, of Young & Rublcam, arrived Monday. Carlos Franco
of same agency also here.
Bill

Kiauber and Weber

Mpts. Radio After

sContfnned from page £2;

up

rigged

Woo

Mcy

Minneapolis,

—

'

NBC

BiU Kostka,

presr chief, has

cameramen. Tommy Weber and
Maynard Stitt, on Hand.

his

W. E. Macfarlane, Mutual prez,
didn't wait for the convention to unveil, but hurried back to Chicago
following the close' of the Mutual
stockholders' meeting Sunday.
LIndsey and Gilmore Nunn
deep huddle first thing Monday,

how much

uring

their

in
fig-

|

\

Iiouisville-

Huntington stations will j^ave to pay
under the Mutual-ASCAP plan on
the basis 1940 income.

Lewis AUen Weiss around

in his

usual sartorial splendor. Also rating
as an esquire epic is Jack Howard,
of Scripps-Howard stations.

Fred Weber, Mutual general man'
he has averaged three
from Friday
Tuesday.

;

—

Taunts Mutual as Non-Constructive But
Weber Says He 'At Least Provided Competition'

About the only thing

Kiauber and Weber, were J. Harold
Ryan, of WSPD, Toledo; John Kennedy, of the West Virginia Network;
John Elmer, of WCBM, Baltimore,
and Frank Russell, NBC's Washington v.p. Harold Hough, of WBAP,
Fort Worth, was an invited guest as
chairman of the Newspaper-Radio
which he called the Mutual Network
Committee.
a "parasite.' The committee had met
to determine what stand the N.A3.
should take on the FCC's monopoly
JOE
SUES
report It was decided to let the
full board of the N.A.B. decide this Rep Alleges
SUtlon Owes %3Mt la
question at a meeting in SL Louis
Commissions
during the N.A.B. convention.
Kiauber also declared that Mutual
Joseph J. Weed, station sales rep,
has not contributed anything worth- filed a N. Y. supreme court action
while to the Industry and has as a last week against John H. Stenger,
rule taken "undesirable business.' Jr., doing business as WBAX and
Fred Weher, Mutual general man- the Stenger Broadcasting Co., seekager, present as committeeman, par- ing $3,642 allegedly due on comried these remarks with the state- missions. Weed was national adverof signifl-

cance that happened at last Wednesday's (7) meeting of the National
Association of Broadcasters' executive, committee at the Hotel Roosevelt! N. Y, -/as a flare-up by Edward
Kiauber, CBS executive v.p., in

,

i

WEED

to

W. H.

.

ment

that Mutual, if nothing else, has
Anyway,
contributed competition.
Weber added, the issue had to do
with the monopoly report and it
was
not a
was his opinion that It
matter for Kiauber to discuss within
the association, nor should he seek
his
batUes.
to get the HJlM. to fight
I>resent at this gathering, besides

tising representative of the defendant from June, 1938, to March, 1041.

Under the contract with WBAX
which operates from Wilkes-Barre,
was to receive 15% of
advertising turned in. The sued

Pa., plaintiff
all

amount represents the difference
due between what plaintiff received
and what he claims he Is entitled to.
for

CAN BE
A THINP OF BEAUTY,
LIFE

Mr. Transcription Buyer

WJHZ, Johnson

Lancaster,

City, Tenn., spent

Monday

afternoon
greeting everybody in the Jefferson

Lobby with an

invitation to visit

back home 6ven' if the NAB
hold its next convention there.

him

can't

Fred Bcokaw confessed in an in'
timate moment that he plays the
mad Russian in 'You Can't Take It
With You,' to be presented at the
Playhouse, Summit, N. J., next

-^^'jSsrc'^w

month.
Paul Raymer Wearing wing Insignia which he earned in last

war

as

naval aviator.

Don

Withycomb at convention
representing M. H. Aylesworth, of
Pan-American Cultural Committee,
Withycomb Just became his aide,
Capt. Barney Oldfleld, fugitive
from radio in Lincoln, Neb., visiting convention in khaki and pith
helmet He's public relations officer
of Jefferson Barracks, but lives in
Chase.

ASCAP -meeting Sunday
ASCAP tunes throughout the

played

broad

casters' meeting, to the irritation of

some members, who complained

to

the manager.

Newspapermen,

including
Jack
Gould, of N. Y. Times, did five-hour
session outside the ASCAP discus
slon chamber Saturday without food
Finally shared one sandwich dC'

IOOK at John Finegan,
J

mightjr ornery

he's ever

run

But John

FM FOR ROCHESTER

into action

WSIB, Sobsld of WHAM, Opens
WUta Sponsor «nd $60 Rate-Card

into,

isn't

Rochester, N. Y.,

May

13.

it's

by picking up

NBC-Blue

station

basic

tomorrow (Thurs

has beea pert of the basic Red
and Blue supplementary list.

now

he's sitting

on top oft

most important transcription

his

phone and giving us
that there won't

j(d>

it!

ona

his headache.

be any hitches on his job.

our new Columbia Transcription Service,

the

And,

most modern

there'll

in the

world— will be

at his exclusive disposal

NO DELAYS

or

imdi

INTERRUPTIONS,

incidentally, he'll get as slick a set of ultia high-quality transcriptions

as ever dazzled a client.

Why don't you join John

in the ranks

of Columbia's

happy, xarefree transcription buyers? Try us on your next assignment— we
have studios waiting for you in

New York,

Chicago and Hollywood,

TRANSCRIPTION

Dayton, to Blue

day).
It

to

he has finished recording. With

New station, operating 8:30 a.m. to
10:30 p.m. daily, is eliminating talk
as far as possible and centering on
class music.
Estimated there are
about 600 set-owners hereabouts at
present.
B. Forman Co. became first adver'
tiser by sponsoring the inaugural
program. Rate-card calls for $60 an
hour basic priqe.

a

Right

be a studicTcleared and waiting for him. All the equipment he needs— and

(sister-station of

WING, Dayton, becomes

— the

signs written all over

And he knows from experience

long-wave WHAM)- bowed in last
week with special invitation pro
gram in KUbourn Hall, Eastman
School of Music. Two-hour show
and demonstration included trick
stuff by visible and hidden musicians
to emphasize quality of reproduction.

WING,

problem

RUSH

worried. Ten minutes ago he put his formula for tough

Wlien he saunters over

FM station W51R

for instance...

little

with

MADE

BY THE COLUMBIA RtCOltDING

WBAX

.

ager, figures

hours' sleep each night

Swap Jibes

CBS Exec

13.

With the Cowles interests gaming
Broadcasters were so confused by
the technicalities of both the ASCAP complete control over the entire
and FCC issues that some kiddingly press here as a result of the consolisaid they were going to wire their dation of the Tribune newspapers
lawyers to join them in St. Louis. with the Star-Journal, beer and
liquor ads are completely out of all
Convention has received an un- the sheets, and the suds dispensers
usually heavy turnover of agency are losing no time in hopping on the
Previously, the
time-buyers. Largest representation radio bandwagon.
from J. Walter Thompson, with Tribune newspapers-morning ^nd
Linnea Nelson, from New York, evening had accepted beer and
Margaret Wiley from the Chicago liquor advertising. However, it has
office, and Helen McGrath from San been persona noh grata with the
Francisco. Other agency people in- Star-Journal ever since its acquisiclude Moe Kleinfeld. of Franklin tion by the Cowles.
Starting May IS, a new half-hour
Bruck; John Lynch, of Esty; Ned
Midgley, of B.B.D.&0.; and Barnie local show, sponsored by MinneProcter, of Blow. Most notable ab- apolis Grain Belt Beer, goes on
WCCO. ^-nuuea
Entitled "Friendly
rrienoiy Tavern,'
lavern,
sence is probably Reeele Scheubel,
Scheubel .j
j^j^,^ ^leUan Card, WCCO
of the Blow agency
announcer, as host, the station's 14orchestra, and other staff enNBC delegation here includes A. L. piece
tertainers. Guest artists will appear
Ashby, Hugh Veville, Frank Chizzini,
from time to time, ostensibly visiting
Sheldon Coons, Mrs. Doris Corwith,
the tavern.'
Ken Dyke, Lloyd Egner, Sherman
The Hamm Brewing company alGregory, O. B. Benson, Horton ready
has a 15-minute sports show
Heath, WiUiam S. Hedges, C. W. on
WCCO daily. The Fitger BrewHorn, Keith KIggins, Harry Kopf, ing company, starting May
26, "will
BUI Kostka, Frank Mason, B. F. Mc- take five minutes three days a week
Clancy, Roberts Morris, Frank Mul- on the same station. Still another
len, Robert Myers, and Jennings brewing company, Schmidt's, has bePierce.
gun negotiations for time.

27

CORPOKATION

'
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Bob Burke,

Educational?

Radio to Aid Army's Early-Risers

Ithaca, N. Y., May IS.
local station operated

WHCU,

by Cornell University,

Oet-'Em-Up Cheerful, Regarded at Radio's Long
Suit, Cues' Red, White and Blue Network
May

Washington,

CENTRAL FOUR

13.

A'S

ELECTS

Another 'network'—existing only
and on paper has been pro- John McDonald New District Chairman of Admen's Ass'n
posed by the War Department as the

—

In time

latest

move

Army.

to get radio's help

in

Chicago, May 13.
Last week the C?ntral Council of
the American Association of Advertising Agencies elected a new

morale of the expanding

ciistaining

last

week

sent exploitation notice to advertising agencies and prospectiny
tive sponsors.
It was a
three-cornered piece of cloth resembling a diaper and carrying a
small safety pin.
Message printed on the cloth
called attention to

Sponsored in Fort Worth
May

Fort Worth,

wave-length and added the reNeedsmark,
'Your
Radio

-

Series will be titled 'Jolly PoUy
Party.' Robert Burke, niany voiced
comedian, will be talent
Set by Kane agency.

New NBC

Spieler

Changing, Too.'

May

Buffalo,

Denton

Butt,

known

as

PROPAGANDA'

13.

Pangborn Co., candy and ice
cream manufacturers, signed for
quarter-hour programs on KGKO.

WHCU's new

UNIT FOR

WCAU

Philadelphia,

Mayv^.^~

A miniature 'institute of propaganda analysis* has been set up by
Joseph Connelly, promotion
diWCAU. The 'propaganda'
which is 'analyzed' are the trade
paper advertising and- promotional

rector of
13.

Robert

{

Denton, leaving WBEN to join NBC's pieces issued by WCAU's comClaims of other stations
general spieling staff in New York petitors.
Thursday (15).
are 'debunked' and a true picture'
He was with that web in Chicago of Philly's radio industry is preto
for two years before going back
staffers and cusWBEN to handle production In 1937. sented, to
tomers, according to Connelly.
The 'analysis'- is sent in the form
KTBC, Austin, Tex., owned and of a weekly news letter to repreoperated by State Capitol Broad- sentatives of the station in distant
casting Association, has appointed points. Jpetter No. 1 attacked audiFurgason & Walker as national rep- ence claims of one of the other

I

resentatives.

All stations will get bids to

K.O/s Barnes

Molar
White and Blue' web
slate headed .by John McDonald, of
that would carry special early-mornthe Buchen- agency, as chairman; ArPat Barnes, w]io does the recorded
ing programs for the" boys in camp.
thur Mogge, of the Mogge agency, as 'Manhattan at Sunrise'
program
Suggestion that the early-riser, vice-chairman,
and Jack Scott, of dally over WEAF, New York, and
breakfast club, eye-opener and other Schwimmer Ac Scott agency,
as sec- handles the Noxzema Borough quiz
crack of dawn spots be Izrded with retary-treasurer.
series, is off both shows for at least
bugle calls like reveille; mess, asBoard also added three new two- a week.
sembly and tunes and news of spe- year
members J. K. Laird, of Young
Bedded at his Bronxville (N. Y.)
cial interest to the listeners at nearby
Rubicam, Jack Scott, of S. St S., home with strep infection and high
forts, air Qelds, atid other posts is
and Leon Hussey, of Fuller, Smith & fever.
Illness
followed
wisdom
being sent out with, a message from Ross.
tooth extraction'.
Brig,
the Army's morale division.
pen. James A. Ullo of the Adjutant
General's office is making the appeal,
reinformed by Capt. Gordon HittenJoin the 'Red,

—

—

Multi-Voiced,

&

—

WCAU

'

.

Philly stations,'

mark, local NBC aimouncer, and Ed
Kirby, former public relations direcof
tor for National Association
Broadcasters. Both of the latter are
helping the War Department cook up
program idees that will interest the
Industry and general public.;as well
as the draftees.
War Department thinks it would
be a great contribution if every station with a military post in its service area (and there aren't many
which fail to cover «ome assemblage
of the armed forces) would help
wake the Army up. No gratis transcriptions are in alght, but Hittenmark would tend frequent ideas and
epot announcements which could be
wndwiched in with the regular recordings and news bulletins. •

TH

—

AMERICA

l^A-ftJl

Tw» MUea Away
Louisville,

May

13.

new developments at
Fort Knox, Armored Force Replacement Center, about 30 miles from
Louisville, is the installation of a
complete loud speaker system, over
•which wiU be played bugle calls
One

of the

from reveille to taps. Instead of the
well-known bugler, new mechanized
forces will be roused by calls recorded by four trumpeters, and all
Army calls are
other standard
rapidly being recorded, a job running
Into 50 to 100 recordings.
Specifications are for the speakers
.

to be heard a dUtance of 1,800 feet,
but judging from the tremendous
power of the speakers under test,
music and bugle calls will be heard a
distance of some two miles.

WEMP

BaU

Quits

Spieler

Day

of First

Game; Manager Subs
Eahey

Milwaukee, May 13.
aimouncer broad-

Flynn,

Milwaukee Brewers'
the
casting
baseball games for WEMP, which
this season got the American Association radio contract for the first
time, quit tbe job this past week to
accept

^
H
W

WBBM

an announcing berth with

He

in Chicago.

offered C. J.

(Chuck) Lanphler, station manager,
a two weeks' notice, but was dC'
cllned pronto on the grounds that
his quitting had put his boss behind
the eight ball.
FlyTm's decision to l^ave was
given to Iianphier at 1:30 on Wednesday afternooa Tlie ball game was
scheduled to start at 2, so Lanphier

dashed to the ball park and did his
own announcing, although he had
pot. spieled

a baseball

game

since

he .announced the White Sox games
In Chicago in 1933.

WEMP's

baseball broadcasts ar«
under sponsorship of General MlUs
end Fahey Flynn'i name is in the
contract as announcer, but the station had not put him under contract

with itself. When Lanphier notified
General Mills of what had happened, execs took a tolerant view of
the situation, so relations between
station and sponsor apparently .won't

be disturbed.
Flynn had

been announcing at
about a year, coming from
WIBU, Poynette, Wis. When he was
picked for the baseball job, Lanphier took him to Ocala, Fla„ for
the drewers' spring training season,

WEMP

and' recently billed

him heavily

all

Qver town to build up a listening
.

audience.
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/
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Gasmask Blurbs

Mexican Radio Substantially Better;

London
:

;4.4M

t

liondon, April 15.

Calling

MtMtttttttttfttttttttttttttt^tttttttttttt-

ranging •ntertainmant for the Navy,
London, April 22,
Mid Terfne« Da Marne^ of whose show biz group she's chairthe man.
have carried their teamwork to
weekly
sejfial
In
a
ether, going on
'Robbery Under
by Peter Creswell,
CUy of Manchester as a try-out
from AiisArms.' Piece Is adapted
spot for legit shows, given an ether
of Rolf Boldtralian adventure yams
buildup by S. R. Llttlewood, draalso have
DeMarneys
rewood. The
neirlofc

matic critic, in a series of recollecproduction unit In operation, tions of stuif that's bowed and come
a film
they
turning out brlefles In which
West End-lng. He's doing a smooth
produce. Piece brings job,
act, direct and
along with support from vocalfirst
time
tothe
for
them to radio
ists Denis Noble, Helen 'Clare, Horgether—all previous chores being ace Perclval and Sylvia Cecil.
along the solo route.

Georfe Shearlor, blind pianist,
Benee Honsion and Donald Stew-,
drew two ether Interviews in a etherlng with the Ambrose aggregaweek; former quipped, they're now tion- on his own compositions. Ann
Shelton
and Sam Browne, warblers,
open for dates.
are also booked Into the session.
art

Evelyn Laye back to radio for a
alrer for her by Charlie
Tovey. Songstress has much of her
time taken up these war days In arspecial

Frank Celller from leglt will take'
on the star guest spot with BBC
for month of May.

Drama Group,

Latest thing In spot announcements, style 1941, is uncovered

At opening and closwith frequently a cut-in
during the show itself, announcers ask listeners 'Are you carrying your gas mask?' The short,
punchy lineage will \indoubtedly
do more to make the nation gasconscious than press blurbs.
It's being done systematically,
choosing the better shows, but
being cued in by the name performer in order to mesh and, at
the same time, sidestep annoying.

XEW Alone Is 20% Ahead of 1940

by BBC.
ing,

Mexico

CBS KEEPS MOTHER

City,

May

13.

X£W

Radio business at Station
here is 20% ahead of 1940. This fact
is revealed by Othon Velez, general

{

OF WHITE INFORMED

manager

of the station.

'The Mexican public and business*
May 13.
White, mother of men have at last become decidedly
air minded,' Velez declared in an inLeigh White, CBS correspondent in
terview with Vaiucty. 'This falling
receiving
regular
the Balkans, is
in line is on the part of manufacturbulletins whenever possible about
ers as well as distributors. There is
her son's adventures with the British

Hollywood,

Mrs.

Mary

A.

•

now

forces.
I,atest

far less sales resistance.

Mexi-

can businessmen in the provinces
Information was that her
notoriously relucboy
had been wounded by a German tant to take on modern methods
" v-for
.Ir__r- in an airplane, but
gunner
machine
advertising their wares are now beJohannes Steel, commentator for
harEgypt
after
safely
In
up
ing rapidly convinced.
won and WMCA, New York, left wound
small
boat.
In
rowing days
a
Saturday (10) by Clipper for Lisbon
'In 1940 all commercial radio staand London. He'll be in England 10
tions in Mexico had a very good
Oak Harbor. James Barnhart has year, indeed. the best year they had
days or two weeks, looking over the
situation and interviewing govern- been named technical operator of since radio was really commercialment officials.
WGTC, Greenville, N. C.
i2ed in this country in 1930. There

Steel's

London Trip

i

—

MARKS ARE CHANGING

are strong indications that this year
will be perhaps even better for all
radio in Mexico. Part of this is due
to confidence in the government,
thanks to the really important works
President Manuel Avila Camacho
has accomplished since he took office
Also there is less of
last Dec. 1.
war jitters in Mexico than In most

While there is certainly
countries.
in this country, as some had
expected, tihings are going along
pretty nicely.'
Radio stations in Mexico are free
of labor dlfflculti^ for the present
The manager was careful to say for
the present, for the biggest, strongest
and toughest of the four unions with
which they must deal, the musicians,
will be asking for a new work contract in September, and 'quien sabe'
what their demands will be. The
musicians' union has 3,000 members
here.
The other unions the radio
stations have had to deal with are:
the song composers; general white
collar staffs; technicians and artistes,
and, of course, carpenters, bricklayers,
painters and other artisans.
These unions and the stations now
get along very nicely, Velez said.
Is the largest and most important station in Mexico, now that
'Doc' Brinkley's mouthpiece (150,000
watts), at Villa Acuna, across from
Del Rio, Tex., has been at long last

no boom

XEW

silenced.

F.D.R.

A Puzzle

5S Continued from pate Z's^
whether It's the right one. That Is
that Mr. Roosevelt was horrified
when Ethrldge 'let the world know
he had received a 'Dear Mark' letter
asking him to make a comprehensive
study of the many controversial matters related to government versus
radio.

In view of the President's Illness,which meant no press conferences
last week, nobody has been able- to
ask direct question that might clear
up the Situation. Attaches at the

by

White House have failed to throw
any light on it. Ethrldge was unable
to get the interview he hoped for.
Chairman Fly has been unwilling to
Indicate whether he had the President's backing, while other regulators either say they are entirely uninformed or act mysterious.
Industry front men profess not to

believe that Mr. Roosevelt gave Fly
et al the nod. Not In view of thf
letter. Their only explanation—based entirely on deduction
Is that on one of his recent trips to
the Executive Mansion the Commlsh
chairman talked In generalities about'

Ethrldge

getting out the report and the President, without knowing exactly what
was intended, agreed it would be •

The Spordng thing

htn

to

do

Is

to tune to Mutual.

The Baseball World

Series has for years

Professional Football Playoff.
a Mutual exclusive. «o, too, last year was the

now (starUng June

And

found out long ago that sporting people
All are sponsored by GiUette. Bayuh'ThilBes"
are loyal to Mutual, that'a

why

network 8 days a week on some

stations

to clean

If the
surprise

President

or the F.C.C. majority
a march on Ethrldge, a chance
remains- that the rules may not go
into effect.
A week has passed,
stole

our comer.
ISth) aU World Championship Boxing Bouts come into

they have presented "The Inside of Sports" over

up the matter.
was taken' by

good idea

this

(6 days on othersl) for 156 consecutive weeks.

though, since the report was issued,
and the 'White House hasn't shown

any dlsiMsition to interfere oi: respond to squawks about the newspaper criticism.
'The effectiveness of the regulations

can be averted by a Commlsh motion

Such a move
hold a hearing.
would cause blushes, but if the
White House gave the word there
would be no reason for not backing
down, no matter how embarrassing.
Remonstrance by the Chief Execumake the
naturally would
tive
crack-downers think again. If the
to

.

America's

ONLY

Station - Operated Network

Ucenseea
individual
chains
or
formally petition for a chance to
.argue against the new rules, It Is
execution.
possible' to stave off the
Then tiie- Commlsh could decide It
tad msde * serious nUstake..

—

.
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Clean Sweep

John Wflstach Calls Calamity Jane

On Hlfe the People' a Hoax; Rebuttal
Rhinebeck, N. Y.
|

outside of purely
quaintanceship.'

casual

ac-

Gabriel Heatter should do more
Of all the fakes that have ever
investigating
broadcasting
before
been heard on 'We the People' May
libels on a great' sheriff and his wife,
6 worse than one of the often ex-- a noble showwoman, who broke In
posed member of the Dalton Gang
James A. Bailey, 'afterward to be
was the appearance of the supposed Barnum's partner, into the circus
business.
Her daughter, Emma,
daughter, offspring of the marriage
married the son of John Robinson,
of Wild Bill Hickok and Calamity. Gil.
Mrs. Lake, first a performer,
This is a libel on a great had toured Europe in her adaptaJane.
Poor
western peace officer, who was only tion of Byron's 'Mazeppa.'
Calamity Jane was a scout and a
married once and then to the only
pioneer, but she was a woman, acwoman who ever ran and owned a cording to all authorities, who had
circus, Mrs. Agnes Lake, who took lived a life that was, even for the
over Lake's Circus after her hus- times, very free and easy. It seems
too bad that, without any historical
band was killed by a desperado. Her verification, people of note in the
Eon-in-Iaw was Gil Hobinson, of the history
of the early west, should be

—

the station without a single tear-jerker
day.

great Robinson circus clan, who died
a few years ago, but not before
writing a fine book about the Robinson Circus called 'Old Wagon
Show Days.' Mickok and Mrs. Lake

were married 'March

some

1876,

5,

lied about in a national broadcasting program of repute like 'We the
People.'
Just a slight looking into
the subject would have stopped such
misinforming of the public.

during the
Might be some sort of a recThe fizz product has taken

ord.

the 10 o'clock news across the
board instead, upping it from a

former twice-a-week

deal.

Mrs.

Jean

Hickok McCormick, were sent

to us

diary

to

her

daughter,

prior to the broadcast; photost£tic
copies of letters registering the diary
in Washington as original material
from Calamity Jane were sent to us.
Third, photostatic copies and two
letters to her foster-father,

From The Production Centres

13.

drama show, leaves

ing

Editor, Vahiety:

May

Seattle,

Beginning May 9, KOL will
have no daytime serials on its
schedule. Dropping of 'Friendly
Neighbors,' Alka-Seltzer's morn-

who was

O'Neil, and Calamity Jane's
will and testament were forwarded to us prior to the broadThere was no indication <A
anything unearthed that was con-

James
last

cast.

trary to the details of the diary cs
forwarded to us before, the broadAlso, Mrs. McCormick gave us
assurance such facts as sent to the
Listeners' Radio Committee
were
authentic and without any reason for
questioning, upon which the Listencast.

IIS-ISEW

*-«>

»t»f»»

*****

YORK CITY ...

Nancy Grey, WTMJ, Milwaukee; commentator,

New York
interviewing -Carrie Chapman Catt, Ethel Barrymore, Thyra Samter Winslow, Sophie Ken- and Cicire Tree Major.
Peggy Gould and Helen Harinon doing series of half-minute recorded
Glfford ..Cochrane scripted next
commercials for Lamston's stores
Jessie Royce Landis hospitalweek's (20) 'Grand Central Station' show
ized for operation, so Violet Homing replaced her on 'Grand Central' last
night (Tuesday). .. .John" Hurley, ex-VAiusTT, on night shift in CBS publicity department. .. .Albert Scharper, Jr., also ex- Variety, joined publicity department of N. Y. Central R. R.
Helena Horn joined 'Cats 'n' Jammers,' with" Ersklne Butterfleld orch
....show moved from Friday to Sunday evenings. ,. .George Hamilton
Combs, Jr., cracked his ankle playing tennis and is now originating his
commentator series from bis home. .Josef Honti marks this month
his 10th anniversary as NBC staff conductor
Jose Renato, Spanish gui-

WHN

,

Is

currently in

.

started first y. S. series Sunday afternoons on WOR.
Ilka Chase, Lucille Manners and Ben Grauer will be among the auctioneers
at the benefit auction for British War Relief this afternoon (Wednesday)
at Temple gallery. .. .Curt Conway joined cast of Helen Walpole's serial,
'Amanda of Honeymoon Hill'
Jock MacGregqr added to 'Orphans of
Divorce' cast. .. .Walton Butterfield, who formerly had an interview setarist,

on CBS, joined 'Just Plain Bill' serial. .. .ditto George Sturgeon....
Lois Hall newcpmer to "Stella Dallas' troupe. .. .Tournament of Knowledge,' quiz series with students of highschools in Queens borough, aired
weekdays on WWRL. .. .Peggy Juaranick,
receptionist, will be
ries

WWRL

married next month.
Don Becker bought a 240-acre farm near Richmond, Va., and plans to
modernize the 150-year-old house. Will commute by plane next year
Budd Hulick (formerly partner of Stoopnagle) and Ralph Dumke (fori
merly with Ed East) teamed for flve-momlngs-a-week comedy sustainer
on NBC
Ruth Chattertoiv; guests Friday (16) night on 'Campbell Playhouse,' doing 'Alien C()rn'. .. .Judith Anderson gets the nod next week
(23) in play not yet selected. .. .Hal James and Florence Sperl (Mrs.
People'
presents
stories
as
the James), of the Compton
agency, to Boston for brief visit
Recording
guest's ourn story or experience as
band leaders and singers are presenting Martin Block, conductor of 'Make
a cross-section from all walks of
Believe Balhroom' on WNEW, with a special scroll, June 9.. Barry Wood
life.
There was no effort on the part will
make the presentation.
of the Listeners' Radio Committee
to distort any facts such as 'were
available to them which, as I have lis
.
.
.
already said, were accepted in good
Ray Coffin, program director for Thomas Lee's W6XAO, sold his seeingfaith as being what might be called, eye dog serial for sponsorship on KHJ.
He'll write the chapter and suafter
seeing the article of Mr. pervise production. Coffin was one of the earliest
Hollywood press agents
WiLstach's, a disputed bit in AmerSam Hayes begins his 11th year of newscasting May 20
Dennis Day
ican history.
goes on a personal tour through the east after Jack Benny calls it a season
Assuring you that all concerned ....Frank Bull doing a nightly baseball series on KFWB for
DeSoto dealacted in good faith, I cm very sin- ers. Each night he highlights the
big inning that won the day's major
cerely.
league ball game
Kay Kyser calls on Bing Crosby May 22, which should
Donald W. Severn.
mean that later Bing Crosby will call on Kay Kyser
Tony Martin's
For the Listeners' Radio Committee. sponsors are still mulling his summer
status.
He'll know definitely by
May 21, which is option time
Robert Arden, KFWB's war analyst, east
on a deal that would shortwave his daily comment to Europe in six languages. ,. .Four indie stations profited from exploitation of the 20th-Fox
picture, 'Great American Broadcast.' Lion's share went to KFWB, which
rarely plugs any pictures outside of Warners' product.

was over to Douyears after the mythical marriage to bleday-Doran, which published 'Wild
Calamity Jane, which is a libel, Bill Hickok,' and talked to one of ers' Radio Committee accepted the
brought about, no doubt, by the fact their editors, Schuyler Crane, and he details of the story in all good faith
that Jane asked to be buried beside thought that Calamity Jane fake on from her.
Again, as stated above, 'We The
Wild Bill, mr.ny years after his 'We, the People" outrageous.
Incidentally,

I

-

death.

My

Frank J. Wilstach,
the authentic life of 'Wild
Bill Hickok,' and I had the privilege of helping him in this work,
which he dedicated to me. The book
was used by Mr. DeMiUe in the
making of 'The Plainsman.' There
chapter called The Calamity
is a
Jane-Wild Bill Myth.' This is a quote
from Ellis T. Pierce, an old plainsfather,

wrote

I think, quite seriously, that this
history-faking
is
something that
should be discouraged. Just before
'We, the People' went on the air I
said: 'Now we. will hear the guy who
was in the other box the night Lincoln was shot) or a cousin of Jesse
James, or some other history faking'
and then they brought on the
alleged daughter of Wild Bill and
Calamity.
Next week, from the

—

man, who knew Calamity Jane well, poorhouse, Lillian Russell's first
on any relationship between Jane beau!
and Bill:
John Wilstach.
'Wild Bill was a married man
and seemed to think much of
[Ed. Note: John Wilstach Is a
his wife, and I never saw him
writer and historian.]
associating with lewd women. I
camped with Jane when we
were sCouts and, drunk or sober,
, Committee Replies
she never made any talk to me
about Bill, or even mentioned
his name that I can remember.
Jane was great on notoriety and
that Is why she asked our Pioneer Society to plant her next
to Bill so she also could be in

New

York.

Editor, Variety:
In the letter from John Wilstach,
the Listeners' Radio Committee of
'We The People' has the following to
say regarding the story of Calamity
Jane on a recent broadcast:
First, every
story told by the
guests and accepted by the Listeners' Radio Committee is his or her
ourn story, authenticated as thoroughly as is possible by the sources

HOLLYWOOD

CONGRESS OK'S
INTERIOR DEPT.

IN SAIS FRANCISCO

.

.

.

New high in sports cooperation with radio here was set this week with
to air the state tennis championship matches from
the California Tennis Club. Racqueteers are making up their sked according to the time the station can clear, so that a feature match will go on at
'It is little wonder that those
air time, regardless of the hour
Two months after trekking to Mexwho knew both Wild Bill and
ico on a good-will tour, Bob Forward, KFRC announcer, Is still talking
this unfortunate woman have
about It—in a weekly series of quarter-hour sustainers
Newspapers and
Washington, May 13.
been reluctant to admit that he
our command.
Second, phoat
radio really got together this week when Robert J. McAndrews of NBC,
continuance
Funds
for
the
of
Incould have any interest in her
tostatic copies of Calamity Jane's
Hollywood, and Thor Smith, Call-Bulletin promotion chief, were teamed
terior Department's' radio section for a direct mail
session, at the Frisco Ad Club in Palace hotel
Peace
have been approved by Congress, broke out on KFRC this week with inauguration
of a daily quarter-hour
with $3,000 transferred from th« tabbed 'Warless News'.... Wax network
-repeat of KFRC's early-morning
contingent expenses fund to* the Breakfast Club, started
last weelf, have been replaced by a live copy, with
Salaries account of the Secretary of Musician's
Union getting blame or credit
Interior and an additional $4,280 authorized for the "hiring of a radio
engineer and an assistant clerkMODESniZATION
stenographer.
Denver's
Madison, Wis., May 13.
Opposition that cropped up last
Radio station WHA,
operated
Original
year over alleged propagandizing by under state
sponsorship at the UniSecretary Ickes and his radio staff versity
Ail-Night
of Wisconsin, is to- be modwas lacking when members of Con- ernized and improved
to the extent
Station
gress quizzed Michael W. StraUs, the
of $32,250. The assembly this week
Department's director of informapassed a bill appropriating money
every American schooltoom deserves an
Reprasented by Blair
tion; Ickes and Assistant Secretary
for such a purpose.
Burlew about the needs of the radio
Amedcan flag! That's why, on May 10th, -we staged
section.
Representative Charles H.
the program "Old Glory for Young America," one of the
Leavy, supplied a satisfactory pat
on the back for the 'patriotic duty'
most potent radio shows ever produced locally ... to raise
that is being performed by the information division, stating that the
funds for placing the Stars and Stripes in every public and
$78,530 requested for all information
parochial school in the county.
service 'is extremely small.'
Budget estimates for the radio secRounded up by Special Events Director Sid Andom were

the limelight.'
Continues the biography:'

^

KSFO's arrangements

RADIO FUNDS

41,000

CLEVELANDERS

WHA

"CAME THROUGH!"

"VVTE THINK
.

VV

tion

Bob

Feller,

Abe Lyman,

Bernie Cummings, Lang

Thompson

... 22 acts, 253 performers, a production staff of 59

. .

backed up bj the co-operation of the Cuyahoga G>unty
Council of American Legion Posts and the Board of Education.
It
. . .

was "May tenth

2:47 A.

that

M. when,

at ten"

when

the program took the air

came announcement

'with the sign off,

more than 41,000

contributors ha^

"come through 1"

And. so, on Jun^ 2nd, when youngsters return
after ths

Memorial Day week-end. Old Glory

head of every

ooight give

be

at the

1941

were

$21,650,

$1,620.

One of the chief complaints of the
information director was remedied
by Congress when strings were rea $3,000 item which last
year was voted for the production
of transcriptions. Through a technicality, the money could not be
used for the purposes Intended.

moved from

Czechs Don't Like

Time Change—Squawk

generous response from fplks out our

you advertising men some information

not found in market data

fiscal

to school

-will

class I

We think this

for

with $15,000 appropriated. The 1942
estimate adds a radio engineer to
the payroll at $3,200 and a clerk at

way

that's

studiesi

W6AR

Milwaukee,

May

13.

•Foreign language programs may
be a source of revenue, but they also
produce their headaches. Now the
Czecho-Slovaks assert they are being kicked around because

WEMP

THE FRIENDLY STATION

CLEVELAND

BASIQ STAnpN »>ivC6l»MBIA, iRO/fM>CA$THiie'fSYSril||.
IDWAUD PtTRY Jk to. INC., I^AT'L REPftESENTAf IVr

has been compelled to shift their

programs from one spot to another,
due to the baseball season and daylight saving.
John Klaboucb, publisher of a local Czecho-Slovaic newspaper, who
ceglktered^ .th* newest complaint,
dalidf to r(|present 40,000 Ilsteneni
of his nationality.
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Stars" «HlM$

TK1941

Coast to coast by

listeners' vote,

NBC

Radio Star of Stan

k Bob Hope
A Jack Benny
t, Don McNeUl
k Bing Crosby
* Edgar Bergen
if Don Ameche

Red sweeps the Movie-Radio Guide 1941
Star of Stars Poll.

radio listeners cast their votes
ul ated

under

Audience

The

50,000

— ballots were

tab-

supervision of the American

the.

Institute

More than

— and

here's

Best

what they show.

ballots for radio's 'star of stars' placed the

it

crown on the brow

of

Bob Hope, ace comedian on

i(
.

Pepsodent's

Red Network program. And

what's

.

it
it
it

more

. . .

seven of the ten 'Best Comedians',

. .

Conediu

k Sob Hope
k Jack Benny
k Fibber McGec

of the ten 'Best Masters of Ceremo-

Actors'...
nies'

and

eight of the ten 'Best Serial Dramatic Pro-

it

ists

Hope and

to

all

the

NBC Red

the nation's

network

again In 1941.

Bing Crosby

•k

Jack Baker

Dennis Day
Tony Martin

Rudy Vallee

Ransom Sherman
Frank Morgan
Bob Burns

it

Harry Babbitt
Frank Munn

it

Curley Bradley

it

of America Service

it

it

Harlow Wilcox

it

itit

Dtirward Kirby

it

Ralph Edwards
Ben Grauer

if

it

it

Don Ameche
Charles Boyer
Ezra Stone

it

SoWst

of Classieal

Soap

it
it

it

Best Actress'

of dassieal

it

Joan Blaine
Betty Winkler

it

it

Truth or Conseqaenoea

k One

k Uncle Jim's Question Be*

it
it
-tt

it

Soift

Margaret Speaks
Jean Dickenson

it

Don McNeill
Bob Hope

it

Bing Crosby
Garry Moore.

it

Clifton

it

Fadiman

Best

Manner*

it

it

it

«

Lowell Thomas
H. V. Kaitenborn
Walter Winchell

Congratulations also to
. . .

it

Voice of Firestone

it
it-k

Metropolitan Opera
Hour of Charm
Pleasure Time

American Albud
of Familiar MoaiC
Telephone Hour

Bachelor's Children

Vic and Sade
Aldrich Family
Guiding Light

it

Life

it

Road' of Life

Can Be

Beaiififtil

Best EdMatioBal
it

Best Variety Progiaa

Love a Mystery

it

it

if

PrafiM

Information, Please
University of Chicago

it

Fibber

it

if

Qub Matinc*

if

Round Table
Cavalcade of America
Music Appreciation Hoof
America's Town Meeting
Farm and Home Hour
Quiz Kids

it

World

it
it
it
it

it
it

Breakfast Club
Kraft Music HaU

& Sanborn

Chase

Bob Hope
McGe*

Rudy Vallec
Maxwell Hons*

Best Daico Orcboiln

k
it-k

Kyser
Horace Heidt
Viay

it

Fred Waring

it

Tommy Dorsejr

it
it

Sammy Kaye
Abe Lyman

ic

k
it

Kay Kyser

*

Dr.

it

Truth or Conseqocacea

I.

Q.

it Breakfast Club
itk Horace Heidt
it

Town

Meeting

NBC BLUE

Yoors

it

Tom Mix
Our Bam

'A

Jack Armstrong

4'

My
Best Andieace Paitidpiioa

I*

BottCbBdrea'sProinB
if Quiz Kids
it Coast to Coast on a Bos
it Bud Barton

it

Favorite

ProfMi

Breakfast Club

* One Man's Fami^
i, Kraft Music HaU
* Jack Benny
it

Metropolitan Opera
Fibber McGce and Mollf

it

Bob Hop*

it

for Its excellent

showing

(The BLUE tied for second place with six "first awards")

(SOLID STAR) Indicotas Red Nttwofit proflrom or penoMllty.

(OPIN nAR) Indicates

ikw

Pnimi

One Man's Family

it I

Kay Kyser
tt

it

News

Connentator
it

Best Serial Draaafie

Francia White
Lucille

Ceremonies
it

Man's Family
Aldriph Family
Everyman's Theater

if

BestWoaaHSeWsl

.

Best'Draaatk PrapMi

Best.Madcal Prograa

Richard Crooks
Donald Dickson
James Melton
Frank Munn
Jack Baker

Information, Please

k Qaiz Kids
k Dr. I. Q.
* Kay Kyser

Battle of Sexes

SoBfi

Best Male

it

it

-A

Ginny Simms
Evelyn Lynnc
Connie Boswell
Nancy Martin
Dinah Shore
Bonnie Baker

it

Best Master of

NETWORK

Hal Totten

ii

it Michael Raffetto
it' Hugh Studebaker
it John Barrymott

A

THE NETWORK MOST PEOPLE USTEN TO MOST

Graham McNamc*

k

'it

Best WoBiai SiBger

it

Stem

i,

'

it

of Popalar

Don Wilson

NATIONAL Broadcasting Company

A Radio Corporation

Soap

it

it

Best Actor

first

of Popatar

art-

and sponsors whose outstanding showmanship

making

Siner

Milton Cross
Ken Carpenter

it

Is

Don Wilson

Best Male

it

irtt

it

Congratulations to Bob

it

it Bill

kit Fort Pearson

ic

it

grams' are heard on the RED.

Milton Cross

Qab Pntrn

Best

Boat Sport*

Don Amech*
Ransom Shcrmaa

it

it

it

seven

ten 'Best

Valic*

it

Edgar Bergen
Eddie Cantor

Best AnnoDoeer

of the'ten "Best Announcers', ..six of the

* Rudy

Natwerfc proflram or penonoHtir.

(SOUD AND OPEN STAR) InAcot* praprni or penonoUty appearing ea

botii

Rod

—
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Wcdnesdaj, May

JOCKO MAXWELL

'COLLEGE UDMOB'

•THE WORLD'S BEST'

HenrletU CrM- With Franklyn MoCormIek, TirgtoU
frUta Helen
VerrlH, Mtarlln Hurt,- Linn Borden,
man, Rlohard Kendriek, Frederlo
Toxare, Irene Hnblwrd, Felcr Cai>Tom Wallace, Bob Stronc's orchestra
pel, Alfred Smiley
ClKire,

.

FoEow-Up Commeiit

-

Drama

30 Mlns.

BROWN

30 Mlns.

BACCO CORP.

^

Sustalnins

Thursday, 8:30 p.m.

WJZ-NBC, New York

NBC

debuted

Thursday

series
last
this
night (8) with an air and

a method that bespoke a high degree
The
of skill in every department.
line-reading was finished, the direction by Arthur F. Hanna surehanded and well-thought-out and the
made Ranald R. -Macscripting
Dougall worthy ol especial spotr
MacDougall, a staff NBC
lighting.
writer, may be tree with his adaptadoes know how to tell a
he
tion, but
crystal-clear story, highlight a dramatic touch, keep his characterizations deftly balanced and maintain

mood.
For the Initial program MacDougall dusted off a well-known tale
from the works of Honore Balzac.
He titled it "The Boom Without a

the story of the sardonic
Door."
hu-sband who walls up the dressingroom of his wife's chamber beltevinc that it conceals her lover. The
'
ite in time goes mad, but the husIt's

'

.

WILLIAMSON

&

-nd to his dying day is kept in
lubt about the presence of anyone
The
that walled compartment.

in

While Jack Benny's own 10th

TO-

Tuesday, 8:30 p.m.
WOAI, San Antonio, and Regional
(RusseU M. Seeds Co.)
Program is paced smartly by m.c.

Tom

Wallace,

better

I

I

as

kno\frn

Songs, are neatly
Uncle Walter.'
done Ijy songstress Virginia Verrill,
while Bob Strong and his orchestra

Comedy is supgive out smartly.
plied by Marlin Hurt via his vocal
creation of the colored mammy
'Beulah,'

:

I

and Linn Borden.

Program

is divided into three secFirst presents a dramatic
sketch, idea of which is sent in by
listeners dealing with some campus
escapade. Winning Idea receives a

tions.

check for

Second portion

bow
On program

musical
sity.

is a
to a college or univer-

$50.

caught

•

it

was

University or college is
Georgia.
invited to send in votes to be recipient of the following week's bow.
Concluding five minute portion of
broadcasts are taken over by Linn
Borden in a monolog dealing with
Borden's stint Is
life in the army.
capable of garnering nice laughs.

•

WHO

New

series

started

Sunday

(11)

via WNYC, New York. It's called
'Those Who Have Made Good,* and
the success stories of outstanding Negroes. Obviously Inclined to
appeal most strongly to Negroes, It
should nevertheless get a reasonable

slight

French accent.

He sounds

at

The session was overcharged with personalities and each
of four speakers was, in his way, a
master of platform tricks.
Hicks
himself was a smooth, assured speaker who scored his points by constant
reiteration.
It was when Marshall
began baiting him on who he spoke

text books.

•

the rank and file or a small
of the Legion, that the prize
'touche' of the evening was scored.
Marshall said he doubted if the full
Legion stood behind all its spokesmen, and as a clincher he referred
to a former national commander
(Owsley), who he quoted as having
said in 1933: 'Don't forget the Italian

for,

handfuU

easy-to-listen stuff.
DuBose Heyward, in
"^orothy
and
Brown is a carbon-copy of Marhose plays have provided Negroes
ith strong acting parts Instead of tin Block, Stan Shaw, et al., whose
the chauffeur and parlor maid roles twist is spinning most of his platters
they had previously been offered. to rhyme. Such as 'let's go for a
FoUowing the autobiographical ses- romp with the King Porter Stomp.'
license, which
sion, I«e revealed that he may play Station has
the title part fai a production of simplifies matters and gives him
all, it's

WWRL,

Woodside, L. I., made a revealing admission during the pre-

WWRL

of Miss Maxwell's appearance was a
theoretical party to celebrate the
Duffys 25th wedding anniversary. It
had a few chuckles and finally was
built into a mild laugh climax. Miss

ter.

Has

When

ease, style

caught

KABC, San Antonio
and clarity.
(In Spanish)
he touched on
KABC has programs from Span-

(10),

that day's running of the Preakness,
summarized the results of the New
York teams' games, and- then the
other big league baseball scores.
After this he gave brief attention to
college baseball, the.previous night's
Soose-Overlin fight (called them a
'couple of stumble-bums'), golf, collegiate rowing, minor league baseball, Negro baseball and stuff about
local diamond teams in. that area of
Long Island.
-

ish-speaking Nacional theatre here
Later broadcasts will originate from
studios to be built atop the house.
At present they're aired from the

KABC

studios. Entire program Is in
Spanish, and reaches an estimated
(Mexican) audience of 125,(W0.
All live talent ^hows are a rarity
here.
Theatre brings in Mexican
film and other personages.
This
kick-off had Miguel Lalito Montemayor, comedian «nd character actor, as guest emcee. Lalo Astol, with
Mexican show biz antecedents, was
commercial .announcer. Stela India,
star of the Mexican picture, 'Mala
Yerba,' was the headlmer.
Turned into a radio offering It
proved a well balanced show of vocals, piano solos, poetry recitals and
several
humorous and dramatic
sketches.
Guest artists on the show were
Rosa Maria, Cuban singer via XEQ,
Mexico City; Tete Cuevas, pianist
from station XEW; Gulllermo Viveros, Mexican City tenor; Esperanza
Espino, local vrarbler, Hermanos

^ne

of

station

KRIS, Corpus

Christi; the Pearl Troidiadors and
the team of AnegUna and Tono.
Looise KInf, ne>vcomer to New
Highlights of the first week's
radio, debuted Sunday (11) as
broadcasts were the informality of
featured femme vocalist on 'Meet
Montemayor as announcer and his
the Music,' which has moved to an
sketches with Lalo Astol and Conafternoon spot on CBS. She has an
cha Espana dealing with the last
infectious rhythm style, distinctive
days of Ruben Dario, famous Latinphrasing, clear diction and, except
on her higher notes, a soothing voice. American poet
A special sendoff was given the
Did two numbers, one a solo and broadcast with Mayor Maury Mavthe other an alternating duet with erick congratulating the sponsors;
m.c.-conductor-vocallst Lyn Murray.. Don Francisco de P. Jiminez, MexiBob Hannon, featured male vocalist can consul general in San Antonio,
on the show, has a pleasantly melodi- Alfonso Garza, prez of the Mexican
ous voice. Heard on Sunday's edition Chamber of Commerce and
was a pulsating tune, 'Infatuation,' Lucheese, owner and operatorG.A.
of
the first composition of announcer the Nacional
theatre,
were also
Jeff Sparks.
heard in brief talks.
Murray's handling of the program
Shows are presented by Haul A,
continues to be expert Perry Lafferty Cortez and directed by Nathan Safir.

York

now

is

directing.

Thomas

Andy.

Thomas turned

in an
singing
performance
Sunday (11) night on 'American
Album of Familiar Music' as sub for
L.

incandescent

'COLORADO 5PEAKS'
15 Mlns.
Sustaining

Wednesday,

7:1S p.m.
Frank Munn. Teamed with
Vivian della Chiesa in a duet from KLZ, Denver.
This is expressly a goodwill pro'PagUacd' that had the kUocycles
gram designed to build cooperation
throbbing.
Jean
Dickinson
also
Colorado
weeklies
and
clicked emphatically in an aria from between

ailing

'

'Mignon.'
skillfully

As

usual, the

program was

produced.

dailies and KLZ. Consists of editorial
excerpts from state press,

opening and closing with some of
the witticisms gleaned during the
week. Idea was developed by Fred
Fleming, news editor and various
members of the news staff and announcers take turns in clipping the
exchanges and building the broad-

Cornelia Otis Skinner was In impressive fettle Sunday (11) afternoon
on WNYC, New York. First of two
solo pieces was a vividly eloquent
portrait
'Sunday Driving.'
Told
through the pathetic chatter of a cast Editors
are notified when their
crude Brooklyn mother, the piece copy
is used, and excellent publicity
presently painted a complete picture
results are seen from this angle.
of the surly father and the nagging
An interesting sidelight or two has
kids, all tired from a day's drive and
come
from
the
few broadcasts the
all unloading their shrinking patience
has had to date. One is that
on her sagging, but maternal and program
trying to select a theme song It
somehow noble shoulders. It was in
was discovered that every Colorado
brilliantly
conceived and played. song
Second selection was the classic and since of any quality was ASCAP, and
the station uses only BMI, a
therefore too-familiar
,

was a half-hour version of The
Gondoliers' and sounded almost like
intentional burlesque. With D'Oyly
Carte recordings regularly available
on WQXR, there appears little point
such pathetic attempts as th&. -

m

theme having no immediate

ing 'Ten

little .countries feeling very
Adolph ogled Austria—then
there were nlne.'^was credited to a
Colorado weekly on one of the
broadcasts. This week the poem is
being" printed 'in a Denver high
school paper, with a crecllt to the
Boston Herald.
Rose

fine,

Intermountain Marktt

pMpb |H^«f«rtlie livaly

•Matinee at Meadowbcook' on CBS
past Saturday (10) afternoon had
soma pretty flat dialog in 'comparison to past shows originating
there.
There was nothing funny
a[l>but the forced manner in •vi/hlch
Jackson *Wheeler acted out the guy

who had two romantic gals on his
hands at once, and the performance
of Joan Edwards and Jone Allison
am tha two femmes didn't help the
supposed comedy. In addition dance
teacher Arthlir Murray, guest on the
show, made a habit of messing up
his lihes, at one point even stopping
completely and blurting that he
couldn't figure tha script
However, tha faulty handling of
the spoken lines didn't disturb the
Sammy Kaye band's interpretation
of practical^ every BMI tune on the
books, and* the bbnd's click chorusixif of <Daddy.' ^Mlss Edwards did
okay, too, with 'Amapola' and 'Kerry

signifi-

cance was used.. Another is iJiat
maybe some of the editors ^re getting credit for more than they produce. A poem about the war start-

Maxwell is stlU an amateur microphone performer. Tray and Braggiotti uncorked a sidgle number

quite peppery. Shirley Booth aigain
clicked as Miss Duffy, while Eddie
Green capitalized on some lively
dialog, and John Klrby's orchestra
was combustible as always. Ed
Gardner supplied momentum for tiie
slyiw as a whole.

F

de

'

—

Elsa Maxwell and the duo-pianists
Fray and Braggiotti provided a pass-'
able show Saturday (10) night as
guests on 'Duffy's Tavern.' Gimmick

Francisco

—

midnight news program Tue^ay
(6) night After reporting that 'Dorothy Thlmpson' (sic) had been guest
of honor at a banquet that night at
ASCAP
the Astor hotel, N. Y., he referred to
the columnist by her correct name
mercy speech
some rhyming latitude. Breaks it. of Thompson tiiroughout the balance
from The Merchant of Venice.'
Into a quarter-hour for each band. of the item. He tiien apologized for
It there's a fault, it's tiiat t(« breaks the slip, explanihg it was due to
a
Bristol Choir, in its regular spot
it too much, peaking In an occamisprint thereby apparently consional solo disc-^'whif* the band Is fessing he hadn't read over 'ttie script Sunday (11) afternoon oh WNYC,
New York, mangled the helpless rehaying intermission.'
even once in advance.
mains of Gilbert & Sullivan, Piece
M.jC.
has punchy, jovial style.

Burdette authored th» scnpt and
Vas m.c. Juanlta Hall Choir provided musical backgrounds.
Sltelius's familiar Tlnlandla,' with in- Drawing neat audience' from any
distinguishable special' words, was so-so web shows opposite on oOier
Hobe,
outlets.
Betz.
Vie musical theme.

Don

Alfonso Garca, G. a!
Lttoheese, Rosa Maria, Tete Cuevas, GAIIIermo Viveros, Espcranza

Espino, Hermanos Martiner, Pearl
only Negro sportscaster regularly on
Tronbadora
(3),
Anegllna and
the air, has a regular spot Saturday
Tono
in Woodside,
nights over
suburb of New York City. Revealing Variety
90
Mlns. Local
he
years of mike experience,
hiii
scampers through a bright and listen- NATIONAL THEATRE
able session of assorted sports chat- Dally, 4:00 pja.

&

WPA

.

to be the

'

—

planned by Welles. He then
gave a curiously passionless and In•rt reading of a monolog 'passage
the Snakespeare tragedy.

Maverick,

Jocko Maxwell,

sterling comedian, Rochester.'
Phil Harris, Mary Livingstone, Don
all got recognition, and even'
Named the Brooklyn Dodgers as
'Mr. (Sam) Lyons' their agent, with, the 'star of the week' and handled a
Lyons guest interviewee capably. Excellent
an dththentic early Lyons
brogue, got a salvo. But for Benny going for an obscure local station- off

times like Charles Boyer.
His vocals are nicely delivered fascist! is to Italy what the American
with adequate power and range. Legion is to the U.S.A.' Hicks' lame
'Tunes used were neatly varied, too, but quick changing of the subject
beginning with "Time and Time drew an outcry from the audience.
Despite the rancor and name-call'You Betcha My Life,'
" follolwing from all groups on its own Again' to
in ing, the whole session threw much
'Amapola'
rhythmic,
slightly
strength, as well as from the fact French, and 'Do I Worry.'
Poem light on the controversial issue and
that there's not too much competi- was titled "Three Shadows.' Cut-off should serve a democratic purpose in
tion at that particular hour. Among comes when phone operator says lifting the matter out of the obscure
the 10 Negro subjects of the shows 'you asked me to remind you when backyard of pedagogic and pressurere genuine^ impressive figures. If your time was up.'
Wood
group politics and careerism.
the scripts and production measure
tip, the programs, should ^rove InNorman Brokenshlre is now read•ROGER BROWN'S RADIO BALLspiring.
ing the AP 'news dispatches on a
ROOM'
linitial stanza dealt with Canada
regular 5:15 p.m stanza Mondays
l*e, .who plays the lead In Orson Discs
through Fridays over 'WNEW, New
Mlns ^Local
production of the Paul 1 Hour 45
Welles'
York.
pjn.
He has much of the warmth
Dally,
9
Green-Richard Wright rafcial drama
and that made hini one of the topBaffalo
^lative' Son,' currently at the St, WBNY,
First try at nighttime disc-spin- notchers of early radio and, as heard
James, N. Y. In an interview with
Roger Brown, Thursday (1), handled the session
Clifford Burdette, the actor told of ning here is p\i\ on by
WMK, Cleveland. smoothly. Doesn't attempt any comhis career as violinist. Jockey, prize mikewlse lad from
freelancer whose two-hour ment on the news, but merely does
fighter,
acttfr, climaxed by his He's a
meeting Welles and getting oppor- stint (broken into for news at 10 a reading job.
plugs for local
tunities in the Negro 'Macbeth^ and p:m.) goes hea'vy on
All
Douglas
Way,
announcer
of
'Native Son.' Also "paid tribute to houses slipping him records, etc.

Kom

Astoi,

Jimlnet,

Wilson

tells

'Othello'

Montemayor, Lata
Stela India, Mayor Maury

it
was strictly the Fullerbrush. the main New York artery. Maxwell
Portland Hofla's "poem,' a running is said to have a sizable following in
gag through the script, was shunted Harlem and other Negro communiGood too, was Marlin Hurt and his aside until the finale. It was, by and ties, though his stuff is calculated to
colored large, a bright program, painting extend beyond racial lines. Kobe.
the
'Beulah,'
mythical
the sentimental touch from a lammammy who tries to get a job as pooning
palette.
housekeeper of the campus house.
Dance,' accompanying herself on
Commercials are for Raleigh CigaJames Marshall, prez of New York piano. Kaye's 'So You Want to Lead
rettes during the first 25 minutes,
McCity Board of Education, caused a Band' contest proved one of the
and are rendered by Franklyn
mmutes
five
Concluding
Cormick.
Judge Hamilton Hicks, of the Ameri- high spots of the hour. Leader hancan Legion, to gulp loud enough to dles his examination of the backis for Sir Walter Raleigh Smoking
Andy.
Tobacco.
be heard coast to coast in the final ground of the various contestants in
minutes of a recent Town Hall an easy manner, getting the most Martinez
(NBC Blue) discussion on school out of answers to his queries.

radio narrative was projected with
the use of the flashback technique,
an old servant relating what had
happened to the wife's nephew who
visits the scene after all the principals are dead, and the production
packed all the roystery and desolation that the plot Implied.
Outstanding contributions in the
the JEAN CAVELL
cast came from Helen Claire as
wife Henrietta Crosman as the old Songs
servant and Richard Kendriek as the 15 Mlns.
husband. Even the incidental music Sustainlnf
showed far more than average care Sat., 8 p. m.
In matching, the score to dramaUc WJZ, New. York
,
„ ^
Odec.
Cavell takes what could easily be
mood.
an average quarter-hour of tunes
out of the ordinary by the simple
HAVE MADE GOOD' device
THOSE
starting his time off with
of
With Clifford Bnrdette, Canada Lee, a 'phone call' to a distant woman
Jnanlta HaU Choir
friend and thereafter directing his
15 Minn.
romantic ballads and poems in that
Sustain ins
It forms a pleasing pordirection.
Sunday, 6:4S pjn.
tion, particularly for femme listen-'
WNYC. New York
_ ers, who undoubtedly go for the
.

Waukegan; its famed landmarks;
even it$ most famed citizen, a star
catcher on the Chi Cubs—but nary
a word of Benny. Oh yes, as a footnote, he did remember Benny, but
that explains why he is now EXmayor of Waukegan. Amos 'n' Andy
gave the Jell-O pr6gram a salute
with a Harlemesque tribute to 'that
to

1941

(Mexican)

Miguel

With

WWBL, New York
Anreputed

niversary show Sunday night (11)
had a touch of the serio-comic, Fred
Allen's rib on his favorite heckleecomcdian was 100% zany. Much in
the Broadway manner of roasting the
toast-of-honor, the radio switcheroo
under Allen's aegis ran the whole
gamut by totally ignoring Benny.
Mayor Bidey Talcott of Waukegan
spoke with understandable civic
pride of new Industry that has come

14,

TEATRO NACIONAL

Sports Talk
IS Mlns.
Sustaining
Saturday. 6:45 p.m.

.
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tribute to Benny's program. 'It'* th*
melting pot phase that makei it a

great show. On It are many racM
and creeds, a fine example of tolerance.
That's what makes thii a
great country. Long may It live and
long may It laugh at Jack Benny.'
WMhington—Though ha had been
It was the most dramatic climax of
the evening. At his side the spot- put in a deferred olasslfication,
lighted flag was rippling In a man- Stephen J. McCormick, chief an^
nouncer at WOL, local Mutual outmade breeze.
Jessel called on Jimmy Walker let, U in the Army now. Instead of
and the crowd gave him a terrific waiting until the lists get a second
He going-over, who hed one of the
ovation, second only to Benny.
with,
right
off
swung into stride
numbers drawn earliest in the Octo'I've turned out to be a buttonhole ber lottery, signed up as a volunteer.
maker,' referring to his new Job He'd been put aside on account of
with the N.Y. needle trades. Trying dependents and hla job.
glaring
spotlight.
Walker
to duck the
shouted to the boothman, 'shut off
Pltlsborgh Beulah Rodgera has
I
that spot,
hate those damned Joined
staff as director of
lights.
Time was when people Artists* Service Bureau.
couldn't see me, now I want to see
Bob Cochran has been -added to
them,'
He said he wished he still announcers' staff at WCAE.
wore the badge of authority to do
Eddie
Safranskl,
bassist
with
honor to this lovely^couple (Jack
Burton's WJAS staff band. Is
and Mary)
"
on the payroll of Tony Pastor, Artie
u
^ off
« with,
".K 'we're ]ust
^ aU huK
bowed
.ch„w and
«nH Little
T.itiio .Tontrl
f. an
„Shaw
Jackie Heller as
man beings' and looked around. 'I'm arranger.
waiting for my
wheelchair,'
he
grinned.
Vallee called on 'the finest mayor . WIchlU, Kans.—Mary Fisher, InLos Angeles ever had, Fighting J°£,"Jft'°n eirl at radio station
new traffic manager there
Fletcher Bowron,' and then brought K^™''
on 'untrammeled' Niles Trammell, ^hile Montez Tjader, who formerly
PO^t, now heads continuity dewho recalled that 18 years ago he
was peddling receiving sets in L.A. P^'^'^^nt. Ruby Stiles is new to
LaVeta Anderson, singer now
He lavished kudos on Benny and his
gang, placing emphasis on the Benny with station, will return to WHB,

Jack Benny's 10th Anni
jContlnnetl from pace

PayroO

i^s

only the top figures of the sprocket coveired John Barrympre,' the gang
knew the die was cast and what was
and kilocycle set.
But for the serious talks of NBC to come.
Vallee wiggled himself loose from
prexy Trammell; Colby Chester,
board chairman of General Foods; the high collar and milk white
Y. Frank Freeman, spokesman for choker and warmed up fast with,
'I'm
here largely to see that NBC
the picture industry; Jimmy Walker,
onetime ITYawk's first citizen; and gets the check to pay at the source.'
Don Gilman, NBC Coast nabob, the He paid tribute to Benny for letting
spotlight occasionally fall on
the
evening was clive with quip, barb
.

.

—

and gay repartee.
Some
some not, but all in the spirit

gentle,
of gay
the very forth-

camaraderie. When
and circumspect Gilman opened,
the festivities with 'ladles and gentlemen, and friends of Jack Benny,'
and then brought on Rudy Vallee as
emcee with 'the men who discovered
almost every radio actor except Jack

right

Benny

and

who

recently

re-dis-

:

|

I

|

it's

Jell-O.'

it

best

keeps you awake,
Bergen laughed it off

that

;

fits.'

it

from you

•

.

if

I

Parlaying FlJdle and Bear
^
Spot then moved over to the Jim
Jordans (Fibber McGee and Molly)
who led oft with 'anyone who can
parlay a Addle, Fred Allen and a
poler bear into a career deserves a
dinner.' Molly wowed the mob with,
'All NBC did for us on our 10th anniversary was to start signing our
contracts with ink.'
When Jordan
quipped, 'I see where Jack is going
to have his own network,' the missus
shot back, 'They've got to give one
away to someone.'
After briefly remarking that 'a
sponsor is the man who pays for the
radio program his wife runs,' Vallee
touched seriously on the Federal

Communications Commission report
and hoped that all would turn out
well.
He then introed Colby Chester, who referred to the shindig as 'a
birthday party for our famous son.'
He departed, from his straightforward tribute for a bit of executive
hosspky, via, 'I would like to have
your autograph. Jack; you've been

'

.

O.—Stanle/
of

A. Miller, new

WMRN

succeeding Russell Salter,
joined the program staff of

Kokomo,

here,

who

Saa Antonio.

— Walter Pridemore

WOAI

joins
the
news staff as
assistant news editor.
He renlaces
.

William Springer, wh« has been annexed to the staff of the United
Press In Dallas.
Pridemore was
feature writer for one of the local
dailies previously.

—

San Antonio Hoyt Andres, WOAI
announcer, leaves for a similar post
WK, St Louis. He will be re-

at

place^ by Bill Shomette, former
wordslinger lor KTSA and KMAC,

|

!

'

'

formula, 'Never laugh at the other Kansas City, June
fellow, laugh at yourself.'
\

Everybody rose' to
Trammell warmed up

'

Network

guest of the evening and
gave him an ovation that rang
through the Bowl for fully two minutes.
Benny strfod emotionally
the

for

j

recent

'I

want

to

thank

NBC

for inviting

many comics to speak.' he. said
There iave been ei^ht comics on

is

V

0.

Cjoit OrLcLu/^.i ^chkeX

c

KFJZ-TSN
from KXYZ,

the

to

over

'

New York

Clty-f-Al Sommerfleld,

l°'"^^ijy,^„^,^'

°"

'

Just
tp refresh

^I'^^'^J^^^ ^^Z^'X

and I'm standing on Milton Berle.
do they louse up a guy on his

Why

George Erwin. He

TOL€DO

Houston,

transfixed.
It was" 1 a.m. when he
'all out' for a ringing, hilarious

finale

so

is

addition

coming

staff

went
'

16.

—

.Fort Worth New voice of the
their feet as 'Texaco Star Reporter' aired Monday
to the intro through Friday over the Texas State

Rouslnr Ovation for Benny

:

^^^^

minds

f;:"'°^„

your

1

*<>

J^'^

tt'^^^Z'^^ tf^^^'^^Z?^'^'
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'

WSPD

j

I

i

i

'

Reaches one cmd a
hcdi million listen-

(Primary Area)

ers!

i

•

Ethel Harris Gregory,- formerly a
Grccie cracked, "There's a kid who a writer for Hop^. He tried to sell
writer for Lord tc Thomas and
could use a good dinner.' Chimed in me a three-minute spot on the rain R"'hrauff & Ryan, has joined
the
On introing memGeorge, 'I knew Hilliard when he In California.'
.'^"^'0 "department of Shermcn K, Ellis
hers
of
his
cast
he
scattered
his
was a baby; he looked like Arthur
advertising-agency
Calling
writers,
quips.
on
his
MorLyons—about 10% of him.' Nor was
'
row
and
Beloin,
he
cracked,
'I justi
Sam Lyons spared. 'He was an inJnne»n. Alaska
Vincent Kraft,
wanted to see If they can stand up.'
terpreter
for
Benny'a
father,',
On Don Wilson, 'If you don't think chief engineer of KINY, recently ret
whammed George.
I pay salaries take a look at that turned from a flying trip to Wash
What'! Tonr CrbssleyT
ington, D. C, where he conferred
called
Dennis
'my
guy.*
He
Day
Bob Hope took the dais with, 'I
McCarthv,' and kudosed with TCC engineers regarding, a site
guess they get you up here accord- Charlie
^or the station's proposed new 5,000
ing to your Crossleyv* The sitters Rochester with 'a great comedian
watt transmitter,
roared when he. said, 'It was a choice and a fine artist." Speaking of his
Richard Erbe, formerly of Detroit,
next
picture,
'Charley's Aunt,' be ofof sitting at the speakers' table or
and O. Leonard Beardsley formerly
fered,
'that's
one
'picture
Rochester
being put in the men's room and
o'
Spokane, are new announcers on
won't
steal.
He
won't
be
in
it.'
Also
I don't get along so well with the
KINY.
taking
bows
were
Mary
Livingstone,.
CBS gang. (There weren't more
'Schlepperman'
Heam and
than a dozen Columbians In the Sam
New Orleans Jon Duffy has
room). Hope guessed that NBC Aridy Devine.
Just before the party broke up, been upped from announcer to prowould have to sell the Blue network
'Pinky'
to pay for this 'wonderful publicity Y. Frank Freeman presented Benny gram director at
stunt.'
Ha said it was his writers' with a watch on behalf of the Pro- Grant left the post to join promo
good fortune that Benny goes on 48 ducers Association. Inscription read, tlon department of local brewery.
AI<.GodwIn, sports commentator at
hours, ahead of his Pepsodent show.. 'To Jack Benny in appreciation of;
He had the mob rolling with his his services to humanity.' Freeman WWL, will be off the Job for more
commentary on Benny's thrift. 'I added that the sentiment is en- than a week. He's down with Gersaw Benny giving away dollar bills. .graved on all our hearts. NBC man measles.
It was the day that Hearst went to gifted him with a chest of silver that|
Lou Patberg of
engineering
see. 'Citizen Kane.' He got off with, required the ^efforts of two men to staff has resigned to become a monl'When bigger laughs are manufac- carry in, the master keys to all NBC; tor officer for the FCC«in Washlngstudios in New York and Hollywood, ton.
tured Rochester will, get them.'
Johnny Daspit, professor of
Rudy brought on George Jessel and a scroll.
physics at Loyola University of the
Clay Morgan handled arrangement South, will act as studio relief engiwith 'the man who has done so much
for the youth of America.'
Jessel for the testimonial and received neer for the summer months,
engaged in a hit of self-twitting when Congrats all around for a perfect Job
Dan Hines of
engineering
he deadpanned, 'Those who have run off without a hitch.' It was the staff has accepted a commission as a
been reading the newspapers know biggest shindig ever tossed by radio second lieutenant in the Air Reserve
that I have been particularly busy along these shores and it'll be a long and will act
as communications of'
this year.'
He then brou^t the time before It's topped.- And that fleer for the 122nd Observation
house down with a sentimental goes for all other party-givers.
Squadron.
I
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WSPD
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cost
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rote is based on the
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Toledo Trading

I

;

job on a

.

WWL

CInclnnaU— Ford BilUngs,

tIMnity

manager,

sales

is

WCKY

In Christ hospital

mending from an emergency appen'
dectomy which he underwent late
April 28.
Eldon A. Park, assistant sales man
ager of WLW, Is to report May 29 at
Camp Davis, Hollyridge, N.
an

?

training center. He Is
lieutenant in the U. S. Army's

anti-aircraft

basis

A'.!.

a

first

Officer Reserve.

':

Bnffalo.-^ohn Gill, WGR-WKBW
announcer drafted recently, will
send back periodic newsletters of bis
camp life to be spotted into sustaining shows. Stations will tag them
•Johnny GUI writes.' Roger Coleman, WGR-WKBW singer, expecting

•'

June

IJCTBii TWICE DAILY
NBC Red

Network,

12i 16 to 12:30 P.M.,

ED8T

WABC—B:30-6:4S ED8T—CBS
COAST TO COAST
Mr.

MGT. ED

has

WKMO,

Ind.

1

\

WDAS, Phlladelown testimonial? I wish discov- ^^"^/""^^^y
ered by Vallee, Gus Edwards ot ^^^I'^^"^ ^^"'^L^y'*°r^'''^y ]^}^
several Kansas City stations, and the
anyone else. I was found under a
mine for seven- years.'
"signatidn of Frank Crennan from
rock in Waukega? by Arthur Lyons,
George Burns and Gracie Allen
production staff to Join CBS.
brother. Sam,
Sam. said
SRid I1 looked
iSiiked good
ffooH
His brother,
turned on Hilliard Marks, brother of
Norman Sickle, of the WNEW conMary Livingstone and script aide of for 10 years in radio ^nd we've ^^en tinuity department, will write the
eating since, only It's more becomBill Morrow, and Ed Beloin, for an
continuity for a new series to go on
ing on Arthur.'
hilarious interlude.
Glallcing over
'One of the waiters here must be NBC soon,
at Marks, about 220 pounds of him,

getting

The

Marlon,

program director

I

'^^"i

1

rests on the head
Charlie chimed in with,

crown

with, .'The

SALT LAKE CITY

KDKA

i

'Yes, and we'll steal
we can.'

50,000 WAtTS

—

I

Sanborn

'

.

others in his Jell-O cast, called for
short speeches, and cued in Edgar
Bergen.^ That the pace and tempo'
would be fast was at once evident
when Charlie McCarthy's alter ego
cracked, 'It was Benny and I that
weakened vaudeville so that Bob
Hope could make the kill.' Followed
a few jibes about Crossley ratings,
topped by Charlie's, 'It's not Chase

&

Tfaffic

aging, public relations and the develojiment of new programs.
Richard E. Jones, Detroit advertising executive, has been appointed
to fill the Job.

OOWPTON ADTKBTiania AGSMOV

WOLF— RKO BLOC NEW VORK

CITY

1 call

Detroit,—On the premise th^ jobs
are |nter-related, 3. E. Campeau,

managing director of

CKLW,

Wind'

sor.^Ont, hai created the post of
sales promotion manager which has
the three-fold purpose of sales mas

Area and does not
reflect the station's

vast
age.

PLUS

cover-

We're Represented
by Kats 1

1

Wednesday, May 14, 1941
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MM

»

THIS

*>

AND LAST

RADIO MARKETS.

VOW AND A
YEAR AGO

RADIO INDEX

»»>> n >>»>>>»

LIttU Avilon In Units—Total Gains
Slight

t

M

{Each week Variety publishes reports of radio time placements
markets. These markets are selected from the standpoint
of:(i) importance; (2) existence of normal competition; (3) availability and reliability of data.
A unit system is followed in computing network, local and national spot radio advertising activity.
The totals are for markets, not for individual stations. The units
correspond to the clock, the measurement fundamental of radio.
That is to say, an hour's sponsored program: counts as 60 units. A
half hour is 30 units. Each spot announcement counts as one unit.)

in leading

Des Moines, May

% s",

,

.

,

•

*i

T

Network

May 10. May 3. Change.
7,720
+2i
7^0

..

Local..;... 3,446
Natl Spot. 3,174
Total
14,346

^454

+2-7

3,434
14,328

—7.6
+0.1

KRNT, KSO, WHO)

LAST

—^
T

HYPO UNITS IN
SANANTON*

Altai

KCMO

KCMO

for

May

City,

+7ro

reported that April just
closed was best single month in history of station, and biz staying right
at the April level. AU stations complained of the change to daylight
saving time as costing in billings,
Dean Fitzer of
estimating his

Seasonal check-up shows air biz
about holding its own with no hint
of summer slump yet in sight. Only
noticeable variation locally was in
national spot set-uv and that accounted for by baseball game; which
were rained out and did not get
aired via KCKN.
KCMO: Tom Moore cigars, three
announcements daily for six weeks,
through N. W. Ayer fit Sons; Carter
Products Co. renewed for one year
Ita contract for one e.t. five times
weekly, through Spot Broadcasting;
Goeta Brewing Co., 7 p.m. newscast
for 13 we^ks with option to renew,
via Potta-HurnbuU.
'

San Antonio, May 13.
high in coiftmercial time sold
being claimed here by station
KABC who for tomorrow (Sunday,
May 10), has during the hours of
6:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.rn., 17 hours and
45 minutes of .its time sold solid.
Station 'is going on the air one hour
and a half earlier to take care of all

New

-4^0

Is

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

+7%

the biz.

DEFENSE HITS

tend

NAB

the

which he will

KYW's

6 Month as Snstainer

CHI BILLINGS

PhUadelphia,

May

KTSA

will atafter

convention,

visit

After almost six months as a susKYW's 'Strings That Sing'
with Bonnie Stuart as vocalist gets
a banlcroUer.
Sponsor is the Keymany of these big companies, which stone Automobile Club. The proformerly produced public consumer gram goes on 15 minutes each Thursgoods, are now devoting their plants day night. Deal was handled by the
at home.
to turning out strictly armament James G. Lamb egency.
WOAI: St. Anthony Hotel, through
product which is on contract to the
Another longtime cuHo broadcast, Anoll and Auld, 42
announcements
U. S. and therefore And no need to
advertise.
Their complete plant WFIL's 'Swap Shop,' gets in the per week; O. J. Beauty Lotion, four
turn-out has been purchased by the money class with the Robinson one-minute e.t's per week, from May
Government and the firms have noth- Chevrolet Co. buying five participa-. 12 to Nov. 6; Walker Furniture C:o.,
In other tions' weekly.
ing to sell to the public.
The Wilson Line, one announcement per day for one
cases they are producing a minimum which features moonlight rides up year, direct; John E. Zoeller, direct,
of consumer goods, which' amount the Delaware is hiking its radio ad- three announcemnts per week; Dencan be sold without any advertising vertising budget this season. This ver Heights Churcfi of Christ, quarcampaign due to minimum consumer Vveek the line added five participa- ter-houi: transcribed program each
demands.
tions to WFIL's 'Radio Awards' pro- Sunday; Packard Motor Co., through
WJJD: Hitter's Furniture Co., gram, in which free table radios are Young & Rubicam, six one-minute
Last e.t's; Gulf Oil Co., for Gulf Spray,
seven 15-minutfe periods weekly; donated to lucky listeners.
-Wilson began a series of pro- through Young & Rubicam, quarterChicago Technical College, 15-min- week
grams on WDAS.
hour transcribed program with Jack
ute period Sundays; Atlas Brewing
WCAU signed 11 contracts in as Berch and his gang each Tuesday
six
SO-word announcements
Co.,
weekly, through Arthur Meyerhoff; many days this month, and reports and Thursday, May 20 to Sept. 4; Hal
Collins for state senator, one-hour
ZenofI Motors, jix announcements that indications are thet May will
CoUen; hit a new high in spring sales for the broadcast on the Texas Quality Netweekly^ through
Harold
work.
Household Finance Corp., five one- station.
KABC: Martin-Neal M.otor Co..
minute announcements weekly, via
WCAU: Peter Paul candies, fiveBBD&O.
minute news, daily, 26 weeks, through five 100-word announcements per
for one year; Joske Bros. Store,
WGN: Evans Fur Co., three 15- Platt-Forbes; Duz, renewal of six day
through through McCabe Agency, five 100weekly,
minute periods weekly, .through announcements
Compton Adv.; Gulf Refining, an- word s:^ot announcements per day
Critchfleld agency.
one year; Interstate Theatres, 20
WBBM; Packard Motors, nine an- nouncements,, through Young Sc. for
nouncements weekly, through Young Rubicam; Dura Gloss nail polish, 10 spot announcements on holdover of
& Rubicam; Allied Florists Associa- announcements, through H. W. Kiese- 'Ziegfeld Girl,' and two quarterhour programs on 'Hellzafire' opention,
time signal announcements, wetter; Renuzit cleaner, 40 parthrough Brandt agency; Shaler Co., ticipations in t^e Laura May Stuart ing Saturday (10) at the Majestic
through Harry Feigen- with Benny MerofT and his band;
for 'Rislone' auto accessories, series program,
senator, oneof 100-ward announcements, through baum; Ten-B-Low ice cream freeze. Lyn Johnson for state
Klrkgasser-Drcw; Kelvinator Divi- 231 announcements, through Robert hour broadcast' via State Network;
Sunbrite cleanser, 40 The Adams program with Caleb F.
Jones;
sion of Nash Motors, three 15-minute H.
Adams, quarter-hour studio broadperiods weekly, through Geyer, Cor- participations,. Laura May Stuart,
through Steck-Goble; Dr. Pierce's cast Tuesday through Friday; on the
nell & Newell.
medicine, renewal of 14 announce- baseball side, San Antonio Seven-Up
Comparative Unit Connt
complete
games,
four
ments, through H. W. Kastor; Swan broadcast
statioi^ carried three games for
% of Soap, five-minute news, daily, for 35 while
May 10. May 3. Change. weeks, through Young ti Rubicam; Wheaties.
—0.7 Junket dessert, 30 participations,
Network .. 9,635
Comparative Unit Connt
9,705
—0.5 Laura May Stuart, through MitchellLocal
6,702
6,736
% of
—0.3 Faust.
Nat'l Spot. 11,490
11,523
May 10. May 3. Change.
—0.5
ToUl
27327
27,964
WFIL: R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Network
+33
6,144
5,950
(Included: WBBM, WENR, WGN, five spots weekly, through Wm. Esty; Local
+7.4
10,659
9,931
WIND, WJJD, WLS, WMAQ)
American Dairy Association, eight Nat'l Spot.
+4.9
2,161
2,061
Lord
St
through
weekly,
e.t.'s
+5.7
Total
18,964
17,942
Thomas; 'Life With Father' company, (Included: KABC, KMAC, KONO,
Commercial Copy
12 spots, through Stewart-Jordan;
KTSA, WOAI)
Hurfr Soups, 36 e.t.'s, through John
Furniture Co., 78
Lee
Arndt;
Falkner
Missoula, Mont., May 13.
Eton Wainright; Gulf tions weekly in women's program,
Stucky Funeral Home, Missoulc, spots, through
two transcribed pro- through Roche, Williams & Cunnynghas signed s 26-week contract for Refining Co.,
Young & ham.
Sunday afternoon programs over grams weekly, through
Apple
Washington
Rubicam;
_ State
Comparative rnlt Connt
Faulklocal station KGVO by Helen
Growers, nine spots weekly, through

Chicago,

May

13,

Business continues at a slow pace
In new radio billing, with the stations beginning to look for alibis in
the defense campaign. Assert that

toiner,

.

'

,

.

.

•

.

No

|

I

ner,

signing

organist.

Show

will

%

of

J.
Walter Thompson; Wilt Bros,
May 10. May 3. Change.
(rugs), six studio programs weekly,
+'2.5
9^67
Packard Network .. 9,496
Klein;
Philip
'Checkerboard through
—6.5
9,499
8,879
Local
Motors,
five e.t.'s weekly, through
the
and
Martin
Chick
1.9
3,849
3,662
Nat'l Spot.
Cockle Sisters, has returned to the Young & Rubicam; Seiberiing Rub—2.6
22,615
22,037
KGVO schedule for z- three-times- ber Co. (tires), three 15-minute stu- Total
WDAS,
(Included: KYW. WCAU,
weekly spin under the joint spon- dio programs weekly, through MelWFIL, WPEN)
sorship of Purina Mills and Standard drum & Fewsmith; American Chicle
Service Co.
Royal Crown Cola's Co., five transcribed musical proBuffalo Spieler Roger Goodrich
Howard and Shelton spot transcrip- grams weekly, five minutes each,
WEBR staff May' 19 from
joins
tions have also
been placed on through Badger & Williams; Zakian

have no commercial Copy, just spon-

sor identification.

Another

series,

—

Time,' with

—

.

KGVO.

Bros,

(rug cleaners), five participa-

WOLF,

..

Natl Spot.

Syracuse.

6,665
6,275
7,416
20,356

«...

6,665
6;!29
7,979
20,871

No

change.

week.

Refrigerators, soft drinks, a

bureau and several resorta
were among the accounts signed by

+0.7

loca'

stations.

Hoffman beverages signed for a
blurb campaign on WINS, while the
Quebec Tourist Bureau joined with
three hotels in underwriting a quarter-hour
"Travel
Horizons'
on

WQXR.
WHN:

Santini Brothers, three five-

minute programs weekly. The Smart
Housekeeper,' 12-week contract; Vim
Radio Stores (Philco radiOs and re-._
frigerators),
through
S.
Singer
sAgency, 25-week contract, daily stabreak announcements; KoobaKola, through Harry A. Berk, stQtion-break announcements; P. Lorillard (Old Gold cigarettes), through
J. Walter Thompson, ' 13-weck contract, 'Clem McCarthy.'
WINS:
Walter
Reade,
direct,
seven-day contract, 22 half-minute
announcements; Carta Blanca Beer,
direct, 13-week contract, six oneminute announcements weekly: Old
.

Country Trotting Association,
through Harry Dude Agency, sevenweek contract, 24 announcemen.s
weekly;
Hoffman Beverage Co.,
through BBDficO, 14-week contract,
18' one-minute announcements

—7,1 weekly.

—

2J>

'

WMCA: Penick fit Ford (My-TFine desserts), through BBD&O, re*
newal, five-week contract for an-

KCKN, KCMO, KITE, noiincementa; Ward Baking, through
Sherman K. Ellis, 13-week contract,
KMBC, WDAF, WHB)

(Included:

Taylor of Amarillo.
Hugh Halff, prez and general manager of WOAI, and Jack Keasler, of
the sales division, also off to attend
the NAB conclave.
Units here this week are showing
a steady increase, with the political
race,
both for local government
offices and for state senator, adding
units. Sunny weather also aided the
baseball schedules. It i^ understood
that the local team has 15 doubleheaders to make up prior to June 15

13.

Network

Total

account execu-

tives in New York City.
Visitor to
KTSA -was President O. L. "Ted'

'Strings' After

^1

of

May 10. May 3. Change.
Local

George -Johnson of

Anto Clnb BankroDs

Comparative Unit Connt

%

Approaching summer figured in
Manhattan placementa the
past
tourist

13.

WDAF

to

AOO

•

Kansas

close to $1,000.

POLITICO ANDBB

Ch«nge

Cflmpnrwl

April Best Single

Month

.% of

-

drop the week change was made at

$um|tle)

JL, 'ffa of

14-Week Announcement Campaign

Comparative Dnlt Count

PULSE OF AMEHICAN RADIO
VARIETY

Hoffman Beverages to WINS For

13.

Not much to report hereabouts, as
units generally kept to the previous
week's level.
National spot made
some headway, but not' nearly
•nough to pull it out of the red.

(Included:

'(A* Ewmplifiettliy th«

89

DES MOINES DALLIES

I.

CIO.

Piatters

six announcements per weeic; Pack*
ard Motor Co., through Young &
Rubicam, one-week contract, 14 announcements; Roseth Corp. (Odora
and Mothex), through H. A. 5alz«
man, five-week contract for' announcements.

To

.

WJBK; Old Gold
\ Hours on

WJR

WNJEW: PhUco Distributors,
through Stemfield-Godley, 52-weelc
anotincementa weekly;^
Motors, through" Young St,
Rubicam, flVe announcementa weekly; Ward Baking, through Sl^erman
K. Ellis, 13-week contract, six aiinouncementa -veekly; Penick & Ford
(My-T-Fine desserts), through BBD
ficO,
renewal, five announcements
weekly.

tcontract, -2^

Detroit,

May

Packa^

13.

week's decline, Detroit's six stations took another dip
during the past week, showing health
only in the national spot field. Greatest toboggan was in the network
•ategory, with one of the four chain
outlets accounting almost entirely
for the five percent fall with the
other three marking time.
Local biz also skidded off, but the
optimistic note came in the spot field

Following

last

'

where among the minus
came up with better than

signs

It

a three
percent gain.
In all, however, it
wasn't able to compensate much for
a total loss of 680 units in the Detroit
field.

WJBK: Famous Cleaners, race
scratehes and resulta, twice daily, six
days a week, 11 weeks, through Fink
Si Doner; Grand's Better Cars, four
five-minute newscasts daily, seven
days a week, 26 weeks; Fenster &
Co., furniture, six spots daily, six
days a week, 13 weeks; C.I.O., six
general publicity labor transcriptions
daily, 10 days; Gately's Store, 15minute Bible story, Sundays, 13
weeks.

WJR:. P. Lorillard, Edgar A. Guest,
newscasts, 15 minutes, three
times weekly, 13 weeks.

Jr.,

Comparative Unit Connt

%

May 10. May 3.
Network

..

Local
Nat'l Spot.

Total

8,610
12,891
4.640
26,141

0,135
13,193
4,493
26,821

of
Cliange.

—5.7

—24.

+3J
—2.5

Sierra Pine on Coast Blue

NBC

Coast Blue has sold five mln utes a day five days a week to the
Los Angeles (Sierra Pine) Soap Co.
as participant in 'Art Baker's Notebook,'
Same network has also sold a Friday night half-hour to Neighbors of
Woodcraft, a fraternal organization,
for a program combining hillbilly

and

KEX,

WOR: Ward Baking (Tip Top
bread), through Sherman K. Ellis,
three-week contract,, six' station
breaks per week; Watehung Lak^
Inc.,
through
Radio Advertising
Corp. of America, ll-week. contract,
three ' one-minute
announcementa
per 'week; Victor E. Lindeman, on»
quarter-hour program, political talk;
Penick
fic
Ford
(My-T-Fine),
through BBDficO, five-week coiitract,
six one-minute announcementa per
week; Arthur J. Connelly, direct,
one quarter-hour political program.
.

through -McCann-Erickson, renewal,
contract' to run from May 1, HMl, to
April 30, 1942, usbig from two to five
half-hour 'BfCt per' week; Martinson's Coffee, through Al Paul Lefton,
seven station breaks per week, contract to run from. May 1?, 1941, to
Feb.
1B42;
Packard Motors,.^
14,
through Young
Itubicam, 14 spota,

^

contract; New York Society for Ethical Culture, direct, renewal of.oi)e-hour program, contract
to run from Oct., 1941, to May, 1942;
participating
sponsor; ,
including;
Province of Quebec Tourist BtUeau;
Glen Spring Hotel in Watkins Glen^
N. Y., Newagen Inn in Newageci,
Me., and Happy Acres Country Qltib
in Middlefleld, Conn., 'Travel Horizons,' two quarter-hours per weiek.
Nu-Sight Opticians, 25 an.,

two-week

WWRL:

nouncementa weekly; Dr. B. J.
Schwarta (optometrist), three
nnounccmenta weekly, four weeks;
Jamaica Refrigerator Service, quarter-hour weekly; Fli-'her (Carpet Si
Oilcloth
announcementa
Co.,
six
weekly, 13 weeks.

CAMELS

dramatic

entertainment, with
Portland, the originating point.

Cigarette

Bally Beverage.
Schenectady, N. Y., May 13.
Saratoga Vichy Co., through I<cighton fic Nelson agency, has launched
for
radio promotion
Saratoga
a
Vichy, with a flve-announcementper week schedule on WTIC, HartThese
ford, and WFBL, Syracuse.
stations will air a total of 120 spiels.
Starting June 30, the same schedule goes on WTRY, Troy; Buffalo
and Rochester stations. Other transmitters may be added latei^. Radio
campaign is tied in with a window
display promotion ballyhoo.

.

WQXR: Stromberg-Carlfioo,

IN

ALASKA

Ads on.KINr—

Buys

Blurb(i

Juneau, Alaska, May 13.
Ne biz on KINY, Juneau, Alaska:
(Chicago, Milwaukee Si St. Paul Rail*
road, daily announcementa; Spllivan,
florist, dally spot; West Coast Grocery, news period daily; Cammarano
Bros., dally spot; Imperial CandyWt
Co.,

daily spots;

Camel Cigarettes

and Prince Albert Tobacco, daily
Alaska Steamship Co., dal^

spot;

news' period; Crescent Manufactur-.
ing Co.', daily ttanscribed musical

program.

ott»t»-»ot**oo»o»o*ooo > ooo«oo 4
-

DepL Store Boom

Frisco

SEATTLE UNITS QAIN
Local Up 3%—Totiri Pino 1A%

Peak

Hits

May

Sieattle,

As KFRC Bags Long-Time Holdout

Active National Accounts

18.

Seattle business staying right up
there, and with all lines reporting
had a bunch ot
increases.
scattered local spot btisiness for the
week, adding up to a nice increase,
and KIRO chalked up an increase

KOL

San FranciscQ, May

BALTO LOCAL ROSY

IS.

Radio cracked f^lsco's department
field wide open this week with
signing of the White House,
long an ether hold-out, to five quarter-hours per week on an Indefinite

Category

tore

Hits

—Spot

ilJ»%

FIgnro

du^

to start of a

still

Baltimore, May 13.
Little change noted iiere, with adjustment following daylight saving
time switch still' being felt. Some
new biz in the making by all sta-

loaded.

Mel Venter and Mary

Roder

%
May
Network

.

.

Local

at

Natl Spot.

.

Total
(Included:

Frisco's unique retail advertising
radio boom started last May when
Hastings Clothiers picked up Pat
Kelley's 'Brain Battle' on KFRC, a
Roos
half -hour weekly night shot.
Brothers followed by purchasing
'Whodunit?' on the same outlet;
Hastings picked up Fulton Lewis,
first on the late release and then on
the live early show, giving tliat out11 shows a week, consuming
fit
/three hours' of air time. O'ConnorMoiTett, another radio-shy account,
broke down and took a flve-a-week
news ride; 'Bonds Clothiers slipped
iiito line' with nine quarters a week

NBC
of

of

+0.5

8,465
4,241
2,396

-1-113

15402

-f-2.7

Gene

&

KLZ: Kortz-Lee Jewelry Co.,
through Ted Levy agency, 312
quarter-hours over ohe year; Denver
Plymouth-De Soto-Dodge-Chrysler
dealers, one qilarter-hour; Washington State Apple Growers, through
J. Walter Thompson, 37' announceSchool
Board,
ments; -JJenver
through Robertson agency, eight
spots; Callbeck-Lawless Furs, 78 announcements; Weicker Transfer &
Storage. Co.,
through Robertson
agency, 104 announ-^ments; Com
Products Mfg. Co., through C. L.
Miller agency, 166 announcements.
KMYR: ABC Cleaners, through

grabbed off the
department

the 'Housewives' Pro.tectiye .League. .Even
.figures
id the picture with three quarters a
week bankrolled by Roos Brothers!
in

MacGruder agency,

KYA

seven- five-min-

ute newscasts weekly, one year;
Co., through MacGruder. agency, 104 spota and six
quarter-hours weekly-, one year;
Davis Motors, through McCannErickson, seven flve-minute newscasts
weeldy, one year; Gruen
Watch Co., through McCann-Erlckson, 35 time signals weekly, one
year; Jira Atito Supply, througn
Max Goldberg agency, ^even fiveminute baseball extras weekly, five
months; Lee Soap Co., through MacGruder. agency, three- quarter-hours
year;
weekly,
one
McClan^han
Clothing Co., through.. Ted Levy
agencyi seven flve-minute newscasts
weekly, one j'ear; Puritan Pie Co.,
througli Robertson agency, 90(. spots;
White House Cleane;-; through Ted
Levy agency, 500 spots; General
Mills (Wheaties), through Westco
agency, 110 Western League base-

Coomer Jewelry

Interesting

sideline to this development. is that now the .stores are
in radio, they're finding they like
'

and unless all drop out simultaneously, indications are that as
a few stick others will have
opposition time in self-deit;

Iftng as
to- buy

'

lense.

KFRC also h^s signed Matson
Navigation, considered another
tojjghle, for . nine spot Announcements.
KFRC: White House (department
through Marlon Kyle, five
quarter-hours weekly, indefinitely,
•Let's Go Shopping'; The Armand
Co. (Brisk shave .creani), through
Russel M. Seeds, 234 'one-minute
transcribed spots; Walter N. Boysen
(for paint), through Emil Relnhardt
Co.,
93 spots; Washington State
.

•tore),

•

ball

game

broadcasts.
Dr. Pepper

New

13- week

.

May

13.

'Village School,"

PmIs Dept.

Bond Bread, and will. switch to
usual script show of 'Gene

Total
(Included:

*

—

9,935
4,032
1,578
16,545

KFRC^ KGO,
KPO, KSFO)

+

WNAC, WTIC, WTAG,
WCSH,- five' times weekly, 12-12:15
Mondays through -Fridays,

sponsor over

—

starting

June

23,

WNAC: Corn

through

Co.

(Karo),

130

Products

BUSINESS JUNKET

May

r

Pickle

Co.,

%
May

10.

of

May 3. Change.

Network
-|-2.1
8,150
7,985
Herb Hpllister, president of radio Local
8,684
+6.7
8437
station KANS, was chairman of. a Nat'l
Spot..- 1,598
+2.2
1,563
good will tour of Wichita business Total
18,432
17,685
+4.2
men last week. Party visited 37
(Included: KFEL, KLZ, KMYR,
cities and towns In Oklahoma, KanKOA, KVOD)
.

.

.

fas and Colorado including Denver.
All three radio stations here, KANS,
Laura Lee Candy May Air
and K^I, broadcast the same
Washington, May 13.
program Monday night on which the
Vincent Tutching
Associates.
business junket was heard from Inc., local advertising, has added the
Dodge City, Kas.,
Laura Lee Candy Co., of Alexandria,
Representing the stations on the 'Va., to its list of accounts.
frip were: Kay Pyle, KFBI; Jack
Company will use radio end newsTodd, KANS, and Plez Clark, KFH. papers.

KFH

&

.

Announcements
Announcementa

DouUes

Revenue iia Radio, Direct Mail

participations

in

Salt

Lake Predicts

Hollywood,

Full Suminer Skeds
WTHT, WEAN, WICC, WCSH,
Salt Lake City, May 13.
WLBZ, WFEA, WLLa WSAR,
WBRK, WNLC, WLNH, WRDO, Salt Lake biz still good. Stations
WCOU, WHAI. WSYB, WATR, five now are assured that this stmimer
on

Mondays through Fri- will see them carrying the heaviest
days, beginning May 26, through
hot month skeds in history.
C. L. Miller Co.; Sudbury LaboraKDYL: Schubach Optical Co., 313
tories (Chaperone), 18 100- word an-

May

13.

Biz took a climb for a change, with

network unita lagging. Best
pickup was on the local front, which
only

helped

-

.

make

for -a plussage in the

total.

times weekly,

Best contract of the week was
Farmers' Market purchas.* of 260
quarter-hour periods.* Outfit uses
nouncements, Tuesdays, Thursdays, spot announcements; Reed's Riteway only radio
and i^(rect-by-mail, and
and Sundays, starting May IS, (hardware), 312 news announcethrough Mason L. Ham; J. H. Cor- ments; Keith CBrierfa (department In four years has doubled ita weekly
'

coran & Co.. (department store), 27
125-word participations in- 'Musical
Roundup,'
Mondays,
Wednesdays,
Fridays,, starting May 15, through
Chambers & Wiswell; Washington
State Apple Growers, IQ 100-word
participations in 'Musical Rendezvous,' Tuesdays, starting May 16,
through J. Walter Thompson; Penick & Ford, Ltd. (My-T-Fine), 41
one-mlniite transcriptions', dally, ex.
cept Sunday, following Yankee Net
'.

.

announcements;
spot
156
Mountain Fuel Supply, 150- spot' announcements, through G' i 1 1 h a
Agency; Morrison Auto Supply, 26
programs, 'Odd But True'; Buckle
Electric, 26 programs; Intermountain
Speedways, through Harris Agency,
announcementa;- Vetter's
52
spot
Market, Denhalter Bottling Co., Art
store),

m

-

'

KNX

huslness.
also added what it
prefers to call a 'freak.' It is the
Brock jewelry account,* which spends
most of,lto advertising dollars in the
slick iiiags. Contract calls lor oight
weoka' participation in Fletcher

Wiley '• combination.

KNX: Farmers' Market, 260 quarter-hours, through Advertising Arta;

Gardner (confectionery), Arden Sun- Brock jewelry, 48 participations' in
freeze Ice Cream, Beesley Muste Co., Fletcher Wiley combo, through Hixparticipation, 'Tomorrow's Stars Pro- son-O'Donnell;
Security-First Na-

News,
starting
tional Bank, 13 flve-minute newsMay 12, gram.'
BBD&O; Lewandos <cleanscasts, through Dana Jones.
Comparative Unit Connt.
13 125-word participations In
KHJ: Vitapep products, 156 quarof
'Musical Roxmdiip,' Mondays, startter-hour periods, through Davis St
10.
May
3. Change.
May
ing May 15, through Eddy Rucker
Pearson; Dr. F. E. Campbell (dentist),
—34
Network
..
7,251
7,541
Kickels Co,; First,, National Stores,
eight quarter-hours, through Ted
+3A
Local
2,726
2,635
......
Inc., renewal of 'First National Food
618
+433 Dahl; Noxzema Chemical, five half1,321
News,' also over WTIC, 'WEAN, Natn Spot.
+1.8 hour periods, through Ruthrauft St
11,298
11,094
WTAG, WICC, WCSH, WLBZ, Total
Ryan; Yelloiy Cab, 78 flve-mlnuta
(Included: KDYL, KSL, KUTA)
WFIlA, Tuesdays and. Thursdays, beprograms, through

work

through
ers);

%
.

through Richard B. Salinger.

Western Union,- four Slattery (women's apparel), oneminute participations on Caroline
Cabot Shopping Service, direct; Clicquot Club Co. (Sec gingerale), oneminute transcriptions, three times
weekly on Food Fair and five par-

Comparative Unit Count

13.

Farmers' Market

'Yankee network news service, also

spots; announcement service to Peerless Lace Cleaners, Tramarc Celery
Co.,
Cooperative Mercantile Co.,
Gold Nugget Grill and Fred's Mar-

ket

37 Cities— All
Stations Collab

L A.

Newell-

.

26 weeks;

V* Hours
Announcements

Refining

WEEI: Plotkin Bros, (women's apthrough Lane-Freil}erger, 26 an5£ nouncements; Red Wing Cafe, one parel), one-niinute participations on
spot a day, one month; Ward Auc- Caroline Cabot Shopping Service,
through Bresnick 8c Solomont; E. T.
3.0 tion Co., two announcements weekly,

Store...

Lake City.^....
Lake Cf^

Emmett.

.

6.0

KJBS,

Salt
Salt

,

—12.0

WichiU Men Make

Wichita, Kas,

Epeneneter

-

TIME PURCHASES
t

.....Announcements

their

and
Gleen with Jake and Lena' for same

p.m.,

WEEK

Los Angeles
Boston
San Antdnlo....

Balloek's Dept. Storo

their Wm. Fllene'a Son* Co
June 10 on the JTotke'a Dept. Store...,
WBZ Thursdays for Keith-O'Brien Dept. Store

-

9,436
4,253
1,388
16,076

Dall.

CITT

contract

:

May 10. Hay 3. Change. Perkens

.

&

TIME LAST
STORE

-

Network

Benson

.

-

Loeal

Announcements
Vi Hours

Eng.

Bottling Co.,
KOA:
Apple Association, through J.Walter
Thompson, 37' spots; Pacific Brewing through Benton Sc Bowles, 26 half& Malting Co. (Wieland's beer), hours, 'Dr. Ptpper Parade'.; Denver ginning June 24, through Badger It
Public
Schools,
through
Robertson Browning; General
through Brewer-Weeks,'- 27 spots;
Mills, inci; reMatson; Navigation Co.,' (travel), agency, flve-minute talk; Sperry hewal of "Light of the World' for
through Bowman, Deute &' Cum- Flour Co:; through Westco agency, mtfheh Tested Flour, via NBC Red.
announcement;
Denver
Di^ Mondays
one
mlngs; nine spots; J. C: Eno, Ltd.
through
Fridays,
and
Co.,
four
station
breaks;
Goods
Ball
(laxative), through Atherton & Cur'Arnold Grimm's Daughter' for Klx,
tier, 140 live, flve-5ninute talks; Max Bros,, through Applegate agency, 39 Mondays through Fridays,
for series
-Super Gloss Co. (auto polish), announcements; Plough, Inc., of 261 broadcasts started May
1,
through Elwood J. Robinson; 60 through Lake-Splrc-Shurman, six through Blackett-Sample-Hummert.
transcribed spots; Marlin Firearms announcements weeldy, 26 weeks.
WAAB: Salada Tea Co., six oneKFEL: Joe Alport's Clothing Co.,
Co. (razor blades), f- ough Craven
transcriptions, in 'Musical
& Hedrick, 65 one-minute tran- through Max Goldberg agency, minute
Clock,' Mondays, Wednesdays and
scribed spots; Moore Clothing Co., seven 10-minute newscasta weekly,
Fridays, starting May 12, through
through Brisacher, Davis & Staff, 30 one year; American Academy of AcJohn C. Dowd; Kane Fu|-nltur£ CPj,
•
•
counting, - through'- First- -United"sptrts.-"
extension of contract for one^ 15Broadcasters, six five-minutes; DenComparative Unit Connt
L
ver Marble & Tile- Co,, two spots; minute program, May 13, listing Ted
King, 'Kane's 'Singing Salesman,'
% of Denver Dry Goods Co., five spots;
.

Foam

Gene and Glenp conclude

tions reporting nice contracts.

various
weekly,
plus
spots
for
others! including I. Magnin, which
also uses KSFp.
Latter outlet has
Hales Department Store partici-

Natl SpoU.

Participations
V* Hours
.Announcementa

DEPARTMENT STORES BUYING RADIO

Glenn For

Series in

110 BB

'

Paris

'•

Announcements
.Va Hours
Announcements
Announcements

&

-

I'eBst

WBAL, WCAO, WCBM,
WFBR)

Denver, May 13.
Sales are picking up, with all sta-

.

'

%

Bond Bread Signs

—6.1

GAMES FOR WHEATIES

minute
shots
weeklyr- 'Milady's
Music ^ Box'; Breuner's Northern
California department store chain,
with 'Old Cabinet Maker' IS minutes

'

TIME PUBCHASES

of
BBD&O
Hotrman Beverage*
Irrealstlble, Ino. (cosmetics )....RedfleId- Johnstone
...Kenyon St EcKhardt
Kelloft'a Bran..
Rubicam
+3.0 Faokard Moton
...Young
+1.1 Swift ft Co. (Sunhritc cleanser). Stack-Goble
802
813
+13 Waltham Fen Co.
United Adv
14,340
14,548
Total
Whlnr<on State Apple Growers. J. Walter Thompson
(Included: KIIRO, KOL, KRSC)
Western Ant* Snpply Co. .'. , .Dan Miner.
-

8,298

6,485

Boston,

store, currently carrying three flve-

pating

AGENCY

Badger, Browning, Hersey.. Announcements
Applegate Adv
Participations
Ball Broi. (fruit jars)
Alley tc Richards
Announcements
40 Fathom Fisheries
-Announcements
Gebhardt Chile Powder Co. ...Pltluk Adv
Blackett-SampI^-Hummert
Hours
General Mills
V* Hours
Grove'i Tastelesa Chill Tonlc.H. W. Kastor
Vi Hour News
Pnaranty Union Lite Insnrance.Stodel Adv
Young Sc Rubicam
V* Hours
Gnlf Oil

. .

,

City

%

•

ACCOUNT

May 10. May 3. Change.
+04
7*40
1,250

May 3. Chanes.

19.

8,510
4,747
2,249
15,506

KMYR TO AIR

.

on KFRC.
Meanwhile,

KRSC

quiz.

^ ««OtO0»0fO0«« M 0OO0»OOtO«»0OO M ««««»««t>t«»
American Chicle Co

.

Comparative Unit Coont

9:43 ajn.

fwank

mu-

19-mlnute

,

Comparative Unit Connt

Marlon Kayle agency set the deal,
Network ..
ilimaxlng a year In: which more deLocal
partment store and related advertistions and swing into summertime
Natl Spot..
ing has gone radio than in any
groove right at hand.
other period in local history.
Show which finally softened the
unsellable (so far as radio was concerned) White House is a live 'Let's
Go Shopping* session aired direct
from the exclusive establishment by

new

and a half-hour

sical

Trims Total

KFRC's

•ontract.

«>< >>-
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RADIO MARKETS

86

ticipations preceding afternoon news,
through N. W. Ayer; Manhattan Soap
(Sweetheart soap), one-minute
participations
in
Caroline
Cabot
Shopping Service, through Franklin
Bruck;.GorI Beauty Salon, one-minute participations in Caroline Cabot
Shopping Service, through C. Brewer
Smith; Eastern Racing Ass'n (Suffolk Downs track), evening time signals, through Harry ..M. Frost; Daggett Chocolate Co., renewal, evening
time signals, through Harry M,
Frost; Young Women's Christian Association, one-minute participations
In CaroHne-Cabot Shopping Service,

Co.

Rufus Rhodes;

Armand

Suffolk

Downs

itses

Co., 39 spota, through Russel M. Seeds; Fifth Street Store, 30
spots, through The Mayers Co.

Cut-Ins, Spots in Hub
KFI: Hires Root Beer, 26 announcementa, through Olbea, ShelBoston, May 13.
don & Cjinaday; ^cMahan furniture,
24 quarterrhour broadcasta of The
News Crier,' through Ad Carpenter;

Suffolk Downs' 1941 horse racing
season is^ using 68 30-word cut-ins
and 164 100-word spot announcements. May 12 through July 10, on
stations in Boston and vicinity as
follows: cut-ins, 52 on
and,
in ProviWAAB, 10 WEEI, 26
annpupc^ments,
dence;
spot
.Iff
WAAB, 25 WORL, 25 WCOP, 26
in
WMEX, 14 WHDH, 26
in
Lowell, 16
Salem, 16
WLA'W in Lawrence. Specicl emphasis will be placed on 14 stake
events.
Placed through Harry M.
Frost agency.

.

-

WNAC
WEAN

.

.

WESX

WLLH

Electric Household Utilities, 65 participations in Art Baker's 'Notebook,' through E. H. Brown; Yellow
'<^ab, 26 one-minute transcriptions,

through Rufus Rhodes; Old English
wax, 10 participations In. 'Notebook,' through J. Walter Thompson;
Golden .State milk, nine one-minute
transcriptions, through Ruthraufl St
Ryan.
KECA: Baldwin Motors, 39 quar-

;flDor

ter-hour

broadcasta

of

'Musical

Clock,' through Chet Crank; Wetherby-Kayser shoes, 150 announcementa,
on 'Musical
through Sidney Garflnkel; Associated
Rendezvous,' Wednesday, Thursday,
Druggista, 26 half-hour broadcasta of
Friday and Saturday, starting April
'Spell-6-Win,' through Sidney Gar30, through BBD&O; Manhattan Soap
flnkel; Omega shoe polish, 26 quar-

WNAC:

minute

Boston Globe, eight one-

transcriptions

Co. (Sweetheart soap), sponsoring
'Fred Lang Views the News,' also on
WEAN, Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays, renewal for 39 broadcasts on
same schedule starting Monday, May
19, through Franklin Bruck Advertising Corp.; Wm. Filene's Sons Co.,
100-word anhouncements following

Ytnkee network news, starting May
4, through John C. Dowd; Sudbury

ter-hour

broadcasta

of

'Musical

Clock,' through J. H. RIordan; Safeway Stores, 60 one-minute tran-

through J. Walter Thompson; Southern' Furniturf four quarter-hour broadcasta of 'A Layman's
View of the News,' through Alvin
scriptions,-

,

Wilder; Beneficial Casualty, quarterhour periods, indef, through Stodel

Adv.
Laboratories (ChapaComparative Unit Connt
of six 100-word anon Sundays, starting
%of
May 4, through Mason L. Ham;
May 10. May 3. Change.
Washington State Apple Growers, 36 Network ., 12,491
—0.2
12,622
100-word participations in 'Musical Local ...... 8,814
+1.0
8,731
Roundup.' three times dally. Wednes- Natl Spot.. 1,414
+1.6
1,392
direct; Moxie Co. (soft drink), three days, Thursdays, Fridays, starting Total .......
+0.3
22,719
22,645
flve-minutfe
programs
weekly, April 30, through J. Walter Thomp(Included: KECA, KFI, KFWB,
through Alley & Richards.
.
son.
KHJ, KNX)
Soil Testing
rone), series

nouncements

I

•

',
^
,
'
:
1
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TAX UNDER
N

May Meet

Y. Court Deciaon

Standby Fees As Running Afoul

By

DANCE LODEliS
Of the Anti-Racketeering Statute
that may set a
precedent regarding
union relations, but
overlooked
In show
parently

Decision

'

mu-

icians'

.ap-

circles

thus far,

Phil Harris'

far-

reaching

was handed down

recently in the U. S. Circuit Court of

Appeals in

New

York.

At

least

by

ImpUcation, the opinion sets forth
that,

under certain

Band, given equal credit for
draw with Hoad to Zanzibar'
on the screen, rolled up a fort-

the

night's gross of $52,134.

racketeering law.
Although the case involved did not
even indirectly concern musicians or
the musicians' union, the collection
of stand-by orchestra charges was
cited by the court as a possible example of violation of the statute.
Case under consideration was a
involving
one
criminal
charges
brought by the Government against
the teamsters' union under the antiracketeering lav(. Majority opinion,
containing the allusion to musicians'
union prance, was written by Justice Learned' Hand, considered in
legal circles as among the most in-

New York

fluential jurists In

orce

Tot o' Gold' Show

!

;

I

which time he will
them would have classified the debe told whether or not he can conmand' for jobs as attempted extorobjection to
tion, and thus criminal under the tinue. Reason for 802's
sicians soon, at

fill

<

'

'

Tucker's continuing

law, the Jurist wrote.
He' then continued, 'In the case
at bar the accused were for the
most part willing to do the work;
indeed the fact that, especially after
of the operators finally yielded
•nd signed contracts, members of the
union served as drivers shows that
at least the primary motive was to
get the jobs. The position of the accused, when the operators refused
to employ them, was like that of
'stand-by' orchestras, so-called. If a
conductor brings an orchestra from
outside into a territory of a union
powerful enough to coerce him, he
must either employ local musicians
In .their place or pay an amount
equal to their aggregate wages if
they had played. In such cases It
may be doubtful whether the local
players can in fact substitute for the
outsiders, and that might condemn
them; but there was no such doubt
here, for the accused were competent

is

that the lat-

I

.

ter's

band

.

I
!

I

'

is

classed as a travelling

I

composed almost
of non-802 members.

that

entli'ely

is,

it's

Union raises the objection that the
show is strictly for New York audiences, going out over WMCA, WHN,
and 'WNE'nr. Figure that under that
setup only an 802 band should play
Tucker was told -to hand in a
two-week notice a month or so ago,
but MCA, band's booker, and StackGdble, agency for the show, prevailed upon the union to allow the
band to finish the 13-week stretch
on the grounds that much cash had
been spent exploiting the program.
Tucker is thinking of trying to retain the assignment by rebuilding
his band, for the broadcasts only,

jit.
I

I

.

.

with only -802 men.
Local has been paying increasing
attention lately to violations of its
It was never as hot on the
rules.
trail of infractions as it is now. Last
week an 802 delegate ordered 'Walter Page, non-802 bassist with Count
Basic's band. Off a record date at

drivers.'

SnbiUtntlon Angle
was noted that Justice Hand
used the words 'might condemn Decca studios. Page was on hand
them' in cases where it 'may be with several other musicians to prodoubtful whether the local players vide background for recordings to
can In fact .-substitute for the out- be made by pianist Pete Johnson.
sidera' However, it Is generally ad- Such, minor and comparatively unmitted that as a practical matter, important infractions never got that
few stand-by musicians could actu- much attention in the past
It

.

ally

4

WORDING
Employers and not the leaders of
will assume respon-

name bands

for the payment of social
security taxes under the new contract forms for hotel, cafe and onenighter
engagements
which
the
.American Federation of Musicians
has ordered into effect as of June 1.
Booking offices are to receive these

sibility

Supreme

officials,

attempt

AFM

form, James C. Petrillo,
prez,
will warn licensed agents that the
use of any other form wlU be In

•

ment

have

radio

stations,

demands for

admitted, but

is

inquiry started months ago by
Victor Waters has been suspended as
result of recent court rulings that
unioi^ cannot be charged with antitrust law violations. Decision in St.
Louis hodcarrlers case 'was definite
bar to contemplated prosecution of

James

and

American

of Musicians,

of trhlch

Petrillo

C.

sFederation

Petrillo Is prez.
Hiough still convinced Petrillo deserves thorou^
woodshedding,' Arnold has about
abandoned ope of finding way to
break the 'musicians' hold .on radio
and other music users. In viejv otf
what the New Deal majority on (he
highest bench ^as said, only Congress' can crack down.
Without new legislation making the
Mbnte Proser last week cleared up labor bosses answerable for restraining competition and burdening Itiall 'opposition' angles between his
terstate commerce, there's nothing
Dance Carnival In Madison Square the trustbusters can doi
Garden and the N. Y, Paramount
at
huddle with Robert Weltman,

Agree on Booking

'

Of Name Bands

'

of tesponsibility to employers

the back of each contract will carry
the names of the band's members,
their social security numbers and the
wages each is to receive on tne en-

relieve

to

standby orchestras.
Nothing official

Paramount-Proser

is

hostUity

thectres, hotels, etc., of

on furlough.

'violation of their, licenses. The letter also will state that this contract

Court

stalled the Department of Justice
campaign against the American Federation of Musicians and discouraged
Assistant Attorney Thurman Arnold's

'

j

managing director, and
gagement The contract form furHarry Kalcheim, Paramount stage Cedar Point Encores
ther stipulates:
Outcome was that
"The employer shall at all times show booker.
NamePolicy;
"Paramouiit
ihe
men assured Proser
have complete control of the services
which the employees will render un- he can have -name bands after
they
play
the
Paramotint
and that
Benny Goodman Set
der specifications of this contract. On
he
must
not
bill
them
as
'coining*
to
behalf of the employer the Leader
will distribute the amotmt received the Garde;] ballroom setup untQ
Cleveland. May .18.
from the employer to the employees, after the Par dates are completed.
John Kuebler, manager of CedarOn the other hand, those .bands
including himself, as indicated on
the opposite side of this contract or that the Paramount has pre-booked Point's stmmier resort near Sanin place thereof on 'separate memo- for early fall dates will not be per- dusky, is following up lest yearns
randum supplied to the employer at mitted to play for Troser during his big-name policy
which pulled Oui
or before commencement of the em- June-July-August tun of the new
ballroom out of the red by setting
ployment hereunder and take and monster ballrbom at the Garden.
'Benny Goodman for lis June 14
turn over to the employer receipts Though the Paramount execs now opener.
therefor from each employee, in- state that they don't consider the
After Goodman's
theatre's

Band

'

-

outfit,

Mmc

substitute for the men whose
importation requires the payment of
Etand-by fees. If the local musicians
could actually substitute. It is argued,
there would be no nfeed for importing outsiders. In most cases, outside
musicians brought into a territory
are either members pf a name or?
chestra or band with a boxoifice
draw, or are men specially trained
or qualified for a specific assignment.
In neither instance, it is claimed,
could local musicians replace them
without careful selection plus prohibitively lengthy rehearsal.
Stand-by assignments are rotated
amon^ the tmemployed members of
the. unions.
The latter are rarely
even present when outside men are
playing an engagement involving
stand-by fees.
General practice is
for the employer merely to pay the
aggregate amount of money involved
to the union.
However, if an employer insists, the stand-by men
must be on the spot and, at least

Washington, May IS.
Congressional apathy and U. S.

can .be worked out with
Columbia Records wlU continue recording
Jack Leonard after the singer is
drafted.
He's to be inducted
May 26 after a current date at
the Paramount theatre, N. Y.
Before donning a uniform
Leonard expects to cut a quartet
of sides, which, wiOi four not
yet rejeased, will form a backlog
large enough to last a couple of
months. If Army okay; future
cuttings, they'll probably be done
If It

the one which has been adopted
by the International Executive Board
for the purpose of protecting our
Tommy Tucker's band may be members under the Social Security
Laws and upon which favorable deforced off the local New York Tot
cisions have been received' by our
o' Gold' Program for Tums after it members from
the Internal Revenue
completes
the
current
13-week Department' •
In conformance with this assignstretch, which ends July 13. "Tucker

State.

Unwillingness or inability to

Post-Induction Discs
Army

sample forms some time this week
and in a letter, accompanying the

Tucker Off Local

Justice Hand's opinion, reversing
the conviction of the defendants in a
lower court, was that the teamsters'
union officials had nbt violated the
has a date to appear before the
•tatute because the union members
Vfm 'ready and able' to fill the Job; executive board of N. Y. local 802 of
the employers had been forced to of- the American Federation of Mufer.

of Musicians and Give
Their Social Security Account Numbers

.

circumstances,

union demands for etand-by orchestra fees may run afoul of the ahtl.

Reward

Congressional, Supreme Court

Apathy on Issue of Standby Bands

All Contracto With Employers Will Garry Roster

Los Angeles, May, 13.
Phil Harris was given a gold
lifetime pass by Fanchon & Marco Wolf for breaking the twoweek stage record at the Paramount theatre here.

biz

AFM Stalled

Trusjbusters Fight vs.

EXEMPTS

Frank Dailey Still
Sans Baton-Wielder
Frank Dailey still has not come to
terms with anyone to take over
batonning of the band he has built
to continue where the band he sold
DaUey
jto Buddy Rogers left off.
handed the latter crew over to
Rogers several years ago to devote
all his time to operating MeadowNew
brook, Cedar Grove, N. J.
band, along the same lines, has been
rehearsing for weeks at the Jersey
spot, and an offer was about to be
i

1

I

I

.

.

.

I

Proser setup as actual opposition to
the Paramount, they feel that name
bands playing the Garden Immediately-prior to a booking at the Par
can't help but hurt the b.o. at the

cluding himself.'

Ballroom Appeals

May

13.
Detroit
An appeal has been' made here
from the ruling that ballrooms and., theatre.'
Ifi
lowering any bars against
not orchestra leaders must pay the
unemplojrment compensation bene- bands goin^ Into the Garden from
fits for. unemployed musicians.' The' the Paramount .Weltman and KalCommission cheim make it possible for Proser to
Compensation
State
here had made the ruling that all get Vaughn Monroe, among others.
spots where orchestras play are re- Monroe goes into the Par May 21
quired under the law to pay bene- for two weeks and -will play the
fits for those who subsequently be- Garden four weeks later.
come unemployed. At present time
Benny Goodman, Charlie Bamet,
Michigan law provides a maximum and Larry Clinton's'* bands ^will inof $16 a week for 16 weeks for those augurate the ballroom policy openwho are out of work.
'ing Memorial Day (30).
Bands are
The Graystone Ballroom has ap- all booked for two weeks, but bepealed the ruling in a motion filed cause of the musicians union ruling
before Circuit Judge Vincent M.| for one day of rest in every seven,
Brennan on the grounds that it was the orchs will only work 12 days
up to the orchestra leaders to pro- though being paid for 14. This
vide the money out of their earn- also means that there will be a
ings for those who may become un- change of bands every 12 days.
employed. Since the issue has many
Proser had originally planned to
ramifications the court ordered both augment the bands with' name singsides, to file briefs within 15 days.
ers, but seems to have dropped that
idea.
Now the setup calls strictly
for dancing and the various food and
drink concessions. Admish will be
ZINN
weekdays, and S^c Saturday
on
66c
and Sunday.
j

MCA.
I
,

I

ARTHUR, DRAHEE,

Lombardo's

Zinn Arthur, bandleader recently

$7,000

Suit

Cecil Golly taking the

Joy.
off

Chippewa Lake Park- May

while Waldemere Park In nearby
Erie, Pa., starts summer dances in its
rebuilt hall May. 29 with George
24,

-

King.

Charge Bemie Breached

\

FORMS ARMY UNIT

Larger names also being slated by
Geneva - on • the - Lake's
ballroom
which gets its season off Jxily 1 with

Jimmy
wraps

|

;

date,

Cedar Point will swing into fullweek stands on June 20 v»lth Henry
Busse; June 27, Bob Chester; July 4,
Ben Bemie; July 11, Frankle Masters; July 18, Raymond Scott; July
<2S, OrrlD Tucker.
All are set by
,

.

I

'

abc-day

I

Pact by Snbhing Band
I

Ben

'

,

Los Angeles, May' 13.
Bemle's orchestra wasn't

there on broadcast hights, making
his $5,000 claim invalid, according to
a contention in the bankruptcy case
of -Ihe Victor Hugo restaurant, Beverly Hills nitery, now shuttered
pending the outcome of the suit before Hugh F. Laughran, referee.
Contention la that iBemie put on
a substitute band on nights when
he was on the air, thereby violating
the contract.

I

drafted, has been put in charge of
to Trial
Note
organi2ing p dance band at Camp
Guy Lombardo lost bis plea for
made to vocalist- Jack Leonard to Upton, Yaphank, L. I. Leaders of summary judgment against James
notidirect It when the singer was
bands at various posts have the right BcUetU and Mai Hutt, tailors, in
fied that he would be inducted Into to requisition any man capable- of N. Y. supreme court Thursday (8),
when Justice Philip McCook ruled
the Army after his current Paraplaying an instrunient, so long as he
issues existed.
Lombardo
mount theatre, N. Y. date.
triable
was enlisted in definite territories. wants $7,000, based on a promissory
Dailey originally had figured on
using the new outfit at his place dur- For instance, Arthur can select any note.
Queens
Lilliebell
IiOmbardo, the banding the summer months when it's player inducted in Brooklyn,
already
leader's wife, lent the defendants the
hard to get top band names because and upstate New York. He
money Jan. 20, 193B, and received
theoretically,
ready to work If of the amount of road work skedded has 10 men and is allowed 32.
Johnny Mince, clarinet-sax, from only the interest, $701, in return.
needed. But few managements con- by most bands. He has since taken
become The debt was subsequently assigned
sider it necessary or advisable to Sonny Dunham's new band for the Tommy Dorsey's band, may
to her husband.
a member of Arthur's outfit.
12 weeks, beginning July 10.
raise that issue with the union.

On

I

Must Go

I

Johnson to Asbnry

'

'

!

'

'

i

Monterey, Asbury Park,
among the Jersey shore spots
reopening earlier for the season due
to the adjacent war camps and attendant boom. Instead of its usual
mid-June unshuttering, the Monterey
installs Johnny Johnson's band May
Hotel

N.

J., is

20.

King Johnson (no relation) moves
from the Westchester Country Club,
Rye, N. Y., to the Hotel Shelton,
N. Y.. to .succeed Jobnnv John.^nn*

—

Wednesday, May 14, 19il

ORCHESTRAS

S8

^h.

Bandleaders, Mgrs. Concerned Over

is also losing one of its aces,
Jerry Eisner, while Baron Elliott,
playing at William Penn Hotel Chatterbox, has lost two already.
Al Fremont, local young dance
expensive bands have had to release maestro, making plans to depart-' by
better than average players to the June 15 a^er wind-up of current
army and replacing them is becom- Southern tour.
-

.lecords btlovo -are grabbing mort nlekeU this meek in jukeboxes throughout the
ountrj/, OS reported by the. major cnln-machine distributors from coast to coast,
Variety. Wames of .more than one band or vocalist after the title indicate*, in
order of pnpiilnrttv, whose' recording* are being plaved. Figures and names in
parenthesis indicate the number of weekt each song has been in the listings and

'

•o

'

Cleveland's Batio
Cleveland,

.

,

May

13.

are only 1,500
as
in Cleveland,
against- 3,000 in Detroit, Local 4 here
has lost 80 men to d£te to the army

Although there
union musicians

^^^^
^^^^

1

Anapola

2

I

3

Dolores

4

Band Played Oo

,

Jimmy Dorsey....| Decca.

'

.

.

(0)

Marks

I

'

compared to about 60 conscripted
from the Auto City.
bean drafted and those who have
Whether that's because this town
volunteered with the- idea of join- produces more young jive tuneOf smiths than most Midwestern cities,
ing various encampment bands.
course, the squawking of leaders or has fewer graybeards in the proalmost impossible to estimate
of musicians who have

number

^^^^^

'especttue publishers.^

i

It's

»5_rf^*

band

Bandleaders and managers are
currently commenting that good musicians are getting scarce because
o£ tlie government's conscription activities. Quite a number of the more

ing tougiter and tougher. Probably
the hardest hit outfit is Bob Chester's, which has lost four men in
Darnell.
vocalist Bill
addition to
Tommy Dorscy recently had to give
up Johnny Mince, sax-clarinet, who's
besn with his band for at least five
years.

J^'

10 B«st Sellers on Coin-Machines

Draft Making Good Tooters Scarce

the

.

'

'
;

'

UnderStaad

.

....

Jimmy Dorsey

Oecca... (7) Feist

.... |

.

Bing Crosby .... I Decca ...

,

(6)

Paramount

I

I

doesn't mean the supply of musi- fession than Detroit,
cians is being seriouly depleted. It union boys.
simply means that through a freak
of circumstance many of the known
good players have been taken.

is

puzzling the'

^^^^^
.

.

.

j?eK^^".''.°:| '^"^

.

'Request' Platters,

Pittsburgh,

May

A

13.

Army is gradually thinning the
ranks of local musicians, wih several
leaders called up last week and several more slated to go before the
month Is up. Don Bari, whose orRoosevelt's
at
Hotel
chestra
is
Lounge Cafe, got his marching

by June 1. Cervone was a chief
pStty officer in the navy during the
last war and later l)ecame' captain in
National Guard. Currently he holds
a captaincy in the Army Reserve
Corps and expects his call any day.

Radio, Tried

5 Die

Round,

Sid-

Love

^^^^^^

....
.....

inioi»w«Aii
6 InleraeSO
U

'

'

'

'

I

:

I

I

Twist on radio request record programs is being iised' by Gardner's,
a Broadway, New York, restaurant.
Eatery has set up turntable and
speaker equipment and hired Alan
Stratton, former announcer on several N. Y. indie stations, to emcee
and spin platters between hours of
Stratton sits on
7 p.m. and 3 a.m.
a raised dais and accepts requests
from customers.
Spot's operators figure it's an improvement over the coin machine in
the

place,

because

.

.

S.OhLOOk AtMelliW

.

woody Herman.. a Decca.

»

a
I

(

7 Muic Makere

. \

Benny

odman| Columbia

C

Harry, James

.

.1

Jimmy

Dorsey....]

(2)

Columbia

Andrews Sisters I Decca.

^^riTH^r^^nJ

.

1

schuberth

Paramount

.-.

^^''^^

D^*c"a".;

SbVa^S) Southern

during jdinner

Danny hours Stratton can turntable soft
Bridges,
featured drummer with music, and later cater to the sippers
Bubbles Becker's .band at the Merry- who demand a more boisterous style.
Go-Round: He will likely pull out Jukebox In the spot is scheduled to
with one of owners pf the Merry-Go- get the heave-o after the manual
Another marking time

I

pd

Dorsey .1 Victor.
Glenn MUler...| Bluebird <ll)Forster

By B'way Eatery

.

papers a few' days ago, and has
turned over his outfit for a year to
Izzy Cerhis brother, Bert Bari.
vone, veteran bandsman, made his
appearance
at
Kennywood
final
Park Sunday (11) and dons khaki

la

••'«)
'

{Tommy

is

Reuben, with 1-A rating record playing gets going.
Sid Didder's past Friday (9).

It

10

Apple

BlossoB

Tim

.

,

Andrews Sisters. Decca.
'

.

.

(1)

Broadway

DISKS GAINING FAVOR

began

(These recordings are directly below (he
the coin machines.)

ahd a low number.

first

10 in popularity, but

grouHng in

demand on

'

Sorrento

-l?."*^*"
(Al Donahue.:
Okeh..PD
(Dick Rol^ertson ., ... Decca
Al Donahue
Okeh..BMI
Kay Kyser
Columbia
Jimmy Dorsey
Decca
i
Benny Goodman. Columbia .BMI

.

.

(.Bob Chester
Let'.

Vntil

Get Away fco.

,t A.....

Tomorrow

rriendly

X^vem

:..

Bluebird

{yo°ASe";.\\"\virto?- '^--^^-^
Sammy Kaye
.Victor. .Republic

jf-^^ Ke.:::*'°"?- '^"^
^-d^
.Embassy

PCIo.

Everythln, Happen., to M..
...{

Nighty Night

Alvlno Rey

Daddy

Sammy Kaye

On

Bluebird .Beacon
.Victor. .Republic
.

the Upbeat

Miller's

$7,800 on Coast
Hollywood,

Lnoky

Mllllnder-Slster

Tharpe borne, who

left

for

came band's

vocalist recently.

Sand*

WUUams and band

(6)

Three Debs joined Charlie Spivak's
band as vocal trio.

from

tha Hotal Astor, N. Y., to the Hotel

Benny Largasse, sax with Ray-

Statler,

Detroit,

May

19.

Maxtne

and Susan Spratt, ad- Tappen new Bongstreu with band.
vance p.a. for outfit, married in
Lea Kahn'e orchestra opened In
Philadelphia recently.
the Ralnbo Room of the New Ken-

Greyhound
Per imformathm wriit
Grtfboma Travel Bureau at
atartil dtf bttoui,

Naw Tork dtf

•

CIndud, Ohio

Chlugo, lUlnofa • PhlUddphls, P*,
BovtOD, Man, * WuhloAtoo, D. C.
Datrolt, Hletalnn • SClooIi, Mo.
Sannmnclsco, C>l.«Pt. Wortli.Tci.
Hlnneftpolla; Hlmi. •Laxington.Kr.

W. Va. • OndnnatlTo.
Va. • Hflmph(a.Tenn.
Neir Orlea ii. La. • Wlodior, Out.
(14 London Street, E.) • Hontnal,
Qoobee, OlM Oorefacitar St., W.|

Cbsricsbn.

Btohmoad

for

is

the

first

choice io travel
extra

n&ay more reasons than

economy! There's the extra convenience
of frequent schedules,, handy terminals
the extra comfort of .traveling in'
smooth-riding, air-conditioned iSuperCoaches plus the extra reduction in
transportation costs when you charter

—

—

an entire Greyhound for a group traveling together. Next time you go on the
road

—

professionally or for pTeasiue

go Greyhound, anywhere

in

America.

YHOUND

13.

ladium. It's top coln~tor the dancery.
He's in for a guarantee of $4,000
against 50% at the door.

Hollywood to

combination has been signed to make .several picture shorta.
Decca Records. Spiritual singer be-

mond

May

Despite the hottest May weather
In 50 years, Glenn Miller took out
$7,800 as his share for the first of a
three-week engagement et the Pal-

Harry James has changed title of Jimmy Dorsey. Full payoff in U.'S.
forthcoming double-faced record of cash before playing..
'Sonata Moderne' to 'Trumpet Rhapsody.'
Phil Barton if n«w vocalist with
Terry Shand, replacing Mary Os-

Scott,

Joe Stabile, sax playing brother of more Hotel, Albany, May 3, sucDick Stabile end in the latter's ceeding George Hall'* band. Kuhn
band, pulled out of band's opening will remain at tha spot until it
night sessions at Chatterbox, Moun- closei for the season Decorattoif
tainside, N. J., by Brooklyn draft Pay.
board for forgetting to -sign quesBiui Smitti'f new band opening
tionnaire and leaving state without
last week at Rainbow Grill, N. Y.,
permission.
succeeding Barry Winton, comprises
Oellwood Ballroom, Buffalo, makes Johnny Ingram, Jack Tarr, Sid
annual shift to summer loccHon, Stanley, reeda; Saul Grant, violin;
Dellwood Lodge, soon. Wally Car- Carl Shaw, drums; I'atU Thompson,
string bast; .Sy
Sugar, trumpet;
penter ban* current
Chatlle Burnett, piano, all formerly
Smith himself is
Carrollers, composed of Al Jen- with big bandi.
ex-Barry
Winton.
nings, Buddy HofI, Clay Bryson, new
vocal trio with Irv Carroll bend at
Bob Strong*! orcb, regularly on
Dempsey's, New York.
the Brown St Williamson t^lcago
'Cab Calloway' plays London, Ont., radio ihowf over NBC, has bean set
for
a six-week run In the northslde
and Tordnto Arena, July 30-July 1,

JOE
REICHMAN
"the pagUacci of the piano"

And

-

under same money arrangement as

(Continued «m page SB)

His Orchestra

Coming Up
NO. 273B7
VICTOR
-

NUMBER TEN
LULLABY LANE
i

VICTOR

NO. 27300

TOY PIANO MINUET
'

.

!

^ednesdaj, May 14, 1941

Bands

ORCHESTRA GROSSES

at Hotel B. O.

Campos Best

and

price.;

Weeks

Biltmore (300; $1-$1.50)

.

Waldorf

XavierCugat
Hay Kinney*

(375: $1-$I,50)
..Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50)

GeneKrupa

'.

Harry James

CoTcn

'There'll

'.

Pennsylvania (500; 75c-$1.50)
Lincoln (250; 75c-$l)

Pait

6
4
4

1,500

4,675
6,345

1,475

.6,025

3

1,15P

2

575

3,375
1,650

575

Asterisks indicate a supporting floor show, although the bond

is

King Hot 24G,

fEstiTnates for This Week)
Jimmy Dorsey, Philadelphia
(Earle;
2.350;
35-46-57-68)
with
'Washington Melodrama' (M-G) and
vaude. Heavy -play from jitterbugs
makes it an all-Dorsey draw. ExPittsburgh, May 13.
pectations are for big $26,000, exChance to get Wayne King pub- ceptional In view
of the slim help
licity for his current engagment at from the screen.
Stanley theatre was vetoed here last
Horace Heidt, Buffalo (Buffalo;
week by Luxor company, band's 3,500; 35-65) with 'Cheers for Miss
Bishop' (UA). Picture has been a
radio sponsor.
Local Chamber of
spotty grosser, so Heidt gets credit
Commerce some time ago announced for good part of excellent
$20,000 in

Via

Tent Covering 1,000
9
money

Strong 1-Nighter Band Pace Holds;

To avoid putting
into something that might fail, Douglas Hertz,
owner of the Pegasus Club, Rock-

Weems $4,100; Jurgens' Record $1,941

leigh, N. J.,

has been mulling setting

up a tent capable of covering 1,000
dancers to test whether a name band
policy at his spot .would work out.
Hertz originally had an Idea of en(£stintates)
larging
a
400-odd seat bar, an
Cab Calloway (City Aud., Houston, Tex., May 8). Calloway proved
hot here, drawing 3,000 dancers and spectators at 85c-B9c for approximate adjunct to his indoor polo field, and
Next night (9) at Municipal Aud., San Antonio, band installing name outfits as opposition
gross of $2,500.
to
Frank
Daile/s Meadowbrook, at
figured fair with about BOO at 85c advance 89c at door.
nearby C^dar Grove.
Sonny Dnnham (Totem Pole B., Auburndale, Mass., May 7). Playing
If he goes through with the idea
quick repeat after May 2 stop here, Dunham got good Wednesday crowd
of name bands In a circus atmosof 850 at $1.35 couple for $574.
phere, and the policy proves profitQlen Gray (Jantzen Beach, Portland, Ore., May 5-6). Over two days able. Hertz figiires it will be worth
Gray played to 3,512 at 75c for approximate gross of $2,634.
the risk of shelling out $35,000Georie Hamilton (Peony Terrace, Omaha, Neb., May 10-11). Okay 1,425 $40,000 for a new building. In the
event everything worked out he
turned out for Hamilton at 60c figuring gross at $855 for two days.
Woody Herman (Aud., MUwaukee, May 10). Herman's home town did would construct. an„ entirely new
b.o. of truckdriver's baU up brown.
Great $4,500 gross from 9,000 hoppers building, leaving the above mentioned bar as is.
Pegasas layout
at 50c. At Fountain Ferry Park, Louisville, Ky., Sunday (12) Herman got

•

'

.

capacity $1,400

.

from

covers some 400 acres.

1,400 at 90c-$1.10.

one hour five-station hook-up for sight.
Ina Bay Hntton, Boston (Boston;
Saturday night (10) to shout
33-44-55)
with 'Scatter,?ood
of. Pittsburgh through tri- 3,200;
Baines' (RKO) and 'House of Mysstate area, and manageitient of WB
tery' (Mono).
Miss Hutton's draw
deluxer saw a chance to crash the on four-day booking
greatly responfree all-Smoky Clty web (KDKA, sible for nice showing the house,
WCAE, WJAS, KQV and WWSW) which plays straight films lasthalves, is making this week. Gross
with the King band and also sold
CC on the idea. Orch was to have on full week will be okay $9,000.
DIok Jurgens, Indianapolis (Lyric;
dominated the show, taking up most
1,900; 30-40-50)
with 'Rookies on
of the time allotment.
King was agreeable, too, but Parade' (Rep), Band appears to be
getting
most of nice $11,000. Hoase
pointed out that clause in his consplurged
on
exploiting
Jurgens, gettract with Luxor forbade him from
any air appearances at all on Sat- ting special interviews and several
urday nights, the day he airs his radio shots for maestro.
Wayne King, Pittsburgh (Stanley;
weekly commercials.. WB appealed
to sponsor to waive clause for this 3,600; 25-40-60) with 'Wagons Roll at
one time, pointing out it was more Night' (WB). Chief credit Is going
last

glories

-

sight

some

time.

Gay

Inkspots (Valley Dale, Columbus. May 9). B.o. clicked off 1,100 dancers
advance $1.10 door for bit disappointing $1,150.. Week before (May
Spots pulled only 600 people into Beale Ave. Aud., Memphis, at 85cexplained weather getting too warm for

Coin-Catching Record Possibilities

at 90c
2).

Dick Jnrgens 'Nighty Night'—'Loafin' on Lazy Day' (Okeh 6166)
First is one of the better new tunes with definite possibilities. It was
Jurgens uses the melody to
first done as a vocal by Alvino Rey.
good advantage, cutting a very likable version in dance tempo with Harry
Cool vocal. 'Loafin,' which sounds familiar, is another good tune, but the
Lewis $1,100 gross at arrangement here is thin and Buddy Moreno's vocal is awkwardly phrased

DIok Jar^ens (Capitol theatre, Manitowoc, Wis., May 7). Jurgens cracked
house mark here with 3,096 stub buyers at 30c-50c mat and 4(lc-66c nights
tor high $1,941.
At Venetian theatre, Hacine, week before (April 30)
Jurgens clicked oft okay $1,370 at 30c-45c-55c.

Ted Lewis (Uptown B., PorUand, Ore., May 7).
7Sc per was okay.
Johnny Long (Ritz Ballroom, Bridgeport, May 11). Clicked in Connecticut debut with 1,506 payees at 75c for $1,130 gross.
Jimmy Lnnocford (Labor Temple, Louisville, Ky., May 5). First name
band to play here, Luncefofd drew great 1,500 at 75c-$l foi: fine $1,300.
At Turnpike Casino, Lincohi, Neb., Saturday (10) band got neat $1,000
from 1.350 at 75c.
Vaoghn Monroe (Plymouth theatre, Worcester, Mass., May 5-7). With
Hal LeRoy heading accompanying acts, Monroe did solid $4,550 gross in
three days. House capacity is 2,700, gives three shows daily at 28c-35c-50c.
In Portland, Me., Thursday (8) Monroe got good $675 from 900 dancers at

in spots.

AlTtno Bey 'Hindustan'— 'Everything Happens to Me' (Bloebird 11128)
Rey combo has been growing in record stature since "Tiger Rag' and
'Wm. Tell.' First side is not as widely known as former two, but it's Just
as well done. Band's swell instrumental^ work and Rey's guitar breaks
make it good listening. Reverse, outstandingly soloed by Alyce King, is
slow tempoed and has other versions to compete with, though that doesn't
.

lessen her impact,
Xavler Cugat 'La Cucaracha'-Toby's .Wife' CColnmbU 35812)
Two sides grooved with guaranteed past faves should find non-commercial reaction. They're played well under, neatly written arrangements.
Vocals by La Chata are only drawback. She does 'em in an uninspiring

75c.

-Kcd Nichols (Raymor B., Boston, May 6). Nichols' biz held up after
lour weeks in and out spot. Tuesday draw of 500 at 65c-55c meant okay

manner.
Jan Savitt Things I Love'—'Manhattan Sunrise' (Victor 2743t)
$300.
'Things' is a potential hit tune which hasn't gotten started yet, and Savitt
Tony Pastor (Roseland-State B., Boston, May 6). Pastor's 800 draw on does it justice with an arrangement and playing that enhances the melody.
Tuesday was fine for this spot. Added to $520 at 65c. At Hershey Park, Muted trumpet at outset and Allan DeWitt's vocal polish it off at medium
Hershey, Pa., Saturday (10) band puUed $1,643 at 50c-77c.
tempo. 'Sunrise' is played well at slow speed, but lacks punch.
-Teddy Powell (Arena, New Haven,* May 11). Last spring series, with Woody Herman Time Changes Everything' ^"Dancing Dark' (Deeca 3751)
Henry Armetta. gave Powell light $2,100 from 3,800 who paid 45c to $1.10
Band hasn't made such a lively side as first in some time. It:s swell
mat and evening
change of pace from 'Frenesi,' 'Sorrento,' etc. Tune is a worthy one, a
Barney Bapp (Riverview B., Neponset, Mass., May 9-10). Rapp's initial sort of western, and after Herman's vocal band drives it out solidly. ''Dancvisit in several years lured fine 1.320 Friday and
1,442 Saturday for neat ing' isn't auspicious In comparison with Artie Shaw's recent cutting, but
$lj519.
it has a vocal by Herman which Shaw's side lacked.
DIok Borers (Cocoanut Grove B., Toledo, May. 4). Rogers didn't do so
Claode Thomhlll 'Stack of Barley' 'Hongarlan Dance' (Okeh 6168)
well here, drawing 350 dancers at 85c advance, $1.10 door, for $365. Fair.
-ThomhiU's solid band has yet to release a pop. His rich arrangements
Jan Savitt (Chermot B.,. Omaha. May 10). About 1,543 at 55c gave so far have not given machines opportunity to use his stuff. 'Barley' might
Savitt okay $1,311 gross.
do it It's a lively piece of well-played material familiar enough in its
Wally Stoeffler-Gene Broderick (Raymor-Playmor B., Boston, May 9). basic theme to get commercial attention. Reverse, another clever bit, earns
Stoeffler and Broderick, local band, drew good $840 gross from 1,400
Thornhill.
at equal reaction. Both are exceptional examples of
85c-55c.
On Saturday (10) Stoeffler hooked with George Harris, local, Sam Donahue 'Au Reef—'Still Make Love in London' (Bloebird 11131)
for 1,980 atsam.e prices for fine $1,188.
First side is played with a
Initial Spm Donahue recording is okay:
T** Weems (Idora Park, YoungstoWn, O., May 6). Firefighters' hop solid hop, spotlighting a slightly overbalancing sax group, but it interprets
drew 3,800 at $1.10 with Weems. Spot's draw is usually half that. Glen the jive tune strongly. Mitchell Paull vocals well enough for purposes of
Gray's record is 4,500 people.
Reverse gets unusual reaction. First, play draws a blank, but retune.
Paul Whiteman (Lafayette Collegei Easton, Pa., May 9).
Whitemah peated spins drive home its unusual style, eventually making it click. Franclicked off $2,500, approxitnately. from 1,000 dancers at
ces Claire, vocals.
$5 pe^ couple.
Les Brown 'Alexander Swoose' 'Keep Cool Fool' (Okeh 6167)
Brown's rapidly arriving, band looses a competent cutting of the novelty,
organization. Lutz joins Breese after first done by Kay Kyser. Doris Day vocals clearly and easily in front
a sojourn of seven years with Henry of smart instrumental work and adds late punch with melodic explanation
,
J,.
,
„
J
Busse.
On the Upbeat
of title. 'Keep, a ]ump tune, gets rich handlmg from well-balanced and
rehearsed band. Miss Day again vocals,
Artie Shaw 'Blue Heaven'—'Moonglow' (Victor 27405)
Ldn Breeu orchestra exits the
Shaw uses his Gramercy Five on first standard to set up a rhythmic
(Continued from page 38)
Chez Paree, Chicago; here after a
Chi Villa Modeme starting June 14. winter's stay and goes on a 12-week commercial issue that'll sell despite fact it's not equal to group's past
In between. Strong will play the jaunt of ballrooms and theatres, re- performances. 'Moonglow' cuts in full band which reaches a level easily
qploma (Mich.) Crystal Palace Ball- turning to the Chez in August. comparable to past 'Dancing in Dark,' etc. One fault in these Shaw standroom and engagements for the Man- Rome includes dance for DePauw ard releases is they all sound alike, with same instrumental pattern coursitowoc (Wis.) Musicians Ass'n. and U. on May 17, a week in the Lyric, ing through arrangements.
the
Homewood (Wis.) Business Indianapolis, starting May 23, the Dean Hudson Take Ton Home Kathleen'—'Let's Try Again' (Okeh 6171)
One of Hudson's first few sides for Okeh, No. 1 tune should earn band
Westwood CIlub in Little Rock and
Men's Assn.
some non-commercial response. Tune, of course, is natural and it's nicely
a two-day date for Texas A. & M.
sung by Sonny Stockton. He carries almost full side. Reverse lyric is too
Ted Blake to Monaco's Cafe in
heavily interpreted by Sam Latimer. Sounds like he's doing utmost to
Cleveland following six-month stayj
opened
two-week
Marvin Dale
inject a throb, which doesn't help. Band work is average. Tune is better
at Hotel Roosevelt's Lounge Cafe,
stay Monday (12) at Bill Green's than it sounds here.
Pittsburgh.
Casino, Pittsburgh, and will be folTeddy Powell 'Blue Danube' 'Rendezvous in Rio' (Bluebird 11132)
lowed May 28 by Don Bestor for
Teddy Powell's newest band has been steadily improving. First side
Clyde Knight band win open sum- opening of spot's outdoor Terraced
shows outfit in best groove so far. Some buyers may not go for hardmer dance season at West View
Gardens.
driven playing of waltz fave, but that doesn't detract' from fact it's swell
Pork, Pittsburgh. May 26.
Reverse, an average tune, is also well done, with
It's hot and slick.
job.
Clyde Knight band signed to open Ruth Gaylord vocal.
Mel Hurwltz switched from Henry
West View Glenn Miller 'Air Minded Executive'—'Spirit Is Willing' (Bluebird 1113S)
Busse's band to play second trumpet summer dance season at
23.
It has to be played repeatedly before it
First tune is an unusual one.
for Sonny Dunham, replacing Bob Park, Pittsburgh, May
begins to pull response, but after that sounds okay. It probably won't go
Riederich.
Bobby Parks band opens at Bos- far because it's a difficult melody. Side isn't helped much either, by DoroSam Lutz has joined the Lou sert hotel, Brooklyn, tonight. Leader thy Claire's vocial; Tex Beneke joins her late. Reverse is an okay orig-'
Breese orchestra as personal and is also celebrating engagement to inal, well played In slow tempo, but not strong enough to make much at
a dent
ge)ieral manager of Breeise and the Jane Allworth, radio time buyer.
.

draw for great $24,000 In
Best biz house has had In

to King's

Carl Hoff (Totem Pole B., Auburndale, Mass., May 9-10). Hoff broke
in here and lured big gross of $3,677 with 2,300 Friday and 3,000
Saturday at usual $1.35 couple.

new band

$1.10 for $550 gross.
Promoter
dances in uncooled hall.

Heidt20G, Buff

LOCAL STUNT BY LUXOR

Hertz Molls Test

Band Poll

Pitt;

WAYNE KING DENIED TO

.

the

0(

M

Sime Changes

(Tommy Dorsey).
'Music Makers' (Harry James)
'Drum Boogie' (Gene Krupo)
'Dolores' (Bing Crosbv).

major draw.

.

Be

49

AtPliinyVauder;ReyOK35G.N.Y,

Made' (Benny Goodman).
'Oh
Look At Me Now'

Total

Coven
Played Week Oa Date

Bot«I

Baad
Clyd< Lucas

Hepcats Jive Jimmy Dorsey to

(u. OF imnnsoTA)
Minneapolis, May 13.
Six best record sellers on this
campus:
•Amapola' (Jimmy Dorsey).

(Presented herewith, aa a weekly tabulation, is the estimated cower
xharge businew. belno done bv name bondi In uarious New York hotels
Wnner business (7-10 PM.) not roted. Fiflttres after name of hotel give
nom capadty and cover charge. Larger amount designates weekend

hoUday

Sellers

—

•

—

.

—

....

.

Lorabardo, Baltimore (Hippodrome; 2,205; 15-28-38-44-55-66) with
'Met in Argentina" (RKO). Slron?
weekend play giving this bandfllm
combination fair $13,000 for the
week. Lombardo greatly responsible
for the draw, the film not having
shown much b.o. elsewhere.
Abe Lyman, Cleveland (Palace;
3,700; 30-35-42-55-66) with
'People
vs. Dr. Kildare' (M-G) and vaude.
Not drawhig much and will be lucky
to hit mild $11 OOO.
Biz all over
town on downbeat, exhibs blaming
It on spring weather.
Vaagho Monroe, Providence (MeU
ropolltan; 3,800; 39-55) with 'FootJlght Fever' (RKO) and vaude. Band
drew nice v business hi three-dzy
date, gross hitting $5,000.

Alvlho Bey, New York (Paramount; 3.664; 35-55-85-99) With Edand other acts on the
sUge, 'Reaching for Sun' (Par) being the film, in which Bracken' 1s
die Bracken

featured. Not In the upper brackels
at $35,000 on first seven drys enc'od
last night (Tuesday), but stM-' "tory profit.
Division of credi".
getting this amount
is
prob.'uly
about even between picture and
stage biU, Show holds over.
Charlie Splvak, Washington (Earle;
2,216; 28-39-44-66) with 'Affectionately Yours' (WB).
SUge show is
being billed as local orch' and balsteri^c film to nice $17,000, making
better showing than Weems In the
town's larger Loew's Capitol.
•

Tommy

Tnoker,

New

York

(Strand; 2.767; 35-55-75-85-90) with
Victor McLaglen in person, 'Wagons
Roll at Night' (WB) on screen. The
goine is slow, no more than about
$30,000 being sighted,
Holds over,
however, due to contracts with
.

Tucker and McLaglen,
Ted Weems, Washington (Capitol;
3,434; 28-39-44-66) with Washington
Melodrama' (M-G).
Theatre biz
generally bleh in Washington rnd
this combo no exception.
Wccms,
however, will be chiefly respDnsible
t^r the light $15,000 the

week

will

see.

.

I

I

.

—

I

-.

Byrne Vice

Kmpa

Bobby

Byrne band, which was
barred from opening at the New
Yorker hotel, N. Y., April 11, by a
union fight, goes Into the opposition
Pennsylvania hotel June 8. Byrne
is to replace Gene Krupa, who completes six weeks there June 6.
Byrne band has been booked for
a

month

Meadowbrook,

at

Grove, N.

J.,

opening

May

27.

Cedar
He'll

on that date, but run will
two weeks to allow (or the

start there

be cut

to

Penn opening.

I

I

HEIDT TO EDOEWATER BEACH

i

Chicago,

May

13.

Horace Heidt orchestra set for' a
stay on the Marine Beach Walk of
the Edgewater Beach hotel on the
northslde starting July 11.
In for four weeks on present contract

P^tETY

ORCHESTRAS

40
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Holmes, Herbie, Rice H., Houstoa
Hoist, Ernie, El Morocco, NYC.
Hopkins, Claude, Wm. M., NYC.
Hudson, Dean, F3., NYC.
Hugo, Victor, MCA, NYC.
Hutlon, Ina Bay. Wm. M.. NYC.

BAND ROUTES

Nottingham,

—

—

Wm,

Wm.

M.,

Morris.

Donahue, Al, GAC, NYC.
Donahue, Sam Wm. M, NYC.
Alexander. Van. WOR, NYC.
Dorsey, Tommy, MCA, NY.
Allen, Red, Cafe Society. NYC.
Dorsey, Jimmy, Earle Theatre,
Andrews. Gordon, Club 18. NYC.
Armstrong, Louis, Joe Glaser, RCA Phila.
Dowell, Saxie, Muehlebach H.,
Bldg., NYC.
Kansas
City.
Arnheim. Gus. Gay White Way.
Duchin, Eddy, MCA, NYC.
NYC.
Dunham, Sonny, Roseland B.,
Ash. Paul, Roxy T., NYC.
NYC.
Ayres, MitcheU, GAC, NYC.

E

B
Bardo, BUI. GAC, NYC.
Barlow, Howard, Southern Mansions,

Kansas

Barnet,
Chi.

City.

Sherman

Charlie,

Hotel,

Barrie, Diclc. F.B.. NYC.
Barron. Blue, Edison Hotel,
Basic, Count. Wm. M., NYC.
Baum. Charles. CRA. NYC.

NYC.

Becker. Bubbles. Merry-Go-Round,
Pitts.

Becker.
Howard, Madura's B.,
Whiting, Ind.
Berigan, Bunny, MCA, NYC.
Bernie, Ben, 'MCA, NYC.
Bestor, Don; Roosevelt H., Jack-

onvHle,

Fla.

Black, Teddy, Belvedere H., Balto.
Borr, Mischa, Waldorf H.. NYC.
Bradley, WUl, Wm. M., NYC.
Bradshaw, Tiny, Club Lincoln,

Columbus.

Brandwynne,

Nat,

Copacabana,

NYC.
Breese. Lou. Chez Paree, Chicago.
Brigode, Ace. Melody Mill, Chi.

GAC, NYC.

Britton, Milt,

Brown, Les, Theatre Cafe,

Clii.

Wm.

M., NYC.
GAC, NYC.
C
CaUoway. CAB. GAC, NYC.
Carlsen. Bill. MCA. Chi.

Busse. Henry,

Byrne, Bobby,

Carroll,

Dempsey's

Irving,

Rest.,

NYC.
Carter, Benny, MCA, NYC.
Casino, Del, Nicollet H., Minn.
Chester, Bob, MCA, NYC.
Childs, Reggie, CRA, NYC.
Clarke, Buddy, Park Central
tel,

Ennis,

Cummings, Bemie, Weems,
Curbelo,

bldg.,

Skinnay,

Bowl,

Wilshire

Statler

H.,

NYC.

NYC.

Wm. M., NYC.
Krupa,
Wm. Penn Hotel, NYC.^

Gene,

Kyser, Kay,

MCA, Hollywood.

Ho-

Hall, Geo.,

MCA, NYC.
MCA, NYC.

Homestead,
Sleepy,
Hall,
Gardens, LI.
Hallett Mai, CRA, NYC.

Brookfield, O.

Cleveland.

McFarland Twins, Syracuse Hotel,

Kew

Syracuse.
Mclntyre, Lanl, Claridge H.,

Messner,

Hampton, Lionel, Grand Terrace, NYC.
Chi.
Harris. Jack. La Conga. NYC.
Hawkins, Erskine, Savoy B., NYC.

Heatherton, Ray, MCA, NYC.
Heidt Horace, Buffalo T., Buff.
Henderson, Fletcher, New Casino,
Walled Lake, Mich.
DeHerbeck, Ray, F.B., NYC.

NYC.

Inc.,

Hines, Earl,

Hoagland,

Johnny,

McAlpin

Miller, Glenn, Palladium,

The FeeUng
T

U A

Wm. M., NYC.
Everett, Bill Green's,

Santa Monica,

GAC, NYC.

Travers, Vincent Wm. M., NYC.
Tucker; Orrin, Aragoi. B., Chicago,
Tucker, Tommy, Strand theatre,

H'wood.

NYC.

-

B. S.

offer.

Corporation
. Music
of stanao
i„ cafalog
^„„5co'.
Am

- ul-

„)ar inosJc.
.

foremost

Johnny

McGee, May 17, Castlo
18, Cocoanut Grove

Farms, Cinn.;

Toledo; 21-25, Graystone

B.,

B.,

De-

troit-

Roosevelt

Club^

Pinky

Paramount

Tomlln,

June

Weems,

Ted,

Capitol

theatre,
B.,

H.,

Whiteman, Paul, Wm. M., NYC.
.Wilde, Ran, Lookout House, Covington,

Ky.

Williams, Griff, MCA, Chicago.
Wilson, Teddy, MCA, NYC.
Winton, Barry, Rainbow GriU,

Weeks, Anson, Trocadero, Hender.Weeks, Ranny, Mayfair Club, Bos

NYC.

SONG

H/T

/

AURORA
by the

writer of

composers.

CORPORATION

STEP)

"The Woodpeaker Song" and ''Ferry-Boat Serenade

— ond

in

the

same

capfivafing

799 Seventh Avenue,

New

York

Chi-

cago.

Sammy, Hollenden

tdn.

I

1,

2,

Castle

7,

Washington, D.C.
Welk, Lawrence, Trianon

son, Ky.
,

29,

theatre, Anderson, Ind.; 31-June
Tivoli theatre, Richmond, Ind.;
U. of niinoU, Urbana, 111.

Farms, Cinn.

MCA, NYC.
Warnow, Mark, CBS, NYC.
Watkins,
Cleveland.

Richmond, Ind.
Vincent Lopez, May

tre,

New

H.,

W

Waller, Fats,

Calif.

Nelson, Ozzie, Wm. M., NYC.
Nichols, Red: F.B., NYC.
Noble, Ray, Wm. M.. NYC.

wrWen by

ItOBBINS MUSIC

Joe,

weeks, Topsy's, Los Angeles.
Ted Lewis, June 7-8, Tivoli thec-

H.,

Wald, Jerry, GAC, NYC.

t

LSONO ONI

.

Royal

V

Venuti,
Orleans.

BRAZIL'S No.

L

Mount

Don,

Turner,
Montreal.

Is

of op
progre«W« manner
ever
more »han
And radio dials,
""""

t:,oro

Thomhill, Claude, Glen Island CaNew Rochelle, N.Y.
Tomlin, Pinky, Wm. M., NYC.

sino,

H.,

Millinder, Lucky, Moe Gale, 48 W.
48 th., NYC.
Molina, Carlos, MCA, NYC.
Monroe, Vaughn, Wm. M., NYC.
Mooney, Art, Bordewickis, Tuckahoe. NY.
Morand, Jose, North Hills C.C.,

Pitts.

Holden; Lou,

Mem-

phis.

.

'

Hipp

theatre, Baltimore.

•

Hamilton, Geo.,

NYC.

„eW/ork-W.

two

23,

M

Day, Bobby, Arcadia B., NYC.
Deutsch, Emery, Wm. M., NYC.

U

May

MCA

D

Rue's,

Tommy, M'-A, NYC.
WMCA, NYC.

Rines, Joe,

Rodrlgo, Nano, MCA, NYC.
Rogers, Dick, GAC, NYC.
Rogers, Eddy, Deshler-Wallach H.,

NYC.

Astor-H.,

Herman, Woody, GAC, NYC.
Douglaston, L.I.'
Curbelo, Herbert, La Martinique,
Hill, Tiny, Rainbow Gardens, DenN
NYC.
ver.
Morgan, Russ, MCA, NYC.
Cutler, Ben, Wm. M., NYC.
Himber, Richard, CRA, NYC.
Nagel,
Freddy,
Belmont

La

Slaters,

22,

Reynolds,

K,

Pennsylvania

KubVDick,

troit

Davis, Eddie,

Andrew*

L
Columbus.
Dick Bogers, May 17-28, Yankee
LeBaron. Eddie, Beverly Hills C.C.,
Adrian, Doc's Tavern,
Rollinl,
Newport, Ky.
Lake, Brookfield, O.
Balto.
Lewis, Ted, Wm. M., NYC.
Charlie Spivak, May 18, Lake CornHouse,
Babe, Hickory
Russin,
Light, Enoch, Wm. M, NYC.
Fisher, Freddie, Glatz Palm Garpounce, Bristol. Conn.
NYC.
Little,
Edgewater
Beach
dens, Milwaukee.
Jack,
H.,
S
Erskine Hawkins. May 29, KrupFitzgerald, EUa, Moe Gale, 48 W. Chi.
ger's Aud., Newark, N. J.; 30, Tujiedo
Savitt Jan, MCA, NYC.
Lombardo, Guy, Hipp Theatre,
48th St., NYC.
NYC.
Club, Harrlsburg, Pa.; 31, Castle
Scott Raymond,
Balto.
Foster, Chuck, GAC, NYC.
Shaw, Artie, GAC, NYC.
Farms. Cinn.
Long, Johniiy, GAC, NYC.
Fox, Roy, F. B., NYC.
Sissle, Noble, Diamond Horseshoe,
Jack Teagarden, May 22-24. PaLopez, Vincent Wm. M., NYC.
Frasetto, Joe, WIP, Phila.
NYC.
Lorch, Carl, F.B., NYC.
cific Square B.. San Diego, Cal.; 29,
Fredericks, Jan, Boulevard TavSmith, Stuff, Kelly's Stables, NYC. week. Paramount theatre.
Loring, Michael. MCA, NYC.
ern, NYC.
Los AnSpanier, MuRgsy, Venetian GarLucas, Clyde. Biltmore H., NYC.
Freeman, Bud, -State-Lake Theatre,
geles; June 6-8, Balboa Beach, Calif.
Lunceford,' Jimmie; H. Oxley. 17 dens, Altoona, Pa.
Chi.
Bernie Cummins, June 20, indef,,
Spitalny, Phil, Variety, JIYC.
Funk, Larry, Schroeder H., Mil- E. 49th St, NYC.
Spivak, Charlie, Earle theatre, Claridge hotel, Memphis.
Lyman. Abe, Palace Theatre,
waukee.
Cavalier Beach
CInb, Virginia
Washingtoh, D.C.
Cleveland.
O
Stabile, Dick, Chatterbox, Moun- Beach,
Va.; May 17, two weeks,'
Gagen, Frank, MCA, NYC.
Everett Hoagland, then Dean HudMadriguera, Enric. St. Francis H.. tainside, NJ.
Garber, Jan, Palmer House, Chi.
Stearney, George Le Coq Rouge, son, Johnny Long, Clyde Lucas,
Garr, Glen, O'Henry Park B., Chi. San Francisco.
NYC.
Malheck, Matty. Rainbow Rm,
Orrin Tucker, Tommy Dorsey, Russ
Gasparre, Dick, Plaza H., NYC.
Steck, Gus, Brook Club, Summit
Morgan, Paul Pendarvls, Will McGolly, Cecil, Claridge Hotel, Mem- NYC.
Manone, Wingy, Joe Glaser, RCA N.J.
phis.
Stoeifler, Wally, Tantilla Gardens, Cune.
Bldg., NYC.
Goodman, Benny, MCA, NY.
Henry Basse, May 16, Aud., SagiMarsala, Joe, El Rancho, Chester, Richmond, Va.
Gordon, Gray, Log Cabin, ArStraeter, Ted, Fefe's Monte Carlo, naw, Mich.; 19, Warner theatre, MorPa.
monk, NY.
gantown, W. Va.; 20, State theaUe,
NYC.
Marte, Frank, Copacabana, NYC.
Grant, Bob, Detroit A.C., Detroit
Sudy, Joe, Peabody H., Memphis.
Washington, Pa.; 21, Manos theatre,
Martin, Freddy, Cocoanut Grove,
Gray, Glen, Corke O'Keefe, RKO
T
Greensburg,
Pa.; 22, Summit Beach,
NYC.
Bldg., NYC.
Martin, Lou, I«on & Eddie's, NYC.
Charlie,
Donahue's, Akrofi, O.; 29-31, Totem Pole B.,
Teagarden.
Gray, Lew, Rusty Cabin, EngleMasters, Frankie, Taft Hotel, NYC. Mountain View, N.J.
Auburndale, Mass.
wood ClifTs, NJ.
McCoy, Clyde, Wm. M.. NYC.
Teagarden, Jack, Casa Manana,
Ben.Cntler, May 22, week, Loew's
Grayson, Hal, Cosmopolitan H.,
McCune, Bill, Statler H., Buff.
Culver City, Calif.
State, N. Y.
benver.
McGee, Johnny, Yankee Lake,
Thompson, Lang, Cleveland H.,
H
Dnke Ellington, May 22, four

,

Faiisto,

Chi-

Fields. Shep, MCA, NYC.
Fio Rito, Ted, Wm. M., NYC.

NYC.

Crosby, Bob, MCA, NYC.
Cugat, Xavier, Waldorf H.,

H.,

cago.
Olsen, George,

L. A.

Clinton, Larry, GAC, NYC.
Coe, Jay, La Guardia Field, NYC.
Coleman, Emil, Baker H., Dallas.
Courtney, Del, Stevens H.. Chi.
Craig, Francis, Hermitage, NashviUe.

Chi.

Band Bookings

'

O

F

NYC.

Baron, Paul, Essex House,

Baron,

Bal

.

weeks. Palladium, Hollywood.
Wm. M„ NYC.
Lou Breese, May 17, Depauw
Osborne, Will, GAC, NYC.
Ind.; 18, Orpheum theaOwens, Harry, Royal Hawaiian H., Greencastle,
James, Harry, Lincoln hotel, NYC.
Springfield, 111.; IB, Memorial
tre,
Honolulu.
James, Sonny, Roseland B., Bklyn.
Aud., Burlington, la.; 20, El^tric
P
Jarrett, Art, Blackhawk Cafe, Chi.
Park, Waterloo, la.; 21, Dchceland,
NYC.
Versailles,
Panchlto,
Jerome, Henry, Child's, Par. bldg..
Cedar Rapids, la.; 23, week, Lyric
Pancho, Riviera, Fort Lee, N.J.
NYC.
theatre, Indianapolis.
Parks, Bobby, Bossert H., B'klyn.
Jones, Isham, MCA, NYC.
Pastor, Tony, CRA, NYC.
Bobby Byrne, May 18, Babb's
Joy, Jimmy, MCA, NYC.
Pearl. Ray. F.B, NYC.
_
^
Jurgens, Dick, MCA, Chi.
Sheffield, Conn.; 23-24.
Park,
Newt Wayside Food Pole B., Aubumdale, Mass. Totem
Perry.
K
Shoppe. West Springfield, Mass.
Kassel, Art, MCA, NYC.
Cab Calloway, May 22, MuPetti, Emile, MCA, NYC;
Kay, Herbie, Trocadero, EvansFongs,
Johnny,
Lum
Pineapple,
nicipal Aud., ^Macon, Ga.; 23, City
ville, Ind.
NYC.
Aud., Atlanta; July 4, two weeks,
,„
Kaye, Sammy, Meadowbrook, CePowell, Teddy, CRA, NYC.
Strand theatre; N. Y.
dar Grove, NJ.
Powell, Walter, Lantz's Merry-GoBel Casino, May 24, four weeks,
Kavelin, Al, MCA, NYC.
Round, Dayton.
Chanticleer, Baltimore.
Kearns, Joey^ WCAU, Phila.
Prima, Louis, MC, NYC.
Keller, Leonard, Bismarck H., Chi.
Prager, Col. Manny, F.B., NYC.
Al Donshnc, May 18, Mecdow
Kendis, Sonny, Stork Club, NYC.
B
Acres, Topeka, Kan.; 20, Armory,
King, Geo, MCA, NYC.
Carlsbad, New Mexico; 21, Pioneer
Raebum, Boyd, Wm. M., NYC.
King, Henry, Giro's, Hollywood.
Ramos, Ramon, Drake H., Chicago. hotel, Tucson, Ariz.; 24, four weeks.
King, Teddy, Chamberlain hotel.
Ravazza, Carl. St Anthony H., San Palladium, Hollywood.
Old Point Comfort, Va.
Antonio.
King, Wayne, Stanley T., Pitts.
Woody Harman, May 18. Trianon
Relchman, Joe, Wm. M, NYC.
Kirby, John, Cafe Society, NYC.
Cleveland; IB, London Arena,
B.,
Reisman, Leo. Wm. M, NYC.
Kinney, Ray, Lexington H., NYC.
Rey, Alvino, Paramount theatre, London, Ontr.rlo,- Can.; 20, Mutual
Kirk, Andy, Joe Glaser, RCA
Arena, Toronto, Can.;
week,

Ellington, Duke,
Elliot,
Pitts.

,

J

Present whereabouts, or fixed •ddresses, of dance orchestrms we
rlyen below, alpbabetlMlly arranged. Every effort will be made to
keep the llat as eomplete and correct as pos^ble. Band leaders and
their manafers are Invited to cooperate by notifying Variety' of
changes and corrections. There U no charce (or listing.
Abbreviations naed are as follows: B—ballroom; C—«a(e; CO—
eeontry einb; H hotel; NC nlcht dob; Bp—restanrant; T—theatre.
Bookinc office abbreviations are: MCA, Mnsio Corp. of America; GAC,
General Amusement Corp.; CBA, Conaolidated Badio Artists; F. B.,

Frederick Bros.;

H.,

_
Tabarin,

.

Olman, Val, Ambassador

Inkspots. Regal theatre, Chi.

12)

Gary,

San Francisco.

I

(WEEK OF MAY

Mark Qopkins

Noble. Leighton,

San Francisco.

tempo

MQRRAY BAKER,

Prof.

Mgr.

!
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ORCHESTRAS
PA.ANn-AMATEURBILL

Inside Stuff-Orchestras

DRAWS PIMY OF nRE

cost Jo« Galkin, manager of the Tommy Tucker orchestra, $200 to
release that band from playing the New York Newspaper Guild dance.
Galkin had signed Tucker to play for the Guild's annual affair at the Manhattan Center, N. Y., May 16, asking only scale pay for the men in the
band and no compensation at all for Tucker or the singers with the outfit.
Tucker was to .play- opposite Erskine Hawkins.

Philadelphia,

It

However, when it was decided that the Strand theatre, N. Y.,
show with Jimmy Dorsey and 'Great Lie' would run only four weeks
Instead of six. Strand began casting around for a band to come in for two
weeks starting Friday (9) with 'Wagons Roll at Night.' Galkin verbaUy
agreed to the two weeks for Tucker, then set about adjusting and canceling six or seven one-nighters for which the band was booked. He had
no trouble imtil the Guild tripped him up. After several days of bickering the union committee accepted $200 to release the band. The Guild
had originally contracted for the outfit at a price far below the figure
into the
Tucker normally draws for a Friday night date. Tucker went
''

May

MCA

.

SAVITT FLAYS

Artie Shaw has taken an interest in the clarinet playing of Jerry Wald,
young leader whose band recently completed a long stretch at Childs Spanish GaMens, New York. Shaw, has given Wald some of the arrangements
he used with the jump band he broke up about a year ago and is sending
to his California home for more.
Wald group goes into the Mansion, Youngstown, O., May 29 for six weeks
and an indefinite stand at Buckeye Lake, O,, July 12.

Service

.

met with opposition from two powerful
groups.
The Pennsylvania

KRAMEB

TOR

Aubumdale,

LIFE'

Jan Savitt, orchestra leader, applied to the N. Y. supreme court today (Wednesday), for permission to

Mass.,

May

13.

When

cobbler.

for at least 10 weeks.

There

man

in

is

always at

attendance to

one
cope with
least

the situation.

Scvitt says he met the defendant
in February, 1039, when
he accepted a one-year engagement at the
Lincoln, and during the year signed
Stork Club album which Columbia Records is readying for release is to many papers without reading Uiem
be sold at the Stork Club, New York. Nitery will have a small display which were given him by Mrs. Kraof the book and in addition It will be hawked from trays of ciggie gals.
mer. After leaving the engagement,
Album, cut by Stork's Sonny Kendis band, is made up of favorite times he next met her in Chicago, when
Dl various columnists who frequent the joint, and is to include personal she claimed that he hcd signed a lifecomments of scribblers on why they like the tunes.
time agreement with her, giving her
a large proportion of. his earnings.
Joe Glaser received $1,000 for the contract of Roy Eldredge, who joined He denied the charge and in the acGene Kr.upa's band recently as a featured trumpeter. Colored star had tion he is seeking to frame through
been leading a band under Glaser's management. He's currently working the examination before trial, will
with Krupa at the Pennsylvania hotel, New York, .>oming onto the stand try to find out when and where he
only when the number played calls for his participation. He gets equal was supposed to have signed the

names.

with Krupa's singers.

agreement

MUTUAL
Ustener. the
owing radio

Fot.. 'nc.

n,u.le

by

loins

.pirU of

No.l

•

BY TEAMSTERS
BANDS

VS.

houses using bands. Teamsters figure to picket if their demands aren't
met by the American Federation of
Musicians.
Handlers also seek to
put their men behind the wheels of
the light trucks most bands use to
-

meeting Monday (12) between himself and Jack Rosenberg and William Feinberg, pres. and secretary,
respectively, of N. Y. Local 802 of
the AFM. At the meeting PetriUo
and the local heads decided that the
Teamsters' demands were 'out of
line.'
PetriUo couldn't be reached
yesterday (Tues.) for a statement.
Most bands use what they term
'stoogea' to handle moving of instru-

goes into the

it

New

York, Oct 9,
Monroe's first

(21).

Until John Sweeney, general manager of the Commodore, made several trips to Boston to hear Monro*
at the Statler hotel there, it was the
intention of that hostelry to steer
clear ot name bands in its (Century

Sammy Kaye had become

Room.

th.

Wm.

Morris.

Morris agency cracked another
N. Y. spot recently when it set WiU
Bradley's band to foUow Tommy
Dorsey's at the Astor. hotel. Bradley
opens mid-July.
Dorsey debuts
May 20 for eight weeks.

Mosiciaiis Sne Philly

Park Casino for Wages
PhUadelphla,

May

flreotest

counsel

to fUe suit against tht

Park Casino for $600 in buck salaries
it claims is due to Eddy Sheppard't
orch, which recently finished an engagement at the spot The union
claimed that the Casino is now using
a 'scab' band.
Because the spot is located in Fair-

mount Park, city-owned property,
it

is

immune from

picketing.

Broadcasting

I

the Casino was cited for seUIng Uquor on Sundays and its liquor
license was ordered suspended for
20 days. The rap was settled by a

—

compromise ^the management paying $200 at the rate of $ld per day
of suspension as a fine.
are paid partially by leaders
and additionaUy in small weeklysums from men in the band for
Loring Expa^nds
herding instruments of each.
Michael Loring, singer-bandleader
Late yesterday (Tuesday) afterwho closed a stand at the Beachnoon, PetriUo and 802 officials were
comber, N. Y., nitery Saturday (10),
figured to be in meeting with TeamwlU enlarge his five piece band to
sters, but confirmation couldn't be
girl
into

-

'

3and

secured.

12

men and

a

singer and go

Luna Park, Coney Island, for the entire summer.
Starts June S.
Park will use Loring as main puU
telephone switchboard during the week and bring in name

TREMAINE'S VOCALIST

Janet Allen,
operator at Toots Shor's Restaurant bands on weekends. Raymond Scott
N. Y., wiU become vocaliA for new Is first outfit set, coming in May 29
Paul Tremaine band. Still answer- for Decoration Day weekend. Loring calls at the eatery, she Joins the Ing's new outfit has been signed to
band In Buffalo, Saturday (17).
MCA.
.

on records ...

in

requests

... in

soles

FEIST, Inc.

UNDERSTAND
lyric

System.

1629 Broadwoy,

New

Iiast

week

Mo uo

composer..

13.

The musicians union has ordered
its

o«.ring
System by

^

a

fixture there the last three seasons,
but after he bowed out last January
the no-name policy was supposed to
have set in. Kaye is a Music Corp.
of America band. Monroe is booked

by
Efforts of Teamsters* Union to take
over movement of musicians' instruments in and out of places of employment threatens to throw a picket
line around the New York Strand
and Paramount theatres and other

when

hotel.

job outside of his home New England territory is at the Paramount
theatre, N. Y., starting next Wednes-

.T,u..c

in broodo new ero
For creotmg
co.«ng.LeoFei.f>c.e-r^^^^^^^^^^
the Mutuo
congrotulotlpn. to

LEO

Commodore

unl.m...d

notion', best
?..en,olr of the

Broodcostma

Its

later this year

Is

The Feeling
cooperotive
,„the .cm.

gets

day

PICKET THREAT

which

was formed only last fall,
first job of any importanca

it

Some

(Par), playing the house, with the screen feature accompanied by a vaude
'bill.
House grossed profitable- $7,000 on the magnet of the Tucker-Baker

billing

orchestra,

has created quite a ripple in th*
band biz during the past six montiia,

though

Y.,

'You're

One Year

a girl breaks the heel oft
her shoe, she is inconvenienced
only for a minute at Totem Pole
Ballroom. Manager Roy GiU has
fnstalled the essential tools of a

examine Mr. Maria Kramer, owner
I^coln end Edison hotels, N. ments and driving of trucks, in cases
before trial, in order to frame where such vehicles
are used.
In
a complaint against her. Savitt will almost aU instances
they are young
claim fraud and deceit, and seek to
feUows who picked up th^ positions
Last week in Vabistt it was erroneously reported that the Orrin Tucker rescind a managerial contract signed
orch-Bonnie Baker combination was on the stage of the Tower, Kansas by him, which Mrs. Kramer pos- because of a great admiration for
the band for which they're working.
City, last week.
Actually, they were only in the film,
the One'
of the

in

Vaughn Monroe

transport instruments.
James C. PetriUo, prez ot the
AFM, listened to the Teamsters' arguments, but barred them from a

PAQ

for N.Y.

Commodore; Big Time

Bill, sponsored by Local 13, American Federation of Musicians, to
prevent school .bands from competing with commercial business, hes

School Directors' Association and
the Pennsylvania Bandmasters' Association both asserted that the bill
would cramp their style an<^ would
mean the end of amateur tootling.
Preston O. Van Ness, executive
secretary of the school directors
group, told a house committee of .the
Strand Friday (9).
hundred
that several
legislature
communities in the state depend on
Art Jarret orchestra, which opens at Blackhawk Cafe, Chicago, tonight high school bands for patriotic oc'If they are
(Wed.) includes five musicians and one arranger who were part of Hal casions and holidays.
Kemp's band. Kemp's arrangements are the basis of the Jarret group deprived of the use of the school
and It's looked upon as more or less the continuation of the Kemp outfit bands, it doesn't mean that tljese
Personnel of Uie band includes: Porky Dankers, Bruce Milligan, Les communities will hire musicians,'
'They haven't the
Cooper, Art. Awens, saxes; Randy Brooks, Jim Fitzpatrick, Jack Turner, said Van Ness.
trumpeti; Jesse Ralph, Al Sharf, trombones; and Johnny 2^1Iner, Rufus money to do so.'
Dankers, MilUgan, Brooks, Fitzpatrick
Smith, Floyd Sullivan, rhythm.
A. Rex Rlccerdi, secretary of Loold
are
Kemp'
members
Shatf
and
Hal
Mooney
is
fUe
arranger. Spud cal 13, declared that the bill was
and
Murphy, also working with Jarret, was hired by Kemp two weeks before on the agenda of the Pennsylvania
the latter died last December. Smoothies, vocal trio, with Kemp a long Federation of Labor. He cited the
while, but who left him several months- before his death, are also with unfair competition of amateur bands
Jarret.
from tax supported institutions to
musicians who depended on music
James L. McPrecedent of the Copacabana, Rio de Janeiro's No. 1 casino-nitery, going for a livelihood.
on the nut for clipper fares for Eddy Duchin and his band, is due to the Devitt, president of the. State Federation
of Labor, also spoke in favor
maestro's argument that he would lose a month just in water traveling.
bill,
introduced by
of
the
which
was
Rather than compensate him and his band for that much loss of time, due
Representative Adie Rush, former
to the 7,000-mile boat ride, the (Ssino management decided to make it up
president of the Central Labor Union
by fast clipper flight transportation. Even Sonny Werblin,
v.p,
of
Chester,
Pa.
gets a free ride, but his wife, the former Leah Ray, who's making the
trip also in Jtine, pays her way.
Incidentally, most of the boys were
subject to military call but were given official D.C. okay until their return.
The D.C. auspices may also work out some sort of quasi-official blessing
In behalf of Pan-American good-neighbor exploitation.
Vincent A. I.owney, Sr., ae administrator of the estate rf Vincent A.
Lowney, deceased, filed a $25,000 damage suit against Fred Waring, John
Hamill and Gordon Goodman in the N. Y. Supreme court recently,
charging that his son was killed in an accident as a result of the defendants'
carelessness. All four were in a car driving near Stroudsburg, Pa.^ when
the accident occurred.
Lowney died Oct. 1, 1939, and his father seeks the $26,000 damages for
the expenses he was put to, as well as the grief suffered.

Vaoghn Monroe Booked

13.
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15 Best Sheet Music Sellers
(Week

endiTia

May

Network Plugs. 8 AJH. to

UA's Archibald
Contlnned from paga 2^

—

10, 1941)

elgn Correspondent' taking top rating.

Intermezzo

My

Schuberth

and

Sister

I

.BMI
Marks

?

Amapola
Things I Love
Maria Elena

Number

LuUaby Lane

10

^. Warren

Be With You in Apple Blossom Time
South of North Carolina

Broadway

I'll

UA

Porgie

Do I Worry?
San Antonio Rose

Melody Lane
Berlin

P D.
BMI

Band Played On
G'bye Now
Oh, Look at Me Now

Embassy

was here

GBAND
PDBLISHEB TOTAL

TITLE
Amapola

.....Marks

/

Southern
Campbell
......BMI
Melody t,ane

to 'confer

.

Same

Who

Justices

'Opera on Tour' Case
Ruled
—
'Lawful Objective' Angles
in

Examine Pleas

to

Injunction

suit

of

the

American Court deflned a

'lawful labor objec-

one having 'any reasonable
Guild of Musical Artists against the
connection with wages, hours of emAmerican Federation of Musicians ployment, health, safety, the right of
tive' as

end

Warren
Marks ..

president,

James C.

Petrillo,

collective

•

Hurry Back

Schuberts

.Porgie

London

AGMA

AFM

barring from radio,
recording and similar

phonograph
activities any

solo instrumentalists
and
refusing to resign from
Join AFM. Permanent injunction is
asked.
'Opera on Tour' Case

AGMA

Appeals Court Justices who will
hear the AGMA plea are Lehman,
Finch, Rippey, Conway, Lewis and

Loughman. They are the same ones
who presided' and reversed the Appellate Division in granting an injunction to Opera on Tour, Inc.,
against the stagehands' and musicians' unions. Decision in that case
Will be used by Henry Jaffe, attorney
lor AGMA, In asking for a reversal
of the Appellate Division's injunction denial and complaint dismissal.
Argument will be that PetrlUo's
threatened action against the
artists is not for a 'lawful labor ob'

AGMA

Jective.'

In the case of Opera on Toxir ver
^
eus the stagehands and musicians',
the majority opinion of the Appeals

stock.

THORP SELLS ZZl OF
HIS DECCA HOLDINGS

The week also saw Nino Martini
bounce in from L. A. on a United
Air Liner to be greeted at the runway by a pretty pretty and disappear
off in the vicinity of Smoketown-onthe-Hudson; and Victor McLaglen
.Washington, May 13.
Sale of one-third of the holdings and John Boles came out of the sky
together abgarc". the TWA strato
of Harold I. Thorp, New York direcfrom L. A. to take up stands across
tor of Decca Records, in $1 per com- the way from each other on Becway
mon stock of the company was with personal appearance ballyhoos.
recorded in the summary of security McLaglen is at the Strand and Boles
transactions of the Securities and at Loew's State.
Exchange Commission, Friday (9).
According to the S.E.C., Thorp unloaded lOO shares of the stock on
Maxine SaUivan's Divorce
March 6, and 200 shares on.March 8.
Maxine Sullivan was granted an
Retained 600 shares at the end of the
interlocutary decree of divorce from
month.
_
bandleader John Kirby in New York
last week. Separation becomes final
'Hands Across the Border' is the in three months.
latest nurnb^ in the patriotic cycle.
Action was stcrted last fall while
Written by Claude Reese, Dave Boyd Miss Sullivan was on the road singand Fred Patrick, it's, published by ing with Klrby's band. Latter Is at
Harvest Music.
Cafe Society, N.. Y., currently.

The Feeling

U

.

Beffer than

'

Down

MUTUAL
For

onrestricfed

it*

Southern

BMI
,

,

Embassy
Embassy
Marks
Marks ^.

.'

BMI
BMI
Embassy

BMI
BMI
Nationwide

Marks
Marks
Marks

I*

force In

Southern

We
We

ask no praise for these
are merely doing what
every other good American industry
is doing—supporting this country's
pictures.
services.

Wheeler's Charges

^Continued from page 3;
efforts for defense.'
Luncheon was attended ^y Army
gandize the American public for war:
and Navy officers as well as repreSoon -after my refurn to Washington
sentatives from various branches of
I shall introduce legislation designed
the picture industry.
to Insure presentation of both sides
of every Important public Issue by
the newsreeU.'
Mass. StiU Thinks

3%

Music Tax Is
Freeman's L, A. Admen Talk
Hollywood, May 13.
Boston, May 13.
Despite much adverse testimony,
Charges of warmongering, aimed
anyone
selling' or licensing music
at the film Industry, were flung, back
defiantly by Y. Frank Freeman in a performing rights in Massachusetts
will
be
taxed
of the gross re3%
bristling speech before 350 members
of the Los Angeles Advertising Club. ceipts and copies of contracts will
In his three-way capacity as presi- be open to public inspection under
the
terms
of
substitute
bill suba
dent of the Producers Association,
chairman ot the Production Defense mitted by the constitutional law
Committee and chief of the Motion committee after several antl-ASCAP
bills
been
had
brought
before
it. If
Picture Society for the Americas,
Freeman declared 'we will stand on finally passed, bill will affect the
American Society of Composers, Auour record.'
thors
and
Publishers
as
well
as
Defying groups and individuals
Who have attacked the picture- Broadcast Music, Inc., and others.
Contracts between these performmakers for their patriotic zeal. Freerights
ing
organizations
and
radio
man said: To the best of our ability,
we are striving to render to our stations, night clubs, ballrooms, hoGovernment the service they have tels, etc., will have to be filed withrequested of us. If those who criti- in 14 days of their signing with

Okay

.

.

cize us object to this procedure, let

them

tell

the American people

what

they would do.

the state secretary.
The 3% tax will be payable to the
commissioner of corporations on or
before May 15 each year for the
preceding calendar year. The commissioner Is given power to make
any rules or regulations he deems
necessary to carry out the provisions

'We have no subsidies in this industry for our work. We make no
from training films. For every
minute of playing time that Is taken
from the screeni of America, we lose
so much playing time for our own of
profit

Argentina

— and

this

act

Way'

by the same

writers

turning

rodlo-TheMutoo! Broad-

Miller Music, inc.

odd.

it,

congrat-

I,

YI, YI, YI,

Us catalog of
uloHons ond hope.
will contribute
world famous music
to the successful
.

contlnuotion

(I

LIKE

YI

YOU VERY MUCH)

of

from fh9 20fh

the public.
Mutuol's service to

MILLER MUSIC,

Inc.

12
11

10
10

program, of

costing System.

..

3s
34
31
30
29
29
29
27
26
25
23
20
20
19
18
17
19
18
16
15
14
13
12
12
12
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music, the entire
Amarieo'. fin«t»
to o new leoding

notion

...

.......
.'.

BMI

to Sorrento.

AGMA

AGMA

. .

;

....BMI
....BMI

'

bargaining, or any other
•will be heard next week by the condition of employment or for the ple,' while Jessica Dragonette used
protection from labor abuses.' Yet the same line's trolley car to get to
Court of Appeals at Albany, N. Y.
in his original ultimatum to
Pittsburgh for a song engagement.
Hearing is scheduled for Monday last August, Petrillo wrote, 'From La Dragonette was scheduled to re(19), but may be delayed for a day the inception of the AFM, we have turn hereabouts on Sunday
(11),
(inwith
such
artists
not
interfered
be
also on the route used by the other
are
to
if
other
cases
or two
and rightly so, songbirds.
cleaned up In the meantime. After strumental soloists),
feeling that they were in position to
Back from a West Indian cruise
Eubmission of briefs, the case will take care of themselves and were
aboard the S. S. America, Barbara
be argued by opposing counsel.
not in competition with members of Stanwyck and Robert Taylor hardly
is seeking to have set aside the AFM.' Phrases 'interfered with,'
sat down in Manhattan before they
the decision of the Appellate Di- 'take care of themselves' and 'not in were off again for Chicago on TWA's
vision, denying a temporary injunc- competition with members of the
Sky Chief, Chicago bound. Bab's
tion and dismissing the complaint AFIT are regarded by
lead- nose still looked the worse for
and Petrillo. The New ers as admission by Petrillo that his sniffles but she said the cold that
against
York Supreme Court had previous- is not a 'lawful labor objective' almost ruined her vacation was 'unly granted a temporary stay pre- within the court's own definition.
der control.' Her No. 1 hanky-carventing Petrillo from carrying out
rier looked like a draft board's 1-A
his threat of
its

.

.BMI

;

.'

AGMA Vs. AFM Hearing Set

AJM.

Monday through Sunday (May 8-11). Total represent* accumulated
per/ormancea on the two major networks /rom 8 a.m. to 1 a.m. [Droj^ed
for some months, persistent trade demand prompted recent resumption of
the plug breakdown even though ASCAP tune* obviously can't be logged.]

Maria Elena
Things I Love
and re- My Sister and I
port.'
He expressed the hope that Do I Worry?
G'bya Now
he might venture westward to HolNumber 10 Lullaby Lane
lywood. One of his first stops after
Hearts That Pass In the Night
landing was to Journey to New Two
Hampshire to see his son a student Intermezzo
Walkin' by the River
at Phillips Exeter Academy.
Wise Old Owl
Hornblows to Coast
South of North Carolina...,.
Myrna Loy and Arthur Hornblow Time and Time Again
Georgia on My Mind
were scheduled to duet back to the
It All Comes Back to Me Now
land of pictures and palms on MonOh! Look at Me Now!
day (12) or Tuesday, having made
Everything Happens to Me
themselves reservations for both
For Want of a Star.
days on TWA's Stratoliner.
There'll Be Some Changes Made.,
Predicting convoys within 10 days, Because of You
Johannes Steele, news colorer of With a Twist of the Wrist
WOR and' WMCA, Clippered Satur- Let's Get Away from It All
day (10) en route to That-Town-on- Friendly Tavern Polka
the-Thames to see what all the Let's Dream This One Out...'
shooting is about.
Romantic Guy, I
Friday's (9) chillun saw Edmund Yours
Lowe off to Los Angeles on- TWA's Ida, Sweet as Apple Cider
bi-daily Stratoliner, which seems to Song of the Islands.
be getting 'the play' from 'the peo- You Should Be Set to Music.
that he

.BMI
Paramount

Walkih' By the River
•Dolores ('Las Vegas Nights')

Archibald pointed out that the
areas in which munitions are being
manufactured give but 'little play' to
because 'they are much too
busy,' while the sectors into which
the evacuees from industrial towns
have been moved are marking up
heavy attendance records. The
exec said he. didn't know how long
he would stay east, but indicated
pix

Campbell
Southern

1

U a totalization 0/ th« combined plug* o/ current tunes on
NBC (WEAF and WJZ) and CBS (WABC) computed lor the week from
ToUvmVttQ
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NBC - CBS - ASCAP IMPASSE
ASCAP-MBS

at

a dance
St. Louis,

7
May

ASCAP

LIKE DEAL

TO

Here is the radio-music situation, In a nutshell, at It currently
and Mutual Broadcasting System t
shapes up befWeen

ASCAP

CONTBACT TEBilS
Mutual, as a network, has voted to sign with ASCAP until Deo. SI,
1949, for the use of the latter's music. Up to the end of 1944, the web
will pay the licensing society 3% on its commercial biz (less agency
and other deductions). After 1944,. the payment will be 3%%. Mutual
further has agreed to assume certain sustaining obligations due ASCAP
from stations which do not take out individual ASCAP licenses. Full
details of this contract appeared in VAnrarr last week (May 7 issue).

ONE-MAN SALES CAMPAIGN

INSmDUAL

STATION LICENSES

ASCAP has tendered Mutual aftiliates a single-station license based
on either of two plans: blanket payments; or per-program fees. The
blanket deal in the main follows the actual network license, while the
per-progfam system calls for 10% of net receipts from musical shows,
3% from programs using themes and bridges, and lVi% on programa
using incidental music only (see Vaaibtt, May 7). Currently the afThere is no way of telling how many
filiates are mulling these plans.
will sign. But John G. Paine, ASCAP's general manager, reports that
Inquiries are numerous.
STATUS OF NBC-CBS
National ahd Columbia are still adamant about an ASCAP contract
on the grounds that no deal proposed thus far is feasible. Both Paine
and E. C. Mills f6el that there's no use trying to ram anything through
here In St. Louis, and will leave for New York tomorrow (Wednes-

—a

—

day). This leave-taking is perhaps more than anything else
sign that NBC and CBS -are miles from the dotted line.

sure

BESUMFnON OP ASCAP MUSIC
ASCAP RMisic, in abbreviated quantities, starts on Mutual tonight
(Tuesday). Paine and Mills are partaking in a celebration festival
staged at the Chase hotel tonight by KWK, the Mutual affiliate In Et
Louis. Next week ASCAP ditties will unravel on the Mutual web in
high gear, with a 'special ASCAP program' from WOR, N. Y., next
Sunday

(18).

1

Concludes

Most

—

ASCAP

Stymie on

MUTUAL'S COUP

ASCAP

Association of Broadcasters at the
New Jefferson hotel. NBC and CBS

bers are extended the right to deal
directly with users, bven though the
Society will 'continue to collect all
fees and have the authority to approve all licenses. When the board
elections are held later on there will
be six writer and six publisher vacancies' to be filled. The publishers
whose terms expire are Gustav
Schlrmer, George Fischer, Walter

-

Fischer, Jack

TO REVISE

organiza-

under any circumany better rates or
or Columbia.

FEES

It

was expected that the two largest
networks would at least be reAp-

St Louis, May

tive to overtures.

13.

Board of directors of Broadcast
By signaturing the deal with
decide toASCAP, Mutual was credited by the Mdsic was still trying to much
of a
day (Tuesday) just how
assembled broadcasters with staging
reduction in rate will be granted
subscribers.

New

rates will

nounced during tomorrow's

Bregman, Jack Bobbins

and Will Von Tllzer. The exiting
writer contingent from the board ar*
Raymond Hubbell, George W. Meyer,.
Edgar Leslie, Irving Caesar, Fred
Ahlert and Jerome Kern.
Leslie has submitted a new system for writer classification which
would grant much greater weight to
the number of performances accumulated by a member. Leslie's aethod
would remove the. designation of
clarifications from the authority of
9 classification committee and make
the determination of a writer's
share practically automatic. So as
to avoid too great a slash immediately In the present ASCAP In^
come of writers Leslie would for
the next year have ASCAP pay off
on the following basis: the base for'
all shares would be a half of what
each writer received for the parallel
quarters of 1840-41 and the remainder of the distribution would b«
measured by the number of performances credited to each member.

BMI DIREaORS

John G. Paine, ASCAP general man-

NBC

made

ASCAP music will be
available to- all commercial and
sustaining programs.

ASCAP

his

decree

morning,

a joint statement Issued to the press
Sunday (11) announced that terms
of the contract which
had
closed with Mutual were 'unsatisfactory' and could not serve as the basis
of negotiation.
And on Monday

that

officially

return to Mutual late last
night
via
remote
(Tuesday)
bands, and a restricted arrangement will prevail until the Sunday celebration program, which
will be tagged 'Salute to Mutual
from ASCAP.' With the opening
of Mutual business Monday (19)

found themselves faced with the
most acute impasse on the ASCAP
situation that lias been theirs since
they elected last spring to break
with the Society and underwrite
their own music publishing organization. These two networks had, in

stances grant
conditions to

music

ratify these amendments.
The
Itself
becomes
effective
June 5.
Under the revised by-laws at least
two new members must be elected
to the board annually, the entry of
new members is eased and memto

Its

13.

The curtcin rose today (Tuesday)
on the convention of the National

ager, declared
tion will not

By-Laws

Board of directors of the American Society of Composers,' Authors
and Publishers gave its final approval last Friday (9) to the amendments to the organization's by-Iawa
as required under the terms of th«
government consent decree. A general meeting of the membership will
be held within the next two weeks

night to celebrate the resumption
of ASCAP ^muslc will be split
between New York and Hollywood. New York will take the
first half -hour from 10:30 to 11,
and the balance will come from
the Coast, with the ASCAP
Hollywood contingent and Don
Lee furnishing the celebrities.

Situa-

By BEN BODEO
St. Louis, May

Off

Special broadcast' which
Mutual will put on Sunday (18)

a reverberating prolog to the convention, which had already been expected to be replete with dramatic
incident
Beaction Mixed
Reaction in delegate quarters was

All Over Again
n

Natl Music Week

ASCAP-MBS Tee
National Ass'n of Broadcasters Convening in St. Louis
Paine, Mills Leaving
Convention Because of
tion

Although the foregoing leal had been in the worlcs for several
weeks, Mutual's afTiliated stations for a time had stalled ratification^
A week ago only 36% of the stations had votecT, and it was feared that
hard sledding might be encountered. However, Fred Weber, Mutual's
charge d'affaires, put the heat on from St. Louis. By persistent wiring
and phoning he convinced the affiliates that Mutual would steal a
march on the other webs by signing and that a refusal would mean
'playing stooge' to NBC-CBS strategy. Currently over 100 affiliates
have ratified the contract.

Directors Approve

As Required By Gov t Consent Decree

13.

Its

be an(Wed-

nesday) session of the NAB convention.
It was reported that revised
Now that the beginning of the
rates as far as networks are conend Is in the offing for the
ASCAPltes, with the Mutual
cerned will permit continuance of
mixed amszement and cohsternation. the 'Twilight' zone in royalty payBroadcasting System accord and
While NBC and CBS were girding ments. In other words the fee would
a hoped-for ditto with NBC and
themselves for an assault on the be based on the share received by
CBS, the Tin Pan AUeyites are
MBS-ASCAP contract at the N.A.B. an affiliate and not what the netagain doing wishful thinking
dealing
with
the
session
music work collected from the advertiser.
about 'reforms' within ASCAP.
situation
tomorrow
(Wednesday),
It's reported that under the forthThe songwriters, particularly,
Mutual moved to obtain from
BMI plan, networks will pay
are concerned with re-classiflcaASCAP a letter relating that at no coming
tlon, and sundry 'plans' have
one-half percent on hookup business,
time during the discussions between
been masterminded in Llndy's
while stations will pay up to one
ASCAP end NBC and Columbia and three-quarters percent on their
and similar songsmith haunts on
did the latter express interest in
Also rehow to work out a panacea for
biz via a graduated scale.
working out an agreement also. On
An Edgar Leslie
all squawks.
ported that stations favoring the
non-network programs, in case Muplan that supposedly will comper-program plan will be asked to
tual-ASCAP contract covers both
pensate the hit -writing newpercent on commercial
five
pay
network and local business. Mutual
comer and yet 'take care of the
business, plus a one percent coverratification was a coup in the full
•written-out' veteran, who has a
age on sustaining service.
sense of the word.
valuable backlog of copyrights,
Mutual's contract with ASCAP
At the meeting of Mutual cfseems well regarded. There are
per-program plan calls
afternoon under the
flliates
Saturday
(10)
others.
for 10%, plus one percent but with
sentiment was deadlocked and it
ceiling on the amount of sustainlooked as though the strategy of Mu- a
ing payments.
tual heads to sign with ASCAP before the opening of the convention
Signs Oscar Straus
was doomed to defeat Throughout
cite as having given such expresSaturday night and early Sunday
Oscar Straus, composer of 'ChocO' morning the telephone lines were sion were Steve Clsler, of WGRC,
of
Louisville, and Tilford Jones,
late Soldier' and numerous other
kept burning with appeals by these
KXYZ, Houston, Texas. For its
operettas,' signed a contract with
heads to affiliates scattered throughBroadcast Music, Inc., by which BMI out the country. Mutual directors part MBS was so 'burned' at N.A.B.
that it, too, talked 'resigning.'
acquires an option on his unpub
and stockholders were summoned
In a joint statement issued after
lished works. BMI Immediately gets suddenly to the meeting Sunday aftexclusive right to license his operet- ernoon and Alfred J. McCosker, the ratification meeting, McCosker
E. Macfarlane, Mutual prez,
tas in their dramatic form, and the MBS board chairman,
announced and W.
exclusive right to license separate that the necessary majority for rati- stated, 'Naturally we are grateful at
numbers after expiration of Straus' fication has been- obtained. -Vote the result but more important than
membership in SACEM, the French was given as 86 affiliates for and 40 our satisfaction will be what we believe great rejoicing by radio listenperforming rights society.
-

Ambitious Series
Music Week concluded
Its 18th annual year Sunday (11),
with the widest attention and effort
being devoted to put it over than
ever before.
NBC has observed
week for the past decade with special programs of American music,
and this year presented its most ambitious series with an eye toward
Latin America.
National

Works 'presented over NBC this
week included the Radio City Music
Hall Festival of Latin American Music,

with a radio premiere of the

"Brazilian Fantasy' by Mignone, the
performance of "Three Spanish
Dances' by Pedro Sanjuan, as a
salute to Cuba, works from the Argentine, and the radio premiere of
first

Two Preludes for Orchestra' by GalIndo as a tribute to Mexico. The
NBC summer symphony

played the

'Congada' by

Latest

Chapter

Of

'BarroU vs. Trammefl'

Col Recording Strike;
Seniority

I

I

of company executives to make certain concessions with reference to
seniority rights of striking employes
led to the belief that the two groups

BMI

cember, 1940.
He is scheduled to conduct a revival of *The Chocolate Soldier' starring John Charles Thomas, opening
In Los Angeles June 2.

Lay

OfF,

MacWeber!

13.
St.

Louis,

May

13

Continuing the telegraphic exSidney M. Kaye, vice-president
change of jibes with NBC prexy and counsel for Broadcast Music,
Niles Trammell, Hope Barroll 6t Inc., appealed to Fred Weber, genat the NaWFBR, Baltimore, on Monday (12) eral manager of Mutual,
tional Association of Broadcasters
sent the following wire:
convention here this morning (Tues'Niles Trammell, President NBC,
day) to refrain from attack on BMI.
c/o Neville Miller, President BMI
Mutual spokesman replied that
Bridal Suite, Jefferson Hotel,
Mutual as a network had never subSt Louis.
scribed to BMI and that, having just
How are you doing from an signed with ASCAP again, that was
Mutual's and his (Weber's) only
untrammelled network?
•

(Signed)

Hope

Borroll.

ksne

Hollywood, May 13.
The month-old strike at Columbia Recording Corp. moved nearer
a settlement this week as company
reopened
executives
negotiations
with the United Electrical Radio &.
Machine Workers Union, The offer

'

ings.

Attorney Homer Mitchell and genmanager Paul Crowley restated
the position of the compa^iy favoring departmental seniority Instead
of plant-wide seniority, but offered
concessions with reference to layoffs.
The union argued' for plantwide seniority, Insisting that was
the only way In which the rights of
the
workers
could be protected.
ers everywhere by signing talent,
Negotiations for the union are b«orchestras and advertisers. The music war has ended, and thus Mu- Ing handled by William Elconln, International
representative
for the
tual led the way toward breaking
the log jam of music for the benefit Congress of Industrial Organizations;
The op- and a committee composed of Robof the American people.

i

!

affiliates

might get together on a new contract that would permit reopening of
the plant in time to handle May' and
June release of Columbia record-

against.

Lewis Allen Weiss, Coast broadofficial
and MBS board

casting

member, then made a rftotion that
network be
the ASCAP plan for tl
put into Immediate effect, and he
was seconded by H. K. Carpenter, position was well organized, but
of WHK, Cleveland.
reached its peak early in the deWith that John Shepard, III, who liberations. However, through the
as a stockholder had opposed acday continued voting by wire and
ceptance of the deal, declared he was
phone brought about a majority vote
changing his vote from 'no' to 'yes.'
for the restoration of ASCAP muHulbert Taft, Jr., who had joined sic'
Shepard in issuing a minority report
Paine declared Monday that it was
on the MBS-ASCAP plan, likewise apparent he and E. C. Mills, chairmeeting
himself.
'This
•reversed
man of the ASCAP edmlnLstratlve
lasted but a half-hour, while the committee; who arrived
in St. Louis
previous day's sessions ran five-and- Friday, had no further reason for
a-half hours.
remaining here as far as NBC and
Some Affiliates Burn
Columbia were concerned. As soon
Mutual officials admitted that as they have cleared up legal deseveral affiliates had been so burned tails of the contracts with two Muup at ratification that they were tual regionzl affiliates, the Don Lee
threatening to resign from the net- and Yankee networks, they would
work, but the only two they would leave for New York,

eral

ert Kennedy, Ray Willlford, Mat
Vidaver/and Robert Green. A
commltt^ composed o. H. C. Par-

Paul Jones, Paul Husbands,
George Smith and Tony Blake ar«
rank
file membership.
In addition to seniority demands,

ker,

'

St Louis, May

at

\

performance in the U. S. of
Mignone, and Frank
Black played the 'Russian Sailors
Dance' by Gliere from the compos•r'l 'Red Poppy' ballet on SaturStraus escaped from Vienna to
day (10), having Introduced the France after the Nazi occupation in
work to America in 1934.
1938 and came to this country in De
first

Settlement Near In

concern.

sitting in as observers for the

and

.

I

is asking that the miniwage ceiling be tilted from
per hour to 7Sc. It has been
however, that the wags
demand can be compromised if th«
two get4ogether on other provisions
of the proposed contract. 'The workers offered to accept 65c per hour,
but the company reused to go
above its offer of 1.7c per hour in-

the union

I

mum
S5c.

indicated,

'

!

'

'

,

j

I

crease.
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strippers in a class nitery like
Fefe's Monte Carlo is about the
wackiest thing yet, but it's been an
Idea that Felix Ferry long nursed
and his iud-'ment, for boxoRice,
seems more than borne out by the
so;k biz the chi-chi bistro has been
doing. Fronted by clever monologist

and sprightly tune
catch on. Speaking

that's

sure

>

Maj
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Montparnssse, N.Y. Cafe,
^1
raps Under Chandler Act
I

The Madison Catering Corp., Inc.,
operators of the Montparnasse resUurant and cabaret at 50 East 79th
street, N. V., filed a petiUon for reto organization under the Chandler act

As a new weekly feature. Variety this tueefc rtarti reprintitifl revietvs of
Palace voudeuille bills of 20 years ago. Those were the 'good ole days' for
the vaudevillian when 'playing the Palace' was the citlmiTuition of every
acts professional ambitions. By a coincidence, tht* revieio of the Palace
Bill of May 13, 1921, by •'ocfc Latt indicate* that the crack Chicago newspaperman came to New York for peniianent residence exactly a score of
years ago to continue hit Hearst newspaper duties from the east and also
as a Variety staff man. (He has since been forced to relinquish his regular
In cliores for this paper diie to pressure attendant to editing the N. Y. Mirror.')

of hemispheric

on Saturday (10), listing $U,458 in
solidarity— ais who isn't these days?
and $21,550 in assets.
—a good catchy tune or a Carmen liabilitiesreorganization
accompanying
Miranda can do more for good- plan of
neighborliness than a host of cul- the petition offers to pay all credThis Is where itors 100%, at the rate of 3% a
tural ambassadors.

A

Proser came in.
month.
Among liabilities are $2,125
John Buckmaster, who has been
Havana-Madrid's 'Flamenco Fol- taxes and wages, and $158 owed
E ven excellent wordage by John
Latouche to Vernon Duke's music; lies,' produced by the veteran Del ASCAP. Assets Include food, liquor,
N. Y.
out come Jessica Rogers, 'Noel Car- CastUlo, is a brisk floor show of its fixtures and equipment. The cabathe
ter and Annette Arden who put a kind, featuring Rosita Ortega on
with a
ret employs 35 persons,
Speaking as a veteran New Yorker ol a^ost nine hours* residence, your
DeSylva touch into their Minskyisms. hoof with Cesar Tapia and Senor monthly payroll of $1,100.
not so humble servant, the undersigned, can find little to rap this week
Buckmaster, of course, is now a -Del CastUlo, the show sU^er, also
gals
are
eight
at vaudeville's capital except the length of the acts. If a few /bf the perpretty well seasoned mimic, and his in the lineup. There
suave manner of 'presenting' the. g- plus song comedienne Las Adeformers- who get the string-it-out fever when they hit th'e Palacie had to
Vilstrine satellites adds much to the litas with Mexican airs; Senor
stand back of the main floor seats with th^ Monday night dockers, touts,
sum total. That goes also for Ted larino on his guiUr; and sUnd-out
railbirds and the rest of the talent they'd get to it, do It and beat it. And
Chiefly
Straeter's expert vocal-maestro work, bits by the femme octet.
.this after two of the most famous time-eaters in the game were slashed
Its a
counts.
this bandman doing a competently the production aash
hard by the management Herschel Henlere and J. Rosamond Johnson.
embraces
s->ooth job with his class style of neatly costumed show and
CubanaJohnson was trimmed down to 12 minutes, Henlere to 19, working minus
syncopation. Couv.ert policy Is off the gamut of Malaga to
dance.
Mrs. Henlere entirely and sloughing the bit in the pit.
for the summer; $3 and $3.50 mini- style song-andThe Santos and Hayes revue was sentenced to close. It proved strong
mum check instead, and the joint's Florence and- Alvarez are click
^iiinninff
gumping.
enough to hold in the visitors, but It was a cruel test for an act that is
dancers at the Hotel St. Moritz in
episodic In Its constructtoii. At the end of each scene a walkout might
the new grillroom show. Julio Al^
„
have been precipitated by any thoughtless or heartlesf few, and there
Monte Proser's Copacabana has a ^g^gj,
'Florence,' a perg
would' have been a stampede, according to the well-established vaudeville
deft little show headed by Yvette jonable blonde, and they do their
and Tito Carol, but a. minor feature, whirls and his difficult partner-aloft
rule of last come first left flat. That the crowd remained' in as a body
Mara, a cute song-dance specialist, {^^pj
assured end surefire manuntil 11:17' was a fine tribute both to the holding propensities of the act
She's a reputed ^g^. Their tango opener, The Way
Is the real standout.
Radio City Music Hall's current and the courtesy of the palpably friendly and effusive audience. At the
X-.vier Cugat discovery, a neat Latin you Look Tonight,' and his difficult
streamlined (one hour) matinee it rang down at 5:45.
trick who blends well into the sum ^^^^^
handling of his part- stage show,
ButHenlere is not to be blamed. He chopped his entire opening, eliminating
total proceedings but *ho, para- ^gj. bespeak professional ease and version of Puccini's 'Madame
doxically, almost walks away with seasoning.
Ford Harrison (Band terfly,' sees many patrons sitting the feminine element from his turn making it bald single (very hard to
the show. And this strictly on per- Reviews) is also new but otherwise through two presentations. As a do with Henlere's artistic hair), and passing up tried and certain comedy.
Frenchy johnny Howard is a holdover and result, the Hall is planning other He did 28 minutes at the matinee. His viewpoint Is neither remote nor
cute
Yvette,
snnality.
usual
per
Brooklyn,
blonde from
yg^y worthwhile as a show-pacer, operas which will be 'Boheme,' 'Car- culpable. When a man has worked up in a few years from No. 2 on
does her ballads with eclat; and Tito Hg.j g fast-coming conferencier with men' and "The Bartered Bride.'
Association time to next-to-closlng at the Palace it is a bit vexing to have
Coral, Mexican tenor, is the roman- g
j^je, reposeful assurance, a
The management was a bit wary to eliminate major portions of his routine in the high spot of the national
Carla and Fernando's ^gat manner of intime performance
tic vls-a-vis.
weekends when a younger map in his profession. As it was he stopped the show working entirely
fl.?menco dance doubles; Delia Nor- (gg evidenced in the difficult 'dance- over the
patronizes the house, but at the piano. He made a very kind little speech, recommending the closella, prima: the Samba Sirens, un- with-me' routine, wherein a
cus- crowd
doubtedly the town's top lookers, six tomer-femme assists),
devastating careful study of all audiences In- ing act, and retired when he could easily have encored.
Johnson's act went well enough In the deuce spot, though it has chiseled
beauU doubling froni the current 'imitaUons' such as Richman, Clem dicated rapt attention to the proBioadway musicals; Frank Martis McCarthy and Carmen Lombardo, ceedings on the stage.
down to about half its western ingredients. It was a better, act from •
Latin band; and Nat Brandwynnes piuj some effective whistling. Lola
standpoint of solid valu^ than when his troupe and their leader stall and
tiptop terp giver-outers, round out a and' Ramon plug the waits with
jockey and demean themselves for recalls and handclaps. ''It wtat roarstrong floor show which Marjery troudabour doubles in LaUnesque
ingly and there was plenty of it.
.
Hishlight of the ^otif.
Fielding staged.
Featured with Harrison's
Saves Actor From
Tempest and Sunshine with a six-scene production that looked like a
musical flash is 'Aurora, this years band is Sally Jo Nelson, who also
collection of scenes from a light opera with a series of songs
carnival song hit from Rio, a gay opens
selling
with
specialty,
a
PnttArs
Fiolll Rnnal
1 UHCIS riClU Dill Mil strung around to fit the succession of settings played third and ran swiftly
'You're the One' and 'It All Comes
and handily if not. rouslngly. Miss Sunshine looked and danced like windBack' in OK manner.
Abel
blown, black-eyed-susan. Young as ever, delightfully feminine. Tempest
ChicagQ, May 13.
was seen in boys' and young fellows', playing leading man to her
Theatre Authority here Intervened dashing sister. The final scene was sweet a wedding set with a rural
L.
SL
Nitery
Beats
Op
burial
of
he
late
prevent
t
to
the
NOTICE!
church drop two-thirds across stage and a blue scrim over the rest, lighted
Frank Jerome in a Potters Field plot from upstage. It took three neat curtains.
who
was
Minneapolis.
Jerome,
in
Attack Rap; Re-Anested
Gordon and Ford got laughs, most of them seemingly on nothing. Gordon
with the 'Hellzapoppin' company, died reminds of Willie Howard in physique and technique, though at one time
in lAinneapolis and lay for four days broadly imitating. Miss Ford has a diva voice, which she uses for straight
St Louis, May 13..
in the Hennepin County Morgue, to the laughs and for honest vocalics. Held up and kept the sitters amused;
Christ Kalaldge, part owner and with none of the managers or owners four bows.
manager of the shuttered Golden of the 'Hellzapoppin' show making
Hyams and Mclntyre opened the second half. This was one of the long
Dragon Club, downtown nitery, beat any move to see to it that Jerome ob- babies. 'Mayblooms' is an infinitely stronger comedy vehicle than It was
a criminal assault rap preferred by a tained a proper burial.
when it was young, but good-sized chunks could be torn out of it without
TYLER MASON, Assooiate
TA cooperated with William Sears, harming anyone and for the betterment of Hyams and Mclntyre and the
IS-year-old waitress-entertainer last
week, but was immediately jugged manager of the Metropolitan in Min- cause. If a few performers could hear some of the comment in front
on a charge of subordination of per- neapolis, iok bring his body to Chi- at times they'd be surprised. The 'victory' of stringing out material is
NOW IXKJAXEI^
The prosecuting witness, be- cago for burlaL
hollow. The soul of vaudeville is speed; the heart of vaudeville is vaPARAMOUNT THEATRE| jury.
fore a jury in circuit court, repuriety; the body of vaudeville is brevity.
BUILDING
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diated her original statements that
Kalaldge was the man who had at
tacked her in the dub lest August,
Questioned by an Assistant Prosecuting Attorney in charge of the
trial,

the

girl's

mother

testified that

Kalaldge bad asked her
a^1r?^«^?l^7^v^^?«^y7s^v^r?Sy^1y^^:r?4'Vl^^^

T

DUFFINS
HELD OVER

'

lIOW OAHOiNB

Paramount Theatr*,

New York

'to

go easy'

on bim and that he and members of
his family had given her $20 and
bought clothes for the girl. The
mother also was arrested. She and
Kalaldge furnished bonds awaiting
th» action of the new grand jury.

DIok Kahn band replaces Cave
Cheskln'f at Statler hotel, Buffalo,

May

2S.

Ella Retford of the 'alls carried home the individual honors of the bilL
Closing Intermission the fair British girl took the eye and the heart of the
audience on entrance. Miss Retford is a girl of wholesome lines and toothGirl
Leaves some
vision. She is not too English to be entirely appreciated by HarlemCarmen D' Antonio starts doubling ites and visiting buyers, yet she has the spice which is the main asset of
from 'Panama Hattie' into the the AUce Lloyd style of English music hall artistes.
tomorrow
Beachcomber,
Y.,
Starting with a couple of Londonesque ditties that suffered a jot beN.
succeeding
Carmen cause of the custom of two-and-two where an American performer would
(Thursday),
Amaya.
do one and three with catehlines. Miss Retford made exit to strong apProser's
nitery,
Monte
with plause. She made a rapid change in view to show Marilyn Miller In
Amaya's farewell,, goes into a girl 'Sally,' which she did fairly, falling as a dancer In a perfect Imliation of
show policy including a line of six. one of the greatest. She then essayed Laurette Taylor, which perished
Toy and Wing, Rica Martine, pretty, for In voice Miss Retford lacks any similarity to the familiar creChavez's rhumba and Lester Lanln's ator of 'Peg.' But next she visualized and vocalized Belle Baker singing
Marjery Fielding, who 'It's All Over,' and this was a triumph and a hand-made riot. The imiContinentals.
stages Proser's Copacabana shows tation was superb. Belle herself would have gone wild over it. It sent
Is putting on the new Beachcomber the stranger off happy and 'in' by a mile.
The Santos-Hayes revue seemingly feeling the handicap of Ita position,
frolic.
tore in with that snap and vim which characterizes the Moore
Megley
system of presenting multi-people acts. By the time the stars entered,
the support had it warmed up nicely, and the comedy come-on wowed It
with a bang and clinched the hit One of the comedians Interpolated a line
Act in Nitery
or two that had not been heard in the earlier showings of the turn—but
had been heard in other turns, notably one lifted from Val and Ernie
Stanton. This is all wrong, as it hurta this beautiful and exclusive act,
THE ASBBUBNS (C)
hurts the performer and hurts the rightful owners of the lines. OtherDMlClDf
wise this now established miniature evening's entertainment (50 minutes
lO Mlns.
long) was flawless vaudeville.
Bainbow GrlU, N. T.
The Brianta opened.- The clowning and tumbles got many a laugh and
The Ashburng (Harris and Virginia) are a personable and com- not imtU the closing were any human forms revealed. Very strong opener.
Ben R. Roberts took his place Monday as the new leader of the new.
petent dance pair, succeeding Don
Julian and Marjorl as featured terp- Palace orchestra. The change was electric. With probably the lone excrs and also in charge of what is now ception of the wonder orchestra at the Palace, Chicago, Roberts' organize'
a Rainbow Grill Institution, the tlon has no competition in an American vaudeville .pit The orchestra
champagne hour.' This Is the cus- problem (t this stellar stand
has been long and consistently in controversy
tomer participation session between

N. Y. Beachcomber

Go^

Show; Amaya

&

New

9:30-10:30 p.m., when the band is
resting, and ttie dancers plug the

and

discussion.

On Monday's showing

it

seems

wait wherein

.the patrons compete in
waltz, polka, tango, conga, ete., for
prizes of champagne and a guest
check.

dinner

On

their own. as part of the ortho-

dox dinner and supper revues, The
Ashbums, who hail from the Coast
and have long been in Chicago, do a
.

neat Latinesque opener; a fast fox
"Robert E.
to 'Alabammy Bound'
Lee;* and 'Song of the Islands' for
the closer. They're a personable pair,
fetehing on the dance floor and competent in their style of ballroomoIogy.> They fit well into the Informal

—

.

lost five

Saranac Lake

fee^

for

settled.

Lait.

molars 'eind is charging a
a look at his new bridge

work.
James Wlldenthaldor, came In
from Ohio to see his son. Junior, a
Saranac Lake, May 13.
Irving Karo, former top tenor with Will Rogersite who is doing well.
Grace Moore'v concert here is a
the Seven Honey Boys, now trying
a comeback at the Vets hospital, sellout. Will be held at the Pontiac
Dayton. Would like to hear from theatre, proceeds to the Saranac
Craft & Art Guild.
Lake
friends.
Sudworth Frazer; ex-prince of the
Harry Martin tops the Will Rogers
stopped
at gaining weight, 11 pounds In as old 'Student Prince' company,

By Happy Benw»r

off to mitt the gang and hello Jimmy
Rockefeller nitery and are a cinch many days and clicked a couple of Marshall.
for anybody's cafe or hotel grillroom, ops.
•Jack Frazer, of that old rathskeller
Jerry Sager, a product of Metro's
Abel.
Frazer, will
publicity department, a newcomer trio, Weber, Beck and
this
Bay Lynn, formerly with Dean here, ranks aces in trying to make spend his coming vacash in
dick at
Hudson and Tommy Dorsey, joined things worthwhile for the very sick. Colony. He is now a house
Y.
Woody Herman's gang of Moters the Waldorf-Astoria, N.
'Woody Herman .band, replacing
Write to thoae whe are IB.
should now see Joe Bishop, who
trumpeter Johnny Owenft

—

'
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AUDEVILUS

AGVA National Board,

NEW

NO

Bin Brandt Would Switch 2 N.Y.

TIILENT,

More WiD Be Named; lladicar

20

Vauders to Straight Pix Unless

DRAFT. AS SNAGS

Group Eliminatjed From Exec Posts
though the Cleveland

the fact that the election notice
posted EUfficietitly in advance,

was
was

THOIHSON QUITS

sign his -post as member of the new
national board. It's also been stated
within.
that Griflin would
also have to make a choice between
the exec secretaryship and his nitery
column for the N. Y. Sunday Enquirer, opinion being that he couldn't
do both in all fairness to either job.
The Enquirer is published by a
brother, William W. Griffin'.

AGVA

ADVISORY JOB

Fear of Illecallty

Hollywood,

May

6Wk$.forCyndaGkiin

Time Create Problem

San Francisco, May 13.
RE-PLAY 'EM
Tom Gerun and hla partners at
Bal Tabarin are Ending to New
York for a comedienne to headline
Lack of break-In veude time, an
the new show opening here May 26,
old problem, has evidently come when Cynda Glenn debuts, Sophie
home to roost with a vengeance. The Tucker is incumbent
stage show season just ending IndiMiss Glenn, featured In the Coast
cates .that there's virtually no new 'Ziegfeld Follies' and with 'Folies
Bergeres' at the San Francisco Expo-,
acts now coming Into the business,

GOTTA

and, with the draft taking

sition l{^t year. Is a local f ave. She's
set for vaude dates at the Golden

more young men, the shortage
become more pronounced.

will

It's pointed out that the only developing ground left for acts is the
nitery field, but here there's c prob-

differential. between floor
and stage work. Many performers,
after becoming acclimated to the cafe
medium, usually must realign their
routines to meet vaude house requirements. In cases of nitery comedy acts, a stage booking requires a

of

new comedy

.

HAVE OHIO

secretary.

and then asked members to sign
Thomson's walkout on AGVA is
the envelopes. Two members of the
local sent in
affidavits
claiming the climax to a double burnup, one
Lowe asked them to do this, but the by AGVA's national setup in N.Y.
Four A's is said to have ruled that and the other by Thomson. The
the affidavits did not state that any N.Y. outfit was said to have been
such ballot-forgery had actually shocked at the choice of Travers,
been perpetrated. 'What action will whom AGVA fired when he was nabe taken against Lowe was not dis- tional representative in Chicago and
who, as an appointee of national
closed.
The total number of ballots re- exec sec Hoyt Haddock, also disceived was 771, of which 535 were missed, was the focal point of a
ruled okay as from members in good squabble some months ago that near^standing. This result was considered ly wrecked the Philadelphia local
favorable by the Four A's and AGVA when Travers was named exec sec
latter's local.
officials, especially considering that of the
When N.Y. imparted its shocked
there were no votes from Cleveland.
The open national board positions surprise in a letter to Thomson, the
replied that Travers
can be filled from AGVA's general latter reputedly
month only
ranks and not necessarily from was appointed for one
among the nominees who were de- and that his salary would be paid
by, the SAG and not AGVA. It's
feated.
Among the board members understood
that AGVA's national ofto be chosen will be one to reprefice then okayed this, but refused
sent the circus performers and aftto permit Travers to sign checks or
other to represent the rapidly growotherwise handle any of AGVA's
ing Ice skating field.
funds. This is said to have resulted
Elect 9 N. T. Board Membera
in Thomson's Immediate resignation
•

.

Solntion

general

apathy to-

wards stage shows continues despite
the frequent warnings that they have

This clause interpreted as meaning
Left
White's Fold
that no agent, no matter where be is
otherwise licensed, may submit acts
With George White deciding to
for hire In Ohio unless he Is covered
fold his Gay White Way (nee Cotby an Ohio license and bond.

by

cut off one important source of talent
for their own film companies. It has
also been pointed out that the stage
houses now have virtually put all
their eggs In one basket bands.
Should the band vogue lose out, the
shortcge of vaude acts, especially
those with boxoffice draught, will be

—

ton

Nine board members were elected from AGVA's board and
from a total of 22 nominations in his hands of the entire

Two

of them, Dewey Barto,
former president,, and Homo Vincent, are recognized as representing
the N. Y. local, while the other

N. Y,

his

washing

AGVA

even more acute than
gardless, the problem

it is now.
Reis already such
bookers are. plenty worried
about variety talent for next season.

Pittsburgh,

FOLD

sit-

uation.

inefficiency of the present administration and leadership' (Howard).
Howard was also a Hoyt Haddock

Zussraan Is starting to line up the
Hurricane show. Gypsy Rose
Lee may be in It. Vincent Lopez's
band was wanted, but is unavailable
through being committed to the
Hotel Taft N. Y.
Milton Rubin, also ex-p.a., bought
out Zussman's Interest In La Conga,
N. Y., and In which Jack HarrU, Incumbent maestro, may buy a par-

New

ticipating share eventually.

PHUY

AGVA

STILL

YENS A CLUBHOUSE
Philadelphia,

A
Actors Fete Chi Editor

appointee.

Nazarro.
to Vacation
Philadelphia: Robert Mack and
NO lAnNBBT, PLEASE
Following a stand at the Nixon,
Joe Cftmpo.
Dai Vernon, Yank magician, finds
Pittsburgh: Jack Wilson and Cur- Pittsburgh, this week, Dante the
that Oriental mysticism goes with a
ley Clark.
magician, is temporarily disbanding
San Francisco: Lou Ashe and Will his company and plans to vacation pseudo-Celestial makeup, hence bis
pro billing of Day Yen. He works
Aubrey,
under a Chinese mask, which his
The Four A's made special dispen- at his rcnch at Reseda, CaL
Maglco will stay there until August wife contrived.
sation in the case of Cleveland so
Magi was last at Forbidden City,
that all the locals would be repre- when he expects to flU some resort
N. Y., chowmeinery.
sented on the national board, al- dates.

ested as first Intended.

and will alternate for 'men' and
'women only.'

sisted several years ago in the formation of the NMU.
Brought In as executive-secretary
of AGVA about a year and a haU
'Travers, after his dismissal from
after Dorothy Bryant and Jean
AGVA, came to the Coast and went ego,
Mulr
had resigned the post. Haddock
on SAG's payroll as an brganizer.
was a storm center in the organizaDetroit: Johnny Daley and Dave He returned to this job.
tion.
He was finally ousted some
Voung.
weeks ago by the national board.
Los Angeles: Harpo Marx and Cliff

Boston: Charles Brett and Raymond Pike.
Cincinnati: MiUie Ray and Al
Buckler.
Chicago: Ray Conlin, Sr., and Lew
King.

13.

.

They son assumed

.

^

May

Pittsburgh's
burlesque
season
to an end Saturday night (10)
with last performance of Georgia
Sothern-Bob Ferguson tmlt at Casino.
House had a 84-week season
and biz was healthy right along,
with a sock profit understood to
have been rolled up by George Jaffe,
burley impresario who has operated
strip tease halls locally for quarter
of a century.
Casino hasn't closed down, however, but wIU continue for several
weeks wilth sex pix and 'living
model' stage presentations,. First of
them, 'Sex Madness' and 'False
Shame,' opened Sunday night (11)

came

HADDOCK BACK

Thomson's resignation leaves the
Hoyt Haddock, imtll recently execLos Angeles AGVA local high and utive-secretary of the American
dry without a guiding power. Thom- Guild of Variety Artists, was last
control two weeks ago week
named Washington repreare Morton Downey, Henry Dunn as the result of a petition signed by sentative of the National Maritime
(Cross &), Gerald Griffin, Ernie 12 members of the local here 'earn- Union, a CIO affiliate. As head of
Mack, Ole Olsen, HAry Richman estly requesting' him to assume au- the American Radio Telegraphers'
and Gus Van. Those named from thority. Petition stated that It was Assft. (now the Amerlcsn Coman 'emergency measure due to the mimications Assn.), Haddock asthe other branches are:
seven are members at large.

another mass-capacity
Hurricane, Is slated

New

June 1 opening. Irving Zussman, erstwhile p.a., has it now, since
Its forced sale.
Zussman's backers
are Virginia Hill, socialite, and
James Shean. Mike Larsen, of Forbidden City and other N. Y. niteries, will not be financially Inter-

AFTER SOCK SEASON

that

IN CIO

Club),

nitery, the

for

prrr burley ends

•

',

In the future take Into consideration
the financial situation of both thea-

New

.

it.

circuits'

Brandt claims that the bands must

UCENSES

There's no solution to the problem
other than the opening of theatres
for the specific purpose of affording
acts break-in and showing opportunities.
This would naturally be a
major circuit. project, but none of the
majors- is inclined to embark upon

The

Wee

show.

will have to adopt straight film policies unless concessions are made.
Brandt points out that he is the
only Indie theatre operator in N. Y.
playing stage shows, citing numerous
others who folded after experimentations with stage shows, and for this
alone, he says, the bands should try
Chicago, May 13.
to keep the Flatbush and Windsor
Agents located outside the state of open,
Ohio, but contacting spots in that
N. Y. Musicians Local 802 also
state, niust have a license to do so,
came in for a blast from Brandt He
according to warning letters received stated
that some of 802's regulations
In Chicago last week by local agents on standby
musicians
from director Wade' Hammond out of line, especially are completely
in view of the
of the Ohio State Employment Serv- fact that
his houses, as well as the
ice.
major circuit bandfilmers In N. Y,
This rule reads: |No person, firm, play an average of 75% local 802
association of persons or corporation bands during the year.
shall engage In the business of an
employment agency, for hire, within
the State of Ohio,, without first obHarricane to Fifl
taining a license, ,'and paying to the
State of Ohio an annual license fee
of $100 and executing and filing a
N.Y.Mass-NiteryVoid
bond.,.'

acts

year has meant the playing and re-playing of a certain few
standards by the Broadway variety
houses.
One cct within this p^t
season played the Roxy, Strand and
Loew's State, despite the opposition
angle. In former years, no act could
play an opposition house within a
year and' orJy the shortage of material has lowered the bars that are
still included in all contracts.

No

by the unions and name bands. Both
theatres,
incidentally,
last
week
went Into their usual summer stock
policies, operated by
4c Leventhal, with 'Little Foxes' as the first,

The theatre operator claims It Is
Impossible for small houses like his,
with an admission of 40c, to make
profits with bands at their current
high salaries.
He concedes that
bands are now virtually the only
b.o. stage attractions left, hence he

AGENTSMUST

this past

13.

Prior to the Four A's putting its
Kenneth Thomson, executive secofficial stamp of approval on the
retary of the Screen Actors Guild,
election there was fear that it might
has filed his Immediate resignation
be called illegal due to affidavits
national board of the
from San' Francisco that certain from the
American Guild of Variety Artists
electioneering methods there were
and walked out of the AGVA sitout of order.
It was charged by
uation here. With him he took Lee
Stephen J.,Sheperd, chairman of a
Travers, whom Thomson last week
Frisco group called the Actors Betplaced in temporary charge of the
terment
Committee,
that
Emile
local here after the dismissal
Lowe, a paid organizer for the lo- AGVA
of Kenneth Howard as executive
cal, had marked ballots, sealed them

straight picture houses, threatens to
revert
both
those
theatres
to
straight films next fall unless the
houses are given more 'cooperation'

signs in their eyes.'

lem on the

The shortage

William Brandt, who operates the
vaudfllmers Flatbush, Brooklyn, and
Windsor, Bronx, among a flock of

tres, neither of which, he states, can
pay thp Broadway deluxer salaries
Gates here, Los Angeles and on the for stage attractions. According to
Coast, but cannot double from the Brandt, band representatives
walk
Tabarin Into the G. G.
Into his office 'with 'great big dollar

more and

complete sapolio of material.

AT AGVA

Name Bands 'Cooperate

Left Is Niteries; But Di£Ferent Type* of Work Re- Frisco Bal
Tabarin's
quired for Floor and Stage

local, despite

determined and made official Mon- so delinquent as to fail to. even call
day (12) by a special committee a membership meeting for the purfrom the Associated Actors and pose of naming nominees.
Most important feature of the elecArtistes of America. Of a constitutional board complement of 45, 25 tion was that it wiped out virtually
were elected from 70 nominees,' An all remaining traces of the radical
additional two will be named by the faction In official posts with AGVA.
Cleveland local, which will hold a The so-called radical and pro-Hoyt
special election for national board Haddock group managed to get five
representatives, while the 16 empty nominations on the slate from N. Y.,
chairs will be filled by those elected but all of them were counted out, a
at the national board's first meeting couple
getting ridiculously small
the first or second week in June.
number of votes. Those thus deThe new- board's first meeting, in- feated were 'Peter Wells, formerly
cidentally, will also select national N. Y. local president; Elton Rich,
officers for the coming year, plus Robert
Willie
'Duke'
Leonard,
naming a national executive secretary Bryant and Irving Berke.
to take the post now being teiriporarily filled by Gerald GriiSrin. Griffin himself has been mentioned as
a possibility for permanent appointment, but he .would first have to re-

Unions,

Ground

Only Developing
Results of the recent election of a
new national board for the American Gdild of Variety Artists were

45

YAUDE ACT DEARTH

RISE IN
25 Elected to

'

For

Army Camp

Units

May

is

still

13.

the

of the American Guild of Variety Artists. There
is no place In this city where per-

formers
Chicago,

May

clubhouse for actors and cafe

end vaude performers
aim of the Philly local

can

congregate,

chew the

fat Or receive their mall.

13.

American Guild

Dante

of Variety Artists
Plans for a glcnt benefit have been
tossed a party in temporarily shelved because of the
honor of Jack Malloy, managing advent of the hot weather season.
editor of the Herald-American, for In its place,
officials
are
bis employment of many AGVA' planning a bal masque in the fall.
members in the H-A army showj The first
member to get
units that will play the camps in the benefit under the new welfare setup
Sixth Corps Area.
is a young dancer who broke e toa

here last

week

AGVA

AGVA

|

|

More than 500 performers showed while hoofing In an uptown nitery.
up for the affair, headed by Jack She Is collecting $5 a week while inIrving,

AGVA

exec sec here.

|

capacitated.
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HOUSE REVIEWS
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Lewis get in their innings during
N. Y.
same scene and also click. Lewis'
piano work is solid and Turner's
awakens some interest
ci-»<,fc' vocalling
«
i,A^
Atumo Reu Orch (14) wtfh Sheets tjjQugh jfs not a popular style. Both
Her/urt, Dicfc Morgan Kmg SisteTS,[^^^—^^ .^^^^^ Sxii ot the Cafe SoThe Du/ri.iw (2). Eddie Brocfcen.^j^j jjQ^ntj,^„ Aooj. ghow. Edna
Jack Leonard, Chicle and _ Lee,
singer-dancer, not very ef-

PARAMOUNT,

I

I

I

•Reachinp jor the Sun' (Pot), re- fective at either, also cuts into this
viewed in Variety, April 9.
portion.

Apollo has booked the Sinclair
Alvino Key's comparatively new and LeRoy pair before. Two tee off
Eddie with nice enough routine of unison
Sisters,
the King
band,
Bracken, Jack Leonard and the rest taps, then diverge into anything and
ol this stage session make up a fairly everything to go over easily. One
entertaining hour. Show is long on blows a fair enough trumpet in imicomedy turns in addition to the film, tation of 'Bunny Berigan and .Henry
in which Bracken is featured, and he Bucse, then the other half does a
strives for giggles too onstage. But so-so imitation of the Inkspbts' tenor
anything that can father lighter vocalling 'If I Didn't Care.'
momente in these times can't be
Earl Bostic orchestra of eight
re
labelled off balance Bracken is renieces, including the leader, is from
viewed more extensively under New l^all's Paradise, Harlem nitery...
Acts.
First shot at' this house shows the
three band in none too good a light, but
of
combination
Key's
trumpets, two trombones, four saxes it has a rhythm and sends out origand four rhythm, headed by his own inals in the driving, brassy style so
the
And
so
special electric guitar, hops to
well liked in this section.
Par from a long stay at Qie Rustic from that angle it does okay. Bostic
Cabin, Englewood Cliffs, N. J. Re- triples from clarinet- to sax to trummote air pickups from the spot and pet.
recent recordings have done a lot for
Billy Daniels, fresh' from a stopthe stock of the band, and this date over at Kelly's Stables, on midshould further its Value. It's a care- town's 52d street, exhibits neat vocal
that earns
fully rehearsed crew
Using 'I
late in the setup.
chords
warm reaction with a setup of tunes Understand,' 'It All Comes Back to
calculated to show its ability at Me Now' and 'Diane,' he displays a
various pa(es.
nice stylef and intelligent phrasing.
shows
Overture'
The 'William Tell
Voice isn't very powerful, but it has
oft best the band's able sax-brass adequate range and smoothness.
•sections and the solid, but not overand. Toe exited the
Tip, Tap
bearing, beat, of the rhythm four. Broadway Strand theatre Thursday
Close behind In effectiveness, and at (8) after a month there with Jimmy
the other extreme in muted brass Dorsey. Turn can help any bill, and
portions and Rey's humorous guitar this is rio exception.
Unison and
comes 'St. Louis Blues, cKallenge terps, all In an entertainbreak,
highly appreciated by this audience.
ing groove, have no' trouble hitting
Only unimpressive bit the band does the Applause' jackpot.
is its opener, 'Romantic Guy I,' with
Dusty BTetcher and Jimmie BasSkeets Herf urt vocalling. It's hardly
.

'

.

worth the teeofl spot. Incidentally, kette, with Vivian Harris, eke out
Herfurt and Dick, Morgan, guitar, okay returns with a long comedy bit
who combine for comedy song se- that has been done here several
quences, are not- used here together, times before. Line gets in one good
probably because of the abundance inning based oh 'Walkin' by the
Wood.
River.'
of giggle stuff.
King Sisters, part of the band layout, afao show up neatly. Girls start
with 'Whatcha Know Joe' and
secondly with 'Java Jive.* Maybe a
rearrangement of their numbers for
night shows might prove better, as
the reaction on 'Wednesday night (7)
to the two above, both rhythm tunes,

as healthy as the
outburst accorded encore of *My
Sister and I,' a ballad arrangement.
Too, 'Java Jive' and *Joe' are a bit
dated. Quartet has 'Lilac Tree' and
•tBers to substitute. 'Everything Happens to Me' brings on a fine solo by
Alice King.
Vocalist Jack Leopard, headed for
the Army after finishing here, is
former singer with Tommy Dorsey

was not nearly

CBS sustaining 'and
records. Ijeonard doesn't try to

and now on
~

Okeh

go beyond his limitations and winds
up with nif^ appreciation for 'Amapola.' 'I. Understand' and an encore
medley of 'Once in a While," 'AU
Things You Are' and 'Getting Sentimental Over .You.' He gets excellent
backing from the band.
The Duffins, girl and boy turn that
has been around for some time, open.
Mechanical doll routine, .during
which the gu^ manipulates the
pliable blonde into all sorts of flips
and poses, is okay, but not an exceptional^ warming turn.
Chick and Lee are the weakest
portion of the layout. Two start off
with an amusing takeoff on two
radio entertainers at the mike of a
southern station at 4 ajn., and thereafter decline rapidly in effectiveness.
Pair bomes up with a flock of material, but little ol It Is worth the
Par.
Bowoff bit by the band, the Kings

and Eddie Bracken, who

-

sleepijb^

slouches on toting a lighted candle.
Is one of the best finales the Par
ever concocted.
Based on Rey's
click arrangement of 'Nighty Night,'
which is a natural for lighting and
effects, the elevator drops leaving a
strong taste for what had gone before.
Rey's bowoff speech and
handling of himself throughout the
suggest much, jpersonallty Im-

how

Wood.

provement.

APOLLO,
Willie' Bryant,

N. Y.

Meade Vtix

Lewis,

Joe Turner, Edna Harris, Sinclair
and LeRoy, Dusty Fletcher, Jtmmie
Baskette, Billy Daniels^ Tip, Tap and
Toe, Earl Bostic Orch (8), 'Dead
Men TeU No Tales' (20th).

Far too long, for
the

Apollo

show

its

few

values,

week runs

this

around an hour and 40 minutes, Too
happens to justify the- overlong
session.
Opening act alone ran aplittle

proximately 50 minutes

when caught

(last show opening day, E^riday),
which quite probably is a new rec-

ord for lengthy scenes at
Quite a few of the cast
cleared

away

this house.
lineup! are
in that spot, however,

which relieves the time somewhat
Willie Bryant occupies the stage
for a good port of that opening
sceife, cutting capers which go over
strong because they're of Harlem
character and things from which
I<enox avenue hepsters can derive
the utmost satisfaction.

A

little

of

of course, but Apollo
demand such stuff.
Turner, blues singer, and
boo£le-'woogle pianist Meade Lux
It

is

blue,

patrons

Joe

BROAD^ COLUMBUS
Columbus,

Bob Crosby Orch

O.,

(21)',

May

12.

with Liz

Tilton, Bobcats (8), Bobolinks (4),
floiiduc, Noppy LolVfare, Eddie

Ray

JVfiller,

Cass

Bob

Daley,

Haggart,- Gil

Rodin;

Bob DuPont; Abram

Ruvinsfci's House
Heaven' (M-G).

'Roge

Orch;

in

For the current week the Broad
has a bill that will ke^p the joint
jumpin', with marquee' magnet. Bob
Crosby, piillpg the 'gators for a
profitable run. Wisely, unit depends
upon tried'n true faves in music and
vocal departments to pace show,
while real star is that screwball of
Dixieland
screwballs, Cass Daley.
rhythms, always ok here, are now
turned with such finesse that even
the longhairs are being satisfied with
solid
i.e.,
entertainment,
orchestral numbers, topnotch singers
and just enough hokum to .keep

hangup

subdued 'Hawaiian ^ar Chant'
Then it's Don and John Reading In
a mixture of eccentrla softshoe steps
and adagio aerobatici in a satirical
Tommy Tucker's Orch (12) vith vein.
Reading act registers well
Amy Amell, Donald Brown, Kerwin
with this kind of work withSomerville and Alan Holmes^ Victor enough
McLaglen (2), The Del Rtoj (3), out their switching to the broad fan
that is out of the
Three Swifts; The Wagons Roll at dancer burlesque
their turn.
Nights (WB). reviewed in .Vabieiy, tenure of
Todd then has his interlude with
April 30.
the jukebox faves, 'Amapola,' 'Berkeley Square' and 'Dolores,' besides
The Strand's current pit show is the cinch oldies, 'Stardust' and 'Som«!
distinguished, if you can call it such,
of These Days.' In the closing niche
by the poor act of Victor McLaglen Ted Waldman ha^ Susie foiling to
(New Acts). In at $3,000 per week his fooling with the mouthharp and
for his first personal oil Broadway,
wii\ding proceedings in a Ughter.
person
McLaglen hardly shows in
mood.
the talent which has brought him
House take is down a bit from
plaudits in pictures, including an
Quin,
Academy Award for his work in previous week.
The Informer' a few years ago.
On the other hand, two vaude acts

STRAND,

N. Y.

Boles, Masters

and

Rollins

Berg &
(M-G).

Five minutes short of an hour, the
new stage biU here la compact, fast
and reliable. It Is long on novelty
mainly through the booking of Salicl
Puppets, but also has a vocal sock in
John Boles, who headlines. So far
as comedy Is concerned, it has
strength there, too. with Masters and
RoUins arousing plenty of lusty
laughs. Draught Is principally based
on 'Men of Boys Town' (M-G),
tbough it was no big draw recently
on first-run ait the nearby Capitol,
plus what puU Boles possesses.
WeU established on personal appearances over recent years. Boles
jwent over big here when caught and
came close to stopping the show. He
Boston, May 8.
looks
good and his rich, fuU voice
/no Ray Hutton Orch (14) with
Stuart Foster, Carr Brothers (2), sells him weU in a routine of juAfter
Dandnff Starrs (2), Don Rice; 'Scat- diciously - chosen numbers.
tergood- Baines' (RKO) and 'The 'FoUow the Sun Around' tees him
off auspiciously,
he follows' with
House of Mystery' (Mono),
'Song Is You* and his old standby,
The comedy novelty
Built around a click band, the cur- 'One Alone.'
rent offering- has the added Interest number, 'Waiting at the Gate for
of three vaude acts to hold the at- Katie,' closes him stoutly. Boles goes
tention of those who would get into character as a yokel for 'Katie'
fidgety during a whole session of and encores a chorus of the number,
Ina Ray with the audience asked to sing it
orchestra entertainment
Hutton appears- on this stage for the with him. On 10 minutes and makes
first time since she shifted the genall of *em count
der of her personnel, and while her
The SaUcI Puppets foUow the
solid sales ability has not dimin- singer to close the show, doing 27
ished In the interim, the band music minutes. An extra fine stage offerhas improved. As a team the' boys ing, about the only fault that could
solid,
and
among
the
standout
are
be found, is that the scene with the
Serformers are Paul Russell, piano; pianist and prima donna is much
lanny Cappi, tenor sax, and Ralph too long and, on one vocal occasion,
Collier, drummer.
the singing is unnecessarUy loud.
Miss Hutton takes • three vocal Puppet show has been around for
spots for herself, registering equally some years, but continues to be surein
well
'Some Changes Made,' fire 'entertainment, especially for
'Angry' and 'Man I Love.' Featured
kids. State ads have emphasized the

contribute greatly in saving the rest
First, The. Del Rios,
of the show.
(wo men and a girl, sock with their

This trio

KEITH'S,

BOSTON

novel acrobatic-balancing.
cashing in on an original way of
dumb-act routine.
presenting
a
Other click is the JuggUng Three
who rotate among the vaudefilmers'year in and year -out without
apparently changing a single movement or line in their act They evidently are firm believers in the old
axiom, 'leave well enough alone,' and
thus far have been proven correct.
As familiar as their routine is,
audiences still go for it.
is
currently
headliner
Tommy Tucker's 'New York Pot o'
Gold Orchestra.' Latter billing was
earned via Tucker's commercial
broadcasts for 'Pot' on the inde>endent-ASCAP licensed stations in
>Iew York not carrying the Horace
Heidt network program. This radio
enhanced
buildup
has
naturally
Tucker's rep, especially in the metropolitan area, but despite this and
the co-headlining McLaglen, business
was not so forte opening night (Friday) at the last show. Rain may male vocalist is 'Stuart Foster, whose
have hurt.
baritone timbre is excellent but his
Tucker, who appeared at the croony technique tends to dispel an
Strand a' year or so ago, has a nice initial favorable Impression. Foster,
band of 12 pieces, five reed, four who makes a handsome appearance
brass and three rhythm,, but he and has okay stage presence, vocals
should exercise greater care in intro- 'Hear a Rhapsody' and 'My Sister
ducing the specialties.
When he and I,' then duos with Miss Hutton
comes to the names he appears to be in 'Angry.' Top piece of the band
racing to get the sentence over' with, numbers is 'Man I Love,' showing
leaving it up to the customers' to get off some glee club arrangements and
the billing out front
solo specialties by Eddie Zandy,
It doesn't appear
merely coin- trumpet and Jack Porcello, guitar.
cidence that Amy 'Amell should
Don Rice, next-to-close, keeps the
adopt such a. childish timbre in her laughs rolling with his fast gagging
vocalizing, making her sound some- popped up with a good drunk imthing like Bonnie Baker 'with Orrin personation that doesnt run too
Tucker. The baby squeak is evi- long. Does caricatures of Ted Lewis,
dent in her"- delivery of Time and FDR, Willkie and John L. Lewis.
Time Again' and the novelty 'Papa's Rice has trimmed his routine so that
in Bed With His Britches On,' but it's it's a continuous succession of laughs.
noticeably missing in her finale duet
The Cart Brothers, deuce, click in
with Donald Brown of 'She's Coin' their clever hokum risley.
Coming Around the Mountain.' Brown bining skill and comedy with' ace
is
the' band's other non-musician timing, the Carrs have no trouble
One of
vocalist a baritone with very studied getting a bid for encores.
facial expressions and movements. these is a serious feat of strength
He's fair with 'High on a Windy Hill' and skill that's pimchy and apend .'I'll Be With You in Apple Blos- plause-worthy.
som Time.' On the latter tune, the
Novelty combo of magic and ballband joins in as a choral group, using room dancing is the forte of the
the very comy effect of having am- Dancing Starrs. While nqthing senber searchlights pinpoint their faces. sational is attempted in either deTucker's best specialty is sax- partment the net effect is very satFox.
player Kerwin Somerville, who sings isfactory.
two novelty tunes, "The Man Don't
is

Swifts,

Band

'

:

Come to Our House Anymore' and
moving with Interest.
'Seven
Beers
with the Wrong
FoUowng theme, 'Summfertlme,' Woman.* Another nice bit is conwhich audience recognized despite tributed by Alan Holmes, also on the
Chicaoo, May 10.
Liz Tilton, band's charm sax, who plays a variefy of jnstmradio,
Willie Shore, Dave ApoUon, Dicfc
ments in much the same maniker as and Dot Remy, Lucienne and As?iour,
division, comes on to sell BMI ol
terings, clicking ttlcely with 'Ama- Benny Meroffi's specialty.
Ben Berl, Ruth Petty, Anne DeVelle;
Very little music is contributed by 'Mr. District Attorney' (M-G).
pola.'
A blonde looker with sensational pipes, she could sell, anything. Tucker'^ band on its own.
The
Next is Bob DuPont, juggler, still maestro makes capital of his latest
Boasting a fine collection of acts,
plenty all right with locals despite recording, "You Walk By,' as a band this show looks great on paper but
routine too' famllar from previous number, but it winds up as another
somehow loses punch through bad
duet by his mixed team of vocalists.
dates.
While lacking name
Show Is on and off in one hour, but production.
Com being all' the rage, Crosby has doesn't
value, the layout falls due to bad
appear that fast'
. Scho.
inserted comedy bit that would bring
spotting of the acts and a general

'

child

appeaL

The wacky mixed double of Masand Rollins are spotted second.
They're actuaUy of nextno-closing
calibre for any show, but the makeup 'this week left them nothing but
the No. 2 slot Comical impression
of a dance team, planned entirely
for laughs and getting them in
bunches, sends the Masters-Rollins
pair over soUdly following t>Ienty of
monkey-shines and miscellaneous
Masters'
talk, hoke, etc., up ahead.
soft-shoe terp session bogs down a
little because it is- too long, especially the slow-motion portion of it.
ActuaUy, though, there's nothing
wrong with his dancing. Should be
a place in pictures for this nutty
team.
Alphonse Berg, who drapes cloth
around three models in record time,
using nothing but pins, opens the
.

ters

.

same spot he had when

bill,

here.
act.

An

Berg

prices in the grain marYet the cash customers ate up
the hilariously funny burlesque by
K. C.
Miller and Haggart
of Sally Rand's fan dance. Six other
Kansas City, May 10.
horn tooters augment the prima
donnas for a line number that
Dicfc Todd, Ted Waldman ond
shouldn't worry the Rockettes.
Susie, Johnny and Don Headino,
For his own part the maestro Is Bud Carlisle and Rosa; Mildred
well content to stay in the back- Duncan, Lester Harding, Herb Six
ground. Assisted by the Bobolinks, House Orch; 'Mr. Distr^t Attorney'
he sings but two numbers, "No. 10 (Rep).
Lullaby Lane' and 'Dolores,' both
rating nice hand.
Nappy LaMare
Offering is embellished by Herb
deserts his guitar long enough to Six house band
on stage and Lester
give out wlm swingerob of "Brown Harding m.c.ing
straight. Temporary
Jug.'
layoff of the eight linegirls was figInstrumentally, the high spot is the ured to be In lieu of a better marslot set aside for the eight Bobcats, quee name. In Dick Todd as a headjitterbugs nearly taking roof from liner the marquee value is upped
staid old' Broad when boys gave out, with the name of the coin-machine
instrumentally, with Ray B&uduc's and radio warbler, but as far as
'Smoky Mary.' Encore had Bauduc, stage show is concerned he's just
drums, and bassman Bob Haggart another act.
with 'Big Noise from Winetka' bringUnder the heading of 'Pleasure
ing down the house. Musically, the Cruise,' the 38 minutes rely on Todd
entire band is far above par, behind for the pimch next to closing,
but it's
the scenes director Gil Rodin keep
too much of an assignment without
ing crew well In the groove.
any girls or a flash act to round out
To dose, a cyclone biits the stage. the shov. While Todd is there with
Miss Dalev, rough and rowdy come- plenty of romantic barltonlng of pop
dienne, sells songs lU^e they've never songs both old and new, he gives
been sold before, singing vocals in them little personality or graciousanything byt the accepted style. In- ness and seemingly is indifferent.
diUglng in eveiy bit bf horseplay
It's a curious coincidence that the
from mugging to simulating an Tower has in Harding a singer of the
linder-slung corkscrew; she whips Todd Calibre, but in deference to the
through comic bits ranging from a headliner Harding uses his pipes only
parody on popular hits to the laun- to speak the straight lines of the
dry number. 'Whirlwind act clever m.c. He calls out Bud Carlisle and
material and the dynamic personality Rosa, following an opening by the
kept the audience breathless, red band, to spin off a few minutes of
bloomer finale knocking them com' topnotch rope-twirling and whip-

TOWER,
.

lack of continuity,
Willie Shore', night club favorite,
and Dave ApoUon share top bUUng
as m.c.s. Both work throughout the
show with fair results. Shore is a
much improved performer since his
Unlike most
last showing here.
night club comics, his material' Is
clean, and with the' exception of OC'
caslonal over&cting, his delivery is
good. ' ApoUon, as usual, scores weU

last

especially unique novelty
theatrical to an extreme

is

because of the way he hops around
as he performs his routine. He goes
over tnough.
Good house on hand at show
Char.
caught.
-

20TH CENTURY, BUFF

STATE-LAKE, CHI

premium
ket

John

Salici Puppets, Alphonse
Co.; 'Men of Boys Town'

•

things

bandmen LaMare,

STATE, N. Y.

a-

'Stars

Bu^alo, May 0.
with
Hollywood'

Over

Deane, Senator Murphy,
Shirley
Ross and Pierre, Lester Oman,
Mercer Brothers, The Martingales;
•Sis Hopkins' (Rep).
They're calling this 'Stars Over
Hollywood,' but if these are the
stars over Hollywood, they are decided misnomers. 'Which means no
offense to fiedgUhg Shirley Deane,
veteran Senator Murphy, or, indeed,
to any of the rather 'B' talent making up the rest of the personnel. It
means only that to assemble a group
this and package it under a
Hollywood stellar label Is such
shortsighted showmanship that there
It. There
iatrt a Ufe-size star, Hollywood or
like

ought to be a law against

otherwise, in the entire galaxy.

Young Miss Deane heads the
group unmistakably and Is allotted
a liberal singing and dancing chore.
As

a chanteuse, replete to the colored kerchief, she reveals a cloudy
contralto, her eagerness to please
for her pouty
deUvery and vocal shortoomlngs.
Her dancing contributions are also
neatly slotted and she gains a -highly favorable xeceptlon.
Senator Murphy Is deUverlng his
faraUiar, stereotyped monolog which
especially soeko.
Lucienne and Ashour, Apache seems to fit In .well enough here, but
team that employs an unusual twist might have difficulty In. faster comThe
in that the girl throws the boy pany by reason of its longevity.'
around, and Dick and Dot Remy, ac- rest of the performance Is on the
robatic turn, are both holdovers niterjr side.
Frank Ross and Anita Pierre are
from the recently closed Ed Wynn
Mimicry.'
biUed
'Comedy
and
in
show, 'Boys and Girls Together.' In
of brass and
the latter act. Shore and ApoUon Ross' vpcal Imitations
in
combine with ZSO-^pouiid f6mme, Miss strings is excellent but lacking
French
Pierre's
Miss
Remy, to present a comedy baUet novelty.
sounds phoney and the patter Is diswhich offers iiosslbijlties but gets no- tinctly corn-fed. Lester Oman turns
where. Here again is an example of
differin a neat marionet offering,
ordinarily smash acts not getting the
ent in technic but with not much apresults they should because of poor
propriateness to thes6 proceedings.
production.
The Martingales are just another
Rounding out the bill are Ben Berl, adagio team and the contributions
clever juggler who works in the of Mercer Brothers in taps and comcomical vein, and a shapely tapster, edy are neither better nor worse
Anne De VeUe. Beri has little than most of the acts of the type.
trouble
keeping
the
audience
mounted
Production
is
better
amused. Miss De Velle is a fair costumed and Ughted than most of
hoofer but lacks personaUty and its forerunners at the house, and
salesmanship. An augmented house there is noticeable Improvement In
pletely out
cracking, and keeps show moving band plays the show well.
the mike arrangements.
Biz, at show caught sood enough. with Mildred Duncan, 14-year old
Busme» good at last show Friday
Business good at supper show
amateur night entry, in cute tap to (6).
Burton.
SaTM.
Gold.
opening day (9).
.

with his mandolin specialty, but is
badly spotted.
Outstanding is blonde Ruth Petty,
whose several numbers show her to
possess fine pipes and neat showmanship. Arrangements are In ex>
ceUent taste ~and display her voice
to best advantage.
'Mean to Me' is

more than making up

-

'

,

.
'
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HOUSE REVIEWS
fact for tb« appeal of her dance,
notable only because of its smoothness.
The Duos, pair of jitterbug
couples, whirl and stamp through a
dizzy few minutes,
"rhc Tayton
ballet, In a conventional few minutes, demonstrates that this sort of
dance falls short of appeal on such a

Majestic,

Mght Club Reviews

San Antonio, May 10.
Mineuitch's
Harmonica
Borrah
Roseau (0), High Priestess Mamba,
'Funzafire' unit with Benny MerofS
Orch (10), Four Sailorettcs, Joe
Bornew Grant, Frank Gaby. Carlyle,
Robbins Bros, and Margie (3), Noble
Bennel, Louise Shannon, Ken and
Trio (3), Jodin and Lang, Noel Toy, bill.
Roy Paige, Terry Howard and Jock
Peggy O'Neill Line (12), Charles
Bob White, m.c, and Charles Talley, DtanTia Abbey, Billy Morosco,
Kaley House Orch (12); 'Repent at CHayton carry through the comedy Al Spiro, Ai de Vito <fe Co., Eight
Leisure' (RKO).
bits which, though weak, get by well Daughters o/ Satan; 'The People vs.
Dr. Kildare' (M-G).
enough.
George Biole nods toward oldtlme
Much better than average is the
vaude formula on his Golden Gate singing of Ruth Durrell, Lee Royce
The poor man's 'Hellzapoppin,'
stage this week, putting the band in and White, providing background
'Funzafire,' with Benny Meroff and
the pit and pulling curtains between and setting mood for the rest of the
House batonist, Charles Viow. White's smooth patter as m.c. his merry madcap crew is touring
each act.
the Interstate circuit and this week
Kaley, sticks strictly to his stick, acts is unobtrusive and capable.
bowing on and oft minus m.c. or
Business was excellent at second is playing the Majestic here. It's a
well rounded 60-minute show, with
Bill, however,
other identification:
show- Thursday (8).
Lynch.
is

completely

not

nostalgic,

girls and flashes knitting whole
a presentation ^nder billing of 'Revue International.'
Honors for the week are split between Frank Gaby, -next to closing,
and the Harmonica Rascals (minus

Minevitch) in the finish spot Gaby
(publicized as direct from Copacabana in Rio) goes over neatly in his
His finale,
ventrUoquial routine.
wherein a stooge seemingly sings
into the mike while Gaby dons hat,
coat and lights a ciggle, draws thunder-clap applause when the stooge
strolls and audience realizes it was
Gaby all the time. Gag is ancient
in principle, but caught the locals
completely oft ^ard here.

Harmonica nme features cowboy
costumes and fancy mouth-organing
Routine
in the familiar pattern.
here Is smooth and Interest-holding,
with half-pint blower taking brunt
Chap has
knockabout stuff.
of
plenty of personality and a flare for
Santo which makes words needless.
:est of the gang offer okay support.
.

Opening acros this stanza are the
(3), two boys and a girl
working on horizontal bars at 15Complete flips and
foot elevation.
gag of sliding along bars as though

Nobles'

going off the end provide a satisfactory opener. Barney Grant, yokel
song-monologist, deuces for excellent results, revealing intelligent reTrey
straint in selling his patter.
spot is a quicKie, being limited
mostly to fast, traveling flips by the
Robbins Bros, and Margie, listed as
Not
'Europe's Dancing Refugees.'

much dancing but the windmill

socko' entertainment

line
Into

stuff

had the fans pounding.
Chinese atmosphere occupies the
fourth niche, opening with Jadin
gesture-terping in a silver costume
and purple spot, followed by Noel
Toy, Oriental stripper from 'the local Forbidden City nitery. Gal gives
glimpses of epidermis, but lights are
so dim and blue it doesn't matter
much either way. Jadin, in low-cut
full-skirted red, returns with her
partner, Liang, in tails, for a ballroom number, Chinese pair making
a neat team.
Gaby on next, with Mamba and
Carlyle following in a voodoo numLatter uses gold paint. With
ber.
jungle background, purple spots,
line girls in savage garb, stage is set
for the jumping and posturing of
the voodoo 'ritual dance,' which can
mean anything. It's slightly on the
corny ;ide, although revealing pos-

From

Philadelphio,

the opening

thing goes.

EARLE, PHILLY

And

May

(M-O.

New

!

:

audience loved

crew

puts

on

a

HI-HAT,

His
ing them in large nui^ibers.
booking at a time when, thousands
of conventioneers are in town was,
consequently, wise.
Venuli is no -slouch on the violin
and he batons the band from Strauss
Young and
waltzes to the conga.
old went for his music in a big way
the opening night, and the tables
were kept empty and the food left
to get cold at the dinner performance when the show was caught. The
minor fault with Venuti's band was
that it was a wee bit on the loud
fivery new band here has this
side,
trouble at first. Band's music is a
nice blend of wind and string deCombo
brasses.
spite' the heavy
also provides excellent background
for the show.
Dawn and Darrow, dance team,
the
from
routines,
run the gamut of
Their whirls
waltz to the Latin.
and spins differ from usual run and
pair got plenty of palm pounding,
being forced to give two encores.
Pair's work is smooth and clever
and they make swell appearance.
The Pitchmen, a pianist who is no
slouch at the keyboard and two
players of kazoo-type instruments
with which they imitate bands, various instruments and sounds, prove
one of the most enjoyable acts seen
in the spot in months. They throw
in a dash of farce and slapstick that
got plenty of laughs. Audience refused to let them go untiPthey contributed a couple of encores.
Luba Mallina, also a repeat performer after several years, has nice
pipes and clicks with several songs,
especially with The Last Time I
Saw Paris.' (Sal is looker and got
She sells a song
nice response.

stroking someone's head there and
climaxing with a kiss on a man sitting in the front row, all eight girls
following the leader.
To 'Donkey Serenade,' Louise
Shannon, shapely redhead, gives out
with a nifty tap. Orchestra comes
back with several outstanding imthe beauteous Helen O'Connell, the personations of well known name
Dorsey solos on the sax and cliirinet bands called out by members of the
plus the energetic thumping on the audience. Best of these are Glenn

Dorsey's

'

I

the way.
close every-

saxer, follows with a sax
solo while dancing to get nice returns.
The Eight Daughters of S^tan are
hoofers with nifty looks.
Meroff
joins them and doesn't do badly.
With the leader at their head, girls
play follow the leader, and he takes
them in their scanty costumes into
the audience, shaking hands here,

The kids jammed the house tor
the opening, and for the first time
since the hectic days of the first
Benny Goodman opening, the gendarmes had to be called out to keep
order.

9.

.

'

set;

Orlcons, iWay

;

The effect of Jimmy Dorsey's pheBilly Morosco,. in tramp costtnue,
nomenal rise as a jukebox fave was
shown by his reception at the open- goes over in a session of jokes with
ing of his current stay at the Karle. Merqff and then is into a nifty tap
Less than eight months ago he routine oh' roller-skates. Joe Bonnet,
pint sized
played the house, and, although his
gross was plenty in the black, there
was no close comparison to the type
of outburst he's evolung this sesh
from the crew haircut and sweater

doll number, with the girl
portraying an automaton, is tops.
Better wardrobing of Maarcya, however, would improve the act.
Tiny Judy Starr, who was wellliked when she appeared on
-„ local

Joe Venuti's Orch, Dawn and
Darrow, The Pitchmen (3), Luba theatre. stages with Hal Kemp's band
Jtfaltna,
Maysy and Bracli, Kay and Charlie Butterwbrth, ' has a
Starr,
Hcrbie Peer ond Tommy voice, style and repertory which are
not adapted for this sort of supper
Lewis.
club. She appears in juvenile attire,
This swank nitery, with good instead of the usual type of gown
shows as a policy, maintains the '^us'°"'a''y here, and her arrange^
standard with Joe Venuti's versatile ments of threadbare numbers like
crew. What may be considered lack- 'Beat Me Daddy,' 'Mean to Me' and
Flshies,'
flavored
with a
ing in quantity is more than offset 'Littte
Show moves in smattering of unsophistication in deby the quality.
good tempo and is high in entertain- livery, are ordinary.
The two Arthur Murray dancers
ment value.
On the strength of previous visit illustrate and teach the n » dance
Rees.
here and an entirely pleasing, work- steps.
manlike aggregation, Venuti is draw-

Al de Vito and Co. open the show
with their bits of nonsense, with
stooges placed everywhere in the
house, to nite laughs. Curtains open
to disclose band on stage, and it goes
into a nice bit of rhythm. Meroff invites one of the audience up to lead
the band, and a draftee, at showing
caught, managed to garner some nice
applause and laughs for his attempts.

9.

French

N. O.

(HOTEL ROOSEVELT)

all

till

this

BLUE ROOM,

it.

Jtmmv Dorset/ Orch (14)^ urtth
Helen O'Connell, Bob £berll); Buddy
Schutz, Hector and his Dogs, Stump
and Stumpy; 'Washington Melodrama'

show

almost an exact facsimile of
their offering of last October. It's a
combination of their best recordings,
a couple of ballads by Bob Eberly,
a few tunes in the jive manner by

that's

by Buddy Schutz. B.ut the cus- Miller, Kay Kyser and Artie Shaw.
tomers go almost frantic for more.
Interspersed here, too, are several
Eberly scores with 'I Hear a Rhap- stooges, giving out with their imsody' and 'My Sister and I.' Blonde pressions of Rudy Vallee. Sally Rand
Miss 0'(3onnell nets the kudos with and George Givot, to garner good
a trio, of novelties, 'Sender On a laughs.
Comedy slightly corny is that done
Bender,' 'Minnie from Trinidad' and
'One Sweet Letter from You.' The by Ken and Roy Paige, although the
pair doubles on a duet on 'Amapola,' fight scenes and eccentric dances are
well done. Terry Howard with Jack
Dorsey's No. 1 jukebox hit,
Dorsey's standout tunes, judging Talley have a familiar routine of a
from the reaction of the crowd down young girl with fidgety feet and
hands who -always wants 'to go.'
front,
were 'John Silver' and
skins

CHICAGO
Chicago,

Line opens and closes- the footlight
with stars-and-stripes routines, using flag-trimmed costumes at
first and returning in all-flag briefles.
sector

Wem.

Biz- fair.

Court Sq.> Springfield
Spring/leld, Mass.,

May

9.

'La Vic Paree' with Roberta Jonay,
Florence Hin Loiu, Latasha and Lotoence, Flagg and Arnold, Dorothy
Coudy, Charles Clayton, The Duos,

Ha-ClM-San, Tayton Ballet, Ruth
DurreU, Lee Royce and Bob White;
'The De«il Comniands' (Col).
Bxcellent dancing and smooth timing mark A. B. Marcus' 'Continental
revue,' here for four days (8, 9, 10,
II).
Opening with Roberta Jonay's
peacock dance, the show flows
smoothly to a colorful conga finale.
Miss Jonay's strutting terp is notable
for the delicate exactitude of its imitation, accentuated by graceful use
of her hands.
Flagg and Arnold have developed a
smooth, rhythmic muScular control
that enhances their tumbling and
balancing.
The pair specializes in
difficult hand-to-hand stuff.
class appeal.

Act has

the butterfly dance of
Dorothy Coudy. Her manipulation
Colorful

is

of huge silken wings is made most
effective by varicolored lighting efThe
fects on a darkened stage.
dance ends symbolically as the
'butterfly's'
wings appear to disfolve in leaping flames.

Latasha and Lawrence, Australian
dance team, perform an ordinary
'Beauty and Death' routine, with
Lawrence garbed as a skeleton.
Their dancing is adequate, but Lawrence, appearing alone, steals the
act with' a demonstration of bis flexible body.
Similar contortions are presented
by Florence Hin Low, Chinese whose
ict features her ability to 'sit on her
head.'
The two acts, btth unusual,
are separated on the bill but seem
to make for a preponderance of this
sort of thing.

Clad almost solely in silver paint,
'T?.-Cha-San dppendi mo.'tly on this

May

6.

Georges and Jo Aim,
Calgary Bros. (2), He.leii Morgan,
Billie Younger Dancers (6), Eddie
Fans Orch, Ben Vera Orch.
Jacfc Hilliard,

Reverting to the policy of prenames once again after a

senting

siege of slow business, the Hi-Hat
has seemingly chosen a winner in
Helen Morgan. The room is the right
type for Miss Morgan and well
adapted for her individual talents.
Jack Hilliard, singing m.c, keeps
the show going at a smooth pace,
and in his solo spot displays a fine
voice and good choice of numbers,
A likeable chap, Hilliard seems

destined for better things.
efforts of
little to
benefit the show, Routines are clull
and too long, Avhile dancing technique is just average.
Out of vaudeville, the Calgary

Rather ordinary dancing
Georges and Jo Ann do

Brothers prove themselves to be a
satisfactory cafe act, and grab plenty
of laughs with their comic portrayal
of two drunks. An encore bit In slow
motion is somewhat lost due to the
layout of the floor, but for the most
part the act shows plenty of punch.
Rounding out the show are the six
girls of the dancing ensemble who
currently offer nothing unusual ill
appearance, costuming or routines.
Eddie Fens and his band play the

show music well and Bea Vera and
her group are there for the devotees
of the Latin-type dancers; In all, not
an outstanding supporting bill for
Pair
shows
nice
voice
in
vocal
to
brassy hunk of jive called 'Sewing
Gold.
Miss Morgan,
'Ma, He's Making Eyes at Me,' with
the Wild Oals.'
nicely.
(Continued
on
page
54)
Maysy and Brach, unicyclists, gave
The supporting acts also are plenty
Besides
thrills.
clicko. Hector and his Dogs are a
the big crowd some
the
on
Review
stunts
Unit
hair-raising
novel animal turn in which the stags
some
wheeled contraption, Brach balseems cluttered with pups of all
sizes and description. 'They wander
ances girl on shoulders and spins 11
Acts in Theatres
around in a hit-or-miss manner until
hoops on legs and arms at same time.
they're given the word, and they
Act proves socko entertainment.
Kay Starr, (BROADWAY, CHARLOTTE, N. C.)
vocalists.
Venuti's
wind up in amazing formations.
VICTOB McLAGLEN
Herbie Peer and Tommy Lewis, are
But the show-stoppers at this Talk
a versatile lot, performhig a shade
catching were the sepia-hoofing duo 11 Mins.; One
Charlotte, May 9.
better collectively than individually.
of Stump and Stumpy.
couple of Strand, N. T.
Pepito, Valdez and Peggy, White
is well paced and
show
the
While
local lads who got their start terpThis is Victor McLaglen's first highly entertaining, the important Sisters (2), Trini^ Lurene, Milton
ing for handouts on the midcity side- gop - priced
stage
personal on
walks,
these
chocolate
stompers
roadway and it's a sad mistake.
have really developed into topnotch The film player is knocking down
showmen. Their pantomime, sense $3,000 weekly and he should have
'Ma'rdi Gras NighU,' making its
of timing and comedy are really spent a fair share of this for an act,
debut here, looked ragged on its inMinnesota Terrace
Class A. They rated three encores something he's completely minus.
itial performance, but showed promwhen caught, the applause almost
ise of building into a pleasing tab.
McLaglen got an ovation here on
(HOTEL NICOLLET, MPLS.)^
tearing down the rafters.
Show also hurt by fact it was short
his entrance, a volume of applause
Minneapolis, May 8.
two acts, Hickey Bros, and Alice,
Standees filled the lobby at this seldom heard for a picture personand Johnny ^ Bryant,
comics, _
catching Friday (9) supper show. ality, but the bowoff plaudits were
^
Del Casino Orch (14). Judy Sfarr, zany
,
.
and Gunsett, Arthur' whistler. Unit wasn't scheduled to
Per the usual Hollywood Maarcya
far less.
Shal.
minopen until- four days later in Portsroutine, he first told the audience Murray Dancers (2) uieefc-day
mouth,
Va., but pushed up opening
$1.50.
Saturdays,
in
N.
'V.,
imum $1;
how glad he was to be
date to cover for local house, caught
an audience stooge, a nearthen
N. Y.
midget in misfits, hopped on the
New layout at this swanky spot is without a unit for the weekend,
thea(NEWSBEELS)
stage and demanded his autograph. unimpressive for the most part. Del] Missing acts, working at Tower
From this evolved a lot of alleged C^sino's band, organized only nine tre, Kansas City, were unable to
as far as make opening date but will join show
American newsreels, albeit unwit- comedy chatter by the stooge regard- months ago, passes muster
playing the show Is concerned and shortly.
tingly,
may become increasingly ing McLaglen's- past flhn perform'continental
any
the
for
billed
as
calling
Pepito,
dangerous to U. S. defense. By their ances, while McLaglen stood by and for dancing without
abbreviated floor en- clown,' is on twice and Is the main
diligent reporting and by their in' contributed shy grins. The talk was salvos but the
below the room's works. Working with line, he opens
trepid picture-gathering of arma- unfunny and McLaglen, no beaut in tertainment falls
with a circus turn and with girls
ment factories and in commentary the first place, merely looked like usually high standard. show% failure dressed
in clown costumes, going on
One reason for the
descriptions of their localities, the an inanimate mountain of fiesh.
The stooge business runs nine min- to jell sufficiently is the fact that, stage through mouth of clown's head
work that American defense has
Then, for an encore, McLag- aside from one member's vocalizing, set in center. Working with a half
tried so hard to conceal from espion- utes.
scene the band contributes nothing in the dozen changes of costume, Pepito
age is being tipped off to the world len does a two-minute dying
solos,
balances eggs,, imitates a crying babv,
from The Informer,' the picture role way of novelty numbers,
at large.
which won him an Academy Award. specialties or effects, confining itself rides world^s 'smallest' bike and put
There's no gainsaying that what Had the Oscar been predicated on to conventional music. In view of on a menagerie aqt in which line rethe newsreel companies have to say, McLaglen's re-enactment of that the small number of acts and their turns in animal sidns and he whipor photograph, can be perhaps just particular scene In person, it's un- weakness, this deficiency becomes the cracks them through routines. Act
a small fraction of aid to enemies likely the judges would have handed more conspicuous.
okay, but should, be after line
{ is
from within, since indubitably there over the statuette.
Casino, erstwhile radio warbler, gets routine down pat. Pepito comes
are many fifth columnists and espionvocalizes and emcees, foregoing the back later as an opera singer for a
It's too bad there's no such thing
age agents working in this country, as a retake in vaudeville.
Scho.
baton-handling. Band runs largely come stint in which he displays an
for:
who are already aware of defense
mainly
baritone,
excellent
in
to brasses and goes
plant locations, But why aid them
Valdez and Peggy are amusing in
swing, but with a smattering of
unneccessarily.
EDDIE BRACKEN
tango' and rhumba stuff utilizing their burlesque waltz routine in
hand drums, etc. Orchestrations are which he roughs her up a bit when
The aforementioned is brought Comedy
okay for dancing—an important item they go in for a whirl at adagio,
home particularly this week in the Paramount Theaire, N. T,
Bracken's entertaining brand of here where the guests are on their But they're, on- (oo Imp.
newsreels, where, for instance, two
The Wlijte Sisters, duo vocalists.
companies clearly indicate the lo- humor was part of the Broadway toes much of the time.
As for Casino, the .band's only are on for a _ pleasing _piping of
cales of plane factories, though they musical 'Too Many Girls,' last season
art probably sufficiently prominent and he's in 'Reaching for the Sun' singer, he's good-looking in the Siboney' and 'Ciri Biri Bin.' They
singing,
on an international scale to defy (Par), running concurrently with romantic manner, extremely person- put a lot of stuff into their registers
unassuming
showmanship which
plus
charmingly
This,
and
apable
Par.
the
at
news extinction.
his personal
The rest of the bill, of course, is parently, is his initial try at a major He possesses neat pipes, particularly solidly with the bald-headed row,
line, conies out for a
constituted mainly on the defense of theatre stand as there's no file evi- effective in the higher registers. Lurene, of the
Such numbers as 'Smoke Gets in br'rf single ip'^r'^re',"'--.-!; dance,
the U. S. and the war abroad, with dence of prior dates.
Trini is Impressive in a semi-nude
Comedian socks his stuff over Your Eyes,' 'Beguine' and 'R.eturn to
nothing out of the ordinary. The deline, who melt off stage to
fense question even invades the solidly. He has a very ingratiating Sorrqn'to,' especially the last-named, with the
open- leave her by herself. Somehow, she
sports news, where one might think style of delivery, speaking his lines are well sold. But, instead of
in
ing the show, he'd close it to better manages to wind up on lop of piano
it would be too far remote, by catch- softly as if he were telling gags
for
a bit of pretzel bending and pash
his
of
portions
advantage.
Best
ing Hank Greenberg, the $55,000- a living room.
flrst- terping.
Line
is seen again in finale
are
a
he
Gunsett
which
and
bits
in
Maarcya
panto
are
routine
Detroit
salaried outfielder of the
baseball rate ballroom dance team with novel in Latin number, and show ability
ineffective
an
Tigers, in his final game before de- imitates
Band, playing from
featuring and training.
routines,
striking
for $21 per month and the pitcher' and another which takes off and
, parting
Army. At that, Metro caught him in a cocky boxer being flattened. He's thrilling lifts, spins and acrobatics, pit, backs up show fairly well but almost drowns out vocalists,
a rather perfect setting, since he hit a quick change arti.st too, doing each Their waltz and tango contributions
one of his two homers on his final bit in appropriate costume. Act is a .attain a high degree of smoothnes.s. t Good b.o. house on shov -.aught.
"Inoh for anneal anvv.'hc>-p Wood.
Nakn.
day.
a

New
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I

Variety Bills

State (IS)

Rhythm Kocketa

Henry Armetta
Dick Stabile Ore
Mary Jane Smith

Sallcl

Armando'*
Geo Morrla Ore
Pedrlto Ore
Jayne Manner*
Beachcomber
liester Lanln Ore
Chaves Ore

Bea Sajcon
Don Rice
Puppeta

Carmen D* Antonio
Toy A Wing

Panunonnt
cmcAoo

CITT

ParamaaDt (14)
Alvlno Rey Ore
King ais

State I«fee (IS)

Uuirina

*

Chick

Lee

Olga Ivanova
Nastia Pollakova
MaruBia Sava
Adla KuznetzoS
Sonia Koravaeff
Michel Michon
Mlshl Uzdanotr
ArjBlak Arafelova

Annette
Sherry Brltton

'

Ted Straoter Oro
John Buckmaster.

Annie Kent

Place Eteganl*
Ernest Franz Oro

Spivy

Plaia
Arthor Ravel Ore
Jo* Patnmy Ore
LuolUe Johneon

Rnhibow

Stork Club
Sonny Kendl* Ore
Ray Benson Oro

Palmer
mU'e Gay

Lola

Ted Leater

Charles Strickland
Lulu Bates

••>*

A Servo
WMrlUg TOP

Martin

(Ft. Lee, N. J.)

Pancho Ore

HOtal Brevooct
Paula Lawrence

C
Jimmy Savo

Pace Sierra

<

Vlo Earlson
S Loose Nuts

RKO
(•)

Grand (S)
Co
Pan American Fol

Abe Lyman Oro
Royal Ouarda
Arren & Broderick
K\ng A Arlena

Bernlvlcl

BOSTON

DAYTON

Keith'*' (16)

Uarcns Rev

Colanlal

CINCINNATI

Walklkl NIshta

ahabert (ie>

Harry Savoy
Dixon Co
Manablnoa
Inec Qamble
D A J Forde

Abe Lyman Ore
Royal Ouardi
3 Sailor*

Kins

Arlena

Ic

Rev

(»

Bmll Boreo
Frank Hazzone Co
Henry Therrlea
Patricia Joyce

Lela Moore
Oriaba A Brona

NonI A Leonarda
Helen Carroll
Ray ic Trent
Sybil Bowa n
.

CLEYELANV
Palace

(IS).-

Horace Held^ Ore

(VUIage)

Henry Allen Ora
Kenneth Spencer
Meade Lnx Lewis

Charles Miller Co

<•>

Latin Quarter

(IS)

Btiand (IS-M)
Vincent Lopez Oro
Oandamlth Broa

Dmitri Matjlenke

Gypsy ' MarkoK

NEW TOBS

CITY

Strand (16)

Tanco Borca
LuDla NesteroTs
Tina Boleva
Qeorges Stefaneaca
Clarenaoat laa
Jo* RIcardel Ore
Clab
O Andrews Oro
Peter Brent Ore
Pat Harrington
Emmett Oldfleld Co Jack White
Roy
Sedley
Klao A Lenora
Diana Fontain*
<»>
Ttankle' Hyera
Wayne King Ore
iron* Barclay
I Randall Sla
Monocled Amba'dora Cor. Chita

U

^

Tommy Tucker
UoLaslen

Victor

.

raUiADBLraiA
Earte (16)

Buy Lombardo Oro
an Lamb
Oleen

A

Shirley

Tommy Wonder A B AnlU Dillon
Ann Paige
Don Cummlogs

WASHINQTON

Chab Gancho
Don Avendano Ore

Earia (16)

Qaa Foater 01*

Cutrlto

Marina I/ord

Jimmy Doraey Ore
tump A Btumpr
Hector Co

PITTSBUBGH.
Staalay (16)
Inro

Lul*
Jo**

(«)
.

'

Hall (IS)

Roaelle

Irace Panzlnl
locket tee

p*m

ApoUo
rimmle

A

(16)

Carl

m
f

O

Freddy

A

Harriet
Perklna
Belen Stuart
lohn Maaon Co
Jimmy Baakett*
(Llberta

AKBON

Palace (16-18)

Wayne Kins Oro
Randall Sla
TAB
I

Wonder
Don Cummlngd

BALTIMOHB
HIppodroraa (U)
Orazy Show
Milt Brltton Oro
Isabel Jewell

CAB

Floyd

AI Gordon CO'
State (18-il)
uncle Ezra Show

gM6-17)
on Hooten
-

ob Carney

CAUDEN

Towers

(17-18)

Max A Oans
Clna A Cortez

Pritchard A Lord
Jed DoDley Co
t Continentals

ELIZABETH
Ubertr-

(lff-18)

Elizabeth Co-

Joseph Watson
f DeMarco Klda
Lawla A -Baser*
I Speed K(og8

FBEEPOBT

nveport
'

Jlouland*
oey Dean

-

(16)

BellTr
(Two to

Domlnguez

Jaek Waldron
aienore

O

Wood

A

Co

Diane

Do Marcos

Panl Haakon
Josephine Huston
-

'

Hetd Boosevelt
Jo** Morand Oro
Hotel Savoy-Plaa
Bmll* Petti Oro
HUdegarde
Leo Kahn

Ula Lee

Gllda Gray
Charlea King

fill)

(lC-19)
2

A S

Bdwla Qeorge

Pes Los

PBOVIDBNCEHetropoUtaa
(16-18)

Larry Clinton Ore
Dinah Shore

Johnny Wood*
Lane A Ward

Famon* Door

Sylvan Green Ore
3

Heat Wave*

Oayl* Gaylord
Ford Crano
Princess Aloma
C Hoherty Ola
Forbidden atf

Hotel SheltoB

Johnny Johnson

HoM

O

Ooorge

St.

(Brooklyn)

Dave Martin Oro
Dee Williams

Tank

Porter

Dick Fulbrlght
Hotel

St.

Uorite

Lolo A Ramon
Flotenee A Alvarea
Batty Black
Jaye Martin
Hotel St Bed*
Hal Saundera Orr
Goa Martel Ore
Hotel Tatt
Frankle Masters O
Phyllis Myles
Hotel WaMorfAsteria
(Starlight Boot)

Xavler Cusat Ore
Mlgaellto Valdes

LIna

Romay

Margo

Gypsy MarkoS
Evalyn Tyner
H Williams Trio
loelaod Bestaurant
Ray A Harrison
,
Moslnis
Ted Eddy Oro
Harrington A Green Chin Wan
Jack
Co
WILLOW OBO^'E Or'nwl'b Village Inn BentonLane
Twins
Willow Grove
Anthony Trlnl Ore Danny White
(IS only)
Kelly'* Bteble
Roberto Welch
Burns 2 A El
Velyne Hague
Stuff Smith Oro
Edwin Qeorge
Ruth
Kldd
Viola
Rylton Sis
J^fferaon ,

.TOBRIMGTON

Alhambra

>

(17-18)

Orays

Carroll

A Howe

4 Sidneys

_WOBCESTER
nymoDth

(ie-14)

Count Basle Ore
Chuok A Chuckles
Whltey Co
Boogie Woogle Co

TOrMOBTOWN
INtlaoo (20-Sl)

TAB

Den Commlitgs

Sal Cab'ral Oro

Maya Ketla
Hoc Shoe
Jue Fong

Dolly Reckleas

Frank McCormIck
Bavana-Uadrld
Frollan Maya Oro
Juanlta Sanahrla O
Roslta Ortega
Ceaar Tapla

La* Adelltaa
VllUrlno
Delore* DeLeon
.

HIckorr Hoo*«
Ray Connitt Ore
Harriet Clark

'

La Congn
Jack Harrl* Ore
Noro Morale* Oro
Beatrice

A

Capella

Jay A Lou Seller
Lazara A Caslell'OB
Josephine Del Mar
La Martinique
Eddie Oliver Oro
Herburt Curbello O

Danny Kayo
Adrlenne
Claire

A

Arena

Parte Inn

Townsends
Ralph Eastwood

Kenny Henryeon
Dominie
Marg'rlt*

A

.

4 Kit

Cata
3 Rocketa
Dorothy Garbo
Cee Pee Johnson O
Bcheberaxade Cate

Brady
Manny' Strand Ore
Florentlae Oaidea

*opi»y'*

Doloree

The Topsyette*
John Maloney
Paul Locke
Maurle Sherman
WUshlro Bowl
•

'

Cafe

Velaseos

Dave Forrester Oro

Sklnnay Bnnis Ore

Ambaaaador Hotel
Ore

A

Barry

Hadley Gls

Dorothy Dnlo
Eddie Roth Ore

Dlncklinwfc
Ted Flo RIto On.
Earle >>«alle
Orandfat'r's Folllef

.

Ulaekstone Hotel
(Ballnese' Km.)
Johnny Duffy Ore

Janet Pulton
Brevoert Hotel

(Crystal Boom)
Nlblle*
Peggy Lester
Bob Billings

'3

Broadmont
Buddy Lake
Honey Chile
Betty Coed*

AnlU Page

Sally Barr

Herb Rudolphs Ore
Ohes Paree
Lou Breese Ore
(Gertrude

Nlesen

Jimmy Rae

Dano
Frank LIboae
16 Commandera
Cole

Lola Wallner
Evans Gls

Beverly Sis

I

CInb Mlnnet

Helene Carol
Kitn Ray
Alvira Morton
Ethel Brown
FlllDfore

Sherman

Art Fischers Ore
Del Bates
Colony Clab
Bobby Ramon Ore

Monchlta Ore

Coloshnoa

Dee

Blllle

Carlos .Reyes Oro
Curt' Weller Ore

Evergreen Casino
Beth Chains
Nltza

A Raven

Madeline White
Doris Elliott
Pat Shevlln Ore
Carolyn Knight

Brooks

Tom

Sis

Bartell

Marie FHzpa'trick

Bubbles Shelby
Grace O'Hara
Keller Sla

Loune Roda
King's Swing Ore
Oay eo>* Cafe
Pinky Lee
Phil

Wood Oro

Stmt Flash
Nat Wilson

May Joy

Gomez

(H Widton Boot)

(Olasa

Hat Bm)

(Peacock
Jot Vera

Rm)

Edgewaler Beach
Hotel

(Beach Wnik)
Bernle
Roslta

Cummlngs

A Devo

WInl Shaw
3 Novack Sla
Jack Buchanan
Arden Dane
Dlan Rowland
Johnny King
Chas Carllale
Benny Reah Ore

Pen Raymond
Agnes Barry
Uttle Bathakeller
3 Radio Acca

Joan Weoda
DeLloyd McKay

McColl Sis

Palm Beaob
Bobby Jones

JJmmy Dale

-

Vaughn
Don Pablo Ore

Virginia^

Hock's Bedford Ina
Mae MeOrkw Oro
CInb Boyale
Donald Novl*
Wesson Bros
Rosalean A Seville
Maxlne Turner

I

Beth Farrell
Claire Williams

-

Jaek A, Gerry
Bob Boucher

Virginia

Great Zlegfrld

Stan Norri* Ore

Bob Stanley Co

Mnnchs

Sake Show Bar

Lee Walter' Ore
CoAtowB Tavei^
Beef Trust

Harry Rose
3

Crandall Sla

Meagher

Billy

Good A Goodie

Harriet Brent
Valyne Hague
Gonzalo A Beryl
Pete Vlera Ore
Statler Hotel
Dick Haviland
Gloria Hart
Lea Arquette Oro
Orlando
Hdnd's
Jacqueline Herman
Fausto Curbclo Oro
3 Old Timers
4 Octaves
San Diego
Manuel Lopez
Bill Bailey
George Presnell
Bill Rnghea
London Chop Hoase Al
Alexander Ore
Alan Wood
Tonia ValentI
Beverly A Richards
Mlnatrel Tavern
Chet Bverhart
Prosper A Wolfe
Ruby Ore
4 Tone*
Verne'*
Margie Rooe Marcb
Morocco
Sissy GInnle Loftus
Ann Lee
'Oay Nineties' Rev
Bd McGoldrlek. Sr Buddy.
Klna A Tuka
Dui^ay
Helen Marriott
Ming
Joe Foder Ore
Dick Hughes
NeU Dleghan'*
Madelon Baker
Harry Collet Ore
Leonard Cooks
Neblolo'a.
WMtUer Hotel
Morrone A Gallo
Dl Giovanni
(Gold Cob Boom)
Pryde A Dell
Frederick A Colllna Tony PattI
Mary filler
Phelps A Cullenbino
Havenalres (4)
Wonder Bar
$ Vanettes
Ray Hettinger Ore Leonard
Sammy DIbert Or*
Seel Oro
Old FtalU Tavern
Betty Hoffman
FITTSBTIR&H
Billy Hayea' Ore
Jane Reese
Anchorage
Ida lola
Buck Calhoun
Everett Havdn
Hugh Morton Ore
Andy Russell
Betty Donahoe
Maynard Dedne
Jean O'Neill
'Al Dovln
Arlington Lodge
Open Door Cafe
Bvetsreen Gardeaa
Phil Caveiza Ore
Myrna Lee
Red Clarke Ore
Balconudes
Marlta
Ebble Schaub
Buddy Carlson Ore Paula
Bonnie Waters
Harvey
Mildred Kay
BUI Green's
Hotel Boosevelt
Judy Manners
Marvin Dale Ore
Len Lenchan
Irving Uraalow Ore Boogte-Woori. Clsb S?,»r,et Je«e
Doog
Sherman
Palumbo's
Hotel Scheoley
Maxle Simon
Lucky Bucks
Billy Hinds Oro
Harry Comoroda
Lavee Twins
Rita Seaman
Buddy Blaine
Irene Kaye
Buzz .Mayer
Tubby Miller
Barnett A Barclay
Jack Calhoun
Reggie Dvorak
Little Joe A Jean
Hotel
Penn
CInb PetUe
Johnny I.oary
(CbaltcrboK)
Piccolo Pete OnYvonettea
Baron Elliott Oro
Betty Smiley
Park Casino
Billy Cover
Art Schambcrg
Pk Casino Trou'dors Johnnie Bower
Michael Strange
Prank Hall
Marianne Krelg
Ruth Stevens
Stephanie A Craig Mary Kennon
(Continental Bar)
Edith Delaney
Frank Andrlnl 4
Cork and Bottle
Margot Wells
Kennywood Park
Lloyd Fox
Rainbow .Tfrrace
Bob Cheater Ore
El ChIco
.

Prof Crump
Orlando

The Wests

Jackie Del 91o

-

\

I

I

;

r

(StralTard, Pa.)
Cecil Golly Ore
Mildred Stonily

Carlos

Carlta

Ken

Roman

Grille
T
H«ri. wii*.
Barle
vnit

A

Hotel Fort Pitt
Bailey Ore

Hal Piter

Johnny Mitchell
_
Wheatle,
Biril^mi*^""""
Walton
Loretta A Lavarre
Irma Guthrell
AdeliDe Vere
»

Mildred Gllspn

Maurice A Cordoba Bddy Bookney
Rol Parker Oro
Grace Corwln
Michael Sandlna
llendecvooo
Ahcarns
(Hotel Senator)
Rose Gallo
Beale St Boys
Lou Morrison
i;nlvenilty 3
Nell Fontaine f>ri'
Spatola's tiriUo
Mata A Hari

'Jam Session
Geo Verreehla

Ramonl Oro
Roaal Sis
Lollta Cordoba

Hymen

Jimmy Engler

Dick Jones
-

Wn

I

I

rirs.ii

lienor* Sola

Tlrza
Glamour Gla
Helen Heath
Bob Ruaaell
Roy Rogers
Vera Neva
Frank Quatrell Ore Frank Paris

Ray

.Charles Coatello Ota

Bowery

Chlqulta

Gene

Splc & Bran

Juanlta

A Lee
Carlln Ore
Olde Wayne (iab

Roshee

||',"^'o;-Jf.»»'>«'
Allen
—
Barry Wilkinson
(Motor Bar)
Pete Vera

'

I

'

Plunkett

Fred Laaprello

Kay

Ralph Cook
Jack Prince

Cengrras Hotel

VenutI Ore
Dottle Winters

-

Fran Urban
Susan Lang

narrlet Norrls
Eileen Grnvell
Allen Coe
1623 Locnst
Bernle Adier
Marian Proctor
Elf.'e Burton
Paullette La Pierre Roae Marie Kenny
Pola Montoya
Dave Unell Ore

Art KasscI Ore
Marlon Holmes
Collette

'

Embnssy
Geo Clirford
Deane Denlae

Gloria t>ale

CInb Alubaro
Mickey Dunn
Alan Rogers
Marlon Moor*

R^m)

Oman

Btamarck BM«I
(Walnut Room)

I

Kuvak

Marie LIberlon
Dolores Dell
Joe Wayne
Dottle Verrae /
Eddie King Ore

4-V Bar

CHIQAGO
(Pomp

Flash Lane
Lillian

PuananI Mathews
Mike WIke
Charlie Openul

Frankle Gallagher
Hal Chanslor
Jean Neunler
Gordon Bishop

Kane

Margie Hill
Rose VenutI
Dl Pinto'*

Kaha

Bcnn)r

Jerry Lester

Val

Ad Lib
Carol

Alex Morlaon

Sandra Karlna
Russian Gypsy Ore
Seven Sea*
Lllla KIplkona

Maxlne Lewis
Bd61e Calvert
Bobby Uathewa
Red Stanley Oro
Johnle Bright Ore
Grace Hayce Lodge
Bomcraet Hoifae
Mary Healy
Harry Rlngland
Neville Fleeaon
Lou Bailee
Peter LInd Hayes O
Swanne Inn
Grace HayesRebecca Haye*
Slim A Slam
Gladys Bentley
Heaae of Nnrphy

It'

Smythe A Dolores

Barbara Stone

Taaclia BorovrskI

Beok-Ca4Ullae Hotel
Northwoad Ina
(Book Casing)
Anita Jacobl
Loron Parson*
Wooda A Bray
Janice George
Harry Schilling
.

Jimmy

Jack Grinin
Do Mayos (2)

Al Stone
Victor Hugo'e Ore
Monoa Inn
Jack Hutchinson
Darlene
Paul Brachard
Montez A Maria
Don
Henrique A Adrl'n* LerolA Dorese
Gallagher A Rush
Nancy Newell
CarzolPs
Glamour Gla (3)
Charlie Galnest Ore Lola Clair
Bdythe Ballade
Harry Rose
Frank .Cuneo Ore
Grace Gordon
Waneta Bates.
Mayo'*
Bobby Vail
Gu* Jobnaon Ore
Wilbur Ranee
Uanny Blnntgomery
Panl Kane
CInb IB
Lollta
Harriet Hale
Blllle Chester

'

Anniversary
Fred Scott
Low, HIte A SUnl'y
Sugar Gelse
David Marahall Ore
CharUe Foy'a CInb
Charllo Foy
Leonard Sues

I

Kretchmer

Sally Keith

Mona Wilson

M'rtlnez Leo Zollo Ore
Cadlllne Tavern
Harry Dobbft Ore
Cadillac Caperelces
Bon Perry

Henry Monet
Revue Farlslenne
Rev Helen Harrison
Freddie Martin Oro Helen Miller
Chuck Henr>- Oro
Earl Carroll
Pirates Den
Buster Shaver
Peg)cg Happeney
Olive A George
Bugs Wilson
6 Debonair*
Henry Grant
Beryl Wallace
Gaby La FItte
Frankle Convlll*
Black Andy
Mary Peterbeck
Flo Aah
Helen O'Hara
Marjorle Raymond
Sunny Dale
Reyes' Rhilmba Bd Nick .Cochran Ore
St Clair A Day
Bhumboogto
Rhumba Oro
Billy Daniel
Jimmy Brierly
Mitchell Lelsen

Bob Murphy

Bill Dlllard

Ford Harrison Ore

Zedra de' la Conde
3 Radio Aoe*
Geraldo A Helen
Juanlta Juarez
Ben Ftanklln
Vei-a Fern

Palladlom
dienn Miller Oro

David Allen
Jack Teagarden O
CToeiianBt Grove
Mar; Parker

Mickey Houae
Billy

Hopklns'BathskeDer

.

Juaplta
Enrica A Novello

Maoambo C^fe
Phil Ohman'a Oro

NTG

Hotel Flaaa
IMck Gasparr* Ore
Chlqnlto Orb

Ball-lovellea

Rumbertoa Bd

A Mace

Bill

Kmpa Oro

Gene

Lita

Cbrlnna Mora

Slate Bros

Bob Bberle

CInb BaU
Alan Fielding Oro

Leon Navara Ore
Phillip Lopez Oro

5 Dee's

Oro

PHILABELPHIA

lA Conga

'

Theodore*

Dorothy Brandon

Armand A

Hotel Fennaylvanla

O

Mangeait -SI*
Clyde Rager
El ChiCO
Bylton SI*
Don Alberto Oro
Carroll A Bowe
Juan Martinez
4 SIdneye
Gloria Belmont*.
PITMAN
Antonlta
Broadway (17 oaly) Maria Lopez
Uncle Ezra Show
Charro Gil I
WASHINGTON
El Uoroceo
Howard (16)
Ernie Hoist Ore
Cats A Fiddle
Don Devodl Oro
Anise A Aland
Reva
Reyea
Bogash A Bardlne
Bates

Bums

Wayne King Ore
Handman & LeVere ( Randall 61*
Marie MoMlIIan Co
wonder
C7 lAndnr*

(Cecoanat Orove)
Buddy Clarke Ore

Glager Dnlo
Sylvia Barry

.

HABTFOBD
Don Casanova
State (16-16)
A Belea
Vautha Monroe Ore Dlmas
Eiri Dorre
Hal Sherman
Diamond H6r*e*hse
Beatrice Kaye
Panl WInchell
Dr Rockwell
MEWABK
Mae Murray

Statler 2
Carlo A Carol

Inn Baker

^

Leflanl laea

Joflo

AN&EUS

CaatI*

Chuck Foater Oro
Caaa Manana
Marianne Donne

Aggie Auld

'

lammy Woods

\

Bay Kinney Ore
Naal Todd
Lehna Paulson
Jletol Useola
Harry Jame* Ore
Hotel HoAlpla
Johnny Mesaner Ore
Hotel New Yorker
looter Kent Ore
Re«* Mcl«an
Hotel Park C^tral

Hlbbert, Byrd

Adaaaa (16-18)
NIU Naldl
Count Baale Ore
Carlyle Blaekwell
Dmo Rapee Symph Buck A Babbles
Joe B Howard
Boxy (IB)
Johnson A Ammona Rosa Wyae, Jr
Marty May
Whltoy Co
Mann
Jack Powell
nUIiADBIfHIA June
Delia Und
Balitt A Ens Broa
Camaia (to-tt)
Geo Fontana

Ben Toat Co
Paul Aah Oro

LOB
BUtmof* Bowl

jimmy
Titans

Leon

Bnaay Howard

SorpB de Ballet

Loula Armetxons

I«xlngtoB

Napua

Wlnton

Tvett*
Tito. Coral
Carla A Fernando
Adel* Noral**
Samba Slren^
Cnbaa Castas
Conaoelo Moreno

hdependeot
KBW TOBK Oin
Moale

Coral

Camaeha

Rosa Rio
CopaeabaBa
Nat Brandwynn*
Frank Marfl Oro
Mara

Charlia Splvak Oro

Joe Rantln

John MulhoUand
Hilda Eckler
Wons Tr
ilm

A

Wlnnt* Duncan
Olga Barat

Read Sla
Waaion Broa
Sissy Lane
t

BreiyD Famey
Emmett Oldfleld

RImao Ore

DIosa Coatallo

Ann

HbM

Chrlattne Foraythe

Warner

Pel Rloa
Bwltta

Norbort FaconI
Margaret Scott

Tatum
Hatal Edlaea
Helena Horne
Johnaoa Blu* Barron Ore
Hotel Essex Hoa*e
Corser* Codolbaa O Panl Baron Oro
Orac* Morgan
Krl* Kay Ore
Lndll* Matthew*
Nina Taraaova

Ammona A

Yotker

Billy Gray
Patricia Brent

Marlon Bddy

La Conga Clab
Rninon Arlaa Oro
Undaay'e Skybar
Oonrmet Club
Jaun Florer
Eddie .Robinson Oro Peurl de Lucca
Gayle Gaylord
Reeal Club
Jean Marshall
Ducky Malvin .Oro
Todd's Theatre-Gate]
Hotel Charter
Soathem Tavera
Prof Lambertl
Ijo* Allen Ore.
Sprenger
Ben Toat Singer* 8. Thlxton
Ambnvaador*
Ore
3769 CInb
Paul Ramoa Co
Tucker A Tremalne
CorleU
Hotel Cleveland
Art Weet
Joe Wallace
Lang Thompson O Roma Huston
Raymond Wllburt
Miirgarct English
Arlene Daye
Todd 01*
Joe Sanden Oro
Los Brown Ore
DETROIT
I

Wayne

Millie

,

I

WllUa

Cate
Gale Parker
Tubby RIevd*
Lenore Line

Virginia Jone*

Sol Lake
Tripoli S

5-0930

Mew

ILllyan Dell
Snaan A Christine

Gower

Sara Ann McCabe

Freddie's

>

Fauvers

Sloan A Gary
Hotel Statler
Jules Duke Ore

Antoinettes

Renae Andrle

'

Batty Bruce
A Jeanne

Sam Bay
Monk
Jnlln*

Art.

A B Whelan
STBACDSK

COL

A

S

Sammy LIpmaa

-

Carrlo Flnnell

.

EDWARD SHERMAN

Maid In America
Rio Braa Mack BroB
Paal Sydell Co
Conrada
Danny A Edith
Burton Dahl

H

n

Bob Manners Oro

DIan Bowland
Dorothy Keller.

Jimmy Ray
Llo)'d

BOOKING THE NAHON'S LEADING INDEPENDENT
VAUDEVniE THEATHES

NEW YORK

Pat Pnrcell

I

Lewi* Sla

BROADWAY

Tacfat Clab

Lavemes

,

Uoose)
Manfred Ootthelt
I

1619

Geo Baquet Oro

Art Mathews

Swan Club

Jal Lata

Fred Bishop
Spike Harrison
Harold Wlllard
Harry Donnelly
Bernle Grauer
Cafe Plerra
Bob Knight Ore
Adrle'ne Matzenaoer
Cafe Society
(MldlowB)
John KIrby Oro
Eddie South Oro
Hazel Scott
Golden Gate 4
Jack Gilford
Cafe Sodetv
Tana

Rhythmanlaca
Joe nongh

Johnny Welsh

4

Pete

La Pleur A Manners
Margo Wells

Jay Jason

Sliver Olond

A

WUsea's
KIppy Voles
Capt Eldrege

A O

Jelly Beans
Margie Drummond

.

Marx

Blonde*

Grace O'Hara
Mary Lore
Jackie RIchardrGls Kathryn Ring
Mickey Pearl
Lenore Jackson
Mildred Anderson
Helen Wilson
Henry Patrick Ore Mary Navl*
Dottle- Dayne
Collette A Gallo
Lola Young
CLEyELAKI)
Joe Gerken
Ralph Lyndon Oro
Alpine Village
Hotel Fenway HaR
Elinor Daniel*
Johnny Joyce Oro
John Tlo
Hazel Zaiua
Mary Wine,..
Dob Copfnr
606 Clab
Carl Mueller
Hotel Honeadea
Otto' Th urn Oro ^
Billy Csrr
Sammy Watklns O
Margret Faber Qls
Terry Lawlor
Itampe
Anita JacobI
Collette A Barry

Morrison Hotel
(Boston Oyster

.

ALRAVr

(^nther Room)
Callahan SI*
Carl

O-Nell
Earl Wiley Ore

Jerry Blancfaard

Stantp's
Barry, 'Prince

Byton Gls

Wiser

Raths'r Bldoradlana
Dave Plerson

A

Judy Toppy

Jan Savitt Oro

Jimmy
-

Denis

A

Sllton

Dot Garaey
Al Ooldecker
Syd Golden

Geo Reed
Alice Lncey

Oro
Bhciman Hotel

liberty Inn
Deone Page
Jean William*
Joan Dixon
Lou Reynolds
Connie Austin

Teddy King Oro

Cavellero Oro

Phil

(Celtta Cafe)
Gene- Kerwln Oro
Jaros SI*

SplroB Stamos Or*

'

'

R& E

Thea

Hollywood

Anita
Frank Hesael Ora

Flfl de Vlllerl*
iBobel de Marco

Vetsahlca
Bersere Oro
Panchlto Oro
Dorla

Moran

Roslnda

Prln OrellB

Lake laa

Dottle Vlllard

Bob Bvana

I/AlglOB

Gloria Hope
Jovlta^Hampe

Orlli

Rubs Smith Oro

Ashbumo

Jule* Flacco's Oro

Maurice A Cordoba
Perez Four
Abbott Dancer*
Dooley

Silver

Rhythm

Ra^ Morton Oro

Joe Scotty

Jack Marshall
Ruth Wayne

Ifanhoo
Florence- Schubert
Al Trace Ore
4 Bard*
Helen Sumner

Vera SauoS

Bill Farrell

(&Bpln Boos*)

of

Wanvirk Hotel

Caadea
Pen Banaermaa

Jan Garbor
Eddy Ifoward

Bddl* Fen* Oro

Haywood A Allen
Frank Bhuman

Bern Ice Manning
Hotel Astor

Han* Menzer
Fahntr Heos*

Men

Weber** Hot Biaa

TheTma Mitchell
HI Hat

Carol Dean
Younger Gl*

Spfvy** Boot

Jos Ravazo
Dlok Kuhn Oro
Sande WHIIam* Ore Vincent de Costa
Art Tubertlnl
Hotel Belmont
Tlno DonelU

Bob Tinsley Ore
Oraemere Hotel
(Olasa Hooae Baa)

1 Peppers

Ohocolateera

lu

SOvsr Fleet
Bib Phil
Blaine Hlnhl*
Chio Lanier
Bab* Both
Max Lovln
Joe Lenny
Harry Small

Heidelberg Bos
Louie A Wea**l

Dlok Conrad

ZOth CeatoiT

Wilson 81*

Bally Sharratt

*

Marahall A Shield
Alphona* Berg
Anita Lane

At Sexton
Carol Lynn

Ann Toback
Sadie Banks
Chlqulta Veneala

Ann Anderson

Phil Fletcher

Kuth Terapleton
Tony Bennett Oro
Virginia Lawler
Bella Belmont

Marr Camp

Arn* Bamett Or*
Al Milton Ore
Old HoMelbsis
Inns Cooper

Webb

Bllll*

Moods

I

Harts«U*
AIra P*r*l

Dins Bell Oro

Sawdost Trail

Bobby Parks Oro

Lynn A 3larlanna

MIAMI
Olympb (15-lg)
Smith
Nan Rae Co

Boselaa KretchsBa

Monte Carlo

Bills

Mrrns

Nlcolaa Mattbey Q
Peter' Nomlroff Oro

Dorothy Allen

Frederlca

Eddie Duchin Ore

Ada Leonard U

Jack Leonard
Bddle Bracken

LeoB * Eddie's
Lou Martin Oro
Eddie Davl*
Nerida Oro

Pat Wllllame
Eleanor Knight

Don Sylvio Oro
Angelo Ore

Cfalcaita (I«)

H*rb Foot*
nsaka's Okulas
Harriot EhrUck
Rooky Bllswortll

M
Owen Gary
Rainbow Boom
Sonny Tnfta
Daclta
Matty Malneck Oro Jo* B Lewis
Belmont Balladeera Velero Sis Ore
Chandra Kaly Dano Grace McDonald
Hotel Blltmoia
VUIage Ban
Mill Monti
Clyde Lucaa Ore
Walton A O'Rourke Jack Denny Oro
Hotel Boosert
Bud Sweeney
BiTlora
(BraoUyn)

Rica Martlne
BUI BeHolottrs

MBW YORK

RabM Blea
Mildred Bailey
Brenda Forbes
Delta Boys

Old Wonmanlan
Jo* La Porte Oro
Caas Franklin

'

Ethel Shutta

Bela Blzony
Rudl Tlmfleld

De SImone Dano

NEW TOBX CITT

Capitol (IS)

Tr

Crlstlenl

.

Cabaret

WABHENOTON

CITX

Martin

Bllltngtons

16

eonnsction with bills bslow indicate opaning day of
show, whsther full or split wsek.

In

Loew
MEW TOBK

'

Norah Wllltama
Carroll A Oormoa

Don Richard*

WEEK MAY
Numerals

:

A AUoa

L* Cog Bong*
G«o SIsroey. Ore

Bob A The Twins

6Mh

St.

Bathakeller

Henry Marionettes

I

]

Hotel Hcnrj
(rillver Orlil>

.

Merry-Oo-Boand

Bubblea Becker Ors
Danny Bridges
Frances Stone
-

New Peon
Henry Blauth Oro
Don Andre
Joan Lord
Chauncey
Louis

A Roy

Nixon Cafe
Al Marleco Oro

Stan Rucker Or

Hob Carter
Howard Brook*

(Oavee'*/
Dorothy Nesbitt

Dale Hnrkneoa

Bob White
Jim Blake
Lou Forman

Hotel 7tb Avrnnr
Ue^s Satinder.i

lyivona

Dancing Deb*
Nut House
(Seorge

Gregg

Evelyn Nellls
Kay Balfe
(Continued on page 54)
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BUDCEimS
Croiise Separates Undsay

hm More

NIPS U. S. OPERA
REACTIONS TO New

Mass.

'Arsenic Profits and Angek Divvy 34G
Nearly $50,000 in profits has be«n
cut up among the score and one

N. Y.

—

Jan Lindermann is director, was organized in 1039. and has been active
Included in th» recent payoff was

month

a

'

ago,

amounted

to $15,000.

a small part of the money obtained
for the picture rights. Plenty more

Uw dips Herrkks

Shubert Agcy. on Ticket Resales

THEATRE GROUP

Not to Be Contascd WlUi the N. T.
backers of 'Arsenic and Old Lace'
Groap Theatre ^Toledo Sto^k
(Fulton, N. Y., and Grand, Chicago,)
was
disbursement
Troupe planning a summer stock
Biggest
to date.
season
at Lakemont Landing, new
made last week, when checks for apresort near Toledo, is the New York
proximately $34,000 were sent out Theatre Group, not the Group TheaFirst profits, given the angels about tre, as reported.
Outfit of which

Inviting 'a Loss

Of the ^Returns Already In,
Most Mayws. Favor Municipal-Sponsored Plan,
But See More Important
Local Needs

7 CITIES

legit p.a., returned
last week from a

New York

season ahead of a touring show.
After a couple of days being
buttonholed along Broadway he
special
business
cards
printed and handed them to
hopeful greeters.

ernor Saltonstall Monday

the Shuberts.

home at Plymouth hotel between 2 and 4 p.m. weekdays for

System of ticket control in Boston
has been the source of complaints
by producers whose shows played
Boston during the past two seasona
Stated that all desirable Uckets In
Shubert-operated houses were placed
in Herrick's, other agencies being
forced to procure their allotments
from there at a cost of 25c per ticket
New York's system of supposedly

touches.'

ON EQUITY

23

SHOW

COUNOL SUTE

,

TOWNS'-UBO

'

There will be at

least 23

candi-

dates for the 10 regular berths on
.

Equity's coimdl, largest

list yet offered the membership at an annual

election.

new

was thought

It

rules providing for

names then places

I

the'

that

60% more

'

be flUed would
satisfy the mepibership, being a
change from the usual 10 nominees
on the slate, but. eight Independents

were

also

ment

A

Besides,

names

I

I

'

there

as replace-

councillors.

petition

placing

filed

to

added.

will be several

I

Late Friday

MGRS. LINE UP members

SUN.

ESTATE

^

'

mated would run/'close to $1,000,000' 'Case histories' of other shows are
being analyzed, Including 'Hellzapopwas surprisingly Vfvealed when the pin' (Winter Garden) and 'Johnny
wlU of Mrs. Margaret S. Hoexter was Belinda' (Longacre).
(Center) is
'It Happens on Ice'
filed for probate May-?, the day after
her death here.

not being included in Reilly's sur-

!

|

|

:

dependent noniinatlons must be on
hand at the end of this week.
Cause of Hewitt who is a oneyear replacement member of council,- was argued by Byron McGrath,
of the nominating committee and
not on the council, as reported. He
resigned from the committee after
he failed to get the nod for Hewitt
on the. committee's third voting.
McGrath was not replaced and the
balance of the nominators submitted
the slate. McGrath appeared before
councU last week, askmg
that
Equity's magazine print his reasons

and why

for quitthig the committee

|

!

j

^

he favored Hewitts nomination. His
request was granted.
In addition

nominees

to
are:

.

Hewitt,

Mady

the indie
(jhristlans,

Myron McCormick, Theodore Newton, Philip Boumeuf, Joanna Roos,
Aline MacMahon and Wm. Post Jr.
No groups are identified as havi

the indie nominaindicated electioneering will progress during the
month. Quite evident that with so
many names in nomination and possibly more to come, the election will
even
Interesting,
unusually
be
though no officers are to be named
this year.
There are also a number of proposals diie to be made
from the floor which should enliven
the session at the Astor hotel.
ing

figured

tions,

I

I

I

I

'

'

but

It

^
and

^l'"'^

central ticket
a'^l.^.'tT''^

offjce

would work towards preventing
gypping.
Repeatedly managers of shows
playing Boston declared that the
Herrick's system was hurting show
business 4here.
They averred that
no tickets were on sale in the boxoffices of Shubert theatres during
the day, but as curtain time neared
Herrick's would dump back all unggj ^ tickets,
One New York show^an with a hit recently said the.
show would never play Boston If
Herrick's controlled the tickets.
This season
when 'Life' With
Father', played
an
Independent
Boston
theatre
(Repertory)
no
tickets were allotted the agency and
the show advertised to Aat effect in
the dailies there. The show broke
the modern run record.
Boston situation was eyed by
Broadway brokers, who opined that
the Shuberts were attempting to
place a central agency in effect there.
Similar legislation to the new Mass.
law may be sought in Albanjr.

MOSS HART SETTLES

FReA FISHBEIN SUIT

in

is

Suit by Frieda Flshbeln, play
broker, against Moss |Iart for $25,000, based on a claim that she was
entitled* to
of the monies received by Hart from the production
of his plays by Sam H. Harris, was
settled out of the N. Y. supreme
court Monday (12). Plaintiff based
her claim on an alleged agreement

,

2%%

I

I

'Barretts'

Recorded

made
At

I

in

May,

1930.

that time she interested Harris

in the production of Hart's 'Once 'in
a Lifetime,' she claims, and the sul>sequent deal \vas made. Hart has

who app_plared' under her vey, because its management is not
received over $1,000,000 from promaiden name of Marguerite Schuil- in the League, but that show has
'Barretts of Wimpole Street' was ductions of his plays as a result it
she had retired- nearly '20 years averaged good takings on Sundays recorded last week as a Talking Book was claimed.

ing,

ago after singing in opera throughout
Europe and the U. S.

She had quietly amassed the

for-

tune in Detroit through investments

At this time 'Ice'
opening.
matinees are stronger than nights on
Since

Sunday and

it is

possible the latter

performance will be dropped during summer. Originally, when 'Ice'
played on the Sabbath, the matinee

and real estate operations, thL attorney, A. W. Jacquemain, declared. He
and her husband, Herman, chief was ignored.
beneficiary under her will, were
Tony Bnttltta, of Art Agency Assonamed co-administrators. Other prinyour ever cipal heirs are her two sons, Donald, ciates, goes to Roanoke Island, N. C,
about June 1 to do advance drum12, end Robert 10. She was 46 at the

responsible is
loving producer,
Russel' Crouse.
is

fojjmer operatic

'

m

effect

singer

ever, I hope to have a heart-toheart talk with him in your interests.
I say this only to let you
know that if he does send you any
money you'll know that the fellow

who

A

'

;

,

SHOWS

iWl

OPERA

{

another petition signed by some 200
placed another half dozen
persons on the baUot
The eight
indie candidates will be grouped together on a separate baUot which
wUl be mailed to the membership
along with the regular ticket. Deadline for nominations by petition is
20 days prior to election, which is
dated June 6. 'Therefore further in-

DEFENSE FOR

—
—

retaining 25% of all tickets for direct boxoffice sale does not apply in
Boston.
Last fall the other Hub brokers
filed a suit against Herrick's alleging
it was monopoly and charging that
it was actually owned by the Shuberts.
Local dailies had failed to
carry stories of the ticket situation,
apparently fearing the loss of Shubert theatre advertising. The action
was withdrawn after a reputed
agreement whereby other agencies
would get a better selection of
tickets, but there seems to be no
doubt that the independent brokers
Inspired the new statute.
Owner of Herrick's- died several
years ago, with the Shuberts claimed
to have bought out the business,
putting -two girls, kin of the managers, in charge.
Objections from
visiting
show e n immediately «
started. Shuberts denied connection
with Herrick's, but Lee Shubert -Is
.

bad previously been
the name of Alan

Hewitt In nomination.

'

care.
Angel Frank Sullivan escaped from his keepers the other
night and got baclcstage and issued
an order raising everybody's salary 50%. I got there just in time.
Mr. Sullivan is expected to be up
and around again in time to appear with Angel Richard Sylvester
Maney, the Seattle lush, on 'Information Please,'
Of course this may be the last
money you will ever see if Lindsay
gets the checkbook back.
How-

(12).

SUtute is clearly aimed at the
methods of the agency here known
as Herrick's, said to be controlled by

'At

New York's Group Theatre pro- Budgetitis seems to encompass the
duced such Broadway plays as 'Men
American zest and enthusiasm for
come, say Howard Lindsay and In White,'
'Waiting
for
Lefty,'
municipally-sponsored grand opera
Hussel Grouse, while backers opened 'Golden Boy,' etc.
special savings accounts to gloat
throughout the United States. Reover the pickings. Only thing that
cently, 'Vabiety asked 12 opera imseems to worry 'em is that the Govpresarios and singers of first-rank
ernment will collect a good himk of
importance to commit on what was
their profits via upped taxes.
Heeded in the U.S. to further grand
It was Grouse's turn tO' make the
opera. City-owned opera houses and
divvy and accompanying the checks
Government subsidies of one sort or
was a letter.. Reference to the coolanother were the general consensus.
ing system is the show's share of the
Reactions from the mayors of large
plant's cost at the Fulton Lindsay
cites generally reflect their desire
is appearing in 'Life with Father* at
for municipal opera. Other municipal
the Empire, but standees have not
TThere are no bad towns,' so far as needs, however, are generally the
been much in evidence there during
reasons why the chief magistrate
spring. Tather' is the comedy con- business Is concerned, provided the
In each community feels that civiccocted by L. Be C. and is making shows are alright
So explained sponsored opera Is something not to
plenty for them, not to mention United Booking Office people In re- be reckoned with
at least immediJoseph
Oscar Serlin and others.
gard to the Inference that certain ately.
Kesserling is the author of 'Arsenic,'
Seven cities have been heard
but the producers and some of the stands on the road are not so good from, Milwaukee, Los Angeles, Portbackers are getting most of the pub- for legit. What was really meant land, Ore.; Detroit Kansas City,
licity.
Grouse's letter:
was that managers decline to play Philadelphia- and Baltimore. Mayors
Dear Angy-Wangy:
certain territory for varied reasons, Zeidler of Milwaukee, Qowron of
You may breathe easier! .'Open one being that too much expense is Los Angeles, Riley of Portland and
Jeffries of Detroit are among those
Hearted' Grouse, the backers' boy
involved in making the Jumps. Such who've evinced considerable interest
friend,, has managed to get hold of
stands are 'bad' In the sense that not in the municipal Idea.
the checkbook again and if I can
shows play during the 'season
keep Lindsay out of the office for enough
for a decent financial showing to be
a few minutes (I've sent him out
made.
•
for a left-handed curtain rope) I'll
There has been a tendency for
see that you really get a check.
I think the old boy suspected people residing In smaller towns to
that sooner or later I'd get my journey to larger cities in the area
hand in the cash register because
entertainment. This is made
he has been sending put money to seek
•
like mad but none of it to you! A comparitively ^sy by autos and imfine thing money for a cooling proved roadways and is also the reasystem (why can't the customers son why the smaller stands rarely
is
of
theatres
brii^ their own fans); money for get shows. Condition
a partition in the back of the house also a factor in locals motoring to
(he hates standees; except at the the cities for stage fare, and houses
Empire); money for lawyers (Kes- that are well operated and mainserling wrote a lawyer into th? tained lure the small-towners.
As the end of Equity's trial period
play, but landsay claims he's an
Business drawn by shows in .up- of Sunday performences without adoffstage lawyer and we can't use state New York and New England
ditional pay approaches (June 1),
him).
furnishes examples. 'The Man Who
But there's still money left and Came to Dinner' got $5,200 at the James F. Reilly, of the League of
am going to throw it around! We Stanley, a picture house in Utica, the New York Theatres, is assembUng
got the first check from the movie take being almost as much as when data. The figures will be presented
sale and I found it hidden in Lind- the road 'Hellzapoppin' played there. to Equity and are expected to sho^
say's bathroom. He had the<:hi- 'Dinner' also did very well in Bing- that Sundays have been a principal
cago profit^ In a sugar-bowl in the hamton with a count of $2,500 in the factor in keeping shows lighted
kitchen, but I- dug them out And highschool auditorium. "The Student which might have folded some time
you're going to have them unless Prince' got surprising business in ago. His material, may be suppleLindsay refuses to buy stamps for Providence.
mented by statements from those
these letters, and I wouldn't put it
Providence and Atlanta have been show managements who favor such
past him!
mentioned as bad show townp be- performances.
I am also passing out awards this cause they had been getting very
Three or four outstanding exweek, this being the season for few bookings. Allegation that Min- amples of shows known to have been
prizes. No. 1 goes' to Angel Leland neapolis citizens were backward in benefited will be cited, notably 'ToHayward for arranging a deal with seeing shows brought a rejoinder bacco Road' (Forrest). Letter's takColumbia Pictures to postpone from the local manager that it isn't ings on 20 successive Sunday afterBoris Karloff's picture contract true. There is also a legend about noons averaged $698, as against $389
Wednesday
that would have taken him out of Louisville being only so-so, but that average on previous
Average gross. Sunday
the Brewster cellar this summer. isn't true for all shows playing there. matinees.
He doesn't have to leave until Febnights has been $681, which doubled
ruary, 1942, now.
the average Monday evening. 'Road'
No. 2 goes to
is still advertising 'last weeks' and
Angel Paul Streger for working
SINGER
out what everybody calls the best
it is generally conceded the longsale contract for any movie deal
run drama would have stopped but
for Sundays.
that's ever been written.
(We feel
$1,000,000
Equity does not say whether It
sure the only better cast of angels
will okay the continuance of SunIs in Heaven.)
IS.
Detroit,
May
days or not It wants to be shown
You can be sure that I am watching over your interests with great
An estate whlclyher attorney esti- that members have been benefited.

m

theatre

in the sale or resale
of tickets through agencies in
which
they have a financial interest. Bill
to that effect was signed by
Gov-

Cards carried the statement:

-since then.

13.

Aug. 12 will
managers

effective

Mass.

from engaging

had

HEARD FROM

May

Boston,

New law
prohibit

Joe Flynn,
to

to

NO

49

time of her death.

beating for 'The Lost Colony.'

production for the blind. Cast includes Ann Tyrrell, Whitford Kane;
Brenda Forbes, William Whitehead,
John D. Seymour, Reynolds Evans,
Charles Brokaw, Alfred Drake, Alexander Scourby, Maury Tuckerman,
'

Howard Wlerum, Barbara

Time'

Dallas,

Saroyan's

Life' h£s
state circuit's

Brown,

Nichols, Mervin Willlcms,
Duane McKlnney, Don McHenry and
Peggy Converse.

William

Interstate Sets
William

Your

'

I

13.

Time of
to Inter-

road show list, with
the original New York Theatre Guild
company featuring Eddie Dowling
and Julie Haydon due next season.
Dallas showing at the Melba li

William Barbour directed and J.
Dec. 16 and
0. Kleber was technical supervisor.
I

I

May

'The

been added

17.

—

Wednesday, May
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Hamlet' Prop Found

Dramatists, Mgrs. Near Agreement;

Philadelphia, May 13.
skull of John Reed, doorman
of the old Walnut Street theatre, was
found last week by stagehands of the
house. Reed, grandfather of actress
Florence Reed, had willed his cranium to the theatre to be used In
future productions of 'Hamlet.'

The

Meeting in Hotel on 'Neutral Ground'
After legal proceedings, now called
and flare-ups on both sides, relabetween the managers and
have reached a common
ground and It looks like the amended
League
basic agreement between the
and
of New York Theatres members
DramatUts Guild will be satlsfac
firetorily revised without further
works. First of the renewed conferences towards that objective was
held Thursday (8) at the Alfonquln
off,

tions

authors

One showman commented that the
hotel was conducive to normal prooffices

of

cedure, rather than the
the League or the Guild, and 'in case
of any knockdowns, the vertical guy
must retire to a neutral comer.' The
session, was concededly satisfactory.

Trance' Concession

Skull disappeared about 25 years
ago and was located among the efEquity granted a concession to the
fects of an attache of the Academy
Theatre Guild in the matter of of Music. Letter said it had been
counting paid preview performances turned over to him IS years ago by
friend.
In the two weeks' minimum salary a

guarantee for 'Somewhere In France,'
which played one week out of town
and which will hot be shown on
Broadway until* next season. Play
In New York prior
trying out In -Washington and
there were paid previews at the
Guild last week when the show re-

was previewed

to

OleOlsen, with Realtor

Jf

.

Day, Maps Gigantic

Shopping Centre on

LL

turned.

Inside

1941

I t,

Stuff-L^t

Associated Consumers, a cooperative purchasing project being furthered
by Paul N. Turner, senior counsel for Equity, and Frank GlUmore, aims to
widen its field to attract the attention of actors. Up to now merchandise
has principally been offered members at a price reduction. Proposed that
a deal be entered into with a mldtown^ popular-priced restaurant whereby
professionals may dine at a price concession of possibly 20%.
Proposal to eateries is that people with coopejrative cards agree to be out
of the restaurant before 0:30 p.m., after which time lost of the patronage
for the average place enters for the evening meal. Those who have secured data on restaurant overheard say that a major item is tl)e help
waiters, chefs and as they are on the job prior to the evenhig rush there
On that basis the concession is being sought and
is no added overhead.
it is expected that those 'accepting will be encouraged to use other service
offered by the cooperative plan. Latter Is offered not only to actors, but
stagehands, musicians and others in show business.

—

'Gay Divorce,' latest of the Shubert musical revivals which open^ in
Boston Tuesday (13) was originally produced by Dwlght Deere Wiman
and. Tom Weatherly at the Barry more, N. Y, It was moved, to the larger
Shubert' after a mild start and developed Into a stayer with Leblang participation. One of the factors ih the show was the popularity developed
by Cole Porter's song, 'Night and Day,' still something of a favorite.
Book of the musical -has been somewhat changed. Locale, Instead of
an English resort hotel, is now In Miami.< A chorus of 10 ^Irls is in the
present version, whereas originally show girls, some of whom had lines,
Fred Astaire was the male lead originally.
constituted the ensemble.
Only member of the original cast in the revival is Luella Gear. Other
principals include Dorothy Stone, Charles Collins and Cyril Smith. Latter,
a British-born comic, was with the Rudy 'Vallee outfit. Present engagement is his first appearance in a book part. Paula Stone is also in the cast.

Guild, however, was required to
During their long stay in 'Hellzapay flve-eighths additional salary to poppin,' Winter CJarden, N. Y, Ole
several members of the cast who had Olsen and Chic Johnson, who reSome points at issue were agreed oi^ run' of the play contracts. Those cently withdrew from the -cast for
five
and
managers
between the eight
received personal no- 'Hellz' film chore, had innumerable
Others are people had not
authors In attendance.
tice of the closing, as required In the- proposals to Invest .in ventures on
to go back to the Guild's council.
contract, a point which surprised the the side. Most of the proposals were
Included is the rule making it commanagement.
disregarded, but Johnson invested a
authors
Join
foreign
all
that
pulsory
goodly sum establishing a dairy
the Dramatists Guild. It was that
farm about 80 miles from New
"Time of Your Life,', which won the Pulitzer and critics' awards last
seemed to have
that
provision
York, while Olsen took over a cafe season, winds up its road tour in Detroit Saturday (17). The Saroyau
steamed up the showmen more than Geo. Kaufman Tangles
on 40th street and built a theatre at play made a run of it at the Booth, N. Y., originally and played a repeat
any other clauses which they quesLynbrook, L. I.
date at the Guild before going to the road. Out-of-town bookings were
tioned.
With Lee Shubert On
But Qlsen has gone into big busi-. for 12 weeks, but the tour has lasted 28 weeks. Prize rating figured in
A point that will probably be conness. He has teamed with Joseph P> extending the time, but the United Booking Office is credited with keepceded by the authors Is the provision
Day, realtor and auctioneer. In the ing it on the boards by guaranteeing the show against loss.
Who'D Produce
concerning the control of picture
construction of a shopping center at
*Du Barry Was a -Lady' is also calling it a season this week in Baltipiore.
rights deals, something that was put
West Hempstead, L. I., near Hemp- Musical was slated to stay out a bit longer and was getting excellent busiover on iis five years ago,' according
George .S, Kaufman, who with stead and Garden City. Section is ness in most stands. Last l^aturday (10) 'Theatre' closed as planned in
to. one manager. In the present form
the author has all the say in such Moss Hart has written a number of rapidly developing as a suburban Boston and 'Hope' For a Harvest' exited in Baltimore. Both were spring
although' the manager re- successes presented by Sam H. Har- residential spot, a number of defense productions, but not due on Broadway until the fall.
rights,
ceives 40% of such money. - Show- ris, in which they also had interests, projects operating not far away.
Stated that 600,000 people live withAs a gesture to Don Liberto, bit player and dancer whose home town
men argue that the clause should be
changed so that the producer of a will become a manager on his own in a radius of 17 miles 9nd the cen- Is Pittsburgh, David SheUey, juvenile in 'DuBarry Was a Lady,' last week
show sheil share in the control of the in the fall according to present plans. ter, which is estimated to cost $2,- stepped out of role for two performances and turned it over to Liberto
film sales actually instead of tech- However, there Is a contest over 500,000, will Include a 1,500-seat pic- while, show was -playing Nixon theatre in Pitt. Liberto did part at Tuesture -theatre.
nically.
day night and Wednesday afternoon, shows, when house was packed with
the rights to his proposed initialer,
Pl^n is to offer busmess buildings his relatives and friends. Wasn't first time he had done role, however,
Three-Week Rule Sticks
'Mr. Big.'' Play was first supposed to
for lease to chain stores and it -is having taken it on road for almost week recently when Shelley went to
Another rule concerning picture be done by L«e Shubert and Dwlght
likely that' some New York depart- New York to see his new baby.
Is.
rights, however, will remain as
ment stores' will, have branches at
The manager shares if the show plays Deere Wiman and the former Is now the center. Parking facilities will
Bill McCurdy, a legit showman, who is general manager of the J. J.
a contestant, in securing- the rights. 4
three weeks or more. It was sugShubert is said to have recently' be a. feature,, lack of- which is Parker theatres In Portland, Ore., planed to New York to look over telegested that there be provision whereagreed to terms for the show through claimed -to be the bane of suburban vision as projected on -a large screen. While that type of telecasting is not
disposed
off
could
be
rights
by such
About 40% of ithe Day- regarded as a theatre feature in the near future in all parts of the countt?,
the William Morris agency, signing business.
money
the
three
weeks,
than
aooner
a contract paying an advance on the Olsen -site wUl be used for parking. a group of northwestern theatre operators want to be in on the know, if
to be held in escrow until the manroyalties.
One^ of the two authors Plans have been designed by John and' when. At the present time the idea has been proven practical, -but
.ager became entitled to a share.
Eberson, who was architect for the costs appear excessive. Fight between Ken Overlln and Billy Soose
Authors apparently convinced^ the okayed the deal, but when Kaufman
similar centers, in the, west.:
was televised Friday (9) from Madison Square Garden and appeared on a
I<eague people that if more time were became interested In' getting the.
screen at the New Yorker theatre.
taken to agree on such deals it would play the writers Indlpated their
.
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more advantageous for both sides,
because an opportunity would be
afforded the various film companies
to bid dn the rights, with the chances
that, a higher price would eventuate.
Herman Shumlin, who protested
the suit by the League' against the
Guild, and who filed a petition that
led to the pr^esent hcgotiatiohs rather
than a court contest, was one of the
chief proRonents for; the irfanagerial
bie

preference that

hi* b*-

the producer.

Under the- Dramatis^ Guild rules,
where there Is more than one author,
all must assent when the rights are
disposed of and the Guild must pass
upon the .contract. Coimsel f0/ Shu-

LAZARUS SUES GUILD

ON FILM SALE SQUAWK

-Marjorie and Marlon Rellly, daughters of James Reilly, who was formerly
active in theatrical transfer and trucking, are carrying on the business.
Marjorie is on the trucking end, while her sister specializes in stage lighting equipment. RelUy has been ill for some time but spends most of his
time around the plant.
-

A- suit by Milton Lazarus, drutnatist,' against Elmer Rice, as president
of the Dramatists Guild of the AuCurrent Road Shows
was written- by Arthur thors League of America, Inq,, was
(May 14-24)
Sheekman and Margaret Shane. Un- revealed yesterday (Tuesday) in
contentions.
Arthur Hopkins was der 'the title of 'Premiere' it w^s put N.'Y. supreme court," when trial of
persuasive in putting forth the man-. on at Columbia University in March the action for this month was
'Accent on Tonth' (Sylvia Sidney-.
Suit see{^ $25,500 damages Luther
agerlal end. He said he had originally by the Momingslde Players. .'Mri slated.
Adler) ^Royal Alexandra,

bert contends that, as the agency- accepted .the advance money, the deal
should be binding on the au'lhors.

.

Hammerstein-Romberg

Play

_

SlL

Musical in

Teeoff

-

-

-

ing fiUl control of the film rights.
It had been supposed that he rather
favored the Guild, being one of the
managers who belong to the authors
organization. Among others who entered' the- discussions for the League
were Brock Peniberton, Lee Shubert

and William A. Brady.
Elmer Rice, psesldent of the Guild,
and Howard' Lindsay, of Its council,
were .the chief speakers for the authors.
Present, too, were Morris
Ernst, counsel for the. authors, and
R.' Weinberger, managers'
The attorneys will phrase
the cla'uses agreed on before their
Anal adoption.

Milton

lawyei;.

'

Shnberts Take Over

T^ple' After N.Y. Fold;
Coast Revue to Tonr
With the Shuberts taking over
'Meet the People,' which technically
closed at the Mansfield, N. Y., Saturday (10), the Hollywood Theatre
Alliance, Coast group which produced the revue, is out of the management. Show reverted to the au-

thors,
Jay Gourney and Henry
Myers, with Danny Dare, who did
the staging, also being Interested.
'People' will be toured, adding to the
.list of musicals which the Shuberts
have on the road. Revue failed to
live up to expectations In N. Y. and,

despite the length of stay (20 weeks),
It ii doubtful if the engagement
•hoXved 9 profit.

Though' 'People' stopped Saturday
find did not-play Sunday as has been
the policy, a'benefit performance was
played Tuesday (13) night. Benefit
had been arranged ^fi advance, a
Bronx club, with a membership
inost]y..o](Jurist9

and

attorneys,. pay.-

—

'

claiming the defendants blocked the
a play within a play, action
taking place within a theatre, with sale of Lazarus' play,- 'Everyman for
various cliarac'iers participating from Himself,' to- Columbia. Show was a
fast flop on Broadway. Rights were
the audience. 'There is murder, dissold by the author for $4,500 but he
trict attorney, cops and. so forth.
blames the Guild for blocking the
orighiel bid of $30,000.
-Lazarus claims he entered into a
production agreement on the play
DuBarry' Folds in Baho;
with Arthur D. Hutchinson Produc-'
Bert Lahr
Coast tions, Ltd., subject to the minimum

opposed the Idea of the authors hav- Big'

is

to

basic agreement'between

all'

theatri-

producers and the defendants,
Columbia offered to purchase the
film rights, but under the agreement
the rights could not be sold unless
the play had <run three weeks on
Broadway or 75 performances out
of town.
Lazarus claims he applied for a
concession, and without submitting
the proposition to the Council of
th.e Guild, the defendants rejected
the agreement. Answer asserts the
minimum basic agreement has been
in effect for 15 years, and has been
found to be the best workable solucal-

Pittsburgh,

May

IS

'DuBarry was a Lady* company
was notified here last week that the
tour would end in Baltimore' Saturday (17) Instead of in Boston on the
24th.
Show had previously been
booked for a return engagement in
the Hub, but management decided
not to risk the date so

late, in sea-

son. Bert Lahr, star of musical, will
go on to New York to spend a few
days with relatives and then plans to
drive to Hollywood.
tion of the problem of sales to film
Ijahr said here that so far he has
companies.
signed no contract with Metro for a
return to pix. Studio wants him for
'DuBarry' and 'Panama Hattie,' but FourOperetta
also is after comedian to sign a term
Season'
contract
Coast
Lahr intends to do another Broadway show next season
Los Angeles, May 13.
and therefore, he said, doesn't want
Los Angeles Civic Light Opera
to commit himself to more than a Association will open its fourth anone or two-picture deal. Lahr's last nual operetta festival at Philharfilm was 'Wizard of Oz,' which he monic auditorium May 19. Four promade during summer of 1939.
ductions are scheduled for this year,
each to run one week, with alternate
performances of each' play In San
ing $1,500 for the performance. F5r Francisco.
time the special performance
a
Opening here will be 'Rio Rita,'
looked cold, which placed the club followed by 'Naughty Marietta,' "The
in a hole.
Equity ruled that the Chocolate Soldier,' and winding up
players be paid two-eights of one with 'Cabin in the. Sky.'
week's, salary for the Tuesday showAmong names who will take part
ing.
Other copcessions from stage- in the season's program are John
hands and musicians were, reported, Charles Thomas, Joe E. Brown, Ethel
otherwise the management would Waters, Francia White, Billy Gilbert
and Sterling Holloway.
have faced a loss.

Week

On

'Toronto

(14-17).

Louis,

St.

Muriel

Angelus,

May

13.

English

singer
'Arsenio and Old Lace' (Erich von
and film player, will play the leadStroheim, Laura Hope Crews, Helen
ing femme role in 'New Orleans,' the
Twelvetrees) Grand, Chicago (14new Oscar Hammersteln-SIgmund
24).
'Blossom Time' (Everett Marshall) Romberg musical that will be world
—His Majesty's, Montreal '(14-17); preethed in the alfresco theatre in
Forest Park by the Municipal Thea-Royal Alexandra, Toronto (19-24).'
•Cabin In the Sky' (Ethel Waters) tre Assn. at the opening of the season June 5.^
Selwyn, Chicago (14^24),

—

—
'DnBarry Waa a Lady' (Bert Lahr)
—
Baltimore

Other new principals who will
appear during the 12-week season
i"ord's,
(14-:i7).
'Gay DIvoroee' (Luella Gear, Dor- Include Caroline Segr.era, Margalo
othy Stone, Charles Collins)— Shu- Gillmore, Dorothy Sandlin, James
Newill, John Tyres, Donald Burr,
bert, Boston (14-24).
'Hellzapoppln' ^Aud., Chicago (14- Tom Ewell, Dan' Harden, Howard
Freeman,
Frankie
Thomas and
24).
'Life with Father' (LiUian Gish)— Charles Williams.
Blackstone, Chicago (14-24).
•Orleans' will
be followed
by
'Life with Father* (Dorothy Gish) 'Sweethearts,'
'Too
Many Girls,"
—Walnut, Philadelphia (14-24).
'Firefly,'
'The Three Musketeers,'
'Man 'Who Catne to Dinner' (Alex- 'Irene,' 'Nina Rose,' 'The Merry
ander
WooUcott) Shubert,
New Widow,' 'Bitter Sweet,' 'The Desert
Haven (14-17); Colonial, Boston (19- Song,' 'Red Mill,' and 'BaUlaika.'

—

—

24).

'Meet the People'—Bushnell Aud.,
Hartford, Conn. (21); Shubert, New

Haven
•My

(22-24).
Sister Eileen'— Harris,

cago (14-24).

Chi-

Walter Hartwig's Widow
Carries On at Ogunquit
Boston,

May

13.

•Pins and Needles'— BUtmore, Los
Mrs. Walter Hartwig will carry on
Angeles (15-24)..
management of the Ogunquit Play'Bose Marie'—Erie, Schenectady,
house, Ogunquit, Me., and will reN, Y. (14-15); Empire, Syracuse,
opei) the strawhat for 15th season on
N. Y. (18-17); His Majesty's, MonJune 30 for 10 weeks.
treal (19-24).
She will maintain same policies as
'Sim Sala Elm' (Dante)— Nixon,
those established by her late husPittsburgh (14-17).
'Student Prince'Forrest, Phila- band, who died during the past year,
"
band, who died during the past year.
delphia (14-24),
'Time of Tonr Life' (Eddie Dowl-" This season's directors will be John
Kirkpatrick and Wesley' McKee.
ing)—Cass, t)etroit (14-17).
Tobacco Road' (John Barton)—
Garden, New London, Conn. (14);
Strawhat at Spa
Strand, Waterbury, Conn. (15-17);
Saratoga Springs, N. Y. May 13.
Lyric, Bridgeport, Conn. (19-24).
Mrs. Hope Lawder Ritchie will
'TweUth Night' (Helen Hayes, again operate the Spa theatre this
Maurice Evans)—Erlanger, Chicago summer here.
(14-24).
She and George D. Ritchie, former
•Women Aren't Angels' (Bobby Saratogian and New York Sun poliClark)—WUbur, Boston (15-24).
tical writer, were recently married.
.
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Off:

m

4C

N.Ga

Mpls.

Minneapolis,

Although

Haye^Evans $liOOO,

'Cabin' $10j)00

4Chlcago, Blay IS.
Town currently has alx shows, but
there is no real money toundation.

Two newcomers

Dinner'

m

in 1-Niter

week were

last

Springfield, Mass.,'May 12.

the Sky* and Twelfth
Neither one came even
Night'
close to turning In the business exIn

'Cabin

Biggest house in 19 years was reported for 'The Man 'Who Came to
Opened on .Sunday (11)
Dinner" with Alexander WooUcott, at
was the road company of Hellzapoppin' In the 4,000-seat Auditorium. Court Square for one day lastVeek
Not one show approximated capac- (7). Gross for matinee and evening'
ity, with all manapers sending out was estimated at- $4,500 at $2.75 top.
for a new set of alibis.
, AIthoug(i capacity of the theatre
is officially 1,575, enough extra seiats
Estimates (or tsot Week
were put in boxes and gallery to
'Arscnle and Old Laee/ Grand
Down, boost the evening show to 1,641.
(Sth week) (1,200; $2.75).
especially during th. weekdays, but
with considerable coin on Saturday
night; over $12,500 last wee>
Sydney-Adler's 'Accent'
<CabIn in the Sky,' Selwyn (1st
week) (1,000; $2.79).- Ethel Waters
Good $8,500 in Detroit
musical drew fine reports, but failed
wicket
came
and
to hustle at the
through on initial session to $10,000.
Detroit, May 13.
with Father,' Blackstone
'Life
Slow in starting, but finishing
Two
(1,200; $2.75).
(e4th we6k)
more weeks and a miracle of show well, 'Accent on Youth' completed
business for sticking out a run of its eight performances at the Cass
Chicago.
Drew here witii an approximate $8,500.
in
length
this
more than $11,000.
Crix here seemed to think that
'My Sister Eileen,' Harris (12th while the material vas slight it
week) (1,000; $2.79). Has proved a made a pleasant revival because of
money-maker, off with the general Luther Adier and Sylvia Sydnex in
starring roles. Top was $2.75.
lassitude; quoted around $11,000.
'Time of Your Life' came l>ack to
(1stTwelfth' Nlfht,' Erlanger
week) (J,400; $3.30). On ATS sub- Detroit for the second time this
Helen Hayes - Maurice year, opening at Cass Monday (12).
scription.
Evans getting good play Xipstairs, but
having difficuTty' with main floor.
^'Came through on first week to
pected.

.
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-

-

.

Trince'

>

HeHz^'Bjg $18,000, Winds

Up Fme MUwaukee Season
Milwaukee,

—

May

13.

Legit season the best In several
years wound up Saturday night
(10) in a blaze of glory with 'Hellzapoppin' (Billy House and Eddie
Garr).
Packed 'em' in to almost absolute
capacity for five nights and a matinee in the LgOO'seat Davidson, with
the gross estimated at $18,000 at $3.30

—

'

top.

U¥^

May

acclaimed

B'way Fadeaway Continoes; 'Native,'

13.

it

one

of the season's outstanding theatrical
events. Time of Your Life,', with
Eddie Dowling and Julie Haydon,
approximated only light $4,000 in
three nights and a matinee at the
2,200-Eeatez Lyceum, scaled at $2.75

$ll,5l)0;CQrn,'14aAmoDg11ioseO(r.
lady.'aU/zC'Rliine.'Wi/iaSliflSRO

At that, business built with each
performance and the last night's takmgs, $1,400, were the largest of the

top.

engagement

Show rang down

the curtain on^the

Broadway continues

Few

to slide.

shows are holding
the

DUBARRr

week) (C-891; $3.30). Looks like
engagement is nearing finale, but

AS PnT'S

to
which got
better than $60,000 in fortnight Bert

Lahr

712;

Among

$3.30).

made fair boxofflce record to
date; $6,000 estinjated.
'NaUve Son,' St James (7th week)
(D-1,520; $3J0).
S'Jpped; rated at
$11,500, which is claimed to better
even break; ticket sale up to July
has

1

shows

those

was sold

$3,500 flat to a benefit group.

timated.
•Out of the Psylng

'Hellzapoppin,'
Winter
Garden
Nixon currently has Dante for a
return engagement, result of sensa- (138th week) (R-1,671; $3.30). Like
tional $10,500 he did here early in others this stayer eased off another
January; and, after 'Sim Sala Bim,' $1,000; around $18,000; lowest since
early weeks (46th Street), but turns
it's curtains for town's legit site, season winding up Saturday night (17) good enough profit at that pace.
It Dappens on Ice,' Center (6th
after 24 weeks.
week) (repeat engagement-) (R-3,-

OK

in

Baltimore,

Wash.

Balto

May

'Pal Joey,'

13.

but

time,

still

among

money

top

getters; eased to $26,000 last

week.

'Separate Rooms,' Plymouth (58th
(C-1,107: $3.30). Doesn't cost
much to operate, and -Is a^d to be
still makine some money for hous*

week)

and show;
"The

$6,000.

Beantlfal

Lyceum

People,'

(3d week) (C-1,004; $5.30). Followup press break last week 'helped
somewhat at boxoffice, with takings
rated around $7,000 level.
.

.

Com

The
Is
Green,' National
(24th week) (D-1,162; $3J0). Making
nice profit but considerably under
early
pace; dipped
like
others;

'

6G

week)

(flth

week) (M-1,347; $4.40). Has been
under the top ranking pace for some

'Johnny Belinda,' Longacre (34th

week) (D-1,016; $3.30). Has not been
able to recapture .heavy red of early.
gart of run, but has been getting

'

Poor

Barrymore

(M-1,104; $4.40). One of the shows
not materially affected, though un-

$2.75).

here; ice

Fme $13,^00,

Reviews

Pa .,' Windsor.
off Saturday (10) after playing 13 weeks; rather low grosser
brought good sum for film rights;
rated around $3,000 last week.

Taken

Hardly any difference der the levels of earlier months; esshow around $18,000; with timated around $18,000, whicli is
operating costs lowered said to more profitable.
than break even.
'Panama HsttTe,' 46th St (28th
087;

Harvest'

and possible summer holdover.
'Old Aeqnalntanoe,' Broadhurst

are aimed through summer; Final and 20th week; did well
when which
consistent money -maker has been enough at Morosco, but slipped
at
.when moved here; around $6,000 esaveraging $12,000.

hit got oil to great start

opening performance

"Hope for a Harvest' with the y; around $6,000 is prettyi good for
Fredric March .starred, wound up Xaia type of show.
the six-week ATS subscription sea•Lady In the Dark,' Alvin (lOth
Washington, May 13.
son at Ford's last week and garnered week) (M-1,375; $4.40). WiU prob'Student Prince,' Shubert revival an okay estimated $13,200.
Play ably continue to sell out up to sumof the popular. Romberg operetta, is drew good notices from local crix.
mer dosing date (June 14); leads
still °a
magnet, drawing approxiPossible wlndup of a rather bull- the list with gross over $31,500.
mately $14,500 at the National last ish legit season here is current 'DuXlfe With Father,' Empire (78th
week in face of split reviews by barry Was a Lady,' at Ford's.
week) (C-1,005; $3.30). Little doubt
critics.
Operetta closed legit seashow going
abo'ut leading laugh
son 'here, being followed by roadthrough another summer; at $15,500
'Pins',
in
L.
show engagement of 'Fantasia' openquoted pace was maintained last
ing last night (Monday).
St Louis, May 13..
week.
Disney film, incidentally, was reParehase,'
Imperial
'Pins and Needles,' ended one-week
TiOaUlana
sponsible, according to theatre, for stand Saturday (10) and wound up (50th week) (C-1,450; $4.40).
Will
cancellation of annual Actors Fund the local legit season at the Ameri- accomplish year's run, but not sure
Benefit Sound experts needed all can. Revue grossed estimated poor about playing through summer;
time available between
'Student $6,000 in eight, performances.
rated around $18,000.
Prince' closing and 'Fantasia' openHouse was scaled to $1 for every
Man Who Came to Dinner,' Music
ing for Installation of special -equip- night except Saturday, when tops Box (82nd week) (C-1,013; $2.20).
ment
Lowering of ticket sale may hold
was $1.50.

in

stayer in; claimed to hav*
picked up and bettered $8,000.
'My Sister Eileen,' Biltmore (20th
week) (CD-991; $3.30). Not further
affected; quoted at $13,000 again and
that provides good profit
Mr. and Mrs. North,' Belasco (17th

this

their pace, and
list Is slowly thinning down,
with summer holdover possibilities
soon indicated.
BIG $24,500
Estimates (or Last Week
Key; C (Comedy), D (DroTna), R
SEMI-FINAL (Reuue), AT (Musical), F (Farce),
O (OpereUa),
'Arsenic and. Old Lac.,' Fulton
Pittsburgh,' May 13.
(18th week) (CD-B38; $3.30).
Sold
'DuBarry "^as a
Lady'
came out six weeks in advance; tickets' on
through as expected last week at sale through summer; still capacity,
Nixon, doing smash $24,500 for next with gross more than $16,500.
to top gross of season. Record high
<CUndla,' Booth (13th week) (CDwent
'Hellzaooppin,"
local legit season.

.

$14,000.

critics

II

St

•round

summer pos-

$14,000; distinct

sibility.

.

TbSt Happy Days,' Miller (D-S40:
Presented by Raphael and
Robert Hakim; dramatized by Zoifc
Aldns from the French; opened
Tuesday.
•Tobscee Boad,' Forrest (20«th
$3.30).

.

week)

Memphis Operetta Sked
Season of operettas will open July
7 at the Memphis Open Air Tli^atre,
with William Holbrooke signed to a
three-year contract as producer-director, George Hirst, musical director, and 'Victor Morley libretto ^rector. Frances Grear and her husband, Robert Gay, Jr., both of the
Philadelphia Opera C^., will be
leads, and Charles Kemper Is set as
comedy leaB for flv« shows.
Bills, each to run a week, will include 'Robin Hood,' 'Mile. Modiste,'
The Fortune Teller,' 'Rio Rita' and
The Pink Lady.*

'Henry' $8)400 in S. F.
San Francisco, May 13.

'Springtime for Henry,' Edward
Everett Horton starrer at the Al- here before the New -York opening
grossed
estimated
$8,400, Tuesday night (13) at the Henry MilKlep/er.
ler.

cazar,

healthy, on its third- weeli, pacing
even with, the second stanza almost
to the dollar.

Town

flajs Out of

Wilmington, Del., May 10.
In thn« acta, adapted b7 Zoe

itased
Arthur" HIPlay: aatUnr, Raymond Sovay;
preaentcd D/ Aaphaal and Robert Hakim
May
Wllmlnfton,
Playbouae,
the
at

Barrymore Theatre^

.

and

SYLVIA

SHORE
WEEK
IN 21 ST

GEORGE WHITE'S
GAY WHITE WAY. N.
ManaseiiMDti
1'3'IS

Y.

WM. KENT
New Cork

Bmw4way

.....Baibara Kent

Marianne Qaaaln.,

.'.Diana

Barrymore

Frederick Bradlee

Joan Tetzel
Feter Scott

Edward Ashley

Well produced and generally well
acted, "The Happy Days' is not likely
to repeat on Broadway its record of
The prothree seasons in Paris.
ducers are the same Raphael and
Robert Hakiip, this being their inibut real
tial American production
entertainment yalue is conspicuous
by its absence.
'Hie second and third acts are too
talky, though adolescent love, with
its heartaches and woes, is appealMost of the apingly presented.
plause at the opening went to tne
cast of six more or less 'teen-age
players who not only acted, but
looked like the youngsters they por-
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New York

NORMAN
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^
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Oliver Faber.
Farnette Faber..;
Bemanl Qaaaln.
Michael Trent

20TH WEEK
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—

trayed.
Starting off lively before the second-act letdown, 'The Happy Days'
has a rather slim plot dealing with
two young couples who get their
budding love lives pretty well mixed
up until a handsome aviator comes
along and sets theni straight There
is an unusual, but not entirely unforeseen, twist for the final curtain.
The play seems more suited to the
amateur stage than as a candidate
for Broadway.
Real' surprise of the cast is John

Barrymore^ daughter, Diana. Show-

ROSALIND IVAN
in

"THE CORN

IS

GREEN'

NATIONAL THEATRE,

N. Y.

Butler.

Slara

Aklns from tba Tnnch, 'I>aa Jour Heurby
oux,' by Claud«-Andr« Fuset;

la

13.

Bill

with

Rcblnaon.

Claudia

Is

Monday

off

(12)

when caught
Elem.

This
tically

is. a flier- which proves pracnothing except ttiat Bill Rob-

a champ at 62.
Marty Forkins, the star's manager,
says frankly that he did it for Bojangles and has no definite idea of
It
the all-colored revue's future.
closes Saturday (17) at the end of a
week's break-in at the Lyric, which
switched policy from burlesque for
the show.
'Hot from Harlem' is' an orthodox,
conservative sepia musical. Format's

inson

legit

Is still

enough, but hardlv warranted

by contents. 'Whatever possibilities
there are seem limited to tab bookcondensation,
which
ings
after
should be simple.
Robinson has a right to be proud
of what he^s doing at an age long
past the normal retirement line. He
sets a pace nobody in the show
matches, and he pretty nearly makes
a

going all-out in the second half
a session of microphone chatter
and his famous staircase dance at
the finale. One of his numbers is a
demonstration of how he expects to
be dancing '40 years from now, and
it is easy to believe.
Several potentials are introduced
in the revue. Claudia McNeil catches
on fast wltli a rich contralto which,
with training, should make her a
radk> and record bet. The Musical
Madcaps, an octet specializing in
.

comedy
ground,

jive against a
blitzes

next-to-closing.

the

bers.

Thnrs. Preems Better

For Frisco Legit B. 0.
San Francisco, May

Alcazar stage,

engagement

-

13.

following successful
Edward Everett
for Henry,'

of

"Springtime

Horton's

which closes Wednesday

(14)

after

four weeks.
Dick Marshall, house manager,
says Thursday openings get better
breaks in the dailiet—It's handier for
the crlUcs. Claims that U the reviews are good. It meant good weekWednesday closing also
end biz.
seems to bring out better attendance
the early part of the week.

A

Ms*.!

Hollywood,

May

EDDIE

13.

way.

Leo Taub, Sbafer's representative,
returned from a fiylng trip cast,
where he made preliminary nego-

CO-BTABBIXO

RECORD BREAKING
"HELLZ-A-POPPIN"

IN

tiations for the 'Gas Light' opening
and looked over plays suitable for
runs at the Hollywood Playhouse.

ON TODB

•

Name

in the
a personbetween the

River'

GARR

for a legit run in Hollywood, is slated
for an early fall opening on Broad-

rhythm

Man

LOO OLAfTOn

'Gas light' for B'way

house

'01'

Im-

'

Henry Duffy will use a Thursday night opening hereafter for his
shows on the recently relighted

Lily

Mot.t WM. KENT
1776 B'way. Nisw York

Concert Dates
(May

Estrellita,

Customary

still

Sabwmy CireaU

*Whlte Can*,' Windsor; Bronx;
with Ann Cono.'
'Oearge Waahlaitra Slept Hera/
Flatbusfa, Brooklyn; with J. C. Nugent Cora Wltherspoon.

night of it all by himself.
'Gas Light' English mystery meller
The tap vet displays his complete recently Imported by C^eorge Shafer

line,
witli

Sunday

If

easing off of late, business
portant; $16,000.

Mc-

ing good stage presence, she recites able miss doubling
her lines effectively. Edward Ash- sketches and musical numbers, also
from films, shows proper re- impresses.
Freddie Robinson, who was Koko
Peter Scott
straint as the aviator.
cops the comedy honors while Fred- in 'The Hot Mikado,' which starred
erick Bradlee, Joan TeUel and Bar- Bojangles, and Apus, paired with
bara Kent the latter with little to Estrellita, follow the usual line of
The single skit comedy. George Wiltshire plays
do, all merit applause.
setting by Raymond Sovey, a farm- straight and also m.cs some' numhou.se interior,

way

Apoa and Eatrelllta, Freddie RobinOeoire Wlltabire, S^orr Bvana, Leon
Warrick, Mnstrol MadcnpB. Alvln Cow-

ens, Juanlta Williams, Ethel Fiddler, Sepia
Briirnde, Billy Butler'a Swingphonic Orchestra.

(D-1,107; $1.10).

performances contlniM after vthlir
month record run drama may- gp

Showgirls are lookers and line Into summer; $4,000 estimated.
Watch en the Bhtne,' Beck (6th
shows the Inspiration of the Robinson company. The tapster uses five week) (D-1,214: $3.30). One of verir
few shows' selling out; last weera
Qf them in the staircase routine.
Look What Love Done Done' and count waa $19,800; standees in most
Down by, the Old Southern River" performances.
Bevlval
are fairly tunefuL
The Deelor'a DUeaiaa,' Shubert
Big pit band under BUly Butler
(9th week) (C-1,409; $3J0).
Sumdoes solid. Job.
Two-a-day here- at S9c' top. -Biz mer possibility; altboiigb has been

Neil,
son,

ley,

rich in atmosphere

and

solo spot goes to Leon Warrick,
he does litUe with it

.

Billy

THE HAPPY DAYS

»-10,

"PAL JOEY"

May

Bridgeport

Revue In two acta (10 ecenee), preaented
theatre. BrIdKeport. by Marty
atased by Addleon Kerry; maslc.
Porter Grainger; accpery. Kaj Velden and
Slevena Sttfdloa; coetomee, Mahleu and
Mme. Morgan; orchestm arrangementa,
Thoraaa Whaley; orchestra directed by
at Lyric
Forklna:

.

FaaMnd

HOT FROM HARLEM

'

Goes one more week, when It will
have to close due to Horton's picture
commitments for Columbia.

Comedy

JACK
DURANT
NOW

and the lighting effects are exceptionally well done. -ArthuY' Ripley
turned in a good staging ]ob.
The cast had three nerformances

14-24)

Fon»—Carnegie

Hall,

SAMUEL FRENCH

N. Y.

(20).

Leopold

American

StokowskI— (with AllYouth orch) Carnegie

Lawrence

Tibbett— Aud.,

•IHC( ttU

AUTHORS-' REPRESENTATIVt
1

'lays

Hall, N. Y. (16).
'Van-

couver (14); Capitol, Yakima, Wash,
(16); Fox, Billings, Mont (19).
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We Have No

Yes,

sContinued from page

themselves part of the 'Borscht Circuit.'
Nevertheless, they bore the
stigma of the tag which was loosely
used by the public to embrace all

Borscht

summer

1;

resorts.

Having worked only at Camp
The 'social staffs' became Tamiment, Tamiment, Pa., we can
po sibly applied to an era when '^''BS'' and more professional and the give you the lowdown as gleaned
productions more elaborate and for- from our experience there. TamiH?rald Square was considered 'way
jj^jjj
ment is building a new model 1,200
up' own.
Chaos In the Catskllls!
seat theatre for next -season, comAnd similarly ou'U probably find
Then one o£ the top spots an- pletely equipped with every modem
boischt more likely relished by the nounccd Belle Baker as the guest device.
Last year, members of the permaWhite Russians in the 'class vodka star. Chaos in the Catskills! Telephone wires hummed with frantic npnt company included Paul Gerrlts,
nitery circuit, than'lp the CaLskills
Lorraine and Rognan, Sue Ryan,
and wherever the 'borscht circuit' calls from -rict-to-be-outdone resort
Imogene
Coca (third season) Danny
owners, and the next weekend saw
n-' nomer sprang from.
and Kaye (second season-) and a number
won't be long now when
.
worn
wnen me
the '^e hills crawling with Eugene
of topn.ght smgers and danc^^^^
tl
ughts of the spring layoff taleni Willie Howard, Sylvia Froos. Irene
theatre
The
at Tao^^^^^
v ill turn to summer work. And if Bordoni, Tip Tap and Toe, and a
acls-or busmess it has Broadw^^^^^
horde ^f
of other
othe.^ standard
su^^^^^^^^^
for|-^°rde
VARIETY, which
ch must be blamed for
reasonable facsimilies thereof. It was and a unique method of operation—
creating the 'borscht circuit' label

any further on the way,

together
doesn't scotch1 it nronto it won't he this spirit of competition,
with the demise Of vaudeville, that
eforrft^s
keLn reiter-l
reite^
long, also, before
eiOie
it's again
lis
....
_
.,
,
i.^..
variety
ated and repeated in a libelous se- gave birth to a new summer

a profit than when Field bought it.
He has a great personal interest
(aside from financial) in the paper,

28th street

row

of brownstones, and

.

around.'

i

I

|

I

:

1

i

'

j

.

,

|

no

,

'
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circuit,

quence.
'Strawhat*

You

providing 10 weeks' work

and not for peanuts.

OX, But—
and

also coined 'strawhat,'

Take a look

at

mixing or

life-of-the-

and talk. They were not booked in
for single 'dates, but for an entire
season of intensive training. Many
have come back for subsequent

this list of acts that have played
in the 'mountains' the last two sea-

to

It's
that's something else again.
e good, solid, show business way of
d jcrlbing the hayloft histronics. But

us

socializing,

It has been for many
party stuff.
usorc «ho
cnmmsp l^oratory
loKnmtnrv of well
u,e11
years
the summer
established
performers,
many of
whom came to re-learn how to walk

i

,
•

sons:

Booked by Abner Greshlar for the
Grcnd Hotel, Highmount, N. Y.: Al seasons.
Scontinf for B'way
Bernie, Henny Youngman, Charles
Carlile,
Giro Rimac & Co., Morey
A few of the more progressive
Just to prove our point, here are
soTie facts and figures, names and Amsterdam. Joan Merrill, Condos Broadway producers like Oscar SerBros.:
Marir.
lin,
Al
Lewis
Rose
Toni
Lane,
Georgie
and Vinton Freedley
c'.ata on the so-called borscht thing.
Don't mind if we take you back to Tapps. Giovanni, Sylvia Froos, En- have kept tabs on Tamiment and
the dark ages—or the good old days. rica & Novello, Lucille Johnson, have come for a look on many ocJean
Travers.
casions-.
Of
course,
Moore
Revel,
you know, our
St
a- you call them—to banish forever
the conception that a summer resort George Givot, Gypsy MarkofT. Jerry 'Straw Hat Revue' was picked up by'
Harry - Kaufman
(Shuberts)
and
enlertaimnent features a pair of Lester, Tito Coral, Paul Duke.
transf^red
bodily
from.
Tamiment
idiots sitting in a lake of sour cream,
Booked by the William Morris ofth owing herriuBS at cue another.
&ce for Totem Lodge: Joe E. Lewis, to the stage of the Amb'iissador theatre,
on
Broadway.
the
.T
same manner that Reuben's Sophie Tucker, J. C. Flippen, Ang. .w from a sandwich to an institu- drews Sisters, Hal LeRoy, Nicholas
The permanent company numbers
tion, a large nimiber of small board- Bros., Tip, Tap and Toe; Frank Gaby, close to SO. This includes musicians,
bc vscht circuit

!

'

•

I

!

'

I

|

'

i

[

'

j

'

1

ing houses scattered through the Slate pros., Estelle Taylor, Romo
Catskills and the Berkshires (mighty Vincent,
Don Zelaya, Buck and
pretty country up there, too) devel- 'Bubbles, Jay and Lou Seiler, Heroped from rocking chair porches to man Hyde, Ames and Arno, Boss
streamlined hostelries.
Way back, Wyse, Jr., Harry Hershfleld, Benny
in the hey-day of the two-a-day, the Fields, Molly Picon, Frances Faye,
proud proprietor of a 20-room farm Irene Bordoni, Bob Hall, Cookie
house, three or four milk-givers and Bowers, Smith
Dale, Nick Lucas,
a half-dozen egg-layers, took oir as Lillian Roth, The' De Marcos, Eddie
one of the hired help an energetic, Lambert, Berry Bros, Mary Burton,
c?3resSive young man to be the life Arnaut Bros.
of the party.
Aronnd the Circuit
He j/as known to the management
Booked by Beckman
Pransky,
and thib gue§ts as a 'toomeler' bnd Sid Hall, Phil Sandler, Charles Rapp
his }o|> was to 'toomel' pep up the for
the President Hotel, Laurel
!

&

&

—

go-by to
seeking just a

victims into paroxysm^ of
This one maii roadshow also
'contact'—some No. 2 act
was laying off, or a newly
formed and ambitious dance team,
or an impecunious young attorney
with a- flair for wearing false mustaches—all of whom were delighted
glee.

"What

is

-He

Life?" tete-a-tetes.

Notable Alomnl

Lawyers,
doctors,
bookkeepers,
school teachers and young business

men

'

'

'

at hotels like Grosslnger's,

Flagler, TBe President, Laurel
Ctuntry Club—and a place called
N.- imerson's built a 600-seat the?,.«>tre--wlth permanent -seats, because
old man Ne)timerSon Was 'sick and
tired
M- pushing folding chairs
'

hokum.

However,

the

audiences,

having, an intellectual or pseudo-Intellectual outlook, demanded a more

highbrow type of amusement at the
adult camps than they did at the
hotels' in the Catskills. The owners
of these camps never considered

Case involves Charleston (S. C.)
Evening Post's refusal to permit Investigators a , peek ct records recently.
Defendants held a gander
whether the sheet would continue. was non-privileged, since daily hadn't
He declared that if it showed it was been charged with anything and no
on .the road toward making a profit complaint had been made as to its
he would keep up his subsidy.
wages and hours system. Judge will
Aside from cutting its overhead rule about June 15.
-

-

somewhat PM,

it Is

admitted,
to

is

not

showing

however, and still feels it 'shows
promise.' Evidence of his intention
to continue support are current negotiations, in which he himself ii
taking part to renew PM's pact with
the 'Newspaper Guild
Carl •Randau,^of the foreign

and Leane Zugsmith,
city staff, are
for the sheet.

staff,

his wife, of the

on

against the

Pa. Legion's

Kudos

to WInchell

Walter WInchell was presented a
and aggressive
campaign for Americanism' by the

scroll for his 'fearless

Pennsylvania Depc'rtment of the
at ceremonies in
Philadelphia last Wednesday (6).
Winchell revealed that he will go
Into active traihing with the Naval
Reserve in August. He holds a commission of lieutenant commander in
that service. It was the columnist's
first visit to Phllly since 1919, when
he did a four-a-day as a vaude hoofer
at the. old Nixon, now being- torn

American Legion

libel

suit

filed

that the summer resorts" cough up
close to $2,000,000 a season for entertainment, that ain't 'Borscht.'
So let's forget 'The Borscht Circuit'

Max

Liebmdn.

SvMa

Fine (Mrs.

Danny Kaye).

port.

Beacon -Journal Publish

—

^
^

ec-ipment

tion charge.

New

performers who are
missed the $250,000
job or a vaca-

summer

is

Perhaps we can clinch our arguunleashed their inhibitions in ment by listing soiiie of the theatrithese backwoods Bohemias, indulg- cal Big Shots who are alumni of the
ing in an orgy of physical exercise summer resort bams. In the writing
field,
Eddie Eliscu and Mortimer
and social activity.
Masquerades,
Offner (Camp Copake), Moss Hart
to appear as 'guest stars' for a free camp fires, poetry readings, canoe
(The Flagler),. Arthur Arent Harold
sings, dramatic entertainments and
weekend and applause.
stunt nights were arranged by a so- Rome and Charles Friedman (Green
A Stooge (or the Toomeler'
cial director and the participants Mansions),. John 'Wexley,
Arthur
Bj.
As the number of customers and were the guests themselves. They Kober, Allen Boretz, Jack Murray,
buildings increased, there cropped made their own fun
and there was Dore Schary, Don Hartman.
up a crying need for an assistant plenty of it
Comedians: Danny Kaye (Tamitoomeler'-usually a little guy with
One disturbing fact, however, was ment), Hanny Youngman (White
large collection of funny hats, who constantly evident—there
were al- Rqe), Jackie Miles (Laurel Country
took care o(t the porch while the top ways more she's than
he's.. Despite Club), Johnny Howard <Brlckman's
man was busy falling into the swim- the noble efforts of the dining
room Hotel), Mischa Auer (Totem Lodge),
ming pooL Later on a baritone, a waiters—aU college men, hir^d to Oshins and
Lessy, Jack' Gilford,
'prim' (prima donna), a blues or 'Or- double as gigolos—each
evening pro- Leonard Elliot
chl-Chomla' singer and an all around duced the same line of pathetic
Actors and singers: George Tobias,
Juvenile with a blue Jacket and wallflowers.
Anne Lubowe, Rose Marie Brancato,
white flijmels were added to the
Unwanted Dames
Margaret Daum (Tamiment), Gercompany. These spedialists had to
The mana,gement was quick to re- trude Niesen (Totem Lodge), Arthur
know how. to 'speak lines' and performed one-acters like The Valiant,' alize that when these unwanted Tracy (Young's Gap), Florence WyThank You, Doctor,' The Flatter- dames were watching a performance, man (The Flagler), Jime Havoc,
ing Word,' and the whole Eugene they felt on a par with the more Katherine Locke (White Roe), Teddy
Bergman, Adelaide Klein, John
O'Neill cycle on an improvised plat- attractive and popular females arid
form on, Friday nights (Sabbath the tragic blow of undesirability was Brown (Copake), Sid Tomack, Val
Irving (Young's Gap).
eve) when^ging and dancing were softened. It. was this factor more
than anything else that inspired the
Milt Britton and his band were
taboo. Saturday night was still' re
served for the 'big show'—a cut elaboration of the entertainment, and found at the St Regis hotel at
down, j)irated version of 'Rain or finally wiped, out all the guest par- Flelschmann, N. Y.; Shep Fields and
Good actors, his Rippling Rhythm were picked up
Shine' or a -hastily concocted revue ticipation activities.
directors, string ensembles, dancers at' Grosslnger's,
and many others.
with "produ^ion numbers.'
and comedians were engaged to pro- These are all names that clicked
on
Soon cphipletely outfitted stages vide a weekly bill of
concerts, the summer circuit before they made
with fly lofts became standard drama, political satire
and unabashed the big time. And when you consider

The

not the federal govecnment, under
wage-hour law, can t:ompel a newspaper to open Its records to inspectors In ab^nce of complaint or viola-

York
financial support of the
Field, after buying a major
daily.
interest in the paper some months
ago, said he would decide by May

who have

'

terrific

that

AveraflBf 85,0M Clronlatton
Although circulation of PM has
much remained static for
at around 85,000,. Marshall
Field III has agreed to continue

interested only in those
ing Co., Akron, publisher of the Aka particular theatrical axe
to grind
comedians who want to ron Beacon Journal, by Congressman
develop poise, and technique, dancers Martin L. Sweeney, Cleveland, who
who want to talk, singers who want contended he 'had been damaged by
to dance, 'established teaqis who want a syndicated column, on the ground
'no
debatable constitutional
to perfect their routines,"writers who that
want to branch out, and technicians question was involved.' The decision
who want to experiment The de- .affirmed that of earlier 't:ourt.
Suit was one of 70 filed by
mands are tough, the attitude
tion.

"

had

PM

pretty

months

their way to Japan
Length of their stay
Robert Neville, foreign
Is flexible.
ed, is in Australia on his way home down for a parking lot.
from China, while Ernest Hemingway is also heading for New 'York
Comstock As Bridgeport M.E.
from the Far East. Hemingway was
Howerd I. Comstock this week (12)
to do some special stories on China
Joined Bridgeport (Conn.) Timesfor PM, but will probably write 'em
Star as managing editor^. Shakeup
whe'n he gets back, untrammeled by
on Connecticut daily me^nt retirecensorship. Dr. Seuss, cartoonist on
ment from news department of
the Flit ads, has been inked by PM
James L. McGovern, veteran editor.
for fuur cartoons a week.
Comstock was formerly -city ed. of
actors, scenic designers, costumer^,
the Bridgeport Post and m.e. of the
lyricists and composers.
'The direcBridgeport Herald. He has recently
Dismisses 2S0G Libel -Suit
tor of the Tamioient theatre gives
Ohio Supreme Court has dis- been press chief for FHA in Bridgethe

hardcrowd; keep 'em on the go, make Country Club, Morningside Hotel, boiled and the sweat runs freely. The
New Concourse Plaza, Shawanga aildience is wised wp^ and intelligent
•em loiigh..
'
liOdge, Commodore Hotel, Stevens- and far from a pushover.
'Hi-Ta, Eddie'
There are many other 'camps like
This hi^h pressure noise-maker ville.Lake House, Brickman's. The
was usually a stage-struck kid who Cedars, Berkshire Country Club: Tamiment, notably Green Mansions,
hung around 47th street side .of the Willie and Eugene Howard, Belle Camp Copake and Unity House, the
Palace, said hello to Eddie Cantor, Baker, Sid Gary, Frances Faye, Ra- ILGWU resort ('Pins and Needles').
and In the sumiAer went out on his dio Ramblers,. Radio Aces, Peg Leg These are all summer theatres with
own. His stock ip trade was a porch Bates, Fifi Dorsay,- Carol Bruce, high standards, and cohsidering the
routine (practical lokgs, card kibit- Jack Durant, Jan Peerce, Ann Lester. short rehearsal periods and the conzing and oS-color stories for the Mark Plant, Paul Seldel & Spotty, stant fighting against time in the creative departments, the work done at
wedded femmes); a swimming pool Gracie -Barr.!^,
At abofit the time that these re- these places is something to brag
routine (walking mto the- water
fully garbed, nonchalantly smoking sorts were beginning to add a sep- about when stacked uj>-< against some
a cigar and reading a paper); a.'din- erate d^lng room for the children of the productions on Broadway. At
ing room routine (fortissimo scream- and were proving^ themselves ideal Tamiment for instance, a musical
ing, wearing an inverted soup pot playgrounds for the mothers, fathers show is written, rehearsed, costumed,
for .a helmet and frantically waving' and wives of New York'cloak-and- provided with, scenery, and presenta cleaver) and a flock 'of blackouts, suiters, their college-bred sons and ed in six days. It gives one performdaughters were beginning to chafe ance which must click with
perodies and smart and peppy, chatprecision,
at the A.K. activities, and found smoothness and polish.
In fact the
ter, which he filched frOm ciurrent
Broadway attractions and- vaude haven in a number of adult 'camps 'Straw Hat Revue' ^as one of the
that were springing up. On beau- regular weekly offerings,
idols.
embeUished
Added to this was<>his own
tiful lake sites; deep in pine woods, and augmented
only to the extent of
special brand of Mnsults' which he
with plenty of privacy,, these bunga- providing some additional
hurled at the gu^ests upon any and
running
no provocation,, and which sent his low colonies accented tennis, swim- time. (It ran only an hour and a
ming, golf, horseback riding and half at Tamiment.)
delighted

.

.

.

Sweeney against newspaper's. Drew.

Spot Mag's Expansion
magazine, starting
issue, -will have two
one stationed in' New York
and the other on the Coast.
Fred Feldkamp left Friday (9) to
-•

Spot picture
its August

with

editors,

assume his Hollywood duties and
Frank Fraysur, formerly with Life,
will be
charge of the New York
ii;i

office.-

In addition to his chores for

Pearson and Robert S. Allen, au
Spot Feldkamp will also handle
thors
of
'Washington Merry-Go
pictorial tasks for the Fawcett film
Roimd,' -and United Features, which magazines.
distributes the column.
Sweeney
alleged he was damaged by a col
Capt Barney Oldfleld's Chores umn published' on Dec. 23, 1038,
Capt. Barney Oldfleld, who before
which said the cdhgr.essman opposed he donned the khaki was the world's
the proposed appointment of U. S. champion film-seer as critic for the
District Attorney Emerlch B. Freed Nebraska State Journal, has been
of Cleveland as a federal judge. The named assistant athletic, recreation
article described Sweeney as a conand press relations officer at Jeffergressional
spokesman for Father son Barracks, near Lincoln, his home
Coughlin and said he opposed Freed's town. He was transferred there last
appointment l>ecause Freed was a fnonth from ft. Crook, Omaha.
foreign-bom Jew'.
Time's 2d

CHATTEB

Express Edition

Atr
Kay Mulvey is writing a series of
Time mag's second Air Express
Hollywood personality stories for
which

to South Amer
American magazine.
week, carried 11% pages of
Walker Long, general manager,
advertising (plus tjie three covers),
as compared with 30 pages (plus Huntington (W. Va.) Herald-Advercovers) in the initial edition the tiser, named publisher.
Peter 0"Crotty named Hollywood
previous week. Second issue was 48
pages against the teeoS issue's 64. editor of two San Francisco mags,
Approximately 20,000 copies of each Coast and Fan Fare.
were printed.
Joseph J. McAullffe, managing edAd rates for the new edition, an- itor of the St Louis Globe-Democrat
nounced by the mag last week, are: for 26 years, retired because of illOne time, page, $250; two col- ness.
umns,
one column, $110;
$176;
Stan Rubin and Jerry Schwartz
half-column,
outside
$65;
back wound up collaboration on their
cover, $405; inside covers,
$380. book,. 'Small Wonder,' for summer
*
Covers are in four Colors, although publication.
inside covers are available in two
Garet Garrett
of
Satevepost,
colors at $350.
brought to Atlantic City hospital
Type is set and proofs pulled for
from
his Tuckahoe-,
N. Y., farm
the AE edition by the Cuneo Press
Thursday (8),' suffering from knee
in Phllly, which prints the regular'
ailment
eastern edition of -the mag. Cover is
Arthur Waters, one of Varihty's
regular letter-press,^ While the inside
correspondents in Philadelphia and
pages are done by offset
critic
for
Philadelphia
GazettcDemoccat
(anti-Nazi
German-lanJames Boyd Boys Weekly
James Boyd, novelist, broadcaster guage daily), was badly battered and
and $l-a-year G-man, has become almost Jost an eye when slugged in
a newspaper publisher as well, hav- a holdup recently.
John. Ferris, of AF's cable desk
ing bought tha Sand Hill Pilot in
his home town of Southern Pines, in New York, has been switched to
N. C. He boasts that the Sheet has Special News Service to take over
part of duties of Mark Barron,
a 'guaranteed' circulation of 1,200.
Novelist who, as chairman of the drama ed, during Barron's current
Free Company, was in charge of prolonged illness. Ferris also subbed
that group's recent CBS programs for Bsrron when latter went to Ehloespousing democracy and the Bill of pia in 1S36.
Rights, is already planning tentativeWestern Woman, mag for free disly to. revive the series' for the fall, tribution by Independent Grocers of
with virtually the same lineup of Southem California, makes its debut
name authors and actors participat- June 12, with Ruth Watetbury as
ing. Shows drew a steadily growing editor and Ann Daggett associate
audience during their 13 weeks on editor. «It will be published every
the air.
two weeks, with an, Initial circulaIn addition, Boyd will continue tion of 350,000.
as $l-a-year advisor to the DepartHa^ry Lee of Warners' h.o. press
ment of Justice.
department has had accepted for
Edition,
ica last

went

'

-

.

.

Xmas

Seek Daily's Becords
Federal Judge Alva M. Lumpkin
eastern South Carolina district federa! court, has instructed litigants
counsel to file by June 15 briefs coverlng contentions as to whether or

publication by DuelT, Sloan &
Pearce a book on Henry D. Thoreau,
century
writer - naturalist.
Brooks Atkinson, N.
... Y. Times drama
has written' "the foreword "to
the book, which Is titled *0 All Ye

'.19th

,

crick,
,

<

.

Green Things.

-

.

^ednesdaj. May 14, 1941

CHATTER
pital.
Presided at i«cent opening
of remodeled portion.
Dr. George Gallup and David
Ogilvy, dirbetor of his Audience Re-

Broadway

search Institute, back from HoUyPat Kettler has renamed his boat
wood after four days of confabbing
(o'Bummy, AJC.
with RKO execs on surveys being
Dan Dohertys ar« •xpectlng their made for the company,
aUth this summer,
Ed Hurley, for many years a film
Jessie Royce Landis operated on at guhllcist, is now handling the Show
pot, which opened Saturday (10),
New York hospital.
Harry Flelsher, general manager operated by Mrs. May Schwartz, who
has been in the fur business, and
out of hospital.
for Gilbert MiUer,
Fischer under the her sister, Frances Kay, from the
C.
Clifford
direct-mail advertising field.
weather since his return from Rio.
Vincent Sardi, Jr., associated with
opened his own his father In the N. Y. restaurant,
A P. Waxman has
pubiic relations bureau in Radio will operate the eatery this summer
at the County theatre, Suffern, N. Y.
City.
C. Herman, brother of A. H. He may or may not use the Sardi
I
Jean Muir and Sanford
Woods; seriously ill at home but im- name.
.

-

Meisner

proved.

George Berry, Paramount attorat
pleurisy.

ney,

home

recovering

will'

manage

theatre

this

season.

from

Jimmy Stroock's apartment virinsurance
tually gutted by Are after
policy had lapsed.
Grace Moore gave a recital at Sarbenefit
for
(10)
Saturday
Lake

Westport, Conn.

Mrs. Mark Luescher here for the
season.
of the Saranac Guild.
Ruth Warrick to the Coast on picS Jay Kaufman press contact for
The Night of the Americas' event ture deal.
23.
May
Hall
Carnegie
at
Grant Mills to Showhegan from
Arthur Hornblow, Jr., and Myrna strawhat season.
left for the
Hornblow)
(Mrs.
Loy
Muriel Diclcson, Met soprano, here
Coast Monday (12) by train.
for a few days.
Robert Foulk, dialog director at
Boris Karloff commuting from ToWarners, in town for a couple of keneke to Broadway.
weeks' seeing the shows, etc.
Efrem Kurtz, Ballet Russe conJust after the Diamond Bros, ductor, househunting.
opened a cafe at Malvern, L. I., one
Pat Powers promoting grand opera
was called in'the army draft
at his Longshore Club.
Annual affair of the Newspaper
belen Olheim back from MetroGuild will be held Friday night (16) politan Opera spring tour.
at thb Manhattan Opera House.
Mady Christians renting AlexanPete Mayer planed to the Coast der Clark's place at Mud Pond.
•Friday (9) to rejoin" Sam Katzmftn
John' Fearnley, new technical diin an associate producing capacity.
rector of Country Playhouse, here to
John Roy, Rainbow Room manag- open the theatre.
ing director, in Fifth Ave. hospital
RingUng Brothers Circus reported
because of flu, btit okay now.
considering two-day stand at nearby
Volume of visitors to the observa- Bridgeport this season.
tion tower at the Empire State Bldg,
Lawrence Langner and Armlna
year.
last
period
same
over
up 25%
Marshall to the Coast for two weeks
Bob Weitman gave his golf clubs before opening their place here.
lome exercise at Adolph Zukor's
John and C^ly Wharton have
estate up the Hudson Saturday (10). bought a country seat here in the
Al Burks, with Metro in the Char- season's biggest local realty deal.
lotte territory, called to N.Y. sudAlfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne
denly after his wife took seriously visited here with the Jack Wilsons a
Ul.
few -days before going to Wisconsin.
Herbert White, 20th-Fox manager
Fritz Reiner, conductor of the
In Cuba, o'rlginally due in N. Y. this Plttaburgh Symphony Orchestra, and
week, has delayed his trip indef- Mrs. Reiner (Carlotta Irwin) at their
initely.
local spot
Hoy Disney arrived in New York
Peggy French at the Longshore
Friday (9) from the Coast for indef Club with her parents.
EUeanor
stay to work on IReluctant Dragon' French filling engagement at Drake
.

openings.
hotel, Chicago.
Hy Gardner's novelty ballyhoo
Lily Pons sang benefit for Greek
buildup for Tommy JDorsey's preem reUef at Stamford
(11).
Albert
at
the Hotel
Astor next Tues- Spalding, violinist, came
with motorday (20).
cycle escort
Coca-Cola broadRomney Brent to St. Louis this cast for samefrom
show.
summer for legit staging while Mrs.
Grace Moore gave a benefit conB. (Gino Malo) has legit offers in cert Sunday
(11) for occupational
New York.
therapy activities
Leon Netter returned during the and then .returned at Saranac Lake
to her farm at
past week from conferences with Newtown.
Her
Par partners in Miami, Jacksonville Parera, is ailing husband Valentin
at Saranac.

and Atlanta.
Mary, 10-year-old

daughter

of

Charlie MacArthur and Helen Hayes,

underwent appendectomy in Nyack
hospital last week.
With the windup of their chores in
Universal's 'Moonlight in Hawaii,'
the Merry Macs are slated for XJ*s
'San Antonio Rose.'
Anne Burr, ingenue in 'Native
Son,'' at the St James, has been
tested by RKO.
Edith Van Cleve,
of MCA, arranged it
Leon Netters are oh .an auto trip
through

New

England which

avill

keep the Par theatre executive away
for tw<5 to three weeks.
George Schaefer heads the committee for the
golf tournament
to be held May 20 at the Westchester Country Clnb, Rye.
Thomas Orchard,, March of -Time
associate producer, called to active
duty with the Navy Dept at Washington. He is a lieutenant in the
Reserves.
Jerry Keyser, -Warner Bros, foreign
publicity chief, back at his desk this
week for first time in nearly six
weeks. Flu and attack of pneumonia

RKO

-

kept him bedded.
Charles
Bochert,
former Elegit
agent and manager, again on the
of the Mineola
(L.I.)
Fair,
which will have its 99th annual

staff

.

.

showing Sept. 9-13.
Roofs starting to open so summer's
here 'officially.'^ Waldorf preems this
week: St Moritz's Sky Gardens next
And Ben Marden's Riviera also opens
tomorrow (Thurs.) for the season.
Fred Jacoby, Jr., who won the
Albany-to-New York outboard motor
boat race Sunday (11) for the second
time is a scenic artist but isn't working atit.*He also designs speed lioats,
John P. Goring, vet theatre manager who handled the old Criterion
for many years as a roadshow house.
Is the author of a novel, 'The Right
to Be Wrong,' brought out by Live
Belle

Goldstein,
to
secretary
Adolph Zukor for many year? who
remained on the Coast after the Par

Val Pamell's hobby wh«n week'

ending at his country
Laidlaw is bricklaying.

cottage

in

The Pigalle is new nitery to open
in the West End shortly.
It's the
old Monico, closed for months.
Will Hay opened three communal
restaurants at Portsmouth, and had
one of them named after him.
Nat Carne, in charge of Columbia
Artista' recording here, a thrombosis
victim.
New manager for Metro's Empire
in Leicester Square is J. S. Morgan.
For years he's been chief engineer
for Metro, job he'll continue to hold.
Talkies have come to the Scilly
The George King-John Stafford
Isles (off south England) for the
production, around life story of infirst time in the form of Ministry of
ventor of the Spitfire airplane, held
Information wartime shorta.
Stately Coliseum theatre, with ita up pending final oka. as to availsuper seating and massive stage, is ability of Laurence ()Iivier for the
Actor has been assigned to
latest legit house to go for the fight lead.
the Fleet Air. -Arm for immediate
game. Promoter is Sidney Hulls.
Distributing offices of United Art- duties, but as film Is being made
with Air Ministry cooperation, it's
ists, C^neral Films Distributors and
Paramount in the Midlands have understood latter will petition the
Navy group for Ollvier.'a release for
been blitzed.
Louis Marx, formerly European the flhn.
'Babes in Blue^ is title of new
general sales manager for Universal,
has joined Columbia as productien musical Major Eric Maschwitz has
written for Arthor Askey, which is
supervisor here.
Betty Frankiss, who retired since being sponsored by Jack Hylton and
she wed a year ago, is returning to producied by William Mollison. It's
t(te stage via radio and lining up act down for hearing cometime in June.
To encourage civilians to carry
with Arthur Klein.
Bertie Adams, 'formerly manager their .gas masks, a suburban cinema
of Empire, Holbom, for General recently made an offer from the
Theatres Corp., named roving man- stage to present free seata to everybody present who was in possession
ager for firm.
Out of the 1,000
Harry Ross, who formerly man- of respirators.
aged Palace, Walthamstow, for Syn- patrons only 323 qualified for the
dicate Halls, has leased house from privilege.
S.H. and will operate it as Indie
New show producing company,
vaudeville house.
operated by Jack Oliphant, local
Trade is again talking of Bill Sis- publicity hound, and angeled by Artrom's intention to make A. P. Her- thur Budinger, whose real biz is
bert's- 'Water Gypsies' In technicolor selling furs and skins, looks like
for RKO, with Brian Desmond Hurst having hit in Walter Ellis's farce,
likely t« direct
'He Didn't Want to Do It' Show
Louis Kastner, in Lisbon looking clicked on ita opening stanza at
after United Artists' export inter- Birmingham, then goes to Glasgow,
esta, commissioned by the Ministry Edinburgh, Bradford, Aberdeen and
of Information to look after sales of Blackpool
Tom Bostock, head of
British films.
Associated Theatres Properties, Is
John Baxter directa "The Common giving it the once over at Bradford,
Touch' for British National Pictures, with view of putting it into one of
after which he resigns from tne his West-End theatres: Bronson Alcompany's board. He has been a bery also wanto it for one of his
board director since ita inception.
houses. A Metro picture scout has
Warners' 'You Can't Escape For- put' in an offer for the film rlghta.
ever,' starring Ann Dvorak, also uses
Griffith Jones, Ben Lyon, Jeanne
De Casalis, Robert b'orley Harry
Welchman, Elizabeth Welch and
Frederick Burtwell.
Warners has changed title of new
Drena Beach, who once did a
picture, now being produced at its
Tiger' dance, now running dress
Teddington studios, from 'You Can't
here.
Escape Forever' to 'There's No Es- shop
Jimmie Dean, who sold out his Incape,' with Mary Maguire, just o'ver
teresta in the Balboa Garden, going
a bout of babying, added to the cast
French Uieatre is being estab- in for heav/ advertising to plug his
new
casino
69 miles up the bush on
lished in London at the &istitute
Members the new Pan-American Highway.
Francais in Kenslngt( n.
Florida Club at' last off the 'off
of the Comedie Francaise will stage
classics there the last Saturday of llmita' with the army, and booking
Cubanas into the spot. Once a spot
every month.
''Wednesday After the War,' pre- geta the name of joint' here, it's a
sented by the "Anglo-Polish Art Co., tough climb to hit the top bracketa
and backed by Alt»ert Victor Clarke,' again.
Eldean Coffey is now head man at
local industrialist at New theatre;
Je^ C^offey, his
fortnight's
struggle. Atlas Gardens.
after
folded
Show cost promoter $35,000, and was brother; pulled a sneak and headed
generally voted worst effort in years. for N. Y. with his future missus,
They jell in New
Vivian), Jane Sexton.
Lord Vivian (Elliott
having been invalided out of the York.
At Palm Terrace, Panama City
army, is now trying to get into the
air force, in the administrative sec- night spot catering to the soldier
George Elliott, who started trade, two soldiersin two weeks fell
tion.
his army career as second lieutenant off ita high balcony and both died.
Naturally, it did the spot no good
has been promoted to captain.
.
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Anstralia
By Erie Gorrlek

may quit

Dave Martin
at the

-

legit for

pix

Minerya, Sydney.

Wallace Parnell, Tivoli loop, visiting U. S. in June on talent buys.
Hoyte, under Charles Munro, will
turn in at end -of this financial year
highest profit ever recorded by unit
Government has cut the import of
pic stills to this zone to save dollar
exchange. Printing, too, has been
severely cut.
Dlckerings
going
on
between
Hoyts and Warners covering a new
contract arrangement to cover future
when present agreement expires
next September.
Gilbert-Sullivan opera troupe continues to

hit

new

New

records in

Zealand

for Williamson-Tait.
It's
the only flesh-blood show playing
N. Z. presently.

'Crazy Show'

is

a click in Sydney

for Tivoli loop. Lineup features Edwin Styles, Jenny Howard, George
Wallace. Howard Nichols, Magna
Neeld, Tai-Sings and Billy Kershaw.

former vaude-revue
has been appointed by the mil-

Jim. Gerald,
star,

itary authorities to take charge of
entertainment for the Aussie troops

abroad. ' Gerald
tenant-colonel.

Federal

is

an honorary

government

lieu-

planning

$1,000,000 high-powered short wave
station for transmitting Aussie programs abroad, with special attention to be given news services for

U. S.
U. S. product doing okay in New
lineup,
following
with
Zealand

'Northwest Mounted

Police'

(Par),

'Nanette' (RKO), 'Arise My Love'
(Par), 'Strike Up the Band' (M-G),
and 'Great Dictator' (UA).
'Boom Town' and 'Philadelphia
Story,' both M-G, two of the biggest
clicks in Sydney recently.
boxoffice
chairman returned East, came back
Williamson-Tait reviving 'Sally' in
herself recently and is on the at
Melbourne. Cast includes Dot Ranliberty list.
RKO v.p. Malcolm Kingsberg kin, Don Nicol, Charles Norman,
hosted the LouU Goldbergs (RKO Hugh Steyne and John Frazer.
'Gone' (M-G) will be playdated in
division manager) at the City Athletic Club on the occasion of their New Zealand next month via the
fourth
wedding anniversary last Amalgamated loop. Believed ^.-that
Friday night
pic will not be released in the Aussie
Jack Barry, for 17 years a Para nabes at increased admissions after
mount home office executive, has final city runs, with Metro holding
been elected president of the board back until the lower rates operate on
of trustees of the West Side hos- new distribution setup.
right.

left $1,265.

George Foster's house and putting green in Margate bombed.

.

By Hamptarey Donlens

anac

,

Ernie Lotlnga

R.A.F. boxing charity tournament, so the trade avers,
Stanley iJuplno's new musical,
'Lady Behave,' being staged by William Mollison and presented by Jack
Hylton in association with Mollison, will have two leading femmes
in Sally Gray and Pat Kirkwood.
Show is due for eight weeks provincial tour, opening sometime in
June.
Then comes to either the
Carlton, Paramount's picture house,
or His Majesty's theatre.
Excelsior Films, new indie production outfit of Marcel Hellmann,
is putting ita first feature into work
at Denham.
It's a screen treatment
of West End legit hit of a season
back, 'Jeannie,' and stars Michael
Redgrave with Barbara Mullen.
Latter handled the stage role. Harold French directs. In support are
Wilfrid Lawson,'Kay Hsmmond and
Albert Lieven.

Ronald Brooks over in America
with exhibition of paintings, the subwhich are mostly London's
Are watchers, was anxious .to get
hold of painting of burning of Dunkirk, owned by Tommy Bostock, and
which
there are only four in the
of
jects of

world.
It's

'

understood deal

is.

near the

between Gainsboro
stage
Films and director Anthony Asquith
for a long-term contract. Pact would
call for two or three pictures a year
from Asquith, commencing with fall
production at the Shepherd's Bush
inking

53

for

London

on publicity.

This is something of a record for
jumps.
Mary Lee Kelley's. new
show, booked out of L.A., rode a bus
all the way to New Orleans, then
boarded a boat for another five days*
sail to

Panama.

may stand in
'Gone with
but here the natives
want their blood and thunder
aplenty.
The horror serial, 'Dr.
Satan,' has had them standing in
In the States they

line for flickers such as

the Wind,'

ete.,

HoHywood
Garson Kanin expecta his army
call June 20.
Dennis O'Keefe recovering from
appendectomy.
Paul Mantz, stunt flyer, recovering
from an auto crash.
Spyros Skouras in town on Greek

War

relief matters.

Edward Churchill rejoined Paramount publicity staff.
Dorothy Lamour taking a month's
vacation in Honolulu.

John Hubbard bought a one-acre
site in Brentwood.
Cedric Gibbons Clippcring to Hontworweek siesta.
George Jessel sold his home in
Beverly Hills for $23,500.
Norman Taurog back from two-

home

olulu for

weeik siesta in

Dick

New

Pritchard

his second

York.
recovering

from

major operation.

Jack

Hively,

physical

exam

director, took
for the draft

his

Allan Jones is constructing an ofbuilding in Beverly Hills.
Dorothy Sebastian returned from

fice

New York

to re-enter pictures.

Lana Turner returned from Broad-

way

vacation for testa at Metro.

Larry

Whitten shifted

from Al

Kingston's office to Mills Artista.
Buster Keaton retired from 'Puddin' Head' cast because of illness.
Roy Del Ruth returned to hia
Metro desk after a siege of illness.
Wilma Francis, stage actress, filed
divorce suit against Leon Janney.
Cary Grant bought the old Gene
Stratton Porter estate in Bel Air.
Bill Jordan returned from Florida
to reopen his Bar of Music nitery.
Henry Ginsberg leased the Marion
Davies beach house for the summer.
Rober|

Sisk to San Francisco for
story hliddles with Eugene O'NeilL
Bill Boyd started his seventh year

and 37th picture as 'Hopalong C assidy.'

Arthur Hornblow and Myrna Loy

returned from vacation in New
York.
Yola d'Avrll, film actress, won a
divorce frorh Edward Ward, composer,

Charles McCarthy, trained in from
for studio huddles at

New York
20th-Fox.

Jeanne Kelly and Richard Brooke,
film players, picked June 1 as their
wedding day.
Harry
Warner
presented
M.
American Legion Clu with a new
American flag.
Harry Langdon, screen comic, was
hit. by a truck and is laid up with
a back injury.

Miriam Hopkins back from New
York to spend the summer in hei
'

Bevhills home.

Jack Benny and Carolyn Lee
made a newsr^I clip for National

Defense Bonds.
Anna Hope,

German-bom

player, drew her
citizenship papers.

.

film

American

final

Clark Gable end Carole Lombard
on a hunting and fishing vacation in
Northern California.
arrives
tomorrow
Ole
Olsen
(Thursday) for huddles on the film-

.
'

ing Df 'HeUzapoppin.'
Jean Bosquet assigned to handle,
hews art at Paramount succeeding
*
Jack Kelly, resigned.
Olympe Bradna, film actress, and
Douglas Wilholt radio singer, will
.

wed tomorrow

(Thurs.).
Rogcll,
film
director,
paid
$100,000 for the Freeman Gosden
(Amos) home in Bevhills.
N. P. Pery paused on his way to
Sydney as Columbia's supervisor for
Australia and the Far East.
Y. Frank Freeman .was. chief Motion Picture Day speaker at Loi
Angeles Advertising Club.

Al

Douglas Fairbanks' memory is/ being perpetuated by $40,000 marble

tomb

In Hollywood Cemetery.
Lois Andrews (Mrs, George Jessel)
withdrew from the 'GirU From Panama' cast to prepare for mother-

.

hood,

Fernando de Fuentes, president of
Best news nitery operators have Motion Picture Directors Guild of
heard here recently is the reduction Mexico, in town studying film techstudios.
Although escaping a bombing, F. of the bond by the Panama govern- nique.
Eddie Norris drew a six-month
W. AUport local head of Hays or- ment for entertainers. Kelley's Sil- deferment
on his«draft call while he
ganization, has had to give up., his ver Spray and- Atlantico have about
studies to qualify as a flying inoffices in Seymour place due to fire. $2,000 to $4,000 tied up in bonds for
structor.
Joe Friedman, head of Columbia the gals all the time.
John
Kimbrough, All-American
bring
strandDeal'on
to
try
the
to
Pictures (London), now in Hollyfootball player from Texas, heading
troupe,
now
Original
Ballet
Russe
ed
from
furniture
his
had
wood, has
at Havana, to Panama for a run of for HoUywod In June for a try at
his London flat shipped there.
pictures.
Oscar Deutach threw a party at the camps and Zone clubhouses, with
Ann Harding being sued for $5,000
the Mirabell restaurant after pre- possible South American tour to folmiere of 'Major Barbara' at -Odeon, low. Promoter figures on trimming legal fees as aftermath of her litlga-tidn with her former husband, Harry
Leicester Square. Chief guesta were the show.
Bannister.
Tribuna,
Government
(PanLa
Diana Wynyard, Leslie Howard,
James Stewart, now a coiporal in
paper,
going
into
)-controlled
ama
Anthony Asquith, Mary Maguire,
Carroll Reed, Christopher Mann and heavy opposition to Panama Ameri- the Army, was guest of film 'execs
Robert Newton, who came in his can (or night club and cantina ads. at a National Defense luncheon at
Will
cut in on the President's the Biltmore.
naval attire.
Unexpected hita in George Black's brother, Harmodio Arias, who con- « Dennis Morgan starta east tomorrow (Thursday) for a stage tour, in'Black Vanities,' at Victoria Palace, trols the American.
Jap boats formerly bringing acta cluding two weeks at the Strand thewere the Borstal Boys, acrobats
who have kicked around show biz from Los Angeles to Panama and atre. New York
Victoria Mix de Olazabal filed •
for years, never exceeding $100 per. other Central American porta now
suit in Superior Court seeking $50,waiver
that
in
Schmidt
make
them
sign
were
a
they
Some years ago
and Schmidt, in the days when con- case of Jap-U-S. war they are 'on 000 from the estate of her former
the their own' and the Jap l-ne is no husband, Tom Mix.
were
knockabouta
tinental
Two sons of well-known names are
vogue; then they changed to Chris- more responsible for their safety.
Formerly singles in the States, making their film debut in 'Henry
topher and Columbus.
Film trade is very peeved by the Sally and Judy Richards teamed and Aldrich for President' at Paramount,
attitude of the high moguls in the are the current swing sensations of William Cabanne and William Beaudine,
Jr.
Royal Air Force, who have appar- Panama's hectic night life. It's a
Old Walt Dlsnev studio on Hyently given Oscar Deutsch sole con- singing and piano act They've had
cession for making pictures with the sei^erai radio offers here, but no perion b]vd, is gouig in for 6 new
R.A.F. background. Reason for pref- spika da Spanish, so they nixed 'em. form of animation. Disney sold It
erence is due to Deutsch having 'They're actually Sally White and for $75,000 to the William T, Thompgiven his Odeon, Leicester Square, Judy Vale, Bostohlans.
^ son Co- manufacturers, of vitamins.
line in Colon,

'

-

'
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Hour on WJAS, PItUburgh, died

at

her home in that city recently alter
a long Illness.

OBITUARIES

SchenecUdy, May 7, after a
long illness. Four sisters and three
hospital,

FEGGT SHANNON

House Reviews

Hermaii H. Gelser, 69, veteran
Troy, N. Y., bandsman, died at' Ellis

[
Regan Frankel, a former

actress,

-Continued from p>ie 4T j

Majestic,

San Antonio

about the presentation and acts reportedly drew scale, Brower opened.
a nice sendoff, with the

I

I

both of New York. Funeral services brothers survive.
nice piano tickling by the girl. TaUey
were held In New York and burial
Is an exceUent foil.
took place In Holy Cross Cemetery,
Mrs. Ernert MlUcr, 34, wile Of ReMerofl has a nice sUge personality
public cameraman, died May S In and keeps the show moving at its
PhUadelphla.
Hollywood.
mad pace. Shows his versaUUty by
playing a number ol Instruments. InJAMES C. BBADFOBD
Mother of Sterling Fisher, CBS di- eluded also Is one comedy sequence
James C. Bradford, 55, pioneer In
actress, with a hall-smoked clgaret
education, died lor good laughs where he plays
hanging from her lips, was seated on synchronizing musical scores with rector of talks and
Trees' as a viola solo to a small tree
m chair with her head lying on a motion pictures and owner of one of May 4.
placed near tKe lootlights: During
music
libraries
of
filmed
largest
the
acute
result
of
table. Death was the
his playing a dog walks across the
Victor Mllner, 46, ParaWife
of
his
11
at
died
May
in
the
Industry,
alcoholism.
stage with an obvious Intention.
of photograpiiy, died
director
mount
Neponsit,
I.
L.
home
in
in
bom
Show caught opening day, Saturwho
was
Miss Shannon,
Angeles.
Los
Id
In
May
devised
Bradford
early
as
1919,
(10) supper, had a good-sized
As
day
picture
her
Pine Bluff, Ark., started
Andy.
audience.
career in 1932 alter she had been a means of providing musical ac-

Peggy Shannon, 31, redhaired film
actress once groomed as Clara Bow's
successor, was found dead May 11
In her North HoUywood, Cal, home.
Discovered by her husband, Albert
G. Roberts, studio cameraman, the

[getting

Dorothy Byton line ffom the 365
Club on first, followed by Alice Ken-

who revealed a hearty
Sold three numbers
American,' 'Yours
Aione' and 'Ain't You
Ashamed, with nice results. Eleanor
Christian deuced wth a tap specialty.
Band took over lor a novelty,
'Here, Kitty,' alter which Jackson
and Blackwell moved* In as a ballroom team but switched to knock-.
about for a flock ol laughs. Leo
Diamond was next, with a harmonica
turn and sold three numbers to point
where audience forced an extra encore despite lact show was already
running over. Closer is Tom Harty,
whose loose-looted, good-natureddope routine is a natural lor an intlIndianapolis, May 9.
mate house; His drunk bit, wherein
Dicfc Jurgena Orch, Harry Cool, the tailender in a village parade
Buddy 'Moreno, Rita and Ed Oehman, stops at too many saloons. Is an ace
Lane Bros., Bob Weller, Evelyn bit of panto. A band specialty and
T>^,^^^> (Rep).
ia^\
~, Parade'
Toner; 'Rookies. on
another line flash wound things up.
nedy, vocalist

,

personality.

easily,

^ My

'

T Ajn An

.

'

selected by Paramount as one ot 10
stage 'unknowns' to be given a break
at the studio. Shortly after arriving
In Hollywood, Clara Bow became ill

and Miss Shannon replaced her in
"The Secret Call' opposite Richard
Arlen.
Other ^^ctures In which Miss
Shannon*^ater appeared included
This Reckless Age,' 'Hotel Continental,' "The Painted Women,' 'So-

companiments to silent pictures and
later at the advent of the sound
track, contributed towards, its perfection.
He's said to have been the
first man to have written a score
especially ior a picture.
Bradford, born In Rochester, N. Y.,
at Ocean Grove,
J., in his youth and specialized
in scoring and conducting for film

was a music student
N.

3 Men From Antry Rodeo

LYRIC, INDPLS.

Held on Girl Charges
Pittsburgh,

May

13.

Three men from rodeo starring
Gene Autry, which played Gardens
here last week, were arrested by

Though he had once local police In the disappearance of
producers.
been connected with Paramount and six, girls ranging In age from 14 to
Girls
Universal, he hadn't been a regular 22 from their Ohio homes.
studio employee in recent years. were detained for their parents.
However, he often served in advisory Bronc busters were Fred Miller, of
capacity to various film companies.
Los Angeles, and Cy McSpadden, of
A member of the American Soci- Oklahoma, who were charged with
ety of Composers, Authors and Pulj- contributing to the delinquency of
lishers, Bradford leaves his widow, minors, and Rex Rossi, of BrownsEdna; two sisters and a brother. ville, Tex., who was held on a
Funeral services will be held today morals offense by Pittsburgh auA
Crema- thorities.
her a famous (Wednesday) at Fresh Pond
stunt proclaimed
Later FBI men charged the trio
Arkansas beauty, and along with the tory, Queens, N. Y.
with violating the Mann act. Sandra
fanfare came an announcement from
JACK MVBBAT
Russo, of Cleveland, the eldest girl,
the producer that she had been
Jack Murray, former daredevil was charged with vagrancy. Arrests
signed for his latest extravaganza.
name was were made on complaint of .Ohio
Thereafter she played in stock and performer, whose real
at police.
acted In many Broadway produc- John W. B. Murray, died May 1
Calvary, the Bronx,
tions, most of them failures, before the House of
N. Y., where he had been a patient
going Into pix.
for three months.
May Cameron to Dick Odell, In
Long active In -vaude and burCISST FITZGEBALD
appeared In New York, May 6. Bride's a switchCissy Fitzgerald, 68, stage and lesque, Murray had also
board operator with Universal's
screen actress who claimed distinc- pictures and radio. He leaves his
Funeral home-office; he's with the U. S.
tion as the first woman to appear In sister, Mri. Ruth Reid.
auspices of navy.
film dramas, died May 5 at Oving- services were held under
Jane P. Sousa to James G. Glllon,
dean, near Brighton, England. Pri- the Actors' Fund and burial took in New York, May 7. Bride's a
vately, she was Mrs. Cissy Tucker. place at the Fund pjot. Evergreen grand-daughter of the late John
A musical comedy star of the '90s, cemetery, Brooldyn.
Philip Sousa, bandmaster and com\ Miss Fitzgerald he4 a varied career
poser.
JOSEPH MOBENA
on the stage, acting under the manHoward Fitzpatrick to Helen DeJoseph Morena, widely-known muagement of Charles and Daniel Frohciety Girl,' 'Girl Missing,' 'Devil's
Mate.' The Deluge,' Turn Back the
Clock,' 'Night Life of the Gods,' 'The
Case of the Luclcy Legs,' 'Youth on
Parole,' 'Blackwell's Island,' The
Adventures of Jane Arden,' 'Fixer
Dugan,' and 'Cafe Hostess.'
Before entering pictures, Miss
Shannon had appeared for one season as a Ziegteld girl.
press agent

.

MARRIAGES

.

man, George Edwards and Charles
Dillingham. She starred as the original 'Gaiety Girl,' prototype to the
ZiegfeM girl, and was also seen Jn
"On ana Off among others:
Miss Fitzgerald, who was a tworeel comedy favorite- in the early
days of the flilm Industry, once op-

died

teacher,

sic

in

Philadelphia

Thursday

(7) at the age of 100.
Known as 'The 'Professor,' Morena
is reputed to have given lessons to
scores of Philadelphia musicians, inlast

lay,

in Boston,
editor of

radio

May

10,

Groom

Is

Boston Post; bride

,

.

-

May

10 alter an operatlei^ at Pearl River,
Before illness halted her career last year, she had made several

N. Y.

vive.

Gay Raymond

Golding Bright,

67, theatrical

agent

and play broker, died in London

appearances on television.
April 14. He acted cs agent for many
Miss Lynde, whose real name was of the best known authors and man'Dorothy Fox, was born in Brooklyn agements, among them Somerset
and started hei* stage career as a Maugham and J. M. Barrie, repre'
member of the road company of senting the latter for 30 years.
•Power' in 1930. She also performed
In his early days Bright had been
In stock' and was seen several sea- a stage gossip writer for the London
sons ago In Max Gordon's Broadway Daily Express. Survived by his
production of The Great Waltz.'
wi^ow, George Egerton, the novel'As a singer. Miss Lynde had filled istengagements at many hotels and
,

niteries including Palm Beach's Biltmore hotel, Billy Rose's N. Y. Casa

M^ana, Chez
and the

Aub

Maurice, Montreal,
Charles, Baltimore. Iii

1939 she toured in vaude, and while
with Trahan appeared at the Gros-

venor House, London.
Her mother survives.

BAY HABBINGTON
Ray. Harrington, 28, composer and
arranger, died May 9 in Los Angeles.
He wrote original music for many
films and was at one time arranger
for Fred Waring, Raymond Paige
and other orchestras.

HABBT
JACK MANGEAN
Jack Mangean, 71, veteran acrowho founded and managed the
Famous Mangean Troupe, died of
pneumonia May 9 In Bellevue Hospis right name
pital, New York,
was John T. Regan.
bat

Originator

THUBStON

Harry E. Thurston, 67, onetime
vaude performer and brother of the
late magician, Howard Thurston, died
after a long Alness
7 in Miami.
Born In C^liynbus, O., Thurston's

May

funeral services were held there.

BED BENNETT

many

acrobatic
had managed the
than 50 years. As

E.

William Hope,

to

.

'

Next Week

'Ragtime Cowboy Joe,'^ 'Amapola' Jay Lorina;
and a medley ol oldies consisting ol chuck uiiicr
'You Made Me Love You,' Time on
Hands' and 'Dancing in the Bill Lcroy oro

tricks, Mangean
tropp.e for more

a performer and manager he had
appearing

In

actor,

died

fiddles and clarinet IVS'
down Iront to kid the Wayne,
,
style In 'Waltz You Saved lor'
,
Curly
Stewart Oro
'Bolero' is
final

Me.

used lor

cur- Eddie Myera

68, film chares 'Red Ben10 In Hollywood.

Frank Natale
Mike Sandretto
TlUa Madrid
Btzl Covato Ore

Mark Lane
Billy Johnson

3 Bhadea o( Rhythm
Oorry Parha
Colvert & Wolte
no time does Jurgens allow the nilly Vlller
Tvonne Moret
work ol the orchestra to become too
Tacht Clab
Marie Harmon
serious.
In almost every number Archie Taratala Ore 3 Jerka
some gag has been worked up to add

tain.

.At

BOSTON

a laugh to the tune being played.
Care, too, has been given to lighting

B«achGoinl>er
Carney & Crest
set decorations.
Dorothy Koater
Ore
acts are okay, too.
The Nye Mayhew
D'Arnez Oro
Hotel tiardner
Lane Brothers, former visitors at the Sandro
Oil Phelan
„„

and

Added

house, go through
acrobatic tapping.
other repeater,

Burt Shaw
some whirlwind nave Fnrman
Ifivalyn Harvey
Bob Neller, an- Boota McKenna Rev
Hotel J.afnyclte
'

new twists on ArA'i"? ,„.,„
won a nice,'"'"'"**!*"
Evelyn Ton er Is the current'..
„
winner ol the WPBM Talent Parade'
^„,t..„"
and has an idea lor selling -Because f "^Jbaa
ol You,' though-' it still needs some Ruthania & H'lcoim
polishing.
The Oehman Twins apCi^aa Hanana
pear briefiy .in taps and songs.
'lou carter Oro
While the older set Isn't so well David Baiientine
acquainted with Jurgens' work, the ^JS^^,^;^*-^*"
youngsters know him weU Irom re- pij, t^nchlta
cordings and air appearances, and Bin & b Herahey
Manana oia ^
pop and mom are being won over as
<^l"b Mayfair
Iriends as evidenced by the buildup ol biz at the boxofflce to finish In Raiiny 'weeka Oro
has

ventriloquism

Noblemen

which

Jerry- Sallabury

salvo.

Hotel Lenoa
(Dloe Train)

Johnny Field Ore
Deone Parrlsh
Hotel Statler
(Terrace Boom)

Bddle O'Hearn Ore
Johnny Turnbull
(Cafe Bouse)

'

Salvjr Cavlcehlo

the

money

Bernle Bennett
Roma Vincent

alter just a lair start
Kiley.

Ore

UBtel Westminster
(Bine Boom)
Jimmy McHale Ore

1

Trop'I.Serenaderi

O

Harry Drake Rev

O

.

EMBASSY,

.

BIRTHS

M^rtKAv,

,

H

'

:

-

|

I

'

'

I

I

•

known

May

Orlll

Art Tanello

Two

Muriel Daniels
Barbara Belmore
Anthony. Allyn & H Bddy & I, Roberta
Paul A Bdna
Club Tanit)' Fair
Hotel Bill Carleion
Kai NIra Oro
S. F.
(BIta Boot)
Stella Ray
Carlos MoUnas Oro
Marie North
Phil Saltman Oro
Jerri Roy
San Froncisco, May 8.
Raye & Naldl
Cocqnnat OroTe
Bernlce Parka
Leo Diamond, Jackson and BlockMickoy
Alpoi't
Ore
Copacabana
Sirens
iiiell, Eleanor Christian; Alice KenDon Rica Ore
Ken.
nedy, Tom Harty, Dorothy Byton aeorKe'^Band" Rev
Billy Mack Oro
Dancers (6), Jay Brower and House Bernie Faxioii
Mr. and Mrs. Ben M. Cooper, son, Orch
Ruaa Howard
(6); 'Meet the Missus' (Rep) S"!',/?''"'
Pllz & Carroll
in New York, May 6. Father is with and 'Where Did
You Get That Girl?'
Betty Real
the Music Publishers Holding Corp.
lie Roy
(U).
Kayo * Ktfye
' Mr.
and Sirs. Tro Harper, daughBryant Ralna & T
I<atln Qiurter
ter. May 1, in San Francisco. Father
Dan McLean, optimist, thU week hmmU" i"'
Tony Bruno Oro
.
Don Dudley Oro
joins the parade ol those who have
is in KSFO (Frisco) special events
(M.iod. Lonu.i'
Harry Spear
tried or are trying to revive vaudedepartment
Cookie Faye
Marc^a n^rT^
viUe.
the
reaction
to his IniUal N.weii 'J'megor
1.0W Walter Rev
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Webster, son,
show is any criterion, he might get
Sally Rand
Crawford Hod..
in HoUywood, May 8. Father is a
Billy te B Burnell
h^'s pne ol Ray coiim, orc
playwright.
3 Jackaons^
fhll^L'^i^h*the boys who put over Ten-Wm.
Miriam Johnaon
Latin Ballft
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Bimbaum,
Two shows a day, twice a week, at crawfordettea
Radio Herb Lewis
daughter, in Hollywood, May 7. 33c. top (20c. mats), plus two fea- J
S''*'''
Steuben's
Ji*
Father is music cutter at 20th-Fox. tures is the setup here. Booking is.werwMiie
(Vienna Boom)
Doe
Lew Cunrad Ore
Mr. and Mrs. William G. Kennedy, simplified by using night-club acts! ro» « Homda
able
to
double
into,
the Embassy lor a Miiton Ge"g™ ore Doris Abbott
son, in Detroit May 3. Father operArtlnl & ConaueU
matinee
and
night
Thursdays
and
ates the Grand RlViera theetre there.
Hi-Hat
Alice O'Leary
Frdays, with Ruel Freeman ol Music Pete Herman
T6yo Co
Mr. and Mrs. John Hornick, daugh
Ore
Nick & V Collins
Corp. of America handling that end. i-'Uciiie drey
ter, in Detroit, May 4.
Father is the McLean
Do^thy D^erlnv
is selling the idea ol 'A ^•'an'' Potty
owner ol the Majestic theatre there. night club on a stage.'
The Cave
Hotel Bradford
Ralph Porraa Oro
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Galbreath
(Circa* Boon)
Opener (8) drew a packed house,
JACk Fisher
daughter, in Ft Wayne, Ind. Father many of them oldsters and fans of gior'ence Haliman
Tamara Dorlva
LamboiDoria Abbott
*
Is
guitarist
Jay
Brower, bandleader m.c. who
at
WOWO-WCI, Ft.
Jaequelino Hurley
'
has been a local fave for years
»
Weyne.

11, in Lis 'Vegas. He is a songwriter ancT brother of Bob Hope;
bride is a singer.
Alice Faye to Phil Harris, in Ense'iiada, Mexico, May 12.
Bride is
film player; he's the bandleader.

William Houghton,

acter

nett,'

Union

i

My

and
Mr. and Mrs. C^rl 'Vandegrllt
^^^^
rl!l'K*"Sf»V,''' .''"'^'if,*^,
daughter, in Ft. Wayne, Ind. Father club. Enthusiasm displayed was surprogram director m>1 WGL, Ft. prising. In some cases topping that
ordinarly meted out to siVSllar acts
Wayne.
toured the world,
at the Golden Gate, estabUshed home
Mother, 86, of Brian McDonald,
Mr. and Mrs. Ersklne Johnson, of vaude here.
vaude, circuses and fairs.
Surviving are two sisters,^ Mrs. former Earl Carroll singing juve and son, in Hollywood, May 11. Father
Although the budget is necessarily
Katherjne Graham and Mrs. Anna now director of Wilkens Amateur is film coluninlst and radio gosslper, limited, there was nothing tawd^
of

Sdt

sings 'Jennie,' 'As I Strolled Along
the Beach,' 'Goodbye Again' and 'San
Antonio Rose.' He Comes back later
In grass' skirt and bra to gamer
Bills
plenty ol chuckles with a native
Continued from pace 48s
dance to the tune ol 'Hawaiian War
Danctf.* Harry Cool, band vocalist, is
Oaal*
Armlda
also to the good when he sings 'My
Jackie Keller
Joe Vlllella Oro
Sister and I,' 'Million Dreams Ago,' John Conte
Ryan SU
Kurtla Kl'nettea
'Are You Klddln', and 'I Do, Do Joe Conaolo
Wherley Ola
Stu Braden
You?'
Shirley Holler
Orch arrangements are well done,'
orchard
Sky-Vne
too, with the boys leaning lustily into jimmy oambis Ore
Bobby Annia Oro

May

GOLDING BBIGHT

Settle Ringling

Jurgens can come back any time and
be welcome.
Syracuse, May 13.
The show Is- paced with stopwatch
Suit arising out ol the appearance
precision from the time the offstage
announcement, 'Here's That Band here last, summer ol the Ringling
Again,' is given until the sign off 67 circus
by Mr. and Mrs. William M.
minutes later. Jurgens, himsell, as
m.c. helps the show by Indulging In Ott and their son, William, Jr.; 3,
action all the time he's on stage and has been settled lor $14,000.
working with the other acts without
The action resulted Irom an acciat any time seeming to hog the spot dent when the boy and his
mother
Also responsible lor the mlttslaps were knocked
down by a circus
are various members ol the band
who step down lor specialties and tractor hauling trucks loaded with
equipment
as
they
were
leaving
the
do them welL Standout in this department is Buddy Moreno; Who circus grounds,

was formerly personal secretary. -to
former Governor Hurley of Massa- come
King
chusetts.

Wem.

band followers are given

Local

their first opportunity to gaze upon
Dick Jurgens' orchestra in the flesh
this week, and from- the reception at
the third show tonight (Friday),

Dark.'

Billle Mercer to Bob Kessner, In
cluding several members of the
Los Angeles, May 8. He Is on leave
Philadelphia Orchestra,
Born in Italy, he toured the world from Fox-West Coast exploitation
department for a year's service In
as a band leader.' He first went to
erated her own producing company
Philadelphia more than 35 years ago the Army.
In Miami and Hollywood. Upon her
Myrtle Hamilton to Gary Kriedt,
to play at the dedication of the Comarriage 'she retired briefly and
He's
lumbus Monument in Fairmount in San Francisco, May 4.
later returned to act In pictures.
Park. Soon after he settled in that KFRC production manager; she's
One of her la^ films "was with Ron- city. Survived by a son and three nou'pro.
aid Colman in "The Masquerader.'
Roland
Thompson
to
Th'ora
dcughters.
Because of sImUarity of Miss FitZ'
Schweer, in Weslaco, Texas, May 3..
gerald's marriage name to that of
He Is assistant production manager;
SAH BECKHABDT
Sophie Tucker, reports circulated in
Samuel Beckhardt, 52, died sud- bride is member ol continuity de-*
Ne.w York Saturday morning (10) denly at his home In New York May partment of staUon KRG'V, Weslaco,
Bettye Nelson to Jack Susaml, In
that the American comedienne had 10, evidently from a heart attack.
died.
Checked by the Associated He was a ticket broker and lor years Detroit, Mich., May 2. He's a booker
Press In San Francisco, where she had a store adjoining Loew's- State for Universal Pix.
Rae Nelson to Al Boodman in DeIs current at the Bal Tabarin, Miss
theatre on Broadway.
Decline In
Tucker wsls reached at her hotel and the theatre forced him to move to troit, Mich:, May 1. He's office manreplied that she 'was very much other quarters and more recently he ager of Al Dezel Roadshows, Detroit, and son of Jacob Boodman, in
dead until, she was awakened.'
was connected with the Supreme
Detroit show biz.
agency.
Phyllis Harbaugh to Joe Norden,
SANDBA LTNDE
Al Friend, a booking agent, was a
Sandra Lynde; 32, vaude and cousin. Widow, son and sister sur- May 10, 'in Las 'Vegas. He's a Universal studio publicist.
night club perform^ who once

teamed with Al Trahan, died

i
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.

"fJfL
St<ul'S'"p*??^We

Uowarda

& Gloria
Tic Toe
Ernie Bell Orc

Mario

BrnZ m,.!^ r,
°"

Den Ford Rev
Danny Goodman

imJ'Kj'iv""
Jack Man'nin*
ai Lewia

I

I

I

YdM°.'

cor«'°

Rui! H.nder«,n

I

Tiny Sinclair
Dancing Kennedys
Tic Toe Gls
Tremont Plaxa
Al Tory Oro

'

—

'
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Berlin,

who wrote

WHAT THEY THINK

the tunes for the
soldier musical

smash World War I

Soldiers Heckle Ed
-

'ran

He

to fight, increasing the din.
flnalJ; gave up, remarking as
left the stage, 'Some of you fel-

he
lows think you are tunnler than I
am, so you tell the jokes and 111 do

camps

week.
Citizens Committee is now ^>pcrating with coin provided by Watson and a few other wealthy businessmen, but will shortly get what is
expected to be a generous allocation
of funds from the United Service and Lambs Clubs will b« shephered
Organizations.
Latter is a group by Alan Corelll, executive secretary
which, under- direction of Thomas K. of the Theatre Authority, to Upton,
Dewey, New York district attorney, Frldsy (23) evening. They'll see
is rclsing 110,750,000 for Army weloutdoor boxing bouts participated in
fare and recreation. USO will con- by soldiers and will do some ad lib
fine its activities to ofl-camp prob- entertaining between fights. They'll
lems of soldiers and sailors, while also make awards toltop pugs in the
Citizens Committee will take care of exhibition.
Tickets for the bouts
in-camp recreation. USO funds are are $1, SOc and 25c
being given to the Citizens group to

|

Bringing on ol Miss Froman pretty
much ended the dlUiculty and when
Wynn returned he got a grasp on
the give-and-take and did a 'drashis act
tically curtailed' version of
finale for
to provide a satisfactory
his portion of the-, show.

Standing In the Bain
Comic was faced with particularly

bad
here,
'

circumstances in performing
but not beyond what any
-

:

player must Ite prepared to meet on
First thing,
the military circuit.

show was held outdoors and

it

avoid

last

<

was

solicitation

of

do-

Phillips declared Mondey (12) that
CC will endeavor to send out a number of additional shows before
virtually the entire Army is In summer field maneuvers at the end of
Best that can be expected

|

•

,

ceding Wynn's appearance, and it is
evident why the soldiers were imgave credit for
patient Spieler
everything from the planking in the
stage to the sponsoring conunittee
and the recruits in the rain weren't

New

An

I was too whupped down Sunday
night to get up and change the station after 'Take It or Leave It' went
^ow you can put me down as
^^^^1^^ customer for the next 25 by

York.

item in your 'London Chatter'

,

April 30 issue states that Leslie Howard is delaying the hearing of a suit
which has been aied against him by

?.

...

.

your "View
''^^'^ *° 8°
tweezers to pick out a sem•''anc*
*he reactloi the Primer
was to
j f,^,^ „j
^^g,^
It was 'disproduce two productions m England jinctly
imaginative and clever.' Lyn
lest year starrmg Mr. Howard, which
Murray's score was well suited to
producUons were not made, let me the script and was expertly conassure you that many other reasons ducted.' it was 'brilliant and hilarfor the faUure to produce these pic- lous'-yesl
Throw away your 57
tures became existent than anythmg verities of 'but'
personal between Mr. Howard and
And the lyrics were 'virtually unmyself.
distinguishable* to you? 'Who Is OrAs far as I know Mr. Howard was son'— lyrics and delivery— was the
and is e very good friend of mine, sock of the show to this audience of
Waltp.r FiiftPr
^nlm.jL it
if IS
io tr„«
th=* I
T
Though
Uue that

^

!

j

"

,

I

'

and, keeping in

SOOSE'S DECISION OVER

Some troops will begin
vers as early es June 1.
ber.

„_

work he

is still

mind the splendid
j

him.

.

I( Is a mystery to me how such an
item could have a beginning without
Br JACK PULASKI
boy made it at Madison any action from me or on my behalf.
WoUer Futter.
Square Garden, N. Yj, Friday (0),

A

college

maneu- when

Billy Soose, formerly of Penn
v
*v
ijji
< v*
the middleweight
became
v
t. »
'tampion.
But v
how i.he gotx Iv
the
'^"^^ over Ken Overlln was a mystery
to the onlookers and though
Soose was a l-to-2 favorite, the de-",
cision seemed an upset

,

i

'

!
'

Even
showing

In re: Kattierlne Horstman (Hortsman) who is a patient at the Hudson
River State Hospital, Poughkeepsie,
N. Y., we are anxious to get in touch
with her daughter, Augusta Smith,
also known as Virginia Carvel, who
is said to be an actress.
R. J. Coreorqn,
Supervising Special Agent
Cept of Mental Hygiene

;

I

i

!

in
the special television
at the New Yorker theatre

the verdict appeared wrong.
By
radio the fight appeared to be cU
Overlin's, and offers at the ringside to wager that he retained the
title before
the decision was an-

,

Editor,

writers
much as the
crowd. Joe Nichols,
of the Times,
wrote that
hcd- the fans been told

|

.

.

verdict was unanimous there
might have been a riot. The highest score given Soose by a fight reporter was seven rounds out of the

the

-

by Caswell Adams, of
Herald-Xtibune.
Dan Parker
and Murray Lewin, of the Mirror,
called 'it 11 rounds for Overlln and
four for Soose. Intemctional News
counted 12 rounds for Overlin, while
the Associated Press gave him 11.
United Press gave each man seven
rounds- and called one even.
15,

as scored

.

The 2d Nlfhtera Have Tbelr Say

New

,*

York.

The Second Nighters at the annual
business meeting held Saturday (10)
voted 'Arsenic and Old Lace' the
most entertaining play of last season. Please note that the. word was

VARmr:

'entertaining';

nothing more.

The meeting was held at the home
of

Secretary

Elizabeth

Jordan,

36

Gramercy Park, and WiUiam Saroyan was mentioned only in passing.
The election which followed tea put
the officers of last year back in
their places: Joseph Shipley is president, Siiirley Hector continues as
secretary, and Thyra Samter Winslow, Louis Goldstein, Paul Shenk*
all

—

the

And we have no connection with
broadcasting or show business, except as audience. I concede that two
of us read Variety and thereby imperil our standing as 'average, uninformed listeners.' All right but
the other two of us never look at
the sheet;
The slmon-pures were
just as tickled as the Primer.
It grieves me when you go off on
that fallacious, tangent and damn
with faint praise good stuff like the
Primer. There's little enough real
humor on the air. I'm 27 and getting older, and I don't want aU radio
aimed at the 10-year-old, or soap
opera, intelligence,
t. W. White.

Editor, Vabiety:

Get off your high horse. Stable
your supercilious misapprehension
that anything about the inside of
radio is 'pretty incomprehensible for
average, uninformed listeners.' (Refering to ffobe's review last week of
26 by Corwin' in Variety.)
'May not have remained tuned In'
guess again. I had listened to Co-'
lumbla Workshop exactly twice before.
Both times it was arty and
it stunk, and we wouldn't have heard
the Primer at my house except that

disagreed as

t

,

Raleigh, N. C.

•'

,

]

Grieved by Variety

nounced found no takers,
Both judges and the referee gave
the nod to Soose, but the sports-

1

-

Editor, Variett;

.

\,

!

Seeking Virginia Carol
Albany.

-i ^
Sttte,

i

^
CC exec director
said the USO
funds wUl be sufficient to take care
of traveling and hotel expenses of
all' performers
and of salaries of
-interested.
minor entertainers, such as chorus
Boys, however, were iust as loud
gals and others, <who cannot afford
in cheering what they did like as in
to donate their services.
It would
razzing what they didn't. Tap dancer
stiU depend, however, on cuffo apBetty Bruce got the most enpearances of naimes with each imit
thusiastic applause, while Miss FroBose'a 'Hed Shows' NSG
man, Paul Layarre and Brother ccro
Eliminated by the Army as Imteam and eight showgals from
Wynn's 'Boys and Girls Together* practical has been Billy
, Rose's plan
,
musical, comprising the remainder for 'medicine shows.' Bose planned
of the show, also got healthy hand- to take top performers to camps to
do half-hour shows on tailboards of
patter.
Following Wynn portion of the Army trucks while the soldiers atood
entertainment, A. D. Zandg, Na- around and watched.
tional Recreation Service songleader,
Ed Wynn show at Forts Belvoir
also ran into trouble with the boys and Meade ip Maryland last week
in a community sing effort He be- \v/as what, is considered a more praeJ
«
came so annoyed
at the Bronxian
adaptation of the Rose idea.
treatment accorded him, Jie finally They were played outdoors on spechallenged his hecklers to 'come up cially-erected but permanent plathere on the stage if you think you forins. It rained Intermittently at
can do better.'
Belvoir but the entire camp perBoys .took him up on that- and sonnel remained throughout the twor
pushed Private' Louis Salmon over hour entertainment, which Included
the footlights and onto the platforin. community singing.
Lighting and
Salmon, a New Yorker who is said sound equipment for the shows was
to have b^n in a number of Broad- provided partially by the Army and
way shows, displayed an excellent partiaUy by the CC, which hired the
voice in 'Beer Barrel Polka' to the apparatus from the outside.
cheers of the troops.
With naming by the War and
Sherwood declared he didnt feel Navy Departments of tl}e CC to
badly about the reception to the en- handle all details of
offers by pertertainment 'I think the show went formers of their time, situation
in
over fine,' he said.
'It wasn't
a regard to camp entertainment is conBroadway audience and we didn't siderably cleared. Setup is
now that
expect a Broadway response.'
the Joint Committee

four.

doing for his coun-

try at war. I certainly have no intentlon of starting any action against

OYERLINSTRICTLYAGin

'

now, however, he said, is a taste
of what will be put on in Septem,

'

Walter Futtcr's Wbodnnit?
Editor, Variety:

I

duplicate

nations.

This forced

raining intermittently.
the personnel of ebout 5,000 men to
stand, instead of sitting on the grass,
as planned, which was somewhat of
a strain.
.
.
Add to that, some 15 minutes of
.^r^l»«'
Armv announcer prenreby an Army
'credits' hv

organized for Army posts
might lead to the rebirth of "YapMost
hank.' Berlin has indicated.
famous tune from the show, which
had a short Broadway run after its
inauguration at the camp, is 'I Hate
to Get Up in the Morning.'
About 40 members of the Friars

being

wood's crrangement-maklng at two

i

the' laughing.'
'

while a recruit at Camp Upton,
Yaphank, L. L, back in 1918. Failure of luflieient other entertainment

Wynn

fiOB fag* 1^

C«iitliiiu4

Faircbild make up
the executive conunittee.
Donald Fairchild.

man and Donald

going, counting on support from the
expected summer visitor- influx.
Perhaps the first musical for the
2-in-1
new season will be 'Listen Lady,'
jConttDiicd from page I;
damaged to any extent Joe Wil- which Georgie Hale is slated to put
into
rehearsal in July. Production, the exterior of the Strand undergoes
liams, of the World-Telegram,
who
Picked Billy to win, wrote about which cost $110,000, is that used, for a complete transformation, being enSoose: The feUow who got the de- 'She Had to Say Yes,' produced by urely covered with a cleverly built
was the worst of all time.' Dennis King in the winter but with- false front, even the name of the
of the Army
and Navy on Recreation and Wei- ^^P^ ^8oe, in the Journal-Amer- drawn on the road, where addl- theatre being hidden, and in an
the first time that tional outlays tilted the nut to $160,- hour's time the Strand has become
s^"^ '*
fare, the initial group in the field, Is
^^^"^
* fighter lose 11 rounds 000. Entirely new book by George the AM. News theatre. As such, it
to be solely' an advisory body.
It
and win the match. Frank Graham, Marion, Jr., and Fred Thompson opens at 0 a.m. the following day,
is comprised of Army and Navy ofin
the
Sun,
said:
The decision was has been written, also a new score giving a one hour show of latest war
ficials and
laymen.
Sherwood is
John La news, sports, world events and imchairman of the entertainment di- so bad th'at the State Athletic Com- by Vernon Duke and
elthough the original songs usual shorts, at 25c, plus tax. Four
vision.
He will confer, in that c» mission must do something about it' Touche,
maybe
have
the judges' eyes ex- by Sammy Fain and Al Dubin were '-such shows are given daily, the boxpaclty; with the CC, which will be
Charles Butterworth, office closing at 12:16 noon, when the
amined—and
Every, in the rated okay.
Ed
Van
the active body in providing shows.
same paper, said the decision Was Adele Dixon and Eddie Albert are false front is whisked away and the
Freedley's sub-commlttefe of the
also 'The decision Wcts worse mentioned for the cast
erstwhile AM. News theatre is reCC includes Edward Arnold, prez of wierd,
Another early musical Is likely to vealed in its former Identity as the
than the contest'
Screen Actors Guild; Gene .Buck,
The only press observer to score bs 'Young Man's Fancy,' to be pre- strand,
prez of ASCAP; Y. Frank Freeman,
sented by George Abbott, with two
the
match
in favor of Soose was
When the A.M. News ceases operaprez of Motion Picture Producers
Chick Feldmcn, of the Scranton, other musicals due from the same tion at 1 pjn. the house is cleared of
Association and chairman of the MoPa.,
stamping producer. Abbott is going to other patrons, the Strand boxoffice reopens
Tribune,'
Soose's
tion
Picture Defense Committee;
Last year Overlin was j^'^^ ^o^J^'ne "^er young telent,
jj, customary 40c admlasl6n; and
Emily Holt, exec secretary of the f''""?^
schools, also radio
.
^
*.
j„t^
^^^^
y^^^^
American Federation of Radio Art- 1"^^^
the decision then"°"-*"'f
was also given to and night club performers. Among
T««-* T „4«ii
-v^,,:*,,.
other musicals for the early part of
,
^
,
home
York
the
product
New
boxing
It's too early yet to say whether
^i^i.^Lf'^r^ Sf NP^„^Pto«
the season Is 'Crazy House,' the next
^
.
, ^
writers
were
on
hand
and
had
plenty
'
?f,«H.
S^^in George M. Co" « « success,' said Roy Pierce,
_
GuUd; fr^ti;
Irving Berlin,
revue with Olsen and Johnson plus
ufLg.
cnargmg
manager of the Fox downown houses,
Elsie "* ^ '
Davis, nciciinajrco,
Helen Hayes, .lu^^
,
Carmen Miranda.
han, Bette i^avu),
iinii,
..u^jjercover monkey-business.
'
Kaufman, Bums
'Old Acquaintance' wlU stop- at who is given credit for the idee,
Janis,
George
Ever since then the metropolitan
the Broadhurst this week. 'Out of 'Apparently people Uke It, but only
Mantle, Bill Robinson, Billy Rose, sports scribes
have been leary about
Lawrence Tibbett, Paul Whiteman, Soose's ability. Now they are more the Frying Pan,' Windsor, was an ""^e wiU teU whether it will click
permanently and profitably. Anyway,
W. S. MacFarlane, prez of Mutual convinced than ever that he's not so added closing Saturday (10).
it's worth trying.'
Broadcasting System; William Mor- hot. Though Overlln did plenty of
Promotion campaign carried on a
ris, Jr., of the William Morris agency;
backing around the ring, he easily
week ahead merely ballyhooed the
W. S. Paley; prez of Columbia outscored the young Penn Stater.
Jr. opening of the A.M. News theatre at
Broadcasting System; Niles Trammel,
At the start of the 15th and final
5th St and' Wisconsin Ave., policy
president of NBC; and Jules Stein, round the odds were 5 to 1 that OversConUoued from pace
and price, no mention being made of
president of Music Corp. of America. lin would cop. That's the way the
dial welcome from all but Pampero, the Strand.
Citizens Committee was organized fans saw it
which, under a picture of him, carlast November as Triends of the
ried the following caption:
Soldiers and Sail-

.

Theatre

As for the contest it was a slugging mctbh, though neither man was
.

.

-

I

i

'

'

Fort Meade Better
Fort Meade, Md., May 13.
Apparently learning a lesson from
occurrences during the break-in perfortnance at Fort Belvoir, Va., the
previous evening, Ed Wynn's- show
clicked satisfactorily here Friday
(9) night
There WEsn't an entire
lack of squawking, however, with
many of the soldiers in Impossible
positions to see what was going oii.
Show was held outdoors and some
18,000 men were in the audience.

j
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Naturally, many of
far beck the tbe only

them were

|

so

way they could
what was happening was by the
loudspeaker system.
Only cure In cases like this appears to be in doing several shows
so that everyone can get close
tell

enough to

~—

—

!

^
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see.
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.
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Citizens

Committee Set

i

To Handle Camp Shows

,

Army camp

entertainment program, which for six months has been

lammed

in

disorgsniza>>
tion and lack of funds, promises to
right
itself
shortly with official

designaUon by the War and Navy
Departments of a single organization
to handle details of shows.
Group
if

Hazis Snub Doug,

a muddle of

the Citizens

i

•

New York

Conunittee for the'

Thomas

J.

Inc., headed by
Watson of the InternaMachine Co.

State

'Spy'

Its purpose was to provide
Christmas baskets, woolen clothing,
sports and recreation equipment and
other things not ordinarily supplied

Army and Navy,

ors.'
.

tlonal Business

^Continued from pase Is

Ized^niSfb^dfL^a^rt^l ent^Ib^^^^^^^
talnm*en't

« vfn ton
VXwbilnesr

York SUte. Th^s program gradually

he\d'^ by Jr^du

Freedley and numbttihg leaders in
all branches
Unlike the cbairman of numerous other
committees in the field, who are
front
It is said Freedley will'
take off hi coat and go to work.
Purther pi'biniiEe of results is seen
In the naming of
« paid full-time

m^

'

Hattie'

«--.velt.

who

Bridgeport, May 13.
'Bridgeport on Parade,' exposition
New England defense
opens Friday (16) at Pleasure
Be£ch, municipally-operated amusement park and continues through
May 25 under auspices of city park
department Exhibits are being displayed in four Units industrial,
homes, health, art— admission proDouglas's ceeds going to crippled -children's

in his relations

with

of products of

,

I

;

i

I

reatlon of troops.

ured

SS^e'S'
whiS'F^lS/W Revival
work. He
Lawrence PhUUps,
is

'

forc^^VrmmercW^propaganl;
expanded in the way, of entertein- (Barrymore), 'Hellzapoppln' (Winter f"""^!^.
/n im„r«,i«^
make an
Impression nn
on »hB
the
ment unUI. at the request of the Garden) and 'It Happens On Ice' foolish.
Morale Division of the War Depart- (Center)
'A movement is being organized in
There was sparser musical fare
ment Watson 'nationalized' the orBuenos Aires to finance .a trip for
ganization to take 'care of all con- during summer prior to the World's
Radio Crooner Antonio Caggiano,
tributions for the welfare and rec- Fair and for two seasons only one who
is among the worst we have In
musical was operating«> It was fig-

|

will
Industrial

Slated to stay are 'Panama
(46th Street), 'Pal Joey'

Imminent
~"
at Upton

Now; Again

engineer and « former
manufacturer_ and business
Revival of 'Yip, Yip. Yaphank,'
Committee's first show, topped by talked of almost since conscription
Ed Wynn and Jane Froman played began last October, may be under•nder Phillips' and Robert E Sher- taken during the summer by Irving

|

that

'Louisiana

Purchase,'

Bridgeport Expo

Today witnessed the arrival of
Ck>mic Actor Fairbanks, ambassador
and spy extraordinary of President

Hotels' N. G. Biz

our

country,

to

return

which is about to celebrate a year's visit and salute Roosevelt in WashAs ambassador, Caggiano
run at the Imperial, would stick ington.
How- will perhaps exceed his artistic
through a second summer.
ever, Buddy De Sylva, during his glory, which is just what Is happenrecent trip in from Hollywood, 'was ing to Douglas Fairbanks, but at any
Irving 'rate h6 will make us cut as ^ood a
inclined to close the show.
Berlin, who is teamed with him -in figure In America as America de'
the presentation, favors keeping It .lerves.'

capital,

—

'

!

'

charities.

Outdoor acts, Four Wallendas and
Four Albanis, have been' signed as
free attractions. The 10-d^y run la
expected to attract 150,000.
Because of -use of ballroom fdr displays, Pleasure Beabh -daiice reason
rlo'p.isn't

preem

until

Jun6

1.'

Vednesday, May 11, 1941
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Lux Soap AQIVE-LATHERFacH
protect her lovely skin

Her

COMPLEXION'S

PRICELESS— must have

the

gentlest kind of care, the protection of thorough cleansing.

Like other famous screen stars,
she depends on daily ACTIVELATHER FACIALS with Lux
Soap to carry away every trace of

mm

dust, stale cosmetics, leaveskinfeel-

ing smooth and soft. Right in your
give your skin screen-

own -home
star care.

Begin today You'll" find
I

these facials a wonderful beauty aid.

I

1

NEVER NEGLECT My

DAILY ACTIVE-LATHER
RACIALS.'miS GENTLE

^•'A

Lux Soap care

V

is a
WONDERFUL AID IN
KEEPING MY SKIN SOFT

AND SMOOTH

I

4

..•.•.-..v?CV#.

YOU

try

ACTIVE-UTHER FACIALS

for

30

days,

FIRST PAT
I

ACnVf LATHER
.

LIGHTiy INTO

yOURSK/N

RINS6 WITH

_

WARM WATER.
THEN COOLACnVf
LATHER DOES A

'1

THOROUGH JOB

NOWP^TTHB
FACEDRy.rr
FEELS SOFTER.
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N Y. BONDS HYPO NAZI
Jamming Up Radio Show

Toronto,

.

May

Ontario Travel Bureau program
over CBS (starring Ned Sparks) had
headaches last week when the
Dionne Quintuplets refused to speak
a few words of greeting to American
Incident served
tourists In English.
to irritate many here with the whole
set-up of -the Crown guardianship
over the children who at six speak
only French because of the provincialism of their family and environment. Idea here is that it was smallminded to stop children from memorizing a few sentences In the language of a friendly neighbor country that supplies Canada end the

—

—

Dionnes with much profit.
Hal Purdy, of CFRB, Toronto, who
had journeyed up to North Bay to
direct the splicing-ln of the Dionne
sequence into the Sparks program,
claims that the youngsters had enthusiastically rehearsed their lines in
English an hour before the 52-station
CBS hook-up. Just before the program they refused to speck a word

No—Not

Asain!

Atlantic City, May 20.
Whether it's the yen of thousands
of army and navy men for inexpensive outdoor games or not, extensive
revival of miniature golf courses
along the Atlantic seaboard Is reported this spring. It has caught on
in amazing fashion at shore resorts.
It was only about 10 years ago
that minnie golf courses got a terrific

play throughout the U. S.

it

MEXICO PLANS

OWN WORLD'S

to start

It

Helps Biz in London
May

B,

20.

in delight at the results so far of
'double daylight saving,' which went
Into efifect about two weeks ago.
ClocKs, which were pushed ahead

on* hour aU winder, were shoved
forward an additional hour.
Result has been to make daylight

the following May 30.
Staging the exposition here is count(Continued on page 13)
close

Chaplin

Now

Figures

To Net $1,000,000

On

His 'Dictator'
unfavorable

Despite considerable
currently last unUl after 9 o'clock
and the lengthening days will grad- criticism and a generally pessimistic
ually extend that anothep hour or attitude during its roadshow enBd.
Longer the sun's up, the more gagements. The Great Dictator' now

people can attend theatres, so ops are promises to turn in a tidy profit for
Present
naturally happy about the new time producer Charles Chaplin.
are that he'll make
indications
system.
around $1,000,000 on the domestic
gross alone.
Highly-touted film got away dis$1.65
and $2.20
Likens Need of Theatres
appointingly
at
upped admissions and on a sales
which United Artists asked
That of Vitamins policyofby
the gross. With the shooting
70%
of tiie picture into regular runs at
ordinary admissions, however, the
Detroit, May 20.
We can suffer from a lack of thea- gross soared. UA is peddling it on a
»• Just liktt a lack of vitamins, sliding scale plan in which 35% and
Bobart Edtnond Jones^ designer, de- 40% is mlnimimi and 50% maximum.
clared in a speech here.
It is estimated now that the domes'I believe the theatres are just
as tic film rentals will run between
necessary as food or drink or breath- $3,000,000 and $3,500,000, and may
ing,' he added.
He deplored the even go above that. Chaplin gets
decline of the theatre saying there somewhere around 80% of that.
is drama everywhere except
Film actually cost CHiaplln
on the
stage from which it has seemed to $1,400,000, not the $2,000,000 gen•
vanish.'
erally used as a publicity figure,

To

Overflow attendance during the
past two weeks at the New York
showing of the Nazi propaganda

Warners

is

taking

first

May

20.

advantage

of 'The Battle of the Atlantic' with
a sea story to be directed by Ray

Enright.
Priscilla

Lane and Dennis Morgan

are slated for top roles. Yarn Is
being written by Charles Grayson,
based on current war news.

LEAN SUMMER

'Sieg im Westen,' is Germangovernment financed, it has been

FOR STAGE

charged.
Many of the so-called
Ipatrons' of the 96th Street theatre
in
Yorkville pzy no
admission,

Variett

has

learned, but present
membership cards in various Nazi
organizations, the theatre later being
reimbursed by 'soma other source.'
Said source may be the Reich consulate or from sundry Nazi bund

TALENT

Stage talent unemployment, particularly in the chorus ranks. Is exHeavy attendance, which has fre- pected to be acute this summer, esquently resulted in a line of 400
pecially in view of the passing of
(Continued on page 54)
plan to
the N. Y. World'i Fair.
revive open air musicals at Jones
Beach, which might have helped to

coffers.

strict

of things to come under
military censorship cropped

last week in the U. S. Navy
Dept's. censoring of newsreel cover-

age on shipyard strikes.
AU the
reels had their footage chopped to
a minimum, Navy theory being that
it showed naval vessels In the
process of construction.
Censoring of
the strike clips climaxed growing
strictness

in

clamping

down

on

items which newsreel executives
claim revealed no military secrets.
In making a roundup story of
shipyard strikes which are .crippling
national defense effort, Paramount
secured some 400 feet of film. Newsreel is reported to have received
back from the Navy censors, as
'suitcfl for release' less than 50 feet.
Par mentioned how naval censorship lied cut out many scenes In its
newsreel narration and then blacked
out a whole scene with a large

'CENSORED' title superimposed on
the blank scene. Par news made up
for lost footage by showing the
launching of several new ships.
What aggravated most newsreel
editors was that the material should
(Continued on page 53)

A

Major Bowes' Capitol

The increasthe war caused It to

While exhibs In the United States
rant in dismay at daylight saving,
theatremen hers are rubbing hands

PAYS OFF?

1940.

be indefinitely postponed.
President Manuel Avila Camacho
has approved plans for the fair, retitled the Grand Pan-American Exposition, to open here Oct. 12, 1942,

and
London,

May

ing intensity of

Time But

WHO

Hint

,

up
Hollywood,

film,

Mexico City, May 20.
Mexico City, after all, is going to
have at least something of that
world fair which was planned several years ago and which was slated

They're Even Dnalng

—

They'l Ha?e to Hnrry

Pop-

ularity died almost as abruptly as
sprung up.

blames the parents.
Not until two or three days after
the broadcast did the sponsors (the
(Continued on page 52)

Lowland Blitzkrieg
'Newsreel' Before U. S. A.
Possibly Forbids It
Cops'
Attitude Puzzles
See

-

FAIR IN '42

ians,

Anti-Nazi Germans Picketing
But Big Crowds Rush to

'

Purdy
of English and were sullen.
says that someone had got to the five
little girls,
Judge J. A. Valin of
North Bay, one of the State guard-

Daylight

Cues Possible Future U. S. Pix Curbs

FREE

'

20.

CENTS

Navy s Crackdown on Newsreels

Dionne Quinhiplets Refuse to Speak
English,

25

Family (N.Y.) Going Off
^

After Nearly 1,000 Wks.

has been dropped.
Equity assented to certain concessions in the event of rain, but J. J.
Shubert failed to make a deal for
the use of the plant on Zack's Bay.
Understood that Park Commissioner
(Continued on page 53)

some

degree,

Major Edward Bowes' Capitol
(N.Y.) Family goes off the air Sunday (25), interrupting for the first Ray Paige Declines Ford
time a succession of nearly 1,000
weekly broadcasts dating back to
Date to
Nov. 19, 1922. At. the same time.
Major Bowes is lessening his activiGroup's Youth Band
ties around the Broadway deluxer,
of which he is part owner, with
As a contribution to democracy,
Loew's and Messmore Kendall, but
not giving up his title as managing orchestra leader Raymond Paige will
spend most of the summer, and
director.
Capitol broadcast was first inau- longer, auditioning and organizing a
gurated by S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel on youth orchestra to be backed by a
the National Broadcasting System new organization, the League of
Young Americans, Inc. This will
(Continued on page 13)
prevent Paige from accepting a fourweek engagement with the Ford
summer program out of Detroit,
LEFT
which McCann-Erickson offered him
directly. Paige would have followed
the current four-week guest date of
Meredith WUlson. Latter was set
through William Morris office.
Not generally known that Edward
In the meantime, the contractual
Bruns, Jr., who died at the age of 40 relationship between Paige and the
recently, bequeathed over $200,000 to Columbia Artists Bureau lapsed and
the Actors Fund, but the money will Paige has declined to renew.
not be available for an indefinite
The youth orchestra which Paige
period. It is the largest donation to will organize will range In ages from
the actors charity organization in 18 to 29. The members will be paid
many years, and, coming from a lay-" union scale for all: rehearsals and
man, the gift is all the more gratify- appearances.
ing to the Fund's officials.
The exact nature of the concerts
Bruns was never known to be con- to be given or the goals to be aimed
nected with show business, but was at by the orchestra are not fully deThe Ross-Doulens puba member of thfe Friars C:iub. He termined.
was a broker-member of the New Uce relations firm la said to have
York Stock Exchange. His father, germinated the orchestra idea in the
Senior, also was and is in the Friars first place as an ideal way to dramaand an active member of the Lambs. tize the new movement.

Form New

LAYMAN
TO

200G

Doc' Brinkley, Wholesaler
Of Radio Medication,

Now

Ogles U.S. Senate

San Antonio, May 20.
John R. Brlnkley, ex-Kansan, longtime operator of a Mexican radio
station, wholesaler of prostate gland
operations for hillbillies and currently a petitioner in bankruptcy,
has emerged with a bright new idea
he wants the people of Texas to
elect him to the United States senate as successor to the late Morris

—

Sheppard.
The fabulous 'doc' once ran for
CJovernor of Kansas and almost
made it. He Is advocating bigger
old age pensions and better cooperation with labor.

Vote Oat Mpls. Mayor
'

Who Bamied Marry'

ACTORS FUND

Minneapolis,

May

20.

Mcyor George E. Leach, who has
been mayor here for 12 of the past
20 years and who recently banned
Du Barry Was a Lady,' was defeated for renominatlon in the primaries. A former mayor, W. A. Anderson, also lost out in the primaries
here after he prohibited the appearance of another musical show, 'Crazy
Quilt,'

some years

Following

the

ago.

defeat

of

Mayor

Leach for renominatlon the town
has been opened up again.
Unlicensed all-night liquor spots with
gambling are operating once more.
Lid was on tight during the last
month' of the primary election camoalen.

-

—

.

'';

—
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MISCELLANY
POOR JOHN

Jessel

Up

in the Air Constantly;

.

Heavy Show Traffic

Up

R

HESS INCIDENT

.

Chicago

and

back

the Island
which surrounds Central Park in
time for New York's 'I
an American Day' party Sunday (18).
The now-you-see-lt-now-you-don't
prize of the week went to Patricia
to

Am

Ellis who heaved to at Mr. LaGuardia's set of runways Friday (16) to

meet a friend Inbound from the

nesses for Miele Bros., the contracting, firm, said that his company
lost approximately $25 on a building contract entered into with the
He also
star of "The Little Foxes.'
estimated that the firm was still
owed $625 by Miss Bankhead for
after
home
estimating losses to her
a fire last year.

IN

Hollywood,

Coast on the afternoon Stratoliner.
public's bloodhounds, interested

later, Pat had met her friend,
the Stratoliner had been rolled into
(Continued on page 65)

Hours
'

26 New Fbyers On
Par's Roster, 2 Starred,

HWDSMUT

in Featured

three months, Equity being creditcid
with .that accomplishment, seconded
by the Screen Actors Guild.
number of diows in which alleged

A

amateurs appeared

aroused', agitation

among

Paul Hemried, Vleqnese actor' who
closed oq Broadway In

•FUght to the West' left
aiotor.
with hts wife Sunday (16) for the
Cc^ast under an RKO term contract
He'U go first to Arizona for vacation
and wait there to be called by the
studio.
Hasn't yet
picture.

.

Von

third

if

months

He

,time permits.

gets six

season for BroadCleve, of Music
Corp., ageiited the deal.
Leaving Vienna Just before the
Nazis took over the city, Hemried
went- to London, where he appeared
In legit and films. Among the latter

way.

was

'Night'

in

which

he

'

Broadway Department

Saw my

It's such a lemon they could have
first new legitimate show.
it at the Boston Tea Party.
Broadway Rose must be going high-hat Told me In front of '21' last
name to 'Park Avenue Rose!'
changing
her
she
thinking
was
nite that
Herman Shumlin tells me that they're thinking of makihg a sequel to
•The Little Foxes.' It'll be called "The Little Skunks,' and will sUr sev-

used

—

well-known dictators or agents.
Went into a 52d street nite club that
waiters wear girdlesl
eral

was

owner had the

so crowded, the

Hollywoodlana

W. C. Fields regrets that he didn't have the opportunity to fight in the
battle of Brandy-wine.
James Stewart is getting so thin, the other day, during inspection, he
turned sideways and they marked him A.W.O.L.
Bob Cobb wires me that he's hung my picture in the Vine St. Derby
In between Bette Davis and Lana Turner's. That puts me in between 'The
Letter' and 'The Sweater!'
Don Ameche has made so many South American pictures they're thinking of naming their next revolution after him.
Er^ol Flynn knows a certain actress who always sends out invitations
to her private parties reading: 'For Bearer and. One Wife!'
Due to the success of the Crosby-Hope pictures, Paramount has been
swamped with phone calls from gypsies asking for road information.
Definition: Hollywood 'Whipping Post: a film-cutting room!

—

NOW

.

.

radio pickup

sical

tra

of the

.

topflight

mu- Tank

event Vast symphony orchesand huge chorus always gave

the presentation in Paclcard Memo-'
rial chapel at Lehigh University.
Singing of one special B-Minor
Mass requires several hours.
This year the original music was
reproduced
by
three-dimensional
sound and' piped to the Packard Engineering building for an overflow
TUIQNIA'B 7ICT0B
audience. Prof. H. C. Knutson colJosephine Tuminla, 25-year old laborated with Bell Laboratory enCalifornia coloratura soprano of the gineers in setting lip the ERPI-WJS.
Met has been signed to a recording sound system for reproduction of
•
contract by RCA Victor.
She will the original.
cut a minimum of six platters this
year.
Three-dimensional sound system
The soprano has also been signed mentioned as useH at Bethlehem is
for the opera season at Rio and will aii elaboration of the new method
sing 18 performances tt six operas tested about a yeai: ago in N.Y. at
during the wlnt«: months there.
Carnegie Hall by Westem Electric.

G. B.

|

Shaw's Prolog to Ullajor Barbara'

Dramatitf and Wit Appears in Self-Written Trailer
to

GEO.

HU 2d Pascal

PRAISING CONNIE

dream

20.

George M. C:<$han paid tribute to more welcome to
you.
Now, the
an old friend, Connie Mack, with a German humorist I
think his name
song which mcde its debut Satur- is Dr. Goebbels,
he has got a great
day (17) as Philly celebrated 'Con- deal of innocent
fun out of that: He
nie Mack Day.' Cohan's song honor- tells
us or, rather, he tells the rest,
ing the 78-year-old manager of the of the
world that England has sold
New York beginning with the June Athletics is called 'Connie
is a Grand her colonies for scrap iron.
Well,
19 broadcast John Barrymore won't Old Man' and
was written on the re- why shouldn't we?- We are in very
be a fixture on the show as he is quest of Tommy LaBrum,
assistent great want of scrap iron.
We are
now, but may come to N. Y. occa-

—

Rainbow Room:

at

—

•

-

.

to the publisher of the Record.
collecting scrap iron from door to
sionally for guest appearances.
Cohan led a delegation to the fes- door. Our women are bringing
out
Vallee has been in Hollywood for tivities at Shibe
Park. Among them theiE old saucepans; our men are
months and made two films dur- were Dennis P. O'Brlfen and
Arthur bringing out their old bicycles, and
ing that time, "Time Out for Rhythm' F. Driscoll,
of the. New York theafor
Universal,
and "Too Many trical law. firm of O'Blrlen, Driscoll you, with equal devotion, are bringing out your old destroyers. Well, a
Blondes' for Republic.
Si Raftery, his personal counsel.
very good bargain for us. Every one
A special broadcast over WFIL of' those destroyers
will be worth
was held from the rooms of the Pen much more to iis
than their weight
|

elx

I

Secret ambition:

Harmon

Sc

To be a

'

Pencil Club, newspapermen's
social organization Friday night with
speeches by Cohan and LaBrum.

Sands

Henry & Adelaide
America First'

'See

When
lae

call

him

lifeguard at Veronica Lake.

Afterpiece
you're young, you want to be old. When you're old
Doesn't anybody want to be a midget?

L.A.

to

N.Y.

More Miami

Jemes Anderson.
Judith Anderson.
Richard Arlen.
Lew Ayres.
Irina Baranova.
Ray Bolger.
Bertha Brainard.
Lawton Campbell.

you want

to

Bull?

Havana,

May

20.

Cube's lethargy in deciding pro or
con on printing bullfights may be
well illustrated to the local politicos
in the near -future. <
Representatives of Miami's Chamber, of Commerce have been dickering with Jaime Noain and RafaelUlo
regarding cost of presenting the real

Joseph Calleia.
Frederic Dannay.
Laraine Day.

Anna Erskine.
Ed Golden.

McCoy

in

Miami.

Oliver Hardy.
Harrington.

Show Folds

111,

duced by Irving Yates, after

week.
Lugosi returned to the Coast

N. Y. to L. A.

Frank Nugent

Lewis Allen.
Jean Arthur.
Eddie Bracken.

Gail Patrick.
Walter Pidgeon.

Wynn Rbcamora.

Andy

Cesar Romero.
Oscar Serlin.
Jatie

Lugosi

Bela Lugosi's illness resulted In th»
foldup of the 'Horror Show,' proits date
at the Palace, Ft Wayne, early last

Hitz.

Jose Iturbl.
Rosemary Lane.
John Larkin.
Stan Laurel.
Manfred Lee.
CHS Lewis.
Richard Marvin.
Fox Matthews.
Richard Norrls.

S.

Devine.
Charles Einfeld.

Lynn Farnol.
Cynda Glenn.

Seymour.

Mort H. Singer.
Spyros Skouras.
K. T. Stevens.
George W. Weeks.

SAILINGS

Edith Gregg.
Paul Hemried.
Jack Kapp.
Norman Krasna.
S. Barret McCormlck.
Connie Nickerson.
Eddie Norrls..
Ronald Reagan.
'

'

'

I

'

.

they

conceited,

young.

in bicycles

.

so

Whatever Became ot7777
Clarence McNulty
Lee, Lee and Lee
Beth Beri 8c Co.

May 16 (Los Angeles to Honolulu)
Gene Fowler' (Lurllne).
and saucepans.
Hollywood, May 20.
May 19 (Lisbon to New York)
'And now, what about our colo.Paramount has extended Claude
nies?
Our
colonies
are
always
much
Maurice
Livingstone (Exeter).
Binyon's one-picture deal to a termer WFIL, an NBC-Blue affiliate and
after perusing his script. Take a Let- ovt of the ASCAP fold, got permis- the better when we have plenty of
May 22 (New York to Panama)
Americans
visiting
them.
You
see
in.
ter Darling.'
sion from the Society to air Cohan's
John Byram, Mafion Miller Byram
Fred ^oblmar^ptoducet.
new tune sung by Bob Ru.csell.
(Continued on page 69)
(Panama).'
end

'He's

'Citizen Vain'!'

John Hecly.
Paul and Grace Hartman.

Rndy VaHee From N. Y.

Sealtest NBC
the Coast" to

girl you're afraid

about!'

Eavesdropped

Tom

(UA) Film

'Citizens of the United States of
America, the whole 130 millions of
you, I am sending you my old plays,
just as yqu are sending us your old
destroyers. Our government has very
kindly thrown in a few naval bases
as well; it makes the bargain perhaps

MACK

May

of 1941!'

Eavesdropped at Marden's Riviera: 'She's the kind of a
to

Edward

E COHAN'S SONG
Philadelphia,

Par Renews Binyoh

I

.

played the Gestapo agent

Rudy Vallee anci the
Red show comes from

I

.

Van

Train,'

MM H

..

off isvety

Edith

f^tl^* t

—

been assigned a

Actor's name, actually Paul

Hernried, will be changed 'to PauL
Hammond. His contract' calls for
two pictures a year, witti a possible

M

I

sign on my back, 'Handle with care!'
Asbury Park—Coney Island with a Princeton accent.
Was really glad to go walking on Broadway again. Passed in front of
there with two swalthe Winter Garden and saw J. C. Fllppen standing
'
'
lows in his hair!
Walked over to Nedick's stand on 42d street and 7th avenue and dropped
counter
and
said,
'See what I mean!'
the
California
oranges
on
a crate bf

RKO

WAXES

recently

I

to

Renewed

Paul Hammond (Hemried)
Motoring to His RKQ Pact

HMM MM

20.

civic and religious groups because of tslecious advertising plus
risque material inserted ta such
Waring
plays as 'Desire Under the Elms' and
XjCtjUng Gertie's Garter.' Believed
that some professionals appeared In
Chesterfield has- reiiewed Fred
the shows under assumed names.
Waring's contract for a third year,
Eqdity officers advised the council
effective June 16.
that all showmen and the players InHis new hookup on the NBC-Red
volved have agreed to discontinue
the objectionable features. Resolu- starUng that date will be 102 stations adopted by the association and tions, four more than now prevails.
SAG turned the trick. The ama-

(Continued on page 13)

20.

I >

Been in New York one week and already found California weather.
Went to Asbury Park for the weekend. Got so sunburned, mother put a

Roles

May

BACH

stage situation In Los Angeles,
«rhich could have resulted in censorship of plays and pictures, has
been cleaned up within a period of

May

ii

Just a Mess of Hess
Mnslo Department
With .all studios figuring on -ways
Do you think BMI songs will bring back Orange Julius?
employ the Rudolf Hess incident,
Clyde McCoy tells me that one of the boys in his band is refusing to
last week lost no time in sewplay
Blues'
'Sugar
because
he
has diabetes.
ing up the name of the Nazi No. 3
Demand for new film faces at man for use in a film title. Company
A certain orchestra leader who hasn't worked In a long time was caught
Paramount has been answered in the registered 'Flight oi Rudolf Hess,' in a 52d street drugstore keeping in practice by waving a baton in front
last year by WiUlam Meiklejohn,
of
a
Jukebox.
'Hess Flies Hence,' 'Hess Lands in
director of talent and casting, with
Radio Department
Scotland,' 'Rudolf Hess, Parachutist'
a total of 26 yoimg players, nine of
Where there's Life there's Hope where there's Hope there's Crosby
'One Man Invasion.'
whom have appeared in lead roles and
where there's Crosby there's Crossley and where there's Crossley there's
and two starred.
Fibber McGee and Molly.
There's No Truth to the kumor
Stars are Veronica. Lake, who
FESTIVAL
That Tommy Manville has hired six male secretaries. . .^That Guy Kibbee
clicked in 'I Wanted Wings' and now
carries two combs in his pocket for.. sentimental reasons. .. .That Maxie
goes into 'Sullivan's Travels,' and
Stirling Hayden, who played his first
PIPED OFF VIA ERPI Rosenbloom is giving Gregory Ratpff diction lessons. .. .That Rudolf Hess
film role In 'Virginia' and was moved
opens at Loew's Pitkin with a Swing Bund.
into a top spot in 'Bahama Pass'Hangnail DcBoriptlons
Bethlehem, Pa., May 20.
John Barrymore: Hamapola. .Henny Youngman; Thanks for the Memory
age.' Lead parts have been handed
First use of motion picture sound
to Barbara Brltton, Rod Cameron,
...Fibber McGee and Molly: Big Income Tax from Wax... Toots Shot:
Frances Giflord, Constance Moore, principals in concert presentation Meat the People. .Hitler and Mussolini: Rhapsody in' Boo. .Alice Faye
Martha ODrlscoll, Don Castie, Keith was worked out successfully at the and Phil Harris: Beauty and the Boast. .President and Mrs. Roosevelt'
festival here laist we«k. Office-Holder,
Travel-Folder.
Richards, June Preisser, Phil Regan annual Bach
May 16-17.' Previously this nationand Phil Terry.
Observation Department
aUy-known music festival which
A certain socialite who lives on Park avenue is' so exclusive that when
yearly attracts thousands at $16 per his apartment caught on fire
he sent for the Long Island fire department
ducat has permitted nb piping or
Eavesdropped at Leon it Eddie's: 'Her! Why she was voted Miss Army

9

Hollywood,

EQUITYKO^

WARNER PIC

First Hollywood studio to hop on
the Rudolf Hess flight is Warners,
using it as an added episode In the
"UnderBryan Foy production,
ground,' a picture based on escapes
from (jermany.Frank Wilcox plays part of the
No. 3 Nazi.

The

In noting for the public prints just
whom the lovely Pat was 'helloing,'
put the chase on the gal and she
wandered up to the Kitty Hawk bar.

THE BERLE-ING POINT

Allowed Oa\y |TM »
I
Week Spendlnr Honer

Barrymore

Los Angeles, May 20.
John Barrymore's spending money
has been stabUized at $700 a week,
with another $400 to be set a^ide
weeldy as a reserve for periods
By GEOBGE FBOST
when he is not working.
TaUoIah Fails to Show
His necktie pouring out of an aft
Rest of the Barrymore film and
pocket, his beard bristling a torch
will go to pay his
in BIdg. Co/s Suit radio earnings at $68,000, under a
eong for a razor, Georgie Jessel was
debts, estimated
the busy bee of the airways this''
new arrangement with Ernest
week, whistling in and out of La
bankruptcy. Actor
in
20.
Utley,
referee
May
Nyack, N. Y.,
Guardia Field,. New York, as though
Tallulah Bankhead did not defend is represented by two new attorhe was the airport's theme song. a suit to recover judgment for non- neys, making a total of approximateAs regards ASCAP et al, Georgie payment of monies due a Spring ly 100 in the last few, years.
was 'trying to bring both sides Valley contracting firm for estimat-,
in
together' and after 'Stratoing
Ing a Are loss at her home in Mount
Tuesday (13) from Los Angeles Ivy. The suit was heard in Nyack
he was off again in time to get to before Supreme Court Justice M. B.
the St. Louis scene of the Mutual
Patterson.
network bolt from the National AsDavid Miele, one of the two witsociation of Broadcasters, thence to

N.Y. Airport s

Frank iloiss.'
Spewack.

Sam

Jules C. Stein.
Oscar Straus.

Dave Strumpf
Lana l^iraer.
Terty Turner,
Jane Wj^man.

'

^Tednesday,

May

21, .1941

•OSCEIXANY

WHERE CAMP
Freedley Favors INedicme

Shows

PVT. TELLS Jock Whitney Enlists Fofeip Film

As Most Practical for Army Men,
So Does Jolson; Talent Under
couple units touring
Army camps by June 1 I5 the
who took 0
of Vinton Freedley,
chairmanship last week of the en.
"tertainment division of the Citizens
Committee for the Army and Navy,
Committee is the ofHcially-deslgnated body for handling camp shows.
"
Broadway legit producer went
Washington on Monday (19) in

Way
20-25c Is a Lot of Dough to
the $21-«-Month Recruits
6nd Private R. B. Sweetser
Gives Some Lowdown on
What the Boys Don't Want

i

effort to

get the

Hollywood,

Bryan Foy was

May

20.

dressed up
to fly as a major'in the Motion
Picture Division of the U. S.
Signal Corps, but the army medico told him to keep his feet in
all

FOR EXAMPLE

He

didn't

pass

-

the

physical

Ccmp

exam.

entertainment

In B. A. for

Over 'Argentine

".

.

GEO.

MURPHY'S POP

HONORED AT

U.

OF

P.

May

(Continued on page SS)
George Murphy, who recently
wound up work In RKO's Tom^
BIck and Harry,' and who has been

York, during the past week,
to 4h»
Coast tomorrow
(Thursday) from PhiUy.
Player is
participating in dedication of a field
house at the University of Pennsyl
In ItTew

'Barred' for Life

Sail)'

vania to his father,

Tlieii

M

Mike Murphy,

many years coach and

for

Keinsiated in Hob,

Widm 48
Boston,

the school.

return.

Oid-Tnne

Meier Ends

35-Week

Me

Louisville,

Ron

May

20.

,,The 35-week run of AiUger Bros.
Adrift in New York,' meUer which
has been playing atop the Seelbach
notel,

came

to

an end Saturday

Honrs

Sally

May

20.

Rand was barred from

all

niteries here, then cleared within 48
last week because of a tiff

hours

between the Boston Licensing (Alcoholic) Board and management of
the Latin quarter. Fanner, booked
into the club for two weeks, ending
May 17, had to bow out on the 16th
because of the iam-up.
Mary Driscoll, chairman of the Licensing Board, dropped into the
Latin Quarter on the night of May
19 to catch the floor show.
She
thought Miss Rand was too undressed
for her fan dance and made specific
suggestions to the managemeht.

Not

(Continued on page 55)

(17).

Company wiU open shortly at the
Douglas hotel, Newark, N. J., for
fln
Uideflnite run. Aulgers
brought the
company to Louisville after a nine

Jean Arthnr, Ross,

months run in Omaha.
Krasna Return West
Adnff opened at the Seelbach to
nee admish, returns to the hotel
commg in the form of sale of setups.
Jean Arthur, Frank Ross and NorAlter about three
weeks an admish man Krasna, who have been in New
charge of 50c. was
started.
York for the past two weeks, pull
Murder in Red Bam,' which has
(Wednesday) for the
out today
wen playing at a hotel in Omaha,
Seelbach Roof. Mon- Coast. Trio came in to vacash and
d^"(19)**
for opening of their pic, 'Devil and
Miss Jones' at Rsdio City Music
Hall, although the visit has been

Par Lands

RKO

Find

the writer

Benning,

Ga.

pretty

with

BERLIN HUDDIES

ONMITAPHANK'
up-to-date version, appears strong
following a confab here yesterday
(Monday) between Irving Berlin
and the camp commander. Col, Clair
W. Balrd. Latter revealed to Berlin'
that the cantonment has the money
available to put on the show and is
ready to go ahead if Berlin is willing to supervise writing and pro-

'''^

"Vfla Is

permitted

flllES

Edith Gregg's Pic

CaU

Gregg,

'

WHITE'S N. T.
the weekend for roles at Columbia
Jules White, Columbia shorts suband Republic.
let producer-director,
in New York
Femme will work at Col in Harry
a month of confabs with Jack Goetz's current production end has
Whn on the 1941-42 program.
a six-week ticket at Republic fol.« t also hunting up new talenti
lowing that

w

CONFAB

program— and

contingent.

Phil

A FEMALE ANDY HARDY
INSTEAD OF BOB HOPE
Lord tt Thomas has closed for the
serial script, the theme dealing with
female Andy Hardy, which will
pinch hit for Bob Hope In -Pepsodent's Tuesday .night spot for 13
weeks starting June. 24, but the
agency^ hasn't (decided' on a title.
Casting auditions for the show will
be held in Hollywood tomorrow
(Thursday) or the next day.

Faversham, Actor

And 2 Writers Among
S.S.
Philip

Zamzam Roster

Faversham and three others

Aleen Leslie and Jerry Schwartz
are the authors.

Trad* Hark Rfclitercd

FOHNDED

BT eiM;ei SILVBRMAN
FuUlKlitid «Voekl7 b7 VARIETY, Inc.
B\i Silverman, PruMent
in We»t, 46th Street, New York, N. I.
.,,

SDBaCRIPTION
Annual

|I0

Single Coplea

Forelsn
,

in

Vol. 142

til
^^ Centa

No, 11

'

INDEX
Band Reviews

MORE GOODWILLEPS

Coast
.

Miss George

is-

booked for sum-

concerts preparatory to conceit and operatic schedule starting
in the fall. New roles in which she
will be heard with some of the

major opera companies will be 'Bar'Don Pasquale,'
ber of Seville,'
'Daughter of the Regiment' and the
'

'Magic Flute.'

PAE CALLS MASSET
Hollywood,

May

20.'

Paramount is calling Raymond
Massey from Broadway for a heavy
lead in 'Reap the Wild Wind.'
leaves

Dilemma,'

May

the

legit

cast

show

of
in

'Doctor's

N.

Y.,

31.

10% SEBVICE

STBEPEiS

Hollywood, May 20.
To correspond with the proportion
of uniformed men to those in civvies
in real life, Darryl ^Zanuck has ordered at least one in every 10 employed in 20th-i;ox mob scenes to be
iii

service getup.

May

Exploitation

20.

coriimittee

chairmanned by Edward

Arnold, prexy of the Screen Actors'
Society also sponsored the
Guild.
plans by which naval chiefs of staffs
from Latin American countries were
hosted around the studios last week.
Attending the initial session of the
board of directors of the MPSA, at
which the decisions were made, were
Y. Frank Freeman, who presided,
Thomson, Frank Capra, Samuel
Goldwyn, David O. Selznick, H. M.
Warner, Fred W. Beetson, William
Goetz and Francis AUstock, Johp
'

Hay Whitney

rep.'

8

Forum

18
15
,

55

,

House Reviews

-46

—Legit
Inside— Music
Inside—Radio
Inside

Amer-

ica.
As a result, talent survey of
the industry was voted last week by
the Motion Picture Society for the
.Americas, of which Ken Thprhson. Is
exec secretary.
Survey is being made by a sub-

53

;

Film Booking Chart
Film Reviews'

Success of the recent Hollywood
star junket to Mexico in creating
good will in that country has encouraged the hypoing of plans for
further pix hegiras into Latin

48

Chatter

Mexican Junket's Sacceas Caes Farther Sooth American Trips
Hollywood,

38

Bills

mer

who

played
16
weeks in 'Separate Rooms,' Broadway legiter, left for the Coast over
Edith

will

apparently furthered a good will
program of his own. He was elected
to an ex-officio membership in the
foreign managers' group.
Action followed some sulking and
squawking by the export men that
Whitney's film division of the Rockefeller Committee was taking steps
in South America without consulting
them.
Beefs coming to Whitney's
ears quickly brought about the
meethig, he agreeing with the foreign managers that they probably
know better than anyone else In the
industry what S, A. needs in the
way of a friendship program.
Several plans for Improving the
good neighbor policy were brought
up, but nothing concrete adopted.
Whitney promised, however, to tak«
up suggested changes with the foreign group before taking any important action.

eral staffs of the Latin-American reThawing Frozen Coin
During discussions it also was delast Saturday
(17) on e
sound stagQ at the Metro studio veloped that American film companies will be unable to make use
Y. Frank Freeman, head of the Pro- of the
lease-lend law in dislodging'
ducers Ass'n, presided. Executives frozen money in Great Britain. Fordepartments currently
of all studios were among the 400 eign
are
who greeted the South American
(Continued on page 13)

Coin on hand represents profits of connected with the theatrical or
the Post Exchange and the camp's writing professions are believed to
among those taken
film theatre.
Plan is for Berlin to have been
provide some new tunes, as well as prisoner from the Egyptian steamer
use of the old faves which he wrote Zamzam, at first reported sunk in
for the original 'Yip.' Book and skits the South Atlantic last month by a
would probably be contributed part- Nazi raider. All were members of
ly by Berlin and partly by the boys. an ambulance corps on its way to
Berlin, while a corporal at Upton serve with the Free French forces
during the lagt war, took a part in in Africa.
Faversham, 33-year-old son of the
producing and also appeared in the
late William Faversham, was re(Continued on page 10)
cently with the Clifton Webb company of 'The Man Who Came to
Dinner' and, when that show closed,
Florence George in N:Y. joined the ambulance corps. In between acting in various plays in
New York and on the road, he has
Florence George (Mrs. Everett had considerable motoring experiCrosby) has been booked to guest ence having toured Europe by car
star on the Ford summer hour Sun(Continued on page 52)
day, June 8. She errived in N. Y.
with her husband Sunday (18), following a month's vecation on the

He

,

20,

Entertainment was provided by
from several studios. Speeches
emphasized the good will being fosCamp Upton, L. I., May 20.
tered by the film industry for the
Possibility of reviving- 'Yip, Yip, Latin-American countries.
Yaphank,' 1918 soldier show, in an

November.

picture a year for RKO,
"^f'i^^he played in bis first Hollywood fil m, "They
Met In Argenthie.'
^i..

May

Picture industry played host at a
dinner for chiefs of the naval gen'

stars

much an undercover affair
avoidance of public appear-

Ross and Miss Arthur (hubby and
Hollywood, May 20.
to the Coast, while
Rnnf^^T"""* ^'Sns"! Alberto Vila, wife) will train
American actor, to a contract, Krasna will fly.
Honeymoon,' as his first
.
L^k
In T?

two
Hollywood,
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publics

,

starting in

at Fort

the

(Continued on page 44)

ances.

rob

was

During

duction.

trainer at

Murphy, who is under contract to
Metro, but who has made l)is last
two pix for RKO, goes Into new
^Isle' *t)roduction at M-G on his

gard, La.,

-

tgtums

Naval Officers

Camp Beaure-

months there the only real attempt
at some decent entertainment was
the show, 'Star Spangled Jamboree.'
This is the tent show that started out

10.

Belief that Nazi-inspired roughneck^, were., responsible, for the. disturbance which caused the yanking
of the Ritz Bros, comedy 'Argentine
Nights' after one day showing here,
has caused Universal to consider
requesting official investigation. Pic
was taken out of the first-run downtown SulpaCha when boos and catcalls at the Broadway version of the
pampas gaucho caused the management to call a P9llce riot squad. Patrons were requested to leave and
part of the audience gathered on the

Latin-American

being furnished severy Interesting

reading.

Before coming to

Buenos Aires,

Film Biz Fetes

lectees are proving

Row

Good

Jock Whitney talked with foreign
managers of the major film companies at the Hays office this week
on carrying out the industry's Latin-

American good

Beauregard, La.

Being a weekly reader of your
no connection with the entertainment field
other than a great liking for all its
branches, your articles on the 'live'

Blame Pro-Nazis

Isantlclpated momentarily.
Morale branoh approval followed haddle with Freedley In
Ih* Capital the previoos day.]
will all be out in field
maneuvers by the end of June,
Freedley pointed out, so the initial
program will be of only four weeks'
(Continued on page 44)

Keeper of the B's
Warner Bros, is apparently
aiming to keep some players in
the style to which they have become accustomed.
Studio has registered the title:

Editor, VARirrY:

publication, although having

late

Troops

Will Drive; Frozen Coin

•B Giri;

In a hurry.

(Morale branch of the Army
General Staff In Washington
yestetday (Taesday) approved the Cltlicna' Committee
plan for 'mobile shows' with a
reoommendatlon to the Chief of
8US that he give the final okay
required before the sOheme can
be pot In motion. His go-ahead

in Latin-American

Burbank.

War Department

reverse its kayo on the ide^ of send
Ing out 'medicine shows' to work
from the backs of trucks. He said
that after a quick preliminary study
he thought that that is the only feasible idea for getting things started

Managers
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Thomas Heads for Barn

Odium s 15,000 K-A-0 Share (Meehan)

Hollywood,

Pkkup Expected Some Time

calling in its $4,500,000 bond issue of
liens early In July.

6%' mortgage

Jimmy

Fidler's Dea!

whea

this

the original loan to
retirement and the
Meehan shares was handed the
K-A-O directorate, but rejected.

Decks have been cleared for the
new loan of about $8,500,000 so the
coin is assured now for both bringing In the Meehan preferred into
the K-A-O treasury and retiring the
Keith bonds just as soon as details
are completed. At present attorneys
and tax men are working out details
on the Atlas transaction for the re-

ZANUCK ASSIGNS SIX

MORE DEFENSE FUMS

,

'

maining Meehan

stock.

Atlas secured 9,000 shares in the
original buy last December and then
picked up around 2,000 additional
this month In order tb obtain a 60day extension of the option. This
aJlows it to obtain the remaining 15,000 shares by the end of June out
of an original total of 26,000 shares
in the Meehan block.

Prelim figures from auditors on
annual report have been
given company officials, with actual
report ready for stockholders in a
week or 10 days. Net profit of about
$900,000 for RKO, parent corpora-

RKO's

'

tion, is anticipated.

Proxy statement

for

RKO's annual

stockholder meeting, June 4, at
Dover, Del., likely will go out to
shareholders this week. Re-election
of the present directorate Is- the
principal business scheduled to come
before the meeting.

Oft YES,

THEY

ALSO SHOW FIX

film
vicinity, has

Hollywood. May 20.
Six more noli-profit films, to be
produced as an aid to the national
defense program, were announced by
Zanuck,
Darryl F.
chairman of the
Research Coimcil of Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,

.

j

'Antiaircraft

,

i

RKO

mm
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$200,000

Charlotte, N.

20,

Charged with using the mails for
sending obscene literature and pic-

'
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Hollywood —
•

Greendale

C, May

.

tures, H. B. Grace, manager of three
picture theatres in Newton, was fined
$250, given a six months sentence,
suspended for two years, and placed
on probation for 'two years. Grace
^
x,
-c
. action
to make re«)mwas tried in U. S. dirtrict court at
^°"°r'"f
mended
cute and changes, the Hays
StatesviUe last week.
office directorate in New York last
r^oi 1,7.
vo
V,
" week approved The Outlaw,' Howmfmh.r
.t^. Zl^
Hughes picture which b «ad,
.
Wb^S^,ttI
.n^ pictures.
tnbutedj
the m.r.t?r.
Uterature and
20th-Fox release.
After th^
okay, a Production Code Administration code seal was issued the pic-

Hollywood, May 20.
Robert Sisk plays cold and hot in
his two first Jobs as associate proCrackerjack for the ducer at Paramount.
One is 'Angels in Furs,' with an
Free dinnerware to Alaskan locale, and the other Is
'Texas Guinan,' tele of New York's
Kitchenware, or ruby 'feverish 20s.'

Egyptian

Need
closer banker collaboration.
for having an active financial man
in the east to keep contact with production on the Coast appears the
more logical explanation Inasmuch
as Schenck most likely .will conitne
his activity to Hollywood production
matters in the future. However, it

RAP
ON 'OBSCENE' CHARGE

EXHIB'S STIFF

Comet—Seats 15c—With Hot Oven-

ladies.

York. Place has been 'a director- of
20th-Fox for several years and Is
well known to the personnel of the
company.'
Closer CoHaboraiien
Comment in the trade was that the
choice of Place was a move for

Metro

—
—

kiddies.

f nvitps
invil«8

Press to Its 'Sneaks'

Machine Gun Battery,'

—
—
tree to ladies.
Climax — Deluxe kitchenware' free.
Colonial —Ovenproof dinnerware.

last March 1 Indirectly or directly
of 671,919 shares of preferred stock
or an overwhelming percentage of
the total 803,560 preferred shares
voted at last week's meeting. Bank
also held 221,157 shares of common
on that date, 1.051,975 shares being
represented at last week's session.

New

owner

,

in wrtting.

R VA rnuiKiy
Pmnklv

A

Milwaukee, May 20.
Justice Dents Cohalan ordered the
Extent to which nabe theatres here exainlnation Friday (16).
have gone into the merchandising
Plaintiff claims he submitted a
business in a typical day's listing of
scenario entitled 'Moscow, Paris and
the lures used to pull 'em in. Houses
•Beturn' to the defendants in 1938,
and their oiTerlngs:
who rejected it. If is alleged that
Abby Ovenproof dinnerware.
'Ninotchka' was based on plaintiffs
Aragon Free dioperware.
Asto^— Enamelware to the ladies. story and that Metro has realized
profits of over $1,000,000 as result of
AtlaE-K)venproof dinnerware.
Avaloh—Free dinnerware to the the plagiarism.
.kdies.
Burleigh Ovenproof dinnerware.
Capitol
Ovenproof dinnerware
Blowing Hot
Cold

20c.

an agreement

I

While Coast publicity directors are
Sol Lesser. They will all be in profighting
cttendance of critics at
duction by June 2.
future film on 'Engineering sneak previews', RKO h.o. press deCorps Equipment' is assigned to the partment is staging sneaks especiallySamuel Goldwyn studio.
Other for .the newspaper and mag gander
training pictures now in production ers and going out of its way to party
At least,
are "240
Howitzer,' at Para- those who come.
mount, '60
Mortar,' at Metro, lal>els the new version of special
'sneek pre'Basic Principles of Skiing' at 20th- pre-release showings
Fox and 'Instruction of the Soldier* views.'
RKO instituted the idea recently
at Metro.
with 'Mr. and Mr$. Smith' and "The
Devil and Miss Jones' and will use
it for the third time with 'Sunny.'
Story Claim
It has arranged single-performance
showings of the pic in 35 theatres
Over M-G's 'Ninotchka' throughout the country.
Critics are apprised in advance of
what they sre being Invited to see,
Jesse T. Mills,
comptroller of but regular patrons of the house are
Loew's, Inc., will be examined be- not. Theatre merely advertises that
fore trial today (Wednesday) in N.Y. there will be a 'sneak' preview at a
certain time, not naming the picture.
supreme court In connection with a
$200,000 suit against Loew's,

Century-Fox

.

Searchlight B:Vsry,' Universal; '37
mm. Antiaircraft Gun Battery,'
T.ipht Machine
Msrhin^ Gun
Oim PlaPlaWarners; 'Light
toon, Cavalry Rifle Troop,' RKO;

Pictures Corp. and Metro Distributing Corp. by Stephen Tamas, author.

bake

Hollywood. To avoid being scooped
on new films, the correspondents
organized an iziformal hunt club to
catch sneak previews, an arrangement which caused Inconvenience
on both sides. Freeman and the pub-

to

how much

conceive

W. C. Mlobel .Execntlve V.P.
Besides- Kent and Place, the new
directorate named W. C. Michel as
executive vice-president; Darryl F.
Zanuck and William Goetz as vice.'
presidents; Sydney Towell, treasurer;
Wilfred J. Eadie, comptroller; Felix
Jenkins, secretary.
In addition to Kllroe, the other directors re-elected by the stockhold.
year according to report made to the ers were John R. Dillon. Daniel O.
Securities & Exchange Commission Hastings, William P. Phillips, Seton
New contract expires May 31, 1946.
Porter,
Towell,
Jenkins,
Eadie,
No new chairman of the director- Campbell, Michel, Place and Kent
ate was named, with Kent, renamed There were 803,560 shares of pre.
president, expected to preside at di
ferred out of 916,264, and 1,051,975
rectorial sessions. Joseph M. Schenck, shares of common out of 1.741,991
former boa'rd chairman and director, outstanding represented at the meet,
resigned both of these positions ing.
earlier this month.
Edwin P. Kil<
President Kent asked Michel to
roe, previously named to Schenck's preside at the stockholders meeting
position
on the directorate, was after ofl(lclally opening the session.
elected with 11 others to the board Kent then left the meeting. Replyof directors by the stockholders. ing to a question, by one shareholder
Schenck Is on the Coast where he as to what 20th-Fox was doing to
is executive head of production for halt the
decline in sales, Michel
20th-Fox.
sUted that the company .was defl.
Regarding
Place's
election
as nitely moving forward and was tak.
chairman of the company's executive ing advantage of all means available
committee, Kent Issued this state- to offset losses In the European marment':
ket.
He explained that the com*
'Hermann G. Place, for many pany, which had been doing remark,
years vice-president of the Chase ably well over a 'period of years,
National Bank, was today (Thurs- simply had bit a sore spot, but indi.
day) elected chairman of the- execU' cated the worst had been passed.
live committee of 20th Century-Fox Michel then cited the first quarter
Film, severing his connection with profit as Indicative of this trend
the Chase National Bank.
This even In the face of foreign losses.
move was In the interest of reinforcing the organization In New

|

Hal Roach studio; 'Antiaircraft

to

exerted by Chase

-

licity
directors
have announced
themselves in favor of cooperating
Shorts are:
'Conduct of Physical Training,' at with the writers, but have objected

the

difficult

more- substantial control could
ba

Bank than pres.
ently.
H. Donald Campbell and
Place, officers of CHiase National
of
York City, are on the director,
ate, said bank being beneficial

directors, this board named Place,
Hollywood, May 20.
Sneak hunting, a comiQon pastime who Is severing his connection with
correspondents in this Chase Bank for the executive combeen halted temporarily mittee chairmanship,
a
position
which,
in other film companies, Is
and probably will be called oS completely when the writers go into a always held down by the financial
huddle with Y. Frank Freeman and authority on the directorate.
the Studio Publicity Directors comNew five-year pact with Kent was
mittee Thursday (22).
not unexpected although no mention
Trouble began when the studios of it was made in Vtm proxy stateinsisted on screening pictures in the ment to stockholders. Kent received
east before they were previewed in $150,000 in the company's last fiiscal

among

is

Money Contrd

Chase

Film Corp. annual
stockholders meeting last Thursday
(15), which preceded the annual organization session of the new dlrec'
torate the same day,
After the
stockholders picked a new board of

ON THE COAST

>

handle

many

SNEAK' TRUCE

pany's gross sales increase was signed
last week by Jimmy Fidler with
Tayton cosmetic firm. He'll do one
quarter-hour broadcast weekly, starting on the Coast and enveloping the
entire nation by fall. Time has not
yet been bought but program likely
goes to CBS in a Friday night spot

Insm-e Strong 20th
Selection of Hermann G. Place, for
years a vice-president of the
Natftfhal Bank, as chairman of
executive
the
committee,
newly
created position, and the new five'
year contract for Sidney R. Kent, as
president, overshadowed the 20th

cert Tour.'

Hollywood, May 20.
Unique deal which will net him a
salary and a percentage of the com-

This issue, due in 1946, was set for
starting sometime next month.
retirement by the original simplifiWayne Griffin produces for Batten,
cation plan drawn up near the close
Barton, Durstine & Osborn.
of IB40

Chase Banks Place and Campbell

20.

to double as producer and star in
Woodstock, N. Y.
His strawhat production is 'Con-

With Atlas Corp. (Floyd B. Odium)
expected to pick up remaining 15,000 Keith-Albee-Orpheum preferred
shares held by Mike Meehan interests
by the end of next month, full consummation of the previously outlined
corporate simpliflcation
plan for
K-A-O is expected some time in
July. Although not officially advertised thus far, it was reported in
V7all Street that B. F. Keith planned

in Jnly

May

In
Frankie Thomas, currently
'Flying Cadets' at Universal, Is mov-.
ing east when the picture finishes

ture.

Joseph X, Breen refused to pass
'Outlaw' In the form first offered.
the ruling was appealed, the

Direct Par's la. Porchase'

When

20TH-FOX NET PROHT
UP; 13 WKS., $404,089
Despite the writeoff of $250,000
additional as reserve for foreign assets, 20th-Eox consolidate^ net profit
rose In the first quarter ended last
March 20 as compared with the
Report aninitial quarter In 1040.
nounced to the. stockholders' meet*
ing last Thursday (15) shows $404,.
080 consolidated net, after Federal
income tax and providing a reserve
for foreign assete amounting to $350,000.
This- compares with $353,376
in the first quarter a year ago, when
only $100,000 was set aside as reserve for foreign assete.
It. was p<>inted out that this writeoff was necessary because the company has morel coin frozen in Great
Britain, Australia and New Zealand
than a year ago.
Improvement in earnings also was
substential as compared with the
final quarter of 1940, when only
$558,275 profit was shown even with
the inclusion of $693,000 year-end
dividend received from National
Theatres.
No dividends were received in the first quarter this year
or in 1940 from National.
Report .Showed
20th-Fox
that
writeoff for depreciation of fixed
assets, not including depreciation of
$185,249 on studio buildings and
equipment, absorbed in production
coste, amounted to $76,2097" while
-

directors of the Motion Picture ProHollywood, May 20.
glassware.
Paramount is borrowing Irving ducers & DistributQrs of America,
Jackson— Free dinnerware.
Cummings from 20th-Fox to direct Inc., reaffirmed Breen's decision.
Juneau— Dinnerware night
'Louisiana Purchase,' a Technicolor Then a committee was named to
Jane a Farmerette
Lake Dad's root beer to kids unta
film version of the B. G. DeSylva work ou.t changes with the producer,
Hbllywood, May 20.
these being affected under an amic2 p.m.
stege musical.
Stert
Next siarrer
wext
able agreement between
sterrer lor
Lyric Enamelware free to ladies.
for Jane Withers at mid-July with
netween the Hays provision for federal Uxes in the
Bob Hon/'th^'^ni?^ ^"'^
20th-Fox is -Young America,' based princlpil'
"""^
MajestiQr-Free dinnerware.
""t^t.
Even first quarter this year toteled $74,300.
definite*
Jvnus
s 'cu ?hm
on
the
^^^^ changes than originally asked
activities of the 4H clubs, far
Mirth Dinnerware nite.
Regnlar Pfd. Dividend
an.orgEnization
of farmer boys and
made but it's reModjeska— Marbles free to each
(iummings, whose contract with ''^
Regular dividend rate of $1.50 anthat
the more radical shifte
kiddie.
<^"1^\
the Westwood studio pemite out- P<"-'=d
„
^Picture
rolls
^'^^
adjusted
on the producer's plea nually on the' 20th-Fox preferred
amound July 1. Sol side pictures, has a deal for another
Murray— Dishes to. ladies.
stock
was
maintained when the diM.
that
WurUel.too
producing.
many
Ogden—Lpdies' dish night,
alterations would
Paramount jib next year.
rectors
quarterly
.

—

—
—

I

Sne^

I

!

^

^

I

^

'
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—

Parkway Dinnerware night.
Plaza— Dinnerware to the ladies.
Rainbow
Dinnerware' to lady

patrons.
Rlt2 Free dinnerware.

—

Riviera— Enamelware to ladles.
Dinnerware or chrome-

—

jeopardize the producer's investment.

Other News Pertaining to Pictures

to ladies.

Savoy— Dinnerware

night.

State-T-Enamelware to ladies.
•Tivoli—Dinnerware night.
Venetian
New dinnerware

—
to
— Kitchenware or dinnerWorld —Dinnerware to ladies.
Zenith — Dinnerware or glassware

ladies.

Violet

vrBrei

to ladies.

Oh, yes they show pictures, too
'

duals,

Rep. Spending $2,500,000

On

Roosevelt

ware

Llttlewoods' bid for Maxwell's holdings

WB-Hoyte

Page

Studio

Construction

13

schisni in Australia

Hollywood,

May

20.'

.Page 13
Radio reviews: Laurence Olivier- Vivien Leigh, Charles
Ruggles, Somerset Maugham, Dorothy Thompson,
'Tulip Time
Milton Berle, 'Hollywood Soundstege,' 'ASCAP Salutes
MBS,' Ford Summer Hour.
/
pag^ 3^

New building and studio improvements have cost Republic $833,000
since last October and will consume
an appropriation of $2,500,000 within two years under the current re-

Page 39
Page 43
page 44

construction plan.
Program of studio expansion, laid
out by Herbert Yates, chairman of
the bocrd, and M. J. Siegel, president of Republic Productions, is necessiteted by the 1941-42 schedule of
66 pictures.

.

.

^^^^^

•

Thomson

stays as

AGVA

Coast head
Gillmore again prez of Equity

Sydney-Adler tour

j>agj 49
. . .

....

.Page 50

declared the usual
divvy of 37%c per share, covering
the second quarter of this year. The
divvy is payable June 30 to stockholders of record June 16.

20TH-FOX EARNINGS,
Net

profit,

1935-40

except as noted: (t)

1935
1936
1937.
1938
1939....

deficit

$3,090,135
7,722,955
8,617.114
7,252,467
4,663,009
t$517,338

19.40.

(1940

by

^.Quarters)

First
Fourth
Second
Third
Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter

$353,376 t$736,163 t$l,192,824 $558,275
(1941 by Quarters)
First
Fourth
Second
Third
.

Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter
$404,089

tTednesdsjr,

Maj

tl,

2y2-Hoiir Film

Show Maximum Has

Par s Dissatisfaction With Canadian

Good Chance to Become Law in Mo.
St. IjOuIs,

May.

The 150-mInuU motion
progam measure pending

20.

picture

legislature last

amended

to apply only to cities

and
where the population Is

counties

Val Paul's

Proi Takeoff

Hollywood,

100,000 and over. This change would
Include St Louis, Kansas City end
Jackson County, St. Joseph and Buchanan County and St. Ix>uls County.

Vaughn
ciate

Paul's

-flrsi

May

20.

troling

Job as asso-

producer at Universal

maid

is

mains

'Mer-

In Distress,' currently In the

writing mill.

.

'
'

.

Jiaibe

In

and Att'y Inficted

Wm.

Fox's Bkptcy.

Go on

Trial in Pldlly

Philadelphia,

May

20.

Court Judge
Warren Davis and attorney Mor8. Kaufman, accused of contpincj and bribery In handling the
Trial of U.S. Circuit

/.

gan

bankruptcy proceedings of ex-fllm
magnate, William Fox, began yesterday (Monday) in Federal Court
Fox was not in the courtroom
When the trial opened but he was
expected to appear later to testify
against the two defendants.
Fox
pleaded guilty to the charges and
Is now under
bail awaiting sen-

here.

tencing.

Specifically Judge Davis Is accused
Of taking bribes from Fox to rule

favorably In appeals carried to his
court by Fox's attorneys In bankruptcy litigations Involving. Fox's
All-Continent Corp. Kaufman Is accused of being the go-between.
The case Is being prosecuted by
Walter H. Gahagan, Jr., special assistant to the VS. Attorney.
He Is
a nephew of screen and stage ac-

.

excused.

in

Advisory

Capacity

mately $1,300,000 are well under way
and may be closed at an early date.
is said to have been in work for

Deal

RKOIHvisions

some time but before

is

it

closed

many

details have to be worked out
due to a compUcated corporate setup
and many factors which figure. In-

cluding the ownership of stock by
Indications are that Charles KoerMrs. Sparks and other relatives.
ner, new RKO theatre chief, will
The Sparks family controls 40% of
Par already
seek to elimina'te some of the divi- the Sparks circuit
sion setups of the RKO circuit and owns 50%. The other 10% is owned
by B. B. Garner, general manager of
oonsolldate several of these group- theatre
operations for Sparks; Fred
ings into more easily handled units. Kent general counsel; Marian C.
It is reported that Koemer is con- TaUey,
secretary-treasurer; Frank
sidering setting up a circuit pattern Rogers, general manager of the conwhich will reduce the
groups tract department who handles the
to an even four, taking in the New buying. These men will retain the
York division; the Ike Libson group 10% Interest that is split among
In Cincinnati as the second group; them, it is understood.
a division to include Cleveland,
Ret>orted that if and when the deal
Columbus and the present midwest is concluded, these executives of the
group under Tom Gorman In a single Sparks chain will remain with^e
general midwestem unit, and finally, company and that a committee, for
the Coast as the fourth division.
the time being at least will be *t
Earlier reports .that Tom Gorman, up to administer the affairs of 'the
current midwest manager for RKO, circuit under jurisdiction of the
would be shifted to the Coast were Par h.o.
Slay on for Two Tears
premature, and it is now understood
that the Coast division will go to
It Is also said to be part of the deal
Nat Holt at present headquartered that Sparks remains on the payroll
In Cleveland.
in an advisory capacity to- Par and
its operating, committee for a period

RKO

of

NO O'Connor; MEYERS
DEALS BEFORE U BOARD
Although the executive board of
Universal held its regular monthly
meeting Thursday (15), there was no
discussion of contracts for John J.
O'Connor and Fred Meyers, re-

RKO

him on

detail

two years.

last

week

He

that he

FP.-Can. Shakeup; Nathanson s Plans
Streamlined,

No

Less

Resigning from Famous PlayersCanadian to direct 75 theatres on the
outside in which he is interested in
various ways, N. L. Nathanson is reported to have bought numerous
sites on which he may build, thus
creating a circuit that may ultimately bet:ome serious opposition to
FP-C. Nathanson has had outside
exhibition and exchange interests all
along, with his recent expansion in
theatres said to have caused some
dissatisfaction so far as Paramount
is concerned.
Par controls all the
voting stock of FP-C.
Creation of an exhibition empire^
of substantial Importance and size by
Nathanson might endanger the present strong foothold enjoyed by FP-C,
a string of 230 theatres stretching
across Canada which now represent
mfjor buying power. Company operates various theatres owned by
other interests, while in the Nathanson group are numerous houses of an
independent character in which Nathanson has a piece or operating
control, plus those that his son, Paul,
Hollywood, May 20.
Is heading.
Nathanson also owns
Trial of Willie Bloff on Income tax 25% of the Poll houses which are
evasion charges has been set over to now a part of the Loew chain.

Hollywood, May 20.
Warners is readying a musical, 'Tell Me, Pretty Maiden,'
with a Floradora Girl, background, using the old song as
the theme.
Sextet will be Peggy Diggins,
Kay Aldrldge, Marguerite Chapman, Lorraine Gettman, Claire
James and Georgia Carroll.

Tax Case

Bioff's

Put Over to Sept.;

retiring,

the September term of the Federal
court by Judge Paul McCormick.
Coincidentally It was revealed that
was designated by George E.
Brow, lATSE prexy, to head off any
'labor bottlenecks' Involving production of defense films for the
Army and
when he appeared,
in court to ask continuance from
Bloff

Na^

June

24.

A

telegram from Browne termed
Bloff the 'logical man' to watch over
defense film production, to see no
labor tieups retard progress. Bioff's
counsel said the labor leader would
straighten out any labor differences
that might arise at scattered production points.

which

.

J.J.FITZGIBBONS,JR.TO

Which he would stay as an advisor.
Par also denied last week that
Ui.
Sparks had any intention of retiring.
However, he has not been in good
Arriving In 'New York recently in
health for some time and at present
anticipation of being called for servis living in Miami Beach, which is
the Par S. A. Lynch stronghold. ice In the army, John J. Fitzgibbons,
Not operating theatres in the south- Jr.', son of the president of Famous
ern tip of Florida, which is the Steve Players-Canadian, Is at the Para-

BE CALLED BY

SOON

.

,

—

With FP-C for about 20
thanson

stepped

Wednesday

(14)

out

and

years,

Na-

president

as

Fitigibto
succeed him. This followed periodic
negotiations over the past several
months on a renewal of bis contract
which expired May 1, but,' due to reported friction and conditions. Paramount was unable to get together
with the Canadian theatre exec. Nathanson recently evidenced a desire
to get out to devote his time to other
interests which, in addition to theatres,
includes
broadcasting,
exchanges and private enterprises.
According to one report Fitzgibbons also resigned with Nathanson and other directors, but was induced to take the presidency. This
could mean it's temporar|^ thougli
not indicated.

bons,

vice-president,

J.

J.

moved up

Backn'onnd
Nathanson is one of the most Inbusiness men in the Dominion, also one of the wealthiest.
fluential

One

of his closest friends and business associates who is said to have
backed hiih at the start many years

ago is Lord Beaverbrook, member
of Winston Churchill's war cabinet
Nayianson's outside exchange inhandling details in conterests,
distributing the product of
nection with buying as assistant to
headquarters are
othet companies, is also said to have
Jacksonville. Understood Sparks has Eddie Hyman, theatre executive.
caused
some of the discord which led
Young Fitzgibbons has worked for
an eye infection that is bothering
to
failiTR
to apree on a new contract
him. He stated on the phone from FP-C for several years, including He's in R^al Exchanges, which hanFlorida, however, that he was feel- during the summer when he was in dles the Metro
product and is also
ing fine.' One of the outstanding ex- military school. Starting out in the interested
in Empire, Ltd., which rehibitor pioneers of the business and sign shop, he went to ushering, and
leases Universal and Republic prodone of the shrewdest of operators. before coming down to the -states uct
Warner Bros.,
Paramount
was assistant manager of one of
Sparks is now 63.
United Artists and RKO have their
If the Par-Sparks deal goes FP-C's houses In Winnipeg.
A second lieutenant in the U. S. own exchanges above the border.
through and unexpected that it
Away
from
FP-C
for
a. few years,
WiU not unless unforseen hitches reserves, he says he'll probably be Nathanson was returned to It on the
occur it will be one of the largest called for duty In three or four recommendation
of S. A. 'Lynch in
Fitzgibbons, Sr., was made
in importance since the lush chain- weeks.
when
Par
1933
was
undergoing
represident of FP-C only last week.
amassing days of 1929.
organization. Lynch having at that
Kent general counsel for the
time been adviser to the trustees.
Sparks interests and a nephew of
Par had purchased control of FP-C
former Goy. Fred P. Cone of Florida Koenig's
in 1030.
20tfa Year,
who also represented Sparks legally,
zone, the Sparks
in the ' north at

mount

.

h.o.

.

work.

—

Conrt Reviews His Subpoena in Joe
Schenck Case

—

fate of A. C. Blumenthal, pro-

passed into the hands of
Judge Grover M. Moscowitz in N. Y.

moter,

federal court yesterday (Tuesday),
with the court to decide whether or
not to quash the subpoena served on was in New York last week reportBlumenthal in Mexico to appear as edly to discuss negotiations and is
a witness at the Joseph M. Schenck- due back today (Wednesday) Rogers
Joseph H. Moskowitz trial. An afTi- is already here.
davit by Blumenthal is on Its way
Warner Sitoation

Appropriately, at 20tli

Fox testified tills afternoon he lent
Judge Davis $12,500 In 1938 while from Mexico City, where he is reOn consummation of a deal purlitigation was pending in the latter's siding.
chasing Sparks' interest in the 65
court Fox said, he received no col.U. S. Attorney Mathias F. Correa
lateral or note.
He said he previ- had tried to call Blumenthal as a Florida theatres it is believed Par
make peace with Warner Bros,
ously lent the Jurist $15,000.
will
witness during the trial, but Blumenbeen out of the Sparks
thal had refused to come to N. Y. which has
from Mexico, maintaining that the houses for two years now.
the Par-Sparks partnership,
Under
state of his health was too precariTwist an
management control,
Prodocer
has
had
Sparks
ous to undertake the journey. Affihis own film deals. He has
davits by six Mexicisin physicians making
After Long Scrib Doty testifying as to the veracity of these always wanted to buy pictures flat
policy in only a
deviating
from
that
statements have been filed- with the
few instances, and last year Par's
court. Should Blumenthal be found
Hollywood, May 20.
difJohn Twist moves Into a pro- guilty of deliberate evasion, his own distribution department had
getting
together with
ficulty
In
aucer's berth at RKO after eight property could be confiscated up to
Sparks on terms. After months of
years on the lot as a writer. First $100,000.
Atlanta
John.Klrby,
wrangling,
now
producer Job is Tour Jacks and .a
request to
. If the court refuses his
district manager, made a comproQueen,' which he wrote.
quash the indictment the GovernAmong the screenplays written by ment wiU then have to take appro- mise with Sparks, with some of the
Wst for RKO are The Great Man priate steps toward securing a con- Par product assertedly going onto the
votes' and 'Parachute Battall9n.'
(Continued on page 54)
viction against him.

Hollywood,

May

20.

William Koenig starts his 20th year
in pictures with a new contract to
continue as general production manager at 20th-Fox.

Brought

Hollywood

to

In 1921

by understood that he has been anxious
for some time to return to the states.
Formerly division manager for Par
in New England, he went to Canada
11 years ago to join the circuit in an

Carl Laemmle as business manager,
he also held executive positions at
Warners and Metro before joining
20th-Fox two years ago.
;

Mae

Clarke's

Comeback

.

'

One report is that since Nathanson
returned to FP-C, Par has been diswith the rentals it has obtained from the circuit as compared
with terms other companies have
'!
been able to get '
Fitzgibbons Bates Well
Fitzgibbons, the new president, is
extremely well liked in Canada, but
satisfied

.

RKO

•

.

Active on Coast

denied to Vajuety

was

squares with this account in view of
the fact negotiations are on under

Lynch partnership

BLUMEY'S FATE

The

Film Rental Income One Reason For

.

WITH -WB

•PEACE'

B5 theatres in Florida for approxl

Streamlming

cently resigned from
theatres.
It Is likely that deals will be worked
with the two in the near future.
O'Connor Is mentioned as general
tress Helen Gahagan.
aide to Nate Blumberg with Meyers
The name of Isaac D, Levy, vice- as assistant to William A. Scully,
president of WCAU, and heavy sales chief. Understood that Scully
stockholder and director of the Co- would welcome an assistant to help

lumbia Broadcasting System, was
.brought into the proceedtogs by
Gahagan.
The prosecutor .asked
prospective jurors If they were acquainted with Levy or any officers
of CBS along with individuals of a
score of other companies. Just what
was Levy's connection with the case
wn't clear.
He tesUfled before the
Federal Grand Jury which indicted
Kaufman, Davis and Fox.
.One of the talesman said he
once owned some Fox stock. Gahagan asked him if he had lost money
.
«n It Defense attorneys objected
to the question and
the Juror was

to

Is

Negotiations between Paramount
and Edward J. Sparks for the pur
chase by Par of Sparks' interest In

Chas. Koeroer
Is

IQo/o

as

.

First call sheet goes up as soon as
he returns from his honeymoon with
Deanna Durbln.

hill,

was amended In the senate and now
joej to the house of representatives
for passage. Many beefs have been
made against the. long flicker shows
in St. Louis and • recent fight between the St. Louis Amusement Co.
end the Greater Independent Circuit made up of 24 nabes owned and
operated by Fred T^ehrenberg and
Clarence Kalman over prolonged
ihows brought the Issue to a head.
While the legislature which has
tied up enactment of bills beoeuse
cf the recount of the gubematlorlal
election last Nevomber it 1* believed
there Is a chance for the bill to be
bassed and Gov. Forrest' C. Donnell
It said to favor It

Re40% —
—Sparks

Be Retained

sponsored by the -Better
Films Council of Greater St. Louis,
>!!h»

IN FLA.

Par Already Owns 50% of
Sparks Circuit; He Con-

the

In

week was

jllssourl

THEATRES

Hollywood,

May

20.

Important operating capacity. Following his appointment he moved
Ontario division manager, up to the post of general manager over theatre operation, assum-

Morri.<; Stein.

ing, in effect, Fitzgibbons' old duties.

New FP-C

president is due In N, Y.
today (Wed.) to discuss policy and
operating plans.
is
acquiring
FP-C
full control 6t
First appearance will be in 'Lady
For a Night,' the new title for 'Mem- the Oscar Hanson group of Ontario

Mae

Clarke, a star before pictures
vocal, has Inked .a contract
as a character player at Republic.

became

t>hls Belle.'

(Continufid on nace

20')

To

Fmds Producers
Dicker; $S0,000

in

Mood

War

PROTECTING

Hollywood, May 20.
Screen writers held ofl their strike

Hoirywood,

Chest

'SINS'

«n
night's (19) meeting SeUi-Foz Wants to Make Snrc
Van Every Flo
raise a $50,000
in the event of
20th-Fox created a bit of surprise
a walkout U contract demands 'are
not reasonably met by producers.' last week by filing claim to the titles:
Deferment of strike vote was agreed Sins of New York as 'Exposed' by
and 'Sins of
to until the committee reports at the Police Gazette'
next session with studio reps but America as 'Exposed' by the Police
meanwhile full confldence was voted Gazette.'

fire at

Monday

and instead voted to
war chest -to be used

Studio has no intention of using
In the negotiating committee. Discussion of problems common to all either tag, It has been learned, the
major Guilds is announced for to- registration tteing merely to protect
angles of • Police Gazette expose
night (Tuesday).
Around 700 scribes attended the in 'Coney Island,' script of which
.lesh, representing the largest tum- has just been completed for 20th by
Edward Van Every, N. Y. Sun sports

the suggestion was carried

Owner

all

tliat

working members participcte by
First to approve the
assessment
war chest and write a check was

CorioDS About Sundry

Stockholder Slits

Marc Connelly who

started other
topflight scribes reaching foi their
checkbooks.
Producers WlUInf
Committee told members the pro' ducers are more in the mood to
negotiate by offering counter-proposals but they're still shy of what
is demanded by the SWG. Producers*

XdwArd

F. Wagner, holder of 50
shares of common oi Loew's, Inc.,
applies to th« N. Y. supreme court
today (Wednesday) for permission
to examine the books and records
of Loew's In order to prove his contention that numerous stockholder
actions startled against the company
over the past years have been quietly settled out of court by officers
and directors. by use of stoclcholder
money. Wagner directs his accusa-

compromise for SWG demands of
$150 weekly minimum for writers
with one year's experience brought
en offer of $50 after one year; $75
after two years; $100 after three
ydars.
Studio stood pat on
Guild shop and demanded a 10-year tions at Leopold Friedman, secrecontract against the Guild's dC' tary of Loew's, and seeks to extermination for a one-year deal only. amine the minutes of the board of
I

Elimination of speculative writing directors,

the

general

ledger,

the

was approved by the producers if general journal, the accoimtants re6WG could devise some metiiod de- ports,, the cash disbursements jourfining such work but Insisted on rial, the cheek stubs and cancelled

ownership of all written material check vouchers.
Wagner declares that reports had
during writers' layoff.
Guild demand for minimum of two weeks' reached him from time to time that
employment for writers drawing un- actions were started or about to be
der $500 weekly brought a counter- started against officers and directors
charging
waste and mismanagement,
producer proposal of two weeks
guarantee for scribes paid under but that these proposed suits had
$250 weekly and one week's guaran' been settled by payments to the
tee for writers receiving from $250 stockholders and their attorneys.
He
interrogated
Loew's and reto $500.
report from Irving GreenGullt^ demanded abolition of all ceived
~
flat deals under $5,000, but finally field, of the Loew's legal department,
declaring
that
only one suit
'reduced the figure to $2,500. Producers are willing to deal on eliml had been started resulting In a win
for
the
stockholders
in excess of
nation of flat deals under $1,000 for
Greenfield
$500,000.
stated
he would
Westerns, and $1,500 for other feabe unable to give more data unless
tures.
Wagner
could
supply
'Oie
names of
Statement
actions
referred
the
tbfi
to,
dates of
Prexy Sheridan Glbney-gave out
the following statement after the payment, the names of the payees.
meeting: 'More than 600 members at This is termed 'attempted evasion'
the Screen Writers Guild meeting at by Wagner, who seeks the Inspecthe Hotel Roosevelt last night unani- tion to prove payments were made.
mously voted minimum war ctaest of
$50,000 and empowered writers' bargaining coDunittee to stand on original contract demands from motion
picture producers. If the results of
negotiations are not acceptable to
membership, a strike vote will be
called.

Additionally,

membership

gave a unanimous vote of confidence
to the negotifitlng committee. BlosE4>nr room of Hotel Roosevelt filled
to overflowing, when Sheridan Gib
ney, ScTeen Writers GuUd prexy,
caUed meeting to order. Brief history of contract demands and series
of negotiations opened the meeting.

Twenty^ne telegrams

»»»

HALUOAN

I

|

28-Week

but

profit of Loew's, Inc., declined

I

more than $1,648,000 in the first 28
weeks of the company's fiscal year
compared with the corresponding
period last year. Net profit totalled
$5,141,135 in the 28-week period
ending last March 13 as against
$6,789,828 in comparable 28 weeks
last year. This is equivalent to $2.80
per conunon share as compared with

'

as

I didn't

I says to Al,

come

raa,

'Hay Al whatever

young fellow

of that

be-

that us«d
to write those classic interviews lor
you in the New York Times' and Al
says,

'Oh him, well

I'll tell

you

about

that young fellow," He came to me
for a job as a press agent so I says
to him how much money do you
want and he says $50 a week is what
I has been getting.
I says, oh I
can't pay you that, so he says well
Mr. Woods in take anything, so I

say okay sweetheart and I started
him at a hundred a week. His name
was Samuel Hoffenstein and he is

MGM

now

at
getting enough money
take a glamour girl out every
night I says those interviews were
classics Al and someone should pubto

$5441,135,

Net

^

>

time for the first
pick It Ha Hal

In

HoSy

lish

Or

of trimipemicks have, been

M

was there

I

MM «»^

& Vine

Cavalcade At ITwood

them

IS for 20c... .so I pass.

However

in a book.

many good

has been so

call-

ing me 'Pop' that 'Kid' sounds pretty
good sew I offers them both a coro^-corona (Trem Catr version).
Mr. Woods says no sweetheart have
one of mine. They are my special
brand and. they is soaked in rum,

there,

things writ-

ten that will never be in a book
that one more won't hurt any.
Well Al says what have you been
doing sweetheart and I says I just
finished a epic with Ginger Rogers
and George Murphy and they should
call it "Three Nice People' instead of
'Tom, Dick and Harry' as Garson
Kanin is directing same and he b
our kind of people.
Ginger had to pour a garden
sprinlding can over my head seven
times and my old gray locks are now

Well Al and John I says its pretty
good to see two showman in this
irrigated cinema center and whats
So Al says, 'well sweetheart
The report, representing the Inl' I am going .to produce a new show rusty. I got' soused good on an old
tial 28 weeks in Loew's fiscal year and how would you like to be. in Earl Benha'm special that had more
mothholes in it than Orson Welles
instead of the first six months, same?'
has ideas. I s^ys to Miss Rogers...
showed $9,473,534 operating profit
So I says, "When do I start and .'Gee (See,' I has nicknamed her
<i«e,
before depreciation and taxes and you can make my salary peanuts.'
I says, 'Gee Ciee this epic will make
$800,000 reserve written off for conMr. Considine says that ain't what
me famous if Influenza don't beat it
tingencies as compared with $11,he said to me Al 30 years ago when
101,356 In the first 28 weeks of the I paid him so much naming a snug to it Folks will point me out and
say isn't that the man Ginger
previous fiscal year after the same
sum which I is too modest to put Rogers poured the water on. Sure
reserve for contingencies and like
down in black and white as same says Gee Gee, 'Hay ma, and ain't
writeoffs.
may show thk lads at Mpnogram my
Although no explanation. is given hole card. Well John I says to Mr. that the little girl that dances with
Fred Astaire?'
of reserve for contingencies, much
Considine, same being the Const'
Well aU this time we have tieen
of this Is understood to. take in
Considine, we

new?

$3.70.

'

dine of Sullivan &
probable losses in the foreign field
are standing in the shadow of the
due to frozen funds or other action
Pantages Theatre and I for won
resulting from the European war.
thought that you and Alex
Company leav^ the way open for never
would be relatives and John says
additional foreign funds being rewell this is a strange world and f iC'
stricted.
tlon Is stranger than truth for who
Company's gross declined partly would have ever thought that won
because the second quarter repreday I would be the grandfather of
sented comparatively small income
from 'Crbne With the Wind,' in con Alex Pantages' grandchild (hi the
old days' in Seattle there was a Hattrast to large sums that were taken
field and McCoy fued between Pan
in during January, February and
March of 1040 from roadshow en- and Considine... Young Considine
is now married to Carmen Pantages
gagements of this picture.
and a handsome couple they are and

LOEWS

(METBO) EABNINOS,

Made » Lot

$14,600,332

„
Second

Quarter Quarter

of

Show

Bis

and Mr. Woods

if

you

will excuse

me

I has to go to Republic for a interview and besides I hate to b«
seen standing at the corner of Holly-

Well there they were, Al Woods- wood and Vine. Al says to John,
and John Considine standing to- lets get out of here John or we will
gether, two men who made a lot never amount to anything so they
of show business. They built their saimtered down past the Brown
own theatres, produced shows, de- Derby where a lot of Idds were waitveloped some of the greatest stars ing for Jackie Cooper to come out
we have today, produced more'tal- sew they could get his autograph....
eht than you could shake a casting
Keep p'unching Happy.

11320,093
7,901,314
4,034.290
7,470,807
7,579,744
11,076,823
14,426,062
9,924,934
9,841,631
8,008,460

directory
ain't

at.

Al, I says

still

ribbing,

Buck.

you related to Mr. Considine
and Al says, well sweethow that you mention maybe

in a way,

(1940 by Quartert)
First

standing at the corner of Hollywood
and Vine and luiow won has given
us a tumble. They is a lot ot people
passing, mostly Pal Joeys and Pat
Hobby s. But Al and John might as
well have'l>een Anna Thema for all
the attention any one paid to them
and for that matter know won gave
me a tumble eiher except a couple
of misgr untied bookmakers- who expect you to pay them the same year
you lose the bet
Sew I says, 'Well Mr. Considine

no mistake.

1930-40
1930...:
1031
1932
1933
1034
1935;
1936
1937
1938..
1939
1940

Third Fourth heart
I am,
Quarter Quarter

Stodio Contracts

I used to be a partner in the
firm of Sullivan, Harris & Woods,
and that's the Sullivan of the Sulli-

$1,303,456 $8,396,372 $1,206,566 $912,070

(1041 by Quarters)

van '& Considine time, so what does
Hollywood, May 20.
Third Fourth that make me?
Howard Emmett Rogers signed a
Yeh,
Quarter Quarter
I says, 'Al, what was the show new writing contract at Metro.
Hollywood, May 20.
_:•••,*
George Reeves drew an actor opthat >nade you the most money
*^w^!'^y?f^^*°
Note:
Second
quarter
in
boOi
1040
Whodunit,' VAUErr coinage for
tion lift at 20th-Fox.
.priendly Enemies?'
mystery plays, Is Oe title of the new and 1941 covers 15 weeks instead'
Eddie Foy, Jr., Inked a four-picture
'Well kid,' said Al, 'I had a lot of
Abbott-Costello comedy this team of the normal quarterly period ot
great shows 'Trial of Mary Dugan,' pact at Republic.
13 weeks.
will do for Universal.
John Loder's player option picked
'The YeUow Ticket' 'The Song of
Stanley Roberts and Edmund Jo(Fiaeal year ends approximately
SOngs,' 'Ladies Night in a Turlcish up by 20th-Fox.
seph are doing the screenplay.
Aug. 81)
Harriet HiUiard signed to twoBath,' 'The' Girl In the Taxi,' 'Potash
and Perlmutter' 'and a. lot of others picture deal by Columbia.
Dorothy Morris handed a player
but 'Up In Mable's Room' was the
big money maker and ^me day soon ticket by Metro.
Janis Carter's action option lifted
I am going to have ahother one
by 20th-Fox.
like It'
Natelie Thompson handed player
1 was In one of them myself,' I
Second
Quarter Quarter
First

Who?

1

'

SGdL Lawmakers Tdd That Canada's

of sympathy
and support were read from every
Legit,
major Union and Guild, including
the St^te Federation of Labor andCIO, latter of which offered support
of its 100^000 Los Angeles members.
Detroit, May 20.
is making them pay 'through the
Personal telegrams were received
Previously
Reports from CAnada show that nose for amusement
from Orsonl Welles, Lillian Hellman,
taxes were Imposed which hit radio,
Dudley Nichols, Moss Hart Alice the Dominion's recent 20% amuse- musical Instruments, records and
Duer Miller. Before war chest reso- ment tax li hitting the picture other amusements, and curbed
lution, which taxes each member, houses bard, but has been bolstering spending there. Most of tiiose In the
iwas put into form and adopted, $28,- the legitimate theatre. Hie figures lower income bradcets are express000 spontaneously pledged from floor were used b€te, since the Michigan ing their dissatisfaction with the
and members were continuing vol- Legislature If shaping up a 10% tax higher taxes by playing cards or gountary pledges of from $25 to $500 on theatres, and, with tiie' State ing- for a walk, It was reported.
end $1,000 after meeting was ad- needing coin, It takes plenty of fact
Theatres here also are pointing
journed; This $28,000 is in addition to head off the proposed bill.
out to the Michigan legislators that
to $50,000 goal. Turnout for what
According to the reports made the biz Is instrumental In preserving
was considered most crucial meet here about the only houses doing morale, already Is buying battleships
ing in history of Screen Writers above normal biz in Canada are the' and tanks with defense taxes and
GuHd was the largest since the body Royal Alexandra at Toronto and His recently has taken a skid for reasons
was formed maily years ago. Gen Majesty's at Montreal, where cus- of its own. It may serve to head off
eral feeling of the membership was tomers are used to the higher gate. the proposed 10% tax, since earlier
Jn cbinplete accord with the nego- Picture houses have caught a slump the Legislature had pledged Itself to
tiating committee in matter of the that has sent them ofl 30%, with propose no new texes, and the only
producers' counter-proposals being Canadians inclined to be a little sour one It came up with Is th« one
about legislation which in wartime aimed at the theatres.
unacceptable.'

Upped 20% Tax Aids

cut

Hurts Pix

in, 'It

was the 'Woman

in

Room

13' with Robert Edeson, Gall Kane,
Lowell Sherman, Janet Beecher and

We

Thomas

E. Shea.
were rehearsing tbe day the actors went on strike
back in 1019.
all walked out
didn't have the change for a quarter
so I went up to see you Mr. Woods
and I says hfello Al and you says

We

Hello Sweetheart and I says Al
strike on you Al and we are
going' to stay out until we all get the
right kind of a contract, and Al, says
well KI<^ If you would rather have
a contract than my word that's aU
right too but how are you going to
put on the feedbag in the meantime?
So I says that's what>-I came up here
to see you about Mr. Woods. I came
up here to put the bite on you for
300 tears so I can eat until Equity
wins this great class struggle' and Al
says okay here It Is Bill and hands
me three beautiful 'C notes and
went out and got on a train for Belimont Park to do some picket duty.

am on

,

,

<> MM

M M »» MMM »»

May M.

lot

Van Every wrote two books which
on Page'Tfi of this issue.
were purchased by Fox as a basis for
part of Coney yam. They are 'Sins
York' and 'SinB of Amerout in years.* First suggestion made of New
was a $100,000 war fund, but whittled ica.'
to half that amount! Several members subscribed up to $1,000 from
the floor to start the ball rolling, but Loew'sSO-Share

f

By BILL
Heavy production, caused' by the
Hollywood, May SO.
consent decree, and a ahortag* of
young lensers as result of the Mr. Happv Meminewav,
national defense draft, have boosted Duffy Square, N. Y. City.
the
the pot for top cameramen In
Employment In that Dear Happy:
film studios.
Yesterday I'm (tanding at the cordepartment is at an tfU-tlme high,
ner of Hollywood and Vine and I'm
with wages rising accordingly.
Warners has 71 men, a record feeling pretty good for a fellow who
number in its camera department, Just blew a back-to-back parlay with
I'm smoking a coreight being under term contract his case-duce.
Metro has 12 contracted lensers,] ona-corona (Trem Carr version) and
Paramount six contractees and] I'm saying to myself, 'Don't be seen
the tycoons will
or
others on one or two picture deals, Ton the comer
and the increase is general in other think your a smoose.' So I start tp
mosey away from the comer bestudios.
anybody hangs
Is
cause nobody who
out at the corter of Hollywood and
Vine. When who do' I see standing
Net
Loew's
on the. comer alongside of me engaged in light conversation as we say
Profit at
in the draiwerlng rooms ot Flatbush
but Al Woods and John Considine.
I says hello John, hello Al
$1,648,000 Under '40 Well
and they says hello kid. After a

writer.

OTHEK LABOR NEWS

MMM

DKAFT CALU RAISING
ANTE FOR TOP LENSERS

Screen Writers Guild Holds Off
Strike;

»»»»
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]

contract by Metro.

Bob Smith drew player

ticket at

RKO.
Marjorie Woodworth's player opup by Hal Roach.
Audra Lindley Inked an acting
pact at Warners.
SaUy Payne's player contract re-

tion picked

-

newed by Republic.
Byron Barr signed

to an actor deal

at Warners.

Jack
writing

Andrews hsinded one-year
by 20th-Fox.

ticltet

Michael

Ames

contracted as player

at Warners.

Roscoe Ates inked deal for two
pictures at Paramount.

Cooper's

RKa Goldwyner
Hollywood,

Gary Cooper's
Goldwyn through

'

first

RKO

May

Howard Hawks

20.

for Samuel
release will

be "Professor and BurleSque.'
will direct

—
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PICTUBES

WAR MERS
Detroit

Spendmg 'Boom' Goes Boom

Wliile

OF Trade

Show Biz Decries B.O. Drop;

Draft, Strikes

PK

SKID

BIZ

Befieves Present B.O.

Slump

Just Temporary; Execs Concede Many

Arnoi^ N.& Factors

Other lliii^s Now Occupy U,S. Masses

Doesn't Blamis Decline of In

Film Value»^20tli
Distribution Chief Says
England, However, Got
Bettor After Dunkirk
trinsic

May

Detroit,

20.

National defense spending, which

appeared ,to bs setting ofl a buyboom similar to the $23 silkshirt era of the first World War, has
started to boomerang.

Some Pun, Eh Kid?

first

ing

-

.

Here

-

where

nearly.

$500,000,000

has been poured into armaments orders, where 45,000 more workers are

were:

employed in indtistiy, where payhave Increased $2,000,000 a
week over a- year ago and the average wage Is above $40 a week, the-

•Bowling

rolls

,atre

men

turned into an arsenal,
tion is almost entirely

its

PROS-CONS HEREWITH

Take

•I'U

Pardon

Manila'
(Metro),
Alley Cat' (Metro).
Love* (Col) and

My

"Love in Gloom'

War

(Col).

are putting in price cuts,

the crowds have gone underground
and the bubble has burst with a
hollow plop.
Detroit has been looked to as a
bellwether of what will happen under the sudden outpouring of the
defense billions. It was one of the
first large cities to gear up for war
productions, practically every automobile plant and .adjuinct has been

,

Coming of spring seems to
have
set.
Hollywood's
title
thinker-uppers down on th«
punny side. Registered recently

TOO MUCH

U. S.

'Uncertainty
about
the
future
hiuts the boxoffice more than def-

Detailed herewith, along with the
film gross sum^rtes on pa^es
9-10-11, is an analysis of the current state of the film b.o.
Defense spending 'boom' that
went boom is contrasted to the
Dixie optimism. The latter appears a more favorable aspect
since the south has always been
offish, until recent 7notit)is.

skilled

'

speeding

auto

production

marked

the end of that blight.
Booming Indostrlally
There's no doubt Detroit is booming industrially, and in the early
phases of
the
armament hypo
showed evidence of layish spending.
The theatres caught that when' they

Minneapolis, May 20.
Local exhibitors have found still
another reason for sagging grosses.
It's, the Government's heavy emphaTheatre men declare
sis on thrift.
public

is

becoming

'thrift-conscious'

almost to the hoarding point in consequence of the Treasury Department's thrift (defense) bonds cam-

paign, press releases relative to the
necessity of conserving resources to
meet next year's higher income
retired through Lent here with the taxeSj
and the determination in
biggest grosses in more than two Washington,, plentifully publicized,
^lecades, with turnaway crowds and that luxuries generally must be fore
money flowing like beer at a bar- gone in order to permit a more eftenders' baU.
Stores, bars, niterles, fective war effort.
sports events, everything was catchThe exhibitors say they realize
ing evidence that a spending
spree that the emergency's Importance unhad started that threatened to sur- doubtedly requires the diversion of
pass that famed one when
ship much spending money into U. S. cofmeters came to work in $2,000 cars fers,, but they wonder If it's necesin '17 and '18.
sary to preach expenditure curtailThe public has coin—and plenty ments so hard and they point out
Those earlier figures don't give the that If their boxoffices are badly
full picture here:
$40 is average hurt, the treasury will be deprived
when you. consider girls in the of considerable admission and other
stores at $18, but at the
other end tax revenue.-.- Moreover, they'd like
you have skiUed mechanics
and tool to have the Government be' more
"Mkers getting upward of
$125 a specific in its thrift propaganda, emweek. Beside the 45,000
additional phasizing that it means to try to
inen in industry here
there is an es- effect lower consumption of new
Wmated equal number in other
new autoB, electric refrigerators, etc.,
Jobs.
s a boom^ aU right
which utilize plant facilities and mabut
fan't toucJilng"sho'w"bi2
any more. terial needed for war goods, rather
Attendance in both the loop
and the than non-theatre attendance.
estimates of from
It really is unlikely that the GoviB to
t^'dn"?
40% and Hie nltaries are pour- ernment wishes to curtail film en-

"^7^

W

more gloom than
0'

liquor.
factors the

(Continued on page 10)

tertainment buying any more than
is necessary in order to meet higher
(Continued on page 20)

inite action,' Wobber declared. 'Film
business was worse in England just
before the outburst of the war than

was

it

The same

Dunkirk.

after

conditions'prevailed in many coun
tries, repeating the experience' here
before the United States entered the
war in 1917. There will be a tre
mendous boxoffice boom when the
people are relieved of uncertainty.'

SCOPHONY TELEVISION
INTO RIALTO, ON B'WAY
The

operated by
Arthur Mayer, will become the first
theatre in this country to offer television. A deal was closed yesterday
morning (Tues.) by Mayer with
Rialto,

N.

Y.,

Defense Spending in

L'ville
May

20.

Gains in department store sales in
are higher by
week,
in any other
som« talk among
yade here for the* summer elim- oity of the Federal Beserve District
mation of matinees, even in the loop, reported by the Federal Reserve
during the present slump.
After- Bank of St. Louis. Sales for week
noon attendance at the showhouses, ending May 10 this year in Louisboth downtown and in the neigh- ville were 20% above the figure for
borhood sections, has shrunk to al- corresponding week in 1840. Nearmost infinitesimal proportions.
est approach is 15% increase In LitIt's pointed out that matinee busiFor the four weeks
tle Rock, Ark.
ftes
currently
is
unprofitable. ending May 10, Louisville sales were
BUminatlon of the afternoon shows, 32% higher than in 1940, with St.
with opening jiet back to B p.m. or Louis reporting second, a 25% inlater, would permit a considerable crease.
For the year to M£y 10,
Louisville sales were up 31%, with
*°
'°
CbiSf
Little Rock second at 23%.
•_a
Defense spending has been steadily
on the upbeat, and is reflected in inSchwartz's

Hobby

Louisville

20.

month and yesr than
the

Shorts

creased takes at night clubs, hotels,

Hollywood, May 20.
and outdoor amusement promotions,
Myron Schwartz closed a deal with although not as effective at the film
Warners for the release of a shorts shops.
Club dances and band
••ries, 'Hobbies of the Stars,' which bogklngs have taken an upturn in
he writes and produces.
recent months in this area, and
First to be delivered was • briefle trend is toward Uvefmusic and floor

bout polo.

shows.

Gordon, president of the Jefferson
circuit of 77 theatres in east Texas.
Stressing the apparent desire of
folks to favor lighter film 'fare,
although tiring of formula musicals,

he has noted the general inclination
to get away from the war and war
talk, personal worries, etc., by seeking relaxation in 'one form or another;
Gordon' said he is reading the
newspapers as little as possible and
has grown weary of the radio with
all the sour war and other news it
is carrying.
The Texas operator is

now going away every weekend
somewhere and has left instructions
with his aides that if anything important enough comes up to disturb
him then they are to drive out for
him, not telephone. It's got to be
that important In his opinion.
Gordon
where his

left

for

Beaumont, Tex.,
makes headquar-

circuit
ters after contacting home office excutives of -Paramount, with which

Jefferson
business

is affiliated.

He

reported

eral
business activity
has been
climbing steadily without any signs

of faltering.

Everybody seems

to

be complain-

reported one of the larger theawho added that at the
Atlantic City Variety club convention the past weekend a pessimistic
ing,

tre operators,

note was sounded on all sides, but
that ho one, including himself, is
able to put the finger definitely on
the causes.
Theories Are Legion
Theories are legion, but cited that
since the first of the year "the film
product has attained a good average.
Nothwithstanding, various pictures
ar^ mentioned w^lch it is believed
were deserving of higher returns under normal conditions than they
have, been producing. Taking this
into account, operators-buyers are
worried about the summer.
The larger major distributors are

bending their efforts toward 1941-42
(consent decree) product which will
not reach the theatres until Sept. 1
and thus may be trying to end up
season's ('40-41) commitments,
fully met, with as little trouble as
possible. Buyer feeling is that while
this
if

other

Sam s

Grouch-Bag a Boon to Theatres

;

Louisville,

Tem?

.

made by other businesses. Indexes
show that during the past month gen-

There's Dollars in Dixie; Uncle

Scbphony

television

eistablished

commercial theatre presenin England some time back,
with shows given for over a year

tation

May

The public is getting tired of musicals because there have been too
of them, and is beginning to
feel fed up on heavy drama, notably,
war stuff, in the opinion of Julius

many

hasn't been as much as anticipated
nor, it's pointed out, has action at the
been in ratio to the advances

b.o.

companies may come through
is somewhat slow in his
territory, which isn't near to defense with something bigger than can now
be gauged, it would appear, based on
Television, Ltd., of Lon- spending and projects; but he befinished
product and information,
don, for the immediate installation lieves the money that is being put
that Par may take a long lead this
of pne of their large-screen re- into circulation will finally catch
up to his theatres. Jefferson has no summer. Pointed out, among other
ceivers.
things,
that
Par as a distributor canTelevised programs, as available, plans to add houses to the circuit
Taking up flying seriously, Gor- not afford to 'sluS 'em through' bewill become a regular part of each
week's show at the Rielto, in sup- don has purchased a plane and is cause it has 1,500 of its own theatres
(Continued on page 20)
port of first-run features. House' covering his circuit by air now.
plays secondary films on first run,
plus shorts and newsreels. It seats
750.
In obtaining all televised programs, the Rialto will get a miniof 45 hours of this type of entertainment since each of the three

Itself for

Chicago,

ESCAPOLOGY

transmitting companies, RCA, CBS
and Dumont, must provide a minimum of 15 hours weekly when they
start operating July 1, date of receiving license.

Nothing But Optimism From

Th«re's"~

BELIEVES IN

thought they should be at this time
of the year, in the neighborhoods the
grosses are claimed to be down from
10 to 25%, including the large chains.
Defense manufacturing in large
industrial areas has given a lift to
business locally. It is admitted, but It

Scophony

mum

Cot Got Mats Pro

miUS GORDON

CAUSES FOB SLVMP

THRin?

popula-

the days of bank closing; etc., set
ofl the national depression and its

Hollywood, May 20.
rather than any de-

dles.

EMPHASIS ON

industrial,

and commanding high wages
and it has becon^e an economic
gauge for the entire country since

jitters,

cline in the dramatic worth of pictures, caused the recent skid in film
house grosses in the opinion of Herman Wobber, 20th-Fox distribution
chief, in town for production hud-

•Though causing alarm, with fears time of counteracting factors
due to
expressed for. the summer, the cur- the war, wide business
uncertainties;
rent slump at the boxoffice is be- impending taxation, drafting
of thoulieved in the trade to be temporary sands of boys, etc., however.
since improvement is anticipated as
Grosses are off throughout the ensoon as tiie full effect of national de- tire country and particularly
in the
fense spending begins to be felt, smaller towns. Various large
cenOperators are not unmindful mean
ters are also feeling the general lull,
not the least of these being New
York. While the downtown houses
in N. Y. are not as strong as it is

Odeon and Monslegneur theatres,
London.
They have been
abandoned because of the war.
Arthur Levey, a director of Scophony and also well known in the
in the

Industry, represented the television company in the deal with
film

Mayer.

Spartariburg, S. C, Maiy 20:
There's dollars in Dixie, podner
millions of 'em! The land of mint
juleps, cotton, race-hosses and beautiful women Is rolling in pocket lettuce with Uncle Sam as 'angel' for
the works.

swell

men of over $300,000.
Current and next-12-months projects in Charlestion, S. C, are down

now

total to
all-time
high for
Georgia and the Carolinas.
Result, many exhibitors haven't
applied spring cancellations to stage
shows, name orchestras, etc., until
now absent from March until October in most Dixie houses. BookCamp Croft, Spartanburg, with ings of
pix being continued
spent
more
coin
eagerly by exhibitors, despite hot
and
$11,000,000 just
expansion,
reguseason,
earmarked for
has a
heretofore reserved for B
lar payroll to its 13,000 officers and product.
Over 90% of Dixie houses

—

A

air-conditioned. For first time
in years, lines are noted outside
houses as late as 0 o'clock at night.

book for $34,000,000, $10,000,- For example, at Carolina, top Wil000 of same being on tap for the by-Kincey local house, 'Sea Wolf*
And this is pay- for three straight nights last weekcity's Navy Yard.
roll
money;
new destroyers being end, drew longer lines than 'Gone
Hollywood, May 20.
For the first time in four years lUted at $100,000,000, most of it for With the Wind' pulled more than
steel,
a year ago- when Dixie's wars were
editing
department
etc.
the
at Warners
Augusta, Ga., $22,000,000 camp being fought entirely on screen.
Is working at full capacity with 20
cutters active. Seventeen is the nor- virtually assured, engineering con- State, W-K's main vodville house, is
tract already having been let in At- still
booking girl shows weekly,
mal number at steady work.
while naAie bands are spotte(^ thick
'On the Job are Ralf Dawson, lanta.
George Amyi Rudi Fehr, James
A $3,000,000 expansion of Char- in this and other down-South miliGibbons, Clarence Kolster, Frank lotte, N. C, quartermaster depot tary areas. Ditto majority of other
Magee, Warren Low, Tom Richards. okayed by War Dept. is another Dixie houses.
William Holmes, Dick Richards, cheerful little item.
W-K is readying a $65,000 900Millions more spent and being seater for June, hoping it will
Thomas Pratt, Douglas Gould, Terry
Morse, Harold McLemin, Lou Lind- spent at Camp Lee, Richmond; Fort remedy congestion but already local
Fayettevllle,
Hesse,
NorBragg,
Fort
Everett
Dodd,
Lou
C;
opinion
say,
N.
is that ain't enough,' even
man' Cerf, Rex Steel* and 'Abe Jackson, Columbia, S. C; Camp with four camp theatres at city's
Davis, N. C; Fort Benning, Ga., etc,, borders.
^eUer.

On

the Floor?

Blame Them

in the

•

—

.
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EXPLOITATION

Ws Emfeld Likens Need

for

Farnors Goldwyn CaH

Fdm

Merclian£sii$ to That of ftreakfast
Foods or Other Natl G
^brner .Bros. may set a trend for
other film companies in execution of
vast merchandising plans for pictures starting with the 1941-42 product when it and four other majors
will be selling under the consent decree, with' such plans at the moment contemplating the application
of methods to films that are used by
other large industrials. This Is predicated not only in part on a foeling
that the time has come to
by
get behind pictures such as never
before but also with a view "to increasing revenue by trying to wean
back to theatres the fans that have
been allowed to drift away.'

WB

The Warner campaign

this

the

week to do special publicity on the Goldwyn output for the
next year. He'll work with the press

HKO

last

May

Book Week'

for
the soldiers. Patrons are asked to
bring books to any of the United
Theatres in their neighborhoods.

23 as "Give a

Plates are put in bearing the name
of the donor, the books being turned
over to enlarge the library in the
rookie center.

will

com-

be educational to

extent, both so far as the puband exhibitors are concerned; ac-

N. e. iSieatres, Inc., W-K subsidiary,
with Harold E. Buchenan as local
Bnlfish oh Pr^essbook
manager, and Catol White, former
assistant manager «f Carolina, SparManpower; Blocks-^f-S tanburg, as house manager. 'V7-K
units Include four Spartanburg, four
Columbia, S. C, and many other
One effect of the blocks-of-flve Carolines units.
selling under the consent decree has
Sunday movies for South Carolina
been to currently overload pressbook being pressed for with 1B41 legis-

departments of virtually

U^.

all distribs.

NKES ARMY CAMP

FOR PREEM

AS

.

OAer Keys

Anti-Siniday Drive;

which had been held by Ben Cohn
Spartanburg, S. O., May 30.
Construction of new Conway at and Irving Shevin, circuit operators,
Cob way, S. C, scheduled to start and in addition awarded upward of

department of RKO, which is dls- soon.
^'
trlbblng the ex-Unlted Artists' proNew Carolina, Wilby-KIncey's top
ducer-owner's features.
Hendersonville, N. C, house reFormer UA pub-ad chief was opened after bielng dark for several
seven
for
personal
Blaze
did
'PJ.
Goldwyn'a.
miont&B, following fire.
damage s
960,000
years. He resumed handling'the ac- approximately
Detroljt, May 20.
count a couple months ago, but It few days after house had been reCooperating with Fort Custer and was discontinued prior to Goldwyn's modeled, and has been completely
and refurnished, costing
rebuilt
Army cfflclals. United Detroit Thea- pacting with RKO.
mora than $60,000. Operates under
tres have designated* the week of

Number of them have taken on extra
help temporarily to get out the books
before conventions,
cording to S. Charles Einfeld, direcDifficulty, a reflection of top studio
SITE
tor of advertising and publicity, who
activity at the moment, Is desire of
has been in the east three weeks disthe companies to have one or even
Hollywood, May 20.
cussing this and other matters^ with
two blocks of six all completed early
Grad Sears,' Carl. Leserman and
Army headquartets in Washington in the summer. Ordinarily, pressothers. He left for the Coast Mon- has turned down Paramount's re- book departments do not get far
day (19).
quest to preview 'Caught in the ahead of releases.
In Einfeld's opinion, a belief that Draft' at the army camp in San Litis
Is shared by the distribution heads,
Obispo, Calif.
GHOST
the enterprising film company under"
Hollywood, May 20.
Nixed because claimed that it
the consent decree or even outside niight
hamper the training of
Wayne Morris and Brenda Marof it— must get into the merchan- draftees and set a precedent
Bob shall share fop spots In The Smiling
dising groove the same as large inHope is co-starred in the picture. He 6host,' which rolled yesterda^
dustrials, much as Heinz, Libby's,
win do his weekly Pepsodent broad- (Mon.) at Warners.
General Foods, etc. in selling differ- cast from the camp May 27.
Lew Seller directs.
ent pieces of goods all the time.
Citing that film is also hot just one
taple article as are cigarets, for instance, Einfeld noted that the film
companies must take lessons from
the merchandising giants in other
season

ing

And

Theatres' Book Driye

some
lic

Adhre with New BI^.

Carolitts

leaves New York for
Coast today (Wednesday) VSt
huddles with Samuel Goldwya on
IJttle Foxes.' Famol was retained
In a deal between the producer asd

I^nn Farnol

—

session and last hope until
1942—due any day nowl Meanwhile,

lative

has completed
Sabbath shows in that
theatres in Sunshine
on 7-day-week scliedules, apparently 'taking a chance'
Hiat measure will be passed.
PoFlorida

damages to Kramer.
The suit was brought originally by
Cohn and Shevin, who sought r^
duced rentel on the ground the
house was remodeled several years
$4,000

reduced. Kramer filed a cross-bill,
and the two operators had not adopt-

a management policy which
would Insure the house's best success, chiefly good product, as was
ed

stipulated in the lease.
Cliff

Many

Stete already

say it will.
Ga., with large

litical authorities

Giessemann, former manager

of the Michigan, United Detroit's
chief downtown house, 'has taken
over management of the
Uptown here. He takes the place of
Loui? A. Emeryi manager for 15
years,, who because of ill health will
take a year's vacation in California.
'

RKO

'

St'LonU Active

legislcture

bill legalizing
state.

'

ago, was defective and in the altera,
tlons the seating capacity had been

St. Louis,

May

20.

O. F. Lessing has reopened hli
Ritz, 450-seater in St. Charles, Mo.
The Illinois, 536-seater, Metropolis,
ni., undergoing facelifting.
D. Gllll has sold his Grand, 300seater in Carlyle, 111., to Charles
associate
of
Dominlo
Beninatl,
Frisina.
-

Cidlumbus,
new
military poEulatloii, also moving for
SuQday shows.
C, Douglas, Clinton, 111., purchased
Four open-air theatres opened at
Camp Davis, N. C.,. pending com- 200-seat Stete, owned by B. Crlvello
pletion of houses. Soldiers arrived In Morrisonvlile, HI.
The 'Varsity, Frisina circuit house,
before Uieatres so 'fresh air films'
opened. Joe Nepote
Decatur,
111.,
oiUy temporary move.
"r.
R. Waring, Jr., named chair- manager.
man of new civic committee to pubCincy Policy Shifts
licize rebuilt Dock JStreet theatre,
Cincinnati, May 20.
Charleston. House Is oldest theatre
in Xl. S. and was revcmped and reFamily closes for the sumopened last year with
as mer May 23, when its policy of dual
'angel.'
twice - weekly
with
pix,
action
Carl R. Bamford, president, Pub- changes, transfers to the
Lyric,
lU-Bajnford Theatres, N. C, led mu- in the same Vine street block. Scale
nicipal ticket
end was reelected will be the Family's regular 15-28c.
Asheville city councilman recently.
Lyric is air conditioned and seats
Theatreowners of North and South 1,400, an increase of 400 over the unCarolina meet June 29-30 at Myrtle chilled Family. Lyric, scaled at 33of
Beach,
G.
National
S.
defense 40-50C, presents third and fourthamusement problems and block week moveovers and an occasional
booking, latter bone of contention flrster on a class B pic.
several
seasons,
head discussion
Shubert theatre also will be shuttopics.
C. H. Arrington,
for hot weather after
Rock tered by
slightly marred the reception to Miss Mount, ii president.
Indef run of "Fantesla' (Disney),
Woodworth. Lada from the sheet
which starts May 23 with drop of
showed up with overripe eggs and
Charlie ^oemer'a Free Feed
stage shows.
tomatoes. When
got wind of tiie
Malcolm Kingsberg, vice-chairman
Ken Grimes' Windfall
plot^ they returned their starlet to of KAO, RKO's theatre operating
Pittsburgh, May 20.
her hotel without letting her leave subsidiary, set a luncheon Friday
Ken Grimes, former manager of
her car. They brought her back (16) to welcome Charles W. Koerner,
'Coast
division
theatre in Erie, got some
manager
who
Warner
about an hour later, by which time
sut^ceeds John J. O'Connor. He ar- good news last week at Indlantown
the Harvards had done most of the
rived east that morning and O'Con- Gap, Pa., where he Is stationed as
fruit-tossing at each other. Among nor deferred
his vacation to wait to an army captain in charge of camp's
the casualties was Peter Saltonstall, say 'Hello' to him.
three pix houses. He was netifled
son of the Massachusetts governor,
theatre
and distribution that $250 in cash was on the way to
who was floored with a grapefruit. execs attended the Koemer feast, him, representing second prize in
Incident ended happily with more plus administrative members of the RKO's "Little Men' exploitation conorganization.
test in the open classification fOT
copy for the papers and an AssoAnother local 'WB
larger theatres.
ciated Press Wirefoto of Miss WoodMax A. Cohen Unloads
manager also copped $250—Lige
worth in a'h overturned pan preHe won first
Brien, of Belmar.
Max
A.
Cohen,
president
of
the
sented her by the l>oys as a helmet in
Allied Theatre Owners of New York prize In subsequent-run division.
case of further attacks.
and head of the Cinema Circuit
Orald Hlckle, chief of service at
In the meantime, the mannequins operating
seven houses
in
the Stanley, uppfed to asst mgr. at New
had issued a statement in which (Greater N. Y. area, has disposed of Oakland, and his former assistant,
they declared that the Lampooners his Interests in Belle Theatres, Inc., Saul Goldberg, assigned similar post
were 'not looking for beauty, but and Greenvlne Theatre, Inc. The at Stratid. Al Simmons and A. Tamreplaced
space' and that 'Harvard boys are Belle circuit, of which Ben Sherman bouri, respectively, have
secondrate suitors, inferior in all re- is president, operates the Clinton, them at Stanley.
Harlem Grand, New Delancey and
Arsenal theatre will close th^
spect^ to Tech (Massachusetts InPalestine, all in N. Y., while Careen- week for two months, during which
stitute of Technology) students. Furvine operates the Star, N. Y., also thne balcony and air-conditioning
thermore said the gals, 'We wouldn't part of Belle.
unit will be installed. Another house
go to the party. It would only mean
Cohen was treasurer of both com- going down for two months of exanother boring night, stsring at panies.
tensive overhauling Is the Shapiro in
toothbrush haircuts, looking into
Mt. Union. Ditto the Penn-UmonF-WC
'Consent'
Shifts
town, operated by George Purcell.
hornrimmed spectacles and listening
In
line
with
the
decentralization
to
silly
chatter in
an affected
policy necessitated by the consent
Cleveland Switches
Etoniyi accent and being stepped on
decree, about 30 employees of the
Cleveland, May 20.
by clumsy boys wearing checkered

BOIUNa THE

—

,

BKO

RKO

WPA

'

'

RKO

Saga of Marjorie

and, where necessary, will
have to try to create a demand for
films the same as it's created for
breakfast foods or other things by
industrials which are constantly at
work pushing their products.
Up the Ad Selling
'Warners will increase its, advertising and exploitation budget at
least .25% as an average per picture,
imder present' plans, and will probably create two groups of field men.
One group will concentrate, on the
job from an exhibitor and boxoSice
point of view along direct lines,
while the other will specialize in
mi^ionary or consumer interest
work. There has been no decision
will apportion its
as to how
greatly-upped ad-publicity budget
but it Is considering every possible
medium to create public interest In
fields

WB

'

How UA's Bernie Kamber

X-ray of a film press agent's mind
action is seen in the sustained
campaign
staged
by
United Artists on Marjorie Wood-

in

one-Week

week. Femme makes her
initial appearance of Importance In
Hal Roach's 'Broadway Limited,' to
be released shortly.
Series of stunts to keep her on the
wires and in the papers culminated
Thursday (15) night with' her presence at the Harvard Lampoon Ball
at (Cambridge, Mass., for which she

worth

film,

last

,

east from the Coast. UA campaign that brought in hundreds of
clippings of pictures and stories was
engineered by the home office pub-

came

department and
Bernie Kamber, UA's press rep in

licity-exploitation

Boston.

.

.

'

WB

'

WB

'

Frisco's Citizenship

Showmanship Clicks
San Francisco, May 20.'
Frisco theatres, cooperating with

Mayor

Rossi's citizenship

week cam-

paign, observed an interiesting sidelight in connection with voluntary
distribution of patriotic i>amphlet5
In 34 'local houses. Usually' on such
handouts, ushers are kept busy
picking up copies tossed away by
Indifferent patrons, but in case of
the citizenship booklet, checkup by
Charles Schlaifer reveals that hardly a 'one hit the floor.
There's talk now of using Idea*'

nationally.

Boston Cheesecaked

the Harrards

building up consumer demand, and may even use the radio.
The company plans lending every
possible aid to exhibitors and, as
part of its missionary work, will
attempt to encourage its accounts to
get behind pictures in a more elaborate manner th an e ver before. Elnwill study every
.feld added that
situation carefully and try to show
the exhibitor ways and means of
Increasing his business.
The Warner publicity-advertising
chieftain named an Ohio town as an
might be askexample where
ing stiff terms for one of its pictures under the decree but that the
exhib there was not doing' well
enough to feel that he could meet
the
terms asked, regardless of
whether they were justified so far as
In
the film itseU was concerned.
such a case, Einfeld noted, it would
be important to his company to get
Into that town and create demand
for that film or other films so that
the terms might be met, exhib at
the same time profiting.
'While east Einfeld has been discussing campaigns on three forthcoming pictures which will probably
be sold solo, 'Sergeant York,' "King's
Row' and 'Navy Blues,' which will
be early releases on the 41-42 seaion. AU are high-b'udgeters.
Its

.

Or

Woodworth

(comparing

her

with

Jean Harlow) and of the Lampoon

and

its

.

UA

RKO

-

.

got the original idea when
of Life carried a pic of Miss

Kamber
an issue

RKO

editors.*

Whereupon Kam'

ber celled upon Lampoon topper
Coles Phinizy and arranged for hifn
to request from the studio plaster
casts of the starlet's gams, which the

Lampoon would nominate

as

The

Legs Most Likely to Succeed.'

UA

later decided that
dignified and,, anyway,

be
be only a one-shot gag.

'So

wouldn't
it

wOuld

Kamber

'

returned to the Lampoon, which has
regularly in the past, picked "The coats, dirty white shoes and sloppy
Starlet Least Likely to Succeed' and flannel pants.'
Another chance for s.a. in the pahanded out other such uncomplimentary tags, and convinced it to pers CEme with the idea of comparswitch a 65-year-old 'lampooning' ing p'ix of several of the models with
tradition by inviting Miss Wood one of the Roach players. By that
worth to its ball.
time. Miss Woodworth
was well
Invitation Immediately made the across the country on her way east,
papers end UA contrived to make To get to Boston her train, of course,
two stories instead of one out of it had to pass through New Haven, the
by having Miss Woodworth think home of the Yales, who are rumored
It over.'
A'cceptance then made a to» hold no love for the Harvards,
second story and gave the papers a
So it came as no bolt from the
chance to use another hunk of the gods when .rumors were heard that
cheesecake art that the studio was Yales would board Miss Woodward's
passing out,
trcin and kidnap her. Thereupon
Balldln? Up a Model Fend
police were stationed at every stop
Kcmber next got the Boston Man- the choo-choo made In Connecticut
nequins' Club, an organization of and vicinity and Miss Woodworth
models, to call on Boston city eds was locked' in her compartment
and protest the importing of talent. Yales' kidnapping was frustrated as
'What has she got that we ain't? there were interviews and things set
they asked, flinching not a bit under In Boston which UA didn't want the
the barrage of photogs' flashes.
gal to miss.
She was guest preceding the ball
Meantime, Kamber had promoted
the. Harvard daily, The Crimson, to at » dinner attended by the Lampoon
object to the whole goings on of in- eds, the son of the prez of Perirand
viting Miss Woodworth.
Crimson- all the other Harvard notables Kam
ber was able to scrape up. That
ites took the thing pretty seriously
to the extent of attempting to kid- was
good
for
more space—and
nap the Lampoon editors so they cheesecake.
couldn't accompany the starlet to the
UA took the femme player to Atball.
Battle royal resulted— with lantic City on Saturday for the
Variety Club conventioneers to ogle
cameramen, of course, present.
Seriousness with which the Crim- and brought her back to New York
sonltes took it, as a matter of fbct. this week for interviews and

—

.

.

Fox West Coast buying and statistical
Newton Welsman, from Frisco,
departments in New York have been new acting manager of Telenews.
shifted
to

Kansas

City,

Milwaukee, Holden Swelger, who opened house

Denver, Los Angeles and other
points west.
M. A. (Pete) Lundgren, moves out
of New York to work under Larry
Kent in the Los Angeles^ booking
department. Clarence Burdette, in
the Paramount booking department
here, has been shitted to Salt Lake
City.

Al Fowler Stays On
Boston, May 20.
Al Fowler, housemanager of the
Majestic during the long run of
'Fantasia,*" steys on as manager during roadshowing of 'Citizen Kane' in
same downtown- house. Frank Cronin, previously p.a. for the Latin
Qu^er riitery, is resident publicity feeder for the film's date here.
Schadfer

Back

In Detroit
Detroit, May 20.

Fred Schader, back in Detroit
working as p.a. for 'Blossom
Time,' now. is working for Uncle
Sam. He is handling the exploitaafter

tion for the selling of Defense Savings Bonds and Stamps.
He again is with Frank N. Isbey,
former manager of the Michigan
Stete Fair.
Following suit in Federal cdtfrt
here, control of the Kramer theatre

Sam
three months ago, resigned.
Goldfinger, who operates Chicago
house for national chain, supervising the one In Cleveland until permanent manager appointed.
Bob Cox stepped up from Warners' bookkeeping department to assistant managership of Hippodrome,
the circuit's downtown deluxer, re-

(Continued on page S3)

Tight Shoe' Gags
as-

James R. Luntzel, executive

Levey, utilized the
Variety Club's national convention
at AUantic City the past weekend to
exhibs present
many
acquaint the
with Tiglit Shoes,' Levey's production of the Damon Runyon story.
call
the exhibs at
One gag Was to
6 a.m., and tell them the valet would
with
'tight" shoes'
stretch
their
sistant to Jules

Levey's compllmenta.

Another idea

was the passing out of keys to Olsen
.and Johnson's dressing room on the
Universal

lot,

where they are

cur-

rently working in 'Hellzapoppin.'

Tight Shoes' is scheduled to get a
has reverted to Herman Kramfer, son
for the
of the formed operator.
Federal special midnight preview
Judge Edward^ J. Molnet canceled Broadway mob at a still unnamed
the lease of, the l,50lt:s'eat qabe IT. Y. theatre..,
,

May

Wednesdaj,

PIGTURE GROSSES

21, 1941

Rnns on Broadway

First

H.O^ Trim Chi Grosses by 35%;

^Subject to Change)

Week

22
Aator- 'Major Barbara'
<2d wk.).

'ftroadcast'-Duchin Nice $33,000,

Broadway

Doctor -Vaude 14G, %jm' Better

Low But Crawford s Tace

(Dis-

$72,000,

Face'

(2d wk.).

Criterion—'Rooldes on Parade'
Chicago, Ma7 20.
off as
viliured that business is
wid
as 50% In many places,
under
tb an average of 35%

'WINGS' 7G

someMrmal. Holdovers may haveAmong
SiSiKto do with It this week.

SEATTLI

Seattle,

Mav

20.

"Wagons Roll' coupled with 'Man
Found' HimselT producing a

Who

nice gross at the Orpheum. Mean.
.
T"
'Hamilton Woman.'
day-Md- time the Major Bowes 1941 all-star
TSne.' which has been
Palace and the unit is lifting the Palomar to a good
daUng in the
p^«nes3 Woods today (Tuesday) figure. 'Roar of the Press' is the
refilm.
out of the Palace and wlU
two-a-day
in the Woods on its
Ice follies at the Civic arena proPalace returns to double- viding some competish.
?nlicv
first-run grind with 'Flame
Estimate* for TWs Week
'Black Cat.'
and
Orleans'
New
of
Bine House (Hamrick-Evergreen)
was a miserable failure in
started in (850; 30-40-50)— -Ziegfeld Girl' (Miown. and couldn't get
some of the finest notices G) moved over from the Fifth for
Apparently Inmucal a third week. Fair $2,300. Last week
ever printed.
the picture were •Dictator" (UA) and 'Dead Men TeU'
to the success of
names and <20th) (4th wk), $2,200, good.
iha lack of known screen
unusual for
CoUseom (Hamrlek - Evergreen)
a story Ueatment too
patron,
(1.900; 21-36)—'John Doe' (WB) and
average
the
to phe
Melody Three' (RKO) (2d run).
'Fantasia' has climbed
nomenal business oh closing notice; Slow $2,500. Last week 'Thing Called
has been Love' (Col) and 'Footsteps Dark'
so much so that the closing
(WB) (2d run), very slow $2,000.
out off for another two weeks.
Oriental this week drops vaude
Fifth
Avenae
(Hamrick-Everand goes to a subsequent double green) (2,349; 30-40-50)—'Miss Jones'
that re
hoping
policy,
feature grind
(RKO) and 'Washington Melodrama'
rev
the
meet
will
overhead
duced
(M-G). Using newspaper space liberally;
Fair $5,500, but not what
Estimates for This Week
was expected. Last week 'Ziegfeld
Apollo (Disney) (1.200; 40-50-80- Girl' (M-G) (2d wk). $4,600, good
'Fantasia' (Disney)
75-$1.10-$1.65)
Liberty (J-vH) (1,650; 30-40-90)—
Closing "notices sky- Penny Serenade' (Col) and 'Br( ~
(13th wk).
rocketed trade and picture holds News' (Mono) (4th wk). Fair $3,(
now for additional time. Looks for Last week $4,700, very good.
at least $12,500 currently, after pow

RKO

S

ffe

,

^e'
S'ot

(Reviewed in Vabieiy, April

Music Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)
erlul $13,500 last week.
(850; 30-40-50)—'Zanzibar* (Par) and
CMcaro (B&K) (4,000: 35-55-75)— 'Penalty*
(M-G) (4th wk). Good
•Broadtfasf (20th) and Eddy Duchin
$2,600. Last week $3,400, big.
band unit on stage. Strictly the picOrphenm (Hamrick - Evergreen)
ture according to indications, with
'Wagons Roll'
Duchin evidencing a slide-ofl in pub- (2,600; 30-40-50)
Good $33,000 sighted. (WB) and 'Man Found' (U). Excellic interest.
Last week 'Nice Girl'
Last week, fGreat Lie" (WB) and lent $6,000.
show came through with (U) and 'Model Wife' (U) (2d wk),
stage

—

'

fine $3,800.

$36,900.

(900; 35-55-65-75)
Shifted hej-e
—'Great Lie" (WB).
from the Chicago and looks to manLast week,
age all right $4,500.
'Night Rio' (20th) wasn't so hot for
second loop stanza at $3,400. >
Oriental (Todd) (3,200; 28-44)
•Nice Girl* (U) and 'JVtan Lost' (U)

Garriek

(BfitK)

Last week 'Rookies Parade'
(Rep) and "Train Robbery' (Rep)
plus vaude, average $4,300.
ParamoDDt (Hamrick-Evergreien)
(3,039; 30-40-50)
.'Wanted Wings'
(Par-) and 'Magio Musie' (Par). Big
'~
$7,000.
Last week 'Bad Man'
penses.
Initial stanza Is heartening G) and 'Met Argentina'
(KKO),
at indicated $11,000.
Last week, 800, okay.
•Cheers Bishop' (U) and 'Waikiki
-

-

—

becomes a subsequent-run
twin-bill spot on a policy that is
figured to match revenue and ex-

House

Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 21-39)—
unhappy
•Devil Dogs of Air' (WB) and 'Inds
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 33-44-85)— Night* (UA) (2d run). Good $8,500,
Tlame New Orleans' (U) and 'Black Last week 'Girl, Guy' (RKO) and
Cat' (U). Returns to double-feature 'Cheers Bishop' (UA) (2d run), $1,first-run
policy
today (Tuesday). 900, slow.
Winter Garden (Huu'i<;k-EverLast week, 'Kane' (RKO) at 75-$1.10$1.65 finished two brutal weeks with green) (16-30)—'VlrgffiS" [Pat) and
'Henry' (Par) (2d run). Poor $1,800.
sad $6,500 for second stanza.
Boosevelt (B«cK) (1,500; 35-55-69 Last week 'Coma Live' (MtG) and
76)—'Dictator' (UA) (3d wk). Fine Flight Destiny' (WB), $2,300. good.
$13,000
currently,
after
bringing
home nifty $14,700 last week. Goes
Nights'

on

unit

stage,

$12,300.

'

a fourth.
Stete-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 28-44)—
Mad Doctor* (Par) and vaude headed

by Ada Leonard and Helen Morgan.
Fair $14,000.
Last week, Willie
Shore on stage boosted 'District Attorney' (Rep) to neat enough $14,500.
United Artists- (B&K-M-G) (1,700:
35-55-65-75)
'Hamilton
Woman'
(UA) (3d wk). Continues a healthy
pace, indicating fine $9,000 currently.
Last week, $10,700.
Woods (Essaness) (1,200; $1.10

—

(2d wk). WUl
show picture exclusively now that
the film is out of the Palace.
On
its own, looks like good $9,000 cur$1.65)— 'Kane'

(RKO)

rently,

snagging mUd. $7,500

dfter
week.'

m

last,

It's

BALTO

Baltimore,

.

(Col).

(Reviewed in VAmrrY, ApHl

16)

Palaoe—'Citizen Kane' (RKO)

Panunonnt—'I Wanted Wings'
Zt).

B 1 a 1 1 ©—'Washington Melodrama' (M-G) (24).
(Reviewed in Vaioety, April 23)
Boxy—'Blood and Sand' (20th).
(Reviewed in Current Issue)
Straad—'Affectionately Yours'
.

(WB)

list

May

20.

ambling along

tmeventfuUy.
Estimates for This
Century (Loew's-UA)

FEELS LAZY;

^,500, BUT

(23).

(Reviewed i* VAiuErY, Kay T)
Week of May 20
Astor—'Major Barbara' (UA)
(8d wk.).
(Dis-

Globe—'Voice
(Col) (2d wk.).

Night'

the

in

Mnsle Hall— 'Penny Serenade'
(Col) (2d wk.).

Palaee—'Citizen Kane' (RKO)
(8th wk.).

Paramoont—'I Wanted Wings'
(2d wk.).

(Par)

Boxy-'Blood and Sand'

(20th)

(2d wk.).

Strand— Affectionately Yours*

(WB)

(2d wk.).

hdpls. Mgrs. GiYiiig
Prizes for Essays

By

mS'

TACr MILD

Patrons; Biz Terrible
Indianapolis, May 20.
Biz In the downtoy^n sector continues to beat with °a faint pulse.
All the old alibis are played out,
and small prizes are now offered for
new excuses—^ 25 words or less
mailed in on the back of a ticket
stub.

than that, it is Iielieved.
light $3,800.
„
'Major Barbara,' favored with fine
(Tristates) (2,000; 10-30-40)

(RKO),

Omaha

State (Goldberg) (900; 10-20-35)— n(?ht (Tues.) at a reported $17,000.
'Strawberry Blonde* (WB) and 'To- That is considerable black since the
bacco Road' (20th), split with 'Foot- operating overhead is only $9,000.
Not doing what was expected of it,
steps Dark' (WB), 'Meet CHiump*
Medium 'Citizen Kane' struck but $20,O0O last
(U), 'Play Girl' (RKO).
$800. Last week 'Buck Privates' (U) week, its second, at $2 top, following
and 'Hardy Secretary' (M-G), split a first stanza's gross of $25,500.
with 'Streets Cairo' (U), 'Blonde In- WhUe this is satisfactory, it's nothspiration' (M-G) and 'High Sierra* ing to cheer about. If dropping too
much; run will probably b<; curtailed
(WB), pretty good $1,000.
Town (Goldberg) (1,5000; 10-20- although the RKO distrroutlon de25)—'Dan Boone* (Col), 'Girl News' partment took the Palace. where
(20th) and 'Arkansas Judge' (Rep), playing, for eight weeks.
(Par),
triple, split with 'Victory*
'They Dare Not Love,' on first'Condemned to Live* (Cap) and run at the State, with Dick Stabila
'Buck Privates* (U), 'Back Street' and orchestra on the stage, looks no'(U) and 'Son Cristo* (UA). Light more than about $16,500,.. weak.
$900. Last week 'Phantom Cowboy*
Rest of the town, including numer(Rep), 'Western Union* (20th) and ous holdovers, is generally slack.
'Bank Dick' (U), split triple with
Estimates for This Week
'Texas Stagecoaeh' (Col), 'Bachelor
AStor (1,012; 30-40-55-65)—'Major
Mother' (WCO), 'You're One' (Par)
and 'Bagdad* (UA), 'Tugboat Annie* Barbara* (UA) (2d weel(). Begins
holdover today (Wed.); first week
(WB), slim $800.
Avenue - Military - Dnndee (Gold- ending last night $17,000, good. Alberg) (960; 600; 300; 25)—'Straw- though notices were nice, general
berry Blonde' (WB), "Tobacco Road' trade opinion varies considerably.
Broadway (1,895; 55-75-$1.10-$1.65(20th), split with 'Footsteps Dark'
'Fantasia'
(Disney) (27th
(WB), 'Meet Chump' (U) and 'Play $2i0)
Last week (26th) $9,000,
Girl' (RKO). Fair $900. Last week week).
'Hardy Secretary' (M-G), 'Buck Pri- some profit. Will probably depart
vates' (U), spUt with 'Streets Cairo' in couple weeks and go onto RKO
(U), 'Blonde Inspiration' (M-G) and circuit In Greater New York.
>

—

Leader of the lagging pack is
loew's dualling "That Hamilton 'High Sierra' (WB), $1,000.
Woman' and 'Big Boss.'
Estimates for This Week
Circle (Katz-DoUe) (2,600; 25-30H.O.
40)—'Wagons RoU' (WB) and 'Met 'ZIEGFELD'

35-55-85-$1.10-$1.25)
—Capitol
'Woman's Face' (M-G). Crawford
(4,520;

TOPS

Weak. $5,500.
Argentina' (RKO).
Last week 'Reaching Sun' (Par)
and 'Las Vegas Nights' (Par), poor

DULL

L'YILLE, $7,500

$3,000.

Indiana (Katz-DoUe)

Louisville,

(3,100: 25-30-

Loew's (Loew's)

(2,400;

20.

b.o. activity in the local
Biggest noise' of the
sector.

28-44-55-65)—
Criterion
(1,662;
Rookies on Parade' (Rep). Opens
morning (Wed.), following sad

this

week with 'Lady from

week was opening Thursday

25-30-40)—
'Big

Fair $8,000. Last week.
'Penny Serenade' (Col) and 'Queen's
Boss' (Col).

I

$5,500,

75-85-$1.10-$1.65Palaee
(1,700:
$2.20)—'Kane' (RKO) (3d week).
Last week (2d), $20,000, o.k.. though

under hopes.
Paramoont

•(3,664; 85-55-85-99)—
Wings' (Par) and, on stage, Vaughn
orch, Hal Sherman, Beatrice

Moore
Kay,

others.

Opens

this

a.

m.

'Reaching for Sun' (Par)
(Wed.).
and Alvino Rey went two weeks,
returning a pretty good albeit not
fancy profit; secona week $20,000,

,

first $35,000.

Badto City Music Hall (5,980; 44'Devil
and Miss
55t85-99-$1.6S)
Jones' (RKO) and stage show^
disappohiter at indicated $72,000. but
house, as scaled, gets out at this fig-

—

A

ure. Last week, second for 'Uncertain Feeling' (UA) and 'Madame
Butterfly* opera on stage, $70,000,
oke.

Bialto (750; 28-44-55)— 'Big Boss'
(Col). Maybe $5,000, fair enough In
'Penalty' (M-G) (2d wk). Ck)ntinu- these times.
'Great Swindle' (Col)
ing brisk pace on h.o. and should cop only five days, $3,400, limpy.
allright $7,500.
Last week, terrific

—

.

good $10,000 in 10 days.
Midland (Loew's) (4.101; 10-28-44)
(3,000;
29-40)—'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G) (2d —'Woman's Face* (M-G) and 'Washwk). Holding nicely to $7,000 after ington Melodrama* (M-O). 'Face' is
very rosy opening round to $15,900. getting good notices, but money is
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240; mild, $7,500. Last week, 'Penny Ser15-29-35-44-55-66)
'she Knew An- enade' (Col) and 'Queen's Penthouse'
swers' (Col) plus vaude headed by (Col), $11,000.
Mlt Britten's band. Fair $12,000.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900: 10Last week, 'Met Argentina' (RKO) 28-44)
(Par).
Wings'
'Wanted
leaning heavily on p.a. of Guy Lom
Around $8,500 for first seven days,
oardo, built to good $14,200.
enough to earn a holdover. Last
,„*eWh's (Schanberger) (2,406; 15 week, 'Great Lie" (WB) (2d wk),
20-35-40)— 'Model Wife' (U). Drew
slowed to $4,500.
uJce notices and femme trade to
Orphenm (RKO) (1,500: 10-28-44)
Okay $4,500. Last week, "Topper Re
—'John Doe' (WB). Only film in
turns' (UA), fair $4,800.
.^New (Mechanic) (1,780; 15-29-40 long time to play solo here. Had
good night biz, but poor mats for

picture doing strong business at
$35,000 or close, but it would l>e
more except for a widespread busiLast week, third for
ness lull.
'Ztegfeld Girl' (M-G), $17,000, slow.

Louisiana'
film
(Rep), slightly over $5,500. 'People
(15) of vs. KUdare* (M-G) did pretty well,
'Fantasia' at the Strand, attended by $7,500.
town's musical patrons, who usually
Globe (1.180; 28-35-55)—'Girl In
make up the bulk of the audience News'
(20th)
(3d-flnal
week).
for concert anS legit shows.
Sheared off this week, only about
H.O. of 'Ziegfeld Girl' at I^oew's $3,000 for five days. Last week (2d)
State Is shaping up okay, while else
fair.

Cat' (U). Not-so-good $8,500. Last
week, 'Broadcast' (20th) played as
single for eight days to poor $5,000.

'HamUton Woman' (UA) and

May

Not much

40)—'Affectionately' (WB) and 'Black

'

—

two

be one of

—'People Kildare' (M-G) and 'Rage reviews and backed by an effective
Heaven' (M-G). Mild $6,800. Last campaign, put on by United Artists,
week 'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G) and is doing well at the Astor at pop
'Land Liberty* (M-G), fair $9,000. , prices. It finished its first week last

Town'

—

Including
will

.

Broadway- 'Fantasia'

ney) (29th wk.).
Capitol—'Love Crazy' (M-G).
(Reviewed in Vabxeiy, May 14)
Criterion—'Power Dive' (Par).
(Reviewed in Vaptbtt, April 9)

New War Tax

15

York- houses.

experienced.
For
plus 'Life with Henry,' is the
town's standout in a fair week. Bran- the dozen showshops the figure will
deis turning the joke against the be only around $249,000. There is no
wiseacres who scoffed at the idea of accounting for the slump, which
seems
to
be
general
for
the
entire
another horror bill by grabbing $4,200 with 'Man Made Monster* and country. While some of the Broadway films »n display may not be so
'Horror Island.'
Weather this week 'has been crisp strong, a few are highly regarded
and in the opinion of operators
and pretty fair for show biz.
should be doing much better.
Estimates for This Week
This is particularly true of 'Devir
Orphenm (Tristates) (3,000; 10-3040)— 'Broadcast* (20th) and 'Henry* and Miss Jones.' It received good
notices
and word-of-mouth has been
Last
Very good $11,000.
(Par).
favorable,
yet the Music Hall will
and
'Sleepweek 'Great Ue' (WB)
get only about $72,000, away under
ers West* (20th), poor $9,000.
Brandels (Mort Singer) (1,500; 10- anticipations. 'Woman's Face,' to be
25-35-40)—'Man Monster' (U) and seen at the Capitol, may hit $35,000,
Surprisingly a figure that spells good profit for
Horror Island' (U).
Last week 'Wagons< this straight-flltner but under normal
good $4,200.
RoU* (WB) and 'Met Argentina' conditions it would be doing more

Penthouse' (Col). |8,B00.
where biz is quiet.
his
Sunbrock repeated
Lyrle (Lyric) (1,900; 30-40-50)—
Larry
Kaniai City, May M.
I,oulsiana' (Rep) and Pinky thrill show and. rodeo at the Fair
Summer is becoming avldant, and Irfldy
Toiiuin orcsehtra. Fair $9,500. Last Grounds, and with less competish
with It the surg* of 6utdoor auraa- week, 'Rookies Parade' (Rep) and than the previous Sunday, caught a
tions competing wjth alia*.
NeW' Dick Jurgens band; okay $11,000.
good share of Sunday's (16) biz.
man's 'I Wanted Wings' looks lllc*
Coolish weather Is a break for film
the best grosser this weak, alttiough
houses.
it was a few days befora'lt Maliaed
Estimates for This Week
Dents
any strength. (Jther houses are soBrown (Loew's-Fourth Avenue)
so, except ftt Tower, which is hav$6,500 (1,400; 15-30-40)—'Broadcast' (20th)
Monti;
Ing a solid week with 'Sis Hopkins'
land 'Cowboy Blonde' (20th). Fine
on screen and a good variety bill en
Montreal, May 20.
$2,200 on moveover from Rialto.
stage.
•Hamilton Woman* in repeat at Last week, 'Penny Serenade' (Col)
First-run houses ar« reduced to Loew's will top town currently. and 'Lone Wolf (Col), little better
five this week with closing of the Higher prices and summer weather than' average $2,000.
Orpheum, RKO owned and managed, combining to nick grosses. The new
.Veutucky (Switow) (1,200; 15-25)
for the summer, a° month ahead of 20% war tax on admissions came —'Strawberry Blonde'
(IKB) and
its closing time last year.
into force Monday (19).
'Buck Privates' (U). Shaping up as
Estimate* for Thla Week
a powerful b.o. combo at this subseEstimates tor This Week
quent
house, probably good $1,700,
30-50-62)Esqnire and Uptown (Fox "Mid(2,700;
Palace (CT)
and 'Vir'Smith'
l,ast
week,
(RKO)
west) (820 and 2,043; 10-28-44)— 'Men Boys Town' (M-G). Good $6.'Flame New Orleans' (U) and 'Give 500. Last week 'Great Lie* (WB), ginia' (Par), okay $1,500.
Loew's State (Loew's) (3,300; 15Wings* (U). Languid $5,800 for the disappointing $4,500.
30-40)
'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G) and
combo. Last week, 'Broadcast' (20th),
Capitol (CT) (2,700; 30-50-62)—

Week

(Best Exploitation: Astor)
gross total for 12 downtown

The

Good New

cast,'

(4th wk.).

(Par) (21).
(Roviewed In Vaioety, March

Pretty

Omaha, May 20.
roadshow theatres,
Orpheum's 'Great American Broad- the lowest ever

•

aU -Meet John Doe' here with

the rest of the

Wolf

'Sea

week
Chump'

'Thieves'

Last
'Meet

(CT)

•Hamilton,

Woman'

$7,000, after

(CT)

Roll'

smash $11,000
(2,300;

last

30-40-53)—

(WB) and 'Shadows

Weak $2,500. Last
week 'Argentine* (RKO) and 'Palm
Springs'

—

(WB).

(RKO), poor

'

'

$2,200.

(Ind) (1,100; 30-40-60)—
Looks like good
'Pot Gold* (UA).
Last week, repeat of 'Ends
$4,200.

Orphenm

Nighf (UA), fair $2,300.
Cinema de Paris (France-Film)
(600; 30-60)— 'Recif de Corail.' Good
Last week 'Mayerling et
$1,500.

St Denis (France-Film) (2,300; 30SUnley (WB) (3,280: 15-29-35-44Tower (Joffee) (2,110; 10-30)— 'Sis
Will 40)—' Le Scandale' and .'Dr. Knock.'
*5)-^'John
Terrific Hopkins* (Rep) and vaude.
Doe'
(WB),
Last
Last week, Around $3,500, good enough.
19,000, biggest here In moons. Last bring in $7,000, good.
de Niger' and
week. •Zanzibar' (Par) (3d wk), 'District Attorney^ (Rep) and Dick week 'L'Homme
Affaire Steinberg,' good $3,900.
'L'
$5,500.
slow
bill,
$0,700.
stage
Todd heading

(Libson)

15-30-40)
'Affectionately'
Fair $2,800 in sight.
Last
I

Princess
Stairs*

Mary Anderson

35-55-67)—
(UA) (2d wk).

(2,800;

week.

'Wagons

.

35-55-65-75-85)—
Boxy
(5,835;
Great Broadcast' (20th) and stage
Nobody can
(3d-flnal week).
this picture, well
week, understand why
liked by all, isn't doing better; this
'Wagons Roll' (WB), okay $3,000.
week (3d) $22,000, following second
Bialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 15
first week of $39,700
$31,000.
A
of
30-40)—'Reaching Sun" (Par) and
to keep it in the profit column.
'Power Dive' (Par). Going along at helps
State (3,400; 28-44-55-75-90-$1.10)
average clip to okay $7,000, Last
week, 'Broadcast' (20th) and 'Cow- —'They Dare Not Love' (Col) (1st
boy Blonde' (20th), fine $8,500 and run) and Dick Stabile, Ethel Shutta,
Henry Armetta in person. 'Biz slugmoveover.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1.400 gish, $16,500 being all that's looked
50-75-$1.00-$1.50)
'Fantasia' (Dls- for. Last week 'Men of Boys Town'
ney).
Opened Thursday (15) and (M-G) (2d run) and John Boles,
word-of-mouth is helping to build others, on stage, $18,000, mild.
35-55-75-85-99)—
Critics devoted much more
Strand
biz.
(2,767;
than the usual space to raving about 'Wagons Roll at Night* (WB) and
the pic's technical qualities, and that Tommy Tucker band, plus Victor
should help considerably.
On IS McLaglen, on rostrum (2d-flnal
performances, looks like $7,000. Last week). Will be lucky to hit $18,000
week, 'Model Wife' (U) and 'Black on holdover, poor, following initial
seven f'sy.s of $2n,ono, only f'lr.
Cat* (U), satisfactory $3,400.

$11,000.

(U), poor $3,500.

Loew's

Good

and

(WB)

Sighting fair $4,000.
'Cheyenne' (U) and

(WB).

Allright
»oh^^''°adcast'
(20th).
days. House closed for
Last week. 'People Kildare' $8,800 in 10
summer Sunday night (18).
Serajevo' (4th wk), fair $900.
(M-G), mUd $4,100.
$8,000.

Omaha

Mnsle Hall—'Penny Serenade'

'

f 19,000,

SNAPPY; ^'CASr 6G
.

K.C.

OK 20G

i

Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 21-40)—
'Roar of Press' (Mono) plus Major
Bowes 1941 all-star unit on stage.
Big $6,000 sighted, with vaude the
reason.

on 2d Week

'Broadcast' $11,000,

30)

Nighf

the

in

(Col).

'

—

'Iss Jones' Mild

(Rep).

Globe—'Voice

Sii

'Great Dictator.' 'Great
tte h.o/s are
'FanUsia; -Citizen Kane,' and

IN

Press'-Bowes Unit $6,M0—WagoDS,'
Ditto, Sturdy

much

U

Bright $35,000;

(UA)

— 'Fantasia'

ney) (28th wk.).
Woman's
Capitol—'A

(M-G)

N. Y. in

May

of

'

I

—

I

'

.

(1,000;

(WB)

show

'

,

i1
;
,
1',
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PICTURE GROSSES

10

New

NATIONAL

Prodnct Boosts

Cincy;

'BW

Ditto

Four New

Cincinnati, May 20.
Better assortment of releases has
pushed trade up several notches
over last week. Coupled for front
money this week are 'Great American Broadcast' at - the Albee, and
Hamilton Woman' at the Palace.
Keith's also has a winner In 'Topper Returns.'
Last week of flesh at the Shubert
Is receiving b.o. oomph from Abe

1

Weak

j

|

|

I

—

In a steadily declining market, from which the public for various reasons seems strangely alienated for
the moment, four new feature films initiated their first
runs during the past week in widely scattered territories, enabling some early estimate of their respective
boxoffice pull.
New entries into the national scene are 'Meet John
Doe' (WB), heretofore held under wraps at a few promotional sendofis at advanced prices; '1 Wanted Wings'
(Par), first general reports, excellent; 'A Woman's
Face' (M-G), spotty; and 'Great American Broadcast'
(20th), which is developing strength as the momentum
of its release gets under way.
With the exception of the Joan Crawford starrer,
'Face,' other three appear strong enough for general
holdovers, which right now is the prevailing policy of
They will fill the
first runs— when they can get 'em.
gaps recently vacated by 'Zanzibar' (Par) and 'Penny
Serenade' (Col). Current strong holdovers are 'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G) and 'That HamUton Woman' (UA),
both of which are rapidly liquidating their first runs
and will be received with open arms in subsequent

of

Orleans' (U).

Press'

(1,430; 33-40-50)

—

Elsewhere in this week's 'Variety, extensive news
is given to the boxoffice nip-ups in some of
cities' and territories, with sundry
reasons for the serious decline in receipts. These

I

coverage'

•Flame

New

$2,800.

Last week, 'Dictator' (UA),I
week of moveover, fair;

Orleans'

(U).

Poor the principal key

$4,000.

talent, perhaps.

(RKO)

'B'CASr

MPLS^

W

UGHT

$4,500,

(1,400;

OKAY 2G

Denver, May 20.
Rain and light snow are holding
down grosses this time. 'Penny
Serenade' and 'Scotland Yard' at the

Denver will get top coin.
Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox)
25-40)—
(1,400;
'Great Lie' (WB), after a week at
the Denver. Good $4,000. Last week
'Cheyenne' (U) and 'Black Cat' (U),
after a week at the Denver, ditto.

Broadway (Fox) (1,040; 25-'36-40)
—'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G), after two
weeks at the Orpheum. Fair $2,500.
Last week 'Men Boys Town' (M'^G)
and 'FootUght Fever' (RKO), second week after two' at the Orpheum,
same.
Denham (CockrlU) (1,750; 25-3540)—'Wanted Wings' (Par) (3d wk)
and 'Reaching Sun' (Par). Poor
$5,000. Last week, fair $6,500.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 25-35-40)—
'Penny Serenade' (Col) and 'Scotland Yard' (20th). Good $9,000. Last

week

'Great Lie'

(WB) and

Vaquero' (20th), nice

$1,000.

Goes Boom

'Ride

on

wk), fair

$7,000.

.

•

.

'

39-44)—

'Nice Girl' (U). Mild $5,00(j
the public is full of
Indicated.
Last week. Topper Redre««ds, bewildered, sticldng close to
turns' (UA) and Major Bowes' unit
the radio.
(39-44-55), light $7,300.
4. No time for spending.
Defense
State (Par-Singer) (2,300; 28-39Industry is making heavy demands 44)—'Broadcast' (20th).
Customers
on the men. Matinees, with women, and critics approve, but poor $4,500
still are holding up.
Last week, 'Men
Nights, and looks about all.

now

Boys Town' (M-G), $8,300, mild.
Uptown (Par) (1,200; 28-39)—'Eve'
and too
(Par). First nabe showing. Satisnewsreels with a militant, factory
$2,000 in prospect Last week,
or propaganda slant have 'Tobacco Reed' (20th),
first
nabe
cooled the public, particularly In the showing, $2,20(), fair.
Isolationist mid- West, on the piC'
World (Par.-Steffes) (350; 28-39-4465)—'Ends Night' (UA) (2d wk).
tures.
Has caught on well. Should reach
6. All the .talk of heavy taxation.
Here they're down over the talk of okay $2,200. Last week, $2,500, good.
80% taxes on automobiles. The public is beginning to fear curtailment
Help for 'Oh, Charfie*
«f production—and. work—in normal
Industry.
Beside big taxes they're
Blowing down on spending becau'se
Hollywood, May 20.
of the talk of shortages of industrial
Andrews Sisters, Mischa Auer and
men, are away off.
5. Too
many pictures

many

•cause'

.

raw

materials.

7. Still too close to the depression.
Present blues get them to thinking
of that
Those are some of the factors
showmen see in why the defense
money has slowed down to a trickle:
as far as they are concerned. They
figure it will be the same story elsewhere after the fiJtst spurt

Ted Ijewis are doing added footage
for 'Oh, CharUe,' the Abbott and
Costello comedy which Universal is
expanding beyond ita original script.
Added scenes, requiring about two
weeks of filming, call for the return
of all the principals in the original

COnON

Is

not

Majestio (Shubert) (1,014; 75-$1.10$1.65)

—

Kane'

'Citizen

Metropolitan

CARNIVAL K.05

44-55)— 'John

(RKO).

(19) for indef run.
(4,367; 28-39-

(M&P)
Doe'

(WB)

and
'Strange Alibi' (WB).
Got a bad
break on opening weather, but still
strong at around $21,000. Last wee^,
'Reaching Sun' (Par) and 'Po'wer
Dive' (Par), $10,500, very bad.
Memphis, May SO.
Orphenm (Loew) (2,000; 28-39-44Cotton earnlval cut -badly into 85)^'Men Boys Town' (M-G) and
grosses Uii's week. Friday and Sat- 'Washington
Melodrama'
(M-G).
urday tales were way off, and Sun- Best in town, aiming at $20,000. Last
day wasn't much better.
week, 'Penny Serenade' (Col) and
'A Woinan's Face' is drawing well 'Mary Dugan' (M-G) (2d wk-flve
at Loew's State, with 'Affectionately days), $12,000.
xours*^ doing pretty well at the WarParamonnt (M&P) (1,797; 28-39ner.
Balance are virtually blacked 44-55 >—"Cheers Bishop' (UA) and
out.
'Sis Hopkins' (Rep).
Good $8,900.
Estimates for This Week
Last week, 'Great Lie' (WB) and
ICnockout'. (WB)
(both 2d run),
Warner

TACF

MEMPHIS;

5iG

.

"

(WB) (2,300^^10-33-44)—

•Affectionately Yours'

(WB). Should

get $4,000, not bad under circum-

Last week,

stances.

'Sia

Hopkins'

(Rep), $3,100, better than expected.
Calaee (Loew) (2,200;' 10-33-44)—
'Hamilton Wdinan' (UA), h.o. two
and 'I'll Waif (M-G), four
Will be lucky to snare $1,800.
Last week, 'Hamilton Woman' (UA),

days,
days.

$6,200, socko.

New

$9,500.

Paramoont (Pox) (2,260; 25-40)—
'Uncertain
Feeling'
(UA)
and
'Rookies Parade' (Rep). Good $6,000.
at State.
Gopher (Par-Singer) (998; 28)— Last week 'Sis Hopkins' (Rep) (2d
1. Too many young guys drafted.
wk)
and 'District Attorney' (Rep),
•Victory'
(Par).
Roughly
handled
by
Too many families hoarding against
ditto.
critics,
slated
and
for
light
$2,000.
the. day. others are .called up.
BJalto
(878; 25-40)—'Chey(Young men are a bulwark of the Last week. Tall, Dark' iloth), ter- enne' (U),(Fox)
after a week at each the
rible $1,900.
business.)
"
Minnesota (Mpls.
Co.) Denver and Aladdin, and 'Mutiny
2. Too
many strikes. The chill (1,855; 50-$1.50)—DarkTheatre
this week. Arctic' (U). Fair $2,000. Last week
set in here after Ford went down. Last week, 'Fantasia' (RKO) (5th 'Sea Wolf' .(WB), after a week at
One strike can knock over whole wk), good $5,000, beating preceding each the Denver and Aladdin, and
week's $4,000. Approximate i$30,000 'Roar of Press' (Mono), same.
rows- of domino industries.
3. Fear of the future.
If war was for five weeks, very satisfactory.
Orphenm (Par-Singer) (2,300: 28declar^ it wouldn't even> be as bad.

week

rage:

(1,373; 28-39-44-55)

IMaloo (Llghtman) (2,800; 10-

$6,200.

ScolUy (M&P) (2,538; 28-39-44-50)
—'Great Lie' (WB) and 'Knockout'
(WB) (both continued from 2d run
Heading for
at Par and Fenway).
so-so $3,500.
Last week, 'Wagons
Roll' (WB) and 'Las Vegas Nights*
(Par) both continued run from Par
end Fenway, ditto.
State (Loew) (3,600; 28-39-44-96)
'Men Boys Town' (M-G) and
'Washington
Melodrama'
(M-Q).

—

Orphenm (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40) 33-44)—"Wanted Wings' (Par), h.o. Staunch
Last week, 'Penny
—'Woman's Face' (M-G) and 'Re- three days, and 'Model Wife' (U), Serenade'$16,000.
(Col) and 'Mary Dugan*
pent Leisure' (RKO). Poor $6,000. four days. Not likely to puU $3,000.
(M-G) (2d wk-five days), $9,700.
Last week 'Ziegfeld Ghrl' (M-G) (2d Last week, 'Wanted Wings' (Par),

Century (Par-Singer) (1,600; 2839-44)—'Men Boys Town' (M-G) (2d
wk). Moved here from State after
^^Conttaiaed from page Tass
only fair week there. Will do well
to reach mild $2,800. Last week,
oldtlmers in the business see as ruin- 'Ziegfeld GirV (M-G), pretty
good
ing the once heralded money bar- $3,800 after fairly good $7,400 first

Det.

.

Straight film fare, evidently,

Opened Monday.

Rain and Snow Beat
Denver; 'Penny' $9,000

33-40-50—
•Penny Serenade' (Col). Transferred
from Capitol for third week's stay
Minneapolis, Ma^ ?0. •
on main stem. Slow $2,500.
Current grosses are stretchmg toLast
week 'Zanzibar' (Par),' second move- ward new lows. Two newcomers,
over for fourth week, pleasing which under normal condition's undoubtedly would command better
$3 000
.Palace— (RKO) (2,600: 33-40-50)— boxoffice attention, are 'Great Amer•Hamilton Woman' (UA). All right ican Broadcast' and 'Nice Girl;' but
$10,000. Last week, 'Uncertain Feel- both got off to slow staf ts here.
ing' (UA), terrible $6,000.
'Fantasia' wound up a moderately
Shabert (RKO) (2,150; 33-44-60)— successful five- week .Minnesota en•Dare Not LoVe' (Col) and Abe Ly- gagement Saturda7 (17), and the big
man's band, plus Royal Guards and house is dark agam.
Stage shows probably are entirely
Three Sailors. Season's swan song
for stage' shows. Lyman paying $S out as far as the Orpheum is conto a customer for singing a song at cerned, unUl next fall. The last two
each performance and $50 to week's left the house in the red.
Estimates for This 'Week
winner on dosing night Okey $10,Aster (Par-Singer) (000; 28)—'Mad
000. Last week, 'Washington Melod|;ama' (M-G) and "Latin Quarter' Doctor* (Par) and "Monster <5irl'
revue, $6,'000 for season's low. House (Par). Heavily advertised and headstarts indef run Friday (23) on 'Fan- ed for big $2,700. Last week, 'Bortasia'
(Disney) with twice dally der Vigilantes' (Par) and 'Convoy'
(RKO), split with 'Big Boss' (Col)
screenings at 60 cents to $1.50.
and 'Crreat Swindle' (Col), mild

Right

.

'

meeting present requirements.

local'

(Par), awful $2,000.

Lyric

days, $9,600.

—Fenway (M&P)

I

(Libson) (1,500; 33-40-50)
—'Topper Returns' (UA).
Okay
Last' week, 'Magic Music'
$4,500.
KelUi's

20.

Broadway grosses total loweet in aopie monttu, only
Cheers Bishop" (UA) and 'Sis
•Woman's Face' shining In a group of unsteady hold- Hopkins' (Rep). TUrting with
$6,500,
satisfactory. Last week, 'Great Lie'
Ranging from bad to brutal are Indianapolis, Kan- (WB) and "Knockout' (WB) (both
run), $4,800.
2d
sas City, Louisville, Uacola, Chleago, Detroit, MinKeltfai
Memorial
(RKO) (2,900; 28neapolis, Denver and Los Angeles.
It's a challenging picture, nationally,
^eatre op- 39-44-55)—'Uncertain Feeling' (UA)
erators as a clasS' are not long content to take a beat- and "Double Date' (U). Limp b.o. at
around $12,600. Last week, "Lady
ing without battling for eustoAets, Iidilbltlng InnoCheyenne* (U) and 'Model Wife' (U),
^vations may be anticipated, efforts to bqlster with live
also dull, $12,000.
overs.

I

(PPC) and 'Roar

May

Boston,

Intake

Francisco and Montreal.

i

(Mono).

21G, Teeing' Limp

'Men of Boys Town' is strong and
'John Doe' gets first place this week
but all stands are taking in less coin
range from industrial interruptions to rain, sold, hot than usual because of the heat wave
accompanying the new pix.
weather and dread of war.
A. B. Marcus stage show at the
Putting the blame on the' most logical spot, the RKO Boston is playing a solid
week
scarcity of smash films, which usually oomes In the but in split- week versions and
'with
spring with the first splurge of lilacs, dogwood and two different, titles.- Biz is okay
'Uncertain Peeling' looks
mountain red, the release charts show general me- there.
As very pale at the Memorial.
diocrity, which is reflected In limping receipts.
presently geared, it is evident that the exhibition
Estimates for This Week
structure requires from six to eight strong pictures
Boston (IUCO)^'^3,200; 33-44-55)—
every month, or an average of one each from the •King Zombies' (Mono) and 'Singing
major distributors. May is batting at JWO. This Is bad Hill' (Rep), with stage show, 'Continews for the thousands of smaller houses which will nental Revue,' four days; and 'Emergency Landing' (UA) and 'Pirates
play the current releases during the summer.
Horseback' (Par), with stage show,
Scarcely a major elty ean boast of good Intake dur- 'L6 Vie Parislenne',' three
days.
ing the past week. Keys 'that are otwT to fair are Shaping up to $10,500, okay. I>ast
Washington, filled to oversowing with defense work- week,
'Scattergood'
(RKO) and
ers; Baltimore, drawing heavl^ Irom the capital over- 'House Mystery' (Mono), with Ina
flow; Brooklyn, Cleveland, Providence, Seattle and Ray Hutton heading stage show, four
days; and 'Adam' (Col) and 'Queen
Cincinnati, where improvement is noted.
Not so good are Boston, nilladelphfa, Omaha, Ban Detective' (Col) (both 2d run), three

Theatre opens a
band.
two-a-day engagement with 'FanFriday (23) and will go shutsummer when the run ends.
Estimates (or This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 33-40-50) —I
(20th).
Nice $10,000.1
•Broadcast'
Last week, 'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G),;
big $15,500, equalling first week's
take on 'Great Dictator' (UA) for-town's tallest in weeks.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 33-40-50)—'
Girl'
Switched'
'Ziegfeld
(M-G).
from Albee for second week. Fair
$4,500. Last week, 'Penny Serenade'
(Col), second week of moveover,
mild $3,500.
Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-28)
^
Robbers Range' (RKO) and 'Foot- shq,wings.
Balance of current 'A' product,' recently released, is
light Fever" (RKO), split with 'Invisible Ghost' (Mono) and 'Train having a hard time standing alone, or at the top of
Average $1,900.' duals for longer than minimum bookings. They are
Robbery' (Rep).
Same last week for 'Queen's Pent- 'Wagons Roll' (WB), 'Reaching for the Sun' (Par),
house' (Col) and 'Border Vigilantes' 'Uncertain
Feeling'
(UA) and 'Flame* of New
(Par), divided with 'Federal Fugi-'
tasia'

ter for

second

Town' 36G, Doe'

Distribution

Films in

Bolster

Lyman's

Grand (RKO)

SUMMARY

B. O.

Heat Slows Boston;

lOG,

'Dare' -Lyman

tives'

.

'

'Yaphank'

very good.
State (Loew) (2,600; 10-33-44)—
'Woman's Face' (M-G). (Sood $5,500.
Last week, 'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G),
h.o. four days, and 'Penalty' (M-G),
$5,800,

$2,000, so-so.

Strand

(Llghtman)

44)—'Zanzibar' (Par)

.

Among
'I

tunes

he

Hate to Get

Up

Cast of the new version would be
up, of course, entirely of recruits here. Among those expected
to take part are Philip Truex, son of
Ernest; 'Pinkie' Mitehell, who did a

made

regular broadcast on 'WEAF, N. Y.;
Alan Manson, radio actor who waS'
on the 'Aldrich Family' show; Ralph
Melson, who was in 'There Shall Be
No Night'; Peter Feller, stage designer who worked on the DeSylva
musicals; Zinn Arthur, orch leader;
Michael Wardell, radio script writer,

Max

Miller, formerly

May

20.

RKO

'ZIEGFELD' 20Q, B'KLYN
'Singapore' Pins Tab Version of
'Heat' N.S.G. $16,000—'Doe' 2d 18G

Brooklyn,

May

20.

Tab version of 'Crazy With Heaf
Howard, Grade Bar-

starring Willie

and Betty Kean on stage, and
'Singapore Woman' on screen will
disappointing

rie

wind UR with
'Ziegfeld
gross.

Girl'

results.

grabbing

Estimates for This

the

best

Week

Albee (RKO) (3,274; 25-35.-50)—
Tlame New Orleans' (U) and 'Dou-

with Paul

'Whiteman's orch.

$14,000.

Berlin's Defense Thematic

Cleveland,

days, and "Vivacious Lady' (RKO)
Good reports from all the down(2d run re-issue), two days. Week town stands. Horace Heidt's orches>
bobtailed to make way for 'Fan- tra drumming up the best biz and
tasia' roadshow starting Thursday notices
it ever got at the Palace with
(22). Looks like $1,000 for the five 'Cowboy
and Blonde' and is in posidays. Last week, 'First Beau' (Col) tion
to hit the highest gross
three days; 'Smith' (RKO) (2d run) deluxer
has seen this spring.
two days; 'Mutiny Arctic' (U) two
'Woman's Face' at the State Is
days, $1,700, good.
above average levels.

ble Date' (U). Droopy $14,000. Last
week 'Met Argentina' (RKO) and
'Cowboy Blond*^ (20th), ditto.
Fox (Fabian) (4,023; 25-35-60)—
'Singapore Woman' (WB) and stage
Should the show turn out success- show, ^razy with Heat,' featuring
fully, there's a possibility of it's be- Willie Howard, Grade Barrie, Betty
Kfean and chorus. Disappointing $16.ing sent on tour of the Army camps
000. Last week 'Blondfe Latln'^(CoD
in the faU.
and -Zanzibar' (Par) (3d wk), good

and

$18,500 IN CLEVELAND

(1,000; 10-33(2d run) three

sContlnned from page 3s
original 'Yip.'
wrote for it was
in -the Morning.'

'COWBOY'-HEIDTHOTCHA

Met

(Loew's

'Ziegfeld

Girl'

(3,618:

25-35-50)—

(M-g5

and

'Man

Estimates for This Week
AUen (RKO) (3,000: 30-35-42-55)—
Dogs of Air* (WB). Reissue
timely and worthwhile at $3,000.
Last week 'Penny Serenade' (Col)
.on shiftover from Hipp, very satisfactory $3,500.
Hanna (Carl Hanna) (1,435; 60-75$1.10-$1.89)
(Disney).
'Fantasia'
'Devil

—

Wound up nine-week run Sunday
(18), last

minute spurt bringing okay

$6,600 after nice $7,000

on previous

round.

Hipp (Warners)

(3,700;

.

30-35-42-

56)—'John Doe' (WB). Steaming up
$10,000 on h.o., after whamming out
$16,000 last week, one of the house's
highest marks this semester. Skedded for moveover to AUen.
Palace (RKO) (3,700; 30-35-42-5966)—'Cowboy Blonde* (20th), plus
Horace Heidt orchestra. Raring for
excellent $18,500 Or better.
Last
week 'People KUdare* (M-G) with
Abe Lyman orchestra, hardly made
expenses, $9,500.
State (^Loew's) (3,450; 30-35-42-55)
—'Woman's Face' (M-G). Heavy
matinee attendance chalking up
$12,000. Last week 'Pot Gold' (UA),
record low, $6,000.
StUIman (Loew's) (1,972; 30-35-42-

Washington, D. C, May 20.
Made Monster" (U). Nifty $20,000.
Irving Berlin is writing a new Last week "Hamilton Woman' (UA) 55)—
'HamUton Woman' (UA). Much
song to spur the sale of the Govern(M-G) (2d wk), brighter gate action than expected,
Jiggers, the
ment's new defense bonds and sav- okay $16,000.
on third week foUowing smart
Paramoimt (Fabian) (4,126; 25-35- $4,000
ings stamps. This will be the first 50)—
$8,000 on second.
..... Bat Jro4.far~33uatMs,^
Hollywood, May 20.
'John Doe' (WB) and 'Comes
Milwaukee, May 20.
Ray Enrlght draws the director time the Treasury Department has Happiness' (WB) (2d wk). Fine $18,Business generally In the state re- job on 'Man From the F.BJ.,' slated used music to sell securities.
000. Last week, strong $24,000.
E, C. L.
COUHISSAIIT
ported disappointing, huge defense to start in Jxily at Warners.
Strand (WB) (2,870; 26-35-40)—
Author of 'God siess America' and
HoUywood, May 20.
spending going for new homes, moCurrently Enright is .piloting TOng hundreds of other tunes hag the new 'Wolf Takes Chance' (Col) and 'Shot
Dark' (WB).
The rising cost of living has hit
MUd
tor cars and radios instead of for Rubber,' which rolled yesterday number partially completed
Last
and ex- week Train Robbery'$4,000.
(Rep) and the 20th-Fox commissary.
theatre tickets.
(Moa).
pects to have it ready shortly.
'Wild Man Borneo' (M-G), ditto.
All items have been tilted a nickel.
cast

G-Man

HnS

Wednesday, May 21, 1941

PICTURE GROSSES

11

PROVIDENCE OKAY

Weather Batter PhiDy;

Circus,

•ziegfeld'

— 'Broad- Outdoor AttFactions Murder LA.;

2d Hot $11,0<W
Good $9,3M

east'

tae $5m But ?€ast' Sour
Philadelphia, May 20.
New product isn't attracting peaAnd to add to the headaches
nuts
came a rash of
of the managers
muggy weather over the weekend
along with the opening of the RingBailey Cirling Brothers,
(Mon).
yesterday
cus
Only one of the new arrivals,
•Flame of New Orleans,' 1b causing

Key

Thb Week

Bamum &

the turnstiles to click.

Other

(Based on 25

Hopkins.'
Estimates for This

$1,49S,M0
176 thea-

cities,

tres, chiefly first runs, tncliidtno

N. y.;

pics-

LMt Ytas
(Bosed on 27

175 theatres)

Aldlne

(WB)

(1,303;

33-48-57-88)—
Under par

Tenny' $10^00 Bnt

with $9,500. Last week 'Uiicertain
Feeling' (UA), soup $3,500 for four
days of second sesh.
AreadU (Sablosky) (800; 35-46-57)
'Ziegleld Girl' (M-G) (2d run).
$3,600, despite

Okay

Tlame' Weak $2,800

three-week run

Pittsburgh,

Biz
week.

is

l>oth

Two

May

good and bad

Broadway Grosses
-

ditto.
(1,400; 28-39-

(Fay-Loew)

Estimated Total Gross

ThU Week

$249,«H
(Based on 12 theatres)

50)—'Wagons Roll' (WB) and 'Flight
Destiny' (WB)
(2d run).
Weak
$2,500.
Last week, 'Hamilton Wo-

Tetoi Gross Same
Last Tear

Week

20.

this

$9,300.

(WB)

Roll*

H.0^

Last

'Pace'

$14,000

and

Detroit.

—

May

20.

(Best Exploitation: United Artists)
Majority of the downtown houses
have new bills, and the two theatres
with holdovers have added new sec-

features. Tendency now seemt
— |ond
to be to get away from longer runs

.

.

.

—

$21000, WASH^

Au RIGHT

\m

Washington, May.

20.

Government payday last week
boomed the weekend, and calibre of
product
'Citizen

rived
join

considerably

is

'Fantasia'

lent.

higher.

Kane' and 'Jolm Doe*^ arsimultaneously

Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-35-40)—
Moved
'Hamilton Woman' (UA).
Looks
here after week at Penn.
like at least $6,500, very good. Ijast
week 'John Doe' (WB), also brought
here from Penn, did $7,000, excel-

(Friday)

to

which opened week

Monday (12). 'Doe^ looks like
tte winner at this point, other two
being shown on reserved seat price
ago

TtOBODr-CROSBY 14G,
BUFF • REST WOBBLY

scale.

Buffalo,

May

20.

Continued cool weather does not
Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 28-39-44-66) seem to be helping the coin too
session.
ex-

— Uncertain

much at this
With the
plus ception
of the Century, where 'Great
Last week.
'Washmgton Melodrama' (M-G) owes Nobody' is teamed wUi) Bob Crosby
to Ted Weems orchestra even Its on stage for an effective turnstile
clicker, the pace over the weeklight $14,000.
end seemed to be lagging. 'John
Columbia- (Loew) (1^; 28-44)— Doe' is fairly lively, but not too
•Ziegfeld
Girl'
(M-G) (2d run).
Good $5,000. Last week, 'Night Rio' forte. Estimates for This Week
(20Ui)
(2d run), flopped to sad
35-55)—
Boffalo (Shea)
(3,500;
Woman's Face' (M-G) and 'Wait for
Earle (WB) (2^16; 28-39-44-66)—
(M-G).
Just ambling along
John Doe' (WB) plus no-name You'
with $8,500, or slightly over. Last
yj,"oeSailing toward excellent week "Cheers Bishop' (UA) and
$21,000.
Last week, 'Affectionately Horace Heidt orchestra, topped zipYours' (WB), plus Charlie Splvak
py $18,000.
orchestra, dropped to poor $14,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 35-55)
<^0> <1^05 7B-$1.10- —'John Doe' (WB) 'Knockout'
$1.65)— 'Kane' (RKO). Sent critics (WB). Not bad. but should be bet:
the housetops to sing, but three- ter.
Under $10,000.
Last week
show daily policy holding it to only 'Hamilton Woman' (UA) and 'Washgood $10,500. Last week, 'Cheyenne' ington Melodrama' (M-G) (8 days),
(U), poor $7,000.
very nifty, over $11,500.
Hipp (Shea) (2.100; 30-45)—"HamMetropolitan (WB) (1,600; 28-44)
Penny Serenade' (Col) (2d run). ilton Woman' (UA) and 'WashingStill good for $4,500.
Last week. ton Melodrama' (M-G) (2d run).
Last week 'Ziegfeld
^^^9). fair enough Nice $8,000.
Girl'
(M-G) and 'Strange Alibi'
W700
vaude.

Feeling'

(UA)

N.s.g. ,$14,000.

w

—

National

(WB)

(8 days), soft $6,000.
Lafayette (Hayman) (3,300; 30-40)

I

i

'

(1,300;

55-75-$1.10-$1.65)

(Disney). In on two-aaay policy and, not sensational last
enough $12,500. This
m^^u' (2d)
week
advance sale Indicates approximately $12,000.

—'Lone Wolf

(Col)

Hfings

•

trade

with

'1

billing.

in

the hoite

of

curing

sour box-

nights, so the blame must be shouldered by wliat's on the screens plus
the exodus on weekends.
Estimates for This Week
Carthay Circle (F-WC) (1,516; 83$1.I0-$1.65)
'Fantasia'
(Disney)

—

(16th wk).

Heading for arf*okay $6,week turned up $6,800.

200 after last

Ends run

first

week

in June.

Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2,034;
United Artista looks to top the 30-44-55-75)—
'Broadcast' (20th) and
town this week with 'A Woman's
'Washington
Melodrama'
(M-G).
Face' and 'I^U Wait for You.' Fox,
with 'Great American Broadcast' Just not to this clientele's liking and
t>est in sight is so-so $7,500.
Last
and 'Dare Not Love," wUl also do

week 'Uncertain

okar.

Feeling'

(UA) and

United Artista likewise geta the 'Ride on Vaquero' (20th), miserable
exploitation nod, if on courage alone. $5,900.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-44-55)
Although house had hard time finding uglified faces. of Joan Crawford —'Affectionately Yours' (WB) and
in the stills, they got up their own, 'Strange Alibi' (WB). Meek $6,500.using them for all advertising and Last week 'Wagons Roll' (WB) and
.

Trick was to get away 'Sis Hopkins' (Rep), just off $8,000.
from pretty heroines and play up
El Capltan (RKO) (1,571; 83-$1.10.
the picture as 'A Female Scarface.' $1.65)—ICane'
(RKO)
(2d
wk).
Gross seems to indicate they have Dropped off to 17,800. House hopedisplays.

something.

ful

Estimates, for This

Adams (Balaban)

Week

(1,700; 30-40-55)

—'Penny Serenade'

«^ol) (2d wk)
and 'Boston Blackie' (Col). Just
plugging along with dull $5,000. Last
week 'Penny' (Col) and 'Black Cat'
(U), fair $6,000.
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 30-40-

55)—'Broadcast '(20th) and 'Dare
Not Love' (Col). Okay $15,000. Last
week 'Cheyenne' (U) and "Model

of

six-week

run. ^ Last

wedi

$11,000.

Fonr Star (UA-F-WC) (900: 30-4455)—'Major Barbara' (UA) (2d wk).
Around $3,200. First week $3,8l)0.
Hawaii (G & S) (1,000; 30-44-55)—
'Lonesome Pine' (Par) and 'Stolen
Life' (Par).
A Utile better than
average biz at $2,200. Last week
'Man Made Monster' (U) and 'Horror Island' (U), $1,900.

$17^ in Tepid Frisco

—

ington'

Same, Okay

—(Loew-F-WC)
'Broadcast'

StiUe
55-75)

Sold with aid of a flock of billboards,
San Francisco, May 2().
Town very quiet tius week for no Dietrich opus bedding toward $10,Most creditable 000. Last week 'Penny Serenade'
reason.
visible
theory is that folks are just sitting (U) and 'Lone Wolf Chance' iOoX)
tight and waiting, uncertainty over (3d wk), wound up with $6,70Q.
Parsmonnt (FtWC) (2,47*0; 35-40International situation clipping ex50)—'Broadcast' (20th) and 'Flidit
penditures to a minimum.
Most promising newcomer is 'I Destiny* (WB) (2d wk). Around
500. Last week fair $11,500.
Wanteid Wings' at^the Fox.
St. Fnuieto (F-WC) (1,475; 35-40Estimates for This Week
50)—'Wagons RoU' (WB) and 'PenFox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-40-50)— alty' (M-G) (moveover). Average
'Wanted Wings' <Par) and 'Cowboy $5,000 in view. Last week 'Ziegfeld
Blonde' (20th). Extra ad space, one- Girl' (M-G) and 'Shadows Stairs'
sheeta planted on boards in front of (WB) (moveover), ditto.

recruitmg

offices,

and an

aerial pre-

Airlines plane
view in a
hypoing 'Wings' for an anticipated

United

United ArtlsU (Cohen)

—

—

.

prosperous

Great American Broadcast' failed to
on either in Hollywood, or
downtown and will have to be content with very mild returns.
'Citi?en Kane' is soloing at the El Capitan, but the grosses aren't any too
encouraging nor do they portend
any kind of a run.
Weather has been perfect for
show-going, warm days and cool

offices.

(1,200; 35-

40-50)—'Dictator"
(Chaplin)
Ceth
and 'Blondie $17,500. Last week "Great Lie' (WB) wk). About $6,500 in sight for final
Unimpressive $5,500. and 'Come? Happiness' (WB) (2d frame. Same last week.
Latin' (Col).
Warfleld (F-WC) (2,650; 35-40-50)
Last week 'Penny Serenade* (Col) wk), faded with $8,500.
(Col),
Woman's Face' (M-G) and 'Wash(2d wk) and 'Glamour Sale'
Geary (Curran) (1^286; 55-75-$1.10- ington Melodrama' (M-G). Loolu
satisfactory $6,500.
(11th like okay $14,000. Last week 'Wagons
(Disney)
(Loew) (2,242; 29-55)
2«th Centnry (Dipson) (3,000; 30- $1.65)—'Fantasia'
Splurge of three-sheeta an- Roll' (WB) and 'Penalty* (M-G), bet(Par) (2d wk). Healthy 55)—'Great Nobody' (*"B) and Bob wk).
»,?'J?„'i'«'"'
$11,000.
Last week, led town witti Crosby on stage. Swanky $14,000. nouncing 'leaving soon' is boosting ter than anticipated at $11,000.
strong $18,000.
Last week 'Sis Hopkins' (Rep) and this session to a phenomenal $12,000.
Efforts
'Stars Over Hollywood' revue on Last week excellent $9,500.
to hold beyond the 25th blocked by
stage, so-so $9,000.
opening of 'Citizen Kane' (27).
MacMorray Back to Par
Dottie and the Gobs
Golden Gate (RKO) (2.850; 39-44'Rooldes Parade' (Rep) with
Some Hard Ridmg Here 55)—
Nick Lucas On stage. Lucky to get
Hollywood, May 20.
Hollywood, May 20.
Lucas, however wUl stay
$12,000.
Fred MacMurray goes back to
Dorothy Lamour Is slated for the
Hollywood, May 20.
second week with new bill featuring
Paramount, his home lot, for the
'Op femme role in
Col. Tim McCoy joins Buck Jones Ella Logan and Butch and Buddy.
Paramount's reFred Kohlmar promale
lead
in
the
make of The Fleet's In,' provided as one of the top buckaroos in the Last week 'Repent at Leisure' (RKO)
Internationale,
swell duction, 'Mr. and Mrs. Cugat,' based
her schedule can be arranged to start series of eight westerns under the and Revue
$14^, stage haU pulUng the on a novel by Isabel Scott Rodck.
Aug. 11,
general titie of 'Rough Riders' at weight
Filming starU when MacMurray
Victor Schertzlnger Is director and Monogram.
Orphenm (Blumenfeld) (2,440; 355»ul Jones -producer, with Eddie
Scott R. Dunlap is producing the 40-50)—"Flame New Orleans' (U) finishes bis current Job in 'Dive
•Bracken as comic lead.
gallopers for the 1041-42 program.
and 'Phantom Submarine' iCoY). Bomber* at Warners.

— *^antasia'

of

Wanted Wings' and Richard Him-

Hellyweed (WB) (2,756; 30-44-55)
Wife' (U), poor $13,000.
-'Affectionately Yours' (WB) and
Miehlfsn (United Detroit) (4,000; 'Strange AUbi" (WB). Not ^ very
30-40-55>-*HamUton Woman' (UA) hefty at $6,000. Last week 'Wagons
and 'Road Show' (UA). SUm $12,- Roll' (WB) and 'Sis Hopkins' (Rep),
(i;236:
10-20-25)—Uberty'
(M-G) 500. Last week»'Ends Ni^t' (UA) $7,400.
and 'Wild Man Borneo' (M-G). Off and 'Footsteps' (WB), duU $12,000.
Orphenm (B'way) (2,200; 30-44-55)
key at $1,200. Last week 'Dotible
PiUBs-State (United Detroit) (3,Date' (U) and 'Penalty' (M-G), not 000; 30-40-55)—'Men Boys Town' —'Singing Hill' (Rep) and 'Free
bad $1,600.
(M-G) end 'Liberty' (M-G). Former Easy' (M-G). Right down the seaStaart (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,884; moved here after two good weeks sonal groove for $6,500. Last week^
10-25-40)—'Broadcast* (20th). Town's at United Artists. Okaj $8,000 due. no first runs.
Paatages (Pan) (2,812; 30-44-55)—
leader. at $4,000 for nine days. Word- Last week 'Great Li? (WB) and
'Ch^enne' (U) and 'BUck Cat' (U).
of-mouth chiefly responsible. Last •Las Vegas Nights' (Par), ditto.
United Artlsto (United Detroit) No better off than the rest of the
week 'Rage Heaven' (M-G), skidded
30-40-SS>—'Woman's Face' town at $8,500. Last week 'Penny
to pretty Iwd $1,800.
(2,000:
Serenade'
(Col) (3d wk) ahd 'Lit"Wait
for
(M-G)
and
You'
(M-G).
Taratty
(Noble-Federer)
(1,100;
10-25-40)—'Sis Hopkins' (Rep). Slack Powerful $14,000. Last week "Men tle Men' (RKO), $7,000.
$2,500. Last week 'Hamilton Woman' Boys Town' (H-G) and Teople vs.
raramennt (Par) (3,595; 30-44-90(UA) topped the town with a swell KUdare' (M-G) (2d wk), nice $8,000 75)—'Wanted Wings' (Par) with
after big $12,000.
$3,300.
Richard Himtier orchestra on the
stage. Town's leader and earmarked
at $20,000 insuring a holdover and
possible third week.
Last week
^odel Wife' (U) and Carmen Miranda on the stage, strong $19,000.
BKO (RKO) (2372; 30-44-55)—
'Cheyenne' (U) and 'Black Cat' (U).
Back to day-dating with Pantagei
Tace'-'WMh. after a week of 'Citizen Kane.' Gin'Rookies'-Nick Lucas Slow $12,000
tht^7,900. Last week- 'Kane,' sUm

weA

m%m

Los Angeles, May 20.
Business U pretty well shot all
over town, with outdoor attractions
proving more magnetic than films.
Only the Paramount is showing any
ber's orchestra sharing the

—

Swell

'Wagons

'B'cast'

catch

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 28-39-50)
'Broadcast'
(20th)
and 'Sleepers
(20th).

West'
week,

Bdt

'Cheyenne $16,400

signs
$255,500

(Based on 12 Vxeatres)

'Man Monster' (U) and 'Pals Pecos'
(Rep). Holding own fairly well, and Det. Hopes to Mend
for good $4,000.
Last week,
'Two-Gun
Sheriff'
(Rep)
and
Grosses by Ayoidiiig
Thieves Fall Out' (WB), okay $3,500.

leaders are 'Penny Sere- 'Flight Destiny' (WB), neat
$7,400.
State (Loew) (3,200; 28-39-50)
Boyd (WB) (2,560; 35-46-57-68)— nade,' which will probably get ttiree
weeks at least at the Senator, and 'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G) and 'Missing
'Hamilton Woman' (UA) <3d wk).
'Woman's Face' at the Penn, which Days' (Col) (2d wk). Hefty
Hetty $11,200. Last week, stout $14,$11,000,
holds over at another house. Tlame after wow $16,000 last session.
600.
of New Orleans' is dying at the FulStrand (Indie) (2,000 28-40-50)
Earle (WB) (2,350; 35-46-57-68-75) ton and comes out after one week,
First
Beau
(Col)
and 'Rookies
—'Sis Hopkins' (Rep) with Gujr- while the Stanley is dropping to a
Parade
(Rep).
Only
so-so
$5,000.
Lucicy if new recent
Lombardo's orchestra.
low with There's Magic Last week. 'Reaching Sun' (Par) and
cash registers show poor $18,500 for in Music' and Pan-American Revue.
'Under Age'
(Col),
slipped
for
Last week 'Washington
the week.
Estimates for This Week
weakie $4,200.
(M-G) with Jimmy
Melodrama'
FoltoD (Shea)
25-40)—
(1.700;
Dorsey brought a hangup $26,000.
Fox (WB) (2,423; 35-46-57-68)— 'Flame New Orleans' (U) Crix pro- 'B'cast' Sole Pleaser
Puny $12,000. nounced it one of dullest pictures of
•Broadcast' (20th).
the year. Doubtful if it will do'$2,Last week 'Pot Gold' (UA) fared
In Lincoln, $4,000
Last week 'Night Rio'
800, brutal.
even worse with $10,700.
(20th) (2d wk), just bit under $3,000.
Lincoln, Neb., May 20.
Karlten (WB) (1,066; 35-46-57-68)
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3.300; 25-35Worst week in months landed a
—'Uncertain Feeling' (UA) (2d run). 50)—'Woman's Face' (M-G). Got
the knockout punch on biz here gener*
Bare $4,000.
Moveover no tonic.
hand from the reviewers, ally. That is to say not only are thetiad
I,ast week 'Zanzibar' (Par), heavy
hould touch $14,000, okay.
Last atres suffering.
Retail stores, too,
$4,700 for second week .of a second week 'Hamilton Woman'
(UA), ditto. a;ce a long way off their quotas.
run.
Bits (WB) (800; 25-35-50)—'John
'Great American Broadcast' at the
Keith's (WB) (1,970; '^85-46-57-68) Doe' (WR) (3d wk).
Moved here Stuart is lone exception.
—'Miss Jones' (RKO) (ad run). Un- after successive stands at Warner
Estimates tor This Week
der-par $4,000.
Last week 'Great and Penn,
Still getting attention,
Colonial (Monroe-Noble-Federer)
Lie' (WB), only slightly better $4,- and wiU go to $3,000 or bit better.
(750;
10-15)—Two Gun Sheriff*
300' for second run.
Last week 'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G). (Rep)
and 'British Intelligence'
Stanley (WB) (2,916; 35-46-57-68) which followed same route as 'Doe' (WB), spUt with 'Lone WoU Date'
—'John Doe' (WB) (2d wk). Bright here, did about $2,800.
(Col) and "Pioneers' (Mono).
AvSenator (Harris) (1,750; 25-35-50) erage $900. Last week 'Devils Island'
$13,000 for this semester. Last week
'Penny Serenade' (Col). Heading (WB) and 'Billy Kid' (PRC), split
cheery $18,000.
SUnton (WB) (1,457; 35-46-57)— for $10,500, best this house has done with 'No Place' (WB) and Tumblesince
'Tin
Pan
Alley.'
Ijast
week
down Ranch' (Mono), weak $600.
•Flame New Orleans' (U). Standout
Lincoln (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,503;
of the lot with- good $5,800.
Last 'Sis Hopkins' (Rep), n.s.h. $2,500.
Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-40-60)— 10-25-40)—'FlaAe New Orleans' (U).
week 'Wagons RoU' (WB), neat
'Magic Music' (Par) and Diosa Cos- Meager $1,900 on five days. Last
$6,000.
tello-Ciro Rimac band. No interest
'Woman's Face' (M-G) faded
at all in this combo at $10,000. Last badly at end of run to grab so-so
week Wayne King helped '-Wagons $3,100.
RoU' (WB) to swell $23,000.
Nebraska
(J.
H.
Cooper-Par)

m,

$16,500.

slated

—

at Stanley. Last week 'Rage Heaven'
(M-G), fair $3,000 for second nin.

Weak

—

'Face' $14,000, Pitt;

Topper Returns' (UA).

Hlfings -Himber

man' (UA) and 'Big Boss' (Col) (2d
run), good $3,200.
Fay's (Indie) (2,000; 10-25-35)

'Sis

Week

20,

season today (Tuesday), with reopening planned for late in summer.
Estimates for This Week
RKO Albee (2,200; 28-39-50)—'Top
Hat' (RKO) and 'Bringing Up Baby'
(RKO) (re-issues). Closing' house
for summer with so-so $4,500. Last
week, 'Uncertain Reeling' (UA) and
CarltOTi

$1,485,90*
cities,

May

Holdover of 'Ziegfeld Girl,' at
Loew's State, and hefty pull of
'Great American Broadcast,' at Majestic, highlight activities this week.
RKO Albee pulls up stakes for the

'South Panama' (Ind),

ToUI Gren Same Week

making their bow are definitely in
the disappointing class: Topper Returns,' 'Great American Broadcast'
and

City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross

Providence,

,

.

(2,404; 30-44-

(20tb)

and

•Washington
Melodrama'
(M-G).
Brutal $9,000. Last week •Uncertain
Feelin/ -(UA) and 'Ride Vaquen/
(20th), poor $7,500.
United Artists (UA-P-WC) (2,100;
30-44-55)—'Ziegfeld Girl* (M-G) (2d
wk) and 'Uncertahi Feeling" (UA).

Lead
comer.

picture .t>olstered
So-so $4,300 sighted.

week

'Ziegfeld'

Men

newLast

(M-G) end 'Dead

TeU' (20th), $4,600.

WUshIre (F-WC)

(2,296; 30-44-55)

—'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-gV(2A wk) and
'Uncertain Feeling'
(UA).
This
combo is spelUng real biz at Bevhills
house and should run up count to
around $6,500. Last week 'Ziegfeld'
(M^) and 'Dead Men TeU' (20th),
$6,700.

THAT REMINDS US
Par's •Don't Tell'

Cues Bep to Similar

Tarn
Hollywood,

May

20.

Republic is dusting off 'Doctora
Don't TeU' aft^r three years on the
shell Picture is stated for production by Albert J. Cohen when ht
completes his current job, 'Puddln*
Head.'
'Doctors' bad been forgotten until
Paramount announced Ita intention
of filming 'Nurses Don't TelL' SimUarity of the tlties reminded BepubUc that It had a 'Don't TeU' itoiy
of ita own.

.

Wednesday, May 21, 1941.
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irS LIGHTNING AND THUNDER!
IT'S

LUPINO AND GARFIELD!

TOPPING SEA WOLF HEIGHTS
IN

OUT OF THE FOG!!

A TRULY GREAT THRILL COMING

TAJOOETTB* LOMDOU OTTIUM
lUrtln'a Ptooa, Tntal«w -SanaM

•

IMTERMATIONAL

St.

Utdewoods Syndicate Makes Bid

IS

Make Good

Pix

Mexico

May

City,

WB-Hoyts Schism

in Australia

20.

Proof of the popularity of pic-

For Maxwells
Ijondon,

May

SCHLESS' SWING

20,

New bidders dickering for the
purchase of the late John Maxwell's
holdings in Associated British Pictures, British producing and exhibitor company, are the Llttlewoods,
largest football pool operators here,
book makers and chain-store operaBid has been placed in contors.
junction with John Cecil Graham,
former managing director for Paramount in Great Britain. In the promotion also are the Buxton Brothers, owners of a chain of cinemas In
North England with headquarters at
Manchester.
The amount reqi^trefl .to close the
deal is $1,344,000 plus a large proportion of the $2,400,000 due the government for death duties on the
Maxwell estate. I-ate last month the
trustees of the Maxwell estate rejected a purported offer of nearly
$4,000,000, including the $2,400,000
due the government. The deal would
have given the Odeon theatre circuit some 400 additional theatres.
No explanation was made
why the new bid for Maxwell

British Holdings

WB

of

suffered

territory.

Inspection

initial

It

tour

there are eny

was

of

the

Now

•

foreign sales chief.

London

Legit Musi

Instance

is

'Black

Vanities,'

are doing

it

him a

bring with

picture

sive

Affect

He

tion in the Argentines.

High Prod. Costs

London, May 1.
Looks like new musical shows will
become a rarity in the West-End and
provinces, and It's not entirely due

Mrs. Garrett's Air Spiels
Mrs. Maria M. Garrett, president
the Pan-American Press Club,
spoke twice on the radio within the
past ^Yeek.
She was interviewed
Monday (19) on the Pan-American
Homemakers' series on WMCA. Last
Friday she was interviewed in Spanish on the NBC shortwave program
directed to the Latin Americas, explaining
recent
developments in
Hollywood and work being done by
Latin American players.
Mrs. Garrett is a publicity writer
on Warner Bros, foreign publicity
ad staff.

instead.

reaction

the

various theatrical and sporting impresarios here by representing himself to be a stunt man, then collectIng advance coin, was deported.
Farley, it was said, signed contrccts to appear in various theatres
and sports centers here, but failed
to keep his dates though he kept all
of the advance coin he collected on
the pacts.

by^

Charles Boyer was named by the
Paramount manager as the favorite

among

'foreign'

stars,

Hugo

with

Belcarrll, Lil>ertad Lamarque and
Pepe Arias the most popular LatinAmerican players with Argentine

audiences.

'Backstreet* Strong
in

$3,700

Havana,

Havana
May

13.

Generally, 'film grosses were higher this week, with the America still
leading with 'Back Street,' which
grosses $3,700 In foiir deys, a new
Havana high this year.

Other Estimates
Fausto, 'Down Argentine

Way'

.

medium.

(20th), $1,950,

Enoanto,. 'Escape'
very good.

(M-G),

$3,200,

Radio Cine, 'Thief of Bagdad'
(UA), $2,300, okay.
America, 'Charlie McCarthy, Detective' (3 days), $450, poor; 'Back
Street' (U) (4 days), $3,700, strong.
Payret, 'El Gavilan' (Mex), $2,000,

were informed that they would
be denied admission to any of the

de

Socer-

teurs

they continued In
shows promoted by lurid heralds and
other raw advertising.
In addition to the warning given
talent unions

the

players,

In

London Studios

If

the

producers

and

London,

May

1.

'49tb Parallel' came off the floor
this week and Is now getting final
Understanding is Michael
editing.

Powell picture

is

ed upon to advance Mexico's economic recovery. Show business is
to be given much attention.
Site for the fair grounds, a tract
of 12 acres, has been selected at the
entrance to the city. Conditioning
work. Including the laying out of
typically Mexican gardens and an
elaborate illumination system, is to
start soon.
An Investment of $12,000,000 (Mex) ($2,400,000) Is to be
made In this work and in the erection of Mexican pavilions, etc. Another $10,000,000 (Mex) ($2,000,000)
Is to be spent for the establishment
of pavilions and other show places
by the foreign exhibitors.
Special concessions will be .granted

Mexican and foreign amusement enterprises and individual i»erformers
for the fair.
The government lays
great stress on these attractions and
looks

to the
tourist trade.

Pin

exposition

to

boom

,'

(Mex.) ($12,000 U.

A woman

slightly

hurt

It was the first time Equity made
such a move and it was realized thiit
the association might be forced into

costly legal proceedings.
called attention to the

possible

SAG

first

situation

and issued a warning that

a wave of censorship would result.
Local authorities helped to bring
the offending showmen in line. One
WES 'fined and given a Jail sentance
of 80 days, other arrests also being

made.

S.).

end two children were

L. A. Cops Lay OS Fix
Los Angeles, May 20.
Police board tossed out the procensorship plan for motion
pictures and endorsed a new ordinance calling for control of stage
shows. Testimony by representatives
of major studios and theatre chains
at the final meeting of the board
was that there was no ground for

about lewdness

in

New ordinance, recommended for
control of stage shows. Is designed
to operate like the present restriction on the 315 cabarets, under licensing power of the police commission, which has the right to suspend
or revoke licenses because of offen-

20.

tives are
i

:

'

turns actor in Strand

'War Front.'

He

spieler,
Films' brlefie,

has role of a news

editor.

Fielding and Edward
Chapman teamed for a comedy short
with Tommy Trlnder.

Marjorie

Frederick Bnrtwell spotted into
Warners' 'You Can't Escape ForHarry
ever,' starring Ann Dvorak.
McElhone signed to supervise constructio'n on replica of his Harry's
film

in old Paris,
is localed.

where story

of the

Phyllis Stanley signed for a support part in 'Jeannie,' first feature
for Marcel Hellman and his newly
launched Tansa Productions.

Galnsboro's^I Thank You' wUl use
three tunes by Noel Gay. Felix Aylthis week added to the cast,

mer was

playing a show producer.

Usisie Gay, star performer in musical comedy of World War I period,
now permanently bedded with ar,

recorded a series for
will air her Impression
carried out at
her cottage, The Whirligig,' place
named after the Palace theatre show
of 1010.

thritis.

She's'

BBC which
of

life.

Waxing was

reported planning a visit
here to look over the situation, with
Robert Schless, foreign sales chief,

make

likely to

the

trip.

Certain
distributors
American
would not' mind unloading part of
their frozen coin, it is reported, into
some recognized theatre circuit if
given the opportunity, as a means of
easing out of the present monetary
freeze. Either that or they might go
into local production if granted coin

takeaway rights

Donbted

in return.

York

^

l->

extensive film production in
Australia even as a means of unfreezing additional money is re-

Boothmen Draft

M

Hit

garded as higlily improbable by
many foreign mane;;;rs in New
York. Majority of them believe such
production would hr.ve to be for
Aussie distribution c:::li::ively. Logic

Fihns

of

London,

Along

May

|

projectlc^ists from
the Draft reserved list, as of June/
July, has exhibs worried.
Cine-

in Australia.

.

;

'

{
'

^

of

matbgraph Exhibitors Assn.

seeking a confab with the Ministry of
Lal>or, hoping to gain time and a
successful / Okay of a nllnimum list
of k«y men who must be retained
if cinemas are to operate full-scale.
Despite the cry of widespread closings- unless this- can be effected, it's
not in the cards that the Government
will grant a full release to all proJ^tionists. Likelihood is that female
workers will be released from munition and industrial draft for training In projection, with a supply of
men held over to do the necessary
schooling.
Female projectionists were already
being taken on by cinemas, bul
waltzed from the Job when Government's bid for women workers held
promise of Increased pay. Position
is a tough one for exhibs, who can
no longer couqt on the services of
the 16-IS year old Juniors. By the
time these are trained and at an age
when authorities permit their working in a booth alone, the military
draft steps in with first call.

Major Bowes
jContlnned from page 1;

Nov.

as Roxy's Gang.
thus until July 25, 1025,
moved over to the house

10, 1922, billed

remained

when Roxy

name on Seventh avenue. Bowes then renamed the show
'Major Bowes' Capitol Family' and
It stuck on the NBC network until
around four years ago, when Bowes'
Amateurs, commercial for Chrysler,
moved over to CBS and Bowes also
moved the Sunday morning broadbearing his

The only feasible Anzac production by Ainerican companies would
be to make features on a large-scale
and with Hollywood personalities so
they would be suited for the U. S. or
whole world market. Few N. Y. executives believe such big-scale production is possible today liecause of
t>.e

^

|

is

.

tained

would have

\

Dropping

is doubted, particularly in
of the likelihood that coin obin
distributing such films
to remain in toto or part

this

view
1.

with

other Governmental
disturbances of the exhibitor peace,
this week included a further cut in
advertising matter as all paper supplies' were reduced by 15% of the
normal figure.
Publicity departpients are plenty' disturbed by the
new rationing order, but can see
no way out- of the fog. This is third
cut in display advertising.' '

It

BBC news

pic-

tures.

sive shows.

Brnce BcUrage,

Bar

posed

complaint

Destroys Cafe

'
Mexloa-Clty; May •20.
Fire caused by a short circuit destroyed the Sevllla cabaret and an
adjoining jewelry and fruit stor^ at
Monterey, eastern Texas border industrial center, with a comliined loss

of $60,000

fected.

May

Bros.' contract

expected to sea

Any

,

^sContlnned from pace Is^s

is

financial

Curbs,

being dickered for

house managers were told that the by Columbia. Film has been In protheatres had been placed on the un- duction since June last, when Powell
That meent that Equity took his first unit to Canada for exfair list.
was ready to order Its members not teriors.
to agpear in houses involved and,
as some spots book road attractions, the properties would be af-

Ad

Fresh

against 40 last season. Despite this
increase, he S£id American pictures
take up approximately 90% of theatre playing time.

Latin pic.
Naclonal, 'El Secreto
dote' (Mex), $1,600, o.k.

Equity K.O.s

Warner

independent chain

also will

comprehen-

fairly

of

fine for

jContlnoed from page 2;

of

an
and possibly a
hook as a means of assuring product outlet Warner execu-

Mexico City, May 20.
Max Farley, a Filipino but a
naturdized American, who, a government statement said, defrauded

Latin-Americans to the current industry goodwill efforts,
u
Nathan told Vaiubtt yesterday
(Tuesday) that Argentine production is greater this year than 1940,
about 50 features being projected

the

^

Mexican Fair

Sydney,

Washup

with Hoyts circuit

Nathan is expected to give a firsthand summary of the new tex situa-

arrangement for buying up Britishnew George Black show at Victoria
owned properties in this country in
exchange tor dollar remittances to Palace, where costumes cost around
$120 each. A year ago they did not
the U. S. may be adopted.
George Archibald, United Artists exceed $65. Frances DSy's dresses
manager in England, attending the jumped from $300 to $500, and this
session, reported latest developments
despite Black having had the main Great Britain as they effect Amerstock.
ican distributors. Carlos Moore, U. terial in
Entire production cost over $80,A. manager for India, sized up the
situation in that market for the for- 000, whereas a year ago it wouldn't
eign managers.
have exceeded $48,000. This is one
J. E. Perkins, Paramount's manaof the main reasons why Tom Arger in the Far East, outlined probanold and Harry Foster have turned
bilities In Japan since U. S. .film
company foreign chiefs are Inter- down 'Lady Behave,' the new Stanested in getting money out of that ley Lupino musical, although they
market on film dJstr&uted over a were given first chance to produce
it. Jack Hylton and William MoUison
period of several years.

of

uhn report

before setting out for the re-

by thea-

believed that- -some

FRAUD

the former seek an outlet with

John Nathan, Paramount's manmainder of the Central and South
American territory. Schless likely ager in Argentine, arrived in New
will go to the Coast for huddles on York Monday (10) for home office
huddles with John W. Hicks, Jr.,
new product soon after his return.

striving to work out a formula so
to shortage of talent. Biggest headthat part of some $37,000,000, likely
frozeh on the British Isles at the end .ache to producers now is cost of proof neSit October, can be remitted to duction, .which has skyrocketed.

the U. S.

IN

Advance Coin On
Fake Mex Bookings

Filipino CoUeeted

john nathan's

the trip by easy stages
consuming around three months.
Warner Bros, foreign chief went
to Mexico City first but returned to

tres.

;Contlilued from page 3;

DEPORTED

be an acute film

to

Schless,

as to

Jock Whitney

likely

depression.

who made

I^.Y.

Theatre Chain or Making Pix There

some exhibitors, if
more fllmers there

But, hold

O.O.
Is

Amerlcan

Renews Talk of Buying Into Local

Into cinemas.

In

Robert Schless, Warner Bros, forIs due in New York
next Friday. (23) from Panama and
a swing through most of the Laitln-

Nazi bombing and

damage

Increased

Sales Chief
of Latin Belt

the fact that

is

eign sales chief,

holdings had declined in price within less
than a month's time. But in trade
circles it was attributed to the intensification

Foreign

Mexico

tures in

during the past 10 years, 05%
of the stage theatres in this
country have been converted

\

:

I

!

:

distance to Australlu and the fact

that even American stars who could
be persuaded to work there would
not agree to such picture commitments because of the present ban
aga'nst taking out salaries earned in
that
country;
Sonie
production
might jiuild up the aggregate amount
of coin credited to each U. S. company operating in Australia and in
this way, greater amounts might
conceivably be available for remit.

tance to this country.
But U. S. companies always have
balked at this production Idea in a
distant land, and under present circumstances the chances fpr Aussie

producing by Americah companies
appear even more remote.

CARR, JACKSON DUE

TO

VISIT

AMERICA

London, May 1.
Understood here that two more
picture executives from this side will
follow George Archibzld, UA head
here, to U. S. during sunmier to.

program lineups

discuss

arid proArchibald arrived in

duction deals.
N.

Y. early this

office

month

huddles with

for

Munay

homeSilver-

stone and Arthur W. Kelly. Visit
also is a reunion with his young
evacuated son. TcJdy Carr, Joint
chief

of

UA

British

organization,

will leave for America cn Archlbr.ld's return.
CVrr also has his
f-mily in U. S.
,
Lou Jackson, of Anjlo-Amerlcan,
"'ans to Clipper out in June. Trip

likely will be controlled by the completion date of 'Penn of PennsylRecently Bowes has been broad- vania,' British Na'ionrl feature, and
from his home at Engl^- Leslie Howard's oroducer-actor-diwood, N. J., where he 'overlooks rector
'Pimncrnel
film,
Smith.'
the broad Atlantic ocean,' synchron- Jackson's outfit will h?rd<e distribuizing with the performers In the tion.
Company already has two
CBS studio. Sustainer cost the the- .pictures ready for distribution In U.
atre around $1,000 a week for tal- S., 'This England' and 'Love On the
ent and had a wide listening audi- Dole-,' prints of which the Anglo-

cast.

'

casting

.

ence.

Bowes who, with Kendall, built
the Capitol and opened it in 1919,
retains a town apartment in the
theatre building, as does Kendall.
It's stated that Bowes Is dropping
the Sunday broadcasts In order to
afford himself and staff weekend va-

American chief

will take along.

UA Confirms

Balcon

United Artists yesterday (Tuesday) officially confirmed VAHjErrt
cable of two weeks ago that it would
cations.
Since Loew's purchased distiribute the product of the Ealing
50% of the house, guaranteeing the Studios In England. Walter Gould,
Capitol a large rental yearly. Major UA foreign chief, declared the comBowes' activities as the theatre's pany would handle six to eight picmanaging director were greatly cur- tures yearly made by Michael Balcon
tailed, actual operation being In the at the English studio.
First two are already under way.
hands of C. C. Moskowitz and Joseph R. Vogel, IjOew's top theatre They are George Fonnby's *Ifi
execs, with Hemian Landwehr han- Turned Out Nice Again' and a story
dling actual direction.
of the RAF, 'Ships With Wings.'

'

.

.
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ABBOTT & COSTELLO wackier than ever.

THE ANDREWS SISTERS "jivin" new HIT
DANCING BEAUTIES steaming

into

,

tunes...anil

NAVY maneuvers!

& Lou COSTELlS
DICK POWELL

Bud ABBOTT

So Brother.

.

GET THAT NAVY GRAVY f
FROM UNIVERSAL
DECORATION DAY MAY 30!
•

THE NAVY

IN

THE ANDREWS SISTERS
Butch

& Buddy

•

Shemp Howard

directed by ARTHUR LUBIN

• Associate

by Artbar T.

Dodd • Dick Foran

Honun

Condos Bros,

Producer ALEX

Screenplay by Arthur T. Horman and John Grart
Original Story

NATIONAL RELEASE

• Claire

• Sunnie O'Dea •

GOTTUEB

—

"

.

Wednesday, May 21, 1941

releano

i

F.

Hollywood,
15.
Columbia release of Charles R, Rogers
production.
Stars Joan Bennett, Franchot Tone; features John Hubbard, Eve
Arden, Wllllnm Tnicy, Pierre Watkln. Directed by Richard Wallace.
Screenplay
by Harry Sedan. Kenneth Earl, Curtis
Kenyon, bnr'ed on story by Jane Allen;
camera, Henry Freullch; editor. Gene Hftvllck; Asst. director, -Norman Deming.
Previewed at .Alexander,. Glendale, May 14,
41.
Running time, 84 MINH.
Gloria Winters
Joan Bennett
Murk Wlllow.i.
-..Frnnchol Tone
Randy Bradford
John Hubbard

20.

Zanuck

nroductlnn; nmoclate producer, Robert T,
Knnc. Sl«r« Tyrone Power; fentures I^lndn
Directed by
nila Hayworth.
Purnell,
Bouben MiimoullaA. Screenplay, Jo Kwerl

".^-.^'-'^^.Z
Bmost Palmer and Ray
camera, "SS'e.t''''pa?l'?"an'i'"R"a'e
Ibanez;
Rennihnn; editor, Robert BIschoR; techniPreviewed
color director, Natalie ICnlmu.<i.
at Four Star, T^. A., May 10, '41. Running
time, 123 .MINS.

Anthony Qulnn

Manolo de Palma
Garabato

J.

-.

•Blood and Sand' (WB).

Long

Thurston Hall

Ogleby

Carroll Nalsh
Carradlne
Lynn Bnrl
Laird Cregar
Vicente Gomez

Grody Sutton

John

Naclonal
Encarnarlon
Natallo Curro

Lightly-textured romantic farce
with unsophisticated material aimed
at general audiences, 'She Knew All
the Answers' will provide moderate
entertainment in the regular runs
Fortunlo Ronanova for nominal biz.
Petlro Esplnosa
Marquee voltage
'.'Victor Klllan
Priest
Michael Morris of ^oan Bennett and Franchot Tone
La Puign
Charles Stevens may dictate key bookings in the first
Pablo Gomez
Ann Todd runs, but picture wiU.hold up best
Carmen (ns child)
Encarnaclon (as child). .. .Cora Sue Collins in the subsequent and family
houses.
It has several episodes of hilarity
also a standoff number of seIbanez's novel of the bullfighting
quences that just roll along without
arena, which served as a Valentino
much interest. But the laugh mostarrer back' in 1922, gets a second ments more than balance the dull
plcturization via talkers In a Darryl spots to make for acceptance of the
.^anuck presentation of elaborate overall entertainment content.
Jane Allen's tale concerns a
production and colorful mounting. chorine who is prevented from marinvestiture,
combined rying millionaire playboy John Hub
Production
]
1
1 _ 4.
1
with the marquee voltage of Tyrone bard' by latter's conservative broker
Guitarist

'William Montague
Antonio T^pez
Captain Plerr« Lauren... '...George Reeves
Pedro de Cordoba
Don Jose Alvarez

Stars

—

1

and holdover

potentialities

for the key runs.
'Blood and Sand' is associated in
the memories of theatre-goers as a
hot and decidedly sexy piece of mer-

chandlse, chiefly because of 'Valentino's silent version two decades ago.

Age

places

an

over-emphasis

glamour on the subject in

of

this re-

spect, as the revival follows the
original as a straight drama of the
bullfight ring with ^ love triangle as
main motivation. Divested of its
colorful setting, the story is one of

youthful romance and marriage,
with the siren injecting herself to
upset the proceedings when the matador becomes the toast of the country. There's a final reconciliation of
the married couple at the end.
Twentieth-Fox has provided a
£>lendid cast and plenty of negative
cost in putting the tale across. £sfecially effective are the bullfight
rena sequences, which disclose exceptional camera angles and intercutting of shots of crowds at arena
in Mexico City with studio shots.
All the passes and swirls in bullfighting are vividly depicted, and still
there is no actual thrust of the
sword at the kill to provide goriness
for picture audiences.
Picture consumes 30 minutes in a
prolog to establish characters 10
years before the main portion of the
story. Power is a peon kid in Seville,
son of a bullfighter killed in the ring,
decidedly illiterate, and with a pas,

He has an
sion for bullfighting.
adolescent love for Linda Darnell,
and finally runs off to Madrid with
k bunch of his pals. Ten years later,
reas a minor

league matador, he
turns to Seville, marries Miss Darnell and goes on to become the most
famous and widely acclaimed mataSurrounded by
dor of the time.
leeches. Power is continually in debt,
but happy with his wife until fascinated by sexy Rita Hayworth, socialite flame.
Affair with the latter
deflects his work in the ring, and he
falls from public favor. Wife leaves
him, but r'eturns for his comeback
trial after he splits with Miss Hayworth. Brilliant success in ringU
dimmed by an accident after
"

'

acclaim, in which he

on

his deathbed,

acclaimed
crowds.

Power

.

the

I

•

]

wt

I

-'''^''
uroduction.
In fact, some of
lar^JJ'-r.,^^'^?
^^e double-mcaning appears to have
l^Jymt/rf.»r ?L
^Tn*^iI^e"^:itab^c'S»gd51 an7 ^c-ove.ed up b/ne'w twists to the
°'
"W^
e'^^^' 5"^'
^
r°ecoXz« l^is' lISayed^Ker'' f".c.ti;.i:n
homcs, who are forced to
M=tJfr,iiv i,w Ln/^r!u.rrri,,J^nh1
wfl^
^ bunch Of ruthless gangirSm IS directed
H?r^P?rrt and
n^rf -played
nl/vSrt^^i^ftV,
Film.
with

^J^J^^^S^yl^^Ja
S»nt?

^nrf

'

operating a chain of crookid
j
.conse- ,„,„. ., .
u-™.,-,.
If
quently, witff persuasive iorce.
J°""f,t„TS^V
»,^h
''worked out to LSvf
pr^^^^^
such
tliere i-e few surprises and few
°Pwat'0"!
thefe
are
none
of
tense moments,
j^^^^
come^^^^^^
the ridiculousljr hoke-laden scenes /f,'"J"" f","^!! as
the camps w^^^
Picture i"=Jie"
usual in Class B mellers.
games
has steady pace and a reasonable 8yPPed on drinks food, poker
Theft of $18000 in
climax. ()tto Kruger is convincingly or hijacked.
casual as the blindly cynical po- Rfms from one New Yorker leads to
syndilitical
boss, while John Litel is. th° eventual smashing of the

admirable

.'.jeticence

and,

:

fw

:

'Vallee.

i

iSxpose of

racket, with emphasis on 'sweater, girl' hostesses. Good 'B' dualer..
'A Shot In the Dark' (WB).

'

'

.

Strong gangster whodunit with
William Lundigan, Ricardo Cortex, Regis Toomey.
•Lady From Louisiana' (Rep).

rightly direct and even has the cate.
,
i^an Grey easily tops the feminmj
proper touch of pompousness as the
governor. Gloria Dickson Is much contingent as a girl who is enticed
too attractive to be a newspaper- into working at one of the syndlwoman, but her performance is skill- cate's camps, alone with her sister,
Latter is nearly as
ful, sincere and, when the part al- Mary Anderson.
lows, moving.
Don Beddoe's play- effectual excepting for a phoney
ing of an illuslonless reporter Is ex- English accent that creeps into earlier
scenes. Alan Baxter rates top biUHobe.
pert.
.

top-bracketer that falls short
of justifying the apparent ex-

pense

represents,

it

The Gay Vagabond' (Rep).
Moderately entertaining for suburban audiences in this familytype comedy.
•Sheriff of Tombstone' (Rep).
Fair western starring R6y Rog-

1

S^l^^lf^f.'f
J^^ii^':.?^..^?^!;
Pitching for the '^IJi
coin
that would go
with a favorable marriage, Joan
Bennett forces herself into a job in
the 'Wall Street brokerage office, and
naturally winds up in love with the
uncle.
The playboy conveniently
steps aside lor romantic freelancing,
and everybody's happy.
There's little variation to the unfolding of a familiar story, but director Richard 'Wallace has managed to inject several laugh sequences that carry along the obvious
formula.
Miss Bennett's eye-exercise instructions for Tone, for pur-,
pose of discarding his glasses, provides top comedy moments in the
two best laugh' sequences of the pic-

I

his despicable villain role,
lieutenant to Madame Burke,
proprietress of the tourist
Mrs. Burke is
operations.
(WITH SONGS)
neatly portrayed by Leona Maricle.
Yolande Mollot, 'Wilma Francis and
Hollywood, May 14.
well as
Universal release of Joseph G. Sanford Patti McCarthy show up
Tom Neal conhostesses.
production. .Stars Rudy 'Vallee, Helen Par- other
rlsh; features Lon Chaney, Jr., Jerome tributes
as the
_
_
a life-like character
Cowan, shemp Howard, Iris Adrian, Eddie young jewelry flrm salesman who
Qulllon.
Directed by Thornton Freeland. f,,,7'vli»i„ v-friB.: tViP wndicate to
lO
Screenplay by Maxwell Shane, Louis S. ultimately brings tne synoicaie
Kaye; orlglnfil by Shane; camera, Milton justice.
Krasner; editor, Beiiiard 'W. Burton; songs,
Story follows about the same patMllton Resen, Everett Carter.
Previewed i..
girl yarns
Indieent e"'
other 'naiijeiii
o'"".
"rn
at Alexander, GlefldalB, May 18, '41. Run-

Runs only 54 minutes.
•Pirates On Horseback' (Par)
Hopalong Cassldy rides again in
standard action western.

Tambledown Ranch
Range
songs.

ing

I

for'

first

TOO MANY BLONDES

ers.

Eona'

stern

camp

:

in

Arl-

|

(Mono).
Above average
Buster
western
with
Nice b.o. expectancy.

i

from

ning time, 60 MINS.
Dick

•Volga Volga' (Artkino). Fairly
entertaining
musical
comedy,
from the Soviet,

Rudy

Morvin
Ted

'

on

Edwaro

stressing the
luckless

these

Wear.

'

I

Manager
Hortense

;

direction

abuse heaped
Jerome Cowan *emmes.
Shemp Howard

.

with

studio,

this

Dmytryks

Vallee

t. .Helen Purrish
.....Lon Chaney, Jr.

Virginia

Iris

Adrian

A SHOT

THE DARK

the circus, she accompanies him to Wally
Eddie Quillan
Irving Bacon
As the staid and conservative the family mansion to meet the rela- Twitchell
Jeanne Kelly
broker. Tone displays excellent tal-.tives, especially grufi and eccentric Angle
SONGS)
(WITH o\iii\Ma)
IWXin
Oarvanza
Paco Moreno
ent along farcical lines— which will auntie, Helen Westley.
Wedding Elevator Operator
Worner Bros, release of First National
Ous Schilling
Features Wllllnm Lundigan,
be tabbed by producers ^or future ceremony Js blown up by premature Lorene
Dorothy Lee production.
Carmela and Jose Cansino -N'an Wynn. Ricardo Cortez, Regis Toonjcy,
assignments. Miss Bennett is beau- arrival and celebration of the bride's Dancers
Directed by Wllllnm McMarls Wrixon.
DIhorah Rego
teous as the showgirl, providing a circus friends. There's a brief bat- Singer
"
—
—
by
M. Coates Webster,
Screenplay
Onnn.
Humberto
Herpera
Orchestra
and
standard performance. 'John Hub- tle of words and the ceremony offed.
from story by Frederick Kebcl; camera,
bard displays plenty of personality Sunny rejoins the circus but CarJames Van Trees; editor. Harold McSeymour.
This is a B programmer from the Lcrnnn; dialog director. Harry
as the playboy, while Eve Arden roll soon follows for the inevitable
Ktrund, Brooklyn, week May IJ, '41.
At
catches attention as the showgirl reunion.
Universal line that sputters and Running time: 66 MIM8.
blonde. Young William Tracy utilWilliam Lundigan
due to Inadequacies in both Peter Kennedy
More important than Miss Neagle's stutters
Nan Wynn
^
the story and script. r^Nothing direc- Dixie Wnyo
izes a pip-squeak voice to advantage
standard ^perforj^^^^^
Ricardo Cortex
tion nor cast can do about It the Phil Richards
artheJoTflc^^ bo7. whilVXlm^^^^^
Regis Toomey
mil llydcr
is the sterling performance of
sions deadpans successfully as a pri- spot
basic material lust Isn't there. PicMarls WrIxon
.\rmstrong
John Carroll, who gayly romps ture is minor league entertainment Helen Winters.
I-ueln Carroll
Wolf.
vate secretary.
Clare
through as the young millionaire. that will be picked up for lower- Roger .Vrmstrong
Donald nouglas
Noel Madison
Carroll's general camera poise and
.Mmlln
Al
bracket filler dates in the secondary Kchafft-r
John Gallautlet
lightness gives a new slant on his duals.
Frank Wilcox
NavHl Orruer
film abilities.
Ray Bolger's dance
Theodore
Von Eltz
Kllpntrlck
(leorgc
Even broadly slapstick antics of fed- • - j.
ptieips
specialties are big time, and do much
(MUSICAL)
die Quillan and Shemp Howard are
''';;-;;.';;;;;;;;pr;,nW m. Thomos
to lift entertainment factors.
Hollywood, May 17.
dragged in to catch tne few laughs MiivsoVti
Emory Pameii
The Hartmans Grace and Paul
Cnrrett Criiig
RKO release o( Herbert WUcox producresident in the picture. Three songs ronn.ir.t
Jack wise
Stars Anna carry their share of the light com- by Milton Rosen and Everett Carter Phoiosrnnher
dlreclcil
by Wilcox.
tion,
Neagle; feiilurOM Rny Bolger, John Car- edy, and wind up in an eccentric
tMward Kvereit Horton. Screenplay dance. Edward Everett Horton is the are abover standard but wasted here.
roll,
by Slff Hei-zfg. fron\ musical comedy by
Another sUck 'B' feature to come
Story has Rudy Vallee and Helen
Otto Harbach anil Oscar Hammersteln II; flustery family lawyer; Helen West- Parrish a newlywed radio team that from
the Warner lot in recent
nmsle by Jerome Kern; oamern, Russell ley clicks aS the Stem aunt and head
'A Shot in the Dark is made
Metty; editor, Kimo Williams; special ct- of the socialite family; with Benny splits up when the wife cannot un- weeks,
order for the exhibitor whp s
fects by Vernon L. Wolker; Asst. direc- p,,hin FripHn Tn<>«c-nrt nnri MiiPffin<: derstand the affections of vaudeville to
ana
rauggins
"eoa
inescori
""^O}"'
*
Kenneth Holmes; musical direction
tor,
blonde for her spouse. Too obvious been kicking about the low quality
by Anthony Collins; ararngements, Collins Davies mOSt prominent in tne COm- prodding of Jerome Cowan results in of programers. Given more marquee
Previewed at Academy, pact supporting cast.
and Gene Rose.
Miss Parrish starting a divorce ac- decoration, added polish and footage
As in his film treatment of "No, tion. Tale then wends a weary path and this fllm might have fit into the
rt'myi:
Anna Neagle No, Nanette,' Wilcox uscd the hit until wife goes to Mexico to get a higher brackets as a first-rate draw,
Sunny SuIUvnn
Ray Bolger tunes of the musical comedy mainly quick untying, and it all winds up in As It stands, the picture wiU furnish
Bunny Billings
purposes, with a reunion and a fat radio contract hefty support fo* the other feature
I!
-.Edward Evi^t^u Horro" foT background mCsic
Hen7y SiTte^.^
while in lesser spots might well take
Grace Hartmon .'Who?' getting most of the attention. for the couple.
Juliet Runnymede
Paul Hariman Latter tune is sung briefly by Miss
Egghead
Thornton Freeland, directing his over No. 1 position,
Elizabeth Warren
Neagle and Carroll, also a brief por
first picture in Hollywood alter a
''i''""' J,",*^?"
Adroit scripting by M. Coates
You
Love
Me?' while long absence "in finglandVis able to Webster alldTpafSlini diye<!tlon"l)y
tion"of
'Do
M«"' !5Si&rV\siiin."V."Bll^
Muggins Davien Carroll sings the chorus of Sunny .inject a few laughs despite the inr, 'William
Muggins
McGann lift a fairly,
Richard Lane in one spot.
Reporter
adequate material provided in the familiar story out of the rut. Re.
Martha Tiiton
Queens of Hearts
Picture opens with an extended script. Vallee is best when crooning mainder is a battle for laurels amonf
iwhilerole handed Miss the first four featured players
Pr^fam .of ^.the Jtreamhned cin:^^^
..<j„„nv'
thp third successive nic"
-

ture.
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is killed,

Anthony Qu

new

hero
piefee

delivers a persuasive per

in

which starred Marilyn Miller .gunny..
then a dance duo by vided "by SheSp "fioward as a hVtel' "^^^^
'20s, and which was trans- HartmVn and Miss Neagle. This permanager, and Eddie Quieten, a on^ Sf|Vld
,

catch major audience attention on a
Nazimov%, who gives a
fiorkmg performance as Powers
mother.
John Carradine, Antliony
Quinn, Laird Cregar and Lynn Barf

par with

!

jure audiences. But it's still a typieal operetta Cinderella Ule with the
n,usic of the original serving, on the
^hole, for the background orchestral accompaniment, rather than as

,

;

^%'^^l'jP';T'"t"V!i„^PPn''ro':

!P.?i"Sjl\!'l

of lightly-moulded musical
plot for picture requireser ine maximu^^
I"^"^'
the dancing aoimies 01 nay ooigei,
who scores in three solo routines
up with Miss Neagle for
pe's* littli'ae"for'>"r-?ut and teamsnumbers,
wiicox still r^^
definition of the supporting charac- a pair of
Engli.sh airectmg.
ters, and all remain rather sketchy tains a portion of
holding t°o
°"
Most technique
componefits of the whole.
scenes, where deft cutting
Carradine, several
u&uiiuueu^ txtx
and ^.^i.
prominent
are iiaisu
Nalsh a"vi
,7
u
WA
«/^ne.:,4Ar^lV,1v
considerably \r\
to
Ctv. of whom
...u
.... Hemingwayesque
Ti™;.,»,.,o..,=c„„o would have helped
heloed consiaeraoiy
both
use
dialog in their outbursts against the speed up proceedings.
of
adventures
Cinderella
The
bullring addicts.
Plctu.re has been
New Orleans durprovided
with lavish production 'Sunny; are set
MiK
fMtivit
es.
Gras
Mardi
ing
Tech-,
by
mounting greatly enhanced
nicolnr photography
offotoeranhv which carries Neagle is the star of. a streamlined
nicolor
love and
lesser contrast than recent color, pic- circus. She meets, falls In
engaged to John Carroll,
becomess ^engaged
r^tures and more natural tints.

Columbia releaee of Ralph Colm produe-

THE BIG BOSS

*
Columbia release of Wallace Ma<Donald

ference

comedy

Dickson,

Origipai screen-

.

hy chories iiarton.
pi^y Howard J. Green; camera. Renjamln
At_R,aKo.
Ki.ne; |J^.;r.„y,o.a Lawr.nc.

Rhoda

:

Minnie

.

^»"L

J™"""
M'^Corly

-"-..•.•...•.•.•.•.•.•.•..•..•.•.•••.•••.•.•.•<iWe''n'"]len?Si;

—

;

f^^^^^^^^

otio Kruger

Barbara Kent
Nancy worth

Nell

.

Fellows
senator wiiiinms

Tony

m

|

'

;

1

.

,

chief,

.

opSr

fr^ilig

to""

objections

despite

qSitX" bus'-^
of

Columbia employs an expose qi
i-oiumoia
of a
Robert «-,„t„
Fiskc
tourist camn racket as the exGeorge i.*»sey
"use for anotlTM aane^^^^^^
">% t-"""
?sweatM

airls' clutt^^^^^

)c 'uJider Aee' ne\^^^^^^
stoi^y
.Rather .commonplace
1^
given credibility and dignity .by Jhe teiwe of^ being anythl_ng__but__a_ B
direction and performances In The; film primed for dualers, and as such
Big Boss,' a modest, but satisfactory Is a fairly neat package. It Is not
gilsr B"miloTr«--;' fo7 fo"w"er:duaT- over age "in some' of Its Implausible
;

'

friends

and

cafes, is

Im-

enemies.

Nan Wynn, from the

j^hn'nier

I'on iscurioe
Bed!^^^^
Randall
Cliff '^"/„»"„'„'.'.\-;;;.'.'.'.'.-.-.-;;;;.-.'nin

,

:

j|„ .vainney

work.

Moll.it

jnchie

S-wSS

i?DO?ter
reporier wh^^^^
detective
the""Vf
ToOmey, as ^,
chips in With his Strongest
characterization in several years.
p:_.rrtn fortpy Iq n suave niterv

?^olice
police

Don Beddoe
Tolande

Rkhord Terry

Crant....

.

1

V^'^^f

,

Allwrt Ward
Lily Fletcher

Features Otto Kruger, Gloria
DlJohn Lllel. Don Ilcddoe.

production.

.

m

^^^^

UNDER AGE

Camera work of Russell
-eeling
Metty^s. excellent throughout, a.nd

^.«,"f.'..f«Ii^,r\^.''L.'*^J

^

thlng
A jealous sweetheart who doesn't
want the gangster chief to give up
his night spot and who's insanely
jealous of her femme society rival
starts oft the complications which

Walt.

IsoeciaUy the Bolger daScing.
^jicox has provided the picture
,3^(5^ production, which can be
j,
tabbed visuaHy during the un-

.

^.^^^T^y^^

^orS^-wi^

A
pitching romance to Power.
guitar solo bv 'Vicente Gomez Is a
musical treat
lis oreviiy.
treat, H«nite
despite U^
Outside of the principals, and detime,
SDite
thp Ipnuthv runnine

Also

I

the

|

ciGtied:

.

:

A

!

traction

:

'

camp

tourist

—

the top spot, assures topPower
flight grosses as solo or headline at-

Rudy

•Under Age' (Col).

.

m

Tip-

'She Knew AH the Answers*
(Col). Joan Bennett and Franchot Tone in mildly entertaining
romantic farce-comedy.
•Sunny' (RKO).
Lavish remake of musical comedy augurs
only nominal biz for key runs.
•The Big Boss' (Col). Passable
Class B meller about a crusading governor who busts a corrupt political machine.
•Too Many Blondes' (U). Too
entertainment for other
little
than secondary fUlter bookings.

Eve Arden

*»'"'>''

i

marquee names and won't

top Technicolor filmization of old
'Valentino starrer a cinch for big
grosses.

;

Sally

15

Picture suffers from lack of scenes and incidents but never be*
get sock comes dull.
reviews or word-o£-mouth plugging.
Presence of so many comely dam*'
However, it's a moderately enter- sels, serving as tourist camp lures
taining filler, which is obviously all and hostesses and parading in sweatthat was intended,
|ers, makes for attractive lobby disStory IS of a couple of orphan play with customers not likely to be
brothers who are separated in child- disappointed by the melodramatics
hood and meet again as grown men, and near risque episodes. Hays ofone as crusading reform governor figc PCA edict against 'sweater girls'
and the other, iinder a changed obviously came out after this film
name, as the crooked political boss ^as produced, but the Haysiana
^^l^^^^w?'^ K^°!t '"T"! doubtlessly had many troublesome
moments avoiding the s.a. pitfalls of
i^%.t,^2n*'"'T
ing.

Miniatore Reviews

May

Darryl

of

Knew All the Answers

She

(With Songs)

(TECHNICOLOB)
Hollywood, May
20th-Fox

FILM REVIEWS

UA'RIETY

BLOOD AND SAND

Prcssive as the night club torcher,
ability xo
to sing
of her
ner aoiiiiy
mainly because
l^alnly
Because 01
She's also
several popular tunes.
the sweetheart role, with

But the real find of the
j^^^..^ Carroll, as Cortez's
^^^^^^^
jealous sweetie. She has lure and
her hand.

(Continued on page 18)
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Garbo's June 2 Start

on Consent

1st Decision in llpls.

Decree Rules Paramount Was Right

From Gilhnan

In Withholding Pix
Minneapolis,

May

Minneapolis,

Greene's Film Prodoct
]

To

N. Y. Distrib Execs

under an application, but it turned
the deal because Gillman violated the application's terms by refusing to pick up or pay for higher

Minneapolis,

May

20.

Gordon Greene, bankruptcy trustee and manager of the 4,000-seat
bracketed pictures, by holding over
theatre, where
a one-day film for two days and for defunct Minnesota
showing the pictures with vaudeville 'Fantasia' just concluded a five-week
and advertising them in the news- roadshow engagement, departs for
papers on dual bUls.
New York to contact major com;

|

I

GUlman claimed

that the $20 av-

!

erage price set by Paramount was
'exorbitant' and that he only had
agreed to it in the application because he was in great need of product
He also called Paramount's
stipulation regarding the playing of
Its pictures with vaudeville and advertising them on dual bills constituted 'unreasonable booking conditions.'

The decision Is construed a? upholding a distributor's right, under
the consent decree, to restrict an exhibitor from showing its pictures
with vaudeville' or advertising them
In the newspapers as part of dual
bills, although other theatres In the

community

have

been

permitted

these practices.

Arbitrator Mackey, in dismissing
the complaint, assessed the filing fee
against Gillman and the arbitrator's
fee in equal portions against each
party.

TAGE BOYS' PIC
RUES REP. McLEAN

COL'S

Surprise at the attack in Congress
(19) on 'Adventure In Washwas exp'ressed yesterday
(Tuesday) by Columbia execs in
New York, since there ate no prints
of.th^ film in the east and the picture hasn't even been previewed for
the press yet.
Col had no Idea as to how Repre-

Monday
ington'

panies' sales' heads relative to product for the house.
Before resorting to consent decree
arbitration oc, going into the federal
courts, Greene says, he wishes to put
up to major distributors' executives
directly the servicing of the Minnesota theatre.
.

,

opposition Minnesota AAus.
(Paramount-Singer> pool has
had virtually all the major product
sewed up for downtown Minneapolis

The

Co.

Git After 'Em,
Hollywood,

Dan
May

20.

The Devil and Daniel Webster,
baited since Thomas Mitchell was
Injured in a nmaway, resumes production June 2.
Edward Arnold, who takes over
the MitcheU role at RKO, will be
free from his current commitment at
Paramount by that time.

WB

SHOBT VBSES COSE
Hollywood,

Warner

Bros,

is

Msy

20.

cavalcadlng the

burnt cork era in a musical short,
"Minstrel Days.'

Bobby Connolly directs. M. K.
Jerome and Jack SchoU are. dishing
up the dittoes.
-

The films are shipped td Cairo by
where they are developed,
printed and-screened for British censors who do not' realize the competition between American newsreels for
having first release on such material.
The newsreels go by plane from
Cairo to Australia, then to Manila to
boat,

Ariz.,

ing.

May

Jane 7 Session of UJS.

20.

United ArtiSts and Warner Bros,
Writers Congress WiD
have interpreted the new Minnesota
anti-consent decree law as permitting them to license a single proEmphasize Pix Scribs
ducer's output even though the output numbers only one picture. InSession on film scrivening, with a
terpretation made even though the
delegation of Hollywood typewriterlaw, on its face value, requires sellpoimders attending, will be held at
ing of a company's entire season
American
biennial
fourth
the
product.
Congress in New York June
Columbia has taken the same view Writers
These 6-8. Committee includes Ring Lardrelative to spot bookings.
ner, Jr., Fred Rinaldo, Paul Jarrico,
actions agree with the construction
Lees, Lester Cole, Lester
placed on the new law by its spon- Robert
Koenig, W. L. Smitter, Michael
sors, Northwest Allied.
d'Usseau, Frank
Consequently, United Artists is li- Blankfort, Arnaud
James Gow,
censing Ctiarles Chaplin's 'Dictator* Tuttle, Robert Meltzer,
and Alexander Korda's That Hamil- Harold Salemson and Cedrlc Belton Woman,' 'Thief of Bagdad' hav- frage.
Two papers on films will be read
ing been previously sold. Warner
Use of Motion
Bros, is licensing Frank Capra's at the Congress: 'The
Pictures As Propaganda' and ai)i
'John Doe' under the law.
At the same time, Columbia has 'examination of the cultural role of
spot-booked 'This Thing Called Love' the writer in relstion to motion pictechnological aspects and
into the Esquire, loop independent tures, the
Currently,
Columbia film writing as a craft.'
sure-seater.
Screenwriting session will be held
and Universal are doing unrestricted
at ^he Hotel Commodore June 7 at
selling.
Northwest Allied claims the new 8 p.m. Delegates at the meet will
Minnesota anti-consent decree law, select for honorable mention the

Honolulu and thence

I

Screen Readers Guild

Korldheems'

A Trailer for Itself—Prod. Cost, $44

would have to be made by boat
most ot the way, with danger of the

trip

I

I

ship going down plus the fact that
few. fast bocts are available.
.In addition to this shipment headache, it's estimated that it costs 10 to
IS times, as much to ship by Clipper
as via boat. One consolation for the

American newsreels on shipping by
Clipper this route is that most of the
trip is made by air freight with a
considerably lower rate than the airmail scale of 35c per halt ounce on
the Atlantic Clipper route. Figured
that each- newsreel shipment of one
company from N. Y. to London today
costs $300 to $590.
All efforts to obtain either a lower
ail-maU rate or freight shipping rates
on the Atlantic Clipper run have
proved fruitless for the newsreel
executives.

20.

The first national conference of
writers in every field sponsored by
the Authors League of America will
get under way at 8 p.m. Friday (23)
at University of California at Los
Angeles. Ralph Freud, lecturer in
public speaking at UCLA, will deliver the address of welcome to the
scriveners.
The chairman of the
evening's symposium will be Sheridan Gibney, prexy of Screen Writers
Guild.

Marc

(Connelly will open the conference with a talk on 'The Social
Function of the Writer.' Mary C. McCall, Jr., will speak on 'Magazine
Writing and the Screen.' She will
be followed by Preston Sturges, who
wiU point his discussion on 'Writing
and Directing for' Films.' Georgia
Backus, who originated the experimental laboratory, which later be-

NAME COMMHTEES FOR
MPTOA COAST MEET
Hollywood, May 20.
E. L, Kuykendall,
president of
Motion .Picture Tlieatre Owners of
America, appointed 11 special committees to handle specific' problems
for joint convention of that organization and Pacific Coast Conference
of Independent Theatre" Owners, to
be held at the Ambassador Hotel
here June 9-12. CVimmittees are:
Credentials and Rules—E. M. Fay,
Providence; Morris G. Leonard, Cblcago; S. J. Hyman, Huntington, W.
Va.; J, R. Dennlston, Monroe, Mich.

Resolutions—Herman

came the Columbia Workshop

preem'-7-minus

floodlights

—of their

pro-

Alice Goodman) vacuum
cleans around him.
Finally he tries a bench in the

at the
Maeve Southgate
Seven- (20th-Fox) chooses the same bmch
(16).
clubrooms on Friday
.teen-minute pic, 'Inside Outside to berate Elihu Winer (Universal),
Reader,' was made by the Screen and Dave Golden (Fox) takes the
Readers Guild on a $44 budget. So other end to play a portable radio.

duction
|

of

benefit

Initial film

Newspaper Guild park, only

to find

.

successful, was -It that a $100 'supercolossal' Is planned next.
SRG had manifold purposes In

making the

film, all

of which

It

well-

One was to amxise themserves.
selves and entertain spectators; another, to give themselyes experience
in production, and, finally, to present
the plight of the piece-work or outis
side reader,' for "whom the
seeking, more pay and greater stahility ot emplojihe'nt.

SRG

More

Impressive, however, than
those Impressive aims was the birth
of a 'star'—Tommy Ratclifle.
reader in Metro's play department,
he does a Rol)ert Benchley as the
typical outside reader whose typical
day the SRG epic is purported to

A

Ratcliffe

finally

manages

to

finish

M.

Le'vy,

.for
Morris Lowenstein,
CBS radio network, will talk on New Haven;
City; Charles H. ArringThe Radio: Today and Tomorrow.* Oklahoma
ton, Rocky Mount, N. C; W. F. RufTorm and Substance in the Thea- .fin,
Covington, Ky.

wlU be the subject of S. N. BehrThe first day's session will
close with a talk on 'The Point of
View of the Novelist,' by Jaimes
Hilton.
tre*

man.

Film Buying Problems and Operating Policies—Arthur H. Lockwood,
Boston; O. C. Lam, Rome, Ga.; L. O.
Lukam, Secttle; Harold B. Robb,Dallas;-. James
C. Shanklin, Ronceverte,

IN

PHILLY

Del.

Complaint

Indie's

Philadelphia, May 20.
Dr. Rupert C. Schaeffer, Jr., of the
University of Pennsylvania School
of Finance and
arbitrator, is
pondering over a troublesome question
in connection with a case

AAA

last

Thursday

(15).

The

New, Castle,

Earle,

—

and 'Arbitration A.
Buffalo;
George P.
Philadelphia; Wjlliam G.
Ripley, Longview, Wash.; Benjamin

Hayman,

Against Aarons,

Metro

argued before him

W. Va.

Conciliation

C.

'world

-

.

the

TOUGH ONE
Readers in New York story de- self and begins to read—fir^t in the
partments had their day, both in bathroom as he shaves, then in his
bedroom while the chambermaid
person and on the screen, at the
(scenarist

San Fran-

.

just what material catches which
Clipper, or when the films will reach
San Francisco. This is because no
newsreel company controls the shipping facilities. Eastern route, which
is much shorter, is avoided because

Coast's Scribe Conclave

May

to

After traveling three-quarters the

way around the world, each U. S.
newsreel company still Is uncertain

best recent writing for the screen.

Hollywood,

'

cisco.

I

'

the past several years and when the
Minnesota theatre was operated independently with a vaudfilm policy which it sponsored, permits all types
on two occasions it was shut off of contracts, including spot booking,
split deals and full and short season
from major films.
When Minnesota Amus. apparent- deals. Distributors, however, don't
ly was unable to get. together on a see it that way and still aren't doing
deal for The Dictator,' Greene says any selling because of the law which
he asked for the Chaplin picture. knocks out the decree's groups.<>fWhen United Artists appeared loath flve selling plan by requiring comto let him have it and he pressed panies to sell their entire season's
his demand, the Minnesota company- product.
Staving off some exhibitor critiSinger pool suddenly grabbed it o&
for showing In. the Minneapolis and cism resulting from inability to buy,
St. Paul Orpheums, although up to the organization's heads, at district
that time more than six months of meetings, are illustrating how all
negotiations had not brought the these types of deals are possible unparties together, Greene points out.
der the new law If the companies
Within the- past fortnight, Greene reslly are in earnest and wish to
says, he telegraphed Ned Depinet, sell
The feeling, however, seems
RKO sales manager, asking for a to be that the 20% minimum can
roadshow engagement of 'Citizen cellatlon provision is the real reason
Kane' at the Minnesota. In his aii- for the distributors' balking..
But counsel for the distributors
swerv however, Depinet gave blm
little encouragement, thanking him
declare that the Northwest Allied
for the inquiry, but stating that RKO heads are 'all wet' in their analysis
had not decided yet on tiie manner and interpretation of the law with
of releasing the picture, according regard to the forms of selling per
to Greene.
mlsseble imder it.

•entative Donald S. McLean, New
Jersey Republican, knew what was
in the film, although there was no
denying that his mention of such details as a fight by page boys on the
Senate fioor was accurate.
McLean, who referred to the film
by its original title, 'Senate Page
Boys,* owed part of his Indignation
to the fact he was once a page boy
himself. He said the picture libeled
the intelligence of both the boys and
the members of Congress.
Demanding that the picture be
withdrawn, he said it was a 'ridiculous and siUy stretch 6f the Imagination' and tended to undermine the
confidence of the electorate In Its
chosen representatives at a time
when that confidence was most important Last film to rile Capitol
Hill was also e Columbia entry, 'Mr.
Smith Goes to Washington.'
Col announced yesterday that 'Adventure' will be released May 30.

-

yesterday
started
Shooting
(Mon.) on location at Prescott,
with Robert Hill direct-

LAW

New

York lawyers for the
erty,
film company, which doesn't care
to share its name.

down

galloped Into Prescott Pictures
as the femme lead opposite Tom
in a series of westerns;
beginning with 'Wanderers of the

DESPITE MINN.

They're getting a sharp note
St Haf-

from O'Brien, DriscoU

Trip'

Excessive cost of shipments and
uncertain arrival of prints Is msking
coverage on the Nazi sweep through
Greece the toughest job that American newsreels hiave. encountered la
Even
the European- war to date.
when newsreel stories are offered to
British censors in distant Cairo at
the same time, different U. S. newsreels have no assurance they will
arrive in N. Y. simultaneously.

That Easy

Hollywood, May 20.
Betty Miles won the cowgirl
title at the Saugus Rodeo and

Keene

Artists.'

'Showdown

It's

UA AND WB SELL

Sidewalk take - your - picturemister cameramen In Cleveland
are calling themselves 'United

visions.

Gillman asked that Paramount be
directed to sell the Gayety some run
of its pictures at a fair rental under
reasonable booking conditions.
testimony during the hearing
brought out that Paramount had delivered some pictures to the Gayety

Route for War Newsreels to U,S.

ton,

Sidewalk 'UA'

20.

Jn the first decision handed down
Jn a consent decree arbitration case
here, the allegedly offending film
company, Paramount, emerged victorious when Phillip J. Mackey, the
arbitrator, ruled that It had not refused to license its pictures to David
Gillman, the complainant, lor exhibiUon in the latter's Gayety theatre in the local lower loop, contrary to the decree's section 6 pro-

Clipper

Costly Trans-Pacific

Hollywood, May 20.
Greta Garbo starts Tvork June 2
at Metro in a picture still' untitled,
to be directed by George Cukor.
Snow scenes have been completed
In the northern California mountains by a crew under Andrew Mar-

Del.,

was unable

an

Frederlchsburgh, Va.
Public Relations and Community
Affairs—Mitchell Wolfsou, Miami;
H. V. Harvey, San Francisco; Sidney
B. Lust, Washfaigton; M. A. Light"J
man, Memphis.
Legislation and' Taxation Roy L.
Walker, .Lampasas, Texas; Walter
Vincent. N. Y. City; Joseph H. Brennan,
Boston; Nat
M. Williams,
Thomasville, Ga.
Music Tax and Copyright—J. M.
Hone, Seattle; A. J. Brylawskl,
Washington;
Jacocks,
Irving
C.

Pitts,

—

buy
any Metro product because the comaccompaniment of much ciggie- pany sold exclusively to Loew's,
smoking. The chambermaid comes Wilmington, In that territory. CounIn at that moment, of course, with sel for the plaintiff asserted that Branford, Conn.; M. S. McCord,
a note from the story ed tiiat she under Section 6 of the consent de- IJorth Little Rock, Ark.
has had In her pocket all the time: cree, every exhibitor had the right
'Never mind. Coast is covering the to buy some run of a given product
But attorneys for Metro countered
story.'
Film was produced and directed with Section 17 of the same consent Roach's First Group
by Winer (with a borrowed 16 mm decree. Under this clause, M-G
camera) and shows 'a number of sur- argues, the operation of any theaOf 'Streaminers' Set
reading In a rowboat and gets the
synopsis- completed on time, to the

prisingly good directorial touches.
Cast includes Arthur Heniemann
(Par), Magda Thompson (Fox), Lee
Sabinson (Metro) and Joel Graham
(Par). Only ringers are Jack Sher,

w^

Miss Thompson's husband (it
thought better to cast a stranger for
picture.
RatcliSe's the guy who, in Alice a running bathroom gag) and EdGoodman's (Metro) scenario, is dis- ward Delbert, who was iMrrowed'
turbed from hla bed by a messenger in true 'Hollywood studio tradition.
with a boxful of galley proofs and Eight years old, his contract-holder
a note from his editor: "Read these (and father) happens to be superand turn in a synopsis by 4 p.m. Intendent of the- apartment house In
MUST.' Ratclifle bestirs bis ample which lives Dave Golden, SRG prez.

indie, charges It
.

tre,

to

associated with the distributor
Is a subsidiary of M-G-M)

(Loew's

First group of pix have been set
by Hal Roach for his new 'Streamlined Features,' four' and flve-reelera which he .will turn out for

shall not be Interfered with.
Since Iioew's has always had exclusive rights to Metro product, any
change would 'Injure* Its operation,

the M-G-M attorneys contended. Dr. United Artists Instead of full-length
Schaeffer reserved decision. It was films next season.
"Niagara Falls' is already in work,
the second case argued here.
A new case, the fifth since the with other titles Including 'Brooklyn
local arbitration opened, was filed Orchid,' 'Hayfoot,' 'College- Knights*
by Sam Som'erson,. owner of the (or 'Campus Rhythm' or 'All-AmerPalm, Kensington, against the five lean Girl'), 'Please, Miss Polly,
a Million' and 'Cubanola.'
I 'Tanks
majors.
1
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LAUGH!

Take a Tip from me
HOLD-OVERSl "Love Crazy" standout
In all runs, with

BEST YET! Following
Not

TOPI Top

just

funny,

HYSTERICAL

The

types of audiences.

funny

A CINCH!

up hefty biz:
—Varhty

best Powell -Loy

— Film Daily

offering.'"

Loud and long

— Mofion Picturm Daily
Adds up

to

one

A large-sized hit. Production of top M-G-M quality.

— Hollywood Reporter

A laughfest that will please in a big way. Tops. Beat the heat

— ihowmen't Trade Preview

and Summer.

for laughs.

The

audience hysterical with laughter.

long howl of merriment.

in Spring

all

A hilariously

at its preview.

I

roll

hilarious.

it's

box-office team.

BEAT HEAT

Will

"Ziegfeld Girl" this one should prove the value of

A cinch for

were the laughs
I

Critics Ir

hit.

key hold-overs indicated.

Metro's contract.
to date.

laugh

The kind

the

mob

Cash customers

will

likes,

buy

on a silver platter and a cinch
and come back for seconds.
Box oHtee

served

it

—

WILLIAM POWELL* MYRNA

LOY'/n

CRAZY"

•'LOVE
with Gail Patrick.
Jack Carson • Florence Bates • Sidney
Blackmer • Screen Play by William Ludwig,
Charles Lederer and David Herti
Conway • Produced by
Pandro S. Herman • An M-G-M Picturi.
Directed by Jack

HIGH GROSS!

Preview audience laughed often and loudly.

—/Motion Picture Herald

of laughs.

COIN! Heavy
content,
picture.

which

A high gross

laugh payoff.
is

A coin

picture because of the

antidotal for the encircling gloom.

names and the

A sure-fire

audience

— Daily Variety

.

,

although director Lesley Selander Injects several broad comedy passages
for juvenile attention, with Arldy
Clyde delivering in these episodes.
Fresh scenic backgrounds, which
^Continued from page is^
characterize the Sherman productitle
tions, are credited on the main
won't necessarily apply to any future as being shot at the base of Mount
films in which they may be featured Whitney.
Photography by Russell
toward
as a team. 'Vagabond' leans
Harlan of the country is topnotch.
Indicabut
Walt.
the silly in many spots,
thesplan ability, but unfortunately
tions are that it will probably gain
in film.
off too early
is bumpe<]
standard boxoflice returns in the
Mciis Wrixooi cast as the phoney suburban areas as the lower half of
In
society dame about to wed the nic;ht
dualer.
a
Noel
meatier
role.
c'ub bOFS, gets a
Arizona
This time Karns plays a dual role,
Siadison, as the nitery boss' bodythat of twins, one being a milqueSONGS)
(WITH
guard. Is an 'example of the deft
toast character in a small town, the
Monogram rele:iBe of C.oorKC W. Weeka
castilig, which includes superb supother a /jay lover-adventurer. The proihulliin. K;ars The llun:,c ni;slora. Dlportinn roles by Th-odore Von Eltz,
deals with the mixup in which rei-lid liy P. Hoy Luby. (IrlKlnnl anTOnDonald Douglas, John Gallaudet and .plot meek twin becomes involved plav .Milton Ralaon; oamera. Holiert Ollne;
the
Lee Phelps.
editor. Ray Clnlre; musk. Frank Sanuccl.
when
his adventurer brother re- llevU'wed at Colonial.
Inroln. Xeb.. dual,
Picture has unusual stronrr proturns from escapades in China. The rtiinnlng lime, 81 MINS.
dvciion for ruch a limited b'.'dpet
;.Ilny CorrlBon
few and far between for 'CrnHh'..'.
Besides the intelligent di- laughs are
vehicle.
John KIuk
Dniilymetropolitan audiences.
.Max Torhune
rec{icn, Jrme"-. Van Ti-ees' photo•.\lil)l'
Karns does as well as tne limited Dorothv
.Shello Dnrcy
graphy and Harry Seymour's c'.ialoR
allow, while Ruth Don- Mother Rogera
Marian Kerby
Though not situationsinclined
direction rate bends.
for
straining
Rnmaey
Quin
be
to
Gallop
is
nelly
given cr.st credit, orchestra work for
Jiiineff Cniven
efiect Erne.«t Truex. Margaret Ham- SIoL*um
Jack Ilolmea
^•hll•lfr .\\e
Mi'S V.'ynn's songs is way -above
ilion end Abner Biberman are best
Sieve Clark
•tiorly
Wear.
average.
DornanI
Sani
of the support, while Lynn Merrick, Xlt.jc
as the Dixons' daughter, is a blonde
looker with little to do but decorate
The Range Butters get -star billing
Louisiana
the family scenes, which she- does for the first time in this, their latest
nomi.
outdoor action piece. It's good westRepublic r«lenP3 of BPrnnrtI Vorhauii well enough.
.Stars
proaurtlon, dlreclea by Vorhaus.
ern stuff and shouldn't have any
John Wayne. Ona Mnnfton; fentiiirfl Riiy
in the regular action runs.
trouble
Mlildleton, Henry SuphanRon. Helen W«»lTop trio of John King, Ray CorriSheriff of
ley, Jack Pennli*:c. Jacqueline Dalya. Slory.
gan and Max Terhune are given a
Erlwiird Jninei and Francla Farniyoh: adnp(WITH SONGS)
tnllon. Vera Cnspnry. Mlehnel Hogon. Guy
little better production than heretoBndore; editor, Edward Mann; pholoKRepublic reloaao of Joseph Kane produc- fore, and. King's singing adds to an
At Criterion. N. V.. tion, directed liy Kune. Star.i ll.'y RoKera;
raphy. Jack Maria.
above-average product.
fclysc
Running time,
Hujes.
week May U. '41.
'Gabby'
Oeorgo
reaturca
Picture uses the familiar trick of
MINH.
Story, Jamea Webb; adaptation.
Knox.
John Wayne Olive Cooper; aoncB, Julea Style, ."'ol Meyer. having the hero knocked out in the
John R^ynoldn
Ona Munaon Peter Tlnturln, Bob Nolan; eilltur. Tony
Julie Mlrbeau
rest of
Hay Ml.lclletun Nlarllnelll; photogrophy. WlUlom Noble". opening sequence and in the
Bhickle V.'llllnnis
the film he dreams while cold. King
.«»tephenj»on
41.
Henry
IS,
MIrbenu
Generiil
week May
.N'ew \ox\!.. "dual,
.\t
Helen Wemley Itunnlng timn: B4 MINS.
Mia. Brunei
is a student at Western University
Jack Pennlck Bret ."'tarr
Cuffy
Roy Rogers and the son of 'Dusty' King who meets
f
D:tp«lrldpe
Ooriilhy
Felice
George 'Oubby' liayea
Gabby'
'Crash' Corrigan
Uurkln Mary C'uraon
.<ihlmen
..Elyse Knox up with the son of
GnaKm
/
Jacqilellne Dalya
pearl.
Addfson RIclinrds at the Tucson rodeo. King is tossed
Mayor Keeler
Paul Sinrdon QueenK
JudKe Wllaon
from his bronc, passes out and
.?.«>';«
Harry Woods dreams the rest of the film.
Senator Caa-ildy. ..Major S. H. MncNamara Shotgun Caaaldy
v
.Inniea C. .Morton
Llttlellcld
Zerne Tilbury
Granny Caraon
of footage
minimum
This takes a
Maurice Co*it6llo Sinde
Edwnrda
Hal Taliaferro
Jay NovelUi and the real plot is launched soon
j.;
Joe Martinez
enough. Range Busters have three
John .\nderaon j
Jack Ingram problems on hand: To prevent the
Republic is straining to get itself Bill Starr...:
Into the major distributor, class and
railroad from building a right-ofIt regarded 'Lady From Louisiana' as
There's nothing new under the way through 'Molher' Marian Kera high-bracket 'A' entry, but it's des- western sui\, and 'Sheriff of Tomb- by's ranch; installing Sheila Darcy's
It's a Roy
tined only for secondary billing in stone' is no exception.
tether as judge of the village and
secondary runs. Producer Bernard Rogers starrer that .charts a familiar stopping Uie crooked dealings of
Vorhaus, who also directed, has course, relying on a formula that Quin Ramysey, James Craven and
given it a lot of production and used has been tested and apparently Sheriff
Holmes.
Ramsey
Jack
flocks of extras for his larger scenes, found true. However, accounts using swindles the old lady into signing
but even though he has spent moie this type of product will find it sat- a permit to lay rails across her
than the modest sums Rep throws isfactory. Its shortness, 54 minutes, spread, then kills Craven after an
with
Into its run-o'-the-mill product, it will enable booking on doubles
argument. King is blamed for the
still comes out. a fancy-looking desr a longer-than-average film for demurder, but is freed in time to prove
cert that lacks taste.
sirable turnover.
his innocence and provide a happy
The cast includes a number of exRogers plays a frontiersman who, Ending.
Three tunes are featured. TumSerienced and- capable performers, with others, leaves Kansas for the
ohn Wayne is well chosen for the wilder Tombstone country to the bledown Ranch in Arizona' most
role of the New Ehglander who tries west.
He is accouipanied by the likely to succeed. Others are 'All
to reform post-bellum New Orleans, wholly liltable western character, Hall. Arizona' and 'Wake Up With
and Ona Munson is also fully up to George 'Gabby' Hayes, on whom the' Dawn.'
Robert CUne does a swell job
the task asked of her, but for both, much of the comedy burden rests.
unfortunately, they are riding a car
Getting Into Tombstone, Rogers is with his lenses, the opening shots
that can't get out of second gear.
mistaken for a Kansas toughie being "made at the Tucson rodeo,
Wayne and Miss Munson are paired known as Shotgun Cassidy, who has the rest on Corrigan's ranch. Art.
Tombstone's
for
by
leans
the
obvious
sent
In a story that
to
been
and, on occasion, the implausible. crooked mayor and henchman that
Use of the word "Lady" in the tit)e he might be made a sheriff of conHe gets :away with the
is a misnomer, since Miss Munson venience.
(WITH SONGS)
Artklho release of Moxflim production.
nlaya .the daughter of a lottery racket camoltQage until Cassidy himself
tycoon whose operations Involve shows up, when the fur begins to Stars LulK)V Orlova. Directed by Gregory
Music. Isaac O. Dunnyevsky;
other vices.
She may not have fly. Robbing a stagecoach of ship- Alexandrov.
lyrlCB. V. L XjCtwdev-Kumach
camera, V.
the
known about some of tiie ramifica- mSnts of silver bullion so' that
A. Petrov.
At Miami. N. T.. May IT, '41.
tions of the racket, but anyone so owners will be unable to meet tax Knnning time, 102 MINS.
Lubov Orlova
stupid as not to be able to leairn payments-is the bottom of the story. Strelka
Byvalov
Igor lllnsky
about if, deep as she's in it after her
Cast supporting Rogers does well. Pilot
V. s. Vnlodin
father has been bumped off, is hardly Including Hayes, but Elyse Knox Water Carrier
Pavel Olenev
Sergei Antlmonov
«
-worth a film fan's interest Sapolioed doesn't. shine so brightly as a singer. MUlUaman
Andrei Tullshkin
for the finish, when she turns' on the She does two numbers in the set- Allosha
racket after learnini; of its iniquities. ting of a saloon in which she works.
tuith English Titles)
(In
Russian;
Miss Munson is still not sqiiared, They are 'Yuh Should a' Seen Pete,*
The old Volga just isn't what it
since she herself bribes a judge in written by Jules Styne and Sol
order to cover up mayhem such as Meyer, and 'Don't Gamble with Ro- used to be. Where once all the drabecame familiar in the' prohibition mance,' by Peter Tlnturln. Rogers, matic pathos that accomt>ahied proand ultimate
rftketearing days. Time of the film aided by others, sings 'Sky Bald letarian frustration
success veered with the tide, the
Is the late 19th century, but Vorhaus* Paint;' by Bob Nolan, and 'Rldln' on
or someone has' thrown' into it the a Rocky .Road,' by Styne-Meyer. Soviet film has now become a memore modern methdds of coercion He's nothing special vocal'y, either. dium to project gayety, comedy and
music.
Like
in
'Volga
Volga,' for
Char.
and intimidation. Just a slight case
example, one of the brighter musiof getting eras mixed up.
cal moments to come out of Red
A Mississippi flood which reunites
Square.
^orseback
Wsyne and Miss Munson for a suPirates
Since musical films and certainly
gary fade is Vorhaus' big scene, but
all others, too
are products^. linked
Hollywood, May Ift
some of the miniatures look eX'
Paramount rel'eaae "of -vHarry Sherman primarily to Hollywood, one can't
'
tremely phoney.
Asbo.
Producer,- Joseph W.' expect the comparatively infantile
production;
Supporting players Include Ray Engel. Stars WlUlarfl Boyd*; featurca Rub- Soviet pix inilustry to compare with
Andy Clyde.- Directed by LesMiddleton, a conventional heavy of Bell Hayden,
Screenplay by J. Benton that of Culver City, ct al. Hpwcvef
ley Selander.
Dixie design; Henry Stephenson, Cheney and Eltiol La Blanche, based on there's
enough
slapstick,, "music,
again a thoroughly capable character characters created by Clarepce E. Mulford; briskness and clever comedy dialog
actor, Helen Westley, excellent as a camera. Russell Harlan; supervising -edi- in 'Volga' to suggest'
a wide appeal
tor, Sherman A. Rose; editor, Fr«d Fell',
New Orleans Carrie Nation; Jack shans,
among proponents of the Kremlin.
Jr.; Aaat. director, Frederic SpenPennlck, a gunner who's good; and cer. Previewed In studio projection room
The story is fairly humorous and
Running time. 60 MIN1$. acted enterprisingly, in the leading
Jacqueline Dalya, night club ma- May IB, '41.
'..William Boyd
dame. Last mentioned is a type that Hopalong CaSBldy:
roles
by
Lubov
Orlova;
an AmaLucky Jenltlna
Russell Hayden
appears to have something more California
Andy Clyde zonian blonde, and Igor Ilinsky, as
substantial for pictures than her op- Trudy Pendleton
Eleanor .Stewart the
indiscriminate
musical-instruAce Gibson
Morris Ankrum ment maker who gathers
portuiiities afford in this case. Char.
a band to
Bill Watson
'n'llllam Haade
Jud Carter
Dennla Moore represent him in a Moscow festival.
SherlR Blake
Henry Hall A boat race down the Volga is
By Pendleton
Brltt Wood
among the more Keystone Koppish
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CHART

FILM BOOKING

ffor in/ormo(ion o/ theatre ond /tim exelum/ie boofcers Varibtv present*
a ccmplete chart of /eaCure releases o/ alt (he ilTnerican distributing comDate of reviews as given in
panies for the current qiiarterlv period.
Vadibty ani the running time o) prints are included.)
CUPVKIOllT. I»40. IIT VARIRTT INC. ALL KIGHTB RB8BBVBD
Meioaroma; C Comedv;
Comedy
K«v to Type Abbrewiations;
ftomantlc
Drama;
Drama;
Western;
Drama;
Musical.
Fi pures heremith. indicate date of Variety's review and 'running time

M—

H—

W—

—

RD—

CD—
MU—

WEEK OF RELEASE—3/28/41

W
W

Nortli from the Lone Star (Col)
4/2'
Thii Bad Man (M-G)
3 26
Lats Vegas Mlelits (Par)
3/S
Mclotly tor Three (RKO)

Dead Men
Horror

Isl.ind

(U)

The Roundup (Par)

M

Ryan
D. For«n-P. Horan
L. Cluney, Jr.-L. AtwUl
W, Moiru>0. Bradna

Wray

G. Boeers-J. Stewart
S. 'Toler-S.

K)

K. Tmylor-W. Barn*
B.'RoceTs-G. Haye*

66

M

N. KeUy-H. WilcoxoD
R. Arlen-A. Devlne
W. liUndlcao-N. Wyan

-bt

U

46

N

C

WEEK OF BELBASE—4/11/41
(Col)
M 62 J. Holt.H. Reynolds
5/14

The Great Swindle
4/a;.
of Boys Town (M-G)
1/S
Break tlie News (Mono)

D
CD
D
CD

3/12

The DevU and Miss Jones (RKO)
Hopkins (Rep)

Hersholt-F,

D. 0'Ke«fe-P. Rice

SI
61

BD
W
D

S'21

Roajl to Zanzibar (Par)
Sis

J.

69

D
D

3'Z*

Shot In the Dark (WB)

Men

Reean-B. Wheeler

M

WEEK OF BELBASE—4/4/41
3/19
W SB R, Dlx-P. Morison

4/14
Rciwnt at Leisure (RKO)
4/9
In Old Cheyenne (Rrp)
4'»
Srntlnnd Yard (20th)
Mutiny In the Arctic (U)
S'7

A

P.

tn

M

4.-2

Man-Made Monster (U)
Knockout (WB>

D
D

"CD

3 23

Tell (ZOth)

& EIUott-D. Fay
W. Beery-L. Barryinor*

1*
VO

C

5/4/38
Vivacious Lady (RKO)
4/Z
Mr. District AUorncy <Rep)

4/9

MU

4/9

Pals of Uie Pecos (Rep)
Sheriff (Rod)'

Two Gun

W
W

4/23

MU
WD

3/ia
That Nitht In RIo (2(Hh,
4/1
The Lady from Cheyenne (U)
4/9
Pot o' Gold (UA)
The Great Lie (WB)
4/9

C

D

101
'

Traey-M. Rooney

s.

M. Chevaller-J. Bncbaaan
B. Crosby-D. Lamour

72
69
92

jr.

87

J.

ATthur>C. Cobnm
Canova-B. Crosby
B. Steele-B. Livingston
D. Barry-V. Carroll
A. Faye-D. Ameche
L. Tounc-R. Preston
J. Stewart-P. Goddard
B. Davls-G. Breat

56
90

M
M

IWi

WEEK OF BELBASE—(/lS/41

,

j

.'.

.'

.-

.

.

'

D
D

Penny Serenade (Col)
4/16
Washington Melodrama (M-G)
4/23
Hoosler Schoolboy (Mono) -6 39/37
Ranch In Arizona (Mono)
5/21
Border Vigilantes (Par)
4/2
Robbers of tbe Range (RKO) 4/3«
Rookies on Parade (Rep) 4/3S
Ride on Vaquero (20th)
4/2
4/l«
Model Wife fu)
1/19
Tbat cncertain Feeling (UA)
Strange AUbl (WB) 4/30

H

W
W

WC
W

CD
D
D
D
D

~
Under Age (Col)
5/21
5/21
The Big Boss (Col)
Zlfgfeld Girl (M-G)
4/23
The Invisible Ghost (Mono)
Boar of tbe Press (Mono)
Power Dive (Par) 4/9
They Met in Argentina (RKO)
S/14
Lady From Louisiana (Rep)
5/21

MU

H

CD
D

MU
D

W

Singing Hill (Rep)
Train (ZOth)

—

—

.

on

—

'

—

-

'

.

.

.

THE GAY VAGABOND
Republlo release of Robert Nortb producDirected by William Morgan. Orlglral acroenplay, Ewart Adamaon and Tay-

In 'Pirates on Horseback,' William
Music," direction and acting sup.
Boyd and his pals go through fa- port are consistently good by Soviet
miliar
adventures
including
the standards. In fact, the general aura
Pre- usual gunplay,
fast riding, fist fights is as if the idealogical Soviet had no
May
and other heroics—before the villain longer any cause for bureaucratic
contention,
Ro*co« Kania is frustrated.
iVafca.
It's standard western
fare that places little tax on the
Ruth Donnelly imagination
and will satisfy in the
Brnegt Truex

tion.

lor

Caven: camera, Bud Thookery;

Howard
viewed
IR,

'41.

Arthur Dixon)
Jeiry Dixon

A.

J.

editor,

O'Neill; mualc, Cy F«aer.
Projection Room, N. T,,
Running time: 66 MIN8.

In

Wilbur

Agatha Badger
.

Batmar
Spring Rutherford
Betty DIxon
Franfclln Atwater.,,,,.

Bonya

Margaret Hamilton
Abner BIberman
Bernadene Hayea

Lynn MerrlcV
Rod Bacon
Qlorla Franklin
Carol Adama

IiUClUa

Bynn

Vogel
Iiobang

Foulger
Paul Newlan

c

The formula treatment Republic
followed In its 'Klggins .Family'
been continue^ in 'The
Gay Vagabond' despite the announced ending of the 'Higgins'
epics. This time Ruth Donnelly and
Roscoe' Karns, who were the Hlg^aats, are the Dlxons, • name that

'aeries haB

—

•

)

Kate Dixon

situations.

.

.

action houses. Not too strong a story
in comparison with previous entries in the Hopalong Cassidy series.

Finney's

Monogram Deal

F.

62

R. Corrlgan-J. King

W. Boyd-B. Hayden
T. Holt-V. Vale

66
69
64
76
»>
63

B. Crosby-M. Wilson
C. Romero-H. Hugbei

BlondeU-D. Powell
M. Oberon-H. Donglaa

J.

A. Kenneily-J. Perry

99
69
135
63
72

N. Gray-A. Baxter
O. Kmcer-G. Dickson
J. Garland-J. Stewart
B. Lngosl-P. young

Paiker-W. Ford

J.

,

R. Arlen-J'. Parker

««
76
KS

M. O'Hara-G. Baymond
Wayne-O. Munson
G. Autry-S, BUmette
,

J(.

73

G. Harber.p. Calvert
M
Flame of New Orleans (U) 4/30
D 78 M. Dletrlcta-B. Cabot
3/Z4
D
That Hamilton Woman.' (UA)
v. Leigh-L. Olivier
Wagons Boll at (lUrht (WB) 4/30
D 83 B. Bogait-S. Sidney
WEEK OF BELEASE—5/2/41

MaU

,

1211

D
D
D

They Dare Not Love (Cnl) 4/30
People vs. Klldare (M-G)
5/7
The Pioneers (Mono)

W

Reaching for the Sun (Par)
4/9
Bringing Up Baby (RKO)
2/16/38
Country Fair (Rep)
5/14
5/21
Sheriff of Tombstone (Rep)
BUck Cat (U) 4/30
Thieves FaU Out (WB)

C
C

W

D

M. Scott-O. Brent
Barrymore-L, Ayrcs

75
76

L.

T.Rltter

61

90

J.

McCrea-B. Drew

K. Hepbnrn-C. Grant
J. Clyde-E. Foy, Jr.
R.-Rosers-G. Hayes

102

74
54

H. Herbert-fG. Sondergaard

TO

D

E. Albert-J. Leslie

WEEK OF BEL°EASE—5/9/41

;

'.

I,

71*

WEEK OF BELEASE—4/25/41

-

VOLGA VOLGA

Dtume-C. Grant
Morgan-A. Rutbertord
M. Rooney-A. Nagcl

92

61
61

CD
D

5/7
Her -First Beau (Col)
A Woman's Face (M-G) 5/7
House of Mystery (Mono)

Gay Vagabond (Rep) 5/21
Great American Broadcast
Affectionately Yours (WB)

M

(ZOth)
5/7

C
4/39'D

D

76
105

J.
J.

Cooper-J. Withers
Crawford-M. Donglaa

K. Kent-J. KeUy
R. Eams-R. Donnelly
A. Faye-J. Payne ,

68

M
12

.

M. Oberon-D. Morgan

WEEK OF BELEASE—5/16/41
Knew AU the Answers (Col)
Walt tor You (M-G)
5/14
King of tbe Zombies (Mono)
There's Magic In Music <Par)
Desert Bandits (Rep)
Cowbby and the Blonde (ZOth)
Prisoner ot Zenda (UA) 9/1/37

She

CM

5/21

D

I!U

/

M
"
W

^
^

RD
RD

4/Z3

Tom Sawyer (UA) J/16/38
Singapore Woman (WB)
5/14

-CD

D

73
67

«B
lUO
"83
65

J.

Bennett-F. Tone

M. Hunt-V. Weldler
-

D. PuTcell-J. Woodbury
A. Jones-S. Foster
D. Batry-L. Merrick

M. Hnghes-G. Montgomery
H. Carrbll-R, Colman
T. Kelly-E. Patterson

B. Marshall-D.

Bmce

WEEK OF BELEASE—S/23/41
D

Naval Academy (Col)
Love Crazy (M-G)
5/14

C

Redhead (Mono)
on Horseback (Par)
5/21
Scattcrgood FulU the Strings (RKO)
Angels With Broken Wings (Rep)

C

W

Pirates

C

5/14

F. Bartholomew-J.
97
64
6SI

69

D

WO

Saddlemates (Rep)
Great Commandment (ZOth)

C

Too tfany Blondes (U>
5/21
The Nurse's Secret (WB)
'

Lydon

W. PoweU-M. Loy
J.

Lang-J.

Downs

w. Boyd-R. Hayden
q, KIbbee-D. Trout
G. Boland-B. Barnes
3,Mes<inltcers
f.

60

D

Beal-M. Moscovlch

R. Vallee-H. Parrlsh
L. Patrlck-R. Toomey

WEEK OF BELEASE—5/30/41
D

Adventure In Waslilngton (Col)
BUly.the Kid (M-G)
I WanUd Wings (Par)
3/28
Saint's Vacation (RKO)'
Sunny (RKO)
5/21
Blood and Sand (20th)
5/Zl

W

D

M
MU

D
C
CD

Abbott-Costello In the Navy (U)
Million Dollar Baby (WB)

WEEK OF

V. Bruce-H. Marshall

A Taylor-B. Donlevy
131

87
123

R. MlUand-V. Lake
S. Gray-H. Sinclair
A. Neagle-R. Bolger

L. Darnell-T.

Power

Abbott-Costello
P. Lane-J. Lynn

BELEASE-r«/6/41

D

The Get-Away (M-G)
Wrangler's Roost (Mono)
Reluctant Dragon (RKO)
Cyclone oh Horseback (RKO)

W
W
M

CD

For Beauty's Sake (20th)
Men of the Tlmberlands (U)
DevU Dogs of the Air (WB)
Shining Victory (WB)

R. Sterllng-D.

Adams

R. Corrlgan-J. King

Disney Cartoon
T. Holt-R.

WhlUey

M. Weaver-N. Sparks
R. Arlen-A. Devlne
^
D
J. Cagney-P. O'Brien
D
J. Stephenson-O. Fitzgerald
WEEK OF BELEASE—6/13/41
Time Out for Rhythm (Col)
MU
R. Vallee-R. Lane
Bargain Basement (M-G)
C
Marx Bros.-T. Martin
Ganges AU Here (Mono)
C
F. Darro-M. Moreland
One Night In Lisbon (Par) 5/14
D '96 M. Carroll-F. MacMurray
Tom, -Dick and Harry (RKO)
C
G. Rogers-G. Murphy
Bring 'Em Back AUve (RKO)
6/21/32
M 6U Frank Buck Reissue
The Bride Wore Crutches (ZOth)
CD
L. Roberts-T. North
Tlglit Shoes (U)
C
J. Howard-B. Barnes
»
Broadway Limited (UA)
D
V. McLaglen-M. Woodworth
Out of the Fog- (WB)
D
J. Garfleld-l. Lupino
WEEK OF BELEASE—«/20/41
Hands Across the Rockies (Col)
BIU EUlot-M. Dally
West Point Widow (Par)
CD
A. Sblrley-R. Carlson
'

Hollywood, May 20.
This time the Cassidy trio turn up
Edward Finney got together with
In a virestern town to locate and save
a gold bonanza for Eleanor Stewart, Monogram on a deal to provide three
nelce of a murdered miner.
Gam- features to replace a trio of westerns
bling czar Morris Ankrum simulates he was slated to produce with Tex
friendship for the eirl in order to Ritter in the saddle before the buckgrpb the mine when it is re- aroo shifted to Columbia.
discovered, but IK'ppy unearths the
After a lot of wrangling over the
duplicity In time to give Ankrum a
old
contract,
Finney and Mono
going-over -with his fists in a roughDr. Christian No. 3 (RKO)
and-tumble scrap, and saves the agreed on 'Carolina Swingtime,' 'Li'l Man Bunt (ZOth)
Louisiana Lady' and a third feature,
property lor the girl.
San Antonio Rose (U)
^
Formula script keeps in the groove, still unUUed.
Passage from Hongkong (WB)
,

,

W

.

D
D

MU
O

J.
J.

Hersholt-D. Lovett

Bennett-W. PIdgcon

R. Palge-J. Frazee

K. Douglas-L. Fairbanks

BLONDE BOMBER BOOSTS
GROSSES TO RECORD HIGHS
DENVER, COLO.

HOUSTON,

ORLEANS, LA.

MEMPHIS, TENN.

TEX.

FORT WORTH, TEX.
LITTLE

NEW

IN

ROCK, ARK.

GREENSBORO, N.

C.

TULSA,

MONTGOMERY,

ALA.

WILMINGTON,

N. C.

IVflNTED

CONSTANCt

OKLA..^^

WINGS

LAKE
MOORE -VERONICA
M.tchell Leisen
Duected bv

Wednesday, May 21, 1941
'Old Hickory' to Reel

Disney-Cartoonists Setdement

Par's Dissatisfaction

Hollywood, May 20.
jContinned from pace >:
and
soldier
Jackson,
time like this, the picturea,
president, is to be fllmagraphed by theatres, numbering 11, in which It, in a
FP-C, has had a 49% interest all should be chosen from a strictly
Paramount with a heavy budget
with
Andrew,'
share
of 61% Cenadian and British viewpoint.
outside
The
along.
The Remarkable
role.
title
friend
the
old
an
been 25 years building up
playing
Hanson,
'I
have
Brian Donlevy
is owned by
the
Dalton Trumbo, who wrote
of Nathanson's, and others. Hanson this business. The time has come to
donovel and sold it for $27,500, is
was at one time president of the old decide finally whether control shall
Holden
William
indie.
an
or American. It was
company,
Canadian
be
screenplay.
Pictures
Tiffany
ing the
is
Coincidental with the resignation started on a Canadlan-Kiontrol basis.'
plays the romantic lecd. Producer
Arthur Hornblow, Jr.
of Nathanson and promotion of FitzThe new control takes the view
elected
W.
R.
directors
gibbons, the
that the metter is entirely a busiBolstad v.D. and treasurer, also mov- ness one, that Canadian control is
ing up Noel G. Barrow as secretary. not the issue, that Canadian pictureDriye to Centralize
Bolstad, comptroller of FP-C, had goers will get the films they (the
Minnein
an
auditor
been
formerly
picture-goers) want to see. IncludAll Studio Laborers
sota for Par, while Barrow up to last ing the (^ood British product.
Exweek was assistant secretary of tremely shurp competition in the
In Bargaining Groop FP-C. Tom Bragg, who was secre- Canadian 'film Industry is expected
out
is
tary-treasurer,
to be an outcome.
Griffis
Stanton
Barney Balaban,
Hollywood, May 20.
and Austin C. Keough, Par h.o. execs
The Studio Laborers and Utility on the FP-C board, were in Toronto
F, P.-Canl's 13 In Vaneonvcr
Workers Local 727 of the^ Interna- Wednesday (14) when the changes
Vancouver, B. C, May 20.
took place.
tional Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Stanley, one of the largest subEmployes has.started a driye to take
urban houses In Vancouver, bought
Control by Famous Players-Canadian, bringor
over all laborers in the film industry.
ing to 13 the numb^ of houses operApparently peeved over the action
of Split ating in Vancouver under FP. ManGiven as
of the producers in refijsing to honor
ager Amy Scriven stays.
Toronto, May 20.
their work permits. Local 727 Is askIn a wide-open split as to whether
ing the workers to approve a con- the comply is to be governed by
solidation of Studio Utilities Em- American or Canadian con^ol, N. L.
ployes Local 724 with the lATSE Nathanson dramatically resigned the
Famous - Players
of
group and to designate Local 727 as presidentcy
; Continued from page 7^
their collective bargaining represen- Canadian at the annual meeting here
of that corporation and was accom- to protect as best it can. Thus, it
tative.
being
action
this
by the entire may not hold for '41-42 pictures
are
panied
in
postcards
of
3,000
total
be
redirectorate.
'While
the
to
Canadian
studios
in
the
distributed
which it could deliver tMs summer.
signed and returned to Local 727. tiring group is expected to compete Warners may also come through.
colleagues, What others may do Is a question,
erstwhile
their
Zeal Fairbanks, business represen- with
given
more
is
expected
to
be
that
Nathanson
stated
union,
the
tative of
but in any event the outlook on the
than 1,200 cards have already been an important government post in whole Is not sanguine and many
Canada's aircraft industry Immedi- closings may be forced as a result
returned. Hie card states:
ately.
worker
utility
laborer
or
I am a
As a matter of fact houses are alThose who resigned. In addition to ready beginning to shutter, and this
empolyed In the motion picture studios, and im of. the opinion that Nathanson, were Hon, W. D. Ross, is only the middle of May.
Dyment,
Hon.
McCurdy,
A.
E.
for
F.
B.
industry
the
In
there is not room
April-May Averaces Down
two lal>or organizations, and that Major A. P. Holt, T. J. Bragg, Clar-Business nationally as an average
there should be a consolidation of ence Robson.
May has been subIt
long been Nathanson's during April and
has'
Local 724 of the Hod Carriers and
behind the same two
stantially
hereby
I
dream to bring about a vast British
Local 727 of the lATSE.
months last year. This may be due
cast my vote to consolidate the two Empire ctiain of theatres, this linkof abnormally early
arrival
the
to
lATSE
the
ing up the British Isles, Canada,
locals into Local 727 of
this year, while the showand for Local 727 to be the bargain- Australia, New Zealand, Africa, etc., summer
that was made during the winter
ing agent for wages, hours and con- and the nucleus of this was nearly ing
over wide
brought about .with Gaumont-Brit- met- with interference
ditions.'
to cold, snow, Illness, etc.
due
areas
representaish some years ago but for the opL. C. Helm, business
Flu and other epidemics took' a big
tive of the Local 727, refused to dis- position of his two colleagues, I. W.
believed.
it
is
toll,
say
Killa%, Montreal financier and newscuss the siniation other thap to
The war and the natural worries
the jurisdictional matter had been paper publl^er; and Adolph Zukor,
head of Paramount-Publix. It causes is blamed to some extent
referred to the International presi- then

Andrew

Imminent; ScUesinger s lockout'
Hollywood, May 20.
Consent decree in the Walt Disney
dispute with the Cartoonists Guild
appeared imminent when the tenta-

AmecWs6diYr.At20th
Hollywood,

May

20.

Don Ameche, five years on the
was set at a hearing Mon- 20th-Fox lot, was renewed for anday before the trial examiner for the other term, with 'Weekend in Haas- his next chore.
vana'
Board.
Relations
Labor
National
Actor recently finished 'Moon Over
Hearing will be resumed Wednesday
•

tive deal

NLKB

attorney to
to allow time for
draft a stipulation providing for a
consent, decree for submission to
Disney's counsel before the hearing
resumed on the unfair labor
charges.
Gunther Lesslng, Disney v.p. and
attorney, tentatively agreed to the
stipulation when it was explained
_ that the company is not required to
admit it dominated the recently disbanded Federation of Screen CarIs

toonists.

Miam}.'

Walter Lang

is

assigned to direct

William LeBaron production,
'Weekend in Havana,' which cast, besides Amache, is headed by Alice
Faye, Carmen Miranda and Cesar
Romero.

the

Par

Pobficists Balk

AtSPGasBargaimng

Was declared that the decree
would merely require the posting of
a cease and desist order and the disIt

Agcy.forPJLsinN.Y.

establishment of relations between
Refusing to join the Screen Pubthe company and the Federation
which was certified in 1939 by the licists Guild In the east, which folBoard as collective bargaining rep lowing numerous hearings is now
awaiting
certification as collective
for the workers.
bargaining agency for workers in
Sehleslnger'i Hove
home office film companies, a group
Beating the Screen Cartoonists of Paramoimt's topflight publicity
Guild to the punch, Leon Schlesinger employees is considering forming
closed his studio over the weekend an independent union of their own
after receiving notification ins ink- and has so advised the SPG as well
ers would walk Monday morning as the National Lcbor Relations
(IS) unless the company signed con- Board In Washington. They hope this
tract covering new wages-hours con- won't be necessary, however.
AFL leaders charged
ditions.
The Par publicists. In their letter
Schlesinger with 'jumping the gun* to Joseph' Gould, president .of the
and said his action amounted to a SPG In New York, with a copy to
lockout of employees as no work the NLRB, both of which were
SCG mailed yesterday (Tues.), take exr
stoppage actually occurred.
spokesmen said the only remaining ception to the manner in which the
hurdle in negotiations is the length SPG Is being tun, as well as Its
of contract and hopeful agreement policies. Among other things, the
Par group says it has been hesitant
will be reached within few days.
Cartoonists submitted a one-year about joining the SPG because it
pact but Schlesinger demanded one went on record as opposed to conrunning three years which was re- scription and also to the lecse-lend
jected by the tmlon because of un- bUL
SPG has had difficulty in lining
settled conditions and rising living
So far as can be
costs, being unwilling to tie up wages up \Par workers.
for such long period unless contract learned only one publicist and some
specified reopening the wage ques- of -the members of the art 'departtion at the end of each year as pro- ment, eligible to SPG membership,
have joined up.
The pressbook
vided in other Guild* covenants..
Union- also is asldng $85 weekly writers were In the SPG but withminimum for Class- 1 animators, with drew.
Letter to Gould and the NLRB
Schleslnger's best offer $10 uqder
that figure. Union said 185 workers was signed by the top members of
the Par publicity division whom
•re affected by closing.
Schleslnger's I<ooney Tunes and the SPG has been trying to enroll
other cartoons are- released by War- end finally has asked why they
ner Bros. Sign posted at the car- won't Join. The letter is theii^ an:
Thoee signing It are Tom
toon studio, 'dosed on account of swer.
strike' wUI stay iip until the union's Waller, who handles all syndicates
demandis are *possible of fulfillment,' and lilfe magazine; AUeen St. John
Brenon,. In' charge of magazines;
Schlesinger said.
Warners planned 86 shorts this jC. N. Odell, who covers all the
year, the largest number 'for- one dallies on publicity; Herb Berg,
season- In the history of the studio, trade paper contact men: Hank
program to consist of a dozen two- Lamer, who Is associated wi^ Odell
dallies; Paul Ackerman, of the
reel black-and-whltes; , six two-reel on
Technicolors; 10- one-reel Master foreign department, and liCO Brody,
Melody band pictures; 10 one-reel of the .ma^zlne .branch.
1

'

'

Vltaphone Varieties; 10 one-reel
Color Parades; IS.Looney Times; 26
Merrle Melodies and two cartoons
the
I<eon
over
from
carried
Schlesinger schedule.
Central labor council of San
Fernando Valley placed Schlesinger
on- the unfair list of AFL. It's disposed cameramen at the studio also
Joined ^e walkout, but another attempt will be made to compose
"
dlfterences and reopen plant
.

TECHNICOLOR REELECTS
Dr. B. T. Kalmns Again Prei—Hay
Tint 12 to 2« TIiU Tear
Technicolor, Inc., annual stockholders' meeting Monday (19) unanimously reelected Dr. Herbert T.
Kalmus, Eversley Childs, L. G. Clark
and J. L. Anderson for three-year
George F. Lewis, general
terms.
counsel and vice-president, presided
at the session in the absence of tilalmus, president, presently on the
Coast.

I

Kalm^ In his annual message .to
the stockholders, read. at the meeting, stressed thirt- Technicolor already had started the pikotographing
of 12 features, with the anticipated
total possibly running as high as 20

He

this year.

stated that the largest

total of features for any previous
year for Technicolor was 12.
'

Indications are that Technicolor
earnings for thie. first six mpnths this
year will be substantially 'ahead of
those In the corresponding period
last year, Kalmus Stated, basing his
estimate, on actual iSgures available
the first four montb^ of 1941.
.

.
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Cause

B. 0. Slump

A

'

""

much now because 'it's the
biggest show on the air,' as complained when the hosUlitics began,
ever, that if any consolidation was Nathanson chain (Odeon) Is using operators taking the view that the
made. Local 724 would be desig- the same name cs the large Oscar' average person is trying to escape
nated as their bargaining represen- Deutsch chain In Great Britain but, from it all and thus vould be exLocal 724 recently entered under existing foreign exchange pected to go to shows or somewhere
tative.
to relax.
the Basic Agreement and apparently regulations,
it
manifest
is
that else
is depending upon that group to give Deutsch
Worries attendant upon the war,
or other British capital
It a break.
could not have been transferred to what the future may hold, whether
C^anada. Both Deutsch and N. L. jobs are safe and for how long, what
Natiianson say they have no per- the added tax burdens are going to
sonal interest in the Odeon chain In be and general restlessness, in some
Canada.
case's causing illness, are other tanThe present rift is partly over the gents on which the theorists hang
question of Canadian or American their conclusions. Growing inroads
control. It is. understood in the in- by a miscellany of other amusements
dustry that Nattianson offered to buy out to get every loose dollar are also
Hollywood, May 20.
Production is so heavy at Colum- controlling Interest but that there not -being deprecated.
bia that four deals were made with was a difference of some $5,000,000
Reported that certain top men In outside studios to handle the over- over which the prospective buyer
end Paramount could not come to a
other companies are not satisfied flow.
Tonight Belongs to Us' Is in work decision.
with the SPG administration, which
Said Nathanson when interviewed;
could mean an Indle unioii move- at the RKO-Pathe studio; 'Ladies In
j^^^Contlnned from pace ^s^^^S
ment that would also embrace other Retirement' slated for the Roach 'Practically all the money which has
^ajer film conv)any employees, plant; 'Girls From Panama' on the built up Famous-Players Canadian Uxes and living costs, exhibitor
though the threat from Par is' to Chadwick lot, and much of "Youll has been supplied by Canadians leaders point out But these leaders
set UP' what would amount to a com- Never Qet Rich' at the old Schulberg through the $5,300,000 of bonds cut- wish the Government In Its thrift
studios.
standing and through purchese of propaganda, would make this clear.
pany union.
$5,200,000 of preferred stock.
The Pix and other such entertainrftent
American interests put no money always have been regarded in other
into It at all and controlled
it
war and emergency periods as esthrough common stock which cost sentials in building and maintaining
them nothing. In 1929, the same public morale, they say.
situation arose when I was trying to
Plenty of CompetUion
get control within the Empire and I
There are plenty of other causes
resigned.
Then Canadian shareboxoffice
holders exchanged most of their being cited for the sudden
during
the past two months,
slump
shares for Parcmount shares on a
These Include prospects
five Famous for four Paramount ex- however.
that
costs
living
taxes
and
higher
of
Hollywood, May 20.
Mayo la chairman. Mayo also was change, and Paramount later went
and
report containing charges of chairman of the Screen Actors Guild Into receivership. The shares of the tend to tighten pursestrlngs, war
genfilm extras that the Screen Actors Council at the time it was abolished; Canadians were then cut in two. draft fears and uncertainties,
product
screen
unsatisfactory
erally
Guild Is controBed by 1,200 stars and affairs of the extras turned over When the receivers took charge in
to
theatres
drift
from
further
and
a
and featured players, and that 8,000 to the SAG bocrd of directors. The 1033, they asked me to come back.
members ere denied a vote extras claim they are the only group After the receivership in 1936, I bowling alleys, taverns, etc.
Class
has been forwarded to .WlUlam F. of workers in the Industry who have made c five-year contract which now
In this secUon, too, it's pointed
delittle
not
received a pay increase during expires.
Green, prexy of tiie American Fedout there is comparatively
•The arrangement then was that fense and war spending" and there's
eration of Labor. The report was the past 12 months.
The extras also claim that the some deal should be worked out no large army camps hereabouts to
prepared by Aubrey Blair, AFL ornon-spending
ganizer, on instructions from Meyer SAG permits the producers to use whereby former Canadian sharehold- offset
public's
the
ers
would
have an opportunity of trend; As a matter of fact exhibiLewis, western director for the dummies in pictures, thereby depriving hundreds- of extras of work. getting their shares. When Barnes tors claim, skilled and unskilled laF^erctlon.
Balaban
succeeded J. E. Otterson as bor are leaving the territory for in.The report dafans that 8,000 extras They claim they ar^ given no repare denied a voice in- bargaining resentation on' the SAG bargaining president of Paramount Pictures, the dustrial centers in other parts of the
with the Produpers, and that many committee, e paid employee of the new management did not recognize country where employment is much
this
understanding.
of them ere now on "the 'verge of Guild being appointed to represent
With 1,000,000 more plentiful and' wages considCanadians going Into these theatres erably higher. These and the drafstarvation.' It also ch^ges that, al- them.
It has been hinted that the charges a week, the control of policies should
though the extras pay more than
tees and National Guardsmen being
will
be
aired
be
In
Canadian
half of the funds collected by the
before the AFL Exechands.
From the taken away have been among the
SAG, they have no Isay in how this utive Council at Itg, meeting this national standpoint, such matters as best buyers of film entertainment.
week
in
Washington.
cholce^bf
newsreels
money Is spent and are given no acAFL officials
and type of pic- It's asserted, and their places aren't
said It was not on the Washington tures should be done by Canadians. being taOken. Theatre managers say
counting.Much of the data' turned over to agenda, but added that it could- be Good as. many American pictures that never before have they noticed
brought
deare,
up by any official who
and much as we appreciate that so many unescorted femm^ patrons
Blair was collected by the Extras
fact, the retiring directors feel that. at evening performances.
Advisory Council, of which Harry sired to do 50.
dents of the two American FederaHe was retion of IialKir crafts.

ported to have told lot workers, how-

Nathanson at that time resigned.

No Odeon

(Dentseb)

It is significant that

but not so
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Amidsf tbs Horse-Hay, Variety
Detroit,

Clubs Strike a Serious Note in A.C
Ailantlo City,

May

dianapolis; Hardle Meakln, Washington; Benjamin Blocky, Minneapolis;

SO.

Ther* wer* delegates here thli
Sweigert, Philadelphia;
to the seventh annual Variety Barla W,
Clubs of 'Amerloa convention vfho Oscar E. Olsen, Milwaukee; Walter
never saw the ocean. Or, U they M. Green, Omaha; Paul Short,
Dallas; Herb Byrd, Dayton; Louis
did, they failed to recognize it
Rome, Baltimore; M. A. Ughtman,
Showmen from every- section of Memphis;
William K. Jenlclns, Atthe country assembled for the yearly
lanta; L. C. Griffith, Oklahoma City;
conclave. In attendance, it was the
Martin J. Mullin, Boston; and H. H.
largest registration in* the seven
Everett, Charlotte,
^ears of the national meetings. In

week

May

Metro Buys Par-Financed Broadway

20.

.As a sample of small town
neighborliness, Glenn Wallace, of
SeottvlUe, Mich., Is also buying
and booking pictures for Don
Iverson, owner of the nearby
theatre In Lake City, Mich.
lyerson was called up in the
draft and the operator of the
house in the nearby town allowed as how It was his patriotic
duty to take care of the film
handling.

Musical of 1936,

'

entertainment, it was unparalleled,
with a series of special events that
were run oft with the precision of a
And, not withItoclcettes finale.
(tanding all the fun, nonsense and
horse-play, the meeting had its serious moments when its 1,500 Variety
Club members re-dedicated their
respective 'tents' to enlarged chari-table service, and took back liome a
resolve for keener participation in
national defense.
Tally sheets of the donations of
the various clubs revealed that since
Jan. 1 the showmen bodies have disbursed* more than $800,000 for different charitable purposes. In the
vear, the sum will exceed $1,000,000.
Most of the activities benefited are
for under-privileged and incapacitated children.
With true dramatic effect, such as
showmen only can create, the con.ventlon reached its climax at the

annual banquet on Saturday night
(17) at the Hotel Tray more when
variety ClUbs' annual award to the
person most deserving of recognition
for distinguished public service

One

coveries and researches in agriculture have benefited thousands. Previous- awards, which include $1,000
cash, have -gone to Miss Martha
fierry, of Mount Berry School, in

^

Alabama, and Father Flanagan,
founder of Boys Town, Omaha.
Presentation of the citation and
award to Carver was made by Jolm
H. Harris, of Pittsburgh, who reviewed the life and accomplishments of the educator. The tradlflon' of his boyhood, that he was bom
In slavery and when a child wa%
bartered in exchange for a raceHit subsehorse, is well known.
quent accomplishments in agricul.

tural research and his rise to a disJinguished niche among the world's
eading benefactors were related as
« prelude to a rousing tribute when
the aged Negro rose to acknowledge

he award.
Hollywood Next

In the rivalry among the local
Clubs for next year's convention site,
Hollywood was selected and the new
Loi Angeles chapter will be hosts.

Arrangements here were

in charge
Of the Philadelphia tent, of which
Dr. Leon Levy is chief barker, and
Earle W. Sweigert, chairman of the

convention committee.
Although the speakers' dais was
ftudded with guests from Washington, some of whom made brief (and
aome not. so brief) speeches, the oratorfcal prize, in the opinion of many
Who attended the banquet, was won
by Walter Wangec Hollywood film
producer and president of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences.
H^ spoke effectively of
the obligations of the amusement industry to meet the present crisis of
national defense. He pleaded for a
note of nationalism in American entertainment, a frank analysis of the

Crowd

that was variously estimated between 50,000 and 100,000,
watehed the boardwalk parade on
.

Saturday afternoon:

facts in world affairs and their translation into terms of theatre fare.

'What 50,000,000 people hear and
in American theatres weekly

see

said, 'will

greatly affect the future
Oountry.
Of course, they
laugh.
But unfortunately,

want

.

time laughter alone

is

the

of
at

to

this

not enough,

the morale must be hardened

so

we

can face the facts. We
Joyed 20 years of escapist life in this

have en-

country;
la

.

now our

entire

way

of

Delegation of

film stars from Hollywood
attention, although a
of 600 draftees from Fort
tlie biggest hand.
Among
players who came east for

most

attracted
battelion
Dix got
the film
the con-

vention were Dorothy Lamour, Jean
Hersholt, Fay Wray, Wayne Morris,
Helen Parrish, Frank Morgan, Carol
Landis, Marjorie Weaver, Chajcles
Lang, and rthers.

Mllwankce Variety Beorca

Hollywood, May 20.
Screen Directors Guild has voted
George Stevens into the presidency
to succeed Frank Capra, ineligible
for re-election after two consecutive
years as prexy.
Latter given an

honorary life - membership in the
Ernst Lubitsch elected first
Norman Taurog, second v.p.;
William Seiter, secretary; Tay GarGuild.
v.p.;

.

nett, treasurer; Phil

iifS'

at stake.'

All Officers Beelected
All 'the national officers were reelected, with John H. Harris, of
Pittsburgh, retained for the seventh
consecutive year as chief barker.
Others in top posts are Robert J.
O'Donnell, of' Dallas, first assistant
chief barker; Harry Kalmine, Pittsburgh, second assistant; Eddie Ruben,
property nian, and James Balmer,
also Pittsburgh, bill boy.
Members
of the executive committee (canvassmau) are: C. C. Allenberg, Plttsburgh; Virgil Jackson, Columbus;
Allah Maritz, Cincinnati; Louis Anoell, St Louis; Charles Perry, Detroit; Bert M.
Steam, Cleveland;
Robert Murphy, Buffalo; Jerry Zig-

mond. Kansas City: Marc Wolff, In-

Rosen, assistant

treasurer.

Alternate board to represent serial
westerns and shorts to be polled on
at the next board meeting.
Producers meet today with directors to discuss Guild demands for

Milwaukee, May 20.
minimum wage to directors workAlthough the Variety club elected ing on small budget pictures. Another SDG demand Is '80-10 Guild
shop' and guaranteed terms of em-

new officers only last December, it
failed to get going on any of various
activities that were planned,, so this

ployment.

week 'it held a reorganization
meeting and cleaned house, electing
another and entirely new set of officials, headed by Harry MacDonald,

Par Dickers El Caphan

past

of the Warner theatre, as
chief barker.
Jolm Kent, of Paramount, and John
Mednikow, of National Screen Service, were made assistant chief barkers; William Harmon, Saxe Theatres,
secretary; John Manskcf, Universal,
treasurer.
New board: Joe Rosenfield, manager of Modjeska theatre;
Eddie Spears, RKO; Harry Perlewitz,
business manager of the Independent
Theatre Owners' organization; Marcel D. Brazee, district manager for
Warner Bros.; Howard Gleason,
Warner-Saxe Theatres, and Jack Lorenz, 20th-Fox.
Failure of the organization to function satisfactorily under the former
regime was said to be due to the fact
that it -was made up almost entirely
of the top men of various outfits
who could not give the time needed
to the club.

Under the new

setup, it is planned
charlteble activities

concentrate

to

As Pic

Ontiet

make

the final decision. It his verokay. Paramount moves In

dict

Is

July

1.

Company has been

local needs Instead of joining
in national campaigns.

considering for

Hot and Blue

given

is

a name, 'Maria.' Storm
baby way out In the Paand moves east tintil it haa
the whole of tha United

starts as a
cific

crossed

States. As it hits each section it affects the lives of various people, th«

novel detailing what happens to
each person or group of persons as
the result of 'Maria.' Yarn, in this
aspect, resembles 'Bridge of San
Luis Rey' and 'Grand Hotel.'
Metro has purchased "Two Women,'
European prize winner for Norma
'Blue' seemingly fared well enough Shearer or Joan Crawford.
Tranon Broadway with Jimmy Durante, slated into English as 'Hath Not tha

Ethel

^

Merman and Bob Hope head-

Potter.'

ing the cast However, at the end
Hugh Wedlock and Howard Snyof the enggagement the books proved der, longtime radio gag writers, have
the attraction to have about earned sold 'Tomorrow Never Comes' to
back Its production cost but there Frank Capra. It's a serious yarn.
was no profit, Musical was sent to They may also cop an assignment to
Chicago, which didn't like it at all work on the screenplay.
and the show was yanked after a
,

I

three-week date which shoved the

show into a fast $20,000 loss.
Book for the show was written by
Howard Lindsay and Russel Crouse,

Other Story Bnys
Hollywood, May 20.
Universal puKhased "Temporarily
Yours,'

mag

story

by Duane Decker

co-authors of the smash,. Ufe With and Charles O'Neill.
Father,' and co-producers of the hit,
Larry Darmour bought screen
Latter has rights to the air serial, 'tiapUln Midalso been bought by pictures.
night'
The Big Blow
Van Fleming, radio scripter, sold
'
Novel to be published soon which two short subjects and one featurehas intrigued Hollywood in its film length story to Al Kaufman. Shorts
possibilities
"The
Storm,'
is
by are 'You Can Be a Writer' and 'Tot
George R. Stewart. Principal char- vs. Titen.' Longer yarn is 'Advice
acter in the book Is a big blow. It to a Young Woman.'
'Arsenic and Old Lace.'

Inside Stuff-Pictures
successful negotiation with Joseph I. Breen was not the first
attempt by that studio to gain the services of a Hays office executive.
president -several years ago, he wanted
When Hiram S. Brown was
Charles C. Pettijohn, general counsel of the Producers group, as .his studio
chief, but Will Hays intervened on the plea that Pettijohn was needed
to handle various stete legislative tax problems, an urgent condition at
post at that time.
that time. David O. Selznick was chosen for the

RKO's

RKO

RKO

It hasn't left the groimd, "The 51ying Yorkshireman' la
high financially. Eric Knight, author, sold it originally for $900,
under an arrangement to draw about $3,000 more for writing the screen
play. Subsequent owners of the yarn were Columnist Sidney Skolsky,
who. paid $5,000; Eddie Cantor, who sold It to Frank Lloyd for $22,000,
and Frank Capra and Robert Rlskln, who finally bought the screen (but

Even though

flying

some time a Hollywood outlet for
its pictures.
Fanchon & Marco is
ready to sign a lease on the house
not the radio) rights for $40,000.
as soon as Par approves.
Meanwhile,
C.
E.
Toberman,
New fine grain film Is to be used
owner, and Matt Allen, manager of
the El Capiten, are eyeing Hollywood Playhouse for stage shows in
case the Paramount deal is closed.

Newsman Sues

20th

for all Paramount black and whit*
Changeover requires complete
pictures after years of experimenting.
revamping of studio and laboratory equipment. NeW ribboned celluloid
Is said to be a vast improvement in sound and ocular qualities.
latest starrer, 'Dance Hall,' has been lifted Out of tha
and given an 'A' advertising schedule and release date by
Is the second Romero picture to be elevated from its origThe other was 'Tall, Dark and Handsome.'

Cesar Romero's

On

program

'H'wood Cavalcade' Tag

L, A. Variety Tent

at the Alvin, N. Y., by Vinton
Freedley with the backing of Paramoimt. Latter found no use for it as
studio material but Metro desired the
title and may use part of the score
for an untitled feature. Price paid
was $15,000, regarded as satisfactory
for a show that has been on the
shelf for four years.

m H'wood

Hollywood, May 20.
Deal for the showing of Paramount
pictures in El Capitan theatre, on
Hollywood Blvd., day-and-date with
the Paramount in downtown Los Angeles, is in the making with Nell
Agnew, general sales manager, coming from New York next week to

upon

class

20th-Fox.

This

inal 'B' classification.

Hollywood, May 20.
Allan W. Wells, doing business as
Los Angeles tent of variety clubs Wells Feature Syndicate, filed suit
Michael Scotto DiClementi of E Company, 18th Infantry, at Fort Devens,
here with the Thursday (15) in the N. Y. federal Mass., is the former Mickey Scott of the 'Our Gang' comedies. Will do
next month of court agcinst
20th
Century-Fox tep dance during Fort Devens Radio Party next Friday (23) over WAABJohn H. Harris, national president Film Corp. charging- plagiarism of Colonial net.
of Variety clubs.
the title of his syndicated column
Hollywood is next year's conven- 'Cavalcade of Hollywood,' in the film
tion city.
Cavalcade.'
Plaintiff
'Hollywood
claims to have originated the column
and to have used it In newspapers
and on the air, and to have made a
will b« organized
arrival within tha

New

BRANTON'S CIVIC

PRIDE KEYNOTING

'

.

through the next year,' he

OF DIRECTORS GIED

of the pleasant special events
cocktail par^ given by

United Artists.

was manager

80-odd year old George
Washington Carver, Negro scientist
of Tuskegee University, whose disgiven to

.

GEO. STEVENS NOW PREZ

was the

M

Metro has purchased the rights to
"Red, Hot and Blue,' a musical
comedy produced in tha fall of 1B36

Chicago,

At

Tri-Stetes

May

20.

(Paramount) meet-

ing In Des Moines, It was voted to
drive Immediately for public goodwill, general manager Ralph Branton ordering ell theatre managers of
the circuit to participate in civic and
affairs.
Also set up pubrelations department under Dorothy. Day and plans are for displaying American flag in all theatres.
Brcnton also promised that* any
employee called to armed services
shall be returned to same job or
equivalent upon return. Claude Lee,
public relations Paramount chief,
charged the industry with failing to
do a good public relations job and
failed to make friends with public,
Urged greater particlpatipn of theatre managers In public and civic

municipal
lic

affairs,

Up

in the Air,

Again

Hollywood, May 20.
Richard Arlen and Jean Parker
'Flying Blind,' the
third of their aviation features to be
produced by . the Bill Pine-Bill
Paramount.
for
Thomas outfit
Director is Frank McDonald.

team up again

,ln

Soreenot

Hollywood, May 20,
Cinema theatre's banknlght pool
went to a guy without a ticket.
He put a gat on the manager, and
scrammed with $900.

picture using the title.
The picture cannot be released,
since 20th-Fox'8 prior use of a
similar title has destroyed Its usefulness, it Is claimed.
An injunction, accounting of profits and triple
damages are sought.

Republic's Chain Deal
Los Angeles, May 20.
Republic product goes into all the
National
Theatre and Fox-West
Coast hduses, under a deal closed by
James R. Grainger, Rep sales chief,
with Spyros and Charles Skouras.
Grainger and Herbert J. Yates
leave here today (Tues.) for the Republic sales convention in Chicago.

VA'b Sales
Making separate deals on 'Lady
Hamilton,' United Artists has closed
circuit 'contracts with Loew's, Warner Bros., RKO, M. A. Shea chain,
WUmer & Vincent, Schlne Bros.,
Comerford, Skouras, Century, Fabian, Prudential, Brandt Bros, and

Walter Reade.
Lesser deals have been set in the
Philadelphia and Wa.fihlngton terri-

York Theatres

ORSON WELLES

OFBN8. FBI.,
STRAND B'way
MAT U
AFFECTIONATELYYOURS

A Mow

-Warnor Broi. Hit Btarrl.Df

Hcile Oberon * Dennis Morgan
IN PEBSON

WAYNE KINGJSlfAlK

•PALACE mstanni

DON CUMMINQ
•
THE RANDALL SlSTEflS
S?^!,, DENNIS MORGAN

PARAMOUNT
Flnt Time

|it

.

Popular Frtctn
'I

WANTED
WINGS'

Id Person

Vsiwhii

UONBOa
Hal
SHEBMAN
and BanJ(
Beatrice

AParanuuntFlctiir*

KAT

Uldnlto Sonot

BROADWAY S2^1T.-A

MUSIC HALL
"PENNY
SERENADE"
Spectacular Stage Production*

tories.

Briefing the Gridders
Hollywood, May 20.
Thirteen

gridiron

brlefies,

PHUBBICK'S AIDE

titled

Hollywood,

May

larit

20.

Antrim Short, one-time meniber of
'Football Newsreel,' will be produced
by a company composed of Norm'an tha Screen Actors Guild negotiating
committee, named
executive asSper, Charles Pldgeon and Alton
Brody.
slstent to Howard Philbrlck, general
Sper returned from a tour- of 41 manager of Central Casting.
colleges with footege and comment
He succeeds Harold Melnlker, rtfor the shorts series.
cently Inducted into the army.
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RADIO

£2

The

Congressional Grilling of

FCC

Fightin' Blue

Is
Hollywood,

May

Sought by White; Wheeler's Stand,

Craney s Exit of
Washington,

May

20.

i

At the moment

it looks as it the
Communications Coniiniswill be stethoscoped by ConProspects for adoption of
gress.

Federal

NAB.

department at NBC last
the legend:
'Business as usual during al-

sales

this country may hear.' 4. That, by
and large, there should be separation
between chain operation and station

.

E.otiak Carries On
In a letter enclosed with the
NBC-Blue's new rate card (No.
29) Edgar Kobak, the network's
sales v.p., called attention to the
addition of a long list of statiohs to the web since the first
of the year.
The opening .sentence of the
letter read: •Yes...the Blue Nat
work Is still for sale (by the

clock)!

MAKE

witness stand.
Craney. Wheeler, moreover, never
Hearings on the White resoluUon, lias been publicly friendly to the big
Introduced last Tuesday (13), have networks, though he personally gets
InterexecSenate
31.
May
lor
been set
along very weU with their
state Commerce Committee probably uUves, even to the extent of golfing
will give a nod, though the proposi- with representatives of the interthe
lawyer
by
get
a
is
.to
have
Edward,
will
still
son,
tion
(His
ests.'
administration-bossed Senate Con- in the office of Louis G. Caldwell,
tingent Expenditures Committee and counsel for Mutual).
then still will ha« to be epproved
Senator White was encoureged by
becounted
Congress
of
wing
upper
the
by
the St Louis blow-off. He
fore the full study—covering such on getUng numerous colleagues mmatters as, legality of the Commish terested in his proposition who ordiWashington, May 20.
prosuch a
about
care
wouldn't
action, effect of the rules on
narily
Ability to pay argument, boIst«r«d
grams, etc.— is all set
question as the legality of FCG acare
reference to tremendous profits'
The Mark Ethridge speech at St. Uons, especially Democrats who ad- by
in selling stattons, was gtvan
the
made
with
publicity
along
go
wide
to
the
inclined
week,
liOuis lest
many ministration from force of habit end the House Ways and Means Comof the convention itself made
more others who have submerged their mittee Monday (19) in support of
eolons take the row a lot
revenue tax on
Even some who have personal feelings in order to support that heavy gross
seriously.
a broadcasters advocated by the printcloven-hoofed,
are
webs
the White House. With Ethridge,
the
thought
20% on the agaway.
previously loyal Roosevelt backer, ing trades. Levy of
backing
began
to benefit gregate take of upper-bracket transsUnds
he
rampage,
the
on
Position
Wheeler's
mitters was urged by John B. Hagmaterially.
While still wrspped up in his fight
decide whether •r^, pre^dent of the International
to
hearings
The
with the White House over defense
Association
the White resolution should be re- Allied Printing Trades
and war issues. Senator Burton K. ported to the senate probably will be (A. F. of L.), with schedule scaling
Wheeler, chairman of the Senate
the row that will down to 10% of $150,000.
Commerce Committee, a dress rehearsal of the measure is
Interstate
Federal
event
the
that
in
suggesting
occur
Also
agreed to preliminary ventilation of
adopted and the full inquiry takes Government snatch 75% of payments
the direcUy conflicting views about
con- for radio properties above the actual
Usually . committee
place.
the need for and consequences of the
proposals results value of what is transferred, Hagsuch
of
sideration
pretty
Commish rules. Which is
In a full airing of iomplalnts, some- erty told the revenue-seekers they
good indication he is on Senator
times to the point that the formal can bring in around $12,000,000 a
White's side, despite his statement
investigation would be entirely su- year by tapping radio.
Secondary
voicing alarm ebout the extent to
perfluous.
benefit would be creating more ]obs
nathe
which the networits '(jontrol'
for tmion members of the printing
Wheeler
facUiUes.
radio
tion's
"unfair
wiping
out
through
trades,
together
committee
seldom calls his
competition' in the advertising field,
to take up proposals he opposes, unhe conceded.
less .there Is bone^shattering pressupwhen
recently
done
was
As
•ure.
port of pid>lishers was solicited,
The FCC's 'finding* that National
Hagerty laid empha&ls on the 'enend Columbia webs dictate use of
deradio.
No
side
of
tertainment*
Is
85% of the after-dark wattage
sire on the part of the brotherhoods
'alarming,' Wheelfr asserted, making
to put the bite on advertising as
plain he hasnt found time to study
broadBut
maintained.
he
such,
deany
the document or reached
Deal is reported about to be closed casters, wh6 purvey amusement and
He said he was 'worried'
cision.
the serial- entertainment in competition with
to know that such a high proportion for General Foods to buy
Maid,' Zoe other enterprises subject to special
of the facilities can be dominated ization rights to The Old
Pulitzer Prize play of 1934-35 taxes, such as motion pictures, should
AUns"
from New York.
to be treated the same way.
He reunderstood
Is
Contract
season.
In some respects, Wheeler's reand the au- markefd that VAioErT regards broadmarks led to the expectation he will include the material
as adaptor, for^ a casters as full blood brothers of the
disapprove of what the regulators thor's services
with
week,
faqilly' and most newsa
amusement
$750
of
price
starting
decided. Especially In view of ruamount $150 a
print program schedules on
mors New Dealers In general think options increasing the known what papers
Not
the amusement pages, without menradio is allotting too much time to yea* therfeafter.
series would be for, but tioning the names of sponsors. And
advocates of the isolationist position product the
as the Federal Government treats ramentioned
is
BowRs
Benton
in scheduling talks on \far policies
dio as more a medium of entertainInasmuch as he is doing everything the agency.
Assignment would be the first ra' moit than of advertising.
possible to stir up antagonism to the
Hie Argament
for Miss Akins, who in
President's course, Wheeler may- be dio attempt
Maid,' has
Old
'The'
"We come here with two objecaddition
to
sympathetic.to complaints that 'arbl.
Happy Days,' current- tives one as Americans to assist
trary .actiorf* such as the rules sup' written The
Millet theatre, N. Y. you in your enormous task of raisHenry
the
at
ly
by
posedly typify may be followed
an \msuccess ing necessary billions of dollars for
government control over programs. and 'O, Evening Star,'
lul drama of several seasons ago, national defense by indicating a new
In' weigliing the Commish coh'
based on the life of Marie Dressier. and untaxed source of revenue. Tlie
elusions. Wheeler said he will keep
Old Maid' was produced as a other as tradesmen, that you elimiThe
in mind the following principles: 1,
picture about two years ago by nate, as' you can, unfair competition
Preservation of tree speech, so that
Warners, with Bette Davis.
that is depriving highly skilled
neither the government nor private

PRINTERS

TAX

RADIO'

PUA
.

FOR GEN. FOODS

&

—

gag any &ction In c
2. free com.

public controversy.

petition without artificial restraints
on potential new webs. 3. 'No single organization should obtain an
undue control of what the people of
.

Sponsorship Upon Bis

Washington,

May

20.

The Federal Contmunlcatlons Commission majority seems to be non-

a result of President
Roosevelt'9 statement Friday (16)
Return
that he had no advance knowledge
of the nature of either the rules br
Elmer Davis, due back from Engreport which wound up the chainland sometime next week, will be

From

plussed

as

Ei^^

monopoly Investigation. Though he
sponsored beginning June 1 by Coldeclined to express any opinion of
gate soap six nights a week in his the reforms and took no formal noregular 8:65 'p.m. news spot on tice of the to-do, the Chief Executive
Columbia. Remaining night (Mon- failed to back up the crack-down
day) he will go on as a sustainer. element on the regulatory body.
Before leaving the U. S. several
Leaving newspaper correspondents
-weeks ago for a first-hand look at still
wondering where Chairman
the war scene,' he was bankrolled by James L. Fly 'and his four colleagues
01Uett« razor.
stand,, Mr. Roosevelt said flaUy and
Colgate is also continuing its 'Story unequivocally that he had not seen
of Bess Jolmson' serial for the same the proposed reforms. The infersoap product, with Ward Wbeelock ence drawn by scribes at 'his conOther ference was that he had no idea the
the agency on both shows.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet programs in- Commish was about to take such
olude "Colgate SpoUight,' 'City Desk' speedy action, let alone go to such
and "Woman of Courage,' all with lengths to stamp out monopoly.
the Ted Bates agency, and "Ellen
Mystery about the 'White House,
Randolph,' "Myrt and Marge,' 'Step- attitude was not completely removed,
mother' and Bill Stem's "Sports though, for the President neatiy
NewsreeV all handled by Sherman- avoided divulging whether- he sides
Marquette agency.
with Mark EQiridge. After the Chief
Exec declined to comment on the

FCC

ELLERY QUEEN SERIES

DUE BACK ON THE AIR

report, obseivfation was made
that apparently Ethridge was right
commenting he was 'deceived and
almost betrayed' by the majority of
the regulators. To this, Mr. Roosevelt apologized that he hadn't found
time to go into the matter, having
been too occupied with other more
Important things, meaning international problems and the defense
in

Frederic Dannay.and Manfred Lee,
who write under the name of Ellery
Queen, returned from the Coast last
week and will remain In the east inDannay arrived a week program.
definitely.

ago and Lee on Sunday (18). They
No official cognizance^ of the Presihave a number of projects in the dent's statement was taken by Fly
works.
or others comprising the Commish
Prime matter on their slate at the majority. On their behalf and enmoment is a poiding deal for the re- tirely Informally—It was suggested
tt^m to the air of their radio series, they never would have gone aheaa
"The Adventures of EUery Queen.' luiless they felt certain the Chief
Several different firms have con-v Exec was behind them, while one of
sidered the show in the last couple Fly's confidantes pointedly doubted
of months, but the present deal ap- if industry people thought the Compears so likely that the authors came mish chairman on his recent 'White
on. from the Coast to sit in on the House visits talked about interna-

—

-

dickering. Identity of the prospec- tional affairs. StUl, nobody claimed
tive bankroller isn't revealed. Pro- that Mr. Roosevelt flashed the green

gram was sponsored by Gulf Oil last
summer and before that wfis a CBS
siistalner.

light.

The demand
ciation

of

of the National -AssoBroadcasters' executive

board that Fly be removed drew a
comment Fly retorted, 'It is of
SERIES no great concern to our democracy
GILLETTE'S
whether .any one particular man or
Deal Made ThrMgU Mntoal As in group Of men shall occupy public ofForiner Seasons
fice.
It is of real concern to the Nation, however, that official positions
Chicago, May 20.
be held by men of sufficient strength
As had been expected generally. of character to do their duty in the
Mutual again sold the exoliislve face of the strongest pressures which
rights to the World's Series, Gillette
can be turned upon them.'
tart

WORLD

taking the broadcasts for the 1941
baseball classic.

Another attempt to smoke out the
.White House on the Ethridge charges

Mutual has held the option for the flopped.
Secretary
Presidential
lights for several years and goes'
Stephen T. Early, who on Tuesday
into the coming series with an op(13) reprimanded offieals of Mutual
tion for the exclusive rights in 1942
for Implying that the President sees
also.

eye to eye with them on the rules,
wiggled out when asked to comment
on the WHAS exec's 'deceived and
almost betrayed' charge. Early reHollywood, May 20.
plied, 1 think Mr. Ethridge Is a
jobs,' Hagerty told the head-scratchproduction
over
takes
Btad Brown
Maxw.ell House coffee show drops gentleman of great honesty and sinlawmakers.
ing
for.
Ranch'
'Melody
Autry's
of Gene
off for seven wedcs after July 10 cerity of purpose' when asked for
'You can help us and yourselves
tiie J. Walter Thompson agency folbroadcast
comment on the accusation that TVs
lowing resignation of Tony Stan- by the simple expedient of recomAll hands have been renewed for St Co. acted without the Chief Exmending to the Congress that radio
ford.
broadcasters, primarily disseminators of entertainment be taxed on
their gross incomes exactly as all
other disseminators are taxed, and
on the enormous profits cashed in
on the value of the government franchise for which the government receives not a dollar when stations sire
'

I Kormcm Corwin Devising Stunt to Offset Overdrafts
on Columbia's Treasury

sold.'

\

To get back to the budget allotted in verse, the only one of the series.
him by CBS, Norman Corwin Is It'll be called 'Appointment' and the
theme will be revenge. No one set
planning a one-man show, to be
for the cast.
Another offering of the series will

Referring to the 'excessive rebates'
allowed by broadcasters, the labor
leader concentrated his attack on the
bigger stations. He cited FCC figures
to show that in 1939 33 dear-channel stations, all spraying programs
from major networks, raked In |27,055,146, with net revenue equlviilent
to 133.6% of the value of the plants,
and 174 regionals had total revenues
of $32:814,648, netting 63% of the
properly valuation. Net revenues of
73 transmitters in areas with over
2,000,000 people amounted to $5,812,
565, or a return of 76.7%.

grams in his '26 by Corwin' series be 'Esther,' an operetta from the
Sunday nights. Expenses on the first BibiUcal story, with a score by Lyn.
three shows ran above expectations. Murray, who composed the music for
.Be has general outline for' 'Solil- 'Radio Primer,' the first show of the
oquy,' but as yet no one In mind for series. Other programs may include
vehicles
th«^lead.
specially
for
written
This Sunday (25) night's edition Chai'^:s Laughton, Ruth Gordon and
vill be 'Lip Service,' a play with Sir Cedrlc Hardwicke. Four of the
music, featuring Larry Adler as har- *26 by Corwin' programs will be inCharleston, S.
Meredith Smith
monica guest soloist and possibly Jo- cluded in a volume of 13 of his director of women's activities at
A, res igned to take similar post
sephine HuU in a supporting comedy scripts, to be published In August by
with WWDC, Washington.
part Next week (1) will be a drama Heniy Holt

C—

WTM

.

Ehner Davis to Colgate

Maxwell Coffee Iced

American workers of much-needed

'One-Man Show' to Square Budget

called 'Soliloquy,' as one of the pro-

Down Fact in Whcde Edui^e Ca

tercations.'

Noted

management.
Craney Powder*
Sie resolution by Senator Wallace
Withdrawal of Ed Ctaney (KGIR,
to
wanting
Maine,
Jr,
of
While,
H.
Butte), from the National Associaknow what effect the anti-monopoly tion of Broadcasters should not be
reform rules wiU have on the indus- overlooked. He's one of Wheelefs
try and listeners—are brighter than pals and many industry people feel
tot any other similar congressional that most of the senator's knowlmove to put the regulstors on the edge of radio matters comes from

Interests can

^ed

Report Bdt llmt s Only

week was posted

ion

.

Roosevdt Didn't See Mooopo^

30.

the wall of every oflioe in
Tracy Moore's blue network

On

I

the fall resumption.

ecutive's consent.

Teachers Union Loses N. Y. Case
Judge Dismisses Suit Growing Out of
Cancellation of

WMCA's

Headache

Suit of Dr. Bella V. Dodd and Dr. Rapp and Coudert heed the Joint
Robert K. Speer, teachers, against Legislative Committee Investigating
York, the Joint Legis- subversive activities in N. Y. schools.
Plaintiffs had sought through a
series of broadcasts over
to
and Frederio R. Coudert, Jr., was explain their point of view on' the
dismissed Thursday (15) by federal investigation of subversive activities
Judge Samuel Mandelliaum,
The In tiie schools. It was charged thai
through coercion and examinatiops
court ruled that It could find no vlo-

WMCA, New

lative Commitiee, Herbert R. Rapp,

,lation

tional

of

the

plaintiffs'

constitu-^

rights in the teachers union

feud case.

Dr.

Dodd

ficer of l40cal B of

ers Union; Speer

Is

Is

a former of-

the N. Y. Teach-

prez of the Col-

lege Teachers Union.

State Senators

WMCA

of officials of WMCA, the station decided to cancel the broadcasts since
was costing too much to heve Its
officers consistently in court
Violation of the rights to free
speech were charged in the action,

it

which sought a court
against interference.

injunction

—
1^7
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SAME OLD SUMMER TIME
Ggar

Prices and Radio Plans

AVERAeES yp ON

Some of the cigar manufacturers using radio have already reacted
to the discussion going on io Washington about Imposing a substantial
tax on this product Their agencies have been advised to go easy on
any future commitments for radio or spacie advertising, while the
agency handling a nickel cigar was Instructed not to prepare any commercials more than two weeks in advance.
The heavy advertisers In radio among the cigarmakers are those that
put out nibkel brands and the problem facing them is whether the
forced raise In price will require a radical change in sales approach,
or make it necessary for them to cut down in their advertising budgets.

Lum
land Furnace for Period
Serial Agencies Hold Mo»t

Programs

Through

CANTOR SUBSTITUTE

—

Current network summer season,
now largely set, is not expected to
see many changes in existing schedLike the 1940-41 winter seaules.

Dan-Rich Bays CBS

AJA^

With Florence Rice

New

hold

.

next *membership meeting

its

new shows

are few and tat
between, although, on the other
hand, drop-outs are virtually just
Here is how the
as unspectacular.
program and agency lineup looks
at the moment:
son,

American Federation of Radio
Artists collected claims for extra
recordings,
off-the-Iine
for
fees
overtime, etc., in the amount of $16,Satiorday
for Serial
That
907.50 in the month of April.
brings to a total of $32,315.35 the
money collected in clcims during the
Of
first four months of this yeJr.
the April figure, $15,197.50 was colHollywood, May 20.
York, $1,460 in Los
lected in
Half-hour program with a weekly
Angeles and $250 in Chicago.
change of guest stars has been taken
The union's New York- local will by Dari-Rich products for a Satur-

Coca-Cola

'

The

be entitled to'
seiid seven national board members
to the annual convention in Detroit Aug. 14-17. Election will be by
referendum June 25.
New talent agency licenses have
been issued by the union to the following:. Harry Bestry, William Dell
8c l4ivr Sharp, Harry Green, RadioField, Fred Robbins & Robert H.
Calvert, Jr., and George Wood, all
of New York; Everett N. Crosby and
the Bert Levey Circuit, of Hollywood, and the Associated Booking
Agency, of Milwaukee. In addition,
the Lang-Pam agency is cnnounced
as having changed Its name to Jennings Lang and the Hallam Cooley
Agency & S. George Ullman is now
known as simply Hallam Cooley
ver.

will

local

agency.

WKBC

Ne;otUUons On

Kostelanetz and Albert Spalding,
may go from its present 4:30 p.m.
Sunday Qme to the 8 o'clock Helen
Hayes spot on CBS when the latter
show folds for the season. Shift
would be effective June 29. Lipton's
day morning transcontinental ride Tea has until Friday (23) to decide
ever the Columbia network. Launch- on whether to hold the Hayes series
ing the series May 31 will be Flor- over the summer, but probably will
ence Rice and Russell Gleason In drop it
Roger Denny's original, 'You Can't
Musical stanza will shrink from
Budget Romance.'
its present 45 minutes to a half-hour
Paul Pierce produces the drama length when it makes the move. It
cycle, facetiously called the poor will have just the single broadcast,

Mzy

Cincinnati,

N. A. B. IN

20.

a minor issue of the. discussions, but
that the question of an
shop

AFRA

the prime stumbling block to the

agreement.
Negotiations were

AFRA

dso

in progress

manageWCKY, but have been
temporarily discontinued due to the
niness of Ford Billings, sales manager,
is

and

the

He

representing; the station.

now

recuperating from

an

op-

eration.

KFAC

Signs

AFBA

liOs Angeles,

New
with

contract

KFAC,

has

May

been

parade before the nation.

This much seems true of almost any crowd
numbering into the hundreds: the I. Q. of the
whole tends to be far lower than the, I. Q.
All large gatherof the individual persons.
ings tend to have dormant mob tendencies,
to be uncritically 'for' things and unthinkingly
'against' things. All of which would be much
less significant at any ordinary 'business' conBroadcasters must remember theirs
vention.
is a 'public' and a 'social' convention, that

they are being closely examined at all times
with a jaundiced eye by shrewd observers who
are thinking 'these are the men to whom we
practical everyday control over
by have given the

20.

signed

local indie station,

the American Federation

KMJ. KFI, KGW, KOMO,

KHQ

and

KMED.

WJAR
On

Anr Unbtermptedly

WFIU

ment

that Samuel Rosenbaum,
Pluladelphia, had resigned as chairman of the executi^ committee of
the Independent Radio Network Affiliates.
Prior to Rosenbaum's action
there had been a report around the
convention lobby that his employers,
the Greenfields, of Philadelphia, had
asked him to tone down on his participation in the fight against the

resigned because of the press of
other duties.
Another reesignee from the commlttee_

Since '27;
*

'The

Rhode

20.

FCC's monopoly ret>ort and retire
from the IllNA chairmanship'. Rosenbaum denied this, saying that he had

Show

Providence

May

was Paul Morency, WTIC,

as vice-chairman.
The
U.S/S Oldest Hartford,
IRNA board voted Wednesday to lay

Providence,

May

20.

Island Historian,' old-

commercial program in the country, aired its 500th program over its
original station WJAR last week.
Conducted by John W. Haley -since
October, 1021, the program has been
broadcast weekly without a miss.
Weekly 15-minute spot has been,

their resignations on the table and
urge the two to hold their posts until

the board's next meeting.

est

Lorimers IWaudie'

As Air Program

For Wonder Bread

he was in. St. Louis in the first place and what week of Aug. 10.
Other Ted Bates programs, all
he hoped he could accomplish in a situation
and at a moment when his presence would sponsored by Colgate-PalmolivePeet, are more or leas set .to conincidents like silk hats attract snow-

.

'

,

the union's national organizer, on
the huddles. Understood that wage
scales and working conditions are

•

Miles Laboratories for its Alka
Seltzer product has signatured for a
coast NBC-Red web of seven stations
starting May 26.
Set through the
Wade agency here, the pain-fellever
will use 'Lum 'n' Abner' on a schedule of foui times w«e]dy.
Starting on a 13-week initial deal,
the program -will air over KPO,

St. Louis,

Much eyebrow lifting was caused
around the National Association of
Broadcasters
convention last
Wednesday (21) by the announce-

THE SUNLIGHT

The daily press and many onlookers from
agencies, sponsors, social groups, Government
WKRC bureaus now attend the N. A. B. conventions.
at, a crucial point, Emily Holt, na-_
This is at once evidence of the great importional executive^ecretary of ARFA'
growing need of
is
due here today (Tuesday) by tance of radio and of the
plane to sit in with Hyman Faine, broadcasters to remember they are on dress

between
mcnts of

20.

—

With negotiations between the
Cincinnati local of the American
Federation of Radio Artists and the
Hulbert Taft-owned station

is

May

sponsored by the same firm in all
that time, the Old Stone Bank.
Haley pointed out that material
aired during the program's 14-year
stay on tlie airways amounted to just
not the 10:30 p.m.' repeat to the about twice as much reading matter
Coast, which the Helen Hayes show
to be found in 'Gone With the Wind.'
does. Shift is to allow for the usual
Haley's broadcast programs have
Portland, Ore. John Emmel, pi- decrease in daytime Sunday listenContinental Baking
(Wonder
been printed In book form and trananist and organist in new series on
Bread) will replace its "Your Marscribed into Braille,
(Continued on page 28)
KALE.
riage Club' series with a new dramatic comedy show, 'Maudie,' from
the Graeme and Sarah Lorimer
magazine stories, the middle of August. Mary Mason will be featured
on the show, which will be prodcrs the N. A. B, stage-management provided duced by the William Morris agency.
Neville Miller has set the fashion for not
(a) heckling of the speech of a guest of the Albert G. Miller is scripting and
letting things go unchallenged so perhaps now
convention, (b) an impassioned description of Gordon Grahahi wiU^direct Ted
is the ideal time to challenge the whole basic
Bates is the agency.
other people's bad motives, (c) an amazing
idea of broadcasters having their emotions in
Exact starting date for the series
'oversight!, followed by a self-righteous irri- is indefinite at the moment because
public, bearing 'in mind that broadcasters are
tation wheii 'explanations' weren't taken at the time isn't set. 'Marriage Club'
custodians of the public interest and are
is currently in the 8 p.m. spot Saturface
value.
broadcasters
judged as judges are judged. If
days (with a repeat at 11 p.m.) on
may make, and they are trying to make, capCBS, but will be changed to another
Of course if a post mortem class in etiquette time (probably -Thursday night) in
ital of James L. Fly's supposed 'display' in St.
and protocol is to be called perhaps James L. a few weeks, possibly on another
Louis they will perhaps do well to consider
network.
Whatever -that spot is,
have
could
explaining
why
It
oblige
rising
and
Fly
might
by
behavior.
their own convention
Maudie' will take it over during the

been smarter.

.

Clilcago;

program, with Andre

June 12 at the Astor hotel,. N. Y.
session will be
the nomination of members to the
national board to serve three years.
New York is entitled to 18 members of the body; Following members from New York go out this
year: Bill Adams, Frank Chapman,
man's 'Silver Theatre.'
Everett Clerk, -Ben Grauer, Alex
McKee, Margaret Speaks, Ned We-

Main business of the

and Abner Set For
Seven NBC Stations

Benny Goodman With Hoi

Heat

Actors Union Convention in Detroit Aug. 14-17Talks Currently on With Hulbert Taft in Cincy

Frowns Upon Leadership Against FCC

SUBS

INS, OUTS,

of

AFRA Back (Extra) Fee CoDections

Samuel Rosenbaum Denies His Boss

of Radio
Another is being negotiated
with KMTR, also a small indie here.
According to word from San Francisco, AFRA has signed a pact with

the

air.'

Artists.

Well-wrishers of broadcasting, unless blinded
by their own partisan participation, must regret as unfortunate the whole St. Louis fuss
KSAN there.
between the chairman of the regulatory body
and the paid president of the trade associaGhico Fereira, Brazilian,
Personalities and unpleasantries have
tion.
Pivot of Ry-KrLsp TVIqybe'
obscured the 'monopoly' issues and galling
Romney Brent is getting together
personal memories will make more difficult
a new CBS show, 'South American
based on good will and pubcompromise
Cruise,' which Ry-Krisp may under- any
write.
Former juvenile has been lic interest.
legit and radio-producing of late.
Chico Fereira,
Bing
Brazilian
Instead of using the great publicity opporCrosby, may head it up. letter is
now under Herman Bemie'a dlrec- tunity of its own conventiqn for the factual
Uon.
discussion of the FCC's 'anti-monopoly' or-

attract

tinue

indefinitely.

'Colgate

•

Spot-

Couldn't he have been conveniently in light' (Colgate dental cream), started
conference?
some weeks ago in 8-8:30 spot Thursday nights on C^, and 'City t>esk'
balls.

Meantime did the broadcasters know
advance

in

(in order to fully consider) that there

(Palmolive shave -cream) follows
immediately after in the 8:30-8:55
niche on the same network. Agency

was to be an open convention declaration of Is watching l>oth shows and making
'City Desk'
revisions.
war against the FCC? Have they, perhaps, occasional
may change its time, but it Is doubtstampeded themselves -into excesses? These ful if 'Maudie' would be moved Into
arc nice questions for sober week-after-the- the vacated position, as that would
bring it opposite 'Aldrlch Family'
convention reflection.
on NBC red (WEAF) and the two

shows are too similar In general
Another good question Is it wise to stir up type.
Only other Bates Brogram is
a Congressional invesitigation ? Suppo?,^._that
'Woman of Courage' (Octagon prodinvestigation goes on for months and its net ucts), also handled by Sherman St
result is to modify a few minor points but at Marquette agency for Crystal White.
the cost of spreading doubt far and wide in It is slated to continue indefinitely.
the men and the managements of radio? Does
any member of the N. A. B. suppose that its Linnea Nelson Rests
friends in Congress can make a holiday of the
FCC and not expect the FCC's friends to make After N.A.B. Convention
St. Louis, May 20.
a holiday in return of the famous men of the
Linnea Nelson, time buyer for J.
industry who will be cross-examined with all
Walter Thompson agency in New
the venom and innuendo that can be packed York, has extended her stay away
into questions?
from the office for another two
After four days of the
weeks.
convention last week she deAs a pleasant contrast to the Mississippi fish N.A.B.
cided to take a two-weeks' vacation.
Louis
week,
this
week's
of
St.
last
apodors
Most of the resting will be done
pearance from the CBS print shcjp of a around New Orleans.
:

reasoned, point by point analysis of Jhe FCC
rules and their probable effect upon network
Meredith Willson's first of four for
status quo, is highly recommended to the trade Ford starting May 18 sees him
flying from Hollywood to Detroit and
It is a long document but worth reading (it is
back again for his regular Maxwell
reproduced, nearly complete, elsewhere in this House show, Peggy (the Missus)
issue of V.^KlKTy), and it pitches the discussion Willson may come to New York
from Detroit on a holiday.
on a more appropriate intellectual level.
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CBS

IN

(As promised two weeks
ago by William S. Paley in his

POINT-BY-POINT ATTACK ON FCC
What

the

original comment upon the
FCC's 'monopoly' orders, a de-

New Radio

analysis

and

itself

thick Ciovernment report. Like a bitter pill, they are
with nice words and high-sounding
newspapermen and other in- sugar-coated
phrases about the public interest. Then, to make the
The docu deception complete, they were handed out with a press
terested parties.
ment is perhaps the most release that would make people think the Commission
calling
complete reasoned presenta- is protecting what it is actually wrecking. Like
a blitzkrieg a rescue party.

broadcasters,

le'gislators,

tion of network management
Even if people read these 'regulations,' it would be
philosophy to appear in a con difficult to see how destructive they are without an
As just that, explanation of their hidden meaning and their ruinous
cise statement.
and as an official network effect on the American system of broadcasting.
Columbia Broadcasting System states that, instead of
rebuttal to the FCC's own
benefiting the public, instead of promoting competition,
lengthy report, the CBS state- instead of improving radio broadcasting, what the
ment IS printed, partly ver- Commission proposes to do will have these effects:
batim, on this page. Ed.)
It will threaten the very existence of present
1.
network broadcasting service and bring abont In-

—

describable oonfnslim to radio listeners, to radio
and to the users of radio.
It, will serlonsly threaten the continuance to
2.

stations,

Strikes at Contracts

and all the other things that make
and 2 the Commisnetwork broadcasting possible.
Cion denies the right of an individual
There is nothing sinister, unhealthy
radio station to make an exclusive
or monopolistic about this arrangecontract with a network.
ment. Other magazines cannot ,^ell
BULE NO. 1 SATS IN EFFECT
advertising in the columns of Time,
The Commission will take away Life, ITie Saturday Evening Post, or
the license of any station if it agrees Collier's. The circulation built by a
to broadcast network programs from newspaper is used exclusively for its
only one network even t?touph the own benefit and that of its own adstation does not want and cannot vertisers: It would obviously
be abfind time for programs from more surd to require The New Yprk Times
ihan one nettoork.
to make its circulation available for

Under Rules

the license of any station if the station makes a contract which withholds from its competitors the 'benefits of its networfc affiliation.
The first two of the new 'regulations' knock out the present con'tracts between the' stations and the
networks with which they are affiliated.
That alone would kill the
kind of network broadcasting service the people of this country enjoy
'

on a nation-wide basis.
CBS and its affiliated stations now
have a common-sense arrangement
which provides that Columbia will
not furnish programs to any station
In a city other than its affiliated station (except In case of public emergency), and that the aililiated station, .will not carry program of any
other national net:work.
.That arrangement benefits all concerned, including the public.
gives both our affiliated stations
stable basis of
operations, so that we, on behalf of
both the stations and ourselves, can
guarantee to the advertiser a definite
coverage and an audience.
The individual station's choice is
a free one^, in a free market. Naturally, that station insists that It have
the right to broadcast exclusively in
It

and the network a

listening area the network programs which are available to it.
Its

These affiliates are both high and
low-powered stations, situated in all
sections of the country. Our service
to them consists of commercial prO'
grams, for which they receive a certain percentage of the advertiser's
dollar, and of sustaining programs
furni^ed at- our expense:. The latter include SMch broadcasts as symphony concerts, world news, educational forums, religious programs
and other programs that make for a
vrell-rounded public service and help
to increase the prestige and the liS'
tening audience of the affiliated stA'
•

tions.
I
I

jecause of

Its

contracts with af-

m^ated stations—without .which it
could not sell substantial amounts of
time to national advertisers CBS in
the year 1940 was able to spend mil-

—

li-ns of dollars for non-advertising
p: 'srams, nearly all of which were
of Ihe kind that a local station could
£.
create for itself.
Only because CBS Is able to delJ\.!r guaranteed outlets for adverti-ing firograms is it able to maiijtain for 16 hours a day, 365 days in
a year, leased telephone lines link4iia these outlets throughout AmerIc:., giving, the entire nation constant

ac :ess to network programs; to maintains its studio facilities, engineering
equipment, foreign representitives,'
representatives in the nation's capital, a highly organized news staff
.

of their favorlta sastalning

New Tork

of broadcasting servloe

demand, and encourage
over broadcasting alto-

8.
It will paralyse broadcasting as a national
service at a time when radio ahoold be encouraged to continue and enlarge Its contribution to

and

Tenn Role

longer than twelve months.

New York

SATS IN EFFECT

Daily

morale.-'

so that the
that it can

place its sponsored programs and
that they can be broadcast simultaneously throughout the country, or
that they can be I^roedcast over one
group of stations at one hour and
over another group of stations at
another hour.
Option time Is the only method
under which network broadcasting
Is practical. It has enabled the networks to perform the whole mhracle
of radio, namely, that the finest entertainment, the most Interesting
and dramatic events on the stage of
the world can be heard In the homes
of America at the very time they
are happening.
'

.

Time

A

•

national

of
.

to.

pow^r.

national unity

It will

and enter*

taimnent programs which it now of-'
fers to the whole country.
That means two things:
(1) It means that the relationship

ability of the radio in-

Government dlclaiorhip over what ^ograms go on the air, and thus
make radio an> instrument of partisan political
open the door

Under Rule No. 3, the Commission
would deny a license to any radio
station which agrees to take the programs of a network for a- period
3

on which he can broadcast.

tlohal, religious, cultural,

gether.
it will

at

also be unable to build, produce or
otherwise provide the news,, educa*

table method of bringing spMUMred programs to

7.

strikes

offer a definite network of stations
to the advertiser, or a' definite time

the people.
6.
It will weaken the
dustry to give the kind
that people have come to
the Government to take

Commission

.the

the essential elements of network
end option time. If its ar.
bitrary orders are enforced, the network organization will be unable to'
affiliation

sections of the country which are now served by
competing stations and competing networks.
4.
It will deprive hundreds of Independent radio
stations of an Important aooroe of revenoe and
seriously affect their opportunity to bnlld np their
local audiences through network programs.
6.
It will deprive business <^ an «(rderly and.

network always knows

BULE NO.

Now

We

affiliated, station's time,

Short

pro*

rhllharmonio 8]mi>

The Commission will take away
the license of finy station if that station tries to insure Its audience and
Its existence as a networft affiliate
Circulation Is what a newspaper or or if- it tries to insure a networfc of
magazine offers an advertiser. It Is an outlet In its area—for more than
circulation, In the form of guaran- 12 months at a time.
The. Comteed station outlets- and their audi- mission will do this even. thoush. the
ence, that a network offers to adver- station and the network may have
Under present arrangements, local
tisers.
The network has invested two, three or five-year, commitments stations, because of the audience atmillions of dollars to help build up for studio, 'talent, equipment and traction of the network programs,
and enlarge the audience of its sta- other broadcasting facilities.
are enabled to sell time to local adtions.
There would be no induceThe third' of the new 'regulations' vertisers at very much higher rates
ment for a newspaper to build up its means that the wliole network busi- than they could otherwise command.
circulation for the benefit of another ness might be shuffled end
scrambled They, are always free to displace a
newspaper. It Is absurd to expect a every year because the Commission network program with any local
network to build up an audience for says it will not give a license to a. public service program which they
the benefit of another network.
station that agrees to affiliate' itself believe would be in the interest of
The network advertiser wants the with a network for more than one their own communities. The netbiggest possible nation-wide circula- year (assuming a network could works do not even come near taking
tion that he can get- He wants it at exist under the Commission's 'regu- all of the time of the local station.
a reasonable price and he wants to lations').
It is a combination of nation-wide
he assured that he can keep It. so
network service supplemented by
This is thoroughly impracticable.
long as he gives the public, the kind
local service which gives the comBuildings have to be erected for
of programs it want^ to hear. It Is
more than one year. Costly studio munity its greatest value in radio
this assxirance of nation-wide circuservice as a whole.
construction lias to .be undertaken
lation year in ahd year out which
The plain fact is that this rule, In
for more than one year; rented space
induces the advertiser to spend tre-'
for offices, studios, news depart- conjunction with Rules 1 and 2,
mendous sums for programs which
and so on, cannot be advan- would put an end to network broadmake possible in America the ex- ments,
tageously leased on a one-yezr basis. casting service as we know it In this
traordinarily high type of entertaincountry. People now enjoy the best
Outstanding
ment that characterizes our broad- Philharmonic features such as the nation-wide broadcasting In
Symphony Orchestra
the
casting.
must be arranged on other than a world liecause under our free AmerIt would be utterly Impossible for year to year basis.
Artists and fea- ican radio, certain things have been
Columbia or any other network to tures which build the character and possible:
do this if it did not Icnow from day quality of a network must be ar(1) The network has been able to
to day what circulation it could de- ranged for over longer periods
of offer to the national advertiser' a
liver, what stations it could call on, time.
Management and personnel definite field of circulation, and a
what time on those stations was must be stable, reasonably secure, definite
time on which the adveravailable to it. Yet under the Com- highly trained, and experienced.
tiser may bring his products, or
mission's 'regulations,' CBS "would
Organization of this kind can be services to the attention of
the
not know whether it could deliver a maintained only on a long-time basis.
public.
good outlet, or any outlet at aU, and No responsible business management
(2) The network has been able to
the advertiser would not know upon can enter into such normally neceswhat klild of circulation he could sary business arrangements knowing offer to the local broadcasting station an opportunity to use a portion
coimt.
that it can continue to do business
of its time for nationally sponsored
If you deny a station the right to only on & transient basis.
programs.
the exclusive service of the network
(3) The network has, accordingly,
with which it Is affiliated, and deny
been able to—and has— set aside a
the network the right to count upon
Option
substantial part of what the national
that station and Its audience in selladvertiser
pays, to be used for the
time
ing
to national advertisers, you
direct benefit of the public. In givdestroy tiie basis of nation-wide netUnder Rule No. 4, the Commission ing them up-to-the-minute news of
work broadcasting as it has deproposes
to
curtail
the
opportunity
the
world,
bringtag them the music
veloped in this country.
All the
an Individual radio station to ear- of great orchestras, providing them
evils that -you substitute for it cannot be forecast. But some of these mark a portion of its time for net- with forums for discussion of curwork programs.
rent events, and affording them a
evils are obvious.
wide variety of programs of reThese new 'regulations' will stimuBDLE NO. 4 SATS IN EFFECT
late the formation of fly-by-night
The Commission will take away ligious, educational, cultural and enorganizations which need provide no the license of any station if that sta- tertainment value. The network ofbroadcasting service such as people tion agrees to give a network a firm fers these programs to the local
know that service today, but which option on any part of its broadcast- broadcasting station, which can take
can serve merely as time brokers, ing time, even though this may be them or not, as It pleases. The great
clearing time for advertisers. Such ^thi only practicable way In which nation-wide radio audiences of many
time brokeca could, of course, cut the network can place nationally of these programs speak for their
rates to the advertiser and sell the sponsored programs on the station.
popularity with the public, and their
audience of Stations which the presThe fourth of the new 'regulations' prestige and audience-building value
ent network have helped to build np would deprive s station of Its license to the local station.
through the broad and expensi';re if It gives a network any call on Its
Thus, the local broadcasting staservice they have rendered. These time. This is the arrangement com- tion has been glad and willing to
fly-by-night thne brokers, having tio monly known in the industry as give the network en option on a
permanent relationship with the sta- 'option time.'
part of Its' brbadcasting time:
tions, need feel no necessity far
'Option time' simply means that
Flt'st, because that time at once
rendering public service.
Columbia has a call on a part of the becomes an Important potential

NO. 2 SATS IN EFFECT the benefit of the
The Commission .will take ayiay Mirror.

,

radio listeners

grams, such as the

broadcasts, Colombia's edaoatlonal and
religions programs, Colombia's world new* servloe.
do not sea how, under these 'regulations,' we
can afford to produce and broadcast programs of
this kind.
3.
It will establish radio monopolies In many

phony

1

'.ULE

ource of revenue and a means of
building prestige and audience; and,
Second, because, through the net*
work affiliation, the station is en<
abled to present to Its audience a
wide variety of high-type news, edu<
catlonal, entertainment, and cultural
programs which It could not possibly afford itself.
\

Mean

( As Seen By Columbia)

of the docuSometimes you have to take a thing away from
its implica- people to get them to realize what it means to lose it
tions, as interpreted by CBS Look at Europe today.
That is going to be true of radio broadcasting as we
has been issued. This takes
know it in America unless people understand what is
the form of a 21-page state happening and do something about it
ment headed 'What the' New Last week the Federal Communications Commission
Radio Rules Mean.' It is in- adopted eight new 'regulations.' Most people will never
tended as a handbook for see them or read them. They are wrapped up in a
tailed

ment

Rules

advertising to radio
will be thrown into

broadcasting
chaos.

means a

sierious threat to all
sustaining broadcasting.
CBS does
not see how under these rules it can
maintain its .news reporting staffs
throughout the world, provide the
educational programs which now go
into more than 200,000 classrooms
in American public schools, broadcast the concerts of great musical
organizations, such as the New York
(2) It

Philharmonic Symphony, or con*
tinue the development of its new
Ijatin-Amerlcan network.
That is why we say that these
'regulations,' -and particularly Rules
1,"2, and 4, mean the eiid-of nationwide network broadcasting service
as we have luiown it In this country.

,

.

Under Rule No.

6,

the Ckimmission

would deny a broadcasting license to
any radio station which failed to
reserve, in its contract with a network, the right to reject a network
program.

BVLE NO.

S

fMPLIES

That the individual station does
now have this privilecre. The

not

fact is that any network affiliate has
the right to reject any network program, if in its opinion the public interest would be served by such rejection.

The fifth of the Commission's new
'regulations'
serves
purpose
no
whatsoever unless it is designed to
create a public impression that the
networks force upon their affiliated
stations programs which the stations
do not want. This 'regulation' says
that the Commission will refuse to
license a station unless the station
retains the right to reject network
programs.
Stations already have
this right.
They are always free
under existing practices to refuse
programs which they regard as unsuitable to their communities. The
fact that they do not do so is a testimonial to the high quality and the
high standards of the networks'
offerings. But the
to point this out.

Commission

falls

N. and 0. Stations
Under Rule No. 6, the Commission
would deny a license to any radio
station belonging to a network organization which owns another station In the same area, or if other
stations in the same area are not as
strong in power or coverage as the
network

station.

BULE NO.

6

SATS IN EFFECT:

If there is a ringU strong radio
broadcasting station in a community,
able to -give better service than
smaller stations^ in the same area,
and it belongs to a network, the
Commission will cancel its liccTU^
It also says that, no network shall
own two ttationt in the same area,
'

CBS owns

lease's

seven stations and
one out of a total of 122 on

the Columbia network.

It

own two

single area.

stations In

any

does not

Yet

this rule' threatens Columbia
with the loss of one or more of its
owned stations. The rule is a plain
attempt to subordinate .the publie
Interest in favor of a flat discrimination against any radio station belonging to a network.
But if the Commission outlaws ex.

clusive

arrangements

between

af-

stations ahd networks, and
outlaws option time, there -ia no
(Continued on page 32)

filiated

-
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St L Convention Qoses on Sour Note
Of 'Bad Manners Versus
St. Louis,

May

After the convention of the NaAssociation of Broadcasters

tional

had closed at the JeSerson hotel last
Thursday (22) some dispersing delegates began to wonder whether the
event would in years to come be re-

more as the time when the

called

Industry took a courageous, fighting
stand against bureaucrat than as a

much-debated example of bad manners. The local press in its coverage
of the attack of Mark Ethridge,
WHAS, Louisville, on the FCC's

anti-monopoly report the day before
(21) was pretty much agreed that
James L. Fly, the FCC's chairman,
who was present, had been treated
The
to a sort of glorified hot-foot
defenders of Neville Miller, N.A.B.
paid prez, who presided at the
meeting, explained that it was all a
case of misunderstanding and over-

Wipillbles'

Temper

Elderly

—

mands
tious

NA3.

induce Fly to change his

mind,
Klauber's Speech

At the same day's afternoon, session Edward Klauber, CBS executive v.p., blasted the commission's
anti-monopoly report as threatening
the freedom of the air, as a step

toward government ownership and
as an attempt to terrorize' the
broadcasters. Also that the enforcement of Its terms would push the
broadcasting business into chaos and
that the network affiliates were being asked by the commission to allow themsel'^es to be taken into
'

'protective custody.*

Ethridge, who prefaced bis speech
with the remark that despite aU the
chagrin and disillusionment he had
suffered from the administration he

was

still

a

New

Dealer, stated that

many

gestures of bad faith had come
from the Government and that he
knev of three instances in which the
commission had determined certain
principles and violated them almost

FCC

STAFF AND BIZ

Dilemma'

Influence Kellogg's Air Policy

Hollywood, May 20.
Promised the concert spot on
Kraft Music Hall if she would
polish up on her technique at
the 'cello, Connie Boswell practiced like mad for two weeks.
Day before the broadcast she
bad to cancel.
Instead
of
toughening her
'

digits for the plucking job the
best she could raise were large

Washington,

Vague

May

blisters.

20.

the moment, but defiunderway, is a new Government radio department to top or at
least theoretically 'coordinate' all
other Government radio
departments. It is believed the new setup
.

at

nitely

—

—

FOREIGNTONGUE

.

indeed to have any meaning
must, concern itself with two probwill,

NOT SAD

BROADCASTS

lems:
(1)

Clearance through a central

booMng

office

of

all

BY CIO.

Government

agency requests for free time from
-

Cincinnati,

May

ances

Kellogg

the

in

auditorium.

Battle Creek, Mich., are expected to
lead to the Kellogg company's adoption of

more

rural entertainment in

its future air programs.
Kellogg advertising execs and agency men who
have to do with the firm's broadcasting were keen observers of public reaction to the Boone County engagement in Kellogg's home town,
280 miles from Cincy.
Bill McCluskey, who directs bookings for hillbilly troupe, tied In with
the Battle Creek Enquirer Si News
and its station, WELL, to exploit the
date. Jamboree entertainers did an

afternoon broadcast by WELL. The
two afternoon performances in the
Kellogg auditorium were for school
children.
More than 8,000 persons
attended the three shows, the Enquirer tc

News

reported.

broadcasters.

Deciding on a basts of firstDetroit, May^:20.
which of these various
Radio programs in nine foreign
Couemment services have 'priority'
where there is not enough time languages, including the Arabic, are
included in the 34 broadcasts of the
ovailable for all.
Although formal creation of such United Automobile Workers (CIO)
an office awaits formation of sup- in its drive being made in advance
plemental agencies, defining of poli- of the National Labor Relations
cies and the scope of operations, Board election (May 21) at the Ford
numerous plans are under discus- Motor Company. Aired in the spesion.
Understood Bernard Schoen- cial broadcasts over the Detroit stateld would be named the radio chief. tions are speeches in Italian, Polish,
Obviously no formal radio plans Ukranian, Czech, Hungarian, Croacan be set for such newly created tian, Rumanian, Finnish and Arabic
outfits as the office of Civil Defense, In addition to 15 English broadcasts
under Mayor LaGuardia of New during the six-day period.
Unions here have been plentiful
York (announced today). But considerable increase in radio activity buyers of radio time and the 34
related to the defense effort is In broadcasts in the Ford drive are in.
prospect, so some sort of coordi- addition to the two regular nightly
nating and supervisory agency is broadcasts they have been making.
(2)

things-first

virtually essential.
Library nf CoDfress

radio series belna readied

(Continued on page 82)

Does Four for
Johannes

Steel,

WMCA

news commenta^-

tor currently vlsitiqg London, last
night (Tuesday) began a series of
four broadcasts from there, via hl4

home station, WMCA, New York.
He will air again tomorrow night
(Thursday) and Tuesday (27) and
Thursday (29) nigbts of next week.
Commentator normally has a regular series over
weU as

WOR, New

York, as

WMCA.

"Sherlock Holmes' Due

many

Pawtncket, K. I.—Jack Gibbons,
president of the 1941 class of Providence CoUege, has been' added to the
staff of recently opened

by announcing
station

WFCL

'Sherlock Holmes' for next season,
but it has not settled on the network
for the scries.
Russel A. Seeds will again be ths
clearing agency.
'

years.'

Rauh—who
Securities
the

formerly was with the

and

Exchange Commis-

National Power Policy
Committee and the Wage and Hour
Division of the Labor Department;
graduated
at the head of the
was
class of '35 at Harvard Law School
and once was secretary to the late
Supreme
Court
Justice BenjaU. S.
min Cardoza was assured of the
best wishes of the network industry
sion,

when he

left for his

new

job.

government, but is done in pursuance of sound policy.'
Ethridge expressed himself as 'excited about the ingenuous method
by which the commission seeks to
accomplish its purposes' via the antimonopoly report and because the
commission is 'transferring a latent
power which has never been abused
but jealously safe-guarded by the
Industry, to itself, where, it may be
abused.' Also as "believing that the
commission's proposed regulations
would induce a lowering of program
standards and that it 'may have the
effect of gutting small stations because, even though the commission
had undertaken to provide against
is

in the

form

of

Back

Bromo Quinine (Groves Laborapicked up the option oa

tories) has

Not connected with any plans for
an over-all radio department Is a

new

Johannes Steel in London,

Following is Rauh's parting statement:
only .one real regret in
'I have
making this move,' the Cincinnati
"Before leaving
attorney declared.
the Commission, I should have liked
to see the chain broadcasting regulations upheld in the forum of public opinion and in the courts, as I
I
feel confident that they shall be.
should have liked to see them become an Integral part of the structhis
ture of radio broadcasting in
The Chain Broadcasting
country.
Report and Regulations constitute, to
my mind, the most forward-looking
step toward the safeguarding of free-'
dom of speech that has been taken
for

20,

Turnaways registered by WLW**
Boone
County
Jamboree- show
Wednesday (14) on three perform-

ticipated.'

immediately 'in favor of people who
to the administration.'
He said that he never defended the status quo In radio but
that he has found the station operator is re&dy to take his chances with
the most stringent sort of government regulation if he is assured of
two things: '(1) That the regulation
is honest and intelligent,
(2) that
he has assurance that what Is done
is not done to produce chaos, to furthat the provision
ther an eventual taking over by the a threat'

were not unfriendly

May

water

RAUH OFF

—

failed to

of Services a Vexa-

IDEA STILL VAGUE

in his shoes.'

Washington, May 20.
Resignation of Joseph L. Rauh,
general counsel of the
assistant
mission's 'bad faith,' his personal Federal Conimunlcations Commisexcoriation of Fly as one more In- sion, was looked upon this week by
terested in punitive acts than in con- the networks with a 'parting-is-suchstructive procedure and his demand sweet-sadness' attitude.
Departure
that the present commission be re- of the 30-year-old barrister to join
placed by a three-man group were the legal staff of the Lease-Lend Adeach greeted with sustained ap- ministration was put in the mixedplouse and even howls of approval, blessing category by members of the
At the finish of his denunciation of industry 'who recalled his brief but
Fly and those who voted for the. dazzling career as principal author
anti-monopoly report Ethridge was of the Commlsh's new anti-monopoly
given a rising ovation that lasted regulations.
for several minutes.
While the Lend-Lease Administra^
tlon is so new that its paint hasn't
Fly Was Ezpeotant
As Ethridge took his chair Fly, been scraped yet, FCC Chairman Fly
praised
Rauh for his 'energies vast
who had been taking notes all the
unfailing' and wished
time, was seen to gather his papers and his loyalty
and look up at Miller expectantly. him luck in the new venture.
returnbroadcasters
Headachey
V
MlUer had the day before conveyed
the
St. Louis debaclefrom
ing
the impression that open discussion
his deof the issue would be held after heaved a sigh of relief at
when
bit
but
shuddered
a
parture,
•both sides' had got 'out on the table,
After the demonstration for Ethridge they read the Commish eulogy exhad completely subsided Miller pro. plaining that 'Mr. Rauh deferred his
of
the
issuance
pending
resignation
ceeded to read some convention an.
nouncements. He then declared the Commission's report and regulations
on network broadaasting, in the
meeting adjourned.
parhe
actively
which
drafting
of
With that Fly, his face flushed in

diately or at the afternoon session.
Fly retorted that It was obvious that
the meeting had broken up and that
anyway he wasn't going to let Miller
"make. the ground rules under which
he (Fly) had to play. Later efforts
by Miller and other
officials

Plans and De-

flicting

the new-style perforated shoes.
'I don't,' said the publisher to
the manager of the station involved, 'want a man working for
me who goes around with holes

produced a display of crowd emotionalism that was utterly without
precedence in N.A.B. convention
proceedings.
His biting, searing
sallies at what he termed the com-

J

DEPT.

Tleatre Date Click

Softie

radio stations or-

dered a salesman fired because
the latter was wearing a pair of

In any event the Ethridge speech

chairman at the door and asked him
whether he wanted to speak imme-

N[W

Washington Is Very RadioMinded Under PreMure of
War Preparations
Con-

newspaper publisher

who owns two

light.

anger, sprang up from his seat on
the dais and started for the door.
Miller, suddenly frightened, dashed
after him, caught up with the FCC

HEAD

The Boss

20.

25

MAHAosunfT AmuATBO With Tm Oelaboiu fvttoBiM OOMMffr
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Panel Begins With Census

—

\

Not One 'Home-Maker' Present to Discuss the
at Ohio State Meeting

Issus

MARGARET

CVTHBERT
both locally and nationally and how
By
{fAargarit Ciithbert 0/ NBC pre- the women look to radio for mental
tided over one 0/ the panel sessions stimulus and practical help, for
well as enat the recent Institute /or Education truthful information as
by Radio at GoZumbus, O. This is her tert. inment, release and escape.
Mary Proal Lindeke, from
vammajy of the discussion Ed.)
in Minneapolis, said the local, state
Before the di^cussioii got well un- and national groups of organized
der way Jane Weaver, a member of women in Minneapolis were alert
the panel, asked how many women and progressive where radio is concerned that she had a large adviIn the audience were home-makers

WTCN

—

In other words how many women
there spent as much as eight hours
a day in the home. The answer was

none

them

of

women

organization

women.
'

'

all

business

or

was

definitely felt by the
on Womand by the audience
that both the individual woman and
It

participants of the panel
en's Broadcasts

the organized
cerned.
of the.

woman

Radio
life

feel a sense of

where radio

responsibility
'

They were

did.

of

Is

is

con-

an Intimate part

the

woman

in

the

lower income bracket and she is
deeply grateful to radio for what she
receives.

She

is

quick to reach to

sory group with whom she works
very closely.
Mrs. George B. Palmer, honorary
chairman of the Radio Council of
Minneapolis, a well-known organization woman of Minneapolis, was in
the audience, and said that any
woman, if she could read the listing
of radio programs in the newspapers
intelligently, could get a liberal education by listening to radio; she ad-

vised

was
of

them to try it. She said she
tired of the continual criticism
by women who did not

Miss Elliott made the point
that before the advent of serials the
who listened- to
kind of women

selves.

class of women
serials was the

read cheap novels when they
could get hold of them. Miss Elliott tossed off the names of the type
«f reading matter sold in small
towns, adding that she had lived in
Just such towns and knew what she

who

Helen HIett's Point
Helen Hiett, NBC's newest news
Spain,
back from
just
analyst,
closed the program with a personalized picture of the collapse of
France and the listlessness of the
starving civilian population of Spain

—adding

that a country can starve

and still live in hope, but without
hope the people die and that is what
She said food
Is happening to Spain.
sent to Spain gets to the people;
delivered.
We felt that the Broadcasts" For
Women panel discussion Interpreted

she has seen

it

through girls and women who are
close to the picture and actually
concerned with giving a service to
women, presented a convincing and
true picture of the trend In women's
broadcasts and the listeners' reac-

PROTECTED

-

was talking about. She said the wom«n who criticize the serials have no
understanding of how. the other hall
lives' nor lany compassion for their
lellow beings. She^said there was
nothing wrong with the serials, that
there was nothing bad in them
just too many of them; that the radio and who quite naturally must
curve of Interest In serials would get his return If the 'American sysgradually change and be determined .tem of broadcasting Is to continue.'
In answer to the question, "Why
In response to present-day trends.
Ruth Chilton, director of Wom- Is there so much duplication in
an's Activities lor WSYR, Syracuse, commercial programs; why doesn't
Spoke of the farm women who make the sponsor experiment In reUp the bulk of her audience and styling his' program presentations?'
what a service radio Is giving them ISiB. Proetz said the client and
.

gested his show should be
UUed 'One by MacDougall.'

Lever Bros.

re-

same show, a radio version of 'Mr,
and Mrs. North,'-, by its three agencies and having to decide what

KSTP M USIC STRIKE
Awsy

at N.A.B.

Minneapolis,

A

May

Is in the unusual pohaving been offered the

of

sition

Held Oir Pro Tern THille Stan Habbard'a

Levers

Same Show

In view ol the trade comment
on Norman Corwln's new CBS
'28 by Corwln,' he sug-

series,

agency is to get the program, if the
account does buy it. 'The three agencles'that did the presenting are Ruthrauff
Ryan (Rinso), William Esty

&

20.

'cooling ofT period in a threat-

ened strike of the American Federation of Musicians against KSTP carried the controversy into the current
week, when another meeting will be

(Lifebuoy) and
(Swan).

Young and Rublcam

Probabilities are that 'North' will
be bought as a summer replacement
for 'Big Town' (Ruthrauff & Ryan),
with the' understanding that If it
clicks it will be retained in the fall
for Spry, another Lever Bros, product handled by R&R.

held between imion representatives
and the station. Although Stanley
Hubbard, KSTP president, was out
of the city at N.A.B. convention and
requested an extension until this
week, the union, at first, refused it
ELEC. B.R.'S
and declared its men would walk out
last Thursday.
Hie union Is demanding that the
minimum
of
station agree to pay a
122,000 each year lor the next two
General Electric starts a new seyears lor local musicians. This is ries, 'News of the Week in Indusslightly mora than the station has try,' on a hookup of 18 NBC-Blue
been spending under the terms of the stations tomorrow (IS).
Time is
two-year contract which just has ex- 8:30-8:45 p.m.

anUonal

May

Chicago,

Law
son,

itMke,

20.

o^glala

to .keep

)fot$ce

the

ol

KTSP May

&

Lautmann, Levenson

on behall

of

Morse,

O'Brien,

&

Raltery, New York attorneys lor VAHiBrr, have secured a
consent decree whereby a monthly
publication
calling
itsell
'Radio
Varieties' will cease and desist use

DriscoU

John Mclntyre will do the comment and the program will deal with
the advances made by industry in
the national defense program.

network

ol
strike

In- evjent

off

served en

the

was

WHEELOCK CANCELS

10.

firm of Sonnenschein, Berk-

acting here

Ted Bates Agency Bumored

Dm NEWS SWAPS

Get

to

Psimolive Account

Ward

WITH WENR, CHICAGO

'Wheelock agency has issued
a cancellation lor the spot announcement campaigii which Falmolive has
been running lor the past two
months on nighttime schedules. The

Chicago, May 20.
an Impingement upon
cancellations become effective May
NBC last week closed a dollar-for- 31.
and the lame ol
Varibtt, which as been ptd>lished doUar deal with the Chicago Dally
Reports (tmverifiable) in agency
since December, 1905. Attached to News for mutu al pl ugging of thf quarters have been that the
Palmthe decree are the lollowlng con- Dally News and WENR.
Dally News will have three 15- olive account is slated to switch over
clusions ol law in the U. S. District
Ward
to the Ted Bates agency.
Court lor the Northern District ol mlnute periods weekly with recorded Wheelock got the business several
chats by Dr. William Stidger on
Illinois, Eastern Division.Getting the Most Out of Life.' NBC months ago.
Conclaslons of Law
spends the revenue received from
From the findings ol fact this Daily News lor space on the daily's
day made by the court, pursuant to radio page to advertise NBC proSenator Seeks Station
of this title as
the
interests

'

consent ol

the parties,
states its conclusions ol

the

court grams.

law as

fol-

Brattieboro, Vt.,

lows:

Simonds to N.T.
the .-lawlul
Lincoln P. Blnlonds, who has been
owner and user ol the trademark Varistt, originally registered with the Texas State Network in
by Sime Silverman on Jan. 18, 1910, home territory^ lor the past two
and renewed by Sime Silverman lor years, has been transferred to New
the use and benefit of the plaintiff on York as eastern sales manager.
Before going with the TSN he was
Jan. 14, 1030, to remain In force lor
an additional period ol 20 years on the staffs of International Radio
Sales and John Blair & Co.
from Jan. 18, 1030.
2. The plaintiff is entiUed to the
exclusive use of the trade-mark
and trade-name Variett in the issuance of trade newspapers and
other publications devoted to the
activities
of
the theatre, radio,
1.

UU'meil

Offer

ment

mutw

of the Gardner Advertising Company (who had been not only help-

but constructive in the panel lor
children',s programs), criticized the
delivery of commercials on sponsored programs, saying: 'As a woman
I resent having commercials hammered at me. I react to the conversational approach.' Then she said:
'But reversing myself quickly and
speaking as a woman In an advertising agency, whose concern and
responsibility has to do with .the
clients' wishes, we do have to cany
out the wishes of the sponsor whose
money we spend on commercial

MBO

pired.
B. P. RingluB, secretary of the St.
Paul Musicians' association, announced he had appealed to inter-

BY COURT

help?'
Proetz, vice-president

ful

Three Agencies

whose
MacDougall,
World's Best' was taken off
blue alter the debut program because the network sold
the time, sent an official memo
on the subject to Louis Titterton,
head of the NBC script departRanald

Th»

INDUSTRIAL NEWS

TARIETV TITLE

Individual women as
the future.
well as organizations are turning
to radio and asking quite frankly:

'How can we
Mrs. A. W.

A Quick Series

GENERAL

tions.

organized groups

at one time interwhat she likes and finds helpful.
The subject of serials was brought ested in radio for selfish purposes
up by Mrs. Magee, chairman of the but now are motivated by a public
service
attitude
when
they approach
Jladio Council for Greater Cleveland: 'Why can't we have more radio stations for time on the air.
mtisic, mor^ news, more of the finer They realize that an informed public
opinion
is
the
safest
guard for
Geraldine Elliott,
things of life?'

Detroit,
sprang to the defense of the serials
so convincingly that the audience
was Interested in spite of them-

liking.

radio

listen to radio.
It was felt that

of women were

program director of WJR,

agency are in the same position as
the consumer who buys a grade label
product, knowing what he or shs is
buying— a product that has been
tested and found satisfactory rather
than buying an unknown product—
until a sustaining program measures'
up to standards the agency expects
and demands, commercial programs
will undoubtedly continue to repeat
the formulas they have tested and
that the public have found to their

T(ie

plaintiff

lino

is

20.

tions.

Subscribers are former U. S. SenW. Gibson and Preston

ator Ernest
F. Gibson.

bands and orchestras.

screen,

The

plaintiff is also entitled to
exclusive use of the name
In connection with the
granting of awards to radio stations, programs or performers lor
outstanding perlormance.
4. The delendants are not entiUed
to use the name Varibtt or 'Varieties'
as part of the name of a
monthly magazine or other periodical or publication devoted to radio
activities, radio programs and radio
performers; nor in the granting ol
awards to radio stations, programs
or, perlormers lor outstanding merit
Such use ol the name Varibtt or
'Varieties' by the defendants, be
cause of visual and oral likeness to
plaintiff's
trade-name,
necessarily
tends to create confusion and to
diminish the value of plaintiff's
trade-mark and trade-name.
3.

May

The Green Mountain Broadcasting
Corp; of this city has filed articles
of incorporation with the Vermont
secretary of state, for the purpose ol
maintaining and opercting radio sta-

the

Variott

50M0 wdU

.

WJR
UlUltioMfis

6.

The

plaintiff

is

entitled

to

Barllnfton,

and

Vt^Ray

announcer

Dorey, voat

WCAX,

Burlington, Vt., has -resigned, and
will join the staff ol station WBRK,
Plttsfield, Mass.
.

'

(U

E
i

YORI

T R 0 rr
I

c n

G a

en

injunction perpetually
restrahilng
the defeifdants from using the name
Variety or 'Varieties' as part of any
monthly magazine or other publication devoted to the subject of radio
activities, radio programs and radio
performers;' also to an injunction
perpetually
restraining
the
delendants Irom using the name
Variott or 'Varieties' in connection
with the granting of awards to
radio stations, programs and performers lor outstanding merit.

calist

COfflPttNYl
ELU
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RADIO SCRIBS' BACKGROUND
Y, in the early
Social and poreform was ill-paying in those
days, so young MacDougall worked
at all sorts of jobs. He was a Wes-

in Schenectady, N.

Mike-Shy N.A.B.

part of the century.

Model Contract for Radio Authors

litical

EX-

IIT

tern 'Union mesenger, a fisherman
in Florida, a waiter and an usher
at the Radio City Music Hall, N. Y.
While working at NBC as mimeograph operator be turned out copies
of other people's scripts and thus got
the idea of writing himselt He kept
trying at nights, finally was hired as
a scripter in thfe network's. recording
division, and three years ago was
transferred to the regular scripting

NOW WRITE
Analysis of Origins of .NBC
Staff Writers Reveals a
Guitar Player, Music Hall
Usher, Honor Student,

staff.

Others

devotee. He writes scripts and continuity for musical^ shows.
Incidentally, he's regarded by other

By HOBE MOBBISON
Writers

on

the

NBC

dramatic
have assorted backscript staff
grounds mostly unorthodox. They
include a former fisherman and
waiter, an elevator operator, a guitar player, a cum laude from Harvard, a Phi Beta Kappa pageboy
and, naturally, a newspaper man.
Thase varied origins aren't accidental.
For liCwis H. Titterton,
head of the script department, came
to- the job by a circuitous and more
or less chance route. He believes
there -is no specially suitable origin,
training or outlook for a writer. On
the contrary, ' his theory is that a
balanced radio scripting stuff should
have the widest possible assortment
of viewpoints. Therefore, he tries
to gather writers of varying backgrounds, training and, if possible,
from different parts of the country.
Elizabeth Todd Kagel, with NBC
13 years, is a New Yorker and be-

members

20.

at

the

About Set Between Guild and 4A'$

N.A3. convention here

deftly shunned a
on the Street' program
that was renewed for the occasion by KMOX. Guy Runnion,

week,

last

'Man

former

actor,

Joined the

who

KMOX

recently

gabbing

staff,

set up his mike in front of the
Hotel Jefferson, where the convention was held and where
most of the delegates were quartered, and queried passersby on
the
news
more
important
events,
domestic
and
both
abroad.
The delegates used another
entrance of the hotel the time
the program was on the air during two days of the convention.

of the staff as the fashion
plate of the department.
Lawrence Abbott, chief serious
Monterey, Cftl.
Hal O'Donnell,
music writer for the network, comes
formerly of KVCV, Redding, has
of a musical family, his father havOJt
joined
staff here.
ing been a noted composer. After
payroll' are I. Fried, combo man,
graduating from Harvard, he tried
who has shifted to KSAN, San Franwriting ad copy and publicity, ran
cisco, and Leonard Shreve, off to
an inn, reviewed records, conKWJJ, Portland.
tributed to the Book of Knowledge
and, through that, came to NBC
about seven years ago as assistant

—

fore becoming a, script writer, was
a stenographer and then a private
secretary. She is the wife of Iiouis
Kagel, advertising and display manager of the J. C. Penny stores. She
has a eon nearly five years old.
Eddie Birnbryer was a guitar
player and occasional writer at
WLW, Cincinnati, wh^n Frank Fay
saw him and told John S. Royal, at
that time program head of NBC,
about him. He was brought to NBC
about four y'fears ago, has long since
abandoned his guitar and now specializes on light comedy writing. He
Is currently working on an Idea for
a comedy magic show with Russell
Swann, the sleight-of-hand man.

May

,

Richard Leach, a Dartmouth graduate, was an NBC pageboy and also
wrote musical criticisms for various
publications.
Having studied music
in Vienna, he is a concert and opera

TITTERTON'S PAST

St. Louis,

Station owners In attendance

—

—

KDON

KDON

Radio Writers Guild negotiations ever, Guild members feel that after
with the American Assn. of Adver- the Four A's organization accepts th«
code the member agencies can hardtising Agencies for a code of fair
ly refuse to agree to its terms.- It
practice for free-lance scripters is was stated before the present negonearing an agreement. Negotiating tiations started that the Four A's necommittees for the two groups had gotiating committee was authorized
a lengthy meeting Thursday (15), to accept a code.
and were to huddle again yesterday
As tentatively drafted the code is
afternoon (Tuesday). Although mem- understood to cover only tree-lance
bers of both bodies were reluctant writers, not agency staff scripters.
to discuss the matter, reports in Latter will be covered in a future
agency circles were that a prelimi- deal.
Principal hindrance to an
nary basis for settlement on- nearly agreement appears to have been th9
all issues had been reached.
question of a clause in all free-lance
As soon as the two committees contracts giving the agency only one
reach an agreement, the proposed
^broadcast right
to
all
scripts.
code will be submitted to the Guild Guild here out for such a clause,
council and the Four A's national while ihe agencies insisted on leavradio committee.
If adopted, the ing the question of 'lease' or 'sale' of
code will not be binding on the material open to negotiation in each
agency members of the Four A's, but individual contract.
With neither
will merely serve as a basis for con- side willing to make a concession, the
tracts the Guild will seek to sign Issue has apparently been left open
with the individual agencies. .How- for future decision.

i

{
'

Walter Damr(|sch. He authors the
intermission comment for concert
and opera broadcasts and has written .several books.
'new volume,
'Approach to Music,' is about to be
published.

to

A

.

Only One Orthodox

Staffer

is the only memorthodqx writHe's a Southerner
and former newspaper man. Kelley
had nttle schooling, but picked up
his education in the course of extremely varied newspaper jobs. He
has written two novels, resigned
twice from the AP, and was in the

Welboum

Kelley

The same program bnt...

ber- of the staff with

ing background.

what a difference

NBC

publicity department when he
began authoring scripts. Among the
shows he's written are 'Battle of the
Music,'
'New
American
Sexes,'
'Magic Key,' 'Spin and Win,* 'Chamber Music Society of Lower Basin
Street* and adaptations of various
books. He's been on the staff four

Every Wednesday

you can tune in

at

I

Charles H. Newton, Jr., was a cum
laude at Harvard, became an NBC
pageboy, and got into the script department by working as departmen'

sponsored by

Tume and

The same program,

He became a staff member
tal page.
Richard Morenus was brought to two years ago.
last September from Chicago,
Gordon Nugent was a Phi Beta
where he had his own advertising Kappa from the University of
agency.
He edits the 'Pageant of Illinois, then did post-graduate work
Art' series on NBC Blue (WJZ) at Columbia (university, not broad'
Sunday afternoons and does other casting). He was a textbook saleS'
miscellaneous scripting jobs.
He man and a pageboy before being
wrote 'King Arthur, Jr.,' which went added to the script staff about a
off some time ago, but is slated to year-and-a-half ago.
He's authored

simultaneously over

return to the air.
Rhythm,'
and
Wrltin'
'Readin',
From Elevator t» Typewriter
'Sweet Land of Liberty* and 'Radio
Hichard Mcl>onagh, a native of Magic'
Ireland, was an NBC elevator opEnglish-born Titterton studied HC'
erator who wanted to be a writer brew and Syriac at Oxford, had a
and wouldn't take repeated no's for scholarship at Harvard, became asthe answer. While running elevators sistant
Atlantic
the
editor
of
during the day (and finally being Monthly, left to sell books, and next
promoted to elevator starter) he kept became associate editor of the MaC'
writing scripts at night., tJltlmately mlllan Co. He joined NBC in 1932
he clicked and was presently a as manager of the literary rights
member of the scripting staff, where division and In 1936 also assumed
he has remained four years. Among charge of the writing staff. He does
the shows he has written are 'Wings -frequent book reviews for the N.Y.
Over America' and 'On Your Job.' Times.
He ^Iso authored: the special natu-

of

program Thanks

to

P. M. if you live in New York
New YotV Pot 0' Cold program

8:30

to th«

years.

NBC

ralisation

—

stations in

choice.

is

Listeners have (xtmplete freedom of

no coercion, no

special

inducement-

a difference, and a very important one: the preferenc*
listeners for

a particular

station.

56.5%

wan tumd In
to WMCA
7.5%

wan tunad In
to St€rtlon

B

18.0%

wan tunad In

ica,'

As Rep

is

no difference in program. Did we say no difference? Ther*

Amer-

which was aired by NBC at D. B. Stein in Chicago
Thanksgiving, 1939, and Is still reN.Y.
of
garded as one of the most stirring
emotional' progrsoas ever heard on - David B. Stein, for the last six
the ail. Incidentally, .McDona^ is years with the Kal advertising
• naturalized American himself, and agency, Washington, has been apthe Idea of the show was his own.
pointed Chicago sales representative
Ifonald MacDougall is another of WHN, New York.
member of the staff who was a lonff
He succeeds Harold Makelim, who
Way getting there. His father was resigned to become president and
s Socialist leader and member of general manager of the Covert Co
the (at that time) notorious LW.W. Chicago.

WMCA and two other independent

New York.

There

placed by Sta<:k-Goble.

identi(»l in every detail, is aired

WHN,

to Station

C
ta—d
nlgM

1B.0%

OH riift W»dn»$Jaf
tahphoae

celnctdcataf

turvmyt by C.

f.

Hooptr, In*.

ceiffd not

Uanlify tha station

the program was identical but
more than twice as many were hearing it over

Remember,

WMCA

as over the other two combined. It proves again

how deeply entrenched

M

a,,.^

WMCA listening habit

Are you taking advantage of it?
America's Leading Independent Station
First on New York's Dial ... 570

WAT!
WATTS
DAY

the

NIGHT

is.

wmca

YOUR BEST NATIONAL SPOT BUY
ANEN/VPIKMCHIOINE NEWYOKK MARKtT

NEW

YORK: WMCA BUILDING, 1657 BROADWAY

•

CHICAGO: VIRGIL REITER & CO.,360 N.MICfflGAN AVt

—
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CAMPBELL PLAYS SUSPEND

Symbolic Prize

Same Old Summer Time
fng during the summer months, so White,' 'Road of Life' and 'Guiding
the beverage series will return to its Light.'
Afternoon niche in the fall, probably
E-W Continues Its SUte
expanding to a full hour at that time
Erwin, Wasey agency will con^
all
its
current
programs
Production setup for the show will tinue
remain the same, with George through the summer and may add
scripting
and George at least one show to Its slate within
taulkner
ISachary directing for the D'Arcy a few weeks. In addition. It Is one
agency. John Charles Thomas will of the most active outfits in the spot
iuest on this Sunday's (25) program radio field.
Agency's newest show is 'Can You
find James Melton is set for the fol

lowing week

Top

(1).

York, Tuesday nights for Par bev'
Vanti
(formerly
called
erage
BePa-Pi-A), a Hecker product.
sides the three comics. Senator Ford,
Laurie,
and
Joe
Harry Hershfield
Donald
Peter
Includes
Jr., the cast
and announcer-m.c. Roger Bower.
Series has been on since last winter

P & G Drop Two
I

of

I

Procter & Gamble is dropping two
its three evening shows for the
will keep all the rest
radio slate intact over the hot

summer, but
6f
'

'

'{^
:

I

j
•

•

i;
i;

'I

[.

..

its

months. Two programs being folded
«re Those We Love' and 'Knicker
Igocker Playhouse,' both handled by
the Kastor agency and both slated
to go off at the end of June. Third
evening show, which stays on the air
Is 'Truth or Consequence.'

I
}
i

l-

(
:

as a sustalner.

by

freelancers.

Only other change contemplated
P. & G. for its radio schedule is
the addition of another serial for
Duz, its new soap product on which
territorial distribution is steadily beIng expanded.
Cleanser Is now
plugged by 'The Goldbergs' (Compton ageney)-.and- in~-scme areas by
Xone Journey' (Compton and Blackett-Sample-Hummert). P. & G. is
currently considering the idea of
taking over 'Bachelor's Children,' effective early in the fall.
Cudahy
Packing is now bankrolling the serial for Old Dutch Cleanser, but will
soon drop. B-S-H is the agency on
the show, which originates in Chi-

by

,

cago.

Pedlar & Ryan wiU keep all its
current programs on the air through
the summer. Guy Lombardo series
for Lady Esther cosmetics Is uncertain for the fall and Reid's ice cream,
a seasonal account, will drop its
sponsorship of three European news
•tanzas weekly on WABC, New York,
effective in the fall.
Slated to continue Indefinitely for
the agency are 'Mr. District Attorney,' for Bristol-Myers (Vitalis) and
three P. & G. serials, 'Woman in
.

Campbell soup

E-W

programs are Gabriel
commentator series on
for Kreml, Barbasol
and Forhan'fl, and the 'Carnation
Contented' stanza from Chicago.
Other

Heatter's

WOR-Mutual

Latter outfit also sponsors a transcribed spot show with Arthur God-

Albers Milling, which some
time ago dropped 'Voice of Experience' from an NBC red Pacific Coast
hookup, will probably begin bankrolling another stanza soon.
Bristol
Myers may use 'The
Amazing Mr. Smith' as a replacement for Eddie Cantor on the NBCfrey.

budget

With the exception of 'Bachelor's
Children,'

serial

on

NBC

red

Hummert's shows from both New
York and Chicago are slated to continue over the summer and IndefCudahy's plans regarding a

initely.

Company

In the fall, but
revised
slightly

show

Donald Flamm and Emile Z. Weinfor
'Children'
berg were ordered to submit to an
the agency's New "York examination before trial May 26 In
shows that remain are 'American the N. Y. supreme court In connec-

(P.

&

G.),

International

added

They

WHJB,

WMUR,

WKWK,
let.

Radio

more

five

resentation

with

a $117,500

Hammer, Thursday (15).
he was hired

Plaintiff claims

Sales

has

TOURS WITH YOUTH ORK

stations to its rep-

day's program is to preempted by
a prizefight broadcast he will do his
second program for the week on the
preceding (Thursday) night.
He's

also on Mondays.
Philadelphia, May 20.
Swing started with the account in
who retired two
Greenburg; WERC, Erie; weeks ago as harpist
of the Phila- September, 1939.
Manchester, N. H., and delphia Orchestra,
will Join Leopold
new Wheeling, W. Va. out- Stokowski's AU-American
Youth Orchestra as 'teacher-member* and first
Youthbuilders'
harpist for Its 1941 summer tour
of
Second annual awards by memmore than 50 leading American
bers of Youthbuilders, juvenile educities.
cation group, for the radio programs,
Miss Phillips, who quit the Philly
and published articles which
^mph after 11 years, association, Is films
during the last year have helped
the wife of Samuel R. Rosenbaum
them understand democracy will be
prexy of WFIL.
made at a luncheon tomorrow
(Thursday) at the Capitol hotel,
N. Y.

KQV,

Pittsburgh;

Edna

Kansas

Phillips,

Battling CIO's

Hollywood, "May

Kaufman, program director, have arranged a setup whereby a 15-mlnute
be transcribed at Ft. Robnear Little Rock, Ark., and

inson,

broadcast over

WDAF,

^

I

Yesslree ... the

Winged

5

new

Plug's night time wattage has been

enlarged 5 times ... to 5,000 watts Night

and

Day.

From my

!

greatly Increased area of 'aln^ost 2 million

consumers

I

noW*

f

pull

more and more

hitch

me

sales. All

to your selling

team

the more reason
for

more

It's

smart to

contracts

them

direct

program

from K. C. and

will

AFRA

produced by Warrant Officer Harold

KARK,

LltUe Rock.

Later Fitzer expects to work out
similar tie-ups for broadcasts from
at Ft. Riley, Kansas,

Camp Funston

and from Ft. Leonard Wood, RoUa,
Mo., both of which "will Include many
soldiers from the Kansas-Missouri
coverage area of "WDAF.

Gen. MiDs'

Tbe

to

con-

BfPtJSfNTf:;

Harry K. Gilman, musician and
unem-

radio program "producer, now
ployed, filed a voluntary

petition of

CINCINNATI'S
OWN STATION

N't-^A'

CN.;,

k:,

DpO

S.'.

LJS

bankruptcy In the N.Y. federal court

Wednesday

(14), listing $1,800 in as-

and $178,234 in liabilities. During the past two years Gilman has
earned $200 annually.
There are no theatrical creditors,
.all large debts coming out of
Chicago on non-theatrical matters.

May

20.

taking In 28 outlets.
Programs sticking on the Hour are
Valiant Lady,' 'Light of the World,'
'Mystery Man,' 'Arnold Grimm's
Daughter,' heard across the board
Cereniohies will be broadcast from from 1
p.m. CDST.
Two agencies
1-1:19 p.m. by NBC red (WEAF).
Involved in the deal were BlackettRajrmond Massey will be m.c.
Sample-Hummert aind Knox peeves.
2,

Harry K. Gilman Bankrupt

lA/CAI
VY Or\l
WSAI

Renewal

Chicago,

General Mills renewed Its time for
the Gold Medal Hour over NBC.
Signatured for 52 weeks as of June

sales.

NBC RED AND BLUE-S.OtO WATTS NIGHT AND DAY

lis-

Ott, leader of the band of the UOTh
Engineers. Transcribing Is done by

station

30%, and provide' for three weeks'
vacation with pay, 10 days'
sick
leave, and arbitration of all
disputes
A general membership meeting
of
the Los Angeles local of the
American FederaUon of Radio Artists
has
been caUed for tomorrow
(21) to
elect a nominating committee
to select candidates for local
officers and
delegates to the national
vention.

Its listen-

have a potential

tener count of 60,000.
Lt. Col. Joe Nickel, one-time manager of WIBW, "Topeka, is announcing the show, scripted by Sgt. Kenneth Fox, former Star reporter, and

20.

up wages 25%

once a

ing area, and estimated that such a

and KFAC, and Is now negotiating
with the Don Lee Network for
a
covering KHJ and
^'Jil/,"'"*'*'^*
KFRC, San Francisco; KBD, Santa
Barbara, and KGB, San Diego.
The

TIMES

first

week, later on a two-per-week basis.
Some 20,000 soldiers are encamped
at Ft. Robinson, with a good share of

International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers Local 40 Is
making a
drive to take the independent
radio
field away from the CIO.
Al Speede
Local 40 business representative,
announced that the union had signed
closed-shop deals with KIEV, KFVD

ENLARGED

20.

this

•

Hold on Coast Indies

May

stint will

Awards

IBEW

City,

(Kansas City Star) is th«
area with a program
from an army camp.
Dean Fitzer, manager, and Harry
In

first

'Romance of Helen Trent'

Liea-

tenant-Colonel-Announcer

originating

"by

(Kolynos),

MRS. SAM ROSENBAUM

Ex-y^W, Now

Nickel,

WDAF

E. L.

list.

are:

WDAPS ARMY CAMP SHOWS

suit against Joe
a $21,250 suit against
Weinberg, being brought by Alexander J. Jacoby, a broker. Examination was ordered by Justice Ernest

tion

Flamm and

'Backstage Wife' (Dr.
Chicago during the period. It goes Lyons)
and
'Captain
Midnight'
Prize Figbts Vs. R. G. Swing
into the Sherman hotel July 24 for (Wander
Co.). Agency
also
has
at least six weeks.
'Lone Ranger' (General Mills) out
Goodman recently dropped off a of Detroit.
White Owl cigar has extended Its
Monday evening half hour for Old
contract for Raymond Gram Swing
Gold cigarets.
on Mutual to Dec. 25. The new
agreement provides that If his Fri-

Adds Five

warm up

EXAM ON
FLAMM COMMISSION

Among

of Familiar Music,' 'Second

out to

set

PRE-TRIAL

Flamm on Dec. 3, 1035, to secure a
purchaser for WMCA. He was to receive varied percentages of the purchase price, and was joined shortly
by Weinberg. It is claimed that he secured a purchaser willing to buy
Young Sc Rubicam accounts.
Besides
'Bachelor's
Children,' the station for $1,500,000, but Flamm
Goodman's Chore
other B-S-H programs out of Chi- declined to seU, and wants a cpm
Benny Goodman band goes on a cago, all of which continue, are mission on that Weinberg secured
summer radio commercial for Hol- 'Hymns of AU Churches,' 'Betty the actual purchaser, Edward J. No
land Furnace Co. Jtily 17." Show, Crocker* and 'Arnold Grim' (Gen- ble, who paid $850,000 for the sta'
which will originate In Chicago, is to eral Mills), 'Woman in "White,' 'Ma tion, and plaintiff wants half of
ride the NBC Red for seven weeks Perkins' and 'Right to Happiness' Weinberg's commission.

International

NBC-Blue has

as far as listening Is concerned the

,

Guest for this week's (23) show half-hour which precedes the serial
will be Judith Anderson, In 'Young sponsored by the Stirling .ProductsWoodley.' Next week (30) will bring American Home Products combinaHenry Hull, In "The Hero,* and the
tion between 3 and 4 p.m. daily. The
following week (8) will have MarShow two designated' warmer - uppers,
garet Lindsay in 'Tarnish.'
themselves serials, are 'Midstream'
for the June 13 finale may be 'Green
Grow the Lilacs,' but the leads are and The Munros' and they were
given their initial release in the 2:30not yet cast
3 o'clock slot Monday (19).
Through this device the Blue
hopes to attract enough serial addicts to produce an appreciative tilt
in ratings for the commercial quartet, namely, 'Orphans of Divorce,'
'Amanda of Honeymoon Hill,' 'John's
Other Wife' and 'Just Plain Bill.*

possible
successor
aren't revealed.

Album

More of Same

Is

possibly with a
setup. Decision to take a hiatus was
taken last 'week, reversing the previous plan to continue 'Playhouse'
over the summer with a reduced

GO SUMMER

Blue Serials

.

with the June 13 program.

B-S-H SERIALS

Husband' and 'Young Wldder Brown'
(Bayer asperin), 'Manhattan MerryGo-Round' and 'Orphans of Divorce*
(Dr. Lyons), 'Easy Aces,' 'Our Gal
Sunday' and 'Just Plain Bill* (Anacin), 'Light of the World' and 'ValRed this summer. The comedy mys- iant Lady' (General MUls), 'Walte
tery's obligation to the American Time,' 'Stella Dallas' and 'Lorenzo
Can Co. (Mutual) ends June 30 and Jones' (PhiUips chemical), 'John's
the Bristol-Meyers spot Is slated for Other Wife' (Boyle & Wyeth chemical), 'Mr. Keen' (Kolynos), 'Lone
a pinchhitter July 2.
Both B-M and American Can are Journey' -(Procter & Gamble).

until Aug. 28 and sell air conditioning units. Band wiU be working in

Wann-Up For

Bon Summer

will fold its Friday
series on CBS

'Playhouse'

night

will return the

promptu skits.
Winners are awarded a smoked
ham.

closed date, all of Blackett-Sample-

Vfasey product.)

to

'Green LUaos' As Wind-Up

KGKO

station
for Hamilton Motor Amateur Hour. Besides the
reguUr run of amateurs, members of the visual audience are
selected to take part in Im-

was erroneously reported in (WEAF), which Cudahy packing
(Gold Dust) wiU drop at an undislost week thtt Par was a

(It

VARrETv

'Those We liOve,' which plugs
Teel dentifrice, Is produced by the
William Morris agency. Latter has al
ready optioned It to Pedlar & Ryan
for an undisclosed account
Show
originates
in
Hollywood and is
ccripted by Agnes Ridgeway. 'Knickerbocker Playhouse,' now plugging
Drene shampoo, may be resumed in
the fall for Ivory flakes.
In the
meantime, both Teel and Drene will
be advertised via magazines and
newspapers.
'Knickerbocker Playhouse' originates in Chicago and Is
scripted

;

;.

comedy on WOR, New

This7'

Change Decision

Fort Worth, May 20.
is used here by

Novel angle

^Continued from page 23-

sets
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BARATA

CUBAN'S

N. Y. VISIT
De-

Marians Onastclla Set Radio
tails

War

New Tork

in

Mariana Guastella, operator of an

OF BRAZIL

Havana advertising agency,

sailed

Saturday (17) for Cuba after a visit
in. New York. He was primarily coa
corned while in U.S.A. with setting

INU5.

up detalb of various radio accounts
for sununer campaigns.
His Publlcidad Guastella reps Frig

Delays Completion

Gladstone Murray's Scope Limited

Of XEB'S 100 Kw. Plant
City, May 20.
Difficulties be(etting deliveries of
mechanical equipment due to war
preparations conditions in the U. S.
have been overcome at lest by local
radio station
(50,000 watts)

Mexico

—

Augustine Frigon Moves In From Montreal Murray
Confining Self to Programs and Tublic Relations'

XEB

May

Toronto,

that Frigon was paid $12,000 plus expenses of $2,024.
Expense allowances had been placed at $4,800 to
the general manager, $2,000 to his

21.

owned-operated by the Buen Tono
Recurrent rumors, impossible to
Cigarette Co., a French enterprise.
General Motors, Bacardi Rum, This station is to put into service in confirm because of closely clnmped
Julio Barata,
Corona Cigars, Farnsworth Radios, September apparatus it purchased in censorship, that an executive comInDepartment
ot
Brazil's
section of
Free Rotary Sewing Machines.
New York City, to raise its potency mittee has taken over several of the
formation, Is in New York City on
to
100,000 watts and expand its duties of Gladstone Murray, general
by his wife. He
a visit accompanied
broadcasts. Equipment was originally manager of the Canadian Broadcastarrived by Clipper last week, jolng
Intended to be ready this month.
ing Corp., were clarified over the
Miami
to
from
Louis
St.
directly to
Power boost wiU give XEB as week-end when it was disclosed by
the
convention
of
the
at
guest
be the
much wattage as the current strong- C. D. Howe, Minister of Transport
National Association of Broadcasters.
est Mexican station, XEW (100,000 and Communications, that imporEnglish
at
talk
in
short
He made a
watts), owned-operated bytheEmillo tant changes have been made in the
an N.A.B. luncheon, a fact made reAzcarrga interests.
executive direction of the CBC.
markable by the fact that he only
Murray will now give all his attenbegan studying the language three
tion to programs and public relaMEXICAN GIRL STAYS
ago.
months
tions. Augustine Frigon, transferred
Barata, a doctor of philosophy, Is
translated
from
lately
City,
May
20.
Montreal to CBC headquarters
Mexico
has
He
Amateur
Winner
Eschews
linguist.
N.
T.
a
play
Latin
a
here
which
as new assistant g.m., will now
ancient
broadoasts,'
Propaganda
For
Cash
and
XEW
Job
the
from
be responsible for the internal man•Menaechlnl of Plautus' (B.C. 200), were numerous and Intensive during
agement of CBC, including appointMexico City, Mayj 20.
which Is now running in Portuguese the early months of the war, have
Blanca de la Fuente, wiiming ments to technical, commercial and
at the Copacabana theatre tn Rio de been cut to a minimum In Mexico
through the co-operative action of amateur In two station XEW (100,- business staffs. An executive comJaneiro.
Among his hosts In New York radio stations, tba Ministry of Com' 000 watts) contests Is a business- mittee, members of which have not
have been William S. Paley, presi- munication and Public Works, and woman. She takes $4,000 (Mex) in yet been appointed, will supervise
Donald Wlthycomb, the Confederation of Mexican Work- cash in lieu of a round trip to New the Murray-Frigon activities, this
dent of CBS.
Stations included the largest York City by plane, with all ex- committee answerable to the Board
aide to M. H. Aylesworth at the ers.
Relations and most responsible broadcasters In penses paid.
Cultural
l>an-Amerlcan
of Governors.
Committee, escorted the Baratas the country. Ministry of Communi
Girl is also in line for a contract
In answer to publicized questions
back by train from St. Louis to New cations regulates the broadcasting as a singer on XEW's permanent by Major J. Coldwell, leader of the
Industry.
Confederation Is the re- staff. She figures it better to stay Opposition minority. Howe alsb disYork.
A special program of macumba public's strongest labor organization. here and give attention to her career closed that, during 1940, Murr^iy reAt the start of the war, both sides rather than to go stepping in ceived $10,479 on expense accounts
music (native sorcerer's chants, etc.)
Gotham, until she has built up a rep. In addition to his salary of $13,000;
arranged by Barata before his de- deluged Mexican stations with prop
parture for the U. S. A. was ihort- agenda, gnd since many of the larger
waved up from Brazil Saturday (17) advertisers were German, Frehch,
Italian and English firms,
greet
and broadcast over Columbia here.
NBC execs honored Baratta at a diplomacy was necessary In handling
luncheon Friday (16) In New York's the situation. However, the GovernHotel St Regis. David Samofl, RCA ment, the more Important broadcastOtberg attend- ers, and labor combined to S(&ve the
president, presided.
Othbn
ing, among the acore of guests, were problem tor a large extent
Major-Oeneral James O. Harboard, velez, manager of XEW, local 100,John' B. Royal, John EIwoo^ Don 000-wetter, played an Important role.
Soma trouble was caused by wildt^anclsco and M. H. Aylesworu.
cat stations. In most cases operated
by Nazis or Fascists, but most of
fhem have been closed or frightened

who beads

th« radio

idalre.

assistant.

ing

Toronto, May 10.
lubjett to the existing lules of
•eoiorshlp with respect to the divulging of military teorats, eto., to
tiie enemy, the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. has lifted the lid on political speeches via tiie ether by leeders of the various parties.
Henceforth, there may be criticism of the
Canadian Government of • 'con(tructtve' character.
Nor will party
leaders be asked to submit advance
copies of their speeches to the CBC
for pencilling as has been the custom In the pest.

Time sought by party leaders wUI
be granted gratis but will be allocated equally among Canada's three
major political groups.

'Hernandez' at

XEFO

Mexico City, May SO.
Col. Alfonso Hernandez has ashis duties as auditor of local
redlo sUtion XEFO. (10,000 watts),
mouthpiece of the Party of the

sumed

Mexican Revolution,
ine government and

domlnator of
politics.

He succeeds Elias Campos who has
^een transferred to the Party's treasury department.

WJTN
.

Reduces Stock

Albany. N. Y., May JO.
James Broadcasthig Company, Inc.,

J'hich

owns and operates WJTN,

amestown, has decreased

Ity eapltal

from |40,000 to $20,000.
Hugh N; Bodlne, Jamestown
filed

the papers

at-

with the

testing saves

mmond the Colvmbia Pacific

Network

San Antonio, May
Trustees

of

the

estate

If

bott for a to$t

20.

of

Dr.

CDoc') John R. Brinkley have filed
an application for an order to sell
Brlnkley's personal property, according to R. O. Hufl, United States
referee In bankruptcy here. The
property. Huff said, would Include
stocks and bonds
anoountlng to
$17,949.16, and a number of guns, one
of which Is used in deep sea fishing.
Application will be heard in court
here, after which an order will be
issued by the court fixing time and
manner of the sale.
Brinkley was once candidate for
the governorship of Kansas; for several years he maintained an airplane,
specially built limousine and a yacht.
He' also buUt a palatial home at
VUla Acuna, across the border from
Del Rio, Texas, where he operated,
for a time, the world's most powerful radio station.
Bankruptcy proceedings were coneluded in Del Rio last month against
Brinkley.

Hugh
Hugh

Feltis In N. Y.

FelUs, of

City

KJR, SeatUe,
lor

•

is in
fortnight's

visit

Came

via St. Louis convention and

Before going

coast-to-coast,

you can make sure

gram by first testing it over Columbia's 7-6tation

Network— are

low cost.

A

Columbia
all the

1

3 or 2

Pacific

all these

week campaign on

the

Network — which coven

33^3 towns and

cities In iti

night-

time primary area at a time-cost as low as
11 cents per

town*— U ample

your program,
and many

as did

others.

Or

to test

important testing conditions

Coast are easy to check

own

records, or

WBMS «POTS €OlO 7
OF Potato Chip*. for
KUEHMAKIN^

WBNS
ITLET

AW eiA/R MAIJ Oft Mf//

from your

A

roglonal nolworfc of "basl("tta1lonf.

All seven stations of the Columbia Pacific

to latiefV yourself

of

perfected shows, as did Richard

Network are "basic"— all broadcast

CBS

the full

Khedule, In no other section of the

nation can you so perfectly duplicate the

Hudnut
network bracketing and competition of a

with Hollywood Showcase, and Campbell's
'

coaat-to-coast show.

Soups with Fletcher Wiley,

Regular coast program

ratlngi. C. E.

Hollywood production. Then, when

all the

"bugs" are out of your program

— your

the rela-

your program as

it

pe9ple

listen

Nielsen

Consolidated test

Separated from the

rest

the identical cast, tech-

and producers can go coast-to-coast

how many
at the flip of a switch

month by month,

% Fads

show with

goes'
nicians,

along, to show you exactly

. . .

from Hollywood,

West Coast production headquarters for
cities.

CBS

transcontinental shows!

of the nation by the

Continental Divide, sales on the Pacific

THAfs A LOT OF CHJPS BUT
V3U GETAIOTOF RESULTS

— either

from Nielsen or Fact*

Consolidated sales reports^

out

Postum and Wrigley

the sales Impact of one of our Columbia-

tive popularity of

70I4S

your pro-

available in one package:

perfected

A LOT OF CHIPS

oiF

Pacific Coast

Network. Only on the Pacific Coast— only on the Columbia
Pacific

Hooper "Pacific Ratings" measure

A9K

—

Spartanbarr, S. C. Walter Brown,
vice-president and manager,
and WORD, named radio relations
director for Spartanburg area in national defense bonds sales.

money, too !

Sen His

to

Washington.

Secretary of State.

fans.

Leading technicisns are to read
papers and high government officials
will attend the meet which is expected to attract about 500 delegates
from all parts of Mexico.

Personal Property

New York

(took

torney,

Want

*By day

it is

2256 towns

Meet

22-25 for the discussion of various matters and the adoption of resolutions calling for better coordination of the activities of these ether

little attention.

Brinkley Trustees

to

May

out of existence. Only two sizable
stations are now broadcasting propa-

One is German, the other
fanda.
'rench.
Figured the I6rmer'« days
are numbered.
Latter airs father
mildly colored material, so it Is caus-

'mat-

experimentors are to hold their lOlh
annual nations! convention in Guadalajara, Mexico's second largest city,

-

OK

that

Mexico City, May 20.
Mexican radio amateurs and air

HOME

CRITICISM

stated

Mexican Hams

PROPAGANDA

Vrogram

Howe

ters re£eri-ed to had been adjusted
to the satisfaction of all concerned*
but gave no details.

MEXICO COTS

CONSTRUCTIVE'

29

at 14 tents.

Columbia Pacific Network
A DIVISION OF THE COLVMBIA BROADCASTING lYSTEM
Columbia Square, Los Angeles -Palace Hotel, San Francisco. Represented by
Radio Sales with offices in New York, Chicago, St. Louis, Detroit, and Charlotte
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RADIO REVIEWS

BO

music can boost a show. Playing before a mobbed house, Kaye's orches-

Comment

Follow- Up

With Vivien

Lel(ta,

30 MInf.
Tuesday, 8:30 p.m.

ASCAP

favorites
tra offered several
withof past years and, apparently

London
out any suggestion from the band- BBC,

Tulip Festival: Pat O'Brien, Gertrade Niesen Bill Thompson CHo-

Boomer ot Fibber McGee and
Molly program), Simone Simon in
sketch, 'Divorce for Two,' with
f
an Keith and Michael Romano;
Patti McCarthy, Sheldron I.ee, Chet
Woods, radio commentator, and Ben

I

,

ratio

|

|

did some dialoging

also

cee,

KYW

what he means by any term even

slightly out of the ordinary for the

average

By such watchful-

citizen.

ness he excludes that accumulation
of intellectual shorthand and symbolstringing which is the bane of such
radio discussion by the big worders.

WAHS

50,000

secret that

Maugham,

like all stut-'

dreads this tongue-tripping.
It is therefore probably a spiritual
Listeners are in
struggle for him.
his debt for overcoming his distaste for speaking because he has a
manner of exceptional attractiveness
on the air.
terers,

Miltpn Berle drew chuckles SaturCharles Ruggles and a gang of
(17) night. on 'Duffy's Tavern*
with a 'Variation of his familiar fast- stooges is heard over various local
gagging brand of spooflhg. Using an stations (WOR in New York) via
ultra-snooty, manner that meshed transcriptions bearing the series title
of
neatly with the rowdy atmosphere
'Barrel of Fun' and adapted for local 'SYMPHONIC SERENADE'
the 'Tavern,' he set up a funny char- brewery sponsorship. The program With Tom CaSerty
was gradually per- last week was pretty corny fun, not
acterization,
______
suaded to be himself for a brief able to compete with -the master JICTOE -EECOBD DEALERS
wise-guy sequence and then closed comic of radio, but probably satisP."^ ";?•
with a flnger-tips-on-chest bow-off. factory diversion for the less sophis- KDYL, Salt Lake City
This is a disc show with one-man
It was imaginative, different and re- ticated levels.
comment, going Into its 16th month
freshing.
Stanley High should be numbered of dishing out the classics to InterLonlle Jean, with Will Bradley in that company of quick-thlnklng, mountain listeners. First nine months
apd a quartet from his band, guested aggressive platform personalities de- it was a sustainer. It Is a welldl\^ertingly Monday (19) night on veloped in recent years by radio, balanced hour, opening with an overth* Camber Music Society of Low- and more particularly by the Town ture and ending on a much lighter
er <Baftl|i Street' series over NBC Hall on NBC's blue. High's flavored note. In between come symphony,
EHue (WJZ). As the show is likely sentences and salt^id replies .were concerto, sonata, symphonic suite, or
to do when it's In fettle, the session especially numerous and piquant something similarly classical.
provided a combination of conta- last week in his tilt with a theoBlending of music, comment and
gious chuckles and pulsating tunes
logian - turned - congressman, Dewey commercials Is nicely done, with
Outstanding on this chapter was a Short. A classmate of High's when commercials funding
a
sincere
new composition by Bradley, 'March both learned .their pulpiteering in enough Invitation for a listener and
of the Goons.' Another number was seminaiT, Short delivered a Mis- sponsor get-together. There is plenty
notable for a striking arrangement souri
Republican
stump
speech of interpretive comment by Tom
of soft, yet compelling, counter- against Roosevelt, missing none of Cafferty interlarded throughout
the
rhythms. Welboum Kelley's goofy the points so often used last Octo- hour-long stanza. Cafferty's voice
continuity continues to be a choice ber. Many listeners must have re- and
interpretations
have proved
element, particularly as dCad-panned gretted Short's decision to use his popular with Salt Lake's listening
by announcer Gene Hamilton. Di- old act and not work up some new audience which is exceptionally well
rection was deftly handled by Jack patter to counter High.
versed in music values. Show has
Meackin,
been the means of upping him from
announcing to stations music comDorothy Maynor, guesting on the mentator.
'Cavalcade of America' had a closSunday (18)
ing commercial aimouncement Mon- Coca-Cola program
A good job of merchandising is beday (ID) night that was as interest- afternoon, sang four rtumbers im- ing done with this show.
Programs a
Negro soprano has a month in advaiice
ing as anything on the show itself. pressively.
are mailed gratis
Blurb was an easily-understandable. rich, pliant and appealing voice. to 500 selected
""^"-'"^ names
''"
nrniies and
ana additional
aaaiuonai
Illuminating explanation
of how However her nrcjentatlnn nn tVio
^OT
ceramic colors are put on glass ware rhow*was.i?co'nSs.*t*i°^
ffiutiSn'' to p^ch^er Of symand lidttery at the duPont factories.
phonic albums, it times the fivfc".
n'„? introduced
.S?/"?,""^","!*.?"'!!^!'
*f
It was unusually long, but so ab- Si*
was not
until some time
operating sponsors have allowed the
sorbhxg that it seemed, brief.
later. Fact that Andre Kostelanetz's
program to be used as a public servarrangement was distinct and imag- ice
Winifred Heldt, guesting Monday inative at least partially redeemed it program, and during recent drive
did much to help establish a Utah
(19) night, on the Bell Telephone the strange programming, but it
show, teamed with James Melton to couldn't alter Hie fact that 'Just a State Symphony Orchestra by interQnale the stanza with an incandes Song at Twilight' is rather an old viewing visiting concert artists, as
cent performance :In English of the chestnut for a show of this kind. well as providing the regular pro'Home to Our Mountains' duet from Kostelanetz's conducting is smooth motional propaganda for fund'11 'Trovatore.'
Whole program was and. sensuous, particularly' with the raising.
Show is written and produced by
musically agreeable and artfully shimmering quality he evokes from
Cafferty.
All In all, it's a well
produced,
the strings.
balanced, nicely-presented late evening hour.
.Clande Brenner, one of the reguDorothy Klirallen's mike address
lars oh the 'Quiz Kids'' series, subbed
as m.c^for the ailing Joe Kelly on Is improving as is her chitchat about
bright personalities in the chi-chi 'LET'S GO SHOPPING'
•last Wednesday
(14)
night's .program. It was the second we^ in nite spots. The 'best dressed woman' With Mel Venter, Mary Roeder
succession he'd filled th; assignment, stuff ( a bit of an adaptation from 15 Mlns.—Local
WHITE HOUSE
Kelly having a cold. .but. due back Variety's The Skirt) and kindred inSTORE
for last night's (Tuesday) show. time closeups of femme fads and
Thirteen-year-old youngster from foibles, plus anecdota about the stags, Dally 9:45 ajn.
Johannesburg, South Africa,' was a Is good listening.- The Johnson & KFRC, San Francisco
trifle nervous at first, fumbling his Johnson Band-Aid copy Is likewise
(Morion Kayle)
Artie Shaw,
lines a bit, but he quickly settled good if a bit verbose.
do'wn and thereafter handled the
job like a vet.
Had an amusing
boyish appeal.

day

CHARLOTTE

,

WABY, Albany

WABY

policeman) with Thompson
It
^^-^ ^.^^^.^^ the lyrics.
.^^.^ ^^^^ ^^^^
fectious quality to the broadcast.
mg^gyjjjy g^^j jjiss Lee, chosen
queens of the festival. He and they
Dorothy Thompson, in the midst
dipped into Irish brogue during a
kidding session. Miss Niesen war- of her finest eloquence (which is
bled 'Dark Eyes' and 'Frenesi' in something), was cut off in mid-senokay fashion. Sponsor did quite a tence by WMCA, New York, last
One of those deplorable
(Same night, the week.
bit of plugging.
Alka Seltzer show, cleverly framed breaks that madden listeners, and
indusfor rural-small town areas and non- do neither the station nor the
presophisticates among city dialers also try any good (but not easily
vented, it's admitted), the incident
aired from Holland Festival.)
occurred during the P.E.N, (literary
rally from the BiltInternationale)
Parker Wheatley (of Northwestern
N.Y., with Hank Canby
hotel,
more
University) conducts over Mutual on
presiding. What the listeners got inSurtday mornings a round-table on
stead of Thompson: An Old Gold
current issues under the title of 'The one-minute announcement.
Democ-

er

Salon Orchestra With Louise Benet
Film Gossip
15 Mlns.
Sustaining

This piece served as a farewell
Miss Benet, introduced as a 'new
from Olivier to his fans on this side,
personality,' is doing a quarnow that actor is set for the fighting
Vivien Leigh held down ter-hour of film gossip, reviews, etc,
services.
the other side of the original Spikes sent from Hollywood.
Although
Hughes radio-play to provide a satbroadcast over a purely local staisfying 30 minutes of ultra smart
tion, material is prepared as though
performing.
it w€re to be wired coast to coast.
Knit with traditional Yankee airs, Thus, one hears of 'Memos' to perscript served as propaganda version sons, companies and institutions in
of the 1775 fracas, with Olivier as the picture capital, as well as to
the English army captain sent on 'a cities throughout the United States
special mission by his commander. and Canada.
Format makes the
Gage. Lost around the naborhood reading so obvious that no local
of Boston, he seeks aid from the miker could give program a perfamily of Vivien. Leigh, staunch New sonal, distinctive touch. Last minEnglander, and overnight learns he ute news is announced as received
loves the girl. Action switched to via Postal Telegraph from Sam TayLexington and Concord, with the lor in Hollywood. He is credited
subsequent retreat of the British with the reviews, too.
forces, and Olivier and his band of
As film stuff goes on local stations,
stragglers hit the road past the 'Hollywood" Soundstage' is a little
house, there to be shot by the girl's above average. Not startling good,
brother for stepping on Yankee but it has less of that unmistakable
property.
press agent tinge of the incredible
Hughes script was tight enough, which pours from Hollywood.
but with very hasty swap-overs in
Miss Benet possesses a slightly
dialog from romance to propaganda, husky, fairly pleasant voice. Diction,
as though anxious to make' every delivery and, particularly, use of
use of its two smart interpreters for pause, could be somewhat improved.
Jaco.
both attention-getting and something Carl Mattison announces.
smooth in the way of radio histrionics.
Without them the piece
would not have been so impressive
on the drama end.
When play was curtained, announcer called Olivier in for' an excerpt from the Gettysburg address.
Douglas
Moodie's
production
blended adequately the two predominant elements of the day.

virtually the entire audience
a stand,
spot could be heard siqging
(ma' at the
gave# curiously in-

(as

Carpenter's orchestra broadcast Saturday afternoon half-hour, over
blue, from annual Tulip Festival In Holland, Mich. The Holland
Furnace Co. sponsored the program,
which always has a number of
'names.' Although the talent list was
usual
heavier than
considerably
(and on Saturday matinees), the entertainment hardly reached sock
It was more a parade of Reviewing Stand.' Nazis vs.
;'ating.
performers and pleasant howchados, racy was the general theme last Sunalthough salvo had some entertain- day (18) and four local savants,
Somerset Maugham (also on the
ing moments. O'Brien, a breezy me- operating from WGN's radio theatre P.E.N, program over WMCA) has
in Chicago, handled various aspects made several appearances on the
They
briskly and informatively. Wheatley. American radio this winter.
with a background of commercial have been uniformly successful, a
experience as program director of fact that remains true of this occain Chicago, is always sion, when, during the course of
the old
Among his best smooth, beautifully delivered remike-conscious.
thoughts in discussion management marks,' the Englishman banged up
against three words. It is hardly a
is promptly demanding of any speak-

NBC

'HOLLYWOOD SOUNDSTAGE'

LAUBENCE OLIVIEB

LIMA
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GAFF
Might be good
For a laugh;
But

it's

no help

To the business
graph.
But take the chaff

'

20 years

.

I

^

smack

'

the

in

'

middle

.

of the rich

DEPARTMENT

.

BaneU

Piedmont

Bennett conducted the first
performance of his 'Symphony in D
for the Dodgers' last Friday (16)
night on his 'Russell Bennett's Note
book' series over WOR-Mutual. Ob

vlously an exercise for publicity
gurposes, the piece was merely an
iteresting stunt, but negligible from
a serious musical standpoint

'California Melodies,' as heard late
Saturday (17) night over WOR-Mufrom Hollywood, via the Don
network, is superior to the dance
band remotes on the networks at that
hour. David Rose's orchestra, with a

P lateau

tual
I>ee

and eloquent string section,
semi-symphonic, arrangements
and gets genuinely .'expressive effebts.
One hot number on the show
sizable

uses

—

for

more

V'.'iil',

nu:::..

.

infoi'-rTi

onr

o!

ens 50 000

oV::-:

o" cbou!
-

ih.?

'

v'C

The whole grain;

Then

-vtrotch

business

Gain.
That's radio's

Province:
Gaff<

no

Some

chafff

laugh.

Notes and ^ews.
(Saith the sponsor,

"Goodbye, blues")

Trump on the
Summer Slump

Play a

news about
„
bargains and services offered by the
firm.

Show caught was built around a
behlnd-theiscenes visit to the mailorder department, with Venter interWith Frank Marcos
viewing three members of the de3* Mlns^Local
partment on how orders are hanSustain Inc
dled.
Straight sales stuff lightened
Friday, S pjn.
with sidelights on folks who appeal
WNYC, New York
•Opera Lets Its Hair Down' is. the to the helpful clerks for advice on
marriage, infant rearing, etc. Also
apt title for this new Friday afte^
brought
out was fact that the P'^
girls
noon series aimed at popiUarlziAg
.{T^^
grand opera. On the
that £^^* .*"^„°*Sej " ^Mkly quiz to
the only ones who don't like good
.SM,?,iIlf^K*L*'H?'"^'^*; 5"^^
music are those who never heard u?°?„,L"'='?r^ d^cripUon of dress
any.' Frank Marcus plays recorded
? ^"'"'^ mail-order clients are
selections from standard operas, in- ISO^ne.for/s well as local customers.

Uwry

but at least tion and comment Keynote of the
as seasoning. Maxine Gray's show is that he refers to Giuseppe
as
Joe Green and calls
vocals are svelte. Incidentally, the Verdi
return of ASCAP music to Mutual's Amneris in 'Aida' a 'jealous dame.'Apparent idea Is to devote each
menu Is' an enormous hypo for shows
stanza to a different opera. Also to
of this kind.
get across the idea thai there's nothSamtny Kaye, remotlng via Mutual ing esoteric about opera or classical
from Meadowbrook Inn, Montclalr, music. He notes that many popuN. J., immediately after the 'Cali- lar songs are adapted from arias
fornia Melodies' program Saturday ahd remarks, 'Opera isn't so hard
at least not to those
(17) 'night; gave an' even more posi<- to take
As guest on the
ttvt demonstration of how AScAP who know how.'

2"'''

s^ed

any

of gaff.

Give 'em

'OPERA LETS ITS HAIR DOWN'

caught was Inferior,

As!;

Mary

Out

?"<=y

Interesting If 100% commer
™^J°' wealmess may be tend

hiformatlve facts
^^'^
kittenish wordage.

in

Wcm.

I

Inltlal'inning Friday (9), Marcus had
Maurice Frank, who told about his
plans for pop-priced 'opera under

the stars' at RaindaU's Island, N. Y.,
this simimer. 'Sounds like a promislng

—

I

lineup,'

observed

'
'

Marcus,

'Whereupon, his
guest
enthused,
"Hell, wait till you see it.'
Hob*.

WLDK

May

-V^ednesday,
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ASCAP SALUTES MBS'
HELEN HIE XT
adroitly avoiding controversial treatSDMMEE HOUR
WllUioii, Jane Plek- With Gene Buck, Bobert Bussell Comment
ment of her material.
Wl£ MeredUh
Bennett, Jean Mara, Bobert Stew- IS Mins.
Linton
Glfford,
Gordon
•nfl
Latter session included the subart, Edward Matthews, Irving BerSustaining
^eils FaDl Wine, Bad MitcheU,
ject of French feeling toward the
lin, George Jessel, Ted Fio-Blto,
Dally, 10 a.m.
Ford chorus and orchestra
Germans, in both France and the
Eddy Duchin, Gertrude Niesen, WJZ-NBC, New Tork
•{9 MIns.
U.S.
(it was the day French collabDennis Morgan, John Charles
Former newspaperwoman and oration
FORD MOTOE
with the Nazis, was finally
Thomas, SIgmund Romberg, MaxSonday, 9 p.m.
ine Gray, David Rose Orch, Harry NBC correspondent on the Spanish admitted), and shortages of war
WABC, CBS, New York
Warren, King's Men, Rudolf FrimI, peninsula, Helen Hiett returned to
(McConn-Eric/cson)
Judy Garland, Harold Arlen
the U.S. not long ago- and is now
Opening program in the 1941 sum- Sunday, 10 p. m.
doing a morning show across the
mer series for Ford revealed an ob- WOR-MBS, New Tork
The
procutting.
for
vious need
The above reads like a Sunday board on the blue network (WJZ).
with
enterup
cluttered
eram was
night benefit.
It played like one. She has a straight-away, no-nonsense,
tainment odds and ends and with That is, it was no worse nor better
rather rapid style of spieling, with
odds ' and ends about

metals in this country, employment
of girl messengers by Western Union

a humanitarian
as
hearsed galaxy. It wasn't a clamrather than as a business man seU.
tightened show bake, but it was no wow. As an
Ine something.
effort in the self-interest of two
ond an edited line of gab (selling potent show business organizations
controversy
beSie car more, the
and
it
hind it less) seemed so seU-evident- through as a pretty loose affair.
supposed
be
may
it
that
Iv required
However, it probably served its
the subjects
eight conferences on
purpose to remind listeners to MBS'
have already been held
169 affiliates that ASCAP music has
Meredith Willson will do four values that are not lightly dimissed.
weeks at the podium. His successors
That biigaboo of -all show biz, and
may change ^Aveekly or may not. particularly radio— pacing— was the
Willson himself turned down that show's prime shortcoming.
Gene
kind of an offer apd other conduc- Buck stepped in to the strains of
to
Deto
go
loathe
tors may also be.
the thematic, 'Say It With Music'
booking at Followed Sousa's 'Stars and
troit for a one-time guest
Stripes
summer. prices with a reported bud- Forever.' Then a longish speechget for arrangements of only $600 let about music being the 'universal
language.'
Then Fritz Kreisler's
program with 'Caprice Viennois,' batoned by Russtarted
Willson
hodge podge of Franz Schubert's sell Bennett. 'Stars and Stripes' was
March Militaire. augmented by in- fittingly a keynote of 'I
an
different Detroit chorus singing In American' Day, celebrated nationalEnellsh. Then Jane Pickens clicked ly on Sunday, and the 'melting pot'
definitely with 'You Walk By,' which theme was keynoted by 'Viennois.'
'Interby
on
later
followed
was
(Buck reported its composer was
mezzo' even better. Vocally this pop now on the mend.) However, it was
singer took away the honors.
all pretty slow.
Willson then followed by overJean Mara sang 'Last Time I Saw
doing Poldini's 'The Dancing Doll,' Paris' in a high flutey voice without
which was originally a sweet un- any feeling for Oscar Hammerstein's
piano. heart-throb lyrics or their meanfor
composition
affected
no
could
Jazzed to a point where it
ing.
Victor Herbert pot-pourri
longer be recognized, the selection was in slow tempo. Edward Matwas an example of spoiling good thews' 'When That Man Is Dead and
music to make bad in the name of Gone' (Berlin) next had more life

national

nrooaganda
Henry Ford

than

the

average

all-star

unre-

A

—MBS

came

ASCAP—

clear diction and pleasant (without
attempt at elocutionary) tone. As
heard Friday (16), she devoted about
a third of her program to summary of
the day's world news without commentary, then took the major portion to a discussion of various international
and
domestic
toptcs.

With Gertrude Lutzl, Florence Ana
Reld, John Prlebe, George Torge

—Local

15 Mlns.

Sustaining

'

Mondays,
,

|

(she didn't appear to know that it
of the issues of a strike in
Chicago at that nioment), use of
trailers as dwellings because of hous

was one

ing shortages at defense production
centers, and what women can do for
defense.
Last-mentioned

was
tire

answer to listener mail. Enprogram was concisely written

in

and

easily grasped.
If anything, it
was too lacking in Individuality and
color, but more preferable than the

ultra-feminine personality news comHobc.mentators.

SI

'CANDLELIGHT SINGERS'

rnfeD

:

i

7:45 p.m.
Buffalo
Socko blend by four of bestknown voices hereabouts produces
lulling harmony brand. It's no new
quartet, for they've been together
on and off for 10 years filling
church, air and theatre dates. In this
shot they pick nostalgic songs, done
sympathetic style.
in
full-bodied,
jfs an easy-to-listen shot before the
evening's jiving starts.

WDEN,

Dorothy Bayer accompanies with
deft touch at celeste.

—

Boston.
Arthur Amadon shifts
from a vocalizing job at WEEI to
announcer and singer at WMUR,

Manchester, N. H.

THE LEAGUE OF YOUNG

Am

AMERICANS,
IS

A

and also packed a bit of voltage.
Gordon Gifford followed with a Followed by a longish Youmans orcarefully thought out, well inter- chestral medley. Finaleing the New
from York portion of salute with Berlin's
Fugitive,'
'Vision
preted
•Herodiade.' The baritone appeared 'God Bless America' was an antito have an excellent radio voice, climax in view of 'Man Is Dead.'
making judicious -use of a small Showmanly stunt of the evening was
His French was excellent, Berlin's voice in New York melting
voice.
and he did not push his top tones, Into some 800 voices in the Chicago
something to be thankful for these studios of WGN doing 'America' in
days. The excellent impression was unison, where George Jessel picked
furthered by a well sung Irish mel- up the tempo of the proce.edings.
Jessel's small-talk from Chi was
ody, 'Bendemeer's Stream,' later in
effective and while his Jimmy Walthe program.
Willson then played a jazz version ker 'December and May' rendition
'Liebestraum,' and chit-chat might be 'corn' to
Liszt's
Franz
of
soloists
and
it was perhaps okay radio.
two
some,
the
by
Joined
chorus. The scherzo from Willson's Maestro Ted Fio-Rito gave out with
own second- Symphony followed, a medley of his own numbers; Jeswith Wagner predominating as the sel dittoed tunes in which he had
most important part of the work, a hand; Gertrude Niesen whammed
and the opening and closing parts 'em with Cole Porter's 'Beguine*
being paraphrased from Rimsky- (later with 'Night Day,' also by PorKorsakow's 'Flight of the Bumble ter); and in between Eddy Duchin
pianologed Gershwin's 'Man I Love"
Bee.'
Program closed with 'Pomp and and gang-sung 'Take Me Out to the
Circumstance' by Sir Edward Elgar. Ballgame,' 'Let Me Call You SweetThere was plenty that was good in heart' and 'Schooldays,' with the
the show but it was unhappily ar- studio audience.
Jessel made much of 'A Pretty
ranged and uneven.
Girl Is Like a Melody,' building it
Detroit symphony men have
reputation of scramming Detroit in up as a Ziegfeld-Berlin saga, before
summer and— at a guess—Willson Dennis Morgan's (WB fllmer) renHis Robert Browning 'Pippa
dition.
handimay have found himself
capped on manpower as well as. ar- Passes' paraphrased 'All's right with
rangement and rehearsal limitations, the world,' just because ASCAP is
back on the air, which sounded a bit
Smith.
ironic and certainly was reaching in
novelty.

TICCADIXIE'
With Jimmy

Dyrenforth,

Oliver

WakeBeld, Adelaide Hall, Graham
Fayn, Sydney Borohall, Al Dor
rant's Swingtette, Georgia Crack,
ers,

The Appointment Of

'

.

•

INC.

PROUD TO ANNOUNCE

Jlyam Greenbaom Orch.

30 Mlns.

BBC, London
This one blossomed Into smooth
musical session nicely steered by
Dyrenforth, and delivered by a class
bunch of performers. After a sixweek run It's being taken off for a
reason known only to BBC, although
producer-compere Dyrenforth did
give it out, when caught, show may
be back in the fall.
Setup of the airer Is particularly
strong on balance; it's tunes are well
sold by songstress Adelaide Hall and
Graham Payn with Oliver Wakefield
in for snatches of his particular

At Conductor Of

THE YOUNG AMERICANS ORCHESTRA

OF 100

the interests of the Society, but
overlookable in view of the cirregular 11
The
cumstances.
p. m. newscast was an unfortunate
interruption in Manhattan, ASCAP
show being picked up 11:15 until
11:45, to round out the IVi-hour

WOR

show by
waxing

Tuesday, 8:30 p. m.

RAYMOND PAIGE

electrical transcription.

The

of the Hollywood portion
wasn't particularly. good.
John Charles Thomas opened as
emcee, again did a congratulatory
routine, and finaled with 'Old Man
River," 'Mother o' Mine' and 'The
In between SigLord's Prayer.'
mund Romberg batoned the orchestra in a 'Desert Song' medley; Maxine Gray vocaled 'Argentine Way'
with David Rose's orchestra,. Harry.
Warren at the piano. Songsmith
Harold Arlen was another Steinwaylater

ist

on,

for

Garlands

Judy

brand of droll stuttery. Working together, group gradually steered their
show into topline for credit and lis-

King's Men
the Ranbow.'
(quartet) did a Carrie Jacobs-Bond
medley; Rudolf Friml presided at
the ivories as Rose batoned his 'Indian Love Call,' and Miss Garland

tenability.

and Thomas

'Over

Abel.

finaled.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND RAYMOND PAIGE
Left to Right: El

RAYMOND

MARKEY PULLEN, M. D.; JOHN PAULDING FARNHAM,
HERBERT NOBLE, JR.» ROBERT P. MacFADDEN
AND CHARLES A. SMYLIE.

PAIGE,

HAPPT JACK TURNER
Songs, Piano
15 Mins.
F.

W. FITCH CO.

Saturday, 10:45 a.m.

WEAF-NBC,

Chicago

Happy Jack Turner comes over

the air as combining a little of the
mannerisms and style of Uncle Don,
Singin' Sam and Bob Howard. His
quarter hour of chatter and tunes
backed by his own piano tickling,
However,
is reminiscent of each.
he provides a nice enough session of

HORSE SEHSE
.hould
Which

.tatlon

«>»'"»"

you use, to
^•ndlnfl.Job

^

a Saturday morning, with tunes that

rad'»

have wide

If. J"«t

?,rd Market?
.en.o to
oood horse
choose WDRC-andjet
al|3 cov«rao«f P"""'

—

I

grams, ratol

.AB.cCBS""

He

chatters

and

appeal.
plays to the youngsters with 'Curly
Head,' goes up the age scale with
'Spend the Rest of My Life with
You,' 'On a Little White Sailboat'

Hart-

,dvertl.in0 In

AUDITION APPLICATIONS FROM
INSTRUMENTALISTS AND VOCALISTS
NOW BEING ACCEPTED BY MAIL

-

and 'Love's Old Sweet Song.' None
of it Is Imbued with disturbing
qualities, but it's all pleasant and
homey.
„.
Commercials for Fitch Shampoo
are driven out in -a manner which
makes sure no listener doesn't know
the product. There are three, none
Opener asks,
very well written.
'Folks, have you had your Fitch
Wood.
Shampoo this week?'
,

Connecticut!

I

LEAGUE OF YOUNG A)«ERICANS,
I

Nc

HOTEL ROOSEVELT,

:

NEW YORK

"
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Bill
deals.

Murray

of the William Morris office last to heat

up some radio

NEW YORK

Honie

If

^

Team

CHICAGO ...

From The Production Centres
CITY

.
.
.
IIS
Peg La Centra, recovered from measles and arthritis, doing dramatic
programs during the summer layoff of her Gulden's musical series
WHOM will do recorded translation in Polish, Yiddish, Italian, German,
Spanish, Greek, Lithuanian and Ukrainian of Roosevelt's 'fireside chat'
Eleanor Nash
of next Tuesday (27), airing them the following day
doing series of beauty advice programs Wednesdays on WJZ-NBC
Abe Lyman, Yiddish announcer-producer on WBNX (not the bandleader),
for
various pals
giving a wedding anniversary party tonight (Wednesday)
Bob Ross, aide to Bill Ramsey, Procter II Gamble radio head,
in radio
In town last week for "Lone Journey' and 'Pepper Young* script huddles
kilocycles
the
....Whispering Jack Smith, pioneer radio vocalist, back on
Marshal Petain's
with a recorded-and-chatter series on WEAF locally
Nazi-collaboration speech from Vichy last week was to have been broadexplanation
no
through
cast by both NBC networks, but didn't come

IiS
Ralph Eddy joining the WGN spieler gang, moving in from, a stay at
Dorothy Gregory added to cast of 'Stepmother'
WHIP, Hammond
Phil Bowman subbing for Walter Preston on direction job for 'ScatterJosephine Gilbert and Art Kohl cast additions to 'Baines'
good Baines'
Don McNeill, Jack Baker, Evelyn Lynne, Escorts & Betty playing Jackson (Mich.) Auditorium and Duluth Armory, latter under auspices of
Watson Humphrey doing double producer job for Bro'wn Se
WEBC

Leads, Radio Is

'

Williamson tobacco firm's

new

shows, handling the

air

Rapped

Albany, May 20.
Umpires aren't the only ones that

have to take it from fans when the
going isn't any too good for the home
team. Gren Rand, one of the two
broadcasters of the Albany games
for Atlantic Refining, has been the
target of fan complaints in letters
to Charles F. Young, sports editor of
In runthe Knickerbocker News.
ning the letter Young has appended
the comment that 'any number of

SAN FRANCISCO ...

IIS
With temporary discontinuance of the
former 24-hour sked, KJBS becomes

Less

Humor'

'College

WLS collabed with the Chi
program as well as the 'Dog House* show
Herald-American on the visit of Chicago mothers- to the 33rd Division
encampment at Camp Forrest broadcasting pick-ups direct from 'the railroad depot and direct from the camp.
1 to 6 a. m. sector of
Frisco's only all-night

KSAN's
broad-

caster with its Nite Owl sesh handled_> by Les Malloy.
Latter formerly handled similar chore on KSAN. .. .Latter station is now seeking
was forthcoming.
Farmers take their programs sepower boost from 250 to 1000 watts
Kay Lorraine re- riously, according to reactions observed on KSFO's 5:30 a.m. Farm Journal.
Eleanor Phelps Joined cast of 'Against the Storm'
placed Joan Brooks on 'Rhythmic Melodies' and Loulie Jean Norman on Since BUI Adams, its editor, has' been summoned by Uncle Sam (he's a fans' had told him that Rand, and
Charles 'Bud' Barry, new assistant to NBC blue reserve captain), fan mail has dr.opped 50%... .Ira Blue and Judy Deane, Sherb Herrick, who reads the At•Weekend Whimsy'
'program chief William Hillpot, moving his family here from Washington former NBC staffers who were blitzed in recent staff reductions here, lantic Refining blurbs, 'do a splendid
story on the 'Mystery Man' series starting this week Is the have landed on KQW, Ralph Brunton*s San Jose outlet Blue is doing six job.'
next week
'Down South' moved from Wednesday night to replace quarter-hours weekly for Sutliff (Heinle*s Blend) Tobacco on 'Human
Bannister case
The complaining fans write that
'Ori
'Pageant of Art' in the Sunday afternoon spot on WEAF-NBC
Side of Sports.' Miss Deane has a morning quarter-hour of music and they don't like Rand's technique in
Your Job' goes off the same network June 29. ...Elaine Sterne Carring- song with participating spots
Although return of Mutual to ASCAP calling 'em, but it is recalled that
ton's half-hour Monday night sustainer goes off WEAF-NBC after one makes KFRC the first Frisco chain outlet to carry Society's music since similar squawks
were heard last
more shot.
first of the year, indie KSAN was initial juicer on this side of the bay to season when the Albany team, as also
Deems Taylor will be m.c. and Clifton Fadiman one of the 'experts' switch back. Unit signed with ASCAP May 1, resulting in an Immediate now happens, was in last place.
Friday (23 ) night for the third anniversary program of 'Information Please' jump in requests. At the present time requests on the nightly record call- Radio circles point out that ballAllen Prcscott now doing a three-a-week 'Yours Sincerely* chatter in show are running 75% ASCAP, 25% BMI
Art Linkletter, free lance casters in cities which have winning
.Cesar m.c. who has shitted origination
series in addition to his five-weekly 'Wife Saver* show on WJZ.
of several of his Coast web^hows from teams enjoy much easier going than
Searchinger and Helen Hlett address the General Federation of Women's Frisco to Hollywood, is finding out about the film capital. Threw a cock^ in those towns where the home agClubs session in Atlantic City tomorrow (Thursday). .. .Sam Taub and tail party supposed to run from 4 to 6 p.m., then found-out that 6 p.m. gregation is mostly on the losing
Bill Stern to Washington to air the Joe Louis-Buddy B'aer scrap Friday Hollywood time is 2 a.m
'Twas that hour before his guests went home side.
(23) night.
Herrick won last year's winner of
and not before he sent out rush orders to his beverage dispenser, to
Fat Barnes recovered from strep dental infection and back on his replenish vanishing stocks.
.Commentator now commutes about 1,000 the Sporting News poll for the most
Ed Gardner planning a South American miles a week 'by air, broadcasting from Frisco Sundays, Hollywood Mon- popular ballcaster in a Class A
"Manhattan at Sunrise' show
.Ilka Chase days, etc.
league and Rand in the same poll got
cruise when his 'Dufity's Tavern' series exits for the summer.
And Ke^nan Wynn,
has taken a summer place at Lloyd's Neck, L. I
Al Nelson, KPO-KGO chief, is 'honorary director' of the Salinas Rodeo, honorable mention:
now that he's a father, has leased a home at Great Neck, L. I..'. ..Paul which means they'll make him work for Radio- Day this year.... Dick
Stewart, currently in the leglt 'Native Son,' at the St James, and the film Wynne, KSFO announcer, has received his draft questionnaire
Sandy
Station Into
'Citizen Kane,*' at the Palace, also had three radio assignments this week Spillman, same station, goes into the Navy Afir Corps as soon as he sheds Texas
....Carol Irwin, V. It R. daytime radio head, back from another tour of 15 poundk. .. .Glenn Hardy, Don Lee evening newscaster, has added a new
key cities where the Sanforized shows originate.
10 ajn. quarter to his sked.... Fred Brlggs, KYA program director, recu- Quarters After March Fire
Liifkin, Texas, May 20.
Phil Lasky, KROW boss, almost won back hi.<: own
Frank Gallop, announcer on the 'Amanda of Honeymoon Hill' series, perating from flu
New studios and transmitter builddoing a similar assignment on the '26 by Cprwin* show. .. .Mandel Kramer KROW prize in the Oakland Downtown Merchants' golf tourney. .. .liasky
and Charita Bauer added to 'Just Plain Bill' cast. .'.Juliana Taberna and his sales manager, Carl Nissen, were among winners. .. .station do- ing of station KRBA were formally
BiU Ryan, KCX>-KPO sales chief)' new prexy of opened with several special broadjoined 'Mr. Keen' troupe
Paul Scheiner, who formerly routined the nated a portable radio
casts under the direction of Rlchman
records on the Martin Block shows on WNEW, will do a similar assign- Frisco Ad club.
Lewin, commercial manager. Old
ment for all programs on the new WBYN station.
studios were destroyed by a fire on
ASCAFer Clarence GaskUl salutes the MBS deal- with this couplet: 'We
March 17. Station since that time
think McCosker cops a radio Oscar.'
has operated from an emergency
Spencer Bentley has lead
Jimmy Rich of WNEW back from Florida.
transmitter studio set up in a local
'
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.

.

.

—
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.
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New

.

...

.

in 'Special Correspondent,' platter
5

show

.

NBC

CBS

.

Scripted John T. W. Martin recuperating from operation for his old foot
Adrian
Injury and expected to discard crutches in a couple more weeks. .
Samisch and Therese Lewis in Ctiicago full time with the Helen Hayes
program until Twelfth Night' ends engagement (and season) theife.
Hayes series slated to fold June 22 for the summer and will return in the
fall, but contracts for the latter not yet inked. .
Welboum Kelley and
Dave Schwartz collaborating on a series to bring Phil Baker back on the
air. . .
Kelley also readying a program for Negro comic Eddie Green.
Radio Writers Guild tossing a cocktail, party Friday (23) at Woodstock
Tower, Tudor City, N. Y.. .. .Constance Collier joined the cast of 'Kate
Hopkins.'
George Zachary and Marian Shockley (Mrs. Zachary) have taken a
summer place at Lake Mahopac, N. Y....JerTy\Devine, wholl script
'Reg'iac Fellers,' the summer replacement for Jack 'Benny, is an ex-actor
.'Of legit and films and is the son of .the late actor James Devine....he
formerly authored The Shadow,' the Tommy Riggs show and sketches
for the Kate Smith series..,. H. Arthur Gilbert,
sound effects man,
to marry Maria Besbeck, a non-pro.. ..'Duffy's Tavern' stays on the air
through the June 14 program, then takes a 13-week layoff and resiunes in
.

.

.

.

,

WHN

mid-September.

lis

In

considering as a sus-

is

HOLLYWOOD ...

Jack Benny 'wHl do his final broadcast of the season June 1 from naval
base at San Diego,. . . .Hla writers. Bill Morrow and Ed Beloin, will vaca'
tion in Canada, their first respite in tliree years, passing up a writing job
on Benny's 'Cliarley's Aunt' at 20th-Fox. .. ,Lud Gluskin takes time out
from his CBS Coast musical directorship to score and conduct the music
for Edward Small's 'International Lady'... .Edward G. Robinson's 'Big
Town' troupe lays off from July 2 to Oct. 9. Agency is^tUl shopping' for
a replace^ient, .Bemle Smith, KFI-KEC!A press head, down with whoop'
Ing cough. .'. Jack Sayers autoing east for stmimer duty in Young St Rubi'
cam ptibllcity department. .. .Sam Hayes, NBC newscaster, hospitalized
in Kansas City while touring midwest ....Some people have aU the luck.
Last week Bob Brewsteir, producer of Kraft Music Hall, journeyed dpwn
to San Diego to book a test pilot on the June 9 show. Few days later the
chap he lined up, Lieut W. W. Lowrey, was front-paged all over the coun'
try for his spectacular rescue of a marine whose parachute caught In his
plane, leaving him dangling high above San Diego. The booking was
moved up\to this week, but fast.... Don Gilman limched with Thurman
Arnold, the goTemment's trust-buster.. Strictly social, aaid the NBC exec
. .

.

Attack On FCC

church.
Station is owned and operated by
the Red Lands Broadcasting Asso^

iConUnaoI from pa(e 24;

...

talner.

more reason for a network not

to
station than for anyone else
not to own one. For, if the Commission's 'regulations' stand, these
stations could not be used to the ad-

own a

possible /or one fyroarAzaHoin, io
two TietwoTks.

own

elation of which Ben T. Wilson is
CBS does not own two networks prez. Broadcasts on 1340 kiloor two stations in any one com- cycles with a power of 260 watts day
mimity.
time operation only.

vantage of one network over another.

The Commission also ignores the
fact that It is possible for a network
to own the only station in a single
city and yet for the programs of a
Under Rule No. 8, the Commission
competing network to be heard
equally well, throughout tha'-area-it- evidently -proposes to meddle with
or more stations in advertising rates, a threat as dangerserves, from
ous
to the individual station as it is
adjoining areas.
should ownership of a radio to -the networks.
NO. 8 SATS IN EFFECT:
station \>y a network be bad?
The Commltslon will refMse a
network organization can obviously
contribute much to the ability of licefMe to any Mtatlon that agrees
any radio station to serve the area with a network as to the rates it u>iU
in which It is located. By "its sub- charge.
stantial investment In its owned staCBS does not have any agreement

Why

A BUtE

an^ by sharing with these sta- with its network affiliates relating
day by day, its network ex- to the rates which they shall charge
perience, physical facilities,, and talr other users of their time. However,
ent, Columbia Is making a constant there is something to ba said for
contribution to their effectiveness in protecting a network against the imserving the people of their \ocaI fair competition that would develop
commxmities. Does the Conmilssion if a station did sell its time to other
now propose to say to the people of networks (which, imder these rules,
these communities tliat these
would be possible) at lower rates
tiona shall be put off the air, ''simply than CBS out of necessity must
because they are owned by a net charge.
The Commission destroys
work7
that protection. Under this 'regulaIt is true that the few stations tion,' the same
station could make
owned by the networks are located differing arrangements with differin the best markets. But the net- ing networks.
works went out and bought these
stations for many reasons, one of
Seattle—Evelyn Shaw of KVI ofwhich was that they offered a profit
able Investment This is the same fice staff has been transferred from
reason why two dominating factors Tacoma to Seattle studios.
in the Mutual Broadcasting System
built their businesses where they
tions,

NOEL GERSON,

WON

U.S.A.

Talent Exec In Army •a IbteUlgence OITIoer

Chicago, May 20.
Noel Gerson, who has been head
of the
Talent Division since
its inception last year, joins the
Army next month and will be assigned to the Intelligence Division
of the Sixth Corps Area.
He will
handle the radio end of the Public
Relations branch.
.

WGN

Marvin Wel^ who has been Gerson's assistant, will succeed as chief
of the Talent Division.

tions,

'

R. H. Macy is one of America's
dominant department stores.
The
Chicago Tribune is one of America's
and most profitable news-

Robert. L. KenneU, WHAS Louisville program director, has returned
from a trip to Camp Shelby, Miss.,
where he worked out arrangements
for a SO-minute weekly airing, with
talent drawn from the camp personnel

24 Hour*
A Day
Every

Day
RepreiantMl by Blair

did.

THE ONEILLS

richest
papers.

MAKE

think seriously of
suggesting that Macy's Or the Chicago TrIbime should be forced to
divest themselves of one ai more of
their profitable properties merely
because they ' happened to own

A POINT TO LISTEN
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To the

-

No one would

E
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«0A8T TO COAST
ADTMBTISINO AOKNOK

MGT. ED WOLFi-RKO BLDQ,

NEW YORK

CITY

I

OWEN VINSON

the FCC would
refuse to license any radio station
affiliated with a network organlza'
Uon having more than one network.

Under Rule No.

7,

RULE NO.

7:

The seventh of the Commission's
neto 'retrulottont' tPouM make it im-

333 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, or

New
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Man From Out

Furore created the week before In Twin Cities newspaper and radio
circles over an announcement about Sunday papers has quieted down,
but the broadcasters are still wondering what reply, if any, Y(^C Chairman
James L. Fly will make to the letter of complaint from B. H. Ridder, publisher of the St. Paul Pioneer Press-Dispatch. Latter Jointly owns 'WTCN
with the Minneapolis IVlbune.
Ridder had charged in a lettei to Fly that WCCO and 'WTCN had re
jected a proffered announcement that .'Minneapolis now has but one newspaper on Sundays' at the behest of George B. Bickelhaupt, Tribune pubSao. Francisco, May 20.
lisher.
'WCCO later reconsidered Its decision and offered to cari-y the
Ridder put out his radio announcement following _the
In a new efTort to cash In on the announcement.
consolidation of the Minneapolis Tribune and the Minneapolis Starpotentialities of America's last doJournal, which eliminated one of the two Sunday sheets, the Trib. Other
broadcasting,
of
the
frontier
mestic
Twin City stations did carry the announcement as written and offered.
Paciflc Coast, Arthur J. JCemp, CBS
Vice-President Henry A. Wallace has joined the newly-formed Panregional sales manager, will trek
American council of the CBS 'School of the Air of the Americas.' As an
eastward June 1 with 20 wes'temOrig- example of his active interest in Pan-American relations, Wallace recently
Ijuilt shows under his arm.
attended the Mexican inaugural and has made several addresses in Spanish
inally 'discovered' by Variett "sevbefore Pan-American groups.
«
eral years ago and then dubbed 'the
Other members of the 'School' council include Sterling Fisher, CBS
lost horizon of radio,' the Coast has
director, of education, chairman; Dr. Don Luis Quintanilla, Mexican coungradually won recognition In Eastsellor in the U. S.; S. D. Shankland, executive-secretary of the American
ern agency circles as a marlcet
Assn. of School Administrators; Willard E. Givens, executive-secretary of
unique in Itself. It became the 'new
the National Education- Assn.; Mario Rodriguez, first secretary of the
horizon,' and the scramble was on
Chilean embassy; and Juan lyAnieUo, first secretary of the Uruguay
build and sell specific regional

Yonder Signals

HesOnHisWay

to

ihows for, national sponsors.
Latest phase now Is to tiurn Coastshows Into transcontinentals,
making Hollywood rather than New
York the proving ground for topbudget accounts. This theory will
be the theme Kemp will bring East
next month; that the Coast is a
cheap proving ground for sponsors.

*

is

'

The CBS exec's score of offerings
were culled from among 200 which
were given ether rides on the WestMost of " them
regional link.
were built by Russ Johnson, CBS
coast production chief, who brought
in an agency man, Ernie Bader, formerly with the Caples agency of LA.
ern

Story behind the dropping by 'WLWO, Cincy, of Portuguese on its foreign programs is that Henley Hill, who served as its Portuguese announcer
for a year or so, suddenly was called in by Uncle Sam to serve as translator in the Portuguese section of the State Department. Before signing
with the Crosley short-waver, Hill made application in Washington for
the job he was summoned to start serving recently. Since then he has
moved up to chief translator in the Portuguese section. The federal call
allowed him 48 hours' time to transfer from Cincinnati to the capital.
In the absence of a successor, and because most of 'WLWO's mail from
Central and South America is in Spanish, James D. Shouse, general manager of Crosley stations, let the Portuguese announcements fade.

back on

WOR

legation.

.

built

ASCAP

*
*

...and

WOR
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(which handles the Union Pacific
account) to take care 'of the sales
value.

Dinah Shore 'has made arrangements whereby her bookings In various
be split between the NBC Artists Bureau and General AmuseInstead of splitting 10% commission between two offices on all
she'll be handled in radio and pictures by NBC, and theatres
and night clubs by GAC. During arbitration of her disagreement with
Eddie Cantor recently, the American Federation of Radio Artists ruled
that singer couldn't pay more than a total of 10% commission no matter
how many offices were booking her. She had beer) paying both NBC and

brings you

fields will

ment Co.

her work,

*

Kemp's sales campaign will be one
the most complete yet carried
GAC 10% each.
from the Coast to Eastern agencies.
Recording work- doesn't come under Jurisdiction of either. She had
Three presentations' haVe been made
been working for 'Victor before either agency came into her activities.
up a one-page summary of the
whole works; a separate booklet on
'Give Me Your Answer,' a song which A. J. McCosker, president of WOR,
each; and a "complete transcription
New York, wrote in 1925, got a revival from Irv Carroll's band over
of each. Major hook of this particuN. Y., recently. What led to the revival was a meeting sevlar stunt Is that, wtth all the shows
eral weeks ago between McCosker and Jack Mills In a restaurant. Mcactually on fhe air, Hoopered and
Cosker reminded Mills that he .(Mills) was his (McCosker's) publisher.
priced, they oan be piped transconMills thought It was all part of a rib until McCosker mentioned the title of
tinental as fast aa clients can be
a song which McCosker said Mills had taken from him 16 years ago under
signed.
the name of Hollywood McCosker. Still puzzled. Mills later had his flies
and stock checked and out of it was dug a few copies of 'Answer.' Subsequently, Carroll happened to call on Mills, was shown the .number and
expressed an interest in making an arrangement of It.
of

the

first

—

commercial

WMCA

ASCAP

buy,,

.

McClelland Barclay is currently painting portraits of the characters in
'Against the Storm,' Procter & Gamble serial. However, they're 'mental
any models, but is merely painting from

pictures,' as the artist is not using

his conception of the characters after listening to the program. He is not
being paid.
John Gibbs, producer of the show and husband of -Its author, Sandra
Michael, and Hal James, of the Compton agency, had the idea of the portraits after hearing from a friend of Barclay's that the artist was a regular
listener to 'Storm.' They Intend sending reproductions of the pictures tonewspaper and magazine editors for possible., publicity breaks.

Haw

'Paul Revere,' the carbon-copy 'Lord

Haw,' whose propagandistic

chatter Is nightly directed at U. S. listeners by the German shortwave
Spieler comes on and exits his 15radio. Is being given a production.
mlnute stint with the clatter of hoof beats and a fife whistling 'Yankee
Doodle.'
Identity of 'Paul Revere' isn't known, but listeners are guessing he's an

English music student turned Nazi.

He

*

uses

many

*
*

MUSICAL
MAC"

*
*

musical terms not

ordinarily employed by laymen and tallcs with a bit too much Oxford
accent—which- he evidently tries to cover up to be American.

—

As a result of a personal survey trip last week by Leon Goldstein, p.a.
of 'WMCA, New York, the station is to begin a regular publicity and mat
service to local daily and weekly newspapers In the middle Atlantic states.
It will be the first time the station has made a sustained effort to cover the
press outside the metropolitan New York area.
(Goldstein has so far visited radio editors on papers as far northeast as
Providence. He'll next see those in New Jersey and may subsequently
make trfes to towns elsewhere within WMCA's listening area.
Well, well. Here*B the Rirl who
can say '*no'* In seventeen different lanffuages. She can say
*^o^* and mean It, when bad
Srogramming Is eoKgested.
he's WBIG's traffic manaRcr,
and her name is Ken Fayen.
She handles the program, traf-

to please the listener'
die advertlserl
fic

Pet abomination!
preachers.

^^^MAGIC
MOO ricbb Udtn

Ikt lUb-

POPUlOOl

.

to

int In an Um

A

As part of its ballyhoo on Jheuidvent of Arthur Godfrey in an early
morning series WABC, N. Y., recently, distributed among advertisers and
agencies a one-sheet card Illustrated on either side In bright colors. On
one side there was a stock one-sheet advance of the Rlngling Bros. Barnum & Bailey Circus with a pasteoyer reading, "The Greatest Show on
Earth' came to town AprU 7 ... and now turn the page, while the other
Bide dealt with (Godfrey himself, relating that he, 'the greatest show In
early-mpming radio came to town April 28.'

iMlb-

can be put Into

effect.

A Muaibla BrotdMitln*

WBIC
CPEENy-BOPO.

N.C.

David Gibson Taft, who until recently was assistant director of sales
promotion for WKRC, Cincy, will be inducted as a trainee June 3. He
was married five months ago to Sue Allen, local socialite. His father,
Hulberf Taft, is publisher of the Times-Star, which owns WKRC, man
aged by another family member.
I

a

W. H. Helie, sales manager of WCOA, Pensacola, is absent on leave to
serve in the annual session of the Florida State legislature, of which he
Due back late next month.
is a member.

a IS-minute
all-ASCAP musical hit

8:45 to 9:00 A

suit by Marie Sullivan against McCanh-Erickson, Inc., for $10,000 damages was revealed recently in the N. Y. supreme court, when the
defendant applied to transfer the suit to the federal court because of diversity of citizenship. Suit charges breach of contract with reference to
a radio serial prepared by Miss Sullivan.
Plaintiff claims McCann-Erickson promised to submit the serial to William Wrlgley, Jr., Co. for sponsorship, and she prepared scripts and transcriptions. The defendant is accused of backing out of the deal.

M. H. Aylesworth, recently appointed head of the radio section of the
Rockefeller Committee on Latin -American Cultural Relations, Is not going
to South America. He's In on a 90-day draft basis and he figures that
what the situation most requires Is thorough study from data already at
hand and that after this material has been digested a broad plan of action
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Des Moines, May 20.
Des Moines continued In th* dolNew York City.—Thomai Do Hull, Hannuro, who came to KCKN from
drums the past week. Though na- formerly with th* advertising and WMBH, Joplin, In November.
tional spot units still show a plus promotion department of NBC 1q
Bob -Burk* laft sales department
sign, that category has also slipped
New York, hai bt«n asslgntd to to tak* a post oi salesmanager of
below the previous week's level.
special duty In tho public relatlona WSLD, Ogdensburg, New York. Jon
offlc« at Fort Monmouth, N. J., Army Wheeler takes pla^o in the conComparative Unit Count
headquarters; A na- tinuity deparhnent vacated by Lil% of Signalof Corps
ConnellsvlUe, Pa., ht was llan Faust when sha -went to a Texas
May 17. BUy 1*. Cbsnao. tive
station.
Wheeler was formerly of
drafted April 18.
7,7t6
Network .. 7,707
Da Huff will -work on the camp's Tulsa, but came to KCKN through
—8
3,44»
3,341
Local
+1.4 radio program, heard on WCAP, As- WMBH. Nola Kendall leaves the
3,174
3,219
Nail Spot.
—•.6 bury Park. N. J., every Tliursday. accounting department to take a
14^67
14,346
ToUl
He was circulation meager of the position outside the industry.
(Included: KRNT, KSO, WHO)
Transmitter, NBC house organ, and
V
Denver ^Walter M. Harrison, Jr.,
had previously done some announcing and transcription work.
on KLZ news staff until drafted recently;- has been returned to Denver
Tire Dealers' Sales
and stationed at Lowry flying field,
Chloago—Army beckonlngs con'

ADS TO WCAU

bought six lO-minute and one hallhour a week over KMYR. The station Is located in the same building.
Philadelphia, May 20.
Other sales by Denver stations inComes the w^rm weather and the
clude time signals, chain brealcs and popularity of the drive-in hamannouncements into the hundreds.
burger spots zooms with the younger
KMYR: Barr Lumber Co., through set So a wise sponsor selling
rolls' buys time on a
MacGruder agency, one 15-minute 'cheeseburger
Jive recording show to reach the
period a week, one year; Bluhill crew haircut and sweater crowd.
agency,
Reaves
Foods, through R. L.
The smart bankroUer is the
600 announcements; Denver Jewelry Frantz Baking Co., which this week
Boost Local Coont
six 15-minute
Co., through Mex Goldberg agency, completed a deal for
on WCAU.
six half-hours a week, one year; pop disc shows weekly
Id Salt Lake City
Empire Building & Loan, through The contract was inked lor 13 weeks.
MacGruder agency, 500 spots; Gold
Two publishing houses are taking
Coin Creamery, through Otto Shaw to the air to plug their publications,
Salt Lake City, May 20.
agency, 50d announcements; Gross Macfadden purchasing 117 spots to
Any local upswing is attributable
on in part to the tire boys, most of
magazine
Liberty
Finance Co., through Max Goldberg advertise
agency, five time signals daily, one WCAU, through Erwin, Wasey, and whom are staging thre sales in prepayear; Ideal Laundry, through Rob- Curtis Publishing Co. buying 91 spots ration for holiday season. Refrigeraertson agency, 500 spots; Industrial for the Saturday Evening Post oh tion companies are also time-buying
Federal Savings & Loan, through WIBG.
National and network
this week.
McCann-Erickson, six 10-minutes,
and both holding strong.
Arena
Philadelphia
The'
News broadcasts to pedestrians
and one haU-hour a week, one year; WPEN last week renewed their third
Duffy Bros., through Galen Broyles annual agreement giving the Bulova- have taken the town in this week's
agency, five announcements daily, owned outlet exclusive rights to promotion deals, with both KSL and
one year; Hallack St Howard Lum- broadcast all sporting events from KDYL cashing In on the public's
ber Co., through Woolley & Hunter, the Indoor stadium.
thirst for news.
one flve-minute newscast daily, six
KSL promotion is in conjunction
WCAU: Packard Motor CoT,) 182
months; IjSkeside Amusement Parle,
with the Paris Department store
spot announcements; through Young
contract for daily 15-minute news104 announcements.
St Rubicam; Clir. Hansen IjaboraKLZ: Com Products Refining Co., tories (Junket), 30 participations on casts at 7 a.m. In addition to reguthrough C. L. Miller agency, 520 Laura May Stuart program, through lar broadcast, Russ Stewart, station's
announcer, gave miniature
chief
thne signals; Brown Sc. Williamson Mitchell-Faust.
broadcasts from teletype releases in
Tobacco Corp., through Russel M.
KYW: M. St M. Ltd. (candy bars). store's window, five times daily durSeeds agency, 1,040 time-signals and
52 spots, through Lord St Thomas; ing rush hours. Typical radio sta208 night chahi breaks:* Dave Cook
Lever Brothers (Silver Dugt), 15- tion news room was set up in the
Sporting Goods Co., through Max
minute program weekly, through Paris Company window, with loud
Goldberg agency, 10 daytime anBatten, Barton, Durstine & Osbom; speakers connected to street. Audinouncements weeldy' on a till forbid
Philadelphia Evening Bulletin, two ences swarmed to see Stewart perbasis; Denver Ford Dealers Associethrough. Donavan- form.
weekly,
spots
iion, through McCann-Erickson, six
Armstrong; Yellow. Cab Company,
KDYL tie-up is through Interspots; Program Publishing Co., 52
renewal of 10-minute. weekly chat- mountain Theatres, Inc, who are
announcements; Neusteter Co., 13 anter show, 'through Brown & Aaron; now readying a new radio series,
nouncements; America First ComR. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co, three probably an audience participation
mittee, two spots; Wm.' Wrigley, Jr.,
15-mLriute weekly musical shows, show sponsored by Canada Dry. All
Co., through Vanderbie & Rubins, 53
Esty (renewal).
KDYL regularly scheduled newsannouncements;
Rit
P r o d u c t-s, throu^ Wm.
casts,, both local and network, are
Compara'tlTO DnitConnt
through Earl Ludgin agency, 52 an.flashed to loud speakers in front of
nouncements;
Packard Motors,
««
'
%
the theatres (Studio and Victory).
through Young & Rubicam, 14 anMay 17. May 10. Change. Also, during .commercial network
nouncements; Salvation Army, 26 Network .. »;»S
—1.9 schedules, KCYll sends news down
9,467
announcements.
13,384
Local
13,257
.
which is aired only through the
KOA: Bay Petroleum Co., through Nat'l Spot.
-1-2.2
%989
3,905
of. theatres, mak-

—

.

.

—

tinue to toss radio personnel around,
especially the engineeiring staff. Paul
Clark leaves the NBC to johi the
U. S. Naval Reserve, and his post as
junior control supervisor will be
taken over by W. K. Cole.
Glenn Webster, studio engineer,
replaces Cole as control relief engineer. A. H. Otto, mcintenance engineer, joins the studio and field
staff; and NBC adds R. H. Schoessow as maintenance engineer and
W. J. Pickering Is added as vacation

.

.

.

.

.

Raymond Keane

'

agency, 13 quarter-

hours; McCarty-Shennan DistribU'
ting Co., 12 announcm^nts; Colgate'
'

Palmollve-Peet Co., through

Products

Co.,

through

26,531

(Included:

%e,756

—^A

KYW, WCAU, WDAS,

WFIL, WIBG, WPEN)

Ward

Wfaeelock, 40 station breaks; Hamilton Furs, through Robertson agency,
^04 station breaks; Oyster Shell

'

ToUI

CecU

Mike Jacobs Answers

St

24 announcements; Kerr
Mike Jacobs was examined beGlcss Mfg. Co., through Raymond
fore trial Monday (19) In the N.Y.
B.' Morgan agency, 40 announce'
supreme court in connection with a
ments.
suit by NBC against the 20th CenKFEL: L. B. Patterson, through tury Sporting Club, Mutual BroadFaiil Grant agency, six flve-mlnutes; casting System, Inc., and the GilRed Dot Oil Co., announcemeiAs, tUl lette Safety Razor Blade Co. The
forbid;
Brookrldge Farm Dairy, examination was ordered by Justice
through Gaylen E. Broylei agency, John F. Carew Thursday (15).
62 announcements; Cardwell Blue
NBC Is claiming the rights to
Print St Supply Co., five announce- broadcast the fights from Madison
ments; announcement service to Square Garden, operated by 20th
'
^hobert Grocery St Market, Navcrre Century. Mutual is now carrying
Cafe, Black Pheasant Cafe, DeRose the fights with Gillette as the sponGrocery,
Hersch-Emst,
Mawson* sor.
Bradfleld Lumber Co., Floyd Hill
.'>
Greenhouses, Rlngby Truck Line,
Mclntyre Furniture; Paul 'Neuhauser
Realty, Olln Hotel, Olson's Food
Stores, Harry E. Short TUe Co.,
ManliBtian and Brooklyn Stndlos
Bobby Jana Doll Hospital, Diamond
For Foor Merged Links
Truck agency, Dick's Radio Service,
Hilty School of Organ and Chew
Station WB'YN, Brftoklyn, formed
Holt Motor Co.
recently by the merger of WARD,
("resby,

.

.

WBYN SETUP

-

.

speakers in front
newscasts
ing almost, continuous
throughq^ the day.
KSL: Packard Motors, through
Young & Rubicam, six one-minute
announcements; Shaler Co., through
Kirkgasser & .Drew, series of idOword spots; Corn Products Refining,
through C. L. Miller, series of one
minute transcribed announcements,
plus series of five-minute daytimenewscasts; W. P. Fuller Co., 13 50word announcements; Hadley Transfer Company, 15 50-word announce?
ments; Saltair Beach Co., series of
SO-word announcements.
KUTA: Utah Builders Supply, 52
announcements through R. T. Harris
Advertising Agency; Skibs Hat Shop,
26 announcements, direct; Goodrich
Silvertown Stores, 52 announcements, direct; General Tires, 52 announcements through Featherstone
Advertising Agency; Success Tire
Company, 52 spots for Goodyear, direct

>

—

City
Barney Corson Is
annoftncer at KMBC, where
be known as Brad Barton. He
comes from 'WNAX, Yankton.

new

he'll

—Edward

-

relief engineer at the

WMAQ

trans-

mitter.

—

Salt Lake City
sales manager for

J.

KSL, has

WCOA

music director; 'Virgil Evahs, program
director; Russ
HIrsch,
announcer,
and Bert Meade, Harold Heath and
Elner Larsen, engineers. Mrs. Larry

Earl J. Glade, executive vicepresident of KSL, was chairman of

Tm. an American' Day, Sunday, May
18; Appointment made by Mayor Ah
Jenkins.

San Francisco—Al Nelson, KGQ-

KPO

chieftain, elected to board of
directors of Frisco's Festival Asso-

ciation.

—

William Winter,
San Francisco
former prosecuting attorney turned
commentator,
has
ether
been
brought from WBT, Charlotte, by

new news-editor

Lincoln Dellar as
for

KSFO. Winter

be groomed

will

Clemente, since her recent mar- for network sponsorship.
riage, remains as continuity head of
St. Lonis Earl Melby,
WCOA. N. O. Valley has joined

—

sales staff of

WCOA.

Arthur

—^Alvih Barnard and

Brudwlg,

formerly

program director at WLOF, Orlanda,

.

Fla.,

Portland, Ore.

Broman
recently

been elected president of the Salt
Lake City Advertising Club, with
Les Bennett, vice-president

'

Pensacola, Fla. Lt. James Lcrkin,
who before joining the 265th Coast
Artillery was a member ot the commercial saff of WCOA, Pensocola,
has been stationcfd at Ft. Crockett,
Galveston, Texas, after completing a
training course et Ft. Monroe, Va.
Several members 'of the
staff are up for draft call In near
future.
They Include Ray Rogers,

technicians

has joined the gabbing. staff

KWK.

local
NBC* stations,
h£ve'. resigned to enter the service,
Barnard Is a radio instructor in the
air service and Brudwig is radio inspector in the navy.
Anthony Browne has befen named
continuity head of KGW-KEX, local

at

-

of

KGW-KEX,

NBC

outlets.

Before

joining the
station eight months ago as continuity writer, he worked on various

—

Weslaoo, Texas

Evelyn Bledsoe

replaces receptionist Ardis Young of
KRGV, who retires for the purpose
of adding a new listener to the sta-

'

tion's'

primary area,

—Three

Weslaoo, Texas

employees

of station

—

•

>

A

—

%

—

-.^11,238
11,298
WBBC, WVFW and WLTH, wiU ToUl
(Included: KDYL, KSL, KUTA)
Charlotte, N.
open new Studios in a few days in
Olin Tlce has
joined the stoff of WBT as anboth Manhattan and Brooklyn. Those
BUy 17. Hay 10. Change. In Manhattan will be at 132 West 43d
nouncer. He replaces Don Kerr, who
—0.1
..
8,140
8,160
Eetwork
has gone to' the Pacific Coast Tice
St, former site "of WOV. Brooklyn
Dick
Marvin
in
N.
Y.
teal
—04
8,648
8,684
studios, now temporarily located at
started announcing when. he was In
Natl Spot.. 1,967
+23.1
IfiM
Fulton St, will move to I Nevins
high, school and later became stafi
Hotel
18,7SS
18,432
+ IJ 427
St. early, next week.
Hollywood, May 20,
announcer at WIS, Columbia, S .C.
(Included: KFEL, KLZ, KOA,
Griffith B. Thompson is executive
Richard Marvin, radio head of Later he was program director of
KVOD)
.vice-president of the new station. William Esty agency, flew back to WCOS, Columbia, and WDNC, DurSidney Walton will 'be program di New York for discussions on resump- ham.
rector, and Berne W. Wilkins sales tion of 'Hollywood Premiere' for
manager, both headquartering in the Lifebuoy.
Program runs out its
Operating Record
Ft Wayne—New addiUon to the
Manhattan studios. Sholom Secunda qularterly string late next month.
sUff of WOWO-WGL is Hugh Hhids.
will be musical director and Petei'
'While here Marvin set summer vocalist.
Eleanor Geiser has 1)een
Charlotte, N. C, May 20.
Testan, former owner of WBBC, be- status of the two Camel shows.
named assistant in the continuity deWBT made the best record of comes chief engineer.
'Blondie' stays on through the dog partment
She is a champion figure
Plans call for the foreign lan- days and Al Pearce checks off June
technical operations of all CBS manand waltz skater in this city.
aged and operated stations during guage programs to originate in 6 and returns Oct. 3. Ilka Chase subs
the year 1940, E. K. Cohan, CBS- di- Brooklyn and the English-language from New York in the interim.
PhlUdelphU
William Gtlskey
rector of en^eerlng, has informed shows from Manhattan, Station will
and John Fell have Joined the KYW
the station. WBT ranked second in have AP news service, to be suppleGallaher Optlon^d-Donble
announcing
staff.
(iriskey
last
news commenting,
with
1937, first In 1938 and second In mental
Minneapolis, May 20.
worked
at
WBEN,
Buffalo, and Fell
There will dso be coverage of local
1939.
Eddie GaUaher, WC(X)'s sports fl)f. WOOL, Columbus, Ohio.
Brooklyn' happenings.
The record Is calculated from total
announcer, engagement to Mary
Iiours of operation and Interruptions
Remole, local model, was announced
Kansas City—Ruth Kendall, KCTOI
Standard Oil Symphony, orig- this week at a cocktail party at the editor, left May 1 after six years^ of
due -to technical difficulty. « In 1940,
WBT was' on the air more than 7,200 inated twice in Portland, Ore., dur- home of Miss Remole's parents, • service on the Kansan, Capper daily,
In addition to, the matrimonial op- and KCKN. She will probably take
program hours, and the total .time ing May (1, 15). Paul Le May, conup agency work Post of continuity
lost was one hour, 22 minutes and ductor of Duluth' Symphony Orches- tion, Gallaher expects to be drafted
Wedding plans therefore Indefinite,
tra conducted both broadcasts.
editor has been taken over by Phil
Dine seconds.

C—

of

.

WBT

—

,

of radio department of
public relations.

KRGV have joined the
volunteer
Texas
Home Defense
Guards, a non-payinig organization
newspapers.
which will become an important co^
in the defense on the Tex-Mex
PIttsborgb—Herb Morrison has border. Earl Glbby, of the bookjoined publlcily staff of WCAE. He's keeping department; Pennell Price,
been with station for several years, of the production department, and
Victor Morava, merchandising manbut as an announcer.
ager, are the volunteers.
New York City—Helen Dunlop has
joined 'the press department of WOR,
Cincinnati
Levi
Winfleld
R.
New York, as secretarial assistant moves up as assistant to Richard
Formerly with RI^D and previous to Ruppert director of sales promotion
that production assistant to Lillian WSAI, CincinnatL
Replaces Mack
Okun, free-lance radio producer.
Booze, resigned.
Richard Norman, formerly with
Winfleld Hunter, chief of WLW's
WOV, New York, has joined the an- traffic department reports May 21
nouncing staff of W71NY, the FM at Camp Davis, Hpllyridge, N. C, as
outlet of WOR.
/
week later
a first lieutenant.
Eldon Park, the station's assistant
New York City—Committee from sales manager, reports at the same
Florists Assn., arranging National camp also as a first lieutenant
Rose week, May 19-24, after huddling
San Francisco. Jack Patton, forthis week with Martin Block regarding publicity on his program on merly of Seattle, is now program diComparative Tnlt Count
WNEW, decided his secretary, Leila rector of KSAN. Jerry Akers has
of
Palm, was pretty enough to pose for been named to the sales staff. He
Hay 17. May 10. Change. window cards and other publicity was formerly manager of KYUM,
Network .. 7,240
—92 in connection with the week. One Yuma, Ariz.
7,251
Local
2,554
2,726
—SZ of her first duties will be to sell the
Nat'l Spot..
1,444
1,321
+9.3 first rose to Mayor P. H. LaGuardla.
BoSalo.
Art Ingram switched

Comparative Unit Count

%

In charge

from

WBNY

WGR-WKBW

to
ing staff to succeed
in the army.
Roger

WOLF,
WEBR.

Syracuse,

John

spiel-

now

Gill,

Goodrich from

new

is

voice, at

•

Herman Loyett

off

WBEN

sales

staff after 10 years.

—

San Antonio. Ward Lang replaces
Bill Shomette as the Old Trader on
the; Kallison

Trading Post

casts aired over station

broadeach

KTSA

Shomette goes to WOAI.
Latest additions to the staff of
KABC include E. C. Kinslo in the
continuity department and Johnny
Hicks in aniiouncing.
morning.

correMartin AgTonsl(y, NBC
spondent In Ankara, Turkey; was off
the air again one night last week,
due to announced fact he -had received .the second anti-typhoid in-

noculatlon.

-

'Drifting'

Cowboys,' five-piece band

from Montgomery,
IlUIblllles

WCOA,
Is

Ala.,

Tex Dunn and ~ his

have

re-

Virginia
on the artist staff., of
Pensacola, Fla. Dunn £:roup
moving to a western station.

placed

'

<

'

Wednesdaj, May 21, 1941

Onp»te
made from

Broadcasts

RADIO MARKETS

at Natioid

United States and
jeaturlng Hal Ayres as narrator, Fignre
with Jan Rublnl and his violin, SalMavis
Lee, Steve
Santaella,
vatore
llerrill and other artists of the film
iorlc points of the

pared by Ruth Ayres.

The

WINS:

PM,

publication

up

Lynch

&

Trom Me

Fishel;
to

13--weefc

You Program,'

(women's wearing apparel),
through Golde Advertising Co.; 13-

Inc.

announceweek
ments; United Shoe Exchange, direct,
13-week contract, 21 aimo'uncements
Inc.
.Webster-Elsenlohr,
week;
per
(cigars), through Roberts & Relr
mers, Inc., eight-week contract, six
per
announcements
one-minute
week; Americb on Wheels, through
IQinger Advertising, 52-week conprograms
quarter-hour
three
tract,
per week.
WMCA: Ex-Lax, through' Joseph
contract

.
'

Katz,

52-Areek

nouncements;
through Young

for

Ward

anfor
Bakeries,
Drake
Rubickm, fourfor announcements;
contract

May
Network

6,665

5394

Nat'l Spot..

7,080

6,275
7,418
20,356

..

Total ...... 20,184

.

&

licenses for the current fiscal year.
Dairies changing style of milk I>ottles also bought all around, putting
in a plug for chocolate milk and

—43

—

other specialties.

WBAL: Green

May

20.

WNEW:

per week; California Packing (Del
Monte Pineapple), renewal, "Make
Believe Ballroom,' 13-week contract,
three quarter-hours per week.

&

'

Lyndon Johnson, one full-hour
and 20 quarter-hour progrcms for
his candidacy for Senator; Gerald
C. Mann, 21 quarter-hours; Greater
San Antonio 'Kcket, four quarterhour periods; E. B. Germany, 21
quarter-hours through the Texas
Quality Network; Hal Collins, five
quarter-hour programs; Martin Dies,
two quarter-hour programs.
KABC: Schodt Motors, 10 announcements per day, direct; Sheppard
PiUuk
Laundries,
through
Agency, three five-minute programs
per week; Anti-Maverick Ticket, two
quarter-hours daily; Mcverlck Ticket,
one quarter-hour program per day
until May 26; Martin Dies, 30-mlnute. Ijroadcast through the Texas
State Network; Interstate Theatres,
10 announcements for 'Thp Women,'
and three quarter-hour programs for
"The Great American Broadcast'; on
the
baseball
side,
San Antonio
Seven-Up Co., four games, and
Wheaties four games.
Son;

Dairy,

WW

WJR,

J,

cert Miniature'; City

WXYZ)

Chicle, through
Browning, 15 five-minute
Badger
programs; Paclcard Motor Co., via
Rubicam, 12 spots; ConsoliYoung
Electric Co., 24 spots;
dated Gas
Green Spring Dairy, through H. B.
Green Co., 12 spots.
WCAO: Stanback Co., renewed for
364 spots via J. Carson Brantley;
Court of Common Pleas, through
Yale Merrill, daily spots and participations for two weelcs; Hecht
Bros. Dept. Store, five spots a week;
Cloverland Farms Dairy, via Penniman Co., 13 Sunday spots; Packard

For Diamond Crystal

Sah

via

&

&

Chicago,

WBBM
May

20.

Action
remains
at
-low' ebb
throughout the nev{ business departments of the local radio stations.
There is a tiny trickle of contracts
coming over the desks, but amount
to nothing more than occasional
d eals for annbuncements.

WBBM,

I

Comparative Unit Count

|

%

of

May 17. May 10. Change.
Network

..

5,423

local

1037S

Natl Spot..

2,285
18,081

Total
(Included:

6,144
10,659
2,161

~ 18364

—11.7
—2.7
-f-5.7

—4.7

%

TRADED FOR MUTUAL,
LOCAL SPONSOR SUES

%ot

System from

WFIL

to

WIP,

wcs

last week in common pleas
filed
court here. The case is being pressed
by P. B. White fit Co., tailors, who
+4.8 allege that their contract with WIP
+ 0.5 was broken and they were pushed
off their air to make room for a
KFI, KFWB,

May 17. Hay 10. Change.
..

Nat1 Spot.

.

12,612
8,741
1,482

22335
Total
(Included: KECA,

12,491
8,814
1,414
22,719

-fl

.

—03

Mutual program.

KHJ, KJTX)

No,

No statement of claim or amount
of damages has yet been filed in the
case. The attorneys for the sponsor

No Natchez

Washington, May 20.
Plea of Natchez Radio Corp.,
Natchez, Miss, for reconsideration
and designation for hearing of the
application o( Natchez Broadcasting
Co. for a construction permit, received a final 'no' last week from the
Federal Communications Commis-

a

of..

Paris

(de-

point out that the WIP program was
their only advertising medium. They
claim that the pulling power of the
program, 'For Men Only,' had made

newspaper advertising unnecessary.

The broadcast, handled by WlP's
program director Murray Arnold,
had been on the air for more than
tour years.

Because of this, White's lawyers
would take a long time for
program to be built up over an-

Purity Stores,
Ltd.
(for
soap),
through Yeomans & Foote, 26 participations in Ann Holden's Forum;
Washington Cooperative Egg and
Poultry Assn., through Birchard Co.,
26 participations, Ann Holden's Forum; Margaret Bumham's Cottage
Candies, through Brisacher, Davis &.
Staff; 26 participations, Ann Holden's
Forum; West Coast Soap Co. (for
(Powow), through Brisacher, Davis
,

&

Network

Buildhig

partment store), direct three five-minute shows weekly, four weeks;

Time Signal Phgs

WFBR: American

&

'We're

-

chell-Faust, 26 one-minute" transcriptions; Peter Paul, Inc. (Walnettos),
through Platt-Forbes, 65 one-minute
Gardner Nurseries,
transcriptions;
tlirough Northwest Radio, six fiveminute airings a week.

&

Local

it'll be easier to crack a
One-time participation in
shows are being pushed and

&

&

20.

special

quarter-hours,

'

San Antonio, May

week again hold their
in all departments.
Due to a
state law, there will be c runoff here of the city officials, giving
the stations two more weeks of politics.
State race Is just getting on
for a State Senator with more to
come in the next two weeks.
WOAI: Welch Grape Juice, quarter-hour
transcritied
program of
Irene Rich, through H. W. Kastor
Units this

own
new

wet

contract

(General
Mills,
'Lone
House'; Gladding McBean & Co., dithree half-hours weekly,
two quarter-hours,
rect
'We're
on 46 Mutual stations, longBuilding a House'; General Electric
term contract through BlackettSupply Corp., through the Conner
Sample-Hummert
Co., two quarter-hours, 'We're BuildCoinpanttive Unit Connt
ing a House'; W.
J. Sloane Co.
direct two
quarter% of (furniture),
'We're Building a House'; M.
Hay 17. Blay 10. Change. hours,
L. Priessler (men's clothing), through
Network .. 8,630
-^03
8,610
Kelso Normap, three five-minute
—2.7
Local
12344
12391
shows weekly, 13 weeks, news; RCA
Nat'l Spot. 4359
+4.7
4,640
Manufacturing Co. (radios),- direct
Total
-tO.4
26,033
26441
five minutes weekly, 26 weeks, 'Con(Included: CKLW, WJBK. WJLB,

|

PLAHERS
ON WOAI FOR WELCH

IRENE RICH

feet

also

the Columbia outlet here,
drew down the bulk of the annewscasts, through Milton Weinberg;
nouncement schedules that wafted
Hendricks fur salon, 54 participainto the offices last week.
Got a
tions in Bridge Club, through Wylla
schedule from Sprague, . Warner &
Buck; Olympla beer, 26 one-minute Motors, through Young
Rubicam, Co., for Richelieu Food products,
through
Botsford,
transcriptions,
20for
number
SO-second
of
and
Green
a
transcriptions;
17 one-minute
Gardner.
Constantine
Spring Dairy, through H. B. Green second annoimcements, three, times
K£CA: Black & White soap, 156 Co., two spots dally,
weekly, through Newby, Peron &
through
newscasts,
quarter-hour
Flltcraft;
General
Foods
'Co.,
for
Comparative Unit Couat
Robert Smith; Fifth Street store, six
Diamond Crystal Shaker Salt four
weekly,
indef.,
through
spots
days of time signal plugs, through
Mayers Co.
May 17. May 10. Change. Benton fic Bowles; M. J. Lanahan
KHJ: Bond Stores, 134 quarter- Network .. 8,490
831«
-H>-2 Co., for Dodge and
deal—13 ers here, 15-second Plymouth
hour newscasts, through Neff-Rogow; Local
4,747
4,659
announcements
—3 three times weekly, tlirough ^ the
2349
J. C. Eno, 140 fine-minute periods, Nat'l Spot..
2,181
—1.1 Grant agency.
Currier; Gil- Total
through Atherton
15306
15330
more Oil, 30 five-minute periods, (Included: WBAL, WCAO, WCBM,
Comparative Unit Count
through Botsford, Constantine &
WFBR)
Gardner; Signal Oil, five quarterof
hour periods, tlu-ough Barton A.
May 17. Hay 10. Change.
—13
Stebbins.
Network .. 9306
9335
KNX:'Mayfiower nurseries, -78 par—1.0
Local
6,633
6,702
through
in
newscast,
ticipations
—OA
Natl Spot. 11,444
11,490
—03
Torrey fit Torrey; Washington State
ToUl
27382
27327
Apple Commission, 14 time signals,
(Included: WBBM, WENR. WGN,
Philadelphia, May 20.
through J. Walter Thompson.
WIND, WJJD, WLS, WMAQ)
suit, growing out of the recent
A
Connt
Unit
Comparative
switch of the Mutual Broadcasting

&

quarter-hour per week;

periods, figuring once they get their

Ranger,'

(Junket Freezing Mix), through Mit-

Coast is just coasting through the
tlirough H. A. Salzman, contract Increasing present announcement cov- seasonal slough period, as attested
erage; the publication, PM, through by the past week's total, slightly
Harry A. Berk, increasing announce- over 100 units on the rise over the
ment coverage, with participation in previous week. Locals slumped, but
1da..Salley Allen's Homemaker's the others picked up enough to offset the dip.
Program' for one week.
KFI: Sontag drug chain, 26-week
I. Lewis Cigar Mfg. Co.,
Cook's quarter-hour
through Lewis tt Tokar, 'John B. renewal of Ted
commentary, tturough Rol>ert Smith;
.Kennedy,' 52-week contract, one
Foreman
Clark, 313 quarter-hour
Paramount
Pictures, through Consolidated Advertising Agency, 15 announcements

Spring

through H. B. Green Co., 12 spots;
Consolidated Gas fic Electric Co., 57
spots; Chr. Hansen's Laboratory, Inc.

News

Hollywood,.

putting steam behind efforts
get- air-shy accounts on the air
even for single-shots of flve-mlnute

to

the staff has waxed more than a
Most of the week's dip on the
^nd was recorded chiefly at dozen five-minute strips which are
one station with the other five in now being auditioned for prospects.
the main improving, their positions,
IhteresUng sidelight on this drive
which makes the 2% fall more en- for new blood Is reaction to KFRC's
couraging than a superficial glance snagging of the White House, prewould indicate.
viously untouchable. NBC and CBS
Natlonbl spot biz gained close to outlets were also in the race, but
S%, which with last week's gain has although losers, are pulling for
meant a mark-up of 8% in the past KFRC to do a bang-up job for the
two weelcs.
firm, figuring the 'told-you-so' of a
WJRi Peter Paul, Inc. (Mounds), good job will help- the whole town.
three 16-minute Bud Guest newsKGO: American Trust Co. (home
casts,
13
weeks, through Plattloans),' through Leon Livingston, two
Forbes.

WXYZ:

20.

Court of Common Pleas buying spots
Of
participations on WCAO to urge
+8.2 tradesmen not to neglect taking out

—«.l

Beer Ads to KFI

Blackett-Sample-Hummert, 24 announcement^ weekly, 26 weeks; Ro(Mothex and Odora)
Co.
seth

May

Baltimore,

The city fathers went on the air
week with the Clerk of the

last

On KHJ; Olympk

week contract
Procter & Gamble (Oxydol), through

week's heavy

20.

policy

Al Nel«

,

INBALTO

KCKN, KCMO, KITE,
KMBC, WDAF, WHB)

Stores'

last

skid, although local biz still is off.

ON TWO

DISCS

(Included:

Bond

been checked after

%
May 10. Change. and

17.

7,210

Local

20.

when Borden

PACKARD CAR

Comparative Unit Count

156

May

enough, the retailer picked up
the same newscast, grabbing It

Co.,

St

'Detroit,

National spot continues to be the
bright spot here, with another good
gain hung up this week.
Encouraging here, too, is the fact that
the seasonal toboggan seems to have

'

new NBC

is

local

7 a.m. and 7 p.m. newscasts, daily
for 13 weeks; Union Pacific, schedule of 26 announcements, through
the Caples Co.

contract,
five flve-

minute spots per week; Strlckler's,

San Francisco, May
In furtherance of

to educate prospects to radio,

son

curtailed air time
to concentrate on Elsie the Cow.

KCKK

through Harry A. Berk, one-week
contract for 12 announcements; Par- placed locally.
WHB: Montgomery.
fum L'Orle, Inc., through Jasper

MILLION WXYZ

with

Seems the same, thing happened some- time back with the
Borden Dairy account Oddly

with

KCMO

pTe-

la

came

off

GEN'L

Sponsors Station's 'Lone Hanger'
Peter FanI to WJR

Its

the biz.

additional
points here after the revision necessitated by daylight savings.
Other
principal fluctuation was in national
spot department with
and
both showing drops, and
others more or less holding their
own. In all, time sales seemed to
be holding up well despite advance
of summer.
KCKN: Glanville Furniture Co.,
'Gay Nineties' 15-minute program
daily except Sunday for two weeks,

cation trips for the test letter telling
listeners have
of interesting trips

stepped" in with

news show and walked

ttiere

which

romance behind each community.
Sponsor is awarding $25,000 in va-

program

when KFRC

Although

tion,

wwKL

Material for the

IN K. C.

Pa«lfle B. B.

AI Nelson's San Francisco Idea

Is

inside. Seems that 'the Indle outlet spent six months softening
up this radio-shy account and
was just about to sign theqi up

week

on
Rubber Co." over
Sundays, 8:45-9 p. m.
Each week, for a period of 26
lis-;
wiU
take
the
program
weeks, the
tener on a tour of the historic shrines
relate the historic
,.ol the nation and

taken.

Shines

8%—Union
«n WHB

Up

Trial Flights for Air Advertisers

20.

Recent radio debut of O'Constore on
S!FRC, underwriting a daily
newscast, was a bitter blow for
KJBS, according to those on the

nor-M oflett dejwrtment

Kansas City, May 20.
the total figures for
just ending 'show little variawas softie switching of
departments. Upping in the network
column was due to EEMBC.and WHB,

world, wUl be heard on the new
transcribed series. Transcontinental
Tour, being launched by thetJijltcd
States

San Francisco, May

NETWORK GAINS

various his-

35

Tre«dinff To«s

WWRL Series To

U^. Rubber s

—

.

&

Staff, 26 participations,

den's

Forum

(renewal);

Ann HolI,

Magnin

through Erwin, Wasey St Co., 50
announcements, Wednesday evenings;
Glen C. Stater Co. (autos), through
Ad-Setvice Co., dally morning spots,
four weeks; Sir Francis Drake Hotel,
direct spots and oarticioation, Ann
Co.,

Holden's Forum, six .weeks.
KPO: Breuner's Department Store,
through Ryder
Ingram, 26 quarter-hours,
'Old
Cabinet
Maker*;
Challenge Cream and Butter Assn.,
through Brisacher, Davis & 'Staff, 13
weekly quarter-hours, The American Challenge'
(renewal); Bosco
Company (milk amplifier), through
Kenyon & Eckhardt 39 tri-weekly
'Bosco Bandstand' participations In
Musical Clock; Orowheat Baking Co.
(bread), through Brisacher, Davis
Staff, 52 twice-weekly narrations,
•Grist from the MIH': United Dtug
Co. .(for Retcall 1-cent sale), through
Street & Finney, three quarter-hour

&

&

(variety);
Henry
(for pipes),
Platt-Forbes, 41 morning
Bros, (for glass
jars), through Applegate Agency, 39
tri-weekly -participations, 'International Kitchen'; Lehn and Fink (for
Hhids), through Wm, Esty St Co., 76
daily announcements; Walter N. BoyTheatre
sen Co. (for paints),' through
Cleve Reinhardt, 52 Monday spots; Mother's
Cakes and Cookies, through Emil
Cleveland, May 20.
Telenews Theatre, recently opened Reinhardt 52 Monday spots; I. Magnewsreel house has completed ar- nin Co. (women's cI6thlng), through
ErwIn, Wasey St Co., 50 Sunday everangements for purchase of
time and becomes only local theatre ning spots; Perfection Stove Co.,
buying anything other than spots. through McCann-Erlckson, 26 mom.Contract calls for five minute news ing spots; White Laboratories (for
broadcast Tuesday and Thursday on Choo2), through H. W. Kastor, daily
(except Fridays,
Sundays)Sidney Andorn, sta- spots
6:25 pjn. spot.
tion special events director and cur- June 7; Moore's, Ltd. (men's clothrently mikeman for local about town ing), through Brisacher, Davis' St
and gossip commercial, wlU handle Staff, 13 Sunday spots.
broadcasts.
KSAN: Escort Cola, direct four
Emphasis will be placed on ampli- five-minute programs daily, seven
fication of news rather than straight days a week, 26 weeks, news; Build
reporting and pick up will be made It Yourself Boat Shop, direct two
directly from theatre's radio room.
spots daily, 10 weeks; Wocter St

transcriptions

Leonard and Thomas
through

news programs; Ball

Buys

Telenews

Time on

EmQ

W6AR,

WGAR

Gamble,

said, it

five

quarter-hours weekly,

'Gospel Singer'; Redllck Newman
FEST
BUFF.
Furniture Co., 10 spots daily, 26
other station.
Buffalo, May 20.
sider and grant without hearing an
weeks.
'People have associated the sponsor
application by Natchez Radio Corp. and the program with a certain time
First try here of lumping platters
~)
Comparative Unit Coniit
and a certain station and it will take into nighttime disc show is getting
found
which
WBNY,
has
results
for
before
new
building
a
up
lot
of
a
Field program
Story
May 17. HaylO. Olianeei
will have the value of the sponsors for two 15-mlnute chunks
9,435
.+0.2
True Story Magazine is lobklng the old,' said Paul N. Goldstein, one of of 'Roger Brown's Radio Ballroom,' Network .. 9,450
Local
4,175
on nightly from 9 to 11 o'clock.
4353
spot field over for cHainbreak and the attorneys.
—6.1
1388
Nat Weisberg, jeweler, took 13r Nat'l Spot . 1304
WIP officials assert the contract
one-minute announcement availabil14329
15376
was cancellable under" such a con week ticket and Motor Tire Store, Total
ities.
(Included: KFRC, KGO, KJBS,
Arthur Kudner agency has the ac- tingency as making room for a net- electrlq appliances, comes in next
sion.

Commish

True

KABC, KMAC, KONO,
count
KTSA, WOAI)

also

refused

the

to

PLATTER

.recon-

Gloms

—13

—13

work commercial.

week.

KPO, KSFO)

,
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Campns Best

Pan-Americanism No Help to Rimac,

LL

Himber Fme

lOG, Ptsbg.;

(U.

Tommy Tuckers 2d In N.Y.N.G.18G

Philadelphia, May 20.
Six best sellers on this cempuM
1.

'Daddw'

2.

'My

(Estimated)

Milt Brltton, Baltimore

NARROW ROSE

— (HippoWith

2,240; 15-29-35-44-55-60).

'3.

AW

4.

SUIT

6.

Dropped As Co-defendant
With Abe Lyman on Expo Matter

»

ning performances.
Btotaard Himber, Los Angeles
(Paramount; 3,595; 30-44-55-75). With
(Par) on screen.
'I Wanted Wings'
Eippy $20,000, best gross in the city,
and may stay three weeks.

—

Rose's Barbary Coast concession at
the N. Y. World's Fair. While the
argument was on the union ordered
that Rose post a bond for $10,000 or
it would call the musicians out of
his Aquacade. At a hearing of the

Bands at N.Y. Hotel B.O.
(Presented herewith, at a weekly tahulntUm, ts the ettlTnated cover
charge busines* being don« by name banda In-varUnu New York hotels.
Dinner 'bu«{ne«< (7-10 PJIf.) not rated. Figure* after name of hotel give
room capacity and cover charge. Larger amount designates ueehend and
holiday

litice.)

Bud
Clyde Lucas
XavierCugat
Ray Kinney*

GeneKrupa

Petrlllo

and 'She Knew Answers*
Very acceptable
(Col) on screen.
$12,000 coming up.
Bob Crosby, Buflalo— (20th CenJames C. Petrillo and the Ameritury; 8,000; 30-55). With 'Great No- can Federation of Musicians were
Pounding dropped last week as defendants in
body' (WB) on screen.
out neat $14,000 In a week otherwise the suit which Billy Hose's Expodull in this burg.
sition Spectacles had brought in the
Eddy Daohln, Chicago— (Chicago; N. Y. supreme court to recover $10,Jack Rosen4,000; 33-55-75). With 'Great Ameri- 000 from Abe Lyman.
can Broadcast' (20th). Good $33,000 berg, head of the New York local
sighted, but the film gets most of the (802) remains as a co-defendant
credit.
with Lyman.
(Palace;
Horace Heldt, Cleveland—
Lyman got the $10,000 on an
»,700; 30-35-42-55-66). With 'Cowboy award from Rose last summer, foland the Blonde' (20th). Very strong lowing a dispute between the two
$18,500, with standees at most eve- over the bandman's employment at

vaude,

(Sammy Kaye).
and T (Jimmy

Sister

Dorsey).
'Green Eyes' (Jimmy Dorsey).
'Lefs Get Away From It
ITommy Dorsey).
'Music Maker* (Harry James).
'Everything Happens to Me'
(Tommy Dorsey).

6.

drome;

Sellers

OP PENNSYLVANIA)

Home Market

Rises So

Ratio of Coin Machines

Harry James
Hal Saunders

^
_
... BMei
£iItmor« (300; $1-|1J0)
Waldorf (S75; $1-$1 JO)..
Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50)
Pennsylvania (SOO; 76c-$lJS0)
Lincoln (290;- 75c-$l)
....St. Regis (400; $1-$1JI0>

Waeka
Flared

CsTen
Faat

.6

tl,050
1,300

4

1^25

3

828
(400

.*....

Total

Conn

ITuk On Date
650

7
6

0

6 325

8^95
7,323
4,400
2,17S

400

*A«terlsIcs indicate a supporting floor show, although the band is the
drato. t Figure i* for tlx dayf, tt«o in jSert and /our on Roof, including opening, t Four days.

major

'

To Total

Is

Lowered

Record distributors figure that coin
machine consumption of records has
dropped about 10% from the once
roughly estimated 40% of the total
sales. But the lowering of the slice

which finds its way into machines
is due to the tremendous increase in
rather than any
lowering of buying for commercial

J.

h Good

Dorsey $5,421 Hutton $4,185,
Weekends; Lewis

$1,736,

Gray So-So

home consumption

use. In fact the latter movement of
discs has increased, too, although not
as much as the home spinning end.

f£itimated>

.

Al Donabnt (Playmor B., Kansas City, May 18). Solid gross of $1,000
was realized from Donahue's stop here at 75c advance, $1 at gate. Good
crowd of 1,200 for midweek hop.
Tommy Dorscy-Woody Herman (U. of Penn. Ivy Ball, Benjamin Franklin hotel, Phila., May 16).
Dorsey and Herman lured capacity 2,000 at
$2.50 a head for $5,000 gross.
Hop Is top social event, limited to 1,000
couples. Following night (17) Herman drew $1,605 Into Valencia B., York,

Heavy jump of buying for home
use is based on the vast number of
case some time later the union combination radio and phonographs
With turned the bond over to Lyman.
year and particularly
last
sold
Petrillo
and the International around the past Xmas. But, strange- Pa.,, at $1.10 per.
$18,500 in store.
were dropped from the proceedings ly, jukebox operators report comJimmy Dorsey (Sunnybrook B., Pottstown, Pa., May 17). Despite rainy
Abe Lyman, Cincinnati (Shubert; on the ground that neither ever had paratively little slackening in nickel
weather Dorsey came within 100 stubs of cracking brother Tommy's recDare
With
They
33-44-60).
f,150;
possession of the money in dispute. dropping.
ord here with 4,573 dancers at $1.10 in 5,000 capacity room. Band took
Not Love' (Col), plus stage show.
$2,743 as its end. At Rltz B., Bridgeport, Conn., Sunday (18) Dorsey conNifty $10,000 in store, after which
tinued his Saturday pace with a terrific $2,680 from 2,680 at $1 plus tax.
this spot drops stage shows for the
summer. Lyman is paying $5 to a
Shep Fields (Casa Loma, St Louis, May 16). At 50c a head 1,800 hopcustomer singing a song at each perr
pers hiing up season's top mark. Grpss, $900.
Possibilities
formance, and will award the best
Glen Gray (Trianon B., Seattle, May 11-12). Casa Lomans drew mild
warbler $50 on closing night.
2,000 over two days at 75c-$l, getting total of $1,750. At Century B., TaAlvino Bey, New York (Paracoma, next day (13) band drew 900 for $800 gross. Shifting to Natorium
mount; 3,664; 35-55-85-99). Closed a Raymond Sco^t 'In Hash of Night'—'South of North Carolina* (CoL 36193) Park, Spokane,
Thursday (16) outfit drew dull 1,500 for $1,280 gross.
second week last night (Tues.),
First is best ballad try Scott has made to date. Band plays well a testy
Ear! Hines
Earl
Bines (Cotton Club, Dayton, O., May 11). Fair $350 from 600 at
•Reaching for Sun' (Par) being the arrangement that packs machine punch. Backing for Clyde Burke's neat
flhn.
On holdover got $26,000, fair, vocal helps. Tempo is just right. Reverse weds Scott's tricky instru- 40c to 75c.
take of mentel leanings to a pop and results are good. Burke's vocal, however, is
stanza's
Ina Bay Hntton (Totem Pole B„ Auburndale, Mass., May 14, 16, 17).
first
following
$35,000 for pretty good profit on en- less effective, bothered by upped tempo. Frankie Masters' "Hush* (Okeh On first visit Miss Hutton played to good Wednesday crowd of 800 for
Vaughn Moore, and *I 6176), in dance tempo, leans bit toward listenable classical groove at kick- $540 at $1.35 couple, Friday and Saturday room pulled 3,000 and 3,200
gagement.
Wanted Wings' (Par) open at house off, but falls off sharply following Marion Francis' vocal. Reverse brings for top weekend teke 'of $4,185, At Lyric theatre, Bridgeport Conn., Sunthis morning (Wed.).
up 'Apple Blossom Time,' which is gaining machine attention. 'Swing- day (18) take was poor $667,
Clro Kimao, Pittsburgh— (Stanley; masters' .do nice job on vocal, but Andrews trio cutting remains more
Ted Lewis (Casa Del Ray, Sante Cruz, May 10). Lewis tilled good
t,600; 25-40-60). With Diosa Costello commercial.
$1,736 at $1 per with that many hoj^pers.
and Pan-Amerlc&n revue, on stige,
Johnny Long (Old Orchard Pier, Old Orcnar^ Beach, Me., May 17).
end "There's Magic In Music' (Par)
Voothn Monroe 'Years*—'Sweeter Than Sweetheart* (Bluebird 11146)
Long is favorite here, this time drawing 1,300 at 65c for good $845.
on screen. Coratx> Is falling to jelL
Monroe may have wanted to avoid confiiction with Bob Eberly's vocal
Harry Morrlssey-Oeorge Harris (Raymor-Playmor B., Boston, May 17).
Gross of $10,000 Is pretty sorry.
of 'Yours' on Jimmy Dorsey's record so he assigned vocal to Marilyn Duke
Two local outfits brought in 1,200 at B5c-63c for good $720.
(InPinky TMnlln, Indianapolis
instead of 'doing it hhnself. It's okay as is, but It would have had much
dianapolis; Lyric; 1,000; 30-40-50)— more machine power with a Monroe vocal. He handles reverse, a nice
Will Osborne (Civic Aud., Glendale, Cal., May 10). City fathers set 25c
With 'Lady Louisiana' (Rep). Fair melody, in good voice. Band sounds good.
as top terifl so Osborne's draw of 3,340 hoofers paid only $810.
$0,500 In a very dull spot
Tony Pastor (Stete theatre, Whjston-Selem* N. C, May 14). Pastor
Dkjk Stabile, New York (State;
ElU Fitzgerald 'No Nothing'-'Keep Cool Fool' (Decea 3754)
turned click job here 2,700 at 25c to 50c piling gross of $800.
With
28-44-55-75-»0-$1.10).
{,400;
Mora first side is played better plaintive lyric and fine melody get. It's
Teddy Powell-Newt Perry (Raymor-Playmor B., Boston, May 16)i
Ethel Shutta and Benry Armetta on a tune that's a natural for Miss Fitzgerald's style and she does' it with
Powell mainly responsible for 1,700 at 55c-65c for good $1,020 on warm
ftage, They Dare, Not Love' (Col) miles to spare. It grows to exceptionally strong reaction.
'Cool,' a jive
night On Wednesday (14) Powell drew 650 at same prices for $3i»0, good
On screen. Very Slow going, but bit, is almost as solid. Singer gets in another strong vocal at easy tempo.
for that night. $16,500 Indicated.
Band on both sides Is good and arrangements are far off usual colored
Raymond Soott (King PhiUip B., Wrentham, Mass., May 15). Band drew
Tommy Taoker, New York (Strand; band track.
poor 400 at 65c for $250.
With "Wagons
?,767; 35-55-85-99).
Orrln Taoker (Turnpike Casino, Lincoln, Neb., May 16). Fine
Roll at Nlghf (WB) on screen, plus Barry Wood-King Bisters 'Pretty Maiden'—'Bless 'Em All' (Victor 27407)
$1726
from 1.500 dancers at $1.10 and $1.35. At Coliseum, Davenport la., May
Victor McLaglen in person. Ita secTwo click sides. Wood and Kings combine on light burlesque of Gay 14 outfit
drew fine 2,600 people, and the day before cracked attendance
ond and final week; only fbo\it 90's era. Tune gets laughable Interpretetion via. Wood's corny vocal twist
mark at Decatur, HI., Armory, with 2,500.
$18,000 sighted, weak.
and. Yvonne King's foiling. Side sounds like lingers enjoyed making it;

Gay Lombardo,

Philadelphia

(EarW; 2,350; 36-46-57-68-75).
•Sis Hopkins' (.Rep) on screen.

—

Weak

,

—

Coin-Catching Record

•

—

'

'

.

'

It

Bubbles.

Reverse

Victor Decides

4

is

Machines wUl find it useful becaOse it's way off beaten track.
blanketed In comparison, but has what It takes In itself

baU's Starlight B., Lynnfield, Mass.;

Sides

Claude ThomhUI 'Sleepy Serenade'—'Do I Worry* (Okeh 6178)
Band Bookinss
a fine melody, Is neatly handled. Smartly written arrangement,
Not Fair Test of
featuring leader's piano and good band, it ought to get machine play.
Side could have been Imbued with bit more instrumental life, however.
Loots Armstronr, May 24, Castle
Bands' Sales Potentia] From that viewpoint Woody Herman's Decca side tops It in test 'Worry,' Farms, Cincinnati; 25, State theatre,
another pop not yet started, is strongly Interpreted on reverse, covering Sandusky, O.
tune's possibilities neatly. Dick Harding vocals. Orrin Tucker's 'Worry'
Gns Arnhelm, May 20, week,
Victor Records- has discarded its (Col. 36102) is poor by comparison.
Arrangement Is run-of-mill and Loew's SUte,
N. Y.
practice of signing a band new to its Tucker-Bonnie Baker vocal Is weakly handled. 'I Went Out
of My Way,'
labels for test sides.'
Heretofore, a too average melody, with below-par Tucker vocal, is reverse.
Charlie Barnet, July 7, five days,
In taking on groups of doubtful popSteel Pier, Atlantic City,
tilarity, the company recorded four
Ben Bernle, June 12-20, Madison
Larry Clinton 'Essential to Me'—'EstrellU* (Bluebird 11140)
.'slcles .with' each and awaited sales
Clinton keeps coming up with well-played, listenable stuff. Both sides Square Garden, New York.
reaction I^efore taking a band on for are enjoyable.
'Essential,' with cute and clever lyrics, is identical in
Tiny Bradstaaw, May 25, week
a definite term. It now believes that theme to 'We Go Well Together.' Peggy Mann and Butch Stone do good
Sunset Terrace, Indianapolis; June
except in rare cases where a band rhj^hmlc vocal and band
plays It solidly. Accompanying stendard Is ar- 1, week, Indiana Roof, Ind.
clicks from the beginning, four sides
ranged somewhat along lines of recent"Smiles.' It's a capable piece, well
Lon Breese, May 30, White City
ere not enough of a barometer.
done.
Park, Herrin, 111.; 31, Fairyland
Every outfit now taken on by VicPark, Kansas City, Mo.; July 1, Tritor is given a term of at least one
Mills Bros. 'Big a Jig Jig*—'Down, Down, Down' (Decca 3763)
anon B., Crowebury, Kans.; 2-3,
year to prove Itsell It is given all
Both originals with rhythmic punch. First, a repeated phrase, sits easily Westwood Park, Little Rock; 4, Fort
the advantages of Exploitation and because of
its liveliness and brilliancy of unusual, but familiar instru- Worth Club, Fort Worth; 5-6,
Texas
tunes and if in that period it doesn't mentel accompaniment. Breaks are bright. Reverse
gets, over with ease, A. & M. College Station; 7, four
reach something of a rating in sales an unusual tune. Backing is for rhythm only.
weeks, Roosevelt H., New Orleans.
It's a' fair bet to be dropped.
Policy

New

,

.

—

was prompted a great deal by the Benny Goodman Sextet 'Good Enough to Keep' 'Smooth One* (CoL 36099)
several names were reJive buyers will get solid kick out of Cootie Williams' trumpeting on
cently about to be erased from the
first Bide, a jump piece which sextette rides out at a fast clip. Bright side.
roster, but their releases, subsequent,
Backing slows down to roll out a bPuncy arrangement' that sounds like
to a decision to hold them a while some
of Eddie Sauter's trlcked-up arranghig. It also clicks.
longer, .^egan to click strongly and
the artists have since become regu-Tony Pastor 'Hurry to Sorrento*—'Helen of Troy* (Bluebird 11130)
lar occupants of best selling lists.
Strong versions of 'Sorrento,' by Woody Herman and Al Donahue, are
already biting off much play on first tune. It wasn't smart of Victor to
cut a version that doesn't Improve on either, though
had to have'
Part at least ope release of it Dorsey Anderson's lyric is company
weU done, but won't
McFarland Twins orchestra has disturb Herman's cutting because of relative band positions. Donahue's
plit with Stan Zucker, its personal lyric is in Italian, Reverse playing and arrangement will likely teke play.
manager.
Twins notified Zucker It's well played piece at good jump tempo, showing band in good light
that a lO-ye&r mangerlal agreement
between them was to be terminated. Horace Heldt 'Toy Piano Jump' 'Toy Piano Minuet' (Columbia 36100)
Frankie Carle's able pianoing wraps up both sides. It stands out of first
It had about eight years to run.
Band Is booked by IVICA, and In side, which shows Heldt band in okay jump style. Player's nimble fingers
recent weeks was at the Syracuse set reverse solidly, too, and Is a better 'job than Joe Relchmcm's recent
Victor release because It's slow paced.
botel, Syracuse, N. Y.
fact, that

Jack O'Lantern, South Portland,
Maine.
Freddie Fisher, May 28, hidef,, Old
Vienna, Cincinnati.
Glen Gray, Aug. 1, week, Cedar
Point, Sandusky; Ohio.
24,

First,

-

McFarlands-Zucker

—

Henry Basse, May 25, Yankee Lake
Park, Brookfleld, O.; June 19, Ocean
Beach Pier, Clark Lake, Mich.
Bobby Byrne, May 25, Rltz B.,
Bridgeport, Conn.
Cab Calloway, May 26, Aud., Roanoke, Va.; 28, Market Aud., Wheeling; 29,

Lake Breeze

Pier,

Buckeye

Lake, O.
Larry Clinton, May 26, Aud., Ottawa, Can.; 27, Arena, Hamilton,
Ont.; 28, Arena, London, Ont.
Bob Crosby, May 25, Arena, New
Haven, Conn.
Allen Curtis, May 24, Hampton
Beach Casino, Hampton Beach, N. H.
Shep Fields, June 1-2, U. of New
Orleans, New Orleans; 12, two weeks,
Madison Square Garden, New York.
Ina Bay Hntton, May 21, Cappy's,

North Easton, Mass.;

May

23,

Klm-

Woody Herman, May
Hall,

Park,
Pier,
-

Philadelphia;

Mahanoy

30,

29,

Town

Lakewood

City, Pa.; 31, Hunt's

Wildwood, N.

J.

Everett Hoagland, June 4-7, Totem
Pole Ballroom, Auburndale, Mass.
Herble Kaye, May 16-22, Jefferson
Beach Park, Detroit; 23, Aud., Greenville, Pa.; 24, Edgewood C. C. (Duquesne U.), Pittsburgh; 25, Rosefleld
Gardens, Brownsville, Pa.; 27, Basle
theatre, Washington, Pa.; 30, Greenbriar hotel. White Sulphur Springs,
Va.; 31-Jime 6, Coney Island

W.

Park, Cincinnati.

Gene Krupa,

June

9-14,

Totem

Pole Ballroom, Auburndale, Mass.
BUI Bordo, May 27, week, Tune-

town

B.,

St

Louis.

Guy Lombardo, June

4,

Great

Smoky Mt. Festival, Knoxvilla,
Tenn.; 5, Aud., Hendersonville, N. C;
Aud., Chattanooga; 7, Air Carnival,

6,

Birmingham, Ala.; 10, Pre-Harvest
Jubilee, Kingstree, S. C; 11, Tobacco
Festival, Ahoskl, N. C; 13, week,
Stanley theatre, Pittsburgh.

Johnny Long, May

23,

Raymor

B.,

Boston; 24, Arcadia B„ Providence,
R. I.; 25, Baab's Park, Suffleld, Conn.;
26, Whalom P4rk, l^ftchburg,' Mass.
MoFarland Twins, June 13, week,
Palisades Park, Fort Lee, N. J.

Johnny McGee, May 27-28, Casa
Loma, Charleston, W. Va.
George Olscn, June 4-B, Jayhawk
theatre, Topeka.

Will Osborne,

Ore.

23, U. of WsshOregon State C,

May

ington, Seattle; 24,
Corvallis,

_

.
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FROWN ON BAND FINANCIERS
Instant Recogphion of Arrangements

Juih[e Holds in Paul

Tunes Familiar Through Phonograph Hailed on First
Strain -A Visit to Jimmy Dorsey on a Road Date
WOODS

By BEBNIE

Youngsters who frequent oneballroonu apparently come
more to stand around the bandstand
and gape at their idols than to dance,
Out of the 4,570 teen-age dancers
Sunnybrook Ballroom,
to
lured
Pottstown, Pa„ last Saturday (17)
by Jimmy Dorsey, no more than
1,000 of them were dancing at any
one time. Rest were pressed as close
to the bandstand as they could get
An hour before the band started tuning up a group of 100 or more had
hooked their elbows over the edge of
the stand, few of whom gave way to
others during the entire four-hour
xtretch the band gave out
How much the record hits of any
one band influence the likes and dislikes of the fans who make or break
an outflt is clearly indicated by the
Each time Dorsey teed-ofl an
kids.
arrangement that bad sold heavily
on wax,- a wave of whistling, yelps
and applause greeted the first few
bars, and then everything stilled to
drink it all im-'Those who were sitting it out in the back immediately
drifted toward the stand or stood on
chairs to get a better view, and some
of those dancing did likewise. Dorsey 's Bob Eberly and Helen O'Connigbt

nel, singly and In duo, which this
first started, halted dancing repeatedly in that manner.

band

Of the above mentioned number
of dancers which packed the spot
owner Ray HartensteLn estimated that
no more than 10% came from Pottstown's population of 20,000. Remainder come from all directions, as far
as 60-70 miles away and in all kinds
of transportation. However, to come
any great distance Such as that the
transportation has to be of fairly
solid timber, which explains why
the major portion of this particular
mob was well dressed and with an
air of moderate prosperity.
Oanoing and Flshlnc
'

Kartenstein
which greeted

tells

of the quartet
at the door a few

him
weeks ago with the crack 'I guess
you think we're crazy to drive 153
miles one way from Salisbury, Md.,

dance four hours.' He soothed
'em with the logical retort that they
might think him just as crazy to
50 miles' farther than their
Maryland town to ^et in four hours
of fishing, which he does quite often.
Sunnybrook itself Is an Imposing
layout, tastefully decorated and in
an area about a mile outside the
town. It is equipped with a fairly
large swimming pool and numerous
soft drink and Ught food concessions.
No liquor is served and none is allowed in the haU'at any time. There
are few chairs for sitting 'em out
the few that are provided being
ranged along walls and in a recessed
alcove on one side of the room.
spot has no trouble with Pennsylvania blue laws, which demand a
Saturday midnight closing.
to

-drive

He

Seatde Convention of Mu
Impacted Teeth Bed
sicians Union Thought
Tooter Jimmy Maxwell
Jimmy Maxwell, trumpeter

Spends Four Monlhs' Army
Chcokinc His Private Affairs

St

Guy

Louis,

May

cation.

Pasa

Resolution
Control of O^'

Limiting

by Backers .or
Other Leaders-r-Other 8
Say Capital
•

Protected

An important decision upholding
the rights of a union to settle con-

Ft Worth, Texas, May

troversies

WITH CLERGY

golden

silence!'

'SOUL MORTGAGES'
Backers of name dance bands may
themselves subject to strict

American Federa-

Seattle

AFM

^%

Pittsburgh,

May

Among speakers for convention's
first day will be Governor Arthur B.
Langlie and James A. Taylor, president of the State Federation of
Labor.
Seattle group handling, convention
details is

Lawrence

-

Most of the dates are for two weeks
except in one or two cases.

20.

Lanzilotti, a

J. C. Stein's

headed by

76's president

O. R. McLain:

An appeal was taken to the American Federation of Musicians, which
reversed the decision and granted
Whiteman a dismissal of the action.
Then Shulman started the teal controversy, by filing suit in the Municipal court
The case was tried
before Justice Isidore I. Haber, who
granted plaintiff judgment "Justice
Haber's ruling was to the effect that
the by-laws of the union did not
contain any provision for. arbitration of disputes between members;
and that there was a provision lit

•*'

the by-laws to the effect that before
any m.emt>er could institute an acagainst another member h«

tion

$25,000

AUTO DEATH

SUIT VS. WARING K.0;D

must first exhaust his remedies in
the union; but that this does not
mean that the determlnatton of the
union is final, but that It was oni^
a pre-requlsite to suing- in court,
after all remedies had been exhausted in the union.

Vincent A. Lowney, Sr.'s, suit
John Hamill
Again an appeal was. taken with
and Gordon Goodman was dismissed
Friday (16), by Justice Bernard L. 'the appellate court ruling that since
Shlentag in N. Y. supreme court. Ac- the union opinion contained no
tion had sought $25,000 damages for fraud, imposition, invalidity or gross
death of plaintiff's son In an acci- injustice, the court will refuse to
examine the merlta of the controdent while in Waring's car.
against Fred Waring^

Accident occurred with all
fendants In the car Sept 24,
at Stroudsburg, Pa.

and Claude ThornhiU bands.
the leaders
bands are

who

de1930,'

Among

hold pieces in other
o Goodman
and

Benn>

Miller. Much of the opposition from
Petrillo and Rosenberg is due to
their hearing that a band leader in
lending a newcomer to the orchesinterest in the Glenn Miller, Woody tra field $4,500 obtained a contract
Herman,
Tony
Pastor,
of the new band's
Charlie giving him
Spivak; Gene Krupe, Teddy Powell income for 10 years.

33%%

Cancel Ted Blake for Incomplete Cast

Lang Orchestra
Welk, Ray
are

set

'

'

versy.

The effect of the ruling is that
^
hereafter whenever two members of
a union submit their disputes
the
Union, 'and a ruling is made, courts
are ousted toward making any' further ruling OL the .merits of these
,

'''

disputes.

PALLADIUM, H'WOOD.
GETS DONAHUE, MILLER

20.

Kennywood Park here has lined
up name bands for its summer season, which got under way Friday
(16) and will continue through Labor Day. Opening and current is
Bob Chester and he'll be followed
Friday (23) by Johnny Messner.
already

local

Federation of Musicians are working
final preparations for the national
convention here the week of June
President James C. Petrillo will
9.
arrive a wieek prior to the conclave
to confer with local officers on convention business.

on

.

Kennywood, Pittsburgh,
Sets Summer Bands

and

Both Whiteman and Shulman ara
members of Local 802 of the American Federation of Musicians. Whiteman hbred Shulman for 'Jumbo,' and
agreed to pay union wages at the rate
of $75 weekly plus $15 extra for
playing an electric cello. Plaintiff
qlaimed the tmion scale was $102,50
and sued to recover $187.50, representing the difference for 15 weeks.
Plaintiff then filed his claim with
SeatUe, May 20.
the union local, which gave him
76
of American
judgment against Whiieman.

tion of Musicians after the latter or-

ganization has held its Seattle conCleveland, May 20.
vention the< second week in June.
Charlie Horvath's plans of turning James
C. Petrillo,
prez, and
his Trianon ballroom Into a superJack Rosenberg, head of the New
duper bowling emporium are still in York City
local (802) are reported as
dicker-and-talk stage, but he has jointly
determinea to get action on
already got one ironic kick-back. It this 'soul mortgage'
iksae during the
came when a local columnist who convention. The terras of the regudidn't check with him on the rumor, latory
measure, which is to be introwrote that a de luxe cocktail lounge duced in the form of
a resolution,
restaurant
would
into
and
.be built
have yet to be completely worked
the dance hall with bowling alleys.
out
An hour after the story rolled off The union
leaders have expressed
the presses, two clergymen of neighthemselves as fearful of the straits
boring churches phoned Horvath to
that many members will eventually
tell him that there >vas an ordinance
find thernselves in if steps are not
not permitting Ilkker joints being
taken to curb band-financing pracbuilt so close to churches. Besides
tices.
They feel thqj outside of the
threatening to fight it out in court
money they put up many backers
they said they would have the place
contribute nothing to the welfare
boycotted if even a. nip of booze was
and advance of an orchestra. The
sold. Restaurant owners nearby also
restrictive action will be directed
called and yipped about the unfair
not only at outside money men but
competish he planned.
at band leaders themselves who by
Ballroom operator patiently exthe same lending route obtain pieces
plained that it was a uncoiiflrroed
ii).xther orchestras.
and untrue rumor, that he. never inRosenberg'has expressed^e opintended to install a cocktail room in
ion that if there is to be any band
the first place and that even the
financing a ceiling should be imbowling project is not yet definite. posed by the international
union on
It depends upon whether he can
the returns due the backer. In dispromote $70,000 this, summer for the cussions on the subject Rosenberg
work, in addition to a long term has mentioned
as an equitable
lease.
dividend, but business elements in
Dance hall has about a half-dozen the trade ^have pointed out to him
more band bookings for this season, that such a limitation would tend
with Woody Herman for May 18 and to destroy band backing altogether.
Raymond Scott for May 25. But These ventures, Rosenberg has been
despite his denials the anti-likker told, are highly speculative, and
a
objections by suspicious local blue- return of anything like 6% on a
noses are still floating In and hurting band's earnings would make such
his current dance trade, Horvath promotions not worthwhile.
^
complains.
Rated as the most active backer
of bands, and by a wide margin. Is
Si Shribman.
He holds a financial

members,

FOR PETRILLO

find

regulation of -the

between

declaring that once a union has decided an issue, the courts may not
disturb the ruling obtained, watf
handed down by the appellate term
of the N.Y. supreme court in favor
of Paul Whiteman, in dismissing a
suit against the- band leader by an
employee, William Shulman. In ruling as it did. the appellate term reversed a decision of the municipal
court ruling against Whiteman.

SEATTLE PRIMES

'

Thompson,

20.

Willard Ridings, professor

-

Must Be
Launching

Risk.

or

Bands Will Be

NeMT

Silence for a Jit

of joumadiam at Texas Christian
University, is circulating a petition asking that at least one
blank record be on 'each jukebox.
'If
this
is
accomplished,'
sighed Ridings, 'those who don't
like jukeboxes can push In a
nickel and enjoy 5c worth of

chestras.

HORVATH'S JAM

N. Y. Visit

at the Jefferson Barracks, just south
of St Louis, hopes Uncle Sam will
J. C. Stein, president of Music
move him nearer to his home town Corp. of America, returns to the
because he's spent $150 In coin
Coast this week after a brief stay in
phones keeping in touch with his
York supervising installation
New
business during the past six weeks.
offices.
of the new, enlarged
Private Lanzilotti cheerfully deMrs. Stein also came east to order
posited his nickels, dimes and quardecorations for their new Beverly
ters in the coin phone during the
HiUs home, making, the shopping
first few weeks of his training period,
trip expressly for that purpose^
but last week when he cast his accounts he found that he had spent
McEenzie Bnilds Baud
more than four months' pay in tele.

MCA

.

Jimmy McKenzie, ex-personal
calls.'
Lanzilotti then sought out the RC' manager of Ray Kinney's orchestra,
ception center chaplain, Rev. Her- is building a band of his own. Outbert J. Meiles, St. Loius, for aid in it is currently rehearsing and goaffecting a transfer to a post nearer ing through audition paces in New
his home town and where the phone York.
McKenzie parted with Kinney,
toll charges will, be cheaper.
The
chaplain said he'd submit the propo- who's now at the Lexington hotel,
sition to the. biggies in the army.
N. y., about two months ago.
phone

J.

Impossible

Herbeck, Mitchell Ayres, Herbie
Pay Holmes, Jimmy Joy and Tiny HUL

juke-box operator from Washington, D. C, a draftee

Sure to

with

the Benny Goodman band, is recovering in Murray Hill Hospital, N. Y.,
from an Infection which set In after
he had two impacted wisdom teeth
extracted. He was admitted to the
hospital last'Friday {16) with a fever
of 104.
Goodman band is currently on va-

Others

LANZILOTTI FAR FROM BIZ

Court Cannot Overrule Union

TOREEOLIITE

—

Whiteman Case

Given Ozone By Cleveland Cafe and
Union Concuri in 'Misrepresentation' Slant

Hollywood, May 20.
General Amusement Corp. bands
Palladium here (via Ralph

for

Wonders) include Al Donahue'f,
band and the Andrews Sisters, opening Friday (23) and following Glenn
Miller, who did. a record-breaking
three weeks. Donahue is in for four
weeks but the Andrews Sisters check
out after a fortnight to keep a film

commitment
Following at the Palladium are

Cleveland. May 20.
two weeks notice, owner told him he Abe Lyman, four weeks, and Woody
Ted Blake and his Pittsburgh Men would have to sue for it
Herman, six weeks with a two-week
Ruckus was pretty' embarrassing to option.
About Town played the shortest enthe'
Monaco's
Cafe
that
bookers. D'Arve Barton, manager of
at
gagement
.

spot has ever given a band. Brought
in a week ego Monday (4) to follow the Barry Bros, crew, the Blake
outfit was given its walking papers
on the second night when Frank

the Cleveland branch, said .that the

booking had been made in good faith
and that agency didn't know Blake
had dropped his femme Hammond
player and bass thumper since leav-

Monaco, the 'cafe owner, accused it ing Pittsburgh's Roosevelt Hotel.
When facts were presented to musias well as the MCA bookers of miscians' union. Local 4 headed by Lee
representation.
Irate proprietor declared contract Repp sided with cafe impresario by
ruling
that it was an obvious breach
organist
and
a
girl
called for a
comedy' bass player, both of whom of contract, okaying the yank-out
were among the missing in the line- After Blake closed what was the
town's
briefest record run on his
that
complaint
was
Second
up.
orchestra didn't come up to the second night, MCA rushed in Jimmy
standards of his downtown de luxe Harris' Cleveland orch and breathed
a
sigh
of 'relief when Monaco, apprestige.
hurt
its
dancing-dinery, and
On opening night Monaco was so proved of It. Harris, formerly known
upset over two omissions and what here as Jimmy Stipek, had been taking
he
off
a layoff rest after doing 20
that
he termed 'corny comedy'
weeks at West Palm Beach's Dixie
told Roy Howard, of the local
office, to yank out the band im- Inn In Florida, but his men called off
their
vacations
to take the rush date.
demanded
a
mediately. 'When Blake

MCA

Maxine Sullivan Heads
Into Soath for One-Niters

CBS Artists Bureau has turned
over the booking of Maxine Sullivan
for the siunmer months to the Moe'
Gale agency. Miss Sullivan starts •
tour of southern ballrooms July 1 at
Norfolk, Va., first time that she haa
worked one-nighters in the south.
Shell work in company with either
Tiny Bradshaw or Benny Carter's
orchestras.

Singer was out on a similar tour
several i^onths ago with the Jcibxt^
Kirby band. It was cut short when
Kirby was brought back into New
York to st^rt a radio commercial for
Schick Razors. She cont&ued then
for a short while with Carter.

'
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Lake Music's Big Year

Band Reviews
Great Lakes
the stomp side, he takes Benny Hy(9)
man away from his drums. He's a
Grill, N. T.
Russ Smith is an alumnus of the hand slapping, foot pounding, lyrical
Barry Winton band, long incumbent jivist, with a fast lip action from
at the Rainbow Grill. With the latter which the word flow is rapid flre.
Edgar Robinson, trumpeter, is the
due to open next week at the formal

Balnbow

Bainbow Room, the companion
Rockefeller nitery atop the 65th floor
of the RCA Bldg., Smith remains in
the Grill as the head of his own
combo. He was featured vocalist

nd electric steel guitarist with Winfon and continues ditto at the helm
of his own combo. However, it's not
the flrst time for, him as a maestro,
having had the Ripley and Hines
radio commercials.
drums, and Paul
Carl Shaw,
Thompson, string bass, are two other
Winton men who went over with
Smith's new setup which comprises
an expert crew of vet musicians from
other dance combos. Johnny Ingram,
-^x and vocalist, is ex-Vincent Lopez;
Tarr,
doing
Jack
the
comedy
numbers in between sax and violin,
and Sid Stanley, reeds, who's handling the Cuban vocals, are also
graduates of established dance com-

Thompson,

off-stage

laborer

band,

for the

in

company with Bob James, the pitno
man. They draw up all the ork's
arrangements, and they're nicely
produced. Robinson takes a bow at
the mike sometimes, when there's
need of a sweet horn for a dance
set takeoff.

Crew of this musical contingent
Myers,
Bob
includes
otherwise
trumpet; Eddie Demski, trombone;
(Continued on page 42)

Penn Athledc Club Has
Involved Labor Muddle

On Top

Incidentally,

May

Philadelphif,

besides bass handles the French and

forward to a record season and with
a heavy increase of pleasure boats
plying these waters will come added
employment for dance combinations.
This employment in many cases runs
as much as five months.
Most of the lines are faithful to
the same bands from season to seaAmong the bands already
son.
booked are Al Cox and his Lion->
donaires (for their fourth consecutive season) on the S. S. North
American, Phil Skillman (third season) on the Bob-Lo boats and Singing Strings, whose leader is In the
army, on the S. S. South American.
Advance bookings on the lines'
books indicate that the short hauls,
daytime and 'moonlight' excursions
will get exceptionally big play from
clubs, churches and other organizations this season, and such dates Invariably require musicians.

VALLEE'S JDXEB
Hollywood, May

of Receiversbip
20.

The Musicians Union is finding itSmith is an engaging personality self in the middle in the strike of
at the helm of his crew. The boys waiters at the swanky Penn Athletic
axe a natty looking aggregation. Club, now entering its 10th month.
Personnel of eight,, besides their
The strike was called by the
leader, comprises three reeds (doublC.I.O.'s united ResUurant Workers.
ing violins), one brass, one violin,
If the Musicians refuse to cross the
end a rhythm section of four.
While it's a new band, it's actually picket line, they'll be condemned by
A.F.L.'s Resteurant and BarIt's old home Week for Russ Smith the
because of his long stay as featured tenders Union, which is engaged In
member of Winton's combo.
a jurisdictional dispute with the
On its own. Smith's band shapes C.I.O. £t the Penn A.C. On the other
Italian vocals.

the Upbeat

May

20.
excursion lines look

Detroit,

BUSS SMITH OBCHESTRA

binations.

.'

H

Onto MaiMB ntuni

Bluebird bandatand. Spor'a combination, for-

two MtpMliuU. tta'* to merly at tha Wlllard Grill, Toledo,
4aat tt Out.' both has been augmented by Russ
Columbia ple- FeatheroS and Freddy Bardsley.

labal for

cut 'Whara' and

from

hla forthooBlng

Dorot^ Gordon, recently with
George Olsen, will be vocalist
ArUa Bhaw If to out a doublo* George Yakobian ii the manager of
faced 10-iaoh roeorA wlu, an oilghial the VlUa this year.
titled *BIuaa from tha Lanox Ava.
Ed White, formerly at the Carlouel
Sulta.'
Yacht Club, Clearwater, Fla., Is now
Sammy Kaya^a band li lobjact of at the Wlllard Grill, Hotel Willard,
forthcoming liibartr mag atorr on Toledo, for the sununer.
tura,

br banda.

one-night treki

Youngstown,
Park,
O.,
Idora
Hot Llpa Paige takaa new seven- opened Its' ballroom May 10, with
combo Into Kelly'a Stables, George Hall playing In the ballNew York, tomorrow night (Thurs;). room. A new name. band is planned
-

piece

for every week, according to Max
Rindln, assistant park manager, in
charge of the ballroom.

Art Jarratt band haa lt« first Victor recording data la Chicago next

Wednesday

(28).

Don Bestor opens outdoor dance
season at Bill Green's Terraced Gardens, Pittsburgh, May 26, replacing
Marvin Dale outfit Latter goes to
*
Trianon in Chi.

Ralph Barlow band opens summer
season at Peon/. Park, Omaha, May
30.

20.

.

Technlprocess Corp. released six
18 mm. shorts for the Jukebox
trade, leading off with Rudy Vallee
and the Four Musketeers In "Lydla,

Al KavellB orohastra pla^ PaliBobby Hllllken, sax player, resades Park (N. J.) May (24-25) when
Vivian Blaine, featured vocalist, cently vidth Seger ElUs, has joined
will Introduce Kevelin's new song Sid Dlckler's band in Pittsburgh,
'Shadrack,' 'Klckonga,' t<a whleh Franols Mar- succeeding Jerry Eisner, who was
drafted.
•Rigoletto,' 'Bundle of Love,' 'Boy quis wrote the lyrle.
Meets Girl' and 'Bank of Love.'
Bob Poland, formerly with Shep
Villa TaTora. north of Toledo, O.,
new
Marjorlc Stewart new vocalist on Route 28, opened aeaaon May IS, Fields and Charlie Bamet is
(Continued on page
with Paul flpor'a orchestra in the
with the Joe Belchman band.

new

the Tattooed Lady.'
Other releases were

^

•

up

as a smooth, dance-compelling hand, musicians who cross tKe line
aggregation that is pleasant for this
are being placed on the unfair list
room and should please generally,
by the C.I.O. and even by some
Abel.

FORD HARRISON

ORC.

A.F.L. outfits.
Last Wednesday members of the
Philadelphia Orchestra, all members
of the A.F.M., refused to attend a

(6)

Featnrint: Sally Jo Nelson
St. Morltz, N. T.

Uotel

.

Ford Harrison is another- of the
repatriated Americans In the Jack
Harris, Roy Fox, Eddy Oliver and
kindred school of Yank maestros
who liked it In England and on the
Continent

until

back

blitzed

to

civilization.

T»

welcome home luncheon

at the

Penn

A.C. tendered them by music lovers
on their return from their spring
tour around the country. At the last
minute the affair was switched to
the Ben Franklin Hotel.
Jimmy Dorsey recently was blackballed by the C.I.O. for playing a
one-nighter at the Penn A.C.
He
apologized and promised never to
play there again while the strike

Harrison, a violinistconductor, was some three or four
years at the Bagatelle in Paris (the
El Morocco of the French capital), the Casino In Biarritz, Chez
Victor in Cannes, Sporting Club in
Monte Carlo and kindred soots until
he returned to the Hotel St. Moritz's was In progress.
There Is c strong possibility that
Cafe de la Paix which, while a
road company of the Blvd. des the club may open a night club and.
In
Capuccines, is at least an imtram- restaurant in the near future.
melled environment.
the hands of the receiver, the club
Comprising, a neat sextet of, ac- was teken over last week by the
cordion, piano, drums, string bass, American Hotel Corp., who will
and sax; with himself vlolining, Har- manage it and try to
take it out of
rison's dansapation is sprightly in
The club is In the Rittenthfr Continental iflanner.
He him- the red..
aelf whanis out sock soloes like 'In- house Square- sector and is In e
termezzo' on the strings and vocal- natural location to attract the social
izes surefire Lueienheboyers like set which has been lacking a class
•J'Attendrai' and the like, Inter- spot since' the shuttering of the
5t)ersed with his dance sets. Sally Arcadia-International.
p Nelson, featured songsttess, handles her chores welL
He fits neatly into this room, and
Will click on the St Moritz's roof,

(.Recordt beloto are grabbing moat niofteb tM* teaefc in iufceboxes throuphout the
cowntry, a* reportei by the ma|or ootn-mooMne (Hstributor* from coast to coost,
to VARiETr. Names of mart than ono bolUl or vooatist after the title indicates, in
order of popularity, tobose reeonUnirt are being played. Fiffures and nomes in
parenthesis indicate the number of locefce each song haa been in the listings and
respectti^e publishers.)

'

1

Aatpila

2

I

3

Dolires

llmmy Dorsey ...j

..

Decca.

. .

(10)

Marks

t

;

Uidersttti

.

.

.

.

{SiiSr"iSi;d.«>^«^

.

iSllSSfc.l^r.V.") Paramount

4*Baid Playei0i

Decca.
| Decca...

iOuy Loml>ardo_|

.

Jesters

.

.

(g)

pD

(2)

Broadway

WHAT TED WEEMS STARTED

Which opens

this

Abet
^

week.

MARIO MERIN ORCH
El Chlco, PItlsbnrch

Bobbins, Moe Gale Among Those
""Printing Coin-Machine Labels

(6)

combo
that can flt either In the congarumba
Idea of suppling their own iden,
spots or where they want fox-trots
and waltzes. Outfit is made up of tiflcatl.pn slips for use with their
records In coin machines Is getting
violin, drums, bass, piano, sax
and
trumpet, with Merin doubUng on the increasing play from bandleaders,
niaracas whenever band goes into the music companies, etc., and It alt'

Castilian rhythms. Leader's a nice- helps record makers because the eyelooking fellow who bows a crack catching slips are provided to opera
fiddle, and he also has more
than t tors free. Since Ted Weems began
jP."^^x?'* ^"'"^^ which he uses Intel
using a tag with a large red arrow
-^Ugently and not too often.
Merm's rumbas are of an Amefl- "on It to capture the eye of a proscanized variety and that makes 'em pective nickel dropper, others, have
perfect where the clientele isn't
do- devised equally distracting strips.
ing them by the complicated
k
dance Bobbins Music, is now shipping big
They^re a Burbank quantities of tags on, its 'Aurora* to
I Bchool methods.
^erican rhythms are ops. They're printed in black with
P'J?I
f right up his alley, too.
Nobody listening with his eyes shut song's Utle large in yellow letters,
Moe Gale office also Is shipping
would gufess that there are only half
dozen men in the combo. Sounds tegs of its own design. Gale has had
, a
luce at; least twice that
strips made up for the latest record
Menn should fit anywhere, amount,
but in ings of all his bands. Cost of them.
the class- spots particularly, because In large lots, is negligible.
bands not only composed of excellent musicians but also of nice, cleant»«4.
cut looking men who make a firstrate impression visually as well
the
«"dlbily,
Cohen.
.

;

WOODT WILSON ORCH

(11)

With Benny Hyman, Adrlenne
Turnpike Casino, Lincoln, Neb.
One-time hymn-hummer with Pinky
Tomlin, Woody Wilson is a tell
blond personality who took off on
his own, and with a band that almost
to a man was once fronted by Johnny
.fiurkarth around Louisville.
The
style is definitely on the swing edge,
a gunner for biz comebacks when in
'flpots catering to the- young
from
bighschool to post-grad college age.
.

The band, when delving into novelties, prefers to show itself in glee
club arrangements backing the soloing of Adrienne (Vivian ClayOne of the best Is an embellished version of the 'Saga of
Jenny/ which Is a crowd gatherer.
W'lson, other than leading the
band, takes all its male romantic

Hburg).

Tocsis,

and

5

Vm

BlattM

Apple

Andrews Sisters J Decca.

.

.

J

slx-plece

v5*'*'^

he's. In

good

voice.

On

<
»«»»
h

n

Wax Works

Bobby

Byrne

(Decca)

'Nighty

Night,' 'These Things You Left Me,'
'Million Dollar Baby,' 'On the Beach
z.,.
Waikiki,' 'Do I Worry,' 'Two
Hearts That Pass in the Night.'
.

Charlie Bamet (Bluebird) 'Little
Dip,' 'Ponce de Leon,' 'You Talk
Too
Much,'
'Consider
Yourself

,

6 Om 1

^ Tommy Dorsey. 1 Victor
(i2)Forstcr
Qlenn MlUer. . .| Bluebird.

Un

• {

.{SSSSy^.S^bi.«>Schuberth

7 iitermza

(

8 Mmie Makers

9 Oh Look At Me Re*

10

\

'

•

•

.

.

.

•

•

at Hotchkiss Corners,' 'Where You
Are,' 'I Take to You,' 'Blue Skies.'

Will Bradley (Columbia) 'In the
Hall of the. Mountain King,' 'Misunderstood,' 'Get Thee Behind Me
Saten,'
'When You and I Were
Young Maggie.'
Dnke Ellln^n (Victor) (duet with
Jimmie Blanton) 'Dear' Old

bassist

'

Southland,' 'Solituda*

.

(

Tommy Doraey.J
Woody Herman.!]
Jlnuiy Dorsey

Victor.

. 1

Benny Goodman

• (

.

. .

Columbia «>

1

Southern

DISKS GAINING FAVOR
(These recordines are directly below the
the coin machines.)

Jlrst

10 in popularity, but

growing in

Aemand on

Sorrento

My

Sister

J,^?*'*'

V.

and

?*"™an

Decca. .Southern

(Al Donahue....^
^'"'"ey

I

\

\

.

.

fTommy Dorsey
Alvino Rey
Sammy Kaye

Nighty Night

Daddy
Let's

Get

Away from

It

i

AU.

.

;Decca

Victor"

.BMI

Embassy

Bluebird. .Beacon
Victor. .Republic

Woody Herman

;Decca

{Tommy
(Sammy

•^""''^

Dorsey
Victor"
Kaye.... ^..Victor
.Republic
Decca'
{Horace Heidt. .Columbia

DntU Tomorrow

|

Woody Herman
,

Friendly Tavern Polka.

Sammy Kaye
1^'* Robertson

Wise Old Owl

'

.

Victor'

Decca

.BMI

.BMI
Al Donahue
Okeh
[Horace Heidt.,.. Columbia ,.BMX
Vaughn Monroe.. .Bluebird

(

Cbye Now

Okeh..PD

Benny Goodman.Columbia
Hfnnan ....Decca

Everything
jr
Happen* to
napvcua
iv in*,...
Me,... ['^'^^^
|

Kissed.'

Johnny Long (Decca) 'Beau Night

. .

•(

(

Perfldfa

Harry James. I Columbia ..v
Paramount
Andrew* Slste^| Decca.

-I
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MUSIC

VOTES BMI GO-AHEAD

N.A.B.
ASCAFs Slow

on Mutual

Start

SIDNEY KAYE

Because of the limited number of new songs that ASCAP publishers
have available at this time the Mutual Network has let down the bars
on the repetition of such tunes during an evening. -'Under the rule
which the networlc previously had in effect duplications were restricted
Until the releases of ASCAP pubs return to
to two-hour intervals.
normal and band laaders get the latest ASQAP tunes in their arrangement boolts there will be no restraint on the time between broadcasts

which

to

draw.

.

.

Mutual Oatlmes

ASCAP

Many Programs and Slogans
session of Catalogs
Mutual,

which

until

ASCAP program Sunday
y/as

the

tunes

into

few

its

Exploit Network's Pos-

ASCAP

MUTUAL
Oppo««

AFFILIATES'

shows, will for the

weeks make an

ASCAP

Deal
Laeka Info on

—Fred

ORG

Besides havirtg several rjegular musical shows devoted entirely

St
Group

Them

Louis,

of about 40

May

Mutual

20.

affiliates

who expressed

Subscribers (BMI) Cancel Forthwith

—Partakes of
Ton^ — Hough

ic

(19)

from

WOH. New

York, will be

Monday through

Friday, and 8:35-8:50 a.m., Saturday,
called, 'All-Time Hits.'
It offers recordings by name bands and artists
of ASCAP favorites of former years,
with commentary by Irving Kaufman, using the name of Musical
Mack. He is also heard in various
other shows under such names as
Gaston, Happy Jim .Parsons, etcr
Morton Gould orchestra series,
John Duggan's vocal stanza, Eleanor
Sherry and, beginning next Monday
(26), Romano and the Tune Twisters,
will also use ASCAP music exclusively for tlje-next few weeks.
In
addition, as the various organizations
fill out their libraries with arrangements of ASCAP tunes that have
been issued since the society's catalog, went off the networks at the beginning of the year, Mutual's evening dance band remote programs
will carry an increasing proportion

Crys

—J

BMP

Always Be a

vention

WKRC,

1 1

-

ELMER RAPS MUTUAL

20.

mediate effect a 33%% reduction in
BMI performance fees.
Harold Hough, of WBAP, Fort
struck the evangelical keynote of. the gathering when with
raised hand he shouted, 'Let'; hit
the sawdust trail with the rest of
'em for BMI!' and then followed this
with the cry, Ther«'U always be^a
BMI!'
In rapid succession testimony to
the good works of BMI were given
l>y Father F. A. Burke, of WEW, St.
Louis; Niles Trammel], NBC prez;
Mefford Runyon, CBS v.p.; Earl

on with

BML

When

floor
from
the
whether the contract which Mutual

asked

signatured with

ASCAP

WITH NEW ASCAP BAIT
Cleveland,

WHK-WCLE,

local

May

Mutual

28,000

copies,

which

20.

Spitzer With Morris

outlets,

concluded agreement with ASCAP
and began broadcast of' banned music on Friday morning (16). Return
of ASCAP tunes was instrumental in
closing negotiations for one
hour Saturday afternoon commercial
beginning Saturday (17).
Client is Wilcox College of Commerce and contract calls for recorded music under title of Campus Hop.

WHK

to

vfas in vio-

Henry M. Spitzer has joined Edwin H. (Buddy) Morris' organization.

Spitzer will work In a combined
professional and business capacity on
the Mayfair and White-Smith catalogs, both of which Morris recently
acquired.
These are separate and
Morris, Inc.
apart from Mercer

Kaye,

Kaye,
lowered

much

whose

prices
applause,

announcement of
was greeted with
said

that

the

net-

works, NBC and CBS, would go on
paying the same percientage as heretofore but no mention was made of
the zctual basis for the accounting
or whether the webs were permitted
to deduct the 'twilight zone,' or the
difference between what they collected for the hookup and what they
A.s for
paid out to their affiliates.
local stations taking a blanket license from BMI the new rates would
1%
declared Kaye, from
range,
Income.
station's
of a
to
Under the old deal It ran from 1%

\%%

to

The per program
2V4%.
(Continued on page 40)

had

ager,

f

St Louis, May
a

IMPORTANCE

amounted

got word from his sales
manager .in Cincinnati that the
latter had sold two hours a
week to a local beer on the
strength that the station would
have ASCAP music. Taft then

G. Paine,

By BEN BODEC
session which frequently
took on the atmosphere of a revival
meeting the delegates to the National Association of Broadcasters'
convention at the New Jefferson
hotel last week voted its continued
support of Broadcast Music, Inc. Before this action was taken the executives and directors of BMI indulged
them^lves in an orgy of self-congratulation over the 'great job' they

In

SONG RACKS'

furnished a net sale of 80%, a proportion which is far above the average that has heretofore prevailed in
the sheetmusic business.

Accurate Reporting Service last
Tuesday (12) bowed to the wishes of
the majority of its subscribers and
made a drastic change of policy in
checking the performance of popular
music on the various networl^s' New
York stations. NBC and Columbia's
key outlets, namely, WEAF, WJZ
and WABC, were eliminated entirely
from Accurate Reporting's listening

20.

posts, while WOR, New York, release
for the Mutual Network, and which
web has signatured a contract with
the American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers, was for the
first time given major ranking on th*

sought to get a local license for
his station but by that time John

lation of ASCAP's consent decree,
who again mentioned the conspiracy angle, stated thtit the only
way he could answer that question
was to say that BMI's decree was
of ASCAP selections.
similar to ASCAP's and if BMI gave
Mutual the terms it got from ASCAP
The announcements that Mutual Is
BMI would be violating Its decree.
the only network offering ASCAP months.
music will* probably continue indefiAn Initial order for these racks Shortly before this Kaye, in Outlinnitely.
several is 15,000 copies, or three copies to a ing the BMI rate reduction for subHowever,
after
weeks, the various Mutual shows rack.
How Important the ICC's scribers, said that though BMI was
will no longer make a special point service has become as a merchan- making a per program plan availof playing ASCAP tunes to the ex- dising outlet is illustrated by what able he would urge that its subclusion of BMI or other non-ASCAP it did for the month of April. The scribers support the BMI blanket
compositions.
ICC during that period ordered license."
'Twilight Zone'
returns
and the
copies
130,000

SELLS BIZ COLLEGE

May

While attending the NAB conHulbert Taft, Jr., of

e r s on Conspiracy

i

Little

It Vas a meeting also crowded
Monday (19) that he
hadn't heard anythnig official from with emotional outbursts and vaudethis group and that all he knew was ville reminiscence. Latter contributhat every affiliate has continued to tion came from Samuel Rosenbaum.
He devoted most of his quota to the
take the Mutual service.
telling of a Yiddish dialect story
and excerpts from one of the late
RosenFrank Tinney's routines.
baum warned the broadcasters that
they had to be careful what they
$aid about the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers
when in such gatherings because of
possible violations of the conspiracy,
but that shouldn't, he added, prevent him from urging them to carry

available for the exploitation of its
ASCAP music publishers
works,
look forward to the store-rack arrangement of the International Circulation Co. as an Important outlet
for their sheet sales. This' distributor now has 6,000 such musicsheet
locations and It figures on adding
during the summer
racks
2,500

St. Louis,

Cramps the Discussion a

ager, declared

With One network, namely Mutual,

Eases the Pain

Evangeli'

cal

'There'll

themselves, as opposed to that network's pact with
to ASCAP selec jns, it will make
ASCAP met at the close of Wednesperiodic announcements over the air
day's
(14) session of^ the National
that it is the only network 'now
Association of Broadcasters' convenplaying your favorite songs.'
This
move to rub additional sting- into tion and formed the Mutual Network
Glade, of KSL; Samuel Rosenbaum,
NBC and Columbia, follows the fric- Affiliates.
No Indications were given as to WFIL, Philadelphia; John Elmer,
tion that developed between Mutual
and the other networks at last the line of action the group would WCBM, Baltimore, a BMI director,
and two other BMI employees, Merweek's National Assn. of Broadcast- take on the issue.
ritt E. Tompkins and C^l Haverlin.
ers' convention in St. Louis.
Bosenbaani'i Olio Tarn
New program that started Monday
Fred Weber, Mutual general man-

heard 8:43-9 a.m.,

and Eight

Louis Convention Session
Devoted to Broadcast Mu'

Weber Worth,

all-out

splurge with the composer society's
music.

WOR (Now ASCAP)

To

St.

had performed and Sidney M. Kaye,
BMI v.p. and counsel, stirred ah
ovation with announcement that the
organization was putting into im-

Not on NBC, CBS

(18) night

merely dribbling a few

next

special

Buildup

Accurate Reporting Service Changes

IS

CHIEF SPEAKEII

ASCAP

compositions.
While jubilant over the opportunity afforded by the Mutual deal for
the exploitation of their music, professional managers of ASCAP firms
expressed themselves Monday (19) as still stymied badly by the circumstance that few of the dance bands carried on Mutual have arrangements of new ASCAP numbers and that it may talce some time
for these bands to have the arrangements made. By the rules of their
union the publishers' professional men are barred from furnishing the
bands with free arrangements, or even extracts, and thereby expediting
the plugging of their new tunes on the air. No small percentage of
the -remote orchestras on Mutual are economically In a position to
have the arrangements made right away, since they have been spending their money on arrangements of BMI numbers since the first of
the year.
Professional men with ASCAP firms figure that it will take another
two or three weeks before their i>ew tunes will actually get full play
on Mutual. Their problem is not only merely to sell a band on doing
the song, but on inducing it to make up a special arrangement Immediately. Meanwhile these bands have their ASCAP standards on
for

99

plan

ASCAP

general inattentrained for New

ARC'S daily
The move

york.
Taft was one of the Mutual
stockholders that switched his
vote to the affirmative after the
Mutual board had obtained
enough votes to approve the

ASCAP

tabulations.
those interested In

left

BMI music on all the netestablished
without
any
source of plug checking and compilation.
George
Mario.
BMI
announced
professional
manager,
the use of

works

deal.

Thursday (15) that his organization
would undertake to make up for this
deficiency by furnishing copies of
the music logs of WEAF, WJZ and

MBS EXPLAINS

WABC.

As the result of the change In
policy Accurate Reporting Service
eight accounts, each of which
was primarily Interested In obtaining a count on the music of BMI and
its affiliated publishers.
The automatic cancellors included American
Explanation, with mathematical Tobacco Co. (Lucky Strike Hit
examples,
of
how. the Mutual- Parade), BMI, E. B. Mal-ks and..
Southern Music Co.
ASCAP contract will affect
The subscriber majority which
stations was contained, in a letter
Accurate
'Reporting's
which Fred Weber, Mutual general prompted
action,
represents a 100% membermanager, lent to the network's
ship
in ASCAP. After the deal bemember and affiliated outlets Montween
Mutual
and
ASCAP
had been
day (19). Latter were advised that
unless otherwise informed Mutual consununated the ARS mode a canwill assume that it is authorized to vas of Its subscrlbera and found that
overwhelming
«n
majority
was not .
make the required deductions for
interested in what was happening to
ASCAP as of that date (19).

ASCAP FEES

lost

MBS

Weber's letter pointa out that with
to
network commercials,
Mutual will deduct 3% from net payments to affiliates after agency co;nmisslon, discounts, and any line and
service charges payable by the starespect

in connection with- Mutual's
operation. The letter's mathematjc
illustration follows:
tion

This means that If, for example, Mutual's time sales on a
particular station are $1,000 for
the month, after agency commission and discounts, and If the
station pays or allows Mutual to
deduct $900 per month for line
charges. Mutual will oply deduct
3% of the remaining $100, or
$3 for ASCAP license fees on

music but it did want to knew
what times were being broadcast
over Mutual's New York affiliate.
The majority also requested that
WOR be taken out of the list of New

York indie

stations as far as the
service's breakdoiwn was concerned
and that tt be treated as a major
plug -channel.
'

'

CBS HAS DATE

WITH ASCAP

network

commercial programs
for the month.
'With respect to network sustaining programs Mutual only
deducts each month the smaller
of the following two amounts:
(1) One-half of the station's one
hour rate, or (2) three-fourths
of the station's monthly ASCAP

CBS

is. slated
to meet with the
American Society of Composers, AuPublishers
and
tomorrow

^'

thors

sustaining

fee for 1940, (3) If,
station's gross business for 1940 was less than $50,000 Mutual will only deduct $1
per month for network sustaining programs.

however, the

'In the case of the station used
as an example above, the station
has an hourly -rate of $100 but
since its 1940 ASCAP sustaining
fee was $20 per month and since
three-fourths of this 1940 sustaining fee is only $15 which is less
than one-half of the station's
hour rate, Mutual will only deduct $15 for ASCAP license fees
on network sustaining programs
for the month.

'So far as the station we have
as an example Is contherefore. Mutual will
deduct $3 for commercial programs and $15 for sustaining
programs, a total 6f only $18 for
license fees on all Mutual Network programs broadcast by the
station.
If you will apply this
basis of calculation to your own
station, you will be able to de-

BMI

-

(Thursday) for continued discussion
of a licensing agreement, but NBC
has apparently elected to -mark* time
on the matter. No word had been
received
from that quarter by
ASCAP up to late yesterday (Tuesday).
For the past several days quite a
number of writer and publishermembers of ASCAP have urged Iheir
organization to start anti-trust and
conspiracy suits against NBC, CBS
and the National Associulion of
Broadcasters, but the Society's counsel hag waved these suggestions aside.
'The lawyers hold

that such tactics
would be imprudent and that ASCAP
can best gain ita end by continuing
with the orderly process of negotiation.

'Dinah'

CaHed Piracy

used

cerned,

Ernest
filed

Los Angeles. May 20.
Dale Brown, compo.ser,

a statutory damage suit in U. S,
court against G. Schlrmer
infringeInc., chargin

District

Music Stores,
•

ment of copyright.
Composer asserts

be has been
complaining for years that the theme

termine very quickly the total
must
deduction that Mutual
make to cover Mutual Network

of his song, 'Lizzie,'., is the same as
that of 'Dinah,' but' never got any
'Lizzie' was
financial satisfaction.
copyrighted in 1923- and 'Dinah' In

programs on your

192S.

stations.'

*
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A Factual Analysis of a Tactual Analysis'
B; LOUIS

G.

CALDWELL

Counsel for Mutual Broadcaating System, Inc.
08,084.428

May

Washington,

A

My estinuite of these deductions is $9,100,000, but it may be slightly more or less.
The authors of the 'factual analysis' should reveal the figures
which they actuatly used for these deducttOTis.
under the Mutual-ASCAP plan.

20.

factor contributing effectively last week to opposition
to the Mutual-ASCAF proposal among broadcasters at SL
Louis was a 'factual analysis' of the proposal which appeared
In N.A.B. Reports for May 9. Its authors were unnamed.
Previously, on May 1, Neville Miller, president of N.A.B.
and BMI, had sent a telegram to all N.A.B. members advlsing them that 'a factual analysis is being made' and that at
would 'be transmitted to stations in time to be available for
consideration at convention.' This telegram was published
as the headline item in Reports for May 2, and* was sent
while Mutual was in process of transmitting the ASCAP
proposal to its affiliates and before many of them had re-

.

ceived

it.

factual analysis' is devoted primarily to
to show that the proposal, If applied to the industry as a whole on a blanket fee basis, will
increase the total annual cost of music (when BMI fees are
taken into consideration). This attempt is based on purported comparisons between the cost to the industry as a
whole under' the Miitual-ASCAP proposal and (a) the cost
under the ASCAP 1940 licenses, and (b) the cost to certain
classes of stations under the ASCAP proposal made in

to

accurately and honestly made, are
an appraisal of the Mutuel-ASCAP

proposal. They are not conclusive, of course, since the cost
of music under the former ASCAP licenses, or under its
1940 proposal, may have been (and In my opinion was) too
high, either for the industry as a whole or for particular
groups in the industry. But they do provide a sort of yardstick for approximate measurements.
The comparisons set forth in the N.A.B. factual analysis,'
however, are certainly not accurate and, in my 'opinion,
little study reveals that a
were not made in good faith.
slight error of some $ll,000i000 was made in the estimates
used for 1940 net time sales to the disadvantage' of the Mutual-ASCAP proposal,' that every effort was made to conceal rather than to reveal the real figures, and that the concealment was particularly flagrant where the interests of
the major networks were involved as against the interests
of the independently-owned stations (including network af-

.

.

.

Cost under

^
ot

under
Mutunl-'

A6CAP

time enles

flffuree)

179,133,883

12,374,000

RDSe,Ue3

|1,BS2,66(I

23,400,007

7U,000

1,373,339

800,385

nta1104,600.000
zone). •34,200,000

local

—

aavlnir

Cost under

ASCAP IMO
llcen9e!>-ri%
(My figures)

Claoa of buolness
Kattonat non-netfforh. and

Network

proposal

(NAB

1010 net

Paymanta

.

— Individual

Total

12,092.000

'|S,23(1,000

tl,S30,000

Total

tor

lnduatry......}lS8,SOO,000

(4.010,000

$.1,993,000

-753,000

723,000

O
$1,339,000

3%

of $25,100, to which
tnvst be added'the deductions i^rmttted on nettDorlc receipts
-This is approximate.

$753,000 is

N.A.B.-BMI
Continued tram jpage

3% from low

3!:

Income

sta.

(taking in less than $50,000 a
year) and 5% for all other stations,
but with no guarantees. In making
his accounting to the broadcasters
Kaye said thct BMI had spent $1,800,000 during the' first contract year
of Its existence, that BMI could
claim that the neW contracts it had
jrlrom 654 stations would bring in
$1,973,000 during the current year
and that BMI had- proved ,to be the
Magna Cbarta for the struggling,
cmbitldus fonripos^ and writer,
tions

'

'

.

-

'

Kaye
ture of

also painted- a dramatic pic-

how BMI had

struck the

2,847,318

4,077,262

2,120 944

702.700

t2,347,119

l,7»4i419

7,824,331

3 024 803

723.000

1600,000

-^129,'ooo

84,323.018

8,124.881

3,790.868

128,872.001

The

rate on this classification' was 7%%.
is purely an estimate but is believed to be lib-

This

-

combined cost of

be substantially less than

ASCAP

was the

cost of

BMI music 'will
ASCAP music alone

and

in 1940, for the independent stations (including affiliates and
MttO stations). This i? apparent from the following tabula-

which assumes that 1940 net time sales were 15%
higher than the FCC figures for 1939, and that the BMI
blanket fees will range from 1 to 12/3%, as recently antion,

nounced:
Combined Cost of ASCAP
and BMI

Cost

-

,

Class ot business
National non-network

under

ASCAP

Mutual-

1040

ASCAP

licenses

proposal

total cost

Total

o( muslo

and local
3.401,721 2.041,038 •080.383 3,02!r.416 3.774,308
Network — Payments
to

amilatea

-

Total

1,343,808

806,283

1,254,221

89,S8T

4,743,529 2.S47.818 1,434,819 4.281.637

ttOS.SSl

't44*,03S

Individual

stations

Networiis
fone) ...'.

(twilight

782,700

922,508

169,808

-922,608

Total commercial. ^4,749,629 8,600,618 l,6M,127 3,204,149 —408,618
723,000
723,000
0
726,000
O

SusUlnIng fees

Total for Industry.... 3,470.l&0 4,823,018 1.604,127 6,029,140 -498,618

(*) I have made the same assumptions as those Indicated
In footnote (•) to the tabulation under the preceding head-

from a substantial decrease.

•ing.

2/3%, although
involved would

1

The only increase

'factual analysis' reveals a painstaking effort to point
alleged disadvantages of the Mutual-ASCAP proposal

the ASCAP proposal ot March, 1940.
Strangely enough, this comparison is not made on the basis
whole (which is,carefully omitted)
but simply with reference to two Jow-income groups of st4tions on their non-network business. > The effect of the
March, 1640, proposal on the network business of these sta-.
tions is completely overlooked, as is also the dallars-andcents effect of the proposal on all the networks and their
affiliates.
Yet it was these latter effects which led to the
industry's revolution against ASCAP in 1940 and to the
formation ot BMI.
The real effect of the ASCAP March, 1940, proposal, as
compared with the Mutual-ASCAP proposal, may be seen

.

Saving on

BMI

works, and

In total music cost will |all on the netwill fall on them only with, respect to the twi-

when compared w^th

light

of cost to the industry as a

since 1932. The above tabulation indicates an apparent increascvin the cost of music, to networks of $922,506, but, for
reasons already sufficiently stated, their increase will be

much

zone on which they have

less,

esc&../ed

paying any music tax

probably in the neighborhood" of $520,000 to

$570,000.

.

•

In any event. It is. clear that the unnamed authors of the
N.A.B. 'factual analysis' did not care to explain that, If the
Mutual-ASCAP proposal does entail any increase in the total
cost of mi;tsic, the increase falls entirely on the networks,
who can well afford it, and not on the stations. For whom
does the N.A.B. speak, and for whom does it seek to provide
helpf.i^ information— all its members or just the networks?

from the broad- if NBC eventually took out an until the past few
days,'
This ref- they had resigned from the N.A.B.
.asting industry and produced
a ASCAP license it would continue to erence to Mutuzl's decision to go and signed up with ASCAP the
give BMI its wholehearted support. ASCAP drew
brilliantly operated and richly suca loud chortle from Mutualites, 'WGN, Chicago; 'WOR,
Runyon, after adding his congratu- the NABites.
cessful' music publishing and perNew York; 'WFBR, Baltimore;
lations, said that CBS likewise ultifofming
rights
enterprise.
He
Neville MUler, the N.A.B.'s pres- WCAE, Pittsburgh, and the Don Lee.
warned the broadcasters against mrtely hoped to have ASCAP music ident, presided at the
meeting and Network, would continue as BMI
and that his organization would supdropping this venture becatise, as he
subscribers.
Outside the convention
port the further existence of BMI. twice advised the- delegates that
put it, ASCAP may give signs of
Father Bi^rke had left a sick bed to these outlets explained that such a
now being a purring kitten but
Elmer On Smallness
be with them at this occasion. 'When continued alliance was necessary
they can never know when it again
Only rap taken at this meeting shortly before the session' opened tintil ASCAP had been able to catch
will .turn into, a tiger and sink its against Mutual came
from John BMI executive approached Father up with BMI on current dcnce muclaws into the broadcasters.
sic and popularized some of its new
This Elmer, of WCBM,' Baltimore, which Burke about speaking, the 'WEW
opbit of rhetoric got a big laugh.
.X
If,
was recently named an NBC-Blue erator sEld he didn't know what to pop tunes.
Kaye continued, the broadcasters affiliete after WFBR, of the same say, but he was assured that
anydidn't continue to support BMI, they town, had quit NBC to
join Mutual. thing he said would be okay. Father
Milton Bosen and Everett Carter
will be 'digging their own grave.' Elmer, who is on the BMI
board as Burke was also entriisted wlth^the
At the finish of bis speech Kaye got the representative of non-network reading of the resolution
wrote three songs for The Man
which
a rising ovation,
stations; since he had previously urged the perpetuation of BML This From Montana' at Universal. Ditties
Trammell congratulated the exec- been without network affiliation, resolution was carried unanimously.
are 'Call of the Range,' "The Westutives of BMI on the 'magnificent' said that he had 'never known
how
Kaye told the convention the next ern Trail' and 'Bananas Make Me
Job they had done and said that, even small some business men can be dEy
(Thursday) that even though Tough."
'shackles' of

calls for

ASCAP

04.0»0,B82

8,UOO;018

analysis,' the

.

15,230,000

t3,801,OO0
723,000

(twilight

'Total oommerclal
Euslainlne (eea

1,200,427

COST OF BMI MUSIC

•

t3.188,Ono
fS3,000

^138.800,000

tlona

Networks

out
.

020,517

12,015,712

Once the cost of ASCAP music under the Mutual-ASCAP
proposal is correctly calculated, it becoines apparent that,
contrary to the implications contained In the N.A.B. 'factual

The

Plan

to

aRlllatea

proposal

800,288

This has been calculated on a straight
COMPARISON WITH COST UNDER THE a (t)
substantial portion of the times sales
ASCAP MARCH, 1940, PROPOSAL
benefit from lower-percentage fees.

Actual

Mutual-

ASCAP 3%
.Amount

(twilight xone).

of

M&O

stations will benefit

proposal propoaal

.

28,876,194

83,901,1182

(t)

note that the N.A.B. 'factual analysis' assumes that there is
no increase and I feel safe in concluding tlmt if there were
ah Increase its authors would have, stated so. The few
Instances I have examined tend to show that the over-all
effect is to have the total about the same, with increases in
some cases and decreases in others. The most notable decrease is with respect to the New 'York key sraltions of NBC
and CBS, for- which sustaining fees of $195,000 were, I am
told, paid in 1940, and~ for -which sustaining fees of only $43,400 would be payable under the Mutual-ASCAP proposaL
This is a saving of $151,600, which I do not believe is counterbalanced by increases elsewhere. I am told that other

-

to

Nothing need be added to the foregoing to demonstrate
the absurdity of the comparisons In the N.A.B. 'factual analysis.'
The underlying fallacy Is the lower rates offered to
the low-income groups of stations in 1940 were conditioned
on the industry's acceptance of much- higher rates on network revenue, including network payments to affiliates.

So far, I have assumed that the total of sustaining fees
under the Mutual-ASCAP proposal would remain the same
as under the ASCAP 1940 licenses. Frankly, I do not have
access to sufficient figures to make any positive assertion. I

,

8%

ASCAP

Total commercial. .....,128,872.004
Sustaining fees

(t)
eral.

which cannot be continued, under the consent decree, (b) political
broadcasts which accounted for about $2,250,000 of receipts
in 1940 and (c) failures of stations to make payments including pending disputes with ASCAP over accounting.

.

Marcti,
1040,

Individual sta-

Total tor Industry

ard' contracts, and. represented a discrimination

.

time sales

Actual
saving
under
Mutual-

ASCAP

ASCAJ^

(•) Not having access to exact figures I have assumed that
stations having annual revenue less than $50,000 (obligated
to pay 3% under the March, 1940, proposal) accounted for
$10,000,000 of the total net^time sales, that stations having annual revenue from $50,000 to $150,000 (obligated to pay 4%)
accounted for $24,017^14 of the total net time sales, and that
the two classes together accounted for half of total net time
sales in 1946.
I believe these are excessively liberal estimates and that accurate figures' will show a greater saving
for the Mutual-ASCAP proposal.

There are other reasons why a companion based simply
on the. estimated total of $5,100,000 received by ASCAP in
1940 is worthless. Unless the total figure is broken down'
the companion gannot take Into account such variables as (a)
the ASCAP newspaper contracts enjoyed by slightly over 40
stations, which were much more favorable than the stand-

LICENSES

The factual analysis' of the N.A3. Reports declares that
the Mutual-ASCAP blanket-fee proposal, if accepted by the
industry as, a whole, would result In a saving of only $4B4,000 in. the cost of ASCAP music. The anonsrmous authors
estimate that the cost of ASCAP music to the whole industry in 1940 was $5,100,(H)0, but do not disclose how much of
this represents sustaining fees, or how much of a remainder
consists of fees .paid on (a) national non-network and local
time sales, and (b) network payments to affiliates. They
carefully omit to mention the fact that in 1940 and, indeed,
'ever since 1932, the networks have paid nothing on the socalled twilight zone, that is, the portion of the network net
time sales which Is reined by the networks and from which
much of their profits have been derived.
Let us scrutinize the statistics appearing in the
factual analysis,' which are stated to be 'according to the
best estimates that can be made,' and based on estimated
1940 net times sales.' This ^lay best be done by first calculating the estlnvates for 1940 net time sales which .were used
by the anonymous authors, and then setting side by side
their estimates of .thfe cost of music under the Mutual-,
ASCAP plan and my corresponding estimates of the cost' of
music under the ASCAP 1940 licenses by the simple process
of grammar school arithmetic:

Networks

industry as a whole.

COMPARISON WITH COST UNDER ASCAP

Payments

tions

oven greater proportions to the independent stations (including network affiliates and M&O stations), and to the

ASCAP

1940

Mutual-ASCAP proposal represents a saving

—

Total

Dr. Hettinger has estimated that, instead of 15%, the 1940
time sales showed an Increase of 21.5% over 1,930. If he is
correct, the

ot

under

2,041.083 •2,081.680

—

atrjiiates

MtO

For simplicity, the Mutualblanket fee will be assumed to be 3%, as it is for the first four years of the. contract'period. (After the first four years it becomes 3Vi% for
the remainder of the contract, period to December Zl, 1S49.)

^

local

Network

Mutual-ASCAP proposal shows a saving to the industry
as a whole of $1,145,511, consisting of a saving to independent
stations (incliiding network affiliates and
stations) of
11,698,211 and an increased cost to networks on the twilight
zone of $752,700 over the zero representing their paymepts
on this zone- in the past.

filiates).

*

Cloos ot buslnesa
National non-network and

the

A

Coat
under
Mutuof-

1940 net

What accounts for these huge discrepancies between the
calculations of the N.A.B. statisticians and the results arrived at by elementary arithmetic? One important cause is
an obvious error of over $11,000,000 in cftmputing the 1940
net time sales for national non-network and local business,
and in applying the Mutual-ASCAP 3% fee to the excessive
amount thus computed. I am told that the anonymous authors arrived at their estimates of 1940 net time sales by
taking the FCC figures for 1939 and allowing for an increase
of 15% In business In 1940. This would have resulted In
total net time sales of $128,872,004 in 1940 instead of the
$138,000,000 assumed in the 'factual analysis,' and in national non-network and local time sales of $68,034,428 in
1940 instead of $79,133,333. 'When these figures are corrected,

.

if

'

Coal

Amount

M&O

The anonymous

15% higher than

sales

in 1939):

Thus, instead of only $464,000, the Mutual-ASCAP proposal
actually represents a saving of $1,339,000 to the industry as
a whole (including networks), and a saving of $2,092,000 to
individual stations (including network a^iliates) , on the
basis of the very figures used in the N.A.B. 'factual analysis.'
In fact, the networks do not undefgo an Increase in cost of
$753,000 (as apparently indicated in the above) since their
stations are included -wfith individual stations and share
In the decreases from 5% to 3%. 'When their decreased sustaining fees are taken into consideration, as explained below,
I doubt whether the total increased network cost will amount
to more than $350,000 or $400,000.

an ill-concealed attempt

March, 1940.
Such comparisons,
undoubtedly helpful

from the following (based on net time

'
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Inside Stuff-Music
Amsco Music Sales Co.* Inc., Amsco Music Publishers Co., Inc., Abraham Schlager and Alexander Wise, filed one of the most complete answers
plagiarism suit ever seen in the N. Y. federal court,
and denials to a
Thursday (15)- Action Is being brought by Alfredo Philipp and Marta
Clsternas de Philipp, assignees of Osmon Perez Frelre, composer of 'Ay
defendants published the song in a boolc
Ay,' with the claim being the

Trenesi' Suit Hints Bat

Last-ForAwliiIe-%nnal Dividend'

Does Not State Writer's
AS(;AP Link Shut Him Out

Is

•

.

.

.

ASCAP BY-LAW OKAYING
TO CUE PRONTO VOTE

.

Museum

bt

Modern

Art, N. Y., at

first

its

was

Give More Cause

n.s.h.

museum was

Martinson squawked that the

hurting his rep by preparing
the mocha badly, whereupon he bought a pair of ducats lor the second
concert to be on hand to prepare the entr'acte refreshment himself.

For

Ra^o

June

3.

Within a few days of that meeting
the Society with proceed with the
election of six new writer and five
new publisher directors. The mailed
ballots, will have to be returned in
15 days. The next move will be to
call a general meeting of the membership to announce the names of
the successful candidates.

'Coffee Concert' a couple

weeks ago, served java provided by Joseph Martinson, head of the coffee
concern bearing its name. Several music critics on the dallies said they
liked the concert but the coffee

fective

Songwriters Must

Suit

ASCAP

Expected From

Leonard Whitcup, lyric writer and
composer, filed a $25,000 suit in the
KENNY 'LIFT' CASE
N. Y. supreme court Monday (19)
Ay
against Southern Music Publishing
Von Tilzer in Pre-Trlal Testimony
called 'Let's Sing.'
Co., Peer International Corp., a subon 'Little Skipper' Allegation
The answer declares that there are no facts sufficient for a cause of sidiary, Promotora Hispano Amerithe composer of the song, but that It is made up
action; that Freire is not
cana De Musica, a Mexican publishHarry Von Tilzer was examined
public domain; that it was sold in the Argentine withof melodies in the
ing' house, Broadcast Music, Inc.,
before trial Monday (19) in the
infringement; that Freire assigned
out a copyright; a general denial of the
Ray Charles and Samuel R. Russell. N. Y. federal court at the request
the plaintiffs, so they have no right to bring
the song to others besides
Whitcup is the author of the Engof teo Feist, Inc., whom he is suing.
published the song in 1933 and the plainthe action; that the defendants
lish lyrics to 'Frenesi,' a song writThe Von Tilzer Music Publishing
eight years are guilty of laches; and lastly, others in the
tiffs by waiting
ten originally in Spanish by Alberto
Corp. is another plaintiff, and Nick
U. S. have printed the song in the last 20 years without any complaint.
Dominguez.
and Charles Kenny are defendants
It is claimed that after having
Sheet music sales of ASCAP-affiliated publishers continued at a low ebb written the English lyric,- and as- as well as Feist.
'I'll Be With You in Apple Blossom Time' (Broadway Music)
Von Tilzer wrote 'All Aboard for
last week.
signed them to Promot I \ which
and Paramount's 'Dolores' are the only ASCAP tunes represented among turned over the rights to Southern Blanket Bay' in November 1910, and
'Apple Blossom,' revival, has been aided by the AnJanuary, 1939, the dethe 15 top sellers.
for publication in this country, the claims since
drews Sisters' recording plus their spot in the Abbott-Costello film, 'Buclc oth^r defendants secured the ser- fendant Feist has been publishing
'Dolores,* from 'Las Vegas Nights,' has also been helped by
which is claimed to
Privates."
vices of Charles and Russell, and 'Little Skipper,'
the pic in addition to recordings by various bands. Of the remaining 13 had them write an English trans- be a plagiarism of Von Tilzer's song.
numbers, six are published by independent firms affiliated with BMI, two lation, substantially the same as that The Kennys wrot'C 'Little Skipper.'
profits
"by Southern, two by BMI Itself, one is in the public domain and Marks of Whitcup.
The plaintiff was to An injunction, accounting of
and Schubert Music (Sesac)' complete the list with one apiece. Mutual's receive one cent per copy on sheet and damages are asked.
return to the ASCAP fold is too early to register any effect upon sheet music and 12Vi% on all mechanical
.sales.
royalties, and as a result he will
receive, and has received nothing,
Suit of Hdrry Von Tilzer and the Harry Von Tilzer Music Publishing it is claimed. Southern in the meanCorp. against Jerry Vogel Music Co., Inc., Jimmy LucaS, William Dillon, time has transferred its rights to
Jack Mahoney, Jennie A. Browne Tafuri, and the estates of Howard Peer and given certain exclusive
Graham and Jean Harvey was placed at the head of the non-jury federal rights to BMI.
court calendar for trial this spring by Judge John C. Knox in the N.Y.
Plaintiff is a member of the AmerMembers of the American Society
federal court last week.
ican Society of Composers, Authors
of Composers, Authors and PublishAction claims the defendants are infringing on the rights to seven songs, and
Publishers
hints
are
and
music to which was written by Von Tilzer, with lyrics by sorhe of the dropped throughout the complaint ers will meet at the Astor hotel Mondefendants. Von Tilzer claims the renewal rights, while some Of the lyric while no direct accusation is made, day (2 pjn.), June 2 to vote on the
writers have turned over their renewal rights to Vogel,
that the cause of the switch is due ratification
of
the organization's
to his membership in ASCAP.
An amended by-laws. These changes
Decca Record Co. has raised the retail price of its small electric phono- injunction, accounting 'of profits and are to be ipade for conformance
graph machine from $19.99 to $20.95, giving the 'increasing cost of ma- :i25,000 damages are sought.
with the terms of the Government
terial' as the reason, and the trade is wondering whether this presages a
consent decree, which becomes efboost in the price of phonograph records.
Company sales execs gave it as their opinion several weeks ago that
even though the cost of shellac and packing material has gone up there
was no intention of hiking record prices, at least for the immediate future.
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Coffers

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers will probmake a normal distribution of

ably

royalties

the

for

which ends June

current

quarter,

By "normal

30.

distribution' is meant an amount
close to what the divvy had been
for the like quarter of the preceding year.
Indications that such a
distribution will be put through have

already come from ASCAP officials,
since there is now over $1,500,000
in the till, but the matter will not
be decided until the June 26 meeting of the ASCAP board.
The royalty purse for the second
quarter of 1940 was around $1,100,000.

When ASCAP made

tribution for

the initial

its

dis-

Pi;'>.rtcr

of

this year it withheld SGOOOOO and
advised the membership that the

$850,000 which had been issued ps a
special dividend just b'^tore the end
of '40 was to be considered as part
of the payment for the final 1940
quarter.
If the proposal to pay a normal
cut for the current quarter does go
through, it will be the last sizeable
divVy coming from ASCAP until
some time after it has entered into

agreements with NBC and Columbia
and the vest majority of these network affiliates. The income from
itself won't become Specially apparent until the third quar-

Mutual
ter.

.

Ted

Collins' Solo Co.

Kate Smith states she has no interest in the new music publishing
firm, Collwlll Music, which her manager, Ted CoUlns, set up within th«
Her only conneclast two weeks.
tion with It is that the firm now
owns and publishes her net patriotic
fave, 'We're All Atjierlcans.'
Company has offices at Collins'

management headquarters.

•

Plenty of postmortemlng in Lindy's following the 'ASCAP Salutes
Mutual Broadcasting System' show, deprecating its slowness and verbosity,
The 14 songwriters, all except one
the music men within the trade being the severest critics of their own members of ASCAP, have been
program.
ordered to file an amended complaint against the rest of the music
Lew Brown and Ray Henderson, who have their own music publishing world whom they are suing. Justice
firm, turned .over 'Don't Cry, Cherie,' which .they authored, to Shapiro- Denis Cohalan in the N. Y. supreme
Bernstein for a $3,000 advance.
court last week ruled parts of the
complaint charging violations of the
anti-trust laws to be federal matters
only, and not proper subjects for the
Gets Mnsic Pnb
'

16TH

CENTURY

CBS

'COPYRIGHT'

Protect Use of Name'

Albany, May 20.
Columbia Music Publishing Corp.
Toronto, May 20.
On a charge of copyright infringe- was chartered yesterday (Monday)
ment, the Church of England (Epis- to conduct a music business in New
copalian) In Canada, together with
York. The capital stock was given
the Oxford University Press, are defendants in an action brou^t in the. as $20,000, with each share at $10.
Rosenberg, Goldmark &
Colin
Supreme Court here by Arthur
Downing, Toronto publisher, who were the filing attorneys.
seeks an injunction, the delivery to
.

him

of all copies of the

work

in the

hands of defendants, destruction of
the printing plates,

and damages of

$25.000i

Downing claims he holds the copyin 'The Office of the Holy
Communion,' set to music by John
Marbecke in 1550 with modern organ
accompaniment by Healey Willan.
The work has been Included in the
new Church of England hymn-book,

right

with

,

Downing

stating

that

Willan

asslgnisd all right and interest' in the
new arrangement to him (Downing).
The Church denies any knowledge of

.

copyright; refuses to grent that Willan is the owner of the ancient lOth
Century composition; states that the
work has never been registered at
Ottawa under the Copyright Act.
Judgment is being reserved.

Stoki's Kids Get Going
Atlantic City, May 20.
4,000 turned out to hear the
premiere of Leopold Stokowski's
second AU-Amerlcan Youth Orchestra In Convention Hall Sunday nigh^
Patrons jamming the large ballroom
paid 50c to' $3.30 for seats and
were as enthusiastic in reception as
last year when idea was inaugurated

Some

1941

here.

Young musicians have been stayhere as guests- of beachfront hO'
tels.and holding rehearsals on Steel
Pier. Monday they left on tour of
U. S., Cancda and Mexico, closing
"ing

next July with concert
wood BowL

In

Holly

court, and also declared that
the plaintiffs must separately state
and number their 21 charges.
Action is directed against Neville

supreme

Charter-'Bot Only To

MUler, NBC, Niles- Trammell, Lenox
R. Lohr, Mark Woods, CBS, Edward
Inc.,
Broadcast
Music,
Klauber,

John Elmer, Walter Damm, John
Shepard, m, Paul Morency, Theodore C. Streibert, Sidney M. Kaye
and Merritt'E. Tompkins, and seeks
damages of $1,217,500, claiming that

in 1938 the defendants entered into
a conspiracy to put ASCAP out of
business, and ruin the plaintiffs'
chances of earning royalties. Some
of the .more important charges allege the forcing of radio stations to
Backp'onnd
play BMI music and reject ASCAP's,
Check on the purpose behind the the formation of BMI to secure a
setting up of a music corporction by monopoly on the air, and alleged
the Columbia Broadcasting System violation of anti-trust laws.
disclosed
yesterday
(Tuesday) a
Plaintiffs are Frank Madden, Allan
confliction in some of the statements. Flynn, Ira Schuster, Paul CunningRalph Colin, CBS counsel, declared ham, Nelson Cocane, Sammy Mysels,
that the network had merely organ- Ernie Burnett, Al Lewis, Vincent
ized the company to prevent any- Rose, Larry Stock, Jean Schwartz,
one else from using the same title Stanley Adam's, Guy Wood and
and that CBS had no Intention of (Seorge Whiting, with Madden the
using the corporation for an active
only one not a member of ASCAP.
publishing operation.

Colin said that the decision to in
corporate the name had been preceded by the discovery that a firm,

YOtJBS

or A

STAB

AGIHA SUIT AGAINST

UP MAY

known

as the. Columbia Music Co.
29
PETRILLO
was operating In upper Manhattan
and that there was some confusion'
over the firm's identity with CBS.
Suit of the American Guild of Mu
His office, stated Colin, had got in sical Artists against the American
touch with the owners of the Co- Federation of Musicians and Its
lumbia Music Co. and with the pay- president, James C. Petrillo, schedment of some money Induced them uled for Jiearing this week before
to give up the 'Columbia' and asthe Court of Appeals, Albany, N. Y.,
sume another tag for their business, has been postponed until May 29.
To avoid cny recurrence of such Opposing lawyers, having already
confusion it was decided, added submitted briefs, will argue the case
Colin, to organize a dummy cor
at that time.
poration.
AGMA seeks to reverse the de

VTHV CBY

The Columbia Music Co. is owned cision of the Appellate Division,
by four brothers, Gilbert, Charles, which refused to grant a temporary
disSamuel and Irving Engelman. Gil- injunction against Petrillo and
complaint looking
bert Engelman disputed Columbia's missed AGMA's
(Tuesday), de
version yesterday
daring that there had been some
dickering by CBS for the transfer of
the name but that he and his broth
ers had refused to sell the rights
Gilbert said that the family publish
Ing business has been In existence
Jto^'ill, y/eara.

,,

toward a court trial for a perPlaintiff union is try
stay.
ing to restrain Petrillo from carry
ing out a threat of barring from

manent
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i
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Jhn Lucas hto Army

15 Best Sheet Music Sellers
•

(w^-endiftsntray

i'

17, 1941)

Network Pli^s

Jim Lucas, who headed the con-

department of Associated
Recorded Program Service as well
as publicity and sales promotion for
the AMP studios and Associated
Music Publishers, has been drafted
into the army and his combination
of jobs has been taken over by Wiltinuity

(Accurate Reporting Service, Inc. (Martin Alexander"), M-liich
logs the radio plugs for the New York music men, explained in a
curt footnote last week that industry pressure, with ASCAP
now back on WOR-Mutual, forced A. R. Sj to cease its CBS
Campbell
Things I
listening pp.sts. Instead, A. R. S. clocks the plugs on
and
Marks
Amapola
liam W. iRose.
Southern
plus these three independent New York stations
Maria Elena
Rose was formerly with WGAR,
Broadway
I'll Be With You in Apple Blossom Time
and
which, too, are ASCAP-licensed!
Cleveland, as continuity editor, with
-.Melody Lane
Do I Worry?
KDKA, Pittsburgh, as a producer Thus cut out are BMI and its affiliated non-ASCAP firms
Embassy
Oh, Look at Me Now
and with Walker Sc Downing, Pitts- which have been getting the major play over NBC's Red
Warren
ancl
Number 10 Lullaby Lane
burgh ad agency.
Paramount
Blue networks and CBS and, of course, also Mutual Broadcast•Dolores ('Las Veeas Nights')
BMI
Walkin' By the River
ing System until
made its deal with
last week.
P D.
Band Played On
BMI will utilize the master logs of the other three webs for its
Southern
You Are My Sunshine
owii private check and will endeavor to make available to
Porgie
South of North Carolina
Variety, for publication, that information. Meantime, the plug
Schumann
Hut Sut Song
Jack Bobbins is publishing a new
breakdown
in this week's paper is perforce limited to Accurate
folio, 'Tin Pan Alley Song Parade,'
* Filmusical.
which will contain the biggest hits Reporting Service's
clocking. No cognizance is taken of
of the past generation written by the three indies by Variety because of the limited
scope. Inoutstanding American songsmiths.
cidentally, Accurate also starts its listening post now at 5 p.m.
until
a.m.,
2
aiid
isn't
clocking
the daytime programs as hereoriginal
Frederick Hollander doing
for
music
songs and background
tofore, excepting Sat.-Sun. However, it explains all this is a
'Million Dollar Baby' at Warners.
temporary routine. This log embraces Tuesday (13) to Sunday
head and shoulders above the aver(Continued from page 38)
inclusive.)
Irvln; Mills, Jule Styne and Eddie (18)
age stickman.
TITLE
PUBLISHES TOTAL
Kenny Black, Gil Tharp, and Frank
From
Away
wrote
'Stay
And although Bradshaw is a show Cherkose
Dolores. .s*Las Vegae Nights
Paramount
Wathen, saxes; Freddie Couch, bass. himself the crew will stand inspec- the U.S.A.'
7
...."'
Things I love
Adrienne is a lusty voiced young- tion.
Campbell
Naturally the tendency is
ster, oh the cute side, with her pipes toward loud brass, yet underneath is
Last' Time I Saw Paris
Chappell
wrote
Gene
de
Pcul
Baye
and
Don
reflecting the rhythmic quality of the a seldom found smoothness, a credit
MemoVy
of a Rose
Shapiro
in
Hawaii'
'Moonlight
band in good shape. All depart- to arranger Chippie Outcalt, second five songs for
My Sister and I.
BMI,,
ments are up to and over par, and trombonist. Outstanding is the alto at Universal. They are 'Aloha Low- Amapola
...Marks
the ork has capabilities of big biz sax of Bobbie Plater, featured in all down,' 'Poi,' 'AH For One,' 'We'll
I Understand
Feist
In rooms and spots cfter the youth- sweet swing numbers, improvising Have a Lot of Fun' and ^Moonlight
Daddy
Republic
Art.
harmony.
figures
behind
the
unusual
lul trade.
iii Hawaii.'
Don't Cry Cherie
Shapiro
First trombone Jack Raggs is a
God
Bless, America
Berlin
plenty OK soloist, as are tenor Count
Bay Whitley cleffed four numbers
SAT^E DOWELt OBCnESTBA
I'll Be with You in Apple Blossbm Time
Hastings and ride trumpeter Hal
Broadway
4
will sing in 'Dude Cowboy'
With Barbara Barrett
Hastings doubles as a which he
Mitchell.
Oh! Look at Me Now!
Embassy
4
City
Kansas
Muehlebacb,
Hotel
singer when the boss is oft the plat- at RKO.
San Antonio Rose
...Berlin
4
Dance
form.
Two
Hearts That Pass in the Night
Marks
Alumnus and onetime featured
4
William Troyer joined Metro mufive
calls
for
Instrumentation
musician with the late Hal Kemp's brass, four reeds and three rhythm. sic staff as pianist, arranger and Until Tomorrow
Republic
4
crew, Saxie Dowell has been waving Latter department needs an addiYou Stepped Out of a Dream. .'Ziegfeld Girl. .. .Feist
4
vocal coach.
the wand before his own group for tional man, probably a guitar, inasabout eight months. They're in for much as the nine horns pull away
* Filmustcal excerpt.
Al Sherman's war song, 'Carry On,
a fortnight in the Terrace Grill of from a solid beat on fast syncopathe hotel. Since the Grill has had tion.
Everything considered, how- Old England,' has been adopted as
some of the smoother bands in the ever, crew is good enough for most official ditty of British-American
Hoagland, replacing Douglas Runpast several months, it is easily aiiy spot using colored bands; Sans.
Ambulance Corps.
yon, called to California by illness
noticeable that the DoweU aggregaof his mother.
tion is not up to the par of the
Moe Jerome and Jack Scholl are
season, and there is some'work to be LANG THOMPSON OBCH (12)
clefCing ditties for 'Minstrel Days' at
Mario Merin out of El Chico,
done ii) several spots.
Bronze Boom, Cleveland, O.
Warners.
Pittsburgh, for summer-long run at
There may be some explanation
Since opening .of Hotel Cleve(Continued from page 38)
ioT the sub-par showing in that the land's intimate room, which he put
Mt Holyoke, Mass., with Ramona
Leo Bobln end Ralph Rainger as- savist with Benny Burton's dance rhumba band replacing
crew has been together only eight in the black during a tough sprmg
him in Pitt,
Pittsburgh,
band,
staff
signed
WJAS
to
write
songs
for
'Cadet
Girl'
and
months and DoweU has replaced five season, Lang Thompson has been enspot.
replacing Bill Eichler, who left town
-men, two recently, because of the larging and gradually revamping at 20th-Fox.
draft. But there is still something style of his outfit, much to its adwith Everett Hoagland outfit.
Bubbles Becker band renewed at
wanting in the leader's aim to supply vantage. Recent additions in forrai
Sanl
Chaplin and
Sam Cahn
Merry-Go-Round,
Pittsburgh,
for
solid, suave music for the habitues of Gordon Pettigrew, rhythm-sing- turned in two of the five song numJohnny Messner opens two-week three more weeks, after which outfit
of this type of supper and dance spot. ing trumpeter, and Ward Kaler, bers they are writing for "The Girl
Notable improvement is needed in sax, are helping Lang shift melodic
stand at Kennywood Park, Pitts- goes to Totem Lod^fe, Averill Park,
from Panama' at Columbia.
the vocal department. Dowell's quot- with richer brass combos and more
burgh, Friday (23) on heels, of Bob N.Y., for the summer.
Schuberth

Intermezzo

My

and
Love

Sister

BMI

I

NBC
WOR,

WNEW, WMCA

WHN,

MBS

ASCAP

Music Notes

MBS

.

Band Reviews

;

.

.

.

ing of the novelty lyrics is established, but the straight work from
Russ Russell, baritone, and Barbara
Barrett has to have some; wrinkles

removed. Inasmuch as the band does

WDAF

a nightly air stint via
it behooves the leader to make more of
the instrumentation than he is getting, especially -from the reeds, his

own

specialty.

Personnel includes Nick Nicholini
at piano; Jimmy
Wilson, drums;
Hugo Grouse, Joe Sullivan, Red
Bilkes and Bill Motley, saxes; Bill
DeBoise and Joe Augauini, trumpets; and Johnny Coleman, trombone, besides Russell at the bass
flddle, with the leader featured on
his sax for some choruses. . Quin.

PAT SHEVLIN ORCH

(7)

Evert^reen Casino, Phllly
Okay small group. They can play
the jump-up type of swing when
called upon, but their forte is the
smooth, sweet brand which is well
In keeping with the decor of the
room in the Evergreen Casino where
they've been standbys for the past
18 months.
It is one of the few bands in these
parts which has a harp and is*even
known to play waltzes, which is almost a lost art among nitery
musickers these days. Shevlin, who
leads and fingers the ivories, has
gathered together an aggregation of
musicians.
recent
first
class
acquisition is Fritz Prospero, violin•

'

A

vocal novelties.
Although getting

away from

jive

to achieve a

danceable urbanity, his
put a slick sock in brisk
during late sessions.
Nice balance in this respect ingratiating him with young set and also
the well-heeled' society crowd, giving Bronze Room the No. 1 play in
town.
^
Using 'You Darling' as his theme
song again, Thompson doubles on
trumpet, accordion and second piano
with equal facility, particularly in
glee club arrangements doiie with
good showmanship. Everyone of the
men have affably toned voices but
Chuck Eaton, bass, has warmest pair
Pettigrew also steps out
of pipes.
of trumpet crew, consisting of Harry
Yoder, who is tricky in solo work;
Stanley Roberts and Vern Birtwell
Dick
to galvanize swingier ditties.
boys

still

rhythm

stuff

be rolling on

^

to better things.

hence

versatility is a necessity.

a

His socko vocals

~ are

no less than terrific, particularly
'Chicken Ain't Nothing But Bird,'

'Rhythm and Bugs' and

his

own

"With years
the entertainment business behind
bim, Bradshaw possesses plenty of
stage. presence, pacing bis band,tvlth
fln6<Ke of a blg-tlmer, p"d .st^hdlnp
composition, 'Angel.'

in

productions.

week.

Peggy
singer,

is

Nolan,
a pert

troupe's
little

femme

Don Baye and Gene dk Paul
ing eight songs for
Rose' at Universal.

clefC-

»

t«*"»>iv

number who*«

(^M^^hiirri'f:

—

Nl Y.

Rsinbow Room,

at

Jack Teagarden and Bing Crosby

Dr. Bichard ^Hageman composing
an original score .and two new songs
for Frank Lloyd's picture, 'I, James
Lewis,' at Universal.'

to record together with Teagarden's
band backing. Date to be made on

Al Donahne band re-signed by
Columbia Records for another two

Coast.

years.

Max

Tiff,

trumpet, last with Paul

Whiteman, joins Duke Dkly band
Victor Schertzinger renewed the Playland,
copyright on the song, 'Marcheta,'
'

which he
'Hello,

'wrote in 1915.

at

Bye Beach, N. Y.

Ben Bernle and Shep Fields bands
booked for two-week stretch at
Madison Square Garden (N. Y.)
Dance Carnival, opening June 12.

arfor

Jack Torchln, sax,
Joey Kearns' 'WCAU,

the

band

the

Beach,

to

Bob

in

June

28,

Jones

I.,

'3,

then return for re-

mainder of summer.
Lea Brown gets

first

'

.Artf

band,

latter

Playland,

opens for summer at

Rye Beach, N.

Y.

Carl Hoff's start for summer at
Blue Gardens, Armonk, N. Y., deferred from Thursday (16) to, May
23.

Cab Calloway dated for two
weeks at Strand theatre, N. Y,
opening July 4.

Mike Bellly enlarges his band to
12 men, himself, and girl for Sea
Girt Inn, Sea Girt, N. J., date which
starts June 1.
He's in for four
weeks.

Pittsburgh,

to

Teddy Wilson cornbo replaces John
Kirby's at Cafe Society, N. Y., June
2.
Kirby returns in Sept.

Br02dway

theatre date. Opens Strand theatre
wife. Uniformed in naval attire, the June 6 for two weeks.
gang makes no other attempt to be
nautical. There are no novelties ex> Charlie Bamet will fly his entire
cept modernized oldies and they
band from Chicago to N. Y. to be
play straight to the end.
Best combo are the Three Top- on time for opening of Madison
kicks, Pianist Virgil Gross, Miss In- Square Garden opening May 30. He^s
galls and Milan, who do a neat mike currently et Sherman hotel.
stint with senii-scat numbers.
Real
dirt is dished by Stuff Humphrey, of
Bobby
Byrne
making
three
the brass staS, whom the young- changes. Don Rupertsburg, tromsters really like.
bone, in place of Russ Brown; Bob
Coleburn has had the outfit for Burnet, trumpet, replccing
Bobby
five years and is just returning to
Guyer; Dick Skinner, who was his
this territory after a winter in Amaarranger, vice Joe Gibbons on guitar.
rillo, Texas, where, incidentally he
picked up one of his feature numMax Tarshls and his Four Aces
bers, 'Amarillo.'
Beside those named, the crew has out of Hotel Henry's Silver GrUl,
Jim Puryear and Leonard Leeds' on Pittsburgh, and into city's newest
sax, Irvin Day on trumpet, Ernie restatirant, the Trelon, with Stan
Laborde on drums, and Al Hammer Rucker foursome, from Hotel Oliver
on bass. When the reeds are light In South Bend, replacing Tarshls
at
for
any arrangement, Coleburn Henry.
helps out from in front.
Miss Ingalls and Coleburn pair
BUI Elobler, sax, has left Benny
nicely before the band with kidding. Outfit measures for that just- Burton's dance and WJAS staff
.

label.

weeks by Guy Lombardo,

opening July
assigned to cleff eight songs for 'Helzapoppin' at Universal.

open

N, Y., band season
stay a week, are replaced

L.

for fours

Gene de Paul and Don Raye

house

Chester.

McFarland— Twins

Washington.'

from

shifts
Phila.,

Okeh

Outfit cuts for

Ann Bishop, once known as Betty
Ann Simms while with George Duffy
band, will be Duke Daly's vocalist

'

when

Jerry Borohard, trombone, left
Frankie Masters at Taft hotel, N. Y.,
the to join WMCA, N. Y., studio band.

Mommy,'

better-thnn-Bverace. claw.

Mutual network gets privilege of
Jlnes into Monte- Proser's
Dance Cafnival which opens at Madison Square Garden, N. Y., May 30.
Opening bands are Benny Goodman,
Charlie Bamet, Larry Clinton.
putting

Jack Connors, drums, from Milt
Herth, replaces Ralph Herrel with

Antonio

'San

Irish colleen

Eileen Ingalls
King's Ballroom, Lincoln, Neb.
Strictly stock and strictly midwestern is this comthercial outfit
that prides itself on- its lack of style.
Goleburn, a dark, nice looking,
moustached gent, clicks- with the
college kids' idea of a jump number
but can soothe their elders witb
sweet stuff in the same set
Arrangements by lead sax man,
Paul Lenk, and Trumpeter Earl
'Pappy' Milan lean toward brassy
side but it forms fair, background
for the warblings of Eileen fiigalls,

Chester's 10-day stay there.

Matty Malneck

A

Run With

The maestro has always been
personality kid.

KB

Foster's violin constantly featured
Bobby Dolan writing a new
in lending color to waltzes and nos
talgic revivals, but this unit goes rangement of 'St. Louis Blues'
surprisingly light on rhumbas. Sax the Paramount picture, 'Birth of
riders are Glenn Faulk, Kaler and Blues.'
Herb Teller, who keep them sweet.
new alto man, Rob Joyce, is slated
W. Frank Harling completed
to join the reed battery in the next
musical score for .'Adventure

.

at the new Lincoln is the acid test;
although the white patrons don't expect a drawing room ensemble, they
still won't dance to too Negroid jazz;

Beat' to

based on
trans-Atlantic broadcasts of British
Roberts, who arranges, too, gets youngsters in America to their parnumber of opportunities to display ents in England, is now a song by
fine piano technique.
Fu Martin, Lee David (word; and music) pubunderscores
the
Lang's 'brother,
rhythm with restrained drums. Pete lished by Mayfair.

who can put a kick into numbers
ist, who formerly played with Ben
such as 'MacNamara's Band' and
Cutler, Al Donahue, Ray Noble and
'Kerry Dance.'
Very likely that
other name bands.
leader may add a girls' trio to line-up
Others in Shevlin's orch are Bert after closing here June
11, to start
Allen, bass; Charlie Smith, drums;
tour with two week date at Youngssax,
and Pete town Mansion, followed by
Eddie
Shaefler,
a fortRubiho, trumpet. Teddy Geonatti night
at Kennywood Park in Pittsdoubles on the harp and guitar.
significant
burgh
30.
Most
June
Shal.
0
change made by Lang is signing of
Carl Ladra, who did similar work
TINT BBADSHAW OBCH (13)
for Sammy Kaye and Blue Barron,
ClDb Lincoln, Colnmbns
to arrange Thompson tunes.
After many ups' and downs, Tiny
Pullen.
Bradshaw present crew is his best
yet.
Equally at home with sweet
tunes as well as jive, and after a few DON COLEBDBN'S COMMODOBES (II)
recording dates next month should
.

By Heath, John Lange, and Lou
Porter sold their song, 'Get Along
Little Doggie with a Boogie Woogie

join

Everett

Mohawk

Mills Park, Amsterdam,

N. Y., playing

name bands on Sun-

day evenings.

Bomlne now
Fausto Curbelo band
Sally

tel,

singing

with

at Statler ho-

Detroit

Bichard Himber's orchestra playing in 'Melody Masters' shorts at
Warners.

Chuck Foster continues at the
Blltmore Bowl, Los Angeles, through
September, roimding out a full year.
Jay 'WUddien, back after three
years In Australia, organizing a new
orchestra In Hollywood:

Bed NIehoIs orchestra, which
opened May 16 at the New Casino
Ballroom, Walled Lake, Mich., set
for a month. It marks a new policy
at the bellroom near Detroit with
week around dancing except Mondays.

•

"
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AGVA

IN

P^RtETY

A SPOT

VAUDEVILLE

Fisher Booldng A. C/s

Whitehead Adherents in N. Ye and S.F.

Million Dollar Pier

Ralph Whitehead, whose manaRement of the
The Arthur Fisher office, New
American Federation of Actors wae thoroughly diacredited, York, has replaced Fanchon &
are making a determined effort to re-inject him Into actor union- Marco as boiiker for the Hippodrome
ism. Their chief weapon is a poisonous attack on th« Amer- at George Hamid's Million Dollar
Pier, Atlantic City, for the corning
ican Guild of Variety Artists and its present administration by
Satellites of

the Associated Actors

&

summer.
The Hipp,

Artistes of America.

whose

opening

AGVA

Chief mistake of the Four A's was the appointment of a proof completely incapable executive secretaries for
There were six in all, each progressively worse, until

off

June

28.

Det. Natives

Still

Ask Vaude; Only

cession

to run

Nabes Respond

Hpyt •Haddock virtually wrecked
by permitting Communists and fellow-travelers

ClO-incubated

finally

spirit

amok

in the organization's higher offices.
Detroit,

Since Haddock's dismissal, part of a new national board has
been elected, with its first meeting "scheduled for early June,
when it will fill out its roster of 4S and hand-pick a new naOn the choice of the latter will
tional executive secretary.
depend the future of AGVA.

-

May

continue to write letters to the edi-

AGVA

AGVA

—

AGVA

grosses with such Shows.

However,

must And and appoint such an executive head and their point is that houses of 4,000
then t^s Four A'a should give him more concrete cooperation and 5,000 seats can't hold up under
a steady procession of the current
and less"meddling than it has given the variety actors union in type of vaude end can
only do biz
the past.

'Betterment' Group; Evans Slugged
SOS

Charges

Marcus Unit Patsy of May
SprlngaeM, Mass., iXxj 20.
Mareuf, U, vile of
Marcus, was acquitted In
A.
district court hare Wednssday (14)
Cf • charga of managing an Indecent
tiow. Court fowd tbat the management of the 'Continental Revue'
and l^a Vie Paree' units appearing
at Court Square here (8-14) was
Ha
not hers but her husband's.

w s Grudge

K. C. Hotel's Shows

WASHINGTON

IN
A virulent attack against the
American Guild of Variety Artists
Theatres Rush Substitutes to has been launched in New York and
Earle for Delayed Act
San Francisco by adherents of Ralph
Whitehead, whose management of
the American Federation of Actors,
Washington, May 20.
o
Vatide bill at WB's Earle theatre as its executive secretary, was so
discredited that the organization's
here was really a variety show open
Ing day (Friday).
When Wesson franchise from the Associated AcBrothers (2) failed to atrive from tors & Artistes of America was reDetroit for the opening show, Earle voked.
The campaign in N. Y. is being
rushed an SOS to Loew's (Capitol,
Lou Taylor, nitery
rival presentation house, bringing managed by
Don Rice, wtio is playing there, to m.c, as chairman, and Murray Lane,
fill the Wesson spot.
Rice couldn't vice-chairman, of a group calling
double again, however, so next SOS itself the Variety Actors Betterment
went to Hippodrome in Baltimore. Committee. Hardly by coincidence,
From there, sped by police motor- the VABC is making its headquarcycle escort, came Al Gordon and ters in the same building on Broadhis Racketeers to fill spot in second way that still houses Whitehead's ofshow. Wessons arrived in time for fice. It's also recalled that Murray
Lane was on the AFA's payroll as
the third performance.
Scheduled to plane in from De a business agent in Los Angeles.
Frisco group has virtually the
troit, they had been grounded there.
Discovering train trip required 18 same title, billing itself the San
hours, they borrowed a car from a Francisco Actors' Betterment ComDetroit friend and made Washington mittee, and is chairmanned by a
Stephen J. Sheperd. Very active In
in one 12-hour jump.
this setup Is Buddy O'Brien, who
was also on the AFA's payroll during the Whitehead regime.
That
both groups have adopted the Actors 'Betterment Committee phrase
in their titles is synonomous with
Whitehead's own start in actorunionism, the initial title of the AFA
having been the Actors Betterment
Committee.

Travers LA. Job

MayllpsetAGVA

Pamphleteering

Teace'

with the big names, bands or indi-

Springfield (Mass.) Dafly

Head

Attack; Taylor-Lane

'

20.

Although vaudeville still is only
an intermittent adjunct to the picture bills in the Detroit major
houses, and out entirely In the summertime, it. continues to show increased strength here in the neighborhood houses. Meanwhile, citizens

doubtful that
can survive another mistake like tor wanting to know why a city with
an urban population of upward of
It's doubtful also whether
can long survive 2,000,000 people can't have one major
the current dissension among its out-of-town branches, few of house devoted to vaudeville.
which are cooperating 100% with the national office, It vvill
Both the Michigan End Fox, which,
take a strong man, well versed in the theatre and in organiza- alternated on stage shows, averaging
about one each three weeks in the
tion, to tie up all the loose threads.
past season, pulled down healthy
It's

Haddock.

AGVA

Two

AGVA.

AGVA's

In

bill

hasn't been completed as yet, tees

and the Four
Some part of the accusations against
A's is unfortunately true, but perhaps this will awaken the
parent organization and those administering its comparatively
new affiliate that the muddling of AGVA's affairs must stop.
A variety's performer's union is basically a sound Idea, but Its
governing heads must be just as sound if it is to survive.

43

viduals (frequently both).
Detroit, devoid entirely of vaudeville for a long speU, is continuing to
get it in a lesser fashion out of th6
loop area, but with plenty of satisfaction for the nabe type of house.
Close to the loop area is the Colonial,
which has had success with stcge
shows and was instrumental in
bringing it back into the Fox and
Michigan. The Colonial continues to
roll along, currently offering the

Bowes Amateurs.

in Philly

Philadelphia, May 20.
News that Lee Traver? ousted
executive secretary of the Philly
local of the American Guild of Variety Artists, has rejoined the imlon
as head of the Los Angeles office,
may upset the peace treaty between
and Tom Kelly's United Entertainment Assn.
Kelly, Traver's predecessor who
.

'

AGVA

In both Frisco and N. Y., start of
the campaign against
was the
distribution of pemphlets attacking
the administration of the variety
performers' union by the Four A's.
Pamphlets mainly reprint stories
from trade papers (nof Variety),
one of which was mentioned in testU
mony In the Four A's hearing of
charges against Whitehead. It was
brought out that e- member of
staff of that particular trade pappr
had also been on the payroll of tha

AGVA

(Continued on page 45)
Wetsman's Harper for was bounced over a squabble anent
more than a year now has been get- 'Communist-infiuence,' hinted that
Kansas City, May £0.
offering five acts he may again renew his fight tf he
good
results
ting
by
Hotel Phillips is going in strongly
found that 'the Reds were still in the
for antartalnmant as we attraction with its double bill. The success her'e
saddle.'
Kelly has charged that
for its recently enlarged Tropics hat brought another house in the
Traver was part of the 'Communistcocktail Ipungt. Room opened Sat- same section. United Detroit's Vogue,
tainted clique,' headed by ex-naother
Numerous
field.
the
vcude
In
urday (17) witb lineup of talent intlonal secretary Hoyt C. Htiddock.
their
weekend
blUs
burnish
nabes
up
cluding Las Mardall, tenor) Reed
'I'm going to watch the situation
was not present. Bemlce T. Tassln, Sisters, vocal trio; Ruth Royal and with stage shows.
carefully,' said Kelly.
'As long as
B5, gilded dancer in the unit, was Bob Joncq as Hammond-piano duo,
they keep out the i^bversive elefound guilty of a charge of partici- end Sonla Zaranofl with her talking
ments
I'm willing to go along with
Agents
Int
Revenue
and
her
teakettle.
pating in an indeeent show
Chicago, May 20.
AGVA.
But
I won't stand for Philly
to
day.
This roster in thf upstairs room
ease was continued from day
Hot weather and sudden sliarp
performers being taken advantage of
Fred A. Marshall, theatre manager, is 'in addition io Aibert( Bird and
slump in theatrical business sloughed
Philly Spot; FBI Hunting by any of these parlor pinks.'
who was charged with permitting Jacqueline Panette in the Cabana
a mess of vaude units within tha
Kelly made it clear that he didn't
Sunday,
Room.
dancing on the stage on
Bank Embezzler - Angel associate Dick Mayo, present AGVA past two weeks. Shows had been
laws, was
Beat>l09 A.

K

Wisper

&

HEAT KAYOES

VAUDE UNITS

GraL

—

contrary to Massachusetts

found guilty and fined $B0. Judge
William J. Granfleld heard all three
cases.

CARNYASSN.

The Springfield Free Press, weekly
lor which Judge Granfleld in his private capacity as attorney has served
as coimsel, 'revealed' in its issue of
Saturday (17) that the reason 'there
was so much "moral' stir about the
recent showing of the stage play
"Tobacco Road' and 'why the Marcus stage show playing at the same
theatre was sabotaged by police. .
nrlngs from a grudge which Mayor
Putnam holds against the management of the Court Square showplace.'
Daily asserted the 'grudge'
Vas based on the fact that 'Daniel
^. Maloney, 'protege of Mayor Putnam and executive secretary of the
Playgoers' League, had been dickering with a N. Y. agency in an eflEort
to bring 'Tobacco Road' to Spring^eld as a Iicague' ofTerhig.' When
E. M. Loew of Boston, operator ofCourt Square, brought the play here
Mayor Putnam considered it a
steal,' the Free Press charged, and
'swore vengeance.' ,

WARNS AGVA

'

.

Ted Lewis/ Sophie

Click

Bis in Frisco's Bal Tab

spots.

among

off $4,700

20.

Satur-

I

~

Jay Emaonel May Use

to

hl^

police

were

whereabouts.

was

Scattergood

satisfied

Miss

released

when

she didn't

know

Sahm's whereabouts.

Vaude

week-

d^

open a week at the Oipheum.

May

early

Cherry and Beokmann & Gerety, Jr., Lancaster bank bookkeeper who
have threatened to puU out of its was reputed to be a silent partner
alliance with the outdoors division in the spot. Police said Sahm had
of the American Guild of Variety put a large chunk of coin in the
It is operated by
place recently.
Artists.
Four outfits claim that the AGVA Buford Smith,
Eshm, who earned $30 a week at
offices in ^few York permitted Jones
to grab off the juicy contract in spite the Northern Bank & Trust Comof the fact that the Association has pany, Lancaster, had a reputation
been a booster of AGVA since its as a heavy gambler and night cluh
when
He/, disappeared
inception and, more than any other playboy.
group, has done much to further the bank examiners arrived to check
interests of the union In the carni- his books last 'week (13). His peculations may total $75,000, bank offival field.
There are also allegations of much cials said.
wire-pulling by influential persons
G-Men questioned Effie Scatterin the American Federation of La- good, a dancer at the Ben Frankbor in Washington to put J. J. Jones lin hotel hei:e>, with whom Sahm
in on the Springfield contract.
was friendly, in an effort to find a

in Reading, Pa.

ly for his outfit over a three-week
Jay Emanuel has taken over the
stretch, and la Tucker is duplicating
Astor, Reading, Pa., on lease.
the success.
His tentative plans call for a vaudIn her first two weeks she took
down for herself $2,500 each stanza fllm policy starting in the fall and
6n a
calling for 29% of the gross he has asked Eddie Sherman, N. Y.
Viz.
She's due in Los Angeles (28) booker, to line up stage possibilito

raid

,

the town's night

Lewis picked

surprise

Chicago, May 20.
grabbed the cash register, conFollowing ttie awarding of the fiscated receipts totaling $800 and
contract for the Springfield (111.)
attached the fixtures and liquor.
State Fair to the Johnny J. Jones
The raid was made while F.B.I,
Shows, the four members of the
American Carnival Assn., the Royal men were checking into the strange
American, Kennies Bros., Rubin & disappearance of William D. Sahm,

put the Bal Tabarln back in the blgooin'.jslass

a

ties.

local secretary, with the 'Reds.'
In
the meantime Kelly said hfe would
remain inactive in union affairs and
take charge of his wife's interest in

going along well enough, but comof circumstances brought
about almost a dozen closings in

blnatlon

short notice.
Among the

units which folded
day (17), agents of the U. S. De- the C-Bar-C Ranch, an amusement
were Mike Todd's 'Gay New Orpartment pf Internal Revenue seized park at Elverson, Pa.
leans,' 'Screwballs,' 'Walklkl Nights,'
Election of "officers of the Philly
Smltty's, popular
roadhouse near
in
America,' 'International
AGVA local is scheduled for to- 'Maid
Casino
Revue,'
'Stars Over HollyLancaster, Pa., for alleged non-pay- morrow (Wed.).
wood,' 'Gay 90's,' 'Count Bernl Vlcl
ment of Fedei'el taxes." The agents

clue

San Francisco,- May 20.
Ted Lewis and Sophie Tucker have

«

Philadelphlc,

In

Federal men last night returned
the property to Smitty after he paid
the Sum owed Government.

Givot Connter-Clainis Vs.

Herman Bemie Nixed

Now' and Dave Apollon-Willle Shore
unit.

Todd's 'New Orleans' had an especially

disastrous

finale

financially.

answer by George Givot plus Show folded after the Palace, Clevecounter-action
$264,300
against land, date last week, with Todd
Herman Bernie was dismissed Fri- taking it on the chin for morejthan
day (16) by Justice Carrol G. Wal- $3,000. He guaranteed the hou^ the
court
supreme
and first $11,500 and the final gros^ was
ter in N. Y.
Ur^
Givot was ordered to submit to an less than $14,000.
RKO originally wanted to guaranexamination before""tri£l on May 22.
The defendant had failed to show tee the unit $6,000 and a percentage,
up for a former examination, but the biit Todd preferred to gamble for

An

a

court accepted the explanation of a the full average over a guarantee to
the theatre.
misunderstanding.
Bernie claims to hsve signed a
managerial contract with Givot Nov.
the
defendant
alwhich
1933,
4,
Cops Close
Chi
.
legedly breached In 1937. Damages
of $65,000 are asked. The counterNiteries for Gamhling
claiips stated that Bernie had failed
to devote his best interests to managing Givot.
Chicago,

Two

May

UAB6IE WABD'S COMEBACK
Cleveland,

Margie

Ward,

May

who was

a

she married
dancer until
Gervis, busine.ss manager for
Thompson's orch, current at

20.

pro
Bert

Lang
IocdI

resuming her
is
Bronze Room,
career this week at the Greystone
Club, in Mansfield, O., after a year's

band v^U open Hunt's layoff.
Aft^r a club date at Sharon, O.,
Million Dollar Pier, Wildwood, N. J.,
Memorial Day. The next day. May Gervis is booking her Into Pitts31, will find Woody Herman at the burgh's Nixon hotel June 2 for two
Bill Hall's

spot

Unit, Ada Leonard's 'All American
Girl Revue,' 'You're in the Army

weeks.

20.

Two niteries, the Colony and tha
Alabam,- located on the near northwere sloughed by the coppers
last week.
They were closed on
orders from Mayor Edward Kelly,
following gambling raids a couple of
months ago.
Four employees of the Colony
Club were convicted by a jury late
last week on gambUng charges. They
have asked for a new trial, and arguments on this point will be heard

side,

May

28.

.

——

—

.
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U.S. Talent

BookiDgs

All the Bally,

h SA, Despite

Behind Former Seasons

Monte Proser Agrees To

Army Camp Show Plan

Drop Beachcomber Name

sConUnavd from page 3^

abandoned
A consent decree terminating a duration. Trucks will be
in the fall In favor of larger shows
suit for an accounting of profits by
in camp theatres and field houses,
business
doing
Suiid,
I.
Cora
which are expected to be completed
Permanent housing
as Don's Beachcomber Hollywood by that time.
against the Beachcomber, Res- for live shows Is not completed in

Talent bookers for South America cash around. Tab had" NTG's and
aver that, so far, despite all the Leslie's shows. Nothing like the old Cafe,
hullabaloo of hemispheric solidarity days, however, when French com- taurant, Inc., and Monte Proser, was
and Pan-American good-neighbor panies of 75 people were a regular
agreed upon Friday (16). The deBtufF, the bookings of American tal- feature.
the action will be
ent in Brazil and Argentina are
Urea's Joaquin RoUa signed for cree provides that
In an Ice show to start May 24. Will dropped completely provided the
really behind former seasons.
other years the casinos and theatres have 14 people Including six girls, N.Y. restaurant chianges Its name
in Rio de Janeiro, Buenos Aires, et two comedy acts, two acrobatic acts
within 45 days.
al., not only booked U.S. acts, but also
and one featured name. Shoftr will
Imported French opera troupes and be the first icer in S. A. portable .JPlaintiff claimed, copyright InContinental names like Mistinguett, floor to carry the act is being com- fringement not only of the name, but
Marta Eggerth, Jan Kiepura end pleted now. Urea already has a line unfair competition in the use of same
others. Thus, while it might appear of girls supplied by the Morris
loss
from a few sporadic bookings that Agency and has signed to take a type dishes, decorations, etc. A
they're now going overboard, this complete show from Clifford Fischer in excess of $250,000 was claimed by
impression is really due to the po- later in the season.
the plaintiff.
litical emphasis and publicity rather
Proser will call his spot the Zomthan actuality.
bie, and meantime the successful
It's

many camps

shows and which it Is willing to conThese carry their own
sound and lighting apparatus and a
tribute.

them

proposed by
Billy Rose a few weeks ago, Freedley wants to get together units consisting of several name performers
plus some entertaining fill-ins. These
Following the

true that $5,000 for a band like
into the Copacabana

It

and another'act.
at that, when the writer caught the
The Pan-American Ice Carnival performance, that it left the impresthe William Morris office is
sion it did; but if they are going to
shipping to Rio sounds fancy, besend around shows of a similar type
cause it's the first ice revue for
they are going to find a steadily dethe Latin countries, but in actuality
creasing audience. At this particu.the skaters cost less than a .similar
lar showing the audience numberedsized troupe of some other calibre.
When you take
only, around 100.
It's a novelty, true, for Brazil, beinto consideration the fact that it
cause it's the first tipe out
the use of
that

is

Student Cutups

And Curfew Botf

Armored

Division,

those in the far

Second
numbering over

—

fortunate occurrences.

—

.

.

.

Thomson Stays as AGVA Coast Head;

Local Bde Picks Travers as Exec Sec

viously shipped acts to S. A., Shawas the first by a rep of
is regarded here as
Hollywood, Iilay 20.
an indication that the company inKenneth Thomson will remain as
tends to extend Its operations on temporary administrator of the afthe continent. It's understood Sha- fairs of Los Angeles Local of Ameripiro has also signed some Latin tal- can Guild of 'Variety Artists despite
ent and like every other U. S. show- opposition of several members of
man to come here in the .last few the
national board. The L'os
months, had his eye out for another Angeles Local not only reaffirmed
Carmen Amaya.
Nothing likely, its confidence in Thomson but elected
however, although he wouldn't say his representative, Lee Travers, as
what he's signatured in BrdziL
executive secretary, of the group.
The Tab's show wUl be made up
board at a special
The local
Of a line of six girls to be picked in meeting denied reports from New
New York for a. l?-week stay and York that Thomson had .resigned
an 'option vp to 24. Iliey'll start and handed out the followlnl; statepiro's visit

AGVA

AGVA

from

New York

in June.

With them ment:

Many Wrong Ways
One

retary.
Reports circulated In New
York that Mr. Thomson had resigned
as administrator of the I.ocal Iios
Angeles
are In error.
Mr.
Thomson will pqntlnue to advise
with Travers and 'the local until
their affairs are on an even keel.
The
local notified the national board in New York of Its ac-

AGVA

to

Do

It

of the principal things learned,

'Flight

Into

No-

.

girl show
and assorted acts plus talent from
the States- whl^h comes in dtulng
the three-day stopover of Moore-

Here he's Private Alex Linton. Another member of the cast is Keith
Douglas, .who last worked for Warner Bros, in "The Bride Came C. O.
D.' and 'Passage From Hong Kong.'
Also Private Robert Richardson,
who appeared on CBS soap operas
before his number came up.
Sets are being painted by the animation artists of the Training Film
Production Laboratory, most of
whom have been culled by conscription from Disney and other Holly-

wood

cartoonerles.

This

post

^e

Even

others.

!

i

I

result that a large

and

see

couldn't

sic Hall,

I

'

Is

considerably

N.

number

disturbed

the

at the

Radio City Mu-

with

all its faculties,

Y.,

With completion of adequate stage
in the falL the producer
declared, there will probably be a
small charge made for shows at
least equal to the 20c now paid for
films In the camps.
Freedley said
he had been Informed that the Army
had profited by criticisms of early
theatre construction, such as that at
Fort Dix, N. J., where 'Hellzapoppln'
suffered, and had greatly improved
stage facilities in the later ones. In'
addition, $3,000,000' has been appropriated for .field houses in 32 of the
larger camps. These will have big
facilities

—

floors

with

movable

seats,

top officers and their ladies poured
into the recreation hall for the initial performance of the week's mn.
Public address system permitted
each of the 'celebs' to 'say a few
words' to the soldiers gathered about
the entrance.
Musical, with a cast of 40, has six
original times' and a 'femme' chorus
of eight soldiers. Jack Friend Noble
directed, with Donald C. Livingston,
T. Hall Keye^ 3d and John P. tiockwood assisting^ Noble, and Well
Lewis, soil of Sinclair Lewis, authored the comedy.

other

seats banked up against the wall,
like miniature Madison Square Gardens, and stages at one end. They
can be used for either sports or theatrical events.

ACTORS' SALARIES PAID

Plenty of Vet

OUTOFAGYA-HELDBOND

Showmen

With N.

-

loeial

.

.

Among the acts will be the swordswallowing of "The Great Linton'
at least that was his billing with
Barnum
Bailey and Sells-Floto.

Chicago, May 20.
American Guild of Variety Artists
J. Signal Corps office here stepped in with money
for principals and chorus of the
Fort Monmouth, N. J., May 20.
•Maid 'n' America' unlf when It
tion.
Number of .HoUywoodltes, pro le- closed sudderily In Dayton 'last week.
'Since '.the new administration be- giters, writers and musicians here
Jack Irving, chief of the AGVA
gan Its work with AGVA, revenues have banded together to provide this office here, paid
off from bond which
of the local have increased 100%, home of the Army Signal Corps with AGVA
had secured from the unit
and the services to varlely perform- what may be this war's first coim- producer. Principals received week's
ers have been augmented by the ad- teipart to 1918's famed 'Yip, Yip, salary
In full and ''the chorus girls
dition of a night representative who Yaphank.'
Production, now in re- were slated to draw down an extra
is oh duty from 8 pjn. to 2 a.m.'
hearsal, is labeled 'Bottlenecks of week's pay on
an agreement made

AGVA

,

been running a

Col's

Charlotte, N. C, May 20.
Traveling shows for army camps,
with big-name performers going
through their paces on 'truck stages,'
he pointed out, special type shows may soon be Inaugurated with the
must be given to permit 6,000 pa- cooperation of Government officials,
trons at one time to satisfactorily Al Jolson ' stated while In Raleigh,
view the performance.
With the. N. C. Jolson said that he, Eddie
tmcks, entertainment can be re- Cantor, Jack Benny and others would
peated two or three times in various give their services free for the
camp areas to permit a smaller shows.
group at one time to see.
"There Is a real need for enterSecond thing leamed, Freedley as- tainment in the camps,' the stage
serted,
was that outdoor shows and screen star said. 'Many of the
should be cancelled in case of rain. boys are a long way from home, and
Fort Belvoir performance was given such shows as are being planned will
despite the weather, with dire re- fill a need In their lives.'
Jolson stopped In North Carolina
sults.
Another point is that shows
must be rehearsed, at least briefly, en route from Florida.
so that the committee can control
'Premiere' Ballyhoo
what's In them. It was a lengthy
Camp Stewart, <3a.. May 20.
stay on stage by Wynn, plus the rain,
Carrying through all the first-night
that brought on the heckling at Beltradition of Broadway and Hollyvoir.
wood, New York's 207th Coast ArKllmlnato Girl Line
.
A fourth point will be the elimi- tillery (anti-aircraft) regiment prenation of lines of girls, Freedley miered its musical comedy, "Who Is
said, as a single singer or terper Leslie?' here last night (Monday).
proves
equally
satisfactory
and Batteries of huge 800,000 candle
power searchlights laced the sky as
much easier to provide.

with

The Los Angeles Local of AmeriCertain New York officials had 1041.'
can Guild of Variety Artists reaffirmed Its confidence In Kenneth criticized the appointment of TravMusical revue Is slated for preem
Hiomson, .executive' secretary of the ers, whom niomson annoimced he June 8 at Elks Hall in nearby Red
Screoi Actors GuOd, at t«mporaiy was loaning to AGVA for 30 days. Bank, N. J. Producer and director
administrator of Its affairs, and The local board promptly scotched Is Private Edmund Nbrth, whose
UieC6nna(dc New Yorlc-to-B.A. boats. elected Lee Travers, Mr. Thomson's this eriUcIsm by giving Travers the Hollywood writing credits include
Back in '^7» when there was more' representative, local executive sec- official office of executive secretary. Tm StlU AUve' at RKO' last year
will go three acts, a sister team, a
•Ingle and prpbably a couple. Tab

for

more
he explained, has resulted in his fortunate In getting
production talseeking to have the War Department ent
than most other cantonments, as
approve the mobile performances. it Is
g.h.q. for the army's fllnv-ihakThat's that not more than about 6,- ing
and radio activities.'
000 boys should attend one show.
There were some 17,000 at -the outJolson OSeis ServUes
door performance at Fort Meade,

New

the agency and

west

and Fort Meade, Md., a couple weeks
ago when the' Ed 'Wynn show suffered some severe heckling from the
troops there. He said he had learned
a number of things which will be applied to future shows from the un-

2 Frisco Cafes

—

—

of

Freedley was at Fort Belvoir, Va,

had been advertised, by
South Ameri- placards, throughout the

not unusual, because

Edward Arnold, prez

Screen Actors Guild, handling Coast
Hollywood' headarrangements.
quarters will handle Texas and
other southwest camps as well as

.

b'as

original

where' in 1938.
Eight original tunes have been
turned out for 'Bottlenecks.' Jules
Bricken, Shore and Bloom worked

Madison.

Plan wlU function simultaneously
and west, Freedley de-

In the east
clared, with

the international sho'wman happens 11,000 men, it is something to think
to know a flock of wealthy Latins dbout We are not hard to please
who used to patronize his Ciro's and in fact, we grasp at entertainment
San Francisco, May 20.
Les AmbassadeuTS, in Paris, and the like a beggar does at crumbs; but a
Opening (14) of the new Joe TenLondon Casino in England, but now show like that one was with a fairly
are keeping au courant with an in- weU-known
(Johnny ner-Lloyd Campbell Stairway to
orchestra
ternational flair by financing Fisch- -Hamp) as the main drawing card the- Stars at Fisherman's Wharf Is
er's proposed 'Folies Bergeres' tour. and
the resultant letdown after considerably offset by fold of two
Ilona Massey to Bio
viewing is going to make us dam other
first-string
Frisco niterles
Qona Massey is due at the Urea careful about what we spend our this week. The veteran Royal HaCasino, Rio, in July, following the 23c on.
waiian, operated by Bill Ashby, and
Worse ai Beanregard
.Morris agency's ice show, which
Truly McGee produced.
It's that
Here, at Beauregard, the situation Lindy's (Al Lindy), latter using
dance-stager's first Ice effort, and is even worse this camp only about BBB (Beiman) and "Ernie Heckfeatures Guy Owen, Maribel Vinson, one-tenth the size of Benning. About sher's band, gave up the ghost a
Bill and Betty Wade, Douglas Duffy, once 9' week there comes to the
couple deys apart. [Latter no affiliAlex Hurd and L'll de leers (7), Recreation HaU a group that usually
featuring Jerry. Frawley and Gene- consists of one or two men and tWQ ate of the N. Y. Lindy's].
Strict enforcement of the 2 a.m.
vieve Trojan. They open May 24 for or three girls. They put together
six weeks,- with options, and thence something that abuses the word liquor closing law is blamed for tiie
Clamp-down Is outto B. A.
Running about 45 minutes, darkenings.
'show.'
After Miss Massey, Fischer brings it consists of stories by the men, one growth of the recent sensational
.his 'Folies Bergeres' to Rio, follow- or two songs, perhaps a dance and case, in which two Stanford, students
ing which the showman wlU tour his gyrations of the bumps and grind were assertedly beaten by police
unit in theatres, etc.
variety by the femmes that runs the after being mistaken for vagrants
Fischer and MCA, In fact, were gamut of anything on view at the during a night of slumming.
dickering to send the St Regis' ice reformed 42d street burlycues. The
show to Rio for the. Urea, but instead only feeling when it is over is that
of a package deal the Morris office you were robbed of your 20c. When
merely put the top acts together you consider the low prices ^20c and
Act in Theatre
and McGee staged it
25c the civilian may well think,
Meantime the agency's Sol Shapiro 'What do they want for that—an
got back last week from a survey N.T.G. unit?' What they forget is JOHN H1IIiHOLI.AND
of the field. He had gone there with that the small SMm is actually about Haglo (2)
1 Hlns.
Fischer, but the latter returned to one-third of a buck private's pay
America ahead of him.
and find a civilian who very often Mnslo Hall. N. Y.
What the talent bookers in New spends a similar proportion of his
'Ais act, as caught at the mammoth Music Hall, N. Y., offers just a
York do concede on the possible pay for entertainment!
few of the more familiar magic
South American boom is a potential
This
week we are promised tricks,
with merely a Chinese cosIncrease in the standard of living, 'Henry the
artist magician, and his tume and setting to differentiate it
due to increased Pan-U.S. trade, plus Mystery Girls.' Whether .this will
from any one of scores of mediocre
the general excitement that goes be any better than the previous
sleight-of-handers. Only variation of
with the sundry film stars being sent clambakes is a question; but where the tricks is in the rope-cutting one,
south by the Hollywood film indus- there is life there is hope. In short, in which Mulholland bums a long,
try as part of the Nelson Rockewhile they worry over our morals, narrow piece of cloth Instead of cutfeller campaign for good-neighbor
our morale gets the quick brushoff; ting the rope.
ballyhoo. But in the main the per
Otherwise, he opens the turn by
Richard B. Stoeetser,
capita spending of the different popbonging a (jhlnese gong, has his asPrivate, Headquarters and Head- sistant and the on-stage gal gawkers
ulations is small, due to the abnorquarters Co., 3d Armored Division, togged In Oriental garb ^and seems
mal colored and low-income earners.
Camp Beauregard, Iioulsiana.
infinitesimal In the vast hall. Hobe.
Morris Agoy.'s Spots
Buenos Aires, May 20.
Signing of the Ta-ba-ris, No. 1
Buenos Aires nitery, and the Urea,
one of the thre? big Rio casinos ,for
girl shows lias been completed by
Sol Shapiro of the William Morris
Agency. Although Morris has prV-

.

Idea

Gamp Shows

casino, Rio de Janeiro, sounds like
fancy coin, including transportation
by clippers, but that also includes there.
the cpst of eight Merriel Abbott Girls only the

Clifford C. Fischer's

making

tailboard stage,
ideal for the purpose.

portable

together on 'Pick Up the Pieces,'
'K. P.'s Lament' and 'Do What the
Good Book Says.'
would be sent on circuits of as many
Fred Bornet, French songsmith,
would
camps as the individuals' time
now soldiering at the Fort, will sing
Freedley said he hoped and
permit.
dance In addition to contribRose would take an active part in
Hollywood plaintiff has already directing this phase of activities. He uting two numbers written in col'Err'
laboration with Coen. They ate
serve.d notice on the other Beach- wasn't certain why the War DesContinoed from page 3;
'Left Face-Right Face' and 'Squabs
impracticombers In Boston, Providence, partment had nixed It as
Right'
AU musical arrangements
Maybe it was because it was Baltimore
cal after Rose originally suggested
and jKlami.
are being prepared by Priyate James
second day, and a matinee

Eddy Duchin

ean activity

at present.

Freedley said that he understood
General Motors had a dozen or so
it sent out puppet

trucks on which

and collaboration on 'One Night of
Love' In 1934. Assisting North on
the writing end Is Private Franklin
Coen, last a scripter at Columbia
and before that at Paramount, RKO,
Universal and Republic.
Others coUabing on skits, songs
and ilialog are Private Sol Shore,
who scripted serials for Republic
before Uncle Sam got him, and Private William Bloom, who was a
member of Columbia's New York
story department and wrote the

orally

between

du(;er.

.

.

AGVa

and the pro-

.

With
suddenly
tmlts'
closing
throughout the territ6ry during the
past few. weeks, the performers see
In the AGVA bond a final solution to
the problem of being stranded.

.
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Saranac Lake

The Good Old Days

.

4
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Threatened Stranding of

By Happy Bcnway
\

f ^ fV

Hereiolfh appears a Variety review of a N. Y. Palace bill of 20 years
ago. The intention is to reprint these weekly using the relative meefc of
1921 with the current date of issue. No special rcoson in reuiuing these
reviews other than the interest they may have in recalling the acta tuhich
tuere playing at that time, the noanner of putting together a big time show
(booking), which, radio stations may find pertinent, and as a resume of the
style of vaudeville reviewing of that day. For the passing of vaudeville
has also made it di^icult to develop reviewers who can recognize talent
when they see it. Variety has found that out, and therefore particularly
recommends this column to its reviewers and correspondents,
.

^

May

Saranac Lake,

Top news from H. D.

Unit Prevented by

United Artists connection
stationed at Charlotte, North Carolina. He states that after he got his

Colony he

now

is

Colored Perfonner Held

Hubert Carlson, who did the trick
here, packing a mess of good health
and now in Oklahoma City.
Sylvia

Abbot,

In Wbite

who ozoned here

Woman's Death
Buffalo,

for years and years and left with an
okay report, here for a checkup. She
is married and anticipates an addition to the family.

May

20, 1921)

PALACE, N

20.

New

vaudeville In some seasons. She

and

is

a legitimate actress of reputation and

surrounded by a strong cast. The way the act
way towards exploding the booking
make for good vaudeville, as it slows up
the show. The spot was perfect and the act toned up the opening section
The finish seems to be an anti-climax
of the bill like a spring tonic.
after the dressing room scene, and could probably be dropped entirely
with tAe author's help.
histrionic ability,

went

is

at the Palace will go a long

fallacy that a sketch does not

Just ahead of Miss Victor, the Weaver Brothers, originators of the handsaw playing and other freak musical instruments, walked off with the
comedy honors. Garbed in the official regalia of the Arkansaw

first-part

Not since the days when William
Morris put on his benefit shows for
the Saranac Lake Day Nursery has ANNETTE
any artist turned them away from' Songs
the local theatre at $5 top. Grace 9 Mins.
Eddie's, N. T.
Moore did it while giving a benefit Leon &
Annette hails from the Coast but
performance for the Saranac Lake
She's a
Study and C:raft Guild. Her hus- is new in Eastern cafes.
photogenic songstress, heavy on the
band, Valentin Parera, who is doing
s.a., reminding of Carole Lombard
well ozoning here, stood in the in face and manner which, coupled
wings and received the thrill of his with a nice vocal style, 1^'t exactly
life.
a handicap for any entertainer.
She sings in a throaty, appealing
After a two-month shutter period
with only canned music, the Hotel manner which, while heretofore as.

sociated with 'society'. Singers, Is
"yokels' they so truthfully depict, the men got a big' laugh an appearance Saranac has installed a four-piece
legit warbling in hfer case. A juband.
and mannerisms alone. The Instruments clinched it, with the speech at
dicious assortment of the current
Write to those who are IIL
pops, with emphasis on beguines
the finish adding Just the proper qlosing touch. It's a standard comedy
and Latin excerpts, further aids her
turn for vaudeville and welcome on any bill.
impression. She clicks in this zany
fun factory and would be even more
The support is
Anatole Frledland In his revue held third position.
in a 'classier' room, not
effective
Faction
capable, the girls all good looking and Frledland a good showman. One
that you're exactly camping out in
^Continued from pace *'^s
Abel.
Leon & Eddie's.
or two obvious 'plugs' for some of the Frledland songs were noticeable,

Whitehead

'

but did not interfere. AH of the girls can dance, with costuming up to AFA, allegedly for work on the
the high standard that vaudeville has set for itself with this type of enter- AFA's house organ.
Conspicuotis in the pamphlet distainment this season.
tributed in N. Y. Is a complete
After Intermission Joe Jackson, who has been at the Hippodrome' -for
whitewash of Whitehead on the
several seasons, opened with the same act that he first showed to vaude- front cover, which quotes
a noville ages ago.
The pantomimed 'pinching' of the comedy bicycle got tarized letter signed by Frank Gillalmost as much as when first seen. The edge has been taken oft the more, president of the Four A's, In
comedy business with the floppy cufT that always gets in his hand and which he states, regarding the disthe dilapidated auto horn that he steps on while trying to mount, but Irancbisement of the AFA, as folnone do It quite like Jackson. The business of picking up the quarter lows:
has been changed, and, coupled with a new encore bit of the house darken'With reference to the charges
ing just as the clown pantomimes the beginning of a speech, are the o(ily against Ralph Whitehead as exec"
,

.

'

-

new

touches.

He went

—

strongly.

Miss Rowland followed and pulled down unusual returns in her song
being presented with flowers at the conclusion. Miss Rowland
few remarks to a box on the left of the house where Joe Lynch,
the bantam champion, was entertaining a bunch of admirers of Miller
and, Mack, who were down next to closing. One of the Lynch party
was so enthusiastic in his enjoyment of the Rowland turn that the artist
thotight she was being kidded.
Pearl Regay walked off with the hit of the bill following. This girl has
developed into one of vaudeville's marvels. Her vEontortioning is so
cleverly blended Into her dancing she amazes at times. Add the personal
charm and the grace of a gazelle and a slight mental picture is constructed. Her work is as frictionless as the running of Man of War, the
body bending and dancing riveting attention at each appearance. A singing voice of good quality completes the cycle of talents. The jazz band
and production helped the general impression, but could be dispensed
with If necessary. Miss Regay holds plenty. The house applauded until
arm weary at the conclusion of her last jazz dance with the body pincycle,

flipped a

.

*

Wheel

*

finish.

Miller and Mack got on at 10:40 and checked the receding dribble with
their first number. The boys went at them fast and furious, doing exactly
11 minutes and goaling them as usual with their low comedy and dancing.
little higher they would have mopped up, but it is doubtful if anything
ahead could have held them at that late hour.

A

Mme. Rialto and Co., programmed to open, closed the show. The dancing turn was sacrificed after the Regay act and had a steady walkout to
contend with all the way. The Gellis, one of the best acrobatic turns of
Con.
Its kind, opened, with RusseU and Devitt following.

utive secretary of the AFA, and the
decision of the Four A's upholding
the charges and expelling the AFA,
the said charges and decision rested
upon the mismanagement of the affairs of the AFA, but it was never
charged that Ralph Whitehead misappropriated any funds of the
for his own use or for the use .of
any of his associates.'
It is probable that this letter from
Gillmore was part of the agreement
that resulted in Whitehead dropping
his $100,000 libel suit against heads
During the Four
of the Four A's.
A's hearing at that time much was
made of the fact that the AFA purchased a $1,700 automobile for
Whitehead, title of which passed to
him, and Whitehead's large expense
accounts. It was also attested to that
several members of the
coun-

AFA

The

Kind
Any Stage

First Act of Its

Presented on

Acclaimed by Press, Public and iManagers as Unique

and

Distinctive

May 8 to June 4, Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans
Opening June

26,

Palmer House, Chicago

Ted Evans (Healy and) reproaching
those undermining

AGVA

and cam-

paigning for the return of the discredited Whitehead, Taylor slugged
Evans.
Hymle Goldstein, agent,
intervened and prevented further
battling.

Both Taylor and Lane' for months
petitioning
William
have
been
Green, president of the American
Federation of Labor, to Investigate
the Four A's management of AGVA.
Included in their petitions has been
requests for the return of Whitehead to the variety actors union.
That this has had, some effect on
Green is Indicated by his recent letter read to the Four A's and asking
appointment of Whitehead as national organizer for AGVA.
The
Four A's unanimously nixed the request.

Last week (17) the Four A's, at
a meeting, squelched reports that it

Exclmtve Management

BERNARD BURKE
48

WEST 4STH STREET

NEW YORK

Action

Prompt action by the American..
Guild of Variety Artists last Thursday (15) prevented the threatened
stranding of 20 performers in the
of 'Stars 'Over Hollywood,'
Coast-produced unit then playing Its
closing day at the 20th Century, Buffalo.
On advice from AGVA's Chicago office to New York that th«
troupe might be left high and dry,
AGVA sent one of Its organizers,
Leslie Litomy, to the upstate N. Y.

He left N. Y. C. at 4:30 in th«
tfternoon and cleared up the situation as well as possible by 11 the

city.

same

night.

A call was first put through by
Henry Dunn, AGVA's treasurer, to
the manager of the theatre and the
latter promised to hold up the unit's
salary until Litomy arrived.
The
manager then handed over $1,623,
the unit's percentage of a poor
week's .gross, which was. not enough
to pay off all the performers in full.
Litomy, with the permission of the
cast, first paid the 10 choristers their
full salaries, $35 each, and those acts
getting tmder $150 also received
their full salaries, while the higherpriced turns got shares and notes for
the remainder, payable in full plus
6% Interest in 90 days, signed by
Josephine Earl, in private life Mrs.
Jack Pomeroy and wife of the unit's
producer. AU told, the notes total

around $400, with Senator Murphy
due $162.75; Shirley Dean, $107.62;
Frank Ross and Luz Pierre, $101.58,
and Lester Oman, $32.25.

When It was evident that there
the
AGVA got
Mrs. Florence Marston, SAG's eastern rep, to contact Kenneth ThomLeon & Eddie's, N. T.
son on the Coast, where the Screen
The Billingtons are a cute boy- Actors Guild's executive secretary
girl team, young, personable and
notified Pomeroy that full payment
fresh. They hail from the midwest
and this is their first New YorK en- to the performers was mandatory.
gagement. ThQir forte is tap step- Pomeroy is franchised by SAG and

THE BILLINOTONS

would be difficulty In getting
full salaries for the acts,

(2)

Dancers

6 Mlns.

'

immediately informed his wife, trav-

ping.

Both are highly effective on the elling with the unit, to si^n notes
hoof and on face value. He reminds for all monies due the actors.
of the Buddy Ebsen-Hal LeRoy
Litomy, didn't use all of the coin
srbnni of legmanfa, and both click for salaries, holding out enough to
solidly with their energetic, well- pay the performers their r.r. fares
routined dancing. Okay on rostrum
starting
Thus
or cafe floor.

Abet

MONBOE AT CEDAB GROVE

back

points.
to tiieir
six glrjs and two boys got their fares
to Los Angeles, whUe the remainder
departed for N. Y. and Chicago.

Vaughn Monroe has been booked
term at Meadowbrook,
Enken Deal for Miami
Cedar Grove, N. J. Outfit plays two
weeks for Dailey, opening June 11.
Airliner Grows Cold
It is filling in remainder of a month
Miami Beach, May 20.
for which Bobby Byrne had been
Negotiations between Leon Enken,
booked but now has to cut short
of I.eon & Eddie's, New York, and
because of bis June 9 opening at the
Kitty Davis for purchase of letter's
Pennsylvania hotel, N. Y.
Miami Beach Airliner have cooled
Monroe opened a three week
off. He's currently here on a month'*
stretch at the Paramount theatre,
vacation,
N. Y., today (Wed.) his first major
Enk^n is reported to have offered
date outside of New England.
Miss Davis $50,000 for the spot, but
.

for a short

she is holding out for $75,000, Also
AFA
Dr. Sam Splitter, a former medico objects to a clause in the contract
drew salaries.
Lou Taylor and Murray Lane, who from Lausanne and Vienna, now a which would restrain her from again
operating within SO miles of Miami.
compiled the pamphlet, also were connection with the Will Rogers.
the major distributors on the Palace
Beach and nearby streets. Another
who distributed the pamphlets was
Pete Wells, whose election as prescil

ident of AqyA's N. Y. local was declared illegal.
Taylor Va. Ted Evans
Taylor's support of
Whitehead
evidently goes even deeper than the
verbal or printed form. On Friday
(16), when he heard an actor named

THE PITCHMEN

AGVA

cast

May

Carl V. Stinson, 33, unemployed
Negro entertainer, was ordered held
yesterday (Monday) in the fatal
stabbing of a 32-year-old white
Y.'
When writing to this column for woman, Marian Bojakowski, in a
One of the best vaudeville shows of the season at the PalacCf the cur- info please enclose a stamped return front yard In the city's Negro secenvelope. To Ruth Morrison, Bos- tion. Police arrested Stinson when
rent bill holding 10 acts, with the house sold out solidly Monday night.
ton; Eddie Dowd's right name, writer he asked to see the woman's body,
Dancing predominated in most of the turns, but the comedy and artistic of the song, 'We Met Each Other in
Stinson, police said, is a singer
elements were. not slighted, three of the former and two 'names' in Adele a Dream,' is Ralph Cardamone and and dancer, but has not worked
Rowland (new acts) doing a reappearance from a long musical comedy is here at the Will Rogers.
lately.
Larry
Navarre,
who
connechas
a
engagement, and Josephine Victor in the Lewis & Gordon slcetch, 'Juliet
tion at the Hotel Plymouth, N. Y.,
and Romeo,' among the entries.
visited his frau, Joy Navarre, who Is
Acts In Cafes
Miss Victor closed the first half in about the classiest skit that has hit doing well at the Will' Rogers.

(Reprinted from Variety of

¥wood'

20.

('Hank')

Hearn,

olcay from this
better than well.

45

was going to toss AGVA overboard.
was reaffirmed that the Four A's
was solidly behind AGVA and
would make every effort to put the
variety performers' organization on
It

a solid foundation.

.
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MUSIC HALL,

bill
ters,

are Lewis and the Oliver Sis-

N. Y.
in novel acrobatics, and Yola
Galli, whose singing would carry
the show.
RoseUe, Hilda Ecfcler, Jim
Opening, Lewis and the Oliver
(5), Grace Panvini, Jim
go with apparent case through
sisters
Mulhollond, Ballet Corps, Glee Club,
Anne.

Wong Group

includes difficult
Music Hall Symphony a routine which
head-to-head stands. Lewis tops the
Orch, Emo Rapee conducting; Devil turn with
a one-hand stand on the
and Miss Jones' (RKO), reviewed in head of one of the girls. Another
Variety, April 9.
of his stunts is carrying a partner
head-to-head up steps, across a platPassable stageshow for the Hall, form, and down another flight of
with only fair entertainment from steps.
Miss Galli, blonde with a voice as
physical
effective
but
the Ulent,
production. Has several dull spots i;ood as her nifty figure, grabs honors
n audience appeal. Working through
and, at this catching, was surprisingly rough for a Music Hall presenta- a few South American songs, her
voice seems merely pleasing.' Then
tion. Show has a Chinese theme.
Green's' progress
Opening at the end of a brief she imitates 'Susie
after vocal lessons' and the voice
'overture' by the orchestra, the first
seems better. When she cuts loose
act is an aria from Puccini's Turanwith 'Nightingale Sang in Berkeley
dot,' sung, with considerable power,
reveals
Square,'
she
a full-colorabut little discernible meaning by soplus draprano Anne Roselle. She stands In- tura previously bidden
tentionally stiff against a vividly- matic ability.
Veteran Eddie Lambert effectively
colored drop, with a Chinese screen
of
and impressionistic trees as settings. clowns through an impersonation
a concert pianist and music teacher
Turn lasts too long.
vocalist. ..
Hilda Eckler and the ballet corps with the aid of a stooge
johnny Cook, who emcees, and
do a fairly elaborate Oriental roucomgood
some
turn
in
Lou
Black
tine, which is handsomely staged.
which Black
Use Chinese parasols and fans ef- edy, including a quiz inplaying
songs
fectively and the costumes are deco- answers questions by
his fiddle. The act is marred by
rative. Next is the Jim Wong Group, on
however, in bystandard tumbling, acrobatic, bal- bad taste as it ends,
anancing and contortion offering that play with a 'whiskey' bottle and
its
is
on
it
is
found,
other which,
difficult
Includes
unbelievably
draft
Scores solidly, as always. way to be delivered 'to the
tricks.
The pair has a knack of
That's followed by a vocal number board.'
local 'institufun
around
building
and
Grace
Panvlni
coloratura
by
the Glee Club, 'with' a stunning Chi- tions.'
Opera to pops in furious accordion
nese riverfront setting. It's called
'By the Yellow River' and is kind of playing—occasionally not quite acof Dejla and
a Chinese version of the 'Song of curate is the turn latter's
version
Bobby Del Rio. The
the /Volga Boatman'—good enough.
'Poet and Peasant' overture is
of
John Mulholland (New Acts) is
next with a magic act, and the Rock- best.
Business fair at first "show Saturettes have .the finale, using a ChiHoelcctfes,

'
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nese lantern theme backdrop to set
forth a precision tap routine with a

nod

taint

in a

And though
the

alble,

-

,

it

Far East direction.
scarcely seems poswere a

girls actually,

slipshod in performance

day

S. F.

trifle

—at least for

San

Hobe,

them.

Lynch.

(17).

GOLDEN GATE,
Frariciaeo,

May

,

PMIadelphia,

May

10.

Guy Lothbardo Orch (14) with
lineup this week is virtually
Kenny Gardner, Carmen LomlXirdo, a Gate's
parade of stag singles, with Nick
ZiOmbardo Trio; Gil Lamb, Tommy
Sanford,

Olsen

and

Shirley;

'Sis

HopWns* (Rep).

The schmaltzy rhythm of Guy

Lucas topping. House band is back
on the stage with Charles Kaley announcing the acts after a week sans
identification of performers.

.

Opener, following routine by house
Lombardo's Royal Canadians are a
great contrast to the brassy bands that line, is Stan Kramer, youngster 'with
fiock of marlonets. An assistant
nave btea holding down the stand at
the Earle recently. But where the sets a miniature stage while he
roams
at large, followed by a spot,
heavy-pn-the-iive boys keep the
place jumpin , Lombardo's soothing with a waltzing dummy in blue oststrains tend to put this house's usual- rich plumes. Switching to the mini-
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Cold.

(16).

.
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Back in the days 'when 'Object of
Washinflton, May 20.
My Affections' was being pushed
Read Siatert {3), Weston Bras. (2), through a loudspeaker in the Ameriature platform, Kramer trots out a
arina Lord, Siggy Lane, 16 Goe can Home a dozen or so times a day,
hot pianist, minstrel and drunk in
that order, syncing them to phono- Foster Girls; Joe Lombardi's House local natives first heard of Pinky
graph records. N'ovelty is using two Orch; 'Meet Jo hn Doe (WB).
Tomlin. They heard more of him as
dolls as audience man hi tails smokhe liad his fling on commercial radio
Current show Is an excellent ex- programs, and many of them have
show was reviewed Friday (16) ing a ciggle and a dowager wielding
a lorgnette. Fat prima donna and a ample of Harry Anger's knack for records in 'which his voice is feanight
special
name
with
no
taking
acts
flourescent.
conga
stringdancer
close,
The^Lombardos need some comtured on the vocal of some pop tune.
draw and welding them together But this week Is the first time that
edy novelty being displayed by puller bowing off to a nice hand.
many '.of the present-day aggregaThe band, augmented with a sec- into a brief and thoroughly enter- Roosiers have seen him in person,
tions
they want to attract the ond piano this week, goes into 'In- taining revue, mainly because he be- along with his four rhythm, two
younger set
sock femme chlrper termezzo,' with various solo piassages lieves in quality rather than quan- trumpet two trombone and three
for another thing.
by the boys and vocals by Kaley. tity.
sax sections.
This is a tuneful, fast-moving proGil Lamb and Us harmonica- Kaley's arrangements usual^ go big
Tomlin, himself, is • personable
duction, 'with not a dull moment
playing stooge. Tommy Sanford, here and this is no exception.
from uie overture, RachmaninofTs young men who looks like a comegive the show some badly-neede(l
Roy Davis, another single is qn 'Prelude in C Sharp Minor,' con- dian, and if he Just had some funny
lift at the closing. But Lamb, who's
next, also usipg a phonograph. Lad
lines to speak he could add much to
one of the best eccentric .dancers in spins records by Jerry Colonna ducted By Joe Xiombardl, to Roxy- the general impression of his show
ettes' spectacular fan number finale.
the business, on^ gl'ves out with a ('Sonny Boy'), Cyril Smith
by sprinkling in a few laughs. As it
CI Heard
couple of minutes of t^lng, spend- Three Birds') and Bonnie Baker Roxyettes open with a rhythmic pre- is, he
makes no great effort to be
ing tiie bulk of his time out front ('You'd Be Surprised' while he goes cision number, giving way to three funny,
but contents himiself' with
>,
Read Slstei^ harmony trio. Pretty
needling members ot Lombardo's through all the motions.
His timing and fresh-appearing, the girls qcore straight announcing.
crew.
His imitation of a jitter- is amazing a&d his clowning Is okay.
solidly with a group of pop hits.
Down near the final curtain, he
bug watching a stage band is
Too bad he doesn't have a voice of
They're followed by a definite con- hits his stride when he gets conhoney, however; Gil and Sanford his
own as well,- or he'd be a sensa- trast
mood, the 'Wesson Brothers fidential with the mike ^to sing
.do their usual comedy harmonica
tion. Fans here like him as Is, howup next The boys click to Hagtime Cowboy Joe,' an original
(2)
turn, with the lanky terper giving a
ever, and he finally had to talk his smash applause with novel Imitati<»is caUed 'I Did It and
rib-tlckling takeoff on a guy who's
I'm Glad,' to
way off, which is doing okay in of screen stars and the Roosevelts. Which the audience gave
mitt ap•wallowed a mouth-organ.
'Frisco.
Any 'just another mimic' attitude in proval; 'Porter's Love Song,' a couple
Olsen and Shhrley, th^ other outLucas follows, a spotting which the audience is offset by novelty of of novelty tunes and the inevitable
side act, are plenty clever in a comptits him almost In the nuddle of their presentation, one doing the 'Affections' for the close.
bination ballet and aero turn.
The Lombardos are backed by _ the show. Goes right into 'You vocal impression, the other the panThe
orchestra plays as if it were
•
neat-looking backdrop depicting the Walked By' and 'Amapola,' swinging tomime.
an assortment of. beginning musiFinale Is a lavish production num- cians, picked up at some college and
city's skyline.
They tee off virlth the last chorus of the latter, then In'Amapola,' followed by 'Oh, Look troduces his next, 'Painting the ber involving Siggy Lane for song, knighted with the publicity
of the
Clouds With Sunshine.'
Trots to the Roxyettes in an expertly done Tomlin label. They
at Me Now,' Kenny Gardner hanstick strictly to
wings
but
bounces
right
with
back
and
dllng the vocalizing plenty ade
devery-llghted fan number, and oldtimers, being turned lose on 'I
'Singing In the Rain' and 'That Great Marina Lord, who is Marina Franca
quately.
Know That You Know,' 'Angry,'
The liombardo Trio and Gardner American Home.' At show caught When with the Ballet Russe. Whole 'Blue Skies' and 'St Louis Blues.'
collaborate in a couple of oldies. his reception was hearty. Answered Idea is built around Miss Lord, a
Betty Bennett is a band vocalist
'Camp Town Races,' 'The Band the palm pounding with 'Thanks for skilled technician, and her dance
'
the Memory', and bowed off.
Played On' and 'Frivolous Sal.
wins fine response when the im- and does okay by 'Walkin' by the
'totermezzo' is right down the
Gene Sheldon, who also qualifies mense feather ^aln' of her costume River' and 'Say Si SI.' She's a
Lombardo orch's saccharine alley, as a single except for -aid from a opens into peaco<^ tail effect and looker.
Gil and Bernice Maison gamer
with the sugary 'Time and Time femme stooge in the latter part of audience realizes what a task it' is to
Again' following, this time Carmen his turn, is next to closing with a dance in that outfit The tail ap- some laughs with trained dogs and
Lombardo trilling. The closing med- dumb act that kept-'em chuclding. paratus is a new effect devised by a monkey. They follow the modem
ley Is the usual thing a group
Opens solo with banjo comedy stuff George Golden, son of the late trend of having the dogs apparently
Lombardo recording fives.
which pleases although he's smooth Meyer Golden, once the ace vaude disobey commands, then following
with some nice canine aero worlt
Biz when reviewed was not up to enough musically to stand at- least producer.
par.
Whole show clocks at only 34 min- They're oke for any bill'
Shal.
.
one full number sans laugh-interSlim Timblln does his familiar colruption.
Last halt in which he utes, but 'not a minute is wasted.
ored preacher routine, getting his
clowns around with aid of trick Biz good Friday evening (16) Mac.
Court Sq., Springfield
laughs from his pixilated interpretabreaks from the drummer, -clicks
tion of Bible ^history. Finishes with
neatly.
a
Springfield, Mass., May 17,
wedding ceremony, with a litUe
Hargar and Maye finale with a
blue material.
Conga .Revue viith RaTnon Tala- Viennese waltz. Male half, in cap(EaOASST, N. Y.)
vera and Conga Dancers, Lewis and taln-of-the-guard
walks
Jean Ruth Is current- winner of
costume,
Oliver Sisters, Delia and Bobby Del through some stuff with the house
the
Talent Parade' and could
The effect of the European-manu- have socked on 'Make Believe'
Hlo, Johnny Cook and Lou Black, line prior to appearance of his partwith
Yola Galli. fdtlie Lambert
Co.; ner for their waltz routine. House factured news headlines upon the her full soprano if she hadn't been
U. S. is perhaps best -illustrated en sc^ired at^show caught.
•Magic in Musi& (Par).
gals are decked out in snappy and
masse at the hewsreel theatres.
fresh long-skirted, ^llly costumes
The
Six Starlets are apparently
sobriety
There's
evident
audience
an
The (ionga revue at the Court and the lighting, as usual, is okay.
now that contrasts sharply with the recent graduates from a stage school,
Square (here May 15-17) is weakest
Wem.
Biz fair at opening.
going through three tap routines in
In the dance for which it is named,
ero and con effusiveness prior to unison, each counting the atepis
ostilities, during the stalemate and
but gains plen^ of appeal from
up to the. Nazis^ inundation of the silently to the rhythm of their acLatin-Ameri-

ly swing-conscious customers in a
state of lethar»^. The fact that the
house was stu^ due to the sultry
weather and a slipup In the air conditioning didn't help any' when this
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14.

Nick Lucas, Gene Sheldon & Co.
(2) Stan Kramer, Roy Davit, Hargar
and Maye, Charles Kaley, House
Orch (13), Peggy O'Neill House Line
(12); 'Rookies on Parade' (Rep).

EARLE, PHILLY

May

CHICAGO, CHI

tenslv* coverage, and •van on this
there's Uttle applause.^ L&ewls«,
^'
Paramount's dip oa Rudolf Hess, a
Chicago, May 17.
compilation of old newirael coverDick Stabile Band (13), Ethel age, was met with stony silence at
Eddy Duchin Orch with John
Shutta, Henry Armetta, Christianit; this catching. In former times, the Drake and June Robbins, ill Bemie,
'They Dare Not Love' (Col).
showing of Hess or Hitler, or both Merriel Abbott Girls (8); 'Greot
as in this compilation, made every- Broadcasf (20th).
sound like a radiator blowing
Show is somewhat under standard body
Hera is a unit that-consists only
its top.
for this spot Three of the bill's four
Par has a scoop this week on ex- of a band, a line of eight girls and
turns are very good, the burden of
of Rumania and his par- exactly one act and In the outCarol
King
on
entertaining the customers falling
amour, Mme. Lupescu, landing at standing midwest theatre! This Is
Dick
of
shoulders
capable
the
posed short-changing in anybody's lanHis act Bermuda. There are several
Stabile and his bandsmen.
shots and a few words spoken by guage and can do little to enhance
takes up the major portion of the
the former ruler regardhighis pro- the reputation of the Eddy Duchin
running time. After he finaled on
posed residence in Cuba. This same orchestra, with which this unit must
the first night (Thursday), the house reel also has the first pictures of be Identified by the theatregoer.
was sparsely tenanted, most of the concentration canfps in France—
Here Is a house which regularly
audience having by then taken the aptly billed as 'Preview of Despair.' has a line of 16 girls, yet with DuAttendance was distinctly off
air.
Pathe's coverage of bombed Ply- chin there's an attempt to sneak in
anyhow.
mouth, and Uhlversal's and Fox's with eight girls who are lost on this
Crew, with Stabile at sax, runs to shared coverage of Wjnston Chur- mammoth stage. The smallest cafes
brasses though the musical routine chill In the bllUed areas, graphically in town run with eight femmes. Not
Leader and men describe the horrors being wi-ought that these Merriel Abbott girls aren't
is not too brassy.
do very well with 'Intermezzo,' In England.' Fox also has a shot of Individually
satisfactory,
because
which. Stabile says, he rates the Dowager Queen Mary visiting' Eng- they are.
But they look pretty,
Universal skimpy and plnch-penny.
most beautiful song of the year.
lish wounded %oldiers;
little tap dancer, Betty Jane Smith, shows King George and Queen ElizaIn order to fill out running time
works neatly but Kay Little, a trim beth on a firing range, with the King three of the line girls are asked to
songstress, is the real audience- testing a tommygun, and Paramount step out for some specialties. They
pleaser.
has one of the most Interesting war are still chorus girls and as indiMiss Little, who joined the band in clips in describing the growing might viduals do not have the semblance
Philadelphia recently, starts with of Singapore on land and in the air.
of an act. All they can do is a few
'Georgia on My Mind,' then come
Aside from the usual press agent- minutes of specialty kicking. One
'All of Me' and 'Nick the Greek.' Inspired clips, most of the coverage girl does a litUe acrobatic tumbling,
which is announced as new. Bill on this side depicts Americans grow- another some very weak tap-work
De Mayo is a featured mu- ing defenses. Metro gives this good and the third some fair ballet stuff.
sician, soloing, too, at the mike as coverage on army parachutists and a But it Is not variety entertainment
Fox shows for a -theatre stage of any impora warbler with 'Walking By the regiment in training.
in
flight tance.
flying
fortresses
River,' a sax quintet dolling up that some
popular meloiv- Band numbers are while Pathe indicates that our coast
The only act is Al Bemie who used
topped with 'Say It With Music' and guard gunners are plenty accurate as to be an impersonator, but -who now
speed- impresses a? one of the most imDark.''
radio-piloted
in
the
they
shoot
at
a
'Dancing
Ethel Shutta is excellent, the well- boat Fox didn't forget Hank Green- proved acts In the business. Bemie,
appearing thrush turning in a real berg, now a raw army rookie In thankfully, has given up the imperscore in the second spot. Her num- Michigan, and Universal went down sonation stuff for the most part and
bers have been- nicely selected and to Rio to show Brazil's future nava( now comes up with a talking act
Has a line
that's well presented.
Miss Shutta adds somethhie 'with officers In training.
'Isn't That
slight changes of lyrics.
Ed Thorgersen, Fox newsreel's of comedy chatter, much of It new
Like Love,' a comedy Russian ditty, sportscaster, did a hangup job on and some of it old, but all of it
'Let's Get Away From It -All' and Whirlaway's victory In the Preak- good and solid for every category of
occasionhetbetween
he
are
In
Girls'
Row
audience.
Back
'One of the
It's a corking and exciting
ness.
best songs, most of the lyrics being, coverage of the race, showing 'Whlrl- ally lapses into his impersonation
on the lighter side.
eway coming from far back to run background. He shows great prom2Ienry Armetta Is back again, an over the field.
al^o did a neat job isees a comedian, and with the right
breaks much more will be heard of
example of 'what Hollywood can do with a wreck of an oil train.
him.
Armetta got
to a character man.
Closing the bill is March of Time's
For the rest It's just the Duchin
a friendly hand from film fans out latest on the FBI. .It's a graphic,
front but his act Is unfunny to the moving exposition of another arm of musicians doubling in brass and
average observer and certainly the America's preparedness against out- tonsils plus two vocalists, June Robbins and John Drake, neither of
with
Routine
weak spot in the bill.
Schdi
side forces.
Duchin's band
Impresses.
whom
besame
as
the
woman
unbilled
the
singers, are just band singers, getfore,
y
ting by on the popularity of the
The C:hristianis open cleverly.
tunes rather than vocal strength.
They're an ace acrobatic combo,
The maestro is jumpmg all over
formerly standard in the circus.
the stage trying to keep the show
quickly accomplished,
Feats' are
Indianapolis, May 10.
moving with any semblance of pace
teeterboard leap four-high being the
Pinfcy Tomlin Orch, Betty Bennett, and finally backs to the piano for
Ibee.
turn's standout
Gil and Bemice Afaison, Starlets (6), his standard planalog and winds up
Slim Timblm
Co., Jean Ruth; with 'Stormy Weather,' which has
long been identified with him.
'Lady from Louisiana.'
Business fair at the last show Fri-

N. Y.
STATE,
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WFBM

&

other apts. The "real
Borrah Mlnnerlteh and his Rascompaniment
Their -numbers
can' conga is the dish of Ramon Tal- cal^, currently in San Francisco, low -countries.
Now .Americans Just alt back and scould have been staggered with betsvera and his troupe, b'ut It's tame sighed for the new Earl Cferroll
absorb the pictorial news 'with little ter effect
compared to Americanized version^
revue, opehiog in Hollywood hissing or applauding.
niteiy
America's
Biz light at third show opening
and has to fall back on its grace.
Friday
is
given
.ex<
day,
campaign
(16).
June
preparedness
i.:
Top^ In entertainment value on the
.
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TOWER,

K. C.

Karxsaa City,

May

20.

Martin and Allen, Bert Lynn
Woolsey and Claire, Phil D'Rey, Eva
and Neva Evans, Lester Harding,
Herb Six House Orch; 'Sis Hopkins'
(Rep).

Vaude is back in its own right at
Tower this week with sc snappy

the

It's one ot those
rare combos where everything jells
for swift pacing and each act meets
approval.
customer
hearty
With
Film is also a b.o. natural with the
names ot Judy Canova, Bob Crosby
and Jerry Coionna to entertain .the

35-minute show.

family-t;^

tirade.

Herb six and his house orch lead
with a medley ot 'Rain' songs and
Lester Harding takes over to ulc.
Martin and Allen are repeating their

off.

appearance of about a year ago
with their faultless h^dstands and
adagio balancing.
Deuce spot is decidedly novel, with
Bert Lynn playing his own invenlocal

tion,

an

electric steel guitar

which

is

soon to be nucleus of an all-steel
orchestra. While Lynn's first love is
the perfection and promotion ot his
line of instruments, he leaves out litUe as a performer, selling hU steel
strings In most sho-wmanly manner.
performance
Lynn's
personalized
makes the instrument not only musical but also adept at Imitations of
whisties, and he
dramatic
-with
a
air raid.

airplanes,

trains,

climaxes

act

mimicry of an

In the discoverynight winhers, 12year olds Eva and Neva E^rans of
Pittsburg, Kans., house Is realizing
full value entertainment. 'Youngsters'
contralto harmony is intermixed on

'Down Argentine Way' with some
clever bits of business that sell the

song for hearty approval. By way of
comedy, Woolsey and Claire have

some clever comedy interpretation of
•Mood Indlgb' and Woolsey's slitherLouis Blues.'
Harding himself has a full inning's

ing, lackadaisical 'St.

work and comes through in his
usually acceptable manner in barltonlng 'Do I Worry." In the final spot
he calls out Phil D'Rey to work his
ventriloquial ability on a frizzy
dummy, Dugan, for a nice line of
chatter
and accomplished vocal
maneuvers. Six and the band with
Harding vocalllng dose with 'Good-

bye Now.'

..Quln.

Roberta Lonlse wUl replace Gloria
Hart as vocalist with the Raymiond
Scott band.
Scott is rehearsing a

new

small

Mmbo ^om

band which he
Seven.'

calls

within his
the *Secret

.
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NitERT REVIEWS
LEON & EDDIE'S

Wednesday, May 21, 1941
own to the 20 or
minutes.
Couple of other
specialties are provided by the Sherrill Sisters, with main work being
done by Doris, younger of the two.
Center of the presentation is
Austin playing the piano and war-|
faves,
'Blue:
standby
his
bling
Heaven' and "Melancholy Baby.' For
these club spots he is also carrying a
repertory of novelty songs, works in
she also socks a- western tune and winds up with
ajpecialties of their

New York's Qass SL Regis Roof Errs

In No-Show Policy ; Waldorfs Big dick
Tonama

Hattie' where
In a terp specialty.

By ABEL GREEN
Hotel St Regis' Viennese Roof,
NY., Is making a try ot its sans any
floor show, relying merely on Its
two bands for draw, and it may
prove a mistake. Thus far biz has
been spotty, about averaging up
consistently.
not
well' if
fairly
Owner Vincent Astor, always one
for keeping the budgets at a minimum, hit upon 'unsettled world conditions' as reason for eschewing the
•

usual James Mitchell Leisen revues
which the Paramoimt producerrdiOn
rector heretofore staged here.
the other hand, Astor and managing
director Gaston Lauryssen should
know from their success with the
Iridium
downstairs
in
the
ice shows
Boom that even the conservative
carriage trade that the St Regis attracts goes for some sort «f divertissement

Bands Ok&y
Hal Saunders' and Gus Martel's
(rhumba) bands, competent as they

cannot suffice. SauTiders
and Martel shifted to the Viennese
Roof from the Iridium, first time the
They
hotel did that sort of thing.
dispense expert dansapation. Saunders is a particularly suave and compelling maestro with his battery of
putting emphasis on the
fiddles,
Viennese waltz, sets that blend sp
well with the Viennese Roof and its
charming old-world decor. But at
even the class east side
when
a time
boites which, for so long got away
with only dansapation, are jiow putting in 'talent' the St. Regis may
have to reverse its conservation proere. alone

gram.

Cufat Mid Stronc Show

.

J.)

Eddie Davis,
.

—

'

In be- quite acceptable, however, with the dodging the budget by spotlighting
personality maestro making much of a trio of supposedly fresh talent and 'new
fiddles and carrying the usual as- faces'; it's a misnomer right down
and the line. What Marden, of course,
brass,
reeds
sortment
of
meant was that this was one way of
And Marjery Fielding has assem- rhythms.
/
_
bled the 6 Beachies, a nifty sextet of
Following the .date here, Austin making his following forget that
parlay
albeit
costly
of
lookers, who dress the atmosphere and troupe move into the local surefire
pulchritudinously but don't rest 09 Tower for a week's stage work.
Sophie Tucker-Joe E. Lewis-Harry
Judging by this one
Richman.
their s.a. only, because they know
Quin.
they'll-be-back soon
also how to jerp. Nyles White has
the
costuming.
discordant
some
novel
Most
given them
'youngsters' who are getting their
Carmen D' Antonio is a Liatin from
Stairway to the Stars
pantomimist
'chance'
is
veteran
Philadelphia. by way of Hollywood,
(SAN FRANCISCO) .
Jimmy Savo. And, paradoxically,
where Buddy DeSylva caught- her
where ,on paper a panto artist like
and spotted her into 'Panama Hattie.'
Savo would seem a natural for the
She's possessed of a champ streamSan Francisco, May 16.
mass-capacity Riviera, he misses
lined figure which is an aesthetic
Jimmy Duronte, Joe Tenner, here. In fact, so does most of the
thing to ' behold in its paucity of
costuming.
For the 'Ba-Ba-Lu,' Debby Claire, Jack LeMare, Sammy show.
For one thing, apart from whatAfro-Cubana conga-drum routine, Wolfe, Faith Bacon, Hovse Line (8),
she effects a sleek, well-oUed body Herb Saman Orch (8>; $2 minimum, ever other lures the Riviera may
have, whether it's because of its
covering which should either be put openiner $5.35."
cliilside situation,- reminding of the
on more sparingly, or perhaps it was
corniche between Cannes and Monte
the lighting that didn't show her up
The Joe Tenner-Lloyd Campbell Carlo, or its other U.S. -counterpart
to the ultimate advantage.
Stairway to the Stars nitery kicked
New manager of the Beachcomber of[ in a blaze of mystery last night of the Cote d'Azure lures, Marden is
needlessly handicapping himself and
is Billy Reed, ex-vaudeville hoofer.
(Wednesday) with an invitational his customers because
of that seatthis
Chihg is the No. 1 boy and
pay-as-you enter preview paving the ing arrangement.
not costly gradmakes Reed the No. 1% boy.
way for the public debut tonight ing of the interior for better visiAbel.
(Thursday).
bility ,would solve an obvious deObvious last-minute rush with ficiency. It's a case of either you're
which former Embassy club was all right if right against the dance
rcE^died and show assembled could floor (whereon the show also perbe interpreted as verification of forms); or if you sit at the absolute
rumors that the place had a strug- outer rim, overlooking the Hudson,
Aflnneapolis, May VJ.
gle to open. Entire cast and staff, which affords the douole compen^Zonibte Girls (4), Jimmy Hegg, La with possible exception of Jimmy
tion of being on a rise and, if you
Grandeur Sisters (3), Pat Rooney, Durante, was virtually out on its feet choose,
the river traffic and
Tommy McGovem's Orch (4); no as a result of three nights sans sleep, Hudson seeing
vista.
But that large excower or minimum.
spent in rehearsals amid refurbisA- panse of tables in between could be
Ing.
given better visibility service..
One of the town's leading niteries,
So much for the room's inferior
Spot with two bars and bating for
this spot has been converted into a
otherwise,
with, its very decwhich,
'beachcombers' room,' with tropical around 400, features red plush, with orative and fetching decor. Is really
trimmings and atmosphere, and it's walls entirely cloth-covered. Tenner a showpiece roadhouse, perhaps No.
again offering 'name' acts in its floor Is quoting astronomical figures, but 1 in -America from that viewpoint
disinterested
estimates
the
replace
havshow. Pat Rooney is current
modeling job in the neighborhood of alone.
ing followed Armida.
solid

that's

tween

entertainment
Martine,

Rica

songstress, does Brazilian chansons
in Portuguese, and over very well.

.

.

among

'

'

A

-

CURLEY'S CAFE, MPLS.

accompaniment
livens it up with an impression of
Joe Frisco that's somewhat warmer.
•The Daughter of Rosie O'Grady'

,

-

$15,000.

Floor show Is delivered In two
second half hitting about
Break-in naturally was
somewhat ragged but demonstrated
two things socko showmanship of
Durante, who works like a Trojan,
and need for a raised floor or change
in seating arrangements. As laid put
now, anything below a performer's
shoulder level is lost except to' ringsiders.
Comics and others dropping
to knees in course of routines vanish
from view of those at rear tables.
Jack LeMare m.c.s, bringing on the
line first as the Hollywood Sweater
Girls.
Effort is made to introduce
each of the eight by name with a gag,
after which they go into a moderately snappy number on the theme 'if
we stand erect the censors object'
LeMare and Sammy Wolfe, latter
one of the original Ted Healy
stooges, then give the show a second
Intro as it would be done 20 years
ago with strawhats and canes, after
which they bring on Debby Claire
who vocalizes 'Ain't MlsbehaVin'
Featuring an upsweep hairdo, lass
reveals plenty of personality and a
good set of pipes, getting over nicely,
Tepner himself on next doing an
12:40 a.m.

—

'Down

of

Fritzi
in

Yonder

Scheft

New

shoutin'
Orleans,'

ringsiders.

Line follows in black net to tune
of 'Dolores,' during which curtains
of small stage behind orch part to
With aid of
reveal Faith Bacon.
black veil and spangles, she does a
'Dance of Shame,' much of which is
done in kneeling and reclining positions out of view save for first

TERRACE GRILL

ment

—

an actor-manager distinction
without par for longevity and consccutiveness in the business—:Davi4
proves anew wh.v and how -he and
partner, Leon (Enken), have remained standard for 11 years on New
York's 52d street.
A canny showman always, with a
judicious eye to properly appraising
-

his audiences,

it

calls for consider-

how

able experience as to

their

com-

moods may be met- Catering
to a quieter dinner crcwd and 'heating it up' for the supper trade isn't
always the solution. Many a dinner
session has a 'liver' buiuh than the
posite

post-theatre audiences, and' when it
comes to pacing song repertoires,
from sophistication to forthvirht balladeering, it calls for mcrkea showmanship. Davis is a sac'oncd hand
at this by now.- Whether he does his
saucy medley of parodies on 'In Arr.
gentina' or 'Last Time I Saw Paris,'
he sells the hot or sweet equally
well.
With Davis back ot the helm, the
•Bobby Sanford revue is perforce
hooverized, but the minimization of
quantity has made way for quality,
Annette and The Billingtons are both
strong New Acts,
The Cheena de

Simone Dancers, mixed sextet is a
versatile conga line that makes its
two .opportunities hold up.
Don
Richards is an expert emcee, pacing
the proceedings -neatly and clicking
his own with 'Amapola,' "You
Walk By' and 'Old Man River.' Per

.on

usual,

L&E

books

a-

stripper,

this

Sherry Britton, alumna of
Minsky's. Sanford's line' of eight are
okay.
Nerida, at the head of the'
time

conga ensemble, and Lou Martin
with the straight dansapation, are
holdovers. Biz above average.
•

Abel.

CLUB

BALI, PHILLY

The Chester Hale show, with its
parade of variety people who are
Pftlladetphia, May 14.
_
is the big letdown.
Radio Aces, Gerardo and Helen,
also, the talent is
not as socko in this room as they Zedra de la Conda, Juanita Juarez,
Bali Lovelies (6), Allen Fielding
have been heretpfore.
Gower and Jeanne, yputhful class Orch (8), Juanita Rhumba Band (8);
dancing pair, register best with their no cover or minimum, dinners flM
'dress rehearsaP and 'Jeaiiie' rou- up.
tines,
latter
a suave sjrncopated
Cakewalk. Betty Bruce's taps click
There's plenty of zing in the bill
although she doesn't do herself Jus- presented by the Freres Kaliner this
tice on costuming, Sara Anne Mc- week, with the sock trio, the Radio
Cabe, now a blonde, is an effective Aces, added to. the otherwise allsongstress. Nora Williams, whistling Latin American offering. The Aces,
comedienne who's been around, al- making their first appearance in
though jiist 'discovered' in Miami by these parts, are doubling at the
Marden, doesn't register and has Kaliners' Rathskeller and knocking
since dropped out of the- show. Two themselves out in their effort to
cutting-room-floor casualties, before please the customers at both spots.
the preem, incidentally, were CarThe .payees don't seem to be able
roll & Gorman, songalogists, and to get enough of these three lads,
Riviera Quartet, elided because of whose style of song delivery and
running time.
comedy Is refreshing in these days of
Hale's 18 ponies and eight show- hackneyed imitations. They .give out
They do with everything from Negro spiritgirls are champ lookers.
three flash numbers in as many cos- uals to Yiddish tunes with low-down
tume changes (credited to John jive mixed in. When caught they
Booth and Mme. Bertha, and very were plenty clicko with "What
okay). Opener is a Latin-American -100,000,000 People Wanna Know,'
routine, in keeping with the current 'Singin' and Prayin' Society,' a Victrends. A taps finale Is also solid
tor Herbert medley and several novA revolvmg stage alternates elty jive numbers. Marty Drake
Pancho's orchestra and the Eddy- soloed with 'Yiddishe Mamma' to a
duchinesque band, piano-batoned by salvo of handclapping.
Carmen Cavallaro from the SteinJuarez, a hip-weaving,
Jua-nlta
way. Both are expert for the hoof- torchy-volced South' American, is
muslc.
Pancho also does the dif- sultry with a paso doble dance and
Cavallaro, first the samba, all done up with a packficult show accpmp.
time in New York via Washington, age of Portuguese and Spanish songs,
D. C, where he clicked With his whose words may not be understood
suave rhythms, is surprisingly effec- but there's no mistaking their meantive In so large a room as the ing.
He'd be
Riviera's 750-800 capacity.
Zedra de Ia Conda, a willowy
particularly Ideal for a smart hotel brunet features a spectacular terp
room. Pancho, of course. Is stand- with a flowing cape in which she
ard and gives out a finished Job.
simulates a matador. Gerardo and
Per usual, Marden's cuisine Is any- Helen' continue their stand here with
thing but casual. Whether Sam Sal- a hangup demonstra-tion of the conga,
vin or Jack Arkin, his associates, are rhumba, samba and the other 'Good
again responsible, Marden always Neighbor' dances that are the craze
does all right with the food depart- with PhiUy's cafe set
ment That goes also for an impecThe line of Bali Lovelies are a
cable service, commensurate with sextet of lookers who really can
the minimum $3.50 table d'hote din- dance.
Tastefully
costumed and
ners and $3.50-$4 supper tap. [Again well-trained, their three production
the seasoned Bonardi is the maitre numbers were received neatly. The
d'hotel and Joseph Todaldl the chef]. gals and Gerardo and Helen lead off
With its great sight appeal, and
the conga, with the customers
proximity to Manhattan as a cool- taking part
off place, the Riviera is a showplace
Allan Fielding's orchestra has deof inordinate charm which boniface veloped into a smooth aggregation,
Marden should par with an im- with the maestro gaining in stature
proved floorshow. As a nitery vet as' a fast-talking m.c. Juanita'a
who has clicked repeatedly in the rhumba sextet fills in the lulls.
past that should not be difficult
Dinner biz at this ca-tchlng was
Incidentally,
the strong.
speaking
of
Shal.
i

'

.

m

^

.

Eddie Davis, on a sabbatical for
five months, due to an
ear operation, is back in stride and
evidences, if nothing else, that the
enforced respite from nightly chores
has Improved his zing and appeal.
Now easily the No. 1 male comedysinging star of his own establish-

,

.

•

Anr>

some four or

'

breaking in with a long panto on a
dressing-room scene, including pinning up the tresses and yanking the
girdle, most of which is lost save to

has Rooney putting the chorines
Carmen D'Antonio, Toy and Wing, through a soft-shoe dancing routine tables.
At this point the customers are
Beachies, Chavez and Lester Lanin in imitation of himself. For a strong
finish Pat and Miss Lane get hot pretty well convinced that the place
bands; $2 and $3 minimum.
with Jitterburg antics that cop laughs needs Durante, whereupon Schnoz
comes on end lays 'em in the aisles.
One good Carmen deserves an-^ and heavy applause returns.
Room well filled at late show Leaping from song to song, he breaks
other so Monte Proser now has
Rees.
the verses for gags and biz, throwing
Carmen D'Antonio, coocher fron\ caught
his hats at the orch, ordering waiters
'Panama Hattie,' succeeding the
to 'break it up because whenever two
flamenco Carmen Amaya who is
of them guys get together there's a
largely credited with resuscitating
strike,' etc. Bit which landed solidly
the Beachcomber.
No secret that
HOTEL, K.C.)
(MUEHLEBACH
here is one wherein Durante, at
this Winter Garden spot what with
piano, repeats a song endlessly while
I>roser's self-competition via his still
City, May 10.
Kansas
a stripper works behind his back,
cllcky Copacabana, and the former
Gene Austin with Whippoorwills; flnaUy discovering they weren't apBroadway opposition from the now
Orcli; Sherrill Sisters. plauding him after all.
extinct Hurricane, was due for the Eddie Bernard
all
Is
almost
frame
Second
butters imless something happened.
The town's eUte supper spot takes Durante, comic keeping the mob in
It did, when the William Morris
fortnight. an uproar with a cross-section of
Agency's Abe Lastfogel got Senorita on aspects of a club for a
a floor show in everything he's known for. He carAmaya from Sol Hurok and spotted While it isn't offering it's
Balance
ina
easily.
making
load,
but
ries
the
sense,
the concert terpec into a South Seas the strictest
his cludes a 'Bird of Paradise' routine
bistro.
The b.o. effect was magical. presentation in Gene Austin and
by Miss Bacon and some more okay
From p no-cover, policy the place accompanying troupe, and in addiof stooging by LeMare and Wolfe, who
went to a $2 minimum check and the tion has the Eddie Bernard crew
work plenty hard. For a closer the
dancing.
$2-$3 (Saturdays) scale still applies. 10 for the regulation
Austin's is a name with a draw line comes on in showgirl costumes
It is worth it even now, with the
famous
this marks his supposedly' representing
new frolic. For one thing, it's a in this town and engagement
heye. Alms, Miss Bacon climaxing as 'Lady
Carmen Amaya 'steentK theatrical
sexier revuette.
Candy Eve.'
may be the tops in flamenco but But this time the old familiar
prevailed,
confusion
in their
First-night
Carmen D'Antonio has it all over on and Coco are gone and
causing
tables
between
strlngsqueeze
young
tight
of
quartet
places
are
a
the 3.a., with her lissome chassis and
bsok up ont- waiter to flop a tray on the
v7r.:''--rir-.-.-iUs
her voodoo style of Interpetive danc- p
and another to douse a
ing—and you don't need an inter- Austin's own-performance and add ar dance floor
Wem.
from couple of singing and instrumental customer with ice cream.
doubling
preter!
She's

Rictiards,

by no means new,
For some reason,

sections,

imitation

Don

i

cover; $7.50 premiere scal«.

fl

'

N.

Celestial

"

N. Y.

(FORT LEE,

47
N. Y.

Jimmy Savo, Betty Bmee, Gouier nette,The Btltington« (2), Cheena de
& Jeanne, Sara Ann^McCabe, Nora Simone Dancers (6), Sherry Britton,
Williams, Chester Hale Girls (24), 8 Bobby Sanford Girls, Nerida't
Paiicho and Carmen Cuvallaro or- Rhumba ond Lou Martin (Orchestra
chestras; $3.50 and $4 TUtniinuni, no (6); $1.50 dinner and $3 minimum.

Ben Marden's Riviera is its best
an audience participation stunt. 'I
Hear- You Knocking,' which leaves draw, geographically, so it almost
.pair; do ballroomology that would everybody peppy and ready for some matters little if the .shows don't alclick sans the charm and the novelty stepping to the orch music that fol- ways click. This one, however, may
matter. It's a poor one. It's a missof being done by a gOod-looking lows.
Chinese boy and girl. They do a
The Bernard crew is a newcomer out from the start. Captioned, 'Let's
beguine, conga and' fast dance finale to this area, having been assembled Give' the Youngsters a Chance,'
she on her toes, for the jazzique
Music is which is a sound, showmanly way of
only In recent months.

Toy and Wing, personable

Xavier Cugat is riding the crest of
the Latin-American vogue by doing
hangup biz at the Waldorf-Astpria's
Monday night for
Starlight Roof.
dinner saw a turnout that would approximate a strong weekend's business in anybody's hotel. Which tells
Unlike the St. Regis'
everything.
curious conservatism on the budgetitus, they're not sparing the horses
at the Waldorf and the theory is tO'
go after biz by spending more than
Present show could hot be termed
ever. The b.o. tells the story.
'pretentious'
by any imaginative
For one thing, Margo is reimited stretch, but it satisfies. Moreover,
with her uncle-maestro Cugat She there's little doubt that Rooney, alstarted with him years ago and went though making his first local appearon to stage and screen stardom and ance in seven years, still boasts some
Is back at the Waldorf, still a com- pulling power.
Room is comparapetent song-and-dance specialist al- tively small, so that four-piece orthough her routine could stand re- chestra fills the volume bill adefurbishing with emphasis on accel- quately.
provides satisfactory
It
'Guadalajara,' -the dance tunes for the guests and plays
erated tempo.
opener, then a slow French ballad the Show well. In view of the small
and, after a costume change, a con- floor space, too, the four-girl line, the
don't Zombies, does not seem too abbrevidance,
servative
'Cordoba'
make -for the zingiest effect
ated in numbers. Each of the" girls
For the rest Cugat's fanfare of does a specialty bit in addition to
fiddles for 'Perfldi? and the like, working in the three ensemble conwhen Miguelito Valdes isn't leading tributions.
the Afro-Cubana stuff, is solid.
Youthful Jimmy Hegg, a fixture at
And Hermanos Williams, this time this club, is personable emcee who
with i femme violinist assisting the occasionallsr does an effective vocal.
WilUams Bros. In their curious The show is started by the attractive
tango-acrobatics, get over solidly. Zombie girls, in scanty spangled atThey do their hand-to-hand stuff to tire, with theh: snappy Tahitian
the Argentine tempo, and some of dance that's mostly torso twisting.
their body holds and fulcrums are The Three Le Grandeur Sisters, who
Cugat is in also sing with the band, do all right
Quite extraordinary.
error that this is their first in the with 'pid Man Mose' and "The South
U.S. from South America, as they've American Way.'
A boogie woogie tap serves to rebeen around in Iiondon and America
for some yeai*s; In fact first recorded veal the trim figure of Lois Lane,
by Variety at the Palace back in optic-teasing blonde. The line fol1927 although the Willlamses are lows with a rhythmic tap number
paving
the way for Rooney. Despite
still quite youthful appearing. Only
change is the femme violinist plus his 81 years, the white-haired Rooney
His old-fashioned
the fact one of the men doesn't start is plenty spry.
soft-shoe hoofing, although slow and
his stuff by faking It at the piano.
this hectic jazz age, apparOn the subject of Stelnwaying, tame for
isn't dated judging by the enEvelyn Tyner, from the Rainbow ently
He
thusiastic audience response.
Room, Is a nice keyboard Interlude. steps
nibly to 'East Side, West Side,'
Gypsy Markoff, accordionist comes with derby
tilted rakishly; then, after
on for the supper sessions. Cover going through similar paces to the
|1 and $130 on Saturdays.
of 'Tea for Two,' he

BEACHCOMBER,

Ben Marden's Riviera

more

.

,

Riviera's

laugh

is

sight
an
a bit of a classic In decor

appeal,

Inside

It has to do with Vernon
MacFarlane and the time he was

circles.

called in by

Marden

to build a

new

roadhouse when the Riviera burned
down three or four years ago. MacFarlane did the competent job that
it now represents, .and he was being
complimented by one and all, but he
sulked,' grudgingly admitting it was
okay, but he pouted: 'If only that
blankety-blank George Washington
bridge wasn't there, it would be
gorgeous. Why don't somebdy have
Abel,
it removed!*

SCOITIINa

FOB

S. F.

SHOW

San Francisco, May 20.
Brown, Palace hotel exec, iM
scouting talent for show to reopen
the Rose Room July 10.
Room will darken for remodeling
on June 26, at close of Ozzie Nelson'a
Bill

current engagement.

niMk' Gray, Georr,e Raft's alter
ego, took over ta. Conga in Hollywood and renamed it Cr^'s Cabana.

.

.

Wednesdaj, May 21, 1941
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Variety Oills

Joe I>a Porte Ore

Caas Franklla

23

.Bill Farrell

Jne Rnvazo
Vincent de Costa
Art Tubertlnl
Tlno DonelU
Rainbow OrlO

'

shQw, whether

below indicate opening day of
week.

full or split

I

^

Splvy

HIca Martins

NEW YORK
&

Cross

& Dunn

Don

Capitol (22)
Rocltcta
Dert Frohnian

Hlutc (32)
Gloria Gllberl

Raye

Bill

lYASHINOTON

CITY

Anselo Ore

Rhythm

Prcderica

Carroll

« Howe

Johnny MnQ

Ann Prlchard

Blil'a

Lucille Johnson
,Gwen Gary
Sonny Tufts
Daclta

SIgrlo

Hotd Btevoott
Paula Lawrence
Pace Sierra

Gloria
Jovlta

Billy

Gow'er

Lou Reynolds
Connie Austin

Dayne
A QaUe
Lois Young
Joe Gerkpn
Ralph -J<ynden Oro

,'

Keltli'R

Palace (23)

(22-25)

Renna Co
Dinah Shore.

JSddle Duchin Ore
Merrlel Abbott Co

Johnny Woods

Thurston

DATTON

(IS)

Marcua Rev

CINCINNATI
Shnbert

(IS)

Abe Lyman Oro

DIzon

ttoyal Guards
S Sailors
Klntr'ft Arlenft

(10)

&

Pals

MansMnOB
Xnec Gamble

CLBVKLAND
Pal*ce (23)

Major Bowea

Colonial

Walklkl NIchts

Harry Savoy

D &

J Forde
Oban Miller Co

Henry Allen Oro
Kenneth Spencer
Meade Lux Lewis
Art Tatum
Heleim Home
Ammons & JohnsoD
Casino Basse
Cornel's Codolban O
Kris Kay Ore
Nina Tarasova
Gypsy Markotr
Dmitri Matvlenka
Yanco Borca
Lunla Nesterora
Tina Boleva
Georses Stefanescn
Claremont Inn
Joe RIcardel Oro
Clair 18

STBAOrSK

tf

G Andrews Oro

fltnnd (2S-2S)

(16)

Horace Heidt Ore

Sally

Band Rev

Peter Brent Oro
Pat Harrington

.

Jack White

Roy Sedley
Diana Fontaine
Frankle Hyera

Warner
NEW TOBK

CoLcblta
Anita Dillon
Ann Paige

(16)

Guy Lombardo Ore

Randall Sla_
Ambasaadbres

Tommy Wonder Co

Dennis Morgan

Tommy

Irene' Barclay

CITV

Strand <23)

Wayne King Oro
Don Commlngs

(16)

Taeker Ore

Victor McLaglen

Del RIos

NEW YORK

606 Clok

Currlto

A

Raaslan

Krelelmia

Blltmore Bowl

Jimmy

Oro

3

.

Jack Waldron

Corlnna Mura

Andrews

Leon

Al Donahue Ore
Paris Inn
Kenny -Henryson

Casa Manuna
Marianne Dunne
David Allen
Jack Teagarden O
Coooannt Grove
Mary Parker
Billy Daniel
Jimmy Brlerly
Mitchell Lolsen

O

Buster Shaver
Olive

A

George

ByrU Co
Wlnton A Diane

e

Bunny Howard
Ginger Dulo

Mary Peterbeck

Harriet' Carr

RSnee

Sylvia Barry
Hotel Pennsylvaolti

Helen O'Hara
Sunny Dale

Co^cabana

(1»)

BImac Oro
it

Nat Bran'dwynne
Frank Marti Oro
Co |U,ara.

Oldfleld

Lenora

'

'

1CASHINOTON

PHCLADXILPHIA

Dorothy Ford

Reyes* Rhumba Bd
St CUIr A Day

Gene Krupa Ore

O Bob

Tvette
Tito, Coral

Bberle
Hptel PInza
DIok Gaaparre Ore
Chlqalto Oro
De Marcos
Paul Haakon
Moxlne Klsor

Rhumba Ore

Slate Bros

Brady

Bill

Manny Strand Ore

.

Earle

(23)

A Fernando
Adele Norales
Samba Sirens

Carlii

NTG

.

Mary Wine

Arlene Days

Agnes Barry

Udo

MIguetto Amador
Zedra de la Conde
"

Lorraine

-

Dixie Roberts

j

I

Carroll's
I

Charlie Galnest Ore
Fields
16

A

Georgle

De Shon Dancers

Al Stone
Victor Hugo's Oro
Uanoa Inn
Jack Hutcblnson
Don A Dorese
Nancy Newell

Glamour Gls

(3)

Lola Clair

'

Prof Crump
Orlando

Leonard Seel Oro

Maynard Deiine
Arlington

Balconades

Buddy Corison Oro
Dill Green's
;

I

|

Buddy Dlalne

Club Pellte
Piccolo Pete Oro
Betty Smiley

Tubby Miller
Reggie Dvorak

|

'

'

.

,

:

.

'

'

I

,

'

'

'

I

:

!

I

I

'

mew tobx cnn

I

,

I

I

Boog Sherman
Maxie Simon
Harry Comornda

I

j

.

Marvin -Dale Ore'
Boogle-Woogle Club

!

I

'

IrfMlge

Phil Cavezza Oro

•

.

•
-

Gloria Hart

Whlltler Hotel
i

{

>

(Gold Cab Boom)
Herman Fine
Wonder Bir

Sammy

Dlbert Ore

PTETSBTJBOH
Anchorage
Hugh Morton Ore

W

~

Meagher

Gonzalo A Beryl
Pete Vlera Oro
Btatler Hotel

Neblolo'e

DI Giovanni
Frederick A Collins
Phelps A Cullenblne
6 Vanettes

•

'

Vincent

Bllly

Hand's
Orlando
Fauato Curbelo Are
3 Old Timers
Manuel Lopez
San Diego
London Chop Honse George Presnell
Al Alexander Ore
Tenia ValentlGreat Zlegfrld
Chet Everhart
Bstella Que
Ruby Oro
Durand A Barry
Mary Welsh
Morocco
Verne's
"Gay Nineties' Rev
Buddy Duray
Sbutta A Kent
Joe Foder Ore
Connie Luzon
Madelon Baker
Dick Hughes
Harry Collet Ore

.

;

Saks Show Bar
Sharon Lynn Gls

Ray

Diek Havlland
Leq Arqugtte Oro

>

.

Lloyd A Willis
4 H'woxid Blondes
Stan Korrls Ore

Jackie Del Rio

,

.

Mac McGraw

Clab Boyale
Donald Novis
Margie Knapp
Winnie Hoveler Gls

—

The Wests

'

•

Ollle Tate Co
Baruzzl "Twins
Horry R Rose
Don Pablo Ore
Hack's Bedford ina
Ore

Corktown Tavem

KEW

•

Bobby Jones'

Good A Goodie

'

'

Palm Beach

Beet Trust

klayo's

'

Bernlce Bishop

Pat Paradise
Roberts
Lee Walter Ore

Bdythe Sallade
Frank Cuneo Oro

Maxine De Shon

.MeColl Sis

B Berdun Jitterbugs
Arden Dane
Dlsn Rowland
Johnny King
Chas Carlisle
Benny Resh Oro
Casanova
Beth Farrell
Keaton A ArmAeld

3 Radio Ace's
Sally Keith

Montez A Maria
Henrique A Adrl'ne
Gallagher A Rush

Bbnmboogie
3 Rackets
Dorothy Gartio
Rose O'Nell
Cee Pee Johnson O
Joe Stevens
Scheberaiade Cafe
Tasclia Borowskl
Alex Morlson
Sandra Knrlna
Russian Gypsy Ore
Seven Seas

Bowery

Gertrude NIesen
Ren&el A Shore
Chez Chase

DeLloyd McKay

Cadillac Caporeltes

Bon Perry
Darlene

.

Chevalier

Bobby Campbell
Danny Versee Ore
LIHIe BathskeUer

Vera Fern
Townnen^ls
Ralph Eastwood
Nlri6a Cordova
Leo Zollo Ore
Cndlllae Tavern
Harry Dobb.s Ore

Black Andy
Flo Ash
Marjorle Raymond
Nick Cochran Ore

Venico

Bonnie Stuart
Alan Gale
Linda Lelf
Estelle Dupree

Uen Franklla

Henry Grant
Gaby La Fltte

Book-Cadlllae Hotel
Morlhwood Inn
(Book faslno)
Anita JacobI
Loren Parsons
Woods A Brny
SanCord Mandel
Harry Schilling
Bobby Allen
Roshee A Lee
Barry Wilkinson
Ray Carllh Ore
(Motor Bar)
• Olde Wayne Clab
Vic Abbs
Charles Costello Oro

Griffin

Chlqulta

Juanlta

Johnny Morgan

Plratee

BETBOIT

Lollta

'

-ToM

Monnds Clab
Adelaide Moflett

.

Frederick Reld

Jack

Ball-lovelles

Helen Harrison
Helen Miller
Chuck Henry Oro

.

Arias Oro
Lindsay's Skybar
Jaun Florer
Peurl de Lucca

D Washington
Glamour Gls
Goormet Club

FHILABEIiFHIA
Clob Ball
Alan Fielding Ore

Sis

Dominic

.

Hotel Blatirr

Duke Ore
La Conga Clab

.

Grace Gordon
Gus Johnson Ore
Florentine Oacdea
Wilbur Ranee
Chick Mullery
Paul Kane
Anniversary
Club 15
Blllle Cheater
Fred Scott.
Harriet Hale
Karl A Yvonne
Low, Hlte A Sunl'y
Hotel Booserelt
Cabaa Casino
Smythe
Dolores
A
Lllla'Klplkona
4 Octaves
Sugar Gelse
Jose Morand Ore
Ad Lib
Consuelo Moreno
Bill Bailey
David Marshall Ore Benny Kana
Barbara Stone
Don Casanova
PuananI Mathews
Bin Hughes
Hotel Savby-Plnra
Charlie Foy's Clob Mike WIke
Carol Kane
Dimas A Belen
Alan Wood,
Bmlle Petti Oro
Margie Hill
EfU Dorre
Charllb Foy
Charlie Openul
Hlldegarde
Minstrel Tavern
Rose' Vehutl
Leonard Sues
Bobby Mathews
Diamond Hotscsboe Leo Kabn
Shandon A Mnrgot
Jerry Lester
Johnls Bright Ore
Dl Pfaito'a
Dr Rockwell
Hotel Bbelton
Margie Rose March
Maxine Lewis
Slapsy Haxlee
Flash Lnne
Mae Murray
Sissy Glnnlo Loftus
Johnny Johnson O Bd(;ie Calvert
Lillian Kuvak
NIU
Naldl
Ben
Blue
Bd
McGoIdrIck, Sr
Red 'Stanley Ore
TOBK OITX Dtmcan Dodd & Day Carlyl* Blackwell
Hotel Bt. George
Paul A Bddle
Richards
Helen Marriott
Unsle Hall (22)
Grace Hayes. Lodge Cully
Dolores Dell
FBEEPOBT
(Brooklyn)
Joe'E Howard Be'nny Leasy
Nell DIeghan's
Wynn Murray
Ftaeport (23)
Billy Cheater
Rosa. Wyse, Jr
Mary Healy
Pattl Moore
Dave Martin Oro
Joe Jackson
Billy Van
Dottle Verrae
Leons!rd Cooks
Jane Mann
Neville Flersoh
Sam Lewis
Dee Williams
Juno Forrest
Peimy PAge
Bddle King Oro
Marrone A Gallo
Delta LInd
Peter LInd Hayes o Pat Shaw
Tank Porter
Ward & Lane
Maglnts
Mary
Bller
Geo Fontana
Grace Hayes
"
Al Bard Ore
Dick Fulbrlght
Embassy
Robert Shanley
Levere ft Ware
Llla Lee
Havenalres (4)
Rebecca Hayes
Bill Dtllard
Someimt House
Geo Cllftord
Corps de Ballet
DeQulncy & Glron Gllda Gray
Rny Hettinger Ore
House of Ifarpby Harry RIngland
Hotel Bt. MoriU
Deane Denies
Rockeites
HA&BISBVBO
Charles King
Old Fnll* Tavern
Alllda A Chlco
Glee Club
Dolores
State (2e-2«)
Lou Sallee
Ford Harrison Oro
Mangean
S\f
Gall Manners
Brno Rapes Bymph C?razy Show
Helen Wilson
Frankle Gallagher
Lolo A Ramon
Clyde Hager
Swaooe Inn
Cliff Hall
Roxr (22)
Bllly Hayes' Oro
MUt Britten Oro
Florence A Alvarez Hal Chanslor
El Cbloo
Fran Urban
Capt Tlebor
Jane Reese
Isabel Jewell
Jean Neunier
Betty Black
Slim A Slam
Bcott Sodja
Suaan Lang
Buck Calhoun
Al Gordon Co
Don Alberto Ore
Gordon Bishop
Jaye MartinGladys Bentley
Nellie Arnaut Co
Carlos Reyes Oro
Andy Busrell
Juan Martinez
Floyd Christy i B
Bob Murphy
Hotel SL Begia
Ben Tost Co
Curt Weller Ore
Gloria Belmonte
Trianon
Jeau
HABTFOBD
O'Neill
IV
Cafe
Paul Ash Oro
Hal isaunders Ore
Antonlta
State (23-23)
Ereigreen Casino
Dave Forrester Ore Duke Ellington Ore
Open Door Cafe
Apelle (23)
Gus Martel Oro
Pan Amerlcon Rev Maria Lopez
La Conga
Wllshire Bowl
Beth Chains
Myrna Lee
Andy Kirk Oro
Bernlvlcl Co
Charro Gil T
Hotel Tkft
NItza.A Ravell
Marlta
June Richmond
Velaacos
NEWARK
Frankle Masters O Theodores
El Morocco
Linda
March
Bonnie
Leon
Mary Lou Williams
Navara
Watera
Ore
Slcinnay Ennls Ore
Adams (23-23)
Phyllis Myles
Emily Adrian
Mildred Kay
Bobby Campbell
Benny Goodman O Ernie Bolst Ore
Hotel WalilortDon Devbdl Oro
Doris Elliott
Judy Manners
(Dondelaya & Lopec
alter Dire Wahl
CHICAOO
Astorla
Pat Shevlln Ore
Len Lenehan
Runaway 'I
pbhiAdelpiiia Reva Reyes
(BtarUght Boof)
Irving Braslnw Oro
Walker & Walker
Carman (23)
4-1) Bar
Famous Door
Ambassador Hotel Harriet Norrls
norman Attwood
Xavler Cugat Oro
Jack Lavler
Palombo'a
Sylvan Green Oro
Gloria Dale
(Pomp Boom)
John Mason
Allen Coe
(Mlguellto Valdes
Johnny Howard
Bee Kalmua
Brooks Sis
Lucky Bucks
Bandy Bums
Bernle Adler
Llna Romay
Lynn, Royce A V
Val Oman Ore
Tom Plunkett
3 Heat Waves
Lavee Twins
AKBON
L^.ITIe Bur'.on
Margo
(One to fill)
Oayle Gaylord
Fred Lasprelle
Irene Kaye
Blamarrh Hotel
PMaec (2S.28)
Paulletle La Plerro
Gypsy Markoir
PITMAN
Ford Crane
Kny Rartell
Bbrnett
A Barclay
Ouy, Lombardo Ora
(U'alnot
Room)
Dave
L'nell
Evelyn
Ore
Tyner
VinT (24 only) Princess Aloma
5Iarle FItzpatrIek
Little Joe ft Jean
Olaen d: Shirley
Dorolhy -Dale
H Williams Trio
StaUer 3
Art Kassel Ore
C Hoherty Gls
Eileen Graven
Johnny I,eary
Oil Lamb
Eddie Rotli Ore
Mardo A Kaye
Iceland Reataamnt Marlon Holmes
Forbidden Cltr
1523 Locust
DALTIUOBE
Park Casino
Bell Tr
Collette A Barry
Club Minuet
Ted Bddy Ore
Hippodrome (22) (One to fill)
Sal Cabral Ore
Hadley Gls
Marian
Proctor
Pk
Casino
Trou'dora
Helene Carol
Charles A Celeste
Woody Herman Ore
Bvelyn Bradley
FBOTIDBKCB
Maya Kella
Frank Hall
Itltn Ray
Marcella Claire
J & J MoKenna
Blachhawb
Hbo Sfiee
Pola Montoya
Metropolitan
Stephanie A Craig
Alvira Morton
Danny Wblte
Bvelyn Farney
Jue Fong
Elaine Black
<2S-2t)
Ted Flo RIto On.
Edith Delaney
Ethel Brown
Jimmy Dorsey Ore Chin Wan
Eslly's Stable
_ State (28-2$)
Bubbles Shelby
Earle Leslie
Margot Wells
Fillmore Sherman
Stanley 3
BID Bailey
Rose Peoney
Grandfat'r's' Failles Art Fischers
Or'owlli VUUge ba Stun Smith Ore
Rainbow
Ore
Terrace
Canfleld Smltb
TOBBINOTON
Keller
Sis
Vlola-'Jellerson
Blackstone Hotel
Del Bstr^s
(Stratford, Pa.)
Mardo A Kaye
Alhambra (24-25) Anthony Trlnl Oro
Kay Lavory
(nollncae Bm.)
Roberta Welch
La Conga
Juggling Jewels
Colony Club
Cecil Golly Ore
Elizabeth Co
King's Swing Ore
(22-24)
Johnny Duffy Ore
Mildred Stoutly
Ha'dman A Laverre Velyne Hague
Jack Harris Oro
Bobby Ramo.^i Ore
Ooy BO'S Cafe
S Smart Gls
Ruth KIdd
Janet Fulton
Gene Hymsir
Roy Smeck
Noro Moraiss Ore
MoncMia
Oro
Pinky Lee
Bdwln George
Dolly Reckless
Jimmy Engler
Levere
Ware
Beatrice A Capella
Drrvoort Hotel
Coloslmoe
Phil Wood Ore
Frank McCormlck
Carroll Sc Wb(te
Hal FIfer
3 Speed Kings
Jay A Loa Seller
(Crystal Boom)
Strut Flash
A Sidneys
TIrzs
WII,LOW GROVE
Lazara A Castell'os 3 Nlbllcs
HaTana-MaOrld
Roman Grille
Nat Wilson
CAMDEN
Ralph Cook
Wniow Omre
Josephine Del Mar Peggy
Frollan Maya Ore
Lester
Thunderbolts
May Joy
Towers (£4-25)
Jack Prince
(26 only)
Xa HartlnlQae
Juanlta Sanabrla O
Bob Billings
Sunny Stone
Juanlta Gomez
Dobas 4
Roy Rogers
Slatler 2
Roslta Ortega
t Barkers
Bddle Oliver t>rc
Broadmont
Frank Quatrell Ore (U Walton Boof) Cornbread A Honey
Carol A Ckrlo
Cesar
Tapla
Mildred Gllson
Bvelyn Brooks
Herburt Curbello O Buddy. Lake
Carrol r A White
Congress llnlel
Paul Rossini
Las Adelltaa
Bddy Uockney
Danny Kaye
Floyd Christy tt B Bell Tr
Honey Chile
(Glass Hnt Bm)
Glamour Gls
Vlllarino
Rol Parker Ore
Adrlenne
Bums 2 Co
(One to mi)
Betty Coeds
Helen Heath
Dolores DeLeon
(Peacock Rro)
Claire A Arena
ELIZAHETH
Bendezvous'
WOBCBSTEB
Anita Page
Bob Russell
Jot Vera
Hickory Hons*
(Hotel Senator)
Plymontb (13-21)
Le Coq Bo age
Sally Barr
Vera
Bemlvtcl U
.
Edgewater Beach- FrankNeva
Ray Connlfr Ore
Herb Rudolphs Ore
Ersklne Butterfleld
Paris
Geo Sterney Oro
Artie Conroy
TOUNGBTOWN
Harriet Clark
University 3
UntH
.Maurice
A
Bels
BIzony
Cordoba
Chez
Paree
D A J Reading
FBtece (27-29)
(Trace Corwin
Hotel Aslor.. _ Rudl Tlmfleld
Spalola's Grille
(Beach Wiilh)
Eamtree Harrington Guy Lombardo Orb
Lou Dreese Ore
Michael fjaudlna
Bob A The Twins
Tommy Dorsey Oro
Leon A Eddie's
Gertrude, NIesen
Bernie Cummlngo
Rone Oallo
Juanlta RIos Oro
Jimmy Rae
Roslta A Devo
eMh St. Bafhskcllet
Lou Martin Oro
Lou MorrlBon
Connie Haines
Cole Dane
Martin A Allen
Bddle Davis
Gale Sheridan
Nell Fontaine Ore
Pled Pipers
Frank I.lbuse
Myrus
Nerlda Oro
Harry McKay
Cabaret BiDs
Jam Sesalon
Pratik Sinatra
Dorben Gls
16 Commanders
Ross A Ross
Don
Richards •
Buddy Rich
Herb Foote
Lois Wallner
Geo Vorrechla
{Allcs Ross
Bllllngtons
ZIggy Blman
Evans Gl*
Mickey House
Annette
Ruth Templeton
Frankf'* Citslnei
Billy Kretehmer
Hotel Belmont
Sherry Brltton
Tony Bennett Ore
CIgb AUbam
Harriet Ehrllck
Plaxs
De Blmone Dane
Hopklns'Batbshell'er. Bc>>« Belmont
Mickey DunnRocky Ellsworth
Arthur Ravel Ore
IPedrlto Oro
Honte Carlo
SUrer Meet bin
Alati Rogers
Blllle Webb
'jlnttny VonntI Ore
Morris Orp
Ted Strai>t»r Or'Jayne Mnnn^r*
Jop Pafnmv Or<»
Msrlnn Mon^«
Ann An1«r^nn
Roland Reld
Virginia Lawler
-

Earle (23)
Gae Foster Gls
Truth or Consequ'es Marina Lord
Victor McLaglen
3 Read Sis
Lester Cole Co
Wesson Broa
Allen &. Kent
SIggy Lane

Ramon

'

Moods

Mary Camp

Den
Freddie Martin Ore Pegleg Happeney
Bugs Wilson
Earl Carroll

Wood

Antoinettes
Freddie's 'Cafe
Gale Parker
Tubby Rteves

Monaco's Cate
Eddie Robinson Ore
Jimmy Harris Ore
Carmellta A L^a
Chapelle A Hnnnoa
Jean Marshall'
Todd's Theatre-Cat^
Regal Clab
Hotel Carter
Prof LambertI
Ducky Malvin Oro
Ben Yost Singers 3 TtUxlon Sprenger
Ambassadors Oro.
Southern Tnvera
Paul Remos Co
Corlelt
Hotel Olereland
Lee Allen Ore
Joe Wallace
Lanif Thompson O
3700 Club
Raymond Wllburt
Margaret English
Todd Gls
Tucker A Tremalna
Hotel Fenway Hall Art Weat
Joe. Sanders Oro
Les Brown Oro
Johnny Joyce Oro
Roma Huston

Marg'rite A M'rtlnez 3 Radio Aces
Henry 3Ionet
Gernldo A Helen
Revue Parlslenne
Juanlta Juarez

Rev

Debonalra
Beryl Wallace
Frankle Convllle

Blenore

Lopez Oro

Palladlam

A Mace

Yorker

Skate-O-Manlaca
Sloan A Gary
Jules

Geo

Virginia Jonea

Hartzella
Alex Perel

Hurotiertos Bd
Phil Ohman'a Oro

Dee's

Chuck Foster Oro

Hotel Lincoln

Harry James Oro
Hotel MeAlpIn
Arturo Artoros Oro
Wsndy Bishop
Hotel Mew Vorker
Peter Kent Ore
Roes McLean
Hotel Park Central
(Cqcoanat Grove)
Buddy Clarke Oro
Jose Domlnguez

Llta

Jose Perez

Nino

New

3

Carl Mueller
Otto Thurn Oro
El llunipo

Bob Manners Oro
Sammy Llpman

Six

Millie Wayne
Sol Lake Ore
Tripoli 3

Billy Gray
Patricia Brent

Macambo Cafe

Dorothy Brandon

Armand A

Nanl Todd
Lehua Paulson

Phillip

Castle

Titans

~

Rosa Rio

Bmmett

Susan A Christine
Marlon Bddy

LOS ANQELES

Harry King Co
Gleason's Guards
CIro

O

Nicolas Matthey

Hlbberl,

Coral

Caraacbe

Luis'

.

Matthewa

Lellanl laea

.

Lloyd A Wlllla
Carrie Flnnell

Renee Andrle

Hotel Lexington

Ray

Napua

Jimmy Ray

i

Margaret Scott

Kinney
Aggie Auld

Knltt. JacobI

Lewis Sis

Sammy Watklns O

Roslta RIos
Alblns

Bob Copfer

DIan Rowland
Dorothy Keller
Jal Leta

5-0930

Hotel Hollenden

Alpine Vllhtg*
Terry A Walker"
Juchlteeo Trio

Billy

'

Jimmy O'Nell
Sara Ann McC^be Bud Sweeney
Don A Ruthle Lane Earl Wiley Oro
Norah Wllllama
Carroll A Gormen
Whirling Top
Morrison Hetd
Bobaa Blen
(Boston Oyster
Teddy King Ore
Mildred Bailey
House)
Jerry Blanchard
Brenda Forbes
Lllyan Dell
Delta Boys
Manfred GOtthelt

Hotel Edison
Blue Barron Oro
Hotel, Essex House
P^^ Baron Oro
Grace Morgan
Lucille

COL

-

Carr
.Margrot Faber Gls

I

3 Sailors

DIosa Costello

3 Swifts

Audrey Robert*

dab Gaacho
Don Avendano Oro

Gil Lamb
Olsoni Shirley
FITTSBllHOu
Stanley (23)
Abe Lyman Oro

MIoKey Pearl
Helen Wilson
Mary Navls

CLEVELAKD

Elinor Daniel^
Hazel Zalus

EDWARD SHERMAN
BROADWAY

I

,

Dottle

I

COI.VMBVS

Lavemes

'

'

RKO

4

Eathryn King
Margie Drummond
Henr}- Patrick Oro

Collette

BOOKING THE NATION'S .LEADING INDEPENIXNT
VADDEVI1I£ THEATRES

I

BOSTON

Geo Baquet Ore
Art Mathews
Taeht Chb
Pat Purcrll
Mary Lore

Barbara Barrell
XIraCe O'Haia

SUver Oload
20th Century
Jackie Richards Gls 3 Peppers
Mildred Anderson

Joan Dixon

Ban

Jeanle Van
Johnnie Wager
3 Rhythm Maniacs
La Fleur A Manners
Joe nough

Swan Olab

Boom)

Man

WUsen'a

Fitzgerald

Geo Marchettl Ore

•

Jan Savitt Oro
Carl

Blllle Ritchie

Hollywood Blondes
Prln Orells A Pete
Dot Garsey
Al Goldecker
Syd Golden
Raths'r Bldoradlana
Dave Plerson

(iarner Gls

Callahan Sis

m

BoBlnda

A O

Barry, Prince
Lllljan

Byton Gls

Ubeity
Deone Page
Jean WlUlama'

3 Flashes

Stamp Trio

Gene Eerwin Oro
(PBBttier

Jules Flaceo's Oro

Stamp'!

Judy Toppy
VlD Earlson

Jaroa Sis

Pen Bannerman

Geo Reed
Alice Lucey
Watklna Twins
Frank Hessel Oro

Matirtce A Cordoba
Peres Four
Abbott Daaoera

1,'AlglSB

Bill Bllger

Lake Inn

Phil Dooley Oro

Weber'a Hot Bra«

Camden

.

Dolorea Worrell

(CeKle Cafe)

Splroi Stamos Ora
Fin de Vlllerle
laobel de Marco

Jaok Denny Ore

Silver

Sherman Hotel

4 Bards
Helen Sumner

Hope

Villace

.

'

Levin

Joe Bcotty

Jk

*

Al Trace Oro

Bampe

Max

Bddy Howard
Bob Bvans

Carol Sean

Ohocolateers
Men of Rhythm

Baba Roth

(Enplre Boom)
Jan Oarber

Florence Scbabert

Joe B Lewis
Grace McDonald

Jeanne

A:

Jaok Marshall
Ruth Wayne

Doris

Pancho Ore
Betty Bruce

Jo* LennyHarry Small

Weasel
Sana Henaer

'

Younger Ola
Bddle 7ens Or«
Iranhee

Blaiaa Hlnkl*
Chlo I>auler

Sally Sharratt
Heidelberg Bna

Mala

Marshall A Shield
Alphonse Berg
Anita Lane

Allen

Baniett Oro

Al

lIlItoB Oro
Old
Inna Cooper

Hooi* Bib)

ED Hat

VenaOlea
M Bergere Oro
Panchlto Oro

Riviera
^
(Ft. tM>, M. J.)

C Cavallaro Oro
Jimmy Savo

•

A

Of
HoM

Gay M'a

Charles Strickland
Lulu Dates >
Prei Bishop
Spike Harrison
Harold Wlllard
Harry Donnelly
YORK CITV
State Ijihf) (23)
Bemle Grauer
Pammirant <£l)
Grandfather Fol
Cafe rtem
Vaushn Monroe Ore
BtKHl (23)
Bob Knight Ore
Hal Sherman
TOlla PlizBeriild Ore
Adrle'ne Matzenanen
MIAMI
Beatrice Kay
Cnfe Society
Paul WInchell
Olrmplu (23)
1619
(Mldtown)
cHiraao
Bobby PInkus
ChlcaRO (23)
Joey Rardin
John Klrby Oro
Dick Jurcens Ore
Juvelya
£d(lle South Oro
«nm>i,i!TON
Lane Bros
Hazel Scott
Oman 2
rammonnt 122-26) Golden
Gate 4
Bob Neller
4 Inhspote
Tana
Jack Gilford
Sam Ray
Cafe Sodely
Julius Monk
(VUlace)
Norbort Faconl

ParainoDnt

KEW

Lassen
Clements Oro
Mayla
Laing & de Mills
de Wolfe

Belmont Balladeera
Hotel BUtnora
CU'de Lucas Oro
Hotel Bosseit
(Brooklyn)

Oraemen
<Olaas

Bddle MayehoK
Betty Bryant
Btoik ClDb
Sonny Kendls Ore
Ray Benson Oro

Balnbow Boom
Barry Wlnton Oro

Bobby Parks Oro
Imogen Carpenter

Joan Benoli
Peeey EUls
Bdlth I^mbert
Lynn & Marianne

Nonchalnnts

Davis

Frank Llbune Co

BcrtoIotU's
Sylvio Oro

Haywood

Ashbnms

Tlnaley

ping Bell Oro
fbelma UlletwU

Annie Kent
Al WlDkler
Morgan Sis
Bfhr'» Boof

Russ Smith Ore

lleachoombw
X..e3ler Lanln Oro
Chavez Oro
Carmen D'Antonlo
Toy & Wing

Bob

Senla KaravaeK
Mlohel HIchon
MIshI Uidanoir
Arjslak Arafelovk
Sawdoat Trail
AI Sexton
Carol Lynn

Bemlce Manning

I

Ana

Dlok Coprad

Adla KiunetioS

Ann Toback
Sadie Bank*

I

(niqulta Venszia
Place Elesanta
Brnest Franz Oro

WEEK MAY
Nacici-als lo connection with blUs

On

Peter NemlroK
Olga Ivanova
Nastia Potlakova
Marusia Sava

John Backmaater*
iM Bouwalatt

I

>

Betty Donahoe
IaI Devin
Evergreen Gardena
Red Clarke Oro
Ebble Schaub
I

Paula Harvey
Jimmy Barry

Dawn

Lois

Johnny Ray
.

t

Hotel Roosevelt

Don Barl Ore
Shirley Jeane

Hotel Scbenley
Billy Hinds Oro

Rita Seaman

Buzz Mayer
Jack Calhoun
Hotel \Vm Femi
(Chatterbox)

Art Schnmbei'g

Baron

Pelley

Billy Cover

A

Sullivan

Rne Valine
Cork and Bottle
Lloyd Fox
'

El Chlco

Ramonl Oro
Rossi Sis
Lollta.

Cordoba

Carlos A Carlta
Hotel fort Pitt
Ken Bailey Ore
Johnny Mitchell
Jessica Wheatley

(Continental Uar)

Frank Andrlnl

Kennywood

4

Parte

Bob Chester Ore
Torrence A Victoria
Ruton's Dogs
Merry-Go-Bonnd
Bubbles Becker Ore

Danny Bridges
Francea Stone

Hsrry Walton
Irma Outhrell
Hotel Henry

Don Andre

(SUver Grill)
Stan Rucker Ore

Bllly
Jean'

Bob White
Jim Blake
Lou Forman

Oro

Elliott

Michael Strange
Marianne Krelg

New Penn
Henry Blauth Oro
Harrisons
Irwin

.

Lord

Lester

Nlxnn Cafe
Al Marlsco Oro
Bob Carter

'

(Gay BO's)
Dorothy Neabltt
Howard Brooka
Hotel 7th Avenue D'lvons
Dancing Debs
Beis Saunders
Ida lola
\•
Nut Hotwe
Dverett Haydn
iBherdlna Walker
(Contipi— on' page 55)
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Partial Truth

BaOots for Equity Council Out This Wk.;
First ads in the dailies on the
opening of Belmont Park em-

Alan Hewitt Has Strong Chance

Indie

Deadline for additional IndependBrokers Lose and
ent candidates for Equity's council
waa pESsed late last ne'ek. Ballot
Approximately SO ticket brokers
holding the names of 15 regular
nominees for a five year term, ac- lost a plea for a bill of particulars
companied by the Indle ballot cctrry- which they sought against Paul
ing eight names, will be mailed out Moss, Commissioner- of Licenses, and
to the membership Thursday or Fri- Lewis J. 'Valentine, police commisday (23) and must be returned on or sioner, when Justice Denis Cohalan
in the N. Y.. supreme court ruled
before June 6, date of the election.
Considerable Interest appears to that, since thb brokers sought over
heye been roused over the candidacy 4,000 items, it would place an unof Alan Hewitt and he Is given the necessary burden on the defendants.
Brokers are seeking to test the
best chance for winning among the
Reason why he was constitutionality of the Mitchell law,
indie group.
not selected on the regular ballot which places a minimum of 75c
was explained by the nominating premium on the resale of theatre
committee, and Hewitt's principal tickets.
campaigner had his say in Equity's
Corporation counsel defending the
monthly. Application to the coun- officials also lost air seeking parcil for the privilege of using the as- ticulars from the brokers case Is
addressograph list for due to go to trial next week.
sociation's
campaign n^aterial was expected to
be granted in light of .the fact that
372 .members' signed the petition
piecing the indie candidates in nomi-

phasized that the $I.SO (tax absorbed) admission- charge was
half that of Broadway theatres.

Faot is it's less than that, average show having a top of $3.30^
Copy -was a laiigh' on Broadway, especially to those who are
well aware what an afternoon at
the track costs those who wager
on stiffs.

Win

'

-

'

Midwest

nation.

Hewitt's record as a councillor Is
He' attended regularly
favorable.
and did not duck committee assignNominators, however, said
ments.
that he was named as a Communist
in the Congressional Record and
they did not deem it In the best Interests of the Gssociatloa to nominate him, especially since It was Inferred in Washington that the profession would not be aided by Congress so long as 'seven Communists
are on the governing board of
Eaulty.'
Denials were made by all those

L^t

Plans

Circuit

Now Remote

MAJ. RICE LEFT $20,000
IN

CASH BUT NO WILL

Estate of the late Major
Rice, 78, last

J.

Edward

charts member of
is a problem

the Treasurers Club,

to officers of .the organization.

When

he passed away -.about three weeks
ago It was thought that he was without funds, although he had told various persons that they would receive
fairly substantial bequests.-

No

will

was found, however, but benk books
showing $20,000 on -deposit were disUpon, his demise it Is reported a
horde of relatives appeared and
rummaged through his effects. If
any foimd the will it was taken
away.
Only known disposition of
his estate made by Rice was to designate $1,000, paycble by the Treasurers Club upon death, to an elderly

woman who had
many years.

looked after him

for
Possibility of

starting

circuit,

Rice lived on the top floor of a
midwest, brownstone house in the 70's for 30

an independent
the

in

legit

years.
Landlord had no idea that
the roomer had funds on deposit.
For months he was confined to his
Deal bed end when he t«ld a man and his
for the Lafayette, Detroit, which wife, who also attended to him, they
Chicago truckman, would receive $1,500 Qiey thought
Israel Slavin,
lease,
sought under
has fallen his mind was wandering. The old

which loomed early in the
appears to be rather remote

spring,

in light

named, but the charges have never
of more recent developments.
been investigated despite Equity's
repeated request to the Dies Committee for such action. Byron McGrcth, who resigned from the nominating committee when it declined
to name Hewitt ^the vote wes eight
to one against ^gave his reasons for
quitting and then proposed Hewitt
as an independent. The other nominators agreed that the charge against
Hewitt was unjust and unfounded,'
but still he was not selected because
the charge had been made and had
not been dlsproven.

—
—

.

man

bpxofflce

through.
Slavin evidently intends operating
the Blackston'e, Chicago, however,
and has ordered the Interior redecoSlavin bought the property
rated.
last winter end is considerinjg a proposal to ^ot Coast shows with name
leads in Uie house after the run of
'Life With Father,' which concludes
a record stay there Saturday (24).

Why HewiU Was CaUed

'Bed'
Shuberts are said to have contactappears that the reason he was ed Slavin with the idea of securing
Included in those ncmed in Wash- occupancy of the Blackstone. It is
ington was his dissent over a motion surmised that they may keep the
during a membership meeting. Mo- house dark if getting the lease, to
tion was that Equity declare Itself protect their theatres In the Loop.
as opposed to American participation Shuberts are said to have leased the
In foreign wars. The chair ruled it I,afayette (Det.) from Scripps-Howout of order. A vote sustained the ard, which owns the property. They
chair, but Hewitt voted with those may spot musical revivals in the former plcturia house Instead of' the
who favored the motion.
Charles De Sheim, another pro- 'Wilson, which J. J, Shubert unsucponent for the independent ticket, cessfully tried with that policy early
Assuming this seaso'h. Hey also own 49% of
also explains 'his stand.
there is no schism In Equity, he the Cass in the same town.
said: 'A working unity in Equity' is
both highly desirable and easily at-

and

insisted

detected their thoughts

he knew what he was

talking about.
After he left the
theatre Rice was employed by the
Interborough Rapid Transit lines,
being retired on a pension.

Strawhat Ops Sqnawk

The necessity of Introducing opposition to the regular ticket
is unfortunate, .but a necessity nevertheless.'
Actor thinks the regular,
ticket does not offer a range of
choice which would allow members
to vote for a truly representative
roster of candidates. He also wrote:
'Despite the essential unity which
our common professional interests
provides, there are differences of
opinion among us.
Differences of
status between newcomer and veteran; between the prosperous and
the less fortunate; between stars,
featured players and the large rank
and file of the up and coming end
the down and dragging; between
those with managerial affiliations
and those most remotely without
them all these make Inevitably for
some diversity of Interests and as a
conseque;ice a variety of degrees
end shades of opinion.'
Also claimed that during the last
meeting there were privately circulated slips suggesting the slate of
nominators, whidi Irked those who
afterwards came out with the independent ticket With Ihe new rule
to name 50% more candidates than
the 10 regulac berths to be filled it
was thought there would be no op-

—

position,

but

It

failed to

work

-out

that way.

Giflmore Again Proxy

Of 4A's; Draft DuDzefl

As ExecDtiye Secretary
Frank GiUmora did not care

.to

Revue as Aid

to

Seasons Results
Sunday

Alies

legit

performahces

en

Broadway will be extended for another year. So favorable was the
report of an Equity committee,
which
was given fiigures on Sundays
dom Sing" will be given at the Im- by showmen
at the League of New
perial, N. Y., Sunday (25) by the York Theatres
on Monday (19) that
women's division of the Committee Equity's council promptly okayed
to Defend America by Aiding the continuance of Sabbath shows at
Allies. Show is not called a benefit, yesterday's weekly meeting.
Sundays were credited with keep,
but the aim, as announced, is to encourage writing and the use of music ing a number of shows on the boards
on Broadway, as well as indirectly
in the present crisis.
figuring in sending them to the road.
R. H. Bumside Is In charge of
staging the performance.
Most of In addition to 'Johimy Belinda,' "Tobacco Road' and 'Hellzapoppin,' other
the tickets, which are $3.30 top, are
shows cited were 'Meet the People*
being disposed of among the commitand "Cabin in the Sky,' 'People'
tee a^d' those subscribing to its accame to New York with a Coast
tivities.
reputation but its business was only
fair at the Mansfield, where.lt recently closed.
Stated, however, that 23% of the
week's gross for 'People' was drawn
on Sundays, same going for 'Cabin.'
Both shows are now on tour and It
was pointed out that, had either not
survived as long, as they did, neither
might have been booke^ out of
town.
Eqnity's Changed Atiltnde
Finale of the 'experimental period' assented to by Equity would
^
have terminated June. 1. Originally,
when Sundays were legalized in the
Theatrical Managers It Agents state. Equity nullified the statute by
union advised members, press agents, ruling' that actors must be paid dpu>
ble salary for those performances.
company managers, and house man- By referendum
vote last fall a large
agers, with 10 shows on Broadway majority of the membership agreed
and seven on tour to be ready to to remove the double-pay stipulation
for the season. It is not necesstrike Saturday (17). Settlement of
sary for the issue to be voted on
the short-lived .rumpus was made
again, council having the power to
the previous dey, however, when J.
extend the period.
J. Shubert agreed to comply with
Managers present at the meeting
the
rules In connection with
Monday were Lee, Shubert, Allan
'the road company of "The Student
Atwater
^general
manager
for

Ask Equity /War' Rofing
.Some

shows have

of this season's

been arranged for rural
the authors are asking
in

stocks,
stiff

Shubol-TMA

Peace Cancek

Natl Strike CaO

IMA

Priiice.'

'Johnny Belinda'), Harry H. Osbrln
Prince' was' dated to close and a (representing "Tobacco Road') and
ShtAert staff -man, Ruben Rablno- James F. Reilly, who compiled the
vitch, in advance was called back to figures on Sundajr receipts.
For
N. Y. When the operetta continued Equity there were Maida Reade,
demanded that an agent be John Alexaifder and Alfred Harding.
engaged, Shubert refusing. It seems
Not all showmen favor summer
the showman was peeved over the continuance of Sundays, Anrtotmced
union rules, but It's understood he that "The Man 'Who Came for Dinwas prevailed upon by other man- ner' (Music Box) will drop those
agers to change his mind.
Some showings after next week and reproducers thought differently and vert to the Monday to Saturday
believed that It was a good time to schedule.
Others who depend on
adjust matters with TMA, at the tell Sunday patronage will continue for
end of the season. TMA's status on the balance of their engagements.
the road Is still to be clarified by
'It
Haptens on Ice' (Center),
the American Federation of Labor which started Sundays before the
but it Insists that all attractions orig- other shows, likewise depends co.ninating In New York come under siderably on those performances.
the regulations of the basic agree- Business at the matinees^ has been
ment with the managers.
much better than Sunday nights and
Shubert agreed to pay the agent the latter may be dropped.

but

royalty

one or two instances. Instead of

percentage, stock rights are leased

•

'

draw
the community; prices varying
from $500 to $1,000. Newly formed
summer stock managers association two weeks

for a flat fee according to the
of

salary, during which time
has contacted the Dramatists Guild the man did not work, but the union
with the Idea of moderating the agreed that he work this week gratis,
'Prince' being due to stop In Philarates.
delphia Saturday (24).
'Meet the
There seems to be a difference of People' was elso Involved, rules callopinion among the summer stock ing for the press' agent to be enbunch over booking unit shows. gaged two weeks prior to opening.
Some are opposed because when Howevei;, it was proved that the
shows play intact the regular stock Shuberts did not take over the show
but Is paid con- until last midweek and it was agreed

2

Sisters Altemate

'Johnny Belinda' lead,

Rephcing Helen Craig

Unusual stunt of two sisters alter,
company
that the agent's pay start on that nating in a stage play Is being puUed
tract salaries. Not as many unit out'People' opened out of town by Harry Wagstaff Grlbble, who pre*
date.
fits are In sight as last year, in fact
sents 'Johnny Belinda,' Longacre,
this week.
have
been
definitely
appear
to
none,
N. Y. Louise and Jean Piatt are steplays off

continue as president of the Associated Actors and*- Artistes of America, a sort of holding company supposed to control the talent unions,
but he was re-elected for another set so. far. Among those who will
two-year term Friday (16). It Is an not use units Is Milton Stiefel, head
honorary post, but Gillmore re- of the hideaway showmen's group.
Despite the difference It Is stated
ceives salary as managing director

officials was that Tibbett has enough on his hands. Four
A's is virtually a skeleton organization, really operated by a board.

Most

of the detail is
the executive secretary,
zell,

handled by
Paul Dull-

that post for 15
too wished to step aside,
'drafted.' It had been point-

who has had

years.

He

but was
e/l out that other than Gillmore and
Dullzell, no one knows the routine of

the Four A's. Vice-presidents named
are Jean Greenfield and JCenneth
Thompson, with Ruth Richmond
Del Monte, Cal., May 20.
again the treasurer.
Oliver H. P. barrett's new play,
BUI Doll, p.a. for Michael Todd
The Hunters,' opens June 2 at the
Del Monte Summer Theatre, with and for several seasons in a similar
capacity for Milton Stiefel's IvoryJerome Corey directing.

ton

(Conn.)

this summer
theatre.

New

strawhat,

will

switch

to the Bucks County
Hope, Pa.

Into

the

part

originated

by

Helen Craig, who withdrew from
the cast because of measles.

-

First

semi-pro or projects primarily
designed as schools. Decrease is attributed to the loss sustained, by a
considerable percentage of stocks
last season.

Haverstraw

last

the unit shows
grosses than the
(he houses earned

of the Four A's, It being a lifetime
Job for the elderly official.
regular casts and
It had been reported that Lawmore.
rence Tibbett was being groomed
Theron Bamberger and
Stiefel,
for the. Four A's presidency, but as
ha Is now head of the American John Wildberg, as a committee of
operators,
visited
stock
Guild of Musical Artists (concert country
and opera), also the American Fed- Equity to clarify salary responsibilevent of war. They were
eration of Radio Artists, opinion ity in the

among other

ping

NO REST FOR WEARY

Meredith, Peters, et al CompUIn t« named Miss Piatt went into the show
Tuesday (20). Girls will alternate
Haversiraw, N. T., Officials
OR a weekly basis, according to
plan.
Nyack, N. Y, May 20,
Claimed- that the part is tqa
Burgess Meredith, RoUo Peters
and their, neighbors In one of Rock- strenuouis for one actress, yet the
land County's theatrical settlements show's femme -Tead has but one wOrd
have become so aroused at the oper- to speak, character being that of a
ation of a cement block manufactur- mute. "Bellpda' Is advertised as the
ing plcmt on Camp Hill Road, town play that defies Hollywood, so far
Be^
of Haverstraw, that they have sub- as being made into a picture.
mitted a petition to Supervisor Vic- fore it was produced Paramount had
Blaming the noise the rights, but passed It up. At that
tor J. Shankey.
from the plant on lack of zoning, the time It was an original story by
petitioners -state:
Elmer Harris -written for Sylvia SidThe undersigned. .hereby re- ney.
quest the proper authorities to tzke
Raymond Massey. Is leaving the
such steps as may be necessary to cast of "The Doctor's Dilemma,*
insure them the peaceful, quiet and Shubert, going to Hollywood early
healthful occupation of their homes, in June. He will be replaced in the
which Is now being Interfered with male lead to Katharine Cornell by
by the operation in and unneces- Colin Keith-Johnston.
sarily noisy and objectionable manner of a cement block plant.'
CHalmlng the value of reel estate
Stoki
Joe Click
they own will be reduced, the comJoe Glick, from legit, has joined
plainants add;
Orches'Certainly you must realize that it Leopold Stokowski's Youth
tra In a managerial capacity.
Is a bad thing for any community to
He will tour with the aggregation
have the word passed around:
'Watch your step when buying In on its cross-cotmtry jaunt to th*

summer
drew much better
that

Another Coast 'Hatter

Garrett leaves for N.Y. after the
opening to arrange for fall production of yie piece on Broadway;

Figures on This

TMA

About High Stock Rates;

It

tainable.

On Broadway Following Encouraging

Dejscribed as a revue, 'Let Free-

covered.

.

Sunday Shows Assured Another Year

particularly interested In the status

engaged in advance.
people were told that in no
event were such contracts subject to
of visiting stars,

Show

cancellation,

unless

by

mutual

agreement or unless Equity's council
took special action.
'WhUe during the past two weeks
there has been a pick-up in summer
Equity,
registrations
with
stock
where 26 outfits have complied with
the requirements such as depositing
salary guarantees, the number is
stiU

far

behind

last

season,

when

Estidouble the toUI had filed.
mated that not more than 80 strawhats will operate, not counting amateur,

'

.

With

—they

have no zoning.'

^

Coast.

—

-
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Town

Plays Out of

Women

Aren't Angels

Puree In Uirce uciB I'y Vornon Sylvaine,
prewentcu by Leo Bphrnlm. cllrectnd by
Harry WnKsiaff Gribble, with aellInK by
Kox;

Frederick
top.

Mny

lil.

ai

Wilbur,

Bonton,

$2.76

'-ll.

Olive noevett-Smltb

Mrs. FenlheriJiunc
Mncfnrlnni'
Wllnier PopdHy
Alfred Bnndle

WnUer Burke
Bobby Clark
Cooper

'Melville

Elizabeth

Kraiikle
Albert Uulch

SutberlanO

Rofcer

Sydney Bnlch
HI»u TrcUow
Thelina Dnntre
Ell7.nbetb PopdHy
Major Caunl

Smith

Chnrles Frnncefl

Cynthia T^^ilham
'Bertlui

Deln^ore

Velmn Royton
A. P. Kaye
Marcelle Journet
Jeraldlne Dvorak
Ltbnel Incc
Byron RuBsell

Mareelle

Olgn

Cooper and Clark, and the jealous
husband of girl number one.
'

Supporting cast is satisfactorily
competent and agile, but special nods
go to Berlha Belmore as a menacing,
husky wife; .Charles Frances In
minor role of detective; A. P. -Kaye
as the very British major; Jeraldine
Dvorak as a. warm and whimsical
spy; and Velma Royton, Marcelle
Journet, Lionel Ince and Olive
Reeves-Smith.
Gribble has some tightening to do
in the two remaining weeks here.
The duplex setting gets a hand for
its.

attractiveness

when

first

viewed,

hade

$2-THEATRE

2

Stnif-Legit

IDEAS FOR N.Y.

John Ryland, colored attendant at the Empire, N. Y., who died about
three years ago. Is burled in 'Woodlawn cemetery, though few along Broadway are aware of It. Matter came to light last week 'when Al Thomas,
who also was' employed at the Empire, sought donations for the care of
Two plsns for a $2 theatre on Ryland's grave. 'Thomas is now In the Gilbert Miller oflice.
Understood that Ryland had been promised a resting place In the plot of
Broadway are In the making, one
AI Hayman, iot whom he worked. While there was provision .in the
being more or less definitely formu- showman's will to that effect, coin for upkeep was not taken care of.
The
lated by the Theatre GuiW.
Jayne Cotter, general understudy In The Happy Days,' the Zoe Akins
other has to do with the use of the
Adelphl theatre, now in the posses- play which opened last week (Tuesday) at the Henry MiUer, N. Y., got the
job through a booklet she and other glrl$ from the Rehearsal Club, N. Y.,
sion of a group of metaphysicians
sent to producers, agents .and talent scouts to Introduce themselves. She
which renamed' the house Radiant was also tested last week
^y RKO and. If not signed by that studio, will be
Center (it was originally built as the tested
by Columbia. She appeared in summer stock and film shorts and
Craig).
has d^ced professionally, but never before on Broadway,
J. B. SchclTer is the main man of

and proves its worth as the players
romp up and -down stairs and dive in
and out of doors and windows.
the cult, which was scrutinized some
'Life With Father* closes at the Walnut Street-theatre, PhlUy, on
Fox.
An import from England, 'Angels'
months ago by authorities over
May 31, it will break a house record of 133 years' standing. Oscar Serlin's
Is one of those screwy farces with
membership didoes. Understood that play will have had run of 13 consecutive weeks,
a
tops for any production
14 people anil eight doors, all swingthe cult is receptive to offers to take
ing franf -ally. For the playgoer who,
since the house opened In 1808. The Walnut is claimed to be the oldest
its
hands,
the
theatre
off
spot
ap(BEVIVAL)
just wants to collapse, let his hair
English-speaking theatre in North America. 'Father' is believed to hold
Boston, May 13.
parently not being satisfactory, for
down and gaffnw at any silly thing
modern record for a long run of any legit production in Phllly.
Having met with some success in its activities. Performances are given the
that happens, this, one supplies a
rich evening. For the Bobby Clark iheir revivals of 'Blossom Time' and there occasionally, members only
Sam Beckhardt, ticket broker who passed away recently, was virtually
and Melville Cooper fans it's a glori- 'Rose Marie,' the Shuberts now being admitted, while the players
penniless, though formerly fairly well fixed. That he was well liked was
ous holid&y. But it will not rouse bring back 'Gay Divorce,' with appear gratis for the cause,
shown when a purse was raised for the widow, collection amounting to
much interest from anyone who Dorothy and Paula Stone, Luella
House is larger than. the average
Miss
$1,750.
likes his -comedy smooth and. smart. Gear and Charles. Collins.
legiter and could draw enough coin
in
Broadway's
recently
Gear,
more
Contributions came from other ticket agency, men and ^xoffice treasIt all adds up to a show that has a
good Broadway chatice because there 'Crazy with the Heat,' has relatively for a popular-priced venture. It was urers. A son, around 14, also Survives.
are plenty of Americans who seek little leeway for her talents as the tried out twice, with shows moving
(Dorothy there from theatres within the theasuch complete release from the cur- friend of the divorcee
Entire company of 'Hellzapdppin' is burned up plenty at the Shuberts
Stone), but plays a good foil for tre district, admission being dropped
rent struggle.
for failing to take care of the body of Frank Jerome, a performer who
Cyril
Smith, as the loquacious
Until one becomes reconciled to waiter. The musical is having its to $1.10 from $3.30 for 'Abe Lincoln died in Minneapolis two weeks ago. Though the
Shuberts had promised
Clark in a non-musical farce, with revival break-in at the Shubert the- In Illinois' and 'See My Lawyer.' to
the burial details, they did not do so. Theatre Authority' finally
two shapely girls for foils, he ap- atre here.
New plan, however. Is to. present hadhandle
to Intervene and take over the j^b.
pears to be overdoing his role; but
Both Miss Gear and Smith cllc^ new plays In the west 54th street
from then on one Eas to admit that in their specialty numbers, Smith in house, located several blocks north
Antoinette Perry Is walking with difficulty after being abed with a
his role of the breezy, zany Ameri- a recitation of 'My Lord, the Car- of the show zone.
wrenched back, the result of a strange incident. Some time ago during
can might as well be played to the riage Awaits' and Miss Gear with
Guild's idea Is to present revivals
limit And even up to that point 'Mr. and Mrs. Fitch.'.
a snow flurry she helped push a taxi. Friends joshed her, saying it might
of its former successes at. $2.20 top
there is always Cooper, right along
have been worse if she pushed a truck for Instance.
Dorothy Stone and Charles CoUins
with him, doing just as swell a job ;o over best in their dancing, though in addition to the organization's
ReIn his own more subtle way.
loth also sing, and carry their lead- scheduled subscription season.
They vivals would then be sent on tour.
First act is the weakest of the ing roles with assurance.
OPERA SO-SO
three, while situations are set up and have played this show together be- No stock or. repertory is intended,
characters established, but the sec- fore, and Miss Stone has also done the visiting star, system being preond stanza is one of the zippiest ses- it with Fred Astalre. Paula Stone, ferred.
Guilders figure that the Martinelll Date Not WeU Exploited
sions of whoop-de-do seen around in as the breezy flirt, handled her lines newer
generation
would be atIn Northwest Metropolis
years.
A touch of mystery, two and business with plenty of punch. .tracted to the Revivals.
girls Intruding into bedrooms of She also dances.
Further progress In revising the
Archie Robbins, in recent years a
Clark, with his pants ddwn, and
Seattle, May 20.
amended baslo agremient between
Cooper, in bizarre pajamas; and two busy m.c. on the night club circuit,
The huge civic auditorium which
wives busting in on their husbands ?;oes over as the lawyer fixing the EQUITY
the authors and managers was reake bedroom scene preceding the
seats 7,000 was used last Wednesday
at U>e wrong moment would ordiported Tuesday (20) when a second
narily be about enough with which divorce. His partner, Stan Ross, Is
night for Giovanni Martinelll In 'II
AGAINST EMILE
session between representatives ot
to work. For good measure, though, also In the show, playing a bit part
Trovstore' which made the small
Clark flits about with a rug wrapped as a turbaned gentleman's gentle-'
the league of New York Theatres
Robbins
audience that turned out, look much
around him. Cooper sports a corny, man to Dorothy Stone.
Charges
filed
with
Equity
against
Ross,
iii
specialty
taken
out
and
a
but dazzling, hunting rig, then both
smaller.
The gross', at $2.30 top, and Dramatists Guild met Most of
their
nitery
mopjper-:upEmile
Boreo
of
act,
are
In
connection
with
a
purely
burley
dressingin
go
by
up
the remaining points at issue were
estimated aroimd $2,800.
women's military auxiliary uni- pers when they duet on Hollywood benefit performance given in Nassau,
La Scala Opera Co. promoted the disposed of, but agam it was necesmpersonations.' Nino Ripeppi plays Bahamas, were dropped last week,
forms.
sary to refer the issue back to the
the professional corespondent.'
when the council was informed there event, which had tough competition boards of the respective organizaIn a way the plot doesn't matter
This version Is staged by Edward
much, but it's a pretty good one at J. Scanlon, with scenery by Watson was nothing Improper with the ar- from the 'Ice Follies' next door. tions.
/
that.
Harry Wagstas Gribble just Barrett and dances by Edward Sin- rangements for the show. Boreo However it Is figured promotional
'It may not be until fall that the
work for •Martinelll was way below
uses it as' a springboard for the ac- clair.
Incidentally, Scanlon
and was. in the Latin Quarter, Miami par, which
tors, add they take his direction
is the major reason this pact will be gotten into final form,
J. J. Shubert whipped up a very nitery show for the benefit which
but it was agreed that all contracts
•ptly.
creditable production with only one Alan Corelll qt the Theatre Author- top tenor didn't get the cttentlon he
between produpers and authors
Cooper, as an Englishman, is visit- week of rehearsals.
ity did not 'clear.'
Others in the should have had. Myrtle Leonard,
ing his country place with his Ameri'The Continental' and 'Alpha to floor show were not members of In the Azucena role and Crete made up to that time -are to carry
can friend, Clark. First a young Omega' are lifted from other Cole
Stuekgold, were other standouts in riders. Latter will stipulate that the
thing of Cooper's Immediate past Porter shows and Injected into 'Di- Equity.
contracts are to be subject to any
the cast.
Equity
sent
word
Boreo
to
apto
shows up to spend the night. Then a vorce.'
Fox.
revisions still pending.
Understood
pear before council to explain why
bratty kid evacuee from London Is
that around 40 contracts for new
he disregarded TA orders not to play
dumped Into their bps then his
plays due next season have already
father' ^plus a deserter from a
the benefit, but the registered letter Sidney-Adler to Play
been signatured, and it Is likely the
Scotch regiment (Clark gets into the
never reached the actor.
Corelli,
on
Broadway
Play
rider provision wUl be made retrokilts before the night is over). Other
however, saw Boreo in Chicago reactive to include such plays.
flies in the ointment Include a horsey
'Golden Boy' at Mich.
cently and was informed that the
British major, a mysterious femme
actors were paid for their appearwith a figure and French accent, a
ance at Nassau and the TA head
gassy housekeeper and a constable
Detroit, May 20.
Comady in tbre* aotj, adapted by Zoe
not to mention the grim wives of AkIns from orlslnal rrencb of Claude- then, requested the charges to be disSylvia Sidney and Luther AdIer,
Duke of Windsor was in
Andre Pugret; euged by ArUior KIpley; missed.
currently touring 'Accent on 'Youth,'
ettlng. Raymond Sovey; presented by Ra- charge of the show,
benefit for the
will do 'Golden Boy' at Ann Arbor,
fihael and Robert Hakim., at Renry MUBritish War Relief fund. First-class
er, M. T., Uay U, '41
at |S-30 top.
part of the annual festival at the
FVaoclne
..Barbara Kent transportation and hotel rooms were
University
Special Constable
Military Policeman

^en

GAY DIVORCE

-

—

SEAHLE

MANAGERS-DRAMATISTS

MAiONG MORE PROGRESS

DROPS CHARGES

BOREO

'

.

—

—
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THE HAPPY DAYS
i

,

Diana Barrymora

Marianne...'

JACK
DURANT
NOW

IN 21ST

FMttaivd In

Oliver
Pen)ette..^^,\^

"PAL JOEY'»
New York

EDDIE

GARR
CO-STABBINO

RECORD BREAKING
"HELLZ-A-POPPIN"

IN

OM

TOITB

•
KENT

.

York

BradleeTet2«l

Claude-Andre Puget. It marks the
Broadway production debut for Raphael and Robert Hakim, whose chief
distinction is that they made the
French film, 'Pepe Le MoMa.'
'Happy Days' Is about two sets of
children left without adult super
vision in a house in the Thousand
Islands when the parents of three of
them go away to attend a fimeral.
They get their puppy-romance rather
Involved, but are finally straightened
out without seriotis casualty by an
aviator whose plane Is forced down,
nearby.
Next time he'll probably
find it simpler just to plunk into the
river.

and Slightly used

Erening Clothes and
Acoesioii«f

efy

JceasoBsble

vrioM

THRIFT MART,

INC.
Weat 66th StrMt
Naw York City

13

'

Michigan,

Commencement

scheduled

'Week,

June

Others signed for the festival include Leon Ames and Ruth Matteson in their original roles of 'Xlte
Male Animal,' and Mildred Natwlck
in 'Ladies In Retirement.' The other

two offerings will 'be 'Skylark' and
'Man and Superman.'

Lou

Kaliski vice

Cohen

For Shuberts in Chicago
Chicago,

May

Uct,l

come

from Detroit

in

to replace

Abe

NORMAN

Gerson. Cohen is leaving to take
over the Dallas shows for the Shu-

DRAMA DEPARTMENT)

Comedy

In

New

Haven,

May

16.

acta (Ave scenes) by
Directed by Frank McMuJIan: settings, Peter Wolf.
Presented
by Yale Department ot Drama at Unithree

With the Selwyn, Studebaker and
Harris theatres fated to go dark in a

few weeks, Kaliski may postpone

and

SYLVIA

his

Chi entry untU the faU.

SHORE

Charles Rablner.

versity

theatre,

New

Haven,

May

Meet the Judge

14-16,

'-•1.

Cast: Kathleen Jobnson, Charles Suggs,
Holland, Frank Qaunt, Virginia
Grace Bailey, Richard Fleischer,
William Nelson, 3etty-Lou Evans, Lawrence Dobkln, Lucille Clarke, Joseph Marra,
J. Donald Flak, Eldon Winkler, Mortimer
Llchtensteln, Raymond Lannlng, Stophen

HanaBoiMiitt

Norman

With little mettlesome material at
their disposal, the young actors try
to. make up for It with zeal of performance. Naturally, they don't suc- Brad ley.
ceed.
There are occasionally appeal-

•

HARRIS

berts.

BUT NOT FOR LOVE
(TALE

LOV OLATVOn

20.

Shift in the Shubert setup here
intends, with Lou Kallskl slated to

Cohen, who has been repplng the
Shubert houses along with Sam

College Play

Dorrls,

ing moments, but frequently the
strenuous playing merely accentuates
the play's weaknesses. That applies
to Diana Barrymore and Joan Tetzel
as the more Impetuously romantic of
the girls, Frederick Bradlee is almost
too realistic as • fatuqus j^ovingster,

of

for
17-21.

and Peter Scott Is at least unostentatious as the only other boy. As the
" One of those well-intentioned, slim
adult who innocently gets involved
and rather foolish little plays that in all this, Edward Ashley redeems
seem to pop up almost from nowhere a treacherous part. Barbara Kent,
every spring. The Happy Days' Is an English ingenue making her
too fragile to last long. Broadway American debut as the only reasonfirst-nighters, who hadn't had an ably sensible one of the children, has
opening to gawk at In weeks, were llttle^to do, but she is self-possessed
tolerantly attentive during Its garru- and has the looks to merit Hollywood
lous first act, but the increasing silli- attention,'
ness of the next two stanzas had the
Arthur Ripley's direction keeps the
spectators either yawning or titter- actors constantly on the move, as
ing. It's all pretty Ineffectual.
though he had been afraid the audiZoe Akins, who wrote 'The Old ence might be golijg to throw things.
Maid' and then an embarrassing ode
Raymond Sovey's single setting
to the late Marie Dressier, called 'O gives a realistic impression of inEvening Star,' adapted this valentine terior permanence.
Hobe.
to youth from a Parisian success by

'

SMART— Naw

accorded the visiting profossionals.

Peter .Scott

Edward Aebley

Ulctiael

WEKK

Mat.1 WM.
1776 B'way. New

Joan

Bernard

GBOBOK ABBOIT'S

Barrymor* Thaatre,

••••.Frederick

Los Angeles, May 20.
Voluntary bankruptcy petition was
filed here by Hollywood Theatre Alliance,

People.'

Inc.,

tin Broadwsr

WH. KBNT
Naw Xwk

producer of 'Meet the
are listed at

Liabilities

One ot the best productions in $28,574 and assets, at $30,511, consistsome time to come out of Yale's ing largely of the book value ;ot
workshop was tossed across the foot- props and other equipment.
lights in the form pf a comedy dealCompany owes state of California
ing with playwrights, actresses, directors and their romantic entangle- $3,077 and New York $1,467 for state
(Continued on page M)
unemployment insurance.
'

-

ROSALIND IVAN
in

"THE CORN

18

GREEN"

NATIONAL -THEATRC

N. Y.
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Chi Legit B.O. at

%

Low Levd; Tather/

IiEGITIMATE
DiTorce', $10,000,

'AngeI$V5G,0KmHob

aosing(24), Hellz' N.G. 19G

$11,700,

Chicago, May 20.
Town remains in the dumps. I^ast
week was salvaged a trifle by some
perk-up on Friday and Saturday,
but otherwise the grosses were distinctly slow.
Tip-off on the state of the b.o. here
is seen in the gross o{ 'Hellzapoppin'
in the 4,000-seat Auditorium at $3.30
top. For first full week of eight performances, the show came in under
the wire a mild $19,000. Not until

Saturday night was attendance okay.
Take then was $5,000.
'Life

With Father'

on Saturday

(24)

will finally close
after a record-

smashing stay.
EsUmatCB tor Last Week
'Asenio and Old Laee,' Grand (6th

week)

$2.75).

(1,200;

Remains

off,

but looks to go on for several more
Slipped to around
weeks easily.
$11,000.

W

'Hellzapoppin,'

limped in with

8G

in

With Father,' Blackstone
week) (1,200; $2.75). At long

'Life

(esth

last this

one reaches the

week

final

of a sensational stay, closing on Saturday (24) after cracking all Chicago money and run records. Held
to $11,700.
'My Sister Eileen/ Harris (13th

week) (1,000; $2.75). Comedy running along to profitable pace and will
stay through June easily despite dip
to $10,500.

Mar

{22,000,

teeofi,

"Little

around

Foxes' is preceding
the circuit, doing

Played Ford's 1,000-seater, at ^.77

New
week

First full
in

some time

Haven,

May

-

at

top.

$2.76

may

'

Change in
$3.30).
affect modest
grosser,

The

Happy

New

'

20.

biz.

It was the Alexander Woolleott "Man
Dante Magic Skids
Who Came to Dinner' troupe, in for
In Pitt With $2,200 eight performances last we%k (12-

17)

lead

Estimated gross

$13,000.
Nixon picked final week of year to bettered
House has 'Meet the People' renew low for the season. At- vue
this last half (22-24) and indiwas Dante, who brought his cations
are this will be the season's
magic show back for a return en- folder
upper.
gagement after ringing up sensational $10,500 at $1.50 top m January.
It was a diflerent story this

hit a

traction

time, 'Sim Sala Bim' barely getting
Previous low was made by
$2,200.
Montgomery - Florence
Douglass
Reed-VJolet Hemlng 'Nlfht Must

Fall/ which did $3,200.
Only plausible reason for Dante's
miserable showing was that he had

Current Road Slows
(JIfav 21-31)

AMERICA WE THANK YOU!

'Arsenic and Old Lacs' (Erich von

Stroheim, Laura Hope Crews )^
Grand, Chicago (21-31).
squeezed his draw dry first trip
"Blossom Time' (Everett Marshall)
around, but Nixon is still at a loss —Royal Atexandra, Toronto (21-24)'
to account for the hundreds who
'Cabin in the Sky' (Ethel Waters)
were turned away thten, when atSelwyn, Clilcago (21-31).
traction grabbed $5,000 in its final
"Gay
Divorce' Shubert,
Boston
three performances.
Nixon has a
780-seat gallery.
At last Wednes- (21-24); Forrest, Philadelphia (26day's mat there was exactly one 31).
person (1). up there.
'Hellsapoppin'
Aud., Chicago

—

|

You

are giving ui munitions, aeroplanes, ships

'

—

and a good heart to carry on the

fight.

i

—

May we

personally

thank

OLSEN AND

(21-31).

Veloz-Yolanda, 2i(i
Milwaukee, May 20.
Veloz and Yolanda, with their
'Dance Americana,' came into the
1,600-seat Pabst theatre last Tuesday
night (13) to wind up the season in
the indie legit house, and it wasn't
nearly big enough to accommodate
the crowds. The house did absolute
capacity for the one performance to
an estimated gross of $2,500 at $2.75
top.

"Life wHh Father* (Lillian Gish)—
Blackstone, Chicego (21-31).
"Life with Father' (Dorothy Gish)
—Walnut Philadelphia (21-31).
"Man Who Came to Dinner' (Alexander Woolleott) Colonial, Boston

means

practically capacity busi-

ness.

Hbrton

9G

in S.F. Finale

San Francisco, May

Edward Everett Horton's

Many

'

and Ncedles'-^Biltmore, Los

20.

'Spring-

time for Henry' took estimated $9,000

thanks boys.

BUD FLANAGAN

"Bbse Marie'—His Majesty's, Montreal

entertaining the people of London.

Eileen'—Harris, Chicago

Angeles (21-31).

Chicago, May 20.
In eight concert performances in
Orchestra Hall Veloz and Yolanda,
at $2.75 top, grossed $17,000.
It

good work of

'Meet the People'—Bushnell aud.,
Hartford, Conn. (21); Shubert, New
Haven (22-24); Shubert, Boston
(26-31).
'My Sister
(21-31).

for so kindly sending us thousands of

gags and sketches to enable us to carry on the

—

'Pins
$17,000 in Chi

JOHNSON

(21-31).

(21-24);
ronto (26-31).

AND

Roysl Alexandra, To-

'Stndent Prince'-Forrest Philadelphia (21-24).
"Tobacco Rood' (John Barton)
(21-24);
Lyric, Bridgeport, Conn.
Capitol, Pawtucket, R. L (26-31).
Twcltlh Night' (Helen Hayes.
Maurice Evans) Erlanger, Chicago

—

(21-31).

"Vinegar Tree' (Billle Burke, Paul
on its fourth and final stanza at
Henry Duffy's Alcazar here. Final Cavanagh)—Alcazar, Sen Francisco
performance was a sellout and legiter (21-24).
"Women Aren't Angels' (Bobby
could have carried on save for HorClark)—Wilbur, Boston (21-24),
ton's
film
commitments.

CHESNEY ALLEN.
VICTORIA PALACE,
|

|

Days,'

Miller

(1st

which dropped under $5,000 last week) (D-940; $3.30). Opened Tuesweek; questionable alMiut summer (jlay (13) last week and after good
breaks up after local engagement, holdover.
premiere business rather weak;
heading cast for summer festival
"Lady la the Dark,' Alvin (17th doubtful press; under $5,000.
Tobaceo Boad,' Forrest (2B7th
Broadway
"Rio Rite,' initialing four weeks of week) (M-1,375; $4.40).
leader plays to standees all per- week) (D-1,107; $1.10). StlQ looks
spring
festival
Philharmonic,
at
formances; another three weeks he- indefinite as Sundays are to continue
should click off around $30,000 at tote suspending for summer;
$31,700 another season; around $4,000 or
Being a civic promotion and more.
$2.75 top.
sligthly less.
piece, it is getting heavy play in
"Watch on the CUne,' Beck (7th
Xtfe With FMher,' Empire (70th
dailies though not first-rate enter- week) (C-1.005; $3,30). Only slight- week) (D-1,214; $3J0). Agency dely under previous week; quoted at mand puts this one on tCip 6t the
tainment.
Blltmore darkens until August $15,000, which Is excellent for iong- field: few sfcaigbt plays 'near pace
of capacity draw; $19,500.
when "Tobacco Road' comes in for staylng laugh show.
*
lionlsUiia
Farebase,'
Imperial
Bevlval
sixth playback in L.A.
(51st week) (C-1.450; $4.40).
ManThe Doctor's Dllemms,' Shubert
agement has decided to enter second (lOtb week) (C-1,405; $3.30). Will
summer period; passes year's run play Into June, but not beyond end
mark in few days; rated around $18,- of that month; excellent record for
Legit Spot
000; was formerly list leader.
old comedy which topped straight
"Man Who Came to Dinner,' Music play for time; oiver $15,000 quoted.
Box (83d wiiek) (C-1,013; $2.20). Big
8abw«y ClretUt
Great Falls, Mont., May 20.
Saturday night; reduction in scale a
'Charley'* Aaat,' -Windsor, Bronx.
New auditorium, seating 1,882, hes factor
and ^ss again' picked up to
'Whlto Carco,' Flatbush, Brooklyn
been completed and will be avail- some degree; claimed $8,500; enough
(with -Anne Corlo).
able- for touring legit shows.
It is to keep it golng-^to profit
housed in the Civic Center build- r tsj. Sister Ellee^'^ Blltmore (21st
ing and la equipjied to handle all week) ((n}-991; $3.30). Claimed to
'Accent' 6'/4G in Toronto
have slightly Improved and Is
kinds and sizes of productions.
Toronto, May 17.
Also In the Uftilding is an arti- among leading candidates to pliay
CU>-atarrlng In 'Accent on Youth,*
through summer; $13,000.
ficial ice arena 160 by 76 feet, with
•Mr. and Mrs. North,' Belasco (18th Sylvia Sidney and Luther Adler
seating room for 2,750 spectators.
week) (C-801; $3.30), Moderately chalked up lust fair estimated $6,500
W. P. Harrison, manager, Is booking successful comedy mellcr has Ita ups •i the Royal Alexandra last week.
shows of both types for next sea- and downs, but evidently itlll
Opening of the Woodbine race season.
breaking even; $6,000 estimated.
son- dented matlne« buslnesr.
in 17-year history of theatre. Troujpe

town

okay

20.

week) (D-1,0I6;

R

to play this

registered

.

and Needles,' wading around

for balcony at matinees, lowest scale

kor, who will carry leads in 'Orpheus,'
and John Brownlee and
Stella Andrews, with similar apoXs in
'Barber of Seville.' Run extends for
three weeks, starting with 'iBarber'

in N.

May

also oft, it is considerably above $6,000.
The Beaatltal People,' Lyceum
even break level; will enter summer
Costs
period and may stick it through (4th week) (C-1,004; $3.30).
little to operate Saroyan one-setter;
rated around $18,000.
It Happens mi Ice," Center (7th both house and show said to be
week)
engagement)

(repeat
(R- turning a profit; slightly down at
$6,500.
3,087; $2.75). Off to around $17,000,
"The Com Is Green,' National
but betters even break; with extra
matinee next week (Memorial Day) (25th week) (Drl,162; $3.30). Held
10 days meagre trade. First week and parties this week takings will its own or better last week and
chances for summer continuance
won't get better than $6,000, with cUmb; seat sale through June.
stronger;
quoted over $14,000; plenty
.'Johnny Belinda,' Longacre (35th
house scatM at $1.50 top plus 35c
for tlus import

Leads for 2 Operas

%ner' 13G

TINS' FLOPS
L
MEAGRE $6,000, 10 DAYS
"Pins

$22,000.

20.

AD OK

In red at Blltmore, is folding after

Central City Sijpis

top.

May

'Arsenic lei/ja'Oaudia 126,

M

Hollywood,

-

profitable but less spectacular business.
There's a possibility of bringing
"Cargo', to Broadway, either after it
tours the subway time or in the fall,
Lee Shubert is said to be Interested
in associating himself with the production and Journeyed out to the
Bronx last week to catch It.

grossing estimated

Pittsburgh,

\%

XARGO' GOOD
ON SUBWAY

on July 5:
Frank St. Leger will again conBaltimore, May 20.
Extra big season of legit l>owed duct, and Robert Edmond Jones will
out last week with a bang. First produce.
musical of the year and last of the
here.
experienced
bookings
fullsome
'Dubarry Was a Lady' mopped up

from the

Doubtful 'Rhine

and Melville (Jooper, made its AmerAs Broadway nears the final week
ican debut Thursday (15),
NaUve Son,' St. James", (8th
Alexander Woolleott opened a of the regular season business con- week) (D-I,S20; $3J0). About held
two-week engagement as "The Man tinues to l>e on the downgrade gen- its own; melodrama from sensaWho Came to Dinner' Monday '(IQ). erally, but there were no violent de- tional book not among leaders, but
"Meet the People' comes in next clines last week.
has been making the grade; $11,500.
Estimate! tn Last Week
Monday (26).
"Pal Joey,' Barrymore (21st week)
Key: C (.Comedy), D (Drama), R
Estlmatca tor Last Week
(M-1,104: $4.40). Under the levela
(Revue),
(Afustcal), F (Farce),
'(toy Divorce' (Shubert) (7 perof earlier months, but making
(Operetta).
O
formances) (1,500; $2.75)—Greeted
profit right along; better than $18.'Asenle
and
Old
Lace,*
Fulton
by cordial notices and encouraging
000 indicated.
(19th week) (CD-93B; $3.30).
One
trade;,^ around
$10,000 for -Initial
"Panama Battle,* 46th St. (29th
of the limited number of shows still
stanza? One week more.
week) (M-1,347; $4.40).
Has been
CORIO'S
"Women Aren't Angela' (Wilbur) selling out; much better here than easing off for some weeks, but ear(4 performances) (1,227; $2.75)—Fa- In (^cago; over $16,500.
lier list leader same runner-up to
'Clandla,' Booth (14th week) (Cpress for this farce. Took
'Lady in the Dark'; around $26,000.
7G
TIME vorable
around $C5,000 end will stay at least 712; $3.30). Particularly strong mat"ScpanUo
Booms,'
Plymouth
(60th
inees,
helping
keep
the gross in
one more week for tightening up.
the four-figure division;- averaging week) (C-1,107; $3.30). Management
Ann Corlo's^ Ton^eleyo In "White
still contending this one wiU outover $12,000.
Cargo' gave the Windsor, Bronx, es'Hclbapoppln,'
Winter
Garden last most of the others on list; cuttimated good $7,000 for the seven
IN
days ending Monday
A^ (139th weA) (H-1,671; $3.30). While ratine but making money; around

.

ENDS BALTO SEASON

%m,

Summer Groove;

20.

Twelfth Nicht,' Erlanger (2nd
week) (1,400; $3.30). Second and
Denver, May 20.
final week under Theatre GuildFour Metropolitan Opera and conAmerican Theatre Society subscrip- cert stars
have been signed to play
tion end goes on for a fortnight on
Conciderably, xmder ca- the leads in ihls summer's (wo pro>>
its own.
pacity at $14,000, which precludes ductions at the (>3-year-61d opera
house in Central City.
possibility of fifth week.
They Include Anna Kaskas and Margit Bo-

DU6ARRY\ BIG

Settling Into

Days

Thre* shows in town are giving
tag-end of the season a nice lift.
'Gav Divorce,' revived and revised,
with Dorothy and Paula Stone,
Luella Gear and Charles Collins, unveiled last week (13); and 'Women
Aren't. Angels,' starring Bobby Clark

Del

Detroit,

Auditorium
(1st week.
Jn mammoth 'Cargo'

$19,000.

B'way

20.

Dipping back Into Detroit for the
second time in five months, .Time of
Your l^e' in eight i>erformancesla5t
week at the Cass emerged with an
approximate^,000. Top was $2.75.
House goM' dark until June 2,
when Xife with Father,' with Dorothy Glsh and Louis .Calhem heading the cast, settles down.-

(4,000; $3.30).

house the Eddie Garr-Billy House
unit slow to stir Chicago interest and

May

til*

•Cabin In the Sky,' Selwyn (2nd
week) (1,000; $2.75). Not going any(10) at $1.10
where at the present money pace top. Show moved to the Brandts'
and will have to struggle to last out sister stage-show house, the Flatits four weeks in the house; drag- bush, Brooklyn, last night (Tuesday),
ging $9,500 last week.
and goes to the Adams, Newark, next

week)

Boston,

Bl

LONDON,
ENGLAND.

-

!

.
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52
of publicity In the recently «ttabllshed New York Stot« Division of
Commerce at $6,290' • year.

Literati

Larry

Sisk,

Tex^

AMe for Ptess Agents

newspaperihan,

By EBNESI LEHUAff

has become director of a regional
public relations office established at
Dallas by the Office of Emergency
Management, the U. S. over-all deHe was managing
fense agency.
editor of the Fort Worth Press,
Scripps-Howard, in 1935 and 1936.
.

week when

Peplcr Vs. Wlnchell

Feud between Westbrook Pegler
(Scripps-Howard) and Walter Winwas fiercely fanned last week
when, in Thursday's (15) column,

chell

blasted

Pegler

the

columnist-

tab

seldom
anonymous, no names mentioned, but no
to a degree
in journalism. It was

commentator

known

mistaking whom Pegler meant.
It's reported that Pegler's anger
was roused over reports that Winchell resented the Pulitzer award to
Pegler, the latter hearing about
comments supposed to have emanated from the Hearst writer.
Winchell came back with the
claim of his 'girl Friday' that

B. Llppincott Co. acquired the controlling interest In
Frederick A. Stokes Co. New officers' of Stokes firm are: Joseph W.
Lippincott, president; George Stevens,
vice-president;
Horace W.
Stokes, treasurer; T. F. Mahony,
secretary, and Lynn Carrick, assistant secretary.
Members of the board of directors:
Joseph W. Lippincott, H. K. BauernJ.

American

90

newspapers

to their graves in the last

have gone

Your column

did not
appear in any of them, but most of

three years.

zine.

The statement:

proprietors of Vogue express their regret 'to would-be

The

.

purchasers of their magazine
. The
who cannot get a copy.
circulation of Vogue is already
substantially above the pre-war
.

figure,

and

.

Paper Con-

official

.

If

'

Post,

zContlnued from page 3;

.

you have been able

he was stricken.

CHATTEB

News Guild Bow
Scripps-Howard

sheet,
for the return of
as city editor, from

a siege of illness.
Russell
Maloney, of the New
Yorker, Convalescing from an ap-

paved the way
WilUam Dowdell
-which he was let out the night be- pendectomy at Harkness Pavilion.
fore.
Action of the Guilders did
John Spencer, city editor, Norfolk
not cause a missout on any edition. (Va.) Pilot, upped to maneging ediWorkers resumed when the man- tor. Replaces W. R. Harris, elected
agement posted a notice that Dow- to Congress.
dell could have his Job back whenJoseph Driscoll, chief of New York
ever he wanted" it.
Herald-Tribune's Washington staff,
According to Inside sources, Dow- upped to 'national correspondent^
dell received the exit cue after he He'll cover Important news stories
refused to transfer to a rewrite wherever they' break. Bert A. Anchore which involved a $2,000 yearly drews, of city staff, replaces Drisseverance fee.
coll In Washington.
Allan Reagan, onetime New York
LIpplneott-Stokcs Herger
City newspaperman and later, sports
Union of two major book publish- editor of Hearst's Albany Timesing houses was brought about last Union, has been appointed director
'

'

'Now whadda ya wanna be
Telegraph

this list

the unsung Samaritan
^measured"; the prize-fighter

And

they're

/Who

all
Is

in

'Look, just because there is nothing In the papers for two weeks is no
reason you should be feeling I am not in there punching for you all the
way. .Every day I am In there putting In the good word for you with th«
boys who count... It takes time... All of e sudden. Bingo—you will b^
ki ocked over with pllppings!. .Look, your business is emceelng. . .My business Is publicity. .You know your business...! don't... I know my business... You don't. .Believe me, you are getting a terrific job... And any
time you doubt, me, come over and we will paw over the scrapbook.'
.

.

.

.

'All right so you weren't really with the dame at the Co'pacabana. ..So
you weren't given a screen test by Metro. ..So you didn't call Mickey
Rooney a Metro-gnome. .So you didn't get mobbed by dames outside tha
Paramount. ..You wanted to get your name In the columns, didn't you?. ..
Next time you want the truth printed about yourself, don't hire a press
.

agent.

I;

Ontario Government's Travel Bureau) realize the enormity of the
five youngsters' offence; then the

this

jetsam

journalist,

^^•""N^

psychopathic ward, his fellow man
just » pore-spallered husk that Is
concealing a story.

'Sure he's getting more space than you. . .Whaddaya want, quantity or
quality?... Every word I'm getting you is gonna mean doUars In the
bank

'Remember It Isn't only what I get In for you— it's also what I keep out
..With a reputation as valuable as yours. It is Important that you hav«
not just a press agent. . You need a suppress agent, too. . .That's me.'

began to come in from all
of Canada and the United
Despite, this, however, more
than 4,000 requests had come In
vyithin the following 48-hours for
the souvenir invitation of the quints
to visit them i;^ Ontario, this was
part of the announcer's commercial

'Of course. ..They're stupid. ..Didya ever
It saw one?'

good story when

—and he

Mr. Smith' knows the people you know

writes about them in the funniest, most

hilsir-

ious book to come off a press since Gutenberg
invented movable type. It is a fun-poking, belly*
laugh book which does to celebrities and screwballs what A Smattering of Ignorance did to

—

musicians. It is a book you will enjoy.

may even be

in it-

You

-

Vivien Lelab
Laurence Olivier
Bernard Sobel
Marc Connelly
Stanley Walker,
Ludiu Beebe

'He says Just as soon as the war quiets down, hell rim

'

Meanwhile,

tion.

Lowell

Thomas

Journey lip to 'the North Bay
nursery on the evening of May 28 to
Interview the five little girls on their
seventh birthday; they are also on
the Ned Sparks series again on June
What language the tots will speak
1.
In, or what the outcome will be. Is
just another quiz question In which
the majority of Canadians are not
particularly Interested.
will

Douslaa Fairbanks, Jr,

WIUlBm Siroyan

Jimmy

Mariraret Lockwood
Oizle Nelaon

Bon Hecht
Alexander Woollcott

Henry L, Uencken

Marlene Dietrich'

Kay Fean

Wallccr

Richard B. Harrison
Doris Davenport

you

'Baby,

It's

You know r

• olnoh for Farrell's page if only you'll posa in a sweater...
wouldn't pull the wool over your eyes for nothing.'

"Belleva me. Max, a 'Bound in the Night'
front page of the Times.'

'Be reasonablel...OrchIda-don't grow on treesP

'You don't know how happy I .was to see that
that column. . .Lord, what comi'

'Where was

I all

day?.

.

.1

was down at the

Ben

my name

is

Horowitz. ..Not Houdlnl!'
4

j^^oiOlnned from paga 'H^g^

Walter WlnchcO
John Barrymor*

The Kapps

Elaine Barrie

Madge HscDonald
Alfred G. Vanderbllt

New

J.

Fox

Fred Waring
Paul Douglas

Gary Copper
Greta Garbo
Gene .Fowler
Porothy Laraour

HIcker Rooney
?anl Muni

K

ortland

Boris Morros
Tsltzel B.

Marguerite Clarh,

The Shuberta
Ja«k Oakle

by H, Allen Smith
INTRODUCTION BY FRED AUEN
.
booksttlen • $2.00
DOUBLEDAY, DORAN

DeHlUe

Texas Gnlnaa
Bitty Rosa

Mae West

Stuart ErWIn
June Lang

HoSa

Kenny Baker

Lup« Velez
•
Ruby Keeler
I
Tallulah Banl!hea4
I

r

PORTERFIELD PROPOSES

Priorities

Jimmy

Jack Benny
Eddie Cantor
Brock Pemberion
Joe
Brown
Ben Bemie
Bob Ripley
Hal Kemp
John Scott Trottw'
Skinnay Ennit
Frank Buck

'

1

Crlsler

Hkrpo Marx
ihiranta

la

.

Art Donegan

BIng Crosby

you .weren't mentioned

papersi'

'Of course I haven't forgotten about you... Why last night I was with
Walter at the Stork and he said he. thinks you're priceless... And then I,
went over to 31 and spoke to Louis about you, and I met Dorothy at Fefe's
and got In th« old propaganda. .Saw Leonard at Sardl's. ..Thinks you're
great. ..Danto'n stopped by my table at the Copacabana to ask about you,
and Ed sends Us regards via the Havana-Madrid ringside. ..What's tiiat?
...Nick Kenny?:. .YOU WANNA BE IN NICK KENNY?... Look, Danny,

It will
consist of transerlptlons of historical
material built around Important
documents, writings, and so forth. In
the Library files. Joseph Lisa, formerly a staff wrltar with CBS in

Bob Bums
Jim Horan

an «d on tht

better than

"You should. be happy KilgalUn didn't give you a Gold Star. . .You want
the wise guys around town to start calling you a Gold Star mother?'

Clark Gable
Ben Serkowtch
Wallace Beery

I.

Is

get you too mu<h publicity, people are gonna suspect you have a
press agent... Now you're a smart guy, Tony... You don't want people to
think that'
'If I

Polly Adier

Joseph HItchcU
Max Baer
Ann Sberidui

other

he'll

A. C. Blumenthal

Joan Blondell '
Kedy LaHarr
Rosemary Lane
Carole LombanI

Tone

'

tfarea.'

tfaa

never mention your spot. ..He walked In once end
the waiter forgot to plok up the check.'
'Joe, I tail

Anita Louise

Low Man ON a Totem Pou
At all

.

Cesar Romero

George Raft

Maxls RosenUoom
Joe Frisco
Jack Dempsey
James Cagney

on paga

It

a phoney twist. .Tell your wife the part about
Just to give it some punch.'

Gene AusUn
Andrews Sisters

..

iMkAltohrYoOTMollMr-taOtandnioNMn'MaUMNami
Gloria Swanson
J. Hontsomerr Flags
Sinclair I>ewis
Brenda Fnizlcr

It

.

Ma]^ Robson
Franchot

Rand

hadda give

•I

dame was dreamed up by me

Earl Carroll
Gypsy Rose Lea
Lois Da Fee
Oraon Welle*
Gloria Jean

knew •

you.'

Marole Hart
Faith Baoon

Georgle Hale

a'clty desk «iat

what7...The hep guys know he meant

spiel.

The incident may bring to a head
the question of the children's educa-

Alfred Hitchcock'
Joan Bennett
OUvU de Havllbnd
Richard Arlen
Victor Moore

Max HInk

Jackie Oatebr

know

>

'So he didn't use your nameI...6o

States.

and the near great, the riff and the raff, the
the voluptuous strip queen, bare'foot up to her chin; there
to be

SSlly

.Hire a atool pigeoni'

someday.'

parts

ALLEN SMITH'S HILARIOUS NEW BOOK

H. Allen Smith? Fred Allen sayet
"Mr. Smith is the screwball's Bo»«
WU." Fred Allen u right To Mr.
Smith the world is a seething

.

.

jCoAOnned from paga

who fed chili con came to a phonograph; the actr^ who wanted
who wrote love stories; the hams and stars of stage, screen and radia

H.

like that guy?. .>He takes It

.

will find the great
ii

paper like the Telegram for?. •The

in a 3c

•

and credits it to Oscar Levant
at the Stork. Club... You cannot believe & word them guys write...! give
you my word, Harry, as soon as Weinberg told me the gag, I sat down and
wrote It out giving you the punchola:*

Dionne Quints

%ur Name Here?

is

Is 25c!'

'How do you

.

Is

in the overset'

it's

letters

HiU," N. Y. World-Telegram
city editor, recovering from

MAY V£RY WELL BE. For on
you
ITpot
and the ^urri of humaAit/. There

be in tomorrow. ..He swears

'Baby, I had Life all set to give you the cover... Then Hitler doublecrossed us and took Greece.'

during his service in Africa.
Also reported on board -the ship

W.

T. Mason, 62, United Press
correspondent, died of a heart attack
Shortly
last week in New York-.
after writing his column on Monday
(12), he returned to his hotel where
J.

.

definitely

'It'll

i
'

was Ray Colcord, Jr., 24, an actor in
minor parts on Broadway. He is
from Tulsa, Okla., the son of an
He was also a member of
oil man.
the ambulance corps. With the same
group were Michael Kirchway Clark,
21, of New York, son of Freda
Kirchway, editor of The Nation; and
John W. Ryan, 21, of Newton, Mass.,
son of George B. Ryan, editor of the
Boston Herald. Clark is on leave
of absence from Harvard,. and Ryan
on similar leave from the University
of North Carolina.
According to dispatches from Berlin yesterday (Tuesday) those on the
Zamzam'were said to have been "removed from the ship by the Nazi
raider and to have l»feen taken to
some occupied territory, where they
UTEBATI OBITS
Balph Bomano, 34, photographer are now being held. There appears
to be some question of whether the
fi>r the Pittsburgh Press, died last
week following an operation for Germans will continue to hold them,
double mastoid. Before: going with since they are neutrals and were
traveling
on a technically neutral
Press,
Romano managed World
Wide news photo bureau in Pitts- ship.

Ed
A three-hour letdown May 13 by
Newspaper Guilders on the Cincin- bight
nati

'You're in Kllgallen today... Yeah... The column is called 'You Ccn't
Frint That'. .There's a paragraph in it about an up-and-coming bandleader
named Johnny X. .That's you, Freddie.'

!

war expert and former foreign

to obtain a copy, please share It
^ith any friend who has not
been so fortunate.'

Cinoy

Zamzdm

burgh.

trol restrictions make it impossible to print the considerable
further quantity which is in de-

mand.

''Ves, Larry, I know you wanna be In Winchell, but lenune tell you some<
tiling—this Griffln has a great following. .On Sunday, they got more time
to digest whbt they read, too.'
.

S.S.

Helen Dean Fish, Horace W. several times and being rated as an
Beexpert automobile mechanic.
fore sailing from Jersey City late in
home office is in Philly, was found- March, Faversham said he Intended
ed in 1792; Stokes organized in 1881. sending back articles far VARiffrT.
feind,

Stokes, T. F. Mahony, and Percy
Loring. The Lippincott firm, whose

Coney Isle Excerpt In Harper's
Portion of Oliver Pilat's and Jo
Hanson's 'Sodom by the See: An
Affectionate History of Coney Island'
has been sold to Harper's Bazaar for
them published Pegler.' A subse- July appearance. Mag piece is called
quent barb, in the Sunday syndica- 'How Coney Island Got That Way.'
Book will be published by Doubletion, by Winchell showed himself
day-Doran,
also in July.
No. 1 in a columnar survey, and
Pegler next to the cellar.
Frank Snillvan on PM
Frank Sullivan has been inked by
British Togae Vrges Sharing
A situation created by the war, PM to do a column three times a
and which is Indicative of problems week. First one appeared Monday
that have beset nearly all publica- (19).
Humorist was long familiar when
tions in England, is best exemplified
by a statement published in the on the staff of the N. Y. World, deLondon and provincial press recent- funct. He is one of the 21 cngels
ly by British Vogue, the edition of 'Arsenic and Old Lace.'
there of the American fashion maga'nearly

so your picture wasn't In the Iat« editionsl...But you were
In the pink. ..When you're In the pink, you're right before the eyes of
the Lindy's crowd... You want better than thai?'

'AU right

MORE BARTER HOUSES

the Library of Congress,,

York,
mater laL

Is

attention. Is planning the establish-

ment

of similar ventures throughout
the coimtry. He proposes that each

adapting some of the

Full-hour program la scheduled
for NBC blue May 30, the first anni,versary of the launching of the defense program with the creation of
the National Dafensa Advisory Commission (sine* superseded by the'
Office of Emergency Management).
No names or speakers are slated for
the show, but It will be a dramatized report of what hsis been accorhpllshed during the last year,
with latest facts and figures on defense resources and new. objectives
for the defense .drive.
As part of tha'show, thera will b«
six remota' broadoasts.
They will
include pickups from a Pittsburgh
steel plant, a Cleveland machine
tool factory, a Denver vocational
school, a Los Angeles aircraft plant,
a Chester (Pa.) shipyard and a Sagi-

naw

Robert Porterfleld, whose operation of the Barter theatre, Abingdon, 'Va., has attracted considerable

(Mloh.) machlna gun factory.
Stanza will bs htard 9:80 to 10:30
pjn. from New 'York.

stcte endow a theatre, with farm
products or manufactured articles accepted In lieu of an admission price.
Porterfield has outlined his plans by
means of the lecture platform.
His annual luncheons held in New
York have been instrumental in
building up Porterfleld's activities.
From modestly attended functions
the gatherings have steadily grown.
Last week the luncheon, given In the
Waldorf-Astoria's largest ballroom,
drew capacity. Tickets wera $2.50
each, which did not cover tha expense^
Ethel Barrymora was the
guest of honor, being rewarded for
her performance In The Com Is
Green' (National, N. Y.).

While

Porterfleld's

luncheon went

Into the red several hundred dolhe was compensated In the pubUclly given the novel Barter theatre.
It also helped his standing as a lecttirer, which appears to be his principal source of Income.
'
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CHATTER

Moulin Rouge near 62d street, formerly occupied by Tropicana. New
spot will have Paul, ex-French PaBy SUnley H, Willis
vilion at N. Y. Fair, as chef.
Maurice Livingston, former UA
Nell Agnew nursing an Infected
exec in Paris, who jammed with
Elean Coffey, managing Atlas Gar•ye.
The Earn Woods (director) in Nazi-French police for a spell be- dens, is importing an American band

Brbadway

deal to have Diosa Costello double
into Jackie Heller's Yacht club this

53

Hollywood

week.

Fred Kelly home after touring all
season in 'Time of Your Life' to help
Lucille Ball laid up with sinua
stage annual recital oi Kelly Dance trouble.
studio.
Kay Aldridge hospitalized with apcause of racial complications, sailed leader for his spot.
Melrose, of old vaudV\act of "Kent) pendiciti.i.
town..
Monday (19) from Lisbon on the
Happyland Cabaret show moves to (Milzi Green's pop), Welsh and MelWilliam K. Howard in town for a Exeter. Agent Mark Hanna has him Colon for the new Broadway cabaret rose, now operating
John Halliday back to his Hono^
a ride at Kenlulu home.
couple weelcs.
set for an autobiog piece for Col- to try to give it a shot in the arm.
nywood Park.
Kay Harris recuperating from a
Jean Dale, actress-author, editor of lier's on his experiences.
Betty Boop (Ann Little) being
With Nixon season at end, Dave
submitted to spots fiere by local Shanahan, assistant treasurer, is in' throat operation.
new Brltisli News weelcly.
American agency as a 'name' per- charge of William Penn hotel ticket
Joe Breen in Hollywood hospital
Al Rosen planning a five-week vasonality.
sales for Dapper Dan boxing show with a throat ailment
cation in New Hampshire.
Frisco Fragimini, east coast cab- headlining Billy Conn-Buddy Knox
George Wellbaum celebrated anRags Ragland arrived from Broadaret owner, is said to b.e ogling a bout.
way for picture work.
other wedding anniversary.
Panama Canal spot that has been
David Lichine's Afro-Cuban ballet struggling along.'
Ben Piazza returned from an eastJoe Shea, now with General Moat Tropicana nitery is still packing
em talent hunt for RKO.
tors on film woric, in town.
-Rayita del Sol, the litUe Cuban,
Judy Canova's illness holding up
Eddie Hyman of the Par h.o. cov- 'em in. Extra week has been slated. moves from Kelley's to the Atlantico
CMCQ has opened up at the Hotel at the expiration of her present con.work on 'Puddin' Head.'
ering the upstate Netco theatres.
jContlnued from page H;
Chatlie Einfeld left for the Coast Sevilla. Runnmg six hours of Eng- tract, and then on to New York,
Lee Tracy returned from BroadMonday (19) after three weeks in lish programs per day, it sets prece- where she has a tentative 12 weeks
way to resume picture work.
Kaufman,
into
placing
Paul
the
dent.
lined
up..
the east. ~. ^
Smiley Burnette back at Republic
Leaving here recently were 120 army.
Roy Haines, Warner division manMargarita Lecuona, whose recent
Charles Spetka, formerly assistant, after eight weeks on the road.
ager, away on a tour of eastern ex- 'Dime Senor, Porque?' is due to go Chinese, including several cabaret
Pastime
Jack Mass shifted from the iSantlychanges.
on the U.S. air soon, is hard at work and cantina owners, for Frisco, made top-mai of the
where they will ship for China. in Coshocton following shift of Don Joy to join Shapiro-Bernstein.
'Quentin Reynolds Can Take It' Is on another, 'Amor.'
Panama, government's housecleaning Jacobs to. manage the Sherman in
Jimmy Newill to Si. Louis to sing
the title of a new piece in the June
Dr. Pellon,' who occasionally does
Chillicothe. James Skelly, previously with the municipal opera troupe.
particularly directed at them.
Esquire.
some legal work for Metro in Ha- was
Refugees creeping into the Pan- pinch-hitting at helm of the latter
Mue strelmer, special sales repre- vana, is reported to be in line for
Jan Rubinl shoving off for Aussentative for UA, la -at home recuper- Viurrum's job as representative for ama bands, mostly Germans lucky house, getting permanent post et tralia to do theatre appearances.
to
stay
~Three
c'tanges
here
Sigmaf,
Lima',
O.
before the housecleanating, from an Illness.
American Society of Authors, Com- ing.
Dennis O'Keefe checked out of the
They can beat out American made necessary by notice that HarSign- outside office in the'- Sard! posers and Publishers.
jazz and a noticeable improvement lan Fend, 'former Cleveland news- hospital after an appendectomy.
BIdg., 'No Casting -Today,' has l>een
Gene Autry back to film work
in some of the honky-tonks has been paperman who had been stationed at
there for three years.
the result.
Robert Noack, foifmer Federal
the Shferman, was being given an ex- after eight weeks of Yodeo touring.
New Casino in the Interior, to be tended leave of absence until his
Theatre director and actor, inducted
Bette Davis on the sV:k list while
backed by local capital,, will feature health improved. Suffering from 'The Little Foxes' shoots around her.Into Arniy last week.
a gambling casino if the powers that heart trouble.
Montague Gowthorpe ran into
^^COBtlnned from pace
Sidney Justin checked off Parabe give the nod. Jimmie Dean, who
molar trouble while on his vacation.
mount's legal staff to join the army.
be clipped almost l>odily while the had a finger in the pie when he esHe's now back at the Par h.o.
Nedda Harrigan back for the
Chas. Olson's Own BU
Laid up for two weeks with grippe. bulk of the scenes shown cen be tablished mammoth Balboa Gardens
A veteran in sales with Warner summer after a season in New York.
Bam Palmer of the Par distribution seen daily by anybody traveling on here, is the manager;
Don Woods leaving for a season ef
Hermina Layne, who came to Bros., Charlie Olson, branch man- summer
department is back on the job.
ferryboat*;.
stock at Elitch Gardens in
Panama 12 years ago with the ager at Omaha, has resigned to carry Denver.
Peter Nemirofl, who operates the
He
Under the state of national emer- vaudeville team of Mack and Layne,- forward plans of his- own.
Russian Kretchma, opens a beach
S. Barret McCormick arrived from
transferred to Omaha two /ears ago
gency, certain censorship stipula- is back in Panama after a 10-year
club at Amityville, L. I., this week.
from
Minneapolis, at which point New York for 10 days of huddles at
tour
of South America. She speaks
Iiou Simon, operator of Massachu- tions Jiave been' placed in operation.
he was in charge of Warner selling. RKO studio.
setts and New Hampshire theatres, However, the newsreels admittedly Spanish like a native and m.c.'s in
Greer Garson, film actress, obRussell ^erg,- salesman in Kansas
in town and has no kicks as to busi- would like to see a crystallization or both Spanish and English. - Plotting City office, promoted to the boss' tained a divorce from Edward Aba New York trip come the jniddle
ness.
bott Snelson.
specific outline covering the scope of
chair at Omana.
Lana Turner cut her New York this military censorship. The teels of Jtjne.
Ann Sothern laid up with a
Mex flickers getting a heavy
vacash short last week to hurry have cooperated to the ultimate in
strained hip after jitterbug scenes on
Craig Coaslns Upped
buildup via 24 sheets and newspaper
back to the Coast, where her mother
the .Metro set
refraining from disclosing any mili- ads. and doing right well at the b.o.
I<ynchburg, Vi^ May 20.
is ill.
Benne Russell hiding out in HollyCraig Cousins upped to manage
'Serenata Argentine' ('Down Ar-^
C)scar Straus to Hollywood at- tary secrets but they contend that
wood while composing, music for
tendant to Metro's filmlzation of the censoring has been extended gentine Way') clicking with native the Isis, Dominion house here; suc- new stage play.
Puryear,
resigned
for
ceeding
Ben
trade.
Corny
I,atin
scenes
and too
'Chocolate Soldier' which he com-/ lately until it enters the propaWilliam Morris, Jr., Johnny Hyde
job in defense, powder plant: Marmuch
Carmen
Miranda,
but
the
posed.
ganda field. Reported that this cenand Nat Lefkowitz in town for
AI Wilkie has taken over a small soring of the shipyard strike de- blonde tresses of Betty Grable hold shall White named assistant man- agency huddles.
to succeed Cousins.
farm near the New York-New Jer- velopments was intended to sway their attention, and so she draws the ager
Bill Ray, formerly with KFWB,
Hehry Rosenberger, formerly on
sey line on the other side of the public opinion, while the newsreels applause, especially when she gives Isis staff, shunted to the Paramount operating the Auditorium Ballroom
out with the torso-twisting.
river.
at Paso Robles, Cal. assistant
Fills
vacancy
cite the publicity and pictures made
as
manager.
Smart move by government recreA. Lynch recovering from
John Farrow in town on furlough
, S.
resignation
of
caused
by
Stephen
ation
of
the
recent Boston strike ts an
heads would be to pick up
broken knee-cap, according to word
from the Royal Canadian Pjlpvy, visof the Broadway turkeys, or Baker, who went to Washington.
from Miami where he operates Par example 'y>t swaying public opinion some
Sandidge and Edward Garbee iting wife, Maureen O'SulUvan.
into an early settlement of that even some of the old Wilbur Cush- Robert
Paul Hemried changed his name
theatres.
man-styled units, and tour these de- also added to Paramount staff.
Louis B. Mayer was at Belmont walkout.
to Paul Hammond after shifting from
fense bases, Trinidad and San Juan.
the Broadway stage to an RKO conone day last week to see his OssaCensoring by the military now
Shavelon'a Home
are about four playable weeks
tract.
bow win the International Steeple- extends to any airplane crash of There
Reglna, Sask., May '20.
in the Army posts here on the IsthRobert Oileson in town as a govchase handicap.
Shavelon,
new
thea1^0
Calgary,
Columbia tested Mara, Detroit- Army and Navy units. Newsreel- mus that could be worked into a tre op at Bentley, Alberta, replacing ernment liaison between Army air
good, payable setup, to say nothing
corps and th« networks for trial
born Spanish dancer, now at Copa- ers have been told Vna.\ this can't be of
picking up a week or so here and William Waldren, who will operate flights of the new B-IB.
/;abana.
RKO dittoed Lina Rom^y, photographed but they izi\ to see there
at Drumheller, Alberta.
and
boosting
the
goodwill
how such a story reveals any secret.
songstress at Waldorf.
Vaughn de Leath filed a divorce
angle of the Latinos.
Elaine A. French, daughter of
suit in Reno against Irwin Rose, orAnother example to bob up reJack Luigan's Denver Post
Bert French, retired theatrical pro- cently was the visit of a South
Jack Langan, manager of Unlver- chestra lea'der. Legal names were
listed as Leonore and Irwin Rosenducer, weds Philip Blaisdell, comsal's Denver exchange, promoted to
American
admiral.
Because
he
mercial artist, next month.
bloom.
manage
the
Kansas
City
office,
reArthur Willi, RKO talent spades- landed on naval grounds, the newsplacing Grover Parson, resigned.
By Les tt»
man, returned Monday (19) from reels had 'to submit their material
Sam Milner, Los Angeles salesman,
On antrip to Cleveland, where he lined up to the Navy for censoring.
will be raised to Denver manager(3eTeland_
other occasion, th.e newsreel outfits
two lads for possible optioning.
Bob Zurke added attraction at ship.
The first Theatrical Post in the in taking pictures of a new super- Prom ballroom.
-By Glenn C. Pollen
Government
to
buy
$500
country
a
Pat Rooney held over second week
interceptor plane at Burbank were
Doe Howe's Moveoyer
Defense Bond was the Lt. A. Vernon told the film would have to be made at Curley's nitery.
M. D. 'Doc' Howa transferred
Adelaide Moffett brought in, by
Macaulay Post No. 270 of Boston.
s'"Ber,
into
over because the plant employees »T.^i,' .
Hotel from the Walt Disney office to Terry the Mounds nitery.
Publicist Lee Posner and Larry
Nicollet Minnesota Terrace.
Turner's
RKO field department Art Cavar of the Merrle Art buyPage have turned artists' represen- had tossed blankets labeled 'conHelen Jepson and Richard Crooks staff. Switch made because of curtatives with formation of a new fidential' over certain portion^ of the here for joint concert recital.
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Singer-m.c. Bucky MeClure has
Due to his health. Rose had been taking first bows this side of the
The Choral Society of Paramount, cellations, but
numbering nearly 50 voices, and un- branch assented only after its coun- time for one more cafe engagement on compensated leave of absence for Rio Grande at Alpine Village. With
a number of weeks. While he gained broken ankle healed, Herman Pirchder the direction of Edith Savage cil was petitioned by talent involved. before he goes into the army.
Bert Lahr wanted to get a load of remarkably during a visit to Flo- ner's also back in show as emcee.
Morgan, sister of Oscar Morgan,
Rain does not seriously hamper
Sol Cornb^g, Play House technishort subject sales manager, holding outdoor' shows in other localities. the new Dream Highway, -so he rida, it is intended that the transfer
cal director, and Emanuel L. Geb>
drove from here to Baltimore.
is to allow him to complete his reits first public concert tonight (21)
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at the Hotel Biltmore.
mer venture, averaged only three change manager, down since he connection here when it U certain rated In turning out new book tagged
Broadway gets its first authentic
to last
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54
Tangle Is eventually unfurled
when the marriage of convenience is
pair.

OBITUARIES

,

ruled

illegal.

Pace of play

is lively

and main-

a generally well-cast
Standouts are Miss' JohnDaisy who
handles nicely a lion's share of the
wit; Dobkln, getting authenticity out
of the Russian role; Holland and
Gaunt. Charles Suggs, a feUow
scribbler; Eldon Winkler, host at the
farmhouse, and Mortimer Lichtenstein, his Cornell undergrad son.
Miss Evans tackles the difficult
Tamara role with fairly competent

by

tained
troupe.

son, as the wise-cracking

Paul Gutmann, noted German writer,
George S. Skipper, 63, who as she sought refuge in Mexico in 1935
beginiling to beGeorge Lloyd appeared in vaude- when Nazism was
later come acute in Vienna. Burial was
ville for some 14 years and
Mexico City.
acted in radio sketches with his wile in
Her husband survives.
on NBC, died May 9 after a six-week

GEOBGE LLOTD

iUness at his

in Cincinnati

home

results.
DOLOBES FIELDING
Teaming with his wife, Myrtle,
Scenically, the production Is an
whose stage name was Myrtle Fiske,
Dolores Fielding Heater, 48, for- eye treat, two sets being used, one,
Lloyd did a comedy and singing rou- mer legit, vaudeville and musical a New York apartment, which intine on the leading circuits. Antici- comedy actress, died May 6 in San troduces glass brickwork effectively,
pating the decline ol vaude, the pair Diego 'of pneumonia.
Mrs. Heater and second, a farmhouse living
entered radio as originators of a was known professionally as Dolores room. Production is this yfear's topper on the school's schedule.
sketch known as 'Skip, Step and Fielding.
Bone.
Happiana.' It was long a morning

feature of such stations as WLW,
Schenectady;
WGY,
Cincinnati;
Pittsburgh, and other large

KDKA,

NBC

stctions.

In recent years, Lloyd had served
briefly as a cruise director for the

ELDKIDGE TADLOCK

Par-Sparks
jContlnned from page is

•
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WUe, 34, of Dick .Fortune,
drama critic o( Pittsburgh

ant

-Continued from pace if

by the Nazis an 'Honorary Aryan'

department of

the advertising

th**

Failing health
forced his retirement several years
ago.
Surviving are his widow, Rachel;
two sisters, and two brothers, John
E. Clarey, publisher of the Madison
(N. J.) Eagle, and Northrop Clarey,
assistant to the "president of the
Standard Oil Co.

Harry
assist-

Siegal,

nephew

Major

of

Albert Warner who himself was tre couldn't- be learned.
formerly in Independent theatre
Vnoooperative?

Press,

ended her life last week. Despond- t)peration in
ency on account of illness was given Jersey.

Ne\i#

New

York and

as the reason.

clubs or organizations,
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theatre, owned by sleeve was torn. Foster, with that,
Eberson, N. Y. theatre archl- struck the man on the shoulder 'with
.wiU open tomorrow (Thursday)' -his picket -sign. Cops, Wbelfel iha'Into biggest local fanfare which even tains, paid no attention uintll that
this promotion-minded resort town point, when they came rushing over
has ever seen. All local bigwigs, in- to ask the man whether he.wanted to
cluding mayor, commissioners, so- prefer assault and battery charges
ciety, etc., are tied in, with Invita- against Foster.
He said no and
tion opening in the evening set to drove iway, the boy continuing, to
bring out every boiled shirt in town. wear his British insignia.
Main street is decorated with 'DayBmshoff
tona Theatre Day' banners and ocWoelfel declared he appealed to
casion has been plugged by local
numerous other organizations to aspapers for two weeks with contests sist the
German-American Congress
in each, News-Joufnal and Sun- with the
picketing, but was given a
Record.
brushoff.
However, after the Contectj

James Gordon, 60, stage and screen
actor and one of the founders of 'You Can't Take It With You' and
The ^oupers on the Coast, died May "The Man Who Came to Dinner.' As
.12 in Holly wopd after an emergency a matter of fact, the cast contains a
typical Kaufman-Hart writing team,
operation. He played character roles
including the one whose 'marital
In New York and with repertory complacency is upset by the encompanies on the road before mov- tr^ce of an actress into ue picture.
ing to Hollywood where he served
That the play contains commercial
as president of The Troupers In possibilities Is beyond question, and
If it doesn't eventually emerge as
1927-28 and again in 1940.
]
Surviving, is his widow, Mabel click entertainment on stage and
I
^V'an Buren Gordon, former screen screen, it will be :!be!cause somebody
Theatre Is last word' In design,
has bungled aloqg the way. A num^klayer.
ber of Bfoadwayites caught the' architect Eberson sparing no' effort
show with an eye to possible New to make his own theatre most beauYork production: .Play has laughs, tiful he's ever attempted. The
GEOBGE B. FITCHETT
1,000
George H. Fitchett, about 63, vetr an abundance of the belly variety, seats includes 200-seat loge in
which
represents smart scripting. Auj eran theatrical manager who had and
smoking will be permitted for first
served in a managerial capacity with thor has been around in scrivenlng time in
town,
aircles ranging from radio to pubmany Broadway productions, died licity and has picked up a neat techRoland Waller, manages the house
May 15 at his home In' New York.
nique for putting his Ideas across. which wUl feature Warner Bros,
Fitchett, company manager, for the There's a lot of .action of the wacky
pictures.
road company of "The Man .Who nature and a running gag that evenCame to Dinner* with Taylor Holmes tually closes the' ihow is good for
the past season. For several years numerous chuckles.
'Love' Is well constructed, followwas general manager of Anne
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ashworth,
ing through on a definite track all
Nichols' 'Abie's Irish Rose.' During
the way and, although plot is fairly son. May. 13 in. Los Angeles. Father
•Abie's' popularity, he handled the obvious, it c&r'ries a few variations
is in Metro's camera process departroad bookings and in many smaller that give it novelty. Story concerns ment.
stands he spotted the show for two playwrights feeling a financial
Mr. and Mrs. Maurie Webster, son.
longer periods than tiiey were able pinch because foreign royalties are
May. 14 in Los Angeles. Father Is
to play any other attraction.
In tied up. One of them (Frank Gaimt) announcer at KNX.
other communities theatres were has met (and fallen for) a French
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Hammil,
refugee actress while in Switzerleased and record road runs scored.
land. Tn the hope of rebuilding their daughter, May 17, in New York.
He leaves his widow, Margaret.
bankroll, he has her come to Amer- Father is agent with William Morica for their new play and, inci- ris office in N.Y.; mother is former
FBANCISCO BENITEZ HABTINiSZ dentally, airs his wife (Virginia Ruth Timmons, in vaudeville.
Francisco Benitez Martinez, 49, Dorris) via divorce in order to
Mr. and Mrs. Willard' Espy, twin
board member of radio stations XEW marry the 'French wench' (a dialog daught^s. In New York, May 15.
quote from Variety), played by.
and XEQ and of the Cine Teatro Betty-Lou
Mother is former Hilda Cole, former
Evians.
Alameda, first-run cinema, Mexico
publicity director for Fred .Warlng's
It develops that- the French acCity, died May 12 In Tampico after a tress plays only tragedy, so the com- orch; father Is on Readers Digest
short illness. He was a widely known edy the boys have written for her is. staff.
electrical
engineer and one
of ashcarined and a new start is made
Mr. and. Mrs. Mickey Goldsen,
by retiring the group to a friend's
Mexico's leading radio experts.
farm for Inspiration and creation. daughter. In New York, May- 16.
Burial was in Ciudad Victoria,
The actress rings In a Russian direc- Father is general manager of Leeds
capital of Tamaiilipas state. Surviv- tor (Lawrence Dobkin), makes a Music Co.
ing are a widow, mother and two play for Gaunt's partner (Norman
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Gladstone,'
children.
Holland), and when a passport com- son, In New York, May 16. Father
plication crops up, she marries lat- is announcer et 'WHN, N. Y.
ter as an emergency measure. This
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Martin, son.
FBIEDEBIKE ITMLAOFT
procedure monkey-wrenches the roFriederUce Umlauft, 69, former mance of Holland and Kathleen In New York, May 15. Father is a
Austrian dramatli acti'ess, died May Johnson, playing
of singer; mother Is Polly Martin, who
the sister
la at her dome in' Mexico City tfUtt qauqt's, wile who. ia .trying to ar- unW sieveral weeks ago conducted a
,hort illA^,' Wittf-%'ef 'hiUb6nar,'' rahjEc'a reconciliation between the women's progrd^iU 6&yrtai, N. Y.
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it

will still

Arrlngton,
Rocky
owner and president

H.

theatre

Theatre Owners of North and
South Carolina, has assured Governor Broughton in a letter that
theatre men in the state could -be
counted upon 'not to show any film
carrying Nazi or any other' anti-

of ^the

American propaganda.'

The

theatre

odlclal replied to a statement issued
by the (governor in which Mr.

Broughton assured the GermanAmerican Congress for Democracy
he would 'imalterably oppose' showing of any Nazi propaganda films In
this state.
The protest had arisen
over

the

picture,

'Victory

in

the

West.'

have not heard of this picture
Mr. Arrlngton told the Governor, "but I am sure the Theatre
Owners of North and South Carolhia
would be opposed to any showing
'I

before,'

of this film.'

The Daytona

Drew
Tossed' ,.ls probably..lhe.cot>,
feet descriptive word as the play
falls In the category of nutty presentations ^evolving along lines of

GOBDON

—

Carollnas Cool t« Naal Tlx
Charlotte, N. C, May 20.

of

College Play

BUT NOT FOR LOVE

ments.

.N

is

'

Ruth Stonehouse, 48, star of silent
pictures, died May 12 in Hollywood.
Starting her stage career as a
.dancer at the age of eight, she entered pictures while atUl a chUd.
In time she became part owner, with
Billy Anderson, of the Essanay studios, Chicago, and starred In westerns with Tom Santschl, Bessie Love
and other names of early screen
days.
Off the screen she was the wife of
Felix Hughes, brother of Rupert
Hughes. Surviving are her husband

and her

cuit

announcer,

son, Nell, a radio

survives.

.

have to have a state seal, a'ccording
Cops
to Mrs. Edna R. Carroll, board chairMeantime, German-American Con- m'an.
Recently two officials of a progress for Democracy called off its
pickets because of lack of coopera- Nazi organization were haled on the
tion by the police and other Ameri- carpet when they showed a so-called
can organizations.' Cops were "fre- 'travelog' before a meeting of the
quently openly sympathetic to the. Kyffheusser Bund,
Nazis and antagonistic to the pickets,

of the police, plus
the
that there could be no more than
the
one time, despite the
Roy Martin circuit, which through three pickets at
of Nazis on hand, Woefel
having over 100 theatres has terrific large mob
Mother, 55, of songwriter Jack
said, had such a straining moral efLawrence, died in N. Y., last week. buying power, but only a dozen of fect on the pickets it was impossible
Her husband and three other sons the Martin houses are In Florida, the to keep them there.
balance l;i' other parts of the south.
also survive.
Woefel declared that he com[Saenger (E. V. Richards) circuit
plained to the N. Y. Police Dept a
Mother of Louis Sami^elson, stage- has three In Pensacola.]
of times about the conduct
Sparks circuit t'ecenUy built two number
doorman at Loew's State theatre.
of the cops and each time thfe crew
New .York, died in Brooklyn, May 15. drive-ins and is planning others was switched. But frequently, he
(these plans may be dropped) and
said, the newcomers were just as
Father of Nat, Hairry, Jack, Max, also is building a house in Ft. Meyers.
Par and Sparks entered into a bad as the ones who had been reElliott and Henry Kalcheim,' died in
permanent partnership about three moved.
Chicago, May 15.
One case he cited was that of Rayyears ago following lengthy negoFattier of Nat Kahn (Variety) died tiations started by Y. Frank Free- mond Foster, a 17-year-old British
man who was then in charge of all refugee who was doing his bit for
in New York May 19-,
theatre operations and worked out his country by carrying a picket
sien.
Suddenly a car drove up in
partnerships with various others in
front of the theatre, a stranger got
the Par exhibition empire.
out and demanded that the lad remove a Brit Vi War ReUef insignia
SSContlBDed from page SO^^s
New Daytona, Fla.. Honse
from his lapel. The boy refused and
Daytona Beach, Fla., May 20.
a scuffle ensued in which his coat

Another

emigrated to the

Manpsbacher denies he Is Jewish,
although the story Is widely bruited
about Yorkvllle that he is 'part Jewish'', but has'-been okayed by Hitler
because of his service to the Nazi
regime.
'Sieg' opened at the Little theatre
or else.
From the dnthuslcsm of the wait- in Chicago Saturday (17).
and the
ers-at-the-b.o., however,
cheering of Hitler and the swastika
Pemuy WUl Be Tongh
inside, there is no reason to believe
Philadelphia, May 20.
that the Germans here need much
'Sieg Im Westen,' UFA's propaOnly objective of herding
urging.
ganda
pic on the Nazi conquest of
as many of them in at once as posLow
Countries,
will probably get
the
sible is fear of a clampdown by
a cool Teception when and if it's
Federal or municipal authorities on
submitted to the Pennsylvania Board
the showing of the film. The Nazi
Motion
Picture
Censors for reof
propaganda machine wants to have
view.
as many people as possible see it beThere will be no escaping the picfore then.
ganderers on the grounds of being, a
Spotters In^ front of the house 'newsreel,' as happened in New
maintain that' many of those who York. Under the board's rules, only
come up to the boxoffice hold mem- bona fide newsreels are those made
bership cards in the Nazi organiza- of current happenings by one of the
tions and the cashier copies the recognized reel companies.
'Whether
number off of them. Whether this 'Sieg' Is shown for public consumpis a check to insure their attendance
tion or only for showing by private
or E means for paying off the thea-

One house has already opened In
Mother of Joe O. Maland, general Daytona, while another in Jacksonmanager of WHO, Des Moines, died ville is slated to premiere Wednesday
Others were buUt for War(28).
A
at her home in Elmore, Minn.,
ners by independents in Fort Lauder^
May 12.
dale and Tampa.
Except for the
Conrad Woelfel, exec, secretary of
Par string in the Miami vicinity
Thompson and Street & Finney
Father, 56, of Ronald Reagan, film
the Congress, charged. This attitude
agencies, later being connected with actor, died May 18 in Los Angeles. which Warners sell, the Sparks cirtheir stipulation
American Magazine.

He

CEdelarler').

U. S. In 1036.'

—

Eldridge Tadlock, 30, 8f Norfolk,
on Dixie fair and
other circuits, was killed recently in
crash on High Point, N. C, speed-

Va., racing driver

way.
circut on percentage, others on a
Grace Line before retiring. Howflat basis,.
ever, he still made occasional night
B. E. Wllhiie, 61, non-pro stepAfter trying to get together' with
club appearances.
Paloemcee
at
Jerry
Ross,
father
of
Sparks for a year-and-a-half
Surviving, besides his widow, are
in
TaSeattle,
died
theatre,
mar
last summer made an open brea)c and
three sons, a daughter and his
coma May. 2. His wife, Margaret began selling independents away
mother. Funeral services were held
oldtime
legit actress, died six
Ross,
from Sparks, at the same time startIn Cincinnati^ and cremation folmonths ago.
ing td build in Florida' through
lowed.

LOUIS H. CLABET
Louis H. Clarey, 47, advertising
executive and assistant director of
the Eastman Theatre project in
Rochester, N. Y., died May 15 after
a long illness at his home in Clifton
Springs, N. Y.
native of Des Moines, Clarey
was long in advertising as a inember of the staffs of the J. Walter

Bunds Hypo Nazi Film

N. Y.

persons outside the 500'seat house
during the two' weeks ending last
night (Tuesday) that the flbn has
been playing, is far from sponr
In addition to the 'fortaneous.
free' angle, Nazi and Italian ormetropolitan aretf.
fe ani'zatl ons in' the
are un'der's'tood to be putting the
slug -OH their members to attend

The theatre executive added that
he .dlist not believe..that any dlstributlng agent in
Charlotte would
handle any film 'tinged with Nazi
propaganda,' but pointed out that
'there is a possibility of some agency
outside our state bringing in such
a film.'

President Arrington said that he
was sending out a bulletin to all
members of his association 'calling
their attention to such a possibility

and warning them of it."
'I
assure you 100% loyalty arid
patriotism from the theatre owners
and promise you our utmost 'cogress called off. its pavement-pound- operatun,'
Mr. Arrlngton concluded.
ers last Wednesday (14), American
Legionnaires in uniform took up the
vigil for two days, at the behest of
'

MARRIAGES

the Citizens Non-Sectarian Anti-Nazi

Mary Martha Br'lney to Robert A.
Martin, in Pittsburgh, May 10. She's
Legion men were pulled from thie
a staff singer at KDKA, Pittsburgh.
job, however, it was said, because
Mltzl Cummlngs to Sol Flngerman,
the decision to picket had not come
'officially' from the County Com- in Beverly Hills, Cal, May 14. She
mander's office. Possibility that the is a' writer and niece of Louis' B.
official action will be taken and the Mayer; he is an ad agency art diLeague.

pickets return. exists.
Woellel said that despite the lack
of cooperation, he thought picketing
of his group had served a purpose.
'It showed that all GermanAmericans are not Nazis,' he declared.
Proximity of cops and plalnclothesmen has prevented any real
scrimmages developing despite presence of more dissenters to the Nazi
film than at any time during the
showings of two previous Berlin
propaganda pix at the house.
Evidence of the nutnber of objectors Is hissing
the' house when
Hitler or the swastika Is shown on
the screen. 'Razzberries are far outweighed, of course, by the applause
for Der Fuehrer and his flag, but at
the two earlier pix there was no dissenting note at all to the cheers- and

m

.

.anti-Nazi

Lona Woolsey
in

Coronado,

to

Lester Salkow,
18." He'j an

May

Cil.,

agent'

.Jacqueline

Wolf

to

Robert

M.

Bernstein, in Indianapolis, Ind., May
18.
He's the son of David Bernstein,
v.p. and treasurer of Loew's, Inc.,
and i$ in Metro's sales dept.
.

Lynn Sherman,
Ebblns,

singer, to

Milton

manager of Coimt

Basle's
Mass.,

orchestra,

May

,

in

Worcester,

14.

Mildred Hamilton to Rome Vincent, in Boston, May 17. Bride 1^ a
radio actress; he's vaude and nltery

.

comedian.

Olympe Bradna

to Douglas WilBeverly Hills, ea., ''May 14.
a screen actress; he's a singer.
Gillls to Bill Slocurh,' Jr., in
Montclalr, N. J., May 19. Bride is
director of special events for CBS
in Washington; he's
In same capacity for the network in New
(YpOc.
.

hoit, in

She

Is

Ann

palm-pounding.

The

rector.

German-language

Weekly, 'Der Aufbau' ('Reconstruction'), renewed the charige last week
that the 9eth St. theatre is at least
partially .Jewish-owned.
The joint
owner of the theatre,' Aufbau declared,
'Is
the 'half -Jew; 'Wljly
Mkonsbacher, .who has been named

Florence
Bogota, N.

with

Home
J.,

Tqmmy

to

Don Brown,

In

May. 18. He's vocalist
Tucker's band.

-

—

—

.

-
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WHAT THEY THINK

RINGUNG CIRCUS HIT
/ BY LABOR SHORTAGE

Hazi-lnspired Roughlipuse
jCOBUnued from page 3j

Philadelphia, May 20,
sidewalk outside and sang the na- such supervisory divisions at the
studio.
The Ringling circus ran into a
tional anthem.
Universal spokesmen claimed the
flock of headaches before it finally
Mixed reaction of critics and the
unfavorable reception in Buenos
fact that the film had been approved
opened
here
yesterday (Monday).
Aires was obviously inspired by unby the Municipality caused Univer- friendly interests in that city. Same
In the first place, the shdw was
sal's manager, Monroe Isen, to respokesman said the picture was a hours late knocking down at its last
quest another official viewing before
harmless musical comedy ln~wbich stand, Washington, when a crew of
decision Is reached as to what wiir
no offense to any iieople or nation nearly 100 Negro roustabouts walked
be done.
out the closing night. It seems the
was Intended.
Although Isen insists there is nothboys were homesick for their native
and
that
the
film,
about
ing offensive
Florida, and when they spied a
generaUy appreciated
celery train headed southward, they
it's comedy is
including
the
decamped.
B.
as such, some papers
H?raldthe
is
morning Nacion, which
The new Norman Bel Geddes efContlnned from page
if
Razon
afternoon
Trib of S.A., and the
fects also made it toUgh to knock
Latter
America, you have all the gold in down and set up with the usual disgave it a severe going-over.
was
it
the world. We have to barter things petcb. Pickup labor to fill in the
sarcastically commented that
Neighborfor want of that gold, and according- shortages was found scarce in Philly,
'part of a plan of Good
hood sponsored by Roosevelt' and ly, when we see Americans coming with most able-bodied men having
adding, 'Really there are kindnesses along with gold to spend, when we jobs in the booming defense industhink of our colonies with' American tries around these parts. The work
that kill one.*
garrisons in them, we are delighted. crew foremen finally rounded up a
Betutine Universal
'If you had only known, we would squad of a couple of hundred mopFact that these sheets, which are
pets who went to work unloading
pro-Democratic, plus the strongly have given you those naval bases
piles, tugging on pulleys, etc., getprOrDemocracy tabloid, Mundo, and Dr. Goebbels calls them colonies, but
ting paid off with an Oakley each
the aftemooner, Noticias Graflcas, let us be correct and call them naval
also complained would tend to refute bases you could have had those
•
•
Universal's belief. However, Prensa, naval bases for nothing but your
»v
k« •
¥>
Moines Date
morning daily with the greatest pres- friendship. Absolutely nothing. We Autry S
should have been only too glad to
The Des Moines Register and Tritige and authority, simply dismissed
the film as an example of 'that par- have you. In fact, if you would like bune, which stages an annual conticular carelessness with which Hol- a few more, say in the Isle of Wight vention of its 5,000 carrier salesmen
lywood presents 'Latin-American at- or the Isle of Man, or on the West from over the entire state, is bringmosphere,' and explains: 'Naturally Coast of Ireland, well, we shall be ing Gene Autry to headline this
one cannot -take very seriously the only too glad to welcome you. De- year's festivities, June 9.
total lack of Information shown in lightedly!
Autry is scheduled to appear at all
'Now, here I am in an English three performances
the picture. It is only a farce, which
of the Barnestries to make one laugh and these county, one of the counties that we carruthers circus, which the Regis.
^
nail Vtf^n^A n/MintiAC
T otm iiritVim ^11
_
same mistakes help although the call home counties. I am within 40 ter and Tribune also brings annually
producers did not expect It—to make minutes' drive of the center of Lon- for the newsboy guests.
don, and at any moment a bomb may
it funnier.'
crash through this roof and blow me
theory
the
credence
to
Lending
to atoms, because the'German; bombthat Nazi-inspired groups were reNow, please
ers are in the skies.
Bills
sponsible for the row, was the fact
understand, I can't absolutely promthat spotters noted the audience at
sContinned from pace 4S:
ise you such a delightful finish to
great
matinee
had
a
the second day's
this news item. Still, it may happen, Tod BlnUo
Billy Vlller
poorlyyoung,
many non-regulars;
If it Joe Klein
xYactat CiDb
don't give up hope yet
dressed 'atorrantes' who customarily so
George Orew
Archie Tarshls Ore
happen,
well, it will not matter Bvolyn -NelllB
does
flrst-run
prices
of
can't afford the
Lou Holts
very/ much to me. As you see, I am Kay Balfe
Jaokle Heller
the house.
Oasis
Ryan Sle
in my 85th year.. I have shot my
It was these, not the regular 'paJoe VllleUa On
Whorley Gls
bolt, I have done my work. War or
John Conte
Shirley Holler
trons, who caused the row, Univerno war, my number is up. But if Joe Consolo
Sky-Vne
Fact that the disturbers
sal says.
my fllms are still being shown in Stu BraOen
Bobby Annie Ore
seemed rehearsed in their hymn sing- America, my soul will go marching
Orchard
Union CrIU
Jimmy Gamble Oro
ing after the film was switched off
on, and that will satisfy me.
Art Yai^ello
Jay
I<orlne
Is cited as further proof.
Frank Natale
'When I was a little boy, a child, Chuck Miller
Alike Randretto
Universal insists, despite the newsPines
just taught to read, I saw in the
Villa Madrid
paper criticisms, most people under- newspaper every day a coliunn Bill Leroy Ore
Btisl Cava to pri
Tony Rozance
stood the farce nature of the comheaded, "The Civil War in America.' Ray Bnglert
Mark Lane
edy and that long experience led
Peter Higslns
That is one of my first recollections.
Bedd's Cafe
Tryon Sis
them to believe that there would be
When
I grew up they told me that Curly Stewart Ore
2 CO'Eda
no trouble. The picture had not
Myers
3 Smart Gls
war in America had abolished black Eddie
Gerry Parks
^ Jerks
been released earlier simply because
slavery, so that job having been
the season does not get under way
done, I determined to devote my life
BOSTON
here until April, it was said.
as far as I could to the abolition of
Hotel Uardnev
Beachcomber
Fox's Experience
white slavery. That is just as much
Burt Shaw
Nye Mayhcw Ore
20th C?ntury-Fox which held up in your interest as it is in my in- Sandro D'Arnez Ore Kvalyn Harvey
'Down Argentine Way' after an ad- terest or that of England. I hope on P)\«]£h
.,.H«ttl.I.afnicMB,.,
-Pflrmttn
" "
^ance~ print ' retithcd herie "awd; fed-- y6U' 'wiir haVS'a Kattd in" that aboP Do've
.Voblemcn
Boots McKenna Rev Jerry
Salisbury
vance stories in local magazines lition as you had a hand in the last Andrlna
Hote*!' Lenox
Nixon & Andre
kicked up a row, insists it will open abolition.
'

Shaw

G.

|

,

—

'

|

Des

—

j
I

'

.

Next Week

—

Wllstach and Calamity Jr^ne
New York,
Editor, Variety:

really

he pretends

as disturbed as

be about what he

to

faking,

then

let

historyto her.

calls

him write

have just read your May-14 is- Or better still, let him visit her and
sue, wherein John Wilstach implies view for himself Calamity^ Jane's
that a fine lady, Mrs. Jean Hickok lonely and heart-breaking diary to
I

McCormick, lied when she said over her daughter.
In justice to Mrs. iftcCormick I
'We the People' that she is the
daughter of Calamity Jane and Wild hope that you print this letter, and
that it may in some small measure
BUI Hfckok.
Mrs. McCormick is a personal reijiove the stigma ccst upon her.
r
Afrs. Elsa Weller.
friend of mine and it infuriates me
.

...

that

.

a

man

wouldn't

even take the .trouble to write her
for an explanation
and, incidentally, grabs himself a bit of publicity.
Is that the procedure of a
writer and a historian? I am sending her a copy of his letter, torn

Seeklne Hal Lexler

...

'

Winnipeg, Man.
Editor, Variety:

My

parents and family are very
anxious to get in touch with my
brother, Hal Lexier. His last known
whereabouts was the Capitol theatre,
Melbourne, Australia, 1938, in the
employ of a band (name unknown).
Rex Lexler.

from your magazine, and inasmuch
as Mrs. McCormick has a temper
as strong as her mother's, he will
probably hear from her i>ost-haste.
If Mr. Wilstach knows so much"
about Western history and its. charCanadian Entertainment
acters, why. didn't he know that
New York.
there were several Hickoks in the Editor, Variety:
West—and that two of- tliem were
I read with great interest your
known as Wild BUI? This is a fact
mentioned in several books about recent item concerning members of
profession entertainthe old West. It is also mentioned the theatrical
American soldiers at Camp
in Calamity Jane's diary written to ing the
her daughter. She says: 'Dear Janey: Dix. Relative to the same subject
jiist returned to New
(she always called her Jianey, even matter, I have
though the foster parents who York from Hollywood for the ex.adopted her christened her Jean) I
will hot confuse your
with that other Wild Bill
Hickok. Your father was the one

hope you
father

who was
Dakota, in

shot in Deadwood, North
1876.'

That other

many

years

WUd

Bill Hickok Uved
after
1876,
and no

all the things John WUstach said he did, including marry
Mrs. Agnes Lake in 1876'.

doubt did

If Mr. Wilstach was a really good
historian you woul(^ think he would
look into things like this.. I am giv-

ing you Mrs. McCormlck's address
for you to give to Mr. WUstach
please don't publish it and if he is

—

press purpose of organizing a group
of American radio and stage artists
to entertain the British Expeditionary Forces stationed in Canada. As
Canada is not a theatrical center
there is a dearth of good talent there.
I am encouraged in this direction
by Prime Minister Mackenzie King
and "Edward Stapleford, Director of
National War Services throughout
Candda. I am confident there are
many American entertainers who

would be wiUing to offer their services in this particular line of endeavor and join with me in this
worthy undertaking to do their bit
to aid Great Britain.
•

Arthur Boron.

Jessel Up In the Air
-

Contlnned from page 2,

.

i

'

I

,

the film for flrst-run release in June.
Yanking of Ritz comedy will have
no effect on plans, it was added.
Press criticism pointed out that
fllms
such as 'Argentine Nights'
brought action by the Rockefeller
Committee to prevent repetition of

(Hloe Train)

Dllnstrub's

'And I don't think I need detain
Johnny Field Oro
Karl Rnhde Ore
Deone Parrlsh
you any longer. Look after my plays Boyd
Heathen
Hotel StaUer
and look after my. fllms. They are Buster Ic B Burnell
I

devoted to the abolition of that
And I should like
sort -of slavery.

Artlnl

'

all

to

imagine

bodily stuff

that when my mer^
gone, I should like to

3

.

Sl

I

Consuoll

Jacksons

at

CuMa Manana
Lou Carter Ore

'

is

I

—

Argentine

'

—

:

'

Other points
'That is all I have got to say.
fire were the so, farewell.'.
'gauchos' In toreador
and Spanish costumes, clothes which
Noticias Graflcas said 'belong in a
Paris museum and won't help imlocales.

And

which drew particular

Cosa Manana Ols
Club .Uayfair
Ranny Weeks Oro

I

outfits of the

Sally

BerDle Uennett O
Rome Vincent
Barbara. Belmore
Anthony, Allyn &

Rand

^

—

BlU Carleton
(Kits Roof).
Carlos Mollnaa Oro
Hotel

I

I

11

Cluli Vanity Fair
prove Good Neighborhood.' Nacion's
jContinned from page 3s
Kal NIra Ore
final crack was:
'So long as Hollywood insists on seeing our country satisfled with the response. Miss jk'ckte "inson
Ma« Ford
in the tropics a very vexing tropics DriscoU then penned a sharp note
Cocoanut Grove
and. so long as we have to believe to the club, specifying that the fan
°"
in the tropics of the North American dancer was barred immediately from
'g«c'
scenarists when they deal with our that show, and henceforth from all oeorse Rand Rev
The board has no
things, there can be no Pan-Ameri- Bostojn clubs.
aj',^"'*p^,^'"'"
MRr'[hn"Bu'rke
can understanding via the screen no jurisdiction over theatres.
Miss Rand first heard the charges Kaye a Kayo
matter how many goodwill travellers
'
come down here. Britain has gone of 'nudity' Friday afternoon (16).
'
to extreme lengths to avoid wound- and could, not reach Miss DriscoU Haesan, 2d
(Melody Lonnge)
ing our susceptibilities and so have nor Lou Walters, operator of the
Marcia
Mexico and Spain. Our people be Latin Quarter. Not allowed to go on *'7<'" ,Dean
gan to understand this and felt it Friday night, the dancer had to cool ^^^rawhM
'J"
would be done by the States. There- her heels until Saturday, when she
went into conference with the chair- jdriam Johnson
fore they took this picture
little

Room)

Phil Saltman Ore

Kaye

,

&

Naldl

Bernlce Parks
Copacabana Sirens

Ken
Billy Mack Oro
Ruse Howard

—

FItz

&

Carroll

Tony Bruno Oro

I

Don Dudley Oro

;

Harry Spear
Cookie Faye
I

Lew Walter Rev
Tip,

I

Tap & Toe

Martel Trio

MIgnon
I

Latin Ballet

Radio Herb Lewis

I

Steuben's

'

a

V Withdraws 'Areentine Nights'
Universal announced last week it
had withdrawn 'Argentine Nights,' a
featurf produced before the current

of the licensing board. Result Crawfordettes
Roslta Royce
was that the fanner was reinstated Buddy du Bols
to play anywhere, at anytime, in Sweetie Pie
rox A Hounds
Boston.
Milton George Ore
Relationships between the Liatin
Hl-Hat
Quarter and the board have been
Pete Herman Ore
somewhat strained,' of late, it was Lucille Grey
learned; anJ the Sally Ran4 episode Franii" Petty
llotel Bradford
brought it to a head. Fanner explained that the nudity was an il"f™'
lusion; that she would have gladly 5'„»„'S?;««t'i™»^°„,
taken Miss DriscoU's technical ad- Hotel Copley I'la/a
(Sheraton Room)
vice had she been told of her obStuart Frazlcr Ore
jections.
Hotel Esxex
Miss Rand's next date is the Ernest )rurray Ok-

(Vienna Boom)

man

industry 'Latin-American goodwill'
urge, from circulation in Argentina
at the request of the Argentine government., At.^ttie same tinie the company also reyealed that a special
studio department had been set up
to delete dialog 'and scenes which
might be rated as derogatory to
Durfeelings and customs of foreign na- Strand, Syracuse, May 23-25.
tions.
i|ig June and July, she will play
Paramount, Metro and 20th-Fox summer stock. She will definitely
for years have maintained such for- not repeat on 'Rain,' but is consideign censorship departments while ering 'Tonight at 8:30' and 'They
other majors recently have- installed Knew What They Wanted.'

Lew Cunrad Oro
Doris Abbott

Artlnl & Consuell
Alice O'Leary
Nina. Olivette &

Laska Sis
Winnie Mae
Nick

&

V Collins

The Cave
Ralph Porraa Ore

i

TWA

to Lisbon and London Hugh' O'Connor, penman for American Magazine,
and Reggie Leonard, Australian war correspondent. The .Atlantic was commanded by Capt.
WiUiam A. Winston, a casting director's idea of ho\tr' a Clipper captain should look.
contralto, off

Tamara Dorlva
Doris Abbott
Nick & V -Colllny
Laska Sis

i

,

I

I

Tic Toe
Ernie Bell Ore

Ben Ford Rev
Danny Goodman

I

Tiny Sinclair
James Durante
Carol Hall
Eddie Farrow

Bllly Kelly

Jack Manning
Al Lewis
victor Donato
Adele Corcv
Rita Henderson

Tic Toe Gls

'

Trcniont
I

M

Friday (16) on an Eastern Airliner
for Miami where, she was to enplane
Saturday (17) for the land of good
neighbors to keep engagements at
the Colon theatre in Buenos Aires,
and the Teatro Municipale, Rio.
With the singing lady went her favorite maestro, Alberto Baccolini,
who said that though they have
been wed these six short years the
trip would mark their first honeymoon. The same calendar number
turned up C. P. Skouras, -who left
Fox-West Coast on the Coast for a
wee visit to the village north of the
Statue of Liberty.

ter Wanger and a group of seven
Friday (18). All
traveled on American Airline's roUing stock' from the western end ot
the line.

headline-makers

Thursday (15) toddlers watched
PAA's Dixie Clipper take Ronald
Tree back home to Lunnon where
he wiU report on his survey of British news' agencies here and how they
Tree plans to tell
the- 'Ministry of- Information - that
'the American pubUc is entitled to

can be improved.

more and fuUer news reports' of
what it is all about. The same cargo
included -Victor Bicnstock, Overseas
News Association hired hand, returning to the land of trench helmets and torn hearts for to-do some
more accounts of the current famUy
fracas.

This quarter of the moorf also
noted Myrna Loy and husband, Arthur Hornblow, back home; Olin
Downes, the moosicrltic, off to
Pittsburgh; Baranova, of the ballet,
off to L. A. for a 20th Century-Fox
parley; Phyllis Brooks head westward; John F. Royal and Lenore
Corbell, of the NBC roster, in from
Pacific
climate;
Alexander
A'.' to N. Y., and
George Murphy into the Town of

the

.

Korda, from L.

Tammany from HoUywood.
eled on Transcontinental
Air's Stratoliners.

All trav-

&

Western

The Hotel New Yorker's

airport
restaurants continue to pack in the
clients as though they gave away
gold pieces with each meal.
The

Aviation Terrace waiters this week
offered fingerbowls to, among othPeggy Hopkins Joyce, John
Charles Butterworth, Mrs.
Dick Nash, wife of Pittsburgh' Webster Hall's Nash, and Ramon Novarro.
The Kitty Hawk CocktaU
Loimge, which bars autograph pests
from the bar, continues to attract
those who attract autograph pests.
ers,

Boles,

Fay

Thomas,

assistant

New.

to

Yorker's prexy Frank Andrews, wlU
leave the Eighth Ave. inn and the
Clinks in the cashier's cages of airport restaurants to other hands
the airliiies were recorded hither June 1 when he departs to take over

and thither as all hands were piped the pilot's controls at the Hotel
on deck for the seventh annual con- Roosevelt in New Orleans, it was
vention of the Variety Clubs of learned Sunday (18).
America at Atlantic City. Wayne
Velva Nally, songstress who plMorris set the aerial parade in mo- anoes for the cocktail hour mob in
tion, arriving at the airport-on-the- the Kitty Hawk, changed from her
parkjvay Wednesday (14) in time to usual rim of costumes Satdee (17)
say 'How-are-you-son' to hig young- and wore one that looked as Arabian
ster and proceed on to Bathing- as
Mohammed. Sixty-six people,
Beautyville-on-the-Atlantic.
Dele^ she' swears, asked her where her
gates from this corner and that tent Was pitched wbile' several hun>

J<u:k Fisher

I

Chester Kaden

strictly Sully's setback.

•

Carol I^ormandle
Latin Quarter

;

seriously.'

was

Bruna Castagna, Met

Johnny Argo

I

more

Maqhattan cocktails; It is.
Margaret SuUavan and her hub,
Leland Hayward, TWAed in from
week and
SuUavan made such a hit with the airport photographers that she won't
be able to get her pix in the papers
if she. flies .into, the^ateodrome with.^
out an airplane. Miss SuUavan was
so tired, and so busy, and so hurried, and so.
The film-destroyers
couldn't figure the chill but decided
that if the lady elected to be a toothache in the jaws of the Press that
L. A. early in the

Saturday's sentinels saw Charles
MacArthur off on a
transport
Sulvy Cavlcchio Orv to the city of The Front Page to say
Hotel Westminster how-be-you to Mrs. MacA. (Helen
(Blue. Room)
Hayes) and some of his Chicago pals;
Jimmy McHale Ore
Trop'l Sercnaders O Al Ritz, of the Bros,, grab a night
Harry Drake Rev
reservation on the same aerial street
Muriel Daniels
Eddy & L Roberta' car line for L. A., and Pan-American
Airways' Atlantic Clipper carry off
Paul &, Edna

'

David Dallentlne
efforts.
Socks were also taken imagine that you are still working Johnny McAiteer
some of the advance advertising with me, with my soul in your old Dob Nelson*
Fap« & Conchlta
which mixed Brazilian, Cuban and phrase at that particular job.
Bill & B Hershey

such

(Terrace

Eddie O'Hearn'Orc
Johnny Turnbull'
(Cafe Houge)

I

Ellleen Ford

hangar, darkness had cloaked the'
airport and the reporters were still
in the Kitty Hawk bar trying to find
out if it's true what they say about
its

Plam

through the port all week
concludlng..wlth .the.'arrival of Walpaissed

ri'i'^i.no

"r

•

'/lij

'i'li'ui;'.

''.i'

dred

'

waitted

to

(enow

-

when she
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Some questions and answers about networks presented in the
technique of our good friends and clients, the J. B. Williams Company
I.

Q.

nuM on fAiswr
The Bliie Network covers the

entire

welli regardless of population

and

nationwide coverage at a cost per listener that can't be
matched.

United States equally

distribution of wealth?

nrvr

4.

Q. For as

The Blue concentrates its coverage in the Money Markets,

A.

where
t.

TRvr

Q.

The

the nation's buying

is

greatest.

Mocr

Oft

NBC

power

Blue Network comprises 99 sutions?

nut

Blue and its major competitors have approximately
the same system of discounts?

FALStt
The Blue not only
^.^

,

^

tlA.Sb per Blue

station, for

an evening

—

OR fsise?

The

as

The Basic Blue (30 stations) costs ^3,960 or an average
of $\ 32 per station. Because of the Blue Plat* Discount
the 69 other Blue stations (with a card rate of 23,768)
cost only 21,694.88
224.56 per station. Thus you can
actually blanket Los Angeles or Miami for less than it
costs to blanket your own bed.
Note: All of above costs art net on a 52-vieek basts.

^

—

3.

faisw?

Tfttff/

.

A.
There' are 30 on the Basic Blue plus 69 'Blue Supplementaries, plus S5 other stations available by special arrangement for 'saturation coverage from within" a total of
154 stations.

,

oft
little

half-hour (or for thru daydm* quarter-hours) you can
blanket such important markets as Lot Angeles, Denver,
Tulsa, Atlanta, New Orleans and Miami?

TftOr Oft

5.

FAUtr

Q. Dollar for dollar the Blue add* up
." "advertiser can make?

to th«_best buy_aii

'

^

normal volume discounts and
annual rebates, but through its unique system of Blue
Plate Discounts allows an advertiser to expand his network with savings up to 20%. Thus, the advertiser gets
gives the

o^ftiir

"THUWTIMO" irt ntuwi

The

Blue enables adverdsera to do a national advertising
job at the lowest cost of any medium entering the home.

A.

No program is mort indicative of the Blue's success with lowcos^ high-interest shows, than the J. B. Williams Company's
own "True or False" program, heard over the Blue Network
from 8:30 to 9 Monday evening.

made by Hooper

In two years "True or False" more than doubled its listening
rating— nsing from 5.6% in January 1939 to' 12.1% in March
1941 without the use of "big names" or "expensive" talent Its
rating throughout each month of' 1940 was higher than the
corresponding month of 1939. And each month of 1941 has
similarly topped the 1940 records.

same competitor and all others among "True or False" listeners. Striking proof once again that the Blue provides sales thru

As

for sales results

—take a gander at

this

!

fVilliams users

fVilliams users
trailed a

in 29 cities showed that the percentage of
among listeners is almost double the percentage of
among non-listeners. And although Williams

competitor

among

the air with the greatest

non-listener sales,

If not, please call us.

of our booklet "True or False"
We'll be glad to send you one.)

NATIONAL BROADCASTINO COMPANY

A recent survey

Good

Blue Summertime.

A Rodo CoipowMoB of Amwka Swvic*

More

listeners) mith

mora money

more /isteningf lower cost per thousand
Write (or our presentation on Summer BnKtUcasting.

to apendf.

llstencri.

L
)METWOItK
Sotes thro the

ft ^ZitTfli^

(jreatest

leads that

qf ease,

(Did you get your copy

HOT menthi for radio advortliliifllThis (umraer \% going to b*
the

it

ofeS^

?

RADIO

SCREEN

New

Publlsbsd Weefclr at 1S4 W«at 4llth Jtre«t,
Dt«T*d
SMond-clAfU matter QcqqitmlMr

u

22,

STAGE

Tork,'N. T„ by Variety, Ino. AnDoal aabacrlptloB, $10. BInsIa coplaB 25 cenja.
Poat OSIc* at New Tork, N T., under ttie act ot March t. 187t.

NO.

VOL. 142

NEW

12

•

ItOS, at tb»

COrniOEfT, IMl, BT VABDETX, [NO.

AIX BIGHTS B]E8EBTKD

YORK, WEDNESDAY,

MAY

PRICE

1941

28,

CENTS

25

BLACKOUT OVER BROADWAY
Berlin

and Bernie Override a Racial

'Hint'; Insist

NEIRK

CBS

ECLIPSE

SeDiiig Artists

Bureau to MCA,

Including Talent and Staff, for $250,000

BiD Robinson Performs
III

Negro organizations

in

New York

USO is raising
cause of his race.
$10,00p,000 to provide recreational
facilities

—

Bill Reynolds, until recently
a doorman at the Roxy theatre
in New York, is new male vocalwith Bob Chester's band.
ist
Reynolds,
who replaces Bill
Darnell, recently paged by the
army, joined the outfit here last
week at Kennywood Park.
Chester says only trouble now
with Reynolds is that every time
he's addressed by the maestro,
in or out of the band-shell, he
still snaps to attention.

and Bernie,
the facts were that Robinson wasn't
scheduled to be in the show, but
"Befnler who was m.cling, spTed "Kim
and called him up. Rose, they say,
(Continued on page 18)
to

Berlin

Lnnt-Fontanne Deal Off

On Sponsor's Fear Pair
Wouldn't Stick Long
Lever Bros, will decide within the
next week or so on what it will use
as summer replacement programs in
the Rinso and Lifebuoy spots on
CBiS. After spending a week in huddles with their ad agencies, a group
of Lever Bros, execs left for Boston
Friday (23) to go over the proposed
shows with their home office associates. While in New York the gang
listened to nun\erous auditions.
.One suggested combination that
did blow up just before the group
left was that composed of Alfred
Lunt and Lynn Fontanne.
They
had been offered for a series of dramatic scripts. Among the difficulties
that presented themselves during
the discussion of this proposition
was the lack of assurance that Lunt
and Miss Fontanne would be available for radio over a long period.

BdWES-CHRYSLER TO

END

IN

SEPTEMBER?

Report persists that Major Edward

Bowes

will wind up his five-year
career with Chrysler this September and that he will be replaced
with a half-hour dramatic show
.b.uUt. ar.9,und one or two Hollywood

Riithraufl

&

BIG

.

Times Square,

Among

slderation

Hollywood, May 27.
Howard Hughes, who recently,
completed filming of 'The Outlaw,' is back In the aviation
business with a new 64-passenger plane designed to fiy from
Los Angeles to New York in
eight hours and 30 minutes, an
improvement of five hours over

Etc.

SAFETY ZONES

MCA,

— U. S.

It

was engineered byTHCA's

president, J. C. Stein, who came east
expressly for that purpose, with
William S. Paley, prez of CBS.
Only possible hitch In the deal

hour and cost $500,000 apiece.

and a certainty by September.
Whether it will be a trial dousing
of the lights or a permanent one,
and how soon it will come, may depend on the reaction in this country
(Continued on page.^5iX

BIZ i)N RIVIERA

sideration, plus- a complete' personnel as well as talent takeover by

the current schedule.
Ships will make 350 miles an

A total blackout of the greatest
concentration of neon and mazda the
world has ever seen Broadway Is
a strong possibility within six weeks,

GAMBUNG

may come from the American Federation of ftadio Artists, which possibly will balk at such a mass sals
of talent management without assent of the performers themselves.
It's understood thaf'such a contingency is being written Into the agree-

DEFENSE

THEME SONGS ment

between CBS and MCA.
CBS' divesting Itself of iXs

talent

agency was deemed inevitable withi.a-the .radio trade_for.xeasons of-the—
'""'Wasiiingfori,' May 27.
Federal Communications CommisIrving Berlin, whose 'God Bless sion, Since the recent FCC monbpAmerica' has become an ex-offlcio
(C^ntbiued on page 32)
national anthem, has been enlisted
by both the U. S. Treasury and the
'

-

Judy Manying Dave Rose

Cannes, May 8.
Although not comparable to the
spring seasons of the pre-New Order
Riviera
has shown a
era, life on the
definite upbeat.
As well As being the now officially
the
Hollywood,'
dubbed 'French
Riviera has gone through a renaissance as a play center, with most of
forand
the
the casinos reopening
eigners again converging on the bet-

Despite Metro's Protests

War Depts. to write patriotic theme
IJollywood, May- 27.
Customers, Brass Band,
Metro's protests to her impending songs on Americanism.
The songsmith has contributed
marriage- to Dave Rose, divorced
husband of Martha Haye, have fal- 'Any Bonds Today?' to Secretary of
Scouts
len on the conveniently deaf ears of the Treasury Henry Morgenthau,
Judy Garland.
, Jr.,'s defense bonds cause, and, for
Behalf of Popular Mgr.
The film company's squawks that the Ordinance Dept., Berlin has auher prestige as a juvenile star would thored 'Arms for the Love of AmerBoth will be handled excluter known Cote d'Azur resorts. Much suffer have been ignored in Miss ica.'
Detroit, May 27,
of the idle legit and screen talent Garland's announcement that she and sively by the U. S. government as
Goodwill that a nabe house man-'
can also be seen lolling on the bet- Rose would be wed .June 15. Rose is non-profit, non-commercial, strictly ager used to build up patronage for
norfor
defense his house is being used against the
ballyhoo
ter known beaches, waiting for
musical director of KHJ, Los An- patriotic
pep-up.
geles.
owners In the latest strike of the
(Contlnued on page 18)

Boy

Picket

h

Detroit Managers'"Union against the
Moss Bros.' Parkslde.
Claiming that Edward Jacobson,
manager of the Parkslde, was fljred
just as the union was In the final
stage of negotiating its contract with
the Moss house, so the union has put
a picket line out in front. It's quite a
line-up,
utilizing the friends J«.cobson had cultivated as a theatra

Trade OpinesD. C. Blow at ASCAPMust
Necessitate Society's Complete Revamp

manager.
Opinion within the American Soof Composers, Authors and

Lindbergh Potentially More

Troublesome

to

Than Father Cooghlin
Washington, May 27.
Dilemma which eventually may
cause the broadcast industry more
severe pangs than the late fuss over
Father Coughlin reared up last week
when the Federal Communications
its hands of any
responsibility in the fracas caused by
refusal of certaiA stations to sell time
to Charles A. Lindbergh. No action

Commission washed

that

both

sides

of

the

upon which the famous

—

questions
flyer

—now

Conscription

ciety

Publishers over the ultimate effect
of the U. S. Supreme Court's decisions in the Nebraska and Florida
cases seemed yesterday ^Tuesday) to
be in sharp conflict with the viewpoints of lawyers close to the music
publishing business. ASCAP officials
regarded the court's ruling as merely a barrier to the society's doing
business in those states and in no
way a sign that ASCAP must radically reorganize its business struc-

Radio

to
desires
propagandist
turned
speak are not being fairly presented
the twosomes under con-: by the broadcasters, Commish said.
are Clark. Gable and
Peace organizations and members
Carole Lombard and WlUIam Powell of Congress seemed to be principally
and his wife, Diane Lewis.
responsible for the hullabaUoo.

series.

Six

quent Drills for Radio City,

—

will be taken without the formal
Ryan, agency on presentation of evidence showing

the account, is said to be thinking of
putting together a man and wife
combination for
substituted
the

in

—

.

'

Lights

Midtown N. Y.
Weeks
Theatres, Hotels and Buildings Have Plans All Set
LaGuardia Favors Fre-

for tlie army.

According

stars.

Brightest

27.

.

dan(;pr finally went on,
at the Insistence of Irving Berlin and
Ben Bernie, and easily registered as

Conference of Negro Social Workers filed a protest with Secretary of
War Henry L. Stimson on the basis
of early accounts that an army officer had ruled against Robinson be-

May

One of the biggest talent agency
mergers In years will be consummated today (Wed.) when the Columbia Broadcasting System board
of directors votes on selling its Columbia Artists Bureau, Inc, to Music Corp. of America.
It's a deal
s^id to embrace a $250,000 cash con-

Darkness of World's

Trial
Pittsburgh,

famed tap

the sock of the show. Entertainment
was staged by Billy Rose.
New York Urban League and the

Hughes' Speedster

Discipline

are protesting an alleged slight to
Bill Robinson last week at a rally
o£ the United Service Organizations
in Madison Square Garden. Whether
or not .Robinson was almost kept
from the stage because of his race
is the subject of a welter of conAt any rate, the
flicting stories.

ture,

j

I

I
'

if

it

is

to survive.

Trade

at-

torneys hold that it is an easy conclusion that, with the way now
cleared by the highest court, the
legislators of many other states will
rush to adopt similar statutes, and
good business judgment would dic-

ASCAP

sUrt

prepare
immediately for the readjustment.
According to these trade lawyers,
ASCAP has no choice now but to
recognize that the principles which
conceived the organization, and upon
(Continued on page 42)
tate

that

to

and

Picketers

Nat'l

make

use of a brass

band

of a nearby post. Boy Scout troops,
and have staged parades past the theatre
composed of neighborhood

Defense Take Their'toll

women and

Of Borscht Belt Gigolos

which

close-by organizations in
has been active
at the cinema.

Jacobson

since his

employment

Conscription and national defense
effort

is

giving borscht circuit hotels,

H'WOOD'S

$183,768,701
as well as other resorts throughout
the country, a new headache. They
are having trouble getting in suffiIN '39
cient quantity the boys they need
to double from waiters during the
Hollywood, May 27.
day to playmates for lonesome
Film Industry ran up production
femme guests in the evenings.
Hundreds of collegians are im- costs of $183,768,701, chiefly in wages,
pressed into this service every sum- in Los Angeles County fdr the
(when tips are year 1939, according to figures
mer, the pay
counted) being good and the work compiled
by
the
Chamber, of
ranging from highly pleasant to ex- Commerce. Sum represents 87% of
ceedingly unpleasant, according to cost of motion picture production
•the run of guests.
Now, however, throughout thc41nlted States In that
Army is siphoning off many of the year.
potential dual-duty waiters, while
Payrolls in 1930 totaled $130,960,{job offers at better pay in defense 561, slightly less than the $132,914,industries are taking many others.
402 paid to studio workers in 1938.

FOR PIX WAGES
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The Short Handshake

im Westen Continues Big

Yorkville Theatre's Denial of Pressure Groups' Sup*

port

Refuted

Is

make

at least

dercover anti-subversive groups

New York

reiterated

that

travelog

—

Gets 'Official Song*
tioning in Canada, is slated for a
and autumn tour of Mexico,
Of U.SjV. Flying Cadets summer
where he will make four pictures in
Sah Antonio,~May

1

WOAI

originate

will

a

27.

—

—

Technicolor.

special

I

broadcast on June ~ to the Basic

in

charge,

Network on

in Variety last week. They
brushed aside protests by the

made
also

Gosh! Sure was crowded at Atlantic City over the weekend. Six thousand pickpockets were holding their convention there.
Learned what a pickpocket is a pants to pants canvasser.
Stopped at a very exclusive hotel where they change the linen every
day ^from one bed to another.
In fact, the room they gave me was so small everytlme I looked in the
mirror my expression stepped outside.The weather was so hot I saw a thermometer taking a 'cold shower.
Like Atlantic City better than Coney Island. The potato salad in the
'
water is of a much better grade.

Metro
FitzPatrick,
A.
producer, currently vaca-

James

I

By Milton Eerie

25%

of its short
subjects with backgrounds in Latlff
to

America.

BMI

Despite denials I^y the 96th St.
theatre, N. Y., that the ccowds at
the b.o. to see 'Sieg Im Westen'
('Victory in the West'-) result from
pressure on their membership by
Nazi aqd Italian organizations, un-

THE BERLE-EVG POENt

Hollywood, May 27.
is
Hands-across-the-border idea
being promoted at Metro with a plan

NBC

from

Red

'

Broadway Department

Immnnity

Randolph Reportorial

so-called 'West Point of the
will dedicate The
Spirit of the Air Corps' as official
song of the flying cadets of the
United States Army.

New

York so large that he plans
Monte Proser Is building a theatre in
to hire ushers to transport the people to their ^eats in Greyhound busses.
Harry Richman took me to the Westchester Dog Show. The judge was

Field,

theatre that it was not admitting
persons on presentation of passes or
cards, as previously charged.
Meantime, the propaganda picture
Song was written by Major Wilmade by the German Army continued to attract overflow audiences liam J. Clinch at Randolph Field
of
to the house in Manhattan's N^ifled and Is the musical background
Paramount picture, 'I Wanted
the
Yorkville
seotor.
Pickets
who
were half-promised by the American Wings,' which was filmed here. Song
Broadweeks
ago
to
two
was
sold
Legion last week, failed to materialize and the house found only cast Music, Inc.
I
I

I

'

,

I

.

i

Mag Writer

Denied to

Program

Air.'

bt

LA.

so nearsighted h« pinned a blue ribbon on me and shook hands with the
*
dogRags Ragland, the comic, received his army questionnaire the other
morning. When he came to the line Dependents, he listed: 'Old Grand Dad.'

Libel Ruling

Los Angeles, May 27.
magazine writer is not a newspaper reporter and Is therefore
obliged to answer questions about
his source of information, under a
ruling by Superior Court Judge Emmet H. .Wilson in the libel action
brought by Frank L. Shaw, former
mayor of Los Angeles, against Macfadden Publications, Inc., publishers
of Liberty.

A

Hollywoodlana

So many people get the brushoff in Hollywood they're thiiiklng of renaming it 'Broomtown,'
They're making a picture of that Broadway hit, "The Man Who Cam*
to Dinner.' I know 10 hungry extras who would welcome the chance to

^

,

—even

play the leading role

without butter.

minor Obstacles being put In the way
Monte Kleban, WOAI production
Producer Harry Joe Brown wires me that he has made so much money
of continuing the run for the sched- manager, and D wight Bourn, WOAI
on his last picture, two bookmakers just took up his option.
uled two monfiis. It is now starting musical director, handling show.'
A certain Hollywood producer (the one with the portable studio) was
Its fourth week.
so pleased with the work of his second cousin on his -latest quickie that
One hurdle was the request by the
Ruling was made on the plea of he made him his nephew. (Phewl)
Citizens Anti-Nazi League In Albany
FRYING
Mnslc Department
Dwight F. McKinney; asserted to be
Monday (26) for a mandamus to 'OUT
Do you think that .BMI songs wIU bring back Mecca clgarets?
o.ne of the authors of the Liberty
force censorship qf the film as a
story. The Lid OS Los Angeles.'
Artie Shaw is forming a new 50-piece band 49 'cellos and a police siren.
newsreel. The other was a renewed
PAN'
McKinney claimed a newspaperHarms Music is forming a new subsidiary BEWITCHED, BEWILDERED
petition by the Friends ot DemocI

I

'

I

|

OF THE
HOLLYWOOD

MO

(Contlnued on page 54)

Hollywood,

May

27.

Florence MacMIchael and Mabel
Paige, presently In the Broadway
stage play, 'Out of the Frying Pan,'
been' signed by Paramount
for their film versions of their stage

Tom Harmon Asks Draft

have

Stay for Pii-Radio Work,

parts.

They're due here in the fall on
a deal optioning them for further
film work.

Sb'esses Parents' Need
Detroit,

May

27.

Although picture stars aren't get-

^

Men

On

.

it, Tom Harmon, University of
Michigan's All-American halfback,
has asked draft deferment to pursue
a motion picture and radio career.

ting

Interesting factor Is that

—

—

man's right to protect his confiden- AND BERNSTEIN.
tial informants.
B«dlo Department
Judge Wilson admitted the validity of the JournalAfter all these years my brother finally broke into radio—on a 40c NBC
istic privilege but declared a weekly tour.
magazine, in the cdse of Liberty, Is
Am I unlucky.7 Finally learned to whistle 'Amapola,' and ASCAP came
not a newspaper.
back on thfe air.
Jimmy Dorsey is so considerate, every time the boys In the band play
'High On a Windy Hill' he makes them wear mackinaws.
There's No Troth to the Rnmort
2 Variety'
Rennite
That Greta Garbo is going to make a personal appearance tour with 40
movie columnists as guest stars.... That Mickey Rooney Is going to play
Texas Gninan Fihn the age-less High Llama in the remake of James Hilton's 'Lost Horizon'
.That because Don Ameche has been In so many South American pictures, Darryl F. Zanuck pays him off in pesos.
Hollywood, May 27.
Hangnail Descriptions
Two former 'Vabietv reporters
Phil Harrit: To Faye, I am a man... Anne Shirley: A Sweet Payne...
have been reunited at Paramount
Deanna Durbin: 'Vaughn to be loved. . .IVfaxie Rosenbloom: A bookie'g
and will probably work together on
cookie. ..Bin0 Crosbv; Owner of the 'Stork' Club.
the company's Texas Guinan.' RobObservations
ert F. SIsk has been assigned to proI just bought my mother a new spring hat—a price tag with a flower
duce, and Claude Binyon' most

Rochester, Phil Harris

To Tour

in

Radio Layoff

Harmon's

grounds are that he is the sole support of his elderly parents, his present fame gives him a chance for good
earnings In those fields, and that he
may get the deferment denied those
already in the professions.
At the present timer a^ a student,

. .

Rochester
(E^dle
Anderson),
likely
comic with Jack Benny on the air,
on it.
and Phil. Harris, bandleader on the will write the screenplay.
The way the leeches attach themselves to you on 'Vine street they shoidd
Both covered Broadway for Va- call
same program, are being booked for
it 'Clinging Vine.'
a theatre tour during the summer METY In the days when Miss Guinan
The Devil and Miss Jones' is currently playing theatres. They're now
was
'Queen of the Night Clubs,' and
mpnths'that the program lays off.
making "The Devil and Daniel Webster.' If this .keeps up, the picture
both
are
intimate with the character.
business will go to Hell. (From the picture 'Too Hot to Handle.')
he is in Class 1-B and can stretch Two will not go out together, Rochester beginning his trek at the Los
Eavesdropped at Jack Dempsey's Broadway Restaurant: 'She gave him
It out for an additional defe'rment if
a look with brass knuckles on it.'
he attends summer school. How- Angeles Paramount week of June
and Family
ever, this would Interfere with his' 16, and Harris teeing oil at the Or- Geo.
Eavesdropped at Lindy's: 'Talk is cheap—and so is he.'
tiresent pix contract which calls for pheum, Omaha, June 27. That week
My brother (the one with rhythm) has a new Job. He writes all the
U.of
P.
Alumni
Honors background
him to make 'Harmon of Hollywood' Rochester will play the Earle, Washmusic for police calls.

Murphy

At

for Columbia this summer. He will ington.
Bookings aren't complete with
receive $13,500 for the picture with
the company having an option for a either, but both are tentatively set
second picture for which he would to play the New York Strand, Harris
receive $17,500, It poses a dilemma probably arotmd the beginning of
-lor_the-footballer-'n4iO;-by-9tepping- August .and-Bochester- during- July^ Benny' program goes off the air
out of summer school to pick up the
for th^ summer after Sunday's (1)
''"film money, may make liimselt eligbroadcast
ible for the draft.
Due to graduate this June, Harmon
has been majoring In speech to follow his pet ambition of becoming a
in Philly
radio announcer. He has been reported to be in line to air the University of Michigan games this" fall
Philadelphia, May 27.
and already has been the. recipient of
Marian Anderson, the Negro connumerous radio offers.
tralto, will receive an honorary dePossibility looms that since he can gree of doctor of music from
Temple
establish that his parents are de- University at commencement
exerpendent on his earnings, the draft cises June 12.
board may make a ruling freeing
She received th« Bok award of
him to pursue both the picture and $10)000 last month as being Philaradio career.
delphia's outstanding citizen of 1040.
^

More Honors
For Marian Anderson

Philadelphia, May 27.
Whatever Became of
T
George Murphy, fllm actor, and his
Jimmy Lucas
Capt. Webb's Seals
wife, the former Julie Johnson, were
Jesse Lasky's Country Club
Mae Usher
guests of honor at a dedication of a
Mignonette Kokin
Hap Hazard
new field house at the University of
Afterj^lece
Pentisylvenia- Saturday (24) in honor"
Hollywood is 'fhe place where they " iShd out what yoii don't
of Murphy's late father, 'Mike' Mur- then give you plenty of It.
phy, noted Penn track coach.
Also present were* George Murphy's brother and sistSr, Thorne

Murphy,

Detroit, anj Mrs. Urban A,
Grand Rapids, Mich,
plaque was unveiled by Michael C.
Murphy, 2d, 11-year-old grandson of
the late coach. The ceremonies were
held in conjunction with the annual
alumni day of the university.

L. A. to N. Y.
Eddie Albert

John Alden.

Director Revealg

How

Bib Used as
to Coast

Show Problems

Ronald Colmaa
J. Cheever Cowdin.

Lynn

Farnol.

Hollywood,

May

of

— Quality

Names Disappoints

James A. Fitzpatrick.
Donald Friedl.
Samuel Goldwyn.
Alfred Hitchcocic
Benita Hume.

May 27.
weeks, nor even work for less than
With the LouelJa Parsons 'Holly- their normal fees.
Meanwhile, It appears that the
wood Prtmlere' series lor Lever
film
producers are not co-operating
Bros. (Lifebuoy) diie to wind up its
In turning over their top boxoffice
Initial 13 weeks with the June 20
> names as much as Miss Parsons had
broadcast, the William Esty agency predicted and on the basis of which
Is reported trying to obtain a $2,000- the show w^ sold to Lever Bros.
s-week budget increase to cover star There have been few genuinely important pictures ballyhooed on the
talent and keep the show on the air.
series and consequently a dearth of
Whether such an amount would be leading
stars.
sufficient to meet the Screen AcOpening program had Marlene
tors Guild
Hollywood,

I

I

,

,

tain,

requirements
however.

is

uncer-

Dietrich In 'Flame of New Orleans,'
and subsequent stanzas Included
'Pot o' 'Gold,' with Paulette Goddard, 'Sis Hopkins,' Tobacco Road,'
'Wagons RoU at Night,' 'Her First
Beau,' 'Affectionately Yours,' 'The
Outlaw' arid 'New Wine,' Studios
are apparently using the program to
try to boost pictures that 'need
help;' but aren't taking the edge off
the public's Intei'est In the really

Fact that the same sponsor pays
up to $5,000 for guest names on the
Lux show and that .similar rates
apply to other guest star programs
would appear to stymie the continuation of Parsons series despite
the possible addition dt $2,000 to the
J)udget.
Under ihe SAg-AFRA
rfegulatloris, stars may not appear
gratis on Tremlere' after the first 13 promising releases.
'

John Joseph.

Edwin Knopf.

N. Y. to L.A.-

Julius Liefkowitz.

Nat Lefkowitz.
William Morris,

Robert Foulk.
Arthur Freed.
Wolfe Kaufman.
Joan Marlowe.
L. B. Mayer.

Jr.

Leo Morrison.
Irving Parker,

Hal Rosson.
Elaine Ryan,
William Schneider.

George Seaton.
Jack Scholl.
Sam Spewack.
Robert Stack.
Joseph Stauffer.
Joseph H. Steele.

Manny

Gloria -Swanson.

James

J. J; Milsteln.

James Monks.

Ward Morehouse.
Manie Sacks.
J. C. Stein.

,

Howard Strlckling.
Rhys Williams.

J.

Walker.

Hal Wallis.
Bill Watters.
Carey 'Wilson.

An

Air Expressed napkin was the

focal point of show biz interest this
week at New York's LaGuardia
Field, with newsworthy items as

subway trains to the West
The flying laundry brought
to light scores ot stories on bankers
scarce as

Coast

who use tablecloths for accounting
pads and Illustrated as clearly as the
sun puts the knock on .high noon
just how valuable the Air Express
services are to the- people who operate on a stopwatch rather than
calendar.
Curtla Bernhardt, director of Warner Bros.' 'Million. Dollar Baby' was
lunching in Hollywood's Giro's, it
seenis, with a number of his aidesde-camp and used one of the eatery's
napkins as a blueprint tor a new
idea. 'When the lunchfest broke up,
Bernhardt hopped a flying Pullman
for N. Y. to find on arrival here that
he had the napkin In his pocket.
The data pencilled on the linen

soup-remover had to be'ln his studio,
a continent away, some 24 hours
(Continued on page 55)

BBAONA FREEMNCING
^

SAILINGS

Strauss.

David Strumpf.

27.

Arnold Pressburger, producing on
the Hal Roach lot for United Artists
release, has named Carley Harrlman, .scion of the banking family,
as production manager of Arnold
Productions, Inc.
Harrlman got his training under
Edward Small. Company's first picture Is 'Shanghai Gresture,' to be followed by a musical.
-

Seek $2,000 Additional Weekly Budget

to

By GEOBGB FBOST

HARRMAN SCION PROD.

Caiarles Butterworth.

Louella Parsons' Air

Memo Had

Be Planed

HEAD FOR PRESSBURGER

F. L. Alstock.

and

Saga of a Napkm

A

Fisher,

~
liike

May

Hollywood,

May

27.

Olyiplpe' Braflna, 'recent bride, became a 'Xreelaac'e actress following
29 (Los Angeles to Honolulu) completion of her contract at War.

Dorothy Lamour (Lurline).
ners.
May 24 (Los Angeles to Tahiti)
In the Jast six months she apAlfred Newman (Mariposa).
peared In three pictures, 'Knockout,'
May 22 (Los Angeles to Honolulu) 'Highway West* and 'The Flight
Yola D'AvrU (Matsonia).
Patrol,' stiU to be released.

—

mscELLAinr

Wednesaaj, Maj 28, 1941

UBOR
U. S. Okays Mobile IHed Show' Idea For

Mobile shows for Arirty camps bea certainty late yesterday
(Tuesday) altemoon with approval by

GM

exhibit.

Started

Hollywood, May 27.
Eddie Bracken draws a star spot
in 'Out of the Frying Pan,' based on
a Broadway stage play recently purchased by Pafamount.
Filming follows 'The Fleet's In,'
in
which Bracken co-stars with
Dorothy Lamour. Edward H. Grif-

Routing of the truck units and fith Is assigned to direct 'Pan.'
other details will get under Way tomorrow (Thursday) when morale,
officers of all the camps east of the
Master of the Interview,
AUeghenies meet at Fort Dix, N. J.
They will lay out -a program from

maneuvers begin and shows become im-

now

until July

1,

when

field

Stoki

the

Great,

Many name performers have volunteered for the 'medicine show' performances, while lesser entertainers
will be paid by the Citizens ComGroup will also pay other
mittee.
expenses, except transportation by
Army car of the performers and
their feeding and lodging, which will
be taken care of by the War Dept.
Talent will work out of New York,
Chicago and Hollywood.
Each unit will be accompanied by
(Continued on page 55)
'

.

Buffalo,

May

27.

Leopold Stokowski here with

AU

(24)
Youth Orchestra Saturday
went on a temperamental binge at a
pre-concert morning inspection of

new

Kleinhan's Music Hall and
drove interviewers scurrying to their
the

cubicles

and

and dictionaries for

Yrs.;

with Broadway

Bandshow Theatres, Now
the Baggage-Smaahera Are

Hollywood, May 27.
William S. Hart, oldtime western star, built a 4D0-seat theatre
adjacent to his ranch in nearby
Newhall and turned it over to
the American Legion Post No.

Picketing All Theatres, Including Legits

507.

AFM IGNORES

House

'EM

will

be

called

the

American.

A comic opera jurisdictional strike
by the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, I<ocal 817, In
Saturday (24) against the

B.G. DeSylya Passes Out

called

Talks

Of 'Comrades Together'

practical.

^^'^

Tl INGS PLENiy

Bill Hart's Gift

Par Starring Bracken

came

the War Dept In Washington of the
taking over of seven General Motors
trucks by the Citizens Committee. for
the Army and Navy. Trucks open
from the side to provide stages and
used
are part of a fleet which
for a 'Parade of Progress' traveling

Tobacco' Finally Ending Record B way

TEAMSTEIIS JAM

Army Camps; Stage Names Volmiteer

MESS

light

air.

Bonuses of $60-$l,000

New York

L^

musicians union has since turned
Casts, Staff
from a laughing matter into a very
serious affair.
Plus the musicians,
the
teamsters have also turned
Just before he returned to Hollyagainst the stagehands for walking wood, Buddy DeSylva, most successthrough their picket lines, with the ful musical producer in years,
result that all legit musical houses handed out bonuses to people conas well as theatres playing bands nected with his shows.. Each of the
are now being picketed, and there's chorus in 'Panama Hattie,' 46th
the fear the picketing will spread to street, N. Y.,. was given $60 and
all houses, including straight legit- salaries
raised from $40 to $45
ers, using stagehands.
weekly.
Understood
the
that
First drastic reaction to the team- chorines
in
'Louisiana Purchase,'
Imperial, had previously received in(Continued on page 13)

To

I

I

a half-hour session, Stoki,
creases, same .going for 'DuBarry
clapping his hands at various points
Was a Lady,' which closed after a
in the auditorium, pronounced the
profitable tour.
acoustics bad, although every other
In addition, three heads of departconductor and musician playing here
Boland Cancels
ments backstage and the wardobe
during the past season went overSUIT mistress were given bonuses of
board re the Hall's aural refiexes.
$1,000 each.
Those receiving the
pf Strawhats
From the reaches otthe balcony, the
10
surprise packages are Timothy Fitz-,
maestro next proceeded to roar in
Emil Neugebauer, agent, lost his
Dan Lawlor, Chester ThompSkeds an English and German basso pro- $200,000 suit against Nate J. Blum- Patrick,
.
Jazzes
All four
fundo to a stagehand on the podium, berg, president of Universal, when son and Victoria Riley.
handled the three De Sylva shows.
to 'make like Hitler,' and when the Justice Bernard L. Shientag
in N. Y.
Sam Ledner, who was general
Managements of a number of
(Continued on page 34)
supreme court tossed out the squawk, stage manager, has
joined De Sylva
eastern strawhat theatre's are miffed
after ruling it failed to state a cause
on the Coast at Paramount's studio,
at Mary Boland, whose sudden canof action. Plaintiff sought damages
where the latter is production head.
cellation of 10 weeks' bookings at
for alleged failure to pay commisFfliS
Ledner owns 1% of 'Hattie.'
De
houses has necessitated a
their
sions on Gloria Jean.
Sylva has nearly all of 'Du Barry'
reshuffling of season's
wholesale
Neugebauer claimed to. have been and 'Hattie,'
while Irving Berlin is
many cases the
schedules.
In
the discoverer of the actress, and
co-partner In 'Purchase.'
changed dates have involved juggstated he offered her services to
ling bookings for other name players
Gilda Gray, the shimmy dancer, Blumberg after having been promwith consequent shifting at theatres
Billy Rose's Dia- ised adequate compensation if she
not directly affected by Miss Boland's now employed at
Astor's
Deal
mond Horseshoe, N. Y., filed a volun- signed. He alleged he had received
cancellation.
..
Y. notliing..
Aetress-was-offered to the summer- tary..petition -ot-bankruptcy-in -N.
In

Tours Again in Fall
When Sunday performances were
okayed for another year there was
a crack made to the effect: 'Now
Broadway will never get rid of Tobacco Road'.'

But the record run

drama

will finally
at the Forrest.

(31)

was one

Saturday

fold

shows, that survived the season because of Sundays,
yet business had dropped to such a
degree on that day that Jack Kirkland and Harry Oshrin, who control
the play, decided that 'Road' had
reached the end of the road so far as
N.Y. Is concerned.
A road coinpany wlU again tour starting in the
It

of the

fall.

'Road' will have played seven
years and six months when the last
curtain drops. It has been 'closing'
since last August, according to the
ads in the dailies, a record in itseU.
Management ironically invited the
critics to the last performance, but
it is doubtful
if they will attend,
most of them having started summer hibernation. Notices originally
predicted 'Road' would flop, but
hailed the performance of Henry
Hull, the original Jeeter Lester of
the play.
Sundays did not alone account for
the continuance. Attendance actual-

(Continued on page 45)

GLORIA JEAN'S AGENT

Mary

LOSES 200G U

Wks.

-

GILDA GRAY

VOLUNTARY

BmCY

WB

Mary

Impressarios as the star of a company of Hollywood players in 'Meet
the Wife.' Because she insisted on
having at least 10 weeks of playing
time if she was to go out at aU, it
required considerable effort to line
up the dates. In some cases other
name- guesters had to be rescheduled
Then,
to accomodate Miss Boland.
.when she was notified last week that
the full 10 weeks were set, the actress replied that she had decided
against the tour.
Explanation was that a radio deal,
which she had figured was cold, had
unexpectedly came through. Cowbarn managers are plenty burned,
but as the bookings were all tentative and not yet signed, they can't

federal court, listing assets of $600,
and liabilities of $27,304.
Among creditors are the U. S.
Government, $200 in taxes, $214 to
Leo Spitz for legal services, $150 to

Getting Himself Titled
Hollywood,

SHOW
The

safety of

BIZ UNION

New York

theatre properties

has struck
Broadway shows, principal ailment
this time being measles, those mostly
affected being younger actresses and
chorus girls. Betty Hutton was out
of 'Panama Hattie' (46th Street) four
days, her place being filled by June
Allyson, a chorine whose performance was rated 'sensational.'
Five
other chorus girls were out of the
same show several days because of
the epidemic. Other shows hit by
measles Included 'Lady in the Dark'
(Alvin) and the floor show at the
Riviera, night spot across the river.
Previously, Helen Craig dropped

With the Federal indictment last week of
George E. Browne and Willie Bioff, top stagehands union officials, for extorting $550,000 in
bribes from Paramount, 20th-Fox, Warner
Bros, and Loew's, on the threat of crippling
the motion picture business via strikes, it is
presumed that racketeering union leadership
in the show business is heading for a show-

it.

MEASLES TAKES TOLL
OF B'WAY PLAYERS
Another wave of

illness

This latest farce by thg Teamsters
Union, which has a membership of only 200,
further feeds the Government's hopper of eviHollywood, May 27.
dence; but steps must be taken immediately if
Erich Pommer, recuperating from
the innocents in this particular strike are to be
several weeks of Illness, goes back
from serious wounds.
to work at RKO June 2 as producer saved
(Continued on page 53)

o

.

down.

Pommer Reccvered

'Unexpected Uncle.'
During his illness, Pommer has
been readying the story at home,
of

with the help' of Tay Garnett, director.

27.
is

the

VAN DYKE
FROM ARMY

Hollywood,

May

27.

After serving with th'e United
States Marine Corps as a major for

seven months, W. S. Van Dyke Ij
returning to Metro, having submitted his retirement to the service.
It's understood he'll be mustered out

on the recommendation of the Army
medical staff, which tabbed his ailment as a bronchial cough.
Van Dyke will resume direction of
th^ 'Shadow of the Thin Man,' but
no deal can be made with Metro
'

^yhlle

he>

stni .on the

Government

payroll.
He remains as a reserve,
subject to call in the case of emerHollywood, May 27.
Warners 'and Mary Astor got to- gency. The Marine Corps Survey
gether on a two-picture deal, first of Board is to determine his status thla
which will co-star the actress with week.
George Raft in The Maltese Falcon,'
which marks the first directorial job
for John
Huston, former screen
writer, on the Burbank lot.
Miss Astor's second role Is as sister of Bette Davis in The day SisTradf Uark ReKlit«r*d
ters.'
,

POUNDED BT BIMB SILVBRUAN
WMhIr br VARIETT,
SM Sllvennan, Pr»*ld«nt

Publlnhed

running into millions of dollars, plus the livelihoods of hundreds, hav« been placed in
jeopardy by one of the most ridiculous jurisdictional strikes ever perpetrated on an industry. That the theatres, shows and performers
are the innocent patsies of the Teamsters
Union's embrpglio with the musicians and
stagehands is not nearly so important as the
fact that the greed of union ofiicials can create
such havoc and yet remain outside the law.

"~

May

'Holt of the Secret Service'

Hollywood Filmograph, Inc.. Brooks general title of the whodunit serial
Costume Co., $415, and $16,600 to the to be produced by Larry Darmour
Inland Revenue Assessments Divi- for Columbia with Jack Holt playing his own name role.
sion of London, for Income tax.
Cliffhanger starts shooting around
From May, 1940, to May, 1941, Miss
Aug. 4.
Gray earned $5,830.

S.

RETIRING

Up

And

.

do anything about

MAJOR W.

concerned
'The Teamsters' Union
with forcing musicians to pay truckmen $10
per day and $20 per night for carrying musiis chiefly

SHOWDOWN?

cians' instruments into theatres. At first this
seemed to be following the pattern of a comic

opera, but now the teamsters' chiefs are angry
at the stagehands for passing their picket lines,
arid legit theatres are being picketed along
with bandfilniers— and no shows are being
hauled.

Thus an

autocratic closed union of some
200 truck-drivers and common laborers can
stop Katherine Cornell and Raymond Massey,
for instance, from further playing in 'Doctor's
Dilemma' when that Shavian piece ends its
N. Y. run and wants to move out of town.
This turns a farce into tragedy when the
theatre is at the mercy of elements which contribute nothing to its artistry.

—

1S4

W«it «Oth Strxt, W»w Tork. N. t.

SUBSCRIPTION
Wnnaat
(10
BInKU Copl««

fine the responsibility of

union

officials.

If only for reasons of public morale, so
necessary in these times, the Government,
both state and national, must put an end to
acts of union leadership that disregard workers' and public welfare. The la. ger issues are
manifest in trade unionism in show business.

Forslfn,
ftl
,...2S C«Dti
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PICTUBE8
To Skate

Rights of Privacy, AHergy to U.S.

Control

to Skate

Hollywood, May 27.
Henie and 20th CenturyFox are at odds over the number of
skating routines to be Included In

for Film

when

gets the commercial
green light Xrom the FCC on July 1.
Understood that even major companies with a link to the television
business via some subsld such as
Paramount and DuMont Labs so far
don't -want television In affiliated
theatres.
Besides being viewed by fllm company Qnanclal advisors' ag economically impractical presently for showing In fllm theatres, no general or
modifled rush to spot television in
picture houses is anticipated because
of Ave basic objections:
One is that reproduction on even a
mallTsized theatre screen does not
measure up to the average picture
theatre's standard of projection.
No. 3, few exhibitors believe there
Will be sufficient amount of entertaining features coming through to
add much to the theatre's boxoffice,
excepting as a novelty of limited appeal.
No. S, nobody in the fllm business
has been able to detect any advantage obtained through televlzing even
big news events as compared with
the better coverage supplied rapidly
today by radio and the newsreels.
Along with this factor, theatre men
point out that televizlng of a sports
or national news event is strictly a
one-time proposition, good only for
« limited audience at a specified
time, and seldom for more than an
hour of screeh time.
No. 4 is the desire not to become
entangled In lawsuits which may remit from exhibition of televized
programs under the rights of privacy

Head

ArnoliTCharities

two are

show

sufficient to

—

complaints.
No. 5, the fllm business has no yen
to have any part of a- new medium
under the direct control of a Government body presently engaged in
a move to curb the radio networks.
Costs
Attitude of most exhibitors Is that
tha cost of television equipment plus
refplacements does not warrant this
for the sort of
investment
additional
televized picture available on the
screen.
Also, they, are uncertain
whether or not advertising plugs
xviU be included on certain television
•ubjects.

off

^

I

^

May

Hollywood,

Edward Arnold,
Screen

Actors

27.

Browne-Bioff Trial This Sununer;

company.

president ol the
succeeded
Guild,

Samuel Goldwyn as chairman of
Permanent Charities Committee of
Motion Picture Industry. Goldwyn

METRO INTERESTED
IN HAPPY FaTON

resigned after serving one year, but
continues as a member of the com-

Federal Grand Jury Continuing With

Other members are King Vidor. of
the Screen Directors Guild; Ralph
Block, Screen Writers Guild, and
Bert Allenberg, Artists Managers
Guild.

Happy Felton, who with Jay C.
Flippen recently took over the roles
vacated by Olsen and Johnson In
'Hellzapoppin,'
was optioned by
Metro last week. Deal is now being
'set, following visit in New York of
Arthur Freed, Metro producer, who
saw Felton work in the revue.
Freed has nothing particular in
mind for the oversize comedian,
who until recently led his own band.
who will do
Metro
producer;
,

Trial of the criminal charges of the three offenses are 10 years imextortion and conspiracy, which are prisonment and a fine of $10,000.
Trial of the case, Correa says, is
the basis of Indictments against
expected jo throw some light on old
George E. Browne, president of the charges against Bloff, who resigned
International Alliance of Theatrical from lATSE In the latter part of
Stage Employes, and Willie Bloff, 1938 after 'he was -accused in labor
Browne's assistant In charge of lA circles of having betrayed his union
by receiving $100,000 from Joe
labor matters In Hollywood, will

i

\

PIX CRIX

WIN PREVIEW

I

!

SKIRMISH IN H'WOOD

'Panama

Hattle'

next,

also

tenta-

HoUywofid, May 27.
tively lined up Gene Kelly, currently
Preview problem was Ironed out In 'Pal Joey,' for the studio.
by Y. Frank Freeman and the Hollywood correspondents at a friendly
BIOFF GETS
dinner attended by a committee representing the Studio Publicity DirecRedactloi\ t« tSO In Ii. A. Sarrcndcr
tors.
Result is that all pictures will
Extorted a Dime*
'Never
be previewed in this vicinity before
they are shown elsewhere. Agree,
.

take place in

BOND

calls

ance,

except

for

a

two-week

something

imus.ual

in

huddles.

Schenck, who was chairman of
special labor committee of fllm producers.
It was alleged that Bloff
fwe'ved the money after the union

this sunv|

I

•>*

is

match

factor of time, rated essential
a big news evenC or sports
is televized, does not fit in

with the average theatre's idea o(
audience turnover or b.o. draw.
Coverage' of a national football gamie
la good for two hours atid.a half at
best. "While the exhib might be able
to pa«Ic his theatre during this
period, there would be no particular
Inducement to see a televized show
after the. event had been concluded.
The exhibitor also Is convinced that
more complete coverage can be obtained from newsreels, with better
projection and edited .down for audience appeal;
The No. 4 objection, .raised by ex-

by

-

'

I

^

Hollvwood
'

,

;

Films Eipbin Defense

Program

,

'

^

to Citizenry

a bond of $50,000

necessary, especially since so large an amount. (24), and was held in $23,000 bail
removal Proceedings on
$550:odb. is involved i5 the extorUon pending
New
June 5. Date. of his pleading
case.
Commissioner •Head riiled that York will be set after the Coast
is

.

said the article, 'Hollywood is expected to view the move with alarm.
Current feature Alms are withheld

from

television.'

SAU BAV6H'& MUSTANGEB
Fort Worth,

May

27.

•SUngln' Sam' Bai-?h, of the Washington Redskins and Texas Christian
football teams, has been ordered to
report June 7 for filming of 'King
of the Texas Rangers.' Baugb Is to
l^e the 'king* in the horse opera.
Uucb of It will be' filmed In Texas.

Pay taxes on $100,000

Por*

i

""d

HoUywood, May 27.
m
Complete idea of the U. S. defense
program is being worked out by
Metro in a series of two-reelers ex- $25,000 bond was sufficient and or- legal routine.
Bench warrant for the arrests of
plalning what is planned and what dered Bloff released when it was
Judge Hulthe general public thinks about it. posted. Removal hearing was set for both men was Issued by^
o. j
Edwin L.' Cahn, director, Is now June 5, at which thne it will be de- bert after the indictments were filed,
Is said to be >" Chi
in Washington conferring with WU- terihlned whether or not BioS should Browne, who
li«m S. Knudsen, chief of national be ordered to report to the New^cago, had not been apprehended up
to last night.
production, about Hollywood's co- York court
Despite .protestations of his attorCorro's rrofresslm' "
operation.
neys, Bioff was again fingerprinted
In a review of the grand jury
by Federal deputy marshals, who rC' action, Correa declared that the infused to be deterred by the fact that dlctments are the result of a con
MORE BUILDUP?
he had been put through that process tlnuation of the investigation by
Wellea and Hearst Check Into Same when arrested on the Income tax hi- Treasury Department agents into
dlctment.
S. F. Hotel
y,g income tax matters of Joseph M.
It was announced by the district Schenck, recently resigned chairman
attorney's office that the indictment of the board of 20th Century-Fox."
San Francisco, May 27.
On the eve of a sellout opening *Winst Bioff on charges of defraud- 'one of the counts in the Schenck
(Tuesday) of 'Citizen Kane,' at the '"8 *'>e Government of $84,336 in indictment was that he had paid to
Geary theatre, both Orson Welles income taxes would be redrawn to Bioff $100,000 in 1937, which was
and William Randolph Hearst, who include the amounts named in the not accounted for. Explanation of
claims to be an unfavorable counter- New York indictment
the payment or 'loan' was unsatisAside from stating, '1 don't know factory to the government prosecupatt of the 'Kane' character, checked
anythmg about the charges, I never tors at the Schenck trial.
into the Fairmount hotel here,
When asked if this was 'inspire- extorted a dime from anybody,'
Bloff already Is under Indictment
tional' or 'coincidental,' WeUes re- Bioff let hisjttorneys do all the talk- for income tax evasions in Calif or
piled: 'My inspirations are mostly mg before Commissioner Head.
nla.
Trial date recently was post
Studios said to have been the vie- poned from the middle of June until
coincidental.
I'd like to send him
;

lS^OM^n
receivea
L. A.

I

Hollywood.

,

|

Inquiry

investigation.

May

27.

largely

is

concerned vyrith L^i;? seizure of 'Tech-,
nicians'' Local 37, and the testimony
of lA officials in Superior court on
invoking a 'special emergency' to
take over control of the Technicians
Unlpn. There is chaos In the studio
locals as result of the Browne-Bioff
federal
indictments,
with
many
moves under discussion to protect

'

'

I

i

I

•

'

the interests of the workers.

^

.

One group is said to have overtured the CIO, while others are de-

!

manding a hew International setup,
with, demands likely to be made on
Browne and Bioff for their Imme-

!

i

'

diate resignations.

Certain

;

AFL

reps favor a

new

fllm

industry charter to block a move-in
by the CIO.
Fred Billingsley, lA Jnternational
vice prez in Frisco, Harold Smith,
rep of the International Sound
Technicians, and others, were suPoenaed for appearance before the
Grand Jury June 4. Understood their testimony is wanted in
connection with a claim by Browne
he placed phone calls to get consent
of the lA Executive Board before
declaring an 'emergency' in the

!

tims of the alleged extortion, offered the fall term. Correa intends to try
no comment on the Brwvne-Bioff the extortion and conspiracy charges
<
charges.
in advance of the income Ux trial.
The indictment against Bioff and
Browne charges a continuous conBroones Ankles Republic spiracy dating back
to November,
Welles' Asthm»
1935, soon after Browne became naHollywood, May 27.
tional president of lA, and appointHollywood, May 27.
Beverly Hills dratt board today
Martin Broones, former stage pro- ed Bioff his representative in Holly(Tuesday) announced that Orson ducer and manager of the theatrical wood labor relations. It alleges that
Welles has been deferred and placed affairs of his wife, Charlotte Green- the four corporations 'and other cor
in class 1-B because of bronchial wood, checked out of the Republic porations unknown to
the grand
asthma.
studio, where he had been an asso-'jury' made payments to the two deHearst papers have been cam- elate producer for five months.
fendants, who were aided and abetpaigning for his immediate inducIn that time he prepared several ted in their extortion 'by other pertion into the army.
sons not named.' This phrasing Is
stories for 'future production.
the basis for belief that additional
defendants will be named. The indictment alleges that both threats

cash

in

sa.d to

Is

nn.

It's been disclosed the Los Angeles
County Grand Jury is joining forces
with the Government In the lATSE

>

,

sto^^^^^

m

Grand Jury Aids

'

i

(Hearst) a nota and ,a couple of
hibitors, is a serious one. Any com- tickets, but am afraid he might not
mercial program televising a sports take it right Wish he'd see the picevent might conceivably have to ob ture. Think that would end the contain releases from every person ap- troversy.'
pearing in the athletic contest it

televlzers ruQ into the same difficulty as newsreels have in the past.
Failure to obtain such releases on a
television entertainment show might
lay the exhib open to damage 'suits.
Peculiar slant was. aired by the
house .organ of American Film Center, organization which as been supported to date by Rockefeller Foundation grants. It details that commercial television is regarded favorably in the non-Hollywood motion
picture fleld because many films
were used on television program^
'Alert to such competition as night
baseball, not to speak of pictures,'

Hollywood technical

workers.

i

The

when

represented had signed an agree-

^^^^

.

Following his resignation, the JA
jury on Friday (23). They charge voted Bloff a year's salary. Later
he returned to work for the union
Hisattorne^;ilX?th^t''L'L!th.t Browne and Bloff over a in Hollywood where he has rea property owner here of seven years period since 1936 had shaken down mained, with the exception of a
residence, Willie Bloff was granted a four of the major fllm companies brief hiatus in the Chicago Brldwell,
reduction of bond from the $50,0001 for $550,000 under threats of calling where he served out a sentence for
flted by the New York court to strikes In the fllm studios and mo- pandering in 1922.
^^en he surrendered last tion picture theatres.
Another case developed by CorVictims of the blackmail are
Saturday (24) at the Federal buildrea against Schenck bears a relaing to an tadlctment charging extor- Loew's, Inc.. Paramount, 20th Cen- tionship
to the Browne-Bioff indict"on and conspiracy returned against Hury-Fox and Warner Bros.
The Brand jury investigation con- ments. It Is the charges, still unhim and George Browne by a Fed^^ied, alleging that the fllm producer
eral grand Jury in New York. U. S. tlnues. although Correa and his staff
committed perjury In 1939 when he
Commissioner David B. Head over- assistants, Edward J. Ennis and
was questioned by agents of the Inruled William Hall, assistant U. S. Boris Kostelanetz. would not di- ternal Revenue bureau investigating
whether additional Indictattorney, who contended 'circum- vulge
Bioff's income.
Bloff was indicted
stances have arisen since Bioff's In- ments may be expected
California following that inquiry
Bloff surrendered to the U. S. atcome tax indictment which Indicate
charges that he had failed to retomey In Los Angeles on Saturday

clear-

when prevented

physical problems.
Mv iQKPn
Writers had originally
asked rnr
for
/ilp^H ?o
a four-week clearance
thouffh
itmav
a two-week pact, even though
inougn it
may
often entail doubling or tripling previews on the same day.
he .Mnner
The cricks paid for the
dinner,

New York

mer, according to Mathias F. Correa,
U. S. attorney, who will personally
,_
J,
»i.
-PI.- \r.A\^^
handle
the prosecution. The mdlctments were handed to U. S. Judge
Murray Hulbert by a Federal grand

—

ment

hdicbnents

Possibility of Additional

mittee.

,

not sold
on the quality of televized shows.
He does not feel that entertainment
contained in the. average televiied.
Item measures lip to' 'anything else
he has on his screen.

Average exhib thus far

la

it

same

companies—that is, as vlcthns, rather than accessories
of the alleged Illegal acts of the defendants.
Indicated that the executives will be called as witnesses during the
trial, to tell the how and why of their itayments to the accused lATSE
leaders, but that no action will be taken against them.
light as their

^

it

—

case, according to the U. S. Attorney's office; Oa the contrary,
explained, the Government considers the film officials in the

her virtuosity on the blades,
Henie deal with the studio ter-l
minates with the completion of this
picture and she is understood to be
contemplating changing to another
.,

fllm industry-has-adopted vira handsroff policy for tele-

There wUl be no attempt by the Government to prosecute fllm company executives who have testified or will testify Iji-the Bloff -Browne

her current starrer, 'Sun Valley Serenade,' completed last week. Understood she held out for three ice
numbers, with Darryl Zanuck ruling

Connnl Television

that

The
tually
vision

UeSeCaOsPixCoSelfictinis

(Too Much), Sonja's Quiz
Sonja

Among Reasons

Biz s Coolness to

or

Not

.

'

1

1

Technicians ' takeover.

1

i

I

Cowdin Back East After

|

:

Other

News

Pertaining to Pictures

Dutch bid for Maxwell's holdings
Television
Danny Kaye lukewarm to Kraft
Cantor back Oct. 1
Radio Reviews: 'Carnival of

Unger
Tony Martin winds up
Spitalny,

Stella

ASCAP
Warners warn pubs

New

Acts:'

Dennis Morgan

Equity ,
Sam Harris in N. Y....
.

Stars,'

Page 13
Page 25
Page 25
Page 25

,

and payments were made in New
York City.
In $500 and $1,000 Bills
First strike threat, it was revealed,
was made in 1936, following a onehour strike in certain theatres In
Chicago, St. Louis, Minneapolis and
Detroit, the previous December. At

Month's Stay on Coast
Cheever Cowdin, Universal's
board chairman, returned to New
J.

'

'

I

|

Judith Anderson, Phil

least $400,000 of the $550,000 figure

Page ''26
Page 30
Page 41
Page 41
.Page 44
Page 49
......,.:i^e 49

mentioned was paid by
the

four

officials

of

|

corporations

Browne and

In
1936 to
Bioff in bills of $1,000,

$500 and $100, according to the gov-

ernment

'

-

•

'

'

|

York from the Coast Monday. (26),
after spending nearly a month In
Hollywood looking over new product

designed

gramT"

the 1941-42 proBliimberg, company

for

Nate

president, preceded him to N. Y. By
a couple of weeks,
VnivCrsal's report on the first six
months of the company's new fiscal
year has been delayed because of
slowness in getting estimates of busl-

ness

from the foreign

territories.

Prosecution is the first under the Net profit Is expected to be around
newly-enacted Federal anti-racket- $1,500,000 after writeoffs for foreerlng law. Penalties for each of elgn declines.
'

-

WeineeAfi May

28, 1941

PICTURES

SILVERSTONE-UA PARTING?
Joe Schencks Status bproves

2-yEllll

In the maze of discussion in film circles, sparked by the U. S. grand
Jury Indictments of George E.; Browne and Willie Blofl, lATSE officials, on extortion and conspiracy charges, opinion Is expressed frequently that, as the entire picture of labor union and industry relationships Is uncovered, the legal status of Joseph M. Schenck and his
appeal from conviction for Income tax evasion Is greatly improved.
Schenck's difficulties with the U. S. Government started with alleged 'evasive i^nswers which he gave to FBI operatives who questioned him about the Bioff statement that the latter, in 1938, had
received a *l09n' of $100,000 from Schenck.
As related to the U. S. grand jury in New York the transaction between Schenck and BioiT has fantastic, Hessian angles. BiofI is alleged
to have received the $100,000 in New York and to have coerced
Schenck to assent to Blofl's 'explanation' to FBI that- Schenck had lent

CONIRIICT Fairbanks Widow s Protests Over

Amount Balks Deal Abnost Set For

.

AT S3 JOO A

lEK

'

'

Hollywood, May^

of world-wide distribution.

Edebnan, Kanfman Shift

From 20th

To CoL Prod.

week. Criminal indictment against Fox.
the pair alleges they have extorted
for their personal benefit $550,000,
of which $400,000 was paid under
IN
H.
Intimaduress In one year 1936.
tions are that the total will be larger
BIZ
when the Grand- Jury Investlgationin progress in New York is finally
closed by. U. S. Attorney Mathlas
Twenty-six pix a year will be proCorrea.
duced and 38 to 44 distributed by
The parade of presidents of the Liberty National Pictures Corp., ordifferent film companies appearing ganized by M. H. Hoffman. Out of
as witnesses before the federal grand the film industry since the death of
jury Included the heads of four of his son, M. H., Jr., several years
the major' picture concerns and other ago, Hoffman was the founder of Tiftop executives. Among those called fany, onetime g.m. of Universal and
upon to testify in the labor scandal prez and g.m. of AUied and Liberty
were Nicholas M. Schenck, president Pictures, indie companies. He is a
of liOew's, Inc.; Sidney R. Kent, of veteran in the film business of more
20th Century-Fox; Barney Balaban, than 25^years.
of Paramount; Louis B. Mayer, viceHoffman declared Monday (26) he
president of Loew's, In charge of will make and distribute 'bread and
production; Major Albert J. Warner, butter' films, which is interpreted as
vice-president of Warner Bros., and low-cost product to be released on
Pat Casey, chairman of the film stu- fiat rental for bottom half of duals.
dios' labor relations committee.
They'll be action pix, mellers, mysteries and westerns.
Joe Schenck Aftermath
Liberty National will produce 26
liSitest airing of labor illegalities
take on 12 to IS
in the film Industry is an aftermath features itself and
made under franchise by
of the Joseph M. Schenck income tax additional
producers, Hoffman said. He
indie
evasion trial, according to Correa,
that the company will endeclared
(Continued on page 20)
courage indie or cooperative produc-

E

HOFFMAN BACK
AS PRODUCER

THE

tion,

participating

financing

in

of

Outside producers 'will
of It.
not be limited to low cost produc-

some

EAST, SEEING

Hoffman stated.
New York office has been set iip
in the RKO Bldg., with Hollywood
tion,'

DEPINET; BIOFF

AI^?

Samuel Goldwyn arrived in New
York yesterday (Tuesday) from the
Coast, accompanied by Lynn Farnol,
his eastern press rep. Producer will
remain east untU Friday.

understood that Goldwyn is In
Manhattan to testify before the
grand jury on the Bioff case. .While
east he will also talk with Ned

likely to be in
ternational (formerly
studios in Culver City.
g.h.q.

Selznick-In-

RKO

Pathe)

RKO

Fairbanks'

OUTSIDE 'NAME'

Bettc Davis Takes Leave of Gold-

wyn's 'LlUle Foxes'
Hollywood,

May

27.

"The Little
Bette
pany will released
Foxes,' checked out of the Samuel
Goldwyn studio on account of illness and will be out of the cast for
There had
at least another week.
Guttinan, Producer
been talk that the actress was feudHollywood, May 27.
ing with William Wyler, director.
Charles Guttman has been signed
Croldwyn announced that there
by Hal Roach for an associate pro-, was no hard feeling and that Miss
ducership on streamlined 'pictures Davis was taking a layoff, due to the
for United Artists.
strain of wearing tight corsets deGuttman had been In Metro's for- manded by the script, which deals
eign sales department for 14 years. with the early 1900 era.
star

of

the

in

signing last

upon was too low.
Bank's Stance
Negotiations,

Bank

It

Is

learned,

\ver»-

America,

the California
trustee. Two weeks ago, the deal
became so hot that Edward C. Raftery, of O'Brien, Drlscoll
Raftery.
UA's counsel, flew west to conclude
the actual signing.

JOEBREEN?

of

&

Just as .everything was

set.

Bank

With Will Hays still recuperating of America heard rumors that Mrs.
from double pneumonia and strep Fairbanks was dissatisfied and was
throat In a Chicago hospital, dis- being vocal about it. She has actually
cussion on a possible successor to nothing to do with the sale of the
stock, being a beneficiary and not an
Joseph I. Breen as head of the Hays executrix, but bank officials feared
office production code administra- her squawks would- reflect on them
tion this week turned to possible se- and preferred to call the whole
bring on an
lection of
'name' executive. This thing off father than
a
took In the possibility that a

unpleasant situation.
Fairbanks' widow has been a
in the epidermis of the trustees
almost since her husband's death.
Among things they resent are reports of allegations by her that she
being a 'name/ would have to be
has received nothing from the esSQjnt person. aatisfadorjL to the -tate; -although they -say -she -has beenCatholic' church and other groups.
gettlng $3,000 a month since the day
Whoever Is picked. It is likely that of Fairbanks' death. She has also
been living In Fairbanks' Santa
Francis L. Harmon, eastern PCA

new

to

PCA work

man

and possibly one thorn

not In the film business today would
be picked. Breen's successor, besides
-

.

.

Monica home, which trustees have
go to the Coast to help recently heard she has rented out at
break In the new executive. Har- $1,000 a month.
conceivably would be given the
position U hU duties as executive
Fairbanks' Beitlnr Place
chief, will

Judge Davis (Wm.

Fox) Case Goes

mon

assistant to Hays and as national
Hollywood, May 27.
defense film business coordinator did
Body of Douglas Fairbanks was
not require his presence in the east. removed Sunday (25) from
a temGeoffrey Shurlock, first assistant porary vault to
a $40,000 marble
to Breen, who had been mentioned
mausoleum In Hollywood Memorial
as possible successor may. not accept
Park.
the position even if offered him.
Charles
Chaplin
delivered
a
New indication li that ha will go eulogy at the services, which were
along with Breen at his assistant attended -by Fairbanks' widow, the
when he moves over to RKO as former Lady Sylvia Ashley.
studio head. Breen Is still carrying
on as PCA chief although kept from
-

To Jury Thursday
J.

Philadelphia, May 27.
Davis, retired senior

Warren

Judge of the U. S. Circuit Court of his work lately by lUness. He moves
Appeals, yesterday (Monday) cate- Into RKO early next month.
gorically denied he had 'ever acLatest advice from Hays In Chicepted any 'loans' from William Fox, cago Is that ha Is coming along nicebankrupt ex-motion picture magnate, ly but that the doctor will not i>erwith whom he Is charged to have mlt him to return to work until
conspired to sell justice.
fuUy recovered.
Judge l5avis took the stand In his
own defense after Fox had testified
he had given the jurist $27,500 In
'loans'

for

which no

collateral

was

ever taken, no notes signed and no
money ever repaid while litigation
affecting Fox's bankruptcy proceedings were pending In Judge Davis'

—

The

FEUD OR FATIGUE?

Davis,

Due East Soon
SUverstone and Arthur W. Kelly,
v.p. In charge of distribution, are
due to return east over the weekend
after parleys with UA producers on
pictures to be announced at the company's conventions in-jnld-Juiie.' Kelly arrived on the Coast yesterday (Tuesday) from New York.

holdings

all set for

on for several months between the
distributing organization and the

TO SUCCEED

is his
for a 100% .payoff of his conIs said to be getting $3,000

therefore, would be around $300,000.
Negotiatioi)s for Sllverstone's departure, while coming as a surprise
at this time, were not entirely unanticipated by the^ industry.
It has
been bruited about for some time
that he and the owners were not
seeing eye to eye on many subjects,
ranging from production to sales.

stock

company was

week when a squawk from the acHollywood, May 27.
Women bowlers holding their an- tor's widow, the former Lady Sylvia
nual tournament bowled over a lot
Ashley, exploded it. Whether it can
of expenses In the picture studios,
patched up, has only been debe
where the fiinandal departments
have been shaving down costs by layed, or Is off entirely, cannot be
restricting visitors on the sets.
determined "yet.
Armed with letters from home
Amouqt that UA had agreed to
town exhibitors and editors, about
400 gals crashed the gates for strikes pay Is a closely-held secret, but It
and spares, right In the midst of a has been authoritatively learned
heavy rush of tourists who are see- that It was more than the company
ing Hollywood because they can't see recently gave to Samuel Goldwyn
Europe.
for his similar 20% interest. (lOldwyn got approximately $300,000.
Mrs. Fairbanks' beef is that the
amount UA and the trustees agreed

He

court.

•

It's

Depinet,
distribution chief, on
"The Little Foxes,' which that com-

Deal whereby United Artists
would have bought the late Douglas

Femme

Keglen

a week, his pact having two more
years to run. Total simi Involved,

Hollywood henchman, Willie BiolT,
Hollywood, May 27.
had conducted a systematic blackmail
Two new producers, Lou Edelman
against major film companies for thie
past five years under strike threats. and Edward Kaufman, move into the
studio
this week.
Columbia
Is the astounding news which has
shaken the Industry within the past
They were formerly with 20th-

GOLDWYN

'EM OVER

Stadlo Gates Like 10-Plns to
f

Holding up Sllverstone's exit

demand
tract.

—

Huddles

are taking place on the subject between Silverstone and Charles C.
Schwartz, his attorney, on the one
side, any three of the owners of
and their attorney, Edward C. Raftery,
on the otheh. Owners are
Alexander Korda, Charles Chaplin
and Mary Pickford, with the fourth
shareholder,
Douglas
Fairbanks
estate, undersjxiod taking no part.

UA

Top Picture Execs Before Grand Jury
Revelations that George E. Browne,
president of the most powerful trade
union in the amusement industry,
the International Alliance of Theatrical—Stage Employees, and his

27.

Negotiations are reported in progIt has been learned, for the
from United Artists of
Murray SUverstone, company's chief
ress,

bow-out

May Bring New Congressional Query;

BOWL

—

WANTS 100% PAYOFF

Repercussions of Film-^Labor Scandal

UA

Co. s Takeover of His Stock in

Artists

him the money.
So Involved did the 'explanation' become in its various versions that
Bchenck was Indicted on a perjury charge, which still exists.
Full and complete baring of the alleged extortions lifted the payoff
cums'to $550,000, as paid by major companies over a period since 1938.
How Importantly the new and apparently accurate version of the
Echenck-Blofl 'loan' will figure in the Schenck appeal for a new trial
of tax evasion conviction is conjecture, but opinion generally, among
those close to the Intimacies of the situation. Is that Schenck's case
on appeal Is strengthened.
An, angle that Is being stressed Is that Schenck was victimized In a
manner from which he was unable to extricate himself without involving others.

Top United
Executives Bowout Reported Under Way
Korda, Chaplin and
Pickford Allied on One
Side —- Friction Reported
Heretofore

Negotiations for

declared:
'Although I have been poor, not one
dishonest dollar ever found Its way
into my pocket or possession.'
Judge Davis declared that five
$1,000 bills which his daughter, Mrs.
Mary Davis Firestone, had placed in

74-year-old

St. Augustine (Fla.) bank, were
repayment of loans from a "Trenton
junkman friend. The government
had charged that the bills were
given the judge by Fox during a

a

rendezvous at a downtown hotel.
Fox has pleaded guilty to the conspiracy indictment and became the
government's star witness. He will
be sentenced after the 'completion of
the trial. Co-defendant with Judge
Davis is Morgan S. Kaufman, Fox's
former attorney, who Is "accused of
(Continued on page 22)
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£. V.

Frank

GOP

Health

Pitt Politico
Pittsburgh,

RICHARDS DUE

May

Post
27.

Former
Harris,

IN

J. Harris-

Forces Him to Rdsign

FOR N.Y. CONFABS

State _ Senator Frank 3.
head of the Harris Amus. Co.

in trl-state district, has resigned as

Allegheny County
account of

E. V. Richards, president of Paramount-Richards (Saenger), may arYork shortly to look in
rive In
on h.o. Par executives after a long

hospital

New

escing

111

GOP

health.

chairman on
He's been In

for several weeks conval-

from a breakdown and phyhim that job of direct-

sicians told

absence. He has missed many board
meetings.
He is at present on his yacht off
Pensacola, Fla.
Yacht, on which

ing approaching city-county political

campaign would be too much of a
;

strain.

Richards spends much of his time
Harris, who was one of original
was formerly owned by StanWillkle men, was originally drafted
ton Grlffis, chairman of the execufor the GOP job and then was
tive committee of Par.
elected without opposition to two
full terms, in 1938 and 1940.
Although nominal head of theatre cir-

lately,

Col.'s

Donald Davis
Hollywood,

May

27.

Davis, Broadway playdid .'Ethan Frome,' produced by Max Gordon, among other
plays, has been put under contract

Donald

wright,

who

by Columbia.
First assignment not yet

set.

have been chiefly
and active management has
hands of a nephew, John H.
Harris, son of late Senator John P.
Harris, who founded chain with lata.-.
Harry Davis.
son of his, however,
John Harris, Is connected with the
chain In a managerial capacity.

cuit, his interests

politics
been in

A
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PIGTU1IE8

Universal.
Alex Gottlieb will produce, and
the Andrews Sisters supply the

Lot FoO of Genhis

upshot of the friction which
In the Famous Players-

resulted

rhythm.

Canadian shakeup and the resignation of N. L. Nathanson, president,
Is a deal already closed by Metro
under which

it

will distribute its

own

Canada

for the first time.
Henry Nathanson, brother of N. L.
Nathanson, was in New Yorlc dur-

pictures in

week on the deal, which
in addition, to the Nathanspn. interests involves Paramount and others.
ing the past

Hollywood, May 27.
Warners added eight writers to its
staff in the last week to keep up with
the

demand

for

new

i

PAYCHECKS FOR

production,

Scriveners on the Burbank lot now
'number 61, of whom 23 ase under
term contract They are working on
i

'

Up to now Metro films have been
distributed in Canada by Regal
Films, Ltd., which will in all probnew comability be dissolved.
pany is lieing formed, to be known
as Regal Film Corp., Ltd., which
will take the place of the other
company. It will be wholly-owned
by Metro and will start distributing
through the nevy channel June 1.
In making this move, Metro takes
over all the physical properties and
employees of Regal Films, Ltd.

A

So many writers are working on
future pictures for 20th-Fox that the
studio can't find desk room for them.
Fifty scribes are doing their stuff
on the lot and five more are pounding their typewriters at home.

If

cdQ major to distribute its own pictures above the border, others being Paramount, Warners, United
Artists, RKO and 20th-Fox. ColumUniversal and Republic go
bia,
through channels not owned by
them. U and Rep distribute through
Empire, In which N. L. Nathanson
has a substantial Interest.
-

TOM MIX REUCS UNDER
HAMMER ONTHE COAST

and When

Tony

I

U

was

be nurtured for the_rest_ of

to

ES;

addition' to 'tHie^Eofses,
the sale included several old Mexican
beds, measuring 12 by 14 feet, and
a lot of ancient saddles and weapons
gathered during Mix's film career.
Auction, sparsely attended, was
conducted at the old ranch house on
a 17-acre area. Mix'^died last year
In an automobile crash, leaving only
a small portion .of the fortime he
made in pictures. At one time he
was the highest salaried ' actor in

"his

lii'

.

.

Hollywood.
Mix's

Bank Honse
St. Louis, May

May

My

Valley.'

Mix's, daughter, Tomaslna,
keep her father's motorized
bunk house equipped with sleeping
quarters, bathroom and tables.
It
has been gathering dust in a downtown-fire engine house for the last
eight months. It will' not be Included
In the rest of Mix's assets sold at
auction in Hollywood, as the screen
sUr's executors have not informed
Fire Chief Larry Comoyer to that
effect.

From N.Y.-Cap; House

6,000

varying from 6% to 15%% in all
provinces excepting Saskatehewan
and Ontario. In Ontario, where the
15%% tax prevails (it's called officially a surtax), this means that
Report that the Capitol, N. Y.,
Quebec theatre patrons will be paywould close down for a portion of
ing more than 35% tax on each
the summer, following resignation
ticket, which is estimated as greater
of Major Edward Bowes, as nianthan in any part of the world inaging director, which becomes effeccluding the British Isles under curtive June 1, is denied by C. C. Mosrent wartime conditions.
kowitz, Loew's top theatre exec. He
Officials in the Canadian film busistates this will not happen, nor has
ness interested in obtaining relief
there been any thought of shutterfrom this heavy additional burden
ing for a week or two to permit rehave pointed out to government ofdecoration, renovation or repairs.
ficials of Canada that the picture InHouse has had some poor weeks
dustry 'is the source of revenue for
this spring, but currently is doing
numerous tax^ and services in conokay business with 'Woman's Face'
nection with raising funds for the
and follows that with the well-reWar Service drives. Also that the
garded 'Iiove Crazy.' It Is the showfilm business has proved a vast mewindow for Metro pictures.

To Operate AD Sonmier

workers will

during

the

hot

New

films are They Died With
Boots On,' 'Background to
Dapger,' 'One Foot In Heaven,' 'Hot

Their

Through the

Nocturne,' 'All

Night,"

'Kings Row,' 'Knight of Malta,'
'Rhapsody in Blue,' 'Shadows on
Their Wingp,' "The Gay Sisters' and
'Yankee Doodle Dandy.'

Coast in a production capacity, or
He is said
possibly as a producer.
to have been anxious for some time
to try his hand in the film-making
branch.
Though not active, following their
decent resignations, It is said that,
pending actual joining of U, both
O'Connor and Meyers are still on the
RKO payroU. They are reported to
have had contracts and thus are being paid although out of the company and the jobs they held.
Believed that O'Connor will go
into U as executive assistant to
Blumberg, If a deal Is ultimately
.closed, headquartering in New York.
Matty Fox who holds such a post Is
expecting to be called into the

'

'

More Coin

for B's At

RKO; Schaefer Orders

dium

Qnickies Off the Lot

Bowes, managing director of the
Capitol since its opening In 1919,
steps out completely with all final
authority of operation resting with
quickies are going out of Moskowitz and Joe Vogel, of Loew's.
Hollywood,

No more
RKO,^ imder
arranged by
'

raise

in

a general

appropriations for

ductions

to

man Landwehr

B

theatre

INTERSTATE CONCLAVE
Leonard H. Goldenson, in charge
of all Par theatre operations, left
Sunday night (25) for Galveston,
Tex., to attend the three-day, convention of the Interstete and 'Texas
Consolidated circuits sterting yesterday (Tues.). He goes from there to
the Coast to look in on the annual
powwow of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, of which
he is a director representing affili-

Is assertedly bowing out
because of the 'many demands made
upon him by other interests. Including radio.
The Sunday broadcasts

jor Bciwes

•

I

Towers

WB

As

ated circuits.

HoU^oodites Aid Greek

Leaving New York the end of this
week, Sam DemI>ow, Jr., operating
associate td 'Gol'densbh," w'iU go to
Minneapolis to contact Par operations there, thence also going out to

Event

..

,

;

tr

MPTOA

the

,
"

convention.
will return about

Both Par execs
June 15.

'

.

-

°

As part owner of the Cap with
Messmpre Kendall, who built it. Ma-

Mary Elizabeth Young, known as
by the Capitol Family were ended
Bettie MacDonald, filed suit Monday
following, last Sunday's (25) airing,
(26) In N.' Y, federal court against
this being the
964th consecutive
Loew's, Inc., claiming plagiarism in
Models' Fihned
weekly appearance on the air.
'Ziegfeld Girl,' of her original story,
An inalso called 'Ziegfeld Girl.'
Musical
hy
jimction, accounting of profits and
<
damages are asked.
.Springfield
PlaintiS wrote her story in 1932
. Jul
Hollywood, May. 27.- .
-and It was'published' in the" AirieriSpringfield, M^ss., May .27.
Ann' Sheridan and the 'Navy Blues'
can Weekly In 1933. The story was sextet go into Technicolor in 'Powers
Alvino Rey's° orchestra and the
submitted to Loew's in 1936, but re- Models,' a musical to be produced
by King Sisters split honors with Rosejected. Besides the use of the same
mary
Lane, Gail Patrick and Cesar
Warners.
—
title and Ideas In the film, plaintiff
Voldeinar Vetluguln, associate edl- Romero in a personal appearance,
'points out' that one of the charactor of Red Book, author of the yarn, and also the Greek ambassador to
ters portrayed by James Stuart
is he?e working with Everett Free- the U. S., to gross an estimated $5,500
was called Gilbert Young, the name man
at $1.50 at the Greek war relief ball
on the screen story;
of Miss Young's brother, and one
at
the
Municipal
Auditorium
of the characters In her book.
Wednesday (21). The hall was mob'
bed.
Romero stole the show during the
Studio Contracts
day, his 'Cisco Kid' bringing out
Onoe $36,000,000 Empire, In Llqnldahundreds ot youngsters. He obligtion. Okays
ingly ran through a bit of it for
Dividend
Hollywood, May 27.
Robert Stack's option picked up two tots who 'crashed' his hotel
Fox Theatres Corp., in liquidation, by Universal.
room early in the evening. The visit
had a net operating profit of $10,645
England tot Ui^
Stanley Clements* moppet con- w7s"'fiist
in 1040 and will have a possible tract extended. by 20th-Fox.
Lane and Miss Patrick, and they
profit of $10,000 in 1941, final report
Bill Castle, dialog director, re- spent Thursday (22) touring the vi.of Milton C. Welsman, Kenneth P. optioned by Clolumbla.
ginjty_
jSteinrelch and Leopold Porrino,
The three stars were Interviewed
MacDonald Carey inked player
trustees, disclosed Ui N. Y, supreme pact with Paramount.
over
by George Freeman,
court The report was approved by
Elaine Morey's player option ex- Loew's Poli manager here, who had
Justice Felix Benvenga, who dis- ercised by Universal.
traveled to Hartford to meet them
charged the trustees.
''"th
Mayor Roger L. Putnam and
Ray Collins inked player contract
' Final allowances of $2,500 were at RKO.
officials of the Greek War Relief somade to Stelnreich, $1,875 to WeisGene de Paul penned songwriter ciety. Following the interview. Miss
man, and' $628 to Porino. Fox Thea- ticket at Universal.
Patrick and Romero visited Loew's
tres was also authorized to sell
Stanley Brown drew option lift as Po'' theatre, where Miss Patrick
took a look at 'Love Crazy,' in which
property held by it in the Bronx, the Columbia actor.
asses^ value of which is $8,000.
appears with William Powell
Don Raye contracted as tunesiiiith
and Myrna Loy.
\
This consists of a loft and remains by Universal.
of an office building.
Lloyd
Bridges'
dividend of
actor option hoisted
was authorized to be paid by Columbia.
Karen De WolTs pact renewed for
'Smileage'
creditors.
Attorneys Hirson and
Again?
Bertini were given $6,000 for their a year at Columbia.
Ted Thomas, dialog director, drew
services,
'Smlleage' books, prevalent in last
option lift at. Columbia.
Assets now totel $168,278, aU that
Lucille Prumbs signed to write world war, may be revived. Admisremains of an estate valued at $35,- contract at Paramount
sion books sold to parenta who give
000,000 a decade ago. The trustees
Ann Miller- closed two-picture-a- them to soldiers in camp.
were appointed to liquidate the as- year deal with Columbia.
Proceeds used to defray costa of
Maria Montez drew renewal at operation of
sets of the company by former Judge
cantonment theatres
Universal.
Iilartin T. Manton on Feb. 24, 1939.
and booking live entertainment
Eva Gabor drew a player contract

morale building.

GOLDENSON OFF FOR

as

$25,000 a year.

cree.
First to feel the financial upbuild
are 'Lord Epping Sees a Ghost,'
'Parachute Battalion' and The Marines Are Ready.'

Agamst Loew's

the

house manager. Landwehr remains
in charge of the theatre, according
to Moskowitz. As m.d., Bowes drew

pro-

meet the quality de-

manded by the new block-pf-five
system, required^ by the consent de-

Writer's 'ZiegfeM Girl'

at

for

They fail to see how the 20% tex
will raise the added revenue sought
because total gross business is boimd
(Continued on page 20)

27.

new budget system They have virtually been in charge
all along, with HerGeorge J. Schaefer, of the Capitol

who has ordered

president,

'

a

May

f

:

|

He'H

i

Fmd Out What

.

Happens to His
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'

i

I

WMAS

j

,

'
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I

about their production, obtained a
Jrom hU writing Job at Columbia to become an associate proMonogram, where he can
watch l*.
his own ideas developed on
j
Appointment'
.J"""*«r ^7

i

.

.

^
*

I

i

Scripts

Hollywood, May 27.
George Brlcker, who has written
34 produced scripta in seven years
without having anything to say

Productwn.

^

^

,

.

He wrote

.

is
It

v

his

him-

\yhat happens to a tale after it
leaves the typewriter.
His latest
writing job at Columbia was 'Mel•

ody Man.'

1

fire chief said

that Mix's former wife, Mrs. Victoria Mix, in a recent visit here, told him that her

daughter was Keeping the bunk
house for 'sentlmentel reasons.'
'When Mix' concluded his 'St liOuis
Cavalcade' engagement, here last
September he asked Chief Comoyer
to garage the bunk house for about
a week. Mix was killed in a motor
accident about two' weeks later, and
the motor carriage has been In the
parage s]nce.

i

A

Books

)

-

Farewell to the
Hollywood,

Bams
May

27.

Double Hop-Alonger

at
.

Paramount
Betty Jane Rhodes, radio singer,

Otto Kruger reports this week at
sighed by Paramount.
Hollywood, May 27.
Columbia for one of the top roles in
Charles (Buddy) Rogers' option
Eleanor Stewart plays a doubleTonight Belongs to Us,' a Gregory header in the Harry Sherman pic- lifted by RKO.
Ratoff production,
The Merry Macs inked a deal for
ture, Timber Wolves,' the first time
Plpture role means that Kruger Is any femme has played twice In the two pictures annually for seven
giving up the idea- of going east for Bill Boyd 'Hopaloug Cassidy' series. years at Universal.
strawhatters ithis- summer.
He is
Id the space of sevep years there
Hans Dreler, 15 years with Para'lalso dickering for the father role In have been 36 different .fetnme' leads niount, sigtied .new contract as bead
the 'Aldrich Family' radio show.'
in 36 pictures.
<t the art. department
,

•

modification of the present taxation.
While the discriminatory angle has
been brouglit up during discussions
in Canada film circles, U. S. picture
company attorneys are searching for
some loophole whereliy they can
contest the additional taxation.' Understood that the double tax angle
may be probed because the 20%
dominion tax on tickets 'is in addition to the prevailing provincial tax

27.

months.

Snit

'How Green Was

%%

27.

Tom

will

The

Around

Joining U; O'Connor in N.Y. draw pay checks

Army.

Cosdy Yiflage

ing.

high in summer employment
at Warners is assured by 11 new pictures slated to start within three
weeks.

Hollywood, May 27.
escaped a sale down the

river, but Tony
and 10 other
horses went to the auction block in
the disposition of> the remnants of
Tom Mixls estate on his olif Van
Nuys .(Calif.) ranch.
First Tony, a particular pet of the
late western star, was deeded to his
attorney, with the provision that he

Major company attorneys and tax
experts huddled last Friday (23) ot
the Hays office to seek means of obHollywood, May 27.
taining relief from the 20% admisIt Is costing 20th-Fox an additional sion tex on Canadian piotion picture
$10,000 to the Initial $110,000 to re- theatres, placed in effect this month.
pair bridges and roads to Its syn- Because the 20% tax likely will hurt
thetic Welsh village of Brent's Crags grosses In Canada, American distrlbin the Mallbu mountains for the pic- iitors are anxious to obtain some

New

Henry Nathanson, general manager
When and if John J. O'Connor and
of that company will occupy the Fred Meyers Join Universal, the latsame post in the new. one l>eing
ter, who was in charge of film buyformed by Metro.
Paramount, through Famous Play- ing-booking for RKO, may go to the
ers-Canadian, is understood to have
been the biggest stockholder in Regal
Films, Ltd., smaller Interests being
held by N. L. Nathanson and others
In Canada.
Money involved in the MetroRegal deal is not mentioned.
Metro becomes the sixth Amerl-

Hope for Some Relief

Maj. Bowes in FoO Exit
Hollywood,

Fred Meyers May Try
ProiL End

2Ws

Idea Worries

Early spring rains washed out the
approaches. Picture gets under way
June 0, with Darryl Zanuck producing personally and John Ford direct-

6,000

33 stories,..

UJS. Fdmers;

ture,

ON 11
WBPIX

I

20% Tax

Canada's

Hollywood, BIa7
For the fourth fuocMaivo tlmt
Arthur Lubin is slated to direct Abbott and CosteUo. Picturt is "Ride
'Em Cowboy,' galloplnji Juno 0 at

To Distribute Own Rx in Canada
An

Know 'Em By Now

Should

Fdms Corp.

Metro Forms

Simon's Metro Triple
Hollywood,

May

27.

Metro handed two more director
assignments to S. Sylvan Simon in
addition to his present job on 'New

York Heartbeat'

Wobber

Sets N.Y. Meet
At Waldorf, July 9-11

.

Twentieth Century-Fox will hold
Its annual sales convention at the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York,
on July 9, 10 and 11, accordbig to an

armouncement by Herman Wobber,
(General Sales' Manager.
Approximately 350 district manbranch managers, salesmen
and' bookers ot the company's 37
branch offices in the United States
and Canada will attend a three-day
-

agers,

meeting.

Mary Lee
'

Mary

.

Stars in 4
May 27.

Hbllywood,

Republica's moppet
moves out of the C^ene Autry
westerns to star in four pictures on
Lee,

singer,,

New .pictures are 'Eight Girls in a next season's program.
Boat' an Edgar Selwyn production,
Films are 'Oh, Susanna,' 'Sierra
and 'Keeping Married,' to be pro- Sue,' 'Pride ot the Circus' and 'Peck's
duced by Sanl Marx.
Bad GlrL'
-

,

'

',
..
;

'1.'
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PIGTURBS

SOWHAP DEH TO WRITERS
Zdior's New dty, N.Y^ Estate Into FHA

HILTON GALLS

Details to

IT

Develt^ment; Also Reviews Pix Biz
Nyack, N.

May

Y.,

26.

Enlivening hiii Informal remarks
with salty references to. the cinema,
old and new, Adolph Zukor entertained members, of the local and
New York press at a luncheon marking the debut of the film magnate In
a new field, real estate development.
*

His 745-acre estate at

New

City,

Y., he announced, wlU be transformed Into an ultra-modern community of 11 self-contained units to
be known as Rockingham Park. For
Its beauty and magnitude, he suggested. It may rival anything he has
produced for the screen.
Although he made no formal address, Zukor was the center of at-

N.

traction, especially when he got off
a fast one about the picture business.

During the course of the luncheon
he was heard to give voice to the

draws
It

as one
of

all

takes pub-

2,200

About salaries, he said that in 1903,
the film business,
his competitors thought he was insane to pay a- huge sum to someone

when he entered

Sarah Bernhardt. But he proved
he was right and Immense paychecks
became the rule.
Prefacing his announcement of
plans for. the community, Zukor exlike.

-

•

plained the reason for undertaking
the development of his extensive
estate, - the- heart of-which- is- land<scaped as beautifully as the most
elaborate country setting Hollywood
could devise.
He said he was 69
years old now and not getting any
younger. He therefore felt that a
community of homes would be the
best way to dispose of a good share
of the vast estate. (He said he liked
New City more than Hollywood or
any section of California because the
green here was fresh and not faded.)
Lowest-priced homes in the development are to cost between $6,500
and $7,000, and the project has been
approved for .F.H.A. Insured flnancing. Zukor has owned the estate for
about 25 years.
Several years ago he threw open
his private golf course to the public,
and the swimming pool and tennis
courts were made available two seasons ago. One of the houses on the
property has been converted into a
-

hotel.

ATTEND

the

By RALPH RODDT
Hollywood, May

27.

Following conferences held In New
the past week, attended

by top executives of the Edward .J.
Sparks circuit In Florida, agreement
is understood to have been reached

27.

insertion

'So What?'
one of the biggest problems facing
the modern novelist.
World-wide
misgivings in the future of humanity
due to the current International upheaval and the streamlined pace set
by the mechanized era of today, may
point to a decline of the novel reading" public and ot. the novelist himis

War

Activity

Hikes Picture

Papers (Hearst)

'

missions recorded, while receipts, exclusive
of
provincial
amusement
totalled
taxes,
almost $37,600,000.
There, were 1,226 motion picture the-

I

:

'

atres j|n Canada, compared with 1,186
in 1939.
During 1939- there were
138,497,043 admissions and $34,010,115
receipts.

N. Y. last

week

to further the deal

!

'

the viewpoint of the novelist, the
author of 'Random Harvest,' 'Lost
Horizon' and 'Goodbye Mr. Chips'
explained that no great writer and
not even many second-rate writers
could escape preoccupation
with
events as they are happening today.
He said a writer must write in the
prevalent forms that the age gives
him. He declared the initiation of
new forms is more a matter connected with historical events, technlcal inventions and trends of philosophy. Hilton pointed out that" the
radio and screen are perfecting a
technique far more immediate and
effective than that of the novelist
and that the 'dear reader' period as
exemplified In the Victorian era is
gone.
'To put the matter In a nutshell,'

I

theatre operations;

|

Conference of 'the Authors
League of America at the University
of California at Los Angeles.
Discussing the economic and ere-,
ative problems of the writer from
tioiial

I

Regina, Sask., May 27.
Crowding of a number of Canadian
centres duar to war activities meant
more people going to motion pictures in these areas during 1940,
sending admission receipts for Can-

manager of

Marian' C. Talley, secretary-treasurer, and Frank |togers, general
manager of the contract department
of the Florida circuit, were all in

with Paramount.
After reaching
what is said to have been general
accord on the Par-Sparks negotiaSan Francisco, May 27.
tions, they returned to Jacksonville
'Citizen Kane' opened here tonight
Saturday night (24). Leonard Gold(27) in midst of the oddest exploits- enson, in charge of the Par theatre
tion setup this town has seen, with department, who is understood to
three major dailies in the Bay Area have sat in on the negotiations, himself left Sunday (25) for Galveston,
not carrying a line or advertising or
Tex. and the Coast.
He won't be
copy.
Sheets, of course, are all back to N. Y. until June IS.
Hearst's, the Examiner (a.m.) and
Figure assertedly agreed upon
Paramount obtains
Call-Bulletin (p.m.) here and Post- under -which
Enquirer (p.m.) across the bay in control of the Sparks chain of 85

This was the keynote of an address delivered by James Hilton before 2,200 delegates to the first Na-

B.O. in Sask.

eral

Q.T. on 'Citizen

jself.

•

on virtually all points with only a
couple minor details directly concerning Sparks himself remaining to
be taken care of. These are not
expected to be stumbling blocks,
possibility being that they may be
removed quickly so that complete
papers can be prepared within a
week.
Fred Kent, general counsel, of the
Sparks circuit; B. B. Garner, gen-

the Rudolf
of
in the picture.

3 Frisco Zone

The current mood of

up even the greatest ada up B% In number and 11% in
talent.
In this connection he men- value compared with the previous
tioned Bob Hope, pointing out that year, a Dominion Bureau of. statistics
the comedian was just as good four report, received here shows.
or five years ago as he is now, but
There were about 151,000,000 adwasn't until assorted p.a.s got to
work that Hope hit. the jackpot.

May

Warners ordered 125 additional prints of Underground' to
fill
increased bookings, due to
Hess incident

tem.

Ha. Win Follow

York during
Hollywood,

Problem

starting

in

Blows Some Good

Authors in Coast Confab

audience.

She pushed up the

WB

He TelU

—Changing World Scribes

licity to build,

It

torian Era Gone,

time of the VlrgU ThomsonGertrude Stein opera so that It
was completed by 10:30, when
the Chief Executive's speech was
jacked Into the Hall's p.a. aysr

•

He named Thomas Metghan

'

Hall, N. Y., last night, arranged
to "have the talk aired for the

abojjt outside picture houses. Inside
they want to be amused. This condition will change, he added, almost
Immediately after the war when he
expects to see a cycle of heart-

of his best boxoifice
time, and he said that

Truce with
'Dear Reader' Period of Vic-

Fearful of the effect- of the
President's speech on the b.o,,
Louise Crane, producer of 'Four
Saints In Three Acts' at Town

tempt at anything serious because
the people have too much to worry

playing upon audience
emotions and reaping a heavy harvest of the weeps.

Deal Being Worked Out in N.Y.;

F.D.R. PiiMsd Into Aud.

following ideas:
Films in the immediate future
will be all floss, .with little or no at-

breakers,

Gose Up Par-Sparks

Oakland.

To

offset

theatres, well spotted In Florida, is
a little over -$1,300,000.
For this
amount Par obtains the 40% interest
held by Sparks and his relatives.
Par already owned 50% of the cir-

press situation,

around $1,000 Is being spent in radio
and at least 100 24-sheets are
up. At that, $4,000 is going into the
remaining papers with all ads In two
colors, red and black.
Hearst ban is a windfall for the
Oakland Tribune which is getting
the heaviest sked ever placed for a
Terry Turner and
fiick in Frisco.

spbts

.
'

cuit,

while an outside 10% is conby Kent, Garner, Rogers and
These Sparks executives,

trolled
Talley.

who

are expected to become a committee in charge of operation under
the Par takeover, are retaining their
Charles Huy of RKO, in town to minority interests.
handle the campaign, working with
Sparks is at present In Miami
Hal Heides.
Beach where he has a home but Is
BRIT.
expected to come to N. Y.' shortly,
probably after .the necessary final
details are-worked- out on -the Par
- Hilton, said, ~'the modern .novelist -isacquisition and papers are fcady for
incrcasingly up against a mood prevsigning. Kent refused to discuss the
alent all over the world which might,
Hollywood, May 27.
Par-Sparks deal in any way' without
be summarized in two words, 'So
Most of the British film players in What?'
the official sanction of Sparks himtown are doing parts In 'This
self.
John Howard Lawson, first preslWashington, May 27.
Changing World,' a historical war dent of the Screen Writers Guild,
Warner Bros.
Government's Office of Production
relief film which went into produc- traced
Although
there have been no
history
copyright
and
the
of
Management has just completed its
tion at the RKO-Pathe studio with Its significance, from the formation
second short subject and, as it did overtures to. Warner Bros, as yet, as
Sir Cedi'ic Hardwicke as producer of the Stationers' Licensing Corps, in
soon
as
the
papers are finalized In
first, may make it available
and Herbert Wilcox as the .first of 1557 to the current fight by the with its
the
purchase
'of
Sparks' 40% intertheatres.
Film,
the nation's
to
five directors. Later pilots will be American Cociety of Composers, Au'Farming Out Defense Contracts,' Is est, .It. is believed efforts will beAlfred Hitchcock, Victor Saville, Ed- thors and Publishers. Lawson said
primarily, however, for Cljambers of made to bring about peace. So far
mund Goulding and Frank Lloyd.
that after 200 years, in which the Commerce, manufacturers' associa- Par has not discussed the deal with
Players, working for charity be- author has moved gi;adually toward
Warners because. It is added, the
tions and such groups.
tween pictures, consist thus far of increasing recognition of his IndividOPM's initial film, 'Power for De- company didn't want to go Into the
Anna Neagle, Ray MUland, C. Au- ual ability and initiative, the author
film product angle with
until
fense,' has now virtually finished
brey Smith, Dame May Whitty, now, finds himself confronted with a
playing in theatres throughout the its own negotiations with Sparks
Claude AUlster and Allen Edmiston. definite tendency to vest the copyi
country. New picture is said to be had been completed.
So far Charles Chaplin hasn't volun- right in corporate control. He said:
Warners
built
two
houses
Itself
I'
than
informaa 'recruiting' rather
teered.
while independent interests c'esiring
Limits On Bargaining
It is
tion or propaganda subject.
Picture deals with the history of
'Legislation and contract place lim- designed to gef sub-contractors on its pictures erected two others. AdLondon.
houses are not planned
itations on the bargaining power of defense contracts to speed up pro- ditional
the author. Instead of reserving all duction and take new Government pending the official acquisition of
those
specifically orders. It describes large-scale tank the Sparks theatres by Par. Underrights,
except
F.D.R.'8 Talk Last Night
stood also that Par has not asked
(Continued on page 22)
and plane-making.
not to extend Ite Florida holdAffected the B.O. Plenty
because it was buying out
ings,
Theatre operators and managers
Sparks.
Presumption is that Waryesterday (Tues.) looked for one o£
ners will continue witlj. the four
the poorest nights ever, with interest
houses it now has,
running unusually high in what
Inability of
and Sparks to get
President Roosevelt would have to
together on a deal during the past
say in his fireside chat at 10:30 p.m.
two seasons was not not the No. 1
late enough in the east
While this
I

I

I

PLAYERS APPEAR

,

j

•

'

!

IH CHARTTY PICTURE

OPM'S 2D DEFENSE

SHORT FOR THEATRES

I

I

i

I

I

i

|

i

I

I
J

i

WB

I

i

WB

ROACH,

JR..

PRODUCING

FILMUSICALS FOR
Hollywood,

May

UA
27.

Writers Guild Forcing

miss an early show, it was felt in
Hal Roach, Jr., becomes a co-producer with Leroy Prlnz, of a series managerial quarters that people
of streamlined musicals on
the wouldn't come out, unless it was
to

Roach

lot, for

Ruth Burch succeeds junior Roach
ag casting director.

'Choc Soldier' Goes For

Modem

Dress at Metro
Hollywood,

May

27.

for Support of

AFL

Crafts

factor

in

Inspiring

Par

to

offer to

purchase Sparks' interest In the
southern string of theatres. Para-

|

proposals of the companies, and
Hollywood, May 27.
The President in the past has
Showdown on demands of the probably would be asked whether a
strike vote should be taken.
dented the grosses when he's gone on
Screen Writers Guild for a minimum
. Anticipating a disagreement, the
the air.
Broadway showmen fully expected wage scale for scriveners, abolition Writers are now urging the formation
that boxoflices would be heavily ot flat deals under $2,500, and elimi- of a Studio Union and Guild Comsocked Tuesday night because of nation of speculative writing is mittee, to act as a clearing house for
the intense interest in President scheduled for tonight (Tues.). The collective bargaining problems of the
This move, 11
for Guild is collecting a $100,000 war various film crafts.
10:30,
at
Roosevelt's speech
which the world awaited. Run at- chest and plans to call a writer strike successful, would give' the SWG the
tractions at this time get most of if its demands 'are not reasonably support of'various American Federatheir patronage directly at the box- met' when it huddles with the Pro- tion of Labor unions, as well as in'
dependent organizations in the stuoffice and business generally there ducers.
Pledges of support for the
Unless the company representa- dios.
slowed away down.
Exceptions are those few shows tives are more inclined to get to- writers have •already, been received
that still command strong advance gether with the Guilders, a general from both AFL crafts and unions
sales and in several instances no membership meeting of the group affiliated with the Congress of InOrganizations.
The' CIO
affect on takings was indicated be- probably will be called tomorrow dustrial
At that time the Writers telegraphed the support of its 100,000
cause nearly all tickets had been (Wed.).
would be advised ai to the counter- members In ^.x>s Angeles.
sold.

1941-42 release by around 6 p.m.

United Artists.

Showdown;

WB

Move

is

'

j

,

i

mount

itself

had

difficulty

closing,

with Sparks last year, many months
of wrangling antedating the compromise that was finally reached on
a product contract.
Other dlstribs
have similarly had trouble largely
because Sparks has always insisted
on buying -film flat rather than on
percentage. Executives In his own
company are said to have disagreed
with him on this and other matters.

BENCHLETS GiaOLEB

'

I

First produced as an operetta in
1908, 'The Chocolate Sodler' is being
fitted out in 1941 garb for Its filming

at Metro.
After looking over the 1908 styles,
Victor Saville, producer, decided to

modemhe.

I

I

i

Hollywoqd, May 27.
Robert Benchley draws one ot tii*

comedy leads In Columbia's 'YouTl
Never Get Rich.'
Another cast addition
sical
talk.

is

Cllil

to the fllmu>
Nazarro, sans doubl*
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EXPLOITATION
Gaondett's Civic Cbore

Job Friedl of Par NW Keynotes

Seattle,

Why

Pix Must Fight for Every $

May

GmrchOI s Successor for Indpls. RKO

£7.

Vic Gauntlett, advertising manager
for Hamrick-Eve^green, and long
dean of explolteers in northwest, has
accepted advisory general chairmanship of the annual Seattle celebraBob Mochrie, eastern sales manaThis
tion, known as 'The PoUatch.'
ger for RKO, returned to New York
dates back to the old Indian canoe
fast week from Indianapolis, but has
races, and for 1941 will take on appointed no one there yet to sucwings.
ceed Roy Churchill,' branch manager,
The theme will be aviation. Seattle who resigned. Mochrie was slated
to select Churchill's successor while
is an air center due to Boeing's plant,
the naval .air base and airlines. In Indianapolis.

Not Yet

Set; Other

Key Gty

Briefs

Nevertheless the dishes got away to
a slow start and then they y^ere ot
fered to men as well as women for
added draw.
Frank Rogers, flll-ln Schine manager here, resigned to join Shubert
org In New York. (Seorge Deber,
Paramount's
of
operator
Friedl,
San Francisco, May 27.
manager of Schines' State, replaced
large string of theatres in the northArthur Caylor, News (ScrippsChurchill resigned recently after by Andrew Shay, who came in from
west, At the same time the picture
21 years with RKO. He immediately Groton.
political columnist found
business has to get out to fight for Howard)
left for California; not rtveallng fuDon Whitlngton, Rlvoli, partner
with Don Stevenson, ordered to
as much of the amusement dollar as out about show biz when he printed
ture plans.
Newport, R. I., with local naval
It can now that it is being divided a statement to the effect that reason
militia unit
Hal Neides, who handled 'Fantasia'
Rarlety Vice Edwards
up in so many ways, he adds.
replaced by Emil
Albany, May 27.
In New York during' the past week at the Geary, was
Crystal, Mpls., Baokrnpt
'Citizen Kane,'
Sol Edwards, former sales manager
Friedl reported that Minnesota had Bondeson for run of
ICane' was
Minneapolis, May 27.
ot the old Grand National Pictures,
the worst winter In the nine years was because Neides felt
The second theatre bankruptcy
and Albany area salesman for United
he has operated the Par circuit too hot to handle. Neides, who Isn't
Artists since April 1, transferred to within a year here occurred when
there and that there Is some appre- afraid of anybody, burned plenty,
similar
caa
in
territory
Halpern,
Brooklyn
local attorney, repreS. P.
hension now concerning a possible fact being that he and RKO couldn't
Successor here is William senting a group of creditors with
pacity.
drought such as is causing worry in get together on salary.
Rarlety, with UA In the West Vir- claims of approximately $5,000, filed
Source of yarn Is Caylor's secret
other parts of the country, includginia sector. Films are shipped from a petition in bankruptcy against the
ing the east Farming is in pretty
New York, UA maintaining no Al- Crystal Tlieatre (3orp., operating the
Montreal, May 27.
800-seat lower loop Crystal, dime
bany exchange.
good condition, however, in the
northwest though South Dakota has
AUeiTKawel, for some time with subsequent-run dual feature house.
R. C. Berklnshaw, Commissioner
Gillman was head of the insuffered from bad weather condiof Priorities, has annotmced that no Warner Bros. In New England ter- David
dependent company which has lost
tions of recent years.
further licenses for the building of ritory «nd Charlotte, N. C, Is new
of Ross Federal the theatre through failure to meet
theatres will be Issued in Canada and Albany manager
Causing some alarm, according to
Service. He came here from a sim- obligations.
permits for saAx buildings have Just
Friedl, Is that people are leaving
Kawel
The other theatre to go into bankilar position in Charlotte.
been refused for the building of took Oie the place of Charles Leach, ruptucy was the 4,000-seat $2,000,000
Minnesota by the hundreds on onethree picture houses, one at Edtoton- erstwhile film man end New Haven Mmnesota
way tickets. These are not the farmtheatre,
independently
ton. Alberta, the other locations not manager for Ross before transfer owned, and it's still In receivership.
ers but in addition to draftees inhere last December.
being disclosed.
clude skilled labor that is going
BKO Shattering 6
away to mbre lucrative fields.
"We are not Issuing any licenses
Warner Bros., which will spend
Cralg'a New Funereal Xtvelihood
It is
Friedl asserted that with the exRKO closed three houses during
more than ever before In its history of this kind,' berklnshaw said.
ception of Idaho and the Dakotas,
Pittsburgh, May 27.
the past week, has scheduled the
part of our policy that theatre faciliMinnesota has fewer defense orders in a merchandising campaign on pic- ties are not to be extended, unless,
Ralph W. Craig, manager of Harris summer shuttering of three others
A tures during the coming year^ is re- of course, the applicant can show circuit's AdelphC R^oldsville, Pa., and may later decide to add others
than any of the other states,
breakdown shows that defense or- ported investigating the possibilities that his bulli^lng is about erected resigned to go Into funeral supplies to the list One reported as a posbusiness In that town. Temporarily sibility is the Marble HUl in the
ders amount to only $5.31 per capita, of specialized spot announcements when he comes to us.'
replaced by Johnny Harris, cousin of Bronx.
where in neighboring Wisconsin it is on the air. This would be entirely
Orpheum, Kansas City; Albee,
John H. Harris, acting head of chain
around three times that and in near- supplemental to the advertising In
Alberta Also
Providence, and the Strand, Syrabearing family name.
by Iowa about four times as much. newspapers and magazines which
Edmonton,
Alta., May 27.
Harold Weinberger, former M-G cuse, are already closed. AdditionOther 'States run $30 or more per are to get more during the 1941-42
Edmonton branch of the Canadian office manager here and later with als are the Grand, Columbus, tocapita,
based on orders already season than In the past.
association' passed a resolution Washington branch In same capacity, morrow (29); Orpheum, Champaign,
Corps
placed.
back into distribution again ni., June 8, and the Palace, (jhicago,
Understood
Is scouting around protesting to Finance Minister Ilsley gone
Kayos Siageshows
serving as an assistant director June 26.
with a view to picking certain times
Odeon after
These are RKO operations that
The northwestern operator,^ point where spot announcements on the at Ottawa against plans of
on Metro lot for two years. Weinin Edmonton berger joined company's Los Angeles usually shut
each summer.
Ing to inabUity of theatres to givei^ir would be tried if plans are car- Theatres, Ltd. to build
permission.
refuse
asking
him
to
and
exchange, temporarily as a student
ii.
'em the shows they are getting else- ried forth.,
Pop Korson j Farewell
resolution said the use of steel assistant pending a regular assignwhere in hotels, niteries, etc., says
RKO used spot announcements on The
Philadelphia, May 27.
ment
Since
leaving
the
studio
in
the
such
in
a.
products
vital
other
and'
that an ordinary sftageshow in the 'Citizen Kane' and' likely that WarMore than 150 members of the
fall of 1939, he has been playing a
to
the
'contrary
would
be
project
theatres in Minnesota, -meanj noth- ners' first on the test -would be
number of bits in pictures, Wein- film Industry turned out to the fareneeds and necessities of the times.'
ing; that big napies must be pro- 'Sergeant Yorke.'
having once been a prominent well luncheon at the Variety Club
A letter opposing this theatre con- berger
vided before there is any real boxyesterday (Mon.) for Louis (Pop)
local amateur actor.
struction scheme and suggesting the
office action!
Two-story theatre buUdlng at Korson, veteran exchange man, who
dollars
for
millions
of
expenditure
of
Clalrton, Pa., which was started 10 leaves for California, where he exDiscussing the inroads .being made
In
not
Is
construction
years
ago but never completed, pects to spend the rest of his days.
new theatre
Stnde Gninea Pigs
by other amusements and sports,
June
Al Davis, 20th-Fox exchange boss,
posted
for
sale
by
sheriff
on
re2,
tremendous
keeping with the
cutting up the entertainment dollar'
the presented Korson with a gold enlisted
against
$6,476
quirements of our government for with
more and more, Friedl noted that on Of Both Sexes
Test
property.
It's
owned by Henderl graved watch. Korson last operated
Saturday afternoons in Minneapolis
capital' was sent to the federal govCorp., and for a decade, realtors have the Masterpiece exchange.
during the football season the town
ernment.
trying to Interest various exhibs
Veronica Lake's S. A. Proposal of Odeon was to build been
is dead. Including the stores.
in the property but without any
Craddook's Leave
Minnesota' is feeling the present
two houses in Edmonton this year.
success.
Gordon Craddock has been granted
b.o. slump the same as other sections
BiU Taylor, former assistant man- an indefinite leave of absence from
Letters were sent to all corps
Minneapolis, May 27.
ager
.Af
(Jolumbla in Sharon and the his position as assistant to W. J.
asking
them
to
of the country but Triedl, like otha
In Canada
A trio of publicity ,:men Everett branches
Harris-Etna,
left
for
the
army
as
a
operators, blames it on a combinaprogram.
building
Heineman,
Universal's western sales
oppose the theatre
Selbel, J., B. Lewis and Joe Ferris of
second Ueutenant at Indiantown Gap, manager, because of iU health. He
tion of clrcumstanc&, some peculiar
Northwest Airways, Paramount and
Pa., encampment. He's a brother of foiOTprly.was branch manager -for.UGrUflth Adds In Texas
to his territory, rather than to any.
Robert-Taylor, manager of the Harris at Portland and Indianapolis, going
thing specific-.- .Minnesota seems to the Minnesota Amus. Co. ^pulled a
New Braunfels, T4x., May" 27. theatre in DuBois, Pa.
to present post last February.
be no exception In that the big plc- ho'ney of an exploitation stunt .wh«n
L. C. Griffith Consolidated TheaBrlefies: Moody Weir has beki fillCraddock will go to his home In
tures are not doing big business, they- arranged for a test of the re- tres will open a new house here now ing in as temporary manager at the
San Antonio for a six-month rest.
leaving those that are fair to a fate actions of five U. of Minnesota stu- unda construction. Announcement Harris-Manosin Jeannette. . .Mannie He suffered-a breakdown about 18
dents, two women and three men, to
they also don't deserve.
came from manager Gus Ho^nscheidt Abrams is town's newest exhib, at months ago while In charge of UniVeronica Lake, Paramount's new
Park
In
Blair
Station
Edwin
A.
exchange at Indianapolis,
versal's
here.
of the circuit's Rialto
featured actress in *I Wanted Wings,'
Rowlands, famed autograph collector and resigned in order to rest DocMrs. Martha McSpadden has bought who hails from here,
and Esther O.
opening at the State here Friday
the Roxy, Wichita Falls, Tex., from Burtness, of Janesville, Wis., married tors told him he has not completely
Mess of Hess For
(30). Robert E. Murphy, Star- Jourfrom this sickness and
Montgomery & McCollum. Mrs. Mc- last week. . . .C. J. Latta, assistant to recovered
should take more time to recupernal film reporter, cpvered the event
Spadden also operates the tiiberty Har ry Kalmine, zone manager for ate.
and wrote a by-line story with a and Grand at Electra, Tex.
Marqaee Dress
'WB here, will be a grandpop this
four-column head and art
Slunmer
Jim Moran in from
2 Reopened in Bnff Zone
In order to. 'heighten the atmosWashington to do some special exNew Drive-In
Frisco B.O.
Buffalo, May 27.
phere,' the'students, with newspaperploitation on 'I Wanted Wings,' which
Dlpson-Schwepp Interests have reToledo, May 27.
opens at Penif Friday (30).
men, Paramount representatives and
opened and completely rebuilt ColoFirst drive-In theatre in this secSan Francisco, May 27.
nial, Elmira, with Tom Roberts manothers, were' taken for an airplan-.
ager. Avon, Syracuse, will be re9137,5«e CflAst Deal
Hess case created a rash of freak ride in one. of- the Northwest Air- tion, and the only one between
opened reLos Angeles, May 27. - opened this month by Al Gilbert; F.
bookings here. In addition to the ways' transports and 'scenes from the Cleveland and Detroit,
tract on Route
Klng-Reavis Amus, Co. acquired E. Barnard closing his Falls, Honeoye
usual time-element stuff spotted by picture and of Miss Lake were cently on a 22-acre
Tower theatre in Santa Rosa from Falls, until Sept 15.
the newsreel houses, the Esquire shown on a screen in the plane pre- 20, one mUe west of Maumee, O.,
B.
H.
Lustig
and
Sheldon, east side nabe operated
Herman
Slms 'lii a
(Blumenfeld) and the Regal (Aaron liminary to an advance screening of to be known as the Lake Erie Drive- deal involving
by Elizabeth and Percy Knight for
$137,500.
Goldberg) jumped on the Market the entire film downtown. Wrote In. Jimmy Dempsey, formerly of
Shane & Moss, operators In Oak- past IS years, sold to Frances
Warner circuit, managei:.
street bandwagon.
Regal, a subse- Murphy:
land, C^aU building new film house, Partyka.
quent which never advertises, threw
seating 850, in Los Angeles.
Robert Berger succeeding James
'Reactions to Miss Lake were as to
Toledo's 1,8M-Seater
CHiick I^eedman, formerly oper- McGlone as assistant chief of BufIn 'After Mein Kampf and took be expected. The girls didn't like
ating in' Omaha, bought out Jack falo Theatre staff. John Thompson,
display space to plug it yrith copy Veronica—the character she played,
Toledd, May 27.
Johnston's Interest In the Normandle Information operator at the Buffalo
reading 'Hess Flees Nazi Europe.' that is— but the "boys did. Veronica's
Theatres
Corp.,
Associated
of
and
Barbara
film houses in I,. A. and out, John Marinn succeeding. Ted
•Did Rudolf Hess Actually Write much publicized sheepdog haflrdo, Cleveland, will open its new house
-wilLmove-in as an associate
Gallagher for four years member of
•Mein Kampf 'Why did the No. 2 the girls thought,' was too extreme in the Central-Monroe shopping de'- Sinift formerly Johnston's of M. C. Shea service staff drafted last week.
partner.
Nazi Desert His Chief?' See the to catch on. Veronica's sultry vil- velo'pment about Aug. 1, though the
Earl Strebe shuttered his El Paso
Summer remodeling plans for
picture that Hitler fears.
i'
In Palin suburban houses Include Dan North's
lainy, the boys thought, was interest- rest ,of the $500,000 business block theatre fof the season
"'
Springs. His other house, the Palm Avondale,' N. Tonawanda, and the
Esquire used 'Voice in the Night' ing,
but something of which to be opened last week. Theatre will be
Wllliamsvllle,
operated by
(British flick known in England as.
air - conditioned,
seating
approxi- Springs, closes soon, after which he Glen,
wary.'
will open his theatre at Arrowhead. Menno Dykstra.
•Freedom Radio') and played down
mately 1,800.
Percy Knight, former operator of
the title' selling 'Hess Left Germany'
Sheldon, becomes manager of the
Ops' Peaee In Tulsa, Okla.
In copy which reads, 'The reasons
Cameron's New- Nabe
Senate
(Konczakowskl
chain).
Oklahoma
City, May 27,
Hess left Germany are seen in Nabe's Novel Stunt
Kallett circuit will renovate the
A three-months ^strike of oper- Brockport
Fort 'Worth, May 27.
•Voice in the Night'.'
at Brockport and LicRoy
P. G. Cameron, of Dallas, con- ators at seven Tulsa theatres operLatter house used similar methods
'Buck Priyates' structing nabe here, seating 900, ated by Griffith has been settled, In LeRby, N. Y.
Hypos
.last week to sell '(^ Man Betrayed'
per anouncement by L. A. Chatham,
ready Aug. 15. For 35 years .Cam- for the theatres, and Felix
No Different
as being*^ from thtf story, 'Gongs of
Snow,
eron has been identified with ex- international v.p. of 'the Operators'
Kansas City,' latter title getting the
Philadelphia, May 27.
Detroit, May 27.
hibition, dt one time operating the
Things in the Army won't be much
prominent billing throughout.
A clever, attention-getting stunt Melba and other theatres in Dallas. Union.
diffferent for Roy White.
Still the
was staged last week by manager Recently, he sold holdings on the
same old headaches. Former manFree DUhes TeeoS
Haddon Matthews at Stanley-War- Coast where he was once an exager
--^""the
Jefferson,
Arc and
Rochester;
N. 'Y., May 27.
EEEFDTG IT
ner's 69th St. Upper Darby nabe, to
Harry D. Steam, former city man- Grenada theatres here, he'll serve
hibitor.
Hollywood, May 27.
ballyhoo "Buck Privates.'
ager for Schines, transferred to Qion his year's stint in service as the
John ^helton. and Ann Rutherford
Soldiers from 'this area now staas zone manager.
Frank Boucher booker for the.Marlne Barracks theDanz's ACditioh •
are teafned up again as a pair of tioned at Camp Shelby, Miss.; Fort
takes over duties.
The new exec atre, Quantlcc, Va.
Seattle, May 27.
launched dish giveaway with biggest
newly weds in 'Keeping Married,' sec- Belvoir, Va., and Indiantown Gap,
John Danz, president of Sterling campaign in the history of the town
B. & B. Add Third Honse
ond of a series of M-G domestic Fa., telephone the theatre at the exHillsboro, Texas, May 27.
comedles. Cast Is the same as In the pense of the house and talked fo Chain, plans to build a new nabe In and had veteran showmen scratching
West Seattle, seating around 800 and their heads when he used advertisThe Star, owned and operated by
opener, 'Keeping Company.'
[friends and relatives on the stage.
to replace Sterling's Portola,- much ing spreads on dishes three days run- Joe Vaughn, sold to Robb & Rowley,
Sam Marx produces and S..' Syl- The conversation was amplified di- smaller. The other house, Granada,. ning in the dailies with nary a men- which
wlU continue operation of the
van Simon directs the picture, which lowing the entire audience to hear 800-seater, also in West Seattle, is tion of pictures or entertainment Texas and Ritz. C. W. Taylor in
what's being said.
rolls in 10 days.
to continue "under the Danz wlng.^
Had "separate ad on films one day. charge ot all three houses.

Hotels and night clubs have gone
show business and film men
must begin to give the matter
thought, in the opinion of John J.
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First

New Product Puts Props Undor On;
Tenny -Jurgois

Rons on Broadway

B way Drags Bottom; Tenny

(Subject to Cfumge)

Wow $44,000, Tace'

Week

Uay

of

Artor—'Major Barbara' (UA)

MG.'West'-VaudeProlitiiUe $15,000

(8d wk),
Broadway-^Tantasia' (Disney)
.(29thwk).

— 'A

Capitol

Woman's

Alone

Fac*'

(M-G) (3d wk).
Chicagp, May 27.
Trade in the loop shows a better
undertone than It has in several
weeks. This is due primarUy to. an
evident power in the attractions being offered.
Unquestionably the sock week is
going to the Chicago where the Dick
Jurgens orchestra, long a Chicago,
favorite, is playing its first local
stage date. On the screen is 'Penny
Serenade,' which came up with a
flock ot rave notices in all the dailies
and is drawing the fenunes by the
All of which is going to
carload.
add up to the best money session
that has been seen around this burg

.Criterion—'Power Dive' (Par).
(Revletped In Vahhtv ApHt 9)
Globe—'Voice, in the Night'
(Col) (2d wk).
Hnslo Hall—"Penny Serenade'
(Col) (2d wk).

Rains Fail to Halt
Denver; 'Crazy* IIG
Denver, May 27,
Heavy rains hurt most first-runs,
but at that all houses except the

'Citizen
and 'Black Cat.'
which was day-and-dating
here and in the Woods, \s now solely
In the Woods on a three-a-day policy, two afternoon shows on a grind
and a reserved seat evening show.
United Artists has 'Woman's Face,'
and the women are paying nicely at

leans'

Kane,'

the gate.
Estimates tor This Week
Apollo (Disney) (1,200; 40-50-60'Fantasia' (Disney).
75-$1.10-$1.65)
(14th wk). On 'final weeks' notice
has zoomed into real money and
comes up currently to $10,000, after
snagging fine $11,100 last week.
-

—

—

weelcs at the

Orpheum,

(M-G)

You'

for

(31).

,

(Reviewed <n VAmnr May 14)
Boxy—'Blood and Sand '(20th)
(2d wk).
Strand-r'Aflectionately Yours'
(WB) (2d wk).
Week of June 6
Astor-'Major Barbara' (UA)
•

•

(4th wk).

—'Fantasia' (Disney)

Broadway

ditto.

(30th wk).

Denham (CockriU) (1,750; 25-3940)— 'Night Lisbon' (Par).
Fine
$8,000 and may hold.
Last week,

Capitol—"Loye Crazy' (M-G).
(Reviewed <n Vabzeiy May 14)
Crlterlon-^'There's Magic in

'Wanted Wings'^ (Par) (3d wk) and
'Reaching Sun' (Par), poor $5,000.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 25-35-40)—
•John Doe* (WB). Nice $10,000. Last
week, 'Penny Serenade' (Col) and
'Scotland Yard' (20th), good $9,000.

Music' (Par).

,

Orpheom (RKO)

Broadway film theatres probably
will touch bottpm this week. Business is so poor, with two or three
exceptions,
that house managers
don't j^ee how it can become much
Clarification of the U. S.
"Love Crazy''' taking most of the worse.
administration's
attitude
in
the
coin here this week, with "Uncertain European
war may help after PresiFeeling' also doing, pretty well. Biz dent Roosevelt's fireside chat last
is suffering
sUghtly from loss of (Tuesday) night. But all houses suffered last night.
student trade wlille the kids study
Of the tour new entries, only 'I
for final exams.
Wanted Wings,' at the Paramount,
Cooler than usual weather, on the and 'Penny Serenade,' at the Music
other httnd. Is a mild shot in tlie Hall, are close to expectations.
'Wings,' aided by its roadshowing
arm.
at the Astor and fine notices, wiu
Estimates for This Week
get a sturdy $48,000, surprisingly
good in view ot what other iiouses
Colonial (Monroe - Noble-Federer
(750;, 10-15)—"Secret Service' (WB) are doing and that a comparatively
and "Daniel Boone' (Col), split with new band is the stage attraction.
"Penny Serenade' Is strong at the
"Nobody's Children' (Col) and 'Singing HiU' (Rep). Just average $900. Music Hall with $82,000 in sight,
Last week, "Two Gun Sheriff' (Rep) proving that ,tear-jerkers still are
and "British Intelligence' (WB). split popular in New Yoric It is showing
sufficient
staying power to tiold on
with 'Lone Wolf Date' (Col) and
for one or two more weeks.
'Pioneers' (Mono), aliout same,
While looming a lot lietter than
LIneoln (J. H. Cooper-Tar) (1,503; other newcomers, 'Blood and Sand'
10-25-40)-; 'Love
Crazy'
(M-G). at the Roxy is disappointing conTown's winner may get as much as sidering the big campaign and good
$4,700 on extended time, terrific. Last reviews.
Probably won't top $37,week, 'Flame New Orleans' (U) had 000, indicating how bad general conto perk up to catch puny $2,000 on ditions are on the street.
short run.
Weakest sister ot -the four is 'AfNebraska (J. H. Cooper -Par) fectionately Yours' at the Strand,
10-20-25)—"Flight
(1,236;
Destiny' where it is liolstered by Wayne
(WB) and Three Men Texas' (Par). King's orchestra and Denn.is Morgan
Only $1,300 in sight, which hard^ personaling. Dismal $23,000 looms.
Holdovers also suffered, 'Woman's
meets expenses. Last 'week, liberty' (M-G) and 'Wild Man Borneo' Face' sagging to around $20,000;
"Major 3arbara' dipping to $14,500
(M-G), bad $1,200.
in its second session at the roadStuart (J. H. Ck>oper-Par) (1,884;
10-26-40)—"People Kildare' (M-G). show Astor, and "Citizen Kane,*
disappointingly,
which
fell
off
Poor $1,800 in.five days. Last weelc.
though still profitable at arqund
'Broadcast' (20th), topped the town

Paramount—'I Wanted Wings'
(Par) (2d wk).
BUIto— 'ra Walt

with 'Washington Melodrama.'
Estimates for This Week
Alladln (Fox) (1,400; 26-40)
'Penhy Serenade' (Col), after a week
at the Denver.
Good $5,000. Last
week, 'Great Lie' (WB), after a week
at the Denver, good $4,000.
Broadway (Fox) (1,040; 25-35-40)—
'Woman's
Face'
(M-G)
and 'Repent
for many a day.
Leisure' (RKO, after a week at the
Palace has returned to its doubleOrpheum. Fair $2,500. Last week,
feature grind policy, garnering ex'Ziegfeld Girl'
(M-G),
after two
'New
results
on
Ormoney
cellent

.

Globe—'Devil Dogs
(WB) (reissue) (7),

of the Ail*

.

Mnslc Hall— 'Penny Serenade'

.

(Coi) (3d wk).

(2,600; 25-35-40)

Palace— 'Citizen

—'Love Crazy' (M-G) and 'Washing-

Kane' (RKO)

(6th wk).

ton Melodrama' (M-G). Solid $11,Last
week,
000
and holding.
'Woman's Face' (M-G) and 'Repent
Leisure' (RKO), poor $0,000.

Paramoiint-'I

Wanted Wings'

(Par) (3d wk).
Boxy—'Blood and Sand' (20th)
(3d wk).
Strand—'Affectionately Yours'

Paramohnt (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)—
Chicago (B&K) (4,000; 35-S5-7S) 'Dare Not Love' (Col) and "Thieves
'Penny Serenade* (Col) and Dick Fall Out' (WB). Good enough $5,Jurgens orchestra imit on stage. Jur- 500. Last week, 'Uncertain Feeling'
of
gens ^oup accounting for plenty
and 'Rookies Parade' (Rep),

—

(WB)

.

(3d wk).

(UA)
good $6,000.
excellent $44,000. Last week Eddy
'Great Kited Admish Kifls
ElBlto (Fox) (878; 25-40
Duchin orchestra on the stage didn't
after a week at each the
help much, and it was strictly the Lie' (WB),
and Alaiddin, and 'Big Boss'
(20th), which Denver
gicture, 'Broadcast'
Tanbisia/Meoipliis;
Good $2,100. Lhst week,
(Col).
rought In the good $33400..
at each
week
after
a
'Cheyenne'
(U),
Garrick (B&K) (900: 35-55-65-75)
Socko
—'Great Lie' (WB) (2d wk). Stay- the Denver and Aladdin, and 'Mutiny
coin,

and the combo

is

a winner at

—

W

.

ing another session for $4,1)00, after
snagging fine $5,400 in its first hold-

over week in loop.
Oriental (Todd)

(3,200; 28-44)—
(M-G) and 'Rage
Heaven' (M-G). House is now in
the subsequent run category. Currently looks for $11,000, good. Last
week 'Nice Girl' (U) and 'Man Lost'

'Hardy's Secretary'

Arctic' (U), fair $2,000.

aU right

$9,600.
(2,500:

PaUoe (RKO)

.

TOGS'-HGHT
$8,500.

PK

BIG

L'VniE SPOTTY

State-Lake (B&K) (2.700; 26-44)—
H3o West' (M-G) and 'Grandfather's
Follies' unit on stage.
^^st
$15,000, profitable,

loolcs

for

week 'Mad

Doctor' (Par) and vaude headed by

Helen Morgan and Ada Leonard was
fair at $13,500.
United Artists

(B&K-M-G)

(1,700;

35-55-65-75)— 'Woman's Face' (M-G).
Will corral good $14,000. I>ast week
'Hamilton Woman' (UA) completed
three-week sojourn to olcay $8,300.

Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 50-75$1.10-$1.65)— 'Kane' (RKO) (3d wk).
This house now has 'Kane' alone on
a reserved-seat policy running three
shows daily. Pace is now holding,
fetting $8,000 currently, following
9,200 last

week.

Tot' Fair $8,700 In
K. C; Rest Sluggish
Kansas City, May

27.

usual

Tower

(Joffee)

(2,110;

10-30)—

'Vaquero' (20th) and Gene Austin
headlining stage bill. Latter is the
draw. Aiming toward $6,800, good
considering season. Last week, 'Sis
Hopkins'.' (Rep) with vaude, got
along to $6,500.

(1,100; 10-

Feeling'

Strong "$3,000. Last week,
slow $2,500.

^Sifl

tariffs

good

satisfactory^ after

WEEKENDS SAVE BALTO;
TACr PRETTY $11,000

Doe' doing terrific at
while Disney opus dies

sessioff.

$17,-000 initial

In -for several more weeks.

Broadway

—

(1.895: 55-75-$1.10-$1.65-

(Disney) <28th
Iiast week
(27th) about
Being advertised to close
$9,000.
shortb', but still profitable at these

$2^0)
week).
.

Tantesia'

upped admish. Both drew rave reand enthusiastic word-of-

'

—

i

(25). House seats 1^50, and
will play split weelts. Price is 15c
Opening was marred
at all times.

Sunday

by pickets v(ho paraded

in front of
Understood that
the new house.
point in question was number of operators to be engaged.
Estimates for This Week

Brown (Loew's-Fourth Avenue)
(1,400; 15-30-40)—'Ziegfeld Girl' (MG) and 'Penalty' (M-G). Picture already had two good weeks at Loew's
State. Currently getting fair $1,800.
Last week 'Broadcast' (20th) and

g^ays, f,Z1^ s^M'TnTd^an^
!

S

urn

'Cowboy Blonde' (20th), all right
$2,200 on moveover from Riaito.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 15-25)
—'Footsteps Dark' (WB) and 'West-

'

,

,

!

.

1

—

Portland, Ore.,

May

Indpls. Prosperous,

But

^7.

Most houses holding over strong
Films Get the Go-By
'Meet John Doe' is doing a
Indianapolis, May 27.
grand trick for the big- Paramount,
Everybody in town is doing a good
and again tops the heap.
business 'but the theatres. No filmr
Estimates (or This Week
doing better than verv mild grosses.
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 35-40Estimates (or This Week
50)— 'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G) (2d wk).
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,600; 25-30High $5,400. Last week, great $9,000. 40)— 'Million Dollar Baby' (WB)
Mayfalr (Parker-Evergreen (1,500; and 'Magic Music' (Par). Not-so(U) and good
35-40-50)—'Model Wife"
$5,000.
Last week 'Wagons
'Black Cat' (U). Poor $2,500. Last Roll' (WB) and 'Met Argentina'
week, 'People Kildare' (M-G) with (RKO), bad $3,400.
Major Bowes unit on stage, good
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,100; 25-30enough $4,000
40)— 'Wanted Wines' (Par). Paltry
Orpheum (Hamrlpk - Evergreen) jg 500. jjast weeTt 'Affectionately'
'Wanted^^Wings (;i^B) and 'Black Cat' (U), poor
(L'800; .J5-40-50)—
,

,

product,

'

'

I

Good $4,500. Last $4 200
(Par)' (2d wk).
week, strong $8,000.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-30-40)
Paramount (Hamrick - Evergreen) 1—'Pot Gold' (UA) and 'People Kil27.
35-40-50)— 'John Doe' (WB) dare' (M-G). Under average $6,500.
(3,000;
•Almost an Angel' rolled yesterday
great $6,000, First week Last week 'Hamilton Woman' (UA)
wk).
(2d
(Mop.) at Universal, with Deanna went over the top for mammqth and 'Big Boss' (Col), ditto.
Dui'bin, Charles Laughton and Rob- $10,000.
Lyric (Lyric) (1,600; 30-40-50)—
ert Cummin^ in the top spots, Henry
United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 35- 'Missing Days' (Col) and Lou Breese
Koster directing.
40-50)— 'Dictator* (UA) (3d wk). orchestra. So-so $8,500. Last week
'Mob Town' and 'Raiders of the Nice $4,900: Second week took heavy 'Lady Louisiana' (Hep) and Pinky
bard, nor SC.OOO.
Tnmiin
$6,000.
Desfert' also went into production.

STTRBIN PIC BOLLS
Hollywood, May

Estimates tor This Week
Astor (1,012; 30-40-55-65)— "Major

Hop- Barbara' (UA) (3d week). Starts
third week today (Wed.), second
week winding up last night, $14,500,

mouth.'

wicket as "soon as the fight films
were announced.
Town's newest house, the Ohio,
by Settos Bros- opened

ern Union' (20th). Medium $1,300.
Last week 'Strawberry' (WB) and
'Buck Privates' (U), fine $1,700.
Loew's State (Loew's) (3,300; 1530-40)—'Hamilton Woman' (UA) and
'Queen's Penthouse' (Col). SatisfacLast week 'Ziegfeld
tory $7,500.

"John

(UA).

views

operated

—

$8,000.

$19)000.

figures.
Baltimore, May- 27.
Capitol (4,520; 35-55-85-$1.10-$l,25)
Bullish week-end trade a real life
"Woman's Face' (M-G) (2d week).
saver here where rest of week's daySagged along with all other houses, «
timie
action
has
fallen
off
to
a
Rest of town is fair to bad.
shadow, and nocturnal doings are with llttlfl^tnore than $20,000 in prosEstimates for This Week
only a trifie better. Currently show- pect,, but fairly good tor current
Warner (WB) (2,300; 10-33-44)— ing some response are 'I Wanted slump. Got $35,000, mighty swell
'John Doe' (WB). Socko $7,500, is Wings,' at Keith's, and 'A Woman's profit, first week.
Criterion (1,662; 28 - 44 - 55 - 65)—
town's best. Last week, 'Affection- Face,' at Loew's Century.
"Power Drive (Par).
Opens this
ately' (WB), $3,000, disappointing.
Estimate! for This Week
morning (Wed.) follo\.-lng ektremely
Centniy-TLoew's-UA ) (3,000; 15- limp session of 'Rookies on Parade'
Palace (Loew)-(2,200r«»^^)—
'Woman's Fac'- (jv/-;.). (Rep); probably won't exceed $4,500,
'Broadcast' (20th). Business is pretty 28 - 44)
highextra
for
Steady
response
a
to $11,000.
Last poor. In ahead, "Lady from Louisigood, but nothing
Looks to $4,000. week. second stanza of 'Ziegfeld ana' (Rep), dismal $5,500.
bracket musical.
Last week, "Hamilton Woman' (UA) Girl' (M-G) added allright $7,200 to
Globe (1,180; 28-35-55)—"Voice in
(2d wk) and 'I'll Wait' (M-G), split solid opening round at $14,008.
Night' (Col). Garnered nice $7,000,
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240: all right considering, and stays on.
week, $2,600, not too bad under circumstances.
15-28-39-44-55-66)— 'Dare Not Love^ Final five days of 'Girl in News'
New Maico (Lightman) (2,800; 10- (Coi) plus Woody Herman orchestra (20th), meagre $3,000.
33^)_'Reaching for Sun' (Par,). on stage. Holding good pace to posPataoe (1,700; 75 - 85 - $1.10 - $1.65Last week, "Wanted sible $12,000. Last week, 'She Knew $2.20)-i-'Kane' (RKO) («h week).
Mild $2,000.
Wings* (Par), h.o. tliree days, and Answers; (Col) plus vaude; only fair Last week (3d), $19,000, not so bad,
'Model Wife' (U), split week, $3,300, $10,600.
} but failing to pick up from word-offair.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406: 15- mouth or heavy_ advertising,
State (Loew) (2,600; 10-33-44)—
Paramonnt (3,664; 35-55-85-69)
T«et Argenth^a' ^^oi.
'Wings' (Par) and, on stage, Vaughn
Monroe orch, Hal Sherman, Beatrice
Zoomed
'Model Wife' (U), mild $4,300; Kay, others (2d week),
TtcJ'm-G^
t^%^
""'^P'"'^
Marytand (McLaughlin) (1,500; 56- along to robust $48,000 in opening
Ifter eood start
85-l "-1.67)-'Fantasia' (Disney) (2d session ending last night, okay. PicStrand (Lightman) (1.000; 35-75ture gets credit for excellent draw
Kited wit)' Holding uneventful pace in despite present b.o.- lull. Stays two
(Disney).
$1 50)-'Fantasia'
swond stanza which started last more weeks. Final week (2d) of
prices plus placing in sluff house,
Drew estimated 'Reaching for Sun' plus Alvino Rey
Might rate Thursday (22).
knocked bbttom out.
on opemng round.
band, good profit at $20,000.
$2,500, ghastly tor such attraction at ,$4,800
,^
Ii.!T ...»
New (Mechanic) (1,581; 15-28-35'Zanzibar'
week, •7»„,ih,i-'
Last ,.,„„!,
this scale.
Aadio City Music Hall (5,900; 44(Par) (2d run) three days, and 'Viva- 44)—'Broadcast' (20th) (2d wk). Go- 55-85-96:$1.65)
'Penny Serenade'
ing
along
possible
to
$4,000 after (Col) and stage show^. Tear-jerk'3r
reissue)
(2d
run
cious Lady' (RKO)
reaching fair $5,900 on opening sesh. going for strong $82,000, and conthree days, $1,100, alright.
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 15-28-39-44- tinues second and possibly a third
55)— 'John Doe' (WB) (2d wk). week. Last week. Devil and Miss
Holding very solidly at $7,000 after Jones' (RKO), plus stage show, $72,'DOE' H. 0. 6G, PORT.
ringing the bell with a rosy $16,600 000, disappointing, but in black.
Blalto (750; 28-44-55)—'WashingFonr of Five Houses Holding Strong on initial round.
ton Melodrama' (M-G) plus LouisProdnct—'Zieggy' Zd $5,400

at

Light trend of past few weeks is
maintained at the b.o.s with little in Girl' (M-G) and 'Penalty' (M-G)
the way of iieavy attractions to offset
(2d wk), excellent $7,500 and movelethargy. Best of the week is 'Pot o'
over,
Gold' at the" Midland, but it's far
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000;
from a big grosser.
Dollar Baby'
'Million
15-30-40)
With Orpheum closed and weather (WB). Splashed heavily in white
too summery, strong competish is
space, but results not forthcoming.
due from Fairyland park and other Indications are for medium $3,800.
outdoof spots and sports.
Last week 'Affectionately' (WB),fair
Estimates for This Week
$3,100.
Rlalto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 15Esqnlre and Uptown (Fox Midwest) (820 and 2,643; 10-28-44)— 30-40)— 'Wanted Wings' (Par) and
'Model Wife' (U) and 'Black Cat' Louis-Baer fight pix. House went
(U).
Playing six days for mild overboard on exploitation. Fight pic
Should negotiate fine
$5,000, moving out for 'Biood <and also helping.
Last week 'Reaching Sun'
Sand' on Wednesday (28).
Last $8,500.
week,^iame New Orleans' (U) and (Par) and 'Power Dive' (Par), good
$7,000.
'Give Wings' (U), Ianguid-$5,700.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400;
Midland (Loew's) (4,101; 10-28-44)
—'Pot Gold' (UA) and 'Kildare Peo- 15-30-40)— 'Flame New Orleans' CD)
ple' (M-G). Fair $8,700. Last week, and 'Rookies Parade" (Rep). Fair to
Woman's Face' (M-G) and 'Wash- medium $3,000. Last week 'Fanington Melodrama' (M-G), weak $5,- tasia' (Diihey), hardly ut) to expectations at $7,000.
800, lowest in some time.

Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 1028-44)— 'Wanted Wings' (Par). C6mpletes two-week run today (27).
Mild $4,800, following opening week's

2S^) — 'Uneertahi

R500

Memphis, May 27.
Fizzle of week' is "Fantasia,' roadshowing at the Strand. Situation offers interesting contrast between advanced price and regular admission
run,

33-44-66)—

up. $12,300 arid looking currently for
beautiful $11,000.

'

with $3,700.
Varsity (Noble-Federer)
kins' (Rep),

Louisville, May' 27.
While spending in all line£ is on
'Fiame New Orleans' (U) and 'Black an upsurge locally, returns at the
Cat' (U) (2d wk).
In first week, downtown film houses are spotty.
which ended last night (Monday), Tremendous exploitation effort was
double
feature
fint-run
came put forth by Johnson Mussehnan at
through with fine $11,500.
the Rialto-for 'I Wanted Wings,' this
Booaevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65 week's top grosser. Another hypo
75)—'Dictator' (UA) (4th wk). Pic- was the Baer-Louis fight film
ture has been a socko boxofflce win- brought in on Sunday (25), with the
ner, coming up last week with bang- male element making a rush for the

(U),

OKfBlood and Sand' 37a NSG

Lincoln; Biz So-So
Lincoln, Neb., May 27.

Palace—'Citizen Kane' (RKO)

gross goes to liOve Crazy,' coupled

$48M

'Cra?y' Terrif $4,700,

(Bth wk).

Broadway are above-average.. Top

$82,000

And lings -Vaughn Monroe,

29

I

•

Baer

figh't

pictures.

appointing $5,500.

Extremely dis-

"Big Boss'

(Col)

grabbed f4,600 in previous session,
okay in view of biz on present show.

Boxy

—

35-55-65-75-85)
'Blood and Sand' (20th) and stage
show. Around $37,000 in sight, profitable but not up to expectations in
light of good notices. Stays second
week, and likely a third. 'Great
Broadcast' (20th) wound up third
(5,835;

week with
State

$22,000.

(3,400;

•"-'Zanzibar'

28-44-55-75-90-$1.10)
(2d run) and-

(Par)

Frank Libuse, Cross and Dunn, Ben
Cutler.
(Comedy given credit for
bulk of mildish $17,000. Last week,
'They Dare Not Love' (Col) (1st
run) and Dick Stabile, others, on
stage, only $15,500:
35-55-76-85-99)
Strand
(2,767;
Yours'
(WB) and
•Affectionately
Wayne King orch, Dennis Morgan,
others on stage. Very mild $23,000,
with stage show getting little aid
from film. Sticks around a second
week despite this poor showing. I<ast
week, (2d) of 'Wagons Roll at Night'
(WB) plus Tommy Tucker, others.

—

Wednesday, May 28, 1941

PICTURE GROSSnBS

10

NATIONAL

Holdovers KiO

80^

Detroit,

May

Hamilton' $24,000,

Like the unhappy gambler whose luck changed at
and became worse, the nation's boxoffice slid further under par during the past week, although two new
star-combination features showed strength at strategic

run bookings. Metro's 'Love Crazy,'
William Powell and ^^y^na Loy are teamed
Paramount's 'One Night in Lisbon,' topped
leine Carroll and Fred MacMurray, are
first

I

Estimates (or This

(1,700;

(Col)

in which
and
by Made-

again,

the

Dull
(20th).
Last week, 'Penny Serenade
with 'Boston Blackie' (Col),

i

f

.

^

have fared better than the production
There has been something to exploit. Bette
'Broadcast' (20th) and 'Dare Davis is 'The Great Lie,' Irene Dunne and Gary Grant
B5)
Not Love' (Col) (2d wk). Looking' in 'Penny Serenade,' and Joan Crawford in 'A Wofor so-so $12,000 after ^kay $15,000 man's Face' (better showings everywhere this week)
last round.
attractions that are better than avMichifan (United Detroit) (4,000;, are examples of
30-40-55)—'Love Crazy' (M-G) and erage money-getters in a shrinking market;
Washington Melodrama' (M-G). Not; On the other hand, the film with ballyhoo possibiliweek,
Last
.in stellar names, is standing up
ties,
although
weak
$12,000.
hefty
very
•Hamilton Woman' (UA) and 'Road! in the face of public apathy. Where the boys have
Show' (UA), slim $12,500.
gotten out and worked hard in advance of 'I Wanted
Palms-State (United Detroit) (3,- Wings' (Par), the results have been gratifying. The
30-40-55)—'Men Boys 'Town'
000;
sanie for 'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G), which has taken over
(M-G) and 'Hamilton Woman' (UA). the extended run spot previously occupied by 'ZanziUnexciting $7,000 for one pic getting
fourth week and another its second.^ bar' (Par).
The excellent returns on 'Wings' in Philadelphia,
(M-G)
Town'
Boys
'Men
Last- week,
Buffalo, Baltimore and Louisville would indicate that
and 'Liberty' (M-G), okay $8,000.
United Artists (United Detroit) showmanship in its handling had a part iipthe profits,
'Woman's Face whereas lack of push and enterprise is responsible
(2,000; 30-40-55)
(M-G) and 'Wait for You' (M-G) for the fadeouts 'in Boston, Indianapolis and Kansas
2d wk). Crawford film looking for' City.
nice $9,000 behind choice $14,000.
Current week is off to the wost start in years. President Roosevelt on the radio last night (Tues.) outdrew
aU show business. By 10:30 EDT only ushers viewed

The

fair $5;000.

Fox (Fox-Michigan)

—

star films

(5,000; 30-40-" specials.

$11,000, fair.
Baltimore. Attendance only over the weekends.
Fenway (M&P) (1,373; 28-39-44Cleveland. Up and down. Good pictures, fair; bad
55)— 'John Doe' (WB) and 'Strange
Alibi' (WB) (both continued from
Terrible. Even baseball Is drawing
Philadelphia,
Met). Dying to tune of $3,500. Last
better.
week, 'Cheers Bishop' (UA) and 'Sis
Denver.
Very good. Rain and warm weather Hopkins' (Rep), $5,700, dandy.
helping.
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 28Los Angeles. Couldn't be worse. Ocean outdrawing 39-44-55)
'Broadcast'
(20th)
and

I

films, poor.

.

'

—

I

Grauman.

I

'Repent Leisure'
Eatings

•

Films of the week on marquee displays and their
national ratings: 'Pot o' Gold' (UA), bad; 'That Hamilton Woman' (UA), very good; 'I Wanted Wings' (Par),
both good and bad; 'Woman's Face' (M-G), strong and
first Crawford holdover In two years; 'Great American
Broadcast' (20th), just better than average; 'Dare Not
Love' (Col), anemic; 'One Night in Lisbon' (Par),
breaking fast at the gate; 'Love Crazy' (M-G), best
wherever showirig; 'Model Wife' (U), all right at home
but not at the boxoffice; 'That. Uncertain Feeling*
(UA), unrealized possibilities; 'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G),
one of the year's best; 'Citizen Kane' (RKO), at advanced admish one of the season's worst; 'Affectionately Yours' (WB), no boxoffice sweetheart; 'Meet
John Doe' (W8), strong at pop prices; Heacblng for
the Sun' (Par), nobody reaching for their change;
'Million Dollar Baby' (WB), all the cash in the title;
•Penny Serenade' (Col), has exhibitors whistling
everywhere, and 'Flame of New Orleans' (U), not
80 hot

.

—

,

.

BUFF. CLIMBING

OUT OF

the films.

-

'

-

The Keys At a Glance
Terse blrdseye of the key cities:
Broadway way oil. Public picking its spots.. Holdovers slipping.
Cinciimati.
Poor.
Theatres fighting weather and
outdoor competition.
.

CELLAR;

™GS' $12,000
Buffalo,

'

May

.

27.

Majority of mainstem spots are
displaying uosKie tendencies. 'Love
Crazy' at the Buffalo is building
steadily, while 'Wings' is hitting a
gratifying pace at the Lakes.
Estimates (or This Week
35-55)—
(3,500;
Buffalo (Shea)
•Love Crazy' (M-G) and 'Beauty's

Kansas City.
are starting.
Providence.

Those summer prairie winds

Light
Good.

Cooled by ocean breezes.

.

'B'CAST'JTG, B'KLYN

Sake' (20th). Moving up to satisfactory $11,000. Last week, 'Woman's
Face' (M-G) and 'Wait for You'
(M-G), dismal $8,000. '
^
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 36-55)
—'Wanted Wings' (Par) and 'Nurse's

drosses

BoU

TACE' $13,000, PROY.;

Fairly
Steady—'Wagons'
io $16,000 with 'Sis'

Providence,

'

Estimates for lliLs

Albee

Week

(RKO)

25-35-50t(3,274;
(20th) and 'Repent' at

'Broadcast'
Leisure' (RKO). Nice $17,000. Last
'week, 'Flame New Orleans' (U) and
'Double Date' (U), weak $14,000.
Fox (Fabian) (4,023; 25-35-50)—

BKO Albee (2,200; 28-39-50).
House darkened for summer. Last
week. 'Top Hat' (RKO) and 'Bring-

ing Up Baby' (RKO) (re-issues),
Roll" (WB) and 'Sis Hop$4,000.
(Rep).
Good $16,000. Last weakie
Carlfon (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 28-39week, 'Singapore Woman' (WB) and
'Ziegfeld Girl'
50)
(M-G) and
and 'Blondie Latin' (Col), hit bot- tab version of 'Crazy with
Heat,'
Days'
run).
(Col)
.(2d
"Missing
tom for under $4,000.
mUd
$16,000.
30Doing very nicely with expected
20tli Centary (Dipson) (3,000;
Met (Loew's) (3,618; 25-35-50)— $3,200
44)—'Devil Dogs' (WB) and 'Singa- 'Ziegfeld
after'two previous downtown
Girl' .(M-G)
and 'Man weeks at Loew's State. Last week,
pore Woman' (WB). Plenty of zip, Made Monster* (U)
(2d wk). Good 'Wagons RoU' (WB) find 'Flight DesLast week (30-55),
over $9,000.
Last week, attractive $20,- tiny^
(WB) and Bob $15,000.
(WB) (2d- run), fair $2,500.
•Great Nobody'
000. Fay's andie) (2,000; 10-25-35)—
Crosby on stage, scored a bull's-eye
Paramoont (Fabian) (4,126; 25-35with nearly $15,000.
50)—'John Doe' (WB) and -Comes 'Missing Girls* (PRC) and 'Sheriff
(Rep). Juve trade helpHappiness' (WB) (3d wk).
Okay Tombstone''
ing toward good $4,000. Last week,
$13,000.
Last week, sweU $18,000.
Strand (WB) (2,870; 25-35-40)— 'Man Monster' (U) and 'Pals Pecos'
Cleye. (Temperature) Hot; 'Horror
(Rep), good $3,800.
Island' (U) and 'Invisible
Majestle (Fay) (2,200; 28-39-50)—
Ghost' (Mono). Quiet $4,000. Last
'Affectionately' (WB) and 'Singa'Crazy' Best at $13,000 week, 'Wolf Chance' (Col) and 'Shot pore
Woman' (WB). Swell $9,500.
Dark' (WB), ditto.
Last week, 'Broadcasf (20th) ,and
'Sleepers West' (20th), nifty $9,000.
Cleveland, May 27.
State (Loew) (3,200; 28-39-50)—
Exhlbs could fry eggs on sidewalks (Sam) Warner Theatre's
'Woman's Face* (M-G) and 'Wait for
here. State has best money-maker
'Great American
10th Anni in Youngstown You' (Metro). Getting a good share
In 'Love Crazy.'
or the biz with neat $13,000. Last
Broadcast' sticking to middle of road
Youngstown, O., May 27.
week. 'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G) and
despite Hipp's ballyhoo.
.Warner theatre at Youngstown, 'Missing Days! (Col) (2d wk), zowie

'Wagons

"
Fair
(Col).
Penthouse'
Last week, 'Lone Wolf (Cql)

•Queen's
$5,500.

kinsT

—

'

Estimates for This Week
erected by Albert, Harry M. and
Allen (RKO) (3,000;. 30-35-42-55)—
•John Doe' (WB). One of its best Jack L. 'Warner as a memorial to
bold-oyera from Hipp-,- easily going their brother, Sam, celebrated it?
to $3,700. Last week, 'DevU Dogs' 10th' anniversary recently.
D. M.
(WB) (re-issue), worthwhile .^1.2 'l. Robins, brother-in-law .of the WarHipp (Warners) (3,700; 30-35-42- ners, >stiU is general manager, and
Only fair Frank Savage, who was with the
65) 'Broadcast' (20th).
$10,000. Last week, 'John Doe' (WB)
firm when it operated the Dome,
on h.o., middling good $6,200.
still is manager.
Palace (RKO) (3,700; 30-35-42-53The Warner brothers an'^ their
66)
'AfiEectionately'
(WB) with
Major Bowes' unit on stage. Looks family had operated a grocery -store
like around $12,000, a light take but and a bicycle shop in Youngstown
okay for economical bill. Last week, for" many years. The house, comHorace Heldt orchestra, abetted .by pleted In 1931, cost oyer $1,000,000.
'Cowboy Blonde' (20th) broke long It -is one of the very few houses' in
Cleveland jinx against them by the country whicb has never played
swattitig out grand $23,000.
double features.
State (Loew's) (3,450; 30-35-42-55)
—'Love Crazy' (M-G). Nice going at
Bags Are Ont, Let's Go
Last week, 'Woman's Face'
113,000.
Hollywood, May 27.
.

Strand -(Indie) (2.000; 28-40-50)—
'Dare Not ^ve' (Col) and 'Lady
Louisiana* (Rep). 'Good'$6;500. Last
'First
Beau*
(Col)
and
week,
'Rookies Parade' (Rep), -fair $5,000.

•

.

—

—

Skourases Worried O^er
Their Nephew in Greece
being felt. by George
and Spyros Skouras over tiie safety,
of their nephew, Tbanos Skouras,
distributor In Athens. No word hers
been received of his whereabouts
since the Germans invaded Greece.
Last report from Thanos 'Skouras
was while he was in the Greek
capital, but that was before the
Nazis took over.
Thanos held the concession for
.^nxlety

.

'

'

(M-G), okay $10,700.
StUlman (Loew's) (1,972; 30-35-42Face* (M-G). Proflt-

65)—'Woman's
4)b'e

moveover for

this time of year,

way to $4,0.00. Last week, 'Hamilton Woman' (UA) slowed on third
on-

stanza, $3,400.

Start of

MONTREAL

The Remarkable Andrew*

is

distribution of

Medium

Majestio (Shubert) (1,014; 75-$1.10$1.65)— 'Kane' (RKO). Dallied with
only $8,000 for first week of roadshow run. here.

MctropollUn (M&P) (4,367; 28-3944-55)—'Wanted Wings' (Par) and
'Shot Dark' (WB). Around $14,000,
Liast week, 'John Doe' CWB)
and 'Strange Alibi' (WB), opened

so-so.

strong, but faded as week progressed
to $18,000, still okay.
Ofphemn (Loew) (2,900; 28-39-44-

55)— 'Hamilton Woman'

(UA) and

'Queen's Penthouse' (Col).

Fair $14..

Last week, 'Men Boys Towii*
(M-G) and 'Washington Melodrama'

000.

(M-G), $18,300, good.

Faramonnt (M&P)

.

(1,797; 28-39-44-

55)—'John Doe' (WB) and 'Strango
Alibi' (WB)
(both continued run
from Met).
About $5,500, n.s.b,
Last week, 'Cheers Bishop' (UA) and
'Sis Hopkins'
(Rep), $8,000, very

good.
Scollay (M&P) (2,538; 28-30-44-50)
—'Pot Gold' (UA) and 'Sis HopklnS*
(Repj (both 2d run). Skidding to
very bad $3,000. Last week, 'Great
Montreal, May 27.
(WB)
•Ziegfeld Girl' is tops currently, Lie' (WB) and "Knockout'
with balance average to so-so. Vic- (both continued from 2d run from
toria Day (24) pared grosses some, Par and Fenway), $3,500.
State (Loew) (3,600:^28-39-44-55)
with week-enders making It first of
and
Woman'
(UA)
—"Hamilton
the summer holidays. "Too' early yet
Just
(Col).
"Queen's Penthouse'
for U.S.-toxirlsts to fill in.
creeping In for around $10,000. tiast
Estimat^ tor This Week
week, "Men Boys Town' (M-G) and
Palace "(CT) (2,700; -30-45-62)
'Washington Melodrama* (M-G), $14.'Broadcast'
(20th).
Pretty
good 100, very good.
$6,500.
Last week, 'Boys Town'

Good

•Broadoast'

$e,600-^Best Dented

by Holiday

—

(M-G),

$6,800.

(CT)

Capitol

(2,700;

—

(WB)
Good enough $5,500.
Wolf (WB) and
(WB), weak $4,500.

'Affectionately'
Alibi' (WB).

Last

30-45-62)
and <Strange

week,

'Thieves'

'Sea

—

numerous American

ABE LYMAN TILTS TOr
TO 16G IN PUNK PIH.

Loew's (CT) (2,800; 35-53-67)
'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G).
Handsome
Pittsburgh, May 27.
$10,000.
Last week, 'HamUton WoAbe Lyman helping
Biz spotty.
man* (UA) (2d wk), good $7,000.
roundly-panned 'Pot o Gold' over
Princess (CT) (2,300; 30-40-53)—
hump at the Stanley, while "Love
'Man Lost* (U) and 'Mr. Dynamite' the
Crazy' is doing first-rate at- the Penn.
(U).
N.s,g.
$3,000.
Last week, Rest of town is in the doldrums.
'Wagons RoU' (WB) and 'Shadows
Estimates tor This Week
Steirs' (WB), feeble $2,200.
•

.

—

Orphenm
'Pot

(Ind) (1,100; 30-40-60)—
Fallon (Shea) (1,700; 25-40)
(UA) (2d wk). Good 'Rage Heaven' (M-G) and 'Penalty'
Doesn't look like much
after
$2,500,
satisfactory (M-G).

Gold'

enough

$3,100 last week.
more than $2,000, very tepid. I^ast
(JInema de Paris' (France-FUm) week, 'Flame
Orleans' (U), a
(600; 30-60)—Tteclf de CoraU' (2d washout at around $3,300.
wk).
Fair $1,000 In sight, after
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-3550)— 'Love Crazy' (M-G). Lot of
$1,400 last week.
St, Denis (France-Film) (2,300; 30- nice words in the press.
Should
40)— 'Fedora' end 'Anchols de touch at least $13,000 which is good
Bombcs.' Weak $3,000. Last week, enough, and more, to send it to
•Li Scandale' and 'Dr. Knock,' be- Warner for holiday session.
Last

New

low average

week,

$3,200.

$10,000.

.

-

"

'ZIEGFELD' JOG,

(RKO).

$14,0Q0. Last week, 'Uncertain Feeling' (UA) and 'Double Date' (U),
$12,300, off.

.

27;

RKO

grosses.

Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 30-45)—'John
(WB) and 'Knockout' (WB)
(2d run). Slow $5,500. Last week,
'HamUton Woman' (UA) and 'Washington Melodrama' (M-G) (2d run),
dropped off to poor $5,000.
LafayetU (Hayman) (3,300: 30-40)
and
(Cdl)
—'Dare Not liOve'
Doe'

May

With weather lumping from record-breaking heat to chilly breezes,
grosses all around are fairly steady.
Albee shuttered until the latter
part
August.
'Affectionately
of
Yours* at' Majestic and 'A Woman's
Face' at Loew's State are both riding high.
Estimates (or This Week

may

$11,000.

m

'AFFECTIONATEY'

Brooklyn, May 27.
RKO Albee doing well with "Great
Carrying on im- American Broadcast' and 'Repent at
go to $12,000. Leisure.' Holdovers at Fabian Paramount
and
Loew's
and
Metropolitan will
Last weeki 'John Doe' (WB)
with' satisfactory
•Khockout' (WB), built to very soUd come' through

(WB).
Secret'
pressively, and

My

'|

satisfaction in the return of personalities to
quees. There may be in the significant lift provided
by these starring pictures a clue to the solution of
what has been happening of late in boxoffice reversal.

and 'Scotland Yard'

fizzled.

Estimates tor -This Week
Indianapolis. .Worse than bad. Other business pretty
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 28-39-44-55)
good.
-'Sell
Dfe' ^Select) and 'Red
Chicago. Improving. New attractions helping.
Head'
(Mono), with stage show
great
doing
stores
Department
Louisville. Spotty.
Showmanship topped by .Thurston and Dinah
Mostly holdovers.
Bad.
Detroit.
Shore, four days; and 'Nice Girl'
would help.
(U) and 'Man Lost'._ (U) (both 2d
Omaha. Surprisel Okay.
_
run), three days.
Aiming at seedy
Seattle. Poor. No excuses.
$6,500.
Last week, 'King Zombies'
Washiiigton. Town is booming; boxoffice on the (Mono) and 'Singing Hill' (Mono),
with
Marcus unit on stage, four days:
Ijum.
and 'Emergency Landing' (UA) ana
Pittsburgh. Speckled.
Horseback'
(Par),
with
Brooklyn. Good. Never heard of the war or- 'Pirates
Marcus unit on stage, three day^
weather.

entries.

wk)

ending Sunday (25),

ing.

new

•The youngsters who have been .conspicuously absent
the windup of the schoolterms, found
30^0-55) of late during
the mar(3d

C

,

Week

Adams (Balaban)

Spots, ICane' N.

Boston, May 27.
Last week's heat wave withered
opening day receipts and biz did
not begin to perk until Friday night
when the rains came. No standout
Fair, with school commencement days In film in town, with 'Hamilton Woman,'
Boston.
'American Broadcast' and 'Wanted
sight
:
Win^s,* all running about even for
San Francisco. Poor, and hot. Fogs promised.
dimedium dough.
holiday,
national
Day,
Victoria
Montreal. Fair.
'Citizep Kane,' accorded rives by
verted attention to more serious business at hand.
the
crix, was given the brush-off by
warmer.
Getting
Lincoln. So-so.
ctistomers, and the opening week,
hurtStrikes
mildly.
putting
it
is
Minneapolis. Bad

last

|

—'Penny Serenade*

2

Gounteracting Audience- Apathy

27.

There's only one fresh bill in the
entire loop area. But, with only one
exception, there really wasn't enough
biz here to warrant the flock of
holdovers.
Michigan is the courageous house
with a new bill of 'Love Crazy' and
'Washington Melodrama' which Willi
bring It close to the top spot al-'
though the Fox will hit about tl^e,
same level with its second week of
American Broadcast' and
'Great
'They Dare Not Love.'
Sole house with any biz claim to
h o rights is the United Artists with
•Woman's Face' and 'Wait for You.'

(Col)

Rains Help Boston;

Showmanship

Only Star Names and

Crawford 2d $9,000

$4,500.

SUMMARY

B. 0.

12G,

Detroit; 'Crazy'

'Mnrder Man' Theft
Suit

Comes Up Thors.

Notice that th« depositions of J.

"Woman's Face'

(M-G)

all-

right at $13,500, although it feU off
somewhat after a fast start
BItz (WB) (800: 25-35-50)— 'Hamilton Woman' (UA) (3d wk). Brought

here after first playing Penn and
then Warner, and Louls-Baer fight
pix were added oil Sunday (29).
Around $3,200, allrlght. Last week,
'John Doe' (WB) (3d wk), 'about
$2 800

Robert Rubin, y.p. of Loew's, WilSenator (Harris) (1,750; 25-35-50)
liam i. Fadlmhn and Kenneth McPenny Serenade' (Col) (2d wk).
Kenna, Metro's nrtern and.'tvestern Doing about half what it did open-

—

ing stanza-^d stays for a third' try.'
of Should get better than $5,500 curthe play department Harry Rapf, rently, as against $10,500 getaway.
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 25-40-60)
producer, and Tim Whelan, dlr.^ctor,
will be taken In N.. Y. federal court 'Pot Gold* (UA) and Abe Lyman's
Film getting scant attention,
tomorrow (Thursday )r has been band.
and most of the biz can be attributed
filed in that court by Stephen Van to
Lyman. Looks like around $16,000,
Gluck and Joseph Eisinger, authors. and may do bit abov?, tVat. Last
They seek an injunction, accounting week, "Magic Music* (Par) and t>iosa
of profllts,
and damages against Costello-CTro Rimac probably hit a
Loew's 'Murder Man,' claiming the new low for house at $9,000.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-35-50)
film to be a plagiarism of their play,
"Womanis Face' (M-G) (2d wk)
'The Last Edition.'
Play was written in 1833 and sub- moved here from Penn. Should grab
poor

story "editors, Julie"

Heme, head

—

—

is slated for June 30 at Paramount, pictures in Greece.
He Is widely
following the elimination of contro- known In U. S. trade circles because
versial angles In the script
of his many visits to America)* last
$3,800:
I^ast week, 'HamUton
Brian Donlevy and William Holden time to study American dlstribijlUon. mitted to Loew*a In July, 1834, but Woman'
(UA), also .on move-over
are assigned to top roles.
and exhibition methods.
refected.
.
lroni,'Penn," around $^fiOO.
'

•

.

.

.

-

Wednesday, May 28, 1941

PIGTURE GROSSES
(Col)
and 'Break News'
(Mono) (4th wk), $3,400, okay.
Muslo Box (Hamrick -Evergreen)
(850; 30-40-60)—'Wanted Wings' tPar)

W

Frisco Slow; Trazy' $17,000 Sole

Bright Spot
3an Francisco,

May

27.

Tha b.o. depression continues in
Switch of
swing this week.
opening dates had three houses
breaking new shows on Wednesday,
which turnid out to be the hottest
day of the year, sloughing everyOnly biz on the street is
body.
being done by 'Love Crazy' at the
Paramount.
Most peculiar situation concerns
the run of "Fantasia,' which was
pulled 'off Sunday (25) while doing

Key

and- 'Maglo Music'

Mild lOG

Estimates for This

Fox

(F-WC)

(5,000;

City Grosses

$21,400, 'Victory*

in

$4,0(KI.

Lost'

Palomar (Sterling)

(U),

Week

N.T.G. Boosts 'Rookies' to $9,000

$6,200,

(1,360;

21-40)—

Miami Revue' on

stage.
Fair
Last week, 'Roar of Press'

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$286,500
(Based on 12 theatr&s)

unit, $5,000,

mild.

Paramonnt (Hamrick - Evergreen

|1,421>0*

(Based on 25 dtles, 170 theatres)

Knock Bottom

Total Gross Same
Last Tear....-

30-40-60)—'Broadcast' (20th)
and 'Rage Heaven' (M-G).
Fair
Last week, 'Wanted Wings'
$4,600.
(Par) and 'Magic Music' (Par), $6,800,
(3,030:

Week

fresco diversion.

$297,800

(Based on 12 theatres)

Bootevelt (Sterling) (800; 30-40-50)

Minneapolis;

Xrazy' Swift $8,000

Sommer

—'Wagons Roll' (WB). Moved over
from- Orpheum for second week.
AUright $2,800 sighted. Last week
(21-35), 'DevU Dogs'. (WB) and 'Ends

.

Hits Cmcr>

'Crazy' $12,000, But

Night' (UA) (2d run), good $2,600.
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 16'Affectionately' N.
30)—'Thing Called Love' (Col) and
Minneapolis, May 27.
Qeary (Curran) (1,286; 55-75-$1.10Grosses still are %oing from bad 'Behind News' (Rep) (2d run). Slow
Cincinnati, May 27.
Last week, 'Virginia' (Par)
$1,800.
Opens to- to worse.
$1.65)—'Kane' (RKO).
Even cool, favorable and 'Henry' (Par), same.
Trade skidded to summer level
night (27). 'Fantasia' (Disney) finlast week when record May temperished its last (13th) week of eight weather apparently doesn't help. An
atures prevailed. .Coney Island, top
days Sunday (25) with a sensational epidemic' of strikes undoubtedly Is
amusement park hereabouts, and
$12,000, after grabbing an amazing one of the reasons for the curtailed
Topper in Wash. Is
bathing pools opened their seasons
$13,000 on the 12th stanza.
entertainment buying which also has
over the -Aveekend, creating addiGolden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 39-44tional outdoor opposish.
55)— 'Little Men' (RKO) and vaude. been hitting bowling, baseball,
Hamilton' With Mild
Top b.o. currently is 'Love Crazy'
Efforts of Ella Logan, Butch & wrestling and other forms of amuseat the Palace.
'Fantasia"is off to a
Buddy and Nick Lucas on the stage ment as well as the show houses.
fair start for its indef run at the
Droopy
Rest
$16,500;
plus Louis-Baer fight pictures, over'Love Crazy,' State offering, la
Shubert, which switched from its
fair
feature
film
for
coming the
vaudfllm policy and goes dark for
really the only major money-making
Last week 'Rookies Parade'
$14,000.
summer when the Disney pic ends.
Washington, May 27.
attraction.
(Rep) and vaude, slim $11,500.
Estimates for This Week
This Is still a 'boom town,' "but
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 33-40-50)—
Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,440; 35Estimates for This Week
you'd never guess it looking over
40-50)— 'Dare Not Love' (Col) and
'Hamilton 'Woman's Face' (M-G). Mild $9,500.
Aster
(Par-Singer)
28)— the theatre grosses.
(900;
Last
week, 'Broadcast' (20th), slow
'First Beau' (Col).
May not even 'Murder
Woman,'
at Palace, Is leading the
Friends' (20lh) and 'Wild
last the week, and won't get over
town and disappointing at the same $8,500.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 33-40-50)—
(M-G), dual first- time with a mere $16,500, which
$6,500 if It does, bcutal. Last week Man Borneo'
'Broadcast' (20th).
Moveover from
'Flame New Orleans' (U) "and 'Phan- runs. In for five days and fair $1,200 shows how things stand.
Albee for second week. 'Terrible
tom Sub' (Col), held eight days, $9,- looks about all.
EstlDiates for This Week
'Vaquero' (20th)
$2,500.
Last week, 'Ziegfeld Girl'
000, not enough to warrant further
and
'Repent
Leisure'
(3,434;
Capitol
'28-39-44-66)
(Loew)
(RKO),
also
(M-G)
(2d run), fairly good $4,800.
holding.
'Pot
(UA),
no-name
Gold'
plus
Family
18-28)—
(RKO)
(1.000;
dual
first-runs,
open today (27). Last
Paramount (F-WC) (2,470; 35-4080)— 'Love Crazy' (M-G) and 'Peo- week, 'Mad Doctor' (Par) and stage show, done to pot with no 'Vaquero' (20th) and 'Man Betrayed'
ple Kildare' (M-G). Brightest spot 'Monster Girl' (Par), first-runs, very gold, $13,500. Last week, 'Uncertain (Rep), split with 'Singing HlUs'
Feeling' (UA), sad $14,000.
(Rep) and 'District AttornejP (Rep).
on the street, with $17,000 probable. big $2,200 in six days.

H

disappointing $16,000.

.

.

—

week

and
Century (Par-Sintfer) (1,600; 28-39'Flight Destiny' (WB) (2d wk) bad 44)— 'People Kildare' (M-G).
Very
a struggle to reach $8,000.
bad, $1,200. Last week, 'Men Boys
St. Francis (F-WC) (1,478; 35-40- Town' (M-G) (2d wk), bad $2,800
80)— 'Broadcast' (20th) and 'Flight after tepid $6,300 first week at State.
Destiny' (WB) (moveover).
Can't
Esqolre (Berger) (290; 26-35)hope for more than $4,500. liast week "Virem Bride' and 'School for Husmoveover of 'Wagons Roll' (WB) bands' (French). Sensationally adand 'Penalty' (M-G), ditto.
vertised and good $1,500 indicated.
Vnited Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 35- Last week, 'Thing Called Love' (Col)
40-50)—'Uncertain Feeling' (UA). (3d run), light $700.
Despite nice reviews, won't do over
Gopher (Par-Singer) (998; 28)
a mild $8,000. Last week, five days 'Rage Heaven' (M-G). Mild $1,800.
of 'Dictator' (UA) (6th wk) feU off Last week, 'Victory'
(Par), bad
Last,

'Broadcast'-

(20th)

to $4,500.

$1,200 in six days.

Warfleld (r-WC)-(2.650; 35-40-50)
Face' (M-G) and 'Wash-

Orpheum

—'Woman's
ington.

Melodrama' (M-G) (2d wk).

Fair $8,500. First week, not what
should have been at $12,500.

(Par-Singer)

(2300; 28-

39-44)— 'Reaching Sun'. (Par). Being
yanked after five terrible days and
Last week, 'Nice Girl' (U),
$1,000.

it

light $4,800.

(Par-Singer)
—State
'Love Crazy'
(M-G).

(2,300; 28-39-44)

—

Carthay Circle (F-WC)

—

$1.10-$1.65)
(17th wk).

(1,516; 83c-

(Disney)

'Fantasia'

Weak

after last

$6,000,

week showed just under $7,000.
Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2,034;
30-44-55-75)— 'Love
Crazy'
(M-G)
and 'Sleepers West' (20th).
Fair
$9,400.

Last week, 'Broadcast" (20th)

and 'Washington Melodrama' (M-G),
sickly $7,200.

Downtown (WB)

(1,800; 30-44-95)

—'Shining
Victory'
(WB)
and
'Thieves Fall Out' (WB). Poor $5,000.
Last week, 'Affectionately' (WB) and
'Strange Alibi' (WB), woeful $4,000.
El Caplten (RKO) (1,571; 83c$1.10-$1.65)— 'Kane' (RKO) (3d wk)»
Brutal matinee biz holding the grosi
down to $9,900. Lost week, $7,200.
Four Star (UA-F-WC) (900; 30-4465)— 'Major Barbara' (UA) (3d wk).

Going down, and best in fight
Folds after next week.

around

$2,000.

week,

Iiast

$3,000.

Hawaii (G & S) (1,100; 30-44-55)—
Same last week for
'Baker's Wife' (Film Alliance) and
'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G) (2d wk, 2d 'Robbers Range' (RKO) and 'Footrun).
Fourth downtown week fair light Fever' (RKO), divided with 'Let George Do IC (Film Alliance).
enough $3,800,. Last week, same 'Invisible Ghost' (Mono) and Train Around $2,800, 'Baker's Wife' had a

Columbia (Loew)

film,

good

(1,234; 28-44)

Okay

$2,000.

brief earlier

Robbery* (Rep).

$5,000.

—

-

Earle (WB) (2,216; 28-39-44-66)
•John Doe' <WB) plus vaude (2d
wk), -Sustaining Its pace for fair
enough $14,500. Last week, average

week, Tlame
(U). poor $3,000.

Last

—Keith's

(Libson)

New

Orleans'

(1,500;

33-40-60)

Hollywood (WB) (2,796; 30-44-55)
—'Shining
Victory'
(WB)
and
'Thieves Fall Out' (WB).
So-so
$5,000.
Last week, 'Affectionately*
(WB) and 'Strange Alibi' (WB),
poor $4,000.
Orpheum (B'way) (2,200; 30-44-55)
'Reokies Parade' (Rep) and Nll«
Granlund's 'Hollywood Revels' on
the stage.
Should top $9,000 with
Granny s stager accounting for bulk
of it. Last week, 'Singing Hill' (Rep)
and 'Free Easy' (M-(J), $5,800.
PonUtei (Pan) (2,812; 30-44-55)—
'Flame New Orleans' (U) and 'Naval
Academy' (Col). So-so $7,000. Last
week, 'Cheyenne' (U) and 'Black

$18,500.
'Hamilton Woman' (UA). Switched
Keith's
(RKO) (1,830; 75-$I.10- from Palace for second week. Poor
$1.65)— 'Kane' (RKO) (2d wk). Just $3,000. Last week, 'Topper Returns'
hanging on with n J.g. $7,500. Last (UA), alright $4,500.
week, barely got by with fair $9,500.
Lyrlo (RKO) (1,400; 33-40-50)—
Mctropolllan (WB) (1,600; 28-44)— 'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G).
Moveover
Anemic from Capitol for third week's stay
'Dare Not Love' (Col).
$4,000. Last week, 'Penny Serenade' on front line.
Satisfactory $3,500.
(Col) (2d run) fair enough third Last week, 'Penny Serenade' (C^ol),

week

at

same

run at the neighborhood

Grand (RKO) (1.430; 33-40-80)— Esquire. Last week; 'Lonesome Pine'
(WB). Awful $2,800. (Par) and 'Stolen Life' (Par), $2,100.

'Affectionately'

—

third week via Albee and Capitol,
limp $2,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 33-40-50)—
'Love Crazy' (M-G). Swell $12,000.

figure.

National (1.300; 6S-79-$1.10-$l.e5)
Wound up
—'Fantasia' (Disney).
last week (2) with healthy $12,500,

Running approximately same as first week. Last week, 'Hamilton Woman* (UA),
good $8,000, Unless heat hits non-alrcooled house, slow $8,500.

Omaha Okay;

Even the usual sure-fire combination ot William Powell and Myrna
out in a rash of
fancy figures in 'Love Crazy' at the
State and Chinese. Orpheum is in
there as a contender for top coin
with Nils Granlund's girly show
from Florentine Gardens on the
stage.
'Flame of New Orleans' is
pulling some Marlene Dietrich following but not in sufficient numbers
to warrant any glow of optimism.
'Citizen Kane' has hit the droopy
stage and won't much longer tenant
the £1 Capitan.
Estimates for This Week

Loy won't break

big.

35-40-50)—

'Wanted Wings' (Par) and 'Cowboy
Will be
Blonde' (20th) (2d wk).
lucky to touch $10,000. First week,

Los Angeles, May 27.
Grosses are grovelling among th»
bitter dregs and the immediate prospect of an upturn is not in the offing.
Old Sol has been beating down for
a full week and chasing the citizens
to the beaches and other sites of al

Broadway Grosses

'Singing Hill' (Rep) with 'Midnight

(Mono) and Major Bowes
Total Gross Sam*
Last Year....

Out of

lOa 'Flame' 13i/2a

good.

tres, chie/Iv yiTst run*, fncludfntf

Week

love Crazy'

and

m

(WB) and 'Man

Strikes

Dull and Dismal in LA.;

(2d wk).

theatre,

expecting a good $2,400. Last week,
'Zanzibar' (Par) and 'Penalty' (M-G)
(4th wk), big $2,500.
Orphen
(Hamrick-Evergreen)
(2.600; 30-40-50)— 'Cheyenne' (U) and
Thieves Fall Out' (WB).
Slow
Last week, 'Wagons Roll'
$3,500.

Estimated Total Groia
Thli Week
$1,470,80*
(Based on 26 cities, 182 thea-

'

capacity, due to inability to get an
extension. House changes operators
and managers In behalf of RKO's
'Citizen Kane' opening tonight (27).

(Par)

Moved from Paramount

full

.

II

enade'

'Crazy*
away from the field at
Cat' (U), $8,300.
but very disappointing for eight advance sale Indicates third Week
Shabert (RKO) (2,150; 50-75-$1.50)
FMametint (Par) (3,585; 30-44-599«/2G, 'Dictator' $9,200 days. Last week, 'Broadcast' (20th), close to same figure.
'Fantasia' (Disney).
Fair $8,500. 75)—
'Wanted Wings'
(Par)
and
bad $4,200 in six days.
Will hold. House shutters for sumPalace (Loew) (2,242: 28-99)
Omaha, May ^27.
Richard HImber orchestra on the
Leading
this
mer
after
run
on
pic.
Last
Uptown (Par) (1,200; 28-30)— 'Hamilton Woman' (UA).
Business picked up again this
stage (2d wk). Easing off to around
brag
about
its
Not
and
Abe
can't
week,
'Dare
Love'
(C^l)
town,
but
the
'Hardy's
Secretary'
(M-G).
First
week after a slide into the doldrums.
rolled up big
week,
band
heading
vaude
for $12,500, after first week
Last
Lyman's
merely
fair
$16,500.
nabe
.showing.
Reaching
toward
'Great Dictator' at the Omaha will
wk), still final week of combo policy, favor- $19,000.
(2d
wind up with a good $9,200. The good $2,200. I,ast week, 'Lady Eve' 'Zanzibar' (Par)
BKO (RKO) (2,872; 30-44-55)—
able $9,500 at 33-44-60-cent scale.
healthy $11,000.
(Par), first nabe showing,

—

—

Orpheum,

life

too,

is

$2,000,

showing signs of

(Par-Steffes) (3S0; 28-30-44(20th)
(2d
wk).
Pulled after fifth day- today for
'Magic in Music' Poor $600. Last
week, 'Ends Night' (UA) (2d wk).
good $2,000 after strong $2,500 first

55)— 'Broadcast'

Week

Omaha

(Tristetes)
(2,000; 10-3040)— 'Dictator' (UA) and 'Scotland
Yard' (20th). Lively $9,200. Last

week

'People

Kildare'

(M-G) and

Strong

$9,500.

'Broadcast' (20th) and 'Henry'
(Par), extra good $11,000.

'Broadcast'

Guy'

(RKO),

with 'La Zonga' (U), 'Vivacious
Lady' (RKO) and 'Dangerous Game'
(U). Good $900. Last week 'Strawberry Blonde' (WB), 'Tobacco Road'
(20th), split with 'Footsteps Dark'
(WB), 'Meet Chump' (U) and 'Play

Estimates for This

—
.

Guy' (RKO),

split

Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)
30-40-50 )^'Devil
and Miss
(RKO) and 'Washington
Melodrama' (M-G), dualed, coming
In from Fifth Avenue. Fair $2,200 Is
alL 'Fantasia' in next week. Last
week, 'Ziegteld Girl' (M-G) (3d wk),
same.
C o 1 1 e a m (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(1,900; 21-35)—'Sea Wolf (WB) and
'Road Show' (UA) (2d run). Brutal
$2,000, worst gross here in ages.
Last week. 'John Doe' (WB) and
'Melody Three' (RKO) (2d run),
(850;

'Hitch

'Girl,

Week

Jones'

fair $800.
Town (Goldberg) (1,500; 10-20-25)
'Ridin' Rainbow' (Rep), 'Jennie'
(20th) and 'Frisco Docks'^ (U), triple,
split with 'Shayjie Detective' (20th),

.

|

$2,600, fair.

,

with

'Son Cristo' (UA), 'Vivacious Lady'
(RKO), and 'Rangers Hide Again'
(Par).
Fair $1,000.
Last week
'Strawberry Blonde' (WB), 'Tobacco
Road' (20th), split with 'Footsteps
Dark' (WB), 'Meet Chump' (U) and
'Play Girl' (RKO). medium $800.

27.

fair.

(RKO),

Hike Heaven' (Cap) and
•Texas Rangers Ride' (Par), 'High
Sierra' (WB), 'Hudson's Bay' (20th).
Fair $1,000 indicated.
Last week
'Daniel Boone' (Col), 'Girl News'
(20Eh), 'Arkansas Judge' (Rep), triple, split with 'Victory' (Par), 'Condemned to Live' (Cap), 'Buck Privates' CU) and 'Back Street' (U) and
'Son Cristo: (UA), Hgl)t $900.
Avenue - MlUUry • Dundee' (Goldberg) (960; 600; 300; 25)—'Eve' (Par)

May

Biz is again badly off, and little
reason can be sighted except the
opposition from 'Ice Follies' at the
huge civic arena. Best gross goes to
'Great American Broadcast' at the
Paramoimt, and even that is barely

split

Girl'

$4,500, Bat Best In
Bill Fine

Seattle,

'Singapore Woman'
(WlB). Nifty
Last week 'Man Monster'
(U) and 'Horror Island' (U), satisfactory $4,200.
State (Goldberg) (000; 10-20-25)
$5,500.

'Girl,

MHd

Town—Horror

Brandels (Mort Singer) (1,500; 1025-35-40)—'Affectlonafely' (WB) and

(Par),

State

Around

(Loew-F-WC)

55-75)—'Love

$6,500.

(U)

and

(2,404; 30-44-

Crazy'

'Sleepers West*

(20th).

(M-G)

and

Okay

$12,-

Last week, 'Broadcast* (20th)
1/
and 'Washington Melodrama' (M-G),

000,

PhiUy: 'Wings $20,000 on Bally

SEATTLE NOSEDIVES

Last

week

—'Eve'

Orleans' (U) and 'Naval

(Col).

Last week, 'Cheyenne*
'Black Cat' (U). $7,900,

of Patriotic Raffies Murders

$9,100.

Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 10-3040)— 'Love Crazy' (M-G) and 'Mary
Dugan' (M-G).

Week

week.

'Rage Heaven' (M-G), light $6,800.

New

Academy'

World

Estimates for This

and

'Flame

with 'Love Crazy' and' 'Trial of okay.

Mary Dugan.'

i

,

'

Fifth Avenue (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(UA)
(2,349; 30-40-50)— 'Pot Gold'
and 'Scotland Yard' (20th). Big campaign for former, but bad $1,600
foreseen.
Last week, 'Miss Jones'
(RKO) and 'Washington Melodrama'
(M-G), $5,100, mild.
Liberty (J-vH) (1,650; 21-40-50)—
'Horror Island' <U) and 'Man Made
Billed as 'double
Monster' (U).
shock horror show," and sighting
good $4,000. Last week, 'Penny Ser-

United ArtUts (UA-F-WC) (2,100;
30-44-65)—'Broadcast'
(20th)
ani
'Washington
Melodrama'
(M-G).
Diving to $1,800. Last week, 'Ziegfeld Girl*
(M-G) and 'Uncertain
Boyd (WB) (2,560; 35-46-97-68)— Feeling* (UA), $4,300.
'Penny Serenade' (Col). Kudos from
Wllshire (F-WC) (2,290; 30-44-59)
crix helping toward satisfactory $17,—'Broadcast' (20th) and 'Washington
500. Last week's third trip for 'Ham*
Melodrama* (M-G-).
Also In tht
Ilton Woman' (UA) a hefty $10,500,
depths with $3,600. Last week, 'ZiegEarle (WB) (2.350; 35-46-57-68-75) feld Girl* (M-G) and 'Uncertain
—'Adam' (Col) with 'Truth or Con- Feeling' (UA), slick $6,500.
sequences' and Victor McLaglan p.a.
Fair to middling $19,000 for this
combo. Last week, 'Sis Hopkins'
(Rep) and Guy Lombardo orchesFoot
the Clouds

87)—'Ziegfeld

(Bert Exploltatlen; Fox)
Philadelphia, May 27.
week It's a rash of patriotic
rallies cutting Into the b.o. Over the
weekend the veterans organizations
held memorial services and parades.
Tomorrow <Wed.) a giant meeting
will be held at Convention Hall by
the 'Save the Freedom Committee,'

(2d wk).

tiast

This

which Mayor LaGuardia and former Ambassador William Bullitt' will
The next night an America
at

A

Exploitation

palm goes

to the

prior to the air event.
Estimates for This

Aldlne

(WB)

(1.303:

|

.

Up

I

i

I

35-46-57-68)

—'Topper Returns' (UA) (2d wk),
Hit hard along with the rest. Poor
$6,300.
$7,500.

Last week, equally miserable

Arcadia

\

{

(Sablosky)

(800:

35-46-

Fox (WB) (2,423; 35-46-57-68)—
Hollywood, May 27,
'Wanted Wings' (Par). Topping the
Olivia de HavlUand shares with
league with stocky $20,000.
Last
week, 'Broadcast' (20th), a punk Fredrlc March the co-starring in tha
religious
picture,
'One
$12,800.
Foot In
Karlton (WB) (1,068; 39-46-97-66) Heaven.' Production starta in July
—'Broadcast' (20th) (2d run). Move- at Warners.
over no hypo with sour $3,500. Last
Hobart Bosworth, Who starred
week, 'Uncertain Feeling' (UA) even when the current stars were unworse with $3,000 for a second run.
known, Is playing a ctjaracter role.
Keith's (WB) (1,970; 35-46-57-68)—
•Hamilton Woman' (UA) (2d run).
Satisfactory $4,500. Last week, 'Miss
Shooting
Florida
Jones' (RKO), mediocre $4,000 for
Hollywood, May 27.
second run.
Metro's outdoor marksmen winged
Stanley (WB) (2,916; 35-46-57-68)
—'Affectionately' (WB). -Takes the everything worth shooting in the
booby prize with terrible $7,500. vicinity of Ocala, Florida, and
'Love Crazy' (M-G ) opens tomorrow fetched the footage home to be in(Wed,).
Last week, 'John Doe' serted Into the dramatic filming of
(WB) (2d wk), good for $10,500.
'The Yearling.*
Santon (WB) (1.457; 35-46-57)—
Victor Fleming, directof, started
'Penalty' (M-G).
Pulled alter six
days with fair $4,000. Last week, the studio scenes on the Culver City
'Flame of New Orleans' (U), olcay lot with Spencer Tracy, Gene Eckman and Ann Revere leading off.
$4,800.
'

i

Fox-

Week

m

tra, n.B.h. $18,000.
I

'Penny Serenade.'

with the air show held at Wings
Field, Ambler, last Sunday for the
It
benefit of the Royal Air Force.
was one of the most elaborate film
promotions ever held with a crowd
Show
of nearly 10,000 attending.
was held under the auspices of
Philly socialite sportsmen fliers with
army aviators participating. Hit of
the spectacle was a mass drop of
parachute troops. There was a special screening of 'Wanted Wings'

$3,500.

•

speak.

First rally is skedded at the Arena,
featuring Col. Charles A. Lindbergh.
On top of that Connie Mack's Athletics had to perk up and begin attracting crowds,
Only two pictures are overcoming
these obstacles and showing respectable grosses; 'I Wanted Wings' and

Girl' (M-O) (2d run)
Fair $2,600 for this sesb.

week, okay

Wednesdaj, KUy 28, 1941
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ERY

,THANK yOU!
LOVE CRAZY"

PREVIEW OF
CLARK'S

NEW

SETS

PICTURE!
Raves! Just raves!
Fox Theatre, Pomona,
rocks audience with comedy
and thrills of Clark
Gable, Rosalind Russell
in '^Unholy Partners"
{title to

"ZIEGFELD

be cKanged).

GIRr

RECORD FOR

As

HOLD-OVERS!
Three weeks

at

N.

OFF TO A
FAST START!
IS

predicted,

what the

just

Y,,

Chicago, Frisco, Detroit,
Buffalo, Oakland, Seattle,
Denver, Worcester, Louisville
Two weeks in dozens of
other spots!

public craves
today, the
funniest film
ever made and
William Powell,

Myrna Loy were
never better!

WOWl MARX
COMEDY IS
A HONEY!

JOAN'S 3rd WEEK

AT CAPITOL,
"A Woman's

,

N. Y.

WAIT

.At Huntington Park,
Calif. preview audience
rolled in the aisles
,

Joan Crawford and

showing
of "The Big Store,"

Melvyn Douglas, packs

big

big Capitol 3rd week!
Held over 2nd week Pittsburgh,

musical comedy
with Tony Martin,
gorgeous gals,
and song hitsi

Face" starring

Detroit, Denver, Cleveland,

Worcester, 'Frisco and more!

at first

new Marx

Bros,

TILL

YOU

SEE
"BILLY THE
KID"!
Screen it and
see for yourself

Robert Taylor
in the biggest

"

outdoor Technicolor
sensation since
"Northwest Passage,"

'

:

fAMnm
• M.

JiBrtla'B

totmoir

omoa

TraW^r

Place,

JMTEBMATIONAIi

f9«ui«
sters

Josy Baker Blames

It

day,

on Bananas

want $10 per man during the
and $20 per man at night.

Dutch Syndicate Joins Bidding

O'Donnell justifies this with the
claim that musicians often show up
at theatres en masse in trucks, busses
or cars, unloading their instruments

For Maxwells British Holdings

But American Negro Star Actually Curbed From much the same way as any act or
show unloads props and scenery. He
Madrid Stripping by Law
also took a verbal slug at Tommy
Tucker's

orch,

which

closed last
Thursday night (15) at the Strand

Madrid, May. 8.
To disappointed Madrllenos who

sContlnned from page

According

good old days.

Newark, where

American

the

Nevertheless,

.

re-

last night.

it

also

was

to

^

and drove away.
;

open

bing and razzing and came back for
more. There was not a seat to be
had during her stay, seats being reserved many days In advance.

week

for Vawill have a threeday stand, and then one week at Barcelona before returning to North
Africa, where she spent the winter

_ Miss Baker left
lencia, where she

this

According to Bruce Levlne, of the
Brandt theatres, the teamsters were
riled when
'Aunt's' scenery
and
props were moved into Brooklyn by
another union.
Levine, however,
said this was done only after the
theatrical teamsters union refused to
move the show. When the house
on Monday and Tuesday offered to
pay the teamsters union for a Job
it
did not haul, the union turned
down the offer and continued picket-

in

2,36.3 in 1940, according
made by the Home MinThis is an Increase of 349 as
against the total of 2,018 for the previous year.
The total attendance figure of 440,274,671 people for last year also
shows an Increase of 20,487,451 as
against the figure of 1939, which was

pany has extended to a syndicate ol
Dutch financiers, it's reported here.
The latest bidders are said to b«
working in conjunction with Norbert

.

top of that,

Haestros' Beactlon
Several leaders, when questioned
about the Idea of having teamsters
drive their trucks, stated that they
they would give up the Wse of such
vehicles in N. Y. if such a rule went
into effect The teamsters, it's understood, made no demands to put a
'driver on vehicles going out of town,
AFM'ii BrnshoS

i

Einstein,

419,787,220.

financial adviser to the
Prudential Assurance Co., In the attempted takeover.

100,000 Mex Vacationers

The syndicate is reported to have
2,000,000
British
pounds
(about
$8,000,000) Irozen in England and
$40,000,000 in the United States.

'

Boost Amnsement Biz In

ol

Provinces and the Capital

'

Other reports have it that a group
American film companies have a

bid in above the current market
quotation ol six shillings per share
for the Maxwell stock.

Mexico Clty,>May 27.
biz was boosted by a
outflowing Irom here

Amusement
paradox

—the

to the provinces ol thousands, and
the influx here ol thousands more

.

|

Petrillo and Jack Rosenberg, head
of 802, are giving the teamsters' de-

—

.

mands a complete

InC-

brushoff.

27.

British

the late John W. Maxwell's majority
holdings in the Associated British
theatre empire and production com-

Japan

aggregated

istry.

Par's light

—during the annual 10.^ay spring
vacations ol government employees
It's now also indicated that there are now
in Washington on other who number around 100,000 vacawill be trouble trucking two legiters matters. Members of 802 were told tions, started May 22 . and ends
June
1.
due to open on Broadway next week, soon alter the pickets began walka and both may be forced to postpone Ing that
Local amusement places, particuthe latter were to be dls-

recovering from pneumonia.
The American she now has
French passport—will give 48 performonces in North Africa, debuting
at Tunis and winding up at Marra.She will rest here during the
kesh
and then return to her home
Eumi.
late in August. In Septemat Sa
tll make a three-week tour
her sf
ding Swiss theatres and then
of th(
ks in Free France. Then a
four V
Central and South American tour of
several months.
The actress said she would not
perform in Paris and revealed that
most actors prefer to perform in the
free zone for personal and profesShe said that the
sional reasons.
French people are bitter towards the
actors who've returned to Parl6 and
are collaborating with the Germans.

Faiy

Big

In Japan, but Censors

Both

'

the
premieres.
'Women Aren't
Angels' is dated to debut at the
Broadhurst and, because it is coming from out-ol-town, the teamsters
situation is a hazard.
'Snookie' is
the other show, opening at the
Golden, but, if the setting is already
in the theatre, it may open on sched-

Musical shows were picketed Saturday, but Monday (20) evening
pickets did not show up at the
Barrymore ('Pal Joey') nor the 46th
Street ('Panama Hattie'). Picketing
is limited, however, the demonstratlons being for short periods prior to
the start of performances.
Teamsters' embroglio with the musicians stems from the haulers' demands that they be put to work
carrying musicians' instruments into
theatres. In those cases where bands
in New York transport instruments
in trucks the teamsters demand that
one of their union members must be

The musicians' union,
James C. PetrUlo, inter-

driver.

through

national president, has nixed the
teamsters'
demands, but doesn't
think the driving-ol-trucks stlpulatlon as silly -as the teamsters' idea of
Sam N. Burger, home office rep- having a member on the sidewalk
in front of theatres' stagedoors, waitresentative of Metro's foreign deing for musicians to drive up in
partment, returned to New York taxis or personally-owned autos and
Monday (26) from a four-month then relieve the tooters' of the Job
principal
Latin- of carrying their own Instruments.
swing
through
American countries. Burger repre- It would be ironical, one musician's
union official pointed out, for a picsented the company on deals for new colo player, for Instance, to hand
theatre construction planned or conover his dainty instrument to a burly
templated, most of it In Argentina.
truckman.
Burger likely will stay in N.Y. for
On the other hand, Edward O'Dona month or more before starting on nell, business agent lor the teamhis next foreign trek, which may sters, stated Monday (26) that the
take him to Australia.
musicians would 'have to make up

Sam Burger Itetums
To N. Y. After M-G Tour

regarded and to report to their re-

larly cinemas, stage

can Federation of Labor, It puts the
musicians and stagehands in the position of crossing the picket line of
an affiliate union.
Truck and bus-driving Jobs for
which the teamsters are battling are
now handled, in almost every In-

'GONE^

Nix Three Boyer
Tokyo,

.show theatres

Fifans

May

I.

Pararaount's "The Light That Failspective Jobs as usual. Inasmuch as and tent performances, got a big
ed' has not. failed in Japan.
The
Teamsters, the American Federation play from the out-of-towners. CineJapanese being a sentimental race,
of Musicians and International Al- mas in the prinvlnces got good trade
the film has gone over big. Hii alfrom
the
metropolitans
while
in
genliance
of Theatrical Stage Emready played two weeks at leading
eral
provincial
amusement
pitches
ployees are members of the Ameritheatres, and still going strong.
did 'record' biz.

'

f

ule,

She denied that she planned to remarry soon. She added that Tve
just come out of my second one and
have no desire for a third plunge
just now. I did get an offer in Lisbon recently, but, hot dog, this is not
the
the time to get hitched up again.'

stance,
"

j

Charles

Beyer's

films,

'Conquest,' "Tovarlch'

such

as

and 'When To-

morrow Comes' have been rejected by

STRONG $6,500
IN HAVANA REPEAT

the

and sgnt back

censors

States.

The

'Union

Pacific,'

the

to

versions

revised

of

by Paramount, and

by Metro, have been
considered unfit for kids.

'Public ^ays,'

by young men who have no

card except a drivers license. They
Havana, May 20.
'pack trucks, drive to the next stop,
In general Havana grosses went
il the band is on a one-nighter, unup for the week ending May 19.
load and set up the band stand, dis- 'Gone With the Wind,' at the scene
tribute music, and do all the odd of its $34,000 triumph last year, has
jobs necessary. They make It pos- made phenominal isuccess for a resible for the men in their band to peat.
James Roosevelt's 'Pot o'
walk Into a spot 10 minutes before, Gold,' running double feature, hits
the job is scheduled to begin, pick the week's low.
up his horn and tune up and when
the job is finished set the instrument ^ Faosto, Gone°wmi the Wind'
down and be on his way to the next (M-G), $6,500, repeat, neat, will run
stop, without worrying about mis- another fortnight.
laying his Instrument or library.
Encanto, 'Playglrl,' (RKO), $1,800,
Both bandleaders and musicians not so hot.
^''are the cost ol paying the drivers,
America, 'Back Street' (U), $2,300,
'
'

newly

'Sincerity,'

by

Imported

RKO,„

has passed the censorship of
^
„, , .
,„
*he Home Ministry and will here
leased early In the summer.
'Dr.
Erlich's

Magic

Bullet-

(WB), has

endorsed by the Education
Ministry as an excellent film.

been

Juliaft Soler to

Play

Bolivar in Mex. Pic
Mexico City, May 27.

Julian Soler, younger of the three
brothers who are among Mexico's
ace dramatic actors, has been signed
(UA), for the name role in 'Simon Bolivar,'
Cohen in N. Y.
(UA), the film biography of the Venezulean
Edward Cohen, 20th-Fox manager $1,600, bad.
patriot. Which is being readied for
in Venezuela, planed into New York
Naolonal, 'Si Yo Fuera Rfca' (If I production here by Miguel Contreraa
Saturday (24).
Were Rich'), (Argentine), $2,000, Torres and Jesus Grovas.
He will huddle with W. J. Hutch- fair.
'
This picture is slated to cost $1,000,Inson, foreign manager, and look at{
Payret, Escandelo' (ChUean), $1,- ooo (Mex) ($200,000 U. S.), most ever
new product before returning to his 600, fairly good considering this Is spent lor a Mexican film, and is
home post next month.
first Chilean flick to reach Havana, scheduled lor lall release.

1

o.k.,

better than last \t^ek,

Badl»-Clne, 'Pot
and "Laughing at

Ed

.

'

On

The merry scramble by

financial interests lor the control ol
1,

to a survey

my

,
I

turned to Madrid alter a 10-year absence and captured the town In her
four-day performance at the Zarzuela. They Just loved her ad lib-

Motion picture theatres

May

May

London,

Japan

Tokyo,

O'Donnell claims. Tucker left tips
for the stagehands and is alleged to
have said, 'I don't want any of those
blankety-blanks (meaning the teamsters) to have any of
money.'

:

in

Tucker

_

-1-,

In the

O'Donnell,

to

told a teamsters union representative that his musicians, when leaving the theatre after the last show,
would individually carry out their
instruments and- take them to their
respective hotels. Instead, O'bonndl
claims,
_
the musicians
_ pulled the
-'dirty'trick' of "carrying theTrhistru.
mehts to a garage up the street,
where they loaded them into a truck

:

expected to see her appear in her
sters' picketing of legit houses was
abbreviated costumes of Paris days,
the threatened closing last night
dusky Josephine Baker explained (Tuesday) of the Flatbush, Brooklyn,
that she'd eaten bananas and was so where 'Charley's Aunt' was schedobliged to put on a dress. The truth uled to open on Its tour of the subBrooklyn stagehands
laws In Madrid way circuit.
Is that the morality
local No.
under Tom Murtha, reare much stricter and would not ap- fused to walk through the picket
prove of the costumes that the dusky lines, taking an opposite stance from
comedienne wore In her successful the N.Y. stagehands. Also, the teamsters refused to move 'White Cargo'
appearances at the Casino de Paris
from the Flatbush to the Adams,

More Seats

on Broadway,

Teamsters Strike

IS

|

Gold'
Danger*

o'

1

I

'

-

London

m

Pat

camps

May

8,

KIrkwaod

military
off
to
to give series of concerts to

the troops.

CaDterbnry

Staslo

Hall,

oldest

vaudeville house in London, which
has been operated as picture theatre
in the last few years and recently
closed, has been bombed.

Leo Genn, now lieutenant In the
Army, has been given several
months leave to do stage or 'picture
.

work.

Marion

Harris bombed out of
home for the third time and now
recovering from pneumonia.
.

Kaymond
Vivian

office,

Monld,

of Elliot
Sc
Joining the Royal Air

Force.

Is

Rated

Better U. S. Envoys of

—

—

coveracfe

ol

—

—

tempt has been made
employing
other aspects of Mickey Mouse.

Meanwhile,, no shows
stagehands can be moved in the city
Pointed out that the practical value
of New York, or from its environs to
of Disney tieups is the way kids here
out-of-town spots.
As a result, all the N. Y. theatres, have developed a fondness lor things
whether bandfllmers or legit, using U. S. via Mickey and Mmnie. InNortestagehands or musicians, or both, are stituto Cultural Argentmo
orInnocently suffering from a Jurisdlc- americano, a leadmg pro-U. S.
lor mstance, has been
tional dispute between unions. Fo»iganlzation,
via
English
youngsters
instance; the Radio City Music HaU [teaching
and Center theatres, both of which Mickey, Donald, etc. Other schools
^f"^ method,method.- but have
employ regular house bands, with no also use the same
getting
instruments passing through 'the wailed that the expense ol
stagedoors for months, are being the dolls, books, etc., which tie up
than they
picketed, as is, lor another Instance, with the films, were more
line.
the legit Fulton, where 'Arsenic and could reasonably put on the
Disney's plan— which lortunately
Old Lace,' employing no musicians
does not talk too rnuch about good
all, is playing.
'

27.

erator,

!

ment ol costs to the peso and milMay 27.
the Latin reis market by using U. S. equipAmerican market Irom headquarters ment, such as color plates, dyes, etc.,
dred.'
here by Walt Disney a move which with which books, dolls, and a hunmany in all seriousness are already dred other gimmicks using Disney
'Helped lATSE for SO Tears'
claiming is a lar smarter Pan- characters will be produced locally.
O'Donnell appeared especially bitDisney hlmsell may be dow'n In
American goodwill gesture than
tef towards the stagehands, whom,
many ol the ideas cooked -up In July to give things a boost and tie
he says, the teamsters have helped Washington— is now getting under in with S. A. preem ol 'Fantasia.'
'la**?^^!!'
lor 30 years.
I^^'l^^wa^ While Disney's shorts have Film is to be handled by RKO, as
know who in the stagehands union been
^j^'j
a top draw here for years (so previously, with Civlta's office aidgave the men many bl whom he ad
much so that the Nazi newsreel ing In promotion. Composite sound
mitted were 'nice guys'—orders to
houses use them to get patrons for track will be used Instead ol the
walk through the teamsters' picket their propaganda), no wide-scale at- much touted Fantasound.
lines, but he said he wouljd find out.
to promote
^Buenos Aires,

Intensive

Only one flag ^Unlon Jack unfurled at Stratfbrd-on-Avon, instead,
of usual international blaze of color
in honor of Shakespeare's birthday.
George Hayes played title role in
'Richard II,' this year's special presentation at the Memorial theatre. at
will-Involves setting up local offices
Instead of the Mayoral lunch, only
Burnt at Tommy Tncker
tea
was served as a wartime
For the carrying or hauling ol by Cesar Civita, personal Disney repeconomy.
musicians' instruments, the team- 'more intensive publicity and adjust.

Personals

Herbert Rosener, foreign flick opnow taking a flyer in imIs handling
ported flesh as well.
personal appearance tour ol three
top Mexican film stars, Carlos Lopez

Goodv^
i

get what's coming to us.' O'Donnell
stated the membership ol the Teamsters union is only 'p. couple ol hun-

:

.

Mex StarsMJ^.

Among

San Francisco, May

their minds.'
'Either they're going to be musicians, or they're going to be truckmen,' O'Donnell said, 'but they can't
be both.' He added: 'We're going to

Wartime
London,

Mickey Mouse

CChaflan'),

Emma

Qoldan and Ra>

lael Icardo, and will play them at hl3>
'Clay here, together with a Spanish
(not Mexican) film, 'Molinos de

jViento' CWlndmUls").
Visiting Latin players currently
are doing a week at Rosener'^p Grand
In L.A. and will be spotted «lsc"
where along the Coast.
_
i

I

;
>
'

|

More

I

Aiftip

Curbs

Brisbane, April 30.
Queensland 'government has set •
standard lorm of contract which
grants exhibs a 25% right ol rejection U. S. product.
Victims
for
Move had been in the fire lor a
long span, and^now brings Queensland in lirie with New South Wales
Mexico City, May 27.
It's be•on the B.l.c. and rejection.
National lund being raised lor re. lieved here that, with a drop in prodlief ol earthquake victims in Colima, uct supplies, the 25% angle will not
Jalisco and Michoacan states drew be followed too rigidly.
$38,000 (Mex) ($7,600 U. S.) lor special pei-lormance staged by 66 local
SUICIDES
cinemas. The national picture workers union, taking wages ol all. its
Havana, May 20.
members, donated $3,000 (Mex) ($600
Wenworth E. Osborn, 52, shipping
U. S.).
broker, suicided May 21.
He was head ol the Sevllla Bond*
Other branches ol the amusement
Industry are still making donations, holder Corp. which recently 'began
sums that have not been announced suit for $70,000 on charges of conbut which are said to total several splracy against Batisti and Cabezas,
operators of the Sevilla hotel here.
thousand pesos

8G

|
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and tell America's 50,000,000
women.. .THIS 15 THilR PICTURE!
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BE UP BUT PK

ALL
momentiun of defense building and
rearmament work has thus far failed
to result in any improvement at the
b. o.
For example, there is San
Diego, the No. 1 boom town of California with its plane Industry, where

DEFENSE BOOM
JUST A MIRAGE

Extras' Green Pastnres
Hollywood,

Quality

That

—

Picture-Going Or Is
Just Tired of Pictures?

It,

grosses have also wilted badly.
Until now the chart tyirve has
pictures.
been wavering between poor, fair and
•Texas' used
moderately good, but the turn is defi- Rich,'

BUYING STAPLES

mally regard exhibitor complaints Dodge
with suspicion, admit that business IB.
is way off.
Exhibitors, especially the
independent operators, are
constantly before the walling wall
these days, but, according to one ma-

Chicago,

May

27.

bewilderment.
For
of
months now they had been looking
Aid for
forward to the boom.'
Britain, arms for American defense
and boom for the amusement in-

complete

—

dustry.
That was the scheme of
things that the managers, were sure
But while there is aid for Britof.
ain and the wheels of the mechanical
Industry are whirling at a record
pace, the theatres' wickets have
slowed down to a stall. That is the
situation throughout this territory.

Chicago has run smack into its
worst slump in years.
Starting
about mid-March, grosses started to
slide

'YouH Never Get
Jordan Comes to

'Mr.

in picture and legit theatres
the slide Is today still pro-

and
nounced and still disheartening, The
managers are casting about for alibis
and excuses and are actually blaming the defense program for the

—

slump.

That defense program which had
been figured as the big biz booster

now labeled the big biz buster.
'People are too busy working to- go
to theatres.'
'People are too tired
to go to shows.' "The war news has
the people in the blue mood and not
Interested in entertainment.'
That
Is the run of comment by the manis

City,' 27,

U,S.

jor exchange branch manager, 'Justifiably so this time.' Virtually every
major film company branch and district manager in this territory admits
the b.o. doldrums to be self-evident.
considerable number of suremoney pictures have been nosediv-

and 'Mystery

42;

of

Ship,'

'

B. 0.

•WAY DOWN

conditions.
For a time theatre operators consoled themselves with the thought
that comparisons with last year were
oft the beam because 'Gone With the
Wind' was hypoing grosses at about

Fall

March

was

in a(;cordance with the

10% bite has
been below the prior month presumably due in part to Lent in 1B41,
1940, 1939 and 1938.
yield from the

—

WaU

—

To Whitney

peak Federal haul from the
tariff schedule imposed last summer.
the bank.
From the pace set in March, the
Defense building has taken a lot of April collections were oB. $1,477,526.
men and entire families out of circu- Still ran $3,626,492 ahead of the yield

All s

OK ip South Am

der' the

guilty,

must

direct relief.
'Similarly, the right to
cancel
short subjects, offensive pictures or
additional blocks of features forced

Referring to the Little Three, not
party to the consent decree (UniColumbia and United Artists), the film administrative chairman says It is understandable why
these companies should have determined to remain aloof from the decree.

.

RKO

The Government however. Is not
only faced with the dilemi'tia of proceedings against the Intransigent defendants or confessing the weakness of its original case, but has ex- ^
pressly obligated Itself In the 'decree to secure selling restrictions on
blind
selling
blockbooklng
and
equivalent to those imposed upon the
This may be
consenting parties,
for the
Government to
difficult
achieve, for the remaining defendants appear to be In a good strategic position to meet any subsequent
'

KAYOED

!

Government

attack.'

L.A.'s First Trial

^
•

\

I

|

I

I

adds:

assured backlog of product and thus
placing themselves 'in a better position to bargain for the various sm'all
blocks offered by the consenting
producers.

Whyfores

SAM DEMBOW,

He

'AH thfee .companies stand to gain
sizable profits b^ operating on -an
annual contract basis, In the form of
increased- licensing by unaffiliated
exhibitors desirous of securing an

~

EXHIB'S SUIT

found

merely pay a nominal sum into the
general arbitration fund and the
complaining exhibitor receives no

versal,

lation as far as film houses are conin
cerned. Night shifts have cut into

Real strides are being made In the
the corresponding 1940 stanza
(when the starting point still was the Latin-Americas In the matter of ImVande 'Took It On Chin
Overtime work
regular patronage.
41c mark). For the first four months proving the good neighbor policy,
»-.^
V
1
»i j_
tti.<..4.«
Vaude took 1' on the chin brutally. has
left many too tired for theatre^^^^^^^ calendar year, the
^^
Some dozen vaude units which had' gomg.
according to an Initial report reFederal Government has garnered
been going along well suddenly
One of the primary causes for the
amusement patrons, ceived by John Hay Whitney, head
closed. Money which they had ac- b.o. drop here ostensibly parallels $25,810,910 from
cumulated during the winter van- that in other parts of the country. against ^ mere $7,831,130 for the of the film division of the Rockefeller Committee promoting hemiished in a couple of weeks of poor It's the war psychosis. How long the same portion of 1840.
On a fiscal year basis, by which pheric goodwill, from Phil Reisman,
percentage
bookings.
.One
unit decline in theatre receipts may conwhich played a weekend in Iowa at tinue is anybody's guess, but in the Uncle Sam does his accounting, the
foreign sales chief, now in
50-50 minus an initial deduction of opinion of chain operators here it's wider tax is bringing in over four
South America. Reismdh heads the
$150 for stagehands, and musicians, one of those transition periods which times the sum formerly obtained,
wound up owing the house $28. Ori- is usually followed by a return to which shows how remote are any film companies' foreign manager
hopes the bite may be put back to group cooperating with Whitney.
ental, which had been struggling normal.
Treasury has marked
its old range.
along in the loop with a vaudfllm
Understood another highlight of
up in 10 months of fiscal 1941 a total this prelim report reveals real evipolicy, has removed its vaude and
of $68,126,449 from amusements, comnow is trying a straight two-feature Nat'I Allied in Conclave
dence has been gat)iered that paid
pared with $21,957,910 during the Nazi sabotage was back of recent
policy.
whole of fiscal 1940. If patronage in outbursts against American films.
Masterminds
In the legitimate field the big
April and May is up to par, the Fed- Reisman is expected back in New
siireflre attractions are failures in
Cleveland, May 27.
eral Government will pocket in the York early next month.
Douglas
Chicago at this time. 'HellzapopWhys and wherefores of me mys- vicinity of $80,000,000 through the Fairbanks, Jr., one of Hollywood's
pin',' figured for a smash, came into
'goodwill ambassadors,' presently in
the 4,000-seat Auditorium' at $3.30 terious slump In movie business, de- additional pennies on ducats.
South America representing the
top, turned In *a* pitiful $19,000 gross spite the boom in defense spending,
Whitney program, is being satisfacon its opening week. And managed were discussed at a board of directorily received in the Latin-Amerithat $19,000 only because it miracu- tors meeting of the National Allied
cas, according to latest word.
lously happened to come up with States Association, held here MonAfter taking a poU of
$5,000 Saturday night. Helen Hayes, day (26).
JR. Full report from Reisman 'on reVS.
for years a Chicago cinch, Is turning their territories, representatives of
suits of his trip will be made to
In weeks of $13,000-$14,000 against indie exhibs came to the conclusion
Whitney on his return in about two
a potential of $24,000.
In other that boxofflce grosses are off from
Whitney plans meeting
David -Stoneman's suit against weeks.
times capacity would be taken for 20-30% in general.
Sam Dembow, Jr., was dismissed by regularly with foreign managers
granted for Helen Hayes, .who, in
Every one of the 17 convening ex- 1 the appellate division of the N. Y. when they convene at the Hays of'Twelfth Night,' has the added b.o, hibitors who spoke his piece on the supreme court Friday (23) when fice_ every other Thursday in order
aid in Maurice Evans as co-star. problem gave a different possible that body upheld a decision of su- to get their reaction and suggestions
'Arsenic and Old Lace,' a smash hit reason for the drop. They ranged preme court Justice Louis A. Val- for promoting goodwill.
of the season, and regularly penciled from (1) workers in various defense gnte unanimously. The action had
Budget for the Whitney group
In any legit manager's book for $18,- plants have more money, but they sought damages of $70,886 and de- likely will be submitted in the next
000-$20,000, scrapes bottom in its are spending it on autos, houses, old clared Denbow had made mislead- few weeks.
It has' been operating
second month at grosses nearer lOG. debts, etc.; (2) they are kept so busy jng statements,
since last September.
.There were other evidences that
with overtime war orders that they
plaintiff claims that on April 15,
haven't the time to attend even nabe 1931, Dembow, a Paramount official, the program for building Latingoodwill was
making
houses; (3) too many of them are gave him a Paramount-Publix finan- American
Diego, Calif.'s
1
afraid of a post-war depression and cjai statement purporting to show progress elsewhere on the producAddison Durland, who
are saving their earnings; (4) living paramount had assets of $14,000,000. tion end.
costs have gone up so high in the on that basis plaintiff claims he "sold started about a month ago as an asLos Angeles, May 27.
last two or three months that John the Empire theatre, Portland, Ore., sistant in the Hays office producThere's a lot of defense building Doe still doesn't have enough dough to Par for $120,000, and accepted the tion code administration department
coin going into pay envelopes, but for such luxury items as pix
word of Paramount to pay. Two on the Coast, is reported getting
less than ever coming out at the theyears later Paramount' went bank- more into the swing of things. His
duty is to see that nothing which
atre box office. Payrolls are hitting
rupt and the payments ceased.
Sternberg's 'Gesture*
would arouse ill-feeling in the Latinnew highs weekly as the war indusAmericas creeps into films,
tries swing' into bigh, but. wherever
Hollywood, May 27.
SITUASH IN
Kenneth Macgowan, who is hanthe extra money is going, it's not
Josef von Sternberg draws the di
Hollywood. May 27.
dling the non-theatrical division for
in the picture houses. The nation- reeling assignmenT on 'The Shang.
Anne Shirley draws the femme the Whitney group, believes the
wide slump in film grosses has be- hal Gesture,' 'first Hollywood produc
gun to make Itself seriously felt in tion by Arnold Pressburger, for lead in "The Marines Are Ready' at production end In Hollywood is beiRKO, with Victor McLaglen and coming more aware of the goodwill
the Southern California territory merly of Vienna,
problem.
only during recent weeks. Receipt<i
Picture goes into work on the Hal Edmund Lowe as male toppers.
Whitney is due to sail with ReisJack Hively directs and Howard
are off from 15-40% by comparison Roach lot early in July.
reman to Rio de Janeiro In mid-July.
to last year at this time. Gathering iMses.
'Benedict produces.
agers.

U

distributor,

|

Los Angeles, May 27.
The first local case to reach the
American Arbitration Association
has been adjourned until June 3
after a day of testimony.
Otis Lewis, operator of the Mission Playhouse, San Gabriel, has
charged the major distribution companies with unreasonable clearance.

1

San
Bpomer,

No.

—

No Wow Today

.

1

'

'

HAND

UA

-

advisable to amend the arbitration
rules to provide for expedited hearings of such 'forcing' cases. In other
instances the award may have to
be made more appealing to the exhibitors or the Government be given
power to invoke the arbitration machinery.' [Under the decree a hearing cannot be held on a complaint
until 21 days have elapsed].

Reisman Reports

The April collection figure was
Curiously enough, in the Los An- only $1,220,297 better than the haul
geles
district,
downtown^ ttieatre i^^^ August, which was the first
managers think the naborhoods ere month the amusement Industry operdoing all the business, and vice versa. ated under taxes beginning at 21c
If the boys would get together and
and showed a dive of $1,496,831 uncompare notes they'd find that none
of them is making any extra trips to

'It Is doubtful whether exhibitors
can be expected to risk the burden
of costs of arbitration (it has been
estimated the average minimum cost
to the losing party will be $75),
where a distributor has illegally
conditioned the licensing of pictures
to theatres 'In one exchange district
upon the simultaneous licensing of
the pictures for theatres located in
other exchange districts, since the

on the exhibitor as a condition to
the arbitration may extend well over
port;
•The selling practices Imposed by a month before any opinion is anthe decree, however, are of ihore nounced. As no exhibitor ccn be
expected
to wait for a month prior
questionable merit Surely the posto* discovering what pictures he has
V
availal>le for playing,' it would seem

seasonal trend in recent years, as the

the same time in 1940. Now operators find they have to go back several years, where figures are available, before they can find- basis for
comparison.

They Both

Selling In blocks-of-five or less, sibility of abuse exists
in the workwith trade-showings obligatory prior ings of the former practices, but

may have to whether the artificial compromise
be abandoned and new procedure developed as a curative will' relieve
devised in conformance with experi- or only aggravate the evils Inherent
ences tuder the consent decree in the distribution system can be
which becomes operative with the known only after the new procedures
1941-42 product, It is stated in the have had a fair trial.'
first quarterly report of Paul Felix
Bnrden of Costs
Warburg, chairman of the film adIn another portion of his report,
ministrative
committee for the
the high. AAA official declares:
American Arbitration Assn.
to contract negotiations,

Noting that the merits or evils of
the various provisions of the decree
must eventually prove tkemselves
through experience, "Warburg adds
that it would be unfortunate to judge
the success or failure of the decree
as a unit, since it has been aimed
at more than one channel of restraint He believes that the estabWashington, May 27,
Sickening thud marked the fall In lishment of grievance machinery has
achieved a technical advance in antiamusement business during March, trust enforcement, but
says the prowith the gross take dipping to the visions against clearance, run and
lowest point in nine months, accorcl- other forms of discrimination are
ing to the U. S. Treasury's tax collec- weak only in those instances where
they do not go far enough and in the
tion report for April. Payments to over-implication
In denoting circuit
Uncle Sam were the smallest ledger- buying power as the sole cause of
ed since the first month of stlfler favoritism.
Warburg has this to say in his retaxes, only $5,627,394.

ing, with no reasonable explanation
It can't be blamed on the
product, which is generally admitted
to be on a par with last year's releases.
Some of the exchange managers consider themselves lucky to
have on hand one or 'two top films
which are doing well, but these are
still getting less coin at the boxoffice than normally.
By the same
token exchange men are worried
about what will happen to their runof-the-mill product under current

lis,

TAXES SHOW

MARCH

available.

Not

Consent Decree Fraught With Evils

155;

small

A

Managers at theatres, both motion
picture and legitimate, are in a state

Warburg's Report Concedes Film

27.

nitely downward at the moment.
Town,' 84; 'Tillie the Toiler,'
Picture Even exchange managers, who nor- 'Girls From Panama,' 22; 'King

U Not to Blame-

Seemingly Defense LaborAre Just Too Tired for

erf

May

Tops in bit and atmosphere players, a total of 441 in one week, was
registered at Columbia in seven

92;

Key* Report

15

|

1

Bryant Wiest's Beef
Philadelphia,

May

27.

Arbitrator Roland J. Christy yesterday (Mon.) heard arguments in
the complaint of the Hollywood,
Eli2!abethville, against Metro. Bryant Wiest, operator of the house,
claimed that the exchange exercised
clearance
prerogatives
in
unfair
favor of the Theatorlum, Lykens, Pa.

R. J. Budd, ownef of the Theatorlum, who appeared as an 'interested
party'
objected to any
change in the setup on the grounds
he had made his contract with Metro
and was in business long before the
Hollywood was built Christy, took
the case under advisement.

SHINING VICTORY

BILLY THE KID

Hollywood,

(With SoncB)

(TECHNICOLOR)
Hollywood, May

Wnrner
23.

of Irvlnj Ashor prmlucSlor* Robert Tnylor; fenlure» Brian
Donlevy. Ion Hunlfr, Mary HowarU. Gene
Dlreclcil by
IXKkhnrl. Lon Chnney, Jr.
Srrceniilny by Gene FowDnvld Miller.

Meiro relenw

Rogera and
ler; iitory by Howard Enimett
Bradbury Fooie. sUK)te»led by book, 'Tho
Snsa ot nilly the Kid' by Walter Nobia
Burns: oameni, Leonard .Smith and wllKern;
Ham V. -Sknll; editor. Robert J. Albert
Bonga. Otmonrt B. Rulhven and
Previewed In studio projfcMannhi'lmor.
Running time, Oi
tlon room. May 22, "41.

MIN8.

Mnry Howard
Gene Lockhort
Lon Chaney, Jr.
Henry O'N'elll
Oulnn Williams
Cy Kendall
Ted Adama
Frank Conlon
Frank Puglla

Edith Keating
Don HIckcy
SDike' Hudson

Word

Ed

Bronson
Cass McAndrews, Sherlft
'Bum' Cobb
Judge Bloke
Pedro Goniales

.'.^^^^V.^^^V.V.MuTheU
I^^hX™
Dick
Kirby cioTton

21.

Lord

Anno

bad man

•Billy the Kid'

Froelick, from play, 'Jupiter Loiuchi,'

A. J. Crontn; camera, James Wong
Howe; editor. Warren I.ow; aealat. direcPreviewed at Wamen
tor, Jeme Illbba.
Running time.
May 20, '41.
Beverly,
ur.

Murray

•Shining Victory' (WB). Scimedical research film for
limited bookings In class duals.
'Caught In the Draft' (Par).
Bob Hope delivers smacko comedy of army training camp with

Donald Crisp
Barbara O'Nell
Montagu Love

Ijjr. Drewett
jii,b Leemlng
[

Dr. Blake
yf„t, Herman

,
I

Dr.

;

,

Von

r

Dr.

Jeweler

ie.

Curtis

•

pi?? cLnn
pTshan"Cn:::::::::::::;::::Ed"dTi
Carl Pittl
•Bat' smithera
Kermit Maynnrd
Thad Decker
«'*«"!';>'•••

or'ef three-week

i

duZ

.

:
•

wml

nandel and Raimu.
•Naval Academy'

_^
<
J
Kid, famed
BiUy the 't,.j
The saga of- X,.,,
bad man of the American southwest
is again unfolded in this
*
-.J
_ of» •*>
production
A negative
western
Although it plows famUiar
cost.
ground in both dramatic foimdation and delivery, there's sufficient
action, riding and eye-catching vis-

frontier,

programmer.

ust September, as a strsightforward
exposition of the avenues of clmical
research, picture might appeal to
very limited audiences; but enter-

'Desert Bandit' (Rep). Firstrate western meller, Don 'R«d'

Barry

factors are missing to make
it suitable for general bookings, except as a filler in the class houses.
^s in the play, plcturization
stresses the straight drama involved
in medical research, unrelieved by

,

.

comedy moments.

Fa-

(Col).^

miliar prep school tale of'boys'
Minor league B
regeneration.

run on Broadway

MrT ?^u™!;::::::::::::::oii:fBilik«ey tainmem
;

Danghter*
Dlgger'g
Socko, starring Fer-

•Well
(French).

'Shining Victory' Is another A. J.
writing on the medical pro.
lession.
It s a film version of his
play, 'Jupiter Laughs,' which had a

Cronm

!""•";;;•.•,

b.o.

Time Out for Rhythm' (Col).
Hodgepodge filmuslcal. A weak-

JInvnn

Ullly

Clare Verdera
Crauford Kent
Alee Craig

Corliss

Top

rapidity.

•Million Dollar Baby' (WB).
Overlong and unbelievable romantic yarn.

Frank Rckher
Hermlne Sterler

Miss Dennis

;

machine gun

Doris Lloyd

'.

!

Rumao

George P. Huntley, Jr.'
Richard AInley
Bruce Lester
Leonard Mudle

Poater
Mra. Poster
Dr. Ealcrhozy
Miss HoiTman
..Chlvera

|

Slg

Relter

Thornton
Hale
Ucntley

in tale of frontier days.

entific

Jamea Stephenson
a«raldlne Flligcrold

Poul Venner
ji„ry

(M-G).

Profitable b.o.

Id .MI^b,

i

ii"wi^^

^'?5lii?

May

JUlbert

of

FeatuRs Jamea

by

Grant Withers

Ed Shanahan

relen^ie

Reviews

Robert
Taylor starred as famed western

I'Dr.

Robert Taylor
Brian Donlevy
Ian Hunter

Bonney
Jim Sherwood
Eric Keating
Blllv

Broe.

Miniafaire

StepheDnon,
Directed by Irving
Coraldlne FItzcerald.
Brreenploy by Howard Koch and
Rapper.
production.

tlon.

•rim
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starring.

perfect setup for the laugh purposes
Intended.
Hope is a film star, allergic to gunfire.
When the draft hits, he decides

Closest approach

to marry and concludes Miss Laand matter- mour, daughter of an army officer,
as his wife, will keep him out of the
draft. Idea concocted by Hope and
sistant.
Screenplay by Howard agent Overman for him to oe reFoch and Anne Froelick switches jected by a recruiting sergeant backtas of the great open spaces via several of the characters from the Ares and
Hope,
Overman, and
Technicolor photography to make play script, but all of Dr. Cronin's stooge
Bracken find themselves
for profitable biz in the regular key essentials are retained from the un- dumped into the training camp. Trio
runs. B. o. strength wlU show fine successful play,
of
broadlygo through series
Story concerns James Stephenson, sketched rookie experiences, taking
gait in the subsequent and neighborhood runs, where western settings a brilliant young research scientist advantage of every laugh angle, un^^ the latter is a brief

o£-fact love scene between the absorbed scientist and his lovely as-

I

<

,

—

;
'.

;

|

I

consistently.

{

The actual tale of Billy the Kid's
outlawry, and his wizardry on a
quick draw, has been repeated
many times in books and historical
documents. Metro produred a' previous version' 10 years ago, with
John Mack Brown as the rather

into the field of psycho- til Hope finally saves a company
His original findings are from casualties in a mock battle, and
brazenly appropriated by the head gains promotion to corporal thereof a Budapest hospital, and he is by winning approval of the colonel
chased from the country. Obtain- and the girl.
ing a research post In a Scottish
Outstanding script by Harry Tugsanitarium, Stephenson beeches im- end utilizes every excuse on which
mersed in his work, and rebels when to hang broad and slapstick gags
given a woman medical interne, that might happen in fact or lancy
Geraldine Fitzgerald, as assistant. in a training camp. Hope does duty
But girl organizes both the doctor as kitchen police, drives a tank for a
and his lab, and the pair concen- wild ride, is transferred to the paratrate on his experiments. With vic- chute trooDS, and does guard duty
tory in sight, the pair become en- in long underwear. Everything adosgaged, but Miss Fitzgerald is killed up to maximum entertainment.
in the laboratory fire in which she is
Hope indicates he's on the road
able to save his records of treat- to a top comedy star attraction with
metits and formula. For her mem- his expert handling and timing of
ory, Stephenson decides .to go to situations and dialog. Overman aiid
China on medical missionary work Bracken team up as excellent comeplanned by the girl.
dlc assistants, while Htirst is the
Despite the limited bookings In tough top sergeant 'Kolb scores reprospect for 'Shining Victory,' War- peatedly as the methodic colonel
ners will salvage much from the ex- who is the bane ot Hope^s soldiercellent performances of Jioth Steph- ing career always around at the
enson and Miss Fitzgerald; and the wrong time.
cf isp direction by Irving Rapper in
David Butler's direction )s tophis first s6\o piloting job after be- notch, milking all the laughs possible out of the situations provided or
't$IcS?S%*^^S
as 3ffi""/
dialog director.
Despite their concocted. Butler cuts the laugh sedrab parts in this instance, Stephen- quences at the peaks, and catches
son and MissTltzgerald display act- utmost audience reaction at the top,
ing abilities that entitle them to bet- refusing to tarry with extraneous
ter assignments in the future. Rap- footage.
Camera work bv Karl
Per demonstrates freshne^ In ^i- Struss is of high standard through-

delving

In features of topline calibre click

biology.

i

whitewashed bad men, and his reported exploits have been repeatednumerous times in other westerns
«f greater or lesser degree ^with
other characters essaying the iCid
adventures.
As a result, present
screenplay and script take Uttle
dramatic license with the facts of
the outlaw's life. Situations inducted into other westerns crop up from
time to time to remind audiences

—

.

that the episodes are repetitious.
Despite this condition, Howard

Emmett Rogers and Bradbury Foote
concocted an above par story from
which ^ene Fowler shaped a compact script that stresses action and
minimum amount of <lialog to carry

pace, and generating the

mMimum

SnrV=^^j^',J^^e%"c^Sl?frSm

J

t'>*<?:'>toldtali"
Robert Taylor' wiU surpriw, and
make plenty of progress toward
Btrongest marquees voltage, as a
rough and tough mans man type of
western outlaw..
Characterization
puts a .mat of hair on Taylor's chest

"-"--t -

Story picks up the desperado on
entry into a frontier town of the
southwest, where he temporarily
loins up with the lawless gang of
<iene Iiockhart. Meeting a boyhood
pal of Silver City, Briail Donlevy,
Billy shifts over to the otter's outfit, and comes under the kindly influences of Ian Hunter and Mary Howard. Progressing on the road to refeneration, BiUy reverts to a coldlooded and premeditated killer
hart's gang.

venge,
sible,

Caught

Hollywood,

oft

those respon-

is killed

by mar-

shal and best friend Donlevy when
he refuses to surrender for legal
trial of his misdeeds.
Technicolor photography of the
backgrounds made in the colorsplasned
Monument Valley provides eye-arresting vistas for the
rides and chases that are interwoven.

—

Screenplay by Casey Robinson, Richard
Macaulay, Jerry Wald from original by
Leonard
Splgelgass;
camera,
.Charles
Rosher; editor, RudI Fehr,
Previewed In
projection room, N. Y., May 21, '41. Running time, 102 MINS.

May

Pamela McAIIIeler
James Amory

24.

—

'Caught in the Draft' Inducts

Prlscllla
Jeffrey

Peter Rowan
Cornelia Wheelwright
JoHle La Rue
Mrs. Galloway
Mnrlln

Bracken, Clarence Kolb, Paul Hurst. Directed by David Butler. Original story and
screenplay by Harry Tugend; additional
dialog, Wllkle C. Mahoney; camera, Karl
SIruas: editor, Irene Morra.
Previewed at
Alexander, Glendale, May 23. '41. Rmmlng
lime, 82 MINS,
Don Bolton
Bob Hope
Tony Fairbanks.
Dorothy Lamour
Steve
Lynno Overman
Bert
Eddie Bracken
Co). Pcler Fairbanks
Clarence Kolb
>
Sergeant Buma
Paul Hurat
Yett«
Ferlke Boros
Margie
Phyllis Ruth
Cogswell
Irving Bacon
Director
Arthur Loft
Recruiting Sergeant
Edgar Dearing

murdered by LockThe Kid gets his re-

knocking
but in turn

Walt.

-P'-'*.

in the Draft

Paramount release of B. O. De Silva
production.
.Stars Bob Hope, Dorothy Lamour; features Lynne Overman, Eddie

is

.Walt.

.

Donald Crilp turns In his usual
^jgh grade performance as the philMillion Dollar
osophical. doctot and closest friend
Warner Bros, production and release.
„£ j^e researcher.
Barbark CNeil,
Stars Prlscllla Lane; Jettrey Lynn, RonMonUgu Love, Sig Human, George ald
Reagan: features May Robson, Lee
p. HuiTtley, Jr. and iBilly B^van are Patrick.
Directed by Curtis Bernhardt.

Baby

|

^

Kgrrryg"e'd Sn"m7nts^."^'"

when Hunter

out.-

I'wTt&MtS'e':'^""'"™

Nan Wynn

Flo
Dr. Patterson

Mr. Slmpwin
Mrs. arayson
Sooree-i

O

lio

John Qualen
Walter Catlett

,

Fay Helm
Jllchard Carlo
Kjohn RIdgely
Marls Wrixon

Ward

Diana Bennet
Callahan
Pnrkln«nn
Alvie Grayson

Bob

Jamea Burke
Charles Ralton

John Sheffleld

with

pastels rather than
splashes of colors, will add much to
the b. 0. punch of the picture. Leonard Smith and William Skall are

credited with the photography, although the combo of Sid Wagner
and Charles Boyle are responsible
for most of the Monument Valley
footage as cameraman on the second
unit that covered that country.
Donlevy is excellent as the pal of
Billy,
who, as frontier marshal
fights it out with the desperado at
the finish. Mary Howard is the girl,
engaged to.Donlevy, but secretly admired by the Kid. Miss Howard has
too little to do. but demonstrates
ability to carry an assignment with

prominence
fashion.

most satisfactory
Ian Hunter easily handles

maximum

laugh results. In
concentrating on the broadly humorous angles of rookie adventures, picture shoots laughs in situation and
dialog with machine-gun rapidity,

and

and win hit topmark b.o. rating in
both key£ and subsequents for sunl-

mer

bookings.
Picture makes no pretext of being
Everything is set up to
hilarity, and the laughs
come so rapidly th:.t the ensuing
dialog Is lost in the uproar. Story
is decidedly episodic, but thait doesn't
matter,
there's a maximum of
laugh content which is positive to
hit audience fancy and pay off handsomely at the wickets:
Although Hope carries the major
portion of the comedy responsibillties, he is aided in a big way by
serious.

generate

i

|

in

]

,

the role of the British rancher, while Lynne Overman, Eddie Bracken,
Gene Lockhart gives his usual effec- Clarence Kolb and Paul Hurst. Dor
tive performance as the ruler of othy Lamour, as the daughter of the
lawless frontier town. Two brief colonel, .who eggs Hope into the
songs are used for incidental display. army and then battles for him In
Wott.
whirls with her father, makes for a

'

I

,

'<

du

Fille

Puisatier

(•Well-Digger's Daughter')

(FBENCH-HADE)
Casablanca,

May

8.

Marcel Pagnol production.
Stars Fernandel,
Ralmu; features, Josetto Day,
Chnrplnl,
Tram/il,
Llneo Nora. George*
Grey. Story, scenario and direction. Marcel Pagnol; camera, Wlllyi music, Vincent
Srotto.

Morocco.

At Empire, Casablanca. French
Running time, ISO MINS.

The first pic to be started and
completed since the Armistice, it
cleverly uses the war and post-war
period' as a handy springboard from
which to relate a much-repeated
ald Reagan and May Robson bear love tale. Marcel Pagnol's fine band
the weight of the interminable story is seen throughout
Film recalls
and dialog with all the fortitude that his former b.o. successes, 'Marcan be expected. Miss Lane is pretty lus,' 'Fanny' and 'Caesar,' although
and pleasaiRly effervescent as a bar- the story pattern comes nearer to
gain-basement cutie whose sudden 'Angele,' another Pagnol hit.
acquisition of $1,000,000 tears her
Cast Is a positive marquee draw.'
between rich smoothie Jeffrey Lynn Getting comedians Fernandel, Raiand sourpuss piano-player Ronald mu, Cnarpini and Tramel together
Reagan. If an usher, as you en- in one picture Is getting the cream
tered, handed you a card with the of French male humor under
one
answer on it, you couldn't be surer root Fernandel and Raimu hit it
that the poor guy was going to wiq off to perfection, while Josette Day
Cinderella for the fadeout clinch.
ad^s the sweet, innocent, charming
Yoimgsters weather the storm bet- touch.
ter than Miss Robson, who is someTwo and half hours Is pretty long
what Irritating as the filthily wealthy In the way of pictures, but in this
old gal who returns to America after
31 years to right her pappy's wrong
by presenting his partner's granddaughter with moolah to the extent
of ]J)00 G's. Number of minor players (characters in the cheapie boarding house in which Miss Lane lives)
overplay outrageously.
Director Curtis (nee Ktirt) Bernhardt tries hard to keep the film
moving at a decent pace, but it's impossible.
Direction as a whole is
undistinguished.
And then there's
that ola business again of reporters being very rude to an old lady
and all shouting questions at once.
Didn't Hollywood a long .time ago
decide to bury that version (mostly its own) of the men of the press
as smelling of the corn cob?

is acceptable since the French
sow has limitations on its
amusements.
Sitting through two
and one-half hours of Marcel Pagnol is not the worst substitute. The

case it
public

pic
has exploitation possibilities
abroad, but will naturally have to be
cut for foreign market, although
going to be hard since every
moment is crowded with action and

.that's

humor.
Subject Is old, but Pagnol gives it
the touch which Ufts It above ordinary level, while acting talent does
the rest. Like all of Pagnol's subjects, this one Is laid in the province
wiUi itSshumor.and rural touch.
Miss Day, daughter of well-dig?:er Raimu and a close friend of her
ather's assistant, Fernandel, .meets
Georges Grey, aviator son of wealthy
shopkeeper Cnarpini and disappointed, nagging wife Llneo Noro. Grey

.

Herb.

Time Out

for

Rhythm

carries

HpUywood, May

27.

Features Ann Miller, Rudy Vallee.
Rosemary Lane, Allen Jenkins, Joan Merrill,
Richard Lane.
Directed' by Sidney
Solkow. Screenplay, Edmund I.. Hartmann
and Beit Lawrence; story by Bert Qranet
based upon play by Alex Ruben; songs,
Simmy Cahn and Saul Chaplin; dances.
IiSRoy Prinz; camera. Fror.i F. Planer:
editor. Arthur Seld; musical director. M.

W.

StolofI;

assistant

director.

Bud

Day

across brook and into

land of romance. Grey, however, is
an old hand with the girls, and Miss
Day to him Is just another in a long
Grey exploits
series of romances.
her innoncence and she's left with a
baby. Of course all ends welL Grey
is not dead, as reported from the
front, and he returns for the honorable marriage.
Photography is good, direction and

(MUSICAL)
Columbia release of Irving Starr produc-

tion.

acting first rate. Film tempo
and regular throughout.

Brill.

Previewed May 20. '41, In studio projeotlon
room. Running time, 74 MINS.
Kitty Brown
Ann Miller
Daniel Collljis
:.Rudy Vallee
Frances Lewie
Rosemary Lane
Olt-Beat Davis
>
Allen Jenkins
Joan Merrill
Herself
Miks Armstrong
Richard Lane
James Anderson
Sunley Andrewa
The Three Stooges
'Brenda & Coblna
Six Hits and a MI«b
Eddie Durant's Rhumba Orchestra
Glen Gray and His Casa Loma Band

is

fast

Film might have been improved
by eliminating scene in which
Marshal Retain makes his pathetic
speech to countrymen that armistice
had been asked. It's passable only
Another
for
local
consumption.
conundrum Is why Miss Day does up
her hair as If she lived next door
to a hairdresser In Paris instead of
living in a small village.
Ravo.

GOLDEN GATE GIRL

Columbia tossed a carload of talent into this fllmusical attempt with
inauspicious results. Dragging story,
combined with dull direction that
fails to accentuate production numbers and songs, leaves things in a
rather confusing state. Picture will
have to be content with dual supporting spots where audiences will
not expect too much.
Story never hits the line of credulity, and only the tap dance numbers
of Ann Miller and a few songs delivered by film newcomer Joan Merrill
(former night club warbler)
momentarily lift the onlooker out
of slumping seats.
Rudy Vallee
demonstrates he's better on the radio than for pictures and his script
part and direction doesn't help any.
Yarn concerns Vallee, Richard
Lane and AUen Jenkins. First Is
the production Idea man. Lane the
promoter, and Jenkins is VaUee's
pal.
Joining up as agency partnership in producing shows fop- tele-

(U.

8.-MADE

CmNEBE TUM)

DiGolden Gate Film Co. production^
rected by Esther Eng. Photographed by J.
Sunn.
Script, dialog and editing. Moon
Juan. At the Grand View, San Francisco.

Running Ume, 110 MINS.
The Girl..
TSO Tee Mao
The Boy
Wong Hok' .Sing
\

Moon Quan

Father
Salesman

Ttie

Ltu

Nom

Luk Won Fe«

The Cook
(In Chinese)

Initial production of a new outfit,
the Golden Gate Film Co., 'Golden
Gate Girl,' is the first feature-length
Chinese talking picture ever made
in San Francisco's Chinatown.
version with English titles is now
being readied.
As far as can be gleaned from
viewing the original in Chinese, film
should do okay as a novelty in an
English version and would be a natural for benefit performances to
raise money for Rice Bowl drives,
etc.
Story is easv to follow and is
Lane at- loaded with familiar scenes around

vision, splitup comes when
tempts to inject Rosemary Lane Into
a star spot of the program 'in rehearsal. Vallee decides to continue
with new talent of Misses Miller and
Merrill: and finally uses Dick Lane's
night club to present the show for a
•

A

I

Frisco, partlctilarly

Chinatown, but
Golden Gate

also the Waterfront,
Park, etc.

Other exploitable angles include
fact that the director Is China's only
woman film director, Esther Eng,
Initially labeled 'Miss Wheelwright
Hollywood producer.
Miss Lane
Discovers America,' this original then shows Richard Lane she's more who has a flock of releases to her
credit In China and made an Orienyarn by Leonard Splgelgass caused interested In a career than his mar- tal film in Hollywood flve years ago.
The Show's a suc- Co-director Moon Quan (who also
quite a flurry In story departments riage proposal.
cess and the partnership resumed:
wrote the story, dialog, plays a part
a year or so ago and was tagged as
Glen Gray and his band, Eddie and edited the film)
hasoeen in pichighly promising.
Warner Bros, Durant's rhumba orchestra, and Six tures since leiS, much of the time
has given it a production and rui»- ^Hits and a Miss are inducted to help in Hollywood, where he was technining time (102 minutes) commensu- out on the musical side. Their rou- cal director, for D. W. Griffith on
tines,
although tuneful, are sub- 'Broken Blossoms' and others.
In
rate with that advance billing. Un- merged In the
hodgepodge.
The China, Quan
fortunately,
screenwriters
Casey "Three Stopges' wander In and out of his majorIs a top producer, one
successes. The Life
Robinson, Richard Macaulay and with silly antics that
might have Line,' a railroad story, still going
Jerry Wald were unable to extract gone over on the
burleycue strong after eight years.
(A batfrom the original what it promised, wheel, but ari justmutual
ridiculous pad- tered print did okay In Chinatown
for the result is an unbelievable and ding here. Brenda
and Coblna are last month on its fifth return date).
tedious .strain on both the Imagina- lost In the shuffle.
Story of 'Golden Gate Girl' has to
tion and the seat of the pants. With
Gray band's playing of one num- do with the student daughter of a
its moderately good marouee names
ber is presented in a highly effective stem Chinatown curlo-shop owner
and overfootage it will squeeze stunt which highlights
the instru- who disobeys her parent's orders to
through for top billing in some sit- ments in white on
black background, stay away from ,the Chinese Opera.
uations In the stix, but really rates with perlorming
musicians Invisible. Aided by the owner's fat salesman,
no more than supporting rank.
Even this innovation loses top poten- the gal sneaks away to a music club
Yarn, as the trio of scrlpters lias tentlalltles in unshowmanly han- where she meeto the star of the
worked it out, is one' of those mad- dling. Best tune, which has a chance operafic troupe and falls In love.
dening things In which, if only one for pop appeal, is the title juanbei:; When the old man finds out what
character had acted with the com- with 'Gentleman Prefers to Dance.' everyone else knows, he throws her
mon sense the audience there is en- runner up.
put and fires his salesman, promottitled to expect, never would have
Production background, plus talent ing the cook to the job. The gal
been a story at. all. Idea the writers assembled. Indicates studio hit for a and singer wed, but latter eventually
had in mind is evident, but it didn't nominal budgeter that might rise to loses his job as a result of ostracism
come off. It was to give the puckish 'A' classification. Results demon- and has to return to China. Gal
and semi-screwball icing to the film strate a bad aim for exhibitors.
meanwhile has a baby and dies. The
so that thcvbaslc plot could be given
Walt
(Continued on pc^ge 18)
.

shadings

Lane
Lynn

Ronald Reagan
May Robson
Lee Patrick
Helen Weatley
George Barbler

La

WB

—

—

David Miller, promoted
along.
?rom directing tvo-reelers^ on the
Metro lot, was drafted to pUot 'Billy
the Kid' at the barrier. His dlreciton is crisp throughout, carrying
the tale along at a consistently zippy
it

the brush-off by the spectator as not
mattering anyway.
That icing on the pic Is as obvious as would be on Junior's birthday cal^e. It consists In part of what
apparently deemed snappy diaBut the 'rapid-fire' cross-talk
log.
actually is a string of old gags that
a third-rate m.c. at a fourth-rate
Viz.:
bistro would have ducked.
'Don't comb your hair with an egg
beater' and that equally venerable
one about miners cliggine gold out
of the ground only to sell ft to the
government, which buries it again
at Fort Knox.
PriscUla Lane, Jeffrey Lynn, Ron-
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(Continued from page 16)
salesman and cook do their best to
brS^bout reconciliation for the
benSt of the child, '^ut the old man
The
only fires the cook as well.
two men take over a laundry and
raise the infant, who grows up to
be the image of her mother. Both
roles are played by Tso Yee M^.
one of China's top stars. At the
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La Casa De Los Cuervos

appeal of
on She re-
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do^
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not

itsdf with a lidi admirer
who is eventually respons&ite for
bringing the' busted pair together
Pjiihgrr gatA son SIC lay that
s^ gaVn
tsme down to playing for nidc^ in

oeming

ii

^the fiti^e0ts..

Wilfned Laweosi meanders thi>ou^
£he-pietiB« as a variety agent; he
man^ses
_ to make muc3i of very littie.
saem^der of ihe -cast so-so.
haringa iov&i time wxth the matC'
Wylie Watson, as an eocentric
rial.
keeper «1 a -dead-^iest dive, sueoeeds in clocking a lew lau^is
The Zridi should not he confused
holdei; tjnste ^possihle judged from 3}y dbe ^Qtle: it has to do merely
'with the song the mother used to
the lowing as filmed.
3t <Skny-, tut'dose-Mp sing. to her Jdd, Hanny^ before the
Shttaisnwihy
---"-^^i^^ dressing
'
rooms aiBter ' paitiag. Grant Tyler doesn't im.'^sls hi
the match aright, have made Ihe pic- Stress in the Idd rele,
Bowevec,
<ooimle of pop tunes are' wen
ture mone ^disadihiK.
foegent iSea in fflnnng Sgfats is to handled !by a dubbed voice for Ami
.fibow the ""otr^ without ejctxaneeas Hlodd. Whoever does the ^luteing deIhee.
Peter Maacmester
credit
triOs.
does *weitl with 'Mouodsins of
Monme'' in Ihe Sns3 sequence, where
the rtpeet mnsicianE ane hired to
provide entertainment at a ritzy
.

'

7.

«na mlaase.

JSon^ll. Avblna Ohnoe,
Pomat. Juan ^CaiQoe
Thorry, ffilnrlQue SolOoa. RtibentA BUmoo.
Bona Mart'hi and (Dalela TTftyior. 'W<rltt«m
mud .tUrnotod -.by IMnxrael SUmiflvo. Stoviewed
«^-tiie Srmdwoy theatre, Gubdos Alcea,
l>Unl

BMac

at ttc Claws')

(ABCeNHNE-JtADE)
Buenos Aires, May

Aim Todd from Broadway

Britain go« io war. in h^p^
of finding young son and a dtvorced

'

it

^

Tear.

the material at hand.

it

bo^band. She'd walked out on lata •vaude
shown ttiat the ter *i*en pair were
posittvelbr inwacible. J act in the small-tmae. Film wanders
stret^ing ilsenstftionBl bit of the aronnd feom IhMJe
eocounter 'came n^ar the end of seSf out to Ctill feature ileagth, oon-

Again

.

'

SsaCoaCbuied

^uMng
Imb vase l^^^

mal(7 or for some producer to skip
down to them with an important
7.

contract
Ajvrentlne Sono Film preducllon And n*
Ihe tasinos at Nice and Cannes
Fea.tures Jf^ula Aldoa, Amelia B«dda,
leaie.
SIbb O'Connor, Mlgu«l -Oomex Rao, 3Ell0ar- have reopened with the permission
jSo Santalla, Tllma VJdal, FTollan Vanla,
of the Vichy government.
This inSmUlo <Goln. ^rlo Coaslar, iSlhrla Lesraad olutles
the gorgeous Palais de la
TUloldo.
Baud
on
sovel
t>y
and Joixe
a
Gnetavo Vartloex Zu\'irla {Huco Waat) Mediletxanee, originally built by
B«- Frank
and aireoted by -Garloa Borooaqoa.
J.
Gould;
the
Nouveau
Casino
In
vifiv«d al the Monumental theatre
at Nice (openeS March 17) and the
SuenoB Aires.
Capno al Cannes.
March also
(In Spanish).
marlced 13ae reopening of the Ni.ce
'TSm screen version of 'La Casa de Hippodroime. 3he C^ino at Monte
les Cuervos.' based on the best- Carlo has been doing biz since last
selling Argentine novel of Dr. Gus- August
tavo Martinez Zuviria (Hugo Wast),
-^e takings ia all the cafiinos are
looks lu&e a Bsttual for remake in reported te be very large and to
the aates. « has a broad, higtoridd
t. io
badeground, plenly of artion and a I^^^^J'*'''^!!, if!
,
|furtacr
reported that a fairly large
good wimanlae story, plus the fact
that it is popi:dar throughout Span- proportion of people at the tables
'oonsiEts
been
Oerosuntries.
The
book
has
of
refugees
fnom
the
i^

1^

monted

'

Boenes Ahte^ May
pvoduotton
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Set
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SmpSsmgly

Batadaaa
Cbms

¥lUm

Albert W4uiaii

'

Low

'

^

demanded
Bar-> the Secretary ct War. ""^'r.
Tommy Cook, Bddie Acuff and " pr«>e at once. I etrongly protest
1^ undrmnpratic act,* he stated,
Al KikuraeT
Presence of six scripters on &t ^ahd appeal to you. Mr. Secretaiy, to
soecD wimi^
sovou
writintg sian
staff indicates
stoiy arat
order an immediate investigation o(
...mnMrjHgis siuijr
- ihls
«liHioUlties m working ©nt some of
jjnwarranted
attack—though
tbt
tiapttK.
Jr, Bcfljversivdy
Hiram
ecfei
<lDne—against a race
.
.
... S. Brown.
.
.
who^B produced oiber trials, has y^^g^
tinquesUoned and
^^^j^
given the sanaJ trim back^undiiig ^hi.*,
^^^^
stilli
.
°*
while directors William
JkJBericanlSm.
-TnVn
ftn W»
who've i»nrV«H
worked On
Johs 1l>«rKi!h
Kngtifih. n/hn'vs
his
aerials before, do weU enou^ with

L«mo«|shambariritch doctor; Robert
\

Haro' Herherl

Skinny

C

l^nmlton
Pvatnrea

::....ftrt

SJLsS?:^f.......

Bartatolomew^
Jiraimy
iVeddie
Ls<don and Billy Oodk are the Hxree
seat
boys. Waii<en A^ie is most naturid round one, when a left hook
Baer
in the si^pporting cast as the yomtg .Lonis Ihrough the ropes. Had
oSSoer wii& a sympailhetic imd^ not lodoed one leg with that of the
prohleiro. champ's file Betroit Bomber might
^^uveoite
staniitmg
'Of
have fallen inb> ibe :pi>e5s trrw. He
Nei&er cast ser diiectar SMe
Kienton «aii overoome syirihelnc sjid praBapgy cflimbed out and did not
.seem disconoerted.
obviOB^y static titoty dificiences.
Because <d the fontroversy over
Watt.
the matdh file piettire ^ould do weU
•annrn^, «s!ce^ Of oolffse IS the
'sotilfa. On Ihe strength <e(f the .^howQniero Ser
ing, the coalender is sW. in the iniBnisg and the men may be remalched
CM*)
il Waat to Be a
in $be SsiU. Some es^>ert6 th-ink Hhat
(JUBGCNIIMe-MATC)
yaung Saer will he the liext HSHs

Yo

•

t<o«ty

into Louis.
Y<hatnr is

^

,

^^^::::::::::::::::uok^

;

!

go
rich family.
lar routine advei^ures, to all emerge
as exen^lary examples of the Acad-

I

KldOIeallcks

ai^ he^d something
^^i^Sv^^bit>ther Mai
ffl^^^^f
Kids
through regu- didn^ do. and that was to aobk
i

MUCH.

I

'.'.

jm!c."'.'.".'.'.'.'.

^ ^'^f^t^^^^d^e

?^r^"^''*?SU^ l-^^rf tte^^e

4i«P^^^

M
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l^rit^^^^^hlsn.^?^

fSESS^SoSrr«™?^ tol™
M'*°°J^*^iS^S fiS,??SJ4!5S^' ^ote^

'^1„2^^bS f^'

ai,i sia h»d a<A participated in the recrooked twin bi«rtber, shiftiag over hearsal. He said that when Bernie
villain character in the open- toW him it would be okay, that the
wim«d*
AnnToddling charter when the medico is hand could ad lib music for him, he
'.V.V.'.'.".'
dain.
sanctioned Robinson's appearance.

ttane,

l»eQB in any parHcidar location, hut
n^e«^i^Sl 'may
be «o«a for some teax-jeridng

,

fo^£* ^^tic^^^^le'^fo^'^

J

""Ta^b!^. i^^ '.al^'TiAe'S^Oire^d^''

Runnhc

nanny

sTL^

SSS^fit^ii

R^L^-"^^^
son must be aUowed to go on. Bernle was equally vociferous and Rose
quicmy agreed that the pair was
rl^it, and told the maestro m.c. to
introduce him.
Qose declared later that he had
instructions about Negroes in the
dimculty being that
*^

!

,

"

«'! ""ight
^his is another version of the rei#ujri>
school boys
generation oi
of prep stnwui
generawm
^j'l_?lJ^iH*.?j''lf,„>f'^^ilJJ- S^ini
through strict discipline. Here, the
^fj^*
^ad i^?^.^ fliifrt ter^^
setting is a private naval sdiool, |^ he
J'tteoAed
but the stoiy formula sails the same
to
durinif tte
familiar course as many predecessore.
-Naval Academy' is a minor
fartttat
But
ntnnimd
league
B entiy. to .provide ,
_
„
j„
_„t
.niif *^S,m
fmin 4tin<w
,1^
dual support for the juvenile trade.
K^RurJ^Sn

S5^"'on"^'

wufred Lawaoo.

^'^' g

;. ;. ;. ;.-. ;.-.

^

1.

c™.iM, rplmse «f But_.„„w,
c^^''i^lfi^>^^J^^"^'^,,'^^iDi«rt«d by Oawiiid Mu-

gion'.

,

;.F;.-5«"'^v^ Sfunl be^l.struck,^Baer was.eUsqualWarren Ash. ifled.
It is shown, however, that
SStTBSoketi
noufiaa Scott Hoffman motioned to Baer not to
Jimmr Mendenon
Wtirrer Uoyd
Ray Ouneroo
Hgd DonOVan
jjjj gt^i_
presence of Louis's secSTp^r.V.-.V.V.V.V.-.V.-.-.j^'^w^r'i? ~^cfd°^
iss^y" who ^cumbed, into a.e rin^
Tommy Bupp
Joey Martin
might just as well have disquali

May

London,

^

^

Ciflard appears ideally
the athletic femme Tanan,
tiie role of Kyoka, eombining physical attributes with fair actiag ^>illty
which is wasted on blah dialog. Tom
Neal. as the one upright gent in the
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Wjwwijiw occiyried oounlries,
to mention British and Ameri-
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fact
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If""
they were advised
to get out
""°e wondera where tiie Contineatzcl scfufiees here get their money
reiAor Carlos Bor«oBgue, who also ,to ploy wafh, sonsidering the severe
did the adaption, while fully fellow- penattieE there 'are for exporting
ing the characteristics of the twcOc capital tnom their countries.
But
Appearing hi the rote olf ^atdta,**
.
.t^ls
okay with the Frentih .ince
and tightened characterizations for
charadter she created for ^e Tadiq,
_,..-,„ „„ ,„ ^.
Part of the pi
ofits go to the national
the screen. Narrative is agile, contlNini Mazshall, one of the top draws
exchetjuer.
Republic releaee of Geort^ ShAanon pro- hotel.
among ^anish'ispeaking actresses in
nuity good and the romantic eplThe reopening of the Nice and
DocumentSolItiTKS^
sodes well-copstructed.
--V,- H're.''?."yn"n'"Ser?lX=
likely to click (throughout Latindom. by ceorea sherm?n
ary aspects, often a sore point with Cannes casinos has been detrimental
.*1creenplay by Bennett Cohen, Eliot Gibbons from orlfflnal
It's a small stoiy in bedroom sliplocal critics, have been carefully to the activity at Monte Carlo. While
pers, with a bai^stage theme which by Cohen: editor. Rny .Snyder; cameriw
watched, and as a .result the film has the French spots were closed, everyPreNoblea; munlc. Cy Feucr.
provides diredtor Manuel Romero 'WlUlnm
(16-CHAPTEB SEBIAL^
viewed >hi Projection Room. N. T., May 22.
'^'^^^^^ t't^e -all principality
basis for a fast^moving amusing '41. nmining time, sa MINS.
(Luis
Republic releaee of HIrnm S. Hrown, Jr., '"Storf UlU "o1"=r- capUin
casino had been open
comedy.
guiding
Aldas), who „
is the „
„ spirit of a '"}^^^^
Dob Cnnidall
Don 'Red* Bnrry production. Features Frnnces Glfford. Tom ...
since August.
August, 1940. Now it is reAs usual, Romero has written his iiue iiaiiin..... ............ .T,ynn Merrirk
Prov- "nee
revolutionary attempt in the Prov:
revolt
xmijoD
wiiiinm iinnde ?orEhfXhMnJ^;^''"brRrar^^7d^l >nce of Santa Fc. In the course of ported that buses and trains run
script, «Bd while well put togeiflhec.
, Tim- Martin
»°nNormnn s. Hall. William I^lvely,
...v».v.
.. , ^, ,
.
.
,
.,
...
Jam..
GiiiMi,. »on,
it is not too origmal.
Plot is one of I'll^*"""
^^y'.^^^,
Jo8oph_ o'Donneii, Joseph^ V. Poland. A. the battle he talis the brother of a half empty to Monte Carlo.
•'T,",!.!
^'''"^'^
Balaon;
bnned
on
Rdjfar
Rice
Burthose very involved things in which caiitain "Banning.
youg
whose
home
he
is
woman
to
Tom Chattcrton
Theatres,
filmeries
and variety
^uNini Marshall saves the compaqy 'OrfhvAy
trom jahveii ""f,*'"! "7**vi?t?"^''rr9''*''
«^*w*««w.a j^ows are doing a land office biz.
taken wounded after the (revolution
Many of the travelling troupes have
tre in a finish that one local re
N. Y., Kay 32. '41.
RunninR lime. terrupted by the gild Sriend of the
I^Shertir "Warde
Dmie Stitnton Room,
"^ong stands in the various Ri
Death by Voodoo.' fliii ciinpter, 20 MIN8.' dead brother and Ihe captain goes
viewer compared to a 'David Utiak.
in„nAn
^—
-i*;
*
a*.
...
. <Queen
of
Beasta,'
.aecond
-chapter,
Griffith epic' Although her rnle is
out to find death in a iiew nevoilu- viera cities from Marseilles to Monte
This latest Texas Ranger western _„„,..
apart from the main plot, she doesnH
.
.Story,
while -Carlo, and the. takings everywhere
_
csmfpaign.
_,_ ,, tionary
let that stop her and constantly' advantss Don Wed' Barry as a headis much more than the plot have been tops,
studios in Nice,
stnnion:::::::::;::::^"^"^^^
.
^- at, the sanie
in oats operas, and
dominates the screen. Her ctewncSown- liner
soones,
MeredithMeTedlth-Bradiw.'/^
outlitie
indicates.
-Battle
Bradley
Trevor n.irdeite
,.^tiu« and Marseilles are booked
S"?^ "^."^^^PP^f^^
"^^-^^T^
Cannes
ooraid Mohr done on a lar^e scale unusual in _„_*u- i_
Ing, especially, in a parody of Satrit time enhances the prestige of Re- siick xaiimer
n
*u
the acting
.....Eddie .acuk Argentine
Saens' 'Death of a Swan,' is a mttle IputQic as producer of b.o. .outdoor nnriy Roven.
jn^s^^ ^jjceOlently han* ,™?"^ i?,, Medicis, "f
at Cannes is
liKe Fanny Brioe -with a Spmiirih ac- sagas. 'Desert Bandit' rates high in ??Jj^j^l'-;
TomiTv toX died. CJhief difficutty is ttSt the
treotm^t snd last^gaited Bombn.,
cent.
There lis
little double eoi- '•Driguial
ii'obert
rfarron ^altiOn is Bometimes moi* mechani- l™ore popular than ever,
ai Kikume cal than logicall and parts of the
tendre whi<:h I.atins like in their -direction for .a familiarly patterned butembi.,,.:
*'*<"'•.•.
cactus Tnellor.
films, but it's feetft
dialpg are dedlamatory.
^V*
J?'''!''*'
^— well in- -hand.
CloKSatt
Al Taylor
Revue scenes, 'directed- by MerceAidas does weill, -e^ciaUy conGun 'smuggling along 1,.
the Mexican. Bone
Joe McGuinn
des H. Quintana .and carried out hV iborder accounts for all the shooting. The -Lion Chlet
aerry ^-rank sidering Jact that it^ nis Arst pic...Konnoth Terreii ture. Slsa CTConnor,. a leading stage Brown, the Carpenter, Has His Own
her dance group, are excettlent. The famUiar unfaithful new recruit """'"•Ba
Music by Rodolfo Scianarella, and ito (the Rangers angle' is itaken care
actress, also draws favorable oomIdeas of Collecting
orchestra
lof -Of t^hen the suspected di^yall mem-,
by the tengo
Jlayed
-., ,
This is
.„ virtually
.„_„.
Ihe first
._„. serial to m^nt, and Amelia Bence ^ows
V •
Juan
uan dArienzo.
d'Arienzo,. also very iHk^y
Skdy .to'
to n>er is.shof flown 4n cold Wood iby a come along with aicomely femme
as'"""* Improvement over previous
Detroit, May 27.
save a large sheet music and disc' iflidhonest sheniff, In cahoots with the star -since the time Pearl "While won l"*^! eifEorts.
Bjay.
Since
the
law was too slow mov'
Ray.
sale.
smuggling gang. After that, 4he ajlot attention with her Perils
Pauline'
ing to suit him, Charles Brown, Deswerves into the old groove -of aiav- and (Ruth Roland averted in^excit
troit
carpenter,
shut the doors
nailed
dug dauntless corporal (Don Bariy ing
weekly
-episodes.
Opening
of -the Grant, nabe theatre here, to
leign
a
(disgruntled,
diacharged dhsfftter sort of overlooks emphasis
HoUywbefl, May 27,
collect hade wages.
He did such a
'j""^^ Sirl' becMiBe SO many
Recorded by Pathc for.RKO«t Oritflth fl^^S J"„f'^h7 inn r\'lnSir ^^„?fil™' 2!!
•BCBrtions
ithe
jgun
runner
.outfit
of
ibemg
'Out
of
the
Fog'
is
thh?d
dharactets
are
iintroduced
title
but
for
a
thorough
job
that
not
only
_
Btadium, Waahington, D. c. May s»\
^ customers
^
heavywelRht championahip bcbweon jne
Unlike numerous Other westerns, fbe second indicates futtire buildup Wsraei: picture which -started -out as hut also the owners of the house
^"""'' thepc 'is & iminimum of .chases and for the femsile Tarzan. Without such 'The
Gentle
People'
and was
w,t .^mt
Ji'"y
Running t ime, 18 MIN8.
N.
Y. °B*,^nl^t^?,2^1«*MVvs
""™ this" changed, temporarily, to 'Danger
stress on the
Jure,
lis
" -feminine
"
gunpltiy.
And when there ""
a
~ "
Harry
Balk, nephew of the house
might well :slump into just another .Harbor:'
DiSDUted but Sensational boxine Plethora of galloping jjoriies and serial for the juvemles.
owner, testified in court that Brown
'ihe Big Store' is release tag on
coSIIT between jfe Louis thf tossing of lead, there's always a n-eahad done some work on the theatre
Ejthibttqrs have a_ good name .to 'Bargain BaseiMnr at Metro,
champ, and Buddy Baer, the con-;^°n- Film consequently is that muah
Warners diitted Irom 'The Maltese but that it was a sub-contractor and
houses, swifter in action and in riv^ing in- sell in Edgar £ice Burroughs, who
tender,'. is showing, in
not the management which owed him
"""el
between the authored the
Pj^'o^
.
origmal noval bearing
^ Falcon" to Knight of Malta.'
but with the Palace occuoied by ^^e^t'
the shrewd the same title as" the picture, if his
'Dumbo of the^vCircuS' is -new han- for the carpentry. Brown was in
'CitizeW Kane '
the Rialto "Indie ^"^Ker corporal and
leader
serves
a
realistic
cUas
die
Sang
rep
on Walt Disney's 'Dumbo.'
as
writer
oi
the
Tarzan
tales
is
court for disturbing the peace but
house which 'also gets fight first
from
Manhattanis
9.''?''*'=*^^
.ju^ge John J. Maher didn't do more
1
runs, is showing the film in Times
ff'^^",**''^,
T"^ J'*""^
Barry looks and acts like a rugged 'Jungle Girl' is virtually a femme release handle on 'Girls from San- Ljj^
Squart.
Book^ in rather unexunder a $500 peace
u^n^
n^eterflv there was no time for ex- Texas Ranger as the corporal who counterpart of this lusty jungle ath- ama' at Columbia.
V;^
"o»„,»*«r;n<<
'Back Door to Happiness' shifted P,""!**', ''^'P l"m from shuttering
He lete. She's known as Nyoka, dresses
SloiteHon i^d eSriv this w^^
*
pictJ^fwa^^^^^^
^^^^^ ea>^b ISI^kP*"""^
"
fof his
h7/n»t°°
ing for
pay.
,
^eciS iaw: However, as there without the usual mugging and swings from tree to tree with the public.

Allola Boixle, flefiundo

thatttiVK^lslal*'. in th^ i«rOlutionary pcsuod around 1873 has prevented any dating of the Sim. Di-
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"Torrid
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romance ... will have

the men of America screaming
to trade places with Power!
—George

fisher,

over Mutual network

a bouquet of clinches
as hasn't been seen in years!
"...Such

— N.Y. Herald

Tribune

the talk of the town...the
ultra-scorching love scenes
"It's

between Tyrone Power and
Hayworth in 'Blood and

Rita

Sand'!"

—J/mm/e

Fidler

"Ty Power, they say, is another

Rudy Valentino!"—Wo/fer Wihe/ie//
"Tempestuous romance ... a
boxoffice hit!"

—N.Y. Post
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Studio Laborers Charge Discrimination

Can.'s

I

20%

iCOBtlniicd

FILM BOOKING CHART

Tax

fi«m page ts

(For Information of theatrt and film exchange boofcert Vabeett presentf
Indus- a c«mplete chart of feature releases of all the American distributing comto be affected, according to
Date of revletos at oiven in
authoritieas* Film theatres of fsnie* for the current quarterly period.
Vabiett and the running time of prints are included.)
Canada enjoyed around $34,000,000
corruaHT. itM. n> vaructt inc. all rights rrsrrveh
worth of business In the past year,
Meloaroma,- C Comedy; CI>^omed\i
the gbvernment figuring to ob- Key to Type Abbretitationt;
Hollywood, May 27.
ing away from any settlement. It is with
Western; i>—Drama; RD Romantic Orama; MV Mustcat.
Drama;
tain nearly $8,000,000 through thU
Figure* herewith inditate date of Vabiety's revieiu and running time.
Complaint charging the 10 major understood Local 727 carried the 20% tax.

In

NLRB

Action Against 10 Majors

try

M—

W—

NLRB

for fear a deal
film, companies with unfair labor
was in the making in the east wherepractices has been filed with Na- by George E. Browne and Willie Bi^..ric^iMi.n over
„„»r
tional Labor Relations Board here off would turn the jurisdiction
flght to the

Canada's

|

to Local 724,

by Studio Laborers and Utility Workers Local 727 of International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Eipployees.

that they

NLRB

—
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WEEK OF

would plant stench bombs

j

Young's theatre unless he agreed

,

make weekly payments to them.
was the manager's refusal to yield
to their demands that caused them
to force his*' car to the curb In a
nearby suburb where the attack

W
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W
W
W
W

to

it

tion.
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BEUASB—
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W
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WEEK

me

...

was

stated that if the
fails to act, the union will
apply to the U. S. District Court for
a writ of mandamus to require the
board to certify Local 727 as the collective bargaining representative of
Approximately
all
film laborers.
2,000 men are affec,ted by the acIt.
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OF
4/4/41
credited with denying that motion
Me"the"poor man's enter
The Bonndnp (Pat) 3/U
B. DIx-P, Morlson
^y^^^ tj^e ncw tax would Repent at Leisure (BKO)
{^j^^^^^j
BD
«/M
K. Taylor-W. Barrie
S8 R. Roters-G. Hayes
keep people away from the theatre. In Old Ctaeyenns (Bcp) 4/9
6)1
ScoUand
(ZOth)
Tudf
D
4/>
N. KeUy-H. WUcoxoa
Canadians point to the record during
Mntiny
In
the
Arctic
S/7
CO
(U)
R.
ArlcD-A. Bevlne
_
World War I when a similarly heavy A Shot In the Dark (WB) 5/21
C
W. LnndlgaB-N. Wyna
tax was held to blame for a reducOIF BEUEASE—4/11/41
tion in theatre attendance.
Another phase of the new Cana62 J. Holt-M. Beynolds
S/14
dian tax which is worrying exhibi- The Great Swindle <Col)
D 101 s. Traey-H. Rooney
men of Boys Town (M-G) 4/9
tors and distributors Is whether the Break the News (Hono)
CD 1Z M. Chevaller-J. Bnchanan
1/S
20% taxation applies to the listed Roatf to Zanzibar (Par) 3/12
D B9 B. Crosby-D. Lamonr
9ie
Devil and Miss Jonet (BKO)
4/9 CD
J. Arthnr-C, Cobum
admittance price or must bft figured
BT jr. Canova-B. Crosby
BopUns (Bep) 4/9
on the total present admission fig- Sis
Pals of tbe Pecos (Bep)
B. Stcele-B, Livingston
ure that Includes the provincial ad- Two Onn Sheriff (Reo)
D. Barry-V. Carroll
4/23
1/12
90 A. Faye-D. Ameche
mission tax. For example in Que- That Nlcbt In Rio (20tli;
The
Lady
from
Cheyenne
4/Z
84
(U)
L. Yonnc-R. Preston
bee, where the province tax is 15%%
Pot
o' Gold (UA)
4/9
C
J.
stewart-P. Goddard
the old total admission fee was 58c Tbe Great Lie (WB)
D 102 B. Davla-G. Brent
4/9
^^^^^ ^„ ^
picture people are Interested
BELEAtt—4/18/41
in ascertaining whether the new 20%
D 9Z L Dnnne-C. Grant
They Penny Serenade (Col) 4/IS
figure applies to 58c or 50c.
Wasblngton Melodrama (H-G)
4/23
P. Morgan-A. Rutherford
undoubtedly will seek an interpre- Booster Schoolboy' (Mono)
6 30/37
D 62 M. Rooney-A. Nagel
«I R. Corrlgan-J. King
Ranch In Arizona (Mono) S/21
tation on this.
Border VleUantcs (Par)
61 W. Boyd-R. Hayden
4/2
Robbers
of the Range (RKO) 4/30
60 T. Holt-V. Vale
authorCanadian
To all protests,
Rookies on Parade (Rep) 4/30
C S» B. Crosby-M. Wilson
ities have turned a desf ear, insisting
Ride on Vaqnero (20th)
4/2
64 C. Romero-M. Boghes
Model Wife (U)
CD 78 1. BIohdeU-D. PoweU
4/16
it's a war emergency tax, and there|s
That imcertaln Fecllnc (DA)
3/19
D 89 M. Oberon-H. Douglas
no compromising on it
Stranee Alibi (WB) 4/30
D
A. Kennedy-J. Perry

WEEK

Producers have discriminated against
his union in favor of Studio Utility
Employees Local 724, although LoMilwaukee, May 27.
cal 727 has a closed shop agreement
Two men are being held and a
with the companies.
third is sought following the blackThe complaint alleges that the Projacking of William D. Young, manducers have refused to bargain with
theatre, local
Local 727, and have refused work ager of the Murray
.
.„»„i*
The assault
to members of the union carrying nabe picture house.
work permits instead of membership followed threats by the prisoners
cards.

Minister

.

.

W

MANAGER SLUGGED;
2 HELD IN M'WAUKEE

Zeal Fairbanlcs, business representative of the group, charges that the

Finance

,

.

O

with the took place.
Both
Young was not badly injured in
American Federation of Labor. They
have been fighting over the latwr the melee and sped to Milwaukee
years,
with the police headquarters to make a comjurisdiction for three
Arrests followed.
Internationals
apparently
shyplaint
two
locals are affiliated

WEEK OF

SMk. Protest

BELEASBt^/ZS/41

Regina, Sask., May 27.
Under Age (Col) S/21
0 S9 N. Gray-A. Baxter
Following the announcement by The Big Boss (Col)
B/21
D 89 0. Kruger-G. Dlchson
HO Hi 1. Garland-J. Stewart
Finance Minister nisley that theatre Zlegfeld Girl (M-G) 4/23
S3
B. Lngosl-P. Toong
admissions would be taxed 20%, The Invisible Ghost (Mono)
Roar of the Press (Mono)
CO 72 J. Parker- W. Ford
Saskatoon, Sask., theatre men pre- Power Dive (Par)
D 68 R. Arlen-J. Parker
4/9
sented a proposal to city council They Met In Argentina (RKO)
S/14
MU 76 H. O'Hara-G. Raymond
D 82 J. Wayne-O. Munson
whereby they would absorb a por- Lady From Lonlslana (Rep) 9 '21
73 G. Autry-S. Burnette
tion of the tax, the city would elimi- Singing HIU (Rep)
G. Haiker-P. Calvert
Man Train (ZOth)
nate or lower the civic amusement Flame of New Orleans IV) 4/30
78 M. DIetrlcb-B. Cabot
D 128
D
tax. while theatre patrons would That Hainllton Woman/ (UA)
3/2f
V. Leigh-L. OUvIer
83 H. Bogart-S. Sidney
pay the remaining part of the levy. Wagons BoU at N||;ht (WB) 4/39
Council nixed the scheme and theaOF RELEASE—5/2/41
tre men announced that the full 20%
tax w<juld be .passed on to patrons
^
Tbey Dare Notv Love (Col) 4/M
D 75 H. Scott-O. Brent
S/7
D 76 L. Barrymore-Ii. Ayrca
in addition to the 7% city levy. Tills People vs. Kfldare (M-G)

M

Film Labor Scandal

W
M

^Continued from pace 9s

-

declared that the Government owned theatres, as well as studios.
satisfied with explanations In the discussions on this point it
of the purported' 'loan' of $100,000 was brought out that at least 10,000
lA members are employed in afby Schenck to BioS In 1938.
filiated theatres chiefly as machine
.The "Break'
operators.
stoppage of operators
It is reported at the Federal court,
j, * ,
u
*u
'^'^ went into effect May 19.
^""^
house that the 'break' in the
,*™T^jf^5,
'Main reasons of the opponents
Schenck-Blofl transaction came soon "'*„'=^°^fh?'f.5^^^i;,„
were that the government had inafter the conviction of the 20th-Fox
nrM^t*^
Ia
troduced the tax for a specific purchairman on the evasion charge
into a strong pose, that of eliminating luxuries
December.
when a-promident attorney, con- position in the1935,
Hollywood labor during wartime, because it the city
^*
_ I* J „ i» *».- i»—.1
Jurisdiction o^rer a large were to assist the theatres, all other
S^ii from the verdict. decUired tte
peal
workers at that businesses .burdened with 'the new
only road open to a probable reexercised by Uie Interna, taxes had a right for relief, and be^j^^
trujl was a irank, open uncovering
y^^^ Brotherhood of El«:trical cause the revenue expected from the
«f the Browne-Bioff payments.
Workers.
In making its bid for
This attorney is credited with hav- Hollywood dominance, lA struck at gniusement tax was Included in the
1941 budget, and, if eliminated.
^^e<^^;^^ r^f'siiims
Ing persuaded the
pToducez-dis:^ ^^juj^ p^sg on as a deficit to the
through producer-disthe studios 'tbiough
to cooperate fully with Correa. Any tributor owned theaUes. An hour's
1942 budget.
other course, he advised, would lead -trike was called in a few selected
^
Consolation for Reginans^ Is that
to possible stockho.lder suits for re- ^cst run theatres in (thicago, St.
despite the 20% tax they're still getturn of companiei' funds, with liabUw ijo^^; Detroit,. Minneapolis and scatting their entertainment cheaper
ity fastened on company manage- tered mid-western cities.
than citizens of most other. Canadian
ments.
Bates Back to 1935
cities.
Prices here are among the
It has been an 'open secret' in film
An excerpt from the story of the lowest in Canada.
circles for the past several years 'strike' and the .consequent meeting
Representatives and owners of
that tribute in cash and goods has of film industry executives with lA
Vancouver's 35 film houses, like
been exacted from film companies by officials is from 'Vaiueiy, Dec. 11,
those of the province of Alberta and
Bioff. At least five officials in each 1035, as follows:
many in other parts of Canada, proof the major film companies involved
The- order to walk out of
tested to Ottawa that the new tax is
have known full details of how much
Chicago, St Louis, Detroit Minunfair to low-wage earners:
was pai^.-and when. One company
neapolis and other theatres as
Showmen exf)ect a 20% drop in
executive has expressed the opinion
protest against employment of
attendance at Canada's theatres and
that the half million-plus, mentioned
IBEW men in those houses went
think that the drop may force niany
In the indictment against Browne
out inside of one and a half
small houses to close.
and Bioff, is probably less than half
'hours. Forty-two IBEW men in
of what has been paid.
Chicago theatres were replaced
AH the levies, Correa announced,
by lA members. Next move anMich.
have been paid in cash in New York.
ticipated was a walkout of aU
Extra
lA
men in major theatres' everyB.O.
Bep. Boren's Blast
where
as
weapon
forcing
a
in
a
Repercussions from the exposure
Detroit May 27.
showdown on the question of
already are exploding in Washingoil arguments that the theatres allA-IBEW
jurisdiction.
lA
re-'
Representative Boren <Dem.)
ton.
ready are bearing a heavy enough
fused to tip its plan with the
of Oklahoma, author of a bill now
burden With the defense taxes, the
result major companies finally
pending before the resolutions comState. Affairs
Committee of the
got so panicky that they agreed
mittee in the House demanding a
Michigan Legislature nixed the bill
to
sit down and parley with the
Congressional investigation of the
which would have imposed a 10%
lA.
lA
demanded
these
parleys
film industry, is reported to have
ticket tax in Michigan.
would
not
be
with
'stooges'
but
sought complete details of the inThe committee, in turning down
with the presidents of the comdictments as further ammunition tb
the bill and killing it rejected the
panies. Browne, meantime, held
get his bill out of comn)ittee.
proposal of the author, Dora H.
off any plans which he may have
Stockman, to cut the tax to 3%,
Boren has kept up an intermittent
had up his sleeve. The first of
making it the same as the present
lire against the film Industry and
the parleys was held Sunday
sales tax in Michigan.
has. not been too pleased with the
morning, the seventh.
'We already have a defense tax In
terms of the consent decree, termi'Company executives who' atthe Federal Levy,' HaskeU
Nichols,
nating the monopoly suit, negotiated
tended meetings both days inchairman of the committee declared,
by Thurman Arnold' and the anticluded: John E. Otterson for
'and you can't put too much weight
trust division of the Department of
Paramount.
Herbert
Bayard
on a good horse. The proposal even
Justice. Implications that a CongresSwope and Leo Spitz for RKO,
wasn't for defense.' As designed the
eional sight-seeing trip into the picHarry A. Warner for Warner
added theatre tax would have raised
ture business might bring about a reBros., Jack Cohn for Columbia,
an approximate $1,000,000 to be used
opening of the anti-trust case have
R. H. Cochrane for Universal,
for vocational education In the de- been expressed in New York during
*
Sidney R. Kent for 20th Cenfense Industry.'
the week.
Terms of the decree,
tury-Fox, and Nicholas Schenck
which regnlates method of film disr
for Metro,' Pat Casey, chairman
tributlon, provides a three-year trial
of the Producers Labor Commitperiod of its provisions with the
tee, also W4s present Brown's
Toes
Point
reservation that, ait the end of that
lA delegation included: Harland
time, the Government may resume
Holmden and John P. Nick. lA
Its acUoii to divorce the producerHollywood, May 27.
vice-presidents, as well as Steve
distributors
from
their
theatre
Harry Joe Brown draws 'The
Newman, who represents the lA
chains.
Bucharest Ballerina Murders' for an
On the Coast'
Theatre-OWnlng Stndlos
The Browne-Blofl Indictment al- early July start on his production
In the press release of the Browne- leges that in' tlie following year, schedule at 20th-Fox, following his
Bioff indictments as issued by Cor- 19301 $400,000 was paid to the labor current Job, 'Wild Geese Calling.'
rea's office, .It was pointed out that chiefs in the form of blackmail to
Others on Brown's slate are 'Song
the strike threats against the com- maintain uninterrupted theatre and and Dance Man,' 'Delayed Action'
land 'Sioux City.'
panies were aimed at the company- studio operations.
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Tbe Ploneen (Hono)

W

61.

Reaching tor tbe Snn (Par)
4/9
Bringing Up Baby (BKO)
2/16/38
S/14
Coimtiy Fair (Bep)
Tombstone (Rep) S/21
Black Cat (U) 4/30
Thieves FaU Ont (WB)

C
W M

C

90
102
74

1

,

mm

D

D

T.BItter
jr.

McCrea-B. Drew

K. Hepbnrn-C. Grant
-J.Clyde-E.Foy,Jr.
R. ROgers-G. Hayes
79 H. Berbcrt-G. Sondergaard

E.AlberW. Leslie

WEEK OF BELBASE—5/9/41

f™l^? Jr^t.^«^r^

-

D

Sheriff of

CD
D

Her First Bean (Cdl) S/7
Woman's Face (M-G) 9/1
House ot Mystery (Hono)

A

Gay Vagabond (Bep) 5/21
Great American Broadcast'
AffecUonately Vonn (WB)

(29th) 4/SO
5/7

H
C
D
D

76
IDS

I.
i.

Cooper-J. Withers

Crawford-H. Douglas

99

K. Kent-J. Kelly
K. Bams-B. Donnelly
A. Faye-J. Payne

82

H. Oberon-D; Morgan

66

;

•

WEEK OF BELEASE—5/18/41

!

|

,

Lawmakers Kayo
10% Tax on

'

'

.

L

'

-

-

Now

-

Upward

S/21
She Knew AB the iUiswers (Col)
I'll Walt for Yon (M-G)
9/14
King of the Zombies (Mono)
There's Magic In Music (Par)
Desert Bandits (Rep)
5/28
Cowboy and tbe Blonde (20th) 4/Z3
Prisoner ot Zenda (UA) 9/1/37
Tom Sawyer (UA) 2/16/38
Singapore Woman. (WB)
5/14
.

I

-

-

BD
CD
D

84
73

10«
93
65

i. Bennett-F. Tohe
M. Hnnt-V. Weldler
D. PurceU-J. Woodbury
A. Jones-S. Foster
D. Barry-L. Merrick

M. Hnghes-G. Montgomery
M. Carroll-R. Colman
T. Kelly-E. Patterson
B. Marshall-D. Bruce

WEEK OF BELEASE—5/23/41
D

Naval Academy (Col)
5/2S
Love Crazy (M-G)
S/14
Redhead (Mono)
Pirates on Horseback (Par)
5/21
.

Scattergood Polls the String* (RKO)
Angels With Broken Wings (Rep)

9/14

97

64
69
69

C

D

WD
C

Tbe Nurse's Secret (WB)

65

C
C

W

Saddlemates (Rep)
Great Commandment (20th)
Too Many Blondes (U) S/31
'

D

Bartbolomew-J. Lydon

F.

W. PoweU-M. Loy
J,

Lang-J.

Downs

W. Boyd-B. Hayden
G. Klbbee-D. Tront
G. Roland-B. Barnes
3 MesoDlteers
t. Beal-M. Moscovlch

60

B. Vallee-H. Parrlsh
L. Patricfc-R.

Toomey

WEEK OF BELEASE—5/30/41
Adventure in Washington (Col)
I

Saint's Vacation

84
94

D

131

D
C
CD

,5!
123

L.

102

P.Lane-J.Lynn

M

(RKO)

Sonny (RKO) 5/21
Blood and Sand (20tb)

5/21
Abbott-Costello In the Navy (U)
Million DolUr Baby (WB)
5/28
.

D

W
W

(M-G) 5/28
(Mono)
Wanted Wings (Par) 3/28

Billy the Kid
Silver Stallion

V. Bruce-H. Marshall
R. Taylor-B. Oonlevy
D. Sharpe-J. Waldo
R. MUland-V. Lake
s.

Oray-H. Sinclair

A. Neagle-B. Bolger

DameU-T. Power

Abbott-CosteUo

WEEK OF RELEASE—</6/41
D

Mata Harl (M-G)
Wrangler's Roost (Mono)
Reluctant Dragon (RKO)
Cyclone on Borsebaek (RKO)
For Beauty's Sake (20th)
Men of the TImberlands (U)
DevU Dogs of tbe Air (WB) 2/12/35
Shining Victory (WB)
5/28

G. Garbo-R. Novarro

W
W
M

R. Corrlgan-J.

King

Disney Cartoon
T. Holt-R. Whitley
M. Weaver-M. Sparks
R. Arlen-A. Devlne
D 90 J. Cagney-P. O'Brien
D 78 J. Stephenson-G. Fitzgerald
WEEK OF BELEASE—8/13/41
The Get- A way (M-G)
*
D
R. SterUng-D. Adams
Time Oot for Rbythm (Col) 5/28
MU 14 R. VaUee-B. Lane
Gang's All Here (Mono)
c
F. Darro-M. Horeland
One Night In Lisbon (Par) 5/14
D
M. CarroU-F. MacMorray
Tom, Dick and Harry (RKO)
c
G. Rogers-G. Mnrphy
Bring 'Em Back AUve (RKO)
6/21/32
60
Frank Bock Reissue
Bride Wore Crotches (ZOth)
7/24/40
CD 54 L. Roberts-T. Nortb
Tight Shoes (U)
c
t. Howard-B. Barnes
Broadway Limited (UA)
D
V. McLaglen-M. Woodworth
Oot of the Fog (WB)
D
3. Garficld-1. Luplno

CD

M

WEEK OF BE LEASE—6/29/41

W

Bands Across the Bockles (Col)
The Big Store (H-G)
West Point Widow (Par)
Dr. Christian No. 3
Man Bant (ZOth)

BUI Elllot-U. Dally

Marx Bros.-T. Martin

C^
D

(RKO)

San Antonio Rose (U)
Passage from Hongkong (WB)

.

|
I

C

D
D

M O

W 56
BD W

'A.

J.
J.

D

-

'

HU

Bblrley-B, Carlson
Hersholt-D. LoTett
Bennettc<W. Pidgeoa.

WEEK OF BELEASE^/21/41
Medico of Painted Springs (Col)

Unholy Partners (M-G)
Tbe Parson of panamlnt (Par)
Very Young Lady (ZOth)
4/30/41
Hit the Road (U)

A

Underground (WB)

a
'

S^.^t?ffgbtt.l^n^mKf

w
wd

CD

0
d

CStarrett
C. Gable-B. BosseB
E. Drew-C. Boggles

80

jr.

Wlther«-N.

G. George-B.
jr.

KeUy
MacLane

Lynn-K. Verne

Wednesday, May 28, 1941

P^RIETY

Even the best pictures need advertising* Even the biggest productions grab
extra

money

with advertising support.

that's true of big productions/ imagine how planned showmanship
advertising behind the weak sisters can help support your box-office in the
style to which she should become accustomed!
If

Trailers on your screen will keep your box-office happy. Lobby Displays out
front will keep your box-office happy. General accessories intelligently used
will keep your box-office happy.

nfiTIOnHL5''^'^5ERVICE • nflTIOnfil ^rt^^ ACCESSORIES
nDVERTISinCi ACCESSORIES, iiic
will

keep your box-office happy!

21
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Minn^ Stymied for Product

Tony Sadekum Not Sure
Of Accepting City Post

Now

Nashville,

Mayor Thomas

I/.

May

i

Having built what may amount to
a Frankenstein, Minnesota exhibitors, who do not have a backlog ot
product to tide them over the summer, are reported begirming to show

Minnesota Itself are In the Dakotas
and northern Wisconsin. They also
get their film from Minneapolis in
most cases. Circuit is opening a 92d
house at Duluth, a 1,300-seater, this
signs ot perspiration not caused by June 22. It has four there already.
the weather due to widespread un- Minnesota Amusement took no accertainty over the law passed in that tion, either pro or con. In the legis-

which goes contrary to the lation leading to the anti-consent
Hinted in some law.
consent decree.
Test Case
quarters that the upshot of the
whole situation may be a movement
Attorneys, busy, for weeks preparon the part ot fearful exliibs to try ing the papers, expect to be ready
to get the law repealed.
to file a complaint by the end of
Such a change of sentiment now this week to test the constitutionalthat radical elements in Minnesota ity of the Minnesota statute. It will
succeeded in scoring what they seem be brought in the federal court at
to feel is a victory over distributors Minneapolis before a three-judge
parallels to some extent the North jury with distributors at the same
Dakota divorcement bill which was time seeking a temporary injunction
wiped off the books while the dis- against effectiveness of the law so
tributors had a ca'se before the U.S. that they may' continue doing busiSupreme Court attacking It. That ness in Minnesota meantime.
Understood that the three nonet the same time was the end of.
similar moves iri other states in- consenting distribs, Universal, Unispired largely by the more radical ted Artists and Columbia, will 'join
exhibitor cliques which want one the Big Five who are party to the
thing today and something else the decree in fighting the adverse Minnesota legislation. Principal reason
next
for UA participation would be that
With film exchanges in Minneap-,
it does not offer its full product to
clis having stopped selling, the outand Col
all accounts, while as for
look is not sanguine and probable
the 20% cancellation feature and
that some operators will have difother points about the Minnesota
ficulty getting over the summer unchange in the law are undesirable.

that he expects Tony Sudepresideht of the Crescent
Afflus. Co., to accept the post of
Chairman of the Nashville Housing
Authority. Sud6kum has not as yet
reached a decision on acceptance of
Although active in civic
the post.
affairs for the past 20 years, he has
not held public office.
Sudekum has headed a chain of
theatres in Tennessee, Kentucky and
Alabama for the past 32 years.

state

REPUBUC'STOKELBOr

'

I

|

U

less there
situation.

is

an early

Beyond

that there

is

also

grave doubt, since if the Minnesota
law cannot be set aside, theatres
find it difficult getting new .seajUontlnned from page
couple major
son's (1941-42) filmdistribs have already threatened not
being the go-between. Judge Davis
to sell Minnesota at all on the .'41-'42 is specifically accused of taking
pictures, while a third is considering
bribes to rule favorably on appeals
setting up an exchange at Hudson,
taken in proceedings involving the
Wis.", which would require Minnebankruptcy of Fox's All-Continent
sota accounts to come across the line
Corp.
and then to buy ini accordance, with
not

Judge Davis

may

A

\

Judge Davis declared he had

—

JUPY CANOVA

FOR

budgeting
'Yokel Boy,' which it has bought
from Lew Brown, who produced the
musical a couple of seasons ago on
Broadway. Studio paid $5,000 for it.
Judy Canova, who's under contract
to the studio and who starred in the
Broadway show, will also have the
Republic

|

same

is

heavily

role in the picture version.

Want
Series

'Jollity Bldg.'

Warner

delegates:
•The timidity and venality of routine and patterned editorial policy is
a source ot concern to every American old enough to read. It is more
than a trade practice which is inconvenient discouraging, galling to
a handful of professional writers, tt
represents a way of thinking which.

8

lATSE COAST

est cost'

.Paal Franklbu 'The motion picture, in its infancy, was aU eyes with
ears.
It grew up.
Today radio,
the new artistic ^aby, is all ears

no

NOTICE

We hope with the aid
ot science and the creative .genius ot
the writer to see radio grow up too.
Maybe this historic conference will
start the ball rolling.'
with no eyes.

Only Form Changed
Balph Block: 'Story telling has remained the kernel of writing expression since the dawn of human
progress. From papyrus to modern
color printing from the first daguerreotype to the technicolor super
de luxe film, form has changed, but
heart, the story, the writing, is

its

constant. As civilization moved on
and up, another fact()r became dominant that of the financial structure

which moulded the

artistic

develop-

ment

of creative writing. Social responsibility first arose through the
cry for 'cleaner, finer, happier films'
in 1009 and adaptation of the old
'morality plays' became prevalent

Later

eminent authors

.

and play-

wrights were brought to Hollywood
to write directly tor the screen, and
style in writing Invaded the studios.
Films. became a popular art rather
than a fine art Producing became

Agents Takes Powder

Sacramento, May 27.
Assembly Bill No. 229, to regulate a cooperative effort, and the writer
booking agents, has been at>andoned found himself clashing with direcby Assemblyman Ernest Voight who tor, producer and business office,
admitted It was certain to be de- Withal the writer remains the basic
essential for the value of his ideas,
feated after hanging flrie since last
without which films cannot be proJanuary.
i

Another bUl, Introduced by Assem- duced.'
Hector
Chevlgny:
The radio
blyman Maloney, to eliminate dupliwriter has risen to'' a position in his
cate license fees for agents with
more than one office, passed tl^e field relatively far more important'
lower house and awaits the next step than the writer attained in the same
space of time in the picture busi^
in the senate.
j
'

ness. Radio, due- to the pressure of
the clock, has produced superb technicians among the writers. Yet only
a handful have distinguished them,
selves in other writing fields. Radio
writers are technical experts, but
few are true creators because they
First annual jneeting of
stockholders since the company emerged have had to keep pace with the mafrom 77-B last year will not be held In June, as originally planned^ hut chine and have little time for anyprobably wiU be posftioned until late this faU. Present board of directors thing else.'
was named for two years, which means that their current terms do not
Dwlght Taylor: The time has come
expire until January, 1942. Because of this situation, officers decided for the visiter to lay aside his
that there was no necessity for holding the meeting on June 4 at Dover, chronic inferiority complex.
Modern conditions no longer justify it
Del., as originally proposed.
Principal business to come before the stockholders would be the elec- and he must be ready to take his
tion of a new directorate, and this could be done at a later date. Reported active place in an active world. He
yesterday (Tuesday). that the
proxy statement for the annual session must become'a businessman In the
would not be prepared for several months. Selection of the annual meet- sense that he produces a commodity
which, through the printing press
ing date likely will be made at the next
directors' session,
and motion picture machine, he has
Out on his back lot in the early morning, where nobody can see him, every evidence that people are willis an indie producer, kicking hhnself.
He had a chance to sign up one of ing to buy. Because of the wide
the outstanding songbirds of Broadway six months ago for $75 a week, a circulation of ideas which these mayouthful femme who could have fitted in perfectly with the producer's chines permit he must have a part
Idea of streamlined musicals. His Manhattan agent sent the kid's contract in their control and realize his reito Hollywood.
AU it needed was the producer's signature, but it was sponsibilities towards the advancetossed on the shelf to gather dust for half a year. Meanwhile the gal ment of thought'
Sheridan Gibney,
prexy, in
clicked on Broadway, gleaned a wealth of publicity in. national mags and
signed with a major picture outfit. Now the indie producer is looking for delivering the closing remarks of the
Conference, visualized the gathering
a femme singer to streamline his series.
as initiating a new function, both
cultural
and
instructive,
giving
The Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio has figured out that a B%
tax on film rentals, as proposed in Washington and believed likely to go writers the opportunity to exchange
ideas of craft and artistry. He said"
througl), will mean a gross receipts tax of 1 2/3%. This is based on the
in considering new functions, new
assumption that rentals average about 33% of the gross which, in some
media, nejv concepts, the writer by
"circles, would be regarded as putting it a little high. ITO of Ohio, of which
virtue of the Conference is conscious
the active Pete Wood is leader, has asked all exhibs in that state to protest
of a new responsibility. -It was
enactment of the rentals tax,
stated that the Conference, held under sponsorship
of
the
Screen
Hollywood has an acute naval situation, a shortage ot small sea-going Writers
Guild this year, will be
craft, the result of Uncle Sam's demand for auxUiaries to the fighting
made "an ami'ual 'Affair
«»"ou,
fleet on the West Coast. Several picture companies had powerboats lined
up tor marine films but the arrangements were jolted by the requirements of national defense. Chief amoi^g the Hollywood sufferers Is 20thFox, which had rounded up an armada for the evacuation ot an imaginary
Hollywood, May 27.
Dunkirk In 'A Yank In the R.
F.'
Ralph Dietrich, associate producer
at 20th-Fox, is readying
'Plane
Sexte^ of Hollywood writers will come east tor session on films at the Crazy,* based on his own story of
fourth- biennial American Writers Congress in New York June 7.
the forest patrol.
Those who will attend are John Howard Lawson, John Bright, Donald
Mary Beth Hughes and George

Inside Stuff-Pictures

WEEKSTIIAND2SS2
AFFECTIONATELY YOURS
2ND

A New

world.'
The keynote of address by other
leading authors, writers, playwrights
follow
Sidney Baetaman: 'Inasmuch as the
entire writing panorama is a picture
of things in motion, the writer does
not find his place in society, but creates it
If the writer Is to understand the role he is to play, as this
kaleidoscope unrolls, he must be
ready to change his created expression as rapidly as his world
around him changes.*
B.C. SherUT: 'The motion picture
was the first instrument to bring
art music and drama to the mil.
Hons of all nations. Prior to the
advent of films, such thrills were
reserved tor the minority, the upper
strata of society.
The motion pic>.
ture
made art and democracy
synonymous and presented excite,
ment and adventure to the vast ma«
jority In the simplest form, at low-

UNIONS SERVE

Changes Brand

York Theatres

governmental censorshlft, and we
have seen that short step taken in
every totalitarian counliy in the

ProOlea

'

New

allowed- to dominate, may destroy us aU. It is a short step from
this sort ot edjtorlal censorship to
if It Is

three 'Profiles' In the
recently on The Jollity
Building' have attracted attention of
severed studios and may form basis
for a picture. Tarns by A, J. Liebling, staff writer on tiie mag, are principally 'humorous
delineation
of
Broadway characters who have offices or cubicles in the building; or
just hang"out in its telephone booths.
Hollywood, May 27.
Although Liebling carefully avoided
Business representatives of eight
mentioning the actual name of the
lATSE studio unionsj following a
structure, Broadwayites claim It to
meeting last night (Monday), served
be the Strand Theatre building. Het
notice on Y. Frank Freeman, presiManheim, of William Morris office,
dent 'of the Producers* Assn., for an
is handling film sale.
immediate start of negotiations for
Other new properties in which an agreement on wages and working
there Is film Interest are a novel by conditions. Move was taken to mean
I. A. R. Wylie, 'Strangers Are Comthe union heads iiqslst on dealing
ing,' w)iich will be serialized In the direct with the producers, Instead of
American Magazine, and 'Of Fire by trying to get anywhere through the
Night' by Thelma Strabel. Latter Is regular labor contacts.
about firefighters.
Author wrote
Understood that 10,000 lATSE
"Reap the Wild Wind,' novel now be- workers are opposed to the negotiaing celluloidized by Paramount.
tion of 'any deal by the International
•Meet the People,' revue produced in. the east
by the Hollywood Theatre Alliance,
has been bought by Metro after several months of dickering. Show was
to Regulate Coast
bom In Hollywood and brought east

the decree rather than the lAinne- spoken to Fox in fact had never
sota statute recently passed.
met. him—during the time .:.(1936)
Far's 65 Theatres
when the two alleged 'loans' had
Paramount is vitally affected Jn been said to have been made. Two
Minnesota through operation of 55 employes of the Governor CHinton
theatres In. that state, the only film Hotel testified they saw Judge Davis
company in exhibition there, al- there in July, 1940, with Fox. At that
though understood it is sufficiently time, they said, the judge was regisbehind on this year's film that no tered tmder the name of 'Herman
apparent problems are threatened Goldberg of Hoboken.'
for five .months on Broadway after
Judge Davis, admitted to the meet- a full season on the
for the summer. Although assured
Coast
of ketting Its own (Par) product for ing at the time, but said he had ar1941-42, no matter how it was ranged it after he learned he was
being
investigated
reference
in
to
bought, the theatres might face difTyler
the
Fox case and wanted to 'find out
ficulties so far as other companies
Hollywood, May 27.
ere concerned, especially if a couple what It was all about' He admitted
Producers Releasing Corp. signed
of them pulled out entirely and using the Goldberg alias, but said he
vreren't willing to sell from across did it at the request of the Fox law- Tom Tyler as top rider in a series of
buckaroo
pictures
with the general
yers
said
the state line.
who
the 'F^I might bu
tiUe of 'Frontier Marshal* for the
Minnesota Amusement ,Co., the watching.*
The government rented Its ease 1041-42 program.
Par subsid in the northwest, has a
.O. Henry Briggs, president of the
total of 91 theatres. Most of those yesterday (Mon.). It Is expected to
company, also signed Lee Powell as
over and above the 55 located In go to the lut7 Thurs. (29),
the male lead and is looking for a
comic.
'

jcontlnaed from pace 7;

granted for limited purposes, he Is
asked to make over his rights in toto,
thus signing away any prospect of
conti'oUing the use of his material
or of enjoying further profit from
its presentation through other channels. Copyright expresses In formal
legal terms the Individual's right to
speak, think and communicate. The
preservation of that right is more
than a concern of the author; it Is
the foundation-stone ot a free literature and a free people.'
Touching on the prevalent editorial
censorship policy of national magazines, Mary C. McCall, Jr., told the

of

New Yorker

Writer

Defi to

27.

Cummlngs an-

nounced
May Ask Repeal of Anti-Decree Law jkum,

Broi. Bit SUrrl.ns

RKO

.

Uerle Oberon * SeniUB Morgan
IN PEBSOM

WAYNE KING^^„«»S?DON GUMMING
•
THE RANDALL SISTERS
DENNIS MORGAN

RKO

^^L.

RKO

ORSOX WELLES

SWG

I

SPAlACEjasS.'SSi^^

I,eish
Blag

PARAMOUNT

Bob
Dontliy

HELD OVER
tint Time at
In Person
Vanghn

Popnlar Fr(,c«8
'I

WANTED
WINGS'

AParnmoimtPlcture

UONBOB

Ttiur.,M>y29

Vl>l«ll

Lot TInu' W<<.

CROSBY
HOPE

LAMOUR

"BOAD TO

^

Stage Bhmr

LiuranM
Olivier

WOM»H
Id

ZjUiZIBAH^'
Plus Bis

•

"THAT
HAMILTON
"
Perwa

am ARNHEIM
nd

Oreh,
Eib-i I
a A'tonl*

Bciwla

and Band
Bal
BBBRUA]!^
Beatrice

KAT

Lang's Yes or
Hollywood,

MUSIC
HALL
HBXD OVEB
"PENNY
^SERENADE"
Spectacular Stage Production!

No
May

27.

Director assignment on 'Q^nflrm or
Deny,' recently bought by 20th-Fox,
goes to Fritz Lang, who recently finished 'Man Hunt'
Samuel Fuller and Henry Wales
were paid $20,000 for the yarn, which
deals with American newspaper correspondents In Britain during the
war. Script was polished by Joe
Swerllng.

High Above Tree Tops

A

Ogden Stewart, Viola Brothers Shore, Michael Urls and Charles Pafe.

Montgomery

slated for the top roles,

H

.

'
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SHOW COSTS DOWN

Five-Year Picture of Evening Programs
1940^

,

Station

Type of Program

.....42

V
...44
DRAMA
AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION
41
21
POPULAR MUSIC
NEWS & NEWS COMMENTATORS. 37
FAMILIAR MUSIC
CLASSICAL MUSIC

11

5

COMEDY TEAMS

^2

RELIGION

1

SEMI-CLASSICAL MUSIC

4

SPOJRTS

8,.

76
66
63

1

55

5

51

COMMENT

NOVELTY
TALKS, GOSSIP, INSTRUCTION....
BRASS BAND MUSIC.
SINGLE ACT

Station Hra.

No.

48

1,823
1,004

63
50
27

2,143-.

933
-640

39

19
10

494
218
226

28
7

110

5

4

161

6

1

50

876
853
401
404

37
24
22
11

3
3

9
3

130
146
76

Per Week
59
1,774

No.

No.

539
389
764
189
172
207

29
7
30
3

494
230
588

11

4

1

165
35

84
168
116

16

6

89
60

4

161

9

254

11

5

5

108

5

112

6

6

56

ii

127

i4

163

1

9

6
2

64
22

'4

Only Seven Audience ParticI*
pation Shows in 1936-37
Season
41 During Pres-

61

3

44
336
213

1

1

—

ent

Drama

Daytime
Risen

— Jump
— Meantime
in

Serials

From 45

NEWS:

Hav«

to

75

TO

37

3

..

RANSOM SHERMAN, SUB

Connery Proposes Levies

FOR TIBBER McGEE'

For Ohio State Fair

Assistant

Season

Night

As was evident and

predicted last

the radio season

now drawing

fall,

to

loweM MeOett

TREi

FIVE-yEim

1936-37
V
Station Hrs.

,

Fer Week
52
1,675

For Week

WLW Staging Specs

Bob Berger's Status As

1937- 38
,
Statlon Hrs.

,

FerWeek

No.

41

789^
686
340
.128
106

.-

»
r-r-1938-39
Station Hrs.

)

Hn.

Far Week
1,587
1,190
1,117

No,

VARIETY

2S

its

produced no

close

startling

changes in network commercial proOn Radio Running to 20^;' gram
content It was practically an
-

.Clouded by

Amendment

Cincinnati, May 27.
Grandstand spectacle for this
year's Ohio State Fair will be an

Washington, May 27.
American musical cavalcade show,
New Deal's radio book- 'By Dawn's Early Light,' proauced
Promotions, Inc., booking
uncertain as a result of by
subsidiary of Crosley's 50,000 waia unanimously adopted Senate ter. The extravaganza will entail
amendment to the HllI-O'Leary bill the services of more than 100 peogiving the Office of Government Re- ple.
It will be produced and diports (formerly the National Emer- rected by Howard Tooley, who was
special events director ot last year's
gency Council) -permanent status.
New York's World Fair. With it
Issue is being threshed out currently will be a large Littlefleld ballet.
in a House-Senate conference with
Bill McCluskey, WLW's booking
Administration leaders trying to get chief, closed the deal last week with
a new lease on life tor the unit rep- John T. Brown, Director of Agriculresented by Robert I. Berger, one- ture, and Win Kinnan, manager of
time radio director of the Demo- the Ohio State Fair.
cratic National Committee.
WLW's -Boone County Jamboree,
Ban on any radio activities was in- rural show, will be the fair's opencorporated in the legislation upon ing night feature in the arena, the
motion of Senatpr Robert A. Taft, same as for the past tew years.
Ohio Republican, with absolutely no
discussion of the radio activities.
Senator Lister Hill, Democrat, of
Dallas' Fourth Station
Alabama, accepted the injunction,
saying he saw no objection to taking
Dallas, May 27.
It to conference.
Hill spOke solely,
After failing in first attempt for
however, about the phraseology rean outlet here, the Chilton Radio
lating to motion pictures, not to that
Corp., filed a new 'application with
,part which would put a stop to
the Federal Communications ComBerger's work.
mission and was granted a construcThough all radio functions of the
tion permit to erect a new station
old N.E.C. supposedly were moved
Station will operate on 1660
here.
to. the Office of Education when the
kilocycles with a power of 1,000
latter was made part ot the Federal
watts on daytime operation only.
Security Administration two years
Permit is subject to final approval
ago, the O.GJl. ^technically a wing
of certain engineering -data.
ot the Executive Office ^has been
This gives this city a total ot four
extremely alive In the broadcasting stations. Each an outlet tor a diffield.
Besides scheduling programs ferent web.
They are WFAA,
such .as President Roosevelt's fireKRLD and WRR.
side chats, pickups from the Birthday Ball, and Presidential appearSmith Gives
ances before Congress, the O.G.R has
prepared the series of platters dePhiladelphia, May 27.
.£crlbing the work of almost every
In honor of Kate Smith's tenth anexisting Federal department and in- niversary on the air,
predependent agency and numerous sented radio -receiver in her name to
other transcribed sets claimed to be the Naval Hospital here. The presmerely 'educational' or 'informative' entation was made in the presence
but denounced often by Republicans of 400 patients last Thurs. (22) by
as 'political propaganda'.
prexy, to CapDr. Leon Levy,
tain H. L. DoUard, commandant of
Berger's Title
with Miss
Berger continues on the O.G.R. the hospital A plaque
it was tacked on to
name
on
Smith's
payroll at $7,500 a year with the title
of 'special assistant' to Lowell Mel- the radio.
the presenafter
minutes
Several
lett, the director.
His assistant. Miss
Bea Andreen, Is a $4,600-a-year tation the radio was tuned in to
Kate's program, which was dedispecial assistant
When the biU giving the agency cated to the Philly Naval Hospital.
permanent s.tatus (and up to $1,500,- The program was piped to bedridden
patients
via earphones.
000 per annum)
up in the
Fate ot the

ing office

WLW

is

'

—

—

Radio

Kate

WCAU

I

WCAU

was

House, there was considerable rumpus about' reports that Mellett
threatened to bring about the gagging of Fulton Lewis, Jr., commentator for Mutual Broadcasting Sys•lenf The Senate, though, paid no
attention to this incident during last
national political campaign
and there was only casual reference
during the debate to the radio^operations ot the agency:
year's

'

Louis

&

Brorby agency

listeners.

.

.

—

pensive name stars the past season
accounted tor only 42.
And of
these 42 so many had hillbilly or
other corny slants that perhaps in
anotfier year 'variety* will have to
be broken down into all sorts- of
separate items.

dent of the allied crafts, with levies

'

running to 20%.

The Connery bill, offered as a permanent amendment to existing rev-

enue statutes rather than a feature
ot emergency legislation designed to
help defray costs of national defense,
(2) In
place of the. expensive
Davis Overtares Film also would place a statutory limit on
Actor for Deal Like Baggies.
commissions
allowed
ad^rtlsirtt; variety show, a veritable deluge of
and audience-partlcipaIn figuring the gross in- dramatic
agencies.
San Francisco, May 27.
come subject to tax, the Bay Stater tion programs has been ushered in.
Brisacher, Davis agency is dicker- specified that agency cuts cannot ex- By and large these programs are not
ing with Hugh Herbert tor a new ceed 15% of total time sales.
expensive (nor sophisticated).
transcription series, 'Standing Room
The suggested addition to present 'Drama' is a word that covers a mulOnly.'
This follows agency's syn- laws would levy 20% 'amusement tude of radio odds and ends.
dicated beer show) 'Barrel ot Fun,' tax' on stations with an annual take
"Wearing Oat'
using Charles Ruggles.
exceeding $500,000; 19% on plants'
(3) Barring drama and audience
New Herbert show will have taking In $250,000 to $500,000; and participation (and a bunch ot newa struggling-stock-company back- 10% on those grossing from $150,000 casters who are riding the war
ground and is brain-child ot Walt to $250,000.
wave), radio has found no' replacePurdon.
If 'approved, this would be espe- ments to fill up the dreaded "bearing
cially hard on proprietors of more out' of the name stars.
In other
than one station, inasmuch as Con- words, -while the variety ca'tegoiry is
nery's measure stipulates that a net- getting smaller and smaller mainly,
Lee O'Daniel Tunes
work or group of plants 'owned, because -of the lack of new name
controlled or operated by. substan-' stars, cheap dra^natic and quiz retially the same Interests,' shall be placements show no real staying
San Antonio, May 27.
Gov. W. Lee O'Daniel will Inaug- treated tor tax purposes as a single- power. Even though they are riding reasonably high (on statistics)
urate a new series of half-hour Sun- unit.
they are not riding very hjgh in comday morning broadcasts over station
mon-sense long-term values. Next
KTSA. Politics, philosophy and occasional bits of religious music by
year may see a wholesale slaughter
among this cheaper tare. This is, of
his famous hill billy band, included.
O'Daniel has announced that he
course, a prediction, but It's based
ILKA
the
on
will enter the race for the Senate
(among other things)
suffered
by mystery,
seat vacated by the recent death of
catastrophe
years
ago.
Morris Sheppard.
about nine
Yvette, singing portion of the dramas
Thursday Camel broadcasts, drops Mysteries which were cheap., and
spectacular rode to tame over night,
off that show after tomorrow's (28)
Quiz KidsV Ohio Date
broadcast and shifts over to the new and theii burned out just as fast
show, debuting June 6 on CBS for They had no staying power.
Chicago, May 27.
(4) The daytime serials are stiU
NBC -Artists has set three name same sponsor.
daytime,
She'll join Ilka Chase and Paul blissfully on top of the
acts for the Miami 'Valley^Chatauqua
heap. This is not surprising, tor the
in Ohio, starting with the Quiz Kids Baron's orchestra in a 10:30-11 p.m.
slot Miss Chase and Baron former- serials have exactly the 'out' of this
on June 29.
world' quality which women want.
H. 'V. Kaltenbom will appear on ly were backed by Camel on SaturBut U. S. advertisers were slow to
July 13 and John Charles Thomas day matinee shows from the Wal'

'

^
'

Up

W.

'

;

CAMELS CHANGE YYETTE
CHASE SHOW

TO

—
—

[

!

on Aug.

dorf-Astoria hotel.

17.

Growth
1940-41
,
station Hrs.

of

New

No.

Per Week
3,887

No.

78

1

18

356

\6

259

4

198
126
82

2

17
95

23
2
3
7
2

2
2

64
52
22
19
18

4

4
10

2

6
5
1

3
2

208
52
60
16
19

78
4..

60

4
5

3

(Continued on page 33)

'

Serials

1938-39
,
Station Hrs.

,

Week

Per

'York.

Daytime

1939-40
(
Station Hrs.

4,096
393

1

.

'

Brisacher,

5

CLASSICAL MUSIC
SONG-PATTER TEAMS.
BRASS BAND MUSIC.

'

&

HUGH HERBERT DISCS

4

HYMNS

Ways

—

Wilcox, announcer, will move over
to the summer show, which tees up
July 1.

6
H. M. Klesewetter agency is making inquiries tor sports and news
programs on local stations In behalf
of Kentucky Club tobacco.
The requirements are that the series be- framed around a personality
that is well established with local

labor unions,

.

>

11

LOCAL AIR CELEBS

recent weeks by the printing trades major revolution.

i

!

5

KENTUCKY CLUB SEEKS

head the

The salient points
is before the House ot this metamorphosis are as tollows:
Means Committee In new
(1) Nighttime radio on the whole'
form now. Rep. Lawrence D. ConCecil Underwood, producer of "Fib- nery, Massachuset|s Democrat, in- is getting cheaper and cheaper in
production values and costs. Whereber,' will forego his sabbatical to
troduced a bill Tuesday (20) carryhandle the sliow. Likely that Billy ing out the ideas voiced a day' as in 1936-37 there were 69 variety
programs many ot them with exMills, music conductor, and Harlow '.earlier by John
B. Hagerty, presi-

75

TALKS ANDFAMILIAR M

to

summer replacement for 'Fibber McGee and Molly.' Program to origi-

No.

Program

encore on the 1939-40 sea^n, barring
a few minor ^ighlightc. .And yet,
when a five-year comparison Is put
together (as in the. adjoining charts^
Washington, May' 27.
compiled by 'Vabisty), it will be
Federal tax on gross incomes ot
seen that commercial network radio
radio stations, agitated repeatedly in is -really gradually undergoing a

Aiong Lmes of Hagerty

-

nate here will have a variety formula.
Sherman has been appearing on 'Club Matinee' and other Chicago shows.

,

of

27.

Ransom Sherman, Chicago radio
^mic, has been picked by Needham,

Five-Year
Type

May

Chicago,

:1937-38

,

No.

326

30

63

2

3

153

7

76
38
29
20
68

3

r

1

1

4

i

13

1
1

"2

-

9
3
1

• •

>

1938-37—%

,

Station Hrs.

Per Week
2,394

Station

Per Week
2,118

No.

476
49

24
2

204.
170
31

8
4

45

Bn.

Per Week
1,345

412
14
268
202

6
40
39
15

4

3

27

1

•12

'2

15
"3

4

67
112

274
31

-
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Radio in Middle on 'America

Hearst

First'

CBS headquarters In New York got a snicker Tuesday when Hearst
reps caUed, only a few weeks after the attack on "The Free Company*
program, and asked CBS for free talent to send with a Hearst paper's
migration to Camp Devens, Mass.
CBS politely said it had no control over talent and there was the
Theatre Authority" and AFRA to consider.

With Stations Suspecting Pressure

Group Wants to Exploit 'Persecution
Philadelphia,

May

27.

Premieres

A

mass meeting of the America
skedded for Thurswhich ex-Colonel
Charles A. Lindbergh ia to be the
proved
to be a hot
speaker
main

{May 28-June

First Committee,
day (29), at

It

would

(17

New York.
'We, the Abbotts,' sponsored
(Hellmann's
Foods
Best
mayonnaise), WEAF-NBC, 6:30
p.m., Monday - through - Friday.
Benton 8e Bowles agency. Movei
Originates

by

the spots.

There was a blast by the committee charging the three stations who

had turned thumbs down with 'suppression of freedom of speech.' The
Btory was played up by the news-,
papers. Then Hep W. P. Lambertson

Then on Saturday (24) WCAU announced a change of heart expressing' its willingness to sell time for
'if

copy

is all

WABC-CBS,

from

4:15

p.m.,

Monday-Friday.

June 4
'Danger Is My Business,' sponsored by Axton-Fisher tobacco
(Zephyr cigaret), WOR-Mutual
(17

10:15-10:30

stations),

p.m.,

Wednesdays. Interviews, dramaProductizations, with guests.
tion by Ed Wolf Associates, Weiss

& Geller agency.

Originates

New

York.

AGENCY COSTS
PAD) BY NBC

the time Is available an<l the
right'
Said Dr. Leon Levy, WCJAU prexy;
1 was out of town and one of
assistants innocently misinterpreted
the broadcasters' code, thinking It

spots

WOR-Mutual
cigaret),
stations), 10:15-10:30 p.m.,

With Mary Small,
Mondays.
Phil Wall orch, quartet, chorus.
Production by Ed Wolf Associates, Weiss & Geller agency.

sell

of Kansas, confusing the spot advertisements with the event itself, got
up in Congress and flayed Philly
radio stations with allegedly 'refusing to carry a 'peace' address,"
The local stations, of course, hotly
denied Lambertson's charge, asserting that they were never asked to
carry a broadcast of the talk but
only to sell time for s^ot announcem^ts. All pointed to the fact that
they carried Lindbergh and- Burtt>n
K. Wheeler from other America First
meetings.

On

June t

WCAU

announced that

Elaborates Its Attitude

(Spud

and
the Arena. First KYW,
WIP turned them down, stating that
the sale of time for 'controversial
the
code
of
against
the
subjects' was
National Association of Broadcasters.

WFHj

FCC

4)

'Spad Imperial Time,' sponsored by Axton-Fisher tobacco

potato for local radio outlets. The
committee approached the three
major stations and asked to buy spot
announcements plugging the rally at

Ask CBS for a Favor

KOA

RAYMOND PAIGE

Orchestra of 100. The League, now
RESIGNS
ED
scheduling instrumiental auditions,
seeking exceptionally talented
Is
young American male and female Leaves fVarlety' Staff After Five
vocalists, popular and classical, beTears—To Business Week
tween the ages of 16 and 26. Those
chosen will be given a national
build-up.
Edgar A. Grunwald has resigned,
effective June 3, from the staff of
Vambtv, with which he bad been associated for five years, the last loiu:
Patricia Ryan as Claudia;
as editor of the Variety Radio DiHe had previously been
Frances Starr Also Airs; BECTORY.
with "nde.
He will Join McGraw-Hill July 1

GRUNWALD

Break-In on Smith

from the start

Policy which industry lawyers de»
nounced as 'administrative absolU'.

was esta))llshed in rejecting reconsideration pleas of 14 stations end
-grant of -fuU'tlm*
to WHDH, Boston, on the 830 ko.
ribbon (now 850 under the Havana

In reaffirming the

stamped its
from I-A classification.
A court review of the Commish
Within 24 hours
action Is certain.
-

Broadcasting Co.—
which had charged the FCC with
modifying on Its own initiative the
KOA license—filed a request for a
grant pending an
stay of the

.

LOCAL

PAQS

Although its present contract with
the American Federation of Radio
Artists still has some months to run.
General Electric has voluntarily revised the pact to give blanket raises
to the entire staff of WGY, Its station at Schenectady, N. Y. Management made the 3% boost lo offset the
rising cost of living.

appeal.

FCC philosophy was Implicit In a
IB-page, heavily annotated and footnoted opinion voicing the views of
Commissioners Paul A. Walker, Fred

Kansas

City,

May

27.

sloners

AFRA

AFRA

lengths to which the
In justifying their position and the
way in which they closed the door
on all of the licensees with apprehensions about the' effect of this
In the view of some
precedent.
barristers, the FCC has gone out of.

WKBC

WKRC

Lombardo, Bess Johnson to Bates

ship.

William

Guy Lombardo winds up his current series for Lady Esther at the'
end of June and switches to ColgatePahnolive-Peet for a product not yet
selected. New stanza will be heard
at 8-8:30 p.m. Saturdays on C;bS
(with a repeat at 11 p.m.), starting
July 9. Ted Bates is the agency on
Pedlar & Ryan,
the new setOp.
agency for Lady Esther, .Is looking
for a replacement show for that ac-

•ctivitl^'.'

Following the local affair Ensor
make trip, to New York, where
the award will be made at a testimonial dinner for him on June 2
and which event will go out over
Columbia net on a half-hour prowill

gram.

Phyliss Jean

Must Rest

Buffalo,

May

Is

Reassigned to

count.

27.

....

nUiess and strain of 15 shows a
'Your Marriage Club,', another
forced versatile Phyllis Bates agency program currently ocJean to drop^ofl WGR-WKBW staff cupying the 8 p.m. Saturday spot on
and seek a rest at her Rochester CBS for Continental Baking (Won
home.
She's been singing, acting der bread), will move to 7J0-8 p.m.
and running, a women's chatter spot Thursday on the same network,' sueto the point of nervous exhaustion. ceedlng 'Vox Pop,' which likewise
likewise
Her part Is being written out of changes sponsors and times. Then
Til Tind, My Way,' 1:45 p.m. soap 'Marriage Club' will be replaced
opera
pipes to Mutual
Aug. 14 for the same sponsor and
product by a new comedy-dramatic
Gerard B. HcDermott, director of series, 'Maudie.'
the radio division of the National
Despite the signing of Lombardo
Research Bureau, has been- named a for a C-P-P series, two other regular
V. p. In' charge of all radio opera- Colgate shows are apparently also
tlons. including transcriptions.
slated to continue, at least for the

Week has

present
light'

and

—Serial

They are

'Colgate Spot
Desk,' which now
-8 and 8:30 p.m.,
Thursday nights on

'City

follow each other at
respectively,

CBS. Both are Bates programs.
Ted Bates agency also gets the
'Story of Bess Johnson' serial June
30, when it shifts from Palmolive
soap to Klek washing soap, a C-P-P
product. Ward Wheelock now lias
the program, but with Elmer Davis
starting Sunday (1) a slx-nights-a-

Although the WKRC management
reported to have agreed to a few
demands. It Is said to be still

AFRA

refusing the

union's proposals for
shop and for commercial and
sustaining network and commercial
rates.on a parity with those for other
network-affiliated outlets.

AFRA

WTAM

Negotiating
CHeveland,

May

27.

Local chapter of AFRA, with Vic
Connors, national .organizer, here
from Detroit to sit In with the negotiating committee,- Is holding confabs with WTAM.
Discussions are reported to be
friendly and an agreement Is figured
likely to be reached soon.

week

ride for Palmolive, the sponsor
will not continue 'Bess Johnson' on
the same product Wheelock is the
agency for the Elmer Davis series
and will continue handling the

Tlbbett Aids In Dallas
Dallas,

May

27.

Agreement covering AFRA-shop,

minimum pay and working

condi-

I

'

_

I

WGR

i

I

Palmolive account
Writer-director setup for ."Bess
Johnson' wUl probably be changed
when the show goes to Bates. Author is now William Sweets, with
Diana Bourbon handling direction.
Mildred 'Fenton, who last week

tions has-been reached by the American Federation of Radio Artists and
local station KLRD. Deal is subject
to approval by the union's national
board in New York.

Negotiations have been under way
for some time, with Lawrence Tibfrom Blackett-Sample-Hum- bett AFRA's national president,
lending
valuable assistance during
mert to head the Bates daytime
shows, will decide on the new lineup his visit here for a concert date some
weeks ago.
for the show.
shifted

Henry

Fly absent and unrecorded.
Though a stand-pat attitude had

Radio

Lady Esther
Klek (New)

George

Move was taken entirely on GE's- been generally looked for, industry
by the
own volition. Company approached lawyers were flabbergasted
majority went

WAVE

Or/:he8tra to Palmolive After

and

the showdown, Commis*
S. Case and T. A. M.

for reconsideration,
with the rookie regulator, Commissioner Hay C. Wakefield, not participating and Chairman James L.

moved from atop the Brown

*

On

Norman

Craven voted

with a proposal to revise the
Louisville, May 27.
studios and offices will be contract upward and the union's
Hotel, national board gave its 'permission.'
effecting
all employee classifiRaise,
where they have been located since
for St. L. Politics 1033, to the Woman's Baptist Mis- cations at the station, as well as an^'
sionary Training School property, as nouncers and those covered by the
St. Louis, May 27.
contract,
was made retroacRay C. Schroeder, the original soon as alterations are completed.
Building is three stories, and tive to April 7.
'Mr. Flxit' who has been solving
civic and other problems for WIL fronts on one of the town's main
streets.
Station
studios,
and
offices
dialers for more than 10 years,
Strike Looms at
grabbed a $4,000 political job last will occupy one floor 'of the buildCincinnati, May 27.
week and. will withdraw from the ing, and remaining space will prob'
American Federation of Radio ArtThree studios
radio field. Schroeder was appointed ably be subleased.
to make any substantial
City Register by Mayor William Dee will be air-conditioned and sound- ists, unable
progress toward agreement with
Becker (Rep).
proofed, and building will include
here, has voted authorization
Schroeder created the "Mr. Fixit' an auditorium seating 600, to be used
idea and program while covering for audience air shows. Station has of a strike. Walkout is expected at
City Hall for the defunct St Louis also purchased an adjoining build- any time. Mrs. Emily HoU, national
Tlrnes, a p.m. rag. The program has ing, which will be razed for a park- executir S-secretary, was here from
New York last week to Join Hyraan
been widely copied in the U. S.
ing lot.
Faine, the union's national organizer, in huddles with the station and
bring moral support for the local
chapter from the national member-

Marshall Ensor, winner •'of the
S. Paley award for meritorious service in amateur radio, will
be guest of honor at banquet tonight
tendered him by chamber of commerce of 01athe„ Kans., where he is
teacher of industrial arts In the high
school, with KMBC, local CBS outlet taking prominent part In the

Thompson

I.

Payne.

I

The Price of Fame

,

WHDH

WITH CAPACITY OF 600

Scrams

National

the

AFRA PUSHING

the Kate Smith, show starts
layoff after the Jime 27
broadcast 'Claudia' will expand to a

summer

WAVE TO HAVE STUDIO

Fixit'

-

Commish

rubberremoval of the frequency

agreement).

NBC

WIL's •Mr.

27.

tlsm'

When

&

*^e will give this group free time
just as we did with the Communist
Party, giving advocates of opposite
views an equal' opportunity to be
heard,' Rosenbaum said.
(WFIL
hadn't been asked for the free time
up to last night).
Opponents of America First believe- the committee deliberately is
keeping off the air how, so they'll be
able to yell 'suppression of free
speech' at their meeting. The radio,
controversy has given the rally
plenty of free publicity, more than
(. they would ordinarily have received
since all the local doilies are against
isolationism and for aid-to-Britain.

May

action.

Show

to direct an economic and marketing
section of , Business Week.
Patricia Ryan will play the title
Meantime the Variety information
part In the radio version of 'Claudia,' and Research Department of which
which starts June 6 on a fo'ur-week Grunwald has recently been in
break-in as a 15-mlnute spot on the
charge; wUl continue as heretofore to
Kate Smith show Friday nights. provide service to Variety and its
Young actress, who has appeared on readers.
various network serials, wiU get billIng o'n the new assignment. Actual
contract, agented by the William
Morris office, calls for an initial fourweek option period,' but Miss Ryan

will get billing

Washington,

Going much farther than ever be<
fore toward tighteiiing its procedure^
the Federal Communications Com*
mission by a 3 to 2 tally (with two
of members not voting) last week In
effect broke' up the last of the fa>
miliar yardsticks for measuring pub<
lie interest, and said henceforth it.,
alone will decide when anybody is
liable to be hurt by admlnlstrativ*

-

avaUable.'

Spnmed

League of Young Americans

Hollywood, May 27.
half-hour. Sam Fuller, now directsettled half of its controversy ing the Kate Smith series, wUl also
its refusal to give handle
the 'Claudia' assignment,
barred such announcements.
He arising out of
time on Its coast blue network to
Frances Starr, of the legit version,
should have asked to see the copy,
Lime Cola's 'Kids of the Week.' at the Booth, N. Y., will repeat her
and accepted It If it was free of conPearson agency was reim- role on the air, but the rest of the
Davis
troversial materlaL' Up to last night
bursed for out-of-pocket e'xpenses cast Isn't set
the America First Committee hadn't
incurred in preparing^ the program
taken up Dr. Le vy's offer.
and pr<yiotion work. Counsel for
WFlii's Beverssl.
and Lime. Cola of CaliforOn the same day (Sat.) WFIL also both
nia are still studylnjg a settlement
changed its mind. Instead of selling
Network refused to air the show
time for spots to th e com mittee,
tiie ground Uiat it encroached on
on
Samuel
Rosenbaum, WFIL prexy,
offered to give! them time free 'when the format of 'Quiz Kids.'

N9C

k

(NBC) Plea

Recently appointed conductor of
the

its

my

Clear Qiaimel Operatkm;

way to emphasize
One counsel said the
Its

technicalities.

decision is a
case of 'the Commission failing to
touch second, base and then arguing
with the umpire he's crazy,' while
another sourly remarked the only
reason he could see for all the footnotes was a deliberate aim to confuse the Federal courts and conceal
the vital issue.
In essence, the three-man majority
laid down the principle that no licensee has any rights to intervene

—

from now on and even when after
a superficial look at the documents

Commish thinks a hearing Is
necessary to determine whether public Interest will be served nobody
except the applicant Is entitled to
present evidence.
No matter who
may be hurt or how, other industry
members have no 'right' to be heard,
no matter what the Communications
Act may say about persons 'aggrieved' by regulatory action being
entitled to go to court
The reconsideration was sought by
KOA, another daytime plant on 'the
same stripe, WEEU, Reading, Pa.;
and 12 members of the clear-channel
group. Springboard from which the
three-man majority jumped was the
KOA petition, but they also remarked In a separate order that
'mere apprehension' on the part of
the clear-cbannelltes 'Is not such an
Interest as to entitle any of the petitioning licensees to standing as a
party or person* aggrieved or whose
interests
are
adversely
affected
thereby 'within the meaning of Section 405 of the,CommunlcatIons Act'
In throwing out NBC's plea the
majority voiced views which Indicate the networks will get nowliere
If they beg. the ,Comniish to reconsider or postpone their anti-monopoly regulations.
the

.

.

The Commish brushed

off

NBC's

contentions that full time operation
wUl limit KOA's service.
In doing sb, the majority took a
novel stand, arguing that its re-

by

WHDH

(Contlnued on page 29)

'

Wednts^j, May

;

28, 1941
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SHOWS WmiOlIT AUDIENCES
Argentine Television

Danny Kaye Lnkewarm

Ci &ET

Y

—

Bueno* Aires, May

27.

F-M Web Cracks

Plans for South America'* first experimental television transmitter are
under way here with Indications that
tests may be started by mid- July.
Behind the plan are Julio P. CalArgentine tech^Aical writer
velo,
(who represents several U. S. firms
In the electrical and allied fields)
and Eduardo Grlnberg, whose father
owns one of the biggest local radio
and music retailing outfits. Figure
that television is still a long way
worthwhile Investing
oft but it's
60,000 pesos right no^ (about $12,-

Ice

modulated

new
station

yesterday

(Monday)

America Network,
frequency
group,
closed
tract.

vision

its

-

,

Inc.,

commercial conNew England di-

Both men have been active in the
local Centro de Television, organization made up of pros and hams who
have been meeting regularly for the

The
of Socony-Vacuum

obli-

J. Stirling Getchell.

""for study of the suborganization
experimental
elemetitary
broadcasts but expense was too great
and they've since confined themselves to study and discussion.
Flans include a small-scale transmitter and Importation of three or
four receivers. Part of the equipment for the transmitter has already

past 10 years

Some time ago

ject.

PAR CONSIDERS

NEEDS

several

for

representative

planning to go
shop for some

Attempt to bring in
equipment without duty because of
other material.

When Dumont

Television starts

its

experimental nature of the worlc has commercial television, if licensed by
and Grin- the FCC, sUrting Jaly 1, It ii expected that Paramount will have
Reports from States that a full- available necessary special films
fledged commercial television station from its own producers to fill out a
have liberal portion of the programs.
was to be established in B.
brought nothing but puzzlement from
In line with this^ Par newsreel
radio people here. According to the editors have been studying television
report emanating from Philadelphia, requirements, technique and other
Phiico Radio sent the equipment to phases of the new medium. Whether
one Fernando' G. Chavez, owner of regular Paramount newsreel clips
LOS. Local Phiico o9ice has never will be available<=1s questionable but
heard of purchase or Chavez. (There ultimately the entire newsreel techis no station LOS.)
nique may be revamped to fit teleNecessity for telling any
vision.
Jap Tele 'Tests
sort of a television story with the
maximum of closeups and a negliTokio, April 29.
number of distance shots will be
A series of test television broad- gible
foremost idea followed in such reeasts are to be made by the technical
vamping.
research Institute of the Broadcasting Corporation of Japan at Kamata-cho, Setagaya Ward, of this
olty, every Friday in May and June. Eight Stations Using
Since It made its first test telecast
three years ago, the experts of the
By
Programs Cot at
Institute have been improving on
their system, with the result that
failed so far but Calvelo
berg are still trying.

A

-

Wax

Camp

new

their

scopes are

transmitters and

now

said

t..

Seller -Radioite

icono-

Conrad

insure very

clear reception.

St. Louis,

The

Television Research Commission, headed by (Thief Daitaro Arakawa of the Engineering Bureau of
the Communications Ministry which
was established for the purpose of
utilizing television for military ends,
has been jointly engaged in research
work. In the commission are represented the Army and Navy, Cora-

munications Ministry and television
receiving set manufacturing companies, and the television departments of Waseda, the Tokio Imperial
and Engineering universities.

May

27.

Eight stations in Missouri, Illinois,
Kansas, Nebraska are using waxes

made

of activities of draftees of
those states at Camp Robinson, Ark.
John Conrad, former
(35th Div).
here, is doubling
gabber at
as production director and chief
gabber. The set-up made by Conrad
embodies the making of the recordings at KARK, LitUe Rock, which
has a direct line to the press section of the camp and the sale, at
cost, of the platters to the stations
that are building up good wIU by
airing the activities of the men from
One of the biggest
their states.
stunts was to record a concert of
the camp's 319-man band on Moth-

KWK

|

CANTOR BACK Oa. 1;
SAME
SPONSOR

mi

er's

Day.

Tbe stations using the waxes are
KARK, KWK, St. Louis; WIBW, ToBristol-Myers has picked up Its op- peka; KWBC, Hutch inson, Kans.;
on Eddie Cantor for next sea- WOW, Omaha; WTMV, East St.
and it will again ibe the Wed- Louis; KMBC, Kansas City, and
nesday 9-S:30 p. m, spot on the NBC- KANS, Wichita, Kans.
Red. He goes off In June and returns

tion
son,

Oct

I.

NBC-Red
•

last

week

also got re-

&

Gamble cov-

newals from Procter
the

series

and Philip Morris Co.

nection

with

the

in con-

George. Putnam

news periods (Dunhill

cigarets).

Bayuking .Baiter Stays

On

Bayuk PhiUie Cigar has renewed
its

Mutual contract for Sam Baiter's

sports series for another 52-weeks,
effective June 16. The account also
intends to expand its hookup from
40 to 86 stations.
Ivey
Ellington, of Philadelphia,
is the agency.

&

•

ufacturers

July

dance arrangement which Les Brown's
band will use on the stage of the
Strand theatre, N. Y. Outfit beincorporated

1

J.

i

\

,

I

'

scarcity.

which

is

required

behalf of Kraft
tbe Thompson

Crosby

i

is tmderagency has

it

urged upon Bob Burns a substantial
salary cut from his present rate ot
compensation at $5,000 a week. His
termer will run out next J^rraary

Agency is taking (ack that It
would like to retain the Arkansas
eomic but feels his price is now out
of relation to his popularity. This
alleged fact Bums is said to deny
and it Is not expected he will readily
flaU in line with the agency's lin«
of reasoning.
New York office of the agency
also reported Monday (26) that it
knew nothing ot the story out ot
Hollywood that Clrost^ bad requested that Kraft buy a supple-

Urst.

Parks J<dmson and Wally Buttermentary 15-mimite period on ffaa
wqrth wind up 'Vox Pop' series for Mutual Network
so that he would
Penn tobacco with tha Juna 26 be able to sing the ASCAP songs by
broadcast 'Snd then succeed Bea which ~he is known' among i^noBemle for Emerson Drug (Bromo- graph recofd fansL
Seltzer).
For the first eight weeks
for the

new

do two half-hour shows a
week, one on NBC blue (WJZ) and

CBS FORECAST

the other on Columbia. But beginning Sept. 29 they'll do only the Co-

lumbia series.
Pair were offered a renevral for
Penn tobacco, but turned it down
for a higher amount, rq>orted between $3,500-94,000 per show, irom
Emerson. Kiesewetter, the agency
Hollywood, BJay 27,
on tbe Penn tobacco account, has
Dramatics and audience particlpa'
not yet decided on a replacement
tion programs will be given little
and may not even continua using consideration in setting
up the sum-

FUN-MINDED

radio

for

awhile.

Between

their

mer "Forecast' series over CBS> So
Lewis, net's program
!f of declared W.
their replacement
,hlef, here for a fortnight to lay out
August, Johnson and Buta collection of from 10 to 16 shows
terworth will take their first vacato calk the hiatus voids. Preference
tion since they started the show in
will go to music, comedy and variety,
Texas in 1932.
declared Lewis, adding that the curSpot on Columbia, starting Aug,
rent ASCAP negotiations, whichever
4, will be 8 p. m. Mondays, with 60way they go, will not be a factor in
odd stations. Hookup of Coast stadetermining the formats of the sumtions will be added in October,
mer shows.
bringing the string to 74 outlets.
Several new ideas and techniques
Series on NBC blue, now filled by
will be tried out, Ijewis said, operBernie, and which Johnson-Butterworth take over Aug. 8, is B p. m. ating on the dual premise of experiFriday (with a repeat at 11:30). mentation and showcasing for fall
During the eight weeks they do the buyers. Series will be initialed July
two stanzas, they'll be paid a double 14 but no decision has been reached
on where it will be niched. Last
amount by Emerson.

by the

a

^r""*/'
June 26 and

FCC

rules, Columbia will separately
telecast its color television during
the summer. Reception will be confined to sets owned by staff members. (Ordinary sets, If properly adJusted to the 375 lines of color, can
pick it up in black and white.)

Bemie

Who's Who on Dial
Under present conditions NBC has
1; CBS, 2; Phiico in PhilaDumont, 4; WOR has a

Channel

delphia, 3;

construction permit for channel 6;
Bloomingdale's in cooperation with
another department store, Abraham
& Straus of Brooklyn, is earmarked
(There are 18 comfor channel 8.
mercial television channels theoretically available for the future,
but perhaps half that number is
probable maximum for one area because of interference dangers.)
Question of program supply for the
19 hours a week Is not yet worked

m

^

The present "Vox' Pop' spot, 7dO '"''^y^^J*• F***.*?.*
m. Thursday on CBS, will be ^P°' 2!","°^?^ "'^^^ Additional to the "Forecast* Hneup
taken by 'Your Marriage Club,' now
devoted to workers
heard Saturday nights, for Wonder
national defense and those -in
bread.
Latter show wiU be suececded Aug. 14 by 'Maudie' comedy- a'"'"^ camps. Thought behind the
^^"'^ ''Of'?«5»Ji JP. J!^^
dramatic series with Mary Mason,
morale and emphasize the
for the same sponsor. Ted Bates is ^"^^
importance of their labors* to the
the agency for Wonder bread.
country's defense program.
Army
p.

I

!

Law requires that 12 of the
hotirs shall be used up between 2-11
p. m. six days weekly and one hour
must fall between 7:30-10:30 p. m.
NBC's experience indifive nights.
cates programming (with summer
fluctuation in favor -ot outdoors)
ranges about like this;
out

__

;

i

'

authorities have banned originations
.
Morton has Thomas Hutchinson
and'ijom the camps so the shows wDl
Warren Wade as directors and will' have to be piped In on the loud
probably re-hire some former direc- ^eakera.
Percent tors. At CBS. under Adrian Murl^wIs said 'Free Company' would
phy, execuUve director of the de- be resumed as soon as sufficient roa35
.

1

'

|

Outside
Studio

events

'

account, starting Aug.

4, they'll

sets It has sold. They now require
fairly expensive readjustments to accommodate other channels, plus Frequency Modulation and the raised
television standards (from 441 lines
to 525 lines). It is thought that all
sets will need to be taken to machine shops for the changeovers
rather than have engineers call at
premises for installation.
In addition to its black and white

service

On

TO EMERSON

Is anything but buIlisU Just now.
Perhaps the most ironic aspect of
the July 1 start is that Columbia on
tha newly created No. 2 channel will
be la the somewhat fantastic position of putting out 15 hours of more
or less costly programs in the knowledge that hardly a slngla receiver
In tbe area is mechanically equipped
to tune In «n Channel 2.
Bcadjustment Problem
Estimates vary but perhaps 2,00<>
television sets exist in the metropolitan New York area. These have
been getting service for a couple of
years from NBC (channel one). One
of the big problems of RCA-NBC is
Its own policy with regard to the

his vacation.
July.

bows oat the middle of

POP SHOW

advertising
spcmsorship.
However, the outlook, because of
war conditions, plus manufacturing

engineer

had gone on

stood

m
mm

Communications Commission, which

and

a

as a choral piece iscorporathig
as many ot the Jingles as they
coold obtain permission to use.

LANDBT

Columbia and Di'mont will Join
NBC on July 1 in a 15-hour schedule of New York City television un-

permit

into

gins a
two-week stay there
June 6.
Brown's arrangers have taken,
the idea, dreamed up by the
band's p.a.'s, and turned it out

OTHER PLANS
By BOBERT

ahnounce-

spot

in

ments «n the networks and independent stations have been

Produce 15 Hours of Programs Weekly Starling

partment, are Gilbert Seldes, Direc- terial is backlogged for another
tor of Television; Worthington Minor, quarterly splurge 'against any and
30
an imponderable. from legit; and Len Hole, manager
opposition.'
35

Film
Film supply is
Film companies are opposed to principle of releasing to television. ParaSeek
(O.)
mount because of its part-ownership
of Dumont may be the sole excepAkron, 0., May 27.
Frank T. Nied, Akron merchant, tion to a general riile of non-cooperation.
Stevens,
attorney,
have
and Perry H.
Another prevailing difficulty for
application
with
the
Federal
filed
for NBC and CBS, of course, is the
Communications
Commission
authority to construct a radio station presence of ASCAP music on many
film sound tracks.
on
Warren,
O.,
to
operate
1,400
at
RCA-NBC television service has
kilocycles with a power of 250 watts,
recently been averaging about eight
unlimited time.
The two plan to Incorporate with hours a week. Staff has a backlog
of
several years' program expericapital
of
$30,000.
a
ence to help with the added burden
New Haven Dick Carlson, back of July I.. CBS and Dumont istart
from
scratch.
announcer
several
after
as WELI
NBC department under Alfred
months' leave.

Warren

Truth or Consequence'

ering

—

Coloni'
Nevertheless,' Must

him.

priorities

DUMONT TELE

been bought from RCA and imported
through the local office. Willy Z.
Smith,

W{ir Emergency

J. Walter Thompson doesn't expect that anything will materlaliza
from the offer that it has mad*
Daiu^ Kaye for several appearances
on the Kraft Music Hall daring July
and August Kaye would have to go
to Hollywood for these broadcasts
and the agency has found that the
comic isn't anxious to make the trip
unless there is a coincidental bid
from a picture company.
Plan had been for Kaye to make
three or four stands on the Thursday night program after Bing Crosby

Most of tho musical Jingles
used by nationally known man-

Sets Unlikely in

der tbe recent rules of the Federal

tried

electrical firms here,
to the States soon to

New

and

first

gated itself for
daily news
broadcast
over
F-M outlets
spotted in various parts of th*
New England area. It's the first
F-M sponsorship deal involving
two or more outlets and the first
time that an advertiser has gone
F-M on a daily basis.
The agency on the account Is

000).

—

Sponsors' Jingles

All Present TdeTirion Rcccirers Lack Cluauicl 2,

Boston, Bfay 27.

to Kraft Bid

Thompson Agency Reported Asking Bob Bum* to
Take Big Cut Crosby's Mutual Yen Unconfirmed

Couple of 'Amateurs' Plan Importation of American
Receives for Experiments Phiico Report Baseless

'

'

of television operations.

.

Columbia is now completing moving into and setting up studios in
the Grand Central Terminal, two
blocks from its transmitter atop the

OK

CBS television engineer-in-chief, Peter Goldmark, will
also retain his color experimental
lab on the fifth floor of the CBS
Chrysler tower.

home

offices.

I

'

,

LuthcranS RaiSe lOOG
For Station Improving
'

St.

Ohio and Other

owns and operates KFUO, the Lutheran station at Clayton, Mo,, near

Dumont's program director Is Will
former Jersey radio editor.
Mortimer Loewl, Dumont v.p., is
keeping Dumont's program ideas
under wraps until a later moment

here, is raising a $100,000 fund for
alterations and additions to the station. The station broadcasts the' international Gospel Hour every Sunday p.m.
but reveals Dumont has ideas of its
Contributors to the fund, solicited
own not similar to others' serv- via the ether, will receive a bronze
souvenir pin.
Ice.

Baltin,

—

I

I

May 27.
of MisStates, which

Louis,

The Evangelical Synod
souri,

KFUO
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<BUCK PBIVATE AND HIS GIBI*', 'NEWS OF THE WEEK DT INDUBTBV
With Myron I|IcCormlck, Anne Seymonr, Aleunder Kirkland, Joan With John Melntyre, Ed Herllhy

'OUB GOOD NEIGHBOBS'
With Frank Black Orchestra
30 Mlna.
SnsUinlnr
Tharaday, 10:30

Banks, Tom
Lanehlln

p.in.

WEAF-NBC, New York

Powers,

Don

Me-

GENEBAL ELECTBIC
IThnraday, 8:30 p.m.

WJZ-NBC, New York
(B. B. D. &

NBC has 22 Latin-American programs in prospect for Tliursdays at
The first was an intro- WJZ-NBC, New York
10:30 p.m.
NBC thinks it has in 'Buck Private
duction to all 'The Other Americas' (the frequently-repeated catch- and His Girl' the'show everyone has
phrase of the script by Wyliss been seeking— a serial localed at an
Cooper) and each .of those to fol- army camp and dealing with the
low will single out one of 21 repub- day-to-day life of a trainee. On that
The programs are basis, the network expects to sell the
lics for salute.
likely to represent lots of musical
and historic research and painstakr
Ing attention to the hiceties^. and
Bubtletles of national custom, pride

end

sensitivity.
-

-

I

older

Yankee ways

of

'

than

our

1

|

.

\

j

—

I

are

•

Much

of the music, notably

an operatic overture by a Brazilian,
was highly promising.
NBC bows oil with an elegant
declaration that it enjoys the endorsement of Vice-President Henry
Wallace and Secretary of State CorLand.
deU Hull.

—

WILLIAM WINTER
News Commentator
IS Mlna.
Snstalnlng
Nightly

KSEO, San

Francisco
William Winter, former attorney

who turned commentator on WB'T,
Charlotte, is new to the Coast, but
should make friends easily. Brought
out by Lincoln Dellar, manager of
KSFO and formerly at WBT, Winter
Is .being, groomed as one of the 20

western shows CBS sales chief Arthur J. Kemp will peddle on his
jaunt east in June, winter may be

one

of his easier assignments..

News commentators are a dime a
dozen these days, with result that
anyone who can make an impression in the crowded field Is noteworthy. Winter has a crisp, fast,
but conversational man-to-man ap-

was up. Then Rose Bampton, human

iS^t^''bit*wi1h J5en

QUICK QUIZ BEE
With Gren Band
30 Mlna.—Local

SPAULDING BAKEBIES
Sunday, 1:30 p.m.

WOKO,

Albany

Af^r_^sponsoring_jipoiitime. side-,

walk quizzes for
.ing

Bakeries

five years,

moved

roun^;!'^^"

Spauld-

WOKO

into the
Sunday session before
Setup calls for two
teams to compete in the first half,
the winner to meet the holdover victor,' during second half.
Colleges,
dramatic and social groups, business
houses,, etc., send squads to battle it

studib for a
an audience.

STELLA UNGEB
Film Chatter

—Looal-

15. MIns,

''"''"^'''^FaB^^^^

Dally, 6:30 p.m.

advertising,
local pro-

WTBY,

Troy, N.Y.
Best portions of these broadcasts
grams go. There are small cash and
are flve-minute transcriptions on
Joco.
product payoffs.
which SteUa Unger sketches the careers of stars.
Like virtually all
Hollywood chatterers. Miss Unger
«DIAL-0-WOBD'
spreads the praise too thick. HowWith Jack Gregson
ever, 'it's that slightly unreal light
Novelty
in which picture fans apparently,
15 MIns. Local
want their marquee favorites to be
Sustaining
pictured.
Tu., Th., M.'IS pjn.
A candid focus presumably is not desired or permitted^
KSFO, San Francisco
Latest radio game to pop up here Miss Unger has smooth mike techHowell's air version of nique, her voice being clear and
Is
Cliff
cross-word puzzles, using the num- f heery, her manner chatty.
Before and after the platters (NBC
ber and three-letter combinations
on dial phones in place of the Thesaurus)
are
turntabled,
AI
checkerboard squares.
About six Parker, fast-talking and sometimes
words are used, including a '$2 high-pitched announcer, spiels the
toughie.' On show caught this was pictures playing Proctor s Troy.- Pala lO-letter combination, '7226325403' ace and (^rand, Albany, Proctor s and
Jaco.
translating to 'scandalize.'
State, Schenectady.

—

Some of the dialers must \be
psychic, correct answers popping up
almost before Gregson could, strike
iu
_
- which
.vi-T.
^tm «.-t;
each race,
sets off
the gong

In
a
which

Trouble

WGR-WKBW

Rand plays for mild laughs and
with some success. He should guard
against occasional overstepping the
Rand also handles the
which is restrained as

resulting

atmosphefe
original idea.

again develop
a.ain
develoo as
a., series
seri« travels
t,«v.„
btSrTnV^?hS,o'i^,&gig'^''"'''although
it seems Phillip GuedAt this point Colman took over with on,
alla is to handle the entire run, as
highly dramatic bit. Kenny Baker against
the switch which' BBC made
recalled his versatile Mikado chores
in the U. S. ethering by calling in a
with "The Wandering Minstrel,' giv- new name
each week. This may
ing show a modern 'touch with neat make
all the difference.
'Amapola' as followup. Sheila BarNovelist successfully flavored the
rett wowed 'em with mime of young
20-minute
spiel
with^ punch and apbrat urged tq_ 'make, like -Garbo.'.
adding a sock song parody a la Bea peal." His" approach 16 "{He subject'
Lillie and Bert Lahr.
Slow start and treatment, meaning a session of
gave show a poor ending, resulting continual, mounting interest. Forthin cut during Miss Barrett's final bit, right slam at the ostrich-like acceptance of popular opinion of a fore^Pi
a poetic thing.
land, based on motion pictures and
Dave Cheskin,
conductor, .achieved fine musical back- pop dittys of the tango and rhuinba
ing with 50-piece group. Bob Sherry style, served as an immediate reminder that his was no travelog and
announced.
. Betz.

out

"Slc^"fleld?'

interest,

lecture-room

Ma^in^t^rir-Ti BT^n,1;^i'it;^«^
may

Wern,

proach.

Merle

Jones, gen. mgr. of
served as gen, chairman
t«„io Committee
nr^^TUui^^ during
a,,,;,,^
^""'^
It's a novelty, smoothly handled and
f
the
eonvenUon, tegaining.
N.A.B,
okay within fee UmitaUons of comWem. strength on a Canadian fishing trek.
petltlve participation.
'

S.

KMOX, who

i.,

'

.

Judith Anderson gave a vibrant,

moving

performance

in

"Young

Woodley' last Friday (23) night, as
'that late at night. Le Sueur menguest on 'Campbell Playhouse.' Her
tioned fact that Hess carried enough portrayal of the professor's wife
in
digestion tablets and stimulants, in- the drama was soundly conceived
cluding morphine, to fill 'a medicine and wa.9 projected on a rising
cabinet.' McLean said he will stick emotional scale,, yet
was skillfully
to his job of raising products for held within bounds. She has an
unEngland's use and will not accept usually persuasive voice for radio.
any other offers for personal appearances in England and the United
'Oar Gal Sunday' was a compact,
SUtes.
propulsive show as heard Wednesday (21). It had five distinct scene
Pbll
Spitalny
and his femme changes, all of them sternmlirg"
orchestra provided an assuasive haltnaturally out of the action and not
hour Sunday (25) on NBC Red tossed in merely to give the illusion
(WEAF) for General Electric. Pro- of pace. In' addition, .each scenegram leaned heavily on the classics, quickly picked up the story and
with selections from such operas as carried it along. Except at the open'Madame Butterfly,' 'Meistersinger* ing and close, there was no narration
and 'Martha.' It sounded strange, at by the announ^r, the dialog itself
first, to hear 'Someday He'll Come'
providing the locale, story backand 'Last Rose of Summer' sung by ground, etc. It all added up to terse,
a contralto, but Maxine handled clean
and expert scripting by
them beguilingly in lower-scaled ar- authoress Helen Walpole. Incidentrangements.
H(^ever,
historical ally,
unintentionally
there
was
purists might have remarked that a amusing contradiction in the closing
dramatized bit about Von Floto'w commercial. 'Don't experiment,' said
writing 'Last Rose' specially for a the announcer, 'try Anacin at once.'
certain prima donna didn't jibe with
the facts. As It happens, the com'Against the Storm' continues to be
poser actually took the number from
unique among daytime commercials.
an old Irish folksong. 'Prize Song'
a gesture toward pace
from The Meistersinger,' supplied a Without even
or the usual kind of action, it
sock violin solo on the show.
saunters along from day to day,
pausing for leisurely conversations
Ted Steele is one of the nicer between characters and containing
casuals that stroll in and out of the long, picturesque background narraNBC schedules under what is air- tion and scene-setting. As heard Fridescribed as 'an invitation to sweet day (23), one lengthy scene was
music addressed to you.' His soft played against an organ accompakind of, nice kind of, music would niment. It's Bi literate show, rather
probably be a better kind of music than a dramatic one. And its char(if it isn't bad taste to mention the
acters are Inclined to be almost inmatter) were he pergpitted to mess humanly tolerant aiid articulate. It's
around with some of those ASCAP also notable for —the- fact that
pieces.
authoress Sandra Michael prefers
prose-picture bridges to the usual
Curley Bradley Is the non-Ibernian, organ music for scene changes.
handle of a gent In Chicago who
'Story of Mary Marlln' provided a
sings rather drowzily in Spanish in
the Rex Maupin session' carelessly noisy and hardly appealing stanza
known on Thursday nights as 'Carib- Thursday (22), as a bratty youngster
bean Tunes.'
whammo xylo is named Davey whined, wailed and
contributed by Jose Bethencourt It yapped through about half the script.
all adds up as Merchandise Mart Other characters were little more atLatin, but don't think it ain't mod- tractive and thevnet effect was more
erately charming.
distracting than diverting. Hard to
understand the idea behind such
Bill Stern, describing the hectic writing and direction, since spoiled
climax of the Joe Louis-Buddy Baer children and loud grownups are
scarcely the sort of people anyone
flght Friday (23) night from
-

The program, for no special reason,
Sollivan, Boyal Guardsmen Octet,
MaJ. Gen, Beanmont-Nesbltt, David bears the name 'Visiting in Staten
Island.' It has the support of the
Cheskln Orchestra.'
Staten Island Chamber of Commerce
Friday, 10:16 pjn.
and is devoted to interviews.
WKBW-MBS, Buffalo.
Gaskill did a 'and then I wrote '
Like most benefits, (this jvas for
British relief) 4S-minute stanza from routine that dramatized what an
Buffalo's Kleinhans Music Hall trot-, energetic composer he is. From the
ted out its share of names, then left' last war he dug up his 'Coffee Coolthem dangling through' poor timing ers' song, a pansy bit called 'Oh,
and Ill-pacing. But for a slow start Captain Dear,*^ and his medals saga,
and some snappy dialogue, it might 'I Wanta Cross
to the Good Old
have molded mto a well-knit show, U. S. A., In commemoration of the
since theme of war relief struck a present difficulties, GasklU had *The
common chord in most of the guests. 44th Division at Old Fort Dix,'
Ronald Colman, in. 'particular, had 'Every Day la. American Day' and
audience at swank $2.25-$4 per ducat 'Love America or Leave It Alone.'
affair well on his side with approA thoroughly enjoyable quarter
priate recitation of Socrates' triumph hour.
lunA
over his totalitarian judges.
Show got off to a delayed start,
dramatic bit in hall just before air- PHILIP GUEDALLA
time holding up pickup for a minute Talk
or so.
Sulliyan was emcee and 20 Mlna.
moved acts along In quick style, but Monday, 7:40 pjn.
a little less enthusiasm over 'fine BBC, London
audience,' etc. and a few more gags
South American hand-clasp series
might have helped. Toronto's Royal follows
a similar educational flight
Guardsmen Octet came out first with around the
U. S. It's neatly done-up
pair of rousing ditties, then Maj.
for listeners in hands of noveli^
Gen. F. G. Beaumont-Nesbitt re- Guedalla, and at this initial
catching
layed message from Iiord Halifax.
has- benefitted from experience in
As it was, shot didn't get into real etherlng
the Yank contingent. Latter
entertainment until first quarter- were strong
on statistics but lacking
hour

gram" was workmanlike and vivid,
making frequent uses of montage

somewhat

'

WNYC

to ensnare author, director and network. But apparently there is lots
of exotic anecdota and music to be
woven together. The getaway pro-

devices.

—

WNYC

good stuff. North Ameriprofoundly ignorant of
good neighbors, urgently in
need of smartening up. They are
lome 450 years after Columbus, of
course, but better to discover South
America late, and with NBC's help,
than not at all. The series will not
be easy perhaps. Iliere will, no
•^oubt, be brass hats and protocol
'This Is

their

been

it

I

!

have

.

•

O'Higgins, Juarez. North Americans
were reminded that when the dour,
pious and hungry Pilgrims touched
Plymouth Rock in a Wilderness of
Indians and pine trees the city of
Havana already was 100 years old
(and doing the rhumba?).
And,
Senor Yahqui, did you also know
that when Harvard was just a couple
of converted cow barns the University at Lima was 87 years established? Si, si and also tsk, tsk!

may

Atlantic,
warned listeners arbitrary (In view of his own justthey might have difficulty in under- previous confusion of fact with
opinion), but It seemed a prudent
thing to do. As a matter. of fact, it
was doubtful judgment to give Hoffman the mike at all just then. Immediately afterward both fighters
made calm and sportsmanlike statements about each other, but everyone else involved was apparently
badly rattled.

;

own

the bell which the uninjured Louis
couldn't hear. As a climax to the
frantic mixup, Stern cut Baer's manager, Ancil Hoffman, off the air for.
expressing a 'matter of opinion.'

across

;

life,

ing to his own corner when the
disputed blow was struck.
That
sounded as if Baer, described as
virtually out on his feet, had heard

.standing McLean because of. his
heavy burr. Le Sueur also spoke of
this possibility. However, McLeian's
remarks came through clearly despite
the accent, Interview revealed little
about the amazing episode, but did
have the advantage of a participant's
telling.
McLean did say Hess first
words, were that he wanted to go to
Lord Hamilton's place and that his
captor said, 'Not tonight.' Farmer
also stated. Hitler's ex-chum nixed
an offer of tea, saying he never. drank

I

,

«!f

Gabriel Heatter, before the switch That

I

1

Voices with the accents of Spanish and Portuguese sounded the roll
call of the republics.
Other voices
flung out the great symbolic names
of the patriots Bolivar, Hidalgo,

cans

m

!

-

considerably

'

I

,

Inaugural proved fast-moving and
-

O.)

—

;

justified In making was that Louis
seemed not to have heard the bell.
Furthermore by Stern's own account
the incident, Baer had arisen from
a previous knockdown and was walk-

David McLean, 43-year-old Scot
farmer who captured Rudolf Hess
when the No. 3 Nazi parachuted to
earth following a plane journey from
Augsburg, C!ermany, was heard on
'We, the People' last week. Larry
Le Sueur, of CBS' London watch, interviewed .the Scotsman who played
a part in one of biggest news stories
of all time. Le Sueur did more talkAnnouncer reing, than McLean.
created the scene, leaving the farmer to answer flll-in questions, covered in one or two sentences.

a rare pleasure accent on the
rare— to be able to speak admiringly
a radio program devoted to
of
'propaganda' for business. So many
of the radio attempts have been
and
biased
transparently
either
series pronto.
Whether or not it smug or cautious to dullness. Gensucceeds, it has a promising com- era! Electric has an ideal program
business
mercial offering in this skillfully for this particular point
giving
Amerihistory—
hoked romantic meller. At least;— and world
that is the conclusion based on Mon- cans factual dope on the one quesday (26) morning's debut Install- tion they want to know abou^^
-about that national defense Job?
ment.
Jumping right into recognized seThe program derived from that
rial plot complications, 'Buck Pri- alert and inffnential modern publivate' (the show will quickly lose the cation, Business Week, and between
rest of its title in trade terminology) publication and agency a dialog
presented the story of a draftee and script for two professional spielers
his sweetheart, whose blissful ro- unfolds
with consistent engrossranee Is about to be shattered by a ment. Behind the program is an opgorgeous young thing who crashes timlstic note that private enterprise
up in an auto accident and is extri- is going to town for the Govemcated from the wreckage by the stal- ment.. The program is a ray of sunLand.
wart soldier. There are already nu- shine in a morbid world.
merous puzzling plot threads to be
explored and, even in the opening
chapter, a few mystifying angles on CLABENCE GASKILL
Commeree*
'Staten
Island
Chamber
of
the principals.
Serial is scripted by Clare Belle Songs and Patter
Thompson and Margaret Lukes Wise, IS MIns. ^Loeal
and is produced-di- Sustaining
free-lancers,
rected by Arthur Hanna, of the NBC Monday, 4:30 pjn.
WNYC, New York
staff.
It's a skillful job In both departments. 'Myron McCormick, as
Clarence Gaskill, who has been
buck private Steve Mason, the hero, writing a new song every 20 minutes
is properly vigorous and expressive. since the last war, was heard Monair.
Anne
He gets billing on the
day afternoon (26) on municipallySeymour is vibrant as his sweet- owned
playing a couple
heart. Joan Banks, as the accident- dozen of his songs (part of last
victim menace, had only a couple of week's output) to his own accommoans on the opening show. Others paniment. In between tunes he ento be in subsequent chapters include gaged- in some chatter with the
Alexander Kirkland, Tom Powers
stand-by announcer. The proand Don McLaughlin.
Hobe.
gram seemed to lack something and
after mature reflection the decision
on what was missing is Fred Allen.
'CABNIVAL OF STABS'
The program cried out for comment
With Kenny Baker, Bose Bampton, Vv"AYl»n*
Bonald Colmao, Sheila Barrett, Ed
It Is

:

kaleidescopic.
By
nothing more
original than the 'caption' method,
the script managed to crowd together and put across a mental
image of colorful far-off ,places,,
thriving, if strange, cultures and
civllizallons just as rich and usually

Follow-Up Comment

.15 Mlna.

15 Mbis.
Snstalninc
Daily, 10:15 a.m.

i

—

A

Wash-

ington, lost his detachment in the excitement. Referring to the champion's 'after-the-bell' knockdown of
the challenger.
Stern repeatedly
made the flat declaration that 'Louis
positively did not hear the bell.'
Without going into the legality of the
disputed punch, it is obvious that the

would normally be expected to want
around the house. In other respects,
too, the "program was a curious one.
Everyone in the script sounded like
a 'character,' from the garrulous
grandma to the guy who talked
about the "Excelsior* poem and his

companion, apparently a borderline
question-of -whether another person mental case.
has heard a sound is necessarily a
Larry AdIer was star of 'Lip Servmatter of opinion. The most deflnlte
statement Stem would appear to be ice' presented Sunday (25) night by
Norman Cktrwin as the fourth in his
'26 by Corwin' series for Columbia
Workshop. It was an amusing and sat-

ELEANOR NASH

Fashion, Beauty Talk
IS MIns.
Sustaining
listeners were in for something fresh.
Wednesday, 11:30 aju.
It was a stylish method of getting
WJZ-NBC, New York
underway.
Artistry of the pen-<
New series Wednesday mornings
wielder was apparent throughout the
on
NBC Blue (WJZ) offers. what is
diseusslon which embraced' Uie whole
of the continent, and without that supposed to be and sounds like
artistry it's unlikely such a hefty authoritative dope on how femmes
slice of land could have been made should make themselves irresistible.
It's caUed 'Ask Eleanor Nash' and its
so entertaining.
principal is described as beauty and
style consultant, for a New York
'RHYMING TIMES'
specialty shop. Anyway, Mrs. Nash
JOHNNY FORREST
not only knows her stuff, but she has
News
an intelligent perspective and a
15 MIns.—Local
llstenable manner of presentation.
'BOSTON DENTISTS
Although her spiel ,1s manifestly
Sunday, 2:15 p.m.
aimed at the femme audience, it's
KIRO, Seattle
broader and deeper In scope than the
Johnny Forrest is back with his usual woman's clothes and fashion
rhymed news, accompanying him- gab that drives men to the great outself on the piano.
Selection and doors.
comments are amusing. Forrest Is
After a more or. less straight intera veteran newscaster around Seattle, view-spiel with
announcer Radcliffe
doing several daily stints at present, Hall, Mrs. IJash
explained
and formerly had same type of show likes the studio audience that she
to heckle
over KIRO., He covers the lighter her, so a number
of rather patently
side of the news chiefly, depart- primed questions
were asked. She
mentalizing his period into Head- also made an obvious
"bid for mail
lines, features and a combination before,
during and after replying to
rating for editorials and comics, and some on the
air.. Those are easilypoints up items In an original man- remedied as is
the script's repetitious
ner.
gush about what a wonder glrl Mrs.
Choice of background music adds Nash is. When heard Wednesday
to program, making it more of a (21), the second shot of the series, it
15-mlnute show than straight new9, sounded as If the script wrlter^must.
...... jieeo.-'
in rhyme.
have a crush on her.
H5b4.
,

'

•

'

was simpler in conception from a production standpoint
than the previous programs of the
yet it had refreshing originand inventiveness. Doubtless
Corwin's fellow-craftsmen in radio
found it less impressive than some
of his previous efforts, but it must

isfying Snow. It

series,
ality

have been more understandable and
thus more entertaining to general
Story, more
compactly
written than some Corwin shows,
dealt with a hillbilly harmonica virtuoso from Tennessee who becomes
the sensation of New York and, as a
goodwill envoy to a Latin American
listeners.

president, cements

Pan-American

lations. In the end, of course,
back home to his hillbilly

who

re-

he goes
heart-

wants to hear
him play the mouth-organ. There
were numerous pungent topical references, such as the quote from a
Ralph Ingersol editorial in PM,
'Mannix panicks audience at Carnegie and what are we going to do
about It?' And, somewhat unusual
for a Corwin show, there were
several potent acting parts. Adler
handled the- harmonic-playing assignment of the leading part superbly, making the musical portions
throb,

also just

—

seem all too shoct. Ted de Corsia's
was a brilliant performance in the
dramatic part of the same role, while
Minerva Pious, Joan Alexander,
Luis

Van

Rooten, Mildred Natwick,

Sf5tt^^aW?n»-'^^^'''

.
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NEW ARGENIINE

AIR RULES
^tions Escape New Taxes

Over-Border B'dcasts More Important NOT AS INNOCENT
Many Mexicans Brush Up on

—Ecuador

lis THrY
irrM
nU
L U L L If

English via Shortwave
Mexican Anniversary

in Salute to

.

.

can

Prommenti

high

,

XEFO

here.

of Its Regulation
All Radio

A

1

XEUZ

and

Its

other

service

(100 watte).

State of Jafisco

Uses

•

Mexico

4f»»

City,

May

looks as

it

of

the black

if

tions be compelled to devote a part
of their daily time, the amount de-

pending upon ttte size, importance
and Influence of the station, to
broadcasting government news, information and official propaganda,
dropped.
apparently
have been

Neither the ordinary session of congress which ended Dec. 31, nor tha
special term which concluded recently, took any action on these
measures. It is understood that the
^^'^
not be reintroduced at the
bills will ""^
new session of congress which begins
Sept. 1.
The federal, state and municipal
Julio Barata, head of radio broadgovernment radio stations, as well
in
Brazil,
leaves
casting
today
mouthpieces of official organic
(Wednesday) from Washington on
have seemingly decided to
he three^ay return trip by Clipper 1^^
their own power, to get
d'„
to Rio de Janeiro. He and his wife
^
i^ormation and propaganda
are being escorted in both directions
privately owned
stations alone to attend their own
X^l^^onlTT.lf
?^*^nJf™JnnM
Telethe International Telephone
business, which is steadily increas-

27.

is

!

,

;

Calling

27.

stations,

Major W. C. Borrett, of Halifax; gress in the recent past calling for
higher taxes on radio stations by tha
federal government and that the sta-

S.;

being used by the State group of stations under one ownerof Jalisco to advertise its business ship. Two other Argentine chains

Radio

May

City,

radio

'

proposals insist the same nationalization ruling contains more than a
hint of anti-Yanquism.
I
Rulings were issued in connection
with, the formation of a ne# sixstation chain which will be the first

Yankee Nabes

at

104

easier for
clouds of

Home

Radio for Tourist Ads

Aimed

Mexico
Mexico's

which 26 are here, are breathing

27.

.

1

station

May

.

,

this

B.,

J. S. NeUl, of Fredericton, N. B.; N.
Nathanson, of Sydney,. N. S.; F. A.
Lynds, of Moncton.
Within the scopie of the branch
Buenos Aires, May 27.
First step of a long range program are: one station each at St, John,
eventually aimed at complete na- Moncton, Fredericton, Campbellton,
Summerside,
Yarmouth, Wolfville,
tionalization of Argentine radio has
been announced by the Dirccion Halifax, Sydney, Charlottetown.
General de Correos y Telegrafos
charge
of
(Postoffice) which has
broadcasting here. Widespread reBarata, Brazfl Radio
been
have
already
percussions
noted, proponents claiming the acHead, Clippers
tion will squeeze out Nazis who've
recently renewed attempts to move
Willi ITJ^T ItCAAvf
in on radio here while opponents of
nlUl llfltl ESCVIl

^

tion by Cesar Coloma, charge d'affaires, to hear this broadcast. Ecuador and' the radio station were
officially thanked by the Mexican
government for this broadcast.
Mexican radio stations, it is said,
will reciprocate this courtesy and
broadcast special programs on the
occasion of big events in the other
Latin American countries.
•

John, N.

higher taxes and other
Has A branch of the Canadian Associa
n*. ^'O"* of Broadcasters has been or- government socks that loomed a
•'^-.^ganized for the eastern provinces. whUe ago have at least temporarily
Over A meeting was held at Moncton at rolled by. There is every indication
which' the participants were; Lieut, jthat the new government desires to
Col. K. S. Rogers, of Charlottetown; help but not hamper radio.
P. E-. Laurie Smith, of Yarmouth, N.
Bills that were presented to con-

NEW WEB STARTS

whose voice and delivery much
resemble Boake Carter. This newscast, covering
Mexican, American

ojflicials,

St.

Government
bxienaea ue
oreauy V-rt^w,A^A

Event

and international events, is highly
popular with the Anglo-American
colony and the numerous Mexicans
who understand English.
The Party is arranging to Intro^
J
-r,
^
Mexicans, in- duce other programs in English at

government

Any

In

tail

<S,000

lean,

Invited to the EcuadoraK lega- here

London

its.

—

Implications

15-minute nightly
newscast in Eiaglish is delivered by
Alexis Rovzar, young local Amer.

.

.

state.

eluding

were

watts)

on

Various Restrictive and Bureaucratic Proposals Apparently Die in Congress

I

Some

Revolution, dominator of politics in
Mexico and baclcer of the federal

government

f

I

In Buenos Aires Sense New. Brunswick Meeting
a Bit of Anti-Yanquism in Sets Up Maritime Branch

Mexlco City, May 27.
Dominant Politicid Party
U. S. radio prograins have become
lises English Programs
more popular of late In Mexico. Not
only do more fans tune in more
Mexico City, May 27.
broadcasts, notably Yankee music,
Good neighborism is being adbut news broadcasts and other types vanced by the Party of the Mexican
of information are increasingly appreciated. Numerous Mexicans are
using radio broadcasts from the
U. S. (and from England, too) to
brush up on their English
Meantime radio also unites SpanIsh-speaking Latin Americans. An
example was recent special program
broadcast (21 ) by station HC JB, 40
meters, 12,400 kilocycles, of Quito,
Ecuador, in honor of Mexico on the
occasion of fiestas attending the
400th anniversary of the founding of
Morelia, capital of Michoacan, Mexl-

I

1 1

I

27

and tourists advantages in Mexico f^/^^^^^^-J^-^JP-^
&
and abroad, with the inauguration selgrano, are similar to U. S. chains graph t.o.
of a double sUtion, XEJB (5,000
London, May B.
that they operate under conministry of the interior has
tCr '^^•AJIrlc^^
Leslie Howard quit film-making walte), long wave, and XEJG, short tractual arrangements.
The new
in this regard by
^ .^.vi«ir ir«rtt^n the set an example
for the day to appear in the quest wave, in Guadalajara, its capitaL rulings provide:
WaK-^torU 'tmg Uie -ondiUonmg of its sta^Sn-'sui'te
niche on 'HI 'Gang.' Did his stand- Offices of new stations are In the
Majority of ifuireholders and
i*'""
|

I

i.^m^if

,

'

o?r

'

by piano

Stunt was part ot Teatro Degollado, historic playhouse
that the state recently modernized.
Victores Prieto, state secretary gentheir secret ambitions.
eral, is the manager.
Inauguration ceremonies Included
act.

'If

program

special

—

of typically Jalisco

sible for the air script.

erto,

and. she.'s.._side-stepped

for

Broadcasters
the disposition
.

ment up

to

must

place

Carroll Gibbons' 'Saturday-Diversion' renewed for a further six
weeks and given later spotting in
the afternoon.
Batoner retaining
Jack and Daphne Barker, nllery
team, on the vocal end, plus the solo
niche now held by his own warbler,

,

NJV.B. convention In
ward.

St.

Louis on-

|

FOR STUDENT FLYERS

Paul Revere of Nazis
Unveiled as Chandler

at

of the governone hour daily to

transmit the 'School of the Air"
on all stations on the network.
Also, without cost, time for any
transmissions which the government considers as of public

(26)

tor

to

cooperate

with

the

^d

aims.'
,

now

_

j

stationed-

,„ .u
in the schools

Commonwealth

Air

of

Training

new program series
.ji^^^^^ ^^^5 Letter* Is being

tagged

broad-

,„i„» over the
«h.
Sunday morning
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. nanetwork and la already a fay^^He with even Canadian listeners.
AustraUan
au»
'^e^s is caoiea oy vne ftu«
Broadcasting ^Jommission and
nounced over the CBC network by
<^^t every

tlonal
1

;

Magazine

'

27.

young Australians and

pian,

;

this

^

,

the

describing himself as
a journalist well known in 48 states
but when the curtain was lifted, according to an NBC plckOp, the
propagandist turned out to be a
Douglas Chandler, 52 years old, who
claims that he worked In 1934 on the
did some
Baltimore American
writing for the National Geographic

of

Zealanders

^
throughout Canada

He had been

government in the development
governmental radio plans
of
ond - cultural
uilth
'scienti/ic
,

New
,

who has been

'Paul Revere.'

The network must also instal
and maintain a speciat technical
officer

the identity of the commentabilling himself as

May

Toronto,

Because ot the presence of large

numbers

Nazi radio disclosed -Monday night

interest.

coun
While the rulings in themselves
try, as well as the achievemente of appear innocuous on the surface, opthe Mexican national and local gov- ponents claim that they indicate an
intensive effort by the Argentine
emments.
PresenUtion of American and government to exercise far stronger
English plays, directed by Annelies control over radio than in the past.
Morgan, of Fernando Wagner's Pan- While- U,' S. broadcast re-transmisAmerican theatre, is a part of the sions such as those recently arAdaptations are by Rickey ranged by William S. Paiey, of Coseries.
with Miss Morgan, lumbia, are not specifically menAustin, who
heads a troupe that Includes Ray tioned, those familiar with the sit_
Adams, Vicqui Ellis, Pedro Armen- uation insist that the government
dariz and Pol Delgado. First play of desires to have a h^nd irt all op-

ground and customs of

...

A^^Q )(£^S IN CANADA

l^lsonTo the BraTilians from the

postoffice.

are intended to inform Yankee- visit'
ors here about the history, back'

radio

m!

^i^„^if'%l°\'?^!dc^^
wave broadc^^^

.

.

plenty of

solo work.

S. Paley,

Cl

Personnel in technical and
administrative side must be of
Argentine Tiationalttv, except in
special cases authorized by the

The stations«re making a big play
The proAmerican tourists.
grams draw attention to the ease of
Jalisco
and particularly
visiting
Guadalajara which is served by the
Pan American highway from Nogales, Ariz., and Laredo, Tex., the
National Railways of Mexico and the
Bernard Miles from legit finally Southern Pacific and Pan American
adds radio to his list of things done. Airways from Los Angeles.
Is currently handling a disc session
As a move to cultivate U. S.
with ad lib comment and drawing friendship, station XEB, local 50,mail.
000-watter owned and operated by
the Buen Tono Cigaret Co., a French
Diana Ward bowed with 'Monday firm, has started airing a Latin
Night at Eight.' Her cabaret style American Hour two afternoons a
has been tough to fit the mike hith- week. Programs are in English and

Scott and Whaley grabbing off
time. Their standard act gets
calls, just finished a run
with 'Laugh Train,' and hold down
a good part of the weekly 'Kentucky Minstrels.'

f

'

William

Chester,

sively.

so extensively."

more

York.

Peter Goldmark long »°<i
'^^^P^'}^,^
and AntOiWo Gonzalez of CBS were, work «» «P«=<f* tf*
present along with John Royal, Frank J""* at^f a"
pr.«nt "t, honieJ and
Mullen and C. W.Horn, of NBC, and. grams to
"-^S^****
Julius Seebach and Adolph Opflnger abroad, Part''"'"'^ '^"^f,
launched,
Rockefeller committee .Mexican picture wiU be
of Mutual.
was represented by Don Francisco

eoentuallv
of all stations must be Tiatitiebom Arpentine*.
The president of Ihe-boant, as
well as executive officers, must
Argentines exclunative
be

songs and music by the state band
and the Guadalajara polictf department orchestra. Jalisco is the first
individual Mexican state to use radio

New

Edmind

new cowipony —ond

I

MlohacI Arten stories continue to
engage Val Gielgud's drama dept.,
latest being a version of 'The Crooked Coronet.' Hugh Stewart respon-

hotel.

board of directors of the

the

Had the Chance' idea,
whereon show business names bare

show's

secretary to the
resuming 'Noel Deschamps
i.,_u
programs, .Australian High commissioner nere.

is
WWSW.
„„„,., Pitteburgh,
o- presentation of series of
prepared and transcribed at Fort
Meade, Md!, under the title of 'Your
are
Programtf^
Boy at Fort Meade.'

,

|

,
'

'

,

j

w.

.

Runs 15 minutes.
i

!

prepared and produced by Captain K||g)| Translation Of
Ray Schneider, former chief an
nouncer at WWSW.
President's Address
Vivian Ellis, cleffer, will be bioElaborate precautions by the webs
grapbled In forthcoming 'Spotlight
^^^^ liberal than those ,
^, .^j^
insure, broadcast of Pi'&sklent
on a Tunesmlth.' He's now a Ueu- .the series was 'Parting At Imsdorf,' eration, especially what's piped i"
stations. Govern-,
required of other
^t^ti !>•(•_
4ff%m
ntt^eiAa
...
..t
v^ncMraif'*
^
— j iiT>>«nt>ik**>«
tcnftnt in the zuivy
to. the world at
(Nuss- from outelde.
by N. Richard Nussbaum.
imentellntenru i^'indicated, is-to
baum is a member of the NBC proEases B. A. Crowding
eventually extend regulations to all large Included NBC's flying of two
•HI Gang' will take a summerlay- duction staff in Chicago Ed).
Under the rulings, four Buenos stations. Only Radio Mundo has a translators to Washington ye«terday
off.
Bebe Daniels-Ben Lyon-Vic
The others are
Aires stations move to interior long-term license
^,
^j^^
^ j^^^ Spanish jmd
Oiiver session marked up 52 straight
any
a^^i.^sttw.^ and ......
,
to -annual renewal
_
—
uic auujci;^
subject .^w.-emnua*
.
Bomewnai. relieving
reiiev^itis the
thus somewhat
points, mus
poinis,
Ell Conei ano
weeks, and will resume with the ody carries tag 'He Wears A Pair overcrowded metropoUtan
broad- new regulations, which have come up Ponusuese. Duo were
fall.
Trio are signatured to make of Silver Wings,' and will be in for casting field. LR 8, R?dio Sarmiento, since previous licensing,
Fernando de Sa, They revamped ada film around the radio show.
hefty plugging. She aired it for first s^jfj^ jo Bahia Blanca; LR 10, Radio
On approving the network, the ^ance copies of the fireside chat into
time when BBC ran a wire into the cullura, to O>rdoba; LS 3, Radio Department of Ojrreos and Toio- the Latin tongues, so that broadcasts
'.Dorothy Carleaa,
warbler with stage show.
ultra, to Mendoza, and LS 8, Stentor, grafos pointed out that from studies ^^yj^ ^e beamed out simultaneously
Geraldo's outfit, going dramatic for
In addition, licenses are it was evident that the_ volume of ^jth jjje President's own airing.
to Rosario.
BBC. She's airing with Ronnie HiU
Max Bacon back in harness again granted for new stations in Cata- advertising revenue In the zones to. Practically all Latin American stain a Cockney characterization, 'Clear after auto accident.
(>3mic gete marca, Posades arid Neuquen, to a which the stations are being trans- ^j^^^ carried the President's talk.
As Crystal,' afternoon ' comedy ses- around on crutches.
new company -made up of the own- ferred will allow them to continue ^^^^^ ^^^^ gg^ in England, and Aussion.
ers of the four stations moving as operations without impairing their trajjan, African and Oriental outlerta.
position, as weU as "meet a 'Today the fireside speech goes to
Despite war, BBC will cut in on well as the owners of Radio Splen- financial
need.
Europe once more in Italian, German
H. E.' Wright's book, 'Rhubaiyat Of the nightingale again when feathered did, LR 4 of, Buenos Aires, which greatly-felt public
Use of the network system is we i
French versions.
An Actor' belag adapted for radio warbler of the wUd woods does his will be the key station of the net"
by Eric Pawcett Tome is in praUe nightly chirping-at least, they hope work.
f^^^i^^"*^
„ . to
.
.
l^^^f^^^'Ll^L^^nUn
regulations can
two is added. Although
Umlted
The network is „
.
of the periormen
performer.
Five spots have been
,.„i„i„.
he^U chirp
b ,, fettlpiece
o^,, ,„ rejotaJ
Clevelmnd-BiU
months grace in getting started and be changed the decree gives extenlaUoUtedTo the ritey tt^uslTm^^
'

Anne Lenner.
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medical attention for workers, pro-

1

make

the switch.

1
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BITTERNESS OF 'MONOPLY'

nGHT ERUPTS "We Kdo't instigate FCC Investigation
(Mutual Emphasizes In

AS MUTUAL RELEASES A ^WHITE PAPER'

*White Paper*)

Its

its own awareness that Mutual is being conothers in the broadcasting industry as having
given aid and comfort to 'the enemy' (i.e. the FCC) the
following disavowal of trouble-making or malice is contained in the Mutual document which appeared this week
in answer to Columbia's document, 'What the New Rules
Mean/ issued last week. Says MBS:
'.
The Investigation and pro-

Reflecting

demned by

General Denial of Interpretations Made by NBC and
CBS ^Document Plays Up Rivals' Profits Send
10,000 Copies to Congressmen, et al

—

—

Mutual,
sfocfcholders of
tive
?uiving a total power of 141,250
watts, paid »24,040. This situation becomes incomprehensible
when If is remembered that
NBC's net profits (before taxes)
1940

in

received by the public, but on
the contrary will stimulate an
ever increasing improvement in
the service.
'It does not lead to government ownership of radio or to
re0ulatton such as is applied to

As an answer, in part, to the arguments advanced by CBS In a 33page booklet, 'What the New Radio
Rules Mean,' Vai week before, the
Mutual Network sent ont Saturday
(24) a pamphlet of 15 pages titled,
•Mutual's White Paper.' In addition

common

from Its own point of
view, the causes and effects of the
FCC's report on network broadcasting the Mutual booklet defends itself from what it terms the many
to analyzing,

carriers,

but,

throuph

competition,
opposite tend-

the restoration
has the very

of

ency.'

Bitter Attack

booklet constitutes
misapprehensions spread about the
Tlie Mutual
agreement that it had entered into evidence of a bitter, unrestrained
with the American Society of Com- head-on attack by the
posers, Authors and Publishers. Dis- Don Lee group against' the older and
inEspecially
networks.
tribution of the Mutual booklet larger
and CBS are alluamounted to 10,000 copies, with the vidious to
addresses including the press, mem-!sions to the net 'profits of the netbers of Congress, educators, women's works in relation to ownership of
and
broadcasters
have
and CBS
clubs, advertisers,
tangible profits.
motion picture companies.
long argued that their net should
These negative generalizations are be related to and judged by their
'to focus attention on gross.
made by
and CBS have conissues':
the real
sidered it a witch-hunters audit to
.

WOB-WGN-

'

'

,

NBC

'

j

NBC

MBS

NBC

•The Commission's order does
not go as far as other interests
would have the rest of the industry. Congress, and th^ pub-

underscore plant investment.
One part of the Mutual White
Paper refers to the N.A.B. It reads
as follows:

believe.

lic

does not abolish network
broadcasting, any more than the
dissolution
Standard
Oil
of
abolished the petroleum indus'It

try.
'It

.

does

riot

do away with the

'The Natioiuil Association of
Broadcasters, assuming the role
of spokesman for the industry
as a whole but actually- acting
contrary to the real interests of
a great 'majority of its members,' identified itself with the

Americon system of broadcasting, unless the American system has somehow become idcntified with entrenched monopoly
and has discarded the ideal of

views of

competition.
'It will not bring chaos Into,
the industry, unless we look on
competition as chaos and on an
opportunity for others to share
in this form of public service as
Tevoluttonary.
'It does not paralyze freedom
of the air but preserves it from
private domination by a few individuals with headquarters in
close proximity in New York
and constantly exposed to the
temptation .0/ collusive under-

tual's

staTtdings

with each other.

'It does not in ony respect
threaten the continflance of the
network program service now

NBC

and CBS.

this reason, as well as

of

the

ond

NAB's

attitude

misrepresentation

For

because

toward
of

the

Mutual-ASCAP agreement, Mustockholders
have felt compelled to sever
their connection with the Asprincipal

withdraw their
on the Associaof directors. In
this connection, it is significant
that NBC, owning and operoting

soctatitfn,

and

to

representative

board

tion's

13 stations having a total power
of 435,000 watts, paid $19,000 in
dues to the N.A.B. in 1940; that
CBS, owning or operating eight
statiorts having a total power of
355,000 watts, paid $17,500 in
dues for 'the same year; and
that the stations owned and
operated by the seven actual

stockholders and two prospec-

CBS's net

were

$5,800,000,

profits

(before taxes),
gross business

were

—

—

and

less

.

$7,400,000

while Mutual's

Brush-Moore Newspapers'

was consideraly
than NBCs pro/its. Under

FCC Heanhg

the circumstances, it could not
be expected that JMufual's stockholders would continue o membership thof would in any way
lend color to the N.A.B. spokesman's ill-founded claim to speafc
fot the entire broadcasting in-

Washington,

Stands
May

27.

Another recent relaxation of the

anti-newspaper bias was offset last
week when the Federal Communications Commission remained adamant
about holding a hearing on the proposed acquisition of controlling stock
dustry.'
in WPAY, Portsmouth, O., by the
Brush-Moore Newspapers. Recently
the Commish,' despite its earlier
declaration that the press would not
Mrs. Milligan Endorses
be allowed to go forward with
planned construction of new tranInvestigation by Senate .smitters,
has ordered a construction
permit for a FM plant issued to the
Of Chairman James Fly Milwaukee Journal, one of the
pioneers. String's were tied, though,
grant
Mrs. Harold V. Milligan, long in -the form of a clause that the
prominent in Women's Club broad- is 'without prejudice to determinaiscasting and associated with Mrs. tion of newspaper (ownership)
sue.'
Dorothy Lewis in the National
Council on Children's Programs,
Plea of 'Vee Bee Corp., holder of
spoke Monday (26) over the NBC WPAY license, for a renewal withShe praised radio as 'full- out hearing was nixed with no exBlue.
filling Us obligations to the women planation given. The Commish more
of the nation' and said that 'radio than a year ago, in edging toward
may count upon us to keep a watch- the newspaper ownership question,
ful eye on developments which af- directed a hearing on the Brushfect its (radio's) continued progress Moore request for consent to acquire
,

'

as a free enterprise.'
additional stock and assume control
speech originated at the of the plant.' Already individuals
The
Rainbow Room atop Radio City in prominent In the publishing chain
the ^re^ence of delegates returning have a minority interest in the Portsfrom last' week's Atlantic City con- mouth plant.
vention of the General Federation of
Ijirge group of
Women's Clubs.

NBC

A

Clubwomen with Mrs. Milligan bad
spent the day visiting NBC's radio

AYLESWORTH-FLY

and

SHORTWAVE DISCUSSION

television studios.

Mrs. Milligan endorsed, as did the
Atlantic City convention, the White
(Senate) resolution to investigate
James L. Fly and' the Federal Communications Commission.

T.F.

IN

ed by NBC and CBS, and the
resulting abuses of power, called
for investigation and remedy.
'Mutual's first knowledge of
the proceedings was derived from
the announcement of the Commission's order initiating the investigation.
Like all other organizations and persons affected.

Mutual was called upon

and

Manufacturers Pay Only $500 a Year But Sales Reps,
Who Consider Themselves Employees, Pay $1,000
We

Chicago, May 27.
Free
Peters has repeated its
protest against the associate membership foes imposed by the National Association of Broadcasters on
station sales reps but, at the same
time, has applied foi^ membership at
the disputed price of $1,000 yearly.
Several of the- reps. Including Paul

feel a station representative
should not be asked to pay twice
as much, but rather half as much,

&

Raymer, have resented N.A.B.

.

I have pointed out we neither
need nor want an official exhibit at the annual N.A.B. Con-

rating,

at $1,000 for associate membership where manufacturers of equipment and peddlers of services payonly one-half that amount. N.A.B.
assigns a free exhibit room at conventions to manufacturers as part of
the return for membership but reps
.£ay this has little meaning t<\ them.
Re]bd have been of the opinion that
the double fee for reps has an emotional grounding in the sub-surface
feeling of many stations tl^at reps
are too prbsperous.' Reps coifsider

vention (the principal incentive
offered Associate Members). We
do no 'selling' at a convention.
We regard the stations we repre-

them

—

'

results getters, so fail to appreciate

an attitude that picture? them as lazy
beneficiaries, of over - the - transom
orders.

Free &, Peters' position at this
time, however, is that it does not
wish to Increase the volume of dissension within the Industry. James
Fr6e accordingly wrote Neville Miller, president of N.A3.,' the following letter last week:

(Copy)

As you know from our lengthy
correspondence during the past
several months, we sincerely feel
the present scale of dues for
Associate Members is relatively unfair and dlscriminar
toi7 to station representatives.
lir.A-B.

sent as our employers ^not customers. Neither Mr. Peters nor
myself attended the recent convention at St. Louis.
We still feel, as strongly as
ever, the present scale of dues
Is unfair to us. The stations we
represent have largely agreed
with our stand.
However, you have presented
our views to the N-A.B. board,
which I understand has declined
'

themselve^ hard workers and good
-

as d large equipment manufacturer or transcription company,
for example.

to
'

change

this

scale.

More

strongly than anything else,

we

everyone connected with the
broadc^tlng industry should
stand together today in support
of the^ work you are doing in
N.A.B." Therefore, we wish to
feel

make

.application for Associate
in NA3., at $1,000
per year, as our- contribution,
which really is also an additional

Membership

contribution from each of our
stations, to industry solidarity
and to the splendid work you
are doing. If you will send me
another application blank ve
will fill It In and return It

promptly.

latei:

before

HARRIS JOINS FCC

briefs and
oral argument

through

participation

In

Cominission.

the

It

is

childish to charge Mutual with
responsibility for either initiation of the proceedings or the
results.

The

latter

were the dishown by

rect product of facts

undisputed evidence* fo^ which
the two older network companies
cannot avoid full responsibility.
Actually, the evils had been apparent
Mutual's
original
to
stockholders for years and had
led to the action of certain of

them

'in

selves

M. H. Aylesworth is currently in
Washington conferring with Chairman James L. "Fly of the FCC on
progress and problem of the PanAmerican Cultural relations committee of which he is the new radio,

to fur-

nish exhaustive information and
to state its'views in response to
inquiries from the Commission,
and did so with all accuracy and
frankness,
through
witnesses

disassociating

them-

from the plder networks

and

later

Had

it

in founding Mutual.
not been for their independence of policy and operation, network competition even
to the extent it now exists would

never

have

become

possible.

But it was not they who comhead.
Ex-president of NBC and Fly are
plained to the Government.'
conflnii^ themselves strictly to a discussion of international shortwave
J. S. Russell, farm editor of the
not .touching the present .'monop- Des Moines Register and Tribune, is
Washington, May 27.
l^f
now heard on a daily spot on KRNT.
Another draftee from the Justice OP'^ situation
Department joins the Federal Communications Commission legal staff,
while a special counsel gets a fulltime job. The regulators last week
picked Thomas E. Harris, one-time
law secretary to Supreme Court Justice Harlan F. Stone and more recently a D. J. attorney, to succeed Fly Refers Statement-Seeking Louisville Daily to
Joseph L. Rauh, Jr., as assistant genOriginal
Report
eral counsel.
Rauh has quit to go
with the. Lease-Lend Administration
after playing a major part in writing
Louisville,
May
27.
yourselves
want to accompany
the FCC anti-monopoly report.
Sunday's (25) Courier-Journal of
Columbia's argument with a
After graduation from Columbia
statement of the reasons for
University Law School in 1935, Har- which Mark Ethridge is general mancarried
ager,
comprehensive
on
story
commission
decision.
This can
ris spent one year in Justice Stone's
be really done by use of the reoffice and then was. employed for a recently issued regulations of the
port itself.'
year by a prominent local 'firm that Federal Communications Commission.
Story
was
headed
'Will
Splitincludes Dean Acheson, former head
(Courier - Journal explained
that
of the advisory committee on admin- Up Help Radio—Or Cripple it.' Then though they would have preferred
followed this Editors Note:
'More a statement by the majority of the
istrative procedure.
From 1937 to 1939, Harris was with than 50,000,000 radio sets are in op- commission which passed the new
eration
in
the
United
Stdtes
today,
the Justice Department lands diviorders, they of necessity accepted the
sion, specializing in appeals matters, and only a handful of Americans do Fly suggestion, and presented in the
and in 1939 was shifted to the Solici- not hear a radio going at some time Sunday Courier-Journal a condensaHe has ap- of day or night. Yet an even small- tion of the Commission's published
tor General's office.
handful,
perhaps,
understands
er
a
peared in' both appellate courts and
views along with an abstract of the
the U. S. Supreme Court, taking part development of vital concern to Columbia booklet 'What the New
them the. drastic changes in Amer- Radio Rules Mean.'
in two Wagner Act cases.
Lucien A. Hllmer, a Harvard Law ican broadcasting' which would be.
the
recently
issued
regueffected
by
School graduate and another of 'the
Frankfurter boys,' fills the berth left lations of the FCC.
35,
'In the hope of clarifying the issues
vacant since last fall when .George
involved, we condensed an interpreB. Porter quit to enter private pracSince Porter's departure, he tation of the new rules prepared by
tice.
Columbia
Broadcasting
System,
the
has been in charge of legal work for
LoulsvlUe, May 27.
Hilmer and sent the' following wire to FCC
the broadcasting division.
Chairman James L. Fly:
Barry Bingham, publisher of the
was in private practice for four
'Courier-Journal to print SunCourier - Journal
end Louisville
years and in 1935 joined the Senate
day abstract of Columbia's inTimes, and owner of WHAS, last
Interstate Commerce Committee to
terpretation of new radio rules.
week joined the U. S. naval forces,
work on the railroad finance probe;
We are OTixious to have state- having passed tin examination as a
In 1940 he was designated special
ment of .your Interpretation of
commissioned officer In the Navy.
FCC counsel.
these rules to run In parallel
Bingham Is stationed at Great Lakes
columns, or you can reply item
Naval Training Station near ChiSPONSOR
item
Columbia
by
to
booklet if
cago and has signed for duration of
Springfield, Mass., May 27.
you prefer. Can we expect five
the present emergency.
Hubert Kregeloh, local foreign afor six hundred Words not later
Bingham Is 39 years old, married,
fairs commentator on WSPR,,ls now
than Friday noon?'
and father of three chlldscn. 'Ho
sponsored by the .^bany Packing
Heter to Beport*
lives at Glenvlew, Ky., and Is tho
spot
five
15-minute
for
this
inquiry
a
To
Mr. Fly replied:
Company
son of late Robert W. Bingham, for"Commission prefers not to be
mer ambassador to the Court of St.
days a week. Kregeloh offered bis
in position of repeatedly arguing
services to the station last year,
James.
years
decisions
five
its
in
various
news->
when he returned after
papers.
It
welcorMa and will
Maoon, Os.
in IfoUand,
Carl 'Williams refollow with interest any fair dissigned from
commercial stall
Albany Packing Is his first sponcussionof the merits if you
to rejoin Macon Telegraph.
sor.

AS RAUH SUCCESSOR

I

FCC Not Debating

ProtestsDouble Fees But Joins N.AB.

.

ceedings resulting in the Commission's action were not In any
sense instigated by Mutual or its
stockholders or affiliates. The
proceedings began with an order Issued by the Commission
on March 18, 1938, and this order, in turn, was In response to
a widespread demand within the
Commission itself, in Congress,
and among small independent
stations that the manifest tendencies toward monopoly and
concentration of control exhibit-

In Newsprint

FCC

•

—

BARRY BINGHAM,
AS NAVAL OFnCER

HUBERT EBEGiXOH

>

—
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WBML

.
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QUALMS FELT THAT SENATE ACTION

FCC's Clear Channel Stand
jContlnned from page
principle embodied in rules governing
and video stations concern^
ing service areas ^has not been
adopted In connection with standard
broadcast
allocations
because
It
would not be 'practicable in the
present state of the broadcasting
art,'
due to skywave propagation,
terrain
man-made
effects,
static,
noise, etc.
The engineering standwhat the Commish might consider a ards for normally-protected service
If one-by-one the
stopping point.
areas are not binding, the opinion
I-A ribbons- are reclassified, the
-

classiflcatlon of the 850 stripe 'does
not change, but on the contrary conpolicy.
the clear-channel
tinues'
Amendment of the rules 'merely effects a minor shift In one frequency
policy,'
the
established
within the
opinion said.
TradlUonal Prlnelple
lawyers immediately wondered

FM

—

—

ANTI-INDUSTRY AS WELL AS ANH-FCC

IS

-

WHDH

WHDH

The objections that
will
operation is on its last legs, in as
much as Chairman Fly has given in- interferie with KOA's service were
Majority re-'
dications he has the same feeling as shrugged off quickly.
the Walker-Thompson-Payne clique. viewed its original finding and deConcerning the right of other li- clared 'it U clear that the
censees to take part in hearings on service does not displace the
such important, controversial Issues, secondary service in any real or
the majority said the law 'requires' substantial sense,' noting again the
grants without heating whenever Boston plant will not reach the prithe Commish is convinced, following mary service area of the Denver
and remarking that
scrutiny of applications, that public transmitter
'fails to allege that it has been
Interest, will be served. If the regulators have doubts, the law compels providing a useful service in such
them to notify 'the applicant,' the (rural) areas or point out, in terms
opinion said, and 'no such right to of population, the nature and extent
notice and hearing Is conferred of the claimed interference.'
upon any person other than the applicant and no duty rests upon the
Commission to afford any person
Soph's Illness Stafls Airer
other than the applicant an opportunity to be heard.'

WHDH
KOA

|

|

KOA

Washington,

May

27.

Instead, of being a rescue crew,
the
Senate Interstate Commerce
Commission may harpoon the broadcasting industry next week when it
holds hearings on wails about the

Federal Communications Commission's anti-monopoly regulations. In
going before the group headed by
Senator Burton K. Wheeler of Montana, the radio people run the risk
of being caught in a backwash of
antagonism.
The hearing scheduled for Monday (2) originally set for Saturday
(31) ^has some Hallbwe'enish aspects,- now that observers have anBesides the
alyzed the situation.
resolution offered by Senator Wallace H. White, Jr., of Maine, requesting the Commish to delay application

— —

stringent rules and calling for
inquiry into their effect and
before the commitmeasure authored by Senator Charles W. Tobey
of New Hampshire, who riddled
-both Columbia and National networks last summer during the hearings on President Roosevelt's renomination of the late Thad H.

of

its

or any individual or group of any
monopoly in radio broadcasting or
any phase thereof. ..' as well as 'the
administration by the Federal Communications Commission of those showed lively interest in radio, firing several barrages at the Commish,
provisons of the Communications
Act of 1934 which relate in any which he condemned for not taking
manner to radio' communications.' drastic action to break up alleged
monopolies and chlded several times
Other points the New Hampshire
for delay in bringing forth the netRepublican would like aired include
work report.
the- way licensees have used their
Plans for the hearing are still unprivileges and carried out their obcertain.
Apparently
Chairman
ligations, the effect of any chain
contracts, and possible efforts of industry people 'to unduly Influence
any public offlcial in the exercise of
his duties with respect to any matter pertaining to radio.'

from radio matters.

With Congress
over international affairs

badly

legality, there is

and war policies, Tobey is on the
same side of the fence y/iHi Senator
Wheeler a vigorous isolationist and
foe of President Roosevelt'? program
—while White has joined the faction
the committee chairman is fighting

tee a distinctly hostile

Brown.

—

operate,'

Tony Martin Winds Up

James

L. Fly, as the spokesman for
Commish majority, will be the
onlly regulator on hand. The minor-

the

—

I
I

Chance that the Tobey resolution
will get attention along with White's
grows out of conditions far removed

an

—

to

peace,

casting Faces Cross-Tangle of Political Motives

split

—

bitterly.

On

general

I

ity members Commissioners Norman S. Case and T.A.M. Craven—
do not contemplate attending unless
requested (and so far their presence
has not been asked). Industry fieople will urge approval of the White
resolution, with Neville Miller tak-

ing th^ lead in his capacity as National Association of Broadcasters
president. Uncertain to what degree
the chains will back him up, though
statements on behalf of Columbia
and National are taken for granted.

principles.

Wheeler would appear more inclined
to give Tobey a break than White,
who is admittedly much less aggresTobey Resolatton
sive,
although probably far better
The Tobey resolution which InHollywood, May 27.
Xanghable*
dustry people have figured was safe- informed about radio matters than
his
New England cAleague.
A
guest
shot
Sophie
by
Tucker
on
ly buried is in a spot to be taken
NBC's contention that the WHDH
CBS
was
forced
into
cancellation
Fnll Committee
undesired
'modalong
with
the
proposition.
up
White
grant constitutes an
Sign of strained White-Wheeler
of the KOA license is when the singer-comedienne was Both White and Tobey are members
ification'
majority implied. held in San Francisco by illness.
of the Wheeler committee and are relations is seen in the decision to
the
laughable,
Lewis
subbed.
Ted
'merely
expected
for
the
hearing before the full
plant
to
be
on
hand
the
seshold
Permit for the Denver
authorized petitioner
they declared, and 'does not expressly or by implication give petiHollywood, May 27.
tioner a right to serve any particuTony Martin closes his program
lar number of listeners or geographical area or contain any pro- for Woodbury Soap next month.
being
sold for a half-hour
He's
stapetitioner's
vision designating
The variety show In the fall.
tion as a 'Class I-A' station.'

will turn out to be so much
concerned about issues of
neutrality, and war than
about radio that he will let sleeping
dogs lie. There's no assurance of
this, though; in fact, the New Hampshire member has a prodigious memory and has indicated he was by no
means satisfied last summer everything is hunky-dory; Throughout
the last session of Congress ha

more

—

said.

time conceivably would come when
On the intervention question, the
there are no plants having exclusive
majority made some remarks. Renighttime operating privileges. For
fusal to allow KOA-NBC to particia long period. Industry observers pate at the hearing
'did not- prehave been fearing the ' regulators
clude' appearance or the offering of
will junk this traditional allocation
'any relevant material and comprinciple, while there have been
petent testimony,' according to the
some hot fights within the Commish opinion.
Implication was that agover just this point. Therefore, the
grieved licensees can write letters
reasoning in 'defense of the
(which may or may not receive atgrant shows unmistakably there is
danger that clear channel tention).
real

Tobey

Trade Observers Fear Tobey Measure May Be
Revived Along With White Resolution Broad-

'POT 0' GOLD'

Horace Heidt remains In the
Tunes' Tuesday night spot on the
NBC-Red for the summer, and the
account will probably put on another

program in the

fall.

committee, rather than refer it 'to a
Same client's 'Pot o' Gold' bowa
Tobey's resolution is aimed at subcommittee which might be picked off the NBC-Blue June 5. 'i:his series
both the regulators and the indus- so as to give Tobey a cold shoulder. started in September, 1939.
try, while White is shooting chiefly In view of the procedure planned,
at the FCC majority. Under Tobey's there will be every opportunity
C. W. Myers, president of KOIN,
proposal, investigators would consid- Tobey desires to go after the chains Portlcnd, Ore., was elected 'director
er 'the existence, extent, formation, as well as the regulators.
of IRNA for tiiree-year term In relegality and effect upon the public
Network people are praying that cent conference at St. Louis.
sion.

Easterner meets Northwest i at WCCO
young man from Manhattan named Robert Buechner joined the

A

WCCO Sales Department last month. We quote some of his first week's
reactions to the Northwest
. .

is

and radio i

the income, the spending, the prosperity of the people out here

Vay beyond what I had expected
"Another

thing.

The time

. .

that business firms get under tvay

is

amaz-

ing. Most of them open up between seven and eight o'clock in the morn'

ing.This will horrify you Eastern agency men, but I can find most of my
prospects in and settled at 8:30 a.m. So at last I understand
local advertisers consider early

"And

that I have

and
its

told

met

so far

me what

shows, and

its

men means WCCO. Most

have turned the tables on

a swell station

why many

morning radio time worth buying

radio to Twin City agency

it is.

of

.

.

them

me and my

sales talk

me on

coverage,

They've sold

its

standing in every survey that's been made.

It's

the

first

business I ever heard of In which the clients do the sales job."
It's

a pleasure to have

Bob Buechner with us. We hope

that his

many

advertising friends and all interested Variety readers will send

whatever questions they

may have on

him

the Northwest market, on Twin

City businesses and radio in this territory.

WCCO

•0,000 WATTB WHERE

IT

COUNTS THE MOST

Minneapolis-St.Paui, 830 Kilocycles. Owned and operated by Columbia
Broadcasting System. Represented by Radio Sales:
Oiicago, Detroit,

St.

BLOWS

Horace Heldt Stays on With Toml
For Mnsloal Chorea

New

York,

Louis, Charlotte, San Francisco, Loe Angeles

"

.

no
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RADIO
(who gets
Seymour.

billing),

air

Tom Powers

Alexander KlrWand,

_

and Ann*
.

NBC

,

'

red,
Holland Furnace will take over the 8 p.m. spot Thursday on
starting July 27, when Maxwell House folds the Fannie Brlce show for
series will originate In Chicago. .. .Sylvia Marlowe rethe summer
Lace' for
cuperating from operation and will be off "Lavender and
Fern Sherman subbing for her as vocalist.
several weeks
announcer, expects to become a father in the next
Ray Nelson,
spieler, likewise slated for
few days..,. Jack McCarthy, also an
fatherhood soon....C. L. Menser to Washington tp line up various foreign
.Abe
envoys in the U. S. for guest dates on the 'Good Neighbor' series.

New

m mW

NBC

YORK CITY ...

RADIO STUNT

EXaTESARMY

NBC

Young Si Rublcam has optioned 'Those We Love,' which Procter ti
Buenos Aires, May 27.
Gamble will drop at the end of June. .. .Pedlar & Ryan option on the
What started out to be a special
Peggy Riley, actress-author who Schechter, NBC news and special events head, won 75c last week when
show ran out and couldn't be renewed
made her radio scripting debut with a recent 'Cavalcade of America* pro- he matched quarters in a four-way pre-broadcast confab with Fred Bate events stunt for radio El Mundo, one
now of B, A.'s largest transmitters,
In Rome
gram, was guest of honor and interviewee Saturday (24) over NBC to in London, Charles Lanius in Berlin and John Anderson
may
Otto Brandt, of NBC station relations, to be
Helen Walpole, au- all he has to do is coUect
receive a Women's Press Club citation for the show
has suc- result In the basis of South Amerthor of 'Our Gal Sunday' and 'Amanda of Honeymoon Hill,' back at the 'married soon.... Hugh Beach, formerly of NBCs publicity staff,
McFadden has returned ica's first parachute corps. Furtherportable after severe cold.... Jim Moran, who recently did a comedy pro- ceeded Tom McFadden as writer for Bill Stem
more, the corps may be the first in
gram on WHOM, Jersey City, under the name of Prof. Briggs, auditioned to his former job In the NBC news room.
'The People's Platform,' Columbia roundtabler, will originate this week the world according to local
by WRC, Washington outlet for NBC, for a local commercial series for a
.

.

'

I

;

'

.Moran is now doing exploitation and publocal department store there.
licity for Paramount Picturei in Washington, but until recently he was
on the publicity staff for Fred Waring.
Keith Kiggins, sales manager for the NBC-Blue, had a birthday last
week. Kiggins is interested in horses and so his office associates helped
him celebrate the event by giving him a load of equines, but in toy form
....Piled up on his desk were horses of wood, ivory, glass, metal, porceKnowles. Entrikin and
lain, calico, plush, celluloid, gingerbread, etc
Howard Breslin have written a legit comedy about the insanities of the
radio business
'Latitude Zero,' new dramatic series, starts June 7 on
NBC red, replacing 'Knickerbocker Playhouse," which Procter & Gamble
'Rhyme and Rhythm Club,' from Chicago,
Is dropping for the summer
when Sheffield Farms
goes back on WEAT-NBC beginning June 6
drops Tim Healy's stamp series June 13, Brad Reynolds' vocal stanza re.

.

i

m

—

thorities

dios

HOLLYWOOD ...

Leo Tyson, former manager of KMPC, Bevhills, now hustling biz for
Alex Robb's NBC program and talent sales clients. Carroll Tomroth
Bert Lahr booked for three shots on KraTt
moved to other employment
Music Hall. Comic is making his home here and may land on the program as a regular. .. .Bob Garred, newscaster, now bankrolled by nine
sponsors weekly on KNX.... Edgar Bergen finally wins recognition from
Come June 14 he gets a master of arts
his alma mater, Northwestern.
degree. Last year "Charlie' got the kudos
Kay Kyser gave his band a
four-day siesta at Catalina and footed all the tabs.
.Lum and Abner's
places it, giving the tenor six shots a week.
new themer for the Alka Seltzer series, 'Evalina,' was composed by their
Stella Unger's Hollywood chatter program quits NBC red with the organist, Sybil Chism. They had to drop 'Eleanor' because of its ASCAP
'L«t's
June 7 edition and gets a Wednesday spot starting June 1?
pedigree. .. .W. Bennett Lewis, Columbia's program chief, going over the
Swing,' with Jimmy Lytell's orchestra, takes over, the Saturday niche
summer 'Forecast' layout with Charlie Vanda. Still undecided whether
Bill Stern will
•Consumer's Time' changes title to 'Consumer Tips'
to niche it in the to-be-vacated Monday night Lux slot. .> .KFWB's war
cover the Intercollegiate track championships Saturday (3U at Randall's commentator, Robert Arden, .got Jammed up with the immigration auIsland, N. Y
Kay Kyser's series for Lucky Strike renewed as of July thorities for overstaying his leave on a visitor's visa. Out on bond, his
Charles Nobles, staff announcer, doing nightly flve-minute baseball commercial is being continued five nights a week. Master of 16 languages,
score 'summary on WEAF local for Pepsi-Cola.
he fled Austria when you-know- who moved in.
.Jimmie. Fidler takes
'Religion in the News,' Saturdays on WEAF-NBC, changes title to The off for his new sponsor (Tayton cosmetics) July 4 on a six-station CBS
Art of Living*
Ruthrauff & Ryan still auditioning shows to plug Rinso Coast hookup. .. :Don Oilman, Harry Maiilish, Lew Weiss, Donald Thomand Spry in the 11:30-12 a.m. Saturday spot on NBC red beginning July 12 burgh and Harry Witt named to the radio committee of United Service
....'Defense for America,' the National Assh. of Manufacturers' show Organizations, which will raise $10,765,000 for entertainment and diverSaturdays on NBC red, renewed over the summer. .. .'Information Please' sion in army camps
Walter Wade in town for Lum and Abner takeoff
Promtroupe had a third anniversary party Friday (23) night «it 21
Lux budget gets a shot-in-the-waUet June 9 when Carole Lombard
enade Concerts, from Toronto, with Reginald- Stewart conducting, start and Bob Hope team in 'Mr; and Mrs: Smith.' Also, hjrpped is Chase &
regular summer series on NBC blue (WJZ) Thursday nights.
Sanborn, with Mickey Rooney booked for June 8 and Carmen Miranda
Pepsodent producer. Bill Lawrence, casting for the
Diana Courtney doing 'Fantasy and Melody* vocal series on WJZ-NBC the following week
Monday and Friday afternoons
Chick- Vincent directing the 'Danger Is siunmer filler, a scripter being whipped Into shape by Jerry Schwartz,
Rudy Vallee remains on the
My Business' and Mary Small programs for Axton-Fosher tobacco, via on 13-week leave from KNX writing staff
WOR-Mutual
Rex Miller, for- Coast through the summer, the agency having called off the eastern pitch
Ed Wolf Associates producing them
mer foreign correspondent, doing flve-a-week news analysis on WPAT, for the Sealtest show. .Erskine 'Skinny' Johnson renewed by his sponsor
new outlet at Paterson, N. J
Bob Smith, who does 'New Yorkers of for another quarter of cinema gab..., Frank White, CBS treasurer, lookNote' series on WWRL, also assisting Earl Harper on nightly baseball ing over Columbia Square.
broadcasts over WAAT, Jersey City
The Music Album,' new 30-minute
recorded symph series on WQXR Mondays through Fridays starting next
.
.
.
week, involved shuffling the night schedule for the entire week.
Local unit of American Federation Radio Artists ballots June IS on a
As a stunt to aid British war relief three old concert programs of Emma
Calve, autographed by the singer, will be 'auctioned' over the air via a new National Board Member, Incumbent John B. Hugh's term expiring on
AFRA now holds contracts with aU Frisco stations save KYA,
special broadcast Sunday <1) night. T. .Larry Wynn wrote, produced and that date
.Charles Morin, assistant
directed thd Harlem- Children's Camp Fund benefit showiest week on where negotiations have long been In progress.
With
WMCA.,..Alan Strong back on his 'Alarm Clock Club' on WOV after to CBS Coast Sales chief Art Kemp off Ensenada-way on vacash
•trep attack
Lynn Stone and Addy Richton, whose 'Hilltop House' shift of Art Linkletter's Roma Wine Interview show from Telenews theatre
went off the air recently, leave Sunday (1) for a five-week motor trip studio to. Los Angeles, newsreeler has started a new one, 'Speak Up,' airing
on KSAN Fridays at 6:15
Almost every theatre playing 'Inforipation
through the south, midwest and Canada.

Chute opened immediately and as
he fell, Picasso described his impressions to the radio audience and
a group of officers In one corner of
the field. Latter, In turn, sent him
orders. In less than three minutes ha
was back on the ground; reported
that the ffve-pound apparatus had
given good results save that the
aerial went out of commission half
way down, preventing further re-

. .

-

.

. .

.

IN SAN FRANCISCO

.

WINS, readying

for 50,000 watts, now devotes only 31.9% of its broadcast time to recorded music. . .Clare Belle Thompson and Margaret Lukes
Wise are writing the new. NBC blue (WJZ) sustainer serial, 'Buck Private'
Arthur Hanna directs and the cast includes Myron McCormick
.

.

iUt< orKunzation.

THANKS TO THE HERMITS
TirHETHER

In concert or in

comedy, no

'*

group of amatturi in ClevaUnd ever
preicntL • more finiehed ibow- than tbo
Hermit Club.
This club doei lilt loma autbantle profcBsionala, of coarse, among iti memberi,

and a certain special interest in the enter-,
ttainment world traditionally flaron the en-

Please* in this vicinity now preceeds title with 'KGO's,' thanks to constant
boring of
explolteer Milt Samuel who's liable to pop out of a film can
or anywhere
iqiOW's publicist, Don Log^n, hitting the vacation trail
for the Northwest
Melville J. Jacoby, new
correspondent in

NBC

NBC

Chungking, is a former Frisco newspaperman
Happy Gordon, whose
Hangers have long been an NBd feature, doubles on KROW as a single
starting this week with a daily 7:15 a.m. slot
Francia White of the Bell
show (NBC), currently at the Curran In 'Naughty Marietta,' interviewed
Friday (23) from the KGO-KPO. building site, adjacent to the theatre
Capt. .Bill Adams, who was yanked off KSFO's Farm Journal by Uncle
Sam is bSck in front of a mike-.-this time doing an Army show with talent
from Camp Callan, npar San Diego. Weekly hall hour is airing via KFSD,
San Diego
Frisco Elks Club, headed by Exalted Ruler George Devine, Jr., tonite
(27) hosts approximately 70. free-mealers in its annual Radio-Press dinner,
tossed as gesture of appreciation for courtesies received during the year.

IN
of

CHICAGO ...

Barbara Luddy goes into 'Woman in White' replacing- Lesley Woods
exits radio for the summer for some strawhatting
Dinning Sisters
going to Elkhart (Ind.) to entertain at the Miles Laboratories party for
the Indiana retail druggists next month. .. .Hilmer Linhal Joins NBC
as
vacation relief engineer at the WENR transmitter
Cliff Johnson comes
in as producer with the Columbia WBBM outfit. .. .Title for the
Durward
Kirby program on WENR has been tagged 'Rhythm at Random,' the moniker having been selected by public contest
Judith Waller, public service
chief for NBC in Chi, named, at Federation of Women's Clubs
convention

who

This tradition helps to set
a standard for the dub'i perfonnances.
Saturday night's concert was luUf op to the
tire Institution.

(tandard.

The Masonic auditorium was folly sold
out for the occasion, and the trig audience
bad a delightful time.
It is good for Cleveland to hav* groups
like this doing such good work is music and

last

week

among

as

among our fellow

WCAE EASES INTO MBS;
lONE RANGER' STARTER

citizens.

Pittsburgh,

spotted there

Is

"Lone Ranger'

ly for 52 -weeks,

Otvthmd Prm, Mmy 190)
but a man who Icoowf made
from Bach to BMI, whose willing co-openttioa in club .and dvip
inusical activities has helped bring new fame to ClevelaiMi as » music'

whf

.

Thfe;<lcit4pidly

'

27.

BlAMCHE RING'S NEW ROLE
She's Bess-Lady In IMotlier Cobb's

Fight Camp'

As a tie-in with its Madison Square
Garden fight broadcasts, the Mutual
Network will air a dramatic serial,
'Mother Cobb's Fight Camp,' Sunday
nights, starting June 8. Frank 'Red'
Dolan will do the scripting and HaroH McGee the direction. Time will
be 7 to 7:30 pjn., EDST.
Already cast are- Blanche Ring,
Sam Byrd, Jo Ann Sayres, now in
'My Sister Eileen,' and Millard
Mitchell, of 'Mr. and Mrs. North,'
currently on Broadway.

SeYareid on

Farm News

St. Louis, May 27.
Eric Sevareid, Washington correspondent for CBS, will be part of
'Country Journal' program aired
every Saturday a.m. over
here. Sevareid Is skedded to do a
flve-minute farm news review from

KMOX

Washington.
Charley Stookey, originator of the
program, will continue to furnish
in past
the bulk of the stint.
.

Intentiountaln Marlut
people prefer tKe lively

serial,

VGAR;;:

through Blackett-

Sample-Hummert.
In network realignment here next
fall.

tion

Red goes to Westinghouse sta'KOKA, which has previously
to KQV,
local CBS

had Blue, and Blue switches
sister station
outlet.

of

WJAS,

honoris for public service and^o<yrtV>hthip. Aa«j.jrjfffll^ii|Jjy»
why spot advertisers jiBM)i(ft|!f>fe'fflfeo
^

'.S-

—

Ont. Hal
Lawrence,
,; Tlmmlns,,
hiiV^ editor and announcer at CKGB,
lpcaVJ(3^ puHet, has resigned to do
free-iahce announcing in' Toronto.

es-

training.

SMtioa coajSode* Jto wia

xeason

network standards put it liip it^fBSBihj

possibilities,

which has never before come through
Pittsburgh. Being bankrolled locally
by (jeneral Mills, Inc., and contract
cSlls for three hali-hour shows week-

fotmance.

«apther good realoa

May

Although WCAE, local Hearst outdoesnt switch from NBCs Red
Mutual until Nov. 1, station Jbas
already started to pipe in MBS and
other outside programs to make divorcement from Red a gradual rather than a sudden process. Already
to

th« Uctrlnc.tbit. cbaracterii«(-aiany-«ma-

Walberg B^owa, ranacal director «t

by women

many new

Jumps from high altitudes where time of descent would
be a more vital factor. Added that
experience in Norway, Holland and
Belgium had convinced them of the
necessity
for going beyond
the
Nazis in the use of parachutes.
Dramatic aspects of the talking
leap which received a big play in
the local press, has already jumped
support for the current national
drive to train 5,000 pilots.
The
Arnnr, unable to get official funds,
has backed the private drive, 'Junta
Argentina de 5,000 PUotos,' seeking
cash for more Argentine aviation
pecially for

.

fit,

tcor (mcmUe*. Th* whole program. Including the chonu work, th« vocal solos,
and the piano nuoberi, made lu look forward tagerly to a»t Hcnnit Club per*

. w

greatest strides

ception but not affecting sending.
Army officials said stunt had

opened

:

-

.

women making

50 years.

Mr. Brown ie
inusical director of WCAR, but he finds
time to «ngage in a good many other activities, including the direction tjf th« Hermit
Clob orchtstca.
For tome aymplionic pnrpotti « larger
orchestra would be more efTective, but few
ortbettraa maoberinc no more than 40
pi aycn display luch qririt, such accuracy of
tempo and clarity of tone. Tbey give a
•baq^- dean ptrfomasce, entirely f rea of

center. 'That's'

53

other fields of entertainment.
The occasion reminds us again that we
are fortuiate in numbering Walbetg Brown

NOT JUS^ A BATON-WAVER

.

—

auto be equipped with raby which they can receive and
transmft messages while in descent
Predictions were made by Army
officials following a test made by
Tomas Picasso, No. 1 Argentina aviator, at El Palomar, Army field near
here. Picasso, who holds the world's
record for consecutive jumps in one
day, bailed out at 2,500 meters, holding a microphone In one hand and
the rip cord in the other.'

(31) in Winnipeg, Can., where 'American-Canadian Relations' will be
discussed by 'John W. Dafoe, of the Winnipeg Free Press, John Grearson,
president of the Canadian Film Board, and others participating.

ID
ETWOIK

—

—

.
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How

to

Crash Radio

Diane Courtney, who recently

A

Up Around

HinbiHy Colony BuOt

started a sustaining song series

on NBC, was
Chicago.

do right well in the 'big' city
Niles Trammell, Frank Mullen, Syd-

girls

Editor, Variety;

This is an Open Letter to Chicago
advertising agencies and clients who
believe that it Is necessary to go to
New York or Hollywood to secure
the services of a qualified Radio DiWithout quoting statistics I
rector.
am willing to go on record with the
statement that Chicago has produced
and developed more experienced and
qualified directors, producers, actors, singers and announcers than the

combined

total

from

New York

I

I

j

I
'

I

I

;

and
I

floor

As

the same applies to our talent.
I challenge New York or Hollywood
to produce better radio talent than
Charles Sears, Betty Lou Gerson,
Carlton Brickert, Harry Kogen, and

I

hesitantly

ex-

wonder why?
Zverett George Opxe.

City hillbilly

who made

May

n/

Run By John
large

a success

with mountain music is John Lair,
and now he's returned to his native

where he has promoted an en-

tire settlement near Mt. Vernon, Ky.
Located in the foothills of the Kentucky mountains, L.air's project is
the scene of the airing of Renfro
Valley Barn Dance, formerly on
WLW, but now heard over WHAS
twice each Saturday night, and each
week-day morning for an hour and

Lair

barn,

seating 1,000, a lodge:,
tourist cabins, schoolhouse, etc., and
plans are under way to build a hotel
and construct an artificial lake.
Performers on the hillbilly show
engage ia,3tarin us o cci ipations.-'many
holding positions at the settlement,
others occupying cabins, and all
take part in the
airings.
,

WHAS

EUensburg, Wash. Petition
Up Before FCC June 2

a half.

Seattle,

given the job on the repeat show
that afternoon over CBS and is
now slated for audition for a
regular dramatic role on the^

Renfro Valley Barn Dance has
been signed to a three-year contract
by Robert Kennett, WHAS program
director, and will supply most of the
hiUbilly music heard over the station by remote from Mt, Vernon.
Traffic Is handled by teletype. Performers for the most part live near

serial.

the

Miss- Courtney handled the assignment so well that she was

—

Louisville,

hills,

utes' notice.

'

I

singer

—

i

and 'Radio Production cago.
A qualified Radio DirecDirector.'
tor for an' advertising agency should
and experienced in
with
be familiar
the handling and direction of a radio station— the creation and producmusical
and dramatic
both
tion of
programs, selection of talent and
writers, station facilities, time buyand meradvertising
sales,
ing,

the

that an actress who had been
called to read a dramatized' commercial on "the O'Neills' had
failed to show up, so a substitute
had to be found on a few min-

;

dio Director'

lOOO-Seat Barn

Radio

plained that she wasn't exactly
an actress, but was familiar with
the mike. Miss Sperl interrupted,
'Well, I guess you'll do
come
along with me.'
It developed

'go.'

And

confusion

at

day (23) when Florence Sperl,
of the Compton agency, rushed
out of a studio, spotted her and
demanded, 'Are you an actress?'

Hollywood.
Midwestern radios is fundamentally Vincent Pelletier.
To my knowledge, none of the
'down to earth' radio and the men
who have 'grown up* with radio en- above directors or talent has manutertainment In this region have factured automobiles, made breakpioneered in the creation and de- ifast cereals, canned milk or sold
velopment of programs that have be- soap but they do know radio.
Yes, I feel very sorry for the
come a standard for the country
agency or client who just can't find
There seems to be a widespread
a Radio Director or talent in Chiin the use of the titles 'Rai

room

reception

City waiting for a rehearsal Fri-

ney Strotz, and many others.
But, until Chicago agencies and
New York agencies with Chicago
branch offices, realize the importance of getting and paying for
proved directors in Chicago, we'll
continue to see the outside boys

come and

sitting in the eighth

settlement,

which

Includes

a

May

27.

June 2 has been set as a tentativ*
date for the hearing in Washington
by the Federal Communications
Commission on the application of the

Symons Broadcasting

Co. for a new
radio station at EUensburg, Wash.
To be operated on 1110 kc, with
power of one kilowatt, unlimited
time.

chandising problems. A Production
Director may be an experienced musician or actor, capable of directing
talent and timing programs and asBut, the
sisting tl«c Radio Director.
Production man does not fulfill the
requirements of an executive agency

Radio Director.

Who are some of the men in Chicago right now who justify consideration as qualified Radio Directors
To name
for advertising agencies?
a few—Stuart Dawson, Bobby Brown
a/id Walter Preston at Columbia;
Herbuveaux

Jules

at

George Safford and

NBC;

Bill

and

Klein

at

tions.

men have Imand network posiThey are experienced in every

phase

ojC

WLS.

Why

this calibre associated

men

with Chicago

FI^EO 8EAUMAN
AND FAMILY

MEET

Why?
name a few reasons
are too many advertising agency executives who like to
'play around' with radio programs.
It is much more fun to hire producWell, I can

there

The Fred Beaumans were chosen at random as representative of the thousands of enterprising form families who
live in the wide, primary area of WIW and regularly dial

tion men, writers, talent and musicians and then tell these people how
to produce, write, act and sing, than
to have a qualified Radio Director

who

the Nation's Station for information

could do the whole job without
second, a production
or radio salesman can be hired

interference;

man

W

of

advertising agencies?

first,

•n|«yWl«irt

rtulm to Mdi tm iiUm mt is* Mtmyr t*wm

mn* CMI* kkCOTthv. Outa progfi mt4 •dwMrioiMl fMfww mim m amrt «f HwJ*
nw<*mrUt»tAn» hii li fci. ftw i «« 5iii«w tm»» h twrwj t» WtW «ftt IMiH hi Ml* mti
w»lc«iii» vUtor
and WIW to
4mt Itn^

station

radio broadcasting.
are there not more

HOMM m >lh»>
,

•vwiliM

All of these

portant

him $100 a week! Network

staff

and entertainment.

a neighborly, efficient housewife who
heartily endorses WLW's type of farm programs and entertainment. She says she gets a lot out of Jane Sheridan's
interesting Homemalcer's Review. For help in planning his
work-day routine, Mr. Beauman relies on WLW's agricultural programs, the market reports and weather forecasts.
Mrs.

for less money than qualified radio
directors will accept.
An agency
boasting Important clients and sizeable billings will offer a big opportunity for the 'right' man and offer

mu-

sicians get $140 a week!; third, security with a station or network is
less interference

Beouman

Is

more assured, with

and meddling.
An agency executive who would be

The

StarKng, Ohte, locMad hi th» untral

produce a program.
After automatically eliminating the
qualified radio directors in Chicago,
the agency then finds it necessary to
go to New York or Hollywood to
hire production men at higher salaries than were offered in Chicago.
And then, too, it is easy to understand that if a Chicago radio man
runs down to New York for a spell,

he

worth more.
And on the other hand,
is

I

wonder

LJ
i

p«1

•! I»i« •»«« •

ii«<ir

r

INDIANA
j

Is

Mt father, la-yaarMrry Mawinan
waat prMa In
hli FrTia-Wlnnlna
Ha*t. Ilka pad,

fafcat

aram* wMdi f aatiira
wealhar and

news

raport*. H. R.

Qtett it thair laveraariy mornJotf
naw( rapertar. lath
Jerry and tlttarJaan
ara acHvaly angagad
In Faur-H Owb worlu
Ita

Argued
Naw 1«)i-1rmnvm*Atm

Ireodcatflaq

(.

Talavliloa Carp.

CUcoge

— WLW.

330 H,

MkUgoa AvtM*.

%m

FrMcbc*

— M«rMtl«Mi Radia SalM.

by 20th Century

Sporting Club (Mike Jacobs), Mutual Broadcasting
Corp. and the
Gijlette Hazor Blade Co. to dismiss
a suit' against them by the National
Broadcasting Corp. was argued yesterday (Tiiesday) in N. Y. supreme
court, with Justice Lloyd Church reserving decision. The plea was made
that the suit failed to state a cause
of action.

NBC

them.

mariiat,

REPRESENTATIVES:
application

like

Jairy anloyt WlWi
aariy morntng pro-

i

NBC's Suit Vs. Garden

Oyer Fights

value to this
{ust as It does to thousands of others

M

OHIO
MT.triUIHG

1^

Crtiwibw*,

WLW

MICH.

why New York agencies seem to respect the abilities of Chicago trained
menT Many of our local boys and

An

Midwest
Form Specialty Staff proves of great
conscientious Madison County farm family,

agricultural data prepared especially for the

farmer by the

insulted if a radio man were to criticize his layouts or copy will not hesitate to tell the radio man how to

claims the rights to broad-

cast the fights from Madison Square
Garden, operated by 20th. Century.
Mutual also claims the rights, while
Gillette Is th'e sponsor."

MAM
WW liWW

a A J||

THE NATION'S

STATION

.

.

—

.
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1

.

Good. .what?

Pete:

Public Let In

You

Bill:

on 'Stwy Conference

.

killed

Sherman Talbot

CBS

to soon.

Mort Lewis' 'Behind The Mike' Dramatizes Diagnosis
and Treatment for An Ailing Daytime Serial

Selling Artists Bureau

Martha: I didn't think he should
gContlnned
have been killed at all.
Pete: My wife doesn't like him... oly blast against the two major netand she knows her radio.
works, both NBC and CBS, the deBill: Yes, Pete, probably a lot ol centralization of sundry component
people didn't like Sherman Talbot, p^rts loomed as a certainty.
AlBut a lot more people seemed to like ready the RCA structure has been
him. This Talbot was a rather nice under Are from Thunnan Arnold's
guy before you decided to get rid trust-busting assistant, Victor O.
Walters, on the proposition of havof him, wasn't he, Martha?
Martha: Yes, that's how I built his ing both communications, broadcastcharacter.
ing, recording and kindred alliances.
Bill: And you got rid of him in
Bosenthal As MCA V. P.
That is, you
about

from pace

ment

i

MCA

Why did you kill Sherman Tal
He was such a fine man. He
had a lovely character. We all like
him and now you'va killed him.
We'll never buy your product again
a radio cOTUuItant on the side. and we used to eat It all the time
five weeks.
Graham is Graham McNamee, the at home.
Under the MCA-CBS Bureau deal,
changed his character and made him
Other characters are
announcer.
Joe: Isn't that awful?
latter's directing head, Herbert
a heel and motivated his death all the
impersonations. Ed)
Pete: And here's another, Joe... within that time. It was done too I. Rosenthal, executive v. p. of the
Artists Buireau and protegee of Law(reading): It was a disgrace to kill fast.
Lowman, CBS executive,
Bill: First I want to say that a Sherman Talbot.
I resent It personMartha: Well, what can we do,, rence
moves into MCA as a vice-jvesident
story consultant not only is called ally. Not only will I not cat Toasted Bill. What's a way out?
He's also.
in when a script goes stale but is Shreddies but I belong to the Four
Radio re-incamatlon,
Bill:
sometimes called in at the beginning ITeuces Bridge Club and to the got to be brought back.
With Rosenthal also go hla subof a serial to help the author plot Ladies Auxiliary and I'll see that
Martha: I had him shot. .but defl-' agents In-the Artists Bureau who bethe story.
none of the members eat Toasted nitely. We had him found kissing come part of the MCA organization,
another man's wife. And the hus- They are Larry Puck, on theatres;
Graham: Well, what does a good Shreddies either.
Mrs. Isabel Scott, head of the leeHe's been buried.
I guess band shot him.
day time serial have to have?
Joe: You're right, Pete.
ture and concert bureau; Jack BerPete: Can you dig him up?
Bill: A sponsor.
We shouldn't have killed Sherman
ing)

i

there's a pos-

a deal with

its artists

only

bu-

month took over

last

the entire eighth floor of the Squibb
Bldg. in New York, some 15,000
square feet, but with the CBS deal
now finds even that very spacious
office room Inadequate
and will
again have to start spilling over Into
extra floor space.

|

hot?

Now

NBC may make

reau.

i

(The /olloiulna U verbatim from
part of the Mort Lewis 'fleWnd the
Mike' script used a week ago Sunday
on the NBC Blue. Bill is Bill Rapp,
editor of True Story Magazine and

Ig

guarantees.

sibility

the Morris Agency for

—

I

CBS SELLING

|

I

'

,

;

OUT CONCERTS

.

I

.

\

I

CORP. ALSO

.

I

Graham: You're

we

ai'"n't

a

dreamer,

all.

'

I

Bill: But seriously, a good story
for a long serial must have at least
two of these three fundamentals— a
socially significant central theme, a
group of characters who naturally
generate dramatic situatibh after

dramatic situation and a hopeful

'

I

'

|

I

;

.

.

.

always been successful

now.

Pete,
the advertising
Personally,
think the trouble with this script
that It's too highbrow.
Joe: I'm Joe... I represent the advertising agency I'm what they call
an account executive and boy, oh
boy, I hope that just because our
show has lost a little popularity the
client doesn't change to another advertising agency.
Rapp: I'm-the story consultant but
I

—

doesn't figure In the concert transaction,
as the Artists Bureau and
Columbia Concerts Corp. are entirely
different ventures. Latter is and has
been located in the Steinway Bldg,
In West 57th street. New York, some
distance from the Columbia Broadcasting System building, where Its
Artists Bureau is housed.

I

Maybe your product

Martha:

isn't

any good. . .have you ever thought of
that...
Joe: (Shocked at heresy) Martha,
do you realize what you're saying?
Pete: The product is good. Look
here, I'll have you know that we
sold more Toasted Shreddies last
year than...

Where

Joe:

i

I

figured this. out. ..tne script;
intimated that Talbot didn't get along'
...

with

.

j„,

,

his

j_ 1
mother-ln-law.

^^J* „„*"Ln,S.«iiI,
talent cushion
n>eans
an impressive teCt
u v«
be- L
He
bolster what in years has been

'

married life. So let's give him a jtlon. While Stein
has been building
double and make the double the guy MCA for some time Into live talent,
who was shot This sort of thing Is In all Its components, even going so
happening all the time. Men sent to far as
to buy up personality conjail because they looked like the
tracts from other Hollywood

!

we

killed Sherman Talbot.
Pete: Of course. Look at the mail
we receive. This one says: (read'

sodes.
Pete:

with

'

order to give him influence
the^ picture studios, he could

in

picture printed In the papers with
the startling news story that he's
dead. That gives him an idea. His
mother-in-law has been ruining his
whole life so he decided that this was
a great break.
Instead of going
home, he goes to Atlantic City.
Martha; Yes, but how are we going to get him back in the story.

with
use

more.

Wolfsohn & Jones, Inc., and Community Concerts Service, Inc. Direc-

The lecture bureau, for Instance,
places under
availability such
Impressive names as Quentin Reynolds,
Clare Booths, William L.
Shirer, Ed Murrow, Elmer Davis,

MCA

tors of

various

sonalities
are Atadre KosUlanetz,
Warnow, Raymond Scott
Well, one day a friend comes Mark
house and asks how Sherman Barry Wood, announcers Del Shar
Is?
The wife says. 'Sherman Don't butt, Ted Husing and Paul Douglas,
you know Sherman's dead? He dled.maestros Leith Stevens, Walter
a month ago?' And the friend says. Gross, Percy Faith, Lud Gluskin and
'Well, I must have- seen a ghost In 'others.
Atlantic City only two weeks ago.
Concerts Dlvblon Not In De»I
Because I met
there and we
^ot going with the deal, and perUlked. It was Sherman all right',
h^pg the single most Imposing wd
So they caU the mining person's p^flt^ble roster of talent,
is the Cobureau or the police department in lumbia Concerts
Corp. This remains
A caU goes out and u^jer Arthur Judson,
what's wrong AtlanUc Oty
prexy of the
,

I

Concerts Corp.

j

^

M ?tl°'^^'?^*'i*^^*^K Jwncerts subsidiary, .ind
Martha
Sounds good to me. .but
section. Other managers
he doesnt want to come home on erts division include F.
.

'

;

The Sim
of

Pjior to joining the combine with

—

Columbia,
the

This move by CBS to divest ItseU
of its acts follows sundry evolutions
within the talent subsidiaries at both
networks. Some years ago both of
the (pajor webs, and also Mutual
Broadcasting System, unloaded Its
bands by order of the American Federation of Musicians. NBC turned
them over to Consolidated Radio
Artists (Charles E. Green) and "iUCA
took over the CBS and MBS roster.
In fact, to insure Itself, MCA's Jules
Pete: Because tWnk how many
Stein guaranteed CBS $50,000 a year
people who buy our product are
for sundry periods of radio time,
mottier-ln-laws.
against a ZVs% of the bands' gross,
Bill: That's easy to fix.
so as not to be frozen out.
MBS
Pete: How?
mother-in-law.
Joe: Why not kill her?
Martha: Yes. .she could be hit by
a taxi or have a Jieart attack.
Pete: Walt, wait... you can't kiU
the mother-in-law.
Marthas Why not?
Everybody
'
hates her.
Pete: Yes, but you can't kill the
mother-in-law.
Martha: Why not?

'

.

th«

.

EXPERIENCE

A

:

.

really sblnlng ito brightest

It's

One hundred and ten
TVA danu and power

I

mjUion dollars going for three
planto}

day I

.

. .

and other

they affect your market

quest

.

.

.

INC.
C6S...990 KC.
5,000 W. Say, 600 W. Night
C. P. GRANTED
Watte Full Tim?

10,000

.

.

.

free,

Ask the Brenham Company.

SCRIPPS-HOWARD.

I

Industries

.

«

.

of

and

of course, on re-

'

I

Bill: Let's not forget the third of
our fundamentals. ..a hopeful attitude to life. So, instead of HlUng
the mother-ln-law we'lj reform her
but in thirteen weeks!
Joe: Reform a mother-ln-law In
thirteen weeks.
Don't jfou think

that's too fast?

(Babble of voices up and out,)
Bpi: And that Is typical of an
actual story conference.

was guaranteed $20,000. The first
year of CBS' deal with MCA, some
four years ago,

from

MCA

and

collected $70,000
Its bands for wire
then was that CBS

it

Musical Director
wHh tUs

'

story ta

tell:

THE RECORD
I

—11 years with New York Station,
—who makes own arrangements,

'

,

—who
'

:

|

pickups. Theory
thus would not be tempted to curtail its post-11 p.m. band shots for
bands, although, as it developed, that was an. unlikelihood.
However, the deal continued untU
last year, when FCC complications
started to assert themselves.
/

MCA

'Writes original

music for

script shows. "
—whpse^^ musical production ideas
have been sponsored by
General HUIs, Fonilao,
Bemington Band, Ex Lax.

One

to ehiinge ol ewnendblp mt
Terk, the man wbe
answsra this description (myself)

WMCA, New
Is

available.

LEE GRANT

NBC-Morrls Agoy, DealT
Yoansstown. O.—A. O. Hardy,
A possible deal with the William
Voungstown, former, supervisor of Morris Agency for the CBS talent
radio activities for the National acquisition was also being discussed,'
Youth Administration in Ohio, has but understood to have been stymied
Joined VrjSV, Washington, as field by the reported $200,000 ca^ deengineer.
mend, plus the personnel employ-

FOR
SALE

Composer-Arranger
1

'

on 24-hour
capacity

Full details of these teeming activities

plant!

how

Textile mills

Aluminum Company doubling

.

is

In its field.
Gang, representing a few Coast agents acting independently, also charged that the
radio networks' artists bureau were
in restraint of trade and throttling
Indie agents by unfair methods, such
as Inducing performers to sign management contracts on the promise of
sustaining radio time.

I

S"L^iLl,.rl'l^i.:i';M^£^
home
but no mother-in-law^
Martha: What will we do with

until the trans-

and a new peme

monopoly

others' diin the conC. Copplcus

slt- U. Frederick
Schang, Jr., Lawrence
Evans & Jack Salter, Haensel &
•oMr'tii-vti
o .t.__
B
U: Right! So
they put» a personal jone, and Wolfsohn Musical
Bureau,
ad in the newspapers and he flnaUy i„e. aU were
big concerts manager!^

account of the mother-ln-law

the

were

Concerts diviston has an imposing
array of talent on its roster, so much
so that it was cited a few months
ago before the Federal Communications Cofflmission, in a ^ brief by
Coast attorney Martin Gang, as a

'

Do you know

name

fer is completed
selected.

j

Yes.

offices

Lawrence Evans, Jack Salter, Calvin
Franklin, Ward French and Horace
Parmalee. They will continue to
operate the firm under the Columbia

I

|

Wm

organization since

Independent

11 years ago are Judson, F.
C. Copplcus, Frederick Schang, Jr,

Bill:

to the

the

merged

John Anderson, et aL
Other CBS Artists Bureau per-

Bill?

it?

Bill:

Managements included in the ConCorp, setup and now holding
of the stock are Concert Management, Inc., Arthur Judson; Metropolitan Musical Bureau, Inc.; Evans
& Salter, Inc.; Haensel & Jones, Inc.;
certs

45%

agents,

criminal. ..Now
Talbot was
away from home When he sees his

real

'

-»

i

Is

.

i,.^.

meeting
endorse-

stockholders.

C3S interest in Columbia Concerts amounts to 55%, for which the
network Is to be paid around $230,000
under the proposed deal.
MCA

i

1

.

.1

the Artists
subject to ap-

Actual transfer Is not expected to
take place for at least 90 days.

I

.

It is

ment by the network's

'

X>ook.

deal.

CBS board
J"' ^^'^ * a-^d
f?^^"^^'^
proval by the

.

!

Like

group.

Bureau-MCA
I

'

that guy Rapp?
We're paying him to come In and
help us lick this problem and he
I won't come in till later.
can'^ even be here on time.
Director: I'm the director of the
Martha: Yes, where Is Bill?
show, i should be at the conference
Pete: That's right. 'Where's Rapp?
but I'm not. I'm home sick, which
Rapp: (Fading In) Hello folks.
cuts out another actor and keeps the Sorry I'm late^
budget of this program down.
Joe: Bill, we've got a real problem
Rappr And now, typical story con- here.
ference in an office of an advertising
Pete: I'll have you know that
agency... and don't think it's ex- Toasted Shreddies last year, Martha,
aggerated...
more packages than any
sold
(Babble of voices up and fade out other. .'.
into):
Joe: You're absolutely right, Pete.
Pete: Just look at that Croseley
It's a great product. . .but how about
ok at it! Down two polnta since it, BUI... are you ready to help us?
ihe last rating.
And every point
Bill: Well, I spent 19 hours last
means millions less listeners. And night listening to record; of the 'Rise
why is the rating down? Why, I ask of Young Dr. Pepper CBandolph.' I
you?
must have heard about 40 or 90 epsl-

Because

holder
|

.

'

Pete?

'

.

Pete: I'm

manager of the sponsor.

is

Why

•

'

selling.

Martha:

CBS

America, there,

i

j

until

Complementing the prospective
Columbia Artists Bureau, Inc.,
subsidiary, to Music Corp. of
is a deal underway
for the network to dispose of its
majority stock control of Columbia
Concerts Corp., Its concert manage.
ment affiliate, to the minority stocksale of

.

at-

ferences like?
Bill: Well,
Graham, suppose we
show the audience a typical story
conference. .designed to help out a
and so that our audisick script.
ence can get them all straight, let's
introducie the people at the
flrst
conference.
Martha: I'm Martha... I write the
It's

tion,

i

|

Graham: When do you do most of
your work?
Bill: During story conferences.
Graham: What are these story con-

script.

Joe:

|

'

titude to this business of living.

.

That's a constructive sugges- tell, cafes, legit, etc.; Dell Peters,
Mack Davis, Peter Teurer, Bruce
Pete?
Martha: I wonder if a man could PowfeU (brother-in-law to Herbert
that.
But who killed Sherman Taltte buried' and then be... maybe a Bayard Swope), and Lou Mindllng,
bot?
executive aide to Rosenthal. Mindcataleptic At.
Pete: Who killed him? Why...
ling, incidentally, only recently rePete: Well, I'll find out in
You
Martha: It was your Idea.
signed MCA to join CBS, but under
ond. I'll 'phone my doctor.
told us that your wife didn't like
the deal thus automatically shifts
(Receiver off hook.)
Sherman Talbot and none of her
back. Bertell Is also a CBS Artists
Hello. .give me a line.
friends liked Sherman Talbot and
v.p. but Rosenthal is senior officer.
(Telephone dial.)
that I should get rid of him once
Say A third v.p. I. S. Becker, business
Hello, Krnie...Thi8 is Pete.
and for all.
I had to have him
ilrnie, can a guy be buried in a manager and originally, a lawyer,
shot.
cataleptic state and be brought back remaining at CBS In the program
.Pete: Well, I still think I'm right.
life... How
long ago was he dept
to
But if you had written it right. .you buried?. ..A month ago. No, II
-Details anent the roster of talent
didn't dumb it up enough. .that was
don't
know him... It's a ?«"P*;!both in the New York, Chicago and
the trouble.
Yeah,
he was killed. .Well, it Hollywood offices must be worked
Martha: (Breaks In) You're the wouldn't make any difference.:. .Oh
Some of the acts, such as the
flrst person who hasn't been satis...thanks .very much... Well, good Bertell roster, for instance, which
I've written
fled with my writing.
bye.
Includes such people as Hildegarde,
radio for ten years and my scripts',
(Receiver on hook.)
Hartmans,
Danny Kaye, John
xhe
have always been successful.
Pete: If he was buried. .he was Hoysradt, are individually contracted
Pete: Then why don't you write a
embalmed" and no one can survive to him. Under BerteU's deal with
successful script for us. The show Uiat.
CBS
he probably has the privilege of
is going dowii and\ our product Isn't
Bill: Not even on daytime radio. retaining them.
'

but Talbot.
Martha: I'm glad we're agreed on

16S0 Broadway, New York
riiene: Cltele

[

7-SSU

;
;

'j:

,!;
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Weber's Slant

Inside Stuff-Radio
•Speaking of Books,' series handled on WGY, Schenectady, N. Y., by
Richard J. Lewis, has recently been the battle ground between several
name writer giiests. Latest was a tUI between Rockwell Kent and James
T. Farrell, who tangled on the program when Farrell criticized Kent's
recent book. Some time previously Gontran da Poncins, author of the
best-selling 'Kabloona,' exchanged verbal shafts with Sir Hubert Willpns
when the latter threw wet blankets on his book. 'Speaking of Books'
was formerly heard over WABY, Albany, under the title, "The Book of
Broadcaster Lewis is book reviewer for Hearst's Albany
the Week.'
Times Union.

Fred Weber, general manager
of the Mutual Network, took
recognition Monday (26) of the
pamphlet reprint of the speech
which Mark Ethridge, of WHAS,
Louisville, made before the recent convention of the National
Association of Broadcasters, by

•

Anderson development.

Von Polenz, who has made sundry appearances on
New York radio stations as Interviewee and commentator, is dropping the
Germanic title in favor of the original Polish version. Hereafter she will
Polenzskl.
Refugee has a deal pending with Station WBNY,
be Baroness
the merged set-up of three Brooklyn smallies which has taken over the
on 43d street in Manhattan.
old quarters of
Baroness Helene

.

WOV

The boys in the band at the Cavalry Replacement Training Center at
Fort Riley, Kansas, need a P. A. system. Anyone who has an old one to
spare communicate with Pvt. Hal Schenker at Headquarters Bldg. there.
Dunlap Feeds (not Seeds, as wrongly named) is specializing In local
Rubicam.
show for Its current campaign. Account's agency is Young

&

Ward Wbeelock agency has been

assigned by Colgate-Palmollve-Peet to
handle the advertising of the latter's new product, Vel, effective June 1.

SoothCarolina State Senator Strikes

At Charleston Air-Press lonopoly

C May

Washington, May 27.
stations and their markets were inBroadcasting stations in the big- volved. Out of 50,863 pieces of copy
gest cities, not the smallies who from the webs, the Commish f oimd
have been the object o£ finger-point- 16.8%, or 8,485 samples, warranted
ing by various industry reformers, further checking. Script from tranare more liable to transgress the scribed programs was 'questionable'
rules against unfair or misleading in 9.5% of the cases.
advertising, according to a Federal
Proportion of national network
Trade Commission review of its 1940 advertising set aside for additional
script scrutinizing.
'Summary re- inspection was higher than in th«
-Continued from page 23;
leased Monday (26) showed that case of scripts from regional webs.
catch on. For a long time they used while only a microscopic fragment Survey showed 19.8% of the 33,122
continuities
bridge lessons, etiquette lessons, and (1.87%) of the ogled continuities commercial
obtained
cooking lessons as daytime enter- contained material that was consid- from the nation-wide combos (reptainment It never got anywhere.' ered questionable, the biggest batch resenting all of their sponsored maOnly when the 'out of this world', of material deemed to need ipore terial) looked at first glance as
serial
was invented did daytime careful Inspection came from 94 though It should be sapolloed, but
radio get really big. So the serials- transmitters in 15 cities with popu- only 11.1% of the 17,741 pieces of
(Which casts script from 13 regional skeins was
should not be sold short. They have lation over 500,000.
doubt on the assertions of strutting tagged for investigation.
genuine staying power.
For the rest, the statistics show spokesmen for the big boys that they
scruples and it's
only minor variations in minor, have the highest
•

out a speech attacking their
network.*
Weber's comment was in the
form of a letter.

,inail

Show Costs Down

I

|

types of programs. The big point is
Uiat the name stars or what is left
of them are on the descent, and that
all replacements are distinctly on the
cheap side. That means, of course,
that radio must either get new name
stars or else toy around with tons
and tons of easily-consumible corn.
The trend may also refiect itself
quite adversely on the size of listening audience unless checked pretty

—

—

opposition party (South Carolina Is
in running candidates for the legislature. Editorial
comment, the Senator added, was
•all on the same subject
of proving the legislature is imworthy, incompetent and dishonest,' and in his
opinion 'the substances of such edi-

definitions

should

in reading the acprogram
five - year

Senator Cotesworth P. Means, who
inspired the resolution, told the house
that he thought the 'evil lay in the'
political and financial setup of the;
papers.
He charged that the two^
papers would not cooperate with
WSCS, Charleston, and would not
publish the latter's programs except!
as' paid advertisements, but that not
only were the programs of
printed but these newspapers carried 'big advertisements' about their

Washington, May 27.
Rivalry over new broadcast stations for Jacksonville, 111., and Riverside, Cal., was terminated last week
when the Federal Communications

watts,

putation

station.

Stephenson and Edge have for
several years been interested in obtaining
a license, Commlsh explained, and 'have taken the initiative' in attempting to furnish the
area with broadcast facilities. Their
application also was filed two months
prior to that of Helen L. Walton and
Walter Bellatti, a partnership seeking the same facilities.

stations used at any time during the
radio season. Totals are cumulative.
That is, under 'drama,' for instance,
all drama programs' for the entire
season are added together.

I

I

WTMA

torials Is wrong,
destructive.'

June

1,

1941.

Granted 250-Watter

|

i

'

I

Station Hour: Variety uses a system for automatically weighting pro-

!

of broadcast
'station hour'

is really one hour over one station
one time. Therefore a 30.-minute
program broadcast once weekly over

50 stations is counted as 25 station
hours; and a five-a-week serial
broadcast over 40 stations in 15-minute segments is counted as 50-station
hours. Unless a system such as this
is used, program categories
could
never be computed. For the reader
will immediately see that it would

'

25 cities between 250,000 and 500,000; 1.5% of 126,522 pieces from 93
stations In 42 cities between 100,000
and 250,000; 1.9% of 109,292 pieces'
from 103 stations in 76 cities between 50,000 and 100,000; 1.4% of
91,827 pieces from 108 statiohs In 103
cities between 25,000 and 50,000; and
1.1% of 164,570 pieces from 241 stations in 239 cities under 25,000.
The Commish report dealt only
with non-network copy (both local
and national spot), in order to avoid
duplication, and was not concerned
with chain ballyhoo as far as the'

{

Reaps- Ahunni Crop
Philadelphia,

The

I

WCAU

auditorium.
It 'next

to continue

27.

was decided

It

fall.

Speakers at the graduation exerwere: Captain Jack Knight,
United Airlines; R, S. Gall, Brewster
Aircraft Corp., and Captain E. M.
Pace, of the U. S. Naval aricraft
cises

factory here.

San Antonio—KABC added Virginia Puri^ell to continuity, Edward
Klnslo to merchandising and Stanley Lucas to engineering staffs. Mlsa

|

i

May

commencement
of
aviation ground school was
held last Friday; (23) with 250 students receiving 'diplomas.' The students, 16 to 60, completed 40-hour
courses in basic air subjects conducted by Dr. Lloyd Bohn, professor
of aeronautics at Temple University.
Ten of the graduates' received tenhour flight scholarships offered by
Philly airports. Due to the interest
shown In the school, held in the
first

WCAU's

WLW,

Purnell comes from
nati,
while Lucas

KTSA

Cincin-

comes

from

here.

be false to call 10 dramatic programs simply '10' when some of
them may be 15 minutes long, others 30 minutes long, still others 60
Edge and Edgar J. Korsmeyer for minutes long, and all varying in size
a daytime transmitter at Jacksonville
of network hookup.
to be operated on 1150 kc with 250
Size of hookup used for this com-

Commission made

choice between
Final okay was
four applicants.
given Hobart Stephenson, Milton
its

|

In his statement on the floor SenMeans siaid he was giving a
month's notice to the news services
used by the paper (the Associated
Press, the United Press and the International News Service) to 'clean'
up the situation' or else legislative'
action would follow. There are other
newspapers in the state that own and
operate stations but the Senator
made no mention of them.
Political implications of Senator'
Means attack was reflected In his
reference to W. W. Ball, editor ofi
the News and Courier. Means said'
that the editor acted as though he
were the political .inanager of some
ator

1940, to

1,

grams both by length
imwholesome and and size of hookup. A

Jacksonville, Dlinois,

,

|

Badlo Season: This is computed as
running from June to June. Thus
the 1940-41 season runs from -June

WCAU's/Gronnd Schoor

The number of continuities examined by the F.T.C. censors varied
for. the different classes of stations,
but the tabulation was properly,
weighted so that each group of
transmitters (on the basis of population of the place where they were,
situated) was responsible for onesixth of the total copy checked.
By Popnlation
Out of 115,304 continuities submitted by the outlets in cities over
500,000, a total of 3.0% was marked
'questionable' and subjected to close
examination.
The F.T.C. marked
'questionable' 2.4% of the 93,682
pieces of copy from 79 stations in

|

|

'

charts:

98% Democratic)

the small competitors who are Irresponsible about checking on the
blurbs.)

I

The following
in mind

WTMA, recently acquired by the.
Jointly-owned Charleston News and,
Courier and the Evening Post, has
with the two dallies themselves become the target of a State senatorial
attack. The charge levelled at the
threesome is that they are 'a dan-|
monopoly.'
A resolution^
gerous
adopted by the Senate asks State
Attorney General John Daniel to
rule on whether the state's anti-trust
and^ monopoly laws apply to 'combinations of newspapers, news services and radio stations.*

i

\

soon.

companying
27.

Proportionately Worst Offenders

reminding the Mutual stations
which resigned from the association that it was 'their money
the N.A3. had used to print and

be borne
Charleston, S.

Advertising; Finds Big Markets

,

;

'Candle In the Wind,' the Maxwell Anderson play which Is slated for
fall production \frith Helen Hayes in the lead, has a title relative in a
dramatic serial which Transamerican has already auditioned for several
prospective commercials. Transamerlcan's script, authored by Nick DawSeveral episodes have been waxed
son, Is tagged 'Candle in the Wind.'
and Transamerican doesn't Intend to change the title because of the

Trade CommKsion Analyzes Radio

New

London,

Conn.

—

Francis

is'

the

maximum number

of

Program Categories: These afe
generally self-explanatory. The main
objective of the program is what
classifies It.
Thus the Lux Radio
Theatre is classified as 'drama,' although there sometimes is enough
by-play in the program to make it

1%

like 'variety.'
On the whole,
however, the dramatic side predominates and hence the 'drama' classifiWOR, N. Y.
IlK)ndon
New
categories,
In
cation.
(These
developed
replaces
of Mystic,
and Harold Michaels of N. Y. has by Variett, are now also used by
the Cooperative Analysis of Broadalso been added to WNLC staff.
casting, and undoubtedly may soon
be the standard nomenclature of

Garufy

WNLC

left chief engineer's post at

for

transmitter

Walter

J.

seem

Job with
Tucker, Jr.,

the Industry).
few of the more difficult categories will be explained here:
'Audience participation' includes
all programs' in which the audience
either broadcasts, or votes (as In the

A

petes for a prize. 'Familiar music'
covers catchy tunes with a reminiscent angle; thus the Stephen Foster
melodies, cowboy songs, and 'Down
by the Old Mill Stream' are 'familiar
music,' but recent popular melodies
are definitely not. 'Comedy teams'
are two-person serials such us Amos
'n'

mu ¥Sii 9eu /rp

Bowes program), or com-

Major

Andy and

Aces (Burns

"Ezzj

&

A BIG appetite

is £ne
when ^ou can afford
to satisf7 it. And the follcs in "America's
Money Belt" are happy about the whole
thing, when they get up from the table. For
. . .

spend enou^ to ransom &
and a couple of dictators for good

flour alone they

king,

measure.

Allen, on the other hand, are 'variety' because their show includes
much more than Burns and Allen).
'Single Act' Is one-person entertainment, such as Tony Wons, etc. 'Song-

'Why not step right up and mix yourself
a batch of the dough that makes the "Money

teams are what the name imand Include such acts as Tim

The recipe calls for one medium ... the fourway voice of The Cowles Stations, specially

patter'
plies,

and Irene,

AH

etc.

Belt" the nation's best bet for advenisers?

prepared. We're doing

other categories are

deemed

sufficiently clear per se to

need no

day. 'Write, we'll tell

it

for others, every

you the

secret.

WHICH OF THESI
DO YOU SELL7.
Anniul RdM Stlit in
"AmtttUi Moiuy Bth"
Cuuicd

Fub ...»10,188,579.30
AU
Cerealt

Cunaei
Milk

lard)

All

All

nmT

nuniiiijx

jAcsfoir*
4«,M« MZN

Schenectaay.

WGY's news

—

Robert

department,

Warner,
resigned

and left for Corpus Christl, Tex.,
where he will sell electric refrigera•

tor!.

2I.39<>.016.<4

27,370,3j55.09

..

31,20<7,919.20

Perfuma and

Cosmctia 17.21).412.<)ti

further explanation.

NATT KltMSIHTAllVIS

.

..

SboneniDgi (Vegetable
ud Salad Oils) (not
iadudiog

Soapj. 39.197.763.40

and
Vce5Ublcs47.731,971.20

All .Candcd Fnilt

Tobicto

.

85,649.799.31

RADIO
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Knox

Wedaesdaj, Maj 28, 1941
Chide Princess Pat

Rush Orders For

Gelatine

Schenectady,

May

27.

PAYROU TRAFHC

United
States that carries President Roosevelt's fireside chat tonight (Tuesday)
received a wired offer last Friday of
Seattle Jim Scott, formerly, antwo 30-word announcements. The nouncer at KWSC, Pullman^ Wash.,
announcements bearing only the two- and KFPY, Spokane, is now anword commercial Identification of nouncing at KIHO, Seattle.

Every radio station

In the

powders and face creams ballyhooed by the cosmetics firm.
Among other reasons for which
the Federal Trade Commission
administered the spanking were
claims of the outfit that other
face powder manufacturers use
orris root in their preparation
and that some women are 'allergic' to this ingredient and develop skin irritations and, roughness. Although admitting that a
few Individuals are allergic to
orris root, Commish pointed out
that only 10% of face powder on
the market contains the Ingredient and that very few persons are unable to use these

—

,

'Khox Gelatine' dealt ^nrith !national
unity* and were offered to run beBeflns, Sask. Anne Draayer, lorfore and after the 'fireside chat. Stamerly with CJKM, Regina, now with
tions had options from I>eighton &
the advertising department ot the
Nelson agency to take oiie or both
announcements as their schedule al- Globe and Mail, Toronto.

—

.

lowed,
formerly
Spokane Bill
Rodes,
Mrs. Charles B. Knox, president of
the company. Is strong on patfiotism wiih station KWSC, Pullman, Wash.,
and has patriotic music played regu- is now relief operator at stations
KHQ-KGA, Spokane.
larly through the factory.
Helen Sullivan, continuity writer
Announcement \h be read before
the President goes on the air was at KHQ-KGA, has tendered her resignation and will return to her home
worded:
'The MofceTs o/ KNOX Gelatine in California.
tU00est that in the Interest o/.
Beelna, Sask.—Lloyd Westmoretiational untCv 1/ou keep tuned lo|
this station Jot on important address land, program director of CKCK, Reb« the President of the United gina, transferred to production deIpartment of CKOC, Hamilton, Ont.
viates.'
'Don MacMiUan adds program direcThe after-talk statement reads:
7n union there is ^trenflth. Todav, tor title to that of publicity direcotl of us must cooperate iDholeheart- tor.
cdly in the interests of noliojtal unity
Fort Wayne R. C. Groffman, forand Ttotionat defense. This is the

—

NEW

ing

WNAC — Local

Boston,

May

Don

Ames,

Suggestion Committee Thrive^-r-Had 'Charm Course*
for a Time Bonuses for Babies

—

•

'

I

the
|

Young

&

Rublcam

—

1

'

&

I

!

&

the Air iS^

programs

WEU,

WTHT,
WBHK.

WCOU

WNBH,

WSPR,
WSAR.

WATR.

WNLC

on

also

,

.

tte questions

^'"'^t.*'*!,''^^

^°°"*^°'

^
'*Sl?,15l?
WLLH^I?^''^^,,^^"'^ programs on WGRC,
wHAT ^"^^"^^^'^^w Albany, has re-

WSYB

I

^'l''.,

wffi sSys. stafS 0^9,';^^
™^'

through Ivey & Ellington, Inc.
WEEI: Garth-West, Inc. (intra-

- the

«-„^»f
"°°^°
*'

staff of

<!ii„.,,«=«

Wncw Y^ra^d

S^

ha^ Joined .th^sales

1
o ,^ ^ . Shop- Bert Bayliss has left WIP to join
ticipations in
Carolme
Cabot
the
enginering
pmg Service, direct; Boston Globe, Bridgeton N. J. staff of WSNJ.
'
'
one-minute daytime announcements
J
and participations la Caroline Cabot
Baltimore—Edwin Weisman leaves
Shopping Service, through BBD&O;
York, continuity deT.niirt Alwyn
Alonrn of
a* London
T.r\n,1,\n fVt^^ V*i*>
.
Laurl
CKeep-Fif partment
to be assistant to the presilecture), one IS-mlnute talk, through dent of the advertising
firm of Leon
C. Brewer SmiUi; Jordan Marsh Co., S. Golnlck Associates in Baltimore.
100- word daytime announcements,']
I

•

I

WMCA, ...
New

'

A

WOR

Stoki Talks
jContlnaed from paie 3;
'

flabbergasted hand walked off the
stage protesting Stoky explained that

I

he only mea^t

It

WOR

as an 'acoustical

test.'
I

The reporters next received the

j

'

maestro's personal atteiitlon when in.
answer to a question he observed,
'I've been talking to you 20 minutes
and you don't understand a thing
I've said.* Predicting that bis Youth
Orchestra 'was prepared for 'new
world conditions,' the conductor

SngKestlon Committee

The most Interesting recent de- Savings Bank, arrangementa have
velopment at WOR has been the for- been made for automatic deductions
mation of a Suggestion Committee to from salary for savings accounts.
award cash prizes for the best staff There Is also a station vacation and
ideas submitted to Improve WOR Christmas fund, as well as an employee
when asked what he meant by that, and its way of doing things. Awards membersorganization to which staff
contribute a small sum and
nearly went over the line with a are made semi-monthly by a comwhich guarantees themJuU pay for
breath-stopping explanation—'we all ^mittee. They range from $5 to $25
thirteen weelcs while on sick leave
share the wor^ we are all comrades at the discretion of the committee
and' depending on the value of the and half pay for a period after that
together.'
Some of the points I have menThe final shot which stampeded idea submitted. There is no set fig- tioned are primary in their results;
ure or limit to the number of perthe pad and pencjl brigade to their
others are secondary 'and depend for
wordology was Stokowski's crack sons who can earn prizes, nor limit their effectiveness
on the aggregate
having --now mastered the to the" number of suggestions each of all of the
that
Indications of the manperson can submit. In addition, .at
acoustical and electrical principles
the end of each six months' period, agement's responsibUity to Ita staff.
of radio and pictures, he would prothe
We would be most Interested in
Suggestion
Committee
will
ceed next to study the 'psychic
phenomenon' of music. Whether or award grand prizes of $75, $50, and hearing what some of the other stafor the best ideas submitted. tions are doing, and I am sure your
not this would be with or without $25
Provision has also been made for a readers would follow this with Inthe assistance of Mickey Mouse went
review at fixed intervals of the ideas terest
unstated.
submitted to determine their efficacy
By way of conclusion, we feel
and their development in terms of that 'Variety's
stimulus In the field
Tornont Not Forte
the station's progress.
of employer-employee relationship
Springfield, Mass., May 27,
All I can say is that the Sugges- has been
of real Inspiration, and we
Leopold Stokowski's All-American tions Committee has been flooded. look forward as time goes on to
Youth orchestra played to a disap- Pink slips' are everywhere and the being able to report more and more
pointing 1,600 ai the Municipal Au- interest of the staff is at a peak. progress in this Important scope of
Friday These ideas are not confined to pro- station activity.
ditorium
(capacity
3,800)
Jerra "DanAg.
Stokowski departed from gram Ideas, but suggestions of how
(25).
precedent for the orche5trI^ by pre- the station can improve Its operasenting Marlyn Crittendon, Spring- tions and its relationships with the
public and within its own family.
,fleld girl, who was violinist in the
Charm Coarse
'first 'Youth orchestra, in Chausson's
Another and unusual employee
Toeme' tot violin and orchestra.
relationship development has been
- Even with this added local appeal,
the top of $2.75 was shaded to dis- ;the free beauty and fashion clinics
pose of some seats at $1.65 day of of Richard Willis and Pegeen Fitzgerald, who broadcast the program
the concert
'Here's Looking At You' devoted
to
an analysis of make-up and clothes.
Pegeen and Dick have been advising
Root Beer Sponsors
staff members regarding their
genCleveland, May 27.
eral appearance.
This offer—free,
Latest local news sale involves naturally—
has been seized on avidly'
purchase of three ten-minute 'eve- although
it will be disconUnued
for
ning spots weekly by Dr. Swett's non-policy
causes.
However, Willis
Root' Beer on. WGAR. Broadcasts
'

I

.

'

pi.i,„,,Mni.i.

^ fol^y'o?
^^Ve'^^c'Tbrsh^rr^"'.
Shoeing Service. ^cOP. Boston,
-S^
^-istaff of wDAs.
^^t^K
^T^^V^' one-minute
H"" parHobbs (millinery),

\

I

Barton, of
research de-

'

30-mlnute

;

I

New York City—Sylvlp

'

26

I

Cowles Brothers'

|

—

'

We

I

suid

starting May 29, through David Mai- Partn>ent,- specializing on "Battle of
klel; Paramount Baking Corp, five *e Sexes,' has resigned. She is suc-liarUcipations In 'Sports Matinee,' ceeded by Jacqueline Byrd.
starting May 29, through David MaiLonlsrllle Morris Hicks, formerly
klel; Jordan Marsh Co., one 30 -word
cut-in. May 29, through John C 'with WIRE, Indianapolis, where he
Dowd; Boston Giobe, eight one-min- aired a "ManHon-Streef program for
ute
transcripUons,
May 26-29, Kaye's Jewelry over a period of
through BBD&O; Kane Furniture seven years, is currently managing
Co, one 15-mlnute program tiUed, ^^^^N, local "Plug* Kendrick staUon,
airing a daily TWan on Street'
•Kane's Singing Salesman,' May 27,,
Mosklns Clothing Store,
through Richard B. Sallinger: First
Federal Savings
Loan AssocIaUon, ^^'^ assisted by Byron Taggart, who
extension of contract for series of also ^jj,<«> ,^°J^®r,.**"^^'^?,?"^
27 lOO-word announcements, started ^ram 'Sidewalk Spelling Bee' Mon^*y«-^^«<^?^1ays-Fridays sponsored
May 28, through Doremus
Co.:
a local bakery. Announcer Jack
Young People's Church of
.

—

PLACING 100 BLURBS

and

Megowen Educator Biscuit Co. is
WMT^ Waterloo, using a carhpaign of 100-word anK^T-KSO, Ves Moines. Rich- nouncements. Schedule calls for 78
ard B. Hull, on University of Min- of them to be run off at the rate of
nesdta radio staff since 1938, will six a week over 13 weeks.'
John W. Queen, of Boston, Is the
succeed Woolfries at WOL
agency.

'

WOR

WOR

I<ocaI accounts were prominent In who resigned recently, will on July
Boston selling the past week, with 1 become farm service director for

the Jordan Marsh department store
taking special one-time shots on
WAAB, WEE! and WNAC. In the
epot division, deals were Closed with
only two; Packard Motors to WEE!
and Liberty magazine to WNAC.
WAAB: Steuben's Restaurant, two
participations in 'Sports Matinee,'

When 'VARiBTr made its 1940 Show- ready received his $10 as the first
Awards it paid considerable father to benefit tmder the new plan.
attention to the relationship between
Cllpplnga
employer and employee in radio staBy way of further solidifying our
tions. We at
have always been family unity, a special employees'
conscious of the importance of this bulletin board Is set up (before and
relationship
but
stimulated
by after official work hours) with
'Variett's far-seeing emphasis on this notes, recent pictures, outstanding
phase Qf station operation, we gave newsbreaks so that members of our
the entire problem still more thought station family, who obviously don't
and discussion.
buy all the New York papers and
The result is that we have gone picture magazines, may see what is
even further into the field. Since being done to publicize the station's
you gave so much stimulus to our programs with what results and
thinking, I thougtit you and your also to familiarize them with the
readers might be interested in some station's personalities and policies.
recent developments along the line Along these lines all clippings menof the WOR's management's consid- tioning the names of persons on
eration of the employer-employee
staff
are immediately forproblem.
'Warded In a special 'your clippings
In writing this letter we are not from WOR' folder to the person inhave specially emphaattempting simply to ring bells for volved.
WOR. Naturally, we feel that we sized^ the placement of news notes
have beeix progressive and that re«l about our people in trade publicathought and effort has' gone into our tions and then followed through to
policies.
But fundamentally, I am see that .they have received the
setting down some of the things we printed mentions.
This has been
have done witH the hope that in turn most appreciated.
other stations the country over may
So far I've mentioned some of the
benefit.
consideration of these re- recent developments, stimulated by
lationships-'at a time like this with Variety's interest and by our own
national defense in the public's con- consideration of what we were doing
sciousness seems ifiost appropriate.
and what we could do. Conscious
Management at
consists of the potentlaliUes in the field of
really of policies determined by de- cordial and happy relations, the
stapartment heads, the general man- tion has been able to offer other adager, Theodore C. Streibert, and the vantages.
president of the station, Alfred J.
HogpltaUiatlon
McCosker. Because of the station's
also has group Insurance
policy of promoting from within,
and the hospitalization plan whereover two-thirds of the department
by its employees benefit by substanheads have risen from the ranks of
tial
discounta
against
individual
the very people whose good will and
rates f6r these services.
Through
loyalty the station values, so much.
cooperation with the Greenwich

mahshipi

EDUCATOR BISCUIT

for nearly 20 years,

the engineering department has al-

Editor, VAnJinr:

-

H. Spicer.

la.,

.

\

WOR s Employee Relations Policy

the skin 'soft or
or prevent coarse pores
and blackheads, F. T. C. pointed
Oil,'
of
"Muscle
oat. ' Use
'Princess Pat Irradiated Muscle
Oil.'
'Skin Cleanser' and 'Skin
Food' and *Anti-Wrinkle Cream'
by no means guarantees a perfect complexion, Commish indicated, and such representations
must be stopped.

—

27.

special events chief, celebrated Nasatisfying a long-time ambition to broadcast an

Weslaco, Texas—The Graham Ice Cream Co. tied in with the stories of
the sensational Hess flight from Germany to England, with a five-day
jingle and pun contest offering cash and Ice cream as prizes.

pliant'

Cedar Baplds, la. Andy 'Woolfries,
who has been announcer for WOI at

Acooniits Plentiful

Dumm, KSFO

Day by

appendectomy.

make

win

message from the makers of KWOJC.merly promotion director of KLZ,
Gelatin.'
Denver, has been appointed sales
promotion manager of the Magnavox Co., Inc., Fort Wayne, succeedBIZ IN BOSTON
Liberty Hacazine on

San Franelaeo— Bob
tional Hospital

powders.
Respondents' own preparation,
•Princess Pat Powder,' is not
non-allergic to all persons and
does not perform miracles that

—

I

Radio Daffodils

Washington, May 27,
Cease and desist order was
slapped on Gordon-Gordon, Ltd.,
and its selling agent. Princess
Pat, Ltd., of Chicago, Saturday
(24) for radio and other misrepresentations concerning face

Fore-Aft Fffeside Announcements

......

through John C. Dowd; Gotl Beauty! Boston—After emerging victorious
Salon, one-minute participations In in a WEEI audition, Joan WhiteCaroline Cabot Shopping" Service, head, graduate of Emerson College,
through C. Brewer Smith; Packard .was given her own daily program.
Motor Car Co., one-minute transcrip- 'Hollywood Scrapbook,' and started
tion5^ through Young & Rubicam.Monday (26).
I

I

WTAG

WORCESTER

THE O'NEILLS

News

MOV\' .'RADIOS 'ViOST
^-A^'\!LY

AUGH'i'SR

pO':^1)I,,a!^

3RIMGS YOU

'{EARS

{-

W\0?J.-.

has volunteered to contribute his
are scheduled for Monday, Wednes- make-up
services to any staff memday, and Friday at 6:15 with Bill ber
at his own

{EAirr-Tlli^OBS

studio and will conF6rman reporting. Account placed tinue his analyses
during the sumby C. li. Miller Agency.
mer. You can Imagine the response

—

JCTEia TWICE
^ NBC

Des Moines. ^Norman Duncan, formerly with KFNF, ^Shenandoah, la.,

DAILY

Red Network, 12:16 to 12:30 P.M„

E08T

WABO^: 30-6:4$ ED8T-^B8.
• •
Dir.

M6T. EO

COAST .TO COAST
BLDG,'

•

•

C0HPTO^ AUVEBTISINO AUENOX

WOLF— RKO

NEW YORK

'

CITY

r

to such

an

offer.

Babies
Our third Innovation has been the
Fredericks of the Majestic establishment of a fund whereby $10
Radio Corp. of Chicago, and Wm. E. will be deposited in the bank to the
Scharach, of the radio division of account of each baby bom to k staff
the Des Moines police department member. While there has bee^ no
for nine years, have been added to visible increase as yet in the birthrate of our families, a member
the KSO-KRNT engineering start.
of
G. A.

1-7 of New EBgland Lives Heri

All

Night
Every
Night
Rapreiented by Blair

''

> »«#

WedneBday, May 28, 1941.

>««»*»»»»»*«*»
AND LAST

RADIO MARKETS

4

now AND A
YEAR AGO

THIS WEEK.

RADIO INDEX

,

SIGNAL^ ON

Idea Men' Contact Prospects In

Company Spensorln^ Leiand Stowe
Fcen-A-BIint Renews

—

Seattle.

•

May

NBC s Frisco

27.

up

went

here

business

Total

S5

KOL

Drive for Holdouts

{Each week Varietv publishes reports of radio time placement/s slightly, with national spots falling
off.
KOL had two flfteen-mlnute
These markets are selected from the standpoint news periods of Leiand Stowe, sold
San Francisco, May 27.
plate
cleanser),
through
Ruftn
of: (I) importance; (2) existence of normal competition; (3) avail- to Signal OU, and also began John
Writer-producers at KGO-KPO Rhoades, 26 spots,
ability and reliability of data.
unit system is followed in com- Nesbitt's 'Passing Parade* for Nes5''^** Northefn Hallway,
who think they have a hot Idea are
puting network, local and national spot radio advertising activity. bltfs Orange for an increase In net
through Bronson-West, four spots
„
t
also received renewal of cur- getting a chance to convince Prosweekly, 12 weeks; Liberty magXe^
The totals are for markets, not for individual stations. The U7iits units;
rent Feenamint show 'Double or
correspond to the clock, the measurement fundamental of radio. Nothing,' which Increased contract pective sponsors first-hand under a through Erwin, Wasey, 13 weekly
new system beiijg tried out by v.p. quarter-hours,
Saturdays,
news;
That is to say, an hour's sponsored program counts as 60 units. A to 52 weeks.
Packard Motors, through 'Young tt
Nelson.
Effective
Al
at once, Ideahalf hour is 30 units. Each spot announcement counts as one unit.)
Rubicam, seven one-minute spots;
Comparative Unit Connt
in leading markets.

,

A

!

'

I

|

;

iAfi

Network

EnrmplMUMl hy (he VARIETY SimpW)

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Compared
LAST
iiciiranii

.

7,305

. .

BCay

will

accompany

Bill

«f

17.

Ryan's Standard Beverages,
through Emit
Reinhardt, 52 Sunday evening spots.

7^95

t«Nw»

%

9,480
4,292
Natl Spot.. 1,341
Total
15,113

"11

'

(Included:

BLURB SERIES

^^^^^
^^^^

TOfAL

.

.

*

*

•

,

.

TOKMYR

+10^0

Denver, May 27.
Jewelry
signs
with

Frumess

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

KMYR

^

;

'

San Antonio, May 27.
month of
down as the most outstanding month In the station's his-

On five days throughout the
month, time been all sold out.' On
Sunday (25), station will be on the
air

'

May

Hollywood,
Last
units

week's

No

eyelash.

27.

In

differential

was about as (Um as a

ell

gnat's

alarm, however, as

It's

the customary seasonal groove and
there'll bi no appreciable upsurge
until early

autumn.

KNX

claimed the biggest slice of
national spot business, a year's con-

&

Gamble (for
Dash) for five quarter-hour transcriptions weekly.
Time Is additional to six participations weekly
In the Fletcher Wiley combination.
tract

from Procter

KHJ: George Belsey
ter-hqur

periods,

Co., 39

quar-

through

Dan

Miner; Personal Finance, 62 halfhour periods, through Anderson,

.

Davis & Platte; The Roslcruclans, 13
quarter-hour periods, through Richard Jorgensen.
KNX: Procter & Gamble (Dash),
260
quarter - hour
transcriptions,
through Pedlar & Ryan; Cudahy
Packing, 78 participations In Wiley
combo, through Critchfleld & Co.;
Barker Bros, (furniture), 62 quarterhour periods, through Marion Kyle;
Paul J. Howard (nursery), 28 fiveminute newscasts, through Hlxson-

KNX

watch magnate. Elaborate
ceremonies, with city and state officials participating, are planned for
the power hike.
WFIL: Pfocter & Gamble (Duz),
52 announcements, through Compton
Advertising; Stephano Bros. (Marvel
cigarettes), 26 spots, through Altken-Kynett; Herb Byrne (Hudson
autos), six transcriptions weekly,
placed direct; Beech-Nut gum, .seven
transcriptions
weekly, through
Newell - Emmett; Carter Products
(deodorant), 62 transcriptions,
through Small
Seiffer, and Biddie's, Inc. (haberdashers), six flveminute programs weekly, through
Vemick's agency.
WIBG: American Mill Factors Co,
(electric light bulbs), three 15-minute musical programs weekly, placed
dhrect
Bulova,'

&

Comparative Unit Count

%
Hay 24.
Network

9,209
13,016

Local
Nat'l Spot.

4,942

Totol ...... 26,308

ot

Bfay 17. Clianf e.
9,285
13,257
8,989
26,531

+9J
—1.8
+0J3
—0.8

KYW, WCAU, WDAS,

(Included:

WFIL, WIBG, WPEN)

O'Donnell.

Lawn Memorial

Park,
26 participations In Art Baker's
'NotebjMk,'
through Dan Miner;
Bank of America, 13 a-<nauncement5,
through Charles Stuart; Hollywood
Turf Club, 12 spots, through Milton
Weinberg.

KFI: Forest

KCMO SPOTS RENEWED
BY CARTER PRODUCI^
Kansas

City,

May

Market situation for the week Is
PUICA: HoUywood Turf Club, 14
spots,
thro-igh
Milton Weinberg; practically changeless, not only as
Ford Dealer Advertising Fund, 78 to totals but as to departments.
quarter-hour
through
newscasts,
it hasn't shown up this week',
While
McCann-Erlckson.
the summer trend Is on the way as
Comparative Unit Count
managers report gome warm weather
%»f open spots will begin to appear on
May 24. May 17. Cbanre. schediiles from here on out. Longer
Network .. 12,632
+6.2 daylight hotu's is making it possible
12,612
—0.1 for WHB, which operates daytime
Local
8,741
8,728
Nat'I Spot..
+3.7 only, to carry more commercial tiine,
1,482
1,537
Totol
+94 especially Mutual programs.
22,897
22,835
(Included: KECA, KFI, KFWB,
KCMO reports renewals by Carter

KHJ, KNX)

WPEN POWER INCREASE
starts

as

6,000-Watter

Marvels on

'Jane

16—

May

and of

hours,

this

16

Eugene J. Roth, president and general manager of KONO, will go on
a biz trip to Chicago and other In-

dustrial centers following a short
stay in St. Louis, where he attended
the N.A.B. conclave and renewed old

i

|

"I hold their own In all deUnits,
partinents again this week as local
politics swing into the home stretch,
and several renewals are In for national spot accounts.
KONO: MiUm Beauty Bath Salon,

;

s4

Firm ha» indicated

%

ot

Natl Spot.
Total
(Included:

8,105.
8,478
2,462
19,045

—
—

8,140
8,648
1,967
18,755

4.4
2.0

S^^"' hJ^
m^ir'^'™!.
.
=
„..,
Travelers
Building

.
'

^^f"°^

|

'

T'^..^'
& R"bl>er
^;y"'

^

JJ^^"^

I

KOA, KVOD)

fpt

h«

WBBM

T

,

Loan

^f^L^^"^
through N...W,
"^"IT^S"

^i^*f> ^"^'^'^^^^

Sl ^^J^t^'Ji ^^ll!^

Jw

t^. o^n?n^^^ii'

SShII

^""fj'"??,??!'
«"arter hours for

I

the Senatorial
Dudley Jackson, two quarter-hour programs, poUtlial.
KABC: Jordan Ivfefs Sport Flashes,
10 per day; Fair Maid Bread (Fehr
Baking Co.), through Pitluk; 10 spot
announcements per day for one year;
San Antonio Public Service Co., special remote broadcast of the Second
Division Review fop- one and a half
hours; two quarter-hour programs
^nd 10 spot announcement* by Int^'state Theatres for showing at the
"a<p-tic startini? Saturdav '(24) 'I

'

'ace; Dr.

wants to take

nnni; ,,n

Co.,

"^^^''^'t^^^
*o lfe^^

^"

I

the California Retail Grocers' and
Merchants' Assn., which nets beaU'
coup magazine and store plugs, out

KFEL, KLZ, KMYR,

»

'

With other stations gunning for
KFRC's desirable trade-deal with

1.6

&.

*^™"^''„^ernard Brooks,

^^cCabe '/i**'^/^^
Agency, one announcement

I

attention.

+25.1

+

It

Salesman.' quar-

^f,^;.I'S^,,3*"l^'!3fJ*''
J^"!}^
program
each

another crack at the ether in the
fall and everybody's preening for

Hay 24. May 17. Change.
..

'

^Jj?""j'^^'f-.P^^S"™

Connt

Comparative

Network

two announcements per day and a
five-minute'* program each Sunday;
Calpini, 16 spot announcements Increase for 10 days; J. C. Zimmerman,

of;

fhi^^^,^n
ihnw for
for the
show
group, ^Moi,
which kicked
SILVER DUST ON
off from the Telenews theatre stu- f 5i!Jf/ji*=
Announcements Set by Lever Bros. dlos last night (Monday;. Ideaed by ^r "le MavericK
MTlerick ncKet,
t^^ket^for^e
lor uie AnuPat Kelly of KFRC and Bert van
Chi Units Slow
Maverick ticket, 10 quarter h(Jura
ni^.,^
ho.
S
.c l^L^^
^l A .r^'^'and 50 spot announcements; on the
Chicago, May 27.
'baseball side of the ledger, San AnLdi.^i^.rTfn".
Sri^P ^ii'
Tempo of radio time purchases reSeven-Up Co., five games, and
Zr^^X^yL^l^^^^^^^
by hurling darts at baUoons,
mains at a mild and meek pace. ters
General Mills, makers of Wheaties,
Sales triumph for the week in the' t^. -^
About the only national business of
tl,^ T^^t^„ j^^.^nsi
any consequence to hit the commer- Frisco area belongs to a plucky, Hour reports the addition of the
managers' desks Is coming from grey-haired gal named Ann Holden Karotkin Furniture store with six
Products' Co. of five transcription cial
out to whose listeners have no idea of the
spot announcements dally for. one
announcements per week for 52 the Lever Bros, firm which is
announcements for Its cane she carries. Miss Holden ac- year; Dragon Bottling Co., six spotweeks, and of Marmola for a series buy a flock of
Silver Dust product. WBBM cor- cepted a challenge to test her abil- announcements daily for one year;
of 500 announcements, both through
to sell canned chicken, with two
& ralled this contract, 'which calls for a ity
rter.
Cooper
Broadcasting.
s
Spot
signal announce- one-minute participations weekly in hour
«« wbaIt.
^X„, program per
t.b Estrella
Frfreiii
week; La
Cooper, Inc. (razor blades), has also flve-a-week time
Royalton ment schedule through the BBDfitO her KGO Home Forum. The firm, Department Store, one quarter-ho.ur
taken a spot contract.
[Lynden Chicken Products Co., set per .week; Tru 'Value Shop, six .an«
Crown Pipes has signed for the 7 agency.
WJJD came up with a full year's her a goal of 20% sales increase In nouncements weekly; San Pedro
a.m, news for 13 weeks, through
contract'with the Chicago Motor Club 13 weeks. Tinned-bird sales jumped laboratories, one quarter-hour proPlatte-Forbes.
for a flve-a-week 16-minute schedule, 39% and firm kept its promise to re- gram per week for five years,
Comparative I'nit Connt
through Aubrey, Moore & Wallace. new. Sales now are up 100%. Pacific National AdVertising Agency In
Comparative Unit Count'.
% of
Comparative Unit Connt
Seattle handles the account,
May 24. May 17. Change
% of
KGO: Fisherman's Grotto (res% of
7,210
Network .. 7,210
May 24. May 17. Change..
May 24. May 17. Change taurant), through Yeomans & Foote,
—4>A
5394
5,847
Local
-^.3 ii4'"wedneVd7yTVaVtlcri^irions,* A^^^
9,605
,S'l"
Network .. 9,475
•H'l
7,080
+1
7,148
Natl Spot.
"jU
—0.3 Holden's Home Forum; Lynden
6,633
6,611
+0.1 Local
20,184
20,206
Total
+"12
OJ Chicken Products Co. (canped chick11,444
.I'^^l
^.f/.
(Included: KCKN, KCMO, KITE, Natl Spot.. li,426
+25*
".«81
-»»*»>••,•••• 22.649
'

S

I

.

'

•

:

WFIL

Philadelphia,

17

soUd.

|

Local
27.

for

hours and IS minutes have been sold
'

|

,

reports that the

will go

tory.

|

Contract for Platters on

+U

iCjbs,

.

KABC

May

'

.

Dash (P&G) Places Year s

14,929

KFRC, KGO,
KPO, KSFO)

MAY TOPS ALL

'

for two five-minute newsdaily for one year, while
Olinger Mortuaries goes for a quarter-hour weekly for one year on the billy glamour girl, 'Rosie and Her
same outlet. KLZ signs Southern Guitar,' who does a couple of songs
States Foods Co. for thirteen quar- once' a week, brought something
ter-hours, 13 to Wright & McGill, over 500 requests, forcing the stafishing tackle company, and KOA tion to make good.
Starting this week, i hook Is besigns a similar sale to Omar Flour.
KMYR: Cahn-Forster Electric Co., ing thrown Into the Clock's news
through Max Goldberg agency, 300 period In the shape of free cards
announcements; Cottrell CHothlng giving pronunciation and biog data
Co., through Robertson agency, 500 on names in the headlines.
Early
spots; Frumess Jewelry Co., through response is good and will be used in
Robertson agency, two five-minute quest of a sponsor for that sector.
Also new this ^wpek is the first
newscasts daily, one year; KendrickBellamy, through Walter Eha, 26 dayUght quiz, spotted on KGO at
spots; Merchants Biscuit Co., through 7:15 a.m. and underwritten (during
Ball-Davidson, three time signals a test week) by Lambert Tire and
dally, three months; New Method Service Co., who have had a swap
Cleaners & Dy trs, through Ted Levy shop in the same slot (dropped beagency, 600 time signals'; Olinger cause it conflicts with NBC policy).
MacGruder Breakfast quiz is Archie Presby's
Mortuaries,
through
agency, 62 quarter-hours; Sadler Idea and Is handled by him. Each
Furniture Co., through MacGruder round consists of four questions, one
agency, 600 spots; Sears, Roebuck, for each member of tl^e faniily. If
through Otto Shaw agency, 104- an- dad loses, he's asked to buy the
nouncements; Red Dot Oil Co., family a quart of ice cream; If
through Raymond Keane agency, sonny misses, Presby tells him to
clean up the basement. Rounds are
four spots daily, one year.
KLZ: Southern States Foods Co., kept short and separate with comthrough Gandy agency, 13 quarter- merdials between.
Nelson also Is gohig after a kid
hours; Croodyear Tire & Rubber Co.,
through N. W, Ayer, eight announce- audience with a finZe-lady story
ments; Denver Dry Cioods Co., four teller who gets a Saturday morning
announcements; KaRose tiodge, one ride starting next week. Femml,
spot; Reader's Digest Association, AUce Marino, is new to radio.
KPO was successful In getting a
^through BBDacO,'nine spots; Wright
& McGill, through MacGruder wire into Gump's tonight (27) for an
invitational
of ttie American
agency, 13 quarter-hours.
KOA: Omar Flour, through Hays- Institute of Architects, meeting on
MacFarland, 13 quarter-hours; Hit the Coast for the first Ume li 30
through Earle Ludgin years. Larry Keating will Interview
Products,
agency, 11 announcements weekly, the bigwigs. Stunt k geared to ImKendrick - Bellamy, press Gump's swank store which was
weeks;
13
through Walter Eha agency, three whittled down to radio by Art Linkletter and has just concluded Its
spots.
fl«,V 13-week
19 „,^.i,^.,i-I,..iri~
i^i?^?
flrst
sponsorship on KSFO.
Unit
casts

+04
+2J
+2J

9,450
4,175

KABC REPORTS

'
happened.'
Local NBC outlets also are making
a. concerted drive on the early morning air, following tests whIcK. Indicate a surprising number tif dawn
dialers.
A kidding offer by Archie
Presby on KGO's Musical (Hock at
6:30 a.m. to send photos of the hill,

..

Local

|

of

May 24. May 17. Chaofe.

Network

ms, ROEBUCK
V

Comparative Unit Coant

I

—

.

.

«

men

%

salesmen during actual peddling of
Change.
-+0.1 programs, to give them first-hand
+0.5 contact with commercial angles and
Local
6,543
6,578
842
820
2Je sa they can see why their shows
Natl Spot.
14,658
+0.2 do or don't seU. The old Idea
Total
14,686
of
(Included: KIRQ, KOL, KRSC)
producers blaming salesmen,
or
salesmen wailing that they're given
shows they can't sell, Is done away
with by this method,' elucidates
Ryan. The writers not only get a
better slant on the commercial hook
which seUs a show to an agency or
sponsor, but It Is less disheartening
to know the actual reason that an
idea doesn't click than to toss 'em
Into the hopper and wonder what
I

May 24,

PDLSE OF AM£RI(.A1V RAIMO

27.

Radio has hit the slimmer dolIn Philly with very little
Only 'sign of life
appears- to be at WFIL, NBC Blue

drums

activity reported,

I

.

I

|

|

I

I

outlet,

where a

halt dozen

new

con-

tracts were placed in the files, mainly in the spot announcement field.

A-rthur Simon, general manager of
that the station,
1,000 watts, will

WPEN, announced
now operating on

be upped to 5,000 begbining June
16.
The station is owned by Arde

I

I

,

"^'++"

.

I

'

KMBC, WDAF, WHB)

•No

change.

Total
(Included:

27,512

27^82

—
—OJ

•

en), through Pacific National, twtf,
spots weekly, 13 weeks, Ann .Hold:-'4/<IhCluded;

WBBM, WENR, WGN,

WIND, WJJD, WLS,

WMAQ)

i

en's

Forum;

Denalan Co.

(dental.f

t

'

.

KABC, KMAC, KONO,
KTSA, WOAI)

1,
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80

15 minutes each, through Geo. H.

Hartman agency; Sahara Coal Co,
26 announcements of 30 words each,

Adam Hat Stores Renews 'Hour Cif
Champions on
Adam Hat
newed

Its

ions' for
25.

Stores,

WHN

the

Inc.,

WHN

DETROIT LOCAL GAINS

has re-

'Hour o£ Chamyear starting Figure Close to Pins
handles the fuUOff

sixth

Year

for 6th

;

7%—Web

Still

Sam Taub

May

fcour broadcast each Sunday.
Detroit, May 27.
North American Accident InsurFollowing several weeks of deimce, Mohawk Bedding and Peter
Paul candy have signatured extend- cline, local business perked up here
«d contracts for Alois Havrilla's UP to give Detroit a healthier position.

through Campbell & Reynolds; Chr.
Hansen's Laboratory, 26 announcements of one minute each, through
Mitchell-Faust; Consolidated Products Co., 39 periods of 30 minutes
each, 'Iowa Barn Dance Frolic,'
through Mace Adv.; Moews-Lowe
Seed Co., 78 announcements of 200
words each, through Triangle Adv."
Ig j- Goodrich Co., 26 announcements of one-minute each, direct;
A. A. Schneiderhahn Co., 36 announcements of 20 words each, direct; Fenn Bros., 130 announcements
of 65 words each, through BBD&O;
P & G, 178 periods of 15 minutes
each, through Compton Advertising.
Comparative Unit Count

Reader's Considerable of the gains were hung
on' WOR.
erstwhile non-advertiser, Is up by the smaller stations, although
following up its experimental plunge the improvement was shared quite
Into the airwaves with a two-week generally with most stations getting
May 24.
campaign on the same station.
at least a portion.
Network -. . 7,621
received this week its sec
Network continued to fall ^away,
8,347
ond major contract from the Gen- but the recession wasn't considered Local Spot.
8,236
Nat'l
.
eral Foods Corporation. Represent- as bad as the norjnal seasonal trend
14,194
ToUI
Ing one of the largest blocs of time usually is. Following up last week's
KRNT,
(Included:
ever bought on a non-network sta- gain of close to 5%, national spot did
con- .a little better than just hold Its own.
tion" by this sponsor,, the
tract calls for Maxwell House cofHowever, most cheering to the
fee's sponsorship of WQXR's half- sales staffs was the close to 7% gain
hour 'Dinner Concerts' six days In the local field.

news periods
digest,

I

WQXR

I

^
'

%

««0«

TIME

AGENCY
PURCHASES
& Williams
5-Mins,

ACCOUNT
Araerlean Chicle Co

Armand

Badger

>

Co. (Brisk shave cream) ...... .Russel M. Seeds Announcements

Arthur MeyerhofI

Atlaa Brewing

Ajinouncements
Applegate Adv. Announcements
Nefl-Rogow
V4 Hours
Kenyon & Eckhardt

,

Ball BroB. (fruit jars)

Bond

;

Stores

BoBco (milk amplifier)

Participations

Brown & Williamson Tobaoeo

Russel M. Seeds.. Chain Breaks
N. W. Ayer Announcements,

Corp..
Clloqnot Club (Sec glngerale)". .'.

of
,

Hay 17. Change.
—1.1
+0J5

7,707
3,341
8,219
14,267

Active National Accounts
M ««ttO«t»««04«»««0««4««»»«««4«44« «>>>«<>>(

Ward Wheelock. .Station

Colgate-PalmoliTC-Peet ....
Prodnots Beflning
Prodnots Kefinln|;
Drake Bakeries

C. L. Miller
C. L. Miller

Dora OloBf

H. M. Klesewetter

Com
Com

-1-02

^—•.5

Young

KSO,

WHO)

Announcements

MAY OIL BURNER

I

weekly beginning September 1.
General Foods also sponsors WQXR's

——

comparative Unit Connt

j

_

J

1

„

I

SP0nED0N3

1
'

.

I

Total
(Included:

Not U.

S.

CKLW. WJBK,

•WJR,

Rubber

WW

J,

Qoarter-Honr
Stanzas

News
on KSO

Des Moines, May 27.
Unit changes here were too small
change the general picture to any
Local biz made the best,
showing, coming up from minus 3%
to
plus 0.2%, but national spot
knocked off sev&ral points on the

,
'

down.
KRNT: Sentinel Insurance Co., an"ouncements, /direct; loWa Dairy
Industries Commission Iowa Uni-

Serum

2?ff!.VI!"ts

Federal

Ad^

j

agency

&

son Motor Defers,
Stirling
len Co., renewal of contract for par- nouncements, through J.
GetcheU; Wrigley's spearmint gum,
tlclpating announcements.
through
WMCA: Toflenetti Restaurant, chain break announcements, Packard
& Rubens;
through C. Wendell Muench, 26- Vanderbie
week contract, 7 one-quarter hour M"*""-. one-minute transcription,
through Young & Rubicam; United
(Shows
Weekly, starting June i;
quarter-hour proip-ams.
Christian Science Radio Committee I?f "8 Co
through Street & Finney; Chicago,
of Greater New York, direct, re
Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad, oneitewal for 52 weeks of remote serminute
announcements,
through
vices a5d lectures, three and oneRoche, Williams & Cunnynham;
half hblirs monthly, starting July 6;
Chocolate Products Co., 60-word an.
Young
Church
Air,
'

|

of the

renewal for. 20 weeks, one hou^
weekly, beginning Jupe 1.
WOR: North American Accident
Insurance, through Franklin Bruck,
42-week contract, three times weekly, five-minute United Press News
program by Alois HavrlUa; Mohawk
Bedding, through Schwimmer &
Scott, 52-week contract, ^3 one-quarter hours weeUy. A^ociated FrcKi
News by Alois HavriUa; Peter Paul,
through Platt-Forbes, 52-week contract, 3 flve-mlnute programs week-

JI^^"^**
. '^"^"^l
agency; Pepsodent
Co., chain
break

,

^lir'l'S!^!!;

.

^^^^

.

.

.

.

sic.

WFBR:

Announcements

Macfadden

Publications

eight

through

spots;

N.

Goodyear

W. Ayer,

Swan Soap
Ward Baking

Tires,

three

an-

Young & Rubicam. 6-Mln. News
Sherman K. Ellis
Announcement*
J. Walter Thompson
Announcements
J. Wa'lter Thompson
Time Signals

,

(Tip

Top Bread)

programs. nouncements a week; Free State Washington State Apple Growers
Brewery through Harry J. Patz, 12
programs; D.S.&D.

five-minute
Mo- Washington State Apple Growers
cai«y Salt tors, via Leon Gplnick, 86 announceparticipation on Helen Watts Schrei- ments; Court of Common Pleas, Webster-Elsenlohr (cigars)
program, through McJunkin through Yale Merrill, four spots;
Harry
agency; Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Hand Printers, Inc., through
tor, Associated Press News by Alois
p^ui Railroad, one-minute transcrip- J. Kaufman, 117 spots; May Oil Welch Orapa Joiee
Laba. (Chooz)
Havrilla; Dayega City Radio Inc., tions, through 'Roche, Williams
& Burner Corp'., through S. A. Levyne, White
Wm. Wrlgley, Jr., Co
through, Pubbshers Service Co., 2 Cunhynham; Golden Glint shampoo, 42 announcements.
one-half hour
programs; Sussex one-minute announcements, direct;
Comparative Unit Connt
County Boosters Conference, throjigh Pepsodent Co., chain breaks and
% Of
United Service, seven-week contract, one-minute announcement, through
May 24. May 17. Change.
participation, one-quarter hour pro- Lord & Thomas; Waltham Pens, five—1.5
Network .. 8,366
8,400
gram, three tlnjes weekly; the puh- minute programs, through United
+6.9
4,659
Local
4,98«
Ucation, PM, through Harry A. Berk, Advertising;
time;
Crescent
Macaroni, Nat'l Spot.
—14.3
136S
2,181
participation, 'Ed Fitzgerald Pro- quarter-hour programs, through Bat—0.8
13,330
Total
..15,215
gram,' four times; John Golden tenfleld agency; Fulton Packing Co.,
(Included: WBAL, WCAO, WCBM,
('Claudia'), through Blaine-Thomp- participation, Helen Watts Schrelber
STORE
WFBR)

r^f^/^o.^^Siin^irpfokm";
j,*

Participations

Stack-Goble

Snnbrlte cleanser

(True Story), through Arthur Kud-

*vZlm^ 0>l,„Ca
oTl'^Co

^^^^
news

I

.

ner,
'

.

.

one-minute
and
announcements,
through Lord & Thomas.
KSO: Geppert Studios, eo-word

.

AnnouncemenU

McCann-Erickson

Loan

!

[

footbaU. direct; Associated
Producers,
60-word
an-

^erslty

!

&

& Canaday
Announcements
Announcements

|

extent.

the'

People's

BBD&O
BBD&O

I

bullish based

.to

:

Participations
...Participations

Sheldon

but outlook generally
jq Mins._
Hours
on biz In the making. Kelvlnator Corp. (refrigerators)
Geyer, Cornell & Newell
"
General Foods, through
jjours
Benton & Bowles, for Diamond Crys- ^ehn & Fink (Hinds Honey & Almond
tal Salt, four daytime spots a week;
Announcements
Cream)
Wm. Esty
.
„.
„ ,„ ,
Goodyear Tires, through N. W. Ayer, j^^^^^ g,,, (gilver Dust) ,
BBD&O
Va. Hours
three p.m. spots a week; May Oil
Erwin,
Wasey
..Announcements
p^,, (Liberty Magazine)
Burner Corp., via S. A. Levyne, 42
Franklin Bruck ..Participations
g^^^
early morning clock announcements; Marlln Firearms (razor blades)
Craven & Hedrick
Esskay (meat products), through
Announcements
VanSant, Dugdale, renewed 364 p.m.
.~
.. Al Paul Lefton Station Breaks
spots; Johnson Bros, (radios), via Martinson's Coffee . ....
Bowman, Deute & Cununings
Harry J. Patz, 26 daytime spots; Rev. Matson Navigation
Announcements
I. Marshall Page, six 10-minute air5-Mins.
Alley & "hichards
Ings; Chesapeake Carpet Cleaners, Moxle Co. (soft drinks)
Ruthrauff & Ryan
Noxiema Chemical Co
Vi Hours.
through Paul Brown, five a.m. an
Old English floor wax
J. Walter Thompson
.
nouncements; Wonder Clothes
Participations
through Jos. Katz, 54 p,m. spots.
Young & Rubicam
WBAL: Maryland Welding Insti- Packard Motors
Announcements
tute, through Leon Golnick, 101 75Blackett-Sample-Hummert
word spots; Burke Savage Tire Co., P & O (Oxydol)
Announcements
through Golnick, 48'. 35-word spots;
5-Min. News
Platt-Forbes
Ball Bros, (jars and rubber caps), Peter Paul, Inc. (candy)
Platt-Forbes
-.V* Houri
through International Radio, 39 an- Peter Paul, Inc. (Mounds)
Platt-Forbes ...Announcements
nouncements; Marlin Firearms Co., Peter Paul, Inc. (Walnettos)
''.Announcements
BBD&O
through Craven & Hedrick,. 65 one- Penlck St Ford (My-T-Fine desserts)
Benton & Bowles ...iVi Hours
minute spots; Conoco OH, through Dr. Pepper Bottling Co
Lake-Spiro-Shurmaq
Tracy-Locke-Dawson, 26 one-minute Plongb. Inc.
Announcements
announcements; May Oil Burner
Corp., through S. A. Levyne, 26 B. J. Beynolds Tobacco Co
Announcements
..Wm. Esty
spots; Wilson Line, through David Rit Products
Earl Ludgin. .. .Announcements
Lampe, five spots; Chesapeake & Po- Salada Tea Co
John C. Dowd. .Announcements
tomac Telephone Co., six spots.
Selberling Bobber (tires)
Meldrum & Fewsmith Vk Hours
WCBM: National Brey/lng Co., Signal Oil Co
Barton A. Stebblns. . .% Hours
through D. Stuart Webb, 13 half- Spragne, Warner (Richelieu food
hours of recorded semi-classic muproducts)
Newby, Peron & Flitcralt
classifications,

Co. (Pella Tulip Time
publication The Bolscreen
PM, through Harry A. Berk, re- broadcast), direct; Kelvinator Co.,
newal of contract for participating one-minute transcription, through
Newell; Chrysler
CJeyer Cornell
Hudannouncements; Metropolitan
through Brenal- Corp. (Plymouth), one-minute anCo.;

.-.O'Dea,

|

WCAO:

.

&

Mitchell-Faust

chr. Hans4n*B Lab. (Junket dessert)

j

ride

Buchanan

27.

,

Ayres as narrator.
cast Sundays, 1 to 2 p.m., through
Glicksman Adv.; National inheritance Co., through MiUer AdvertisIng. renewal of station-break annouhcement contract; Paramount
Pictures CI Wanted Wings'), through

May

May OU Burner Corp. bought all }a\xi» Boot Beer
around this week which, addled to
major renewals, bolstered local and Hoffman Beverages
national spot cdunt agamst summer- Household Ftnanoe Co
time slump. Some ground lost m all i„dngtrUl Federal Savings

Socony-Vacomn Boys

is

sponsoring the transcribed
ccries, Transcontinental Tour,'
over WWRL, N. Y., Sundays, it
was stated by a U. S. Rubber Co.
yesterday
advertising
offical
(Tuesday). The underwriting, he
said, was being done exclusively
by one of the company's Jamaica, N. Y., dealers.
Disc series, which takes the
listener oh a round of the country's historic shrines, uses Hal

''.

WXYZ)
Baltimore,

United States Rubber Co.
not

Gardner
5-Mins.
McCann-Erickson Time Signals
Grnen Watch Co
Young & Rubicam
Gnlf Oil (Gulf Spray)
V4 Hours
Chr. Hansen's Lab. (Junket Freezing Mix) Mitchell-Faust .Announcements

INBALTO

+2.S
WJIiB,

26,033

26,678

C. Eno, Ltd,
Eno, Ltd. (laxative)

jj. C.

|

'Symphony Hall' pror^l"
May 24. May 17. Change.
gram, broadcast from 8 to 9 p.m.,
—2.6
8,630
Network -. 8,402
for Sanka coffee.
+6.7
12,544
WHN: Adam Hat stores, 52-week' I-oe*'
-i-OJE
4,859
4,882
NaflSpot..
renewal, 'Hour of Champions,' broad-

Wednesday

nail polish

Breaks

.Announcements

..Atherton & Currier
5-Mins.
Atherton & Currier
5-Mins.
Joseph Katz ...Announcements
Ex-Lait
Milton Weinberg ..... V4 Hours
Foreman & Clark
General Foods (Diamond Crystal Salt )... Benton & Bowles. Time Signals
Blackett-Sample-Hummert
General Mills
Vi Hours
..Westco Adv.
.Baseball Garnet
General Mills (Wheaties)
Botsford, Constantine &
GUmore Oil

J.

1

'

.v,

Time Signals
Rubicam
Announcements

&

'

•

Participations

p^^j

I

Roberts

&

'

i

•

...

Reimers
Announcements

H. W. Kastor .........Vi Hours
H. W. Kastor ..Announcements
Vanderbie' & Rubens

Announcements

.

'

DEPARTMENT STORES BUYING RADIO
last WEEK

.

son,

.

participation,

'Ed

Fitzgerald

Program,' three times; PhiUlps Co.,
through Aitkin-Kynett, renewal, 13week contract, three station breaks
weekly; Reader's-Digest- Assoriationr
through BBD&O, two-week contract,
.6 one-minute ETs weekly; Ken lAbs.,
2 one-minute announcements.
WQXR: General Foods (Maxwell
H6use Coffee), through Benton &
'.Bowles,' 6 one-half hour £T programs weekly, beginning Sept. 1,
•Dinner Concerts'; Andrew Jergens,
through Lennen & Mitchell, renewal
for 13 weeks, 7 one-hour programs
weekly, 'Just Music,' starting June 1.

|

program, renewal, direct.-^
WHO: Beech-Nut Packing-Co,, 95
announcements, through Newell-Emiv
mett;. Garden City Publishing Co.,
flve-miriiite" e.t. programs, through
Huber Hoge & Sons; Hutehinson

Meadow Gold

^Willys Baying Spots

Ward Baking

ADD: TtinOB EINSTEINS
Seattle,

&

j

&

BaIti|rioi:«

Boston

%

Hours

9-Mlns.

.vr.';).ParUcipatIons"

Announcements

....Sail

Antonio ..^Announcements

..Salt

Lake City; Announcements

San Francisco,

.V4

Hours

Food
TEST
Wine Loaf Cake Use Air

.

•Pappy'

I

Hecht BrMi\Dept. Store..

.

-

'

I

TIME PUBCHASES
Oakland
San Francisco

Joske Bros. .....,.'.
Willys Overland Is buying spot an- Keith O'Brien Dept. Store
no'uncementS\ in various batehes, but White House Dept. Store
in any event they ere to be run off
wlt^fn 30 days.
Sandwich,
United Advertising Cpxp. Is the Devil's
agency.

Co., 39 periods of 15

Wallace
each,
through
minutes
agency; United Drug Co. (Rexall),
three, periods; IS minutes eachi by
e.t., through Spot Broadcasting; Berd
Products Co., 33 announcements of
65 Words each, through Rogers &
Smith; Flex-O-Gl^, 13 periods of
15 minutes each, 'Iowa Barn Dance,'
through Presba, Fellers & Presba;
Mohawk Bedding Co., I5-mlnute
e.t. progt'am,' through Schwlihmer &

Cheshire,
of Scott;. American Chicle Co., 132 anmaestro
KMOX's St. Louis hillbiUy galaxy, nouncements of one-minute each,
firowning; Lever
In Chicago huddling with execs of throtigh Badger
forthcomi^
Stros., ISO periods of 16 minutes each,
Republic Pictures On
Ryan; Hartz
•flicker.
It will be Chishlre's seS- thrdtigh Ruthrauff
Mountain Products Co., 26 periods of
ond.

cm

Brenner's Dept. Store'
City of Tarls Dept. Store
J. H. Cor<utran ft Co.

1

1

May

27.

Bea' Tlpp, jeweler, has bought the
'Junior
Brain
Trusters'
weekly
quizzer over KIRO. Airing Fridays
9:15-9:45 p.m., the show uses five
Seattle high school kids, chosen for
their IntelUgence and knowledge,
The two making highest scores
held over for a week.

SWAMP ROOT
ON KFBK, SACRAMENTO

is putting on a conspot campaign in behalf
of its Devil's Food Sandwich and
Wine Loaf Cake brands. It's buying 00 chainbreaks to be run off at
the rate of six a day within 30 days.
Sherman K. EUls Is the agency.

bought 4ho

here, has. resigned.

York,

centrated

Which recently
proprietory medicine.
Is testing the product

sterling Products,

Swamp

Root,

morning periods with farm
audience the main target of appeal.
Initial buy was six quarter hours a
St. LonU.—Arthur T. Jones, pro- week on KFBK, Sacramento.
gram and publicity director of WEW
Blackett- Sample -Hmnmeri New
In early

la

the agency.

'|,

Wednesday,

May

28, 1941

»TBA8

Swingor Sweet Both

B. O.

™"""NBCs'Excliisive'RuIeEasesItFroin

GeUing U. S. Band
After Bio de Janeiro

B. A. Talks of

Buenos Aires, May 27.
Completion of plans to have Eddy.
Duchin and his band fly to Rio de
Janeiro for an eight-week date at
the Casino Copacabana has started

Swing music and sweet music seem to be idternatlng places

this
outfit

spring. .Results of the 'experiment' with Sammy Kaye's sweet
at Frank Dailey's Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J., Jive spot, gave
Kaye new records. For the four-week stretch completed Sunday (25)
the outfit set attendance and gross marks, topping figures originally
established by Glenn Miller,
and Jimmy Dorsey, the three

Tommy

talk here about possibility of bringing unit to Buenos Aires afterward.
Prior unwillingness of U. S. name
bands to fly (the B. A.-Rio air trip
takes eight hours; the boat journey
five days) has previously kept showmen, here from .even' considering

most powerful swing groups.
In only one instance did Kaye beat a former weekend record, that
for the past Friday and Saturday (23-24). His business was evenly
strong over the four weeks. Band bookers were intensely Interested
in the date, one. of Its rtsulta being that Kaye was offered a stretch
at the Palladium, Hollywood, which has used only one sweet band so
Kyser's,
In contrast to sweet music's invasion of Meadowbroow is the accidental change from sweet to swing made by the Log Cabin, Armonk,

far—Kay

possibility.
However, with Duchin
and a major part of the expenses already paid, they feel it may
to bring him here for
a short stay.
dansapation
well
Duchin's
is
known on short wave and discs.

in Rio

N. Y. Latter spot has always been a sweet band harbor, using such
groups as Herbie Holmes', Ray Herbeck, etc., in the past. When the
present Gray Gordon band was bought to replace Holmes recently, the
Cabin's management was under the impression that it would be continuing to present the quiet rhythms for which the place had become

be possible

known.
But what the operators didn't know, and apparently were never
told, was that Gordon's band had' changed from its exclusively sweet
Tick Tock Rhythm' to a hot band style. Night Gordon opened, the
Cabin's management almost became hospital cases when It found that
what had been bought as a sweet band was Actually a swing band.
It wanted Gordon's run to end the night he opened, but in less than
a week changed its mind with improved business.

Colombia Plant Sti%e

all

illiams

swing

Demands Compronused
Hollywood, May 27.
The-seven-weeks-old strike at Columbia Recording Corp. ended yes-

outfits.

CoDege Music Tastes

terday

(Mon.).

United

Electrical

Workers of
their jobs

Hot-Same as Rest

of Country

Definite

difference

between

na-

erences

ic

'expert' of

WMS

of

making a careful check weekrecord sales, jukebox plugs

and personal requests in order to
pick the most popular tunes,' Hinscript
declared, 'I find considerable
variation in campus popularity of
songs from that in the nation as a

whole.

Oldtime Dances

The ballads that sweep the nation rate only fair at Williams, while
the strictly pop tunes, such as 'Practice Makes Perfect' and
Wise
Old Owl,' make no headway at all
on our local preference list. Rhythm
songs, such as 'Oh Look at Me
Now,' lire
the
that
attype
tain great popularity on the campus.

The

Click Big In

NW

A

weeks behind ours.

Also,

music'

Despite lack of plugs

.

(until the

pointed out, a number of the Society's songs
have achieved and
held popularity on the
'Pa'Dolores' lasted 10 weeks and,
more recently, 'I Undirstend' celebrated its second consecutive week
In first place and lis seventh on the
show. Other ASCAP tunes which

WMS

rade.'

my

places any tune I want in his machines and at the end of the week
gives me the number of times each
song has been played.
'I was particularly interested
in
an experiment of taking 'Lullaby
I<ane,* which I predicted on Feb. 3would ri^e to the top, and placing
It in all jukeboxes, locating it in
'record players of various social
grdups and doing a little vocalizing
.OQL It myself.
In this way I managed to get it Into 'Hit Parade'
brackets for eight weeks. More recently I've experimentally exploited
The Things I Love,' which last week
jumped to No. 2 position.'

Coin machines In the Minnesota!
region are so hungry for recorded
versions of polkas and achottlsches,
which they don't get enough of
through regular record channels,
that Harvey Goldstein, owner of a
music shop in Minneapolis, was in
New York recently to arrange to
have pressings made from masters he
Goldstein expects to
will supply.
record local Minnesota bands playing the various numbers most demanded In his territory, ship the
masters east and distribute the re-'
sultant pressings among Minnesota
machine operators. Says that about
5,000 copies of every tune cut can
be disposed of, making the Idea
workable from a financial standpoint
inasmuch as cost of bands, arrangements, ete, won't be high with
local, outfits doing the recording.
Too, the bands wUI be ones known
in that area.
Reason for the specially made
records, according to Goldstein, Is
that various standard record labels
don't turn out sufficient quantities of
the style of music the Northwest demands and the few cuttings that are
not
distributed
are
occasionally
properly played. Says that when it;
-

managed to break through this season were 'Memory of a Rose,' 'Bewitched' and 'It's Always You.'
^/'Another thing I've .noticed, in conlocal "song suiwey,' Hinman said, 'are the great possibilities
of 'plugging* a tune to popularity.
I have an arrangement with the
local jukebox operator whereby he

Jukeboxes

'

I

'

Mutual breakaway) of ASCAP tunes
on big national shows, Hinman

ducting

made with WOR-Mutual for pickupsi
NBC's Red net now goes into Glen
Island to Charlie Spivak's band, but
after Sunday (1) it will be replaced

by Mutual and CBS. There is no
confiictlon between the latter two
nets in coverage, but there is between Mutual and the NBC-Blue.
Some of the independent stations
around the country are affiliated
with both Mutual and the Blue, one
reasop why
objects to sharing
an origination point with MBS. Latter and NBC had the same sort of
'

10% Tax

Plead

argument last fall "at Meadowbrook,
Cedar Grove, N. J., at which time

NBC. was dropped and CBS

comes

I

I

!

'

to"

p*)lkas,'

America returned, to
the company Inked

Not Be Levied

One
prefer

On Instruments

will range from
per hour in the various

in the east are getting air time.
Mutual Is devoting, more and mora
time to picking up remote band
broadcasts, and Is even going as far
as to spilt Its time Into IS-mlnuto
segments Instead of the usual half
hour, as a means of giving mora
bands opportunity to get on the air.
In addition, many of the bands

picked up get double coverage via
WOR's frequency modulation outlet
W71NY. Mutual claims that tha

j

A5CAP

fact It can carry
musls has
nothing to do with, the Increasing

number

of remote

band broadcasts It
explaining that many of
them had reservations for time long
before the settlement'

music a 'most important factor in
the preserving of morale in national
defense but that musical Instruments
now form one of the most Important
tools in the public school system and
higher htstltutions of learnings and
should not be subject to tax any more
than books, maps, laboratory equipment and other essentials to educais.

carries,

Seven Dates From Park

Board for Jack Sonders

tion.'

City-Run Beach Opens
Season With T. Dorsey

Seattle,

May

27.

gerald, U.S. labor conciliator.

sold at $1.10 per.

Bridgeport, May 27.
Beach, city-run amuse-

I.

Coming up after opener are McLocal
Twins (8), Bob Chester Geneva
(15), Tommy Tucker (22), Frankle
Masters (20) and Sammy Kaye,
Rochester, N. Y., May 27.
July 6.
Leonard Campbell, traveling, secRltz Ballroom, Bridgeport fall and
Manie Sachs, head of Columbia
retary of the American Federation
Records' New York office, leaves for winter m'ecca, is ready to button of Musicians and president
of tha
He'U be on a up after successful season. Kra- Rochester local, has organized a new
CViast about June 1
kowska orchestra of WTIC, Hart- local in Geneva. Officers are: Presitalent liiinTior bands and singers.
Junket wlU be for several weeks. ford, pWys Sunday (1).
dent James Lynch; v.p., Jan Perry;

New AJ.M.

Farland

Manie Sachs

to Coast

.

secretary, Frank Fennell; treasurer,
George Schenck; sergeant-at-arms,
Frank Farr; executive board, CSiarlea
Gibson, L. B, McQuillen, Georga
Taylor, Arthur Dwyer and Philip

Band Tmanciers That Put Up No Cash

Spillane,

Fennell

is

acting business

agent

The new charter covers an area
within a radius of 10 miles Including Waterloo, Seneca Falls and

Proposal Starts Some Talk About Owners
Who Trade Long' Dates for Part of Band

Petrillo

Band bookers, managers and

lead-

ers are not in accord in their re-

eration of Musicians, expects to Introduce legislation at the forthcomconvention that will curb
ing
the activities of band financiers.
Most, however, are for it figuring
rule
to that effect will be
that any
good for" the business in that it will
tend to keep certain elements in
line. Dissenters, of bourse, ^re mostly thpse whom the rule will be aimed

AFM

at.

Buffalo, May 27.
Most bandtnen say, however, that
band of 14 Is being such a rule will not be completely
WBEN's
expanded to 25 under Bob Arm-; effective if it Isn't designed to enair-|
Curtiss
in some manner the indate
at
compass
take
strong to
plane workers shindig June 7, billed vestor who doesn't Actually put up
cash, but takes a financial. Interest
Affair will alttract sojne 10,(100 perr: in a band In another w6y. They resons and will take ovier municipal, fer to owners of advantageously

as the 'nation's largest dinner dance.'

'

NBC

Jackie Souders and bis band has
been awarded a $2,500 contract by
the Seattle Park Board for seven
concerta In 'Volunteer Park, one in
Pleasure
Seward, one In Lincoln and one In
ment _park, tees off dance season Woodland Park
during the summer
Sunday (1) with Tommy Dorsey and season/
has MCA attractions eet through
First popular orchestra to ba
July 6. Dorsey, coming put of Hotel
awarded such a contract.
Astor, N. Y., for one-nighter, will be

staff

aud for the event

MBS

committee composed of Robert Kennedy, Mat Vidaver, Robert Green,
William Pope, Ray Wllleford.
Attorney Homer I. Mitchell and General Manager Paul Crowley acted'
for the company.
The settlement
was arranged through Edward Fitz-

^

10,000 at Dinner-Dance

of the reasons why most spots
to
Is that few NBC

remotes originating in New York get
beyond the midwest because of rebroadcasts out of Ne.w York. Important NBC commercials go to tho
west coast at about the time bands

-

actions- to the iepott.ihat .James. Cetc, 'Minnesota
Petrillo, head of the American Fed-

fanners would take any one of the
local outfits in preference to a name
band. Which seems to stack up with
the huge sale of 'Beer Barrel Polka'
of a couple years ago. Will Glahe's
European band outsold any American version of the number.

substi-

tuted.

increases

to 15c

Don't Care

NBC

when

The union negotiations were handled by William B. Elconin, international representative of Congress
of Industrial Organization, and a

.

we have

the advantage of being able to play

ASCAP

WOR

Machine

can call for arbitration, with a decision guaranteed in nine days. The
union is guaranteed 48 hours notice
before dismissal of any employee.
The principle of plant-wide seniority is maintained, with a modification appljdng to certain classifications of skilled workers enabling the
company to move them from one
department to another.*

man

1 have also noticed that hit songs
reach popularity quicker locally
than they do nationally.
successful hit takes only three weeks from
the time it was first recorded to
make our hit parade. In the case
of LUcky Strike's 'Hit Parade,' the
same song will take three to four
weeks, longer to make its -first appearance. Once on our 'Parade,' a
hit usually lasts eight to 10 weeks.
On the national survey It will last
10 to 15 weeks, and with such tunes
as 'Perfldia' and 'There I Go' even
longer.
These two factors tend to
put Lucky's show some five to six

York, will conform with the
tropical atmosphere.
When the
spot opens Friday (30) bands of
Benny Goodman, Larry Clinton
and Charlie Barnet will play into
mikes built in the form oC cocoanuts.
They were designed by
engineers.
Mutual will devote three hours
of remote time to bands at the
Garden the first two nights (3031). Three bands will each get
a half hour of time both eve'nings. In addition WOR's special
events man Dave DriscoU is to
do a special quarter hour interview with workmen readying the
place for opening.
It airs tonight (Wednesday) at 11:16 p.m.

|

the Williamstown Hit Parade, campus counterpart of the Lucky Strike
show.
^
'In

New

Madison Square Garden,

in

MBS

NBC's rule that it must have an
exclusive on any spot from which It
picks up dance band remotes cancelled a scheduled series of pickups
from the Astor hotel, New York, last
week and is to erase a wire it now
has at Glen Island Casino, New Rochelle, N. Y. NBC's Blue was set to
pick up Tommy Dorsey's band from
the Astor Roof, and after installing
the line^ and having everything In
readiness the night before Dorsey
opened, the line was cancelled because arrangements had also been

'

here, Williams

College's intra-campus radio 'network.* Hinman, a sophomore, runs

ly

Cocoanut-Shaped
Even network microphones at
Monte Proser's Dance Carnival

Agreement provides for a five-day,
Boy Meet* Band* Has ConUnnity 40-hour week. Time and a half will National Music Council, which Is
be paid for Saturday morning, composed of many organizations of
About the Personnel
double time for Saturday afternoon,
cultural and commercial Interest In
NBC will begin a new program and triple time for holidays. The
June 7 built around the life of Its workers will receive pay for six the field of music, has petitioned
Ted Steele and the didoes of his mu- holidays, will draw five days injury President Roosevelt Secretary of the
(waiting
pay
time
for
workmen's
sicians.
Titled 'Boy Meets Band,'
Treasury Heiuy Morgenthau, Jr.," and
the thing will be a weekly serial compensation), and get one week's Congress not to include a 10% tax
actually based on events in the lives vacation.
on musical instruments as has been
of Steele and his men.
It wiU be
Union agrees not to call a strike
proposed
for new tax legislation by
a half-hour show airing at 8 p.m. unless the company violates Its conon the Red.
tract New Improved grievance ma- the treasury department
The petition argues that not only
Welboume Kelly i» writing the chinery provides that either party

and coUeglate musical prefis seen by Bob Hinman, mu-

tional

the

of

CBS,

Spot!:;

classifications.

TED STEELE MUSICAL BlOG

20.

Radio

'

two

May

Members

Sundry

a contract calling for a minimum
wage scale of 6Sc per hour. The
salary

Williamstown, Mass.,

On

Wage

Coast Is Settled;

Now the spot -apparently Intends remaining In the jive groove because the bands that have been mentioned as possible successors to
Gordon are

t7

placed roadhouses, ballrooms, some

Phelps.

whom

are not averse to accepting
Nagel at Hotel
In a band merely for
an
Salt Lake City, May 21.
granting a long stay at their spot
-St^rllte-Gardens of the-Hotel Utahwith the- all-importent-network- wire
counted on to boost the popularity opened May 24 for the summer season, Freddie Nagel and his orchestra
pf the property.
have been engaged for .an indefinite
It's pretty much of an open secret
that some places within and on the run, with Mary t,ane, vocalist Policy
fringes of New York operate in that of dinner dances Monday through
manner. Trjue, they give an up and Saturday,
Semi classical concert Sundays as
comlh'g b'knd an opportunity to make
something of itseli, at the same time usual.
gambling with their regular clientele.
But that's the only chance they take
Mike IiOiing Incorporatei
and if the band clicks they stand to
Albany May 27.
collect heavily for investing nothing
Michael Lorlng's Band,; Inc, has
but working time which would have
had to been filled anyway. AFM been chartered to conduct an enterand its locals frown upon such prac- tainment business with principal oftices as 'unfair competition' and .also fices in New York. Capital stock is
have another .-regulation, which -..is ';2,0Q shares, 100 preferred at $10 per
supposed to ,X6tJ}id. .a' .spb^j bwi^ ^t^re and 100 shares of; common
.from -par^pipatlhg in, 'an orcl^estra. 5)6 par v^ue.
of

Utah

Interest
•

-

-

,

.

.

-

'

Nobody

supposed,
In both ends.
is

to. bfive. .a

Arthur

Snj^ei
I

was the

J. Stepping, of
filing attorney.'

New
|

York.

On
Gey
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Carlisle

the Upbedi
sey, replacing

indefinite

opening

Dorsey's secretary. Vanstay Monday (26) at New Penn, remains as
Martha TUton,
Pittsburgh, replacing Henry Blauth nerson is married to
•

'

ex-Goodman vocalist, who remained
on Coast making a picture for Re-

outfit.

public. Dorsey opened at Astor
Frank Andrlnl goes into El Chico,
tel. New York, last week (20).
June 7 for eight-week

ho-

Pittsburgh,

succeeding

stay,

Ramoni

conga-

rhumba band.

Topsy's in Southgate,

Cal.,

becomes

(Thurs.),
Trianon tomorrow
opening with Duke Ellington's band.

,

I

i

;

Loole Armstronr, May 30, Palmer
Parlt, Denora, Pa.; 31, Crystal B.,
Buckeye Lake, O.; June 1, Palais
Royal B., South Bend; 2, Palais Roy-

Kenny wood Park, Pittsburgh,
dating Vaughn Monroe, for onenighter, and Al Kavelin, for week,
August to complete summer
In
schedule.

Les Hite plays colored Elk's ball
Thursday (29) at Ansonia, Conn.,
Opera House.

Billy Merle band back into Hotel
Henry's Silver Grill, Pittsburgh, replacing Stan Rucker foursome.

Isham Jones band, called for induction by his draft board in Philly.

Port Dover, Ont.
Beverly Twins, June 6-13,
sades Park, Fort Lee, N. J.

Ted Black, May

indef.,

29,

velt H.,

New

7- July 2,

set for a
Beach, Cleveland,
Set through the
etarting June 7.
Weems, Inc., office, Chicago.

at

Nathan

Euclid

Snader,

KYW

former

(Philly) musical director, now an
Army private at Fort Bragg, N. C.

Lon Peppe, manager of Valley
Jan Garber orchestra rienewed for Dale, Columbus, is booking bands
another four- week stay in the Em- for the Crystal Danceteria, Buckeye
pire Room of the Palmer House, Chi- Lake Park, O. Jimmie Richards orGarber held down the band chestra is initial offering, set to concago.
assignment on the Holland (Mich.) tinue through June 5. Policy calls
Tulip Festival single-shot program; for occasional name bands, Louie
and not the Ben KJarpenter orchestra Armstrong playing Saturday (31).
as stated in Variety last week.

Roose-

Orleans.

Jimmy Dorsey, June 2, Casa Loma,
Charleston, W. Va.; 3, Hampton-Sid-

Inside Stuff-Orchestras

ney C, Farniville, Va.; June 4-5,
Washington & Lee, Lexington, Va.;
6-7. U. of North Carolina, Chapel
Hill, N. C.

Sonny Dunham, June

Anson Weeks orchestra

Pali-

Vene-

tian Gardens, Altoona, Pa.

Lou Breesc, June

Joe Cnrran, trumpet player with

Nam* bands ar« not accepting as final the. decision of Chicago's
Woodward regarding the placing of responsibility for
social security 'taxes. In deciding the case of bandleader GrlS Williams, who recently sued the government for the return "of taxes he
Woodv/ard ruled that Williams had a case, that in
Judga
had paid,
his opinion the people who hired the bands, not the bandleaders, were
responsible for the payment of taxes.
stopped paying the taxes, but the major portion of
leaders
have
All
them are setting aside the sums they would have paid in case the expected appeal reverses Judge Woodward's ruling. If that happened
retroactively, even in part, the sums they
applied
reversal
and the
would owe and maybe not have Vould be crippling.
Federal Judga

ale B., Toronto; 3, Stratford theatre,
Ingersoll, Ont.; 4, Summer Gardens,

the..

atay

Not Payii^-But Earmarkmg

Band Booldiigs
who

Frances Sargent

6,

dens, Sylvania, O.
Ella Fitzgerald, June

2,

Benny Goodman and Artie Shaw,

Pleasant

r^e&%e«^rrkcr^a^
Municipal

Aud., Kansas City, Mo.; 3, Aud.,
Junction City, Kan.; 4, Tower B.,
Pittsburgh; 5, Downbeat B., Tulsa;
Tulsa; 7, City
6, English Village,
Aud., Oklahoma City.
T, "^'o "!5-lff*'i.,*^°T^.nf
7^r^rB!!
Georgia
4-7,
Reading, Pa., June i'
Park,
,

Tech., Atlanta.

Ersklne Hawkins, Memorial Aud,,
Buffalo; 3, Trianon B., Cleveland; 4,
Glen Gray and the Casa Ijoma San Morltz, Pittsburgh; 5, Lincoln
Leonard Keller orchestra closes orchestra checked in at Warners Colonnades, Washington, D. C; 6-12,
Btay in the Walnut Room of the Bis- studio for a musical short.
Royal theatre, Baltimore.
marck hotel, Chicago, June 8. Then
Woody Herman, June 6, William &
beads south for a sojourn in the St
Al Barr and his crew renewed for Mary C, WUliamsburg, Va.; 7, State
Anthony hotel in San Antonio four weeks at Slapsie Maxie's in C, Raleigh, N. C.
(Texas). Set through William Mor- Hollywood,
Inkspots, June 1, Tybee Beach,
ris office.
Savannah, Ga.; 2-3, City Aud., AtHughle Itarrett's Band is now play- lanta; 4, State College, Montgomery,
at
Bed Camp, a teacher of music
ing at the Burden Lake Casino, Ala.; June 5, My Club Tourist Cabins,
Cottondale, Fla.; 6, City Aud., Macon,
the University of Texas in the Averlll Park, back of Troy, N. Y.
Beach Pier, Jacksonville,
7,
Gi'a.;
wintertime, has Joined Ben Young's
band for its summer engagements.
Sammy .Elsen opens at the Dunes Fla.
Johnny Long, June 1, Fembrook
Club, Narragansett, R. I., on June 27
Park, Dallas, Pa.;. 2, Hampton-SydVIotor-BlaebIrd has renewed its for the summer.
ney C, Farmville, Va.; 4, Chambercontract with Teddy Powell for one
lain H., Old Point Comfort, Va.; 5,
year with options:
George MacFarlane will lead bis U. of Maryland, College Park, Md.;
orchestra in musical interludes beU. of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va.
Betty Bonney is new vocalist with tween races at the Wonjlerland Park 6,
Jimmie Lnnceford, June 1, Trianon
Les Brown band. She was with CoL dog track. Revere Beach, Mass., beB., Seattle; 2-3, McElroy's Spanish
Manny Prager until recently.
/ginnlng June 16 for the summer.
B., Portland, Ore.; 5, Civic Aud., San

clarinet-playing leaders

who

battled

each other for the top position in band ratings couple years ago, are both
i

I

'

I

Goodman particularly is
increasing his activity in the longhair field. With his latest bookings he's
playing at least three summer, dates with outstanding serious music orchestras and figures to. play more.
Goodman is to play with the New York Philharmonic July 14 and after
completing solos will bring in his full band for a program that is not yet
Date is to be played at the Lewisohn Stadium, N. Y. Shof-with the
set.
Dayton, O., Symphony, has also been booked for sometime in September.
Leader's solo and sextette program with the Philadelphia Symphony at
Robin Hood DeU has been moved up from July 17 to the 10th.
g^^^
currently taking lessons in classical arranging from Dr. Hans
Berns, former director of the Vienna Statz and is to play a guest date
with the Memphis Symphony late this month. Others are being arranged
for him. It's also possible he will assume a conductor's role soon.
Larry.. Adler, vaude's harmonica- Virtuoso,' -is another pop musician
going into classical, for a spell. Adler plays Vivaldi's 'Violin Concerto in
Minor' on bis mouth organ with the Bronx, N. Y., Symphony of 70 men.
Latter is a recently organized group. He «lso has a date with the Cleve-

A

land

Symphony

later this

summer.

.

.

Woody Herman band bad

to get along without a trumpet section and
sax players for almost two hours last week when playing Sadie
Tassia's Valencia Ballroom, York, Pa. Men were detained in Philadelphia
with trumpeter Cappy Lewis when bis car was broken into and instruments and personal luggage lifted. Band had played a teadance that
afternoon and immediately after set sail for York, about 100 miles away.
Lewis and other men, however, were stymied by two colored thlefs who
were nabbed by cops between the time the loss of the Instruments was
discovered and It was reported to police. Lewis found that everything
was safe when be walked into poUce headquarters to report the robbery,.
Most of the delay was in going through red tape of making charges;
identi^ing stolen material, etc;
»

one of

its

Youngsters who frequent one-night ballrooms such as Sunnybrook,. at
Pottstown, Pa., .have a new trick to tie themselves closer to their bandleader idols. Many of tbem tote flash cameras with them and worm their
close to the bandstand to take all kinds of angle shots of musicians,
Tan and Bill's' Adirondack MountaiiT'Spot, opened for the season May B., Oakland, Cal.; 11-17, Orpheum singers and leaders at work. Candid shots, of course, aren't new; they
theatre, Los Angeles; 20, Mission have been taken at theatres, night clubs, etc., repeatedly.
25, with Jack Melvin's orchestra.
Cafe Society Job June- 1 and play
What
makes the camera work on one-nigbters a bit more novel is the
Beach B., San Diego, Cal.
week at Appllo theatre, June 6. ReLanl Mclntyr«, June 1,'two weeks,- patience the snappers have in getting the shots autographed. Even if a
Tommy Beynolds opens June 26 at
turn to Cafe Society Sept. 14.
name leader doesn't return to one particular dancery for a year, there
Iroquois Park, Louisville, Ky.
Loew's State, N.Y.C.
always
are
at least a" few lens fiends who show up witlL-candid photos
Glenn Miller, June' 7, Saltair
Don StrloUand brchestra opens
Salt Lake City, Utah; 13, taken the last date, which they bold up for autographs.
Don BIcardo succeeded Ray Men- Beach,
Echroeder hotel, Milwaukee, June
week, Chicago theatre, Chicago; 20,
kin's .band at the Blue Crystal night
24,.&fter 21 weeks at the Radisson hoState legislature in Harrisbutg last week tmanimously passed bill makU. of MicTiigan, Ann Arbor; 21,
club, Girard, O., with Menldn join*
tel, Minneapolis.
I.MA. Aud., Flint, Mich.; 22r Mod- ing 'Rolling Hills of Pennsylvania,' number written by Lois Miller, local
Measure was
ernistic B., Milwaukee; 23-26, Elec- radio slngar-organlst, official song of the commonwealth.
Albert Ammons and Pete Johnson tric Park, Waterloo, la.; 27, Aud., introduced recently by a Western Pennsylvania assemblymen who sang
BlUy Scott and peddle Anne
Gate
quartet
Cafe
replace
Golden
at
Cedar Rapids, la.; July 15-19, East- the words on the floor of the bouse, accompanied by Miss Miller on the
(femme), aire new vocalists with
Henri Lisbon band at Theatre Cafe, Society Uptown, N.Y., tomorrow wood Gardens, Detroit; 21, Sunny- piano.
are
themselves
.(Thurs.)
and
Gal, ope-time assistant to Dick Leibert, then organist at Penn theatre,
brook B., Pottstown, Pa.; 25-26, Surf
Chicago.
placed at the Society's Downtown Beach Club, Virginia Beach, Va
Pitt, but now at Radio City Music Hall, is also -author of 'Atlantic City Is
Ilmmy Flora combo held over at spot by Satnmy Price, another Aug. 30-31, Steel Pier, Atlantic City; Calling. You,' which has been adopted as official song of annual seashore
Sept 11, Hershey Park, Hershey, beauty pageant Miss Miller leaves for A. C, this week to spend third conPennsylvania hotel, N. Y., cocktail boogie-woogie pianist.
secutive summer there as organist at Heinz Pier.
Pa.
lounge.
Mildred Wayne's addition to CharTony Pastor, 'June 1, Lucas theaUel Btarvln band, out of Blue lie Bamefs vocal staff makes eight tre. Savannah, Ga.; 2; National theaMeredith Willson .ls the latest band leader to go in for publishing. He's
Gardens, Armonk, N. Y., at nejy Pel- singers ^with his band. Has Qulntone tre, Columbia, S. C; 4, U. of Mary- having-*- sheet music and stock arrangement of his theme song, "You and
quintet.
Carroll
Bob
and
trombonist
land, College Park, Md.; 5, U. of I,' printed, but the distribution wiU be done exclusively by Music Dealers
bam Heath Inn, Pelham, N. Y.
Ford Leary.
North Carolina, Raleigh, N. C; 6, Service. Bing Crosby has cut the time for Decca.
Opened last night (Tues.).
Woodberry Forrest Academy, WoodMusic Corp. of .America v.p. Bill Goodbeart, Jr., and Charles Swafford,
Sbrjorle Unasell replaced Janet
Count Basle guests on Kate berry Forrest, Va.; 7, Wm. & Mary
ad agency exec, have been going in extensively for a back-to-the-soll
C, Williamsburg,' Va.
Black as vocalist with Mark Russell Smith's radio show June 27.
Joe Belohman, July 3, Roosevelt campaign, buying up farms in Ohio and elsewhere for practical livestock
band at Heidelberg hotel, Jackson, ing Ed McGraw's orchestra. Ricardo
and produce raising.
hotel. New Orleans.
was previously at Melody Lane.
Miss^
Dlok Bogera, May 20, Sylvania
Raymond Scott, bandleader-songwriter, couldn't figure out si song title
Allen Rensa replaced Rex Kelly
Mnggsy Spanler's band will be the Beach, O.
Tommy Beynolds, May 20, Citadel, until be "heard about the book H. Allen Smith, feature writer on the N. Y.
«n guitar with Ted Weems,
first orchestra of the current season
at the Mansion, near Youngstown, Charleston, S. C; 31, Kentucky Mili- World-Telegram wrote, "Low Man' on the Totem Pole.'' That's now the
tag on bis tune.
Eddie Fltzpatriok at Anacacho O., which opens May 29.
Linda tary Academy, Lyndon.
Tommy Beynolds, June 3, Military
Room of the St. Antony Hotel, San Keene and Dick Stone on -vocals.
Academy, Staunton, -Va.; 5-6, WashWltb Jukeboxes, the country around taking a beatbig from a flood of
Antonio.'
ington & Lee U., Lexington, Va.
slugs, there is one place where the nickel counterfeiters better not pull
El Dorado Boom of the CommoDick Bogers, June 5, Lakewood the trick. One of them tried out a slug on a stamp machine in the Detroit
Pan! Tremalne unshuttering lake- dofe Perry Hotel, Toledo, closed the
•hore Albambra dancery outside -of week of May 10 for summer decora- Park, Mahanoy City, Pa.; 6> inde'f., post office. Uncle Sam tucked bim in a Federal prison for five years.
Aud., Salinas, Cal; 7,
Sweet's B., Sacramiento; 8-9, Sweet's
Jose, Calif.;

John KIrby's combo set for new
Monte Carlo Beach Club, New York,
Leave current
opening June 25.

6,

way

-

I

.

.

-

Buffalo.

DIok

Caton

combo

into

Roseland B., New York.
Henry Senn, May 24, two xlreeks.
A. Edward Moskowltz, attorney -manager for Bobby Byrne, Johnny
Blue Moon Cafe, Wichita, Kan.
Long, the new songwritar-maestro Harry Nemo and other bands, has
Terry Shand, May 29, two weeks. legally changed bis name to A. Edward Masters.
Bernard Bagaxzo has reorganized ^Plantation Club, Dallas; June 13, two
his band and is now playing at the ^*,*eei^/c'^iJ,"o 'Fort Wor^^^
Casanpva
Club,
near
McKmley ^wo weeks. Plantation, Houston,
Englewood Cliffs Cabin
Heights, O., but will open an enKINNEY
Muggsy Spanler, May 29, indef.J."'?
"
e^een^ntjtt UiePalojraxL JaUroom,- Mansion Bouse,-Y6ungsfo^n,
Adds Dancing Area
Clevelariar June 20, with a 12Jack Teagarden, June 10, Rainbo
FILES
Rustic Cabin, Englewood Cliffs,
piece group. Lillian Harvey is vo,13-14,
Civic
Calif.;
Aud.,
Fresno,
B.,
calist
Pasadena; 15, Sweet's B., Oakland, N. J, spot now housing Alvino Rey
Ray Kinney, orchestra leader emand the King Sisters' band, is to unCalif.
Fonr Chloagoans replaced Howard
Claude Thornhlll, May 29, Canoble dergo an enlarging. -It will add ap- ployed at the Hotel Lexington, N. Y.,
LeRoy's orchestra in the Cascades Lake Park, Salem, N.H:; 30, Hose- proximately 6,400 feet more of danc- filed a voluntary petition of bankRoom, Hotel Ohio, Youngstown, land B., New York -city; «1, ''Kim- ing space by Imockinf out the wall
ruptcy in N. Y.. federal court Friday
May 23.
ball's
Starlight B., South Lynn- which currently backs tb^ band.(23), listing no assets and liabilifield, Mass.; June 4, Hampton Beach stand and nmnlng the present dance
Gene Snlllvan and his orchestra Casino, Hampton Beach,' N.H.; 5, floor out into the open as a summer ties of $18,137. During the past two
years Kinney has earned an average
BosSr.
Prom,
ai^e placing at Craig Beach Park, Wentworth Institute
garden. Floor 'will be roofed, bowYoungstown, O., which opened May ton; 6, Niagara U., Buffalo, N.Y.; 8, ever, and equipped with large, slid- of $6,000 yearly.
Among liabilities are $1,572 in uni
24. Arthur
Mallory, manager, Cas Lake (jompounce, Bristol, Conn.; B, ing windows or doors which can be
cmployment insurance, $2^00 to the
r...t
<n
r,r^t^*t^
IEarl F. Peltz .as assistant manager, Mass. State College, Amherst, Mass.;
''Sf.C«e"l Amusement Corp., $2,420 to
in charge of publicity, promotion.
1
10, Mass. Institute of Technology, S,Pfltw*^^/?^i«n^^«,
weather. In addition there is
to be Castle
rp««« tc Cooke,
n^t* Ltd.,
t+j of Honolulu,
t;ri»i„i.,
Cpmbridge, Mass.; 11, Holy Cross, a bandstand on wheels.
$425 to Hansen- Williams, Inc.
Changes are to be ready some time
Bemstelpf i)BS3, leaving Bancroft Hotel, Worcester, Mass.; 12,
Artie
Benpy 'Goodman;s bpnd afteti^aeveral party, Rutland, Vt.; 13, Renssalaer in July around which time Key's
j5ears' .assb'cIatiop, ..to return to his Polytech, Troy,'N.Y,; 16, Babb'a Park» band exits. No outfit bas been ^et to
Harlan Leonard's orchestra, at
oi>en the new setup yet
.--.^'SufllBld, Conn-.
home in Callfornia.1 r -».^
Trocadero, Wichita, Kans.
tions, but will reopen June 2 with
Arturo and his orchestra.

Ted-Ra

Club, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Morgan Thomas and Harold Ausbands set for Crystal Beach, Ont.,
opening May 30.

,tin

Taok Beelfman held

over, as m.c,

at Hollywood Tropics, L, A.

MAESIRO RAY
BANKRUPTCY

a

~

~

.

Bert Lynn, inventor of the Rlckenbacker electric guitar, is working
east^ where he wll lorganize' an allelet^lc orchestra within the next
two months.

.

-

-

Ina Bay Bntton has made two
changes in her band: Jack Andrews

from George Hall repUced Charlie

Maxon on second trombone, and
Baymond Allen in place of Paul

|

K

:

|

Russell.

Leonard Vannerson, former' Tf)^
-for Benny .Goodman,

manager

turned fropa Coast last week t6..a^
cumei $ame dutl^ with 't!oioxpv,,P49(r.

^

'

,
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'

.

-

.
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ORGHESTBA GB088B8
Antohio Musician
As Draft Law Violator

Bands at N.Y. Hotel B.O.

„

.

ir«eli»

,

PUrcO

>l<>t«I

(300; $1-$1.50X

8

,

Waldorf (375; $1-$150)
Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50)
Pennsylvania (500; 7"5c-$1.50)

GeneKrupa
TommyDoreey

Astor (1,000; 75c-fl).
Lincoln (250; 75c-$l)

Harry James
Hal Saunders ...St. Regis

,

,,

(400; $1-$150),

2,375

10,670

6

1,150

8,475

5

750

5,150

i

t4,875

4,875

4

450

2,625

1

375

773

•Asterisks indicate a supporting floor show, although the band
major draw. ^Five days; band opened Tuesday (20).

is

Cutier-VaudeMil(l$17,000inN.Y.

He was released on his own recognizance for a hearing to be scheduled this week.

CoTcra
Total
Past
C«v«ta
IVmIi Oa I>at«
525
5,850

6

Campos Best Sellers
(VNIVEBSITT OF WISCONSIN)

Ends

Columbia

t}ie

A/c Victor Date

Ben CoUer, New York

sey).
5.

Maria Elena (La wrence Wclk)
The Things I Love (Gene

it had with the
John Kirby orchestra and dropped ll^estro
the Okeh label because Kirby

allegedly took his six-piece combo
to Victor Records' studios and accompanied Una Mae Carlisle on a
Bluebird cutting date. This is first
recent action taken by a recording
company against a band for outside

work.
WiU Bradley (Totem Pole B., Auburndale, Mass., May 22-24). Repeat
Recording activities of various muplay for Bradley drew aOO Thursday, 2,500 Friday and 3,100 Saturday for sicians frequently take
them into
excellent $4,220 gross over three days at $1.35 couple.
studios which are opposition to the
Del Brtmrti* (Biverview B., Neponset, Mass., May 23-24). Brissette old company that records the band they
fave here and drew season's biggest weekend with 1,342- Friday and 1,650 work with, but no argument Is ever
\
Saturday at 5Sc lor |1,645.
given that type of transient work.
Four of Kilty's men recently acBobby ByrM (Ritr B., Bridgeport, Conn., May 25). Byrne accounted
companied the Mills Bros, for Decca.
tor sub-par biz with 1,086 dancers at 75c tor $815 gross.
Cab Csllomy (City Aud., Birmingham, Ala., May 20). C^Uoway cuUed Columbia has no argument with that,
but
clamped down when it found
smash 3,412 at 80c and $1 to pUe up $2,975 gross. At Macon, Ga., Thursthat Kirby himself and all his men
day (22) Calloway dipped far under previous visits to Aud. with a. gross of
Dance hurt with locals by presence of 23 trucldoads worked the Bluebird date. It claims
$750 at B0c-75c-$I
it almost cancelled Kirby's contract
of N^gro aoldiets from "nearby Camp Wheeler,
last year wlien a small band under
Beb Craahy (Arena, New" Haven, Conn., May 25). Attempt to run week Buster Bailey, Kirby's clarinetist, apbeyond season with Crosby ended up badly. Light $1,700 from 3,400 mat peared on the short-lived Varsity
and evening at 45c-$1.10.
lab«L

-

largely responsible.

27.

Depositions were taken here, altlie case is on file in the
N. Y. federal court, (27) in the $150,000 damage .suit brought by orchestra leader Xavier Cugat and his wife.
Carmen, against Houghton-Mifflin
and Isabel Scott Rorick. author of
'Mr. and Mrs.- Cugat.'
The bandleader and his singer-wife contend
.that the novel, titled with their
unique name, holds them up to rid-

though

.

,

.

]

Uken

™

in the fed-

director

for

the

Morgan depended on

Hotel Statler, who wrote a book review on the novel with the orcbestra
leader's approval and which appeared in a Detroit newspaper un^^'^ Cugat's byline. It was the newspaper book reviewer's idea of having Cugat review the novel bearing
the same name as his which resulted
in his reading the tome, growing
wrathful and bringing suit against
the publishing house and author.

There are a flock of duplications of
notable of the repeats is on an unusual
Much if
titled 'The Hut Sut Song.'
to; it's a coin machine natural.

and

1,500.

Tommy Bcynolds-Johnny Long (Raymor-Playmor B., Boston, May 23).
Coupled in twin spots Aeynolds and Long drew 1,480 at 65c-55c on hottest
day this spring for $888. Teaming with George Harris Saturday (24),
Reynolds had 1,900 at same prices for One $1,140.
Baymond Seatt (Hershey Park, Hershey, Pa.. May 24). At $1 and 77c
Scott's attendance of 1,587 was far from normaL
OtTia Tucker (Tallcorn Expo, Marshalltown, la.. May 21). Tucker and
Bonnie Baker cracked expo's record by 800 people with approximately

-

CLEHENTE
MDSIC

and

BIS

KHVMBA

(5)

3,800; 25-40-60).
With 'Pot o' Gold'
(UA) on screen.
bad booking job,
with a band on stage and a band in
the film. However, Lyman is making a swell $16,000 possible.
Pic
getting but scant attention.

A

—

Vaogkn Monroe; New York
(Paramount; 3,664; 35-55-85-99). With
Wanted Wings' (Par). Initial date

Freddie Marlin were

first

various tunes this week. Most
Tiovelfy UTiearthed on the Coast
it, and deservedly
'Horace Heidt, King Sisters

expected of

releases.

.

Hetdfs

-cutting

Madison Sqoare Garden

(Col.

Dancery Opens Friday;
Nut
Monte

i

clear operaUng expenies, which are
estimated to run atiout $18,000-$20,000. For the first stretch with three
high - powered and comparatively
high-priced bands on tip, the nut

^Ul run much higher, however. They
are Benny Goodman, Charlie Barnet

I

.

I

j

I

'.

.

n

,

.

:

altfaou^

unknown

to

the

regular

suitably, -with that type of music.
Following date here Duffy take.<:
oi^t to Bronze Room of Hotel
Cleveland and a MutucI wire.

Quin.

>"S which will help to confine the
Sbep Fields 'Marche Stov'—'Million Dollar Baby* (Bluebird lllSfl)
o' the building. Is not sure
Initial release of Fields' no-brass, 10 reed, four rhythm combo shows .
bands which will succeed the
the outfit to neat advantage on the 'Slav' side, but ordinary on the pop.
"l*
Kicks with solid beat and colorful arrangement on first, and it stands out. opening three. Ben Bernie Is set to
Goodman, and Shep Fields is
Reverse, a tune getting new impetus from Warner Bros, film, lacks qualito place Clinton on an inIt's at good down
ties expected in view of band's possible reed combinations.
Barnet's stand lasts
dance tempo, however. Dorothy Allen and Larry Neill vocal. From com- definite date.
mercial standpoint Tommy Tucker's (Okeh 6188) version is better. His is until June 26. But either of those
a nicely played arrang'ement, also at good tempo. Don Brown vocals welL 'might be changed for more powerful
Reverse brings, up lifting arrangement of 'Blues My Naughty Sweetie names.
Clinton, Leo Reisman and Ina Ray
Arnell,
Taught Me'; vocalled by
Hutton will work at the Garden tomorrow night (Thurs.) at a preview
Jan Sa^itt 'Where Ton Are'-«'I Take to Ton' (Victor 27414)
Two good tunes from 20th-Fox's 'Great American broadcast' are &lso ^showing which will be a charity
duplicated three times. Savitt's sides are best. He puts 'Where' through affair, proceeds to U.S. Navy Welfare
solid paces at easy tempo with a good Allen DeWitt vocal, then hops 'Take' British Sailors Relief and Greek War
Gene Krupa Relief.
to good reaction with Jack Palmer and Toppers vocalling.
(Okeh 6187) turns in almost as good versions thou^ the arrangements
are not balanced enough. 'Where' is completely dominated by piercing
WTrinA/lTT r.iifit^K)
svfrv
PTPr"K CLAMCY
brass following Howard Dulaney's vocal, and it hurts.
Take' side gets
^*"0'*> May 27.
•
good jump tempo and an appropriate vocal by Anita O'Day. Alvino Rey's
„
tr oi
George V.
Clancy, of Detroit, waj
sides (Bluebird 11151) are least effective mainly because they're not as
a«nt
of
the Michigan
Pf«f'
good musically as the band can do. Alyce King vocals first and Yvonne 5?°'.
Musicians' Association (AFM) at the
the reverse
.

'

.

his

(Two

!

,

I

to this spot
nicely,

'Bines'

Amy

'

niche

and Larry Clinton. Prices will be
66c-88c, latter on holidays and weekBIdei) (Vieior 87411)
Unusual stuff for Shaw, with a different sort of punch. Blues sides are
spent a heavy wad
solidly sown with numerous solos and fine full band work. Not very commercial; however, and probably won't get much machine attention. Sides ."^ ffansformlng the interior of the
Garden into a tropical setting, with
are disconnected though, making their use in boxes easy.
eight tall palm trees and a false ceil-

Shaw

|

'

the

Carnival,

j

I

filling

Dance

I

|

I

is

$18,000 a Week

|

I

Baled Mnehlbach
Kaasaa City, Mo.
Band is a newcomer

Is

Proser's

opening at Madison Square Garden,
N.Y., (30) Memorial Day with a
charity
preview Thtu-sday
(29),
figures to have to ring up at least
30,QOO admissions weekly in order to

i

'

•

and

and third theatre date

for Monroe outfit, but will take
rugged $48,000. Because of bahd'a
newness to public, 'Wings' is credited largely for excellent biz.

36138) is per flips best of three. He irefses it u>ith good arrangement,
spotlighting Franlcie Carle's piano and vocals by Donna ond Don Juans.
Kings CBluebird 11154) do it as straight rocal unth
It's in good tempo.
accomrwnimenf utkI bridging by an Alvino Rey combo. Their's could
have been better. It discards introduction, going straight into lyric,
uihich is repetitious when done that way. "They Insert own tricfcs ond
ad (tb lines, however, and side turns out ofcav. Martin's (Bluebird
11148) is with full band, but it isn't close to Heidt's. Tempo is too fast,
too.
Eddie Stone and chorus vocal. Heidt's is backed by 'Way You
Look At Me,' average. King trio backing is a version of 'Music Makers'
that tops Andrews Sisters cutting, but ifs late. Martin's backing is a
neat version of 'Karlstadt Ball.'
Harry James 'Don't Cry, Cherle' ^"La Paloma' (Colnmbia 36146)
First is a good pop, probably destined for brisk machine play. James'
hand and trumpet approved via a tasty arrangement at steady tempo. Don
...
.„ an unusually
„..„,„...^ good
job on _
a standard. It's
Hamyes vocals. Reverse is
^
more effective 4han 'Cherie,' in a slow, jumping groove somewhat like the
band's recent 'Music Makers.' Pop gets preference, however.

Artie

is

lists
12
with
Instrumentation
quintet, handling the maracas
and claves, and vocalizing the conga- leader at the piano, and making
rfaumba excerpts. At the supper ses- much of a violin trio of Charles
Schaeffer.
sion she gets a solo spotlight away Scarle, Al Bandy and Max
Drage,
Morris
handled
by
are
Reeds
from the band, just as Barry WinErwin Wahl; trumtoiTs songstress, Stgrid Lassen, dittoes Jack Price and
Vincent Shank and Paul
tor the dinner cusk>mers. Mayla Is a pets by
rhythm is filled out
Japanese-looking Latin, of fine face Speelnikn, and
by Jack Lloyd at piano, Bernie
values and effective personality.
Anderson at drums and Lyie Speer
Whoever Clemente is among the plucking bass. For singing tarns
five men, he doesn't get any spotDuffy denends on Scarle, Drage and
lijBhting. Two man a giant marimha, Speelman, besides the' singing enand a string bass, accordion and semble.
drums complete the quintet. No
Duffy has led a crew more than
hraBs, v^ich is necessary to give it a seven years, and in that time has aclift
Otherwise the unit, white quired a large portfolio, complete
melodious and competent, sounds with a long list of ASCAP perennial
rather static and colorless, whereas favorites as well as the newer BMI
just ooe trumpet could make plenty sheets. From this supply he draws
of difference in its favor. Clemente extravagantly for medley after medaUemates With the larger Winton ley to the dancers' pleasure, and
ensemble.
ilbel.
mixes it up with, an occasional
conga, novelty and swing tuiie. It's
GEOBGE DUFFY ORCH (12)
essentially sweet and fits the room

this

most of

Abe Lyman. Pittsburgh— (Stanley;

'

dancing

Bidabaw Bo^n. N. Y.'
Mayla should be called Clemente.
She is tlte personality at the helm. of

for

draw.
Poor $23,000 looks tops on
week, but holds over.

first

—

3,700 at 7Sc for gross of $2,800.

Fcatarias Mayla

Kln«:, New York— (Strand;
2,767; 35-55-75-85-99).
With 'Affectionately Yours' (WB) on screen and
Morgan's personal.
Film
rated weak, with King orch and

Wayne

came from Dick Dennis

Coin^latching Record Possibilities

Lantern, So.. Portland, Me., May 24). Small outlying spot did well with 600 draw at S0c-60c for about f336.
HcrMe Kaye (Jefferson Beach Park, Detroit, May 16-22). For the week's
stretch Kaye drew pleasant $1,650 with 3,000 dancers at 55e.
Jehuy Lonx (Arcadia B., Providence, H. I., May 24). Balh-oom has done
lots better than 1,350 lured by Long at 50c. Gross, $675; fair.
Jahnay McGee (Graystone B., Detroit, May 21). Pull of 1,900 dancers
at 55c equalled nice '$1,045 at b;o. for mid-week.
Taay Pastor (Lake Compounce, Bristol, Conn, May 25). Good business.
Pastor meant $1,263 in stubs at 75c with 1,685 attendance.
Alvino Bey (Aud., Springfield, Mass., May 25). Sock $3,000 from 2,000
admissions at $1.50. Another 1,000' admitted free, for total attendance of

'

regis-

»4<.000 reflects the excellent pull
f* Powers of this
»"«
strong combo.
1

o'

Baid Reyiews

session

'I

Weedy Hennan (Mutual Arena, Toronto, Can., May 20). Herman's
4,232 at $1 packed the spot to capacity. At London Arena, day
before (10) he pulled slightly over..2.00D at same price.

and supper trade here.
far on the sweet side, aiming at pleasing the patrons in just
such a spot as this. No stage band,
but carries more vocal equipment
than usual hotel group as leader
has worked his singers into the
'Goldenaires' glee club and can call
on three different soloists. Vocal
set-up has t>een maintained with
some tribulaticns as the draft has
taken five men from the crew.

first

after

bringing

DUUrSungiaui, Chicago— (Chicago;
With 'Penny Serenade' (Col) on screen. This Is Jurgen's first Chicago stage date and
he's coupled with a sock film. Gross
,^
«

icule.

Chief testimony

in $12,500,

is

tered beautiful $19,000.

,

eral court here
Jones, publicity

this bill

at tfab theatre

draw of

Band

—

Biefaard
Hlmber, Hollywood
(Paramount; 3,585; 30-44-55-75) With
Wanted Wings' (Par) on screen.

Second week for

4,000; 35-55-75).

Bcary Basse (Arena, London, Ont., May 23). Busse' take of $2,804 at
$1 was best yet at this spot. At Yankee Lake, Ohio, May 25 Biisse drew
solid 1,922 at $1 door 75c advance. Gross, $1,666.

HuMmi (Jack

,

'I

May

Detroit,

-

fna Bay

Good $12,000 expected. Film
not too strong an item, so Herman

screen.
Is

Tngaf

Book Inspired Lawsuit

—

AI Donahue (Pioneer hotel, Tucson, Ariz., May 21). Passing through
on way to Hollywood Donahue got fair 400 attendance at $1.
.
••
B
Buie Unveilt Boton roint
liauay Dortey (Metropolitan theatre. Providence, R. I., May 23-25). Bad
South Norwalk, Conn., May 27.
weather first two nights- of three-day stay, but Dorsey did excellent $9,000
Roton Point Park preems dance
at 35c-5Sc-65c, about $1,000 behind record. At Totem Pole B., Auburndale,
Mass, Tuesday-Wednesday (20-21) Dorsey drew fine 4,450 in two mid- season Sui>day (1) with Count Basie.
Spot's booked via Charles Shribweek nights with '2,100 and approximately 2,350. Spot upped its usual
man.
$1.35 couple to $1.10 straight.

With

mount

Cngat's Review

(Press Stunt) of

— (Slate;

28-44-55-75-90-$1.10).

Woody Herman, Baltimore— 'Hippodrome; 2,240; 15-28-39-44-55-66).
With 'Dare Not Love' (Col) on

week can-

celled the contract

Breese't pull of

— (Lyrlo;

'Road to Zanzibar' .(Par) on screen,
plus vaude. Mild $17,000.
Picture
had been milked at first-run Para-

it oft

$6^ in I Nites; Byrne, Calloway NSG
LM,Br««M (Danceland, Cedar Rapids, la., May 21).
600 adiDl£sioo£ at 50c for total gross of $350 was fair.

last

Indianapolis

ture no help; so-so $8,500.
3,400;

Kmpa).
Columbia Records

Breesc,

:With 'Missing TenDays' (Col) on screen. Screen fea-

Madison, Wise., May 27.
Six best record sellers on the
Campus for the past week:
1. Hut Sot (King Sisters).
2. Daddy (Sammy Kay).
I. iBtermezco (Gny Lombarde).
4. My Sister and I (Jimmy Dor-

John Kirby Pact

Start,

Week)

(Estimates for This

Lou

1,900; 30-40-50),

6.

Herman Gets Strong Canadian

to $48,000

'

holiday price.)

Biltmore

Monroe

Flys

In N.Y.;Jurgen$,Clii Hefty 44G,

States Commissioner P. A. Lockhart,

Saturday on a charge of violation
of the selective service act.

room capwdty and cover charge. Larger amount designates weekend and

Clydfl Lucas
XavlerCuiat
Hay Kinney*

lings

San Antonio, May 27.
Henry E. Porcella, a local musician, was arraigned before United

u

a weekly tabulation. It the estimated cover
{Presented herewith,
charge business being done by name hands in various New York hoteU.
Dinner business (7-10 P.M.) not rated. Figures after name of hotel give

Bmmi

89

Nab San

state convention in Jackson.
Others named are: Maude Stearns,

I

'

Teddy Powell 'Went Oat

|

My Way'—'Ode

i« Spring' (Bluebird 11152)

Kalamazoo, vice-president; William
Powell is being given good tunes and his work deserves them. First; a Ukrt, Port Huron, treasurer, and
likely ballad, is well done and nicely arranged' for commercial play. Ruth Hdrry Bliss, Ann Harbor, o'wight
Gaylord'f vocal, however, could have' been better. 'Spring* Is a driving Ldmoreaux, Grand Rapids and W. A.
piece similar to band's recent 'Blue Danube' in performance.
'Mafchi/'Pontlac. truateex.
I

'

{
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i^^ta^S. Publisher Sources Unked to Rumors

Gsk Oppose Weber

Shepard,

On

ASCAP
of
wm am^<w>..

,

DCm
«

Of Continued 'Pressure

so lone denied the radio exploiUwhich they've been
accustomed, now that ASCAP. publisher-members are back on Mutual
ments similar to the above are re- Broadcasting System, it's becoming a
moved from Mutual musical sus- jjjj
^ fleid jay for those bands
taining programs and they are led
jjgs wires. For one thing, It's
to us, we will allow a monthly de- opened up anew the sundry subterduction on Mutual musical .sustaining (yggs and briberies, in one form or
programs to be made by Colonial of another of the payola system.
Hideaway Jersey and kindred
th'«*?ie^.\?„^^l"l„^!!?Lr!?l'!'?,!|
6r pur highest one-hour rate, which^^^^ ^j^^ country, if
— of sU-— i^.„,„„
iuwc». In the case
ever is lower.
luavini? „
a ^dio wire, are the prima
tions doing a business of less wa"!^'"

ADDUCSitiOn
4
A|f |«mMVMMwm>

vs.

ASCAP

^^^^ channels to

I

Despite, the protests of

John Shep-

•rd, 3rd, of the Yankee-Colonial Networks, and Steve Cisler, of WGRC,
Louisville, Mutual last Friday (23)
put into effect the provision in the

MBS

ASCAP

deal which obligates
the music fee from

deduct

money due

affiliates.

its

to
,

the

Shepard
;

eeable to
.w
wrote that he won't be agreeable

deduction

the

-^^.t
hookups

Mutual

until

.

stops

ASCAP

music,

Cisler advised Fred Weber,
general manager, that he's Still
opposed to the ASCAP pact from
every angle.

MBS

affiliated

with

th«

Wheeling Steel Co.'s advertising
manager, not to use ASCAP music
is an affiliate of both the
NBC-blue
and'
Mutual.
Frank

WWVA

manager for WGN, Chi-

Schreiber,

These bands, accord- cago, and a friend of Grimes, called
moment so far as ing to the professional managers, on the lattcir in Wheeling during the
have been advised that they were past weekend with a view to
„
over Mutual.

*^Srs°aV^:nc=^^

^'^

'Be it further
"J'Jj^ p^^^^
playing ASCAP tunes and that
7
the time we are ""t =arrymg
ieopiitd^^.^^ ^^^^ ^^^^
^^^^^
^^^^^ ^^^^ ^
Mutual musical sustaining programs,
izlng their commercial programs or
pitching for that plug.
we will not allow any deduction for
Cut-ins, paying for arrangements, possibilities of getting a commersustaining programs to be made by
cial. Both NBC and CBS officials
etc., arc thus to the fore once more,
the Colonial Network for payment
and will continue' to be until the Friday (23) firmly denied any one
to Mutual.'
engaging
other two major networks reach an In their organizations was
if Mutualaccord with ASCAP. It's frankly a in such tactics and that
bands were telling this sort
Quincey Brackett's Slant
case of itching for activity, and the allied
doing
It
to avoid
of story they were
Springfield, Mass., May 2'}.
^^^^ are really
boys
^ throwing themselves
Springfield is getting some ASCAP j^^j' ^"^"gjj™";^
So much so, that the pressure from ASCAP song
music through WSPRs Mutual tie- ^^j^ accounts, presumably, for the pluggers.
Another alleged Incident having
up, but Quincy A. Brackett, WSPK relative paucity of BMI tunes, where
president, says no effort has been ^ station has both ASCAP and to do with ASCAP music on Mutual involves the netwo^ 4tself and
made-as' yet. to seek Ucensing |f
mI^Ic, 11.0:, ll^ensV^
programs ongmatmg here. Since
a client, the JVheelIng Steel Co.
When MBS heard that the account
WSPR also carries Yankee and
Franz Waxman turned in the did not propose to use any ASCAP
Colonial networks, as yet not in
agreement with ASCAP, only what score for Metro's 'Dr. Jekyll and Mr. numbers on this past Sunday's (25)
car- Hyde.'
program it inquired around for the
is sent out by Mutual may be

straightening out the situation.

mg

Weber Tiad the week before circularized the MBS affiliates to the
effect that the deduction arrange-

May

effective

i^^rjX^
per month.

houses

'«ol^«„d'

while

ment would become

1

—

.j-e

'

promoting

—

cause and' claims that it learned that
WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va, which
originates the program had obtained
a pledge from John Grimes, the

Professional managers of publishing

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers charged last
week that persons connected with
NBC and Columbia were by Innuendo bringing pressure to bear
on remote name bands broadcasting

:

23 unle.ss the affiliates decreed otherHe received but 12 replies,
wise.
with 10 giving their assent and
Shepard and Cisler voting in the
Under its contract with
negative.
ASCAP Mutual has 90 days in

COCA-COLA EHENDS

WORLD

DISC

CONTRAa

Coca-Cola yesterday (Tuesday) reits. recording
contract fo.r
another 52 weeks with World Broadcasting System effective June 1. It's
again for five programs a week.

newed-

''

•

Series

Is

now on

212 stations.

|

t»nf affilfate/ befo% dis^tSg
of ASCAP music to

the service
them.

SheparAtes

|

!

Wont Pay

Boston, May 27.
ried.
Sixteen of the 19 Colonial network
that
-.—
Is
Brackett
^^^^^^^^ said feeling
.^^„„b
representatives meeting here Friday
provision for compulsory
(23) registered their disapproval of changeover
contract
Ir^^ge^ver xo
oiaiuie
to a blanket
the ASCAP blanket contract wittf if expenditure on a 'pay as you
the Mutual Broadcasting System. use' basis falls below a set miniPresident John Shepard presided
is undesirable.
over the meeting when the resolu-

Edward Kay and Harry Tobias
clefled three numbers "for 'Sweet
Sixteen' at Monogram, 'Let's Do a
Little

Dreaming,'

moon' and the

title

'Harlem Honeysong.

—

mum

was drawn.

tion

from

their

payments on Mutual com-

RALPH PEER

mercial programs. Colonial to rebate
Mutual for payment to
to
this

IN ARGENTINA

^^^^
^^^^

Buenos Aires, May 20.
Possibilities for U. S. music in
South America, and particularly Argentina, have only been scratched,
Ralph S. Peer, president of Southern
Music, declared here this week.
Peer is in B. A. on a tour of Latin
America. While here he is reorganizing his company, Editprial Argentina de Music Internatlon (EDAMI)

§

WNLC

maintained that it
wouldn't pay anything to Mutual on
the advice of its lawyer. However,
the statibn is keeping the 3% in a
separate fund in case it has to pay.
WFCI, Pawtucket, R. I., has an
ASCAP license and so didn't vote on
the resolution.
According to the resolution, 'wa
will not broadcast any Mutual sustaining program which contains a
statement similar to the. following:
'Remember, Mutual Is the network
that now broadcasts all your favorite
music'
Shepard explained to the Variett
rep that Colonial will aflempt to cut
this statement before it Is fed to the

ASCAP.'

'

'

10 Best Sellers on Corn-Machines

WNLC, New Lon-

don, Conn., voted ajgainst the resolution, which further seeks to 'allow
the Colonial Network to deduct 3%

'

(Records below are grabbing most niclcels this week in jukeboxes thrcmohout the
country, as repotted by the major coin-machine distributors from coast to coast,
to 'Variety.
Names of more than one band or vocalist after the title indicates, in
order of popularilv, whose recordinps are being placed. fHeures and names in
parenthesis indicate the number of weeks each song has been in the listings ond
respective publishers.)
.'

Jimmy Dorsey

taapola
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URderStUd

Marks

(11)
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Decca.

.

.

.{KillgSlS^rf^; i BlueWrd. (0) Feist

.

.

along 'strictly U. S. lines' to take advantage of increasing possibilities in

S. A., he. said
Andres Dominick, for many years
This remark representative of SADAIC, J^rgen
stations.
points the finger at NBC, CBS and tine authors' society In Europe, has
also oiirselves, since we haven't in- been retained to head EDAMI's new
dividual ASCAP licenses,' Shepard setup. He will work with Alejandro
Schujer, who has been heading the
aid.
The resolution continued: "Be it office. Domlnick was long active in
further resolved, that whpn state- Spain and has represented some of
the leading Argentine publishers

Decca.
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I
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| Victor'.
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Paramount

(7)
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(3)

Broadway
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'

Pubs Do Burn At

BloMoa Tiat

abroad.

5

Peer declared he intended to concentrate first on local music, tangos,
milongas, canclones,' etc., next on
Brazilian and Mexican, and thirdly

6 OielLm

Appit

A.idrews Sistersj Decca.

,

....

Tommy

j

.

Dorsey.

.

.

yi'tor
(13) Forster
Bluebird.

1

Explained he found
S. jive.
interest existed in about that

on U.
the

Tommy Dorseys

order and that there was no use attempting to build an entirely new
trend, aspedally in view of the fact

I

ASCAP Shut-Out
Added to the headaches that have
popped up for professional men -with
ASCAP-afflllated firms trying to get
plugs on Mutual is the situation ereated by Tommy. Dorsey, now clearIng five half-hours a week over that,
network from the Astor hotel, N. Y.
Dorsey, who was at loggerheads with
ASCAP publishers even before the
between
hostilities
outbreak
of
ASCAP and the networks, refuses to
do any of the ASCAP tunes other
than 'Dolores,' which he did in a recent picture, and' an occasional standard tune.
Dorsey opened at the Astor last
Tuesday night (20) and the only
ASCAP number he broadcast during
The
the half-t-hour was 'Dolores.'
next night (Wednesday) he did
and on the following
'Stardust'
broadcast (Thursday) Dorsey again
confined himself to one ASCAf* tune,
'Hallelujah/ while on Friday he refrained from doing a'single ASCAP
number. What burns the ASCAPites
Is that now that they have a net-

_
1

j

i

I

I

'

'

.

work

for the exploitation of their
music they are faced with a hostile
bandleader who controls five halt
hours of time they currently regard
as very valuable. It is reported 'that
Dorsey had the choice of going .WJZ

«r

WOR, NBC-Blue and

Jn

New

MuttuldceoB
York, respectively,, taltlslie
up with WOR. ':':<^;'

(tiected to tie

Woody Herman.

1

SS;Sibik«>.S«''"berth

that his company controls one of the
largest Mexican catalogs.
Peer hopes eventually to increase
the price of S. A. sheet music. Pres
ent system is for local printing of
U. S. and other imported music
which, retails at approximately 50
centavos (13 cents U. S.) to 70 centavos per copy. He believes as much
as a peso can be obtained provided
As an
numbers arc built up. more.
example, he cites Mexico, whose economic conditions are somewhat simi-

8 Mnie Makora

Harry James.

(

.

.

.

•

.

.

Andrews Sisters g°^"^':«(5) Paramount

(

1

1

9 Oh took M Me Raw

\
.

.

Tommy Dorsey.J

Woody Herman.^ ^^-••;(7)Embas^

•
I

10 My

Slater

aad

Argentina and where music is
sold at an average price of 25 cents

(Jimmy Dorsey
Benny Goodman
I

.1

1

.

.

•

Sbia"^BMI

|

lar to

DISKS GAINING FAVOR

U. S.

(These recordings are directly below the
the coin machines.)

Plugging of both Argentine and
tunes Is similar here to the
except that everything is
done at a much slower pace. Peer

Sorrento

Sitates,

believes -itt-PluKin«-disc. sales- particularly and in concentrating on the
radio, pointing out that the number
of places where U. S, music, for example, is heard is coniparatively
Foreign stuff doesn't hold
limited.
much interest outside of B. A, and
therefore Peer believes in concentrating in the metropolis.
Peer's biggest competition will
come from Julio Korn, local magazine and mtisic publisher, who handles the Marks and other U. S. catalogs. Peer believes he'll be able to
beat Korn because the latter has no
particular Inducement to plug U. S,
Casa Neumann, another larg«
nujsic.
local .publisher, v/orks on a similar
4)iBt«tn;. Neiimanni teiHsesents Berlin,
Robbing Feiat, MttUr,.\Runo1i».MtUie,
-4
Pa:ramount Mii athera.
-i

-

.<

first

demand on

U. S.

Tommy

Nighty Night.
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.
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Kaye.
-..Victor
Horace Heldt. .Columbia
.Victor'
| gammy Kaye. ..
Robertson
Decca
\
(Al Donahue
Okeh'
Horace Heldt
Columbia
f

Tomorrow

FrL^.!!., Tavern
T^ir.r.. Polka
Pnikir
Friendly

Andrews

.

.Embassy

.

Sammy Kaye

Daddy

Until

Decca. .Southern

lAl Donahue. j;,,, ,. ,..,Okeh-r.PD

Everything Happens t« Me.

Let'.

10 in popularity, but growing in
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Decca
Decca' .Robbing
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MUSIC

ASCAFsBeenTakm'Ita-Plenty

ASCAP leMfe S^

BACKGROUND OK
FLORIDA'S

two montbs the American' Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers has had to take it from Judges, who, when they
gerved in the U. S. Senate, were considered as the most implacable
Congressional foes that the Society had ever had to contend with in
It was Federal Judge Ryan Dufly in March who imall its history.
posed the fines In the settling of the Government's Milwaukee antitrust case, and on Monday (26) it was Justice Hugo Black's viewpoint on price-fixing that served as the basis for the U. S. Supreme
Court's unanimous ruling against ASCAP.
Recalled in ASCAP circles yesterday (Tuesday) was an incident in
which Judge Black and ASCAP figured in the early '30s. the occa-

41

StallerS^

ACnON

Wiitain a period of

Feeling

Grows

Society's Future

The Florida anti-ASCAP matter
had

its

second inning before U. S.

Supreme Court on Monday

(26).

Demands Aggressive Meth

The

round was. staged on April 17,
with ASCAP the victor. At
that time ASCAP had locally obBy BEN BODEC
Jack Kapp to
A.
tained an injunction against the
Board of directors of the AmerlFlorida statute, whereupon the State
can Society of Composers, Authors
Jack
Kapp, Decca
Recording
of Florida hauled the whole thing
and Publishers met yesterday afterinto the Supreme Court on the prez, has gone to the Coast for a
noon (Tuesday) to review the
grounds that such an injunction fast couple of weeks.
Won't supervise any name waxing progress, if any, made In contract
could not be issued without demonstration that ASCAP was suffering now, as is usual, when he sits in on negotiations with NBC and CBS,
$3,000 or -more in damages.
At the the Bing Crosby and kindred plat- and to determine what action should
first

1939,

L

a hearing before the Senate patents and copyright committee,
and during It Black and the lata Nathan Burkan, as ASCAP counsel,
engaged in a passage of bitter acrimony that remained the topic of
conversation In the music businesa for a long time.
sion v»as

1

i

I

Justice

same time -ASCAP won a decision ters, but will set plans for an in- be taken to bring about a showdown
over the State of Washington which tensive recording schedule as soon with these networks.
The special
had refused to admit a complaint by as the crooner gets clear of his film meeting was called after a majority
ASCAP against its anti-ASCAP law, chores later in the season.
of the directors had in private conon the grounds that there
also
versations come to the conclusion

Hugo Black Writes Opinion

'

Supporting States Versus

ASCAP;

weren't $3,000 In damages.
In short, the first court round was
on ^ technicality. At that time, the
majority decision expressly said:
'We find it unnecessary to decide
whether this unincoroporated association (i.e., ASCAP) has standing^
sue and confine our decision to ine
amount in controversy between the
members of the Society and the defendants..'
Thus ASCAP won simply because it could show enough
damages requisite to Federal litiga-

Probably Encourages New Attacks
Wadilngton,

May

27.

Is

That Bad?

State legislatures can outlaw price-

'combinations' of copyright
owners, the U. S. Supreme Court
held Monday (28) in two unanimous
decisions (with one Judge not participating) setting the American So-

Hollywood, May 27.
Being placed in class 3A by
his draft board isn't such a bad
break,
opined Ben Oakland,

flxing

songwriter.
'It's better than
rating,' he quipped.

and

ciety of Composers, Authors
Publishers back on Its heels.

New

York Federal Court consent decree

FromCafes^Hotels;

Florida and Nebraska statutes attacked by ASCAP, declaring the
Federal copyright law does not
establish the right of copyrightholders to pool their resources and
take actions which state legislatures
forbid as restraints of trade. Whatever the legislatures deem contrary
License income of the American
to the public interest can be forbidSociety of Composers, Authors and
den as long as the Federal ConstiPublishers from such sources as
tution is not impinged. Justice Black
nightclubs, hotels, and dancehalls
said.
has picked up substantially durOpinion In which all members ex- ing the past two months.
As
cept Associate Justice Frank Murphy compared to the income for a like
(former U. S. Attorney. General) period a year ago the increase
joined was a green light for antl- amounts to 10%.
John G. Paine,
ASCAP legislatures. At least, until ASCAP general manager, thinks that
Congress gives legislative sanction to this development reflects a general
pooling of copyrights.
upswing In spending for diversion.
Specifically, the final umpires re- Not only are more spots being
versed the decision of the three- opened up, according to Paine, but
judge Federal court which enjoined many established places are installenforcement of all of the 1937 ing live music.
Florida law and part of the 193S
The Maine and New Hampshire
Florida statute, affirmed the failure territories are now being operated
to ban application of the remainder directly by ASCAP through Its Bosof the 1939 Florida law, and reversed. ton office. Licensing In these states
the injunction against the Nebraska had previously been handled by
act
complete loss for Gene Buck local lawyer-reps.

U.S. Spending More

|

A

Co.-

I

The lower courts committed errors
In holding that aU of the 1937 Florida
and the Nebraska statutes were unenforceable because parts of them
were deemed to violate the Federal
Constitution,
Black
exJustice
plained.
Separability clauses are
enough to save the remainder of the
statutes the
portions
which are

the decree
enjoining and
suspending Florida's law prohibiting
monopolistic price flxii^g should be
reversed because (1) no showing has
made that casts any doubt upon

b^

a State's power to prohibit monopolistic price fixing, (2) complainants
(ASCAP)
failed to susUin their
.
.
.......
,
^
,
burden of showing $3,000 in controversy, as required by statute, (3)
the court below failed to require a
bond or other conditions adequate to
protect the people in Florida who
might be injured by the injuncItlon...'

this period, 71 of

—

j

The
to ASCAP.
sections not considered, the Supreme
most unpalatable

Douglas'

Thus, in back-handed fashion, the
highest court gave a go-ahead sign to
state attorneys general who want to
compel ASCAP to do business on a
per-piece basis If Tin Pan Alley
wants to operate in their states. The
copyright pool clearly comes within
the challenged laws. Justice Black

more numerous
some time, and we had

the next day were

than for

i

remarked.

thusiasm.'

Be: Injunctions
•Federai~c'6urt"'lnjunctlsns preventing enforcement of state laws should
not be granted as a matter of course,
the decision said, even if they are
unconstitutional. Mere apprehension
that damage will be dorie is insufficient to justify restraining orders,
and the statements of local prosecutors that they will cradi down on
anybody who does not obey the
state statutes cannot be construed as
'threats' of immediate and irrepara-'
ble dtunage.

\

i

[

As fast as It can negotiate the conwill obtract, Shurick- says,
tain a complete ASCAP license, permitting it to broadcast ASCAP numbers originating here.

WLOL

remarked

letter

RENEWALS

that

As the result of its victory In th»
'When Irish Eyes Are Smiling' cas*
the Warner Bros, music publishing
group, in a^ circular letter to the
trade this week put all concerned on
notice against acquiring the renewal
rights to works published prior to

stores.

WB

firms. The Warner letter
1032 by
points out that prior to the adoption
of the Standard Uniform Popular
Songwriters Contract in 1932 by the
Industry the agreements used by the
firms granted the latter the renewal rights of a work as well as the

KWK Steps in as ASCAP
KHOX

Status SInts Out

From SLLonisGTic Event WB

original copyright

St Louis, May

WB

27.

letter,
'This advise,' states the
'Is sent you so that you may not, as
others have done, act to your own
disadvantage in attempting to secure
rights In or under renewals of copyrighr whlVhT)re'''aiready° ovra
us.'
The assignment of the renewal
rlghU, in the pre-1932 contracts, ac^'"'^'"e *^ Warners, was an automatic one, so that the writers Involved have no choice as the renewals become due, but to turn such
rights over to the
catalog concerned.
The Warner catalogs are
'Harms, Inc., M. WItmark 4c Son,
Remlck Music Corp. and New World

Because music-Iyrlcs by Slgiiiund
Romberg and Oscar Hammerstein
2nd, of 'New Orleans,' which will be
world-preemed In the alfresco theaJ

Park on June 5, is conby ASCAP, the local CBS out-

J

tre in Forest
trolled

let here,

KMOX,

will not broadcast
guarantors' dinner of the

;

1
'

'

Municipal Theatre Assn.. the night
before the 12-week season gets un
der way. In previous years song

from several of the pieces presented during the season have been
warbled by top singers and the entire proceedings carried by approximately 65 CBS owned and affiliated

I

WB

!

hits

I

I

Music Corp.

Judg<: Edward A. Conger In the
N. Y. federal court Monday (26) issued his findings of fact and conclutime In four
sions of law in the 'When Irish Eyes
years that KMOX, which paid all of
Are Smiling' case. The defendants
Friday (23), which was attended by
the expenses except those of the orin this suit were Fred Fisher Music
several of the leading Mexican songschestra and chorus, will be out of the
Co., Mills Music Co. and George
writers, including Maria Grever CTlIs the sole Mutual
picture.
Graff, Jr.
Pi-Tin"), Alberto Dominguez CFrenstation in St. Louis and Ray Dady,
esi'), Jorge Negrete, Chucho MarSong had been written by Ernest
Romberg, Hamstation manager,
tinez Gil, Gonzalez Cureal, Ramon
merstein and Paul Belsman, mgr. of Ball, Chauncey Olcott and Graff.
Armengod and Mario Ruiz. Purpose the Municipal Theatre Assn., are Witmark's action was primarily diof the meeting was to seek means of huddling on plans to air 'the dinner rected against Fisher and Graff, who
obtaining, greater recognition for affair.
The acoustics in the Gold had' just before the renewal rights
Mexico's popular music.
Room at Hotel Jefferson, where the became due assigned them to Fisher.
Robbins informed the writers he dinner will be held, are none too Witmark contended that Graff had
was opening larger offices In Mexico good and there Is a possibility a re- assigned to it this same right when
City within the next few weeks. This cording of the top tunes in 'New Or- he made his original royalty agreewould be added to his Latin-Ameri- leans' will be made elsewhere and ment and Graff's counsel advanced
can network of outleU, which now piaygj back for the diners arid other the counter-arguhient that such an
assignment was invalid because it
comprise offices in Havana, Rio de Mutual stations.
had been granted years before the
Janeiro, Buenos Aires; also in Barcerenewal rights became Graff's under
lona, Spain.
Given Scboeh, who operates a the law. Judge Conger in bis ruling
Robbins Music has signed Ruiz,
to an exclusive songwriting contract. professional -model studio in Philly, stated that as long as the writer waa
First tunes to be published tinder the authored 'Rise Up and Shine vUp J&UWe when the renewal became dua
new agreement are 'Estoy Enamo- Amei^ca,' -music by .Dave Balidock "hp/had no choice but to convey the
'Coral,'
'Enigma' and and Duke Morganj. Independently nights' he had agree to yield, in the
radb,' 'Fe,'
•
i
original .•'contract.
published in Philadelphia.
'Cuando Tu Vuelvas.'
stations.

It will

!

,

>

be the

{

first

KWK

i

Alfred Settles Suit
Music Co., Inc.,
Vocco Sc Conn,
Joe Audino, Nick di Rocco and
Keeshan. was settled and dis-

Suit of Alfred
against Bregman,
Inc.,

Bill

continued out of the N. Y. federal
court. Action claimed plagiarism, in
"The imminence and immediacy of the song, 'Let's AU Sing Together' of
proposed 'enforcement, the nature of plaintiff's song, 'Valzer Trullallero,'
the threats actually made, and the
Plaintiff's song was written by C.
exceptional and irreparable injury Bruno and E. Di Lazzaro, and it was
whibh complainants, would sustain assigned to Alfred Music, July 26,
if those threats were carried out are 1938.
Defendants' song was pubamo;pg' the .vital allegations which lished Feb. 1, 1940. An Injunction,
mu^ be shown to exist before re- accounting of profits, and damages
had been asked
(Continued on page 42)
'

DOWN MEXICO WAY

inquiries regarding the extent
to which the ASCAP numbers would
Bobbins Veers From Concarhomlm
be on the air.
To Mex Sonpsmltbs
.,,'Return of such old favorites as
•Tea for Two' in the programs of the
Jack Bobbins held a Pan-American
remote control bands after 10 p.m.
seems to be arousing particular en- powwow at his New York offices

many

situ-

OTHER PDBS ON

networks available for exploitation
an effort would be made to induce
other chains to adopt the rack device for the resumption of sheet
music as an article of sale in their

WLOL

.

|

meet the

WARNERSWARN

I

-

|

to

installed in

'

oral summary of the formal, written
opinion, were the most pertinent and
the only 'ones that really should have
been taken into account.

them

when music conditions returned to
week normal aqd all publishers had radio

last

I

Court spokesman explained in his

them

1940 and the balance this' year. In
the course of the 12 months 97,173
copies of music were shipped for
these racks and 21,276 copies were
returned, Aiaklng a net sale of 75,659
copies, or 78.6%. Appended to the
report was i statistical breakdown
showing the actual percentage of
sales for each location,

CHECKSUTE

sent a circular letter to its writers
advising them that because of auditing difficulties it has been foimd necessary to postpone their royalty
statements for the first quarter of
1941.
The letter stated that these
statements, which were due AprU 30,
would be mailed out at the latest
June 15 and that thereafter the accountings would 'be available regularly on the 30th of the month following the particular quarter.
BMI also has yet to determine how
much is due for performing uses on
works broadcast by its subscribers
Writers involved
prior to Jan. 1.
were paid off for that period on an
estimated basis and Informed that
the differences would be forthcoming after the performance auditing
Minneapolis, May 27.
system had been perfected.
Return of ASCAP music to
Sidney"M. Kaye, BMI v.p., stated
stimulated listener interest from the
very outset, according to E. P. Shureached the point where one girl can
rick, manager of the station. Mutual
in two days the logs of a sta'
outlet here. "There was much com- audit,
,
.
,
,„ ^
ment after the opening Sunday night tlon for 30 days and give a detailed
useages by publisher
coast-to-coast broadcast,' says Shu- breakdown of
writers.
rick. 'Telephone calls that night and and

ASCAP MUSIC RETURN

influential of

to
man, Walter G. Douglas. The infor- tlons has ranged from $25,000,000
$100,000,000. These ASCAPltes hav«
matlon came in the- form of a re- taken the position that the worst aa
port for the period beginning April far as they are concerned has al1940, and ending April 1941, and ready
happened and that only
dealt exclusively with the J. J. through
a series of hard-hitting ofNewbery stores.
(Continued on page 42)
There, were altogether 121 selfservice racks in operation during

BMI ROYALTY

Inc.,

As the ASCAP directors went into'
their conference yesterday there was
a strong disposition among the more

WeH

This
ation with drastic strategy.
group has been expressing itself as
of the Music Publishers favoring the immediate filing of a seAssociation
Protective
were In- ries of conspiracy suits against NBC,
Association of
formed Monday (26) of the effective- CBS, the National
Broadcasters and numerous stations
ness of music racks In chainstores affiliated with the two networks.
as a merchandising medium in a let- The amount of damages cited in the
ter received from the MPPA's chair- discussion of such triple damage ac»

lieve

Broadcast Music,

that NBC and CBS had no Intention
of consumifiating a deal in the immediate future and that regafdless
of the several discussions that NBC
and CBS representatives have held
with ASCAP executives during the
past week the two webs were set on
stalling the matter until the fall.

*

Members

SAYS PU6UC HAUS
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If

Working

I

&

^
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Musk Racks

In both of these instances, Justice
Black dissented.
Said he: 'I be-

my ASCAP

More ASCAP Coin

I

tion.

j

does not constitute carte blanche for
Tin Pan Alley to join hands in laydown uniform reproduction
ing
terms.
In a decision by Associate Justice
Hugo L. Black, the highest tribunal
upheld the validity of both the

{

'

,

,

,

-

-

.

'

-
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•
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Jack Mills in Pre-Trial

15 Best Sheet

Mnsi£

Sellers

Exam; Camtichael
Milb,

Jack

president

Inc., and Gotham Music Servwas ordered to appear for
an examination before trial on June
6 In N. Y. supreme court in connection with a $20,000 suit against the
corporations by Hoagy Carmlchael,
songwriter. Examination was ordered
ice, Inc.,

24, 1941)

Schuberth
.'. .

Broadway
Southern

Marks

Amapola

Porgie

South of North Carolina
•Dolores ('Las Vegas Nights')
Number 10 Lullaby Lane.
Hut Sut Song
G'bye Now

Do

by Justice

Paramount

Schumann

3MI
Melody Lant

BMI

Walkln' by the River
San Antonio Rose

Berlin
P.D-

Band Played On

F.

Carew

in N. Y.

'Manhattan Rag,"Rlver Boat Shuffle,'
'Washboard
Shuffle,*
'Boneyard
Blues,' 'March of the Hoodlums,'

•FUmusical.

.

jContlnntd from page I;

which it has been maintained have licensing, so that the users In Nebecome obsolete as far as the law braska and Florida are free to deal
of the United States In 1941 A.D. is direct with the members.
concerned. Some see ASCAP's ultimate function as a collection agency,
akin to Harry Fox's (Music Publishers Protective Ass'n) trusteeship on
synclironization and kindred rights.
BevoloUonary Decision

ASCAP had been founded upon
the French system of royalty compensation and now the U.S. Supreme
Court, obviously influenced by the
Industrial

ramifications .at-

tached to music uses, has laid down
the dictum that a performing right

4s no more free of monopolistic rethan a plant turning out

straints

aluminum pots. It's a revolution in
legalistic thinking and destroys with
one swoop the theories maintained
outstanding jurists for many
years that the copyright law grants
a copyright owner a monopoly in his
work, end that this monopoly was
not subject to the same regulations
as other articles of commerce.

by

ASCAP

ASCAP,

in fact, was a
monopoly, but that the state law
went too far In the amount of burdens and penalties Imposed on

^d

ASCAP

—

I

Schuberth
.

.

fensives can they hope to salvage
and rehabilitate their interests.

NBC 'Know
Last

ASCAP

..BMI

.

BMI
BMI

Southern
.

BMI
London
Marks.

Schumann

Me

Mutual Network Plugs
The following fobulafion of network popular music per/ormancej is con'
fined to WOH, New York release for. Mutual Broadcasting System.
The compilation herewith covers the week beginning May 19 (Itfonday)
and ending May 20 (Sunday;, from 8 a.m. to 9 a.m., and is based on daily
recapitulations furnished by Accurate Reporting Service, which maintains

own listening
TITLE

its

posts.

PUBLISHER TOTAL
Paramount
Remlck

Dolores... 'Las Vegas Nighta
I Found a MiUion-Dollar Baby
Begin the Beguine
Oh! Look at Me Now!

~
Feist

I Understand..
Sister and I

WITHDRAWN

IN

the monopoly backward, and even
though BMI is expected to do anything

it's told to do in these states,
would still put in a none-tooposition the interests of
publishers with whom it holds contracts, such as E. B. Marks Music
Corp., M. M. Cole, Inc., et al.
In ASCAP, the point stressed was
that the Society will still.be oper

it

profltable

Marks

with next Tuesday
(3), under a Government consent
decree which legalizes it as far as
the Federal courts are concerned.
ASCAP -officials stated .that they
could not see wherein the' NebraskaFlorida decisions would seriously
affect the Society's methods of doing business in the future as far as
the country in general is concerned.
All th^ Society will do is to refuse
to grant any licenses to broadcasters,

to

Zanzibar

\

ing, in so far as the Society's revised business structure is concerned, as they might seem at first
fiance! The decisions merely pro-

CAL
I

Sacramento, Cal., May 27.
^ ,
„
,
.
,
Jack Tenney, Los Angeles song,
kept insisting that they
officials
Contlnaed from paie 41 ,^,^^
'knew of nothing that had happened writer-assemblyman, has withdrawn
which could justify such a predic- hU anti-ASCAP bill and placed it on straint of criminal' proceedings is
ASCAP's conferenAs wi* the Inactive file, kiUing it for this justified,' Justice Black commented.
tion.'
'Yet
from
the lack of consideraCBS have not been so mtensive and L^j^.^
legislature.
He gave tion accorded to this aspect of the
intmiations
(Tuesday)
yesterday
reason for abandoning the meascame from network sources, that ure, but it's understood he feels that complaint, both by complainanta in
presenting
their
case and by the
further discussions might have to be the Society is living
up to the prodeferred until web officials hav6 had visions of the reforms demanded in court below in reaching a decision,
an opportunity to study the impli- his bill and that there is consequent- it is clearly apparent that th^e was
give
proper weight to
failure
to
a
cations- of the U.S. supreme court's
ly no need tor the -legislation at this
what is in our eyes an essential predecisions in the Nebraska and Flor- time.
requisite to the exercise of this
It was stated that they
ida cases.
Gov. Culbert Olson signed a measpower.
The clear imequitable
didn't want to enter into an agreeure requiring managers to guarantee
ment and then find that it was not wages for actors and others em- port of this record is that the
court below thought that if a Fedoperable under those decisions.
ployed in theatrical productions.
eral
court
finds
many-sided
state
a
ASCAP Adamant
Bill provides that managers must
criminal statute unconstitutional, a
In ita discussions of the past week post security for
payments with
mere statemen^by,a prosecuting ofNBC has found ASCAP adamant a bank or trust such
company to cover
he
intends
to
perform
his
ficer
that
about reducing the flat commercial the wages. Law
is effective 90 days
duty is sufficient justification to warfee (9%) contained in the Mutual after the
adjournment of the legisrant the Federal court in enjoining
agreement, but the indications are lature.
prosecuting
all
state
officers
from
in
that NBC in ita negotiations will not
any way enforcing the statute in
concern itaelf with this point as
Such, however, is not the
much as ita drive to get such added
U. S. Record Reorg Plan question.
rule.'
di.scounta as to reduce substantially
the total annual amount it will have
Not Irreparably Hart
OK'd in N.Y. Yesterday
to pay ASCAP on > network busiThere was no showing^of 'excep......
in.» plan^oj
t
«
The
reorganization
of the jional circumstances'
NBC also wante ASCAP to
or any proof
make several basic changes in ita U. S. Record Corp, was approved j^at ASCAP was in 'great and im(Tuesday) by mediate' danger of being Irrepar'
^^t sustaining fees on the ground formally yesterday
that while the terms contained ita Judge Vincent L. Leibell in N. Y. ably hurtr^ccordlng to the Supreme
the Mutual contract may be okay for federal court, following approval of Court spokesman.
Justice Black
the high income stations they will the plan by 92% of the creditors. An added that, under the dual system of
put the stations with incomes of affidavit of Lowell A. Mayberry, government, the Florida Supreme
from $150,000 to $50,000 in a position treasury of the company, disclosed Court— not a Federal tribunal—has
of paying more .than they have in
^J^.?^ uTe-'flnf ^ay 'oT'u>e
the past. So iar, according to NBC, $43,881 allowed, 53 which amounted Florida laws, noting that while somr^
ASCAP has shown no tendency to to $40,827 approved the plan.
features may be unconstitutional,
The plan provides for a transfer others
make concessions on either counter
may pass the test.
of all property to a group of officers
propositions.
'Passing upon the possible sigUnder the Mutual- ASCAP deal and directors of the old company, nificance of the manifold provisions
the reductions include a scale of headed by Eli E. Oberstein, with of a broad statute in advance of efsales commissions on net sales which these officers agreeing to pay 14% forta to apply the separate provicreditors
and all sions Is analagous to rendering an
range from 15% for the first $1,000,- to unsecured
000 to 1% on more than <20,000,000. priority and administration claims in advisory opinion upon a statute or a
NBC contends that this sdale may be full, Administration claims will declaratory judgment upon a hyokay for Mutual, but because of amount to $3,490. A total of $67,000 pothetical case,' Justice Black repriNBC's far greater volume of income in claims have been expunged. U. S. manded.
Record applied for reorganization in
it is much too limited and if there
The Supreme Court, while leaving
September, 1940.
is to be a deal ASCAP must revise
the way open for ASCAP to con-

any

the scale all along the line.
Sustaining Scale
The sustaining scale that NBC objects to provides for the monthly
payment by a- station of an amount
equal to ita highest one-hour published rate, but this at no time is to
exceed one and a half times the rate
the station paid in 1940. NBC's con-

5
5

5
....

5

Regent

5

Santly

5

Filmusical excerpt.

adopted the Cashman resolution calling for the enforcement of the law

I

Black Decision

!

by'^'the 1941 legislature relating to ASCAP. The law requires licensing of all ASCAP agenta in Wisconsin and stipulates that they shall
pay to the State 25% of all gross receipta collected for the playing of
copyright music in the State.

passed

The Secretary of State Is held responsible for enforcement.
Meantime Robert Hess, ASCAP attestified on Saturday that
has from 1,000 to 1,200 con-

-

torney,

ASCAP

with users of ita copyrighted
music in Wisconsin, exclusive of radio stations. The statement was made
during an adverse examination beCourt Commislsoner Morris
fore
tracte

Stern.

Hess has filed a suit for infringement of copyright against Wiley
Young, operator of the Allis House
in West Allis, charging that Young
played The Waltz You Saved for Me'
without permission of Leo Feist, Inc,
owner of the copyright or paymenf
of a copyright fee.
The ASCAP attorney admitted for
the purposes of the record that
ASCAP has* been operating in Wisconsin without a license as required
by a law passed in 1939. He said
also that he felt the law in^question

was aimed at ASCAP. alone.
Fred Wright, Jr., attorney
Young, asked if it were true

ASCAP

for
that

from
Wisconsin users of copyright music
outaide of radio.
Hess refused to
beyond
give any figures in reply

"=7"o?

Stance

.

.

Schumann

.•

'

dancehalls, theatres, hotels, etc., in
these states, so that such users, to
protect themselves against tlTe penalti^ of the Federal law, as provided
for in the copyright act, will have
to get in touch directly with the individual copyright owners.

7
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Robblns
Shapiro

'

•

ating, beginning

7

.

Amapola

•

8

Schuberth
Shapiro

of a Rose

These Things You Left Me
You're Dangerous. ..*Road

ANTI-ASCAP BILL

.8

....

BMI

My

Intermezzo

Memory

15
10
9
9

....

Harms
...Embassy

The BMI board may hold the meet- Aurora
ing as soon as the senatorial com- Don't Cry, Cherie
mittee has adjourned its hearing.
Hut Sut Song

of^
representatives
issued statements that the

21
20

...Embassy

'

industry, be called an extension of

substantial group
a price for music is in
restraint of trade, but, according to
ASCAP, there-is nothing in this constraint' which prevente it from con-

'

slated to open Monday (2). The resolution seeks an investigation of the
FCC's authority to regulate the business, relationship between the networks and their affiliates.

week

29
27
27
27
27
27
28
23
22
22
21

Porgie

Warren
Number 10 Lullaby Lane
Two Hearts That Pass In the Night ....... Marks
Republic
r
Until Tomorrow

-

Inc.

ASCAP

Board of directors of Broadcast
Music, Inc., will not hold its sched
ided meeting In New York Tuesday
(3) because mpst of them will be in
Washington that day attending the
hearing on the White resolution before the Senate's Interstate Commerce Commission. This hearing is

Nothing*

35
33
33
30

Southern

1

State

These ASCAP officials hold that
the Black opinion is not as sweep-

40

Mission

^^utZ^
^^TA^Jl!^!^iX^ir
a deal, but nigh NBC
with NBC on

and Composers (SESAC)
Associated Music PuKlishers,
(AMP).
BMI, they pointed out, might, despite Ita control by ihi broadcasting

and

On FCC

41
41

Melody Lane

Embassy
Marks

Amapola
Maria Elena
Wise Old Owl
South of North Carolina

hD.C. June3

is

BMI

..Campbell

:

Everything Happens to

- Continued from page 4>s

Authors

that^

and
Worry?

Time and Time Again
There'll Be Some Changes Made
Hut Sut Song

BMI Board

ASCAP Leaders

that the whole thing

as the Society of European

vide

I

Things I Love
Oh, Look at Me Now!..

'

tended toward confiscation. Justice
Hugo- L. Black, rated by ASCAP
as one of ita bitterest foes when he
served in the U. S. Senate, obviously seized upon this monopoly admission for the keystone of his farreaching decision.
BMI and SESAC
These trade lawyers say that they
do not see how Broadcast Music,
Inc., can escape the'-business strictures of the Nebraska-Florida laws
any more than ASCAP, or such
other performing rights organization

which

Sister

Do

Georgia on My Mind
With a Twist of the Wrist

confident that the usergroups that fostered the legislation,
in Nebraska and Florida will find
that they have gained a Pyrrhic vicThey, and the state authoritory.
ties designated to supervise the law,
will be faced with constant turmoil
and anxiety over obtaining rlghta
from the individual copyright owners and the probabilities of having
violated the Infringement provision
of the copyright law.
Of particular curiosity to ASCAP
is how the picture theatres in those
states will react to the situation,
since the music ^hey use is already
inscribed on the soundtracks of films
coming into their houses; thus leaving them no choice of Individual
bargaining for their musical product

The Circuit Court of Appeals
which had passed on the Nebraska
-case held that

to those interested.

My

'Harvey,' 'Barbaric,' 'High and Dry,'
'South Breeze' and 'My Sweet.' De- G'bye Now
fendants claim to have paid in full. Walkin' By the River

Complete ASCAP Revamp

many

Following compilation of plugs on NBC and Columbta'a Neio York outlets
(WEAF, WJZ and WABC) lor th* week beginning Saturday, May 17 and
ending Friday, May 23, Irom 6:30 o.m. to 1 a.m., was furnished intact by
Broadcast Music, inc. Tht* data was not .collected via HstenlTiir post but
from logs provided BMI by the networks. BMI expects to set up listening
post through students at either N. Y. U. or Columbia University by June 9,
so that a dally recap of plugs on these network stations can be available

supreme Intermezzo

court yesterday (Tuesday).
Carmlchael is suing for royalties
on 12 songs which were delivered
defendants between 1924to the
1930. The songs Involved are 'Stardust,' 'What Kind of Man is You,'

.Warren

Worry?

I

.CampbeU
-BMI

Plugs

MiUf

Music,

(Week ending May
Intermezzo
Things I Love
My Sister and I
I'll Be with You in Apple Blossom Time.
Maria Elena.

NBC-CBS

Suinir

of

collected $75,000 a year

stating that the $75,000 figure
not true.

The hearing was adjourned

was

to to-

day (Tuesday),

3% In Carolina
Columbia, S. C, May 27.
South Carolina makes the latest
with a law requiring the
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers. to pay a tax
tinue challenging Individual provi- on the re^nue collected locally.

less and
1940.

not more than they did in

NBC

state

'

-

sions of the statutes; directed the This one, as passed by the legislalower courta to tear up their re- ture last week, call for 3% on the
straining orders. The Nebraska case gross royalties. Law also required
was settled In a curt decision refer- ASCAP to file copies of Ita composiring to the Florida litigation, with tions with the controller general,
Under the act the theatre, radio,
Justice
Black commenting there
was even less evidence in Nebraska hotel, etc., user must deduct the tax
of any threata to do irreparable before forwarding the license fee to

has yet to enter into a dlsr.
cussion with ASCAP on a par program plan which it can offer ita affiliates as an alternative to the blanket
tinuing to function as a policing and
ararngement NBC holds that the
ASCAP.
coUecting agency. Under. tha ''coa^ jitention: is-.>thati this arrangement per program plan as contained in harm,
•
aent decree ASCAP has no exdu9tver.'''wouldiiUtvthe&:outtttB>lh ihe- middle the Mutual contract provides for
Unfriendly Wisconsin
right to grant license' a3te-''ciS}>y-;jibr&Cla(is.ihai:!d niRb'itbat!^ tbtt-'^sOgile both a floor and a ceiling, which, acMilton Bcrle and Bert Pelllsh sold
Milwaukee, May 27.
Tight owners allied with ASC^AP fit'Ymust^bs xevlBed>^t(iat''th'e8e"itatidni cording to NBC's viewpoint. Is tantheir song, 'Boogie Woogle Rookie,'
The State Senate last Thursday to the 'Jump for Joy' stage show.
tain equally rlghta of bargainih|^<ftnd)>wduld be required to pay slightly tamount' to> a flat fee proposition.
fixes

'

,

1

.-

.

.

i

'

Wnloeaday, thy tS,

ADDEVnXB

IHl
Miami Rhumba

Adantk

(jty Spots* Setta^

Nbjnr

Passes Into

Talent Lookii^ to '^est Seasra'
Atlantic aty,

May

97.

indict

Day weekend ofDecoration
opens tiie Atiantic City aumseason, but this resort got off to
beginning with ^e
start
banner
a
From then on,
Easter weekend.
business has been \inusuaUy good.
Amusement operators, hotelmen,
night club and restaurant owners
gay It is bound to be the biggest
season in history.' Resort ia close to
scores of ~large towns that are humming with defense Industry. These
workers will take numerous short
and 'closeby vacation trips* and that
Is where Atiantic City comes in.
Frank Gravatt's Steel Pier opens
on Decoration Day (30) with Guy
Lombardo's orch playing that day
and night Jimmy Dorsey follows on
Saturday, and on Sunday; Bob
Crosby and his boys play in the
newly decorated Marine ballroom.
Alex Bartha's. house orch returns, at
mer

Kahidge
St.

Louis,

time.

AGVA EXEC HITS

TOCONTENTS'
-

Boogie-Woogie

Pa. Labor

DepL

Taking Action

Is

Tom

A

!

Committee and headed by Bud
holiday
Beaclifront hotels wiU put on O'Brien and Steve Shepard, have asspecial entertainment.
The Tray- sertedly made aUegations against ofmore announces opening of Uie'Acers of Uie local and circulated a
stratosphere Room with Bill Mad- petition demanding an election.
'The real facts of the matter,' Silk
den's orch again playing. ChalfonteHaddon Hall will present its own said in a statement, 'are that at our
last meeting a vote of confidence in
house string orchestra.
The Round the World Room of the the local and its officers was taken
Hotel President will open for the and unanimously passed. Some of
holidays with Ciro Rimac's band. the malcontents, Including O'Brien
Shepard, and supposed disEddy Morgan
for Licwj-.and
Merry^ will play i.,.
Go-Round room of Ritz-Carlton grunUed members were present at
that meeting and given every opHotel.
portunity to. bring any 'grievances'
out into the open. They were asked
three different times to speak up by
the chairman, .president IjOU Ashe,
but there wasn't a sound.
CLEYE.
'In regard to the petition of 127
supposed signers, many were not
even members, others signed withCleveland, May 27.
Eddy Duchln, whose orchestra goes out reading the petition, or were
into the Palace, Friday
(30), is victims of sharp practices.'
pulling down the curtains on the
theatre's
regular vaude semester.
After his date Nat Holt, division Ex-French Casino, N. Y.,
manager, intends putting the RKO
deluxer into the same straight picOpens as Bowling Alley
ture grind it had last year, with a
|

'

DUCHIN WINDING UP

VAUDE SEASON

,

ent

Betty Brace, Keith
In So.

Gark

American Tolies'

P^P^
^nicn

Sedly
icpmcu^jr

cost

$200,000
»

to

«ot

has

a restaurant, two cocktail lounges,
90-foot-bar, plus lockers and showers. The bowling will be in the light
of a floorshow for the diners, thoiigh
some of the alleys can be curtained
off for those who would knock the
pins down in private.

Keith Clark, French magician, and
Penn Keeping:
Betty Bruce, dancer at Ben Marden's Pitt's
Riviera, roadhouse near New York,
Roof Closed 2d Year
are Utest additions to Clifford C.
—
Pittsburgh, May 27.
Fischer's 'FoUes Bergeres^-whlch sails
William Penn, town's ace hotel,
mid-July for Rio de Janeiro. It's due
to open there Aug. 1 at the Urea has decided to keep its Urban Roof,
Casino.
once class summer spot of the city,
Fischer, meantime. Is opening a closed again for second consecutive
straight class cafe in Rio, as an in- year and will instead convert 150dependent venture, and -that will seat Continental Bar once more into
have debuted by the time the show- a-dine-dance spot. Changeover takes
man returns to Rio.
place May 30, when Wanda and Her

Wm.

Philadelphia, May 27.
State Department of Labor
this week to help
.

&

Industry acted

stamp out the benefit racket The
American Guild of Variety Artists
had been trying to stem the flood
of requests for cuffb acts coming
from political sources, but manV performers had been forced by owners

long time &ut decided year ago to
go out on his own with Miller, for-

mer

No More

Intros

man

circulation

burgh Press.

for the Pitts-

If Atlantic

City project

materializes, they'll keep their local
place going just the same.

appear at so-called
'benefits,' which in reality were nothing more than parties for' political
of

niteries

to

big-shots.

Yesterday

(Monday) Dick Mayo,

AGVA

executive secretary of
here,
received a letter from Anthony C.
Sharkey, agent-in-charge of the entertainers unit of the State Department's employment division, asking
that his office be notified of all bene-

CHARGES MPLS.

in for indefinite run.

At same time, WiUiam Penn's regular room, Chatterbox, where Baron
band has been stationed
Elliott's
since February, will close until next
September.
Wanda replaces Frank Andrlni
foursome, which has been at Continental Bar for several months. Latwith his present crew augter,

; Detroit,

May

27.

minutes.
Witnesses at the scene of the murder told police and sheriff's deputies
that apparently Clifford was either
attempting to park his automobile or
turn it around on Jefferson avenue

when

another car drove up. Two
shots fired from the interior of tiie
car struck Clifford in the chest
As Clifford attempted to get out
automobile,
of his
the gunman
jumped from the other car,, which

three ipore shots, /all hitting Clifford.
Despite this, Clifford still managed to
get out of his car and stagger to the
curb befpre falling face downward
on the avenue.
The woman driver of the death car

Minneapolis, May 27.
With the Law Enforcement Iicague
sped away. The gunman disappeared
here and one of the aldermen chargafoot without anyone apparently
ing that the lid went off again after
making an effort to follow him.
the primary election and insinuaRalph C. Pole, Miami Beach peace
tions of 'protection' and 'night spots
running wild,' vice is getting a front justice, indicated that the shooting
resulted from a 'love triangle.' This
few weeks from entertainers who page play in the local newspapers belief was strengthened by knowlagain.
were working benefits against their
Alderman Syl Blosky charged be- edge of the- telephone call from a
This condition will not be
will.
woman, and that Miss Krohnberg
fore the city council polled comtolerated,' the letter stated.
was alleged to have visited the bar
Mayor, who formerly was repre- mittee that 10 unlicensed all-night less than^wo hours before the killliquor
and gambling spots had resentative of the Theatre Authority,
ing.
opened
after
the
primary
election.
said he would cooperate with the
Clifford, whose real name is TesslState in eliminating the cuffo talent 'The town has opened up all right,' tore, came to Miami Beach six years
declared.
evil. Until now the only redress the he
from N. Y. He was formerly
At the same time, the Rev. H. J. ago
union has had against a nitery operam.e-. at the Paddock club, and was
Soltau,
head
of
the
Law
Enforcetor who forced an act to play bene-ment league, asked for volunteer reputed at one time to have been
fits was placing the spot on the uninterested in tiie Kit Kat club. He
investigators, alleged that all-night
fair list.
purchased the old-Polo Bar on 23d
liquor and gambling spots were go'
street, near Park avenue, last .fall,
ing full blast after having been
and changed the name to Pete Clifclosed during the primary election
Worth's Casa Ends
ford's.
campaign. The minister, who is" apReputedly, becaose of a criminal
pealing, from a perjury conviction in
record, Clifford had trouble getting
Biz Career;
Its
connection with previous law ena license for. his bar. He is said to
forcement activities and who now
spill the.Unslde
Highschool Replacing is being charged with voting ille- have threatened to
about the Miami Beach mobs, which
gally, engineered a raid against a
may have been a reason for his murdisorderly house.
der.
Fort Worth, May 27.
Mayor
George E. Leach, who reFor a time Clifford was part of •
Casa Manana,' open air cafe-thecently banned 'Du Barry Was a
vaude trio billed as 'The Three
atre that gaine^ national recogniLady' and was defeated lor reelecRacketeers.'
tion during the 1936 Texas Centention in the primary election, connial with Billy Rose directing, is
tinues in office until July 1. He' is
doomed. Rose came back in 1937
a proponent of an open town, but
FOLLIES^
as director. More shows were staged
prohibited the appearance of the
in 1938 .and 1939. Every year, how'DuBarry' show when Catholic orever, Fort Worth merchants, eager
BIG IN
ganizations protested against it.
to draw outsiders here, held tiie bag.
They were willing to take the loss to
Seattie, Wash., May 27,
keep Casa Manana on the go.
Ice Follies of 1941,' revue on
- -But in 1940 they balked.
The cost CarroD Readies Fourth
skates at the 7,0d0-seater Civic Ice
looked too big and the Casa direc-.
surprising
even the sponArena
is
tors merely announced that 1940.
'Unless

these

affairs

receive

the

approval of this office, agents and
others concerned will be prosecuted if actors are found working
without contracts,' Sharkey wrote.
Sharkey asserted that he had received 'many complaints' in the past
all

.'

Ft

Show

-

•

ICE

^0,000,

2 SEATTLE WKS.

Revue

m

H'wood Nitery

are holdover-s.

A. Robins is the latest act set for
Carroll is negotiating for, the slapSouth America, the quick-change stick
comedy team of WilUet West
pantomimist sailing June 6 for an
and McGinty.
opening at the Atiantico, Rio de
He'll stay there
Janeiro, June 20.
eight weeks, with options.
Along with Robins, Hal Sands also
set the booking of Ilona Massey,
opening at the Urea Casino, Rio,
early in July. She sails June 20.

Ease Sl

L

Curfew

St, Louis,

May

27.

Drinkers of hard liquors in local
taverhs, etc., will have a

Lucas' S.F. Nitery Date

Nick
Durante

sors.

L

First

Hollywood, May 27.
Earl Carroll's fourth revue at his
—made entirely of wood. The mer- theatre-restaurant will be unveiled
chants shook their heads.
June 4, with the house shuttering
down
torn
will
be
Manana
Casa
Xor three nights after current exand on its site will be erected a mod- travaganza winds up Saturday (31).
Heading the new show will be Borern Technical High School
rah Mlnevitch and his Harmonica
Rascals,
supported
by "Thlnk-aDrink' Hoffman, Buster Shaver and
A. Robins Booked
his midgets, Olive and George, and
For Atlantico, Rio the Six Debonairs. Latter two turns
•

$35,000,

week's take approximated
but the second week brought

biggest surprise with an estimated' take of $45,000, making it
$80,000 for the two weeks.

the

4

Ferns

Who

Escaped

Nazi Blitz Off to Atfs$ie
Detroit,

May

terey for Australia.
The quartet caught plenty of attention and art when Uiey returned
some months back on the evacuee
ship American Legion from Finland
^fter two years in Europe.
First stranded in Italy

reasonable time to
finish
their
potables after closing time, according to a decision handed down last

land,

at the

.

.

27.

There may be nothing prophetic
Hollywood Blondes,
who moved one by one
through the blitzed countries of Europe, now are leaving the United
States, sailing June 25 qu the MonIn this, but the

quartet

niteries,

week by Circuit Judge David J.
San Francisco, May 27.
Jimmy Murphy, who dismissed a temporary
replaces
Lucas
injunction against the cops and the
Stairway to the Stars, Excise Commissioner granted the
new nitery here, tomorrow (Wednes- Missouri .State Retail Liquor Dealers Assn.
Faith' Bacon holds over.
day)
alley here.
The judge did riot. fix a reasonable
Balance of the show has been
For last two years, in addition to
time, ..but called attention- to. .the f acthis m.c. chores, he had been cruise mented by two more men, moves drastically cut. Bookings have been that
ih«. State; Supervisor bt'lAqUve^
spot,
congarumba
local
director of the (Georgian Bay Steam- into El Chico,
switched from the Music Corp. of Control, C. Ro/.Npelr had, previously
succeedstay,
eight-week
ship Line and in charge of arrang- June 7 for
said 45 minutes was the Umli
America to the Bert Levey oS|ce.
ing Ramonl'B rumba oik.
ing shows for the ships.
"

Don Sheirwood, former nitery m.c,
has been appointed manager of the
Club Bob-Lo, swank riverfront combination restaurant and bowling

27.

Pete Clifford, former nitery enter*
tainer and owner of a bar here bearing his name, was shot to death In
gangland fashion Friday (23). night

was driven by a woman, companion,
ran around the machine and fired

RUNNING WILD'

.

come

and

cost $15,000 to remodel the building

«'P|^^des 20 bowling aUeys,

Escorts

Sherman

27.

by an unknown assailant. Threa
Sonny Miller, operators of Boogle- hours afterward, blonde Jeanette
Woogie Nut Club here, are in At- Krohnberg, 24, near whose home the
lantic City scouting locations with an shooting occurred, was picked up In
a nitery with two women and three
idea of launching a similar spot at
men companions. She is being held
seashore for the summer.
Taking on an open charge, along with a cotheir cue from Mercur Brothers, barbecue stand worker, Ida Belle
who have a nuttery on outskirts of Rosen. Both women are from N. Y.
According to Clifford's sister, Mrs.
Pittsburgh and tried a winter branch Stella H. Venti,
who worked in his
two seasons ago in Miami and turned 23d street bar, a woman who refused
to
give her name called her brother
it into a big money-maker,
at about 10:50 p. m. Clifford then
Sherman worked for Mercurs for
said he was going out for. a few

would be skipped with bigger plans
But estimates
iboming for 1941.
have just been received that it will
thwitres,
and tiiat house-building
boom as well as car-buymg fever is
absorbing aU of tiieir money at pres-

May

'

Against "Benefits'
The

M.C.

Miami Beach, May

Nnttery Site Sought

Club Casa-

fits.

-

S^n Francisco, May 27,
.
„,
,
"Malcont^ts'
who have asserted y
pier for tiie three days.
^
sniping at the American Guild
Endicott's Dude Ranch night bee'i
given
club opened Saturday (25) to be;°* Variety Artists here were
ready for tiie hoUday weekend. « verbal tongue- ashing this week by
elaborate recently appointed local executive
Babette's niterie,
after
poup. caUalterations, opened early this season secretary Vince Silk
the Actors Betterment
and bills Owens and Parker for Oie Jng

Hamid

!

Is

Pittsburgh,

tion, said she didn't know whether
she had been attacked.
Kalaidge'e mother and sisters are
charged with having given the
mother of the prosecuting witness
same time.
about $69 worth of clothes with the
Milton Berle and Dinah Shbre top request that they *go easy' on
the vaude bill for the three-day bill. Kalaidge.
Ben Yost and his singers, popular
here for many seasons, return at that

Hamid's Million Dollar Pier opens
with Ben Bemie's orch playing
Decoration Day in the Ballroom of
Friday and Saturday,
the States.
Will Bradley's orch lilays, with Eddy
Morgan's band and Sylvia and the
Debs returning for another season's
Georgie Jessel and
engagement.
Dixie Dunbar top the vaude bill
scheduled for Uie Hippodrome on tiie

tag

4S

Murdered In Gangland Fashion

27.

under cross examina-

finally,

new

Tentative
nova.

May

Chris Kalaidge, manager of the
shuttered
Golden Dragon Club,
downtown nltery, who recently beat
a criminal assault rap preferred by
a 16-year-old waitress-entertainer in
the club, was indicted 'with his
mother and two sisters for corrupting a witness.
The local g. ].
handed down the charge last week
and those named have given bonds
pending trial. At the felony trial
the chief state witness repudiated
her statement to the cops, then testified her original statement was true

and

New Hands Pfete

Miami, May 27.
Deal was set this week for purdiase of last leason's second ranking
turkey, Tom Cassara'a Rhumba Caalno, by Lew Walters and Harry
Heller, operators of the Latin Quarter.

ficially

mm &Ji*y

€ asino

with •
went out on their
own, visiting Germany, France, HolBelgium and finally Denmark,
where the blitzkrieg overtook them
Young Nazi fliers
in Copenhagen.
troupe, the four

told

them

to

cancel

their

return,

dates In Belgium, not explaining
why, and, after being unable to get
through Russia, they finally got out
through Finland.
Thevfout gir.ls are: Joan Reld, Detroit; yi^IeleBte

Elchling,

Memphis;

Dorothy Hayes, Miami, and Dorothy
Olson, Boston.
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Niew Acts

Night Club Reviews
DENNIS

CHEZ PAREE, CHI

Music's by Archie Tarsbls
fixed.
band, with Shirley Heller, sister of
the proprietors, doing the vocals.
She's a cute kid with a nice voice
Chicago, May 23.
Paul Whiteimin Orch. must run In the family, for another
(16), Marianne, Dolly Mitchell, Jack sister is a singer, too and orch.
Cole & Co. (3), Fred Evans Girb now In second month at Yacht Club,
is coming around alter a faltering
(16).
'start.
Cohen.
Figuring on the Whiteman orchi
„_
and^oles for boxoffice, Joey Jacob' N. Y.
Eon and Mike Fritzel decided that
comedy was not an essential Item.
Borry Winton Orchestra
(12),
As the result, the show runs deadly
dull for the average nitery mob. It Agnes de MtUe urith Hugh Laing,
shapes up as a concert suitable may- Billy de Wolfe, Sigrid Lassen, Mayla,
be for Orchestra Hall or the Opera Clemente's JRhumba Band, Dr.- Syd"ev Ross; $2.50 minimum dinner, $1
House.

John

Bolet,

—

,

—

I
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Theatres
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The Good Old Days

»t»»»t»«»«i»«»

MORGAN

M »»

Singing
12 Mins.
Strand, N. T.

Herewith appears a Vamett review of a N. T. Palace" bill of 20 years
reprint these weekly using the relative tueefc of
Dennis Morgan has become a ago. The intention it to
current date of issue. No special reoson in reviving these
figure in Hollywood since Ills former 1921 with the
days in the midwest as a singer mi- reviews other than the interest they may have in recalHnir the acts which
der the tag of Dennis Momer. One were playini; at that time, the manner of putting together a big time show
attached
(booking), which radio stations fnay find pertinent, and as a resume of the
of the bands he was then
to was 'Verne Buck's, and, it's re- style of vaudeville reviewing of that iay,
ported, he took operatic lessons on
the side. On the basis of his per{Reprinted from Vabiett of May 27, 1921)
sonal here, day and date with h"

PALACE,

N. Y.

'Affectionately
in
role
(WB) on the screen, Morgan
indicates that he's neither forgotten
An unusually watchable bill and one of those rare Palace weeks when
to sing nor handle an audience
fine a good- taps Is blown at 11 sharp.
as
ingratiatingly. He's
Santley and Sawyer (New Acts) in 'Kllck Kllck,' a class triumph in
will emissary as the Coast could jjossibly send out as contact with live production, apparel and delicate effects, opened the. three-act second
half.
audiences.
Two populous acts had preceded It If Hassard Short bad searched the
Out-of-towners who may visit the ond $2 cover.
Tall, good-looking and definitely
world for a couple of goats to show up, be couldnt have selected two
ritery probably will be mighty Imto attract dames, Morgan also
New Rainbow Room show has the ahasguy
more perfect than 'The 13 Sirens' and the Courtney Sisters—not that they
pressed by the staidness and dignity
a wealth of vocal talent, as yet
of the entertaimnent. But the regu- mafcln's but as disclosed on its hidden on the screen. He sang three lack merit hut they are typical of 'the durable old homespun
type of
lars won't find much zing in a show premiere it was an overlong tedious numbers at this catching— 'You, You presentation, while 'Kllct Kllck' Is the apotheosis of the
ultra-modern
which goeis Into spirituals for its big affair. Slowing It up, particularly, Darling,' 'Gypsy Baron*^ and a new and effete in the smart spirit of Washington Square
transplanted to
finale number, or for tunes such as were ballet dancers Agnes de Mille patriotic pop, handling all of them
TUgrim's Chorus,' 'Hungarian Rhap- and Hugh Laing (New Acts) whose equally welL Sandwiched in be- Broadway.
Frank
Dobson,
leading
the aforesaid 'Sirens,' stood up wonderfully well,
sody No. 5,' Ravel's "Bolero' and prime terpsichorean t>enchant ap- tween is some by-play with Wayne
considering the support— and perhaps .becatise of the support in contrast
pears to be for the concert platform.
•Valse Vlennois.'
King, whose band is on stege, not
Tllere are two dancing acts and Comedy highlight and boff savior of heavyweight material, but passable Except for the comedian, the little near-Truex,
company looked shoptwo singing acts, all of which adds the show is Billy de Wolfe (New as they neatly handle it.
worn and very Kansas^ity._HqwLauJcUju>m.aci^^
up to a sameness which no amount Acts).
point
dl
the
Big
Burg; a few weeks ago thb reviewer spolce rather galIfs not often that film players
Induction of the summer policy,
of individual quality can overcome.
making personals combine both tal- lantly of the femlnines in this turn; Tuesday night, in the Palace (New
Marianne is a little dancer with a meaning that you can come in mufti ent and b.o. draughts, but Morgan York) they looked distressingly bush league.
Dobson, however, stood the
short number.
Pleasant enough to and dance until the formal' policy is IT.
Scho.
geographical transformation' nobly a red-blooded leading man, a vigorwatch, but no audience-awaker. Jack 'goes back again in the fall, sees
ous dancer, a masculine comedian. He sustained Hie Sirens' almost singleCole, with Anna Austin and AUce Barry Winton with an augmented
handed. The times have passed the book, the production, the wardrobe
Dudley, no doubt were expected (o band shifting over from the RainWINCHELL
ruin this mob with their strictly 'bow Grill. Wintop also emcees the 'Ventrilaqnlst
and the methods of it by.
modem' dance Impressions, but show. His larger band now numbers 8 Mins.
-The Courtney Girb, thougli, looked Just as they did in Chicago only
their striving for effect goes over- 12 as against eight men usually the Paramoont, New York.
Coming' forward to Hnock vaudetdlle dead with five boys who exefair.
board. Had opened with the 'After- limit in the twin room, the Rainbow
Paul Winchell is a youngster
in 'interludes, did not seem to Impress. The sisters
noon of a.FaUn,' but this proved, too Grill.
worldng with a ventriloquial dummy cute 'chamber music'
With Winton is. Stgrld' I<assen, that he calls Jerry Mahonev. As were generously token In their songs, despite a palp4ble cold which imar^ a pill and was withdrawiL Now
they bavd settled ioi some 'Bolero' blonde songstress, who has been is inevitable, he reminds of the Ed- paired Fay'a extraordinary voice. Florence, the Ingenue, seems to have
and wind up with a dance based around in the class cafes. She gets a gar Bergen-CTharlie McCarthy style polished her work up considerably, and runs a. strong competitor to her
and
solo
assignment
with
'Jenny'
spirituals,
with
some
upon Negro
of performance and, in truth, is well deep-voiced partner.
The girls' repertoire in order and complete tells
Impressionistic
Holy Roller stuff 'Say Yes' in between vocalizing with nigh as showmanly as the No, 1 the story as well as anything: 'Japanese Sandman,' "Home AgaUi Blues,'
the orchestra.
Mayla is another voice-thrower.
tossed in.
Robc'.. reads like a music
^Mq^^nJ^^ .'.fi^^gyll}lJtoJ;.Jte^
John Boles Is the male singing star band _femine_.^wlLo,_Jor_jtbt..Mpi(er.
-Winohell—wisely-mentions-Bergenand for the matrons' his 'is'a' name sessions', gets. the~ spotlight with the by name, through a pseudo-vexation publldtier's Jubilee. Thee> big exclusive ballad which Fay sang at the
with considerable voltage. He makes Latinesque vocals but, meantime, is by his dummy with (Tharlle Mc- State-Lake has been omitted; also any encore work. 'Broadway Rose'
at the helm of Clemente's con- Carthy,
B' great appearance, comes over the
automatically starts as a single and goes Into a showmanly double to the high spot of
that
and
speaker with good personality and garhumba combo of five (Band Re- seems to inspire neighbors to ob- the turn. Tlie Benson orchestra is, as It was before, a meritorious quintet
handles his audience satisfactorily. views). Clemente's is a pretty thin serve, 'Wincheirs almost as good' as for lyceum or parlor work, not Importont In vaudeville. The turn went
His vocal routine is practically tmit, not as zingy as the Velero Sis- Bergen.'
satisfactorily, but not sensationally.
Abel.
identical with the stuff he does in ters group lust preceding.
Thafs probably the best summaRome and Gaut, doing a bare 10 minutes next-to-doslng, got nothing on
vaude, including even the
blow-off
tion. He has a deft style of work"
fellow, the
•Wafting for Katie* bit
Like all ventriloquists In the entrance but everything there 'was after that One Is a little
ing.
Other warbler' is Dolly Mitchell,
modem idiom even if the customers other a tall and cadaverous chap. It looked as though they were trading
here with Paul Whiteman. While
see an occasional movement of the on this combination. Maybe they were. But either could do a single in
Niteries
not a self-assured sing^. Miss
lips that's relatively unimportant if the same spot and clean up; both were a panic. The wee one is an eccenMitchell Indicates a load of vocal
tlie comedy material Is there.
Win- tric stepper with a sense of himior In his funny feet, the toll bimbo is Just
and personality potentialities. She
chell'*^.
as funny all over. Working without subtlety but without offense, either,
has a new twist to her tonsils and AONES de MILLE with
Jerty Mahonby is appropriately a
off low comedy that landed them with the applause wallop
LAING
;
the future for her' In show biz should
outrageously the pair tore
'fresh'
Dancers
Their spot was changed after the opening matinee.
be plenty promising.
flirtatious (utilizing a bit with 'a of the engagement
Fred Lindsay, the Australian whip manipulator, justified the Palace slide
Then there Is Paul Whiteman. "He Rainbow Boom, N. T.
-down-front customer to excellent efAgnes de Mille 'dances with Hugh fect). In between Lionel Barry- advising patrons to stay in for the closer. Rln^ng up on a pretty wood
has stature in show business. He is
billing,
getting
she
the one and Only Paul 'Whiteman. Laing* reads the
more, Donald Duck, 'Oh Johnny' scene production with simple but effective lighting tricks, he was as specemphasis.
Daughter
of
playthe
He handles the m.c, job and does
(Bonnie Baker) and kindred tfikesuper-poUte announcer was soft-spoken. Only an announcer,
wright William de MiUe, niece of ofls ensue. The 'Hold Tight' rendi- tacular as his
-the. assignment neatly.
Cold.
that it doesn't
Cecil B., and dranddau^ter of Henry tion is also Inade to take on extra a butler or an ambassador can be so grandiloquently polite
matter whether his dresssutt bags or not. Lindsay has two charming girla
George, the 19th Century American values.
economist, this choreogpolitical
Young Winchell, heralded by assisting him and he is a dashing feUow, defiantly handsome, who makes
rapher has made her mark with the maestro-emcee 'Vaughn Monroe as the whips hiss and crack and go crazy. It held and hit.
Ballet "Theatre group and ifi kindred from the Coast, is a cinch In anyWlUie Solar, seeon^, didn't seem to do over about six minutes. Three
Pittsburgh, May 22.
platform circles.
.body's theaUe, nitery or class hotel fast numbers got him- off. He made many amushig sounds in bis songs,
Lou HoUz, Little Jackie Heller,
Hugh Laing received his training room.
Abel.
and a very brief dance, attempting no furore in keeping with his rather
Kurtis Marionettes, Ryan Sis (2>, in London at Marie Rambert'a Ballet
flamboyant program matter "The international musical comedy star.' If
JJobefte WTierlev Girls (6), Archie Club.
Tudor, the
With Anthony
.
_
Tarshis (>rch (8), 'Shirley Heller; three formed their own ballet com- MAftT
and 'VIKINGS (5) modesty Is a virtue In' a vaudeville comedian, Willie is the soul of virtue
during his performance, He drew the usual reward of modesty and aU
$1.50 and $2.50 minimum.
pany which toured England success Songs
fully for some seasons. He came to 12 Mins.
other virtues next to nothing.
The Yacht Club, which teetered America in 1939.
Boxy, N. T.
A. Robins, the hokum Instrument imltotor with his breakaway props
/
on the brink of 77B just a couple of
This finished terpsichorean backMary Dooley, of the Dooley family and his inexhaustible pockets, knocked it off for a bang and an encore.
months ago before Little Jackie ground is not to be lightly dismissed of vaude and legit, previously seen Pete and Paul,
a diffident mule aptly brought on in a parlor set, looked
Hellex and liis brother, Sol, oper'- but Judged at the Rainbow Room, oh as a single, is here teamed with four
Xatt
ators of the river cafe, decided to its cafe floor show values, it's some- Ben Yost singers for a harmony all framed for a slapstick hit.
shoot the works, are continuing their thing else again. Even working in a vocal act They're all tremendous
certain gu^s and she's Just a vest-jiocket
b.o. policy In the Lou Holtz booking. Rockefeller
nitery. entails
In for two weeks, Holtz has been mundane requisites, and these the edition, so It provides an effective
Buff
Theatre
the biggest draw of the names here team
personality combo frpm a visual stendpoiat
lacks.
Firstly,
lately, who have included Maxie charm appeal is always a -prime What's more. Miss Dooley is a pert
By Happy Benway
Jloscnblodm. and Belle Baker. Last need. The Parisian cafe scene,' .to looker with a barrel of animation.
Unit's Short Payoff
Saturday (17), for Instance, was the Offenbach's music, Is not without its But the group needs better arrangeSaranac Lake, May 27.
biggest night club ^bonanza all over sight values; but is a slow teeoff. ments and polishing.
Jimmy Young, who has been bedtown In years. Reason was strictly Their second number, later in the
As it is, they do none of the
Near-stranding recently of the ding it for a mess of time, all hopped
Holtz.
'Yacht Club, after turning evening, after a costume change, and distinctive effects that should be obaway more than 500, finally locked made more difficult through folIoW' tainable with such a unique setup of 'Stars Over Hollywood' unit in Buf- up over his okay for a downtown
the door? and the overflow drifted Jng Billy de Wolfe's strong comedy Voices. They're much too Joud for
visit
elsewhere around the burg to All click, is a country dance,' in Tyrolean any sort of expressiveness or tone- falo was no faulty the 20th CenBob Cosgrove, legit actor and
tury theatre, where, the unit played.
up every spot in the downtown area. 'costume to Beethoven music. That, shadfaig.
Hobe.
ozoner, has added so much jioundThe poppa of the Lapidus legend too, somehow misses.
Show, according to R. T. Kemper, age that he anticipates looking for a
Is still a rare tdler of dialect stories
Transplanted ballet dancers Into
managing director, was in on a flat strong-man job after his discharge
and for iidore than half an hour, cafes are not new, and have been SCOTT ft SODJA
twice a night, sticks his nose into a knowii to click in the Intimate close- 'Mnslc, Novelty
guarantee and not a percentoge, and from the Will Rogers.
mike in. the middle of the floor and up of a nitery. Bttt somehow Miss de 9 HIns.
Joe Bishop received such a perfect
the theatre's b.o. results had nothing
keeps 'em coming. He isn't telling Mine and Laing don't quite make it Eoiy, N. T.
report from his medico .that he is
any new ones for a very good reaScott and Sodja are apparently to do with the Incomplete payoff to planning to rejoin the Woody HerAbel.
son. Crowd wants to hear his hardy
new to Broadway. 'Ehev have the the performers.
man band this fall.
familiars. After warming up couple BILLY de
m'akings of a forte act out need to'
Jerry Sager, who bedded it for a
It's explained by the American
sharpen it
of minutes,
.asks
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WOLFE

Holtz
the customers Cemedlan
what they'd like to hear, one of the 12 Mins.
few comedians who can do that, and Rainbow Room, N. T.

the requests boom from all parts of
Billy de Wolfe is a relative newthe room. Seemingly, there isn't an comer. among cafe acts although he's
anecdote he tells that hasn't been been around a season or two, notably
heard In -every barroom and parlor on a vaudfilm tour with Eddy Dochin.
from Broadway to Pitchfork Cor- Spotlighted at the Rainbow Room he
ners, but it still hasn't been toM Is coming Into own. In high, as an
until Holtz tells it, for he's In a impressionistic comedian of
high
class by himseU a« a big bnilder- ord^r niio win go places. Re's quite
for
little
letdowns.
a mime and satirist, and easily the
Rest -of the show is a series of best thing in the new show at the RR.
minor preliminaries with the excepGiven a hokum-serious Intro as
tion of Jackie Heller, who whams 'the fourth winner of the Metropoliacross a number of songs in his tan Auditions' he comes on with
usually soeko maner In addition to exaggerated triple-wing hoofology;
ni.c.iog.
Kurtis Marionettes, two thence into a. seml-coocn routine to
men operating the wooden like- accompaniment of weird Oriental
nesses and one of the fellows with music, and next a Karloff scarer.
a swell flair for vocal finpersona*
The takeoff on the show at the
tlon, would be a smash act if it were third-rate Cltib.Swingeroo, with imIn slightly better taste.
pressions on the corny emcee, the
Line Is the six Bobette Wherley tired showgirls (the 'boss' gal, who
firls, and they're a fair enough en^ dogs her routines; the rlt^'One; the
semble, both In looks and terp, with* one In love with the spotlight man,
out being ansrthing out of the ordl- etc.) Is gem of caricature, and finally
nary. Couple oi
fenunes, Ryafi his contortive dande for a strong
Sisters, step out. aa tiielr ovm4if^ifig. floaile. ,
show for a tap specialty. One' of
De Wolfe haa a fine sense of audi'
'etn, incidentally, would be a dead ence values and fits In nicely in anyxQigei tor Constance Moore, Par body's bistro, class or ntass, EauaHy
actress; it she'd liave liflr.,U«tIi.^<aaUla.ia£MstEam.«pp«aLv.iU«lM..

upper

-

'

.

.

'

we

and build a punchy finish.
Scott Burfoank supplies the comedy
and novelty of the turn, doing a
goofy bit at the piano and th^ at
the xylophone. To do the former he
sits on a choir perched on a table,
and, while playing two trumpets at
the same time, also thtmips the piano
by means of gadgets -atteched to his
feet His xylophone playing Is less
^jectacular, the clilef Variation being
the way he juggles the hammers as

he

plays.

providing an accompaniment and a solo bit on the electric
guitar, Joe Sodja joins his partner
for an eccentric hoofing routine for a
bow-off. Whole act needs dressing
up, but his good prospects. Hobe.
Besides

I

—

BEATRICE KAT
Sonbcet
JO Mins.

'

"

Guild of 'Variety Artists in N. Y.
that there wasn't enough to pay off
In full in Buffalo only because the
unifs manager, Josephine Earl, had
drawn in advance. Although in at a
flat guarantee of $2,500, the unit only

had

when the date ended
Loms to the theatre.

$1,623

cause of

.

'

£

to

Outstanding news of the Colony is
that Alice Carman Is pertlng up and
feeling like her old sett. She hasn't
seen anything but bed for years.
Al Brandt picked up after the tm-

announced visit of his
Northwoods San.

frau.

He

Is

at the

Elsie Pllser, dancer of. other days,
femuetlicb strains of 'And the Band
layed On,' she goes into 'Curse oL showing a l-want-to-go-home' re-

an Aching Heart,' 'Harmony Joe' (as covery.
an early sample of ragtime); a 1941
Mary Heams, former dancer from
satire on a tired songstress at S a.m. Radio City Music Hall, sporting good
reports and giving her spare time to

in. a third-rate bistro singing 'You're
Driving Me Crazy* follows; and a
pseudo-torchy rendition of Tisket
A-Tasket' next
Finale Is a war
song of the Spanish-American period, and the lyrics prove anew tnat
any period of national strife seemingly reemphasizes U. S. patriotism
in song and story.
Considering the material. Miss
Kay gets plenty of value out of each
effort For the torch routine, a real
comv ballad, instead of Tisket'
would be a better Idea. But her
mugging and exaggerated iiostalgla

Parameiml, N. T.
Beatrice Kay has come Into her
own with radio. Her mauve decade
type of exaggerated heart-rendering
balladeering, notably on Joe
Howard's Gay Nineues revue over
CBS, catapulted her to prominence
and a snb-beadliiie spot at the
^roadway Paramount.
.
dick atrongljr at the Par.
Maewestlan getAt);' ii
-In
.

be-'

got ah okay report and expects
resume publicity work in the near

spell,

futiue.

JOteiT

good-cheering cithers at the North-

woods San.
Thanks to Jack Frazer and Walter
(Juggling) Nelson for their good
cheer and reading matter to the
Colony.

Harry Stuart (& Martin) has promuch.
Leonard M. Snyderman, an Actor
Colony product, extracted for balance of season for a Sunday program
on station WNBZ here.^
Write to thoae •mh» mtt 111.

.gressed

•

VAUDKmUE

Wednesday, May 28, 1941
a life-time job for Mike Goldreyer,
its press agent, who will be retained
Indefinitely,
although an advance
agent will also operate out of town
His count of the number of performances in New York is 3,180 up to

Army Camps

Units Playing Southern

Having Coin Trouble; Kemp s Solution
The

Charlotte, N. C, May 27.
booking of stage shows in

on
a

May

7
10-girl

To Be Made

Saturday night, as compared to 2,327
for
Irish
former
'Abie's
Rose,'
straight play record-holder.
Com-

army camps has become a five acts of vaudeville.- Vincent Lo- stock theatres.
to post officials, It was pez played the show before McDuring the astonishing B'way
disclosed by a survey made of at- Coy.
stay, 'Road' had 70 losing weeks,
'The solution,' said Kemp, 'is in- with 42
tempts by the various posts to- probreaking even. It has been
for soldiers. The stead of booking units in for an enentertainment
vide
'closing' 389 weeks at different peofficials
in
linarmy
of
tire week, is to book them for two'
Inexperience
riods.
First five weeks the show
ing up professional entertainment, days. The units could draw as much played were red.
In 1934-5, only
southern

,

NEW

SETS

provided for the' entire post.
Kemp has been booking two-hour
shows for this post. "The boys want
name talent along with girls In

One of the strongest possibilities
'Scandanavia,' although their royal
heritage Is never made quite clear, is Alan Corelli, executive secretary
hit with their dance imita- of Theatre Authority, but Corelli

Philadelphia,

scanty costumes,' Kemp said.
Last show booked at Langley Field

Kirkland

27.

would have to' be 'drafted. He has
often been approached to take the
job, but always told the Four A'a'
h^' wanted tb hold the TA post and
would step Into
only if it was
agreed that his
salary woul4
go towards the. hlfing of one or two
.

AGVA
AGVA

Richey CarroU & Co., includ- capable assistants on AGVA affairs,
ing Jack Mossman and Marjorie ratlier than to himself.
Rich, supply the comedy in a dance
Any one of these three men would
and skit. (TarroU, a miniature Lou be suitable to most AGVA members,
Jimmy Walker, nltery m.c, was Costello (Abbott and Costello), han- but a few AGVA officials believe
elected president over AI Rea, a fbr- dles the comedy situation nicely, his that Griffin would
have to divorce
mer head of the United Entertain- best being i television broadcast skit himself from his nltery columnar
In which tie, as announcer, getq himers Assn., rival indie union now Inself plastered from drinking 'Guz- activities for the N, Y. Sunday Inactive.
The voting was close, with zlers' Gin,' the sponsored product quirer should he be appointed to the
Walker gaining the post by the scant
The Two Jacks, a perch act, open exec sec job..
Whether Griffin
margin of seven votes.
the show adequately with balances would agree to do thls is problematiOther officers chosen were: Bob on a high pole. Adrianna is unim- cal. He would be asked to maka
Mack, first vice-president; Frank pressive In a- pash dance billed as such a decision only when the AGVA
She
Schluth, 2d v.p.; Dick Thomas; 3d Mephlsto and the Maiden.'
post Is offered him.
fails to keep up the illusion that
v.p.; Gus Howard, 4th v.p.; Gus
Howard, 5th v.p.; sld Raymond, 6th there are two persons dancing' together, and the aance lacks sufficient
v.p.; Leonora Jaxon, recording secEmll Coleman set for four weeks
pash for one Of Its type.
retary; Shandor Clark?, treasurer,
at
Piping Rock Club, Saratoga
Just fair biz on show caught.
and Dick Mayo, executive secretary.
Springs, beginning July 28.
Just.
Members of the board of directors:
Joe Altee, Tom Cosmo, BiUy DeMayo, Bill Elton, Dick Jones, Allen
Mayo, Mary Snyder, Eddie Montgomery, Tom Osborne, John Patchen,
Ben Perry, Dave Stratton and Betty

pated In the profits, but about four
years ago called off the deal because
the I^eBIang end figured the show
up,

May

First election since the reorganization of the PhiUy unit of the
American Guild of Variety Artists
was held 'here last week (21),

though quoted at a somewhat higher
'Hoad' originally played the

washing

tions of Hollywood stars. Their best
turn Is In takeoff on Chaplin and
Paulette GOddard in The Great Dictator,' and other impersonations include Mae West and Harold Lloyd,
Garbo and Stokowski, Snow White
and Dopey. The Princess is Impressive with her vivacious impersona'

Golden (then called the Masque)
and was moved to the 48th Street
(now the Windsor) operated by the
Joe Leblang estate. House partici-

was

out a sprightly tap. From there approached by the Associated Acon out she merely stooges for Tuck, tors and Artistes of America for the
juggles barrels on his feet while job when AGVA was first formed
laying on his back atop a table. after 'the disfranchisement of the
Is a master showman and has
American Federation of Actors, to
house eating out of his hand. Rer
which Ralph Whit^ead was exec
ceptlon was terrific.
Prince and Princess Selandia of sec, but nothing came of it.

Tuck

make a

OFHCERS

level.

are

not probable that this meeting

who

.

ment fund and two shows monthly

It's

22.

Mck

AGVA IN PHILLY

.

'

May

'

'Tobacco Road'

Kemp's Plan

N. C.)

elected.

Charlotte,

.

'

cruit.'

Meeting

New national board of the American Guild of Variety Artists will
hold Its first meeting Monday (2),
in New York, when It will fill iu
full roster of 45, necessitating 20 appointments plus the 2S already,

GAGS AND GALS
(BBOADWAT CHABLOTTE,

1st

Keya and Tuck, Richei/ Carroll & will make a choice on who is to b«
four weeks were in the red. In 1936 Co., Prince and Princess Selandia, the national executive secretary to
theire were eight weeks which did Two Jacks, Adrianna, Trudte Russell fill the post left vacant by the disnot break even, and, in 1938, 14 weeks, Girls (8), Frank Silver's Bond (5); missal of Hoyt Haddock.
Gerald
Griffin has been acting as adminiswere on the debit side. During 1939 'The Great Mr. Nobody' (WB).
trator pro tern and Is said to have
there were six losers and 11 which
'Gags end Gals' is a nicely-bal- received a number of proxy votes
broke even, while In 1940 there were
moves
pleasing from out-of-town
anced
unit
that
at
a
12 losers and 14 even breaks.. From
members of the
pace and holds interest throughout. board for executive
the first of this year there have been
secretary.
Top act and brimming with class
There's also a movement under12 weeks in the red and six even, Is the barrel-balancing of Keye and
most of the downgrade being re- Tuck, Orientals.
Act opens with way to project Tom Phillips, now
cently.
Red periods each season Miss Keye piping 'Confucius Say* head of the Burlesque Artists Assn,
were mostly In May and early June. and then shedding Chinese robe to into the AGVA spot. Phillips was

coupled with the entrance of shoe-' business in two days as they could
string promoters Into this newly- in an entire week. They could be
opened field, has resulted not only in routed through the territory so as
mediocre performances but in hard- to prevent layoffs.'
Kemp suggested that a- unit be
ships on members of the troupes.
One show, iMoked oiit of N. Y. booked at Fort Bragg for Monday
to play in a tent near Fort Bragg, and Tuesday, jumped to Fort JackFayettevlUe, N. C, was left stranded son, "S. C, for Wednesday and
by producers, and army officers had Thursday, to Fort Benning for Frito take up a collection to send the day and Saturday, to Camp Mctroupe back to N. Y. Another ex- Clellan for Monday and Tuesday,
ample of Inefficient handling of army and so on. Such an arrangement, he
shows cited was that of a linit booked said, would be profitable for both
_tq_ jlay Camp McClellan in Annis- the post and the unit
~
TJnir"<5H' poor Tjuslhess
ton, Ala.
there and, after two weeks' layoff,
was booked for a week at Fort Benning in Columbus, Ga. Many units
booked for army posts are drawing
sContlnned from page 3s
more layoffs than playing time and ly improved when the 20th-Fox film
several .have had difficulty in getversion of 'Road' was released, upting out of town.
turn also going for the road show.
T. D. Kemp, Jr., manager of SouthPlay often operated in the red at the
ern Attractions, stated that he had Forrest, but profits were continuous
been booking shows at Tullahoma, out of town.
Estimated that an
Tenn., for the army post there, but operating loss
was registered around
was discontinuing after this week 70 weeks during the run on B'way.
because of poor business.
Modest BudKet
There is as yet no army post or
..camp, able to support a troupe of 20
Number of factors figured in the
to 26 worthwhile performers for a run. House was rented at a nominal
'With
full week stand,' Kemp said.
sum and the salaries of the cast
a salary of only $21 a month in most were modest, so that the show
cases, the expenditure of 20 to 25c netted a slender profit even when
for entertainment Is proving to be a the gross was around $3,000. Lately
lot of money to the avferage re- the pace dropped under $2,500, al-

Kemp stated that, although the
problein of providing entertainment
at the army posts had been bungled
up to now, there was a solution. He
cited the manner In which entertainment is being handled at Langley Field, Va. There officers and encontributed something
listed men
like 50c a month to the entertain-

Group s

at

Unit Review

headache

'

AGMs Natl Boards

20 Choices to

pany on tour ended road bookings
was Clyde McCoy's band, Saturday, but is due to play six
line, six show girls, and
more weeks in subway circuit and

45

and

Oshrin, however, took over the Forrest and proved otherwise, also getting themselves all the profit. Tony
Brown Is In for a small percentage
for staging the play.
'Road' has been a life saver to any
number of actors since it opened
Dec. 4, 1933. It has been virtually Saunders.

Two

tions.

LOS ANGELES CRITICS RAVE

who died last
funerals last Thurs.
although neither
of the union. They

performers

week were given
(22)

by

AGVA,

was a member

They were Bert
destitute.
Earle, banjo player, and Patsy Williams, a singer. They were buried in
died

Sunset Memorial Park, Somerton.
A luncheon was held today (Tues.)

Club Bali at which the new
were introduced to State officials, officers of the Entertainment
Managers Assn. (bookers) and the

OVER N.T.G.'S NEW SHOW
''Hollywood Hilarities''

at the

officers

trade press.

N.T.a. (Nils Thor Granlund) making theatrical history in Southern

with aensatlonal auccesa at the Florentine Gardens,

California

opened

a.

new

big,

girl

In aplte of fact that

Ex-Mike Todd's Chi

Siipt

h Likker-to-Minors

Jam

Chicago, May 27.
Police arrested Harry Feuer, manager, and seven other employees
the Theatre-Cabaret, formerly
of
Michael Todd's, early Saturday (24)
morning for selling booze to minors.
squad of coppers made the pinch
on orders from headquarters.
Todd sold out his interest in the
Theatre-Cabaret a couple of weeks
ago, the deal including the removal
of his name from all outside billing and advertisements, to Peter
Tremont, a southside auto dealer,
and Joe Miller, nltery operator.
Besides Feuer, those arrested included six waiters and a bartender,
conduct
held on disorderly
all
charges.

A

Whirling Top, N. Y., Says
It's Broke; Owes $20,337

DON CUMMINGS
'PVKE

mmsEmE'

CURRENTLY AT THE

STRAND. New

York

Thanks, to Wayne King for seven grand weeks . . .
and appreciation to Harry Gourfain and Leo Morgan,
Direction:

WILLIAM MILLER

The
of

the

3

East 52d St. Corp., operators
Whirling Top, filed sched-

in bankruptcy in N. Y. federal
court, Monday (26), showing assets
of $8,759 and liabilities of $20,337.
The bankrupt started business in
April, 1937.
Among the liabilities, $9,569 is
owed the Government, $33 to Lillian
:Dell, $13 to Marion Eddy, and $49
Jerry Blanchard, entertainers;
to
$156 to Allan Cole, a musician, and
$66 to Muzak Corp.
Assets include liquor, ^ood, furni-

show at the Orpheum Theatre, tios Angeles,
show opened cold, no previous break-in. It
who went overboard in praise.

caught the fancy of the reviewers,

Business great with vaude audiences ga-ga over beautiful

gorgeous costumes and

girls,

numbers. Including "The Boogie

terrific

Woogle Dance," "March of the West Point Cadets," "Graduation
Day at Vasear," and "Memories of Zlegfeld." Ninety coatumee
used with the

girls

overflowing into audience.

Eastern and midwestem theatre has nev«r seen girls as beautiful
as these, or a combination show as good.

Critic

Rave Notices

1

L.A. Examiner,

L.A. Herald Express,

By NEIL RAUi

By

"N.T.G.

ihow

batter

-than

GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS

GEORGE JACKSON:

"N.T.G/t "Hollywood Hilarities"
•coop stage hit for Orpheum."

played here year ago."

L.A. Times,

L.A. Daily News,
By- FffAW1t-Mlrt^A Ut.Ri

tures.-

"Hollywood

By GRACE KING8LEY:
"Show ceiling girl* prize

—

winner,
oredit to N.T.G., producer, and
Dave Gould, director."
Hilaritias"

iiles

fea'Memoriea of Ziegfeld'
number which might bs said to
be able to give pointer* to that
maestro, were hf still
great
-

among

us,

girls,

for

co«tumea_

and routines, dreamfully jo'r"'
geoui impersonations of famous
beauties of hii day."

!

i

I

N.T.G. starting second year at Florentine Gardens, producing

show every eight weeks.

With

his

showmanship.

It

ple

a week than any other

indefinitely,

cafe In America.

but his production, without

Ho

will continue there

ifim, is available for

I

I

ture apd fixture^.

'

.],

.,

,.

,

neW

has been made

America's most popular cabaret restaurant,- playing to more peo-

tres

and cabarets,

wlnnec,

Economically 'operated. It

Is

thea-

a sure money

'

'
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MUSIC HALL,

^

swap gags with Charles Kaley as
prelude to their song, 'Foolish, But

N. Y.

Fun.'

PnhPT/ lhanlpu Joe

T.,«» fnr^^ct

m™,^&H<S.

Jjfcison^Wynn
r^iJl riuh
Ropkettfs Music Hall
and
Co^3 d'i^Xt Er^o
MiS2 Hall Symphony Orch, Richard
Leibert at Organ; 'Penny Serenade'
,

rcuietued in Variety, April 18.
* T>!.k.,.j

!

:

.

HaU; not anymore than he was in
days gone by at Keith's Jefferson or
the Coliseum in the Bronx.
The tramp cyclist has played here
before, last date being Easter week.

They

liked

Somehow or other
like him.
the folks don't seem to mind his
burlesquish stunts, such as getting
the handlebars of hU bike mixed up
in his pants or picking up what looks
like a quarter laying on the stage.
The way Jackson works there's
nothing offensive about his pan-

still

,
'

i

,

I

One test of a goo4 show Is the
rapidity with which time passes. By
tlie clock this bill runs 70 minutes,
happen so expertly and
uunes nai^i/cw
but
dui things

Dis-

W

IT

morVTthe"

.

,

,

|

;

|

[

,

Leon Leonidoff staged the presand calls it 'Words and

The. symphony orchestra
provides a prelude of Rodgers-Hart
music as a starter, with June For-

backing

I

'

I

69^!

Note,' with
Miss
her.

Murray socks home. Same scene includes Bobby Lane and Edna Ward,
dancers

who

register solidly in a routine in

which

novelty

acrobatic

they use a funny paper, passing it
back and forth between themr as they
go through their dance. They appeared in 'Crazy with' the Heat*
Miss Murray, of course, is the one
who created 'Johnny. One,Jl0te'..in
"Babes in Arms,' the R-H stage musical

which

way

first

brought her to Broad-

attention.

Miss Murray

Is

on again with the

Rockettes, singing 'Lady Is a Tramp.'
another 'Babes* excerpt that she
merchandises in smash fashion.
'~re\v of hotel room doors provide
Ingress for the. Rockettes. costumed
They do a
as chamber maids.
familiar tap routine, but good.
Finale brings on the baUet girls in
One of them
tileasing number.
executes clever cuts in a brief
specialty.
Entire company farries
the show to a fitting conclusion
singing liover.' 'Blue Moon.' "Blue
Room' and 'I Didn't Know What
Time It Was.'

A

'

uiifh

reuiewed
being something less than neiV.
in VABiETy, May 7.
Bert Frohman is along in next
spot, not being used as m.c. for the
There may have been better shows
show, but merely as 'Fifty-second on the Strand's pit platform since
it
singer,'
He
swing
street's favorite
Instituted its band policy, but there
gets along well enough with 'Cant couldn't have been very 'many.
Nor
Brush Me Off,' 'Stepping Out With is it probable that Harry Gourfain
Memory' and a medley of George has often eclipsed this week's
Gershwin hits, which would win lent lighting' and scenic job, excelwhich
better reception without patter .that contributes
to
the
Frohman nominates Gershwin to hall whammo entertainment all-around
of fame. Gershwin's merit needs no
Wayne King Is standard as kfurther identification. Rhythm Rockets punctuate the «how. opening, fol- band name and exceptional as a
lowing Frohman with elaborate fan show-pacer and ringmaster. His inroutine, and closing, never becoming troes are as clear as a bell and as
outstanding. Business less than fair suave as his music. He has also proopening, day matinee (Friday) . Mac. vided a nifty package entertainment
Including all the acts except Dennis
Morgan, screenplayer also co-star-'
ring in the current 'Affectionateley
Yours' .with Merle Oberon and Rita

CHICAGO, CHI

I

.

^

^

Outfit indicates a likelihood to grab
a place right at the top. It Is basically well-trained and arranged.

wise-guy attitudes.

In an original delivery' of difficult
hand-to-hand balancing.
Band's arrangement of the Mexican 'Escapada' then furnishes a neat

interlude
between
the
comedy
harmony' of the Randall Sisters,
three kids who do well with a special
version of 'Alexander's Ragtime
Band,' 'Sadie Hawkins' Day* and
•When Pa Was CourUn' Ma.' Latter
was an encore at this catching
forced by show-stopping applause.
King's tenor sax solo with a medley precedes Tom and Betty Wonder,
nice-looking dance team which has
been circulating among the Times
Square stage show houses for the
gist few yea-rs;- Tom's Cakewalk and
city's eccentric delivey of 'Minnie
the Moocher' land but it^s about time
the boy dropped the dummy dance.
It's, been overdone by too many acts

Without being

college-boyish, unit catches a certain
brightness of performance that this
audience ate up.
In addition to a number of straight
renditions topped off .by Ravel's
'Bolero' clicks are made by the two

i

I

j

!

very English in white-tie-and-tails
and the eye-windows, and effective

Musically it's a sweet aggregation*
playing the type of stuff that will appeal to a wide range of audience.
On stage it reveals a certain
youthfulriess~anff "freshness, which
impart good showmanship in these
days of phoney sophistication and

|

song

soloists'.

Buddy

J\Ioreno,

doub-

from the guitar, and Harry Cool.
still a fugitive from a talent
scout looking for a surfire leading

ling

Moreno,

man, wowied

mob

with his warbling, especially with his cbmiedy
handling of Hawaiian tunes. Cool
has the ballad assignment
for years.

|

this

Of the three acts, the initial offerDon Cummlngs is another
is by the Oehmann Twins, who
show's outstanding clicks.

ing

StiU lack big-time flavor.

Their

lit-*

chiefly

rope-twirler,

a

of the

he's

Once

now

dancing, and singing routine is principally a comic, and an excellent
meant primarily. for the smaller one, with the rope work very much
clubs and the lesser theatres. X«ne secondary.
He got howls at the last
Bros, score solidly on their novelty show opening night (Friday) and
acrobatics and hand-to-hand work,
then topped himself by taking what
working with considerable cleverness looked like an accidental pratUall on
and comedy.
the bowofl. With material, there's

tie

.

.

Bob Neller's ventriloquism remains no reason why Cummings couldn't be
basically a tonsil stunt act instead of
a big-time radio possibility-

a crossfire routine. He has doublePrior to Cummlngs. King Sings two
tone and pronunciation stunts, etc., ball&ds, 'one of them 'I Wonder
At performance caught show inand leaves the laugh-getting for the Whose Kissing Her Now,' and this
cluded an organ number during the
With in-between spots.
spill period and a Donald Duck like a real
aggregation stretched tionally effective as ever.
later sets the stage for Morgan's
Business great at the last show opening by-play with the band
(Disney) cartoon, but no newsreeL across the stage rather than the them ifs good melodic punching
every minute they're on. They stiU Friday (22).
Cold.
Chor;
usual sparse union settlement
leader on their respective vocal
from comedy to sentiri.i;«'n...<._ I. rfjii ....^.i-.. rn„_ commute
abilities.
Without any discredit to
,^S-'rr„,S
'King, Morgan, who 'was a singer in
Gleason's
Royal Guards, whom he
ru?etran'd°-fiTe!fe': ^fd
L. A.
the midwest under the liame of
3. F. had all season -at Royal Palm, Miami, they're still
in the class of enter
Dennis Momer, leaves no doubt as
and they're a great help. Six good- tainers deluxe.
Two
numbers
that
to who is tops.
looking;, h^dsomely^ostumed young
over in a particularly powerful
Los Anoelei, May 22.
San Francisco, Moy 27.
ran 71 minutes at this viewmen with booming voices, they click got
way at the show caught were 'He
NTG's Hollywood Revels unth Nils ingShow
Ella Looan. Butch & Buddy, Nick heavily on their own
and still appeared fast. Business
at the beginLucas, Bob Hughes. Emerald Sisters ning of the show, later come back in Happens to Come from the Other T, Granlund, Cully Richards, Bob was nice.
Scho.
(2), Cotuola te Jtfetba, Charles Kal- same uniforms as bandsmen to give Side of the Track' and 'Where are Hughes, YvonTie de Carlo, De Luxe
the .Stars of Broadway.'
Eddie Trio, Line (17); AI Lyons House
ey't house orch (13), Peggy O'Neill the Lyman glee club
a lift and wind* Weber, veteran piano accompanist Orch; 'Rookies on Parade'. ,(Rep).
line (12); 'Little Men' (RKO).
up the show -in sock fashion with Is
Y.
N.
at the keys, and is effective as
their 'God Bless America,' a cut-off unsual.
Bringing NTG's floor show over
^
Gate, bill Is a standout this week, spot catching them 6nly from their
In the next-to-closing niche Frank from the Florentine Gardens. HollyNellie Amaut and Bros., Mary
with the lesser acts delivering as chests up for a mighty effective picLibuse, assisted by the statuesque wood nitery, into this downto'wn Los Dooley and Vikings
(4), Scott and
qiuch entertainment as the names ture.
Band's ^ieatured vocalist Is Margot Brander,
his usual Angeles house looks like a good move Sodjo, John W. Tiebor, Cae Foster
which sell the ducats.
Rose Blane, en^ she's a distinct as- amount of damagecommits
on the customers' for operator Sherrill- Cohen. Revue Girls, Esquires (12), Paul Ash and
Opener Is Buddy Hughes, who set, giving
„ the killer-diller contin- midsections.
His
mugging and appears to be headed for pay dirt Orch; 'Blood and Sand' (20fh), redoes some slelght-of-hand with silks, gent their inning with *Yes, My Darl
-clowning- at the piano and general wiUi house near capacity in the viewed in 'Variety, May 21.
handkerchiefs and a dollar bill, then ing Daughter,' 'Scrub Me Mama WitlT
provide ">
a solid laugh orchestra oh a sultry Thursday afterproduces a dog from an empty box. 'a Boogie Beat' and 'Boogie Woofde roughhouslng
«„„;;.iaM»_ fk-' ti.
d
This Is contrary to the genkct Uien switches-from hiLnan to Bugle Boy Vf Company B.' Mob
Stjige bill paired with the highly,
w^^SSS^ ^L^w^f^*??*' "\ ^^"^ noon.
eral trend of 'wilting grosses prevaanimal legMdemain, first pooch be- aftlmoon couldn't get^enou^ of hS.
to?so'^^ hl^U the rotine mirtt lent in majority of straight picture ornate film, 'Blood and Sand,' is only
ng
by
a wlrehair of amaz- Orch's individual high spots '^Te}^^^^^^^^^^^^'''^'^^^moderately diverting. There are ho
_ rep.laced
.
.
houses in this territory. Color, flash, positive dead spots, nor any solid
ing balance. In addition to hand- 'Amapola,' the perennial 'Melancholy
pleasant tunes and effective comedy punches. It merely runs along with
stands, dog reveals a new one in Baby,' with the glee club, and the
are the b.o. aids.
abilit/ to hold itself horizontal in Irving Berlin medley latter a standpassable effectiveness and winds up
Granlund, as always, presents his with a colorful and lively South
CAPITOL,
midair with only shoulder support out
troupe with an affable, informal Tine" American ensemble routine.
Tura~ Warms audience up nicely.
Paul
Comedy
supplied by three
of banter that takes the stodglness -Ash and the house band are on stage
Band then goes into an okay ar- Sailors, stillIs over
big with an act
out of m.clng.- Equally at home here throughout
Washington. Moy 27.
rangement of score from 'Sunnv' (a' they could practically do in their
..The Nonchalants. Bert Frohman. is Cully Richards, a first rate comic
musical trailer for next week's bill), ^eep by now, which
After a novelty opening by the
is almost what Carroll and Howe. Johnny
whose
style
is
Mack,
reminiscent,
after which the Emerald Sisters
but not a Gae Foster girls and the .{horus-boy
they're doing.
- ,,Boys haven't altered .House Line (16), Sam Jack Kauf- carbonr-of -Bob Hope's.
roll on.
4
Richards Esquires, in which the girls hop up
a gag, trick or line in aU of 10 yeaw, man Pit Orch; 'Pot o' Gold' (UA).
impresses here primarily on delivery. and down to jingle bells fastened to
Pair, garbed in snappy white sailand obviously there s no reason why
His material is okay but what he their belts, wristiet? and anklets,
orized costumes, one short, treats tj..^„ „u„„, j - <„
^..^z.
Whatever else there Is to be said could do with a stronger brand of thus playing tunes, NeUle-Amautcustomers to star'uing deluge of falls. }htKnl^^^\,X^.t!5S^^
about this One. there is one thing patter is no guessing matter.
"
Tumblers
xuiiiuicia
toss
iu» cawii
each uuici
other avuui
about x
xu
j
ii.
i.
it
and Brothers offer their standard
Ti*
l*!„'dL^^i'Jl'^'
IS^f.'^^^^
"»"st be said first-It certainly
NTG introduces several colorful -end
unmercifully. Routines are fast and 1^'^ «.f»''i!ffi1f'Jr°.SP^„SS^=i"'^rf
rather impressive act of fiddlingStage revue itself clocks at production numbers, notably
smooUi-it's one for tiie books, or at
while-tumbling and comedy bird
^^^l^ Eifl, tiJ??^
Henry 50 minutes and this is preceded by. of the West Point Cadets''March
^\ fel™
least the bookers.
Payoff comes" 2J^®and whistling. It's good, but over-familf^*
Arlina,
couple
young
of
20
25
'Memories
to
minutes
of
overture
of
and
Art
Ziegfeld.'
-with a wrlst-to-ankle nil across
In addition iar 'and somewhat lost in the huge,
communibr-sing organ-log. he has a socko vocalist in Bob almost-empty house when caught
stage, boUi over and under a prop 0°°„fL2?° ,
Knowledge of-legltimate-legmania Beyond a couple of handsome back- Hughes. He scores heavily and retable.
Mary Dooley and the Vikings
This week the Gate again tries and also the showy Jitterbug variety, drops, no special attention seems to peatedly with standard ballads and (New Acts) follow with vocal har'
spotting its top act in the middle, 1^^^ could dress and seU the turn have been given production this adds lustre to the 'Ziegfeld' number mony, marring a nice visual Impresweek either, turns just following one when he warbles old favorites from sion with too much volume on the
Ella Logan following. Breezy Scots better.
Lyman himself keeps in the back- another in what finally seems an ziggy musicals. Young tenor should house amplification system. Scott
lassie goes right Into snappy 'version
hit the highef notches.
of 'Bonny Blue Ribbon.' Garbed in ground, without effacing himself too endless procession,
and Sodja (New Acts) are next .with
Consiaered singly, the acts are
Cadet number, in which the girjs a comedy novelty music turn, okay
floor-length
black short-sleeved completely, and handles the show
gown, which goes nicely with the with ease and plenty of assurance, good enough. Nonchalants almost figure for precision hoofing
^ also but needing a punch finish.- Thats
week's black-and-gold theme colors. He's experimenting with an audi- seem to have taken- up permanent packs a wallop, winding up with a followed by the ever-familiar John
Miss Logan follows rapidly with erice stunt, "Sing a Song with residence in town, but their clever salute to the color?.
Yvonne de W. Tiebor and his three trained seals,
'Sunny Side of Street* and 'You Lyman,' in which he invites people kidding of their own gymnastic Aor,\ Carlo, in a Spanish dance routine. doing some remarkable flipper-balMade Me What I Am.' Took the up from thp audience to warble a ings sets them apart from other fills the bill nicely while the De ancing and the usual tune-tooting on
matinee crowd « little time to warm chorus, idea being to present cash acrobatic acts and makes alv^ay^ for Luxe Trio, roller skating act, is em- horns. That's all, except that gals
up to Ella, but when they did, they prlie to best one at end of week, surefire comedy. They're in next- ployed for comedy as well. In the from the Foster troupe are used to
didn't stop asking for more;* She Those who cahne up were too ama- to-closing spot here and wind things latter case a portly femme from the dress up the various acts.
Miss
audience, obviously a stooge, is Dooley and the Vikings join the
encored with 'My Bonnie' and 'Loch teurish and they slowed down the up to a Uvely finish.
Most Impressive of the others to called on to earn $3 by permitting Foster girls and the Esquires for the
Lomond,' and still had to beg- off.
show to a walk.
J
Cihen.'" ' Johnny Mack, yoim8"tep dancer who herself to be swung around. Mori.
Butch and Buddy, -youngsters,'
Hobe.
finale.
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MoTiacled Ambassadors (2), Randall
is followed by Carroll and Howe, Sisters
(3), Tom A. Betty Wonder
whose comedy patter and challenge Don Cuniminos; Dennis Morgan; 'Aidancing are only mildly humorous, fectionatelv Yours' (WB),

He

t

*^sk of taking the rest of the biU
.
,
x
I* ^ an okay show Abe Lyman has through Its musical romps and the
hw.annual visit job they do is aU to their credit. On
JV^VSH ^TSWIi^
i^ll":* ?.y.«P
.^"I.*?..^^. .the teeoff there's_Gloria Gilbert, who
film actress who was to have ieen binj
nerseu as 'The
herself
"ms
xne Human Top' but
bu
v *
co-starred with the maestro but can- ^ho rates more as a one-person en
ceUed out week ago on account oi durance contest. Her pirouetting is
lUn^/Vage>«nt d"e;iid^^^^^
graceful as it is dynamic and "the
replacing her with another name, speed with which she performs
figuring Lyman to hold up the stage mounts so fast that the spectator
portion on his own, which he does wonders how soon it will be that she
With room to spare.
will be flying 'headfirst in any one of
Maestro had a lot of good bands in 10 directions. Miss Gilbert's novelty
his score of years as a maestro, but went over big at the performance
current one's about the best of the caught
Before they went on the Eddie
lot He's kept abreast of the musical
styles, keeping an even balance be- Cantor- (Bristol-Myers) program this
tween present, past and even the past fall the twosome lollowing Miss
coming trends. Sweet or hot, or a Gilbert were known as Nan Rae and
sensible combination of both, he has Maude Davis. Having borrowed the
a brass and reed section that com- name .whl^ brought the comedienne
pares favorably with any the swing of the team some fame on the Cantor
maestros have to offer and also a show, and later the Kate Smith pro-vlolin section that's right In there gram, the act is how billed as Nan
with the best of the singing fiddle Rae and Mrs. Waterfall.
By any
outfits. Lyman has merged them in- name Miss Davis still ranks socko
telligenUy with a flock of sock 'ar- when it comes to churning up laughs.
rangements and result is music that's Attendance out firoi\t wasn't any too
consistently full of pleasant surprises heavy, but the response to the gags
and liever grows trite or monoto- was consistently auditorium-filling.
Curiously one bit that didn't set 'em
nous
Band's made up of four sax, five howling in this spot was the one
brass. Qiree violins,' guitar, drums, about uie guy who got banged on the
piano and. bass, and emphasis is sel- head while sprinkling himself -with
dom too long on any one of the toilet water.
Cross and Dunn find it as easy as
divisions.
Orch's change of pace is
swift and svelte and whole' impres- ever to work up the .payees at this
sion Is one of happy medium. What's stand into a thick lather. The two-:
more, Lyman carries more men than some's repertoire of specialty songs
is
as fresh and crisp and as emothe ordinary stage band and it looks
j

club

N. Y.

Orch

Hayworth.
and mother spot in which he
gra^^^
Morgan (New Acts) is WB's outChicaoo, May 24.
and his group do themselves proud
^oWmg^the J^ks^f"^ the^close.^^G^t
DicJc Jtirfiiens Orch (13), Oehmann side act contribution and his fine
their _t^atment_ot^'I'll^Bj Wlth^Y^^^
Twins (2), Lane Bros. (2), Bob stage manner and nifty vocalizing
Blossom
From
in
Apple
Time.'
for bows since curtains close in on
help greatly to allay the sour impresWeller; 'Penny Serenade' (Col).
an
interlude
that
features
eight
vioWem.
final whirl of waltc
sion left here by 'Victor McLaglen,
lins and a cello, this orchestration
Dick Jurgens' orchestra has been the theatre's previous Hollywood vis-,
suddenly undergoes a shift in mood
that is to the far side of swing and an outstanding name and favorite itor. Morgan has talent and.an act—
the all-around affect is showmanly around these parts for several years, McLaglen had neither.
STANLEY, PITT
entertainment
Cutler also gives on a buildup from the Aragon ballKing uncorks soma showmanship
his alma mater.
Yale, a pleasant room and over WGN-Mutual. Cur- from the very waltz medley teeoff,
Pittsburgh, Afay 23.
musical whirl. The selection is The rent date is the band's first stage ap- when a comedy trumpeter takes the
curse off the corny music by heckAbe Lyman's Orch (16). Tom Whiffenpoof Song.' Cutler heaves pearance and business is zooming.
Group, a pleasure over the ether, ling the maestro and insisting on
Gleason's Royal Guords (6). Three an easy-to-take baritone and the
offer
equally
easy-to-take comes through on the stage equally swinging the King trademarks. From
SaiJors, Henry Kinfl & Artina, Rose boys
as interesting and, in addition, is an here the show segues into the routine
choral support
Blane; 'Pot O' Gold' (UA).
To the Cutler bunch also falls the entertaining aggregation to watch. of the Monocled Ambassadors (2).
i

I

glee

King's

i

i

!

town on 'Johnny One

Wayne

,

'

n^^iK ^5-^f_^8!lZL**'JT'£!2!J^I
mostiv in resort carb heln-i
R^Jwe^t Ufe' ^tSnc is backl
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fast multiple taps in which moveof his feet is barely noticeable.
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ought to g& placeg. He's' dean-cut
and so Is hii deliveiT. He sella well
and builds to a smash reception with

POl"^*
»"<*„Y'^:
i"fij.<'*[^^^e) with

Music'

nuSS

I.'

Heaven,'
minute" Eve?^
^'eTghb^.^S^
vaudeville Item is stamped with
'Side K'"°S?L.''^J?\*^f"«„'i?H
by Side; which Is 80«.d for,,
acceptatice and solid quaUty,
^^""^ ^en*^ Cutler's dance aggregab'er aid"l?^he o^ner had to Some
assortf
»
Amapoia to qmei xne moo. j^^g^^j ^^^^^
alway? smart, smooth
Closing routine is best worked in ^^d insinuating,
weeks, line parading in Alice blue
^uUer's big suit is that in place of
ga?-den_
gives
'em
flash
eccentricity
and
he
cranmrng
You Walked By. then f.?r«mmin»
^_
^j^i^^
^^^j^
Consoia and Melba.
*? make way
composition's melody and
pate has had a lot of ballroom ^.^^^^^ ^^ captured. His variations
this
than
sjnoother
teains, but few
^^^^ the Beguine' make sweU
baliroo^
fast
do
a
They
Pa'f.
the

tomime.

rest
and Robert Shanley as a
double doing
^ two songs,
^. "There's
Smaii" Hotel' and "My Heart Stood
They stand behind a scrim
Still.*
representing the entrance to a travel
bureau.
Not a fancy set, but effecHve.
c^TMi.^ <a.ifts to an notel lobby which

Allon Cross & Henry Dunn; Frank
Libuse roith Margot Brander, Nan
Rae <b Mrs. Waterfall, Ben Cutler
and his Orcft, Gloria Gilbert; 'Jlood
to Zanzibar' (Par).

jj__„

j

"^^^^^^^^
Tulips'\nd 'My

:

him then and they

^''^,1^"°^rith

ragged on

Owl' and 'My Sister and

JatJtson, however, is anything but
a misfit for a house like the Music

N. Y.

,

'

-D^^^r^

l^orenz nan inspireo uiis w<«k
tha^t "aturaUy
stage show here
calls for more .than the. average
amount of vocalistics, but in Joe
Jackson, for relief, the show goes
Strictly oldtime
pretty far afield.
oldtimers.
and one ox
of its o.au™«^
vaudeville ana
vauaevme

1940.

little

but become more at home when
they, grab accordi^on and bass fiddly
stagmg an okay ]am sesh. Act has
a certain amount of^awkwardness
which could be ^oothed, by mcl"S'°" °' » good foil,
,
^
Nick Lucas, held over from last
week, is on next with 'Wise Old
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PARAMOUNT,

HOUSE REVIEWS
son,

N. Y.

who

gets liberally squirted with

and adds the necessary flash to get
response from the stubholders. Mills,
King and Ray, males, go through an
assorted routine of song, dance and

Teatro de la Zarzuela

nutty but okay.
Closing (save for hula routine by
line) is Tommy Harris, long a Coa^
Vauohn Monroe Oreh (15), Paul air fave, who apparently gets paid oS
WiiichelL Beatrice Kay, Hal Sher- in plugs for his owil^nitery.
Also
man: '1 Wanted yfingsf (Por), re- managed to plug his morning . air
viewed ift Vamety, Morch 26, '41.
show (the guy never sleeps) KFBC's
Breakfast C^ub. Harris does 'More
Socle one-hour show at the Broad- Love,' 'Stardust,' 'My Sister and I,'
way Paramount with three of its 'Amapola' and lands easily.
It's beginning to look as though
lour major components relatively
new Two are under New Acta, Paul Dan McLean's hunch of raiding local
Wlnchell and Beatrice Kay, the. lat- tiiteries and radio stations for talent
is working out okay and might be. a
ter like maestro Vaughn Monroe, a
hunch
who
for other sectors where lowSherman,^
Hal
radio enUty.
made his 'Hellzapoppin' run almost a budget vaude revivals are contementry, and plated.
Wem.
U/e's career, is the fourth
soUd dick with
as to be expected a
of panto
his unique comedy style
K. C.
dancing although he's now doing a
as
bit more audible announcement
seltzer.

It's

(MADRID)
JVfadrid,

May

Monroe, with a sUong band team
.
embracing six brass, four
.

of 14,
reeds,

bass,

guitar

piano,

of the
drums, again gives evidence
"
'
few new bands really come
New York. ,They all have to
click around Broadway for that bigtime naUonal impression, but invariaby they emanate from the hinter-

j

».^Td

colored orchestras.
honors.
In a sketch1 called 'La Mujer de brlliV tolethe^^'^^ilt^R'cTk'^r^m
Ebano' ('The Ebony Woman'), which show and Dinah Shcre on the same
*^""'"7' P°P"l3"'''
li5f„2^^i",''
6'vmg
the unit more' prominence
is a sketch in name only, the Amerljjiu
While Rock has appeared here
can comedienne gives an abbrevi- befire,.the radio singer has not, and 1?^,"
''1"''^ =ll ^^^^ ^P°^°"',V^'
Kansas City, May 24.
^he musicians
ated repeat-the dresses definitely she receives flattering reception as
"P,^*ti'"^,^"'"'^"''?^
Gene Austin with Whippoonoills & are not-of her last performance at she comes on for a session
of soncs, „ 'i*! 7, ful'^^'^.t*"
Sherrill Sisters; Fetch and DeauviUe, the Casln„ de Paris before- the
^ ^P*'"^''^^^
'ojtly ballads. In addition to the
^^.l""'
Herb RosWer & Shadow, Lester French collapse.
usual four numbers allotted to star ^"M=.rv T^f, w'^?"
.
Brady Bridges,
Hardino, Patsy
Despite the handicap of. inferior 'singers. Miss Shore has no .trouble --'^-"^ L<^u_W.lliams, pianist, com"
•
- House
poser and Decca recordine artist,
Herb
Six
Orch; 'Ride on lighting and staging, the dusky star getting
a bid for an extra encore continues
as one of the orch's outVaquero' (20th).
gives a typical Baker performance. Changing tempo with 'Argentina,' 'tt""Jl„Z\°L^^^^^
She packs plenty of personality, and •All Comes Back to Me' and 'Ama" 'S'?' '"'V
c^JS^"?
headliner of some note, Gene despite language difficulty
she pola,' her best number is 'Yes, My
^'^^^J^Austin with his musical troupe is the speaks' French with a few Spanish Barling Daughter,' nicely arranged i^Mpri a^cn'^n mL?**,,^?
Qmi?h »vV»^L^^^^
^ith
better part of the week's show. phrases-ogives the audience what it and delivered.
added encore of fJ°y£.p^^' ^jJ''5f''!"^^^^^^^
Singer is in from a fortnight at the wants an informal hour which is 'Sister and I' is also a clicker. Singer'i
l^f.;"^^
^^f
Terrace Grill of local Hotel Muehle- quite unusual in Spanish vaude.
avoids all aspects of making a big f„KmL°''l|^^°" J"^^^^^
bach, where the minimum is $1 per
Introduced as the chief of an shot p.a. and sUcks to her singing.
l^S.
hmehght
too
head, and offering the same show
Will Rock has Bhproved in his ^'^5; '
island. Miss Baker opens her numwere the family trade can see it for ber
tfip'ir
Deux Amours.' staee presence and chatter since he
Hreccix im nro^ont-.ii^n
with
'J;a1
30c per. Austin is more like what
Although it's Paris she sings about,
^e^^ Sair,"%?S^^"e'f '°"wi?h'
the house needs in the way of at- audience
i'/o*- ''aTd'Ve 'en'ti;"e'"u?.^{*"JuL^'o1f
gave her glad hand. She
specUl Spotlight On the skin-pounder
tractions and such a weekly booking
f>,»
then announces that she's going to ?^?h- n^rfprt nr^rutnn
should build a steadier trade. Bar- stntp, but, unlike Paris, the shedding r.pirSn^ n?l Jntc Inmk ^^Ji- fri^tt ^nd phosphoFescent sUcks for novcl
effect. Lad hammers the drums with
?in?rt^=?,^^^l«l^n T^r»^
ney Joffee, house operator, is hold- consists of the removal of an outer
Henry Wells, balladist
ing the pace, however, with Ted gown.
n tSi^S^iw tv' hP?JJpin^
ij
^ho
doibles from the br4ss section,
Jp'»4
^5,
Lewis on the bill next week.
t«« m«nv <^vnrr Jpn^
She then puts over 'I've Got
an<l J""* Richmond take care of the
Supporting acts are condensed into Rhythm,' which she intersperses
fflplf n«^SinT n^.t nf
Thp'^HlnHn
hLiTBf tri^v t'^^^ Specialties. Duet- 'May I Never
less than 20 minutes at the start un- with some dancing. 'Cigarette,'
next,
Again,' with the evir-present
der the routing of Lester Harding, is done in the theatre itself. Miss ^iSiic^rt with ,
?h» hirtrt»r. n»i.r.n !Ci,n^t Smith bringing in his guitef Girl
Following the opening band Baker goes among the audience dis- S2?r^
m.c.
Stw^'4^1=rpH' hv tS/!w«rH ^Pron Warbler uniiuluy popular here.
specialty, call is to Peteh and Deau- tributing
cigarets and picking on the
tapster,
ville in a round of semi-acrobatic
r^r/a^u''t^fJS^Tvfdtio^n'"iS
gamut
boys with the hairless pates and
works
-front of the band, ending
and comic interpretative terping. they love it. She then winds .up sawing-a-woman,
Rock performs his fastin
.topping with some adroit toe
W»rrf.nir goes
^nos a
1,ttl*. toward
towarH the
thP rlra.
« litUe
dra- with
Harding
ffi™fr,,w „^
'J'Attendrai,'
ballad
made only one card trick, deftly done in iV"
matic sinking, not to conflict with notable by Rina Ketty.
one to stall for a sc4ne change.
^Jf^^^J"^: °'J?ortV,V^'nn
«^mS
^n!
°'
the headliner, of Peter DeRose's 'I
Renna
and
Company
open
the
biU.
Mariolo Bel's orchestra does its
'»ni^» f^^^^^^
Heard a Forest Praying'^ for his own job in competent 'fashion, playing Clown comes on in a ^dget car i^oiBSter and a fairish top dancer.
assignment and drew a healthy re- from stage throughout entire show. and pops out with a dog and iuitcase „r!durtio^^J^hPr^« R»rh?™"r«^*^^
sponse. Next call is to' Patsy and Faraboni excels- in tap dancing and after him. He also goes in for some
^^Wn^
^hi."
Brady Bridges, who have been thrice whirling. The remainder is so-so. sleight-of-hand, making his pup dU- f,?^"!?;^!"*^^;. J^'f ^'^^^^
discovered as amateur night winners, Rafael de Granada and Camela do applar.
Act is - an entertlining {.'^„PIS4n,inl rntnhM? wfJh t^„J*t!
youngsters are offering an empha- all the Spanish dances that one in*to"5d^'mod«tic "d^lf
sized conga this time. Closing this variably sees in this type of show. Sa^nffnTalfd n^int^^'^A^'aTiol!
^opez, who've been
dISce Ind
thfcS^^Mmedy
ana tne
closing conieay biufrt
oauei
half of the show. Herb Roshier ex- Margarita and Francis try their best aance
hpfnro with
«tith the
thp former
fnrmpr doing
rtninff
here before,
ski-like shoes are highlights.
limber
black
on
hibits
his
chow. to look like jitterbugs.
Carmela
a modified cooch, capably done.
Chester Fredericks dances franShadow, for some okay light comedy. sings a few ballads. 'These are the
Rest of the bill Is left to Austin best of Miss Baker's mediocre sur- tlcaUy in assorted steps, assisted l?^L^J^^r^^rLu°^^
?^^LJ, J'*!
canabiv bv his Mmeiv nartner luartet of knockabout tumblers and
playing the piano, running on his roundings.
Ravo.
acrobats, is the_ only white act on
S'V.aS^.
Gloria Lane. Ffcdericks
^edeS^^'sho^er:
shows ver- bill. Four men
accompanying talent and closing with
garbed in sailor .outsatility in eccentric, aero and zippy
a list of song vocals that have the
fits clean up with their clowning.
"vodka hoofology and takes the tough
customers wondering why it has. to
Couple of comedy bits worked in
ones in the challenges. Miss Lane
end so soon. In the 'Whippoorwill
this set by John Mason,' Sandy Bums,
offers a brief solo tap and the duo
foursome of string accompanists
George Wiltshire, Vivian. Harris and
get some laughs out of an Impression
Austin Is equipped for stage work as
Hartford, May 25.
Norman Astwood are good for more
well as clubs (he takes his crew into
Count Beml Vicl Revue with Paul of a schoolboy jitterbug at a toxl than usual quota of laughs. Astwood
Fox.
Village Barn, Greenwich Village, Kirkland, Gloria and Doniele, Barr dance hall.
also is the principal singer on the
June 5), and four get their own in- and Estes, Three Flames, Mills. King
production numbers. Earl Dancer
ning to reel oft a torrid "Boog-It.' At- and Ray, Line (10), Girl Band (12),
staged the show well, work of the 14
Is .then to the Sherrill Sisters Sam Kaplan Pit Band; 'Redhead'
girls, many of 'em new, being above
with Doris doing imitations and a (Mono).
par.
terp and the two harmonizing on pop
Biz way oS at show ca'taght (last
Indianapolis, May 23.
songs.
There are two things that the
Lou Breesc Orch, SWp Morr, Barry one Friday)', heat and Joe LouisSnow Is sewed up by Austin's vo- swarthy Count Bemi Viol does, one Warren, Harry Bason, Cass Daley, Buddy Baer fight obviously hurting.
cals as he goes into tiie album for very good, the other very bad. His Stevens Bros., Three Cheers; 'Miss- House has new reduced summer
'You Beautiful Doll,' 'Pony Boy,' production numbers are tops and ing Ten Days' (Col),
scale in effect for second week, but
'Cheyenne' and 'Casey Jones' before spectacular, his mumbo-jumbo em-'
that did not Help' much when caught
socking over his reputed favorites. ceeing is unintelligible. Apparently
Wear,
Lou Breese and his boys have
Heave^'Melanc^^^^^^^
working on a restricted nut, the worked in neighboring Chicago for
'Lonesome Road.' It's all over in Count has jdevoted much worthwhile some time, and the local dialtwlsters
less than 40 minutes and customers energy to the. former department are 'not unfamiliar with their musical
would have taken more of the last His talent array suffices.
wares. Appearing here for the first
Quin.
half.
Show gets underway in a flashy time, they brought along a couple of
Phfladelphia, May 24.
blackout number in which
the acts and picked up two more from
'Truth or Consequence,'' -Victor
maestro is spotted fiddling fairly local radio stotions to fill the 68 minN. Y.
well
while in the background, utes running -time without over- McLaglen, Lester Cole and Six Debs,
Kent, Lou Schrader House
(NEWSREEIiS)
several working
through
scrim,
are
a
the fourrrhythm, three- Allen and
'
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Marshard's sub-units around the
Boston Back Bay sector at parties
end such, until asserting himself at
hotels and danceries, plus a radio
Then came 'Amor, Salud y
wire
Dinero' which he recorded for RCA

Victor and Monroe started to become
wax works via the
ft factor on the
Thus are Broadway
Jukeboxes.
'aramoimt band attractions bom.
In the flesh, Monroe puts up a
highly impressive front that should
carry him to HoUywood for cinematic values. For one thing. Tie s a
rangy, romantic-looking guv
tall,
who backs up his sight values with.

May 22.
Plane Robbery' (Col).
(3), Chester
Fredericks with Gloria Lane. Dinah
Andy Kirk's band came out of the
Will D„.i.
J -F" m.." ';—
middlewest several years ago and
,«''^^
°P.f c'm
flrst 'big-, dates was^t this
°'
(Prod)
'?ii^d' He'aif
house. In about three years group
dual.
has become one of the topnotch

all

A

a product of New Engone of Jack

Is

BOSTON
Boston,

Renna and Company

hour and completely runs away with

&

fact that

Monroe

Ecfc.

-

;

from

land.

'

off.

'

,

and

way

KEITH'S,

nothing but
It's Josephine, and
Josephine.
The remainder of the
show is just filler. It's not muph in
the way shows go, but Josephine
Baker has little competition here.
She sings, jokes and adlibs for one

TOWER,

well.

Biz

!

whT

!

Guibba* from 'Pagliacci.' He sings
all appealingly and in fine voice.
Monroe paces tiie show nicely.
He's one of the few- southpaw riiaestros in the public eye. His musical
Instrument u the trumpet which he
utilizes sparhigly, and only in ensemble.
Despite bis augmented seventh
brass, the band doesn't' drive too
bard, keeping Itself wisely under
The marked contrasts, in
wraps.
is
incidentally,
values,
audience
something for showmen to ponder.
Forepart is iorte on the swingo, the
doing
the concerted handclapkids
ping for the rhythmpation that's now
an accepted form of audience acclaim. Later, when the steam pressure is eased off. and Monroe goes
Into his ballads, the applause comes
from the conservative, back-of-theaudience portion, Instead of from the
down-front jitterbugs who invariably
scramble /or and monopolize the
well-towards-the-stage pews.
WUh Monroe is Marylin. Duke,
the tallest chanteuse In the
eld, "She's over 6 feet, but nicely
built and highly personable.
Gal
has 'command of the rostrum and the
mike and does well with 'Changes
Made' and 'Amapola.'
Biz excellent opening day 'with the
ex-$2 roadshow film from the Astor,
'I 'Wanted Wings,' now on regular
run.
Abel.
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fiorescent-lighted violins and bows in trumpet, three-trombone and fiveaction.
On stage throughout is a sax sections of the band.
12-piece all-girl band' which backs
Breese, as spokesman, is modest
interviews
specially photographed
up the acts and production numbers, in his introductions of the orch
with Tex McCrary, editorial writer Band is situated under a raised plat- work
to evade the Impression that
of the New York Daily Mirror, who form
which a couple of produc- the audience is getting someon
recently went to England aboard a
tion numbers-and -acts are whisked thing big.'-big." -It's
It's a good Idea, too,__as^
U. S.-manufactured bomber being off. Included In the band are an the lads are okay as a dance band
delivered for service. McCrary has
electric organ and novachord.
and have some good novelties withsince returned and his observations
Is out being terrific for a vaude house,
Miniature ''revolving
stage
of two important phases io the Brit- uUlized
on the raised platform in a They do 'Dark Eyes' to open, and
ish war effort make up two separate
'Cavalcade of America*^ number.
through the run of biU include a sax
items in the week's reels, and they colorful spectacle in which statuette specialty of 'Look At Me Now,' fiddle
Writer
are packed with punch.
American soldiers of Revolutionary, rendition of. 'Last Time I Saw Paris'
covers the 'Battle of the Atlantic,' Civil and World War days are de- and swing arrangement of 'Delaware
explaining the differences In the cur- picted
climaxed with a peace 3434' to close. Skip Morr sings 'No.
is
rent situation as compared to that scene.
10 Lullaby Lane,' and Is joined by
of 1917. Second surveys the developUncle'
Interspersing the varied dance the band chorus on 'He's
ments of England's tactics In com- rouUnes and acts, the 10 Unegirls go and 'Old Man River!' Best sock of
bating night raids of Hitler's bomb- through some simple routines. They vocal department Is Barry Warren,
ers.
open with a conga, coming back for guitarist who has next to closing
Both interludes are liberally an Indian dance and a machineage spot to tenor 'My Sister and I,'
sprinkled with illustrative shots, few ballet Costumes are more eye-fill- "Where or When' and 'It All Comes
of which, however, are actual action kig than their routines.
Back to Me Now.'
photos. Night bombing pictures inCass Daley Is the real hit of the
First act is Paul Kirkland, who
clude shots of nightraid results, etc., does some balancing atop a 10-foot show.
Has been here before, but
and are concluded with what seems ladder, coming down from his perch, every time she returns gal has fresh
to be an actual aerial fi^ht, smoking for some assorted tomfoolery, in- material and is surefire for plenty of
tracers togging a fastflying plane in eluding balancing a paper cone on mittslaps. With her facial and body
front,- taken, apparently, from the ,-his-face, patter and balancing a girl contortions she Is a cinch for hearty
plane from which bullets are fired.
An Indian love guffaws, plus her seUing of specialty
atop two chairs.
Quite a few of the clips that make dance by Gloria and Daniele is just tunes. Does 'Yeah Man,' a comedy
up the rest of the bill are, as usual, another excuse for some sensuous number based on song tlUes and a
devoted to overseas fighting. Para- dancing. Goldpainted mixed, semi- new one called 'Lament of the Launmount runs in flrst fllms of site and 'nude pair does a lot of-arin-and dry Girl.'
Stevens Brothers have a trained
peoples concerned with capture of bodyweavlng for audience gasps.
Rudolf Hess in Scotland, and Fox Barr and Estes, standard-^ot, are bear act. One of the brothers Is
comes up with neat- photos of-bombed back again to garner a few laffs. mauled by the animal, then three
House of Commons and Westminster Standard of their work is below that 'spooks' come out of audience' to
Abbey, going back on the last to of their last trip here. Male member wrestle with the bruin, gettHg some
compare the interior with the day gives a much too abbreviated version giggles.
Harry Bason is from local station
King George was of his socko crowded street car
the —present
WIRE. He does an act at the piano
Quite a few of the re- scene in 'panto.
cro-wned.
kanlard production number is with the help of Wally Nehrling of
mainder cover same war atmos- r
annoijncmg: staff.
watterV
phere, but none gets out of the ordi-. Jn-the-machineage balletdoneohthe the
sent Three Cheers, girl trio,
and
with
Gloria
stage,
raised
nary.
as who won a nice response for their
Rest of the clips cover various do- Daniele bling brought back
The
plat- version of 'Wise Old Owl.'
portable
a
Utilizing
robota
way
to
new
mestic events in sports,
Flames, double radio tleup should add a few
gather a sun tan, crew races, aqua- form on the apron, the Three
some more shekels to the boxoffice count,
planing in Florida, etc. Fox has the two boys and a, gal, go through
Biz was light at third show openNumber,
only subject that tends to lighten the ordinary roller siclting.
special lighting and cos- ing day Friday (23), a clwpnic local
fare. It has a few short minutes with done with
look Uke condlUon which can't be blamed enthe bear cub that a woman in Mil- turning, makes the trio
Kilcw.
technicolorid esSplsts from Macs, Urely on the stage show.
Wood.
waukee uses as a pet.
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week produces two

and a half at
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Third week of the .vaude revival at
house emerges as socko entertainment and sent a capacity opening audience away happy. Intimacy
of the house and informal handling
are building the same sort of following vaude used to know, with a few
younger faces sprinkled this week
among the oldsters pulled by Jay
Brower, m.c, who doubles from the
Lido nitery and Is doing a better job
here than he did in palmier days
when he had the Golden Gate thea-
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quences
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I
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Betty Langdon,

,

•

guffaws

in

back

of

boards wiUi only their noses proTheir respective spouses
truding.
were supposed to pick their helpmates by their schnozzes and kiss
saine. Noneof the frau^ picked the
Jlght one.- "Fhe stunt kept the pewholders near hysterics. Winners of
both 'truth' or 'consequences' get
cash prizes and cakes of soap of the
program's radio sponsor. Edwards
does a sweet job of keeping it moving at a swift pace. He s aided down
front by Herb Moss and Jack

,

:

Gilbert Brothers, bar act, open for
an okay warmup, followed by the
Raybum girls, doubling from the
Kona Club in El Cerrito, with a
flashy
Charles
balloon
routine.
Raino, juggler, deuces, kidding the
audience and covering misses 'with a
running gag, 'it's in the act' •

the conse-

brought

husbands

jne ^tn^ee

;

1

'

Among

which

Schrader s house crew through Poet
and Peasant with a toilet device .for
a baton^ a fat^gent singmg Commg
Through the Rye' while getting Into
a two-way stretch,
Tops In screwball anUcs was stand-

'

I

Is

when reviewed were a stout woman
P aying nursemaid to an oldster, replete with putting diapers on him
and feeding with a bottle and nlpnle;
a guy with a wig leading Lou

i

'

But

catching.

Victor
Xr.^nt^,,?'
,-4«
j
_
there < little drag,

tricky quesUons.

I

!

this

.

stint,

Ralph Edwards makes participants
BO through when they fumble his

i

|
'

,

"ruth or Consequence vlsuSUy,
proves even more enterUlning than
air with the wacky stunts
2,'*'?''

|

A

this

outside of

,
M^aglen
s

;

;

.

'

I

I

^VL*,"
J i5='^p^iV
eyeof »ve
and
his sextet of
.Lester Cole ?n
fll ing gals are- n the opening spot
with Clole handfling the in c. slot and
warbbng With the I^O''; AJ"""^
Uie tunes are 'A Pretty Girl, Sweet

';

!

'

'

I

.

A

-

introduce an oversize professor who
conducts the orch amid handicaps.
Lads get across solidly.
Best laugh-getter on the bill Is an
orch novelty in .which Brower reads
a phoney script with orchestral Ulustrations.
Principal stooge is one of
the boys in the band, Floyd Robert-

Sons'

Lots of show on the Earle stage
this session, running almost an hour

I

hous^ usherette, out of the aisle for
two numbers, an on-the-level plant,
gal having a yen to croon. Novelty
Well received here.
Humanettes,
puppet act, follows, dolls dancing to
tune ol recordings. Two boys work
the strings, using Laurel & Hardy
dolls for a drunk bit which also includes a snake. For windup, they

'Adam Had Four

'

San Francisco, May 22.
Tommy Harris, Charles Raino,
Gilbert Bros. (2), the Humanettes
(2), Betty Langdon, Alice Hulette,
'Jay Brower, m.c, Raybum Girls (6),
House Orch (7) 'BocJc in the Soddle'
(Rep) and 'Mutiny in the Arctic"
(U),

calls

(18):
•

(Cpl).

|

Brower then

'

!

'

,

HmXh.

j

This
a compelling barytone voice.
he capitalizes to the hilt With a SUrrffire medley of current pop ballads
like 'My Sister and T (against an
scrim),
appropriate Duteh .windmill
and a
•I Understand,' 'Intermezzo'
moderated swing version of "Vesta la

tre.

47

Y.

Andy Kirk Orch (14), totth Afary
Lou Willioms, June Richmond; Four
Runaways, Crawford Price, Jackie
Campbell, Tondeleyo & Lopez, Norman Astwood, John Mason, Sandy
Burns,
George Wiltshire, Viuian
Harris, House
Line (14); 'Great

patter for fair returns.

3.

Josephine Baker, Farabont, Rafael
de Granada and Carmela, Margarita
y Francis, Carlota Bilbao, 12 Ritmicas
Ballet and Jlfanolo Bel Orch.

,

APOLLO, N

I

'

. ,

,

WFBM

Summer

I

I
'

I
'

•

'

•

•

Dream

'

'^^be

heart,' -TOere-U Always
^o"^^^
land.' ^^^tte'

spote. /j|

I

an Eng.

with stage darkened and only the
heads di.the singers lit up with tiny

.„ unblUed
.mhiiiprt
Kent, with an
/(Continued on paee •i-'^

AUeA and
/

.

.

.
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Nnstlk FolUkOTk

Mmnula Sava

Variety Bills

Adia KuznstcoS
Sanla KaravasK
Hlohel Ulchoo

Bettr Bryant
Btoik Otak
Sonny Kendii Or*

Ame Boraett Oi«
Al UlltOB Oro

Oloria Hope
Jovlta Hainpe

Heidelberg Bni
Louie ft Weaael

OU

Bay Beuon Ore

Mlahl Uidanoir
Arjslak Arafelora

Satlv

Carl

Sammy LIpmaa

Rkvaa
Kara

Bhomb* OadM

Bhamtt
I

Annla Kent
-Great Lester
Satch & .Satchell

30

Jan Oarber

Dorli

Bddy Howard
Bob Bvanh

Joe B Lewie
Orace McDonald

-Betty Malson
Splvr'e Boot

Bkate-t>-Manlaca
Sloan ft Gary
Hotel Statler

Qale Parker

Jnles

Duke Ore

La Conga Clob

Rl^on

Arlaa Oro
tlndsoy's Shybar
Jaun
Bddle Roblnaon Ore Peurl Plorer
de Lucca
Carmellta ft Lee
Monads
Club
Jean Marahali
Adelaide Moffett
Hotel Carter
Honaep's Cafe
Thizton Bprenger
Jimmy Harris Otb
Ambassador Oro
Ohapelle ft Hannoa
Betel CleTelaB4

«04 Clob
Billy Carr
Margret Faber Ola
Alyce Cerf
Maurice ft Cordoba Cell von Dell
Nnmerala In eonnaetlon wKh bills below Indleate openlnc d»y ut
Tllla«e Bani
Perex Four
Benton Twine
Anthony TrInI Ore Abbutt Dancera
Jerry Wlthee
3plvy
show, whether foil or split week.
Pbll Ooolay Oro
Bud Sweeney
Haywood ft Allen
Olive Sharon
Son ft Rutble Lane
Nannette Camea
Eddie MayehoS
BberoiaB Betel
Honey Bee
(CelUe Cafe)
Jimmy Ray
Bdlth Ijtmbert
ManI Todd
Ctene Xerwln Ore
LOS AHOELES
Carrie Flnnell
Lynn ft Marianne
Lehua Paulson
Jaros Sta
Millie Wayne
BUnore Rutherford
Hotel Lincoln
CPanther Boom)
Bob Murphy
Bar of Hnsie
Sol Laka Oro
bIu's Oay BO'S
Harry James Oro
Charlie Barnett Oro Tripoli 8
1t> Cafe
Bin Jordan
Dave Forrester Oro
George Kent
Charles Strickland
Hotel HcAlpIn
Ann Harriett
Lulu Batea
Maoambo Cafe
PHILADEIiPHIA
Arturo Arturos Ore Tony
SharrabbK
Fred Blahop
'Wendy Bishop
Humbertos Bd
WABRINOTON
TOBX CITT
Dick WInalow Ore
Spike Harrlaon
Uayo'e
Clnb BoU
Capitol (M)
Pbll Ohman's Ore
Hotel New Torlter
8tot« <29)
Harold Wlllard
Blltmore Bowl
Rhythm Rocketa
Alan Fielding Ore Oua Johnaon Ore
PifUadliuB
Harry Donnelly
Peter Kent Oro
Jimmy Bvana
Trixle
Frank Llbuae Co
Ball-lovelles
Jimmy Caatle
Orauer
McLean
Bernle
Rosa
Andrews
Sis
Paul Kane
Roy Smeck
Bosarlo ft Antonio
Tltana
Juanlta
Margie Hlght
Al Donahue Ore
Central
Park
Hotel
Del
RIos
Brandon
Dorothy
Johnny
Morgan
Flene
Cafe
Jackie Miles
Mildred Gllaon
(Coeoannt Grove)
Chandra Kaly Co
Parts -Ina
Azmand-ft-Llta. --. ^
Oaclta
Bbb Knight Oro
4 Octavea
Oue Arnbelm Ore
Jack Joyce
Kenny HenryeOB
3 Radio Aces
3 Dee's
Buddy Clarke Ore

WEEK MAY

Antoinettes
rreddle'e Caf»

Tubby Bleves
0ddte LaBaron Ore Qeo D 'WaahlngtoB
Six Qlamour Ola
Don Pedro Ore
Oeormet Otab
Hllo Persi Boi
Tito Ottlcar

Hans Ifenaer
Palmer Hoase
(Enptae Boom)

TenaDlea
H Bersere Ore
Panchlto Ore

Sawdoat Tnll

Alio*

BytoB aia

HaMelbe^t

1

Regal Cinb
Duoky Malvln Ore
Senthera Tavera
Lee Allen Oro

O

Lang Thompson

Margaret. Qagllsh
Hotel reaway Hall

Johnny Joy oe Ore

Mary wine

8700 Clab
Tucker ft Tremalne
Art West
Roma Huston
Arlene Days

Betel BellendeB

'

Sammy Watkina O

Roslta Rloe
.Alblns

WW

DETROIT

Beelc-CadUlae Betel Leonard Seel Oro
(Book Caalao)
Merthweod laa
Loren Parsons
Anita JacobI
Banford Mandel
Wooda ft Bray
Bobby Allen
Harry Schilling
Barry Wilkinson
Roahee ft Lee
(Meter Bar)
Ray Carlln Oro
Vlo Abbs
Carroll ft Sally
INDEPENDENT
Olde Wayne Clnb
Margie Roae Marob
Bowery
Cbarlea Coatello Oro
Slesy Glnnle Leftua
VAUDEVILLE THEATBES*
Downey
McColl Sla
Bd McGoldrIck, Sr Morton
3 Ryan Bros
Bemlee Blahop
Helen Marriott
MIge WHIIama
Hoffman. Broa
NeU Dleghan's
Hartnells
Palm Beach
Leonard Cooke
St John Trio
8 Berdnn Jitterbugs Bobby Jonee
Marrone ft Gallo
IBthel Shepherd
Arden Dane
Mary Bller
5-0930
Hal ft Dolly
Dlan Rowland
Havenalres (4)
Shaw ft Meade
Ray Hottlnger Ore Johnny King
Don
Pablo Ore
Chas Carllali
Pryde ft Dill
Hack's 'Bedford laa
Old XVtlb Tkvera. Bsnny Resh Ore
Mao McGraw Oro
Domlnlo
Corlnna Mnra
/Qeraldo ft Helen
CosnBova
Helen Wlleon
Club Boyala
Marg'rlte ft M'rtlnex Juanlta Juarez
Leon ft Mace
Billy Hayes' Ore
Durand
ft Barry
Chuck Foste^Oro
Henry Monet
Andy Fletcher
Donald Novia
Ben Ftanklla
Burns Bros
Revue Parlalenae
Book Calhoun
Margie Knapp
Casa Hanana
Carol Crane
Vera Fern
Helen Harrlaon
Andy Russell
Winnie Hoveler Gla
Jaok Drayton
Townsends
Allan De Witt
Helen Miller
Jean O'Neill
Lloyd ft Willie
Virginia Rendel
Ward Sis
Ralph Eastwood
Chuck Henry Ore
4 H'wood Blondes
Bernle Green
Open Door Gate
Calahan Sis
Nlrma
Cordova
Stan
Norrls Oro
Plnitee Den
Laura Jean
Jan Savltt Ore
Leo Zollo Oro
Grace Huston
Walter
Ore
Lee
Sake Show Bar
Pegleg
Happeney
Betsy Mack
Coeoannt Grove
Cadillae Tavera
Art 'Wlnslow
'Warren Phillips
Sharon Lynn Gls
Cerktewn Tavera
Mary Parker
Bugs Wilson
Harry Dobbs Ore., Francea Condon
Gregory, Ray'd ft O
Billy Daniel
Trust
Beef
Henry Grant
Cadillac Caperelt^ Pen Raymond
Phil Irving
Jimmy Brierly
Good ft Goodie
Gaby La Fltte
Bon Perry
Jean Bverston
Gonzajo ft Beryl
Mitchell Leiaen Rev MIe Lan
Darleoe
Srof Crump
Betty Burns
Pete Viera Oro
Freddie Martin. Oro Flo Aah
rlando
Nlles ft Joanne
Irving Braalow Oro
Slatler Betel
The Westa
Marjorle Raymond Henrique ft Adrl'ne
Eari Canrell
Palnabo'e
Jackie Del Rio
Sande Williams Ore
Chet Record
Neaaley ft Normand
Buater ''Shaver
Dick Havlland
Lucky Bucka
Nick Cochran Oro
San Diego
Olive ft George
Carrell'a
Lea Arquette Ore
X<avee Twine
BhnmbooBle
( Debonairs
George Presnell
Charlie Galneat Oro Valley ft Lynn
Beryl Wallace
Hund'a
Al Alexander Oro
3 Rocketa
Maflne De Shon
Ijavernea
Frankle Convllla
Marya ft Martyn
Dorothy Garbo
Flelda ft Georgle
8 Old Timers
Irene Kayo
^
Dorothy Ford
Beth Farrell
Mary Brlkn
III De Shon Dancera
Manuel bopea
Barnett
ft Barclay
Mary Peterbeck
Dolores LaMonte
Roae O'Nell
Grace Gordon
Little Joe ft Jean
Helen O'Hara
LondoB Chop Hoase Lenny Shore
Cee Pee Johnaon O Wilbur Ranee
Johnny I,eary
Sunny Dale
Joe Stevens
Clair Fenert
Tenia Valentl
Verne's
Park Casiae
Reyes' Rhumba* Bd
Chet Everhart
Clnb IB
Gold ft Prlmrt^se
Beheheraxade Cafe
St Clair ft Day
Pk Casino Trou'don Rnby Ore
Alma Vlnclnt
Rhumba' Oro
Harriet Hate
Frank Hall
Tascha Borowakt
Morocco
Arlene Cole
Slate Bros
Smythe ft Dolores
Stephanie ft Craig
Alex Morlaon
Paul
Burk
Bin Brady
Ad
Lib
Edith Delaney
'Gay Nlnetlea' Rev
Sandra Karlna
Dick Hughes
Manny Strand Oro Ruaalan Gypay Ore Barbara Stone
Buddy Duray
Margot Wells
Harry Collet Oro
Carol Kane
Joe Foder Oro
Rainbow Terrace
Seven Seas
Xlorenllne Garden
Margie Hill
Madelon Baker
Whlttler Hotel
'(BtralTord', Pa.)
Lillian' Toura
Ltlla Klplkona
Roae Venutl
(Cold Cob Room)
Neblolo's
Cecil Golly Ore
Sybil Thomas
NTO Annlveraary
Herman Fine
Dl Plnte'B
Dl
Giovanni
Mlldrsd Stoully
Benny Kaha
Sid Tomack
WoBiler Bar
Dave Stein
Frederick ft ColUna —
Gene Hyman
PuananI Mathews
Fred Scott
Ellen' Lundle
Phelpa ft Cullenblne Sammy Dlbert Ore
Jimmy, Engler
MIkl Wlkl
Rela Broa
Billy Cheater
S Vanettea
Caetrlllos
Hal FIfer
Charlie Openul
Don Bddy
Eddie King Ore
Bobby Mathewa
Sugar Gelae
Bomnn Grille
David Marahali Ore Johnle Bright Ore
Enbassy
PITTSBUBOH
Thunderbolts
Geo Clifford
Sunny Stone
Blapay HAxlee
Charlie Foy'e Clnb
Peplta ft Lncla
Cornbread ft Honey
Aneborage
Bobby Whaling Co
Ben Bine
Charlie -Poy
Alllda ft Cblco
Mildred Gllaon
Hugh Morton Ore
Cully Richards
Herry-Oe-Roimd
I.eon£rd Sues
Gall Manners ^
Bddy Hockney
Benny Leaay
Maynard Deane
Jerry Leater
Cliff Hall
Bubbles Becker Ore
Rol Parker Oro
Pattl Moore
Shirley Marsh
Arllngtea Lodge
Fran Urban
Danny Bridges
Rendexvons
Sam Lewla
Bd6le Calvert
Pbll Cavezza Oro
Susan Lang
Francea Stone
(Hotel Senator)
Pat Shaw
Red Stanley Ore
Carlos Reyes Oro
Baloonadee
New Penn
Al
Bard
Oro
Eraklne Buttertleld Buddy Carlson Ore
Curt Weller Oro
Grace Hayes Lodge
Gay Carlisle Oro
University 3
Bomemet Honae
Mary Realy
Evergreen Caalne
BUI Green's
Stephanie ft Craig
Bpatola'a Grille
Harry RIngland
Neville Flecaon
Marvin Dale Oro
Bpth Challla
Teddy Ryan
Bob ft The Twine
Peter Llnd Hayea O Lou Bailee
\
Nltzu ft Ravell
Grace Hnyes
esth St.'iL.'i.XLer
Bwanne Inn
Linda March
Boog Sherman
Mavis Mima
Doria Elliott
Leater
Caalmlera Sla
Slim ft Slam
Maxle Simon
Rebecca Hayea
Pat Shevlln Ore
Gale Sheridan
Gladya Bentley
NIznn Cafe
Harry Comorada
Botiae of Mnrphy
Harry McKay
4-U Bar
Trianon
Buddy Blaine
Al Marlsco Ore
Roas ft Roaa
Dolorea
Tubby
Miller
Bob Carter -Duke
Ellington Oro Gloria Dale
Alice
Ross
Frankle Gallagher
Brooka Sla
Reggie Dvorak
Bnrlca ft Novello
Ruth Tentpleton
WUshlre Bowl
Hat Chanalor
Tom Plunkett
Dancing Debs
Clnb PeUte
Tony Bennett Oro
Jean Neunler
Velaacoa
Fred Laaprelle
Not Honae
Gordon Bishop
Piccolo Pete Ore
Sliver Fleet Ian
Biclnnay Ennis Oro
Kay Bartell
Betty Smiley
Sherdlna Walker O
Marie FItzpatrIck
Virginia ImwHi
Art Schamberg
Ted Blake
Eileen Graven
Lee Kaiser
CHICAGO
Dick Winkler
Joe Klein
Dotty Brennan'
1523 Locust
Sweet i Lowe
George Gregg
Dot Bollinger
Ambasaador Hotel Brucettea
Marian Proctor
IBvelyn
Nellie
and
Cork
Bottle
Ch1% Laulcr
(l*nmp Room)
Evelyn Bradley
Blake ft I.ambert
Kay Balfe
Lloyd Pox
Max Levin
Pola Montoya
"Evera ft Dolorea
rVal Oman Oro
Joe Lenny
Onsla
El Cblco
Elaine Black
Peppy & Peanuts
Harry Small
Blamarrk Hotel
joe Vlllella' Oro
Tuckers
Bubblea Shelby
RamonI Oro
Joe
Scotty
(Walnut Boom)
John Conte
Roae Feenoy
Bobby Danders
Roaal. Sla
Joe Conaolo
Silver Lake Inn
.Leonard Keller Ore Marvclle Myler
Kay Lavery
LoUta Cordoba
Stu Braden
Dorothy Dee
KIng'a Swing Ore
Carloa ft Carlta
Dolorea Worrell
Congrcaa Hotel
Berry Anne
Maurice ft Maryea
(Glaaa Hat Bm)
(H Walton Boot) Geo Reed
Hotel Fort Pitt
Tune Teaeera
Alice Lucey
Orchard
Paul Rossini
(Peacofh Rm)
Ken Bailey Ore
Hadley Gls
Watkina
Twina
Jimmy Gamble Ore
Jol Vera*
Glamour Gla
Johnny Mitchell
Frank Hesael Oro
Blacfcimwh
Jay
Lorlng
Helen
Heath
Jessica
Wheatley
Drake Hotel
Chuck Miller
Art Jarrett Ore
Btarap'a
Bob Ruaaell
Harry Walton
Camlllla Honae)
Chris Croaa
Barry, Prince ft C
Vera Neva
Irma Outhrell
Pines
Ramon Ram'oa Oro Maurice
Adrlenne Dane
ft Cordoba •'"dy Toppy
Hotel Henry
Bill Loroy Oro
Eleanor French
Vic Barli^an
Marianne Arden
Michael Sandlna
(Silver Grill)
Tony Rozance
Lillian Fitzgerald
Rooe Oallo
Edgewater Bcaeb
Blackatone Hotel
Hay Bnglert
Billy Merle Ore
Stamp Trio
Lou Morrison
(Ballnrae Bm.)
Uotel
Garner Gls
Bedd's Cafe
Nell Fontaine Oro
(Gay
BO'S)
Johnny Duffy Ore
(Bench Wnik)
Geo MarchettI Ore
Dorothy Neubitt
Curly Stewart Oro
Jnn 4esRloB
Janet li'uUan
Little Jack Little O
Swan Club
Eddie Myera
Hotel 71b Avenue
Geo Verrechia
Drevoort Hotel
Lewis Sla
Ann Howard
Ocrry Pnrka
Mickey House
Beie Saundera
(Crystal Boom)
Kathleen Quinn
Flaeh Lane
'Billy Vlller
Ida tola
Richards ft Gillette Billy Kretchmer
Grace O'Hara
3 NIblIca
TreloB
Everett
Haydn
Dorben
Gls
Hopklns'Ratliakeller
Mary
Peggy Lester
Norrle
Belly Donahoe
4 Acea
Horb Foots
Maey ft Nova
Bob Billings
Jimmy Venutl Oro
Max Tarsbia
Honry Patrlcli Ore Al Devln
885 Clab
Louise Wright
Broadment
Evergreen Oardeaa Flo Parker v.,
Viola Troy
20th Centnry
Rogers ft Morris
Buddy Lake
Marianne
Nolan
Broa
Revelera
ft
Troy
S Pep'pera
Patricia
Money OftUo
VincB Carson
Tacbt'-Olnb
Bonnie Bay
Chocolateera
Marie Austin
Betty Coeds
Jack Griffin
Mickey Regan
Dead Endera
Johnny Honnert
Archie Tarabis Ore
Anita Page
Agnea Barry
Margie DorIa
Tony Cabot Ore
Lou Holtz
Eve Lynn
Weber's Hof Brae
Lido Venke
Kurtis Puppets
Hotel Booscyell
'Sally Mayer
Graemere' Hotel
Cnmden
Jackie. Helle'r
Nan Hendry
(Glaiia Honae Km>
Barbara Ellla
Don Barl Ore
Pen Bannerman
Ryan Sla
Gwen Baucher
Alan Gale
Shirley Jeane
Jules FInrco'a Ore
Ding Bell Ore
Wherley Ola
Irene Carter
Linda Leif
Laddy Lament
Thelma Mitchell
Botel Bchenley
Shirley Holler
Charlotte Buckley
Estelle Dupree
Honey Family
HI Hnt
Sally Barr
Beth Calbert
Sky-Vne
Hollywood Blondes Billy HInda Oro
Rita Seaman
Herb Rudolifba Orr Jack Marshall
Gene Ramon
Dot Garaey
Bobby Annla Oro
Buzz
Bobby Campbell
Mayer
Lillian -Roth
Al Goldecker
Brown Derby
Union Grill
Jack Calhoun
Jack ft Jill Warner Danny Veraee Ore
Syd Golilon
Art Tagello
Harriet Norrla
Younger Ols
Haths'r BIdoradlana
Hotel
Little RathakeUer
Penn
Frank
Natals
Juanlta
Bddle Fens Ore
Dave Plerann
(Chatterbox)
3 Radio Acea
Mike Sandretto
Joan Dare
Snlly Keith
Ivonhoe
Baron Elliott Ore
Wilson's
Suzanne Auatin
Villa Madrid
Dixie Roberta
Billy Cover
Johnnie Wager
Florence Schubert*
Alice Perrell Dane
Btzl Covato Oro
DoLloyd McKay
Henry Bapaln
Michael Strange
Trace Ore
Sammy Frlaco Ore A
Mark
Lane
Al Stone
Marianne Kreltr
3 Rhythm Maniacs
Jimmy Savage Trio 4 Barda
Tlo
Johnny & George
La Fleur ft Mannern. (Continental Dar) Jon
Helen Sumner
Kollette ft Deane
Victor Hugo's Oro
Capitol Lounge
Frank Andrlnl 4
Dotty Vlllard
L'AlgloB
Marcia Wayne
Joe ItoUKh
Manoa Inn
4 Mllla Broa
Kennywood P^rk
Harriet Brent
Splron StamuB Oro
Hon Banuet Oro
Maurice Rocco
Jack Hutchinson
Johnny Meaanef O |J Jerks
FIfl de Vlllcrle
Art Mathews
Chief Tenehoa ft R
IiOUla Jordan Oro
'Jeanne D'Arcy
Isobel de Marco
West View Park'
Judy Lane
Tacht Clnb
Oliex Paree
Pete Sohlpper
Clyde Krilgtat Ore
Glamour Gls (3)
Morrison Hotel
Pat Purrell
Lorenzo & VIckl
Paul Whiteman Oro
Watkina Circus
Lola Clair
(Boston Oyster
Mary Lore
John Bolea
Elaine ft James
House)
Marsha
Anna Austin
Bdythe Sallade
Faye Merrill
BOSTON
Manfred Gotthelf
Alice Dudley
Frank Cuneo Ore
Mary Navla
Marianne
New Torker
Beachcomber
Boota McKonna Rev
Judy Starr
Andrlna
Billy Oray
CLEVELAND
Bvans Ols
Nye Mayhew Ore
Nan Blakatone
Sandro D'Arnez Ore Nixon ft Andre
ColoalmoaDarlene Welders
Alpine village
Bllnstrab's
Carl Mueller
Oil Phelan
Claude ft Andrea
Ralph Cook
Terry ft Walker
Otto Thurn Ore
Dave Forman
K&rl' Rnhde Ore
Frank Quatrell Ore May Lewie
Juchlteco Trie,
El Ihlttipo
Kretlow Ola
Margo
Bob Cupfer
Bob Klaniiera Ore
(Continued on page 56)

—

Bin Bailey
Bill Hughee
Alan Wood
SUnstrel Taveia

Patricia Ellla

Cafe Society

(Mldtown)
Teddy 'Wilson Oro
Eddie South Oro
Hazel Scott
Golden Gate
Jack Gilford

NEW TOBK CITI Bosslllanoa
Paramonnt <M)
Lola Wallner Co
yanghn .Monroe Ore Jack Hoist Co
Beatrice Kay
MIABn
Hal Sherman
I

'

Paul Wlnchell

Olympla

cmcAoo
Lime

&

Dooley

I

EDWARD SHERMAN

(Village)

Henry Allen Oro
Kenneth Spencer
Meade Lux Lewis

I6I9

Art Tatnm
Helena Home

Lane

Ammona

ft

Johnaon

ClaremoBt Ina
Joe RIcardel Oro

RKO

Jack Waldron

Kelth'a (2»-l)
Bernlvlcl Co
Pan American Fol

(23)

IMa4w

Hotel PenuylTanla

Diana Fontaine
Frankle Hyera
Irene Barclay

COLUMBUS

Gene Krupa Oro
Bob Bberls

CoLchlta

Hotel Plaza
Dick Gaaparre Orb
Chlaolto Ore
Paul Haakon
Maxine KIsor

AnlU Dillon
Ann Paige

Johnny Woods

.

.

Haxel McNnlty
CInb Oanobe
Currlto ft Coral
Lola Camache
Joae Perez

Rosa RIO

Betel BooseveU
Joae Morand' Oro
Betel Savoy-Plaa

.

-

<

i

'

Bmlie PetU Oro
Harriet Carr
CITT Diosa Costello
Hlldegarde
Renee
Stnnd (SO)
^
Bea Wain
Leo Rahn
'Wayne Kine Oro
(2»
Copacabaaa
Hotel St. George
Don CimualngsTmtta or Con'qa'cea Nat Brandwynne O
(BiooUyn)
Frank Marti Oro
MoSSSld'Amb-dorp. Lester ^Sf^'^
Dave
Martin Ore
•^°'*
Co
Mara
Tommy Wonder Co Allen ftCole
Dee Williams
Jifni
Tvetta
Dennis Morgan
Tank Porter

KBW TOBK

'

~r

Oae Foster Ola
.Goodrich ft Nelaon

Carloa Ramirez
Dick Fulbrlgbt
DeAngelo ft Porter Bin Olllard
Adele Norales
Betel St. Horits
Samba Slrena

Golden Gate
Lynn, Royce
SIggy Lanv

CaboB Caalne
Conauelo Moreno

Stwaley (30)

Earie (30)

Wesaon Bros

SImone Simon.
Lorr&lne ft Rognan
Victor Mcl^aglen

'

(2»)

Abe I^man Ore
Oleaaon Co
King

Arllna

ft

nuLADBLimA

-

BHle

4
ft

V

(80)

Blmao Oro

Lolo ft Ramon
Florence ft Alvarea
Betty Black

DImaa & Belen

Jaye Martin

Dorre

Bffl

Betel St. BeiJe

Diamond Honeabee Hal Saunders Ore
Ous Martel Oro
Dr Rockwell

Mae Murray

NIU

Naldl
Carlyle Blackwell
Joe B Howard .
~RoBS Wyse,
I

CITT

Jloak) Han (SB)
Wynn Uorray

Carroll ft White
Fields ft Georgle
(Two to All)

Joe Jackson
June Forrest

Ward

ft

'

El Chlce
Don Alberto Ore
Juan Martinez
'

Oeprge White Show
Robert Sbantey
FHILADELPBIA
Corps de Ballet
Carman (80)
Rockettea
Brno Rapee Sympti- Slmps^ Co
Ryan Benson'
Boxy (26)
Lee Dixon
Capt TIebor
Saul Grauman Co
Scott Bodja
Woodslde (80 only)
Nellie Arnant Co
3 Smart Gls
Ben ToBt Co
Jack tfpCor
Paul Aah Oro
Ray & Harrison
Apollo (30)
Jim Wong Tr
Savoy Sultans
Cats ft Fiddle
PITMAN
Evelyn Wtlte
.Broadway (31 only)
2 Thompson. Bros
8 Harmonica Bees
Mao Dlgga
3 Smart Gls
Chink CoUlna .
Canfleld Smith
Fig Meat
Jim 'Wong Tr

Gloria Belmonte

Antonlta

.

ATLANTIC OITT
Steel Ptw (80-1)

Tap^

Tip,

FkUBOoi Door
Sylvan Green Oro

Bee Kalmua
8 Heat Wtivea

Moray Amsterdam
Mabel Todd

Buck

(30)

any Lombardo Oro
(31)
Jimmy Snrsey Oro

vBALTDIORE

Hlppodronie (20)

Howard

T

Freddysone

TOBRINGTON

(1)

Bob Crosby Oro

Shelton

ft

Jlmtny Walllngton
Powers Models
4 Polka Dots
Ruthle Barnen
State (1-4)

Alhambra (I)
Roye ft Arthur
ft White
Rex Owen. Carol

Vlllarlno

Fields ft Georgle
(One- .to fill)

Delorea DeLeon

Hlokory .Boiiae

WASHINGTON
(SO)

Ray ConnIS Oro

Barl Hloea Oro.

Harriet Clark
Hotel Aalor

Howard

8

Harmonica Bees
Fred Hnghes
Barr ft Bstes

King Broa
Cappa.Bnrra Boys

(29-31)
Benfttor Murphy

WUIow Grove Park
'

CAMDEN

Towers
Stanley 2

(ao-1)
ft

Young

& M Havel
ft Kayo
Howard

Arthur

Mardo
Joe

FBEETOBT
ft

Artbor

-

Dorsey Ore
Rloa Oro
Connie Haines
Pled Pipers

S

Harmonica Bee*

&

Barr

Frank Sinatra
Buddy Rich
^Iggy BIman
Hotel Belmont

Bates

Canfleld
'(1

Smith
only)

.

.'

Smart Ola
SImpaon Co
3

Plaza
Arthur Ravel Oro
Joe Pafumy Oro

Ray ft Harrlaon
Senator Murphy

JJm Wong

Lucille Johnaon

WOROBSTER

'Plymooth

Owen Gary

•

.

Ch'r Frederlcka Co

Art Carney

Hirtel Blltmore
Clyde Lucaa Oro
Hotel Bossert
'

Cabaret

(Brooklyii)

Bills

Bobby Parka Oro
Imogen Carpenter
Hotel Ediaon

HEW TOBKCETT
AnnaDdo's
Oeo Morris Oro
.Pedrlte'-'Ora

Jayne Manner*
nrarbcotaiber

Dick S'Amlco Oro
ChaVet Oro
Carmeir D'AqtnnIn

Toy

ft

Wing

Angelo Oro
Frederlca •
Joan Benolt

Peggy

Bllla

Blue Barron Oro
Hotel Essex Bouse
Sammy Kaye Oro

.

Juanlta Juarex
BUI BertoIotUte
Don- Bylvlo Or.e.-.:
-

,

'

Blllle

Holiday

Clarence Profit Trio

La Coogn
ft

Capella^

Bela BIzony

RudI TImfleld
Leon ft Eddle'a
Lou Martin Oro
Eddie Oavia
Nerlda Oro
-

i

De SImone Dane
Monte Carlo
Ted Btraeter Ore
John Buckmaeter
Place Elegante
Brneat Franz Orr

Bemlee Manning
BUI Farrell

I

I

I

1

I

Joe Ravazo
Vincent de Costa
Art Tubertinf
Tlno UonelU

I

I

Virginia

Haya

'

'

Grill

'

Ruaa .Smith Oro
Aahburne
Balnbotr

'

.

Bllllngtona

Annette
Sherry Britton

Bninbow

^

.

Jay ft Lou Seller
Lazara ft Oaatell'oa
Nina Oria
I> CoQ Bouge
Geo Sterney Oro

Ddn RIcbarda

I

_

Palmer Bros
Stuff Smith

:

Boom

Barry Wlnton Or<
SIgrld Lasaen
Clemente Oro

Sonny Tufta
May la
Daelta
Laing ft de Mllle
Belmont Balladcers Billy de
Wolfe

(26-28)

Bob Croaby Oro

BVeeport (3S)

Raye

WILLOW OROVE Tommy
Juanlta
(30 only)

ft 4 Fays
Boyal (2B)
Andy Kirk Oro
Lopez ft Tondelaya
TImmy ft Freddy

Wello

i

.

Hot Ltpa Page Ore
Billy Danlela

.

Jue Fong
Chin Wan
Havana-Madrid
Frollan Maya Oro
Juanlta Sanabria O
Roslta Ortega
Cesar Tapla
Las Adelltaa

Leater Cole Co
Ch'r Frederlcka Co

Charlee ft Celeate
Marcella Claire

Beatrice
.

Maya Kella
Ho6 Shoe

Bubbles

ft

Sammy White

Ted Eddy Ore

Jaob Harria Oro

Forbld<ien. City
Sal Cabral Oro

Adrian Rolllnl 3

Dinah Shore
Milton Borle'
Jansleys

•

Princess Aloma
C Hoherty Gls

H^tropoUtan
(30-1)

'

Trio
Iceland Beetamaat

Noro Moralea Ore

Gayle Gaylord
Ford Crane

FROV&>ENCE

'

To«v-i

Bon Tost Co"

v

H

Kelly's Stable

El Marocce
Hoist Ore
Don Devpdl Ore
Ann Klesa

Bmie

'

-

Oypay Markoff
Evelyn Tyner
Wllllama

Danny White

-Maria-. Lopez
'Charro Oil 3

'

.

,

Astoria

Marge

Mangean Sis
Clyde Hager

St»te (30-1)

Hotel Tatt
Frankle Masters O
Pbyllla Mylea
Hotel Waldorf(Starlight Boot)
Xavler Cugat Oro
MIguellto Valdea
LIna Romay

Cbarlea King

BABTFOBD

Lane

Jlr

June Mann
Delia Llnd
Geo Fontana
Llla Lee
Qllda Gray

Independeri

NEW TOBK

I

FOrd Harrison Oro

Don Casanova

(23)

Gae Foster Gla
Marina Lord
3 Read Sis
Weason Bcoa
SIggy Lane

8 Sallora

>

.

.

WASHDiaTON

PITTSBUBGH

COL

f

'

Don Avendano Oro'

Warner

Diane

Ginger Dulo

Roy Sedley)

Palace (23)
Eddie Duchin Ore
Merrlel Abbott Co

(30)

ft

Bunny Howard

Sylvia Barry

Jack White

V

Major Bowea

CLEVELAND

Eddie Duchin Oro
Merrlel Abbott Co

Co

HIbbert, Byr<i

Wlnton

Peter Brent Oro
Pat Harrington

Johnny Wooda

Wood

Blenore

Clob 18

Q Andrewa Oro

BOSTON

O

Jose Domlnguez

i

NEW YOBK

BROADWAY

'

(29-1)

Sybil Bowen
Bob Bromley

ChlcBSo (SB)

BOOKING THE NAUOITS LEADING

4

Cafe Society

•

'

.Blvlera
(Ft. Lee, N. J.)

Panobo Oro
C Cavallaro Ore

Wm

'

I

I

I

I

Jimmy Save

Betty Bruce
Gower ft Jeanne
Sara Ann MoCabe

Norah Wllllamrf
Carroll ft Gormen
Bnban Bleo
Mildred' Bailey

Hotel LexIqgtoB
Ray Kinney Ore
Aggie Auld "

Brenda Forbes
Delta Boya

Napua

Nlottlas Matttaey

Leilaal laea

Peter Nemlroff Oro

BntalaB KretehlBa

O

'

'

.

I

I

.

'
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LEGITIMATE
Sam

CorioV Skinsome Tondeleyo' in White
Ciirgo' Big B.O. Despite die Leg(it)

W

By.BEBB GOLDEN
More Coflo, less conversation Is
the desire of the amateur critics who
are crowding the b.o, at the Adams,
Newark, this week to catch "White
Cargo.' Their consensus echoes that
ot their brothers and sisters in the

M

Benefit

Harris

m N. Y.

49

Campaigning for Equity Council

Sam H. Harris, who was operated
on in Florida, returned to New York
from his West Palm Beach home re-

Bitter

portedly fully r'ecovered, but is in
semi-retirement.
Showman Is expected to visit his office In about
two weeks, but how active, he will
be in producing for next season Is
not indicated.
Harris plans securing a summer

As Rep l^krtson Re-hjects

Charges of Communism Vs. Hewitt

Although "Lady In the Dark' wlU home lii New Hope, Bucks Ckiunty,
campaigning has surted for the
suspend tor the summer at the Al- Pa., where George S. Kaufman and Harry Kaufman on Mend
'
regular ticket and the independent
Mos^ Hart, whose plays he has pro_.
vln, N. T., June 14, tHere will be an
slate in the June 6 Equity election.
duced, also have residences.
Bronx and Brooklyn, who have extra performance on the following
Harry Kaufman, ticket broker and Those active in mailing out llteraheated up the ttirnstiles .of the Wee evening as a benefit for the Actors
favoring
the
regulars
legit showman" who successfully unare
Si Leventhal subway circuit these
Alfred
Fund.
Stagehands and musicians
derwent an abdominal o^T,irXor^.^^l'^,J^^ ^^^1^^%
past two weeks to view the Ann
Kappeler, Robert T. Haines and
•
X
has gone outi ofJ town to
recuperate. Winifred Lenihan. Paul Stewart
Corlo metamorplils from Hirst to have agreed to suspend their rules
is
histrionics.
covering pay.
He will remain in Saratoga .for a chairman of the indie campaigners,
'Cargo,' truth to tell. Is no longer
Musicians will get $10, which is
couple of weeks, then goes to supported by Everett Sloan, Mervyn
Bufflclent vehicle for the Corlo tal- the regular wage for one' performWilliams, Ezra Stone and their canPlorida.
didates.
ent It was okay last year when the ance.
Similarly, stagehands will be
Kaufman is largely responsible for
Likely that the indie ticket, none
femme from 42d street was untested paid $6.75,' with department heads
Hellzapoppin.'
Upon returning to of which previously won
and unproved. But now, her art $12.50. Ordinarily portions of a week
noU
New York he will start preparations a record number of votes will
tried and found hot wanting in require a full week's pay.
with Inon 'Crazy House,' a new Olsen and dications that at least
the test tubes of. either the supersome of the
Johnson revue with Carmen Miranda, candidates wiU be named
cilious Broadway crix or In. the yardto the
council (no officers on the ticket this
age of tickets sold, she should have
Geo. Kanf
Meets
year). There is a percentage of the
something more of a play.
Slump In Chicago, where grosses
Equity membership which invariNot one, mind you, that requires
Atty. Osluin to Produce
ably votes the regular ticket, but
more dramatic talent. By no means.
Lee Shnbert and 'Big' have declined to a greater degree
some have expressed a' different
But one that requires more Corlo.
than on Broadway, Is partly attribuCokon Play; Long Fend viewpoint, evidencing they will
cast
Mr. Mlnsky's ex-Oittle girl, Ann,
Leads to Verbal Tiff ted to booking vagaries. United
makes but one appearance In Act I
Booking Office Is not blamed as
Between 'Em
Off candidates and vote. "for two of^e
and looks in on the stage only occa115 'regulars'.
Lee Shubert and George S. Kauf- much as some managements, who
sionally thereafter. It ain't enough.
_,,
Not for a star who gets 100% bUUng. man, who are arguing who has the agreed to spotting a ntimber of shows
,
„ ,\
J Congressman William T. LambertFive years ago John
Colton and son, who, some months ago, smeared
in the wrong theatres. Noticed that
It's not Leon Gordon's 18-year-old rights to 'Mr. Big,' encountered
each
Congressional
Record
musical shows were presented in Hafry H. Oshrin, his attorney and the
with
wheeze of Englishmen suffering from
other on 44th street, N.Y., last week houses
designed for straight plays adviser, were caUIng each other lots charges that half a dozen Equity
heart-sickness and heat-sickness in
the damp rubber country of Africa and there was a terse conversation, and, in at least one Instance, a com- of
but they evidenuy have
Sft^
that brings the queue to the cash- mostly by Kaufman. Both smUed but edy was planted in a spot designed agreed
to forget their ^'differences the campaign.
A letter from him
didn't mean it.
Author-manager, principally for musicals.
ier's cage. No, sir!
Disappoints ia Act n
who intends makloig his debut as -a .Result was that the shows and and the latter will produce a play by urging the defeat of Alan Hewitt
circulated through Miss Reed
Annie's appearance in that first showman on his own with 'Big,' told houses suffered. Glaring error was the former in the fall. It will te the
weekend. Hewitt is the
^"^^
act, of course, is quite an appearance. Shubert, 'I saved you a lot of money made in the case of Ed Wynn's 'Boys first presentaUon on his own by Oshcandidate and, had it not
Fetching in loin cloth and brown by taking the play,' adding that it and Girls Together,' which played rin, who has about 50% of "Tobacco
been that he decided to run, there
powder, she ahnounces—with syl- might be just a flop.
the Selwyn, strictly a straight play Road.' New play is an adaptation of
opposIUon
'The Soldier Tanaka,' by George JY**"'? "5^^
lables, properly accented—'I am Ton'Big,' which was tried out at Co- theatre.
It was figured the show,
^*'"''e'^<">
praised
the
^.
de-ley-o.' Somewhere in the African lumbia University last winter, was with its large crew and orchestra, Kaiser. It -was originally produced
nominating comhilttee for doing, ^
bush between Acts I and II the na- virtually bought by Shubert but couldn't make much profit even if in Switzerland last year, but was fuly patriotic
duty' in declining to
tive gal manages to whip up a bras- technically the deal was not con- capacity was drawn and publicity taken off the boards at the request of'
the Gehnan and Japanese ambassa-'P"' Hewitt on the slate,
siere, to the disappointment of the summated, mostly because one of the costs were curtailed. 'Boys' dropped
theme.
„ .^berlaion vs. Hewitt
boys from the Bronx, Brooklyn, two authors had not signed the con- $12,000 on the four-week date and dors because of Its anti-Jap
Hewitt, who was among those
•.
^
n
J
J
,
Newark, et aL Even so, the remain- fract and both were said to have cdlled it a season.
Lambertson; said that ttl
The Shanghai Gesture,' also a hit. Kansas legislator
ing expanse of epidermis is nothing preferred Kaufman doing the play.
'Arsenic and Old Lace' was booked
was trying to tun
The boys from
less than enticing.
Kaufman is reported having de- into the Grand, where .'Boys' should «Mi*°'" Zf"?*^"^
"^^^ '"/I** acto" union. He has deiSd '
the Bronx, Bro.oklyn, Newark, et el, clared that If Shubert sued over the have been planted if not the Erlanger, Hollywood It was over the Invest- having radlpal leanings right Song
ment
of
his
earnings
that
he
quarcan't have everything.
half
dozen
rights, the shows of a
and points out UMttte" chme was
and while it started well enough—
Back in 1023, when 'Cargo' opened producers would refuse to play Shu- though not capacity through any
1^3 T}^ °!^'^/"?..;il!.i?"!:.never%roven"\^«X
at the Greenwich Village theatre, To&t theafres, at his request.
That week business has been dropping went into coitft. A Judgment of be adjudged 'guilty.' In bis letter,
some critics suggested that It even was denied, but when Shubert heard steadily. Despite the size of the $72,500 was awarded to the author, Lambertson wrote:
bordered on art. Now it borders on the report he filed xourt t>roceedings. Chicago house, the Broadway (Ful- principally because Oshrin sunk Col'It would be most unfortunate
ton's money in a realty project called
boredom except for those too Infrefor Equity should the good work
ton) company easily tops it.
Cast the Tlnney Estates near Freeport
quent moments when s.a. raises its
done by your committee be nulll>
may not measure up to the original, the court ruled it an Improper and
inMiss Corio's talent,
lovely head.
fled by the indifference or gullibut that the booking was a mistake vestment,
WILL
as Oshrin owned the propwhatever it may be—and it is only K.C.
bility
of your members.
is generally conceded.
'Cabin in the erty himself.
shading out of the tyro stage thespic'It is incredible that an honest
SIcy* Is experiencing worse business
2,000 IN/42 at the Selwyn than did 'Boys' and is Shortly after the decision Colton pnd unselfish man devoted to the
ally—is not one that bores. Ask anyagreed to accept about halt the
Interests of his organization should
one who's ever been to the Gaiety.
far In the red on the date.
amount of the award, payable over a
drive so persistently for an enSole femme in .the cast, Ann's the
Kansas City, May 27.
Placing of 'HeUzapoppin' in the period of five years. ApparenUy the
dorsement which cannot vindicate
busher who's lived with every EngThe Playgoers' League of Kansas vast Auditorium is still another payments have been completed. Athim, but which would further
lishman on.the Coast, finding each in
considering the business there. torney represented the author fox
boner
rot
tarnish
the reputation of Equity
damp
afterthe
a
useless
season
with
turn pretty
City, organized last
Revue was cleaning up on the road around 15 years.
and penalize hundreds of his feland the heat has enervated him. She's membership list of 2,000 to assure
until It hit Chicago, wheriB the busilow actors.' Lamberton declared
finally attracted to a newcomer (Jess
success of legit road' plays In the ness dropped €0%. 'Hellz' was rethat deserving actors throughout
Barker), who is so'much an Episcothe country were penalized 'be<
palian and has a bulldog lack of sense, Music Hall, will expand its mem- garded a natural for the 1,400-seat
PHILLY
cause Communists In high posl«
he marries the girl. Too much talk bership to 4,000 for the lSi2 season. Erlanger, instead of the Aud, which
tlons are not weeded out of theand too little action from him finally Members pay $1 fee, for which they holds 4,000.
STAY;
atrical organizations.'
DET.
Routes for next season are now
lear her to try poison on him, but
receive 10% reduction in price of
Hewitt, who has been principally
being planned and one of the longest
she's caught in the act by one of the
occupied with radio appearances,
oldtlmers (Richard Stevenson)- and tickets for most plays and 'opportun- tours in sight will probably be for
"Life With Father* terminates a 13disagreed with the nominating commade to" swallow the vialful herself. ity to secure tickets before sales are the Wynn show, which will prob- week engagement
public.
et the Walnut, mittee's reasoning that it did not
Some manably play the Coast.
Other members of the cast Include opened to the
wish
the responsibility of putting blm
Philadelphia,
HousSaturday
meeting,
Frank
end
recent
(31)
At
a
are
complaining
that
they
canagers
Robert
Ed^ar Kent, Wana Singh,
Henderson, Edward Harvey, Curtis ton was re-elected -president; Mrs. not get advantageous sharing terms Junips to the Cass, Detroit, Monday on the ticket in light of the LambertKarpe, George Smithfleld and Shel-- Herbert O. Peet, v.p.; Ethel McDon- from the UB.O, which may curtail the (2). Philly date was the longest for son charges. Actor says that Is Just
why
he should have been consldZachman,
Eugene
secretary;
ald;
being
booked.
weeks
number
of
and
ley Hull.
Direction is tired,
a straight play date there in a num- ered, as that would be one way to
with the big hunks of dialog, especi- treasurer, and Mayor John B. tjSage,
ber of years ahd the average gross clear his reputation, also to bring
honorary chairman.
ally In the first act, that hurts.
issue into the open, since
for the first half of the run bettered the
League
reby
the
Sponsorship
Strawhat Plans
Washington investigators have not
100,000 Bankrofl
$19,000 weekly. Last week's takings
Effort to give the hurley grad sulted in 40% increase in boxoffice f
something better than 'Cargo' will receipts for the 1940-41 shows and
were.close to $14,000, which means
JSlrgr*tlelSva*fV'"r
tadiS
Opera
Permits
Cincy
in
black
resulted
10
plays
each
of
be made when she hits the strawhats
an exceUent profit
charges stirred the membership
Arrangement
this summer. She opens July 14 at ink on house ledger.
Chicago "Father' went off at the more than at any time since the
Cambridge in 'Sailor Beware,' then whereby the Philharmonic orchestra
To Start 20tli Season Blackstone,
not to resume on tour charges caused an uproar last sumnights,
to
Tuesconcerts
will
shift
its
follows with 'The Barker' for a week
until fall; It Mtablished a new run mer.
each at Cohasset, R. I.; Fitchburg, day and Wednesday is expected to
At a meeting of the indie group
After much procrastination, the record for the town, 66 weeks being
That's be of great benefit next season in
Mass., and Metuneck, R. I.
nights Cincinnati Summer Opera Associa- completed. Original company is in, reasons for opposition to the regubefore New Hope, at which the play freeing Thursday and Friday
its 81st week at the Empire ahd still lar ticket were outlined.
This was
Uavelling
Hall
to
Music
the
in
is undecided, and then Ivoryton with
tion obtained finances In excess of cleanng up.
(Continued on page 51)
shows.
'Sailor Beware' again.
$100,000 yesterday (Tuesday) and
Average gross of the. Chicago
In the meantime, after a week's
will open Its 20th successive season 'Father' was better than $13,000,
,
layoff following Newark, 'Cargo' will
at the open air Pavilion June 29. every week turning a profit.
Run Wllmer
VlHCent Settle
play Wooster, Holyoke and New Manager Would Cool Off
The season wiU run six weeks; or 36 nosed-out 'Ltghtnin" for the local
reopen for two
Britain.
It wiU
'Maritza' (Shuberts) Suit
Actors as Well as Patrons performances, to Aug. 9.
run record, that comedy playing 65
weeks at the Locust, Philly, in the
season,
the
most
weeks,
also
at
Blackstone,
Features
of
the
the
Other
in
nearsystems
Suit of Sidney Wilmer ahd Walter
There are cooling
fall, to be followed by a road tour
I

I

'

.
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for the better part of the winter, it ly all Broadway legit theatres tot
is hoped. There's vague talk of com- comfort of audiences, but in few Ining into Broadway it the proper
stances is there provision to cool Uie
vehicle can be found.
move to improve that conCorio's grabbing herself around stages.
dition has started, at the instance
$1,000 a week on the current tour,
house manager rather than
getting a guarantee of about $500 and of a
players
who sweltered during per25% of the gross over $5,000. Show
formances last week.
hit about $7,000 at the Windsor in the
Frank Smith, who handles the
Bronx and the Flatbush, Brooklyn.
Barrymore for the Shuberts, asked
for and obtained four cooling units
to
which were installed In the comers
Joshua Logan, legit director, has of the stage. The devices ere filled
gone to Cape Cod for the summer, with, ice and blowers waft cool air
after a week in New York to see towards stage center. The manager
the shows.
was thanked by members of the 'Pal
He has been seriously ill In a Joey' company, slated to play
through summer at the Barrymore.
hospital for several months.

pretentious

A

Logan

Cape Cod

in

Cincinnati's

history,

will be the complete elimination of
*%Cwnan opera, and the first appeafance ariywJiere of Grace Moore
In the title role of 'Tosca,' a part she

will n.Tsume in the Met season In the
faU.
Other singers include Giovanni
MartinelH, Gladys Swarthout, Ellsa-

|

i

I

'

beth Rethberg, Robert Weede, Vivian
Chiesa,
Nicholas Moscona,
Delia
\

Michael Bartlett, Virgilio Lazzari,
Rose TentonI, Joseph Royer, Angelo Pilotto,

Melton,

Rose Bampton, James

and

Armand

'

\

1

:

Tokatyan.

Oscar Hill continues as managing dlrector, while Fausto Cleva will conduct and Anthony Stlvenello will )>e
stage director.

|

'

'

I

.

Chicago runs: 'Abie's Irish Rose,' 58
weeks; 'The Student Prince,' S3
weeks; "You Can't Take It With You,'
49 weeks; 'Castles In the Air,' 47
weeks; 'The Desert Song,' 42 weeks;
'No, No Nanette,' 41 weeks; "Three
Men on a Horse,' 37 weeks; 'My
Dear Children,' 36 weeks.
Entire company, headed by Lillian
Gish and Percy Waram, trained back
to New York, but three members of
the Chicago company enter the cast
of the Dorothy Gish-Louis Calhem
outfit, moving from Philly to DeThey are Margaret Randall,
trolt.
Peter Jamerson and David Jefferles,

replacing

Phyllis

Tyler,

Vincent
'

i

'

against

Select

Theatres

covp and~°Shubert~ lTieatre'"corp
^as settled and discontinued out of
the N. Y. Supreme Court on Monday (26).
Action sought $25/000
plaintiffs claiming 10% of
the total profits received by the defendants for the rights to the operetta, 'Countess Marltza.'
Plaintiffs as owners of the rights
to the operetta, averred they turned
them over to the Shuberts in 1925
for 10% of the net profits.
Th«
Shuberts in 1933 transferred tha

damages,
,

I

|

I

'

,

Select.
Plaintiffs
to
had
claimed that the, Shuberts received
In excess of $250*000 from the pro-

rights
|

:

!

Richard Noyes and Richard "Tyler! duction and motion picture lights to
the operetta.
Howell.
I

>
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Weintadmj,

LEGITIMATE

Wk; tabm'

Chicago, May 27.
Life With Father' fbally wound
up In Chicago, smashing through for
a 86-w6ek record run and grossing
almost $1,000,000 in a theatre which
had been considered tod lar oS the
main stem (or Chlcagoans. Oscar
method ot management,
Serlin's
presentation- and operation was a
revelation In building goodwill.
Otherwise the loop situation was
pretty much the same. 'Hellzapoppin* was a bit better in its second

Montreal, May 27.
Brao* of musicals following one
anotlMr at His Majesty's for opening
of aarly lummer season here garnered fair grosses and offer some
encouraMment to Sfauberts to send
more. llose Marie' last week to
Saturday- (24) and 'Blossom Time'
previous >week at $2.82 top each
rofsed about the same estimated

Leopold Stokowski's
Dai{liter in Strawbat

much

lummer Mason at the Bucks
County- Playhouse. New Hope.
Miss Stokowskl has appeared in

'RITA'S'

BANG-UP lO Key: C M(Comedy), D
(Retme),

L

as

,

Toronto's 2d

Sommer

held over for second

week

at the

F

"^"^^

(20th

p„.^. j„

Toronto,

and show operation,

May

27.

(14th Thomson leading oS the week of
along jjune 2 in Shaw's 'PygmaUon,' Royal
Charles Thomas, and 'Cabin In the
satisfactorily and no mdlcatlon ofl
,
,
,
^
,x
any closing notice, but eased to Alexandra here Inaugurates Its sec- Sky,' with Ethel Waters.
ond summer season of visiting guest$9,000.
TweUth NIcht,' Erlanger (3dlrf--, inaccurate perhaps
nerhBos. to call
week) (1,400; $3.30). Now sending f™""
$323,100 Total
out flock of special-rate school du-l" strawhat, Inasmuch as the 1,581cats and getting customers. On the seater is an air-conditioned metroat. $15,000.
poiitan 'house, but low nunmerright side of the ledger
LegH Gross Best Since
i

,

I

SlL's

prlces will prevail.

Will drop ofl
$20rOOT for
^last. week's heat

$4.40).

down under

soon;

list

time

and

gagement.

i

week) (CD-938;
"?

wm play

(C-K'

$3.30)

until flrgt of the

^

year; rated over $16,500.
•CUndte,'

712; $3J0). Making fine profit right
.mv sister irn„„' mur^^,^ iv>a
along and there may be*^two com^eek) (CD-991 /a /o^ ^n^"^^^^
panics sent on tour next season; der tizoon
for flJs ti,;,. 1?.^
original show should continue weli Sect
Id to V^m^r^B^-'^.n-.
toto fall period; $12,000 and better.
?|rded as vlA SSS f^.^UJ?*"^!"'
straight pUy.

„

Garden

Winter

'Hellaapoppln,'

(140th week) (R-1,671; $3J0). With
stru^led to $5,500. only two or three musicals slated
Mason folded.
through summer, this long run revue
Festival's opener of a four-week should be among survivors; around
stand, 'Rio Rita,' chalked up neat $18,000.
It Happens on Ice,' Center (8th
$31,000. 'Naughty Marietta' follows,
both being at $2.75 top. Tariff lifts to week) (repeat engagement) (R-3,087;
$3.30 top for the last two musicals, $2.75). Went to new low last week,
'Chocolate
Soldier,'
with
John when gross was around $15,000; pos-

With Ruth Chatterton and Barry

to $13,000.
Eileen,' Harris
Going
$2.75).

week) (C-1.450;

(Farce), pushed pace to $16,000; low for en-

"f*

Of Ua«H-iMar
fillMt-.Star ljMnt<°^*'°°''B
UI
Legn o^^^^i^

Uieatre
Sroper
n finale picked up

^.

'"'^

*°

SS^lm'n"'

some

R

durlnl

*"'=''!?: ^""^

Pulton
'Man Who Came to Dinner ' Musie
Con-, Box (84th Wtk)
$2.20)!
Affected a little by the ^iseksonable
weather, but credited with better
than $8,000; that's okay for laMh
Booth (15th week) (C- show It thi^ tone

L„l^'**°''.

^"iVJ^
up to now

'

(Dramo),

(Muaicol),

(Operetta).

A.

'

house potential. Lifted a bit last
week, coming up to $20,500.
Xlfe With Father/ Blackstone
(eeth and final week) (1,200; $2.75).
Cracked all money and run records
for Chicago and was a lesson in

^
Week

vltil^ t
*^ Last
^ ^
Estimates
for

for the

Ease Off

some musicals thoueh off
some what last week agiin: Sf?uSd
as

•

1

$31,000 IN

Sister

AO

$12,000, 'Corn' 13G.

I

I

^(1,000;

$25,000, 'Joey' $17,000, 'Eleen'

Summer heat, with the thermom-;
Extra Federal tax of 20% on adThursday (15).
mish had not then hit legitimate
Philadelphia,. Hay rr.
shows in Canada, but will do H^'^nTL^i S-^^?"""
"""^
Sonya Btokowtkl, blonde 19-year- stage
so under last week's amendment of ttere lere''loJ?fJ"^^n«« T^''
old daui^ter of conductor Leopold the Budget
Sly"%iTu'dd^rc1osinTs "ot
for the future.
eurred, ^ut at least two are dated for
Stokowskl and Ub former wife, Olga
Samarofl, will be the Ingenue -lead

'Arscnlo and Old I<aoe,' Grand summer ttock in New England the
(7th week) (1,200; $2.75). Holding to past two seasons.
She makes her
a sameness of pace, considerably oS debut at New Hope June S In Yjieorge
capaci^ but safely on the proflts Washington Slept Here,' In which
side at $10,500.
Charles Butterworth plays the lead.
'Cabin In the Sky,' Selwyn (3d
week) (1,000; $2.75). One more week
Los Angeles, May 27.'
and then to the Coast. Has not been
happy here, with the money conSpring operetta festival at the
siderably under expectations; $9,000. Roth Chatterton Starts
Philharmonic Is the only legit offerAuditorium
(2d
'Hellxapoppin,'
ing in town.'- 'Pins and Needles*
week) (4,000; $3.30). Far under the

'My

Heat Wilts B'way B.O^; Hattie'

Cuuda; AJ[. Musicals OK

Unbppy

$9.0001

81

New 20% Admish Tax In

-

'^^i^A^.
Estimates for Last Week

week)

-

.

28, 1941

TatiierGoodSUOOOfaliiidhFiiial
Chi

—

,

^orQi,'

„

Belasco.

20th week;

after doing
dropped down around

f'."?'

il'SX'

or less.
'Native Son,'

*5>o<'*'
I

(D-1,520;

St.

$3.30).

James

(9th week)
Plenty of theatre
one such sellout

parties here and
helped keep gross from tumbling;
however, did dip to aroimd $10,500.

skating show wiU be
Val Joey,' Barrymore (22d week)
(M-l,104; $4.40). Not worrying about
»
?i„£«-l wJiillSl^-T
musical, which draws conslst»
.„.lv w?»
on?"*^?."^*
o'lanUy good business though under
TJ^i lead
ir"i'°^^=
.^'l?"** atfenune
may be aflecttog_
capacity; dropped under $17,000
" flirt
*
tendance, as gross has tapered aowri time.
i

'

•

•

(30th
""•SSdf'r-the Dark.' Alvin (18th
<M-1,347;
Fotmer
$4.40).
week) (M-1,375: $4.40
Little doubt J^eek)
that capacity willprevail untU show }^«^" ^^hich^is figured to stay
soon suspends fof summer; better ^I^^^^J^I^^I't^l^^t^^^,^
^^'^ claimed
than $31,500 right along with stand- 5f
satisfactory,
ees; box office wUl remain open for *<*
'Sepatate Rooms,' Plymouth (61st
sale of tickets for resumption, early
week) (C-1,107; $3.30). Long stay has
in September.
Xlfe With Father,' Empire (80th been surprising, but adroit cutweek) (C-1,005; $3.30). GetUng nearly rating has been principal factor;
.

,

With Ernest M. Rawley and Frank
Banner '27-28 Season
McCoy at the helm, duo last year
kept tiie Royal Alexandra open durst. Louis, May 27.
ing the summer for 10 weeks with
such stars as Ethel Barrymore, FranThe 1940-41 legit season here of 23
cis Lederer, Cornelia Otis Sklmier, we^ks, which closed two weeks ago,
Peggy Wood, Violet Heming, Mar- was the best since 1927-.28 and the
Boston, May 27.
total estimated gross topped that of
•The Man Who Came to Dinner,' garet Bannerman, etc.
last year, which had previously held
with Alexander WooUcott, topped
This season, after 'Pygmalion,'
the blue ribbon. Total gross for the
they'll have Ruth Gordon In the season just wound
It! money
mi^pi'^^»?n''Hi%H*,-M"5L^
up was $323,100,
'
race and holds for at least
the
Am«rip,.„
«r»,„io«
-«f
r»
North American premiere ~of St topping that of last season by an esone more frame -here. 'Meet
John Irvine's 'Robert's Wife* prior timated $4,000. Nine dark weeks
People' opened Monday (26).
Two shows left town Saturday to the Broadway run. Also an- caused by the inability of Paul Belsman,
manager
the American,
of
(24):
'Gay Divorce' and 'Women nounced are Mary Boland in 'Meet
Aren't Angels.' Both did okay biz, the Wife*; C. Aubrey Smith in Gals- town's sole legiter, to obtain road
considering the heat wave.
worthy's
'Old
English';
Tallulah pieces prevented the gross from going over the $400,000 mark.
Bankhead
Cardboard
Estimates for Last Week
in 'Her
Lover';
'Hellzapoppin' was easily the out"Man Who Came to Dinner' (Co- Charles Butterworth in 'George standing coin grabber, the take
for
lonial); (1st wk) (1,643; $2.75)—This Washington Slept Here'; Edward the two-week
reaching $57,200.
show drew hefty trade when it Everett Horton in 'Springtime for "The Man Whostand
Came to Dinner' was
preemed here and the road company Henry,* Lenbre Ulrlc in 'Pagan Lady.' the runner-up. and during Its twois doing all right, too.
WooUcott is; Madge Evans and Pauline" Lord, 'in week engagement copped an estino match for Woolley but he has a pi^ys
selected, are also slated, mated $31,000.
The old perennial,
^

WQOLCOn'S DINNER'
BIG $15,000 IN HUB

j

around $6,000 claimed and that
okay for one-setter.

TATHER', 14G, TRINCE',

'

la

i,'^%e^T\.^r&'-^^

I

.

following. Around $15,000 for initial
stanza.
'Gay Divorce,' Shubert (2nd wk)

$2.75)—Not

(1,590;

gave

as

satisfaction

fare. Second
$12,000.

terrific

and

(2nd wk)

(1,227;

summer
week around

{ConUnoed from pace *»-

Wilbur among the matter maUed to the
$2.75)—Had trouble membership, along with reprints of
'

|

oni^rS*"^,

New

^''^'^

arUcles in Equity's magazine.

judgment was questioned,

York.

lOG

Toronto

in

The

also their

a representative
slate, and that they rejected some
names on unsubstantiated charges of
to

ability

'Blossom'

select

Toronto, May 27.
un-American activity and had reShubert revival of 'Blossom Time,' jected others, ^*ho-are 'only naturalwith Everett Marshall in the lead,
Latter referred to
ized citizens.'
grossed estimated fair $10,200 at $2.50
indie

!

SYLVIA
I

SHORE
Xork

SAMUEL FHENCH
SINCE leu
AUrHORS> REPRE8ENTATIVC

nan

U
•II

tm 8UH.

Stma u*

Wail 41tb atTMt

Nm

WmI

Ln

Itk

Stntl,

Ridlt
Y«rk

Aaitlo

against several members of the
council although they (nominators)
agree to the falsity of Rep. LamAsberton's charge against him.'
sertlng that the Issue is 'Democracy
i_
cases
that <.:„nv,
'such r=«.
In Equity,' they feel fi,,f
of discrimination and failure to sup
port Equity members suffering irre
sponsible attack have proved the
nominating committee of not fairly
selecting candidates.' Members were
asked not only to stand by the Indie
candidates, but to raise funds among
companies to defray the cost of
Who
printed matter and postage.
is supplying the front money for
either side is not otherwise indi-

,

THE CORN

IS

GREEN"

NATIONAL THEATRE,

N. Y..

$12,000

for

to around $13,000;
low, but ah:lght for

dijlped

new

The

Happy

Days,'

another
straight

Miller

(2d

second closing a number of times, but manat agement says

(May. 2A-June 7)

Kansas

City,

Mo.

—

Mun.

(28-31);

plus.

aud.,

San Francisco, May

—

—

Chicago

With Father* (Dorothy Gish)
—Walnut, Philadelphia (28-31); Cass,

Duffy's Alcazar, taking only $7,100.

;

|

$16,000.

Subway

'

|

1

j
I

Mass. (2-7).

^ds Sf the cl^^n thertre p~gr^^^^^
although latter house hasn't sought
space in his program as yet.
Curran got off to a good start with
its Los Angeles Light Opera Assn.
festival, 'Naughty Marietta,' taking
approximately $20,000 with Francis

IWsn

Who Came

ander WooUcott)

to Dinner' (Alex-

—Colonial,

Boston

(28-7).

'Meet the People'—Shubert, Boston (28-7).
'My Sister Eileen'—Harris, ChiWhite Topping the cast. Second In cago (28-7).
series, 'Rio Rite, Is current
'Nanghty Marietta'
( F r a n c 1 a
White)—Philharmonic aud., Los Angeles (28-1).

•People' N.G.3</iG in N.H.
'Got of the Frying Fan'—Windsor,
Bronx, N.Y. (28-1); Flatbush, BrookNew Haven, May 27.
meeting last
'Meet the People' drew enthusias- lyn, N.Y. (3-8).
'Bio BJta' Curran, San Francisco.
week a telegram from Margaret tic comment here, but, without Cast
Webster, who is on the regular names, show wasn't in town long (28-31).
"Rose Marie'
Royal Alexandra,
ticket, was read: 'Please convey to enough to build on favorable wordDrew an approximate Toronto (28-31).
your meeting assurance of my best of-mouth.
so-so $3,400 Into Shubert 1,600-seater
Twelfth Night' (Helen Hayes,
wishes and support. I know your
In
four performances (22-24) at Maurice Evans) Erlanger, Chicago
candidates have the best interests of
$2.75 top.
(28-31);
Maplewood,
Maplewood,'
actors at heart and will judge -every
issue fairly and not be deflected by
^-^i"
political considerations.
As a can- half (26-28) to brush up on cast'-„,^?"° Aren't Antels' (Bobby
„ „
didate with similar objectives I changes prior to Broadway opening Clark)-^Shubert<> New -Haven (28ZD.
would welcome their election,'
'June 2.
indie

—

—

Mat.!

VOV OLAlTOa

EDDIE

GARR
CO-STABBINQ

RECORD BREAKING
"HELLZ-A-POPPIN"

IN

—

.ON

i

AA„,''tU'Tn'My KrTt

Clrcolt

'Ont of the Frying Pan.' Windsor,

Bronx

(28-7).
•Life

However, patronage has held a con- Detroit (2-7).
house and things
'Little Foxet'—Mem. aud., Holy^M^r^hf^^^^
Manager'''Sflif*
Richard
Marshall is taking oke, Mass. (28-31); Aud., Worcester,

,

Shubert

I

Aud.,

sistent level at the

I

Doctor's Dilemma,'

—

cated.

the

The

(11th week) (0-1,402; $3J0). Few
weeks more for revival that Is playing lohger than expected; has been
slipping, with last week rated around

'CloVley'a Aunt,' Flatbush, BroiSk
l'""'"!
^"^'r^^^^^'
(28-1); Windsor, Bronx, 'lyn,

phia (28-7).
'Hellzapoppin'

27.

Billie Burke's 'Vinegar Tree' didn't
do so well In its first week at Henry

—

During

Revival

Selwyn,

Philharmonic aud., Los
Angeles (2-7).
'Gay Divorce' Forrest, Philadel-

Thomas)

N. G. $7,100 in Frisco

the final blow-off;

it's

dropped under $2,500.
'Watch on the Rhine,' Beck (8th
week) (D-1,214; $3.30). Should saU
through summer to big business; imaffected last week, when the gross
again was quoted at $19,500; capacity

Cnrrent Road Shows
'Aooent on Tooth'

N.Y. (3-8).
'Chocolate Soldier* (John Charles

BiHie Burke's Tree'

I

in

Like most

(D-1,162,- -$3.30).

other stayers tiie hot 'weather reacted at the boxoffice and taktags

show.
1

here.

.

ROSALIND IVAN

1

^

$14,000,

approximately

'^^'t'
N. Y.

Lambertson'g Charges Irrational'
Indie people stated the reason
Hewitt was not nominated was because he was named in the irrational and undocumented broadside
Communism leveled
charge
of

|.

WM. KENT
New

estimated

week.
'Gay Divorce' unveiled
Forrest last night (Mon.).

,
lyn,

cussions.

NORMAN

HBSarencBti

;week)
I

|

with Indications that the 13th and week) (D-040;'$3.30). Doubtful after
final week wiU show even a higher this week unless there is chance to
fleure.
rights; estimated around
,.1 sell fihn
,
,
.
,
^
Only other play
In town last sesh $4,500.

Other, pieces that grabbed fivefigure takes were 'Little Foxes,' $16,500; "The Male Animal,' $19,400 (two
weeks); "Philadelphia Story,' $24,400; 'Time of Your Life,' $10,800;
'There Shall Be No Night,' $24,400;
'DuBarry Was a Lady,' $25,400;
Twelfth Night,' $20,000; and 'Cabin
'Mornings at
In the Sky,^ $12,500.
Seven' was the season's fiop with an

emphatically denied that the matter
of citizenship entered into its dis-

weather hurt take.

1776 Broadway

hangup

netted

ofl $14,700.

Mady Christians, who Is an
topat Royal Alexandra last week.
Nominating committee came
Empire Day exodus plus splendid candidate.

and

27.

estimated take of only $3,100.
Chicago- (2-7).
'Arsenic and Old Lace* (Erich von
Playgoers of St, liouis. Inc., the
non-profit organization formed sev- Stroheim, liaura Hope Crews)
eral years ago to hypo legit in these Grand, CHilcago (28-7).
parts, contributed much to the local
'Cabin In the Sky' (Ethel Waters)
success by enrolling 1,500 members —Selwyn,
Chicago (28-31); Russ
who patronized 15 of the pieces that aud., San Diego, Cal. (7).

.

HARRIS

I

May

Philadelphia,

'The wickets are turning at a zingy
pace as 'Life With Fatiher* geU ready
to fo d ite props after a ^recordbreaking stay at the Walnut Street
Saturday (31). Last week the play

Tobacco Road,' which opened the was 'Student Prince,' at the Forrest,
Tobacco Boad,' Forrest. Final and
season with a two-week stand, carted which surprised everybody with 299th week; had been announced

Equity

Angels,'

J.'ff i^^„illf.„'jf.K*i

Haven, then to

'

but

light

final

Women Arent

b.o.,

^

^

'

2r^?«rlfi^kS^^^^^
$12,000, FINE IN PHILLY rating
cost may stick into sumnrer.
"The Corn U Green,' National (26th
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County Printing and Publishing Co.,
publisher of the Elyrla (O.) Chron.

Winchell's Satire on Peeler
Cryptically observing in one of
Friday columns that, for the
first time in 12 years, the N.Y. Mirror ha(J"yanked one of his columns,
Walter Winchell's readers thought
that referred to a probable rebuttal
to Westbrook Pegler's recent diatribe
against the Hearst man. Actually it
was a blast by Winchell on Harold
Ross, editor of The New Yorker,
whom the columnist blames more
for last year's series of uncompli-

'I

his

The columnist,
ed

all

In Presna, No. 1 morning
which by coincidence dealt
with freedom of the press. Had no
connection, however.
Story on Castillo written in New
York on dope from Harold Horan and
Sherry Mangan, unfortunately had a
couple of embarrassing boners. Both

j

'

when he essays
somethmg else, he's criticized for
the same thing that the same puband editors buy Pegler, Dorothy Thompson, DrewrPearson and
WincheU
kindred commentators.
lishers

asked his syndicate boss, Joe ConIf be would rather he abandoned the 'moulder of opinion' stufi
and stick whoUy t6 gossip. Connolly
nolly,

said no;
It was for that reason Winchell
played a little journalistic game with
Bis syndicate by reverting to a rathcorny,
er
old-school
'Broadway
Brevities' type of '"who was that with
who?' style of column this past

(26).

N.T. News' Odd Tlx of Llndberch
The N.Y. Daily ^ews, which, with
parent. Chicago Tribune, has
vehemently opposed all-out aid to
the allies, caused comment Saturday
(24) with .its choice of pictures for
Page One on the America-First Cora
.

Madison Square Garden.
Photo
showed Senator Burton K. Wheeler,
Charles A. Lindbergh, Kathleen Norrls and Norman Thomas pledging allegiance to the American Flag In the
Nazi fashion of outstretched right
arm, a salute employed years ago in

paper, recently published a letter
sent to the editor of the newspaper
La Democracia in 'which T.O. put
its cards on the line thus:
'We have
been surprised to notice in your
paper a marked anti-German tendency, contrary to the ideological interests of this agency. We -wish to
remind you that although the
monthly payments for our services
are iii arrears we have continued to
provide you with our service with'
out mentioning unpaid accounts, as
we are aware of the financial sltuatlon of the country's press at the
present time. For obvious reasons,
we wiU be forced to take categorical
measures In defense of -our interests.
If the newspaper' continues to use
our material without the T.O. credit
slug and maintains its anti-German
tendency, we will suispend service
immediately.'

the U.S.
'What struck many readers wai
Lindbergh's vigorous salute, so familiar, in photos coming out of Crermany showing Nazis saluting Hitler
Weatherly'a Valedictory
or the swastika. That type of pledge
Tom Weatherly, p.a. for Dwight
to- the
American Flag has been
Deere Wiman, legit producer, signed
barred in N.Y.'s public schoob for
months, the- regulation salute of the off as follows for the season:
army and navy having been sub- Now once again the curtain falls.
sUtuted.
The house lights slowly dim
And soon 111 welcome wildwood calls
.

To

Promotional Brochure

loaf

and

fish

and swim.

?±

But just before I seek surcease
iir.V'SJ^"^
Katz
In Chicago '^jiS
and now
From Broadway's strain and
as promotion man, has. put
stresses,
out aa- elaborate' brochure on New
I want to dedicate a piece
York's newest newspaper,' Besides
To eds and editresses.
depicting PM's services to its readers, and how the tab 'told the truth To you, my chums, both far and near,
Who'-ve suffered my 'releases,'
about Ford... the abuses of the insurance companies.. .fascist favorit- I raise' a grateful cup of cheer
ism in the U; S. State. Department,'
And hope your tribe increases.
amotxg other exposes, exploitation
P.S.—I'll be back in the FaU with
matter contains a, separately bound
memorandum by Ralph Ingersoll, a rash—of stuff ahout John van Druten'S' dramatization of Edwin Corle's
publisher, titled: 'What is PM?'
Latter gives all the newspaper's novel entitled 'Solitaire.'
aim and Ideals, and includes letters'
Sales of Books Way Off
from notables commending ttie
Sale of books is currently In one of
daily's makeup, writing, etc.
the worst doldrum periods the publishing industry has experienced In
Time Late In Argentina
years.
'Volumes are stagnating On
Delayed <'elivery of Initial air exdealers' shelves, with the public repress editions of Time' in Argenfusing to reach into its pocket in
tina somewhat put a damper on the
the usual manner to purchase the
widely-advertised claims about getnew 'best sellers'.
ting copies almost as fast as subVarious reasons are offered for the
scribers in Uie States, but generally
^v.
,
i
^
slump. r,
One^ is ihe
lack
of, any strong
favorable response knd fact th7t
kinks are belnTU-oned out give feelf^"^^"
^
^
Ing there sheet will pick up
,
i'^^.^' according
'"f",to major "^H?
whole,

'

.

.

"^"^

'

Mag had put on a terrific advance
buildup campaign, with spreads 'both
In English and' Spanish dailies and
weeldies Explaining that cuiitfJmeiia
6bj9 n^i^ J^iiiiltalqe^ In Snlt
^
-would be able to get thelv'^^es, qn,
liOrfliu^' Cftup'fy/.iCfeirimb^ .J>lease
the .Monday publication' t^pfio 9;-mied, .Judge ths^:C««l[ -at Elyrla, 0.,.has
.on the cover, which is...jloup- days-: .sustained a demurrer of the.Lora]n
'

'

gift that

won him many

friends.

<

Potter's Field burial.

Norrls Houghton,. young scenic artist and writer on the theatre, is unOra G. Davis, for 32 years editor
derstood taking an associate professorship on liberal arts' at Princeton In
Horan and Mangan are Time cor- and publisher of the Framlngton
Ex- (Mass.) Gazette, died May 23 at his the fall. To his credit already is a book on the Russian theatre, he having
respondents
in
Argentina.
made a trip to that country with the aid of a scholarship. Having just
President Hipolito^ Irigoyen was re- home in that city after a long illcompleted a tour of America on a grant >y the Rockefeller Foundation,
ferred to as a General which he ness.
he Is at work on the theatre outside of New York, In particular the comwasn't, and U. S. loans to Argentina
W. E. Easton, 91, publisher of the
were in reverse.
The $50,000,000 Stillwater (Minn.) Gazette and gen- munity or so-called little theatre, movement.
Community theatres are believed to be the most Important factor in
mentioned as having been loaned to erally believed to have been the
support the Argentine peso really country's oldesl active newspaper keeping alive the development of the art of acting, with its allied arts.
had been made available for indus- publisher, died May 23 ih Stillwater. Some amateur or semi-pro presentations In the smaller stands attain unusual if not noteworthy- proportions. An instance is 'The American Way,'
trialization and the $60,000,000 menRobert
L. C. Barret, 61, veteran as put on in Springfield, O., this season with 300 persons on the stage.
tioned for industrialization really
Southern newspaperman, and colbeing a peso support fund. Castillo
umnist for the Richmond CVa.) NewsVivian Vance, who scored in 'Skylark' last season, will visit her home
himself had the article translated,
Leader, died May 23 after a long town, Albuquerque, N. M., there to appear In 'Anna Christie' at the Comsaid it was 'very lively,' but comin nearby Ash- munity theatre.' House was established by Kathryn Kennedy, who
was
plained the pic made him look like illness at his home
land, 'Va.
understudy to Jeanne Eagels in 'Rain' and played the part a number of
a roughneck.
Kennedy, 83, v.p. of the times when the late star was indisposed. Miss Kennedy went west some
George
Crowell-CoUier publishing Co., died years ago for her health, made a protege of Miss Vance^ whose family name
Nazi Clamp on S. A. Bass
May 22 at his home in Newton, is Jones. A fund was raised to -finance the then embryo actress, who came
Apparent curtailment in Nazi Mass., after- a lingering illness. to New York and studied at a drama school.
propaganda funds being expended Though retiring eight years ago, he
It Is to show her appreciation that Miss Vance Is to make the Albuquerque
in the South American press is inappearance, gratis, of course.
still held the vice-presidency.
dicated by recent measures to cut
Lola BIdge, prominent contemdown wholesale cuffo distribution of
Suite of the late Dan Frohman atop the Lyceum, N. Y., is being readied
Trans-Ocean (German) News Service. porary American poet died May 19 for office occupancy, the rooms to be split between'
the press department
Nazi-subsidized agency,' which for a at her home in Brooklyn, N. Y. Pri- of Sam H. Harris and offices for George S. Kaufman,
who figured in the
long time gave its service free to vately the wife of David Lawson, her authorship of a flock of Harris hits. Author will
have two inside offices,
practically anybody who wanted it, best known work was 'Firehead/
while John Peter Toohey and his press assistant Ben Kornzwelg, will have
has been sending letters to papers
the large studio room In which Frohman spent most of his time and enterwarning that unless they keep close
CHATTEB
tained notables of the theatre, There i^ also a rehearsal, hall just below
to the line' 'news' will be disconJoseph B. Polonsky named Holly- the-new offices.
tinued.
Access to. the place may be made via a small private elevator, otherwise
wood correspondent for Canadian
B.A.'s Critlca, leading, afternoon
syndicate. North American News- it Is a climb of 80 odd steps. Few visitors are expected, except when cast-

'

mittee's rally the previous night at

8c.

a

-

peep' stuff, and yet

PM

teller,

'The Shuberts deny they we»e lax In arranging for the burial of Frank
Jerome, actor In the road company of 'Hellzapoppin' who died three weeks
ago in Minneapolis. On the other hand. Theatre Authority, which eventually inade funeral arrangements and moved the body to N. Y., claims
that the coroner Insisted the body be removed after it had lain In 'the
Minneapolis morgue tot five days.
According to William Klein, Shuberts' attorney, the managers 'wete
quite willing to take care of the funeral arrangements and offered to do
so.'
That the Shuberts made the offer Is conceded by TA, but the Minneapolis coroner refused to wait.
TA moved the body to circumvent «

.

•

with

'

an unusual story

John Davidson Mack, 66, secretarytreasurer of Sandusky, O., Newspapers, Inc., publisher of the StarJournal and the Register, died May
15 of a heart attack. He joined the
Register in 1914, which had been
published by his father and uncle
before him. Wife and three sisters
survive.
Jack Smi^i, 56, drama editor of
the N. Y. Journal-American, died
May 21 ih New York of a cerebral
hemorrhage. Details in Inside Legit

.

Incidentally, while. In the Capital,
publisher-editor Cissy Patterson of
the Washington Times-Herald, inquired of Winchell in a friendly
manner why he's left gossiping- and
gone in for 'patiriotic cause' pieces.'
To this Winchell replied that it's
Ironic he's criticized for "keyhole

aban

,

torial
daily,

incidentally, request-

thought.

PH

LITERATI OBITS

copies were put on
sold out

in three hours did not help. Rumors
started' that story on Acting President Ramon S. Castillo' (who was
front-covered in May 5, first issue)
had caused government to hold up
delivery.
Gab was based on edi-

curred while Winchell was in Wash
ington, D. C. for several days last
week. In anticipation of such emergencies, there was a 'reprint by request' column on hand, and this was
substituted.
As it developed, says
Winchell, he's glad his editor. Jack
Lalti of the Mirror did so, on second

'

1,000.

downtown newsstands and

Hearst syndicate (King Fea-

Its

*

City Bank handling subscription orders clocked 187 irate
subscribers first day, most of them

tures) subscribers either to use It
intact or not at all. This is to circumvent many a hinterland daily
cutting Winchell down to suit local
reader interest, as is not uncommon.
The kiir on the Ross column oc-

Monday

reaches most U. S. subDay first and second copies were to be delivered, few if any
had them in Buenos Aires and practically none in the interior of Argentina and surrounding countries.
National

mentary 'profiles' on Winchell than
he does his 'biographer,' St. Clair
McKelway. .
^
(Tuesday),
However, yesterday
Winchell let go with a satirical rib
on the Scripps-Howard columnist.

hside Stuif-Legit

icle-Telegram, In a $250,000 libel suit
brought by Representative Martin
L. Sweeney, Cleveland, for an article

Jack (John Vincent) Smith, dramatic editor of the N. Y. Journalwhich appeared in 'Washington
Merry -Go-Round,' syndicated column. American who died at the age of 66 last week, was an unobtrusive firstDeciding the case in favor f>t the nlghter, frequently accompanied by Bill Curley, editor of the Hearst daily*
newspaper, the court here acted, in John' Anderson, critic of tiie paper, was informed of his passing at 2 a.m
conformity with an identical case going to his typewriter immediately and laboriously pounding out a column
which the congressman brought on Smith's personality. He said the words came with difficulty because
against the Akron Baaoon Journal. of the shock of the tmexpected news, sudden death being due to a
That suit was decided in favor of cerebral hemorrhage.
Although Smith was previously a reporter he did not write. He learned
that newspaper in both the Appellate
of what went on over the telephone and was known to be adroit at carrying
and Ohio Supreme Courts.
on several conversations In that manner at the same time. Smith was also

after it
scribers.

Americans.
Fact that

28, 1941

ing

Press.

Is

in progress.

Daphne DuMaurler, working in
Added pay to the short cast of 'The Beautiful People,' Lyceum, N. Y,,
England, will have a new novel,
'Frenchman's Creek,' ready for her applies according to the gross. Salaries are small for the William Saroyan
publisher,
Doubleday, in a few play, which he produced and staged, so the play can operate to- modest
grosses, 'When tiie author-manager cast the play he made a deal with the
months.
actors that they receive substantial increases when the gross bettered
R> L. Castor, one of the founders
and editor of the Shelby (O.) Daily $7,000. Claimed that such bonuses were paid, but not in recent weeks.
'People' has a salary list for the nine actors of about $750 weekly, but
Globe for 41 years, has retired because of illness,' being succeeded by there. is also a staff and other operating expenses which tilts the payroll
to around $1,300.
Paul Feeney, of Mount Vernon, O.
Frederic Dannay and Manfred Lee,
write -under the name Ellery

(jcorge Fitchett, who died recently, was 71, though his age was estimated
around 68. He
booker and general manager for 'Abie's Jxish Rose'
for years. Fitchett started In the boxoffice of a Hyde
Behman theatre
in Brooklyn, his father being general manager of the firm.
Hyde
.Behman office Is still functioning. The outfit owns theatres
around New York and the middle west.

who

Queen, have completed their first
whodunit for children, The .Mystery
of the Black Dog,' with authorship
credited to Ellery Queen, Jr.
Hartzell Spence, United Press promotional and special service chieftain. Is finishing a second book,
'Radio City.' It's a kind of 'Grand

&

&

.

'

ment
ven,'

Plays Out of

Rockefeller developfirst 'One Foot in Heabeing filmed by Warner

of the

Hotel'

His

now

Harvey Oelrlch and Fay Sapplngton
do better than average work. The

Town

oft-quoted 'What's In a name' line
'Iffen a rose was called a

becomes

jlmpson weed it 'ud smell as sweet.'
Other great passages are given similar treatment. There is, perhaps, a
Play In two acta (nlu sceneB) By Ethsl certain novelty in the Idea, but
May 24, the afternoon Star Journal Rlctianlion and Erik Bamouw; ataged by 'A-Lovin' an' A-Feudin' Is not up to
Herachel Dausberty; aattlnga by Robert the Playhouse standard.
and Daily News and the morning Reed:
aupervlaed by. Ollmor Brown.
PreRegister will be published under one aented by Paaadena Playtaouaa Aaaoclatlon
name ^the Register-Star-News, with at the Paaadena Community Playhouae.
Caat:
Oenua Benaon, Wallace Scott,
morning and afternoon editions. Jeaae Swan,
Rogers Wood, -William Pullen,
The company recently purchased the J. Stevan Darrell, Harvey Oelrlch, FrankSan Francisco, May 20.
lin BIrk, Virginia I>yklna. Al WooHb, Jeasle
Dally News and combined it with S.
Gordon, Denny Hawklni, Ray Orlmca,
Henr7 Duffy has brought Billie
the Star Jotunal.
Robert Stevenson, Fby Sapplngton, Meg
Bu^ke
her perennial favorite, 'The
House of Field to publish 'My Eyes Wyllle, Heiachel Daugtaerty, Jamea Restol- Vinegar Tree,^
rlg-Logan, Herman Hocb, Walter Harrlll,
to the Frisco Alcazar
Still Shine,' novel by Judith AUen, Alvin WIrlck.
as the second offering in his latest—
screen and radio player, in Sepand so-far successful— effort to retember. Field also to peddle new * Great Shakespearean classics have vive stock in his old stamping
strip radl.o £how starring Miss'A.lIeh. been emasculated, rewritten, mod- grounds.
Inltialer, 'Springtime For
ernized and condensed for legit pro- Henry,' with Edward Everett Horduction before, but surely, in the ton topping, did a fine four weeks
history of the theatre, the Sard has and could have gone longer save for
S.A. Operatic Soprano'
never been as roughly treated as he Horton's flick engagements.
is in 'A-Lovin' an' A-Feudin,' as prc-'
No. 2 is, of course, a personal tri'
Learns U. S. Is 'Easy* sented
at the Pasadena Community umph for Miss Burke, whose openOlga Praguer Coelho, Brazilian Playhouse,
ing night ovation stopped the show.
Play Is simply a dull rewrite Job The actress, as fresh, vivacious ond
operatic sopirano, is In New York
City between dates in a Caribbean on 'Romeo and Juliet,' with the beau- charming as- always, had the custoconcert tour which she will pres- tiful poetry of Shakespeare trans- mers in the palm of her hand from
lated Into hackneyed hillbilly lan- the start
ently resume, in Venezuela and EdAction takes place at 'Verona
Paul Cavanaugh seconds as the artuador. She has had the unusual ex- fuage.
unction (pronounced Veroney) in ist with whom she believed she once
perience of finding America, as she the Great Smoky mountains of Ten- had an affair.
Latter Is a fave here
expresses It 'amazingly easy.' She nessee. Writers Ethel Park Richard- and does a smooth, reliable job.
has made six broadcasts while here. son and Erik Barnouw have waded Support Is okay, particularly Charles
An pffer by NBC was topped by CBS far out above their knees in strange Waldron .who is standout as the
grumpy husband, and Henry Wadsand finally the William Morris office and exotic waters.
Montague becomes 'Pa Monty' end worth, as Geoffrey, college-boy suitor
topped the others with- a 10-week
Capulet is 'Pa Capulet' Their re- iof daughter Leone's hand. Latter
guarantee starting next November, spective
spouses are known as Maw. role is entrusted to Eleanor Lawson,
-when she completes her present The Nurse Is Granny;
Tybalt Is 1^'; who works hard but is the wrong
bookings.
Friar Laurence Is Brother Lawrence: type for the ((Iddy part.
Leona
Extensively travelled In Europe, Friar John Is Circuit Rldln' John; Maricle is very attractive as the
Mercutio
Is Merc; Balthasar is Bait; much-married
the singer Is also known as 'la
Winifred,
although
Paris
is Sheriff Paris; Escalus, PrUice some
momenta- -were— better —than
Coelho.'
of Verona, is the Jedge, and Juliet is others opening night
Julie.
Only Romeo's name is kept
Duffy Is running matinees SaturIntact on the playbill, but he Is called day, Sunday
and Wednesday with
Margaret Webster has bought a .'Romey*
by the others.
scale starting at 25c and running tc
place 'Bt Martha's Vineyard.
She's
Actors nave difficulty mastering 75c. Nites are ticketed
60c to $1J!6
ivrltihg B bobk-^tfbbat' ShaUes^ieare.
the hillbilly twang, and none save
plus tax
Went.

A-LoTin' An' A-Feudin'

Bros.

Sandusky Newspapers, Jnc, Sandusky, O., announced that effective

—

Pasadena,

May

19.

;'
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Nicollet Minnesota Terrace with her

theatre, to IJoUywood for vacation
revue July 11.
London
and also to see his son at Camp
'lieopold Stokowski and his AllShelby, Calif.
American Youth orchestra booked
(WB) Brager's lad, Murray,
1
1
ci
,
T
J
Stanley Lupmo
an ardent graduates from Penn State next week
Is
Tony Gary, of Mackay'i ticket into St. Paul Auditorium June 5.
Ralph Green, indie circuit owner, spmtualist,
June 2.
^ „
,
V J- of* 2qth and will go into company's N.Y. disoffice, into army
(Bob)
Harley,
head
Francis
has acquired Crystal, Gateway house, _
tribution department.
denartment
_
»
L
i_
John Rosenteld. Jr., the Dallas formerly owned by
back
from
America
Centuy-Fox.
David
GiUman
Lois
.
Miller leaves this week for
after annual visit.
critic, returned
Raul and Eva Reyes, dancers, and and ofl on survey of provincial ex- Atlantic City and third consecutive
Hollywood agent Leo Morrison in Dorothy Blaine, singer, into Hotel changes.
summer as organist at Heinz Pier
own for a fortnight of talent scout- NicoUet Minnesota Terrace with! Godfrey Tearle is practically re-- janet Ross, of KDKA, has just
tired, but stUl mterested in pictures been
Sterling Young's orchestra.
elected
president
of
the
Ann Driscoll, who understudied at $1,200 per week, providing part Women's Ad Club of Pittsbui-eh
Only 12 Broadway boxoflice men
.
have mutual ticket berths at Bel- Gertrude Lawrence in 'Skylark,' to is deemed sultafcle to hun.
Sydney B. Kyte. band leader, and
be leading lady at Old Log theatre,
mont.
proFrederick
Graves,
film
B.
J.
tocal
strawhatter,
this summer.
Larney Goodkind, Universal story
Mexico City
M-G tossed farewelle dinner party ducer, have had receiving orders
Carolina for
^d, vacationing in South
for Oliver LeMere, booker, who has (bankruptcy) flled 6gainst them,
By DoDcUs L. Gralume
two weeks.
I^uke of Newcastle, who was May
departed for Fort Meade. S. D., this'
Jack Lewis. KKO publicity -writer, week as a commissioned officer.
Yohe's first busband, died at Dorkin
Muduty
jury
weeks'
Crawford |md (:as^^^^
doing two
Esquire,
Bennie
Berger's
loop 'ng, Surrey. As Lord Francis Hope,
nicipal Court.
filmery,
taking fling at foreign- he presented her with the 'Hope dancers, featured at El Patio nitery.
Milton Biackstone has moved his languagers with two French fllnos,
r.?.?'!5l"?.
Mr. Duff Cooper Noel Coward es- New
York for theJ'™!."
production of his
advertising agency out of Radio City 'Virgin Bride' and 'School for Huscorting
and
Charles
Bea
LiUie,
quarters.
Mexican
revue.
larger
bands'
for
starter.
to
A Steffes throwing nartv at Cochran limping on crutches at the, vi«ii«;€* Mofhor. M;io»<>ir.
Trotting season of 40 nights begins
Vanities' at the
opening of
J-^iS^
Raceway, northe^li
,
sTan"^^
this evening at Roosevelt
p^j^^^
nection with 'official opening' of his v,Ptnr,=. P=.l»«.
j,.^^ ^^j^ '(National Theanear Westbury, L. I.
'
liOcal press boys definitely an- f-lf
Dick and Betty Maney have taken new canal and fresh-water launching
Margarita Maris. Austrian soprano,
house at Westport .principally to of yacht brought back from Florida tors
{!fP"'^"'
i^^^Ynlf
in Hollywood,
Hnni\ifJiw?'?nrt
and
now
working
in
this spring.
awardid a go d medal bv the^^^^^
»team up Frank Sullivan.
showing
it
in
their
u.=jr
criticisms
on
v..
""'8
Ed Bellew. United Artists'
|*"°«Vr
^ for T^^^
Ther work ih operettas
Henry Markbreit, amusement ad
"
coming from Hollywood.
manager of Chicago Times, vacation- ploiteer, flew immediately to New P'^tufesM'^ls ^vlll befeahired m the g
York when he learned over radio of
falcon, pic u>x=v..ux
director.
ing in New York this week.
next pKture titled ''H^^
John Erskine sailed last week for death of his uncle. Jack Smith,
America on a goodwiU veteran New York Journal-American t^^^frli ^^r}" t^H^^'^^k. Prost^ro (JIivSr« S^, MexlT^^^
South
•^"-"^
mission. Due back about Aug. 1.
Sly «'*^cond*^tirrtg ^^fe^hiS^^'fo? » marrying-divorcing jurist. ,
O'Connor, the Albany resIce

•

Holywood

.

Julien Duvivler broke his wrist In
a

.

.

.

f?.ll.

Cecil Kellaway left for the Bahama
islands
.
u ,j its annual, golf .
Metro holds
tourna^

1

1

ment June 22.
Harry Carey celebrating

•

I

Gwen

|

I

^ork after
Thomas

'

|

I

w

,

|

L,ouis

Vck

MaoteTsSfe^rU!

Jim

taurateur, in St Clare's hospital for
Ueatment of high blood pressure.
Paul Dullzell has acquired a second
parrot which allegedly talks, the
other one being Just a squawker.
Chester Stratton moves to HollyFla., having been appointed
manager for National Distillers.
Milton Berle lets $6,000 a week for
when he opens with Vintwo
cent Lopez at the Paramount next
week.
Ben Griefers back from an auto
tour of Canada; accompanied on return by friends who got wedded up

over among men, and

Wobber

back

to

San

Fj.?"!!^" ^^^^ studio huddles at
,n.h
Vn,
20th-Fox
Milton Peld back at Universal after

^
^""^

his

funeral

in

to his
""•^^ '

Co*

^'
ity.

WoUson returned

P. G.

of

father's

sf

'^1'°

women up

^f'SL^'K^^^t

to

I^J^S^
vaudeville is stUl further de- S??^„„"'**^y'
pleted of its talent, with the situaf,„„„,^,

i„J«8e '°.°°°5?le^,«^^^^^

baby Jiminez rumored out of the
Balboa Gardens setup.
Steve Gilbert, piano-playing m.c,
breaking In a new act.
-Working
with jean Shaeffer. yodeling cow-

'

I

N^^^^^^^
to Montreal next
to
take oart in Canadian
vfctory Loan ^iv^
^om Lewis airtd in from New
York to spend a few days with his
Palais.
T
Loretta Young
Elie Joseph Bois, former editor of \„J;°"fiP/J^ 1^,^ "f^:?"^^^
"^"""^ Kelly,
»vci«j, screen,
sci
aviccn.
{jiajrci, iiiiu
player,
and
..Jeanne
Petit
Parisfen died ui
t\n ransien
in ijonaon.
London.
w^'^IL'l.^f V^i^"!.
Kii..i«»««,,<«
irn„Fu. »*• ".^1'^
tk^
"itna.u i^^uuivo,
Brooks, x<>iu<
radio writer, took
^'j''^''^
inoci Noel
Noel
inoei made
maa« stage reappear- ^.'i"^"13^/.
t>^_„._.
.,,.1, „„Mi»i4w
-prr-t time such
nublicitv
<>"t a marriage license.
ance in revue at the Dix HeuresV
Arthur Greenblatt arrived 'from
New revue by Michel Duran to get j^/|een employ^here
studio huddles at Pro
early preeming' at Boufles ParisieW.
JIJ{S^*L?.! l,^*X',n\,,^i?n^^^^
BouScing jian Borotra now in Pai"'||^,.^^,M«Kan_^ook.^^^^
^'"-^^
<Nafional
Archie Twitchell, film actor., flled a
Morocco, in his round
Peggy Bedell, saxist, singer and Marrakesh, l^frScc?Tn*'gis°?o^unl^*«
bankruptey petition, listing $2,025 in
hoofer, finding it tough to make
are Puebla City and Guadalajara.
debts and
in assets.
Theatre St. (Georges unshuttered
West Coast boata, took the bull by
John Reinhardt going to Buenos
the horns and headed for Galveston with 'La Nuit de Printemps' CA
Aires
under two-year contract as diSpring
Night')
Pierre
Ducroq.
by
on Argentine freighter, with'load of
rectbr for Baires Films.
New travelling theatrical troupe
beef.
Madrid
Allan Jones and Irene Hervey
F'ai»=e
J/«e
Leon Carrington lost his Ancon
started construction of their $500,000
By Jttceph D. Bavotto
Aug^^^^
Bucher, by
Inn. one of the best paying cantinas S'"V^of** J".
office building in Beverly Hills.
'"'"'^
hSi. Leon is doing hi! bit for ff"^ ^•^"'^^''
Lew.is Allen checked in, at WarnUncle Sam while the missus runs egger.
Italian actress Alida
arrived ers
to take over his director job after
German pic version of DeMaupas- to do Italo-Spanish pic. Valli
his Hub, right over the line between
stagipg
legit in London and New
sant's 'Bel Ami' preemed in Paris,
Pic thesp Imperto Argentina back YoS.
'Zone' and Panama boundary.
although already two years old.
Otto Stienberg, first nitery owner Featu-rel WillT Forst
fr*"?
01ga.Li:io*J''1oi^i"S,l"drv^e^^^^^^^^
vaiencia, wun jjg^ York to talk over consent
here, to really go to work.
Seems Tchekova.
-""'^ decree problems with Metr<^ studio
the boys at Intelligence figured he
*
After Paul Marion, new press di- g^^s^^'^^pUoig!! •
was a bit too intimate with Nazism,
so'they closed his joint. He now is l^il^^o.^^^I^'^^.V^fs American Legion Post
wheeling a truck and vows it's not ughter, it was announced that Le peffi^c^
P^J'"!"^'^
7/*^^^
d^s before
conc^^^^
so bad.
Prinz, who is moving to the Hal
Jour had been suspended for four ""^^
Cliff Evans, the Lawrence, Mass
"
Vi^l.^sS^'^t".

Paris

m

wh'S^'e^'.«l^./i!;"1'
in the right arm while
engaged
a
burlesque bullfight with Cantinflas.

gal.

Jardin San Francisco buying best
musicians and paying top coin to
them on Isthmus. Doing terrific
business via mostly native trade,
Doc Zimmerman, who has had ai
white elephint in a roadhouse on
west side of Canal, figuring on
weekend dancing and floor shdw as
b.o. hypos.

,
1

there.

a

night club at Eatontown, N. J. He
Is labor editor of New Yojji City

French Salon opened at the Grand f^^^. ToTreoS"' """""^

w«ek

""""^

I

I

'

•

'

;

1

\

1

I

News.

«

Helmore, English

legit actor,

arS

I

forces.

JimiO'Neill and Elsie Mackie have
taken over a bar and grill on Broadway near 52d street, renaming it the

=

'

|

Field for
training at LaGuardia
naval-air service with the British

^

^

Magpie,'

-

a

after a

,

we^

Tom

member

from

week

20's,

wood,

Jimmy Powers' wife has opened

Harrir Hartwell. tSnor.

this

^- ^- Kreisler here from New
th.'^^L*
"iferences on Universal's
t^^' Club
A„h '^^
Tissots
/short subjects,
S. Barret McCormick in town to
work over the details ot RKO's 1941tion becoming extremely difficult.
Biggest suflerirs will be the tour- ij?, °
^f^th.^^^^
Bruce SheSd checked out ot the
inl shows.
^^iTA JSSr.h i7i?ii!^*Xi5-iyH!^'
^^^^^ ^o-^.Sue Carol agency and checked In
S?S^nMi,J^^w.
production
here.
ji,. a._"^

Panama

state

.

«.u«^

Will Hay,
With the calling up of the 37's and '

town

in

"^S^V^"-;
Herman

:

m

back

-

due back

I

\

;

Mayer

B.

''rr
w r'M''^'V'°'?^"''"'J'".
Clark_Gable
and Carole Lombard

,

|

for confabi

Harriet Billiard returning to aim
a year's absence
Mitchell checked out of
the nospiiai
me
hospitel to
te rwu^
recuperate at home.

.

,

-Wakeling returning to 20th-

Fox as head designer.
Lynn Farnol in town
with Samuel Goldwyn.

,

•

his 25th

year in pictures.
Jack Benny will be 'pan roasted'
by Masquers .'une 10.

!

I

Condition of Mrs. Alec Moss, who
gave birth to twins two weeks ago,
one dying, reported considerably
improved,
Dario (LaMartinique) has taken
over Gay White Way, nee Cotton
Club, for a lavish Latin-type nltery.
Jimmy Vernon's with. him.
Restaurateur Colbert, who flopped
with a lavish eatery in N.Y,, is now
cleaning up with hot-dog stands adJacent to army camp sites.
Veteran maitre d'hotel Albert
Berryman returns to an old Broad-

way landmark when he reassumes

!

.

Wd'

,

,

^^S^^^tllXl

:

af-feTo^lS ^d

'

W

i

\

,

at

band leader, who now

the Hurricane, due to reopen soon.
A couple who -were introduced a
year ago by Charles Burton ot Par's

is

a

b^^ o'f"K

J

'^Tew^-^ta^g^e'&ni^^^'-paris

'
full-

^anktewicz

lost

his

.

home offfce^ marrying shortly after,
are naming their first after Burton.
'Uncle' Henry Berlinghoff, one of

Gloria Swansea bopped back to
New York, tempSrarift^Tto attend a
business meetlig as president of
!miJ^^^
Multiprlses, Inc.
iryftig Parker and BiU Blowitz on
i^ave of absence from Warners to
handle national tour of the MesserInstitute Gala.
schmidt plane for British relief.
Italian pic 'Manon LescauC with,
John Barton Browne, former ad
singers Maria" Caniglia and Benia-I^^ business promotion manager at
mino Gigli and thesps Vittorio de Ambassador hotel, joined advertising
the flmi of Bowman, Deute & Cummlngs.
^""'' "
f
v?""

were

"^.2*?
phone number,
er DurSiK the war the'
l^^.
t'Wings of
army used him t^^fdphe?^wdei^''*'',.*".4^^,"*'
.".Peace') at Barcelona.'^t*
No one hurt
f'iL? i°
J. in
messages which
he could do
a
Newest dance tod in Spain is
without referring to key.
Minerva Cochan, 16, who made her
first
public appearance at British

tor the States.

One

of the big beer gardens, which
over, by Panamanian syndicate, has cut prices on cocktails to
ISc a slug from five to seven p.m.
Recently took the gambling casino
out, which caused a partial eclipse
on the business.
With Cuban talent utterly exizations drive.
Happyland and Alamo
hausted,
Jack SchoU, who collaborated with cabareta here are looking to the
M. K. Jerome on some music for States for American entertainers,
Warfters, is back in New York to but they are stymied by the terrific
check the status of a musical com- amount of fares which have to be
edy they have written for early pro- deposited each way, plus the bonds,
duction.

the Morris agency's old old-timers,
was given a gold wristwatch, by the
office bunch on his 70th birthday last
Friday (23).
Claude Collins, formerly Pathe
newsrcel news editor, named motion
picture director to help Tom Dewey
put over the United Service Organ-

was taken

jiffy

By Hal Cohen
{

«!h»™=„

Billy
singer.

«™n^
around

H»nr„

^
'^.v^n^^hpn^to
saying
hello
to
Miguel de T,
Unamuno

Gold-stripSrs of 11 South Ame?!T
TwLiterary Prize
can navies hopped off their quarterawarded to newspaperman Luis jecks to see a special showing of the
, „,nj„„,
actor-produMr
Antonio de Vega, editor
and
picture, 'Blood
'BloSd and.
"
"
army Denungo, for novel, 'Los Que no non-sea-going
Sand' _
WkA TV.
L
—
gescietiden de Eva' <'*a'kn<,o
CThose Who
Do "^^Matty Fox
shoves off for his usual

'

Bra"

,

|

"

shoves

Hewitt
off

^

I

shortly for year's

.service.

,

^"iXo'pnhin „»t»r!.n nif^rv nnor-,
! new
n«J^ bar-griU
li2^B^^^^ in
tor. has ^li^uJi
opened a

Carmen Lewis, who was production assistant to Bretaigne Windust
on 'Arsenic and Old Lace,' now secretary for Boris Karloff. She's the
wife of Jack Gould, of N.Y. Times

SL Louis
^tii1ff= TJ»„»
rirn w^m,,^
ci,^ brought
Kr,^f,aMT;,»^
hM^h^nrt with
By Sam X. Hurst
a new husband
show,
her this trip.
drama staff.
„
^
Simone Simon booked into Stanley
Grand, sole burlesk house here,
Arthur Menken, Paramount newswith Victor McLaglen for Decorareel cameraman, granted leave of shuttered until August.
tion Day week.
_
_
absence from his recently assigned
Adolph Roedder, treasurer at the -Harr^ M^shard in from
Boston to
post at Singapore to visit Tokio and
other parts ot the Far East to gather ,Arenai, west end sports spot, died of line up Xmas and New Year's deb
dates for his bands.
material for a lecture tour next Oc- a paralytic stroke.
tober.
Matty Malneck orch will open! Ed Siegals (hes the U exploiteer)
J.
Charles Stern, recently shifted by summer season on the Stariight Roof, celebrated their fifth wedding anUnited Artists from ea^rntomid!-' Hotel Chase, Friday (30).
"'^x^'^^yi^'fl
-wii
'/^yG^ff'thforn^^
western district manager, hosted by
reelected
Florence K, Weberman
Motion Picture Associates and bunch 'secretary of the Playgoers of St ''^{^/f^f'X'^o^S*
'""""^
^""^^
Peter HJKbJpl^^ to bring famFridif lla^ "H^L^,fp'i„'"?r^rS°rh?
'
earmarked
$136,000
^
^
Uncle Sam has
jiy here from White Plains and make
caio tnr fh.
.

,

.

,

_

.

.

j

1

'

.

'

object

;

Koc'tor a 1,000-seater to be erected at
Field, army aviaUon trainmgi
BeUevUle. 111.
'Forbidden Fruit' will open season
tS
handle newsDaner aid marine of the Town Square theaUe, strawpubS^ty
tor me
lor
tSl ueiense
o^feS^e uona
Bond i-am hatter atop west end office building.
y
j^^^
wiUard Holland wiU direct
paign now under way.

home near his ailing mother,
Lawrence Riley, author of 'Personal Appearance,' working on a new
play at his home in Warren. Pa.

™h„

w
T Tre^

.

S

i

It's

George

McCaU's

'Hollywood

-

'

\

wouhd up tour here
on his way back to the

them.

If

.

'

AsSnTr''ge'SiW"dl

I

^George
IZ^.J'^f^
Ross commutmg to Ridge- j^^sjca je Camara, dead.
_
,.
,
^.
German Ziclis adapting

hem

,

.

^//o^,S'?^rn';Z^!^f°a'daU"h' Stu^f
P^gy French back from
Crm'a L^a"!
ntl'houJe te^ S^ltheVf
^.'iT'^i'n^F^rllJ'ViT
in Forest Park playhouse
season
Tennessee.

Minneapolis

By Bay Josephs

Miguel Bucino studying ballet
they are challenged with pic in mind.
bottle
Daniel des Poldes, RCA Victor
phonograph head, suddenly returned
to the States.
Polish pianist Witold Malcuzynski
Westport, Conn.
surprising b.o. grosser after return
from Chilean tour.
By Hnophiey Donlcn*
Orchestra of Carlos di Sarli contracted for 45-day tour of the States
Claiborne Fosters here.
starting in September.
Ditto Francis Robinson,
Miguel Calvello, composer, long

,,,ith
i

Buenos Aires

many free drinks as
Members must carry corks

get as

by fallow member and haven't
"
i t's a round of drinks.

Doubles' unit

and he's
the third season for the enter- Coast

is

possible.

i

T-

hMe%

farce, 'Los Tlos
T.os Vivos'
Vivos" ('The
."rne

Uncles')

trek to

Madrid
smart
Smart
com-

for J. Garcia Leon's

Pany.

Lily Pons resting at her SilverMexican tenor Jose Mojica mobbed
* oSn
George Sullivan has resigned as
^i**"
localunderwritten
by 900
by fans on arrival by air from the
J^n^'^
of CUfton in Huntingdon mine place.
majiager M^^UKO^
Coin will be returned from seat
^^^y Chatterton weekending at States.. Will do fli. ' and theatre
Grace Moore's.
work.
Texas
Bridge
municipal
diJessie
back
after
visit
with
Maria Barrientos, famed opera
Schwartadorf,
Jacob
day
other
Mike Todd flew here the
I<yceum
winding
up weekend
singer, gave Ckilon Museum two cosrector of Municipal Theatre Assn. for to talk to Lou Holtz at Yacht Club Rinelinp Show on tour.
n.ms.
Swedish-language films.
The Carl Fishers (Mary Mason) tumes from starring roles. She'a
Dean Lutz promoted' from contract 'a^t four years, and Louise HoU, about doing a show for him next
reopening their house here, >
returning to Rio.
Richmond. Va., were wed m Mayor season,
clerk to booker
-Warr^rV
Hugo del Carril, leading tango
Richard Skinner general manager
After making all his fareweUs,
Cowbov Part new ^usement Winiam Dee Becker's office last
singer, buying ofl 20-year contract
^eek.
Billy Carmichael. of Brad Hunt of CounUy Playhouse this season.
enterprise oomed for season.
Clifton Webb and Mabel occupying from manager Hector Quesada. Has
Henry J. Palkenhainer and Carl A. band, was rejected by draft board
Kennetli Kelle^ (Sopher ^sistant
already ^aid 30,000 pesos.
their new home back of Stamtord
waflager, wid to Sally Kleinsmitii, Tholl. vet members of the St Louis physicians.
occupying
Rodgerses
Pampa's U. S. head cameraman.
TTie
Richard
proJ. Roger McKclvey, veteran
Century cashier.
[symph orch. were presented with
Bob Robetts. tossed cocktail party
Bill Watmouuh Warner Brothers' gold watehes upon their retirement jectionist and labor union leader, their new place on Greenfield Hill.
Lawrence Langner and Armlna for dirertbr Lucas Demare on cornbooker, transferred to Indianapolis last week. Both had been members will be a candidate for sheriff in
Marshall due In from Coast this'pletion ot.'ELCura Gaucho' ("The
is offl<i maMffer
of the organization for more than 40 September.
Gaucho Priest').
tou Fordan. manager Memorial week.
Dorothy Lewis returning to Hotel 'years;

By Les

'

iYnf^
$104,(WO

ees

1

ites.

Eddie (jochran of Warners in the

sales.

arniy.
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prexy, moves west to remain at
""til Fox rcturns in

September

minors whether it's stop or go.
Most popular club among Ameri'cans and Britishers in Madrid Is
^^Jl^ aub.^Obj'eTiB to gerteMowl
together weekly for meal. Another

I

iw,^;^

sal

entire show must be okayed by
'authorities and sign on b.o, tells

|

&

summer stay*ln New York, Friday
(30), whUe Nate BlumbergTuniver-

I

,

children under 14 cannot. attend
showcBso performances unescorted,

1

Milburn

'

,

,

been hJ^idliSl rnn^'n;Jo'
liciS fo?
w»n'n«tn
'drSted' by tte^U

j

|
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Wednesday, May 28, 1941

S4
as

many

as

three showj

concurrently.

OBITUARIES

J

running
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'Sieg Im Westen'

JAMES MANOS

^COBtlnned from pas* 2^

James Manos, 47 maitre d'hotel at
Ambassador hotel's Cocoanut Grove, ^apy

the State Department to take
stop the showing of the

WM. M.

('BILLT')

Los Angeles, for 18 years, died in action
Hollywood, May 24, following an ex- UFA-distributed pic.
CliRord Braun, president of the tefided illness.
Two major owners of the 96th
Ottumwa Theatres, Ottumwa, Iowa,
Manos had more friends in the street are said to have profited to
died in Rochester, Minn., May 16. film industry than anyone outside the extent of $1,000 each on the gross
He had been ill since March.
the trade, having handled its parties of the first week's business. Qne of
Braun, his father, Stephen, and since the early silent days.
them, Willy Maniisbacher, is said to
two brothers, L. D. and Lynwood,
have been forced to emigrate fromi
purchased the Ottumwa theatre, deGermany in 1936 because one of his
FBED BEBBLE
stroyed by Are a few weeks ago. The
parents was Jewish,
on
May
20
died
Behrle,
50,
Fred
Ottumwa Theatres Corp, was later
Kyfhanser Bond's OK
Fernando
San
ranch
in
Columbia
the
presformed with Stephen Braun as
atheart
a
following
Cel.,
Valley,
Most active of the Nazi organizaafsince become
ident,' and has
the pic- tions in' 'encouraging' its memberfiliated with the Trl-SUtes Theatres tack while on location for
Diego,
San
in
Born
"Texas.'
ture,
ship
to
attend 'Sieg' has been the
and
Braun
Both Stephen
Corp.
Kyfhauser Bund, made up
„ Ger_^ of
Lynwood died in recent years and Behrle entered pictures with the old ^^„.„„.
Louis D.' Braun died early this year. Vltagraph Co., and spent most of his man veterans of the last war and
actor.
character
career
as
a
frequently
charged with being a
member
of
a
Braun
was
Clifford
son.
and
widow
are
his
Surviving
front
Reich
propaganda
activity.
in
for
years
several
for
Sousa's band
Number.of others, including at least
He is surthe trombone section.
one Italian society, have also been
vived by his widow.
CHARLES F. McNAMABA
Charles F. McNainara, writer of pushing their members to see the
picture,
according
Informed
to
General
11
in
May
died
many songs,
WALTEB H. MILLEB
sources.
wrote
He
Angeles.
Los
Walter H. Miller, 71, retired Edi- Hospital,
In a statement presented by Al'Just a Dream of Your Dear' "The
son recording executive who uncovfons
Richter,
theatre's
the
house
atSweet
'Where
the
Erin'
and
ered some of the leading disc favor- Roses of
Wild Roses Grow.' 'Just a Dream' torney, he says:
ites in the early days of the indus'The Oeth Street theatre has not
was quite a hit around 1910.
try, died of a heart attack May 26 at
granted,
nor
does
grant,
it
any
adof
McNamara,
Elisabeth
sister,
A
his home in South Orange, N. J.
mission to anybody without payment
Hanford,' Calif., survives.

CUFrOKD BBACN

JAMES

William M. ('Billy') James, 63, pioneer film exhibitor and w.k. In na-

|

tional indie circles/ died May 24 In
Grant hospital, Columbus, O., after
long illness. He had been retired
from the theatrical business since

Widow, daughter and

1927.

sister

survive.

For 12 years James was president
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Ohio (forerunner to the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio),
once served as head of the National

Amusement Managers' Assn. and was
a charter member of the Variety
Club, Tent No. 2. He broke into the
business when he leased Great
Southern, Columbus, from Lee Boda
.

leaving to take over the

1907,

Broadway, Columbus, in 1910.
Other houses under his direction
Included the Ada Maede and Kentucky, Lexington, Ky.; Tivoli, Toledo (selling all three to Gus Sun in

and in Columbus: James (now
Loew's Broad), Grand (now RKO),
Eastern, Vernon (now Cameo) and
State. Loew's bought the James and

Broadway

A native of East Orange, N. J.,
Miller joined the Edison laboratories

J.

In

in 1927 for $1,350,000, with
Real Neth, g.m. of James organ-

JOE WEST
nearby West Orange when a boy
Joe West, 24, KGO-KPp junior
During his long association
announcer, died suddenly May 15
Funeral services were held in Co- with the firm he was credited with while thought to be recovering from
discovering the singing team of Billy
lumbus Monday (26).
Jones and Ernie Hare, among others. a rare disease. A former page boy.
Surviving are his widow, Emma, West was announcer for the RCA
WILSON COLLISON
and a son, Howard, both of South television exhibit during the last
Frisco fair.
onetime Orange. ,
Collison,
47,
Wilson
He is survived by his widow. They
Broadway playwright and for the
were married a year ago.
past 13 years a film scenarist, died
JEANETTE
D. BBADSHAW
in Beverly Hills, Cal., May 25, folMrs.
Jeanette
Despres
Bradshaw,
T. WISTEB GBOCKETT
lowing a brief Illness.
48, former actress, -who once apT. Wlster Grockett, 56, hotelman
When^ine years old, Collison had peared with such stars as Raymond
and former manager of the Million
his first story published by a news- Hitchcock, Richard Carle
and Fri^l Dollar Pier, Atlantic City, died at
Schefr, died May 25 in the New York the Atlantic City Hospital Saturday
of 18.

ization, acquiring the others.

.

hospital.
I

I

ENID BERJVSTEIN
S.

D.

i

paper and in 1919 he achieved
prominence with his play^ 'Up in
Mabel's Room,'-, which he wrote
while working as drugstore clerk in
Columbus, O. Teaming with Avery
Hopgood, they turned out 'Girl in

Born in Detroit, Mrs. Bradshaw
Widow, two sons,,
was the widow of Kenneth Brad- survive.
,
shaw, a dramatist. Among the plays
in which she was seen were 'Mile.
CBABLES M. NIEZEB
Modiste,' 'The Red Widow,' "The
Charles M. Niezer, 64, Fort Wayne,
Mayor of Tolcyo' and "The Yankee Ind., industrialist, died May 18.
Consul.'
At the time of his death he was
Funeral services were held under president and chairman of the board
auspices of the Actors' Fund and of The Capehart, Inc., a director of
burial followed in the Fund plot In the Farnsworth Television and Radio
Kensico Cemetery, N. Y.
Corp., and chairman of the board of
the Tokheim Oil Tank and Pump Co.

HEBMAN HOPPE

.

.

NORTON TBAVIS

Herman

Hoppe, 80, one-time clown
Limousine,' and 'Getting (Sertie's
with the old Barnum tt Bailey cirGarter.' (bolUson soloed on writing
and producing 'Girl Witli Cartnine cus, who in recent years had worked
in Coney Island sideshows,, died May
and 'Sweet Petunia.'
His
20 at the Coney Island Hospital,
widow, Anzonietta Lloyd Collison,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
(tarred in both plays.
'A 'full-blooded American Indian,
Other shows written by deceased
Hoppe's body remained unclaimed
Included 'Every Little Thing,' 'A
last week at the
Kings County
Bachelor's Night,' 'Desert Sands,
morgue. Efforts of police to locate a
"The Sheik Love,' The Vagabond,'
brother, William, also a Brooklyn
'Red Dust,' and 'Hard-BoUed AngeV
resident, were unavailing.
Collison was credited with more
than 60 screenplays and a number
WILLIAM C.
of novels.
recently

Lips,'

'

KAUTZ

Ida
legit

services.

IDA WATEBMAN
Shaw Francoeur, 89, veteran
and screen actress, who used

the professional name' of Ida Waterman, died May 22 at her home in
Cincinnati After the death of her
first huiband, Fred Waterman, first
baseman for. the Cincy Reds years
back, she married Joseph Francoeur,
actor and later istage manager for
several of Charles Frobman's productions. Francoeur died in 1907.

Deceased retired in 1926. She specialized in grande dame roles.' On
the stage she appeared in plays with
William Gillette, Maude Adams, Mrs.
Fiske and others. Her latest engagements in pictures were with Douglas
Fairbanks,
.

Survived

and Mary Pickford.
by her brother-in-law,

Sr.,

whom

she made
her home. Body was cremated May
23, following services in Cincy.
L. C. Alcoke, with
-

CAL HEILIO
Calvin

(Cal)

.

Heilig,

79,

'

|

wealthy

promiixent showman in the Northwest, died at his' city home in Portland, Ort., Sunday (25). When the
road, flourished he piled up a fortune, later selling his theatres in
Portland and Seattle to picture exhibitors, but he retained the Heilig
theatre, Tacoma, and operated the
J. J. Parker theatres In Portland.
Heilig built an Imposing nome on
the grounds of the Tacoma Country
Club and Was known, as a dilettante,
collectlbg many objects of art. He
.'beqiiMthed hia show business interests booking franchise with the
United Bodking Office to filU IkCurdy,
general managet^'.^bo' recently visited Broadway to Idok^b^er
-

'

Ms

the possibilities of theatre teKvlslon.

attack at his^home In that city. He
led the band at the Earle theatre
for many years mot'e recently was
cohductoi: at the Carmen and Ox-,
ford and had been associated with
Meyer Davis at one time.
Kalitz was a member of the Philly
and Atlantic City locals of the musicians union. Funeral services were
held Monday in (Sermahtown, Pa.

of the regular admission fee, paid in
cash at the boxofflce. It is not connected with, nor does it rely upon
any particular societies or organizations, does not ask'fbr nor honors
identification cards by any of its customers and is open tor business for
each and every caller of the general
public.
It extends the courtesy of

tures.

starring the late .Pearl White,

and also many early

silents.

HART BUTH MITCHELL
Mary Ruth
film

May

actress,
21.

former

Mitchell, 35,

died in Los Angeles,

She had appeared

In',

several Joe

Clifford Evians, 41, part

owner of

Phonofilm Co., which manufactures
juke projectors, died in Hollywood

May 24 following a fall
hotel elevator shaft.

House Reviews
sContlnned from page 47;

team of elderly dancers, have a
novel turn during which they contrast modem terping with that of
the 'good old days.'

'

-

It's

well re-

'

ceived.

McLaglen and a

down a
down—but

half -pint stooge

hold

lO-mlnute

It

that's all.

stint.
It's all

Hold

com

few
McLaglen

entertainment calories.
tees oil with the usual
'it's-great-to-be-in-Philly' guff, engages in some palaver with the
stooge and winds up with a scene
from The Informer,' his screen success of some years back.
His reception told the story. When
he came onstage, the applause was

with

terrific.

off

palm-pounding.

when

Show

caught
(Saturday
matinee) was playing to standees.
Shot.

MARRIAGES

and governmental authorities, upon
proper presentation of .identfflcation
cards.

96th Street theatre receives

But when he bowed

.

there was only a faint smattering of

in

Ruth '^issburger to Ellis' Guskey,
Pittsburgh, May. 12. He's with

tion that the theatre admits persons
upon presentation of certain membership cards, expecting reimbursement from 'some other source,' f.i.
'the

Reich Consulate or sundry Nazi

bund

coffers,' is

untrue.

'We have no knowledge of pressure by 'Nazi end Italian Organiza-

upon

their members to see
the picture, as you insinuate.
don't believe that such is being
tions'

We

brought and have not experienced
any signs of such whatever.'

Sylvia Schlang to David A. LipNew York today (28). He's
advertising-publicity head of Columbia Pictures in New York.
Alice Johnson to Vic Brown in
Chicago, April 19. Groom Is with
NBC Artists Bureau in Chicago.
Pearl Hyman to Kenny Hyman, in
ton, in

San Antonio, Texas, May
engineer of station
Antonio.
chief,

21.
He is
KABC, San

'

Dee Keating

May

In

1,

Hank Maddelena,

to

New

down an

ture division. State Education, that

Richard H. Rollins of N. Y. City will
seek from Supreme Court Justice
William H. Murray, of Tr6y, at a
special term June 13, an order banning 'Victory In the West,' the Nazi
propaganda film depicting Germany's conquest of Holland, the
Netherlands and France.
Rollins
rtartedTourt action after ^mond
had notified the Non-Sectarian AnUNazi League, 20 W. 47th street, New
York, the picture was a 'current
events' one and as such, under the
Education Law, did not have to be
*

Bride's a

Orleans.

"

'

licensed.

l%^«„T4\m' at'^u'niveU^'"

Ruth Popek, non-pro, to Mel Feldman, WEW, St. Louis, control operator.

Martha Raye to Neal Lang,
Vegas, Nev.,

May

In

Las

is film

Bride'

24.

and stage comedienne; he's an hotel
executive.

Dorothy

Best

New

in

^4,

John Simpson,

to

York.

model .and nurse;

he>s

Bride is .
an NBC an-

nouncer.
Collier Connell to Will Rogers,
Jr., in Las Vegas, ^ev.. May 26. He's
son of the late humorist^ presently
publishing a newspaper in Beverly
Hills.

BICHABD PHILLIPS

.

'.

'

_

EARLE, PHILLY

Even if it were technically a feature-length film, Esmond pointed
out, the m.p.d. could not suppress it
Richard Phillips, who claimed to as 'propaganda.'
The only legal
be 115 years old and the oldest actor grounds for the rejection of licenses
in the world, died May 4 in Los An- for pictures in New York State are
'geles.
He played bit parts in west- that they are immoral, Indecent or
OTIS GABBETT
ern pictures.
incite to crime. Suggestions by antiOtis Garrett, 36, fUm director, died
Communists were long ago made
in Glendale, CaL, May 24, following
GODFREY CBAIO
that Soviet-made pictures be banned
apparent recuperation from a stom- —Godfrey Craig, 26, film player, on 'propaganda; grounds,
but the
ach operation last March.
died in Los Angeles, May 26.
m.p.d. took no action, claiming it
Starting as a film editor, deceased
Deceased had once been with the could not. An amendment to the
turned to writing and three years 'Our Gang' comedies.
law. Education Department attorago won his spurs as a director. He'
neys informally say, would T>e
piloted films at Universal and Grand
Wife of Arthur D. Knapp, veteran necessary to forbid exhibition of
National and had to withdraw from salesman for 20th-Fox, died at her films because they contained
'propadirection of 'World Premiere' at home In Detroit,' fallowing a short ganda.' That such
a change in the
Paramount for hospitalization.
illness. Three children also survive!
statutes will he made is considered
Leaves three daughters.
unlikely.
The propaganda phase
Sarah Capra, 82, mother of Frank would probably involve the m.p.d.
ALFRED FBITH
Capra, film producer, died May 23 in in endless difficulties.
Alfred Frith, 56, for years prin- Hollywood.
Rollins, through attorney Julius L.
cipal comedian in Williamson-Tait
Goldstein of New York, alleges the
Father of Billy Burton, manager German-language
musicals In. Australia, died in Melcommentary to
bourne recently.
Frith, born in of the Jimmy Dorsey orchestra, died 'Victory' aims at 'glorification of
England, went to Aussie in 1914 and in New York May 22.
Hitler, the
German soldiers and
scored his biggest success later in
Nazi Ideals.' The picture 'is not a.
'Gdlng Up.'
newsreel in any sense of the term,'
Following the drop in legit, Frith Detroit Nite'17 Suggests
declares plaintiff in his affidavit
Rather, it is a full-length picture dejoined the Australian Broadcasting
Patrons^^ Danfce Elsewhere picting events happening 20 years
Commission for a series of air reago, jshortly after World War No. 1,
vues.
Detroit, May 27.
Victory,' now being
Dancing In the rtlterlcs Is passe, and last year,
j^=<-"-^ in
'EIP'
New York, Is described
too.
Thus the Bowery, huge Ham- exhibited
'Rip,' kswriter of Parisian revues tramck nitery, has built itself up to
by Rollins as one that 'in its mechfor some 30 years, died recently of prominence with two and three-hour anistic aspects, shows how efficiently
a stomach ailment in a Paris nursing floor shows, with only five-minute the Germans destroy their enemies,
blow up their cities and how nicely
home. Though his right name was dance spots between shows.
they treat their captives. ... No
Georges Thenon, he preferred to be.
'Foi' the benefit of those who wish
kn6wn as 'Rip.'
to dance,' ni. c. Charlie Carlisle Is reasonable person caii arrive at the
.The s'ofa ot a baiik"er, ^ip'' won announcing, 'we have buses waiting conclusion that it is a newsreel.'
Charles A. Brlnd, jr., counsel for
early success' as 'a' 'playwrlghV' and at the door to take you to the Graythe Education Department, will apat the peak of his career often had stone Ballroom.'
.

27.

niotlon picture Industry to withhold
exhibition of all German-made pic-

free admission, as we presume all
motion picture houses 'do, only to
representatives of press and radio

The

May

A resolution before the Texas
house of representatives wants the

"

rial,

'

Cremated at private

Austin,
I

Norton Travis, 60, one of the
vocalist and he's trumpeter with Al
earliest film cameramen, died in
Sue to ..Curb 'Sieg*
Donahue's orchestra.
Los Angeles, May. 24.
Albany, N. Y., May 27.
Dorcas Cochran to Arthur V. Jones,
Notice has been served on Irvln ,_ tj-.-j.-. m-„
Starting in 1900, Travis handled
tvipvVb
the camera on 'Perils of Pauline' se- Esmond, directo_r of the motion pic-

More
he wrote
E. Brown comedies, but had been
williani C. Kalitz, 46, former di
the 'Malsle' series at 'Metro and was
inactive during the past three years.
Columbia before UlnMS forced rector of several orchestras in Philadelphia, died Friday (24) of a heart
him into inactivity.
CLIFFOBD EVANS

t

Justice

no payments for any admissions WCAE Airliners.
Marlon Miller to Eddie Krul, in
from any source other than cash
Detroit, May 22. He is manager of
and a daughter paying customers and your allega- the New Home theatre there.

(24).

j

before

Texas Wonid Bar 'Em

-

1918),

IN MEMORY OF
MY DEAR FRIEND

.

application

Rollins'

Murray.

.

,

'

in

pear for the State in opposition to

^

j

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Cyril Winslow,
daughter, in Pittsburgh, May 14.
Mother's former ,Vera Neding, of

WCAE

sUff.

Mrs. Paul
He's a

and

Mr.

.

Adante, a
engineer

WGY

dgughter.

and former announcer at WGY and
WMBO, Auburn, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Cooke, son, in
Hollywood, May 19. Father is Los
Angeles office manager for Universal.

Mr.

and

Robert

Mrs.

Agnew,

in Hollywood, May 19.
is in special effects departat Warners.

daughter,

Father

ment
Mr.

and

San

in'

Father

16.

Richard Evans,
Fernando, CaU

Mrs.

daughter,

May

is

Metro

script

clerk.

Mr. and Mrs. Arch Farmer, son.
Father is night
16, In Chicago.

May

editor

Columbia-WBBM

in

news

room.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruby Rosenberg, son
in Hollywood, May 21.
Father is
assistant director at

RKO.

and

Stuart

Mr.

daughter,

in

Mrs.

Palmer,

San Diego, May

21.

Father is a screen writer.
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Glass, son, recently in Cleveland.' Father .is in
the sales promotion department of
WGAR, Cleveland.
Mr. and Mrs. Den Werrells, daughter, In Akron, O.
Father is operator
of station WJW, Akron.
Mr. and Mrs. Al Span, daughter,
in Hollywod, May 26. Father is station KNX, Hollywood, producer.
'

-

\
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and drunks. Bars reported

Blackout Over Broadway
-CoalbmtA from pace

If

tremendous
and abroad to the tpeecb of PresirtmcL^
dent Roosevelt last night' (Tuesday). *
i^'.fSi, Important
i™^^!^; reason why the
Another
The trial blackout In Newark Sunjust
a
warmernight
was
day (25)
up for Manhattan, authorities in con- u'^or mo!^f*„u™o^ S^dV ^tv
ih^ i^mtTv
tact with Mayor LaGuardia's new t Snnwn
«^„A"r^o
nJZrthL'^l,
the world
and thus has become
Civilian Defense Office have de- and

«ou^S

itSnnt

VZZl

'

Saga of Napkin
^ContlDued from page
ater so Bernhardt trotted

down

day

to

Railway Express offices, asked
how about it?-and wound up having
'^e napkin "flown back to the Coast
Fil-n
'elt no difference at
*e b.o. from a normal Sunday eve- IJ?"^ the studio could look it over.
May. accounted for *p^lly ip™ -"'-was in executive hands
'
than a Hav lot^r <>< ,
l"'" .r" V"'/ itT'TT"'! T"
„i
°'

ted

as

,

much

——

^

is

because panic in

but frequent
event of the bombing of New York
would be a thousandfold more dangerous to the population than enemy
missiles ever could be.
It is pointed out that the lack of
panic in tiondon has only been
achieved because of the long period
of drills before Hitler got really
blitzy—and the time for New York
and the whole eastern seaboard to

a bombing raid, instructors at the
mayor's school have declared,
vantages are the straight, comparatively wide streets and strong con"struction of the buildings.
Disadvantage is geographical—the broad

Lewis and

set of

hours brought Ronald Coland his wife, the former Benfta

man
A^by Hume,

Atlantic's deposit here of

CJifT

Lynn Farnol came down from the
clouds from the Coast, and the same

'

^'^

^

she was guest of the Unl-

was being staged.
Dorothy Lamour,

m

:

,

(22)

China Drive's drive.
Make Way, Sprlnffleld

The Lane and Patrick combination joined with Romero for a trip
to Springfield, Mass., on the American Airline shuttle, where Thursday (22) a Greek War Relief benefit

maneuver
a symbol of New York as ''^
Broadway. As a result, the
"hort one adult b.b.
"^HI'T* v^*^^*'^ ii™^Thorrone''ad^^^^^^
»•
enemy will make a tremendou^ pub- ^''^ f manager, pi^hed up his show
slightly and inserted a line
his ads
Abby Bicker In
licity edo about hite on the giant
assuring patrons they would be out
piles of masonry.
Pa„ . American Airways' three
blackout. Number
t'j?'*
Manhattan has both advantages
clippers carried Lix weluy ration
Pushed up
and disadvanUges over London in
leJ^e people beghJnine wUh
J'°T>f
although not advertising

LaGuardia feels It Is vital
clared.
to have not only total darkness tests
drills,

•

little upturn in business, despite the muUlr
tudes, which quickly dispersed for
home after the dark period. Some
of the bars put blackout paper over
the windows and continued to serve
dr nks but most closed up while the
* S*"'^^''
'i^'P ^^'^^
the scene, too.

to

Our Town. Colman, who

jut completed labor in the
the usual time, around 12:30, found f
, RKO
?' ''*«*/r?m
1
I:. J
i
, xt. i
'
^^'O P'C' 'My Life With Caroline.'
°^
Patrons leaving
time
opera stages with Z^^'i
the idea that if the said he would spend a few days
''^^er show outside.
of
world did a little more thinking
Wea in Newark is t9 continue the there would be a little less killine. his life with Benita looking over the
Hamlet-ot-Hotels and-Hovels-on-theHudson and ^st rivers on either blackout ^experiments moving the Abby, urging that Americans spend Hudson
and then would flv '°
to Bufpolice
and
health
Are,
plans by the
hour a day ^meditating on'thelfalo. whe^e huTife"""*'
ll*..''"i«!I:f_i^Jl^'?.f!!.«..^*!.l!j"^^
departments in the event of a black- north outlining the jfjand even, on ^nd^^en sv^tehtog to a Tuesday or youths
;^ut"^livi;.g
living^aVerThTnTml^ut;"
rather than a mmute a wIX
with "a'^rldio"
a radio bToad^st^'^balnJ
bro!
"enamng
Thursday and finally a Friday or
out and bombing of Manhattan are the darkest nights with wtat might
year praying for the soldier dead, British War Relief.
T^^lf
surprisingly advanced. It has been almost as weU be neon. Blackouts Saturday That, of course, will mean said- she is about to begin a concert
The airport-on-the-parkway will
Plenty
of
effects
will
on
the
help
only
partially.
very
little
They
amusement
given
will
although
learned,
have a change of musicmakers Satof the U S A.
business,
make
It
tougher
enemy
fWghtfor
unduly
fliers
to
of
fear
publicity for
urday (31) when Ron Perry takes
With a pleasant, starlit night, oae \JP^JlfJ?V^M»^^JMn^%^vl^ the melody controls from
ining the populace. Also, of course. locate the city from afar and to pick
Jay Coe
there's stiU plenty to be done in out particular building^they aim of the major surprises of thf crowd ^,rAt^H^»^^.:'^:*'.,,'?lJ?t^ in the Aviation Terrace and the
.~ to an American city in the last war.
vs<^hom
tv-o* = Ki_-i/., » J
for utilities—but won't give
iverrnem
r
was that
a blackout is noti so black, nr
getting
_ detail worked out.
»•
_*
i iu
u-n "° Kitty Hawk room.
Velva Nalley
P"'
any
particular
trouble
once
taken
they
get
steps
Even
in
important
secto'rs
where artlflcial liluOne of the
will continue with cocktail hour
'f^^'^*}^!^
°"
.within
range.
*
'
to
lectures
minations
series
of
was
two
totally
*
doused, it was
!
has been
piano rhythm in the Kitty Hawk.
'"ie
see no acSituation in the event of raids possible to see plenty far ahead to
about 300 engineers of realty-holding]
Headwaiter Michael McNamara,
^al warfare but become numb from
companies and of major Manhattan won't be quite so desperate as it walk rapidly with ease without
who makes music without a band,
the effects of it
buildings. Including hotels and the- appears at first sight, it is pointed bumping into anyone or anything,
greeted this week, among others.
out.
There
won't
"Hie
same
flying
steamship,
carried
fire
probe
the
tremendous
on
was
series
atres. First
Vic Mature, Dot Lamour. Charles
Phillpp,
pianist
who
through
daily
crowds
pouring
Into
their
ofJsadore
the
ran
which
Second,
tection.
Butterworth and Peggy Hopkins
ranks next to the Poles' piano-play- Joyce, who liked the place so
April, was on bombings, and black- Sees nor will there be the nightly
well
ing ex-presldent^ Faderewsld, last week that they came back
outs; and the third, to start shortly, migration to Broadway picture and
for
through our immigration biarrier to more of the same.
will be a more -advanced series on legit houses. All possible women and
Contlnn«a from page
^
_ ^ 3s
'"""^J^yend
indefinite
visit
here.
Second
real
blitz,
an
topic.
'children,
in
event
of
a
bombing-blackout
the
One of the week's unreebrded
out
of 'Johnny Belinda' (Longacre)
the
reps
of
business
evacuated
and
by
would
be
conducted
series was
m. Phillpp, wBo was tfccompanied flights was that taken by K. C. 'Cop*dePolice
headquarters
and
move
Plre
houses
would
because
Health,
of measles and decided to! by his sister. Emilie, founded, with per" Dwinell, manager of the airArmy,
Third wiU be entirely into Connecticut. Jersey and other call it a season. Victor Moore'
partments.
was the aid of American. Mrs. Randall port's three restaurants, who -webt
tip in the air on one of those Cola
by Army and fire department of- less densely populated sections.
out of 'T-nniffipTa Purchssc' (Im- MacKeever, the Fontainbleau School
Nabes Woald Boom
ad junkets and who came down
ficials who have recently returned
perial) earlier In the week with of Music in Paris, The composerLondon.
busiof
giant
amusement
Broadway's
from a study
pianist, last here In 1A35, wUl stop muttering the praises of Ice water.
laryngitis, Will Philbrick stepping in.
tresuffer
would
ness, of course,
N. T. Snbwaya Unsafe
Moore is seeking a rest and the man- at Gotham's Hotel Woodward as the
London's
in
just
as
that
guest of friends and former pupils.
Fire department has recently made mendously,
would have agement will close 'Purchase' for the In his slow, methodical French he
a quiet census of the populations of West End has. People
summer, going on tour In the faU.
countered queries on current France
large buildings and inspected nh inclination to pour into the danall
"V,^,?"*!!!;' ^5°°? '^f with, 'What do we have today?'
-CoaOmt^ from pace ts
them for air raid shelter facilities. ger zone, nor would the Government ^J^J
in
Engnit them to. But, just as
One thing they have virtually elim- permit
him in. the picture
Lady Qaeensberry
an Army ofllcf^ and a civilian embooip ^^^^
inated as a shelter, it has been land, theatre business would
version of 'Purchase.'
Lady Queensberry, wife of the lOtb ployes of tfie CC. who will be an exYorkers
learned, is the subways, thought by in the sectors to which New
Julia
Knox,
understudy
Marquis
Queensberry,
grandson
perienced
In
The
of
of
company manager. This
have been evacuated.
many to be Ideal.
One tremendous difficulty In Com Is (Sreen' (National), replaced the lad who put a box around boxing whole mobile phase of the entertainSubways offer a number of danand pre- Rosalind Ivan when the latter was by formulating parliamentary pro< ment program has been delegated by
gers. Mayors' meetings have been blacking out New York
oilt
with
heavy
cold.
in
a
Raymond
ceedure
for
pugs,
CHppered
Frl<
chairman
Vinton
Freedley to Harry
the
First Is that entrances and paring it for air raids, which
told.
Army have not Roe, a kid actor in 'Women Aren't {day (23) on her way to Canada to Delmar. Where necessary, units will
exits are too narrow and serious in- Mayor's aides and the
nation- Angels' (on tour), was out of the cast see her children, parked there for remain in a camp two or more nights
juries or deaths might result from lost sight of. is the polygot
being
last
week,
measles
the
comgranddaughter-Inthat
majority
'duration.'
The
so
of
boys can see the
mass movements ii\ or out of them alities. There is not the same unity plaint,
law of the propounder of pugilistic show.
Second is that they are surrounded in New York th^at there to in Lon
Bom's Kxpcrlmcnt
precautions to internationally known
don, and it is expected that if^and
by water, gas and steam mains.
Billy Rose to
Determination
to
by
painter
and
hopes
portrait
as a
bomb hit on any of these facilities when war comes, the fifth column
execute a few commissions while In prove practical hto plan for 'mobile
could drown or suffocate thousands acUvity in this part of the country
Bills
shows' in Army- camps has led the
North America.
No one u putting
of people in the undergrounds, while will be terrific.
producer
advance
his
own coin to
to
of
sContlnned from pace 4Is
Another Clipper, tripper of the
others would probably get killed in 'beyond possibiUty large segments
^°"''
cooperating
week was Mme. Evelyn Randole, the
^^^^^^
the rush for the exits. Gas bombs New York's population
Jerry Salisbiiry
Boyd Heathfln
<]'^?dnesday).
pUyrite and critic, bound for Nice, *«^?y
consUtute another danger to a sub- with the .enemy by failing to effec- Roberta Jonay
Hotel Lcoox
^=n««rtahiers
who
make the
Nina Olivette
(Blue Tralo)
In the outskirts of HiUer. to greet
tually black out their homes every Allen
way refuge.
Murray
Berle,
are
Milton
Simone
Simon.
4«
iT
»t.r-\rij««,™,7jo
v.!..
Johnny Field Ore
cre- Flags & Arnold
her mother and persuade her to come
Half way up in big buildings, ac- time a warden turns his back or
Robinson and Jane Froman!
Deone Parrlsb
in Nick & V Collins
cording to the teachings at the city's ating disturbances and panics
Hotel SbcntoB
Caaa Hnnaiia
alleged
(Sberaten Boot)
blackout-bomb school, is the safest shelters.
Loa Carter Ore
Don Dudley Ore
place in event of a raid. Fire deTrucks, whose sides open up to form
Ccvid DalleDtlne
_
.
1.
11
u
11
*
Ha<«I Stoller
With much bally-bally from the
Jolinny McAtteer
partment has therefore been care- "^p-,, Yeflr»R
^^^^
^
(Terrace Boom)
Last
Bob Nelson
^^^^ xcoi d xjt*; m^ooAmerican press «md <:amera. Faith ^
fully going over structures, particu^^^j^j.
^^^j, ^^^^
Eddie O-IIearn Ore
.
Pape & Conchlta
_
^nnett,, actress- wife of
Johnny ^mbull
larly hotels and the buUdings near
locations are about two mUes apart,
in
Charles Bennett, boarded
.writer
(Cafe Boose)
_
For intheatres, to select spots.
Clob Maytair
saivy cavicchio Ore Pan-Amerlcan Airways Dixie to fly gy^j
Newark. N. J.. May 27,
jggj ^^g^
About
^g
stance,, in the case of the 3,600-seat
Ranny Weeki Ore
i"'* Eve in May' iBerole
wew Year's
°° ^^^^'"' \4ftm to 5,000 soldiers can be ac""^
was New
Paramount on Broadway, the safest
Ueonett O
""mi-^'aSSf*' I**
".J.,
night, when ^
Transport Auxiliary commodated at each show, which is
vinccnt
place would be the corridors of the here on Sunday (25)
Jimmv LcE^if ore ^''"^
475^^ople beca^^^
Trop Serenade™ o! awaits her services. The kively-to- about half the- total number at the
sixth to 12th floors, or thereabouts, this city
^
"
Harry Drake
Rev
~
look-at holder of a pilot's license will cantonment.
the first large industrial metropolis, Club Vnnlty Fair
in the adjoining Paramount BuildMuriel Daniel*
on the eastern seabord to experience
Rose had the two trucks driven In
Eddy & L Roberta serve as a ferry flyer.
ing.
^^^^
Paul & Edna
from Detroit, paying for fuel and
a blackout City. Army and police gi,,,, nay
Boles for Theatres, Hotels
Afraid of Tbondentorms
Hotel Bitz t'arletOB
the turnout Joan^Benot
drivers from bis own pocket, al_
t
I
Execs of the .downtown theatres offlciato were amazed at
Parker
Dee
(BUs
Boof)
Mrs. Bennett who to
trial dark pethough he will be reimbursed later
and hotels shortly wiU get instruc- downtown to 'see' the
Coconout Grore
Carlos
Mollnas
Oro
Messerof -thunderstorms than of
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" Here's a care that makes you
sure about your skin-AGIVE-LATHER
FACIALS with Lux Soap"

"UX TOILET SOAP ACTIVE-LATHER
'FACIALS give your skin protection
it

needs for loveliness

Dunne

—

the protection of
cleansing. Beautiful Irene

thorough
tells

you

just

how

to take this

"Pat the rich Lux Soap lather
your §kin, rinse with warm
water, then cool. Then pat gently to
dry. Now look in your mirror!" Try
this gentle HoUjnvood care for 30 days
see what it can dp for you!
facial:

lightly into

f

-

—

LuxioApL
ACTIVE-LATHER

^

1

'.^-fj-f^i

rACIALS LEAVE SKIN
FEELING SO SMOOTH
-LOOKING SO fresh!
I've found the right
complexion care!

<«'

IRENE

Dunne
in

COLUMBIA PICTURES'

Now
9 out of 10 Hollywood Screen

Stars use

Showing

Lofinlly

Lux Toilet Soap
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